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THIS VOLUME OF "THE GARDEN"
'

/,

is dedicated by pepmlssion to

SIR FRANK CRISP, BART., LL.B., J.P.

{President of the Horticultural Club.)

IT
affords us sincere pleasure to dedicate this, the Eightieth Vohime of The Garden, to

Sir Frank Crisp in appreciation of his deep and active interest in the art of gardening.

'

Sir Frank Crisp takes the keenest interest in all branches of gardening, but his tmbounded

enthusiasm for the alpine garden is almost a passion. In the spacious and beautiful

grounds of his home at Friar Park, Henley, he has created the most wonderful alpine garden

the world has ever seen outside the Alps themselves. At aU times of the year this remarkable

rock garden presents an unfailing source of interest and pleasure. It has been described and

illustrated in our pages on many occasions, and a view in the rock garden formed the subject

of a coloured plate in The Garden for October 26, 1912.

Excellent as 'these illustrations are, they give no -conception of the magnitude and

grandeur of this rock garden, containing as it does aU that is choicest and rarest among

alpine flowers. It has been said that a garden is an index of the mind, and this is true

of Friar Park, for above aH else it is original, while it has been designed on a broad and

thorough basis characteristic of a generous mind. Moreover, it is not a garden kept solely

for the enjoyment of a favoured few. One day of each week it is thrown open to the public

on payment of a small fee, and the whole amount derived from this source is devoted to

charitable purposes. By this means gardening charities have greatly benefited. Some idea

of the great joy this garden brings into the lives of others may be gleaned from the following

extract from an article entitled " Friar Park Revisited," published in The Garden for June 19,

1915 :
" All visitors are welcomed, fi'om the highest in the laiad to the poor East-Ender,

one of whom spoke of his visit to Friar Park as the red-letter day of his life, adding that

' everything kind of had meaning like.' The purpose of the garden is so aptly set forth upon

the Stpne of Precation :

" The gardener toiled to niake the garden fair

Most for thy pleasure."

The gardener knows he has achieved his aim ; the pleasure he wished to give has extended

far and wide, and the kind wish has beeii realised perhaps to a greater and more far-reaching

degree than he ever anticipated. Her Majesty Queen Alexandra, whose love of flowers and

gardens is well known, visited the garden for the first time last month, and was so enchanted

that she repeated her visit the following day."

To Sir Frank Crisp gardening is a recreation in the leisure hours of an extremely busy

City life. He is the senior partner in Messrs. Ashurst, Morris, Crisp and Co., a firm of sohcitors

of world renown whose offices are in Throgmorton Avenue, London.

Although a very busy man, he has found time for other interests in hfe. From 1S78 to 1889

he was Honorary Secretary of the Royal Microscopical Society ; from 1881 to 1906, Treasurer and

Vice-President of the Linnean Society ; in 1907 he was created a Knight and in 1913 a Baronet. He
is a Justice of the Peace for Oxon, and the genial and popular President of the Horticultural Club.

His hfe-long interest in gardening and his love for precious flowers are the reasons for

Ms acceptance of the dedication of this volume. Sir Fraiak Crisp was born in 1843. He is

hale and heartj', and looks much younger than his years. That he may long continue to enjoy the

garden he has made is the wish of his many friends both in and out of the gardening profession.
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Abies bracteata, 37
Abutilon vitifolium, 42, 6S
Acacia Bailcyana, 52 ; podalyrifefolia, 584
Acanthopanax leucorrhizum, 165
Acer Ginnala, 25 ; Pseurlo-jlatanus atro-
purpureum, 555

Aconitum Napellus alba grandiflora, 374
Actinidia clunensis in exposed position, 3
Adonis amtirensis, 37, 63
jEthionema amosnum, 230
Agrostemma coronaiia atrosanguinea, 419
Akebia quinata, 43
Allotment, cropping an, 210 ; profit on

a 10-rod, 592
Allotments and waste land, 49, 97, 189,

247, 251
Almond, a valuable early flowering, 143 ;

leaves, diseased, 328
Aloe Dyckiana, 173
Alpine flowers under glass, 558, 582
Alpines, covering, in winter, 522 ; plant-

ing, 208
AJttiEea flcifolia, 422
Amaryllids, 200, 316 ; and Cacti, 364
Ampelopsis, 44 ; Hoggii, 544, 568
Amygdalus Davidiana alba, 93
Anagallis Monellii Parksii and A. M.

Phillipsii, 249
Anchusas, 202, 432
Androsace coccinea (BuUeyana), 277

;

Laggeri Warley variety, 211
Anemone caucasica, 178 ; (Hepatica)

Barlowii, 15 ; His Excellency, 249

;

nemorosa, varieties of, 213 ; patens,
126 ; season, the, 127

Anemones, the Japanese, 461
" Anne Amateur's " Apple tree, 569
Annuals, 65, 137, 283
Anomatheca cruenta from seeds, 438
Anoplophytum Krameri not flowering, 292
Antirrhinum disease, 495 ; majus Hender-

sonii, 357 ; Nelrose, 386 ; notes, 357
Antirrhinums in a shady border, 415 ;

on walls, 451
Apple, a productive, 215 ; AUington
. Pippin, 620; Annie Elizabeth, 271;

Claygate Pearmain, its origin, 135, 178 ;

crops and bees, 534 ; Dt)wnton Pippni,
39 ; growing in Nova Scotia, 197

;

Lane's Prince Albert, 132 ; Pott's
Seedling, 450 ; Van Mons Keinette, 144

Apples and other tree fruit, 361 ; flavour
in, 57, 86, 110 ; four dessert, 2 ; in
Tasmania, English, 226 ; Newton
Wonder and Bramley's Seedling, 27

;

Nonpareils, 622; profitable, 563, 592,
593 ; record crops of, 239, 251 271-
storing, 408, 439, 448, 450, 461, 622 ;

tits destroying, 496
Apricot, Moorpark, 270 ; an ancient, 243
Aquilegia ecaicarata, 282
Aquilegias, 282, 306, 328, 419
Arbutus Menziesii, 93 ; Unedo, 14, 567
Arctotis family, 103 ; Gumbletonii, 324
Arenaria gothica, 591
Arisarnm proboscideum. 368
Aristea corymbosa, 441
Aristolocliia gigas var. Sturtcvantii, 555
Aristotelias, 42, 68
Armeria csespitosa, 211
Arnold, Matthew, floral memories of, 223
Arum Dracunculus, 13 ; Lilies, the

hardiness of, 15
Asarum europEeum, 51, 312
Ashes, two fine, 428
Asparagus, 22, 50, 162, 186, 305 ;- male
and female plants of, 62 ; plantin''
2, 38 ; Sprengeri, 74.

Asperula hexaphylla, 605
Asphodels, 342
Aster Amellus from seed, .568 ; Datschii

. 13 ; grandiflorus, 603 ; J. S. Baker, 516
;

King of the Belgians, 516 ; Lil Pardell,
485 ; subcserulea, 419 ; the original
China, 449 ; versicolor, 522

Asters, perennial, 536 ; six beautiful
perennial, 490

Astilbe Gloria, 397; Princess Mary, 277 j

Astrantia carniolica, 350
Aubergines, 58, 196 ^ j

Aubrietia Miss Jekyll, 24^ *
!

Auricula Edith, 263'; French and English
j

classification of, 597 ; Solomon Page's
Champion, 475, 486, 535

Auriculas, notes on, 55, 118
Autumn colouring, 183, 524
Azaleas, notes on hardy, 254 I

Azara. the, 42 ; microphylla. 68, 110
;

Bamboos, hardy, 253
Banksias, 15
Bean, the Bog, 370
Beans, Broad, 9, 58, 162, 186, 375, 446

pods cooked, 330 ; Dwarf Butter, 187
French, 162, 326, 409, 456 ; Under glass

58 ; unsalting of preserved, 427
Bedding out, substitutes for, 119
Beech hedges, the value of, 74
Bees and " Ked-hot Pokers," 556; leaf-

cutting, in flower-pots, 214, 239
Beetroot, 58, 163, 235
Begdnia bedding, 119 ; Gloire de Lorraine,

200 ; propagating, 200 ; Mrs. C. F.
Langdon, 345 ; Norbury Park, 46

;

tubers diseased, 188 j Tweediana, 277;
venusta, 137. 155

Begonias, experiments in raising scented,
583, 612

Belladonna, cultivation of, 567, 574
Belton Park, 421
Beivoir Castle Gardens, 196
Berberidopsis corallina, 5
Berberis aggregata, 93 ; Bealei, 93

;

Darwinii, 42, 69
;

japonica, 111 :

japonica Bealei, 88 ; japonica hyemalis,
88, 591 ; rubrostilla, 563, 567 ; Sar-
gentiana, 563 ; Stapfiana, 13 ; steno-
phylla, 603 ; "Wilsonse, 93

Berries, 476
Berry, the Phenomenal, 110, 166, 207
Blue Gum Tree flowering, 15
Bocconia cordata, 419
Boltonia latisquama, 522
Books—

*' Cherries of New York," 507
" My Garden in Autumn and Winter."

577
Rupert Brooke's " 1914 and Other

Poems," 93
" Well-Considered Garden, The," 551

Books and gardens, the charm of, 477
how old are mended, 237

Border, a blue, 186 ; a July flower, 548

;

flowers, 435 ;
plants, some iincommon,

168 : the north, 90, 155
Borecole, 326
Bottling Apples and Pears, 510 ; Peas and

preserving Beans, 414
Bougain-sillea Maud Chettleburgh, 137
Bouvardia, sporting of, 61, 122
Bowl arrangement, an ingenious, 269
Bravoa-Polianthes hybrid, the, 487
Brittonastrura iouocalyx, 169
Brodieea congesta, 343
Brooms, the best hardy, 194
Browatlia viscosa, 16, 39
Brussels Sprouts, 105, 163, 235 ; on Savoy

plant, 236
Buddleia, asiatica, 127 ; globosa, pruning,

108; globosa, 285; variabilis, 478;
variabilis and butterflies, 473, 498

Buddleias, fragrant and otherwise, 16
Bug, mealy, on Cacti, 110
Bulb fancier, an old, 473
Bulbs, British-grown, 399 ; for spring

planting, some, 167 ; foreign, a proposed
tax on, 144 ; in drive, planting, 33S

;

Irish-grown, 413 ; natizralising, 461
;

pheasants and, 270 ; sending to New
Zealand, 21 ; show of hardy British-
grown flower, 10 ; using old, 239

BuH, Edward, retirement of, 163
Burbank, Luther : His life and work, 442

Burnet, a beautiful, 49
Bush fruit, 362
Butterflies on Buddleias, 534 ; scarcity of,

557, 604
Butterfly Flower, the, 01

Cabbage, 105, 163, 326, 409, 456 ; Flower
"^ of Spring, early, 269
Cabbages at Wisley, trials of autumn-

sown, 310 ; between Boses, 177
Caccinia strigosa, 168

'

Calceolarias, herbaceous, 153
Calendula grandiflora, 479
Californian Tree Poppies, hybrid, 425
Calyx splitting in the Carnation, 463
Camassia Leichtlinii, 452
Cambridge, plants of interest at, 317
Camellia maguoliseflora, 109; hardiness,

620
Campanula alliarlEefolia, 401 ; Chastity,

373 ; excisa, 197, 214 ; for wall, 377 ;

Hohenackeri, 604 ; lanata, 581 ;
per-

- sicifolia Telham Beautv, 345 ;
patula,

579 ;
pusilla IVIiss Willmott, 222

;

tomentosa Maud Landaie, 100 ; Wald-
steiniana, 373

Campanulas, 526
Campernelle Jonquil, the, 177
Cannas, 188
Carnation Chelsea, perpetual-flowering,

72 ; Grisel, 174 ; J. G. Fortescue, 263
;

Lord Kitchener, 235 ; Sweet Anne
Page, 277 ;

" yellows," 237
Carnations, 257 ; as wall plants, 15

;

border, 45, 62, 78, 99, 110, 129, 161,

193, 264, 320, 405, 452 ; perpetual-

flowering for private gardens, 28, 39,

106, 151, 166, 180, 190, 234, 247, 270.

424, 448
Carpenteria californica, 43, 74 98 ;

Carpet bedding, armorial, 165
Carrots, 58, 163, 409
Caterpillars, 287 ; Gooseberry, 239, 270
Catkins, notes on, 124
Cauliflower, 163 ; Standwell, 222
Cauliflowers, 9, 105, 187, 409
Ceanothus dentatus, 379 ; Gloire de

Versailles, 44 ; rigidus, variations in,

391 ; Veitchii, 44
Celastrus articulatiLS, 143
Celeriac, how to cook, 61
Celery, 9, 106, 163, 456
Ceterach in North Wales, the. 562 ;

officinarum, 580
Chamonix, notes from, 429
Cheirantlius linifolius, 354
Chelsea, review of the spring show at,

255, 279
Chicory and coffee, 13 ; the common and
some Continental varieties, 268

Chilian plants in South-West Scotland, OS :

more about, 42 ; some beautiful, 5

Chionodoxa sardensis, the white form, 213

Cholsya ternata, 43
Christmas decorations rpcolU'ctions, 621
Chrysanthemum Aphrodite, 72 ; Dawn of

Dav, 538, 558 ; Dick Barnes, 490 ;

Harry Thorpe, 490 ; Joan Maitland.

609 ; Lichfield Pink, 516 ; maximum,
419 ; airs. Algernon Davis, 538, 558 ;

rust in, 12 ; single, 14 ; successes and
failures, 50 ; uliginosum, 521

Clirysantliemums, a selection of, 26, 38 ;

monster specimen, 11 ;
potting and

stopping, 82
Cimicifuga racemosa, 183
Cineraria Matador, 116
Cinerarias from cuttings, 238
Cistus fiorentinus, 419 ; Loreti, 389, 415 ;

pui'pmeus (true), 353, 391
Clematis balearica, 612; Campanile, 490;

coccinea alba, 169 ;
Crimson King,

277 ; from cuttings, raising, 471

;

montana rubens, 446 ; montana rubra,

44 ; treatment of, 338 ; virginiana,

323 ; A^talba in seed, 568

Clianthus Dampieri, 245
Clifton Down : A retrospect, 299 ; to-dav.

312
Climbers, quick-growing, 43
Club root, gas-lime and, 119, 154, 179,
Clusia grandiflora 320
CodonopsLS Beesiana, 437 ; ovata, 32^
Colchicum illyricum superbum, 516
Collarette or Collerette, 541
Colour standards, 541
Columbines, the long-spurred, 100
Columnea gloriosa discolor, 71
Coniferce, 43
Conifers, 385
Convolvulus althasoides, 276
Cordon tree, the. 46
Coreopsis grandiflora, 419
Cornus Mas, 74 ; Nuttallii, 226
Coronillas, 595
Cotoneaster frigida, 555 ; horizontalis, 44 ;

horizontalis pnrpusilla, 46
;
pannosa, 607

Cotoneasters, 67, 93, 98
Cottage gardens, manuring of. 565
Cowslip, the Normandy, 237, 317
Cretan Spikenard, the, 558
Crocus aerius, 116 ; bifiorus Alexandt-ri.

97 ; E. A. Bowles, 55 ; David Rizzio.

154 ; fields at Warley, the, 149

:

Sieberi, a companion plant for, 36

;

species for summer planting, 417
speciosus var. Artabir, 556

Crocuses under Beeches, 76
Crown Imperials, 115, 385, 407, 424
Cucumbers, 8, 106
Cupressus arizonica glauca, 16 ; Lawsoni-
ana Pottensii, 609 ; macrocarpa, 42, 96

Curious, Column for, 593, 624
Currant Daniels' September Black, 470
Currants, Black, 57 ; Bed and White, 56
Cyananthus incanus leiocalyx, 345
Cypresses of Monterey, the, 416
Cypripedium Fairrieanum, 52 ; insigne, 52,

86, 122; Leeanum, 52; Rothschildi-
anum, 391 ; vUlosum, 52

Cyrilla racemiflora, 449
Cytisus setnensis, 195 ; albus. 195 ; Ar-

doinii, 195 ; Beanii. 93, 195 ; biflorus,

195; Dallimorei, 99, 195: decumbens
195 ; kewensis, 195 ; nigricans, 195 ;

prsecox, 195, 263 ; purpureus, 195

;

scoparius, 195

Daffodil Bedouin and pollen dispersion,

569 ; crosses, successful, 53 ; Diana,
225 ; diseases, 270, 503 ; fertilisation, 38,
70. 94, 124 ; notes, 20, 140, 156, 182,
205, 220, 241 ; query, a, 303 ; the
Poet's, 469 ; Year Book, the, 3. S3, 135.
158, 180, 271,294, 306, 319. 391

Daftodils at Brodie Castle, 301 ; classifi-

cation of, 238 ; ill fibre, 148 ; Leedsii.

468; naturalised in tjrass, 159 : new, in

1916, 464; "rust" or "fire "in, 102;
wind fertilised, are? 113; transplant-
ing, 21, 26, 51, 75

Dahlia AJabaster, 444 ; Amethyst, 445
;

Bizarre, 444 ; Bonfire, 420 ; Crawley
Star, 72 ; for bedding, a wliite, 485";

imperialis, 584 ; JMascot, 444 ; Merckii,
hardiness of, 534 ; Private Edward
Druery, 444 ; Saffron, 444

Dahlias, 453 ; failing in winter, 424 ;

International, 36 ; new, 470 ; staking,
473

Damson Merry^veather, 487, 510
Daphne Verlotu, 263
Daphnes, notes on, 131
Delphminm, 419 ; Althos, 383 ; Bella-

donna, 383 ; Christine Kelway, 383
;

James Kelway, 383 ; King of Del-
phiniums, 383 ; Langport Blue, 383 ;

Mrs. H. Kaye. 397 ; j\lrs. Colin Maclver,
345; Mrs. Shu-ley, 345; Mrs. A. J.

Watson, 345 ; Persimmon, 383 ; Prin-
cess Maud. 383 ; Queen Mary, 434 ;

Rev. W. WUks, 383
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Delphiniuins as pot plants, 383
Dendromecon ri^dum, 216
Desfontainea spinosa, 42, 69, 87
Deutzia crenata, 249 ; magniflca, 327 ;

varieties of. 282 ;
Wilsonii, 318

Dianthus. 43 9 ; alpinus, 319. 385 ; an
attractive, 341 ; csesius, 41 ; Gladys
Ctanfield, 345 ; microlepis rnmelicus.

235
Dogwoods, beautiful. 6
Dombeya Cayeuxii, 137 ; Mastersii, 137
Dracaenas, 4§
Drimys Winteri, 5

Eccremocarpus scaber, 42, 69
Echinacea King of Echinaceas, 470
Echium fastuosum, 415 ; Wildpretii in

the open, 282
Economy in the outside garden, 100, 487
Edgings,' informal, 445

;
plants for, 60

ElEeagnus macrophylia. 582
Ellacombe, Canon, and Forbes Watson,

125 ; and his garden, 107
Embothrium coccineum. 2

Endive, 456; and Lettuce, 326
English V. Latin names, 26. 50
Epilobium liirsuta variegata, 390 ; macro-

pus, 169
Epipactis latifolia, 294
Ercilla or Bridgesia spicata, 42, 69
Eremostachys laciniata. 168
Erica australis, 250, 284 ; carnea and its

varieties, 30
Erigeron,,419 ; B. Ladhams. 329
ErjTigium alpinum, 430
Erj-thrsea Massonii, 41, 62
Escallonia Donard Seedling. 345 ;

macrantha, 43 ;
philippiana, 419, 438 ;

the family of, 42
Escallonias, 69
" Eschscholzia " or " Eschscholtzia." 134
Eucalyptus Globulus, 15
Eucharis x Lawrencege, 70
Eucryphias, 43, 69, 74, 342
Euonymus latifolius, 490 ;

planipes, 543
Eupatorium vernale, 121
Euphorbia (Poinsettia), 48
Exochorda Albertii magnifica, 184
Extracts from last year's note-books,

54, 72

Fabiana imbricata, 43, 368
Eennel. Florence, 498, 510, 534
Fern fronds disfigured, 484
Figs, 374, 376
Finocchio. 462
Flora of Kent and Bristol, 318
" Floriste Fran^ais, Le," the frontispiece

of,. 93
Florist's Auricula, the introduction of the,

392, 427
Florists' flower, the oldest surviving, 378
Flower-beds, laying out, 24
Flowering plants in shady places, 395,

426
Flowers, gay, in a dry bank, 249 ; in the
High Alps, 113 ; in the orchard, annual,

115
Foliage for Tulips in vases, 269
Food supply, increasing our, 269
Forsythia intermedia spectabilis. 93

;

suspensa, 44, 99, 133
Foxgloves, white, 3
Frant Court, the garden at. 476
Freesia Purity, 178 ; refracta Purity, 133
Freesias. coloured. 193, 226 ;

going blind,

612, 621: the " breaking " of, 215
Frevlinia cestroides, 137
Fritillarias at Oxford. 214 ; rare, 214
Fritillarv, the Snake's-head, 209
Fruit crops, hardy, 334, 446, 470 ; do

bees eat ? 408 ; how to preserve, 355
;

nets, birds and, 330
Fruit trees, cordon, 31 ; in pots, notes on,

218 ; on walls, training. 46, 74, 493 ;

planting, 8 ; planting, the rationale of,

408, 426, 438
;
pruning. 32, 56, 71, 361

Fruits, bottling, 324. 462. 486
Fuchsia gracilis, 522; Riccartonii, 596

Galanthus bvzantinus, 86 ; Fosteri, 52
Galegas, 379. 420, 439. 475
Garden, always a flower in the, 605

;

" Garden of the Gods, a," 392 ; pretty
effects, 171, 190, 370, 414

Gardening " out back," 166 ; the

romance of, 135 ; tlu:ee great British

works on, 416, 428 ; town, 96
Gardens and parks, 34 ; of the Fatherland,

the, 473 ; in war-time, formal, 250

;

roadside, 33 ; the making of, 68, 92,

105, 132, 172, 198 ; the planning of,

537, 547, 585
Garrya elliptica, 9, 44 ; Thureti, 86, 611
Genista jetnensis, 389 ; cinerea, 317

;

monospernia, 78 ; virgata, 384
Gentiana Kurroo, 403, 427, 437 ; ornata

variety, 490 ; Przewalskii, 345
Gentianella in January, 50
Gentians in the grass. 395
Geraniums, scarlet, 202

Gerberas, culture of, 316
Geum, 420 : alatura. 168 : Borisii, 516
Giles, J., Staff-Sergeant, 341
Gilia coronopifolia, 365
Gladiolus Phvllis Kelwav, 397 ; White
Lady, 558;' Wraith, 397

Gladwin, the. 5

Glasnevin, an autumn ramble through,
571

Glass-houses, old and new, 189 ; " those
who live in," 293

Gloxinias, 48
Gooseberries, 56, 249
Gooseberrv mildew, 511. 531, 580
Grape Madresfield Court. 381
Gravetye Manor. 5G0
Greenhouse, advice on a, 303 : cropping

the, 22. 58. 71. 176 : plants for a, 459;
use for, 484

Gunnera manicata. 413

Hailsham Berry, the, 533
Hamamelis, 44, 62
Hampshire garden, in a, 265. 382. 410
Hatfield House, the gardens at, 195
Heath, a new, 33] ; garden, a voung, 296
Heathery, the, in 1838, 177
Hedychium Gardnerianum in the open, 27
Heeria rosea. 135
Hemerocallis aurantiaca major, 276
Hepaticas, the^, 227
Herbaceous border. 371 ; mixed, 411 ;

plants, moving. 472
Herb-growing Association, 575
Herbs, medicinal, 134, 201, 307 ; trans-

planting, 177 ; wild, virtue in, 109
Hesperis matronalis flore pleno, 420
Heuchera, 420
Hibiscuses. 49
Himalaya Berry, the, 533, 544
Hippeastnim Snowdon, 296
Holland House show, 340. 351
Hollies, transplanting, 165, 219
Hollyhock, a seedling, 463 ; disease, the,

369 ; the Fig-leaved, 489
Hollyhocks, 406 ; in cottage gardens, 6

;

two attractive. 457
Honeysuckles, 386, 483
Horticultural Relief Fund, War. 593
Horticulture, K'ational Diploma in, 353
Humea elegans, 495
Hunnemannia fumarisefoUa, 146
Humus, conserving, 320
Hvpcinth grown on H.M.S. Iron Duke,

123
Hyacinths from seed, 47^ ; many-

flowered, 165 ; new, 167 ; pink Grape,
201

Hydrangea on Lake JIaggiore, 475

Indigofera australis. 293
Iris Asia, 327 ; bracteata, 277 ; ger-
manica Richard II., 327 ; Ksempferi,
121 ; laevigata, 295 ; Little Bride, 71

;

Monnieri, 353 ; planting experiment, an,
117; Rembrandt, 295, 389 ; reticulata,

74, 98 ; reticulata histrioidos, 85

;

Siberian, 54, 371 ; Sisyiinchium, 551

:

Spanish, 393 ; stylosa, 52, 75
Irises. 34 ; English. 292 ; Flag, 346, 394,

454
Ixia viridjfiora, 268
Ixiolirion Pallasii, 249

January flowers, 37
Japan, a letter from, 215
Japanese aiaples, 350
Jasminum Beesianum, 251 primulinum,

44
I

Lilies, a plea for, 346, 360. 467 ; European.
360; Japanese and Eastern. 360 ; North
American, 360

;
propagation of, 360

Lilium auratum, 280
;

giganteum, 370,
377 ; longifiorum, 128, 350 ; regale
(syn. mjTiophyllura). 54

Lily of the Vallev. 315 ; grown on board
H.M.S. Roxbiirgh, 293 ; pink, 305.
330

Lime-sulphur v. Bordeaux mixture, 267
Lippia citriodora. 43
Lithospermum prostratura, 420 ; ros-

marinifolium, 173
*' Livre des Fleurs," Langlois', 93
Lobelia cardinalis De Breusen, 72
Logan, WigtoiTOShire. gardens at, 596
Loganberry, 191 : seedlings, 207, 217, 228
Lomatia pinnatiflda. 397
London Pride, 318, 343
Lonicerafragrantissima, 109 ; syringaatha,

281
Love-iu-a-Mist, 307, 543
Lowberry, the, 217
Lowther Castle. 63, 86
Lupines, 7 ; standard, 379, 424
Lysimachia ephemerum, 420

Maer Hall, the garden at, 487
Magnolias, 2, 18, 44, 52, 90, 108, 213, 218,

239. 242
Mallows, the Tree, 333
Mangosteen, the, 25
Manures, the manual of, 441
Manurial experiments, 174
" Maquis," the Corsican, 525 ; under the,

550
Marrows planted on heaps, 401
ilarsh Marigolds, 232
Massonia jasminiflora, 591
Meconopsis, a curious, 377 ; cambrica

plena, 420 ; heterophylla, 55 ; integri-

folia, 322 ; simplicifolia Bailey's form,
295, 402 ; Wallichii, 330, 355

Melons, desirable, 13
Mendelism up to date, 143
Menyanthes trifoliata, 293
Menziesia and bees, 612
Merendera caucasica, 52
Merodon equestris, 154. 288, 335
Mespilus. the Snowy, 74
ilichaelmas Daisies, 534, 556, 573, 607
Michauxia campanuloides, 190, 215 ;

Tchiliatcheffii, 170
Mildew, the prevention of American

Gooseberry, 293, 302. 475
Miller's Dictionary of Gardening, 535
Mimulus luteus, 439 ; of Dovedale, the,

420
JUnt, 187
Mistletoe on Oak and Pear, 620
Mitraria cocciuea. 5
Moltkia petrsea, 597
Molyneux, the late Herbert E., 589
Monocharis pardanthina, 295
Montbretias, 158, 444
Monterey Cypress. 579
Mother Nature and Father Florist, 438,

451
Morina lougifolia, 420
Muehlenbeckia complexa, 121, 190
Musa Cavendishii, 427
Muslu-ooms. 176, 457, 552, 610
Musk, scentless, 438, 450, 475, 4S5, 487
Mutisia decurrens. 5, 14
Mvddelton House, notes from. 40, 64, 88,

115, 139, 157, 181, 206, 231, 252, 285,

311, 332, 358, 396, 418, 443, 466, 491,
527, 546, 572, 594, 623

MjTtles and Myrtilla, 415, 441
M>Ttus ITgnii, 43. 98

Kaffir Lily, the, 604
Kelway. WUliam, J.P., 341
Kennedya Comptoniana, 173 ; rosea, 116
Kew, storm at, 165
King's Acre Berry, the. 245
Kirengeshoma palmata. 430

Lachenalias, 75, 88, 369
Lactuca perennis, 169
Lselia Flaviona, 46
La Mortola, the Hanbury Garden at. 2

Land, utilisation of common, 353
Lapagerias, 5. 27
Lastrea oreopteris, 429
"Lathyrus latifolius. 401, 437
Lavatera Olbia, 420
Lavender, 374, 401 ; Cotton, 17
Lawn tennis court, making a, 338
Laxtou Brothers, Messrs., 542
Laxtonberrv, the, 228
Leeks, 58, 163, 576
Legal point, 458, 486, 564
Lemon trees, 412
Lennoxwood, Windlesham, Surrey, 219
Leptospermums, 93, 345, 424
Lespedeza Sitboldii, 509
Lettuce, 26, 58, 106, 144, 163, 167, 235,

457
Leucophvta Bro\\'nii, 303
Lilacs, 277, 278. 317

Narcissi in alpine pastures, 126 ; in her-
baceous borders, 526

Narcissus Blackwell, 481 ; Bulbocodium
monophyllus, 74 ; Centurion, 175 ;

Coral, 211 ; cyclamineus, 169 ; cycla-
mineus, double, 190 ; Cjnnry, 175 ;

disease at Wisley, investigation of, 281
;

double Sir Watkin, 199 ; flies, 203

;

Lucifer, 469 ; nanus. 233 ; Ozan, 198
;

Palmero, 199 ; Phvllida, 211 ; Poetry,
198, 214 ; Potentate, 168 ; R6veill6, 51 ;

Seagull, 201 ; seedling, a Scrooby, 469 ;

Sparkler, 166 ; triandrus albus, 121,
203 : White Horse of Kent, 557 : Vfhitc
Pearl, 211 ; WTiite Pennant. 211

;

W. P. Milner, 179 ; ^\\\.h di\ided corona,
213

National Dahlia Society's show. 460

;

Land and Home League's work, the, 599;
Rose Society's show, 145, 208, 339, 343,
472 ; Sweet Pea Society's show, 363

Natural resources, our, 341
Nemesia Orange Prince, 373
Nemesias. 414
Nerine Bowdenii, 521 ; coruscans not

flowering, 603 ; Rothersidc, 54, 516
Nerines. 45, 75, 549, 562, 609
Nesting boxes, 130
New Zealand, a letter from, 134
Newberry, the, 207
Nitrogen industry, German, 341

North Wail fruit trees for, 711: tender
shrubs of, 499

Nothing new under the sun, 477
Nurserv notes, 542
Nut walk, a 128

Oaks, British, 4, 67
Obituary : Baker, William Yeats, 423

;

Drummond. Captain Henrv, 400

;

Ellacombe. Canon, V.M.H., 83 ; Eraser,
Thomas, 459; Fremlin, Richard H,
164; Gravereaux, Jules, 200 ; Harrow,
Sergeant George, 400; Hcckel, Dr.,
164 ; Mawley, Edward. V.M.H., 471 ;

Pretince, Gavin, 459 : Rede^dale, Lord,
423 ; Scott, Charies, 292 ; Scott, John,
400 ; Sherwood, Nathaniel N.. V.M.H.,
376 ; Titheradge, George S., 164

;

Wythes, George, V.M.H., 292
Old age, do plants die from ? 143
Oleafias, 93, 327
Olives, the wild, 185
Onions. 109, 163, 177, 267, 326, 449, 456,
481,487

Ophiopogon Jaburan, 557
Ophrys, the seeding of. 184, 215, 239
Orchids, 261, 328 ; of Italy, the, 240
Orchis maculata alba, 354, 378. 403
Orchises, the Bee and the Wasp, 342, 354
Ornithogalum arabicum, 511, 544
Orobus luteus, 420
Osteomeles anthyllidifolia, 234
Ostrowskya magnifica, 442
Oxalis lobata, 470, 555, 607
Ozothamnus rosmarinifolius, 342

Pfeonia Ceres, 278 ; Emodii, 607 ; offici-

nalis lobata, 284, 522 ; peregrina, 545 ;

peregrina Gifford's variety, 568
pEeony, the old double, 310
Paint for greenhouses, 610
Palms, hardy, 191, 317 ; turning brown

268
Pampas Grass, 473, 535
Pansies, Mrs. Siddons and, 143 ; the

beauty of, 150
Pansy, an alpine. 228. 307
Papaver orientale King George, 277

;

pUosum, 330
Parks and reserves, national, 597
Parsley, 142, 326, 409
Parsnips, 9, 105
Patriotic flower-bed. 189
Paulownia imperialis, 406
Pea Goldflnder, 426
Peach blossom, 167 ; double wliite. 173
Peaches, 32, 303, 328, 376, 388, 446
Pear Comte de Lamv. 534
Pears, 99, 448 ; bottling. 391, 414 •

pollination of, 204 ; pruning, 51

;

pungent preserve of, 403 ; storing, 316
Peas, 17, 58, 163, 187. 235, 278, 326. 353,

409 ; Evcriasting, 474 ; trial of, 458
Peckhara Rye Park, 389
Pelargonium General Joffre, 516
Pennisetum Ruppellianum, 538
Pentapterygium serpens. 293
Pentstemons, 149 ; from Barnet, 422

;

propagating, 377
Pepper Bush, the Sweet, 473
Pergola, the. 19
Pernettyas, 43
" Petits Soins " of a garden, the, 347
Philadelphus \'irginale, 55, 94
Philesia buxifolia, 5
Pine needles and plants,' 106
Pinks, garden, 356
Plantains, ridding lawns of, 306, 330
Planting, a novel system, 353
Plants for edge of woodland, 402 : hardy,

255, 613 ; in between, the, 241 ; in the
greenhouse, scented-leaved, 450 ; new
and rare, 70, 88, 116, 174, 198, 211, 235,
263, 277, 295, 327, 345, 373, 397, 420.
444, 470, 490

Plum Jefferson,_494 ; Laxton, 398
Plumbago Larpcntre, 28, 667
Plums, 446
Poinsettia blooms, preserving, 13
Pollen effect on fruit, 98 ; on the Melon, 50,

74
Polyanthus, 420
Polyanthuses, sparrows and, 178
Polygonum Baldschuanicunt, how to pro-

pagate. 23 ; vaccinifolium, ISO
Polystichum angulare di\isiIobum plu-
mosum Perry's No. 1, 345

Pomegranate, dwarf, 614
Pond weeds and copper sulphate, 108, 373,

402
Popldr, Lombardy, sex in the, 165
Poppies, 329 ; Californiau Tr(^e, 451
Poppy sporting, a, 402
Populus berolinensis, 124 ; italica, 124
Potato Arran Chief, 535 ; Epicure, 458,

462 ; leaf-roll disease, 492 ; planting
for Christmas use, 403 ; producting,
novel, 480, 610, 556 ; Warwick Castle,
439

Potatoes, 58, 106, 187, 235, 326,409, 426;
seed, 5l'j, 587 ; size of, 51 ; sprouting,
613 ; storage of, 51 ; wart disease in,

608
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Pot-pourri, 511 ; making, 38, 435, 496
Preserving Runner Beans, 414, 439, 450
Primula, a hardy, 16, 143 ; a remarkable,

27 ; conica, 235, 276 ; conspersa, 277 ;

Crispil, 174 ; lieladoxa, 277, 367, 378 ;

liybrids, 327 ; Julise not flowering, 202 ;

kewenais, 29, 87 ; malacoides, 29, 98,

116, 136 ; nipponioa, 296 ; nutans,

211, 228 ; obconica, 29, 284, 328, 372 ;

Purdomii, 99 ; seedlings, 30 ; sinensis,

double, 109 ; Star, Coral Pink, 97

;

stellata, 29 ; Winteti, 238 ; Zuleika

Dobson, 199
Primulas from Duns, 284 ; greenhouse, 2S1

;

of doubtful hardiness, 38, 62, 74
Protra grandiflora undulata, 603
Pruning of newly planted trees, 96

Prunus Ccrasus serrulata, 77 ; microlepis

Smithii, 1 ; Sliqueliana, 1 ; Mume, 77,

216 ; Pissardi, sprays of, 98 ; sub-
hirtella autumnalis, 545

Pteronia incana, 225
Pulmonaria angustifolia, 190
Punica Granatum var. nana, 533
Pycnostachys Dawei, 7

PjTus floribunda, 94 ;
japonica, 44

;

Malus aldenhamensis, 263 ; Vilmorina,

490

Radishes, 58, 235, 326, 457
Baoulia australis, 155
Raphiolepis rubra, 234
Beinwardtia trigyna, 13

Reseda oegyptiaca flore luteo odoratissimo,

485
Raspberry, 56 ; and Blackberry hybrids,

191, 207, 217, 228, 245
Red-hot Pokers, 461
Romneya, 438 ; Coutteri, 425, 430, 462
Rhododendron Bagshot Ruby, 278

:

Diphole Pink, 295 ; discolor, 329

;

Donald Waterer, 295 ; Duchess of

Teck, 295 ; intricatum, 94, 509, 524 ;

Loderi, 300 ;
prsecox, 191

Rhododendrons, a land of, 314 ; early

flowering, 122 ; hardy, 266
Rhodostachvs pitcairnigefolia, 484
Rhubarb, 22, 58
Rhus Toxicodendron, 568 ; in Canada,

604
Ribes, 43 ; cruentum, 235
BiAiera, notes from the, 16, 52, 77, 127,

137, 173, 184, 216, 233, 251, 276, 297,

323 595
Bock 'and water garden, Selly Hill, Bu:-

mingham, 685 ; bank, plants for, 212

;

edgings, natural, 404 ;
gardens and

alpines, 259
Rosa gigantea, 233 ;

hemisphaerica, 333 ;

Hugonis, 321 ; macrahtha, 354

;

Moyesii, 72, 327, 516 ; Pissardli, 425 ;

rugosa alba, 179 ; scabrata, 343

;

Willmottis!, 270
Bosarians and Old St. Paul's, 97
Bose Adelaide d'Orleans, 556 ; American

Beauty, 281 ; Analysis, 1910-1916, 586,

600, 616 ; Blush Queen, 345 ; Blush Ram-
bler, 529 ; Callisto, 444 ; C. E. Shea, 263

;

Cherry Page, 592 ; Cissie Easlea, 550 ;

cuttings in water, striking, 236 ; C. V.

Haworth, 345 ; Comtesse de Tursjime,

274 ; Danae, 549 ; Dorothy Perldns.

538 ; Dr. Joseph Drew, 366 ; Duchess
of Normandy, 550 ; effect, a pretty,

430 ; Emily Gray, new gold medal, 365 ;

Fabvier, 95 ; Fortune's Yellow, 81 ;

Frau Karl DruschW, standard of, 366 ;

gardens, municipal, 81, 112, 160, 244,

290 ; General Jacqueminot, 126 ;

General Schablikine, 539 ; George
Elger, 550 ; Gloiie de Chedane-
Guinoisseau, 161, 178 ; Golden Emblem,
9 ;

growing, 250, 287 ; in Holland, 85 ;

Gustav Grunerwald, 390 ; hedges, a plea

for, 136, 154 ; Heimich Munch, 650 ;

heps, beautiful, 479 ; Hon. Mrs.

B. C. Grosvenor, 189 ; Hoosier
Beauty, 61 ; lona Herdman, 401,

618 ; Joanna Bridge, 438 ; Eathe-
rine Zeimet, 521 ; Lady Swayth-
ling, 556 ; lady Ursula, 250 ; leaf-

scorch, 287 ; Lucy Williams, the new,
317 ; Macartney, 461, 474, 510 ; Mare-
chal Mel, 519 ; Margaret Dickson
Hamill, 366, 390, 414 ; Marie Adelaide
Grand Duchesse de Luxembourg, 550

;

Mevrow Dora van Tets, 550 ; Mme.
Alfred CarriSre, 318 ; Mme. Edouard
Herriot, 660 ; Molly Bligh. 278 ; Moon-
light, 549 ; Mrs. A. R. Waddell, 533 ;

]\£s. A. W. Atkinson, 327 ; ilrs. Andrew
Carnegie, 550 ; Mrs. Bertram J. ^Walker,

449 ; iSIrs. C. E. Salmon, 515, 535, 557 ;

Mrs. Dunlop Best, 512 ; jttrs. Jolm
Foster, 557 ; Mrs. "Wemyss Quinn, 402 ;

Nellie Parker, 616 ; Paula Clegg, 378
;

planting in February, 94 ; Prince
Charlie's, 192, 216 ; Prince de Arenberg,
293 ; Princess Mary, 342, 476 ; pruning,
the ethics of, 128, 138, 151, 170, 184 ;

Puison (Wichuraiana), 301; Psyche, 529

;

Queen Alexandra, 486, 523 ; Queen of

Fragrance, 16, 50 ; Sarah Bernhardt,
112

Rose season in Scotland, 452 ; show in

Portugal, a, 307 ; standard, budding and
training a, 348 ; stock Seliiia, 96

;

Ulster Gem, 615 ; Una, Hybrid Briar,

329, 401 ; White Dorothy, 488 ; Willow-
mere, 550 ; Yellow Banksian, 91

Rosea, 234, 261 ; a natural bouquet of,

439 ; as dwarfs, 95 ; assisting the
coloration of, 390 ; at Allington, 387 ;

.iugust, 431 ; autumn, 628 ; black spot

on, 238, 390 ; Boursault, 514 ; China,

253, 517 ; Christmas (Hellebores), 14 ;

climbing, 95, 176 ; Dorothy Perkins and
Lady Gay, 462, 486 ; Dwarf Poly-

antha, 368 ; dwelling in a land of, 2 ;

early flowering, 343 ; Fairy, 25, 60, 62,

37 ; fertilisers for, 188 ; for pillars and
arches, 402 ; for the rock garden, 274 ;

forced, in Roman days, 202
;
gold medal,

374 ; in New Zealand, 66 ; in winter in

ancient Rome, 177 ; June. 331 ; July,

380 ; Lenten, 121, 144, 166, 214 ; May,
308 ; Miss Lawrance's, 146, 221 ; mulch-
ing, 365 ; my best, 426 ; named in

honour of M. Pernet-Ducher's two sons

Avithout consent, 390 ; new, 208, 266,

382, 410 ; on their own roots, 282, 306 ;

planting, 513 ;
propagating. 401

;

Rambler Roses, the twelve best, 359, 378;

rambling thoughts about, 321 ; Sep-

tember, 488 ; single, 518 ; some more
white, 99 ; spraying, 229, 238 ; standard,

37, 95 ; weeping standard, 341 ; Wich-
uraiana in the late Mr. Edward Mawley's
garden, 513 ; notes on some, 512, 539 ;

white, 44, 75. 80, 110, 135 ;
Yorkslihe,

514, 528
Bumex flexuosus. 628
Rudbeckna Autumn Glory. 420

Saffron, 121
Sagittaria variabilis flore pleno, 26
Salix Caprea, Linn., 124 ; repens, 226
Salonika, a letter from, 227
Salsify, 9
Salvia farinacea, 538 ; frutescens, 584

;

leucantha, 14 ; Sclarea, 381 ; uliginosa,

450 ; warleyensis, 345
Savoy upland in July, a, 381
Savoys, 163, 588
Saxifraga, 420 ; apicuJata. 213 ; Corsica,

327 ; cordifolia, 98 ; Dr. Ramsay, 21
;

J. C. Lloyd Edwards, 263 ; oppositi-

folia, 213 ; R. T. Wickham, 263

;

Sundermannii, 138, 175
Saxifrages, the, in winter, 6

Schizostylis coccinea, 604, 620 ; in the
open, 693 ; in a New Zealand garden, 569

Scilla sibirica alba, 270 ; the so-called,

239
Scolopendriums, 24
Sea Buckthorn, 4
Sea Holly, a beautiful, 417
Seakale, 22, 58, 186 ; forcing, 141 ; flower

as a vegetable, 23"?

Sedum humifusum, 277
Seed-growing industry and the war, 35 ;

in tapes, 402, 425 ; sowing, firming tlie

soil after, 144, 166, 179, 202
Seeds, collecting, 96
Severn Sea, a garden by the, 440
Shakespeare and contemporaries, 190
Shallots, 106
Shanghai, a British flower shop in, 343
Sheltering devices, some, 117
Shortias, a group of beautiful, 145
Slirub, evergreen, with scarlet berries, 96
Slrrubs, about, 119 ; Chilian, 50 ; flower-

ing, for hot soils, 221 ; in winter,
climbiug, 14 ; July, some, 405

;
pruning,

76, 411 ; spring, 272, 286 ; tender, on
north walls, 474

Silene Asterias grandiflora, 2, 14, 59

;

Hookeri, 534
SUver-Ieaf in Plum tree, 328
Sisyrinchium californicum, 72 : . grandi-

florum, 122, 420 ; striatum, 389
Slope, treatment of a, 84
Slugs, 250, 484
Snowdrop, the, 30, 66
Snowdrops, autumn-flowering, 559
Soils, plants for dry, 271
Solanum crispum, 43 ; clotliing a house,

g94 ;
jasminoides, 462 ; lanceolatum,

251 ; tetraptera, 43
Sophora, 43 ; secundiflora, 233 ; viciiflora,

233, 329
Sorbus, a new Chinese, 461
Sparassis crispa, 528, 543 '

Sparaxis in the open, 567
Sphieralcea canescens, 327
Spikenard. 559 ; Ploughman's, 613
Spinach, 106, 235, 409 ; Beet, 365, 379 ;

Perpetual, 291, 306, 318,519; Winter, 9

Spindle Tree, 4 ^

Spireea Aitchisonii, pruning, 122 ; astilb-

oides, about, 36
Stachys grandiflora, 8
Standard gardening works, 390
Stapelias, 456
Staphylea colciiica, 216
Stauntonia latifolia, 44
Stephanandra flexuosa, 94
Strawberries, 173 ; a frame of, 282

Strawberry runner.^, 317
Strelitzia kewensis, 25
Streptocarpus Rose Queen, 345 ; South-

gate White, 346
Sub-irrigation device, 511
Suggestion for 1917, a, 329
Summer Farm, West Clandon, farmhouse

garden, an old, 334
Summer feeding, 397
Sundial in the garden, the, 289 ; the

cruciform, 463
Sunflowers in garden and woodland, the

perennial, 455
Surgical operation on a plant, 134
Sussex garden, notes from a, 104
Sweet Pea Anzac, 373 ; Crimson Queen,

373 ; Dora, 278 ; Faith, 374 ; Honour
Bright, 374 ; John Porter, 345 ; Royal
Purple, 64

Sweet Peas, 260 ; a row of, 78 ; autumn
sowing of, 489 ; shown by Mr. T.

Steven.son, 411 ; the best of the new, 79
;

winter flowering, 433
Sycamore leaf spot, 633
Synthyris reniformis, 178, 226

Tasmania, a few words from, 39 ; pro-

claimed weeds in, 367
Taymouth Castle, the gardens at, 20, 50
Templetonia glauca, 127 ; retusa, 179
Thalictrum dipterocarpum, 454
Thermometers, the grading of, 239
Tiarella cordifolia, 526
Tibetan border, recent explorations on the.

531
Tibouchina semidecandra, 8
Timber Committee, Home-grown, 25
Toads in the Strawberry-bed, 330, 342,

354, 366, 391, 403, 451
Tobacco-growing in Britain, 97
Tomato, a good : Webb's Begina, 57 ;

a prolific, 163 ; Moneymaker, 4

;

Sutton's Early Market, 250 ; trial, the,

447. 486
Tomatoes, 8, 163, 186, 456 ; in the open,

409
Trees and shrubs, 48, 93, 258 ; in South
Devon; 110 ;

propagating dwarf, 12 ;

pruning, 13 ;
purchase of, 47 ; weep-

mg, 312
Trenching of vacant plots, the early, 421
Tricuspidaria dependens, 5 ; lanceolata, 5,

327
Trilliums, 420
Tritonia crocata, 277 ; Prince of Orange,

54, 445
Trollius King Cup, 345
Tropffiolum apeciosum, 5, 122
Tuberoses, 153
Tulip as a workman's flower, tiie, 344, 366 ;

Asturias, 263 ; failures and successes,

318 ; Inglescombe Mauve, 263 ; Lady
Love, 263 ; notes, 273 ; Samson, 235 ;

the Water LlUy, 194 ; Tittle-Tattle, 92 ;

Turkish. 483 ; Zovilla, 263
TuUpa persica, 463 ; saxatilis, 173
Tulips, 260 ; and the season, 307 ;

" fire
"

in, 316 ; in the Mounton House Garden,
298 : Millet and Eclipse, 283 ; May-
flowering, 466 ; forced May-flowering,

466 ; old, 309
;
pheasants and, 190. 214,

238, 283 ;
planting, 534 ; with more

than one flower, 303
Turnip fly, a trap for, 325
Turnips, 106, 163, 235, 326, 456
Tweedia cserulea, 305

Violas for bedding, 101, 309
Violets changing their odour, 166,

Tree, 123

Wall garden, a dry, 275 ; a reader's dry ,

75 : gardening, 540, 581
Wallflower, the, 192
Walls, north and east, 47
Wasps and Grapes, 353, 379
Waste land in war-time, 271
Water Lily, a blue, 336
Wayside blossoms in Italy, 323
" Wedding-cake flower," 191
Weeding tool, a home-made, 623
Weeds in rock and water gardens, 96
Welsh garden, jottings from a, 384, 479,

698
Westmorland, beautiful hotel gardens in,

432
Wild flowers in the garden, 438 ;

garden

.

planning a, 406
Wflsonara insignis, 295
Winter flowers, hardy, 18 ; in the garden

66, 624; some flowers of late, 104
Wisley Gardens in May, 264 ; new labora-

tories at, 281
Wistarias, 216 ,

" Witches' Broom " on the Willow, 63, 31S

Xanthoceraa sorbifolia, 2, 216 ; the fruiting
of, 14, 61

Yuccas, 323, 372, 415, 424 ; recurvifolia,

110

Zauschneria californica from seeds, 60
Zero again, 354

Urospermum Dalechampii, 168

Vallota purpurea, germination of, 85
Vegetable gardening, present-day, 134
Vegetable Marrows, 163, 163. 236
Vegetables, a selection of, 162 ;

at Man-
chester, a collection of, 364 ; at Wembley,
war, 494 ; culture, hints on, 222

;

drying, 433 ; exhibition v. utility, 33.

71, 110, 134, 144, 164, 191 ; for exhibi-

tion, does it pay to grow, 3 ; gold medal,

375 ; large, again, 87 ; large i'. small,

123, 294 ; notes on, 68, 105, 186, 235,

326, 409, 456 ; schoolboys' collection of,

87 ; the value of leaves for forcing, 131

;

usefrU houseliold, 226, 270, 318; war-
time, 179

Verbena Chamsedryoides, 355 ; erinoides,

241
Veronica Hulkeana, 143, 251 ; virginica

alba magnifica. 169
Viburnum Awafuki, 323 ; Carlesii, 94, 184;
dasyanthum, 516 ;

plicatum, 94
Vine, starting a, 71 ; the gi-eat, at Hamp-

ton Court, 49
Vinery, an amateur's, 39 ;

plants for back
wall of, 411

yines, the training of, 50 ; the treatment
of young, 245

Viola, a hybrid from Knapton, 305

;

arborescens, 87, 98, 474, 511
;

gracilis

Lord Nelson, 523 ; the newest forms of,

230 ; Valderia as a wilding in Brecon-
sliire, 366 ; on a Brecon hilltoj), 402

ILLUSTRATIONS
Abies bracteata, 37
Abufcilon \itifoIiimi, 42
Adonis amurensis. 63
iT'Jthionema amcenum, 230
Allotments in the making, 247
Almond leaf, sections of, 328
Altheea flcifolia, 422
Amelanchier \'nlgaris, 74
Anchusa cuttings, 432
Anemone apennina, 90 ; blandascythiuica,

181 ; Clusius' woodcut of the double
purple Wood, 227; Mallenderi. 614;
patens, 126 ; ranunculoides, 206

" Anne Amateur's " ancient Apple tree,

569: antique portrait of, 621
Anomatheca cruenta and wliite var., 418
Antirrhinum majus Hendersonii, 357

;

Nelrose, 386
Antirrhinums at the Chelsea Show, 277
Apple Blenheim Orange, veteran, 178

;

Claygate Pearmain, 135 ; Emperor
Alexander, cluster of fruits on, 592

;

Pott's Seedling in a London garden,

450 ; tree, branch of, 362 ; tree in

Sussex, an, 271 ; trees, poor, the result

of being grassed, 409
Apricot Moorpark, a fan-trained tree of,

47
Aquilegia, the new Chinese, 252 ; viridi-

flora, 252
Aictotis grandis, Floret's, 103 ; Gumble-

toni, 324
Aristea corymbosa, 441
Aristolochia, Giant, at KeW, 555
Arum Dracimculus, 13
Asarum in joints of steps, 312
Asters, China, at Kew, 114, 449
Aubiietia in a dry wall, 75
Auricula Grand Paisant, the old, 392

;

light purple, 393 ; old frontispiece, 428 ;

seedling, a curious, 393 ; Solomon
Page's Champion, 498

Azaleas, hardy, at Highgate, 254

Bamboos, hardy, 253
Beans, French, forcing, 58
Bees imprisoned in Hed-hot Poker

flowers, 556
Begonia, first double sweet-scented, 583
Belladonna, flowers and leaves of dmg,

574 ; grown on waste land, 575
Belton Park : The conservatory, 421

;

waterfall in wilderness. 421
Belvoir Castle, a spring scene in the

Duchess' garden at, 196
Berberis japonica hyemalis, 111, 591

;

rubrostilla, the new, 563
Bird of Paradise Flower, a hybrid, 25
Border, a hardy flower, witli rock edging,

404 ; curved, how to measure, 198
Borders, flower, in a kitchen garden,

101 ; hardy flower. 445
Bouquet, a natural, 439
Brussels Sprouts growing on a Savoy

plant, 236
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BuclfUeia asiatica, 16, 440 ; variabilis

magnifica. 478
Bulbs on the Floral Farms, Wisbech,

collecting, 399

Caltha polypetala, 232, 2G5
Camellia japonica magnoiiseflora, 109
Campanula exoisa, 197 ; Hohenackeri

,

604 ; lanata, 581 ;
patula, 311, 579 ;

persicifolia Telliam Beauty, 345
;
pusilla

Miss Willmott, 222 ; tomentosa Maud
Landale, 100 ; versicolor, G13 ; W. H.
Paine. 377

Campernelle Jonquil, the, 177

Caps Corse roadside vegetation, 525

Carmine Pillar as a weeping Hose, 349
;

trained as an old umbrella, 348
Carnation Alice, Perpetual-flowering, 175 ;

cutting, the ideal, 106 ; Louvain, 257
;

Mrs. Mylcs Kennecy, 398 ; Othello,

453 ; Kobert Bruce, 45 ; Triumph, 28
Carnations, stopping, 234
Carpenteria californica, 98
Catasitum Rodigasianura, 261

Ceanothus azureus, 76 ; dentatus, 379
Celmisia Holosericea, 134
Chain for measuring land, 02, 172
Chamterops Fortunei. 191
Chelsea Show, Carter's exiiibit at, 259
Cluysanthemum, Japanese, Dawn of

Dav, 559 ; Lady Lydia, 11 ; Mrs.
Algernon Davis, 558 ; the first potting

and the stopping of the young, 82
Cistus Loretii. 415 ;

purpureus (true), 353
Clematis Campanile, 490 ; cirrhosa, 594 ;

montana rubens, 273, 446
Clerodendron foefcidum, 441
Clianthus Dampieri, 245
Clusia granchflora, 320
Codonopsis ovata, 329
Colchicum Bornmiilleri, 571
Columbines, mixed Long-spurred, 100
Cordyline australis at Logan, Wigto^Ti-

shire, 596
Cornus Nuttallii, 226
Coronilla glauca in a Suffolk garden, 595
Correa speciosa magnifica, 623
Cotoneaster pannosa, 606
Cowslip, the Normandy, 237
Crocus bank at Myddelton House Garden,

547 ;
byzantinus, two forms of, 572 ;

chrysanthus, 89 ; David Kizzio, 153

;

speeiosus, varieties of, 527 ; vernus
in a woodland, 149

Crocuses flowering with great freedom
under a Beech tree, 77 ; in the Alps.

113
Ciurant Laxton's Blacksmith, 542
Cypella Herbertii, 443
Cypripedium Fairrieanum, 122 ; Roth-

schildianum, 391
Cytisus DalUmorei. 99 ;

pra3C0x, 263

DaffodU flv, the, in various stages, 288
Daffodils, Leeds', 468; Leedsii, Scrooby

"White Lady seedling, a, 468 ; natu-
ralised, 159; one of the Hoop-Petticoat,

73; of New Zealand, 140
Dahlia Bonfire. 420 ; imperialis in Mr.

"Woodall's garden, Nice, 584 ; Kaiserin

Augusta Victoria at Eew, 485 ; Merckii,

491
Damson, the Merryweather. 510
Daphne indica rubra, 131 ;

Mezf-rtum
aiba, white Mezereon, the, 104

Delphinium Queen Mary, 434
Delphiniums, border of seedling, 383

;

magnificent display of, 259
Dendromecon rigidum. 217
Dianthus alpinus, 385 ; caesius, 41 :

in a reader's rock garden, 319 .

Dicksonia antarctica at Logan, 596
Dombeya Mastersii. 137

E3chium Wildpretii grown from seed, 282
Eiseagnus macrophylla, 582
Ellacombe, Canon, and Richard Ashmore

in the Vicarage Garden at Bitton, 107 ;

the late Canon, V.M.H., 83
Epipactis latifolia. 240
Eremostachys laciniata, 169
Erica carnea, 605 '

Erigeron Quakeress, 414
Eriobotrya aponica, 615
Eryngium alpinum, 430
Escallonia Donard Seedling, 345 ; philip-

piana, 69
Eucalyptus, the flowering of, 15

Eucharis X La\vrence93. 70
Eucryphia cordifolia, 43

;
pinnatifolia, 43

Euonymus europseus, 5
Exochorda grandiflora, 184

Kabiana inibricata, 69
Farmyard, the site of an old, 335

Ferns by the streamside, 384
Field book, 105
Flax, variegated New Zealand, 597

Fomes annosus, 128
Foxglove Miss Jekyll, 522
Foxgloves in a Danish sitting-room,

523 ; in a Siurey garden, 395
Frant Court : The ^nk terrace, 476 ;

the tennis lawn, 477

Freesia refracta Purity, 133
Fiiar Park rock ga den, 619, 622
Fritillaria asldiabadensis, 158 ; Elwesii,

214 ; obliqua. 207
Fritillary, the development of the Snake's-

head, 209
Fruit trees, training, 493
Fuchs and his Cabb.ige, 625
Fungus, the leaf-curl, 328

Galanthus byzantinus, 64 ; nivalis var.

Olgse, 546
Garden in Suffolk, a reader's, 270
Garrya. a female, 611; Thuretii, 86
Gentiana Kurroo, the rare, 403
Gladiolus Ame ica, 497
Godetias, a border of, 65
Gooseberry bush ready to be spur-prmied,

56 ; side shoot of the, 56
Grapes, early, an excellent crop of, 39
Grass of Parnassus, 429
Gravetye Manor, flower garden from per-

gola, 561 ; lower lake at, 560
Great Ox-eye Daisy, 521
Great Tangley Manor, the moat at 171

Habenaria bifolia, 215
Hamamelis arborea-, 44 ; mollis, 62
Haubury, air. F. J., 249
Hibiscus syriacus Hamabo, 466 ;

ple-

nissima, 413 ; Waimcie, 49
Hippeastrums, a group of, 260 ; white,

296
Hippophae rhanmoides, 4
Hollyhock, a lemon yellow 11 feet high,

463 ; a self-sown Fig-leaved, 489 ;

Palling Belle, 457
Hollyhocks, double pink, 6
Hong Kong, a garden at, 534
Hyacinth grown on H.M.S. Iron Duke,

123
Hydrangea, an unpruned, 475

Iris Alcazar, 394 ; bracteata, 255
;

fcetidissima, 5 ; Ksempferi, 121 ; laevi-

gata, 295; Neptune, 394; reticulata
histrioides, 85 ; Sisyrinchium, 551

;

stylosa, 52
Irises, Flag, in a Surrey garden, 347

;

Lady Foster, 394 ; Siberian, 371

Judges at Birmingham, 1916, 461

Kelly House, autumn flowers at, 183

Lachenalia orchioides, 369; frigrans,
621 ; Rosemary, 88

Lathyrus latifolius White Pearl, 401
" Le Floriste Francois," frontispiece of, 93
Le Notre's parterres, 147
Lennoxwood, the paved pool garden at,

219
Lettuce, Cabbage, Eckford's Wonderful,

* 144 ; Sutton's Satisfaction, 26
Lilac aiiss Ellen Willmott, 281
Lilium auratum platyphyllum virginal e,

467 ; canadense, 361 ; canSdum,
297 ; giganteum, 370 ; Hansonii, 397 ;

longiflorum, 129 ; pardalinum, 360

;

regale, 54 ; szovitzianum, 346
Lily of the Valley gro\\Ti on H.M.S.
Roxburgh, 293

Lobelia Cavanillesii, 396
Loosestrife, Purple, at Kew, 407
Lupine, a standard Tree, 379
Lupines, a border of, 7

Maer Hall, hay from the lawn at, 487
Magnolia conspicua and Carolina Allspice,

239 ;
grandiflora. 53 ; Lennei, fruits

of, 2 ; salicifolia, 18 ; Soulangeana,
243 ; stellata, 218

Marrow Rothirsidi' Orange, 505
Mawley, the late Edward, V.M.H., 471
Meconopsis chelidonifolia, 358 ; hetero-

pbylla, 285 ; integrifolia, 322 ; latifolia,

333 ; simplicifolia, 295 ; Wallichii in
a woodland garden, 155

Megasea ligulata, 117
Merendera caucasica. 52
Merodon equestris, the Narcissus fly, 203
Mervale Hall Estate, plan of, 68
Michaelmas Daisies, 500. 501, in Alden-
ham House Gardens, 573

Michau:da campanuloides, 190 ; Tchi-
hatcheffii, 170

JMisilctoe on Pear, 620
Molyneux, the late Herbert E., 589
Monocharis pardanthina, 295
Montbretia Queen of Spain, 444
Monterey Cypresses, 416, 417
Mounton House, pergola garden at,

299 ; west garden at, 298
Mulberry tree, the old, at Hatfield House,

195
Munstead Wood, entrance to the Idtchcn
garden at, 313; in July, 548; in
spring, 24, 269; in summer, 503

Musa Cavendishii, 427
Musliroom-bed bcneatli greenhouse stag-

ing, diagram of, 552
Mushrooms in an old hotbed, 552
Myosotis Rehstcincri, 265
Myitus Ugnii, 415

Narcissi in an alpine pasture, 127
Narcissus Blackwell, 482 ; cyelamineus.

169 ; cyclathinus, 182 ; Dawn, 231 ;

Fiery Star, 242 ; first prize- group,
220 ; Giant Leedsii. 224 ; Grand
Monarque, 462; hyb.id fom Oporiu.
182; Jonquilla simplex, ISO ; minicycla.
157 ; Mistral, 205 ; pallidus prsecox,

91 ; Potentate, 168 : Reveille, 51

;

Seagull, 201 ; Shylock, 156 ; Lucifer.
469 ; triandrus calathinus, 203 ; White
Mere, 221 ; W. P. Milner, 148

Nerine Rotherside, 54
Nerines, two types of, 549
Nesting boxes, 130
Nigella, November flowers on, 543
Nymphaea stellata Berlin variety, 330

Olearia semi-dentata, 327
Ophrys aranifera, the Spider Orchid. 185
Oporto Rose Show, a general view of, 306
Orchis latifolia x O. maculata, 378

;

maculata alba, 354
;

papilionacea, 550
Orchises, the Bee and the Wasp, 342
Ostrowskya magnifica, 442
Oxalis lasiandra, 332 ; lobata. 47Cr

Ozothamnus rosmarinifolius, 3i2

Pseonia Eraodii, 607 ; lobata. 568

;

officinalis lobata, 284
Peeony, the old double pink, 310
Pampas Grass, 473, 535
Pansies, a bowl of ivory white, 150
Park Hill, Croydon, plan of Rose garden

at, 290
Paulownia imperialis, 406
Pea, a white Everlasting,- 437
Peach blossom near Suez, 167
Pear trees, espalier-trained, a wall of,

47 ; trained over a doorway, 46
Pears, a common failing with, 448

;

cordon, 32 ; early in flower, 204
Pergola clothed with Wistaria, 19
Perovskia g-triplicifolia at Gravetye, 562
Physochlafna orientals, 614
Pink Favourite, 356 ; Joyce, laced white,

with crimson base, 356
Plan for a border of blue flowers, 186
Plans, how to enlarge, 92
Plants, hardy, collection of, 256
Plots, how to measure small, 198
Pomegranate, flowers of the small. 533
Poplar. Lombardy, rare, female catkins

of the, 125
Populus berolinensis, male catkins of the,

125
Potato May Queen, 426 ; wart disease,

608
Potatoes with grooving tubers, 480, 481
Pot-pourri : Orange section stuck with

Cloves, 435
Primula Corsica, 276 ; Forrestii, 61 ;

Heladoxa, the new, 255, 367, 368

;

Julise, 202 ; Littoniana. 27 ; mala-
coides, 17 ; ra. robusta, 136; nipponica,
296 ; nutans, 228 ; obconica, 373

;

and P. sinensis, 372 ; Purdomii, 38

;

Reidii, 229 ; sinensis, 29 ; Wattii,
228; Winteri, 238; ZuleikaDobson, 199

Protea grandiflora, 603
Prunus Davidiana, 40 ; IMume flore pleno,

216 ; subhirtella autumnalis, 545
Pyrus Malus floribrmdus, 287

Rectangular plots, 132
Red Currant, a branch of, 56
Redesdale, the late Lord, 423
Rhododendron Bagshot Rubv, 258

;

Dell at Kew, 266 ; Diphole Pink, 315
;

intricatum, 524 ; Loderi, 300, 301
Rhododendrons at Bagshot, 314 ; in a
Hampshire park, 34

Rhubarb forced in the open, 141
Roadside garden at Purley, a, 33
Robinson William, medal to, 626 .

Romneya Coulteri, 425
Rosa alba of Parkinson, 80 ; arvensTs,

192 ; bracteata, 511 ; Fargesii. a
fruiting spray, 517 ; gigantea, 233 ;

hispida, 308 ; Hugonis, 321 ; Law-
ranceana, 146 ; macrantha, 387

;

Moyesii {Coloured Plate), 516; multi-
flora, 539 ; Pissardii, 431 ; rugosa,
518 ; scabrata, 343 ; sinica Anemone.
309 ; sinica or Icevigata, 81 ; Wichurui-
ana, a bank of, 512

Rose Adelaide d'Orleans, 509 ; Blush
Rambler, 438 ; Blush Rambler on
pillar, 529 ; Burnet, a jar of the double,
193; C. E. Shea, 262, 344; China,
Miss Lowe's single, 274 ; Christine, 479;
Donald McDonald, 225 ; Dorothy
Perldns, a screen of, 538 ; Dorothy
Perldns at Kew, 430 ; Emily Gray,
365 ; Flame of Fire, 374 ; Francois
Foucard, 330 ; Fran ]\arl Druschki,
standard of, 366 ; garden at Avery
Hill, plan of, 160 ; garden at The Gables.
Higligate, 570 : garden, plan of, 244 ;

Gloire do Chedane-Guinoisscau, 101 ;

Golden Emblem, 10 ; Gorgeous, 452

;

Gustav Griinerwald, 309 ; Hon. Mrs.
R. C. Grosvenor, 189 ; Joanna Bridge,
616 ; Juliet at Oporto, a group of, 307

Rose Lady Ursula, 250 ; leaves damaged
by the mason bee, 411 ; Little Dorrit.
380 ; Lucy Williams, the new Wichurai-
ana, 317 ; Macartney, flowers and
buds of the, 474 ; Margaret Dickson
Hamill, 366; Miss Willmott, 516;
Mme. Alfred Carri^re, 331 ; Mme.
Edouard Herriot, 66 ; Sirs. Andrew
Carnegie, 67 ; Mrs. Bertram J. Walker.
452 ; Mrs. Bryce Allen, 208 ; Mrs
C. E. Pearson, 505 ; Mrs. C. E.
Salmon, 514 ; Mrs. Forde, 382; Mrs. F.
W. Vanderbilt, 410 ; Mrs. John Foster,
557 ; Nellie Parker, 515 ; Perpetual-
flowering climbing, 95 ; Purity on a
pillar, 513 ; Queen Alexandra. 486

;

Queen Mary, 67 ; Queen of the Belgians,
single, 565 ; training a weeping
standard, 348, 349 ; Ulster Gem, 515

;

Una, 338 ; walk at Inverness, a, 439
Roses, a bowl of September, 488

;

Wichuraiana, 341
Rubus deliciosus growing with Stepha-
nandra Tanakse, 286

Sagittaria variabilis flore pleno, 1

Salix Caprea, male catldns of, 124

;

female catldns of, 125
Salvia Sclarea or Clary. 381
Sanguiuaria canadensis, 206
Savoy Cabbage, 556 ; Norwegian, 588
Saxifraga cochlearis, 540 ; Dr. Ramsay.

21 ; Fortune!, 492 ; oppositifolia.

213 ; Sundermannii. 138
Seakale, early, forced indoors, 141
Sei d drill maker, 179
Selly Hill, Birmingham, transformation

scene at, 585
Serapias Lingua, 240
Sherwood, Nathaniel N., V.M.H., the

late, 376
Shortia uniflora grandiflora, 145
Shrubs, flowering, at Munstead Wood,

405 ; in less than two years, 14
Silene fimbriata. 419 ; Hookeri, 504
Sisyrinchium striatum, 339
Snowdrop Galatea, 139
Snowdrops, 30 ; and Crocuses, 97 ; in

a grassy bank, 55
Snapdragons clothing a dry wall, 451
Solanum crispum, 272, 294 ;

jasmin-
oides, 455

Sparassis crispa dug out of bank, 528
Sparaxis, a bed of, in South Devon, 567
Stachys grandiflora, 8
Stapelia variegata, 456
Stenanthium robustum, 502
Studley Horticultural College, exhibit of

vegetables from, 364
Sub-irrigation, a method of, 511
Summer Farm, West Clandon, 334, 337
Sundial at Hutton-in-the-Forest, 289

;

in a Welsh garden, a cruciform, 463
Sussex Heath garden, a, 31
Sweet Pea Jean Ireland, 79 ; BIr. J.

Stevenson's Royalty, 363 ; Royal
Purple, 79

Sweet Peas at Blackburn, 78

Temple of the Sun at Kew wrecked, 1

Thalictrum dipterocarpum, 454
Tiarella cordifolia, 526
Tomato Bide's Recruit, 163 ; Early

Market, 250 ; Moneymaker, 3 ; Webb's
Regina. 57

Trees, how to measure positions of, 132
Trifolium pannonicum, 359
Trillium graudiflorum, 499
Triteleia uniOora, 598
Tulipa acuminata, 483 Kaufmanniana,

194 ; saxatilis, 173
Tulip bed, a pheasant-eaten, 283 ; Duchess

of Hohenberg, 464
Tulips, ancient, 93 ; and Forget-me-nots

at Woodside, Chenies, Bucks, 465 ;

at Scrooby Church, 535
Turnip flea-beetle, 325
Tweedia caerulea, 305

Vegetables, a collection of, 87. 279, 507 ;

shown bv Mr. E. Beckett, 375 ; war-
time, 494

Verbascums and archway, 530
Verbena chamsedrifolia, 355
Veronica Hulkeaua. 143, 251; macro-

carpa, December flowers on, 599
Viburnum Carlesii, 185 ; pUcatum, 94
Vineries at Taymouth Castle, 20
Violas, self-sown, 102

Wall garden, construction of, 541 ; in

spring, a, 275
War Horticultural Relief Fuud : Clu'ist-

mas greeting card, 593
Weeding tool for seedling beds, 523
Westbrook, terrace walk at, 537
Wilton House Garden, bud's-cye view. 147

Wisley in Mav, 264
" Wilches' Broom" on the Willow, 63
Wythcs. George, VM.H., the late, 292

Xanthoccras sorbifolia, 217

Yucca blossoms, ivory white, 323; rc-

curvifolia, 110
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Begonia Mrs. J. A. Peterson.—At their

meeting on December 21 the President and

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society

coniirmed the award of merit to Begonia IMrs.

J. A. Peterson, shown by Messrs. Stuart Low
and Co. at the fortnightly meeting on December 7.

Perpetual-Flowering Carnation Society Mr.

W. H. Page, who through ill-health was prevented

from being present at the recent Carnation Show,

writes :
" The Perpetual - Flowering Carnation

Society have by ' resolution asked me to convey

to the generous donors of cut flowers, pot plants

and 'fruit their very cordial thanks and gratitude

for so kindly sending contributions in aid of the

Royal Horticultural Society's Horticultural War
Relief Fund. The sale was held at the Royal

Horticultural Society's Hall, Vincent Square, and

I am told the stall was very attractive and will

result in a useful addition to this deserving fund."

Honour for M. Louis L. de Vilmorin.— The

following is an extract from the Official Journal of

the French Republic concerning M. Louis L. de

Vilmorin, Senior Midshipman in the French Navy,

who has just been appointed Chevalier of the

Legion of Honour :
" Leveque de Vilmorin,

Enseigne de Vaisseau de Reserve : Officer who has

repeatedly and most particularly drawn the atten-

tion of his Superiors and has highly contributed

to the success of military operations." M. Louis

L. de Vilmorin has been at the French Front

since the beginning of the war commanding a

section of auto-guns, and was awarded the War
Cross (Croix de Guerre) in December, 191 4. He
is the third of the five Vilmorin brothers now
serving in the French Army.

The Seed Supply ol 1916.—One effect the

war has had upon the horticultural trade of this

country is to show that we are no longer dependent

upon Germany and Austria for our seed supply.

Until the outbreak of war, immense quantities

of vegetable and flower seeds were annually

imported from these two countries, and Germany
was then unquestionably the largest seed-producing

country in Europe. Seeds are now ripened in

this country on a much larger scale, while larger

consignments are received from California, New
Zealand and South Africa.

The Importance of Sowing Thinly.—The
views expressed by the seedsmen of this country

on another page of this issue will be read with

a great deal of interest. No one will deny that,

owing to a bad season, there is a serious shortage

of seeds of certain crops. Just as it is the duty of

every countryman to crop his ground to the

utmost limit, so is it his duty to avoid wastage

at the time of seed sowing. One of the commonest
mistakes in gardening is to sow six seeds when

one would suffice. The well-worn advice to sow
thinly must apply with greater force than ever

this year.

A Double Flowered Arrow-head.—Sagittaria

variabilis flore pleno is one of the most charming
of all marsh-loving or aquatic plants. The
flower-scape rises from 2 feet to 3 feet above

A- BEAUTIFUL AQUATIC TO PLANT NOW.
SAGITTARIA VARIABILIS FLORE PLENO.

the water, and its arrow-shaped leaves are

interesting. T^iis typical species is a native of

North Amerlciy -.feut for some unaccountable
reason it is known in gardens under the specific

name of japonica. The double-flowered variety

does not, of course, produce seed, but it is

increased by division. Arrow-heads should be
planted in mud, and they succeed best in about
a foot of water. The double form of our native

Arrow-head (S. sagittafolia) is also very hand-
some, and the flowers remain bright for a much
longer period than the single flowers. This is a

suitable time for planting.

A Show of Home-Grown Flower Bulbs.—The
exhibition of hardy British-grown flower bulbs

which is to take place in the Royal Horticultural

Society's Hall, Vincent Square, on August i, will,

as the Rev. Joseph Jacob points out on page 10,

afiord a great object-lesson to show what our

islands can produce in the way of bulbs. We do
not recall ever having seen an exhibition on these

lines ; nevertheless, it is worthy of the whole-

hearted support of the bulb-growers of this country.

There is little doubt that the trade will be widely

represented, and we hope also to see the amateur
classes well contested.

Trials at Wisley.—We are asked to announce
that tubers of late Potatoes (twenty of each
variety) and seeds of Clarkia, Godetia, annual
Carnations and Indian Pinks, Mignonette, Lark-

spurs (annual Delphiniums), Sunflowers, mid-
season Peas, Tomatoes, Celery, Celeriac and
Savoys to be tried at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Gardens should be sent to the Director,

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Wisley,

Ripley, Surrey (station for goods, Horsley, London
and South Western Railway) before January 31,

1916. Those intending to send these flowers

and vegetables for trial should apply for the

necessary entry forms as soon as possible.

A Winter-Flowering Cherry.—Prunus micro-

lepis var. Smithii, or P. miqueliana, is a Japanese
Cherry of considerable interest, from the fact

that it blossoms in midwinter. During spells

of mild weather the white, faintly tinted flowers,

which are semi-double, open from November
until February. It promises to make a small

tree of value for planting in sheltered positions,

and may prove useful to cultivate in tubs or to

plant in the borders of cool conservatories.

Chrysanthemums at Camphill Winter Garden,
Glasgow.—The usual display of large-flowered

Chrysanthemums in the Winter Garden at Camp-
hill, in the Queen's Park, Glasgow, has been
injuriously affected by intense and prolonged

fogs ; but an effective show has been made, all

the same, to the great pleasure of the public.

Huge blooms are not aimed at. The plants

of the large-flowered varieties—mostly Japanese

—

are effectively grouped in the large Winter Garden.

Novelties are not much sought after, but a repre-

sentation of the best varieties -are excellently

cultivated by Mr. MTver and his staff.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Enquiry.—I have raised a quantity of seedlings

of Sileue Asterias grandiflora. Is it a plant worth

growing, and what are its cultural requirements ?

The Fruiting of Uncommon Shrubs.— I saw

a short note in The Garden of December i8

on the fruiting of Xanthoceras sorbifolia, and it

may perhaps be of interest to you to know that this

plant has also fruited in the open at Nymans
in 1915. Perhaps of even greater interest is

Davidia involucrata. which flowered for the

first time since it was planted fifteen j'ears ago.

THE CURIOUS FRUITS OF MAGNOLIA LENNEI.

It is not mentioned in any gardening hook that

I possess, hence my reason for troubling you.

—

I. Bigg-Wither. [We are not acquainted with

a plant under this name. Can any of our readers

oblige with information ?

—

Ed.],

Wall Garden Plants.—On page 602, issue

December 11, Mr. Thomas Smith gives lists

of plants suitable for wall gardens. I notice he

has omitted Cerastium Biebersteinii and C. tomen-

tosum, also Sedum acre and S. album. These

four plants are highly useful for dry-wall gardens,

especially near towns, for they grow and iJower

freely with very little care.—E. T. E.

English V. Latin Plant Names.—Mr. Birch's

rendering of the neat satire on botanists (page 598,

December 11) is no improvement on the original,

and does not scan. The true version runs :

" A Primrose by the river's brim

Dicotyledon was to him.

And nothing more."
—Herbert Maxwell, Monreilh.

The Four Best Dessert Apples.— I should

Uke, if I may, to make one or two criticisms on the

above article, which appeared in The Garden of

November 13. It is doubtful if any half dozen

gardeners could be found who would agree that

the varieties enumerated are the best. No mention

was made of the difference of flavour in any given

variety when grown on a heavy or a light soil. I

venture the assertion that were an expression of

opinion among fruit experts taken on this subject,

Apple Ribston Pippin would be among the first

four, but for some reason " W." did not mention

it. Again, " W." says his selection will give a

supply from October to January. Perhaps so
;

but why begin with October ? By including

Worcester Pearmain or James Grieve in place of

St. Edmund's Pippin, there would be a gain of

another month, for both of these varieties are ready

in September. Earlier than this it is hardly

necessary to go for amateurs. The two substi-

tutes given are very reliable croppers and admit-

tedly good dessert fruits, especially Jamts Grieve.

How will the following four varieties do ? James
Grieve, Cox's Orange Pippin, Ribston Pippin and
Adam's Pearma'n. The latter will provide fruit

until the end of February and on into March.

—

C. Turner.

Fruit has formed upon it this autumn, and also

upon Embothrium coccineum, which flowered

for the first time in the open in the garden here.

It would be of great interest to me to know if

it flowered previoLsly in the open in Sussex.-

—

Muriel Messel, Nymans, Handcross, Sussex.

I have been greatly interested in the many
recent notes in The Garden drawing attention

to uncommon shrubs that are fruiting with so

much freedom. Never before had I seen the

curious fruits of Magnolia Lennei, of which I

enclose a photograph. The seeds are of a reddish

colour and about the size of a garden Pea, each

having a white silk-like thread at its base. This

Magnolia is a garden hybrid from M. conspicua

and M. obovata. It was raised half a century

ago, it is still very little known.

—

Hurstgate.

"Dwelling in a Land of Roses."—One dull

day I spent my time looking over back numbers of

The Garden. Taking the volumes up more or less

at random, I looked through 1883-6-7-8. After

all, it is a good plan to revert to the old masters

once in a while. The enclosed quotation impressed

me, and, if you agree, I think it would do no harm
to reprint it and perhaps find out how many of

your correspondents will recognise it. " Dwelling

in a land of Roses, in a land where the woods and
lanes and hedges are clothed at summer-tide
with Roses, they prefer the stolid conviction that

the stars in their courses fight against them, that

meteorology and geology are their bitter foes."

—

Thomas N. Cook, Boston. Mass.

The Hanbury Garden at La Mortola.—In
reading Mr. G. Frederic Lees' interesting notes

on the Hanbury Garden at La Mortola, memories
carry me back to the late owner's paternal garden

at Clapham, which is also referred to, where
Mr. Daniel Hanbury managed to indulge his

tastes as a pharmacist in the experimental growing

of some out-of-the-way plants, among those of

ordinary garden culture. I remember on one

visit seeing, on a vacant piece of wall under the

shelter of a bushy Rose, a fruit-bearing specimen

of Thladiantha dubia, a Cuc.urbitaceous plant of

India and China ; while other curious or rare

plants occupied odd corners or spaces in other

parts of the garden. May I, further, make a correc-

tion to .Mr. Lees' reference to the late Mr. J. G.

Baker ? Happily, Mr. Baker is still with us
and residing at Kew, as will be proved from
the fact that I had a letter from him only

two days back, in which he says he is still able,

at the age of eighty-one, to get out on fine

days.

—

John R. Jackson, Clarcmont, Lympstonc,

Devon.

Raising Hardy Cypripediums from Seed.—

I

would be most grateful if you could kindly give

me any information about raising hardy Cypri-

pediums from seed. In other years I have simply

scattered the contents of the pods round the

plants (as I believe I read somewhere that the

seed germinated only when sown o\"er roots of

its own species), but have never had a seedling.

I now have good seed of C. pubescens (which

grows well here), and I would like to try to raise

it from seed. Do you advise sowing in a cold

frame or vinery ? Any directions as to soil, &c.,

would be gratefully received.—H. M. B., Duns,
Berwickshire. [The most likely method that we
can suggest is to prepare a pan of suitable compost,

s.atter the seeds lightly over the surface, cover

with a thin layer of chopped sphagnum moss,

and then place the pan in a cold frame, keeping

the surface of the moss moist, and await events.

Cypripediums have been successfully raised in this '

way, we believe, in Messrs. Cutbush's nursery. The
great thing is to sow the seeds under suitable

conditions and then prevent them from being

disturbed, and these conditions are not afways

secured when seeds are scattered round the parent

plants out in the open. One of the plants might
be placed in the cold frame and the seeds scattered

about it. The seeds might also be tried on the

surface of other pots which will not be disturbed

until the seedlings have a chance to appear. It

is essential that after sowing, the compost is not

allowed to become dry ; this is one of the chief

causes of non-success with such minute and
delicate seedlings as Orchids.

—

Ed.]

When to Plant Asparagus.— ' W. L. L,"
page 604, issue December 11, in his notes on
giant Asparagus, appears to be in a dilemma
as to whether one, two or three year old plants

are best. He also says, from one year old plants

cutting commences four years after planting,

the fifth year giving a full crop. From experi-

ence of the various methods of planting one.

two or three year old plants, I am positive one year

old plants will produce much the best results

if the proper treatment is given them. Sow two
seeds in sandy soil in pots 3^ inches. in diameter

in a cold frame in April. Keep the soil moist

and shaded from bright sun until the plants show
through the soil ; then give air freely to encourage

stocky growth. If both seeds grow, thin to

one. When the plants are well established,

plunge the pots in ashes at the foot of a north wall.

where they can remain till the growth has ripened

off naturally. .At no time during the growing

season should the plants suffer from want of water

at the roots. A sprinlding overhead in the evening

will encourage progress after a hot day. Store

the plants, still in the pots, in a cold frame until

the first week in -April, when they should be put

out into their peimanent site. A trowel only will

be required to plant the roots. No making of

trenches is necessary, because the roots occupy

so small a space as compared to two or three year

old plants grown in the ordinary way. The
third season growth should be sufficiently vigor-

ous to enable several free cuttings to be obtained,

while during the fourth abundant crops can be

had.—E. M.
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White Foxgloves.—In a short note on Fox-

gloves in The Garden for December ii, page 603,

the well-known Gloxinia^flora group is mentioned,

and this sentence occurs :
" The bells are white,

with dark spots on the inside of the segments,"

I have always understood that the above group

included coloured forms of various shades as well

as white. The statement in the note is incorrect,

for it would lead anyone to suppose that the

Gloxinijefior^ are confined to white forms only.

Again, having paid a good deal of attention to

white Foxgloves for a considerable number of

years, I have come to the conclusion that the

whites, when they are spotted inside, have a

distinctly dirty appearance in a mass in comparison

with the unspotted or perfectly pure ones, and

that the more marked they are, the dirtier

do they look. The object of the seed merchant

should be to obtain a perfectly pure white strain,

and leave the Gloxinia markings to the coloured

forms.

—

Joseph Jacob.

The "Daffodil Year Book."—Mr. Engle-

heart's and "Novice's" remarks on the photo-

graphs in the "Daffodil Year Book" are, I am
afraid, not those of experienced photographers.

In the first place, "Novice" does not define

what he means by " colour screens." Colour

screens are not used except in colour photography

and occasionally with pan-chromatic plates,

but the latter are very little used for ordinary

work. An orthochromatic screen is frequently

used in flower photography, and it is probably

the use of the latter (or a non-screen plate), together

with over-exposure, that reduced the yellow

Daffodil to an absolute white. Mr. Engleheart

hopes that in future the editor of the Year Book
will contrive that the colours of flowers with a

red cup on a white or yellow perianth be suggested

in black and white. It would be impossible to

suggest them in anything else than black and
white or black and grey, as red will photograph
black or nearly so, whatever plate or screen is

used.—G, W, Leak.

Actinidia chinensis in an Exposed Position.

—

In answer to your correspondent " B., Weybridge,"
who writes regarding the culture and situation

suitable for this interesting Actinidia, I may say

that there are a nvunber of plants in different

parts of the gardens here, and, strange to say,

the one which I always consider is in the most
exposed position is the one that seems to do best.

[This is in accordance with the experience of

others.

—

Ed.] It is planted against a wire trellis on
a border facing north, and at the same time is

exposed to the prevailing westerly winds. This,

season the growths measured quite 12 feet in

length. Another plant is on a wall with a southern

exposure, and, while doing well, has never been
quite so vigorous as the one on the fence. The
soil here is very heavy and damp, and it seems to

suit them, as, with the exception of some leaf-

raguld and sand, which was incorporated with
the soil at the time of planting, this is all they have
to work on. I believe your correspondent is

right in attributing the trouble to drought, and
would be well advised to lift the plant during the

spring months and replant it in soil made up of a

more retentive nature, such as heavy loam with a

mixture of bog peat and leaf-mould. — James
McGran, The Gardens, Coodham, Kilmarnock.

Does it Pay to Grow Vegetables for Exhi-
bition ?—I think your correspondent on page 598,
issue December ri, has taken the very extreme
ends to meet his view. Yes ; experience has
taught me it does pay. Suppose we reverse the

subject and say we want to realise the very best

market prices. To do this we have to grow
vegetables to perfection. Such produce never
fails to find a market, and, by watching for the

best, we have all the good points required for

exhibition. Two things that would not pay
would be boring for Carrots and growing alb.

Onions when four Onions weighing 2lb. would
have a better sale, although for private use
in a large kitchen the larger Onions are never
complained of. Let us consider Mr. J. Smith's
piece of ground (15 feet by 4 feet 6 inches). Now,
in my opinion sixty Lettuces is the outside limit

that would grow to be worth anything for ordinary

use. In addition, as I plant, it would take forty

Leeks, or thirty for exhibition. The first would
bleach 9 inches, the second 12 inches to n inches.

As Mr. Smith has taken the Leek, one of the most
troublesome vegetables to grow for exhibition,

I should like to take the Potato, the most important.

My garden with the usual cultivation yields 2 bushels
to the perch . This year I grew i J perches of Potatoes
specially for exhibition. Instead of drawing rows,

trenches were thrown out with the spade. Two
good barrow-loads of stable manure were well

trodden in, and a good dusting of soot and earth

put back so as to have the sets 3 inches to 4 inches
deep when covered. They had a good dusting
of Potato manure just before earthing. When
the crop was taken up, I selected 6 gallons to

wash for my exhibition selection, and I could
not quite clear the rest in 5 bushels. My
gains were 3 bushels of first-rate Potatoes at

the extra cost of stable manure, is. ; soot, 6d.
;

A GOOD TOMATO FOR
OPEN AIR CULTURE.

OWING to the unreliability of our sum-
mers, the question is continually

cropping up, "Which of the many
excellent varieties now finding a

place in most seedsmen's lists at

a popular price is most -dependable
for cultivation in the open air ? " and readers

having any considerable experience to guide them
will agree that the question is not so easy to

decide as one would imagine, for it should be borne
in mind that to be really satisfactory a Tomato
should have other qualities than size of fruit or
even good cropping powers to recommend it, it

,

being an acknowledged fact that the flavour,

texture and shape of many fruits, even among
those of recent introduction, gathered from plants

in the open air, often leave much to be desired.

For many years past it has been ray custom
to grow at least half a dozen plants of as many
varieties in the open air, purposely to test the
all-round qualities of each ; and in order that there

shall be a fair field and no favour, the seed of these

is sown on the same date, early in March, and
identical treatment given throughout the season.

These plants are selected from a large batch
towards the end of May, by which time each
has well filled a 5-inch pot with roots, and as a
rule the majority carry at least one truss of fully

expanded flowers. Last year, which in the opinion

A GRAND CROP OF TOMATO MONEYMAKER GROWING ON A SOUTH WALL.

Potato manure, is. ; extra labour (man and
boy, two hours each), is. 6d. ; total, 4s. That
is my experience in growing all kinds of green
crops. Peas and Beans ; and, in fact, I do not
thmk I could leave anything out that will not do
better for extra cultivation, whether tor market or

exhibition.—G. Andrews, Chairman, Tilmanstone
Gardeners^ Society.

of many was not exactly ideal for this crop,
our plants did exceptionally well, not a weak
grower, shy seeder or diseased plant among them,
the last ripe fruit being gathered on October 24
from a plant which ripened its first fruit during
the third week in July.

It has been most interesting to note the differ-

ence, not only in the number of fruits, but in the
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size and formation of the bunches, and Messrs.

Dickson and Robinson's Moneymaker, a favourite

of mine, produced a crop equal to any I have ever

seen.

The accompanying photograph, taken in August,

will give readers a very good idea of the immense

crop the plants carried, and I may add that in

no case did the height of the plants exceed 4 feet,

yet every one carried at least five bunches, many
of these having more than a dozen fruits. These

were exceptionally firm, of good shape, and a

beautiful deep red colour ; while it was often

remarked that the flavour was equal to that of any

fruits we had picked from plants grown under glass.

Several others gave us very heavy crops

;

but my experience of Moneymaker last year

leads me to think that when
compiling a list, either for indoors

or out, it may be included with

confidence. F. R. Castle.

be pegged the following season. This pegging

down may be used as a

Means of Propagation.—If the growth is of

sufficient length, layer it as one would a Carnation.

Take the growth in the left hand and cut a slit in

one side about i inch in length and 15 inches from

the end. Make a niche in the soil and bend the

shoot into it, with the cut portion placed at the

bottom of the niche, and the end of the growth

sticking out 2 inches or 3 inches. Press the

soil firmly and leave the shoot to form roots,

which it will do in about twelve months. While

thus bent, flowers will appear just the same as

though not layered. Place a little sharp sand in

the niche near the cut slit. Plant the Roses

about 6 feet ap-art, and peg the growths to the

SEA BUCKTHORN AND SPINDLE

TREE.

PEGGING DOWN
ROSES.

% .(

IF

one observes a wild Briar

in bloom in the hedgerow,

some growths will be fotmd

bent over almost rainbow

fashion and smothered with

flowers. Tliis is exactly

what the rosarian tries to

imitate when the cultivated

Rose is pegged down. In place

of a lot of tall growths that

never bloom, bend them over,

some horizontally, others in the

shape of a half moon, the sap

being checked as it flies to the

buds, or " eyes " as they are

called ; shoots then start out and

are usually crowned with flower-

buds. It follows that by such

an arrangement as this, economy

is practised, for fewer plants

are required in a bed, and one

may be certain of an even

growth with an abundance of

flowers, Suppose one has a

bush of Gloire de Dijon or

William Allen Richardson. Ex-

amine it and see the vigorous

young growths that have been

made this season. Next April,

instead of pruning such growths

back, bend them over as

horizontally as possible, although the half moon north, south, east or west, whichever seems best

shape will answer as well. This may be accom- ' for the individual plants.

plished by driving wooden pegs into the soil, Varieties.—Those recommended are Gloire de

these pegs to have a notch at the end, to which 1 Dijon (one of the most popular of climbing Roses),

a piece of tarred twine is secured. The shoot is 1 William Allen Richardson, General Jacqueminot,

bent as described and the string tightened accor- Charles Lefebvre, Crown Prince, Boule de Neige,

dingly. Pliable growths are necessary, and they
1
Ulrich Brunner, Mrs. John Laing, Hugh Dickson,

should be selected as close to the base as possible. ! Clio, Snow Queen, Mme. Isaac Pereire, Prince

Where old plants exist and they are too rigid for Camille de Rohan, Baron de Bonstetten,

pegging down, cut them level with the ground in Alister Stella Gray, Celine Forestier, Bouquet
February, and then peg the new growths as they d'Or, Kaiserin Friedrich, Gustave Regis, Mme.
become long enough. Roses may be partially H. Leuilliot, Griiss anTeplitz, Mme. AbelChatenay,

pegged, that is, peg one long growth and let the Frani;ois Crousse, Billiard et Barre (the most
others develop in upright busli form. As soon as striking of yellow Roses), Mme. Wagram and

The Sea Buckthorn (Hippophae rhamnoides)

is one of our most attractive berry-bearing shrubs

or small trees. From a decorative standpoint

it is an important consideration that the fruits

are never eaten by the birds. Very thickly

clustered on the branches, they gradually soften

and decay, but usually not until the New Year
is some weeks old. The Sea Buckthorn is a

native of Europe and .Asia, including Britain.

In summer the greyish green leaves are distinct,

and in autumn the orange yellow fruits claim atten-

tion. As the Sea Buckthorn is unisexual, it is

necessary to plant specimens of both sexes together,

'he proportion of four to six of

the female to one of the male
being satisfactory. Seeds and

s layering are the methods of pro-

I
pagation, the latter being pre-

, J ferable, one is then able to distin-

Wg^fgf guish the sexes before flowering.

The Spindle Tree (Euonymus
europaeus) is another well-known
British shrub with very attrac-

tive fruits. It is deciduous, and
grows from 6 feet to 20 feet in

height. It is a fairly common
plant on chalky hills, and manv
a hedgerow is resplendent in

autumn and early winter with its

coral red fruits, in which orange-

coloured seeds are enclosed.

THE TWO COMMON

A WELL BERRIED SPRAY OF SEA
RHAMNOIDES). THE FRUITS ARE

BUCKTHORN
UNTOUCHED

the flowering is over, the pegged growths should

be cut away, as by this time new shoots will be

springing from the centre of the plant, which will

M. Desir. Where bold effects are required with

Roses, this plan of pegging down has much to

commend it.

OAKS.

The two varieties of the com-

mon Oak are easily confused, but

they have some distinctive utili-

tarian qualities which are worth

noting. The commoner, or

pedunculate variety is far more
spreading in its branches than

the sessile-fruited "Durmast,"

which differs botanically from

its neighbour in having acorns

with little or no stalk. This

former characteristic makes the

latter a more suitable tree for

hedgerows, just as the English

Elm is superior to the WycJi, for

PPOPHAE tiie same reason.

BIRDS. There has been difference of

opinion as to which produces

the better timber, but, as Loudon suggests,

perhaps this depends more on soil and growth

than on any specific difference between the two

trees. The Durmast seems to be the only British

Oak which will grow on poor soil, though one may
find it growing side by side with the commoner

variety where better soil prevails. One of the

most striking features about the timber of Durmast

is its capacity for takmg a fine green natural

stain, produced by fungus, though it is reddish

by nature, another distinction between it and the

whiter kind.

Both kinds are associated with deep and heavy

soil, but the sessile kind is more adapted foi

thin and hilly ground than its close relation.

Deep, sandy sods suit the Oak also, though the

timber is not the best in this case. T.
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THE GLADWIN OR SCARLET-
SEEDED IRIS.

There are only two wild Irises in this country,

viz., 1. Pseudacorus, the Yellow Iris or Water

Flag, and I. foetidissima, known by various

and the former is now styled T. lanceolata. It

is quite common in Devon and Cornwall, and large

bushes 10 feet or more in height and almost as much
through are a glorious sight in early June when
glowing with their drooping, crimson flowers,

hanging from long peduncles. It often bears

SCARLET-SEEDED PODS OF THE GLADWIN (IRIS FCETIDISSIMA).

names, including the Gladwin or Scarlet-seeded

Iris. At this season the Gladwin is worthy of

special notice by virtue of its pods, containing

bright coral red seeds. On this account the

Gladwin is unlike all other Irises, and it cannot

be mistaken. The seeds are about the size of

small Peas, borne in rows within three-lobed

pods, which in December gape open and display

the full beauty of the highly coloured seeds.

In country districts where this Iris abounds,

it is not uncommon for the scarlet-seeded pods

to be extensively used for church decoration

at Christmas, while many a village home is made
the brighter by the presence of this wilding.

It is hard to understand why this native

Iris is so much neglected as a garden plant. It

is of easy culture, and is a most desirable plant

for the wild or semi-wild garden. C. Q.

SOME BEAUTIFUL CHILIAN
PLANTS.

By Wyndh.\m Fitzherbert.

Mutisia decurrens is a very rare climber, but

is not as tender as is generally supposed. A
specimen planted in a position exposed to every

wind at Edinburgh has done exceedingly well.

In its native country it is said to grow through

low bushes and flower on their tops, this pointing

to the desirability of affording the growths shade

by associating it with some other climbing plant.

Here in South Devon it is grown with another

Chilian plant, Berberidopsis corallina. This associa-

tion has proved a complete success, the groat,

brilliant, single, orange flowers of the Mutisia

4 inches across, almost scarlet in the sunshine,

being followed in the autumn by the crimson,

globular blossoms of the Berberidopsis.

Trieuspidaria lanceolata.—^This Chilian shrub

was formerly known as Crinodendron hookerianum

and, after that name was discontinued, as Trieuspi-

daria dependens. Lately, however, a white-

flowered shrub has been introduced from the same
country to which this title has been assigned,

seed in the South-West. It will flower in a very

small state, plants under a foot in height bearmg
blossom.

Trieuspidaria dependens.—This bears drooping.

bell-shaped flowers, pure white in colour, with a

prettily fringed, open mouth. It is an extremely

rapid grower, and there is a plant about 20 feet

in height at Carclew in Cornwall. For effect,

however, it cannot compare with T. lanceolata.

Philesia buxifolia.—This is a very pretty

dwarf Chilian shrub, bearing drooping, pink,

Lapageria-like blossoms. It rarely exceeds

18 inches in height, and is very free-flowering,

quite small bushes often carrying thirty or more
large blooms. It thrives best in a soil of sandy
peat. It is very tenacious of life, a piece of the

root left in the ground after the removal of a plant

to another site having been known to form another

bush in a few years. The finest specimen of this

plant in England is probably that in the Abbotsbury
Castle gardens. It is 5 feet across and 2 feet

6 inches high, and bears hundreds of flowers.

Mitraria coccinea.—This is a native of the

Island of Chiloe, off the coast of Chile, said by
Darwin to be one of the wettest spots in the world.

It is an extremely handsome shrub, bearing brilliant

scarlet, pendent flowers about 2 inches in length

during the summer. It should have copious

supplies of water in dry weather, and be heavily
syringed every evening.

Berberidopsis corallina.—This is a very pretty

climbing shrub, quite distinct from anything else

in our gardens. When growing freely the ever-

green foliage is very ornamental, but it is the

flowers which form the most striking feature of

the plant. They are bright crimson, globular, and
hang on .'ong, slender stalks in little clusters from
the upper parts of the shoots.

Drimys Winteri.—This is stated to be a South
American shrub, and may, therefore, be a native

of Chile. It is attractive in appearance when in

bloom, bearing ivory white blossoms 2 inches

across and sweetly scented. It is quite hardy,

having endured a frost which killed a lithe shrubby
Veronicas in a Devon garden.

Lapagerias,—These are quite hardy in Devon
and Cornwall, and when planted in peat against

a north or north-west wall bear flowers in the

autumn and winter until Christmas. Bloom-
trails cut from the open in November are often

quite as perfect and beautiful as any produced
under glass, and large plants covered with pure

white or rosy flowers are a charming sight.

Tropaeolum speciosum.—The Flame Nastur-

tium, as this climber is called, is, like the Lapageria,

a native of Chile. It is perfectly at home in Scot-

land, where it revels in the damp air and is quite a

weed ; but in the hot South it often proves difficult

to grow. Instances of success in the South are

generally where it has been planted among shrubs,

such as Rhododendrons. In one case where it has

done well, in a Devon garden, it is planted in a

hedge of Berberis stenophylla bordering a lawn.

This hedge is in the spring a sheet of golden

orange. After the blooms have withered, the

flowermg shoots are cut back and the Tropseolum

spreads over the whole hedge, affording a glorious

picture during its blossoming period, when it

forms a cloud of vivid vermilion.

FRUITS OF OUR NATIVE SPINDLE TREE (EUONYMUS EUROP.EUS).
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THE SAXIFRAGES
WINTER.

IN

THE rock garden owes much of its winter

beauty to the Saxifrages, which in

their varying shades of green mantle

the stones with their cushion-like

growth. This phase of the Rockfoil,

as the Saxifrage is popularly called,

is too often little considered, and the moss-like

character associates well with the early Snow-

drops and Crocuses. Saxifraga hypnoides is

the most familiar—dense green in autumn and

winter, and starred over with white flowers in

spring. It is a Saxifrage for the town as well as

for the country garden, thriving to

perfection in the small rock garden of

the suburban villa, whether in shade or

exposed to the full sun. It is a mis-

take, as a rule, to plant this group in

very sun-baked corners, the plants

dying off in the centre and losing that

fresh green colouring which reminds

one of the mosses in the woodland.

Plant the Saxifrages near to stones,

over which they soon lap, drifts of

verdure, which receive from this

association the necessary moisture for

their full development.

A charming kind is the native S.

aizoides, which loves the margins of

streams or any wet places. In many
gardens there are ditches or stream

edges where this beautiful little Saxi-

frage should find a place. It is a

plant also for the alpine-house, in

which many of the smaller flowers for

rock gardens are seen to the best

advantage, receiving protection from

the weather. S. Aizoon, S. Andrewsii

and S. aretioides are three beautiful

species, and S. burseriana is even

more so, being one of the first to

greet the spring, the flowers appear-

ing even in January. This is another

kind that should be grown in the

alpine-house, and when to be planted

in the rock garden, place it in the

soil between sandstone. The flowers

are large and white, and their purity

is intensified by the slender reddish

stalks, which are not more than

3 inches above the dense silvery tufts.

The finest form—and there are

several varieties—is called major
;

it is similar to the parent, but has

larger flowers. S. burseriana is a Saxi-

frage for the greenhouse or even a

-window-box, as it grows freely in a

light, well-drained soil. A Saxifrage that has

been well described as " Silvery Moss " is S. caesia,

which is seen on the Alps in all its native beaut>

,

and a little alpine for the greenhouse, in which

its minute beauty is under close observation.

S. caespitosa, S. oppositifolia, the Stag's-horn

Rockfoil (S. ceratophylla), the pretty little S.

Cymbalaria, S. Fortune!, the Juniper Saxifrage

(S. juniperina), which has yellow flowers, the

little mossy, reddish-flowered S. muscoides, and

S. sancta, of the brightest yellow, are all kinds

that should be of the greatest interest to the

gardener. While writing of the smaller Saxifrages,

the taller kinds must not be forgotten, and of these

S. longifolia is the most beautiful. It comes

from the Pyrenees, and has greyish, leathery

leaves which form a silvery rosette about 8 inches

across, and in summer the corymbs of white flowers

give beauty to the rock garden. Perhaps it is

seen to the greatest advantage in a chink on the

face of a rock, the plant requiring to root deeply
;

or it may be placed on an old wall in which similar

conditions exist, very little soil being needful

for its welfare. It should also be grown in pots,

for which it is well adapted, especially in the

neighbourhood oi large cities, the damp and dirt

spoiling the colouring of the leaves. The variety

of it called pyramidalis is even better known than

the type.

A noble group of Saxifrages is that comprising

the kinds known as Saxifraga or Megasea cordi-

HOLLYHOCKS IN COTTAGE
GARDENS.

THE Hollyhock has been a favourite

flower among cottagers almost from
the time of its introduction from
China in the latter half of the sixteenth

century. Less than sixty years ago
there were special Hollyhock societies,

and in many parts of the Midlands Hollyhock
shows were held at the inns of villages and country

towns. The double blossoms were invariably

staged in paper collars and show boxes—a some-
what absurd practice stfll applied to Carnations

and florists' TuUps when dressed for show purposes.

As is the case with many other

garden flowers that are subjecied to

high cultivation, the Hollyhock
became the victim of a disease which
wrought great havoc by destroying

the foliage. Within the last two
years, at least, the disease has been
less virulent, and there seems a pos-

sibility that the Hollyhock will regain

some of its old-time popularity. It

may be mentioned that seedlmgs are

less liable to disease than either

cuttings or divisions of the old roots.

Seed may be sown as soon as it is

ripe, and the seedlings should be
wintered in cold frames, giving them
plenty of air and little water. For
flowering the same year. Hollyhock
seed should be sown in heat in the

early days of January. H. C.

A VERY EFFECTIVE GROUPING
HOLLYHOCKS.

OF DOUBLE PINK

folia, crassifolia, purpurascens and Stracheyii

;

but for the beauty of their foliage in winter the

first two are the most striking, as the foliage

assumes tints of warm crimson and brown. Not

only in the rock garden, but at the margins and

ends of the mixed border these plants are in place,

and their flowers are an addition to the beauties

of spring and early summer. I have seen S.

cordifolia mixed with tuberous Begonias with the

happiest effect, the legginess of the Begonia

being hidden by the wealth of the large Saxifrage

leaves. A rich effect in a shrubbery border

may be achieved in this way. It is this thinking

out of fresh ways of using plants that adds to the

interest of the garden at all seasons.

SOME BEAUTIFUL
DOGWOODS.

During the latter part of January
until early in March, just at the time

when the golden beauty of the Witch
Hazels is waning, the Cornelian

Cherry, or Cornel (Cornus Mas), opens

its small, curious yellow flowers. It

forms a strong-growuig, spreading

bush some rj feet to 20 feet high,

and, like other members of the

family, will thrive in almost any
garden soil. Cornus alba, a native

of Northern Asia, is the white-

fruited Dogwood, and is appreciated

chiefly for the red colour of the beurk,

which forms a conspicuous feature

in the winter landscape. Two ex-

cellent varieties of it are in com-
merce, viz., C. a. Spathii and C. a.

sibirica variegata, both being grown
for the sake of their foliage, which

is very handsome diuring late spring and summer.
The first named has beautiful golden variegated

leaves, and those of the latter have a silvery colour-

ing. Both these varieties are ideal plants for filling

large beds on lawns. It is necessary in the case

of plants in beds to occasionally shorten back
the growths to keep them withm bounds, and
this should be done in late winter and spring

by cutting the encroaching shoots right to their

bases ; a clipping over of all the shoots ought

never to be done, or the shrubs lose all their

natural grace and beauty. Almost any soil that has

been well dug will suit these two ornamental Dog-
woods. They may be planted about 3 feet apart

each way any time in late autumn or early spring.
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LUPINES AND THEIR
CULTIVATION.

CNES are among the easiest of all

hardy plants to cultivate, and although

they show preference for warm, light

soils, they may be grown in almost

any garden. It is usual to sow the

seed in spring. The Tree Lupine

<Lupinus arboreus), with its fragrant yellow

flowers, is seen to best advantage when grown

It is always advisable to save seed from the best-

coloured golden yellow varieties, but even this

precaution may result in seedlings producing

flowers of a dull purple, mauve, French grey,

lavender, buff, bronze, or even a mi.tture of yellow

and white or mauve and white. It should be

remembered, however, that cuttings of the Tree

Lupine root quite readily in the open ground,

and by this means the best-coloured varieties

may be kept true. Like other Lupines, it shows

a preference for light, open soils ; while it is an

admirable subject to grow in association with

A BLUE-FLOWERED WINTER GREEN-
HOUSE PLANT.

PyCNOSTACHYS DaWEI.

This, a Central African plant, is worthy of

attention by those who desire to keep the

conservatory gay with flowers during winter,

for it produces rich blue flowers in dense heads

from the points of the shoots during December
and January. Growing from 3J feet to 6 feet

high, its height may be largely determined by the

number of times the points are removed from

AN EARLY SUMMER BORDER BRIGHT WITH LUPINES IN MANY SHADES OF COLOUR.

in a wilder part of the garden and allowed to

grow unchecked. Nothing can be more picturesque

than large plants from eight to twelve years old,

if they can only be induced to attain that age.

The flowers are almost always sweetly scented,

but it cannot be said that they are invariably

of good colour. It almost seems as though the

Tree Lupine has been influenced by the perennial

varieties in regard to colour, for mauve-tinted

flowers are by no means uncommon. The pre-

dominant colour is unquestionably yellow, but

the shade may vary from pale lemon to rich gold.

sun-loving plants, such as Poppies, Columbines

and Rock Roses. As the Tree Lupine has an

unhappy way of dying suddenly after attaining

an age of two or three years, and as it may be

killed by frost in severe weather, it is advisable

to always have a few seedlings in hand. Of the

perennial Lupines, the varieties of Lupinus poly-

phyllus, chiefly dark blue, are undoubtedly the

best. They include grandiflorus, macrophyllus,

alba and the handsome Moerheimii. The last

named produces spikes of rose and white flowers

in profusion all through June.

the shoots in summer. It may be propagated by

cuttings of young shoots inserted in sandy soil

in heat in March. The young plants are grown on

rapidly in soil similar to that provided for Chry-

santhemums, care being taken to stop them now
and then to induce a bushy habit. Towards the

end of June they may be placed out of doors,

where they can remain until September. They

may then be removed to an airy greenhouse and

gradually given more heat as the flower-heads

appear. A minimum temperatvue of 45° to 50°

will be suitable at flowering-time.
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A HANDSOME GREENHOUSE
CLIMBER.

TiBOUCHINA SEMIDECANDRA.

As this plant, with its large violet purple flowers,

is of a rather straggling habit, it is best adapted

for training up a wall or pillar or draping a rafter

in the greenhouse. When planted in such positions

its cultivation presents no difficulty. When it

has filled its allotted space, it requires little atten-

tion beyond pruning back during early spring,

and regulating and tying the shoots during the

growing season, when one should be rewarded by

a profusion of flowers from the beginning of Sep-

tember until the end of December. ,^,'

Cultivated in pots, more care is required to pro-

duce good results. Cuttings of half-ripened wood,

which root readily, should be inserted in a warm
propagating-case during spring. When rooted,

they must be potted singly into 3-inch pots,

PLANTING FRUIT TREES.

THE planting of fruit trees is an im-

portant item at this season of the

year, and no time should be wasted as

soon as the trees arrive from the

nursery. All kinds of fruit trees delight

in a thoroughly well drained soil of

medium texture, and that in which no fruit trees

have ever groiN-n. Trenching deeply and breaking

up the subsoil to allow water to pass through
freely and adding decayed manure, if needed, is

preferable 4 and when once done well and the trees

carefully planted, they should grow away freely

and quickly become profitable. But, unfortunately,

opportunities for such operations on a large scale

do not occur in all cases, and the best must be done
according to the means available. It is well to make
a good selection of the kinds required for the

known, be included in almost every collection.

Fearn's Pippin and Duke of Devonshire succeed

well with us. The names mentioned are not given

as a complete list, but only those of trees I have,

and which many other gardeners have proveft

very reliable and useful for keeping up a supply

of serviceable fruits till %'ery late in the season.

Wrolham Park Gardens. H. Markham.

STACHYS GRANDIFLORA, AN EASILY GROWX BORDER PLANT, RICH PURPLE FLOWERS.

using a potting mixture of medium loam, leaf-

soil and sand. When established, they ought to be

removed to a cool greenhouse, and there given a

position near the roof glass. As they require it

they should be potted on into 5-inch or 6-inch

pots, in which sizes they may be flowered. During

the growing season they are best stopped at

every joint until about the middle of August,

when the flowering shoots should be allowed to

develop. At this time they may be exposed to all

the sun and air possible to ripen the wood ; in fact,

they may be stood out-doors for a week or two
at this time, but in such small pots they require

careful attention as regards watering.

This plant is a native of Brazil, and has been

called at different times Pleroma and Lasiandra.

There is a dwarf and more floriferous form of the

above, which is better suited for pot culture

;

but, unfortunately, at the present time it seems
lost to cultivation. J. C.

different purposes, and those who may not be

1 acquainted with the best will do well to pay a

visit to a good fruit nursery and investigate.
' We find, for keeping up a somewhat long supply

I

of Apples, the following very useful, both grown
in bush form and as orchard trees : Grenadier,

Cox's Pomona, Warner's King, Lord Grosvenor,

Bismarck, Tower of Glamis, Bramley's Seedling,

Lord Derby, Mfere du Menage, Old Winter Non-
such, Byford Wonder, Chelmsford Wonder, Newton
Wonder and Lane's Prince Albert, although there

are numerous other excellent cooking varieties

which for some particular purpose it would be

well to include, seems to predominate. Dessert :

Cox's Orange Pippin, Worcester Pearmain, King of

the Pippins, Blenheim Pippin, Beauty of Bath, May
Queen, Bamack Beauty, .Adam's Pearmain and
Ellison's Orange. This latter with me is very

good, both in bush form and espalier trained
;

in fact, I consider this variety will, when better

STACHYS GRANDIFLORA.
One of the best known species of the Woundwort
family and most often seen in cultivation is S.

lanata, commonly called Lamb's Wool on account

of the whole plant being enveloped in a dense-

coating of white woolly hairs. It is frequently

used as an edging plant, for when out of flower

its height does not exceed 4 inches. Another

good plant is the one illustrated, S. grandiflora,

a native of .Asia Minor. It is of robust, erect habit,

growing from 18 inches to 2 feet high, well furnished

with deep green foliage, and bears large heads of

rich purple flowers in May and June. As a border

plant it is an excellent subject, being always neat

and tidy and requiring no staking. In the matter

of soil it is not at all particular, although it readily

responds to good cultivation. During the last

few vears some improved forms of this plant

have been sent out under the names of S. g. var.

superba and S. g. robusta. Both have larger

flowers than the type, somewhat richer in colour.

This plant is an easy one to propagate, either by

seeds, which are produced freely, or by means of

division, either in the autumn or early spring.

Another member of this family worth growing,

is S. discolor, also known as S. nivea, from the

Caucasus, with creamy white flowers ; while our

native Wood Betony (S. Betonica), with flowers-

varying in colour from rich rose to w-hite, is a very

attractive plant. The Mexican S. coccinea, with

its bright red flowers, is also a useful subject (or

later summer effects, flowering into the late autumn.

It is best treated as an annual, sowing seeds outside

in .April where the plants are to flower ; or better

plants may be obtained earlier by sowing the

seeds in heat, growing them on in pots and plant-

ing out in Mciv. \^'. I.

NOTES ON VEGETABLES.

Cucumbers.—The plants are growing and

fruiting freely, consequent upon the great amount

of sun-heat experienced during November, w-hich

was unusual, constituting almost a record.

I

The temperature should not drop ' below

65° by night, rising to 75° by day. Do
not overcrop the plants, as this is fatal to a

continuance of satisfactory results. Thin the

' fruits directly they are set, keep the shoots

regularly stopped at the second leaf, .-^void syring-

ing the plants ; rather supply moisture by damping

the walls and hot-water pipes. Toprdress the

border lightly with decayed leaves, loam and

partially decayed horse-manure directly roots show

through the soil. Give liberal supplies of weak,

tepid liquid manure. Where plants are required for

putting out early this year, seed should be sown

at once singly in light, sandy, moist soil in small

i pots' plunging them in a brisk, moist bottom-heat

and withholding water until the plants show

above the soil. Improved Telegraph and Every

Day are good varieties to grow.

Tomatoes.—Young plants intended for fruiting

I early this year should have a position close to
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the glass in a temperature of 60°, with a reasonable
j

Salsify, Scorzonera and Chicory should lie

amount of air, so that the growth will be lifted without delay and stored iu sand or ashes

sturdy. Any tendency to weakly growth through ' at the foot of a north wall, covering sufficiently to

overcrowding must be at once

checked, or the plants will be of

little use for the purpose named.

Plants that are now swelling

their fruits should have a liberal

quantity of tepid water, and occa-

sionally weak liquid manure, to help

to increase the size of the fruits.

As they approach the ripening

stage, cut them and store in a

warm room, where they will finish

off and relieve the plants of an

unnecessary strain.

Cauliflowers in frames for an

early crop should be ventilated

freely when the weather is

suitable. By no means coddle

them, or the result will be poor,

the plants being unable to

withstand the many cold winds

they will experience in March and

April. The plants partially headed

•when stored in pits or temporary

frames will require constant atten-

tion to prevent them from damp-
ing by an excess of leaves about

the flower. Damp, dull weather

has a tendency to do this when
air is not suilficiently admitted.

Winter Spinach sown the last

week in July has already given

heavy crops of succulent leaves.

The plants, at the same time, are

remarkably sturdy. There is no
reason why all leaves that are

matured should not be constantly

used, as long as the plants are

not defoliated too much. Keep
Ihe ground free from weeds, and
after the last picking of leaves

dust the plants and the ground
with soot, and hoe over the surface,

choosing a dry day. This will

stimulate the plants for an early

•crop.

Broad Beans.— The Longpod
type should now be sown, if not

already done, as they grow more
sturdily than plants from spring-

sown seed, they fruit earlier, and
are not so liable to attacks of

black aphis, because they are

in a more advanced state.

Naturally, a south border is the

best site, but the absence of that

need not deter anyone from
sowing in the open, provided

they protect the plants from north

and east winds by a board or ever-

green boughs thrust in the soil.

Celery should have its final

earthing completed without delay, ^^
as growth has almost ceased. ^
Well protect the plants with straw '^
or Bracken during frost, covering

the soil ridges with long strawy manure in the
event of very severe frost.

Parsnips and Artichokes should be lifted in

advance for several days' supply, storing them in

moist sand in a shed or cellar to avoid the incon-
venience of lifting the roots when the ground is

frozen hard.

ward oft severe frost.

No opportunity should be lost for

digging and trenching all spare plots,

thoroughly breaking the soil below,

but leaving the surface as rough as

A HARDY SHRUB WITH BEAUTIFUL
CATKINS.

In a few gardens just now the beautiful hardy
shrub named Garrya elliptica is clothed with its

long, pale green catkins, which contrast so well

with the darker-hued, Oak-like leaves. It is

difficult to understand why it is not more exten-
sively grown, as it was introduced to this country
from California as long ago as 1818. It is

admirably adapted for growing against a north or

west wall, or as an isolated bush on a lawn. Well
drained but moderately rich soil seems necessary for

its wellbeing, and when once established the roots

should be disturbed as little as possible. The only
pruning needed is the shortening back of shoots that

are encroaching too far on space required for other

plants, and this is best done immediately the

flowers have faded. The shrub is dioecious, and

A SPRAY OF THE MALE CATKIN OF
GARRYA ELLIPTICA.

possible to be disintegrated by the weather. Now is

the best time to add manure for this year's crops,

especially Potatoes. In trenching, long strawy

manure at the bottom will be an advantage to

soil of a heavy character, placing that which is

partially decayed nearer the surface. I here

emphasise what I have repeatedly said, that a

compost of decayed vegetable refuse, old potting

soil, wood-ashes and a handful of quicklime

thrown in as turning proceeds is a most va'uable

addition to the soil for any vegetable crop.

Swanmore. E. Moly.neux.

as the male plant is much the prettier of the twain,

it should be stipulated when ordering. W.

ROSE GOLDEN EMBLEM.

THIS Rose is not yet in commerce, but

those who were fortunate enough
to be able to attend the last autumn
show of the National Rose Society

at Vincent Square, Westminster will

remember that it was one of the trio of

Roses raised by Messrs. S. McGredy and Son of

Portadown, Ireland, that were deemed worthy
of the society's premier award, the gold medal
for new seedlings.

The general verdict, as far as one could

ascertain it, both of the expert and the public,

was that the award was fittingly bestowed.

Golden Emblem is undoubtedly a seedling from
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Rayon d'Or. It carries the signs of its parentage

written large, and if the cross with the Hybrid

Tea has been successful in retaining some of the

best qualities of Rayon d'Or and, at the same

time, has bred out some of those that are not

desirable, we have in the product a very fine

Rose. I have not flowered it, although my garden

now possesses some recently planted bushes.

Compared as it must be with Rayon d'Or, it has

a much improved habit of growth, and, as staged,

the flower is a better shape and with a slightly

different shade of colour, containing rather more

SHOW OF HARDY BRITISH-

GROWN FLOWER BULBS.
Bv THE Rev. Joseph Jacob.

N
OW that the Royal Horticultural

Society have taken the matter in hand

and have fixed August i ne.xt

for a show of the above, I would

like to urge the importance of the

event. I look upon it as a great

copper than is generally seen in its parent, the I

object-lesson to show the uninitiated what our

intense colouring of which, some of us are inclined islands can produce in the way of bulbs. It is

to think, but it is treason to say so, is at times I generally said that it is much easier to pull down

garish. The thorns, too, are less

numerous and obtrusive.

Altogether the raiser is justified

in claiming it as an improvement

on its now well-known parent. A
real good bedding variety, with few

of the faults and all the good

qualities of such a Rose as

Rayon d'Or. is much to be desired.

Golden Emblem, then, is assured

of a welcome when it can be

placed in commerce.

The name is typical of its raiser.

Those who know best the genial

countenance and giant frame that

go to make up the outward appear-

ance of Samuel McGredy have

always recognised that there was

hidden away under that exterior

a strong element of the poet

in his personality. Whether it is

inherited or only more fully de-

veloped in him than in most

Irishmen (all Irishmen, I believe,

have some poetry in their com-

position) I do not know ; but who
can doubt it being there, and it

breaks out now and then in the

names he chooses for his seed-

lings.

Golden Emblem. An emblem is

a picture representing to the mind

something different to itself—

a

type. Rose Golden Emblem may
very well represent to the mind of

its raiser something different to

itself. I do not mean what it will

be worth or what it may have

cost, but I venture to think it

may well be that it represents the

result of years of labour and

thought, of that strenuous striv-

ing after the unattainable, by

which alone progress may be

reached, in Roses as in all things

earthly. Or he might have remem-

bered the old word " Emblements" that used to

puzzle me when I came across it in old agricul-

tural leases, until I turned it up one day in an

etymological dictionary, to find out that it meant
" A crop raised by the labour of the cultivator

—

but not fruit or grass." What name, there-

fore could be more fitting for a good seedling

Rose?
So one feels one can in this case congratulate

the raiser not only on the Rose, but also on the

name he has given it, which, one is bound to admit,

is not always the case in this connection.

It is hoped that Golden Emblem may be distri-

buted this year.

Southampton. Herbert E. Molyneux.

THE NEW ROSE, GOLDEN EMBLEM, A SEEDLING FROM THE
WELL-KNOWN RAYON D'OR.

than to build up. There are, however, exceptions

to the rule, and one is " custom." Until the last

quarter of a century or thereabouts we have

imderratcd the capabilities of our soil and climate,

and British-grown bulbs have not had the chance

they might have had.

It is easy to see how the idea that foreign-

grown bulbs must, ipso facto, be better than our

own. Two hundred years back—that is, about 1700

—the Dutch were, I imagine, the only purveyors

of bulbs on a mercantile scale in Western Europe.

Henry van Oosten of Leyden was a notable man
in those days, and issued a little flower book

called " The Dutch Gardener," which in a few

years passed through several editions, and, what

is of peculiar interest to us, each time it was at

once translated into English. Tulips occupy a

large space, and Hyacinths only a very small one

Sixty years afterwards, Nicholas van Kampen
of Haarlem wrote "The Dutch Florist" (1760),

and this, too, was at once translated into EngUsh.

Here, however, the Tulip has given place to the

Hyacinth as, in the author's words, meriting
" the first place among all the ornaments of a

flower-garden." Next in order after these two
come Ranunculi and Anemones. This was the

time when George Voorhelra—the Eckford of

the Hyacinth—was at the height of his fame.

He raised many seedlings and wrote an excel-

lent little treatise on his favourite flower (1752,

other editions 1762 and 1773). This
was translated into English by one
Rocque, a florist of Walliam Green,

in 1755. This latter English edition

is very rare, but I have lately seen

a copy in the Picton Library,

Liverpool. Mention should also be

made of the catalogues of van
Kampen, of which English supple-

ments appeared in 1769 and 1770 ;

and a note says that the firm had
" a mind to supply the work
every two or three years."

The reverse side of the picture

is the conduct of James Justice,

one of the Principal Clerks of

Session, Edinburgh, who in his
" Scots Gardeners' Director

"

(which title he altered in the

second edition of 1764 to the

"British Gardeners' Director")

dilates upon the possibility of

raismg Hyacinths from seed in

Scotland, and shows on pages 245
to 256 of the latter how he suc-

cessfully accomplished his self-set

task. It is almost certain that the

trouble and time involved pre-

vented it from ever being a com-
mercial proposition, for the author

of the " Horticultural Tour of the

Caledonian Society " in 1817 states

that this art was then in a great

measure lost in the country.

We never know what we can do
until we try. One feels, therefore,

that in the present movement for

the encouragement of home in-

dustries, bulb-growers should have
the chance of showing to as wide

a public as possible what can be
done. Already Justice's example

has been copied, and bulb farms

have been established north, south,

east and west ; but the buying

public do not quite reahse how
much has bem accomplished. Tlie show next

August will, I trust, by the publicity it will give,

furnish a wholesome stimulus to what is bound to be

a great industry until the love of flowers dies away.
There are two classes in the schedule which are

exclusively for amateurs. There is no reason

whatever why there should not be much more
saving of bulbs in private gardens than there is.

Here, again, the result of the show will be an

object-lesson as to what can be done. In this

time of war and saving, the lesson should be

doubly valuable and striking. Let us try %vhat

we can do. Perchance before long the word
British, when applied to bulbs, will be something

to conjure with.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Plants Under Glass.

Hippeastrums.—For the past month or two
these plants should have been resting in a cool

house, and if flowers are desired during March
and April, the present is a good time to place a few
plants in a temperature of 55° Fahr. Select those

that are well rooted, and give sufficient water to

wet the whole of the compost. The surface soil

should then be removed, taking care not to injure

the roots, and replace it with a top-dressing of good
fibrous loam and leaf-mould. Syringe the bulbs
daily and sprinkle the floor and stages with
water.

Chrysanthemums.—The main batch of these

useful plants can now be inserted, and placed in a

cool propagating-frame ; but directly they are

rooted, the pots must be placed on a shelf.in the
greenhouse to secure short-jointed, sturdy plants.

Stock plants must be kept quite cool until the
requisite number of cuttings is obtained.

Violets in Frames.—These should be examined
occasionally and all dead ]ea\'es removed. The
runners must also be pinched off. Stir the soil

between the plants if it is at all sour, and admit
air on all favourable occasions.

The Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Plants.—No time should be lost

in making the borders tidy. If new borders are
contemplated, the ground can be dug 2 feet deep,
and if it is in a poor condition, some well-rotted
manure should be applied. No hard and fast rule

can be laid down in regard to arranging the plants,
but straight lines and a general slope from the
back of the border to the front must be avoided.

Roses.—These may be planted until March,
whenever the soil is not too wet. If the bushes
arrive after a lot of rain, it is much better to
lay them in by the roots until a favourable period
for planting arrives.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Replacing Old Trees.—Where it is intended
to do this work or make additions to the collection,
it must be completed without delay. Standard
trees ought to be made quite secure to a stake,
and, after planting, each tree should be examined
occasionally to ascertain that it is quite firm in
the soil.

Pruning.—This work must be finished at the
first opportunity, excepting such as Red Currants,
unless they are protected from birds with a wire-
netting cage. When pruning, especially trees
that have been neglected for a few years, we should
try to remove some of the worn-out branches.
These are of no use from the fruiting standpoint,
and the increased light will be very beneficial to
the branches that are left.

Manure for Fruit Trees.—Trees that are in a
thriving condition do not require any manure
at this season, but specimens that have been
bearing heavy crops for many years cannot be
expected to continue indefinitely. Such examples,
also plantations of Gooseberries, Raspberries,
Red, White and Black Currants, may receive a
top-dressing of well-decayed manure.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries in Pots.—A batch of the most
forward plants should be placed in a cool house
or frame, if not already done. Gentle forcing,
especially in the early stages, must be practised,
or the crowns will fail to produce good fruit.
Careful watering with tepid water is essential.
On bright days a fine spraying overhead will be
beneficial until the flowers begin to open. A
temperature of 50° should be maintained, and the
house can be ventilated on all favourable occasions.

Melons and Cucumbers.—A sowing of these
should be made and the pots placed on a hot-bed
or in a propagating-case. When the seed has
germinated, keep the young plants near the
glass where the temperature is from 70° to 75°.
Two useful Melons are Eminence and Triumph,
while Cucumber Improved Telegraph is also
recommended. T. W. Briscoe.

(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)
Castleford, Chepstow, GloiicestersJnre.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

General Work.—Manure should be wheeled on
in frosty weather, in readiness for digging and
trenching when the weather is suitable. If the
manure has to lie long before being turned in,

it is better to have it spread evenly over the
surface as soon as the frost is gone, than to leave
it in heaps for an indefinite period. Manure
heavily where it is intended to grow such crops
as Onions, Leeks, Peas, or the Brassicas. Potatoes
do not require much fresh manure ; indeed, if the
ground has been well manured for the previous
crop, a little artificial manure when planting is

all they require.

Peas.—These should be sown on the first

favourable opportunity this month for early
supplies. The soil will usually be found in the
best condition for sowing on the same day as
the ground is dug, for, if left, snow or rain may
intervene and render it difficult to get a good
seed-bed for a considerable time. Choose a
sheltered south border for early sowing.

Onions.—As soon as the seed has been delivered,
it should be sown in boxes and placed in a
gentle heat to germinate ; a recently started

Peaches.—If not already done, the early house
should be <losed and the atmosphere kept slightly
moist, with a night temperature of 45" to 50°,
according to the state of the weather. Quiet
forcing should, however, be observed for the next
two months, as severe weather may set in and
cause a lowering of the temperature. Peach
Duchess of Cornwall or Nectarine Early Rivers
can easily be had ripe by the middle of May
without undue forcing if started now.

The Fruit Garden.
Planting.—As such a short time elapsed between

the ripening of the wood and the setting in of severe
frost last autumn, very little autumn planting
took place; consequently a larger amount of it

will have to be undertaken in the spring. Do not
attempt to plant too early in the year, as the soil

is seldom in good condition, and the trees will be
better left till next month or even March than
planting on sodden ground.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

MONSTER SPECIMEN CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS.

For several years past, at the autumn exhibi-

tions of the Horticultural Society of New York,

A REMARKABLE CHRYSANTHEMUM LADY LYDIA.

vinery or Peach-house will suit admirably. Onions
started in this way provide large specimens either
for exhibition or for general use. In many places
it is imperative to raise the whole crop in this
manner, as outside sowings so often succumb to
the maggot. Soil insecticides are, howe^•er,
likely to prove an excellent antidote when their
use becomes more general. I have had very good
results from their use during the past two seasons

Forcing Vegetables.—Continue to sow weekly
a few pots of Kidney Beans, early dishes of which
are always appreciated. Rhubarb and Seakale
roots may also he placed at regular intervals in
the forcing-house to keep up a succession. Seakale
especially must be kept entirely dark in order to
have it tender and well blanched.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—The pruning and cleaning of these
will now be well in hand. A mixture for painting the
rods should consist largely of sulphur, as it remains
on the rods all the season and greatly assists in
keeping down red spider. If badly infested with
mealy bug, winter dressings are not much good
for exterminating this pest. It is better to tackle
it in the growing season, and no better aid to its

complete extermination can be had than the
nicotine fumigants, which, however, must be
cautiously used.

held in New York City, very large specimen
Chrysanthemum plants have been a prominent
feature. The largest of all was shown in

1915, and measured 16 feet 10 inches in

diameter. This is believed to have been most
probably the biggest Chrysanthemum plant

ever grown or exhibited, not excepting the finest

of those grown in China. The number of blooms
is reputed to have been 1,800. The variety was
R. F. Felton. When it is considered that the huge
specimen was from a single cutting, grown in eleven

months (according to the printed information

displayed with the exhibit), the crdtural feat will

be better understood. Think of the watering,

the feeding, the training, the absolute exactness

in every detail ; or try to grow one like this !

Mr. John Canning and his foreman, John Campbell,

did not carry through to a successful issue all the

I

plants they attempted to grow, as at least one col-

i lapsed on their hands. Mr.Canning receives the fullest

encouragement from his emplov'er, Mr. Adolph
1 Lewisohn, Ardsley, New York, who takes much
' pride in his plants and to whom The Garden
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is indebted for the photograph of the \ariety
,

Lady Lydia (white), reproduced on page ii.

Special arrangements have to be made to get I

these huge plants to the exhibition hall, but the

at flu\VLTinvr-tinu\ it may n-iuain for years undisturbed.

I

Should it show si^ns of deteriorating, a mulciiing of manure
I

may assist, pending replanting. Leaf-mould alone would
I in sucli a case avail but little.

DEFINITION OF A SINGLE-FLOWERED CHRY-
. , ^ , , ,, , , .

I

SANTHEMUM (W. F. M. C.).—For very m.any years,
greatest task of all was when a monster specunon I and until about two or three years since, the National
of Wells' Late Pink was taken to the great show Crhrysanthomum Society used to" define the characteristics

at Cleveland in No\eniber, which all America
has been talking about, the distance being as far

as from Exeter to Inverness. The plant had
a special greenhouse built over it, and the traffic

superintendent of the railway made all arrange-

ments for its safe through transit, going himself

on the train that had been chartered for the occa-

sion. I believe that the largest specimens
ever shown at Olympia and the old Royal
Aquarium in London were not much, if anything,

over 9 feet, so that the one now depicted is a giant

in comparison. Of course, many people will

scofi at such plants, pointing to their lack of true

beauty and the impracticability of them ; but

others will be interested in knowing that such

plants have been, and are being, grown.

A'«» York. J. Harrtson- Dick.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Er^nj departmejit of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions
relating to matters itpon which they tvish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,
but he will not he responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.
As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

a^Tcs that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.
It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated with.

of asiiifrleiii this way :
" The blooms of the single varictiei

may be of any size and form ; but they should not contain
more than a double row of ray florets or di5c florets of
sufficient length to form a raised disc or cushion as in the
case of the Anemone blooms. The florets should be
arranged sufficiently close together to form a dense fringe
The single varieties differ so much in thi> form of the
blooms that they could be readily divided into several
sections, but for the present it has been thought desirabb
to include them in one group." The suggestion contained
in the last-mentioned paragraph has since borno fruit,
for in 1910 a sub-committee %\as appointed by the National
Chrysanthemum Society to alter, amend or delete the
definitions of the -various types of the Clirj^santhemum,
which all authorities then considered should be taken in
hand and dealt mth on very practical lines. Early in
1912 the sub-committee brought up their rexwrt, and
ultimately the single Clirysanthemums (among other
types) were divided up into sub-sections as follows

:

Sub-section I.—Varieties with one or two rows of ray
florets, (a) Large -flowered, i.e., with a diameter of
3 inches and upwards. Examples : airs. John Peed
and Edith Pagram. (&) Medium and small-flowered,
i.e., with a diameter of less than 3 inches. Examples :

Miss Mary Anderson and Nellie Hiding. Sub-section II.

—

^'a^ieties with tliree to five rows of ray florets, {a) Large-
flowered, i.e., with a diameter of 3 inches and upwards.
Examples : Mensa and Merstham Jewel. (6) Medium
and small-flowered, i.e., with a diameter of less than
3 inches. Examples : Mary Richardson and F. W.
Smith. Sub-section III.—Anemone-centred varieties.
Example : Kathleen May. The secretary of the National
Chrysanthemum Society is Mr. R. A. Witty, 72, Savernake
Road, Gospel Oak, London. N.TV.

compost quite free from manure. If this be done and the
roots made very firm, failures should not occur, providing,
as we said before, good, liealthy, well-ript-ned plants are
secured.

FRUIT GARDEN.
APPLE BRAMLEY'S SEEDLING DISEASED {E. C.

C. J).^,—Tiie disease described by our correspondent
as alTecting tliis Apple has been noted by others
but, as far as we know, its presence is not widespread. In
order to draw attention to a matter of so serious an import
in relation to an Apple so widely and gcnera'iy grown
as this is, we print our correspondent's. letter in the hope
it may elicit information from fruit gromng correspondents
as to the nature of the disease, its cause, and the best mean*
to take to prevent an attack: "Much has been written
the last weel< or two in The Garden in praise of the above-
mentioned Apple, all of which I should have heartily
endorsed until the last three or four years, when I have
found it infected with some disease. When peeled,
a number of small spots appear under the skin and go
right through the fruit, and if kept a few weeks the Apples
go completely rotten. When living in the rountry, I
looked upon this variety as one of if not the best and most
reliable of keeping cooking Apples ; but I have had to
leave off buying it for keeping, as both those bought locally
and those obtained from one of our best-known fruit-
growers were infected: and on writing about it to the
latter, I was informed that the disease had been very
prevalent with them, and that no cause or remedy was
known. It would be interesting to know if other growers
have been troubled in like manner ; if so, it means the
loss of a very valuable variety."

TREES AND SHRUBS.
PRIVET FOR PROFIT (Perplexed).—y^e are afraid

that you will not find the cultivation of Privet a profit-

able undei-taking. Privet is grown by almost every
nurseryman in the kingdom, and can be procured by the
thousand at a very cheap rate. Moreover, you would
have to keep the plants two or three years between rooting

The Editor will not he responsible for the return of artistic the cuttings and producing specimens suitable for sale
or literary contributions which he may not he able to use, and
the receipt of a proof muM not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Gauden will alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS (^ND ANSWERS.— r/i^ Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers ivho desire
assistance, no matter ivkat the branch of gardening may be,
and with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be
clearly and concisely loritten on one side of the paper only,
and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address
of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely
packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering
shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters
on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
ANNUALS FOR BEDS (C. W. T.).—ln asking for annuals

with grey, green and gold colours, among others, you
have set us a rather difficult task. Blue and orange
colours could be much more easily given; but, even so,
you say nothing about the size of the beds, which is

important. Lobelia, Nigella, Phacelia and Nemophila
are among the best blue annuals, while the China Aster
provides a wealth of this colour and shades akin. Mari-
golds, Tagetos (both in variety) and Dimorphotheca
aurantjaca provide some of the finer shades of orange.
These latter are also profuse flowering. If you send us
tlie size of the beds, we might assist you more definitely.

P;E0NIES fffiMa).—The best period for planting
thc:?e is early autumn—September and October—though
they are planted over a much more extended time with
^comparative safety. In any case it should be done while
the crowns are still dormant. Plants having two to
four good crown-buds are the best ; big clumps should
not be planted intact. Carnea elegans, c. triumphans
-and Philomele are beautiful pink sorts ; and f^istiva
maxima, Marie Lemoine, candidissima plena and grandi-
fiora alba plena some of the best whites. There are
numbers of other varieties, however, of both shades of
colour. Tlic only safe test for a Lily of the Valley bed
is its o^vn behaviour, and if it continues to give good rrsult.s

You would probably obtain the most satisfactory results
by cropping your spare ground with vegetables, for,

providing good vegetables are produced, they can always
be sold. It would, however, be advisable to make
enquiries in your own neighbourhood \nth a view to
finding out which kinds of vegetable arc in request. It
is unlikely that you would find cither Auricula or Car-
nation growing profitable with the convenience you have

j

or propose acquiring, but you may be able to cultivate
certain kinds of outdoor flowering plants, such as Narcissi,
Roses, Gypsophila, early fiowering Chrysanthemums,
Ac, with a view to selling tlie flowers.

PROPAGATING DWARF TREES (J. F. ^.).—The
dwarf forms of Abies, Picea, Taxus Cupressus, Thuya,
Retinospora, Juniperus and Cotoncaster can be propa-
gated by means of cuttings inserted in bods of sandy soil

under a hand-light or in a cold but close frame. Pines can
only be increased by seeds or by grafting varieties upon
stocks of their respective types. It is advisable to insert
tlie cuttings between the middle of July and the middle
of August. They should be watered well when first put
in, and sprayed over occasionally, shading them from
bright sun. As a rule, they are best left undisturbed
for at least eight or nine months. Some people increase
conifers by grafting, but it is not a method to be recom-
mended when any other means can be found. Propa-
gation by means of seeds is the most satisfactory method
whenever it can be adopted.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BRUSSELS SPROUTS FOR EXAMINATION (B. F. C),—Tlic Cabbage leaves are attacked by the fungus Mycos

sphaerella brassieicola, a fungus which is common on
Cabbages and allied plants in some seasons. No remedy
can be applied which would be Ukely to be reasonable
enough in cost to warrant its use, but diseased leaves
should be burned. The Chrysanthemum is attacked by
Puccinia chrysanthemi, the rust fungus. See reply to
another correspondent below upon tliis subject.

LEAVES OF PRIMULA OBCONICA [J. W. D.).—
The Primula leaves arc damaged to some extent by red
spider, but also by the plant having been allowed to become
too dry either at the root or in the air. The conditions which
have brought about the spotting of the foliage have also
encouraged red spider, and the treatment which will
prevent the foliage from becoming spotted, viz., the
maintenance of a moist atmosphere, will also keep the red
spider in check.

RUST ON CHRYSANTHEMUM {J. C. IT.).— The
Clirysanthemum is attacked by the Chrysanthemum
rust (Puccinea clirysanthemi). It would be unwise to
propagate from diseased plants, for there is great danger
of carrying the disease over to the next year if this is

done. The house also in which they are being grown
should be thoroughly cleansed, and pots and everything
used well scrubbed w'ith water and carbolic soft soap. If
the cuttings are used, it should be only after tlie old tops
have been removed some time, and the cuttings should
be dipped in eitlicr a solution of loz. of jrotassium sulphide
in 3 gallons or 4 gallons of water, or in a rose red solution
of potassium permanganate. The same solutions should
be sprayed on the plants as they grow, in orderto protect
them from the attack of the fungus in future.

SOCIETIES.

ROSE GARDEN.
SEEDLING BRIARS (Barfi< Id).—Fla-nt the Briars in

February, if tlie weather is suitable, In well-prepared soil.

Allow 8 inches apart in the rows, and the latter 2 feet to
3 feet apart. Bud in August on the stem just beneath
the base of tlie branches, really the root-stem.

ROSES DOING BADLY {Hilda).—It was not a wi.se
thing to prune the Roses after planting, if you mean
immediately after : but newly planted Roses should be
pruned hard the first year, in March or April, following
the planting. Wc should be inclined to think tliat the
fault lay in the plants. Perhaps they had suffered by
lying about unprotected before they were planted,
or tl.ey may have been budded on the wrong stock, or
may have been foreign plants. Good, well-rooted
Englisli-grown plants on the seedUng Briar rarely fail

to grow if they are obtained from a reliable source, and
their roots well protected from the time they leave the
nursery until they arc planted. Wc have planted such
plants, and some have been cut very hard back before
planting, even to 4 inches or 5 inches, and they have
giown splendidly. There is such a tiling as preparing
Rose-beds too richly ; that is to say, the beds are given
too much manure and it olten comes too near the
roots, an almost certain cause of failure. Roses
succeed best when the manure is placed well beneath their
roots, so that the latter arc encouraged to run after tlie

fertilisers when new roots are forming but at the time
of planting they should be given a shovelful of nice fine i

WARGRAVE AND DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION.

GARDENERS'

The last meeting of 1915 took place on December lo,

when Mr. E. Feltham, Landscape Gardener. Twyford,
gave a most interesting paper on " The Outlook
for Gardeners." He referred to what he called the
haphazard method of training young gardeners in the
past, and then spoke of the great cliangcs coming over
the profession at the present time and what would in

all probability be the outcome of these changes. A very
animated discussion followed, in which a number of
members took part, and a unanimous vote of thanks
was accorded Mr. Feltham and carried with acclamation.

HIGHCLIFFE GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
The Annual Meeting.

This was held recently when there was a good
attendance of members. The audited accounts for tin-

past year were presented and passed. They showed
a substantial balance after handing a good sum to the
Red Cross Fund. The members raised the latter sum
through holding an autumn exhibition of fruit, fiowers
and vegetables. Last autumn they raised about the
same amount for the benefit of the Prince of Wales' Fund.
The president, E. Hnntly Hooper, E.sq., J.P., the vice-
presidents and all the ofHcc^rs were re-elected, and received
the warm thanks of the members for their past services.

The business part of tlic met^ting being disposed of, there
was a keen discussion on " Questions " put by several
members. The lectures in Ihe programme for the first

half of the year 1916 promise to be very interesting
and instructive. Cordial thanks were pas.sedtoMr. Cuell,
the chairman.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
The National Chrysanthemum Society :

Change of Secretary's Address.—All communi-

cations for the National Chrysanthemum Society

should be addressed to Mr. Richard A. Witty,

Secretary, 6, Dowgate Hill, Cannon Street, London,

E.C. (Telephone Central I745)

Suspension of the "Journal of Horticulture."

With the last issue of the old year, the Journal of

Horticulture ceased publication for the duration

of the war. The journal has been published

regularly since its establishment in r848, but with

the outbreak of war its fortunes commenced to wane.

The Sweet Pea Annual, 1916.—The twelfth

Annual of this society, just issued, loses none

of the interest that characterised the previous

numbers. It contains a glowing description

of the outing to the trials and other events of the

past year. Mr. Thomas Stevenson gives his

impressions of new varieties, Mr. J. Harrison

Dick deals with summer Sweet Peas in America,

Mr. W. Cuthbertson dwells upon failures and

disappointments, and Mr. C. Blair writes on Sweet

Peas in Scotland, where, luckily, they do not

suffer much from disease. Altogether it is quite

an interesting publication.

Preserving Poinsettia Blooms in a Cut

State.—The blooms of these valuable decora-

tive plants may be preserved for some time

in a cut state if, immediately after they are cut,

about an inch of the stem is immersed in

boding water for about two minutes. This does

not prevent absorption of the water to the stems,

and the leaves as well as the bracts remain fresh.

Burning the ends with a hot iron is sometimes

adopted but while this prevents the bleeding it also

checks absorption of water ; consequently, while

the bracts remain fresh, the leaves droop quickly.

A Useful Greenhouse Plant.—During the dull

days of winter, when half light often prevails,

the orange-tinted flowers of Reiuwardtia trigyna

seem to stand out most conspicuously. It has

long been known in gardens under the name of

Linum trigynum. Another species, R. tetragyna,

has primrose yellow flowers with a yellow centre,

and four styles instead of three as in R. trigyna.

Which is the more beautiful is a matter of opinion,

but as they require little space and their cultural

requirements are not at all exacting, a place should

be found for both. Cuttings should be struck early

in the year.

Pruning Trees.—As the sap of a number of

our trees, particularly those with large leaves,

.commences to flow early, any pruning or cutting

that may be required should be taken in

hand now without delay. If this work is left

until the spring, excessive bleeding takes place,

which is detrimental to the tree. This

is especially noticeable with the Walnut, which

bleeds very freely when cut late.

The Common Dragon (Arum Dracunculus).

What a contrast is seen in the dull chocolate

brown spathe of Arum Dracunculus to the pure

white spotless form of its close relative the

Arum LUy ! The common Dragon is doubtless

more curious than beautiful, but its spotted

stems and remarkable flowers never fail to attract

attention. It is quite hardy and very suitable

ARUM DRACUNCULUS, A HARDY AROTD
RELATED TO THE LORDS AND LADIES

OF OUR HEDGEROWS.

for naturalising in leafy soil in shady places,

where it may be planted now.

An Attractive Barberry.—Among the newer
Barberries of comparatively recent introduction

from China, Berberis stapfiana is one of the most

distinct and useful. It is allied to B. Wilsonae,

but as a garden plant is larger and more vigorous

in growth. During the recent mild winters the

bushes have remained semi-evergreen, but a

severe winter may change this character. At
present 4 feet to 5 feet high, the bushes will

probably grow taller. They are elegant in habit,

with graceful arching stems at present freely

clothed with carmine red fruits.

Desirable Melons.—Mr. Colin Ruse, page 623,

issue December 25, 1915, recommends the variety

Triumph as a most reliable sort, finding this

variety gives more satisfaction than Hero of

Lockinge. The culture of Melons may differ

so much that a variety succeeding with one
person may be useless with another. The soil

and general conditions of growth, and especially

those relating to the ripening of the fruit, vary
to such an extent that a variety may easily

receive a bad reputation. It is, perhaps, fair

to assume that where one plant of any other

variety has been grown in the past, twenty of Hero
of Lockinge have been, so popular is the variety.

Chicory and Coffee.—Readers may lately

have read various notes in the daily papers about

the importation of Coffee into Germany during

the war. In one it was pointed out that, could

it be prevented or even very considerably lessened,

its curtailment would have much the same dis-

turbing influence there that the stoppage of Tea
\vould have in England. This would not be the

first time that the want of Coffee in war-time

has" been found inconvenient. The same thing

happened in what is now Belgium " during Buona-
parte's sway, when Colonial produce was either

scarce and dear or entirely interdicted" ; and to

combat the shortage. Chicory (Cichorium Intybus)

was largely grown, as it was found that the dried

roots, ground to a powder, made a good substitute,

either alone or else mixed with the true bean.

This seems to have been the beginning of the

custom of mixing Chicory with Coffee.

An Extra Late Aster.—Mr. Charles Comfort,

Broomfield Gardens, bavidson's Mains, Mid-

lothian, writes: "While paying a brief visit to

the establishment of Mr. Alexander Porter, florist,

Davidson's Mains, Midlothian, on December 14,

I came across an exceptionally late Aster named
A. Datschii, a small-flowered white variety (or

species) of the ericoides type. A plant which had

been grown in a pot alongside the Chrysanthe-

mums was well furnished with dainty little flowers

of purest white. The plants of this Aster, which

had been planted out and were potted up at

housing-time, were only beginning to open their

flower-buds, but looked as if they, too, would

yield a full crop of bloom. Mr. Porter purchased

the plants from a French firm a year ago, and,

as already indicated, he has no information as

to whether it is a distinct species or only a variety."

In any case, this Aster must be looked upon as

a valuable asset for Christmas and New Year

decorations."
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed hy correspondents.)

The Fruiting of Xantlioceras sorbifolia.

—

In " Notes of the Week " of December iS, 1915, the

fruiting of Xanthoceras sorbifolia is brought to

notice. It may interest you to know that the

specimen in the Botanic Garden, Cambridge,

produces fruit almost every year. The tree

here is recognised as the largest in this country,

being over 22 feet high, the stem of which is over

17 inches in circumference i foot from the ground.

—F. G. P., Cambridge.

Arbutus Unedo.—Referrmg to your recent

paragraphs in The Garden as to Arbutus

Unedo, I may say that even in our rather rigorous

climate here we have it growing freely up to

6 feet or 8 feet and i3owering and fruiting freely.

It is surprising what a quantity of flowers can

be had from plants covered with an ordinary two-

light frame placed on an eastern border, where

the wall affords much protection and the autumn
sun is available for the benefit of the roots. After

the crop is gathered in February, completely

top-dress the surface with half-decayed horse-

manure, and draw off the lights in summer.—S. H.

Climbing Shrubs in Winter.—I have been

greatly interested in the recent notes on climbing

shrubs and the references to Solanum jasminoides

and Passifiora caerulea flowering after the hard

autumn frosts. I thought it might interest you,

therefore, to see a photograph of the former,

which was planted only a year and a half ago

and has had no protection except that afforded

by an Azara microphylla (which is about 5 feet

high) planted practically in the same hole.

The aspect is south-west, but it is a very windy

corner, and I am sorry the photograph is too

A READER S HOUSE IN OXFORDSHIRE CLOTHED WITH CLIMBING SHRUBS IN
LESS THAN TWO YEARS.

For weeks the branches, covered with flower and

berry, have been used in the house as decoration.

—

M. C, Butts Close, York.

Christmas Roses (Hellebores).—Reference is

made on page 623, December 25, rgis, to the

charming blossoms obtainable by gentle green-

house forcing. I know how easy it is to have

quantitiesof bloom by that method, and, as is rightly

said, altifolius is the best variety. Now comes

another detail in the matter—the future stock of

plants. When once a clump is lifted and forced,

it is then useless for several years ; the constitution

is so weakened by interference with its roots as

to be almost useless after\vards. My plan to

provide a supply of these delightful flowers is to

either grow the plants in a cold frame entirely or

place them at the foot of a south wall

and there cover the plants with lights in November,

'when the clumps yield to this treatment year

after year and where they get stronger and larger

each year. I find the least interference with

their roots, the better for their future welfare.

small to show the tangle of shoots, which bid fair

to cover the roof if not killed this winter.

Vitis Coignetije in the corner is the same age,

and between the windows is a blue Solanum,

not a year old, which has grown very much since

the photograph was taken. Further on, facing

the white Solanum, is the blue Passion Flower,

facing east, and which is still to-day (Decem-

ber 27) covered with buds trying to open. 1 may
mention that the house and creepers will not be

two years old till the spring, except an old Wistaria

on the bay, which laid on the ground for thirty

years after the original house was burnt down.

It is mar\'ellous what can be done with creepers

and wall shrubs in good soil. A small slip of

Scented Verbena in the courtyard, planted last

May, is now a large bush.—,A. La T., The Old

Hall. Oxon.

! Two Good Late Single Chrysanthemums.

—

Up till the middle of December the Autumn Queen

is lavish with her offerings, but by New Year's

Day she becomes more sparing with her gifts,

and anything really useful (unhappy phrase ! ) at

that date is worth growing. Earlswood Beauty is,

as its name indicates, a very old white single

variety ; in fact, Mr. WeUs no longer includes it

in his list. I still grow it, however, and can
heartily recommend it as a free-flowering white

spray variety coming in at the very end of

December. Merstham Jewel is a large-flowered,

stiff-stemmed variety which can also be depended
upon—in Scotland, at any rate—to keep over the

New Year. This latter variety has reddish terra-

cotta petals, tipped with yellow. For the full

development of the flowers it should be disbudded.
—Charles Comfort.

Lowther Castle Gardens.—The Earl of Lonsdale

has written me to say that much of the present

beauty of the gardens at Lowther Castle (see issue

December 25, rgrj) is attributable to the splendid

work efiected there by the late head-gardener,

Mr. F. Clarke, who now resides at Barley Thorpe,

Oakham, but who superintended the Lowther Castle

Gardens for many years. At the same time the

Earl testifies that the present head-gardener,

Mr. James Jeffrey, has in a very short period

achieved a great deal for the artistic development

of the gardens, which, as I know from personal

observation, are well worth going a very long

distance to see.

—

David R. Williamson.

Mutisia decurrens.—In many districts this

beautiful South American climbing plant, alluded

to by your correspondent Wyndham Fitzherbert,

fails to give satisfaction. It may, however, be of

interest to readers to know that fifty years ago there

was a thriving specimen in Glendenning's nursery

at Turnham Green, a spot long since covered with

houses. Despite its proximity to London, it

did remarkably well. It was planted close to

some loose-growing Privets used as a screen,

and the climbing shoots of the Mutisia scrambled

in and out among the Privets. There it seemed
quite at home, and the showy Gazania-like flowers

were very freely borne. The roots were on the

shady side of the screen—H. P.

Silene Asterias grandiflora.—In reply to the

enquiry in the issue of January r, page 2, this

plant is well worth growing. I have had it here

in the rock garden for a dozen years or more. It

forms rosettes of handsome, deep green leaves,

and throws up numerous stems of about a foot

high, surmounted by rather compact heads of

small flowers of a good shade of crimson. These

last in beauty for a week or two, and then produce

abundance of seeds, which, if left to sow them-

selves, produce more young plants than I need.

As the life of a plant does not exceed three seasons

here, some of these youngsters are required to

keep the race going, and the others are easily

pulled up to give away. I do not know of any

figure of this plant, but see that it was described

(at least the wild form of it, without the varietal

title of grandiflora), by Grisebach in his " Spici-

legium Florae Rumelics and Bithynicse," published

in 1843, and it comes from the Banat. I believe

I got the seed from Messrs. Thompson and Morgan

of Ipswich. Here it seems to do best in half shade,

and the strongest plants result from those that

spring up on a rather moist bank in the lower

portion of my rock garden ; but most probably

any deep, rich soil would suit it well enough.

—

E. A. Bowles, Wallham Cross.

Salvia leueantha. — There is, I think, a

mistake in the description of this very desirable

winter-blooming Sage where it is described

as having violet flowers and white woolly

down calyx. The very opposite must have
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been intended, as in Salvia leucantha the flowers

are white, and it is the woolly down round

the calyx that is violet—not the flower. If there

is a form with violet flowers and white calyx,

I shall hope some day to possess it.—E. H. W.
The Flowering of the Blue Gum Tree.

—

The accompanying illustration depicts a flowering

shoot of Eucalyptus globulus recently sent to

this country from Italy. Such flowering' sprays

have lately been imported in quantity, and their

appearance in Covent Garden Market has aroused

a good deal of interest. However, it occasionally

happens that Eucalyptus globulus produces

flowers in the open in this country. The flowers

are very curious, and quite unlike those of any

other plant. The calyx takes the form of a per-

fectly tight-fitting cap situated on the top of the

flower-bud. As the flower develops, the cap is

pushed ofi in one piece, and the yellow anthers

pfeviously closely packed within the cap are left

exposed to the wind and to the visitations of

insects. In the midst of countless anthers is a

bright green stigma and the ovary at its base.

The flowering is accompanied by a change in the

form of the leaves. The mature branches carry

sickle-shaped and alternate leaves, while in the

juvenile form the leaves are round, opposite and
glaucous. E. globulus is one of the most character-

istic trees of Australia, where it makes rapid growth
and sometimes exceeds 300 feet in height. It

yields the valuable oil of eucalyptus, and its

leaves, smoked in the form of cigars, are recom-

mended for asthma. It is remarkable that this

tree of gigantic proportions should have very small,

almost minute seeds.—C. Q.

Anemone (Hepatica) Barlowii.—After having

lost it for some years, Hepatica Barlowii has

once more come into my garden through the

kindness of an esteemed trade correspondent,

who has many good plants. Its origin is ascribed

to that famous florist, Mr. Sam Barlow ; but where
he obtained it seems lost in the mists of time.

I should be glad to have some information on this

point. Was it a selection, a cross, or a hybrid ?

One would almost imagine the last, on account

of the habit being different from the ordinary

Anemone Hepatica. However this may be, it

is a handsome Hepatica, which I am delighted

to have once more. Its colour is a fine blue-

purple, and it ranks high in beauty and is ordinarily

easy to grow.—S. Arnott, Dumfries.

The Hardiness of Arum Lilies.—The note

by " E. B." in The Garden for December 18,

1915, recalls pleasant memories of my first visit

to Penzance many years ago. There I was par-

ticularly interested to see how well Richardia

africana flourished in the dry soil of the front

gardens along the side streets. Although a

moisture-loving plant, the only effect of a dry

soil and, what is perhaps more important, dry

air of the streets on the many plants was a dusty

greyness of the foliage. Flowers were borne

in abundance. Nearly every piece of ornamental

water in Cornish gardens contains most luxuriant

masses of Arum Lilies, but none are so fine as at

Trelissick, where the late Mr. Sangwin, who
managed the beautiful gardens for nearly half

a century, once told me that they could cut 2,000

flowers a day in the season and not miss them
;

and this was indisputable, for the flowers around

the lake were literally in countless numbers.

I planted roots of Arum Lily in a pond in a much
colder district than West Cornwall, and, although

the minimum winter temperature is always below
16° Fahr., the Arums flowered admirably; but.

as may be expected, fully a month later than in

West Cornwall. Although gardeners in the

Home Counties cannot hope to grow Arums as

border plants, like their more favoured Western

conjrires, yet I am convinced that these chaste

and beautiful Arum Lilies would flourish in many
a sunny pond if placed in shallow water, though

sufficiently deep to be safe from frost.

—

Cecil

Bartlett.

Carnations as Wall Plants.—The list of plants

suitable for wall gardens, recently published,

reminds me that at the recent show of the Per-

petual-Flowering Carnation Society a gentleman

visitor informed one of the

trade exhibitors that he

grew a large number of Car-

nations on the top of an old

wall. Seed gathered from

sundry plants was scattered

abroad, with the result that

excellent plants have estab-

lished themselves, and in

their season give a splendid

display. In this connection

it may be mentioned that

Carnarions will frequently

flourish in soil that the com-

monest weed would scorn.

Some years ago Mr. W. H.

Page of Hampton made a

series of tests with Per-

petual-flowering Carnations

in rooting mediums rangint'

from the finest loam to

plain furnace ashes. Strange

to relate, the ashes pro-

duced the finest plants.

Some two seasons^ back

Mr. Laurence J. Cook, of

Messrs. Stuart Low and

Co., also grew a number of

Carnations in a box con-

taining nothing but pure

silver sand. A little feed-

ing with special Carnation

manure resulted in plants

equally as vigorous as those

grown in pots in the ordi-

nary way. Incidentally, 1

may mention that the com-

mercial system of growing

Carnations on benches gives

very little rooting area. Th<'

average depth of soil is less

than 4 inches, and as the

plants are planted about

10 inches apart all ways, it

follows that they have to for-

age for a living, especialh"

when, as is often the case, the

plants remain on the benches

for two years.—T. A. W.
Banksias.—The illustra-

tions of Banksias in
The Garden for December 18 carry my memory
back to nearly fifty years, or, to be exact, to the

summer of 1866. At that time I, as a boy, entered

the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, and was sent

to the Temperate House. There was then in that

structure an extensive collection of Banksias,

many of the plants being of considerable age,

no doubt the product of seeds sent home from

Australia by the earlier Kew collectors. The
then foreman of the Temperate House was a

gardener of the old school, whose idea of a per-

fectly-shaped plant was founded on the strictly

trained pyramidal-shaped Azaleas, at that time

so much in vogue. It therefore occurred to him

that it would be a great advantage if all the

Banksias, as far as possible, were trained as

pyramids, and with the consent of the Curator

he then set to work. With the assistance of a

tall, powerful Irish labourer, stout stakes were

driven into the pots, to the great injury of many
roots. The soil was so firm that a heavy mallet

was necessary to drive the stakes home. This

done, the training of them into a somewhat
pyramidal shape, when possible, was taken in

THE
The photograph

FLOWERING OF EUCALYPTUS.
was taken as one flower-cap was being shed.

hand. As might be expected, many branches

were snapped off during the process, and the

collection of Banksias rapidly dwindled away.

—

H. P.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
January 11.—Royal Horticultrrral Society's

Exhibition of Flowers and Fruit, r p.m. to 5 p.m.

Royal Horticultural Hall, Yincent Square,

Westminster.
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NOTES FROM THE RIVIERA.
By Edward H. Woodall.

Cupressus arizonica glauea was only a name
to me till the other da\', when I \\'as taken to see

it planted on a dry hillside. I wonder if it is as

unknown to most folk as it was to me. Certainly

it is a striking subject, and very beautiful when
in its proper place. I should like to be the man
who had planted it some years ago, or had the

opportunity of making a new garden, where it

should be the distinctive mark instead of the two

ubiquitous Palms. It is not a blue grey like a

Cedrus atlantica glauea, but a silvery grey like

an Olive in the wind, and contrasts so strikingly

with such subjects as Cryptomeria japonica in

and the amount of growth and foliage in proportion

to the flower is enormous. Why is not the very

fragrant B. auriculata planted in its place ? It

at least can be kept within bounds when pruned

hard after it has flowered in winter, and its fragrance

is most delicious. Is it grown in too warm a house,

I wonder? It needs no more warmth than

Jasminum primulinum, and can stand io° of

frost on occasion, so an unhealed house would

be the place for it. B. madagascariensis is much
less hardy, and succumbs easily to a cold night's

frost. How graceful are the tall sprays of B.

asiatica white with flower in the month of March I

Their patience would require four years at least

of waiting; but as its propagation is so difficult

and slow in other ways, it is much to be recom-
mended. The seedlings vary in sweetness as we:i
as in colour and size, so there are worthless
ones as well as those that are an advance on
the type.

A Primula Garden.—It was pleasant to see in

December how good an effect can be produced
by a Primula.garden. The modern varieties hold
their blossom so much better than the older sorts,

and the variety of colouring is now so great that
with the aid of Primula kewensis, that needs the
sun, and P. malacoides, that will bear any treat-

ment in winter, a very charming effect can be
produced which will last through the three winter
months. P. obconica comes in later, and indi-

vidually I do not much care for its range of colour,

except the white, which is really beautiful. The
white malacoides is, I think,

disappointing when compared with
the type. Bold groups of the use-

ful Linum trigynum and bushes
of the very bright and Heather-
like plant Lopezia miniata make
a charming background for the

Primrose family, and give a note of

distinction to the winter garden of

Eastern Primroses.

Browallia viscosa has been quite

effective as a blue bedder. Though
smaller in flower, it is so much
hardier than the handsome B. spe-

ciosa, and is worth planting now and
again. It lasts as long as the

brilliant Salvia splendens, which is

still so gaudy in places. As for the

glory of Acacia podalyriajfolia at

this season, I may say it surpasses

all others when at its best, and lasts

longer on the tree (not "cut) than any
other, beating even our old friend

Acacia dealbata.

ROSE QUEEN OF
FRAGRANCE.

A FLOWERING SPRAY OF THE FRAGRANT BUDDLEIA ASIATICA.

its brown red winter colouring or the brilliant

reds and browns of the Japanese Diospyros Kaki or

Persimmon. It would not suit the greens of an

English landscape, nor does it show to advantage

near the familiar Cypress of this country, but its

peculiarly elusive colouring of silvery mist is most

attractive in this land of bright sunshine and

marked shadows. I hope someone v\ill tell me

if it is grown in English gardens ; but I fear

it cannot give the surprise there it gave me in

seeing it in this land of contrasts and strong sun-

light. Arizona is a dry land, no doubt, and this

tree would be out of place on moist and rich low-

lands, even if it did succeed there.

Buddleias : Fragrant and Otherwise.—It

seems surprising that anybody can recommend

the rampant Buddleia madagascariensis as a

fit plant for a conservatoiy. Its evil smell in

the sunshine alone condemns it for such a place,

That, too, is a very desirable strong-growing

shrub, far preferable to B. madagascariensis,

and, like it, does not show to advantage when
cramped in a pot and deprived of sunshine. It

lasts so well in water that its tall sprays of blossom

are most useful and decorative when cut. An
excellent effect has been made by grouping the

cherry crimson or magenta shades of Cyclamen

with the little Viola cornuta Papilio. One
enhances the other and heightens the colouring

most remarkably, so that an idea for future use

can be taken from seeing these two flowers properly

grouped together, and the man who first originated

it has my warm thanks. I often see notices

about Chimonanthus fragrans seeding in England.

It seeds very freely here, and the variety in the

size and the colour of. the seedlings when they

flower is much greater than I should have expected.

I wonder if English gardeners have tried it.

Whe.\' the Clay Cup was awarded

to this Rose at the Holland

House Show by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society in 1914 for

fragrance, many adverse comments
were then passed on its merits

for the object for which it was
shown. At that time I had

ample opportunity to test the salient point

in the flower, and was most emphatic in ex-

pressing an opinion that the judges were

correct. Time has proved the wisdom of their

award, and I have had ample opportunity of

proving to my own satisfaction that the

Rose is all that Messrs. William Paul and Son

claimed for it when they staged it for so handsome
a prize.

In the open it is a grand Rose in growth

and flower. The bloom is globular in form

and full in the centre, with closely over-

lapping petals of deep rose or shell pink, over

laid with silver ; a fine full bloom, most

delightful for cutting, as its fragrance has

charms all its own. All who have not yet added

this Rose to their collections should lose no
further time in doing so.

Swanmore, E. Molvneux.
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THE CULTIVATION OF
EDIBLE PEAS AND
BROAD BEANS.

T
VHE time is now at liand to make the

first sowing of Peas. The Pea is

perhaps the most popular of all

vegetables, and with careful selection

of suitable varieties there is little

difficulty in keeping up a supply of

green pods from May to November. There are

many good varieties now on the market and,

unfortunatelj', many inferior ones.

There are also varieties which may
l^e grown successfully in some
districts and refuse to do well in

others. Therefore it is wise to give

new varieties a trial before plant-

ing them extensively. It must be

very bewildering to the inex-

perienced to make a selection of

varieties from the seedsman's cata-

logue, where he will find page

after page of varieties with very

flattering names. He would be

well advised to consult a local

grower of repute before making a

final selection.

Preparation of the Ground
The ground should always be

prepared some weeks before sow-

ing the seed, and, where time

and labour will allow, it should be

trenched and well manured with

decayed farmyard manure. For

the earliest crop a warm, sheltered

position should be selected. Here

we gather our earliest pods from

plants grown at the foot of a

vinery wall. The main and late

crops are best grown in the open.

Many gardeners like to grow the

main and late crops of Peas side

by side, but I prefer to plant the

late varieties in another part of

the garden. It so often happens

that, in a dry season, the main
crops are attacked by mildew,

which is bound to spread to the

late plants if they are near.

Raising the Seedlings.—If the

ground is in suitable condition

and there is no danger of it

becoming waterlogged during ver\

wet weather, part of the earliest

sowing may be made outdoors, but

having done this it is always wise

to make another sowing in boxes

under glass, planting out the

seedlings when they are ready.

It is a sound plan to grow
Peas in shallow trenches, and for the early

crops the soil should be placed on one side

of the trench only, thus forming a protection

from cold, cutting winds, which are so prevalent

during the spring months. It is a good plan to

use a little dry soil from the potting-shed when
sowing Peas in the open early in the year. Sow
the seed thinly, but not too thin. If the seedlings

are too thick they can easily be thinned, which
is better than having to sow again to fill up gaps.

Traps must be laid along the rows as soon as the

seeds are sown, as a precaution against mice.

Treatment after Sowing.—The plants must be
supported with stakes as soon as there is danger
of them being blown about by strong winds.

There is nothing better than the brushy Hazel
stakes for this purpose. The value of mulching
cannot be too highly estimated, especially on
light soils. For this purpose there is nothing

more suitable than stable litter. Mulching should

be done just when the plants commence to flower.

In the event of a long spell of drought, the plants

will need watering, more or less according to the

nature of the soil. Diluted drainings from the

farmyard will be of great benefit when the pods
are filling. During stormy weather, well-seasoned

The latter variety was exceptionally fine in this

district last year.

Broad Beans are said to be one of the
most nutritious of our garden vegetables, and
this fact should be borne in mind when arranging
the crops for the coming season. In many
gardens, especially those of the amateur, the
Broad Bean is sadly neglected. Even where an
attempt has been made to grow it, the same
elaborate preparation which is usually made for

the cultivation of the Pea is never in evidence,
and in consequence the crop is invariably a

miserable failure. In the matter of popularity
it is nowhere with the Pea, but from the point

of view of vegetable food it is quite

equal if not in advance, and this

fact should be sufficient to bring

it more into public favour in these

days when the people's food supply
is of such paramount importance.
The Broad Bean is a deep-rooting

plant, and, in order to grow it to

perfection, the ground must be
deeply dug and well manured early

in the winter. There is no diffi-

culty in keeping up a supply of

pods during the whole season by
successional plantings. One of its

worst enemies is black fly, but by
regular spraying with an insecti-

cide this pest is easily eradicated.

When the plants are well in

bloom, the tops should be pinched
out. A sowing may be made out-

doors as soon as the ground is in

suitable condition ; but during
the month of January it is rare

that the ground is in suitable

condition for seed sowing. There-
fore, for the first crop the best

method of raising the plants is by
sowing in boxes under glass, plant-

ing out the seedlings when they
are ready. There must, however,
be no coddling, or the crop will be
a failure. The plants should be
put out in double rows, allowing

about 9 inches between the two
lines forming each row, and 3 feet

between the double rows. Both
Longpods and Windsors should be
grown, but for the earliest crops

Broad Windsor is hard to beat.

Lockinge. E. Harriss.

THE WINTER-BLOOMING PRIMULA MALACOIDES, WITH DAINTY
PINK FLOWERS.

soot or some approved fertiliser dusted along the
rows will also be beneficial.

Varieties.—As b<!fore mentioned, the greatest

care must be taken in selecting suitable varieties

to keep up an unbroken supply all through the
season. For the earliest gatherings outdoors I

have great faith in TJie Pilot. Although a round-
seeded variety, it is a first-rate Pea, and though it

reaches a height of 4 feet, it is the earliest Pea I

know. For succession Defiance, Gradus, Du]<e of

Albany and Discovery are all reliable. Autocrat
and The Gladstone are hard to beat for late supplies.

LAVENDER COTTON.
JIoRE, I think, should be made ol

this half-shrubby plant than would
appeal? to be the case. Its silvery

grey foliage is now very noticeable

—indeed, it is always so. It will

grow on the level, on banks or in

the rock garden, though the variety to which I

particularly refer here—Santolina Chamzecyparissus

—is too big for the latter place, unless it be
of the most roomy type. Grown in a large border,

plants 2 feet high and as much through make
imposing subjects, while they also make a capital

background or " set off " for Rose beds. Of neater

habit is S. incana for small gardens, while S. alpina

is handier for the rock garden. A good permanent
bed can be made by planting either of the first two
varieties in conjunction with China Roses.

Highgate. C. Turner.
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HARDY WINTER FLOWERS.

IT
is a common supposition that no flower

contributes to the enjoyment of the

garden in winter save the beautiful

Christmas Rose. Several plants bloom,

however, at this season, and with a free-

dom that would surprise those who have

never seen them, their freshness, of course,

depending upon the condition of the weather.

When the winter is mild and snowless, or com-

paratively so, the Christmas Rose opens its

pink-tinted buds in profusion, and soon to follow

are the Lenten Hellebores, a group of exquisite

shades of colour which seem appropriate to the

soft light of the winter sun. Where there is

shade, or the shelter of a copse or woodland,

there would we plant the white Christmas Rose

and the Lenten Hellebore, which the severest

frost does not destroy. After a sharp night's

frost the flower-stems sink, but lift themselves

or small tree—not more than 8 feet hifh in this

country—is quite hardy, not fastidious as

to soil, but delights in an open position. A
few of the leafless flowering shoots brought

into the house make quite a Japanese-like

decoration, and we believe that in its native

country of Japan it is much used in decorative

work.

Almost as rare is the Winter Heath (Erica

camea). Why such an exquisite plant is not

more seen in gardens is a mystery. Unfortu-

nately, through improper attention, the group of

this Heath in the garden of the writer was lost
;

but the plants the first year were a sea of crimson

in January, and the carpet of warm colour lasted

for several weeks. Visitors wondered what could

produce this colour on a January day, and wlrn

told the Winter Heath was responsible for so

much enjoyment, they remarked :
" We have

never heard of such a kind." The group con-

sisted of about fifty strong tufts, and scarcely a

leaf was visible under this mantle of crimson

tion. A few of these flowering shoots will scent

a large room, and surely such a plant deserves

unusual care. It is, however, frequently neglected

more from ignorance than carelessness, and the

most important duty towards it is to cut hard

back, about the middle of March, all weak and
old wood. The object of this is to encourage

fresh shoots, which, as a great lover of the Winter

Sweet says, " should be trained in the shape of

a fan on the wall, and nailed in evenly from 4 inches

to 6 inches apart. These shoots eventually become
covered with blooms. As the branches lengthen

they will throw out lateral growths towards the

base. Those which are not wanted for nailing

to the wall should be cut back slightly during

the summer, and so form what are called

spurs."

A few days ago we passed a rough comer of

the rock garden, and a warm, nutty scent filled

the air ; it came from a thick clustering of the

Winter Heliotrope, so named from its Helio-

trope or " Cherry-pie "-like fragrance. Tussilago

fragrans—it is a Coltsfoot—is the name of this

drab-coloured flower of winter, and it grows

almost as freely as tlie Coltsfoot we know so

well. A rough corner where " nothing will

grow" cannot be put to better use than

filling it with the Winter Heliotrope, which

loves half shade, and is just the plant for the

front of the shrubbery when it is not overhung

by trees.

No description of winter flowers would be

complete without naming the Glastonbury Thorn,

a variety of our Hawthorn. The legend is too

familiar to repeat. The shrub flowers in

winter when the weather will allow it to,

but the buds cannot, as a rule, expand

owing to frost. And we must not forget the

Winter Jasmine and the two December-flowering

Honeysuckles.

THE PURE WHITE FLOWERS OF MAGNOLIA SALICIFOLIA.

again under the warming influence of the sun,

and the red and purple blooms, sometimes self

and sometimes interrupted by rich blotches of

another shade, reminding one of the spottings

on' an Orchid, may be gathered for the house.

We have heard it said that the Hellebores fade

when cut, and so they do unless the stem is split

up for about half its length to ensure thorough

saturation ; but when this is -done the flowers

last for several days.

A winter pictrtte that for interest and charm

brings thoughts of summer days is composed of

the Japanese Witch Hazel (Hamamelis arborea)

and the little Partridge Berry, or Gaultheria

procumbens. The Partridge Berry, crimson with

its wealth of fruits, should form the groundwork

of the bed, and the much taller Witch Hazel the

relief. It is regrettable that the Hamamelis is

so seldom planted. When the sim shines on the

flower-wreathed shoots the shrub looks like a

cloud of gold ; the bright yellow flowers are

set ofi by crimson calyces, and the strangely

twisted petals have a weird beauty. This shrub

flowers. They were planted in October in suffi-

ciently large holes for the roots to spread out,

and in the ordinary soil of the garden, a sandy

loam, but in the base of each hole was put some
good peat. Although peat is not essential, the

Heaths enjoy this provision, and we know this

from the wild wastes of heather on peaty moor-

lands. The mistake was made of not watering

the plants in the following summer, when the

sun shone pitilessly for weeks. In such a soil

and with full exposure to the sky, copious

waterings occasionally are needful to prevent

the growtli absolutely drying up.

Winter Sweet is the pretty and appropriate

name of Chimonanthus fragrans, one of the most

beautiful of wall shrubby climbers and as welcome

in the garden in winter as the Christmas Rose.

The fragrance is unlike that of any other flower,

a clinging honeyed perfume, which, though rich,

is not unpleasantly so. We remember the fine

plant against a wall in the Duke of Northumber-
land's garden at Syon, near London, and a

quantity of sprays could be gathered for decora-

A NEW MAGNOLIA,
M. S.\LICI FOLIA.

On the whole the Magnolias must be regarded

as the most wonderful flowering trees that can

be grown in the average cHmate of the British

Isles. In the dimensions of their individual

flowers they far exceed any other trees hardy

with us, suggesting, indeed, in their size and in

their often heavy, fruit-Uke perfume, some tropical

type left stranded in northern regions. Any
addition to the cultivated species is therefore

of great interest. M. sahcifoUa was first introduced

scarcely ten years ago, and Professor Sargent,

Writing in 1894, remarked that its flowers were

unknown to botanists. It first flowered in this

country in 1911 and again the two following years,

but not until last spring did it show how beautiful

it is going to be when fully grown. The tree is

perhaps ten years old, and is about 8 feet high.

Ultimately it attains to about thrice that stature

—

a slender tree with a trunk 4 inches or 5 inches

in thickness.

The flowers are of the purest white and

about 4 inches wide, the petals normally

six in number. The leaves are quite unhke

those of any other MagnoUa, being 2 inches to

4 inches long and only five-eighths of an inch

to li inches wide, justifying, therefore, in their

narrowness the specific name. The bark when

scraped has an odour hke that of the Lippia

(Scented Verbena). This tree is found wild on

Mount Hakkoda, Japan. W. J. Bean.
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THE PERGO LA.

THE pergola—a way of gardeaing

borrowed from Italy—has given a

fresh interest to the English garden.

When strongly built, many vigorous

climbing plants may be brought into

service ; and during the heat of a

summer day this cool, comforting, fragrant walk,

with the sunlight, perhaps, glinting across the

pathway, brings sweet memories of idle days

spent in sunny Italy. A pergola should, as I

have pointed out, be a solid structure, not reminis-

cent of the wretched rustic affairs that suggest

Ainiee Vibert, Bennett's Seedling, Leuchtstern,

Gloire de Dijon, Ards Rover, Alice Gray, Honey-
suckles, Clematis graveolens, C. Jackmannii,

C. montana, Wistaria, and Vitis Thunbergii or the

Japanese Vine. The accompanying illustration of

the pergola at Gravetye, Sussex, one of tlie best

pergolas I have ever seen, shows the great beauty

of the Wistaria in May. Words fail to describe

the grace and beauty of the Wistarias, both

multijuga and sinensis, when trained to clothe a

well-built pergola.

In Italy the pergola is used for the support of the

Grape Vine, and at the same time to give shade

to paths. It is not required for the former pur-

pose in this country, but for the support of many

is easy to colour them in lime-wash to suit any
building. For association with refined brick

buildings, bricks are sometimes moulded on pur-

pose of thinner shape, either square or half-roimd

in plan, the latter being for piers that are to show
as round columns. For more ordinary work
the piers may be of Oak trunks of a diameter of

8 inches to lo inches, and it is this form I have
adopted. The trunks, if tarred or charred at

the butts high enough up to show a charred space

of I foot above the ground, like gate-posts, will

last from fifteen to eighteen years, or have about

the lifetime of an ordinary field gate-post. A
better and more enduring way is to have the

posts of Oak 8 inches square, set on squared stones

A PERGOLA, CLOTHED WITH WISTARIA BETWEEN ARRIVAL COURT AND GARDEN.

a tea garden. These are unworthy of the name,

and cannot be too strongly condemned. Pergolas

well placed and well made add much to the beauty

of a garden, but are the reverse when used without

meaning and constructed without any knowledge

of the way such structures should be built. Two
years ago I built a pergola of Oak—thick stems

and cross stems, and though the position of the

garden is exposed to every wind that blows,

the plants, chiefly Roses, trained against the

pillars have flourished in a way that I did not

anticipate. Rose Dorothy Perkins has sent its

vigorous shoots over the first two pillars—

a

canopy of flowers at the entrance—and then

climbers that are beautiful either in flower or in

leaf.

For our English gardens we are fortunate

in having the choice of various materials

for the main structure. If the pergola is to be

near enough to the house to be in any sort of

designed relation to it, and especially if the house

be of some importance, the piers should be of the

same material as the house walls—brick or stone,

as the case may be. Fourteen-inch brick piers

laid in cement are excellent and easily made.

Such piers may be said to last for ever, and if it

is desirable that they should not be red, or whatever

may be the normal colour of the brick used, it

that stand i foot out of the ground, with a stout

iron dowel let into the foot of the post and the

top of the stone. In most places, however, local

material will be the best guide in choosing what
the pergola is to be made of. Larch posts are

nearly as good as Oak, and Larch tops are the best

of all materials for the top roofing. When Roses are

in bloom the pergola makes a fragrant walk, bowered

over as it is with the sweetest of all flowers, repre-

sented by many old garden sorts which, I am happy
to say, have captured the heart of the present-

day rosarian. It is to be hoped these favourites

of old will never lose their popularity ; certainly

they will never lose their sweetness. C.
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THE GARDENS AT TAYMOUTH CASTLE.
By C. Blair.

THE county of Perth is the largest in

Scotland, and contains within its

boundaries many famous gardens and

estates. Taymouth is probably the

largest estate in the county ; but

being by no means easy of access, it

has hitherto, so far as I know at least, been less

vvritten about than many of the others. The

colour), Barbara, Mrs. Townsend and Florence

Nightingale.

Climbing Roses succeed admirably here. A pale

pink single variety, American Pillar, with huge

pyramidal clusters, was very pleasing trained on

high walls. Dorothy Perkins, Lady Gay, Hiawatha

and others were also giving a glorious display.

Herbaceous plants, considering that they had only

eight large vineries, and some excellent Grapes

were to be seen. Notably good were Black Ham-
burgh, Muscat of .Alexandria and Gros Colraar. The
Vines ih one house, plantedrecently, showed evidence

of good culture, the growth being clean and sturdy.

Melons were nearly over, but appeared to have been

fine. I noted a new departure in the large Melon-

house. As soon as the Melons are cleared off, Mr.

Dick has a number of vigorous young plants of

Plumbago rosea planted in their stead, and trained

to the wires for winter blooming. This will be a

most useful addition to the supply of bright flowers

during the dull season.

Peaches were good, and are cultivated in large

numbers. The stove houses are large and

numerous, and well stocked with clean, healthy

plants. Greenhouses, too, were filled with a

general collection of useful subjects.

Much more might be written regarding this

beautiful and extensive place. As everyone knows,

this fine estate is the property of Lord Breadalbane.

It is unfortunate that these gardens are so difficult

of access, for Lord and Lady Breadalbane very

generously allow the pubhc to visit their beautiful

grounds without undue restrictions. The present

head- gardener, Mr. John Dick, who has had charge

for the last six years, as also his foreman and staff,

deserve the greatest credit for the manner in which

all the departments are maintained.

ONE OF THE VINERIES IN THE GARDENS AT TAYMOUTH CASTLE.

gardens and glasshouses are very extensive,

and under the present energetic and skilful

gardener are likely to again take a foremost

place among the leading establishments of the

country.

Having a fine southern exposure, and being well

sheltered from' both north and east, the gardens are

much earlier than one might suppose, considering

their altitude. The soil is of good depth, mode-

rately free in texture, with a gravelly subsoil. The

wet summer has been most suitable for soil of this

description. Vegetables of all kinds were looking

well
;

particularly good were Peas, Carrots (of

unusual size), Onions, Kidney Beans, Broad Beans,

Beetroot and Parsnips. Flowers for cutting are.

in almost daily demand, and in large quantities, too.

Sweet Peas were exceptionally good. One magni-

ficent row, 170 yards long, was alone quite worth

the long )ourney. All the very finest varieties

were represented, and many that are known

only to exhibitors were blooming in profusion.

Walter P. Wright is grown in capital form, and a

grand Pea it is, pale blue, without the slightest

trace of mauve or purple, the blooms being of large

size, fine form and well placed on the stems. Other

notable kinds were Stirling Stent, Elfrida Pearson

(very fine), Hercules, Edrom Beauty, Scarlet

Emperor, Maud Holmes, Thomas Stevenson (grand

been planted a short time, were flowering

magnificently. All the usual kinds are grown,

and are largely used for room decoration.

To the west of the kitchen garden is a very

interesting Japanese garden. Here shrubs and

dwarf trees thrive amazingly. Eucalypti, .\cers,

Spinas, Azaleas and many more suitable subjects

have been successfully blended so as to form a very

pleasing whole. In the grounds near the Japanese

garden are some particularly fine specimens of the

various conifera;. Specially fine is Sequoia semper-

virens, of which there are numerous grand speci-

mens. Other notable trees are Abies albertiana,

\. nobilis, A. nordmanniana, Cedrus atlantica,

Wellingtonia gigantea. Larch (many very fine

specimens in perfect health), Plane and Beech, all

in fine condition.

At some distance from the kitclien garden, and

away up the hill overlooking Loch Tay, is tlie

American garden. From this spot a very fine view

of loch, hill and glen is to be obtained, while the

various shrubs are of great interest. Near by may
be seen a fine specimen of the variegated Oak and

a variegated Rhododendron, which is by no means

common.
It will now be necessary to return to the kitchen

garden to note the glass structures, which are on

a very extensive scale. To begin with, there are

DAFFODIL NOTES.
By THE Rev. Joseph Jacob. I

The Royal Horticultural Society's "Daffodil

Year Book."—Perhaps a few words will be

expected from me after the review and subsequent

notes upon that review and the contents of the

book which have appeared in the pages of The
Garden, I am very grateful for all that has

been said ; for the collector of material for our

annual must necessarily occupy a somewhat

lonely throne in his endeavours, and it is to the

advantage of readers and compiler alike that

suggestions for improvement should be made.

The fire of th§ critics has been mainly directed

upon the division of Dr. Lower's crosses into

successful and unsuccessful, and the question of

pictures.

Suppose a person carefully depoUinates his

flowers long before the anthers burst, and then

brings pollen from elsewhere and, having placed

some of it on the stigmata of the aforesaid flowers,

then gets seed, what word should be used

to describe that operation ? If " successful " is too

much " all things to all men," and must in conse-

quence be ruled out of court, will someone let

us have an appropriate epithet ?

But I will yield to no one when from the point

of view of having aroused interest in the contents

of the Year Book I claim that " successful " was

about as happy a word as anyone could find to

describe the good Doctor's operations when he

was rewarded with those " shining black pearls"

which are the jo\ of the human bee.

Had a more scientifically correct word been used,

we would not have had either " Novice's" article,

issue December 4, or the Rev. G. H. Engleheart's

on page 613. " It's an ill wind that blows nobody

any good." With respect to the pictures, I

think I can safely say that they will be better

next year. I am sorry that some of them are

what they are. I fear I left the posing too much

to the photographer, and he in turn was taken in
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by the plates, which, owing to war conditious,

were not what tliey seemed. However, expcrientia

docet. The introduction of colour is very largely

in higher hands than mine. The Council and

Secretary have always met me in a most handsome

manner, and I must remember that the money bags

of the society are not as full as they were in pre-

war times. Then, again, time does wonders ; it

gives us new flowers and raises up new

celebrities, for " The old order changeth, yielding

place to new."

Sending Bulbs to New Zealand.—Several

communications have come to hand about the

value of sending early. It makes an enormous

difference to the future of the bulbs when they

arrive in New Zealand, No one is better qualified

to speak about this than my valued correspondent

Mr, Robert Gibson of Riverlea, Taranaki, who
for many years has been and still is an importer

from the home country and Australia on a large

scale. Witness, for example, his little importa-

tion in 1915. Annette, Athelstan, Berseker,

Bert Sands, Best Man, Brilliancy, Buxted, Ciceley

Mander, Colossus, Clipper, Conqueror, Dragoon,

Eastern Maid, Ethereal, Eugene, Bath's Flame,

Finespun, Felspar, Goldsmith, Golden Idol, Heroine,

H. C. Bowles, Inglescombe Phoenix, Kestrel,

Kingdom, King Solomon, Livonia, Lady Superior,

Lady Mayoress, Masterpiece,

Mogador, odorus rugulosus maxi-

raus, Onslaught, Potent, Queen of

Hearts, Red and Gold, Silver

Spangle, Swashbuckler, The Doctor,

Vestal Virgin, Wendy, White

Emperor, White King, White Pen-

nant and Yellow Poppy. " I find,"

he says, " that the bulbs that

.arrive here in the middle of

August are the best ; they bloom

about the end of December and

die down in April. They flower

again in September, and they are

then in the right season for another

year and have made a good

increase ; whereas those arriving at

the end of October only make
one growth in fifteen months,"

This is worth knowing. Doubt-

less some have wondered what
happens to newly imported bulbs.

Now we are told by one who
knows, Mr. Gibson also suggests

as a corollary that growers should

send out their lists so as to

arrive in New Zealand at the

end of April, or at the latest in

early May.
My correspondent Mr, Trevena

of South Dunedin also has

written, laying stress upon the

value of having bulbs sent out

early.

A Good Yellow Giant Incom-
parabilis.—On April 17, rgrs, a

letter from "Ornatus" appeared, asking readers

to name the best. A reply has come
from Mr. Gibson which I feel sure will be of

great interest to Daffodil people. He says

:

" The best I know of are Giraffe, King Cup,
Royalty and the New Zealand raised seedling

Hon. R. J. Seddon. These are all good growers,

and have good tall stems. Helios has been dis-

appointing with me so far, but it may be better

another year after it gets more acclimatised."

Hon. R. J. Seddon was raised by Mr. Biggs

of Hereford Street, Christchurch, from whom it

can be obtained at £2 los. a bulb. It evidently

does very well \\'ith Mr, Gibson,

A "Tip" for Transplanting Daflodil Bulbs with

Roots.—It may not be generally known that

Daffodil bulbs, after they have made a considerable

quantity of roots, may be safely transplanted in

open weather, provided care is exercised when
they are taken up not to injure the roots, and
also when replanting. In old flower books (for

example, in the French edition of Passeus and

elsewhere) pictures are given of " transplanters,"

which were hollow cylinders cut in two, lengthwise,

and joined by long pins running in small hollow

tubes fixed to the edges. They seem to have
been especially connected with Tulips, Mr, T.

Batson of Beaworthy, North Devon, the raiser

of Chryseis, Melpomone and other good varieties,

has a much simpler transplanter, which he tells

me he uses and finds A i.

It is nothing but an ordinary' flower-pot of a

suitable size with the drainage hole slightly

enlarged. His modus operandi is as follows

:

A hole large enough to hold the size of flower-

pot chosen is made in the ground. The bulb

is then placed in the pot with the growing nose

in the drainage hole and the roots rising up to the

top. The pot is then filled to the brim with soil.

A BEAUTIFUL PLANT FOR
THE ROCK GARDEN.

SAXIFRAGA DR. RAMSAY.

THIS beautiful plant is a hybrid between
Saxifraga longifolia and S, cochlearis.

As might be expected from two
such handsome and graceful parents,

the offspring has proved to be one of

the most charming members of the

whole of this extensive and valuable family of

rock plants. With the pretty habit of S, cochlearis

is combined some of the vigour and size of the

other parent, resulting in a happy blending of

the good points of both. In the rosette it is more
nearly allied to S, cochlearis, with larger spoon-

shaped leaves. In the autumn these take on a

brilliant ruddy tint, especially if the plant is slightly

starved. The inflorescence is also of the same
character as S. cochlearis, but more robust, while

the flowers are larger, the white petals being

sprinkled with pink dots.

It is a sun-loving plant, thriving well on a rocky
ledge with a southern aspect, as shown in the

illustration. It is planted in loamy soil with
plenty of rubble mixed with it. The numerous

SAXIFRAGA DR. RAMSAV IN A SUNNY POSITION.

keeping the roots all the time well spread out.

The hand is now put over the top to keep in the

contents, and it is placed in the hole already made
and the pot is withdrawn. All is made firm and
covered over. This may sound a faddy counsel

of perfection ; but when silver and golden bulbs

are being moved we want to be more careful than

when dealing with, say, Barrii conspicuus. Hence
Mr. Batson's "tip" may come in handy, and
like many another useful hint it is very simple

and easily carried out.

offsets supply a ready means of propagation.

They may be taken off at any time in early

summer, inserted in pots of light sandy soil and

placed in a close frame. Here they soon root,

and are ready for potting off singly in the early

autumn. The two parents of this charming

hybrid are most distingu'shed members of the

genus, Saxifraga S, longifolia has been appro-

priately termed the " Queen of Saxifrages,"

while the pretty tufted rosettes of S. cochlearis

are well known to lovers of Alpine flowers. W. I.
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THE GREENHOUSE FOR FOOD SUPPLY.
By William F. Rowles.

Introduction.—ily intention in this series of

articles is to show how we may grow and mature
fruit and vegetables under glass, and how we may
forward others for planting them outside earlier

than could be done by relying only on an
outside sowing. Those which may be brought

to maturity inside are Vines, Peaches, Figs,

Strawberries, Melons, Seakale, Rhubarb, Asparagus,

Mushrooms, Tomatoes, Cucumbers, Dwarf Beans,

Potatoes, Carrots, Radishes, Lettuces, Peas, Cauli-

flowers, Turnips, Beet, Marrows, Mint, Chicory and
Endive. Those which may be brought forward

under glass and subsequently planted out are

Cucumbers, Tomatoes, Beans (Dwart, Broad and

come under the same treatment. Water the

borders well, syringe the Vines and Figs every

fine day, allow only a little air during the warmest
part of the day, and close the house not later than

2 p.m. The starting of the Vines affords us an
opportunity to introduce a few Strawberries.

Clear off bad leaves, loosen the soil, top-dress

with Clay's Fertilizer or Peruvian Guano, and firm

the soil again. Syringe them daily. Peach trees

will now need to be pruned and painted over with

a winter dressing, taking care not to damage
the buds. Tie the growths neatly and securely.

Potatoes will be planted in a frame, in deep bo.xes

or in pots, and another batch will be put in at

FORCING VEGETABLES.

I. Foycing Aspayagus in frame over hotbed; dotted line represents covering of soil. 2. Forcing

Seakale in pots. 3. Forcing Rhubarb beneath staging of greenhouse ; dotted line represents a

covering of leaves. 4. Root of Asparagus for forcing. 5. Root of Rhubarb. 6. Root of Seakale.

Runner), Potatoes, Parsley, Lettuces, Peas,

Cauliflowers, Beet, Marrows, Brussels Sprouts,

Cabbages, Onions, Leeks, Celery and Celeriac.

Few readers would have the space, even if they

had the inclination, to grow or to forward all of

these ; but many will, no doubt, wish to make the

utmost use of their glass accommodation for the

purpose of providing valuable food for their

table, and of rendering their vegetable garden far

more productive than it otherwise would be.

Here they will lind such advice on the subjects

which they choose, showing the methods which

the writer has himself adopted with success.

What Should be Done in January.—In

gardening there can be no real beginning nor

end to the year, but in the forcing department,

at any rate, January has more claim to that title

than in other departments. In the matter of

fruit, a beginning may be made with most subjects.

We may start our Vines slowly at a temperature

of 50°. If the Fig is in the same house, that will

the end of the month. Mustard and Cress will

be sown in boxes each week. .A hotbed will be

made up for sowing Carrots and Radishes.

Chicory will be potted up and brought into a

warm house. Tomatoes, Cucumbers and Melons

will be sown, the first named in a pan and the

last two in small pots. Peas intended for fruiting

inside will be now nicely up from a December
sowing. They must be kept cool. Dwarf Beans
will be sown in pots every fortnight. A few-

roots of Mint will be put into a box and be brought

into heat. Cauliflowers from the cold frame will

be moved to 5-inch pots. Lettuces will be planted

on a mild hotbed. Manure will be prepared for

making up a Mushroom-bed.

In regard to those plants which will be forwarded

in the greenhouse and planted outside later, there

are several items of work during January. Sowings

will be made of Peas and Broad Beans, Onions,

Cauliflowers, Lettuces, Cabbages during the first

part of the month, and of Brussels Sprouts, Celery,

Leeks and Parsley towards the end. AH of these-

w-ill be sown in boxes. Those which are sown
early in the month will need pricking off before
the beginning of February.

Asparagus, Seakale and Rhubarb.—If we
adopt a policy and a system, we may easilv pro-
duce a supply of early Asparagus, &c., without
depleting our stock in the garden. To maintain
our supply in youthful vigour and productiveness,
we must make it a policy to dig up a certain,

quantity of Asparagus each year, and to sow or
plant an equal area. Sowing will commend itself

as being most economical, and when we get the
system into w-orking order we shall be able- to
keep up our supply in the garden and have suffi-

cient for forcing almost automatically. A like
policy should be pursued with Seakale and
Rhubarb. In the case of the former, whenever
we dig up forcing roots w-e w-ill cut off the roots,

from the stem bearing the crown, and use them
for planting a portion of ground in the spring.

With Rhubarb we w-ill plant out the roots after

forcing, and not use them for forcing again for

several years. I want my readers to work syste-

matically and economically, and not allow earlv

forcing in any way to lessen their outdoor supply.

Asparagus is usually forced in a heated pit

or in a frame standing on a hotbed. I shall have
occasion later on to tell how to make and manage
a hotbed. A layer of soil is put in the frame
about 6 inches thick, and the roots of Asparagus,
after being carefully dug up with the least injury,

are laid closely together in the frame. They are

then covered with soil and are given a good watering
at the rate of about a gallon and a half per square
j^ard. The lights are then put on, and only a

little air is allowed during the warmest part of the
day. The lights are covered with mats during

cold and frosty weather. Asparagus may also

be forced by planting the roots in a deep box
and putting this in a warm greenhouse.

Seakale needs darkness to blanch the stem, and
this applies also, of course, to the outside crop.

Good stout crow-ns, about ij inches to 2 inches in

diameter, are chosen, the roots are cut off for

making a fresh plantation, and these crow-ns are

put into large pots. Six or eight may be put into

a 9-inch pot. Soil is packed round so as to nearly

cover them, and, after being watered, another

large pot is inverted over them. They may then

be forced beneath the staging of a warm green-

house. Deep boxes may also be used for these.

if desired, instead of pots. After cutting the

main growths we often get other pieces, though

they scarcely remunerate us for the room they

occupy. It would be better to maintain the

succession with fresh roots brought in every two
or three weeks.

Rhubarb does not necessarily need darkness,

though we get the produce earlier if w-e keep it

dark. This also may be grown in deep boxes
;

or if a fair quantity is required, it may be put on

the floor of the greenhouse beneath the staging,

and be covered with soil or leaf-soil. It is found

that Rhubarb forces much more readily if exposed

to frost, so I would not advise lifting it from the

ground until we have had a few autumn frosts.

It is quite possible, of course, to get Rhubarb

in for Christmas if we can command the heat

and if we have a sufficient supply to keep up a

succession. Considering what little attention it

needs, and how useful the produce is for

tarts, &c., I would certainly advise every reader

with a greenhouse to grow some of this delicious

vegetable.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The trees in the
earliest house are advancing, and the flowers will

soon be open ; but just prior to this stage

being reached the division may be vaporised
with some fumigating compound to destroy green

and black fly. When the iiowers are fully expanded,
the night temperature should be 50° to 55° if the
weather is mild (5° lower if cold and frosty), with a

slight rise during the day. The atmosphere must be

kept fairly dry, and a bright day should be chosen
for pollinating the blooms. This is done with
a rabbit's tail tied on a thin stick, and by giving

the trees a shaking about midday. When the

flowers are set, the trees can be syringed twice
daily, and a genial atmosphere promoted by
damping the floor and border in the morning
and early afternoon if the weather is favourable.

The ventilators must be opened when the elements
are suitable. The inside border must not be
allowed to become dry, but water ought not to

be afforded in such quantity to make the soil

sodden and sour.

Kitchen Garden.

Broad Beans.—A row or two of these may be
sown on a warm border ; but if an earlier supply
is needed, seeds may be placed singly in 3-inch pots
filled with soil, when they will soon germinate if

put on a mild hot-bed. Harden off before planting
the seedlings in their permanent quarters, and
give slight protection from cold winds.

Rhubarb and Seakale.—More roots and crowns
should he lifted and placed in the Mushroom-
house or heated pit, and roots in the open may
be covered with pots and surrounded with stable

manure and leaves. These will succeed those
placed inside.

Early Cauliflowers may be sown in boxes,

and directly the seedlings appear they must be
kept near to the roof glass. A little heat is

essential in the early stages, but later on
abundance of air is necessary, and they must be
grown as hardily as possible.

Plants Under Glass.

Winter-Flowering Begonias.—These consti-

tute a useful group and are easily grown, especially

the Gloire de Lorraine type. This group as they
pass the flowering stage may be cut back, and
after a week or two they should be placed in the
stove and sprayed over occasionally. The plants
will soon produce strong shoots from near the base,

which will make excellent cuttings for next season's

display. Begonia elatior, B. Optima, &c., will

need a rest of several weeks, but they ought not
to be dried off to any great extent. A portion of

the stem must be retained, if possible ; hence the
necessity of giving water at intervals.

Flower Garden.

Montbretias.—These delightful bulbous plants
may now be planted 2 inches deep and a similar
distance apart on a sunny, well-drained border.
Bold masses are always attractive, but a few plants
in beds devoted to Azaleas, &c., are very effective.

If the weather is frosty, a layer of dry litter or
Bracken should be used to protect the bulbs.
Groups that have not been disturbed for several

years may be lifted and replanted, and the smaller
offsets may be discarded, unless it is desired to
increase the stock. If so, they are best planted
in a separate bed, where they will develop into
plants of flowering size. Montbretias are excel-

lent subjects for producing a display in August.

Sweet Peas may be sown in pots at this season
for planting out later on. Some growers place
one seed in a small pot, but for general purposes
three or four seeds may be planted in receptacles

3 inches in diameter. They must be grown as
cool as possible, and, when a little headway is

made, the pots can be removed to a cold pit

where frost is excluded. Before planting in the
open the seedlings must be well hardened off.

The Rock Garden.—When the weather is

mild and dry, the plants may be examined and
all dead leaves and rubbish removed. Weeds
should be pulled out by the root, and plants that
have overgrown their stations cut back. Tender

subjects can be protected with a sheet of glass

or conifer boughs during severe weather. A
note should be made of any dead plants, which
can be replaced at once or at any time before

March. T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castlcford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Kitchen Garden.

Tomatoes.—Seeds may be sown now for early

crops ; if sown in pans and placed in a temperature
of 60" they will soon germinate. As soon as the

seedlings are through the soil, they should be placed
near the glass, otherwise they will become drawn.
When large enough to handle they may be pricked
out singly in small pots, from which they can be
potted into their fruiting pots or planted in a

prepared border.

Cauliflowers.—Seeds of an early variety may
be sown now in boxes to provide an early crop

;

they may be germinated in a brisk heat, but
afterwards grown fairly cool. Early London is

still one of the most reliable sorts for earliest

work. Autumn-sown Cauliflowers that were
pricked out in cold frames should be carefully

aired on all mild days, else they will grow too

large and soft for transplanting later on. 1

prefer a frame with only wire-netting for sides

and ends, with a glass covering, as then the plants
remain sturdy without any further attention.

Mushrooms.—Fresh beds should be made up
at regular intervals to provide a continuous supply.

The horse-manure should be thoroughly prepared
in an open shed before being used ; if thrown into

a heap and spread out again on alternate days
for about a fortnight, it should be about right

for placing in the bed. The material must be
rammed tightly, afterwards placing a bottom-
heat thermometer in it. When the temperature
has risen and fallen again to about 80°, the spawn,
in pieces about the size of a hen's egg, should
be inserted 2 inches deep, afterwards covering
with half an inch of fresh loam.

Parsley.—Where this is grown in pots to supple-

ment the outside supply, the pots should now be
placed in a position where they will get a slight

heat to induce fresh growth. A little stimulant
may also be given.

Cucumbers may also be sown now if a good
command of heat is available for continuous
growth.

Flower Garden.

Seeds.—Several kinds of seeds may now be
sown, such as tuberous Begonias, Delphiniums,
Antirrhinums and Pentstemons. Although these
would do at a later date, it is well to get some of

them in hand early, as it serves to relieve conges-
tion later on.

Chrysanthemums.— The stools of these that

were lifted and placed in frames are now showing
growth, and cuttings should be secured. As soon
as they are large enough they should be dibbled
into sandy soil and placed in a somewhat cool and
close pit to root.

Violas.—The frames containing these and other
hardy cuttings should have air admitted freely

whenever the thermometer is above freezing point,

and all decayed foliage removed.

Plants Under Glass.

Calanthes, when finished flowering, may be
shaken out of their pots and placed for a time
in a warm and dry position to rest.

Eucharis.—The plants that have recently carried

a crop of flowers and are now making leaf growth
should be gently stimulated. A little soot added
to the water seems to suit these plants admirably,

but overwatering must be avoided and ample
drainage provided at all times.

Sweet Peas.—If these were sown in autumn
for flowering in the greenhouse, they will now be
ready for their flowering pots. Three or four

plants will be sufficient for a lo-inch pot. Keep
them near the glass as long as possible, and train

each shoot to a stake.

Carnations.—Cuttings of the Perpetual-flowering

varieties may be put in now. If put singly in a

sandy compost in 2j-inch pots and placed in a
propagating- frame they will root readily.
Afterwards transfer them to a more airy situa-
tion near the glass. Firm, short-jointed shoots
should be elected.

Chrysanthemums.—The bulk of the late-
flowering Chrysanthemums may now be propa-
gated. I find January a very suitable time for
taking cuttings of most of the decorative varieties.

They root quickly at this season, and are soon
ready to pot on. Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)
Glamis Castle, N.B.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Every department of horticulture is represetUed in The
Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon which they wish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,
hut he will not be responsible ior their safe return. All
reasonable care, hoivever, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he ivill endeavou r to return non-accepted
contributions.
As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

Jt must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated unth.

The Editor will not he responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAe Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may he,

and ivith that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate ; iece of paper.

Plants for naming should he clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-uool, and fioweriruj

shoots, where possible, shoidd he sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letteis

on btisiiiess should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
CHRYSANTHEMUM TO NAME (F. G.).—The flower

you send is a sport from the white variity H. W. Thorp.
It is not a full sport, however, and cuttings, rooted from
the stem, may bear quite distinct blooms, or they may
revert to the original variety. To fix the sport, you mut>t
cut away all old stems except the one bearing the sport
flowers. Lay this stem its full length in sandy soil on y,

bench or stage ; keep the soil moist and also that of
the old ball of soil. When shoots grow from the
layered stem and are long enough, insert them in tho
usual way as cuttings.

HOW TO PROPAGATE POLYGONUM BALDSCHU-
ANICUM (N. M.).—This plant is rather difficult to increase
by cuttings, but we have succeeded by inserting
cuttings of short shoots in July in pots of sandy soil in
a close frame. Some people have also succeeded in rooting
a small percentage of cuttings of sections of ripened shoots,
9 inches to 12 inches long, placed out of doors m a sheltered
border in October. Such cuttings were buried except for
the upper 3 inches. A more eflioacious method of pro-
pagation, however, is to layer branches firmly in hght
soil in March, leaving them undisturbed until the following
autumn. They usually form roots during summer.
WATER LILIES {Shah).~The depth of water you

name—6 inches—is not sufficient for Water LiUes, by
which, of course, you mean Kymphseas; and there are
no blue Water Lihes that are quite hardy. The forms of
Nymphsea stellata and others akin give blue flowers,
but require to be grown in artificially heated water.
In pink and yeUow there are some very beautiful varie-
ties which would meet your requirements, given certain
modifications. That is, if you can reverse the present
order of things and have, say, 6 inches or so of mud and
the remainder water, you might grow W. Laydekeri
rosea, N. Marliacea carnea, N. odorata sulphurea and
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N. Marliacea cliromatella, tlie Last two of ycUow shades.
There are no others in the colours you name that float

out on the surface of the water so \Aell as these. You
miirht plant them now or wait till the end of March ensuing.
Simply weight them down into the mud bottom by means
of a stone or otht-r weight attached to their rhizomes.

SCOLOPENDRIUM (A- D-).—The tille "a new
Scolopendrium " attached to the plant of which we
recently gave an illustration was not strictly accurate,
though it would be quite now to many hundreds of our
readers. We ourselves have never seen so fine a specimen,
and the fact that it was shown by a leading Fern specialist
and that it gained a first-class certificate says much both for
its rarity and excellence. Are you sure of the identity
of your plant ? ^Ye ask the question advisedly, inasmuch
as there are several forms of the crispum Hart's-tongues
that in a photograph might appear to be identical uith
tiiat illustrated, but which, in fact, are quite distinct.
In any case, you are fortunate in possessing any one of
these in such quantity. At the same time, you appear
unfortunate A^ith it, and the fact that all the divisions
liave perished points to mismanagement somewhere.
Perhaps if you gave us a few particulars of how your
plant was grown, we might assist you. If you could send
a specimen frond or small plant, we could determine
what variety you really possess.

EDGING FOR KITCHEN GARDEN PATH {.1. TF. iJ.).—
From the standpoints of permanency, utility and cheap-
ness combined we should use either brick or stone; and
as there is sandstone not far from you, this would do
quite well. At the same time, brick' set on end and so
tilted to form a saw-edged top surface would be the most

quite a low-growing kind. As regards the beds them-
selves, I had thought as follows, bearing in mind that I
have a good herbaceous border elsewhere ; J, Anemont-s
<coronaria) in spring, Chrysanthemums in autumn ; K,
Phloxes ; L, Nigella, Lupines and Aquilegias ; 31.

Gladioli ; jS", Stocks ; 0, Scabiosa caucasica and Gypso-
phila panicuiata. As I presume the planting should not
he done until the spring—at all events, for most of
the things—there is plenty of time to answer my queries
in The' Garden. Would a Cydonia japonica and
Tropeeolum speciosum grow on the north wall R, S,
and Clematis Jackmannii at end of tool shed ; or what do
you recommend ? I have purposely confined the same
description of border plants to each side of tht' \-arious
borders, as I tliink this looks better. Starting from the
house, we should first catch sight of the path A to B.
bright red gravel, with Pinks on either side, and follow

' along the Lavender walk to C, with Monthly Roses at the
back of the Lavender to form a break with the vegetahle
garden. The rest suggests itself. The point that I am

I

most anxious about are the border plants and the centre
bed.—W. D. [You ask for our ad\ice, and, to be quite
candid, we consider the narrowness of the paths in con-
Junction with the plants selected for them a fundamental
error. For example, the 18-inch or so wide path E to H
would be overwhelmed by such plants as Xepeta Mussinii,

' Salvia virgata nemorosa and Artemisia stellariana. which
you propose putting there. We should he>itate indeed

I before employing the first two, whiel\ attain to 2 feet
and 3 feet hiu'h resjxetively, even in a 4-feet wide path,
while the Arteniisiu is even more unsuitable. And while
the paths, as we think, are all too narrow, you appear
to have gone strongly for prostrate-habited plants of

A reader's PLAN OF FLOWER BEDS.

easily done, and be capable of retaining its position
owing to the depth of the brick, of which rather more
than a third at the highest point should appear above the
pathside. This arrangement would enable you to apply
the weed-killer to the path with safety. Tiles, of course,
would answer the same purpose ; but these, while more
expensive to start with, also require to be set in concrete
or cement to keep them in position, which makes an
edging of such things of any e.\tent rather costly. Yon
^peak of " brick on edge," and you willnote that we prefer
' brick on end " to produce the saw-edged top.

LAYING OUT FLOWER-BEDS.—I am laying out
a portion of vegetable garden here to form flower-heds,
as shown on the enclosed sketch to scale. I am anxious
to make an attractive plot, and would be glad of your
advice through the medium of your valuable paper.
The situation is a fairly open one, but there are fruit
trees and Poplars all round alxiut 10 yards a%vay from the
nearest paths shown. The paths which are shown, about
1 foot 6 inches to 2 feet wide, are to have an edging of
dwarf plants—no edging tiles, &c.—gravel paths through-
out. I am most anxious about the plants, and would
like to know whether you agree with my suggestions
shown on the sketch. I want them to bo attraciive and
to flower as long as possible without the aid of bulbs.
The planting of paths E. F. G. H, is done on the suggestion
in Messrs. Barr's catalogue, page 52, under "Salvia."
Veronica Teuerium dubia is a good plant for flowering

;

hence my suggestion to put bits of it in the three paths
radiating from the south of the centre bed. (See note
at top right-hand corner of sketch.) What do you recom-
mend for the dwarf Eose-bed ? I have a rosary in another
part of the garden, and only want one kind of Rose in
this bed, a bright pink \\hich \\ ill dower as long as possible.

generally free or even vigorous gro-\\-th. Polygoiiuni
affine, Litho^pcrnunn, Saxifraga hypnoides, Veronica
Teuerium dubia, Anbrietias, Sun Roses and Phlox suhulata
are example's that appear on the plan you submit. Such
things would be quite right witli patt^s 4 feet or 6 feet wide,
but for IS-inch and -J-feet wide i-uths. particularly as they
have to constitute the y-a'^hv^ in viwh ease, they are in some
instances quite unsuitable and in others certainly not
the best. In the eiretini>tanees, as it appears practically
impossible from the plan that the paths can be increased
in size to any extent, it seems to us you require a new
selection of plants, those generally of a more moderate,
stay-at-home growth. If this should meet your views,
we will give you names on hearing from you. For the
bed marked K you give " Phloxes," but does this mean
Phlox Drummondii or the herbaceous sorts ? L with
Nigella, Lupines and Aquilegias would be overdone,
and the last named would better associate \v\\\\ Gladioli
in M, with China Asters in L to follow the Lupines. N
and O, adjoining beds, would be out of }ialaii<e with
Stocks in N and Scabiosa caucasica and (Jvp^ipluhi
panicuiata in O. The latter are tall and late summer plants,
the former dwarf and early summer. We note vou have
made no use of the China Aster, Godetia or hybrid Pent-
stemons, ail valuable and free-flowering subjects. The
Cydonia would only do moderately well on a north wall

;

the Troppeolum is a subject for experiment. The Clematis
would be all right at the end of the tool shed if well
planted.]

THE GREENHOUSE.
SINGLE CHRYSANTHEMUMS (C. W. ff.).—The

following varieties are good ones for flowering under

glass, either for cutting or u'reenhouse decoration. \Vhitc :

Elsa, Mensa, Grace
"

Darling, 3Irs. A. K. Bowstead.
Yellow: Altrinchani Yellow, Golden Mensa, Charles
Kingsley, Isobel Felton, J. H. G. Williams. Pink

:

Miss E. Partridge, Margaret Sargent, Hilda Lai^Tcnce.
Red : Roupell Beauty, Mrs. Walter Hemus. We do not
know the varieties ^'o. 1 Red and Xo. 1 Pink. Write to
a firm of nurserymen advertising in THE Garden and make
enquiries. They would obtain the varieties for you if '

such are on the markt^t. The varieties named above will
yield a supply of flowers from the end of October till

Christmas.

AZALEA LEAVES FOR INSPECTION (T. E. 0. P.).—
The Azalea is badly attacked by thiips, and red spider
has also been on it, we think, it is not clear from your
letter whether it is planted out or not. If it is, spray
it at intervals of a week, until it is clear of the pests, wth
a nicotine wash used according to the manufacturer's
directions; if not, dip the fohage in a wash made bv
kneading flowers of sulphur into a handful of soft soap
and dissolving the whole in 1.^ gallons of water.

FRUIT GARDEN.
MAGGOTS IN RASPBERRIES (F. M. L.).—It is seldom

that the fruit of the Ea.spberry or the Loganberry is

attacked by hiaggots until it has been ripe for some
time. When they do appear, it is a sign of decay,
and also a hint that tlie fruit should have been gathered
some days before. To avoid loss from this source, the
best thing to do is to gather the fruit earlier and more
frequently, especially in damp weather, as this is conducive
to an attack by the maggot.
PIG-MANURE FOR STRAWBERRIES (F. M. ds.).—

Raw pig-manure (althougli a powerful fertihser) is a cold,
clammy material impervious to air and heat, and therefore
unsuited to apply as a top-dressing to fruit trees or Roses
in winter. The best way to utilise this manure is to mix
with it a quantity of light soil, leaf-mould, road scrapings
and a liberal dressing of lime (collectively equal to its

bulk), well mixing together and forming into a heap.
Left in this condition until spring, slight fermentation
will set in. This will help to ripen and mellow the manure,
converting it into a valuable fertiliser for such crops as
Cabbages, Cauliflower, Celery and Brussels Sprouts.
Leaf-nioidd, with an addition'of a handful of bone-meal
to a gallon of the mould, would make a much better top-
dressing for the subjects mentioned.

PRUNING VINES {F. C.).—AU Vines should be pruned
before the middle of January. If left unpruned later
than this, there is danger of the Vines bleeding (meaning
the sap oozing from the cuts). Once this takes place,
it is difficult to stop, and the consequence to the Vines
is often serious. To be on the safe side, prune your
Vines at once (both black and white, late and early).
The way to prune them is to cut back the shoots
which have borne the Grapes of last year to within
two buds of their base. When these buds begin to
grow in spring, let the strongest grow into a shoot to
produce the fruit, and rub otf the weakest (one shoot only
is wanted). After pruning has been completed, rub
off the loose bark from the Vine stems with the hand, and
then paint them over with a weak solution of Gishurst
Compound, to be had of all seed merchants and horti-
cultural sundriesmen advertising in The G.uiden. Direc-
tions are given with each packet as to the strength
to use (apply utider rather than over strength). The
object of this dressing is to destroy the larvae of any insects
euiieealed in the bark. Keep the vinery perfectly cool
and well ventilated to give the Vines perfect rest until
they start into growth again in spring.

MISCELLANEOUS.
THE '* DAFFODIL YEAR BOOK" (A. E. G.)—

This work is published by the Royal Horticultural Society,
Vincent Square, Westminster; price 2s. 6d.

TO KEEP STAGNANT WATER CLEAR {TI. S. S.).—
It will be almost impossible to keep tin- water clear in a
tank such as you describe, where there is no regular flow
of water. In the absence of rain for a few weeks the water
is bound to become stagnant. Slime can be killed, and
probably the larva; of the gnats, by adding sulphate of
copper to the water at the rate* of 2ioz. to 10,000
gallons of water, but this will not keep the water from
becoming stagnant. Water Lilies and other water planta
can be planted in mounds of soil placed on the bottom of
the tank.

GARDEN SOIL FOR EXAMINATION (R. F. G.).—
We have examined the sample you send, and find it has
a tendency to sourni'ss. It would be well to mix some
slaked lime or some chalk with it in the autumn, digging
it in at the rate of about half a bushel to the square rod.
Instead of this, you may with advantage use basic slag,
if you can obtain it, at the rate of 4oz. to the square
yard. The drainage may possibly be at fault, and, if so,
it should, of course, be corrected.

NAMES OF FRUIT. — !?. C. J/.—Apple Waltham
AblH'y Seedling. There is nothing injurious in the
growths on the Apple tree. If jiieees were put in flrm
soil, i.e., a branch with the growth aUaehed, ihey would
root and make trees. The Paradise stock makes such
growths freely. Is'o doubt it has spread from the stock to
the tiee.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—C. A. P. 0., Notwicfi.—l, Bcrbens
Hookeri (walliehiana). Himalaya; 2, B. bu'cifolia ^dulcis),
Chile. E. A. L.— 1, Gilia coronopiiolia, a Californiun
annual or biennial well known in gardens—it varies in
colour from scarlet to nearly white ; 2, Thevelia neriifolia,
a native of Central America and the Wesi Indies— it

belongs to the Periwinkle Order, Apocynaccce, and is

figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 2309.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
StrelitZia kewensis.—This hybrid Strelitzia,

as the name suggests, was raised at Kew. It is

the result of a cross between S. Reginje and S.

.-Augusta, the former being the seed-bearing parent.

The cross was effected in 1898, but it was not

until the winter of 1909-10, eleven years later,

that the first plant flowered. The hybrid is about

9 feet in height, tlie large leaves being 2 feet long

and 15 inclies wide, and petioles 18 inches long.

The ilower-spathe is horizontal, carrying

several vertical flowers, which open in

succession. In colour these are pale

ochre yellow and blue. As a contrast

a few particulars of the two parents

may be of interest. S. Regina;

grows from 3 feet to 4 feet high.

The flowers are rich orange and violet

blue. S. Augusta is much taller in

growth, having a woody stem more

than ro feet high. The flowers of this, the

pollen-bearing parent, are white, set in a

purple spathe. These Strelitzias thrive

best under moist, warm greenhouse

conditions.

Sowing Broad Beans.—If a sowing

of Broad Beans is made now, it is

possib'e to get a crop that will be fit to

gather before the earliest of those spring

sown. Unlike Peas, Broad Beans are

not so likely to suffer from the frost or

damp, but care should be taken to

in-otect them from slugs, which attack

them just after they have germinated.

If they can be given a dry, warm
border, it will be to their advantage.

The Mangosteen. — That delicious

tropical fruit the Mangosteen, has been

added to the list of Queensland fruits.

Numbers of the true Mangosteen have

been grown at the Queensland State

Nursery at Kamerunga. The fruit is

well grown and of exce'lent quality.

The cultivation of the Mangosteen is

practically confined to within 1° or 2"

of the Equator, and it is most com-

monly grown in the Federated Malay

States, Northern Java, Sumatra and

other places in the immediate vicinity

of those islands. The Mangosteen is

there considered to be the king of all fruits. It

is a pity that stay-at-home Britons cannot taste

this and other luscious fruits from the Tropics.

Home-Grown Timber Committee.—The com-

mittee have received a very large number of

offers of timber, which are being dealt with as

rapidly as possible. Some days must elapse,

however, before all communications can be

answered. .-Vny lots which are prima facie suit-

able for the committee's purposes will be inspected

as soon as the pressure upon the committee's
staff will permit. The committee are also pre-

pared to enter into arrangements with the owners
of estate sawnrills for the conversion of timber.

The committee would be glad to be informed of

sawmill plant that is idle or not fully employed,
in order that, if possible, arrangementsmaybemade

A HYB RID BIRD OF PARADISE FLOWER, XOW FLO\VERI.\G
IN THE MEXICAN HOUSE AT KEW.

for increased output. All communications should

be addressed to the Secretary, Home-grown Timber
Committee. Craven House, Northvunberland
Avenue, London, W,C.

Classes of Timber Required.—.Meanwhile, it

may he of ser\ ire to landowners, agents and others

to know that the classes of growing timber at

present principally required by the committee

are Scots and Corsican Pine, Silver Fir, Douglas

Fir and Larch of good dimensions, in lots of about

20,000 cubic feet and upwards ; and plantation

Ash of fair size, which will be accepted in com-

paratively small lots. Other hardwoods of good

dimensions are also required, but, as a rule, these

cannot be considered in sinall lots.

Valuable Trophy for a New Seedling Rose.

—

Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Limited, Ro\-al Nurseries,

Belfast, are to be congratulated on

\vinning the Sr,ooo trophy at the Panama
Pacific International Exhibition for

the best new Rose not yet in com-

merce. This unique award has been

won after a most searching trial. The
.

exhibition authorities invited all the

Rose hybridists of the world to send for

trial the best of their seedlings, the plants

to be grown in a specially prepared

garden in the exhibition grounds, and

there grown for a y^r before the exhi-

bition opened, so that they would be

thoroughly acclimatised and established

before the test of judging was undertaken.

The Method of Judging. — Each
variety, grown under number only, was

judged every month of the period of the

exhibition by a group of the leading

Rose-growers of America, who awarded

points to each Rose competing, the set

of judges being different on each occa-

sion. The governors of the exhibition

reserve the right to name the new Rose

in commemoration of the great engineer-

ing feat which the exhibition was to

inaugurate, and Messrs. Dickson and the

public generally will be greatly interested

to hear what name this famous Rose

is to bear.

Acer Ginnala.—This species has

beautiful, deeply cut foliage, something

like what one might imagine a Vine leaf

to be like after a forty days' fast. It

colours well and consistently every

autumn, when it is highly decorative in a

shrubbery border. It may also be planted

in inconspicuous places—such as cut-

flower borders—for house decoration,

as, when a plant is once well estab-

lished, it may be cut down to within 2 feet or

3 feet of the ground, when long, straight, new
growths will shoot out. which, when their foliage

has chaujied colour in October, may be cut and used

in vases for house decoration. A striking example
was displayed in Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons' fine

large group of shrubs at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Hall on October r2 last year.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed, by correspondents.)

English !'. Latin Plant Names.—The correction

in January' i issue of Mr, Birch's rendering of

a satire surely is wrong in the last line, or else

the original writer was not adhering to Words-

worth's metre. It should run ;

" A primrose by the river's brim

Dicotyledon was to him,

And it was nothing more"
—Madeline Jones, Chester.

Border Carnations.—I have read with interest

the letters published in The Garden on these

most interesting flowers. Mr. Gibson evidently

belongs to that coterie of fanciers who exhibit

in the South. Here in the North we have a

worse climate to contend with, also no shows

of moment. I agree with a good deal of what

Mr. Gibson says, but here no borders should be

without Brilliant, the finest colour yet produced

;

Mrs. G. A. Reynolds, from which I have a fine

sport, dark orange in colour ; and Renown. I

have wrestled with Pasquin for five

years, but cannot make it grow

satisfactorily. We want a good yellow

badly ; Border Yellow is perhaps the

best, and then Solfaterra, but neither

is quite satisfactory. I can only hope

that what Mr. Gibson says of Daisy

Walker will be realised, but it was
not very successful here this year.

Mrs. J. J. Keen is a poor-shaped

flower with me. There are several

seedlings and sports grown up North

which are quite able to hold their

own with many that have been men-
tioned. Mr. Gibson has probably

never seen any of them.

—

Lancas-

trian.

Lettuce Sutton's Satisfaction.

—

Those who wish for Lettuce at this

season should make a note of the

above variety. It was first offered

under the name of Sutton's Record,

and recommended as being capable of

withstanding dry, hot weather. On our

rather light soil the truth of this was
soon proved. We were, however, surprised to

find it one of the best for sowing in September.

It has been our practice for many years to

sow weekly during that and the preceding month,

setting out the plants on rather firm ground as

soon as they had made four leaves. During the

latter part of October and the beginning of November
the plants are lifted with 4-inch balls of soil and

placed 8 inches apart in frames partly filled with

a mixture of soil and coal ashes. A good watering

is then given and the frame covered with lights,

air being admitted in mild weather. Protection

is afforded during severe frost, especially to those

plants with blanched hearts. As the earliest

are used, the frames are refilled from the later

batches in the open ground, a supply being

usually maintained until those sown in boxes in

December and planted out on a hotbed of tree

leaves are fit for use.—J. Comber, Nymans
Gardens, Handcross, Sussex. [This note was ac-

companied by a box containing fresh and

crisp samples of this excellent Lettuce. It is un-

questionably a valuable variety for mid-winter

supply.

—

Ed.]

Sagittaria variabilis flore pleno.—In the

paragraph on this plant, so well illustrated in your

New Year's issue you do not allude to the undesir-

able habit it has of straying from the place where it

is planted. Mr. A. E. Bowles, in his delightful

book, " My Garden in Summer," draws attention

to this fact. He says: "The Sagittarias are

amongst the worst offenders, though some of them

could be ranked among the most useful of water-

plants if only they would form neat clumps, instead

of rushing round a pond by means of underground

hollow shoots that produce a solid tuber here

and there, which, buried in the mud, starts to

grow into a plant next spring, long after the con-

necting runners have decayed aw'ay. Thus you never

know where to expect Sagittaria japonica or S.

variffiformis after the first year of planting, whether

at the side, in the middle, or half way up the bank.

In both species the large white flowers are very

beautiful, and look so well above the handsome

triangular leaves that give these plants their

names, both Latin and English. Our native

Arrowhead, S. sagittifolia, is more inclined to form

a dense colony than to wander, but is not nearly

so handsome as the other two of the restless habits

which are both playing the Wandering Jew in
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Hedychium gardnerianum in the Open.—
In your issue of December 1 8, 1 9 1 5 , mention is made

of Hedychium gardnerianum. It may interest

" O. M. G., Hants," to know that this and other

species of Hedychium have been growing outside

for a good number of years along a west border

of one of the plant-houses in the Botanic Garden,

Cambridge, where they are a conspicuous feature

from early summer until cut down by frost.

Apart from a covering of rough litter thrown over

the roots during severe weather, they get no

other protection. Other species growing outside are

H. coronarium, H. carneum, H. spicatum, H.

coccineum and H. angustifolium, all of which

produce spikes of flower freely throughout the

whole summer.—F. G. P., Cambridge.

A Lapageria Note.—A propos the few refer-

ences that have appeared on this plant, the follow-

ing lines may prove interesting and, incidentally,

help a good cause by calling attention to the book

from which I have culled them, viz., " The Blinded

Soldiers' and Sailors' Gift Book " :
" Josephine

induced Napoleon, in the crisis of his fortunes,

to think and plot and plan for the fragrance and

beauty of new flowers for her garden. French

^aval captains were instructed to bring back

rrom the tropics and the subtropics new and

beautiful flowers for Josephine. The Lapageria

was brought to Napoleon from Mauritius, and

named after Mademoiselle de la Pagerie, as she

was then. The flower is common in English

conservatories to-day." (Arnold White.) The
above book is full of articles and drawings by

eminent personages, all gratuitously done on

behalf of the cause of our blinded valiants. Readers

could not do better than help such a cause.

—

C. T.

Apples Newton Wonder and Brantley's

Seed]ing.—Mr. Arnold does well to draw attention

.to these two kitchen Apples. I have come to the

conclusion that Bramley's Seedling as a standard

or half standard is -superior for that form of

growth, as the natural tendency of its branches

is semi-drooping, which favours this form of

training. My experience in a heavy soil is that it

gives an annual crop ; none more so. In the case

of bush-grown trees, Bramley's Seedling requires

more time to mature full crops, as the growth in

a yoimg state is extra vigorous. Where space

is no object, this can be obviated by an extension

of branch growth ; but in small gardens this defect

is not so easily remedied. Of late years I have

noted a serious defect in the fruits of this Apple

having small, decaying specks, which is all

against good keeping. If this continues,

this Apple will have to give way to Newton
Wonder, as, no matter what feelings there are in

/avour of an Apple, if it shows a serious defect

sentiment must go. Newton Wonder, by its

natural upright habit of growth, is more suited

to bush form, and as such is a splendid Apple,

nrore attracti\-e in appearance than Bramley's

Seedling, while its constitution is undoubtedly of

the best.—E. M.

Fairy Roses in Pots.—What have these tiny

creatures done to Darlington and Pemberton,

I should like to know ? From a perusal of their

books on the Rose, one might well infer that they

had never heard of them. They do not even
" sniff " at them like Ellwanger, who, indeed, does

just mention " fairy Roses," but dismisses them

thus: " We do not consider them of any value;

the Bengals are small enough." I do not intend to

claim for them equality with Mme. Ravary,

General Macarthur or any of the great general

utility species and varieties, but there is a niche in

many gardens which they can appropriately fill,

i.e., the rockery. The little people have felt

very pleased with themselves ever since the visit

of the horticultural giant (Mr. E. A. Bowles), who
carried two of them home with hint to grace his

famous rock garden. They have been there two
years now and are as happy as sand-boys.

There is a second way in which these little fairies

(Roses) can make themselves very useful. They
make such jolly little plants in 3-inch or 4-inch

pots. Some have deep rose coloured blooms,

some pure white ; some are double, others single

or semi-double ; some are sweet, others are scent-

less. And as they vary in flower, so they vary in

habit, but all are small and fairies in their smallness

—not dwarfs. The best make beautiful little

ornaments for halls and living-rooms, and they

are so easily produced and so simple to manage
that a periodical batch might often be welcome.

To obtain them, I put sixpence in an envelope and
send it to Messrs. Thompson and Morgan at Ipswich,

and ask for Rosa polyantha nana. Back come

A REMARKABLE PRIMULA.

P. LITTONIANA.

IN
a genus comprising over two hundred

species, widely distributed in the Old

World and also represented in the New
World, it is only to be expected that very

considerable variation in habit is shown.

Previous to the introduction of Litton's

Primrose from China by Mr. G. Forrest, nothing
so remarkably distinct was known to exist in the

Primrose family, and when first exhibited by
Messrs. Bees, Limited, Liverpool, hardy plant

growers acclaimed it as unique and the most
interesting of recently introduced hardy plants.

Seen without the foliage, a casual glance at the

flower-spike certainly suggests a British Orchid

more than a hardy Primrose. P. littoniana

was discovered by Mr. G. Forrest growing in

Yunnan at an altitude of ro,ooo feet to ir,ooo feet

in open mountain meadows. The upright growth
of the comparatively long, narrow, greyish green,

PRIMULA LITTONIANA WITH ORCHIS-LIKE SPIKES OF FLOWERS.

a few hips with directions to separate the seeds

before sowing, and with the added information

that they will bloom within five or six months (or

maybe less) from the time of sowing. The con-

tents of the packet are at once treated as above
and put in a gentle heat of, say, 50° to 55°. Germi-

nation takes place in three weeks or thereabouts,

and, when large enough to handle, the seedlings are

pricked out into 3-inch pots. The first bloom
determines their fate. If it is what I like, that

individual is kept ; if not, its existence is ended.

The favoured ones are grown on, and in late autumn
they are cut down to induce breaks, so as to get

bushy little plants. They live all the time in a

cold or very cool greenhouse, and give very little

trouble. They are at their best in their second

and third years. Afterwards they are thrown
away, and younger batches take the place of their

elders.

—

Joseph Jacob.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
January 25.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Meeting and Exhibition, i p.m. to 5 p.m. Royal
Horticultural Hall, Vinctnt Square, Westminster.

hairy leaves is well shown in the illustration.

From the centre of these, in June, push up the

flower-spikes on stalks i foot to ij feet or even

more in length, terminating in an inflorescence

3 inches to 5 inches long. The flowers are

pendulous, deep lilac or purple in colour. The
first conspicuous colouring is the bright red bracts

and calyces, and as the inflorescences elongate,

the pendulous purple or deep hlac flowers open

from the base upwards. As these are not closely

arranged, the bright red colouring is still visible

between them, and this, with the upper portion

still imexpanded, forms a most effective and

striking contrast. P. littoniana belongs to the

capitata section, its nearest ally being P. muscari-

oides, which is also one of Mr. Forrest's intro-

ductions. Seeds form a ready means of increase,

these being sown in the autumn in a cold frame

or cool greenhouse as soon as ripe. The illustra-

tion depicts a colony of plants growing on a rockery

with a sheltered northern aspect, protected from

the south by a belt of Hollies, but in no way
shaded. P. littoniana also does well in the bog
garden, especially when treated as a biennial.
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PERPETUAL - FLOWERING
CARNATIONS FO R

PRIVATE GARDENS.

THE varieties of Perpetual-flowering

Carnation have been increased so

rapidly during recent years that

it is difficult for a novice to make
a satisfactory selection ; consequently

I append a list which contains

many of the best Perpetual-flowering Car-

nations for pot culture in the cool green-

house, and as fully two dozen varieties
'

are brought under review, they should

prove sufficient for the average private

grower. Doubtless everyone wishes to

manage his garden in an economical

manner at the present time, and in

relation to this I do not know of any plant

that will prove more satisfactory than

llie Perpetual-flowering Carnation. It

will bloom during the whole year, and
;

every shoot will produce a flower if '

allowed to do so.

Among the pink varieties, Enchan- i

tress still holds its own, and it is

unquestionably one of the best Carna-

tions. Enchantress Supreme possesses

blooms of a rather deeper shade of pink
;

it has the good qualities of its parent

and should be grown by aU.

Lady Meyer has lovely flesh pink

flowers, and they are frequently ex-

ceptionally fine in the spring. The

beautifully formed, soft pink blooms of

May Day never fail to please, and they

are freely produced. Mrs. Mackay
Edgar, for which Messrs. Stuart Low
and Co. were given an award of merit

at th" Carnation Show on December 8,

1915, is said to be an improvement on

the latter variety.

Among salmon pink Carnations,

Baroness de Brienen probably occupies

pride of place ; it is a vigorous grower

and produces extra large flowers.' This

is one of the varieties that should only

l)e stopped once, for if given a second

stopping it will not flower, in all proba-

bility, until the New Year. Empire Day
also has pale salmon pink blossoms,

and it is vigorous and free flowering.

In Mrs. C. W. Ward we have a par-

ticularly free-flowering Carnation, while

the growth is always healthy and
vigorous and the deep rose cerise

blooms are very telling in effect. R. F.

Felton, with clear rose pink flowers of

extra size, is a general favourite ; the

only drawback to this variety is that

it is rather subject to the rust disease

if not carefully grown.

Few Carnations are more lovely

than Pink Sensation; its rich rose

)iink blossoms are above average size,

while it possesses very sturdy, erect stems.

Rose Pink Enchantress merits a

place in every collection and its

vigorous, liealthy habit of growth is

a distinct recommendation. Salmon
Enchantress is especially desirable, for,

apart from its rich colour, it has the

good characteristics of the group.

Few Carnations have attained such a degree ' especially brilliant in colour when at its best,

of popularity as Mary AJIwood ; it is a free,
,

but it is not always satisfactory in mid-

healthy grower, and its attractive cardinal pink
i

winter, as it is apt to come with white streaks

flowers are very beautiful in formation. Like in the blooms. For this reason it has been difficult

other varieties its colour is sometimes a little
,

to supplant Britannia, for the vigorous growtii of

variable in the winter, but its calyx is always this variety combined witli its general flori-

reliable and never splits. Rose Dore also ferousness has made it a universal favourite,

deserves inclusion ; I have found it very reliable. Probably the best of the colour now is

It is a vigorous grower, and its salmon red blooms

are often sweetly scented. We now come to the

scarlet shades, and of these Scarlet Glow is

Champion, as it has rich scarlet flowers of

good form and substance.

There are several good crimson Carnations,

and of these Triumph is justly

popular owing to its free-flowering

liabit, Carola is certainly a fine

bloom and succeeds best %vhen only

stopped once, but its tendency

to split is rather a drawback. I

have had good results from lliis

variety by growing the plants on a

second year and affording just a little

more root room.

A crimson of undoubted merit is

Warrior, which was shown by

Mr. Mason at the recent Carna-

tion Show. I do not think it is yet

in commerce, but its general forma-

tion and bright tone inrpressed me-

favourably,

Very few white Carnations are needed,

and of these White Wonder and White

Encliantress are difficult to surpass.

The blooms of tlie former are very

beautifully formed.

There are several good fancy varieties

with blooms of various shades of colour.

Sunstar is one of the best, and is

almost a yellow self with a few pink

markings. It is a healthy grower, with

well-formed blooms of medium eize.

Bcnora is very attractive ; the flowers

have a white ground and are freely

marked with deep pink stripes, while

tjie formation of the blooms leaves

little to be desired.

Of the heliotrope shades Mikado is

still hard to beat. Its free-flowering

habit, healthy growth and unique colour

render it a favourite with many Carna-

tion lovers. J. Gardner.

CARNATION TRIUMPH. A POPULAR AND FREE-FLOW I

CRIMSON VARIETY.

PLUMBAGO LARPENT^E.
(Syn., Ceratostigma plumbaginoides)

,As a late-flowering plant for the rock

garden P. Larpentae is higlily prized, and

its fine deep blue flowers, which are

borne in trusses, are always admired.

It is quite hardy, and is not particular

in regard to aspect; but a light soil, with

a portion of grit or sand incorporated,

has a tendency to render it more

floriferous than when grown in stiff

ground. It is semi-prostrate in habit,

and in most rockeries it ^\ould be ai'

easy matter to find a suitable spot,

where it would thrive and display its

lull beauty.

The stems are inclined to be wood\".

and it is deciduous, losing its leaves

during the winter nronths. It

attains a height of about 12 inches.

Division is the usual mode of propa-

gation. It is stated to have been

first found in the walls of Pekin. B.
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NOTES ON GREENHOUSE
PRIMULAS.

THERE are lo be seen at the present time

in No. 4 Greenhouse at Kew several

flowering plants of the wild original

form of Primula sinensis. These plants

have been raised from seed collected

by Mr. E. H. Wilson in China some
six or seven years ago. The flowers, pale mauve
in colour, are borne in whorls, and occasionally

two or three whorls are produced on a stem,

as is the case with the cultivated P. stellata.

Indeed, this wild type resembles l-". stellata more

<losely than the garden form known as I^. sinensis.

Moreover, the wilding refuses to cross with the

garden form of P. sinensis, although the cross has

many times been attempted. P. stellata has long

Its cultivation is not difficult ; at the same time,

a certain amount of care is necessary. The great

enemy of this and all other greenhouse Primulas

in the winter time is damp, and overwatering

must be rigorously guarded against. Damp will

also seriously affect the seedlings in the spring,

and too much care cannot be given at this critical

stage. Another common error is that of applying

too much heat. It is not generally known that

these flowers may be grown successfully in an

unheated greenhouse, so long as they are pro-

tected from frost. The cooler the treatment, the

brighter and better are the flowers.

P. kewensis.—This is perhaps the most popular

of all the greenhouse Primulas, and its origin is

interesting. Two species—the Abyssinian P.

verticillata and the Himalayan P. floribunda

—

were flowering side by side in a greenhouse at

Kew. The plants passed out of flower, and after

they were removed a few seedlings sprang up

in winter and spring. In recent years it has been sent

to Covent Garden Market in quantity, and this may
be regarded as evidence of its immense popularity.

P. Forbesii is somewhat sinjilar, and the two blend

well together as cut flowers when lightly arranged

in suitable vases. Several plants of either species,

if grown in deep, round pans, make a delightful

show in winter with their flowers borne tier upon

tier in a light and graceful manner. Seeds should

be sown iu August and germinated in gentle

heat. Placed in a cold frame the young

plants grow rapidly, sending up their flower-

spikes throughout December and the twcj

succeeding months.

P. obconica.—^The stems and leaves of this

species are covered with tine hairs that are some-

tinres responsible for an acute irritation or a form

of eczema on the backs of the hands and up the

arms of those who touch it. Luckily, it does not

produce this effect upon everyone, for there are

PRIMULA SINENSIS RAISED FROM SEED COLLECTED IN CHINA.

been regarded as a variety of P. sinensis, but it

may yet pro\'e to be of an entirely different origin,

and there is great interest in tracing the origin

of a garden plant to the wUding from which it

came. Happily, there are many seedlings of the

wild type at Kew, and it is proposed to grow them

for several years to note any variations that may
arise and to select the most interesting of them.

At the present time the seedlings are flowering

with remarkable freedom, but they show only

slight variation either in colour or form of flower.

Curiously enough, P. sinensis has twice been

figured in the Botanical Magazine, but the illus-

trations are by no means identical with one

another nor with the plant introduced by Mr.

E. H. Wilson.

Primula stellata is an ideal flower for the

amateur's greenhouse, yielding lovely colour

tones and varied hues from autumn till late spring,

a time when flowers are so much appreciated.

among the ashes on the greenhouse staging. The
seedlings favoured P. floribunda in leafage, but

traces of the form and mealy character of P.

verticillata were apparent. Fortunately, these

chance seedlings were saved and potted up, and

they proved to be the first plants of the beautiful

lemon yellow, sweetly scented P. kewensis. For

the first few years of its existence this accidental

hybrid failed to produce seed, and it had to be

propagated by division, which led to deterioration,

and the mule plants looked like dying out when
one of their number rose to the occasion

and produced fertile seed. The resultant

seedlings were also fertile, and seed may now
be obtained in almost any quantity. Apart

from the ordinary type of P. kewensis, there is

a form with very mealy foliage like that of

P. verticillata.

P. malacoides.—This dainty little Primula

is cherished for its delicate lilac pink flowers

many, like the writer, who may handle this plant

with impunity. Were it not for this singular

and unpleasant character, P. obconica would be

far more extensi\'ely cultivated, for it is exceedingly

beautiful and easily grown. Its history is traced

from the finding of the wild plant in China by

Maries iu 1879. The flowers of the wilding were

pale lilac with a yellow eye. Under cultivation

white, carmine and blue varieties have been raised,

also double and fimbriated forms. When first

introduced, nurserymen were awake to the great

possibilities of this species for hybridisation.

Many attempts were made to cross it with P.

sinensis, but all failed. It has many times been

pollinated with other species, but it is extremely

doubtful if any crosses have been successful.

It is frequently stated that P. obconica gigantea

(syn. P. Arendsii) is the result of a cross between

P. obconica and P. megaseasfolia, but the evidence

adduced in support of this theory is not
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sufficiently coiifirnied by farts to justify its

acceptauct;.

Primula Seedlings. — Althougli greeutious(^

Primulas resent forcing, it is advisable, with a

few exceptions, to sow the seeds in a fairly brisk

heat. Seeds of the steUata and sinensis varieties

are best sown iu late March in well-drained pans

containing sweet leaf-mould and sand. Germi-

nation is very uneven with all Primulas. Some of

the seeds produce seedlings iu two weeks, while

others iu the same pans may take two months
to genninate. In the case of the large P.

imperialis, which is now very little grown,

the seed has been known to genninate after

remaining dormant for a whole year ; while

the new P. Purdomii has germinated freely in

a cold frame, but failed to produce a single

seedling \\'hen sown in heat.

The compost in which the seeds are sown should

be passed through a fine sieve or riddle, placing

SNOWDROPS AND
ACONITES IN A WOOD.

A
GARDEN should, if possible, merge

into a wood, where formality ceases

and iidwers are allowed to grow as

Nature intended. The trim, machine-

mown lawns, probably bounded by
a gravel walk, are succeeded by

rougher grass, scythe-mown only two or three

times a year, with trees scattered here and there,

outposts of the denser thicket beyond. Here,

in sunshine or in shade, Snowdrops and Aconites

will thrive, looking best not planted in formal

and regular clumps, but scattered and in small

groups, left undisturbed to develop new bulbs

and to sow seeds at their own sweet will in ever

beautiful disorder. Close under trees, sheltered

be gathered in large cjuantities, provided that there

has been bright weather during the time of flowering,

Sowing should be done in March, the seed being

merely scattered broadcast in suitable places. The
tubers of Aconites endure well the most unceremoni-

ous treatment, and will thrive even if transplanted

in full flower. Quite a small wood may be made
to appear double its size by little winding paths

turning cunningly back upon themseh'es and
describing a circle or two, bewildering all who are

not well acquainted with their intricacies. Here
the autumn leaves should never be raked up,

or only from the centre of the paths, for their

rich russet brown colour makes a lovely back-

ground for groups of Snowdrops and Aconites

along the sides of the walks and in recesses among
the shrubs. Ivy also, with its dark green and bronze

leaves, makes a suitable carpet, creeping along and
densely covering the ground ; but care should

be taken to prevent it climbing up the tree

stems, which it will certainh- do if

not se\X'rely checked. The rich green

of Bo.\ bushes looks well as a setting,

and Mahonia (Berberis vulgaris),

with its glossy leaves tinted red,

purple and brown, as well as

numerous other evergreen shrubs,

may be planted m the wood to shelter

and protect winter flowers from cold

winds. Very soon after the first

Snowdrops appear, many pretty

winter leaves spring up, such as

Wild Parsley, Cuckoo-pint (Ariuu

maculatum). Wild Hyacinth, &c,,

all adding their share of beauty and

brightness to the scene. With shafts

of sunlight striking down between

the trees and shrubs, and falling

upon expanses of Snowdrops and

Aconites, thrushes singing all around

and the presage of spring in the

air, even an English winter has very

real enjoyment. W.

ERICA CARNEA AND
ITS VARIETIES.

T
WHERE SNOWDROPS THRIVE.

the coarser parts at the bottom of the pan. The
surface should be level and firm, barely covering

the seeds with fine soil sifted over the seed-pans

after sowing. A sheet of glass should be placed

over the pan until germination takes place ; and
as the seeds genninate more readily in the dark
than in the light, it is well to cover the pans with
sheets of brown paper. As soon as the first

seedlings are through the soil, light and
air may be gradually admitted ; but in view
of the uncertain way in which germination

takes place, it is advisable to keep the seed-

pans for some weeks after the first seedlings

are pricked oft.

With seedlings there are two very important
points to bear in mind. One is to avoid over-

watering, and the other to keep the young
plants as near to the glass as possible ; other-

wise the leaves and stems become drawn and
weakened. C. Q.

in nooks of great roots, advancing here, receding

there, opening early in sunny aspects and more
backward in the shade, the seedlings will appear
singly, dotted about the ground, and the older

bulbs in larger groups and clusters. Grown in

grass, Sncnvdrops are not splashed and spoiled

by heavy rain as they would be in a garden border,

and nothing could set off their whiteness better

than the varied colours of grass and golden green

moss.

Aconites also in careless array brighten and
clothe the slopes, their brilliant yellow flowers

and glossy green foliage giving an effect of sunshuie

on the most cheerless winter day. The date of

flowering of both plants is uncertain, and they

will appear at any time between the middle of

December and the end of January, not always

influenced by weather, as might be supposed,

beyond being retarded by severe and long-continued

frost. Aconite seed is ripe in May, and may often

HICKLY set with buds for

early bloom arc the

varieties of Erica cariica,

which are now full of rich

promise for an abundant

display of their damty flowers in

the dull days. This is a precious

Heath, free flowering as a rule, of exquisite

beauty, and of inestimable worth for those

who delight in having flowers outdoors all

the year. E. carnea itself makes a neat bnsh

of small foliage, rather prostrate in its habit,

and covered in earliest spring or late winter

with delightful, wax-like, flesh-coloured blooms.

The plants vary, and a deep-coloured one called

E. carnea splendens is a gem. The white variety,

E. c. alba, has the flowers more scattered along

the branches. It is very lovely, and comes even

earlier than the type. The writer had it in

bloom at Christmas, as indeed may be the case

with the flesh-coloured one in some seasons. It

is pleasant to have a bit of " lucky white Heather "

to send to a friend at that season.

A charming set of new varieties of E. carma

has been sent out within the last few years. Some
of them may be a little " too much ahke," but

they are all very dainty, and dift'cr in habit and
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also in time of flowering, even where the colouring

is not specially distinct. The writer cultivates

them all in ordinary light loam, and can thus

testify to their hardiness, their beauty and their

value. The descriptions must necessarily be

brief on account of space. King George V. is,

as should be the 4ase, one of the very best. It

is madder carmuie with dark brown tips. Queen
Mary, as a flower bearing the name of our Queen
ought to be, is another most valuable Heath.

It is pale carmine with a base of light pink and
tips of sienna. Prince of Wales is of a distmct

colour from the preceding, and is of soft grey

pink with brown tips. It looks a little wanting

in coloiu", perhaps, but is much appreciated.

Queen of Spain is another light-coloured one,

yf madder pink with madder brown tips. Thomas
Kingscote is Italian pink with brown tips. Mrs.

Samuel Doncaster may be considered well described

as of a medium shade of rose carmine with burnt

sienna tips. Winter Beauty, which blooms
early, is a gem ; the flowers are light pink with

burnt sienna tips, and very early. C. J. Back-

house is a pretty blush white touched with grey.

The variety pra^cox rubra is a very early,

rich rose carmine variety and highly appreciated.

Pink Pearl is of a pleasing blush pink. James
Backhouse has the blooms of a clelicate~niadder

pink, faintly suffusctl with a land of fawn shade

and with tips of madder brown. Finally, we
have the elegant-habited graciUs, which has

Italian pink flowers with dark brown tips.

It is almost superfluous to say that a bed of

these Heaths in winter is of engaging beauty,

while in clumps in the rock garden they command
universal praise.

Dumfries. S. Arnott.

CORDON FRUIT TREES.

iT

is well known that first-class results are

obtained from cordons, and in districts

that are not altogether congenial to fruit

culture, better results are obtained from this

class of tree than from bush and pyramid

specimens, provided they are given the

shelter of a ^^all. Cordon trees have everything

in their favour. They not only produce the

finest fruits, but take up little room, are kept

easily under control, and cast very little shade

upon the garden.

Cordons in the Open.—(Jood results can lie

obtained, however, liy planting cordons in an
open position in the garden or Ijy the sides of walks,

where they may be secured to wires for support.

As they are planted nmch closer together than

other kinds of trees, a greater selection of varieties

can be cultivated on a given space, which would
prove an advantage to the small gro\ver and
exhibitor. During a visit paid to the gardens

at Eastnor Castle, Ledbury, in September last I was
much impressed by the finely finished Apples

and Pears growing on cordon trees in different

aspects. Mr. G. Mullins, who has achieved con-

siderable success as a fruit-grower for many years,

has planted cordons largely at Eastnor, and is

a firm believer in their merits. Peaches and
Nectarines are even treated in this way, and they

bear fine crops of fruit annually. Most of the

best dessert Pears may be grown as cordons,

choosing varieties to form a succession. The
plants should he i8 inches apart, and trained in

an oblique manner against the wall. After the

A SUSSEX HEATH GARDEN FROM A PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN IN JANUARY.
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top of the wall is reached, it is often a good plant

to take up a second growth from the base, thus

making them double cordons. Under such con-

ditions growth is less restricted, and the trees

are not so liable to make rank wood. When
this is done, however, it is necessary to allow

more space between the specimens. Apples

should also be trained obliquely, and in addition

to growing dessert varieties, such as Cox's Orange
Pippin, The Houblon, Wealthy, Coronation,

Charles Ross, James Grieve and Rival, some of

the more attractive culinary varieties merit

inclusion, especially if required for e.xhibition.

Among these, Peasgood's Nonsuch. Emperor
-Vlexauder, C.ascoyne's Seedling, Bismarck, Newton

means of root-pruning in the autumn, (iood

Peaches for this treatment include Duke of \'ork.

Peregrine, Dymond, Bellegarde. Barringtoii,

Crimson Galande and Sea Eagle. Of Nectarines,

Early Rivers, Lord Napier, Humboldt, Pit-

maston Orange and Spencer are among the

best.

In addition to the kinds mentioned, Plmns
can be grown as cordons with success. Goose-

berries succeed admirably in this way, and the

best dessert varieties should be grown either

against a wall or on a trellis in the open. Red
and White Currants also lend themselves to this

method of culture, and if grown on a wall with

a north aspect will furnish a succession to bushes

growing in the open
garden, J. Gardner.

Gloucestershire.

PRUNING
FRUIT TREES.

APPLES, PEARS AND
PLUMS.

M

CORDON PEARS TRAINED OBLIQUELY ON
TREES PRODUCE THE FINEST

Wonder and Blenheim Pippin are among the best.

One advantage of treating these as cordons is

that the fruits are easily exposed to the sun
to obtain the high colour that is so desirable.

It is also an easy matter to feed the trees to

advantage when carrying heavy crops. Quite
low walls are suitable for cordon Apples, and
those of onlv fi feet or 7 feet in height answer
admirably.

Peaches and Nectarines should be trained

in a perpendicular manner. Side shoots are

encouraged at suitable distances apart and secured
to the wall, and from the base of each a young
growth is trained in each year to replace the old

fruiting wood after it has been cut away. Any
tendency to rank growth is easily checked by

.\N\' owners of

fruit gardens

are this
season com-

pelled to

prune their

own fruit trees owing to the

scarcity of labour on the

land, and for this reason it

is felt that a few simple

directions on the pruning

of fruit trees will prove

useful to those who are

unaccustomed to this work.

This article deals solely

with the winter pruning

of Apples, Pears and
Plums ; the pruning of

bush fruits, such as Black

Currants, Red Currants,

Gooseberries and Rasp-

berries, will be dealt with

in a future article. The
chief objects of pruning

are (i) to let light and air

into the trees and bushes
;

(2). to induce the formation

of well-shaped trees and to

furnish them with fruitful

wood.

The remark is often

heard that an amateur can-

not prune his own trees,

and there is a great deal of truth in it, for,

generally speaking, he is much too tender-

hearted to cut his trees to anything like a

sufficient extent. Neglect in this direction

in^•ariably leads to a thicket of growth and very

poor fruit ; and when once a tree has reached

this stage it may take years to brmg it back to

a fruitful condition. With standard, and bush

trees it is imperative that the centres of the trees

should be kept open. It so often happens that

a tree may be vastly improved by the removal

of a large branch in the centre.

It would be impossible to emphasise too strongly

the importance of using a really" sharp, strong

pruning - knife. Apart from the inconvenience

of a poor knife, it should always be remembered

A WALL
FRUIT.

SUCH

that a clean cut will heal much quicker than a

jagged one, and this is a matter of vital importance,

since the worst disease to which fruit trees are

heir, viz., canker, can onl\" enter the tree by way
of a wound when the inner tissue of the tree is

left exposed to the air. For this reason it is

advisable after removing large branches to cover

the newly cut surfaces with tar or white paint.

While the knife is unquestionably the best instru-

ment for pruning a good pair of secateurs has its

advantages, particularly in the hands of the in-

experienced knifesman, for with secateurs, so long

as the wood is not unduly pinched, the work will

proceed more easily, at a greater pace, and with

less likelihood of causing injmy either to the tree

or to the operator. There are a few hard and fast

rules in pruning that should always be borne in

mind. For instance, one should always prune

to a bud pointing outwards, since the growth made
by the branch will be in the direition of the leading

bud. Again, one branch should ne\er be allowed

to cross another.

Pruning Young Trees.—For the lirst few years

of its life the young tree receives very severe prun-

ing at the hands of the nmserjTnan. This treat-

ment is essential for the foundation of a sturd\',

fruitful tree, and it is afterwards left to the fruit-

grower to continue the good work of the nursery-

man. In the early stages the pruning is done

primarily with the object of forming a bush or

tree of the desired shape, the knife is used freeh'.

many branches being shortened to one half their

length, otherwise straggling, unshapely trees will

result. Those trees that were planted last autuiiui

require severer pruning than established trees.

Apples and Pears.—Let us now pass on to

the pruning of established trees, with which the

fruit-grower is mostly concerned. It must bo

borne in mind that both the Apple and Pear in

most cases bear their fruit on short spurs or side

growths of stunted appearance. One object in

pruning is to convert the ordinary side branches

into fruit-spurs, and this is accomplished by

cutting back the side shoots to within two or

three buds of the main branch. This is well and

clearly seen in the case of cordon trees, which

should be furnished throughout their entire length

with fruiting spurs, and the object in pruning a

bush, pyramid or trained tree is to make ever\'

branch resemble a cordon. In the case of the

Apples Irish Peach,. Mr. Gladstone and Worcester

Pearmain, however, the fruits are to a great extent

prciduced on the tips of the young shoots, and for this

reason the young growths should be left unpruned.

with the proviso that they are not overcrowded.

These three varieties are exceptions, for practically

all other Apples fruit on spurs. There is an axiom

in fruit-growing which rmis " once a spur always

a spur," and it is generally understood that fruit-

spurs should never be pruned. But it sometimes

happens—more especially with trained Pear

trees—that even the fruit-spurs are overcrowded,

and in such unusual instances they should, ol

course, be thinned. Pruning should be completed

within the next few weeks.

Pruning Plums.—Unlike Apples and I'ears,

Plum trees resent severe prunuig, and they are

often best left alone. Except hi very young

trees, which require hard prunuig, a simple thin-

ning of overcrowded wood is all that is necessary
;

and there is a wide difference of opinion as to

whether pruning is best done in the summer or

winter. Where trees are subject to the disease

known as gumming, winter pruning should

certainly be avoided. H. C.
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EXHIBITION VEGETABLES
V. UTILITY.

A PROPOS the recent correspondence in

/% The Garden, for several years the

/ % Council of the Royal Horticultural

A~^% Society, in compiling their schedule

• * of prizes, have included a special

class for vegetables that are deemed

suitable for table use, possessing the qualities most

valued by cooks for daily use. To emphasise

their ideas as to what constitutes the best

table vegetables, the Cotmcil inserted a special

clause in the schedule empowering the judges to

disqualify any exhibit which in their opinion does

not contain the most suitable vegetables for the pur-

pose stipulated. In 1913 the prizes were withheld

on account of the excessive size of the specimens,

the judges considering them too large for table

use. The inclusion in the schedule of such a class

points to one of two things. First, the Council

do not consider the usual method of presenting

vegetables at shows quite the best suited as

individual kinds for daily use as food ; or, secondly,

tliey wish to introduce a different type of

specimen as a comparison with those so commonly

staged at their and other societies' shows.

Such a class they probably thought would be

educational and be a fair way of testing public

opinion as to the appearance and utility of

such a class.

For many years a difference of opinion has

existed generally as to what really constitutes

quality in vegetables. If the awarding of prizes

during the past t\vo decades is to be taken as a

guide, then I say that size in many kinds of vege-

tables is the ruling factor.

It cannot be said that the Council of the Royal

Horticultural Society had been rewarded with

a typical exhibit, of which they were apparently

seeking, until the vegetable show held in their hall

on September 28 last. I think I shall not merit

criticism if I say that the first and second prize

exhibits in Cfass 2, in which nine distinct kinds were

asked for, were distinctly typical of what was
required as an educational lesson and a comparison

with other exhibits in the show in other classes.

It is doubtful if similar excellent exhibits have

ever been staged that came nearer to the apparent

requirements of the schedule. Such educational

examples may or may not convmce the exhibitor

of other types of culture, the public, or the Council

itself that the acme of perfection has at last been

arrived at. Whether such exhibits will in the

future be encouraged, or whether we go back to

the larger specimens for public approval, is a

problem for compilers of schedules. Who shall

decide which is the correct model ? I would ask.

To give readers an opportunity of judging what

the specimens exhibited in the premier prize

exhibit were, I purpose briefly to give some
particulars of each kind. Runner Beans, 9 inches

long, lialf an inch wide; Tomatoes, 3 inches in

diameter ; Cauliflowers, 4 inches to 5 inches

;

Onions, 3 inches to 4 inches ; Potatoes, 3 inches
;

Carrots, 2 inches to 4 inches ; Celery, 3J inches
;

Brussels Sprouts, i inch ; and Peas some 5 inches

long.

This exhibit came in for a large share of admira-

tion, and was used for the purpose of comparison

with other exhibits of an opposite character,

especially the Potatoes, which were in many
instances of large size. Observer.

ROADSIDE GARDENS.

IN
such a paper as The Garden, which

deals so widely with horticulture, I would
express what I might call my views on
roadside garden planning. I, like most
garden-lovers, value the privacy of my own
garden ; but when I have occasion to

travel about and to pass through town, village or

suburb, I still look for the pleasing sight of well-

kept gardens, chiefly front gardens, as they are

not usually closed to outside view. But how often

does one see and enjoy the sight that would influence

for good the greater part of the public, that is,

an unfenced garden—beauty seen at ease, not

by having to look through or over any obstacle.

On passing along the public way one has to see

on either side conspicuous barriers between public

and private property, unornamental, conven-

tional and generally unnecessary things. They

of flowers of suburban gardens within easy reach

of the public
; indeed, fine bunches can often be

picked without stepping from the public pathway.

Further into the country beautiful gardens are

sometimes seen practically unguarded ; and there

are more remote pretty villages where to fence a

garden would be considered a waste of time and
material. Who, on passing along a walk or drive

of a gay public park, would care to see any of

the typical front garden walls and railings on
either side of the way ; or who would think of

ere:ting them around a lawn to hide the flower

borders ? I claim, therefore, that they are as

inappropriate around front gardens as they are

within a public park or in a strictly private

garden. [The Rose walks and herbaceous borders

along the highways of Purley, Srurrey, have
proved a marked success, and might well be

followed in other places.

—

Ed.]

In Colonial cities I have seen flower borders

unfenced (except for a few low hoops or rocksl

A ROADSIDE GARDEN AT PURLEY.

mar the beauty that lies behind them, and help

to make the roads (often termed "Gardens")
simply thoroughfares lacking beauty. I ask the

reader to compare these customary methods in

town planning with an imaginary vista of open

gardens, or even unfenced sward. Why not

as an all-sufficient dividing line have a gfeen

verge or a low hedge, which could be of Roses ' Or

where the garden owner would prefer to beautify

still more, a flower border would be a finer feature, if

only of Nasturtiums, for they without a fence tower-

ing up in front would help to make the way gay.

Such suggestions will rouse the critics, and

rightly so. Some there are who could not tolerate

the thought of passing folk having access to their

cherished borders. Daring children, certain adults

and the neighbours' dogs might form imaginary

obstacles sufficient to prevent an application of

the idea ; but when flowers, however gay, are

abundant, they often fail to tempt. I daresay

most readers, like myself, have noticed the choicest

adjoining the pavement in busy thoroughfares,

and have seen city park boundary walls and fences

minimised or entirely removed, successfully in

everj' respect.

I do not think a fair trial could possibly fail

in most neighbourhoods, and once success has

resulted from the first ventures, the plan

should be almost universally adopted. Where
the houses have but a few square yards of

ground in front, I recognise that the scheme

must be out of the question, especially as

such houses are generally well within the

big towns.

The whole scheme may have many flaws, but

they will soon be exposed. The suggestions are

made with the desire to beautify, but the successful

working of the scheme ought to boom the horti-

cultural trade ; besides, it will be a step towards

Nature, which is saying a great deal for it, and

must, as already remarked, have a good influence

on people. A. G. Saunders.
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FORMAL OR INFORMAL
GARDENS AND PARKS.

m
ANY years have now gone by since

we first saw, in childhood, an

informal and charming English

garden. It was not in England,

but in the West of France, some
miles from the little town of

Savigne-l'eveque, and it lay in front of a chateau

that was then occupied by a worthy old gentleman,

much esteemed by the surrounding folk, a certain

General Fitzgerald, who retired after passing

more than forty j'earsin the service of Great Britain.

It is a very keen pleasure for a Frenchman who has

made England his home to recall such a memory.
Since that time we iave seen the park of

Versailles ; the ItaUan park of the Escurial, near

Madrid ; and a goodly number of

other formal parks and gardens, too

French or too Italian, reproduced

in England, and copied in all their

rigid lines and arrangement. Fortu-

nately, there is not wanting a

vigorous criticism directed against

this formal and inferior style, and
readers may find articles published

in The Garden, articles as charm-

ing as they are unassuming, acute

and profound essays in the sound

pliilosophy of the garden. We may,
then, be excused if we mention an

excellent lecture which %vas given to

members of the Royal Horticultural

Society and pubUshed a few months
ago in The Garden. The author,

Mr. James Hudson, V.M.H., protests

against the geometrical style, as in-

capable of producing a really artistic

effect, and with as much justice as

courage says :
" Get rid once and for

ever of all idea of formality and

then try to imitate Nature, or rather

work in accord with Nature." But

how many people there are who never

dream of such a course. They see

Nature and they enjoy Nature,

but they consider her always in

lierself, independently of the con-

nection which should exist between

her and the garden, and they

never think of asking from her RHODODI'
those lessons which would help

them to produce work of real

taste and refinement near their own homes and

on their own property. As a necessary conse-

quence, certain owners and gardeners have none

but the commonplace idea of a demesne, whether

great or small, and have no other conception

except one of straight lines of trees and shrubs

and flowers. They may also make them follow

winding walks in awkward curves, with an

exaggerated pretence of the. picturesque—or,

again, multiply little beds and little borders on

tiny lawns, filling tliera with those eternal

scarlet Geraniums, yellow Calceolarias and blue

Lobelias "in a weary repetition that ends by

becoming detestable."

It is possible, too, to adopt a large and simple

plan, to plant trees and shrubs in a harmonious

way, to group fine perennials, to keep a place

for a certain number of bright annuals, and to

obtain an almost continuous flowering for the

delight of the eye and the joy of the heart, and
^ret to spoil all if there be lack of intelligence, of

understanding, of accurate knowledge of the

subject.

We have seen in some public gardens in

Scarborough and Whitby long and large borders

which could have been made to produce an admir-

able effect, but, instead of that, have been cut

up into infinite squares, all equal in size and all

planted with rows of annuals or perennials, with

as much art as one would apply to the planting

of Leeks or Cabbages. We have seen the same
system of rectangular planting prevailing in

certain rockeries. We only pray that the prac-

tice be not contagious in England, or there will

be an end of the artistic garden and of the happi-

ness of those who are in close svmpathy with

Nature.

The Garden has done a real service in publish-

ing articles in which the tedious formal style is

and producing none of " that sense of expectancy,

of that charm of mystery, that is the best quality

with which a pleasure ground can be indued."

since such borders "show everything all at once,

leaving nothing more to expect, nothing more to

hope for." So wrote Miss Gertrude Jekyll in

The Garden a few months ago.

And yet if there is one region in which good

herbaceous plants have ousted the commonplace
usurpers, it is in wide and even in narrow borders.

We have certified this fact in a goodly number of

such borders set before or around many splendid

residences, pretty viUas. or even humble dwelling-

houses. In the garden which surrounds otir

little church no plant at all costly or rare is

displayed ; but we have planted or sown lovingly

well-grown Laburnums, simple annual Poppies
,

and Virginian Stocks. Foxgloves, Thlaspi, Mont-
bretias, Chrysanthemtim maximum. Madonna
Lilies, &c. A few well-grouped Oats join these

each year, not as a treat for a pony,

which we do not possess, but for the

pleasure of passers-by, who have

remarked more than once how mucli

these Oats added to the elegance

of our free borders. But, however

this may be, one thing is certain :

that formal regularity and geometrical

design have found no place in our

Filey garden. We, too, in our own
measure, liave tried to work in accord

with Nature, daughter of God

—

with Nature that manifests her

Creator. E. Roultn.

IVIES IN THE GARDEN.

;ndrons grouped with ease and natu
in a hampshire park.

censured as it deserves, and in publishing excellent

descriptions of gardens which are living examples,

and if carefully studied would be a powerful

help towards an appreciation of the garden or the

park that would be at once simple and grand.

Tile view in a little park in Hampshire which is

now shown pleads the same cause, and forms in

truth an exquisite picture of ease and naturalness.

Rliododendrons, which elsewhere we liave seen

placed in accurate lines and at the same distance

from one another, are in this park grouped witli

skill and ingenuity. The reader will observe the

great Fir with branches bending down to the

ground, a Fir which has abandoned classical

form and regularity, and none the less produces

an effect as picturesque as it is pleasant.

As to borders, several plants are still used too

much in straight Imes, by house and by pathway,
resulting in llie usual stiff and monotonous effect,

In many cases Ivies are regarded as

plants to be grown only for covering

or hiding buildings, walls or objects

that may be considered imsightly.

For such purposes the plants are

undoubtedly very suitable. There

is much variety in Ivie'fe, and if a

judicious selection is made, the result

will be a very beautiful effect. To

grow them successfully—that is, to

reap the full beauty of each variety

—

the rooting medium should lie re-

stricted. This can be done by the

judicious use of slates or tiles, or both,

RALNESS but not wood in any form. Plants

in pots look charming when the

pots containing them are plunged in

the groimd in positions where ordinary shrubs

do not thrive on account of the shallo\vness and

poorness of the soil. Such is sometimes found

on raised banks. The plants, being in pots, can

be treated at the will of the owner as regards soil

and removal from one position to another. It

is essential to success that each plant be supported

by a strong but neat stake. Some of the

variegated varieties look charming on sunny

walls, especially very low ones, as the branches

can be trained to right .ind left.

Green-Leaved Varieties.—Conglomorata, erect-

growing ; dentata, digitata and palmata, slow-

growing ; reegneriana and lobata major, strong-

growing.

Variegated.—Hedera aurea spectabilis, golden
;

Cavendishii, golden ; marginata, maciilata lati-

folia, Mrs. Pollock, marmorata elegans minor and

Silver Striped. G. G.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning.—The pruning of wall trees should

now be <oruii!eted without delay, every fine day
being devoted to such work. When dealing with

Peaches and Nectarines, the whole of the trees

should he detached from the wall, and all the old

shreds and tying material burnt.

Apricots.—In many gardens these are not

successful, and whenever they are to be planted a

well-drained site must be chosen, while some mortar
rubble from old buildings should be added. The
free use of the knife should be avoided and no
doubt pinching in due season would be more
beneficial to the trees. Overcrowding must be
prevented and badly ripened wood cut out.

Plants Under Glass.

The Flower House. — Now that the Chry-
santhemums are over, every endeavour should be
made to keep this structure as bright as possible.

Primulas, a few earlv Azaleas, Roman Hyacinths,
Schizanthus, &c., will be in bloom ;

while many
shrubs can be gently forced to maintain a supply.

Some of the Tulips may be placed in heat, and
Narcissi, such as Golden Spur, will soon be in

flower. Narcissi, as a rule, will not respond to

forcing ; but when the buds can be seen, a little

extra warmth will be of considerable benefit.

Cinerarias which have been kept in a cold pit

or frame may now be given cool greenhouse treat-

ment. Clarkias must be kept cool, and as the

necessity arises they may be transferred to their

flowering pots. These are beautiful annuals

for blooming in the spring, especially Firefly and
Salmon Scarlet.

Roses in Pots.—These should be arranged in

a house where the night temperature is from
40° to 45°, and be given a spraying overhead when
the weather is bright. As growth advances, the

temperature may be raised gradually. Avoid
cold draughts of air, or mildew will appear.

The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—If early bulbs are required either

for the kitchen or exhibition purposes, the seed

may now be sown in boxes of loamy soil, selecting

a good form of Ailsa Craig. Avoid heat unless

exhibition Onions are needed, when more attention

will be necessary ; but for ordinary use the boxes
may be placed in a cool Peach-house and brought
on gradually.

Lettuce.—^This desirable crop should be watched
closely. Those planted in the open must be lightly

hoed when the soil is in a suitable condition,

while any in frames should be freely ventilated

and all decaying leaves removed immediately.

A further sowing of Commodore Nutt may be
made in boxes. Mustard and Cress should be sown
at intervals, according to the demand.

The Flower Garden.

Hollyhocks.—These may be successfully grown
if treated as annuals, a procedure recommended
where the disease is prevalent, as vigorous seed-

lings are less susceptible to attack than plants

propagated by division or cuttings. Seeds Should

be sown in gentle heat, and directly the seedlings

are large enough they should be given a separate
existence by placing each in a small pot. Grown
on and hardened off graduall;', they will make
nice plants for putting out later on ;

but an open
site should be chosen and where the soil is in good
heart.

Stocks of the East Lothian type should be sown
at this period in gentle heat. If moved on as

required, excellent plants will be secured for

planting out in April, which will furnish a fine

display of bloom in August and September.

Fruit Under Glass.

The Vinery.—Such work as cleaning and pruning
dormant Vines should be proceeded with, pro-

viding the leaves have fallen. Where the rods are

infested with mealy bug, measures mnst be taken
to get rid of this pest. They should be washed
with a strong solution of Gishurst Compound
after removing all the loose bark, but care must
be taken not to injure the inner bark and dormant
eyes. The house must be thoroughly cleansed

and the walls washed with lime. When growth
begins, a sharp watch must be kept for mealy
bug, and every one destroyed. By' perseverance

this pest will be held in check, if not entirely

eradicated. T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castle/ord, Chcpatow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Early Potatoes.—For early supplies these should
be sprouted in boxes before being planted in pits

or frames. Care is necessary in giving protection

from frost, but at the same time air should be
admitted on fine days to avoid coddling ; and,

as soon as ready, some fresh light soil may be

added for earthing up.

Early Carrots and Turnips.—These are usually

in great demand, and the best method of obtaining

them early and tender is to prepare a hotbed of

leaves and stable litter of a suitable size for the

frames ; a margin of 2 feet all round will be
sufficient. After the bed has settled down and
a few inches of light soil have been placed on
the top, the seeds may be sown.

Asparagus.—Roots of this may be forced on
a gentle hotbed, and provide a welcome change I

in the menu at this season. If a fresh bed is laid

down annually, an equal area will be available

each year for forcing. The same hotbed will

serve for successive forcings, because, as the season

advances, less artificial heat is required.

Lettuces and Radishes.—Where salads are

appreciated, these may also be raised on hotbeds

of manure. Radish seed should be sown broadcast

along with that of Carrots, and the Radishes will

be ready to draw just at the time when the

young Carrots require more room. Choose early

Turnip Radishes for earliest use. Lettuces are

best sown in boxes and pricked out on a hotbed,

where they will develop rapidly.

Garden Refuse.—This is a valuable source of

manurial supplies in any season, but more particu-

larly at the present time when our usual supplies

of potash manure have been cut off. All garden

prunings and refuse should be collected and burned

or charred ; and when a fire is once well lit, it is

surprising how much waste material can be con-

verted into valuable manure. The ashes should

be stored, if possible, in a dry place until required,

when they will be found beneficial to all crops,

more especially to root crops.

Lime.—Applications of lime should be regularly

given to the garden. The form in which to

apply it mav varv according to different local

circumstances, but the good results are always

apparent. Garden refuse that has become too

wet and heavy for converting into potash manure
by means of "the fire heap should be mixed with

lime shells, when a useful compost will result

either for use in the kitchen or flower garden

or for mixing with potting soils. I am becoming

more and more convinced that gas-lime applied

to soils where club root is prevalent proves a

perfect cure. Apply this on the surface after the

ground has been dug, if possible some weeks in

advance of cropping.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries.—The shoots of these should be

thinned out and tied to their supports. Old

plantations having the ground well filled with roots

should receive a top-dressing of manure, supple-

mented later bv dressings of liquid manure from

the farmyard. "This, as is generally well known,

contains a larger element of potash than solid

manure, and on this account should be utilised

to its full extent this season.

Gooseberries and Currants.—Where this stock

is free from mildew and mite, it is advisable, for

young plantations, to propagate from one's own
stock. Stout, even, short-jointed cuttings shordd

be selected from the prunings. These can be laid

in a cool shed until a stormy day, when they should

be made, tied into bundles with their names
attached, and heeled in until it is convenient to

plant them.

The Flower Garden.

Alterations.—Any work that has to be done in

connection with lawns should be pushed on now
whenever the weather is favourable, as any
turf disturbed will have ample time to recover
before mowing begins.

Shrubs.—Many varieties of hardy shrubs can
be moved now, if it is only moving from one part
of the grounds to another. It is not advisable,

however, to have these plants sent by rail so

early in the season.

Lily of the Valley.—A good top-dressing of

well-decomposed manure should be given at this

season to old-established beds. Moss litter manure
from the stables makes an excellent feeding agent :

liquid manure is also valuable for increasing the
flower supply. The remainder of the crowns
required for forcing should now be lifted and
placed in boxes or pots in readiness for putting
into heat as required. The crowns should always
be exposed to the frost imtil wanted.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

THE SEED-GROWING IN-

DUSTRY AND THE WAR.

KCOC

M
RESERVED OCCUPATIONS.

R. ARTHUR W. SUTTON, The
Royal Seed Establishment, Reading,

sends us the following communi-
cation, dated January 3 :

" You will be glad to. know that

as a result of an interview on
December 14 with the Board of Trade Committee
dealing with ' reserved occupations,' attended by
representatives of Messrs. Carter and Co., Messrs.

Garton and Co., and by Mr. Edward Sherwood,

Mr. Leonard G. Sutton and myself, the seed-

growing industry, so far as certain expert employes

are concerned, has now been included in the official

list of ' reserved occupations.'

" At the interview we were able to point out

to the Committee that the maintenance of the

national food supply would be an impossibility

if the production and distribution of vegetable

and farm seeds were seriously curtailed, and that

our Colonies would be equally affected, as they

depend almost, if not entirely, upon England for

the supply of seeds of all kinds.

" The Committee gave a very sympathetic

hearing to the views expressed by the deputation,

but much difficulty was experienced in defining

the particular occupations of those expert hands

who might be ' starred,' and the Committee

eventually suggested that the definitions ' heads

of departments ' and ' seed experts ' might meet

the case, and that under the term ' seed experts

'

it might be possible to include those employes

whose technical knowledge in any branch of the

seed-growing or seed-distributing departments of

the trade were absolutely indispensable.

" No doubt the majority of the members of

the seed trade noticed that in the supplementary

list of ' reserved occupations ' published in the

Times of Thursday last, December 30, the seed-

growing industry was included thus ;

" ' Seed-growing Industry : Heads of Depart-

ments and Seed E.xperts.—In view of the import-

ance of maintaining a supply of agricultural seeds,

the Reserved Occupations Committee consider

that farmers growing agricultural seeds in bulk

for seedsmen should receive special consideration

from the Local Tribunals with regard to the

trained men required for the purpose.'
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" On January i I received a letter from the Board

of Trade dated December 30. a copy of which I

enclose, which I think you will be glad to publish,

as the third paragraph gives detailed information

as to the steps which must be taken when any man
whom it is proposed to ' star,' either as a head of

department or seed expert, receives notice calling

him up for service, provided such man has been

attested under Section B, Army Reserve.

" The seed trade has, perhaps, contributed a

larger proportion of men to His Majesty's Forces

than any other business in the kingdom, and

certainly no trade is more desirous to encourage

every available man to join the Forces ; but the

industry, however, cannot possibly be conducted

without expert assistance, and the concessions

now made by the Board of Trade will be appre-

ciated by the trade throughout the country."

Following is a copy of the letter from the Board

of Trade :

" I am directed by the Board of Trade to forward

to you a typed list which includes occupations

reserved in your industry.

" In addition, however, to the typed list, refer-

ence should also be made to the printed lists

enclosed herewith, as they probably contain

the names of other reserved classes of workpeople

in your employment, e.g., mechanics, enginemen,

stokers, carters, etc.

" I am to point out that if any man in a reserved

occupation receives notice calling him up for

service (Army Form W 3, rgs), he should at once

see his employer, who should forward the notice

forthwith to the recruiting officer who has issued

it, together with a certificate signed by the cmplo^'er

stating the precise occupation in which the mar
is actually engaged, and the name, address and

business of the firm by which he is employed.

On receipt of these particulars the recruiting officer

will provisionally cancel the notice calling up the

man, and if on investigation it is found that the

statements made by the employer are correct,

a mark-will be placed in the Army Register against

the name (^f the ma.n.

" I am to add that it is open to employers to

bring before the Local Tribunal for regulating

recruiting, in accordance with Section 11. of

tile enclosed Instructions, the case of any men
ncit included in the lists of reserved occupations,

provided that such men have been attested under

Section B, Army Reserve. Applications for forms

of claim and other communications to Tribunals

should be addressed to the Town Clerk or to

the Clerk to the District Council, as the case

may be. (Signed) 1'. H. McI.eod."

INTERNATIONAL DAHLIAS.

IT
was of great interest to me to compare
the results of elections in America and
the United Kingdom, each held with the

object of discovering the best varieties

of Dahlias for garden decoration or as cut

flowers, The results of the elections

held in England are published in the Year Book
of the National Dahlia Society, while those in

America were conducted by the Florists Exchange,

a trade paper, published in New York.

In America the Dahlia is very largely culti-

vated both in the greater and lesser gardens,

and in some places, notably at Boston, Mass.,

New Haven, Hartford, Long Island, several

places in New Jersey and Maryland, tlic Dahlia

cult is followed with eagerness by a considerable

number of enthusiasts. There are also some
notable raisers of seedlings, both as amateurs

and in the trade. Of these latter may be men-
tioned Nathaniel Slocombe, New Haven ; C.

Ailing, also of New Haven ; George L. Stillman,

Westerly, Rhode Island ; and Laurence Peacock.

Berlin, New Jersey. This, of course, is but a list

of a few chief raisers, and their work is mainly

upon the decorative section, or what are being

called hybrid Cactus ; that is to say, a .section

of large-flowered full Cactus varieties that border

upon the decoratives.

Very few of the finest type of Cactus Dahlias,

such as those that Stredwick has introduced,

are seen here, although importations, I believe,

are made pretty regularly. They seem to lose,

however, that delicate fineness of petal and incurved

fluted form seen in the best exhibits at home.

Some of the Scottish and English gardeners in the

north part of Long Island are among the keenest

exhibitors, and it is in their hands that one finds

these newer up-to-date English Cactus Dahlias.

The fancy here leans towards the larger, heavier

type of bloom, and especially the decoratives

and latterly the Pceony-flowered. The English

single Dahlia is scarcely to be found ; but one

does see frequent exhibits of the giant twentieth

century singles, some of them 6 inches, 7 inches

or more in diameter. Neither these nor the

Collarettes have made much headway, although

I fancy that the best forms of the latter, like

Maurice Rivoire, Souvenir de Chabanne and

similar decorative kinds, will gradually make
headway. What is mostly called for, especially

by the commercial growers, who depend to a

large extent upon the sale of their blooms for a

part of their income, is a firm, full type of flower

that will travel well to market, stand up
boldly in a vase, and last well when sold to cus-

tomers. For this reason the old-fashioned,

broad-petalled type of Cactus, similar to what we
knew twenty years ago, will be found in most

collections. Examples are Perle de Lyon, white
;

Master Carl, golden blush ; Rliinekonig, white
;

and also the new large scarlet variety Kalif.

This has been an exceptionally fine season

for Dahlias in nearly all parts of the LTnited States,

having been cool, as coolness goes here, and showery

all through the summer. For that reason there

is likely to be an increased demand for Dahlias

in the spring, and as English and Scottish growers

do a considerable trade in Dahlia tubers during

tlie winter, it will interest them to know the

varieties that have succeeded here, and which I

find mentioned in the lists of the Year Book of

the National Dahlia Society. These include the

following :

John Riding, bright crimson ; F. W. Fellowes,

ricli apricot ; H. H. Thomas, crimson ; Mary
Furrier, crimson scarlet ; Richard Box, pale

yellow ; Prima Donna, white ; Conquest, dark

crimson ; Sweetbriar, pink ; Rev. Arthur Bridge,

yellow, tipped pink
;
and Rev. T. W. Jamicson,

creamy pink.

The show varieties are fewer, and include

R. T. Rawlings, yellow ; Gracchus, rjrange buff

;

Ge>ld Medal, yellow, splashed red ; and possibly

also Dorothy Peacock, rosy mauve.

Of the Pompons, four occur in both election

lists, namely, Bacchus, red ; Nerissa, pink
;

Neatness, salmon buff; and Darkest '>f All,

blackish crimson.

The largest number of " internatinual "favourites

are in the decorative group, as witness Princess

Juliana, creamy white ; Delice, rose pink ; Papa
Charmet, deep crimson ; Souv. de Gustav Douzon,
scarlet

; Jeanne Charmet, lilac pink ; Yellow

Colosse, yellow ; Loveliness, bright pink ; and
Le Grand Manitou, heliotrope, speckled purple.

Others that were named, but which failed to win

a place in the American list, were Queen Mary,

rose pink, and Alice Roosevelt, white and mauve.
In the Paeony-flowcred section there was less

similarity. Liberty (scarlet) and Geisha (scarlet

and gold) were winners ; while Bayard (orange

scarlet), Dormouse (crimson) and Chatcnay

were named.
Looking over the American list, it is seen that

a large percentage of the best varieties are of

German and Dutch origin ; while others, judging

by their name, are French. In England we relv

more on the home-raised product. American

seedlings, however, are taking their place, and will

do so more and more.

New York. J. H.\rrison Dick.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

FLOWER GARDEN.
A COMPANION PLANT FOR CROCUS SIEBERI

(C. //. .4.).—As fragrance and a dwarf habit art* required,
no plant could provide them bitter than Sweet Alyssum
(A. maritimiini compactum). Sturdy young sccdlinjzs

could be planted out in JMay as the Crocus leaves are
beginning to turn yellow. Great care should be taken
to avoid injury to the Crocus conns, and their leaves
should not be' removed until quite dry. The Crocus
seeds could be collected and s-own in a pot ^unk in the
ground, or pushed into the In d among Ih.i- old plants.

ABOUT SPIRAEA ASTILBOIDES (7'. il/.).—Spirsea
astillioidfs is a native of Japan. It was fir.st introduced
into this country by tlio late Jtr. 'William Bull of Chelsea,
through the agency of Mr. Thomas Hogg, Bergen Street,
Brooklyn, New York, in the autumn of 1S77. Other
plants obtained from tljat source at the same time were
the Banded Rush, sent out in 1880 as Juncus zcbrinus,
now known as Scirpus Tabernsemontanii zebrinus; and
Polygonum multifiorum, a rapid-growing climber. The
Spir^a, which came from Japan as Astilbe species, was first

shown in flower in 1S80 as Splrjea nivosa, which name
was, on the authority of Mr. Thomas Moon- of Chelsea
Botanic Gardens, changed to Spirsea astilboides. Before
its distribution in 1884 it often tignred in competitive;
groups of new plants, botli at Kensington and Ilegent's
Park, and attracted a deal of attention. Soon after its

introduction to this country Spirtea astilboides had a
very narrow esc<ipe of being lost. The six plants which
comprised tlic entire stock were plunged out of doors
in the nursery for the winter. The spot selected was
close to the establishment of Messrs. Weeks, the horti-
cultural builders, in which an extensive fire broke out
in the Christmas of 1877. One of the houses in the nursery
was burned, and the Spira-as buried under a mass tif

debris. They were severely injured, but all suri/ived,

and with care a sufficient stock was obtained to send it

out in 1884. Thi're was a good demand for it at half a
guinea each. A few years after, a variety originated in

an accidental manner in Belgium, presumably the result

of a cross between Spiraea astilboides and the well-known
Spiriea or Astilbe japonica. This, which showed traces

of both parents, was put into commerce as Spira\i astilli-

oides floribunda. Tliere arc now several varieties of
this class, of wliich Gladstone and Washington are among
the best.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
TO KILL A LIME TREE {Ttovk Ganh-n).~-\imv Lime

tree can be killed by removing a ring of bark a foot wide
right down to the wood, from the bottom of the tree.

This should be done at once. It would, however, be
advisable to expose some of the main roots and cut tliem

through, to stop the groA\i:h of suckers ; or, if that cAnn<»t

be done, take an inch auger and bore a number of holes

into the main roots, afterwards filling the holes with
salt. That ouglit to effectually prevent the growth of

suckers,
BOOK ON TREES AND SHRUBS (rai:o).~rtescrii)tions

of a large number of Hnwering trees and shrubs are given

in " Trees and Shrubs for English Gardens," by Yj, 'J'.

Cook, a work included in the Counivji Life J,ibrary

Series, published by Conutry Lifv, Ijimited. 20, 'Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. and obtainable
from this office. Numerous illustrations are given, but
the genera indicated are not fully illustrated. There am
many works on trees and shrubs, but we <hi not know of

one with full ilhistrations of the various members of the

Pruuus family. A large and quite new deserijitive work
on trees and shrubs is " Trees and Shrubs Hardy in tlu'

British Isles," bv W. .T. Bean.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Adonis amurensis.—This is certainly one of

the most beautiful, as it is also one of the earliest,

flowers of the year. Happily, too, its complete

hardiness is an incontrovertible fact, and not less

so its amenability to cultivation in these islands.

These are points of importance, and should do

much to render so good a plant universally popular.

Coming with the Snowdrop and appearing naturally

in February in the open ground, the cultivator

first gets a glimpse of its golden cups as these push

through the soil somewhat in advance of

the elegant. Fern-like leaves which later

endow the plant with its fullest beauty.

The plant is suited either to the rock

garden or to the border, where, in cool,

loamy soUs, it soon becomes established.

Abies bracteata.—A very handsome
cone-bearing branch of this rarely seen

coniferous subject created much interest

at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society on January ii, when it was
awarded a fiirst-class certificate. It

was taken from a tree nearly 70 feet

high having a spread of branches ex-

tending to 36 feet or more, and. by

reason of its abundant fruiting, is among
the most ornamental of its tribe. The
horizontally disposed branches are beset

with rigid, linear spine-pointed leaves,

glossy green above and glaucous beneath.

The cones are 4 inches or so long, with

3 inch long extending spine-like bracts

terminated by translucent viscid masses,

which, in common with the whole plant,

emit a powerful resinous odour. Highly

ornamental and attractive, it is a little

unfortunate that this native of Southern

California is not sufficiently hardy to do

justice to itself generally in the British

Isles, and should only be planted in

favoured localities. The branch ex-

hibited was sent by Lieutenant-Colonel

Barclay, Berry Hill, Dorking (gardener,

Mr. Graysmark).

Standard Roses.—"I have heard

it said, ' I will not have standards

—they are out of fashion.' Fashion,

with its passing fancies and follies,

has nothing to do with good gardening

directly opposed to every sentiment and principle

that should direct it, and should be entirely

disregarded. A true love of flowers and a genuine

desire to use them in the best ways are the forces

that impel the good gardener and that sustain

him through the earlier years of learning what
is best to do and how to do it."

—

Gertrude
Jekyll, in " Roses for English Gardens."

Slumps in Horticulture.—it is too soon for

anyone to attempt to gauge the extent of the

present horticultural depression. It must be

very considerable, for, like the purchase of old

furniture or pictures, the buying of flowers is

to a large extent a luxury. Let us hope that

as it was after 1831 and 1832, so it will be after

igr4, 1915 and 1916. The agitation over the

great Reform Bill seems to have :reated a situa-

tion strangely akin to the present. It caused

ABIES

it is

BRACTEATA, A CONE-BEARING SPRAY FROM A
TREE NEARLY SEVENTY FEET IN HEIGHT.

people to curtail their ordinary expenses as much
as possible. Improvements and alterations were

suspended. There was no call for trees for either

the pleasure ground or the orchard. Few or no

ornamental shrubs, plants or flowers were then

required for the garden or greenhouse. Hardly

any nurserymen's bills were paid. After the

Reform Bill came the cholera, when the strict

regimen imposed by the doctors still further hit

the dealers, as all raw fruit and vegetables were
strictly forbidden. If the two noted societies of

Islington and Chelsea "went under" then, a

larger and more important one arose from their

ashes, and 1833 saw the start of a new era.

Refugees and Flowers.—We all know that

the present war is responsible for the presence

of many thousands of Belgians in our midst.

The coming of spring reminds us that this is not

the first time refugees from Flanders (as a great part

of Belgium used to be called) have found

an asylum in England. About 1570

large numbers of Flemish weavers, driven

from their own land by religious per-

secution, came over to England with

their collections of Tulips and Auricu-

las, and settled in the neighbourhood

of Norwich and in Lancashire. This

migration is supposed to have been the

beginning of the future fame of Lanca-

shire, not only as a great manufactur-

ing centre, but also as the home of

many generations of keen working-men

florists and gardeners, whose activities

are still apparent in the real old-world

Tulip Show at Middleton, near Man-
chester, and the quaint Gooseberry

shows of that district.

January Flowers.—The mild weather

is very favourable for the development of

the hardy shrubs which naturally flower

at the present time. They make a walk

in the outdoor garden very interesting

at this season, and it is particularly

noteworthy that many of them are

deliciously fragrant. The yellow flowers

of the Witch Hazels are freely borne,

and a little frost does not harm them.

Hamamelis mollis, H. arborea, H.

japonica and the paler-flowered H. Zut-

cariniana all deserve a place in the

shrubbery border. Daphne Mezereum

alba opens in advance of the species

and is powerfully fragrant, as also is

the Winter Sweet (Chimonanthus frag-

rans). Lonicera fragrantissima and L.

Standishii, Rhododendron |.,dauricum

and R. mucronulatuni. Erica hybrida

and the familiar Jasminum nudiflorum comprise

a dozen most useful shrubs at present in flower.

Rhododendron nobleanum, which sometimes has

blooms open at Christmas, is, at the time of

writing, in the London district only showing the

colour of the flower-buds. This seems to point to

the fact that the heavy rains during the last three

months have kept the temperature of the soil

lower than during an a\erage winter.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Artificial Aids to Daffodil Fertilisation.

—

I am but a learner, despite "Novice's" opinion

of my self-confidence, and therefore shall

be glad if he will tell me whether he has recorded

any actual, proved results from his practice of

" anointing the stigma of shy seeders with a prepara-

tion to induce and stimulate the growth of the

pollen tube." It is well known that pollen will

grow readily in a weak sugar solution. I have

myself often interested young folk by showing

them the development of the tubes on a glass

slide under the microscope. But my experiments,

some twenty years ago, in helping fertilisation

by this method gave entirely negative results.

special merit in the striped Damask Rose, com-

monly known as York and Lancaster, for making
pot-pourri. The true York and Lancaster, which

I believe is a gallica, would have more scent.

But if a Rose was grown specially for this purpose,

it haxi better be the one known as Kazaidik, the

kind grown in Bulgaria for making attar of Roses
;

or the Rose des Parfumeurs, another old Rose

of sweet scent, both of the centifolia class. It

should be remembered that when any one of

these Roses is specially recommended in an old

recipe, a hundred years ago there were little

more than three or four classes of bush Roses

commordy grown in gardens, and that, excepting

the Scotch Briars and the climbing AjTshires,

they would be probably all derived from Damask,

gallica and centifolia. In practice we find that

all kinds of Roses serve for the making of good

pot-pourri. We make it in quantity every two

PRIMULA PURDOMII, AN EXQUISITE SPECIES THAT IS DIFFICULT TO GROW.

The late Sir Michael Foster, a most competent

authority, tried it at the same time, and our

conclusion, supported by microscopic examination

of the stigma so treated, was that the pollen grains,

finding the required sugar on the surface, did

not trouble to seek it by penetrating deeper ; in

short, that such applications were a distinct bar

to fertilisation instead of a help. I experimented

on all sorts and conditions of flowers, under glass

and outside.—G. H. Engleheart.
Roses for Pot-Pourri.—I was told that the

best Rose for pot-pourri was the York and Lan-
caster. I planted one or two trees here in Maida
Vale and sent one or two to a friend in the country.

Though these have bloomed now for two or three

years, none of the blooms has any fragrance

whatever. Can the trees be a wrong species ?

The flowers are single and striped red and white.

—

Maida Vale. [To this enquiry Miss Jekyll kindly

replies ; " It is doubtful whether there is any

years, using ten to twelve bushels of Roses picked

in fullest bloom, the remainder being leaves of

Sweet Geranium, Sweet Verbena, Bay, and any-

thing of lasting fragrance that comes to hand,

besides the salts used in the gradual preparation

and the spices and sweet powders that are added
at the final mixing."

—

Ed.]

Primulas of Doubtful Hardiness.—Mr. E. H.
Woodali, in his interesting notes from the Riviera

in your issue of the 8th inst., mentions that

Primula malacoides will bear any treatment in

winter. Mr. E. A. Bowles, in " My Garden in

Autumn and Winter " (perhaps the most delightful

of the series of his invaluable books), tells his

readers how the same Primula began to bloom in

September and kept up a succession for ten months,

and advises that old plants too lanky for the

greenhouse should be planted out in spring.

Some two months since, having an overplus of

seedlings of P. malacoides, I planted several of

them out in a partially shaded spot, and although

soon after they were subjected, without protection,

to two hard frosts, they are now coming into

bloom. So far I believe P. malacoides has not

yet stood the test of a prolonged hard frost, and

although it is therefore not known whether it

can yet be classed as a hardy Primula in the

sense that P. Auricula is hardy, there is no doubt

that it will withstand a great deal more frost than

it was thought it would. Probably there are

others we coddle unnecessarily. I wonder how
P. kewensis would fare out of doors in a winter

like the present one. Has anyone yet succeeded

in growing and blooming P. Purdomii in the open ?

This is, I fear, a beautiful wretch which flatters

but to deceive, doing well for quite a long time,

and then suddenly succumbing to some mysterious

disorder.—B., Weybridge.

A Selection of Chrysanthemums.—In reply

to Mr. F. J. Townend, issue January 15, page 26,

I wish to say that it was not any slip of the pen

that resulted in recommending the plants of the

variety Lady Talbot to be stopped early in May
;

nor in the case of the variety Amy Poulton.

For thirty years I have been engaged in growing

Chrysanthemums in very large numbers for

exhibition, home decoration and market purposes,

and always write from personal experience. The

first two years after Lady Talbot was introduced

I failed to grow it satisfactorily, through stopping

the plants too late. Since then I have constantly

recommended cultivators—^beginners, not ex-

perienced growers, who all have their own methods

of treating varieties—to stop the variety Lady
Talbot as in the present case, and have received

abundant direct evidence that the resultant blooms

have been all that they could desire. This evi-

dence comes to me from the North of Scotland to

the Southern Counties. Admittedly, the finest

blooms staged for competition last autumn were

grown on plants stopped in May. Stopping

always checks a plant, and I have found that Lady
Talbot and many other varieties that show natural

first breaks at the end of May and early in Jmre

bloom about the same time as the same varieties

do when stopped two or three weeks earlier. I

prefer the natural break, if one could be sure

of getting it just when wanted. The variety

Amy Poulton, to bear a bloom of high merit

from a second crown, must be stopped early in

March. I always respect the opinions advanced

by other growers and generally give them a trialj

but depend chiefly on personal experience. Varieties

vary considerably year by year, and all dates

given must be approximate. Naturally, a grower

in the Northern Counties would stop his plants a

few days earlier than one in the Southern Counties.

One cultivator will, in some instances, obtain good

results from quite different treatment to that of

another.

—

Avon.

Planting Asparagus.—In reply to " E. M.,"

page 2, my description applied to the methods

adopted in France for growing giant Asparagus,

and it is difficult to say which method of planting,

\'iz., one, two or three year old plants, give the best

results. Many first-class growers do plant two

and three year old plants and get splendid results,

as also do those who plant one year old plants.

One year old plants have the advantage of being

more easily planted, and older plants leave the

valuable ground free for a year or two for other

crops. Many growers keep their plantations

in good condition for twenty years or more, and

consider it better to cut lightly the fourth year,

taking a full crop the fifth year. One knows
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quite well, of course, the advantages of spraying

iiN'erliead in the evening ; but most growers have

no time for this. The growers around Paris would

be wasting their time sowing iu pots for general

use, as seeds germinate and grow rapidly in the

open ground. The reason for taking out a shallow

Ircnili is to have a supply of soil to add for a few

years as the plants become larger, and not only

for ease in planting.—W. L. L.

Browallia viscosa.—This Browallia, which Mr.

Woodall tinds so effective as a blue bedder on the

Riviera (page i6), is also a very desirable subject

for the same purpose in thiscountry. It is, however,

more often employed as a pot plant for the em-

bellishment of the greenhouse. Under

these conditions it will flower practi-

cally throughout the year, but is most

appreciated during the winter mouths.

It forms a freely branched, dwarf,

bushy specimen, whose flowers, which

are borne in great profusion, are of a

deep violet blue, conspicuously marked

with white in the centre, the contrast

between the two being very noticeable.

Apart from the fact that it is hardier

than the better-known B. speciosa, the

tone of colour is more striking, though

the flowers are smaller. If cuttings are

struck early in the spring, they

will form good flowering plants in

5-inch or 6-inch pots by the

winter.—H. P.

An Amateur's Vinery.—Many an

amateur gardener I have known has

grown everything well except Grapes,

owing to a lack of confidence and

adhering to ancient viticultural beliefs.

I enclose a photograph showing,

though irnperfcclly, perhaps, what can

be done by an amateur. Grapes

equally as good as those shown in the

photograph were grown with nothing

but sun -heat. After a time, as a

Muscat of Alexandria was grafted on a

Black Hamburgh Vine, one of Kinnell's

Horse-shoe Boilers was installed, and

at a cost of from 2d. to 3d. per day a

good steady heat is maintained.

Grapes being obtained lliree months

earlier than in the cool vinery. I

advise anyone intending to start

Grape growing to find an expert in

the district, if possible
;
pay him to

come in every two or three days or

weekly to advise and help for the first

year ; apply his practical information

in conjunction with the best books on

Grape growing, and in time you will

be able not only to grow Grapes,

but to initiate new methods,

startling perhaps to the old school, yet satis-

factory in their results. Of all the charms of

gardening, after you have mastered your subject,

nothing will have such a fascination as Grape

growing, from the first prenatal stirring of the

bud to the swelling and maturing of the finished

Grape, perfect in berry, in bunch, and, above all,

the subtle charm of a perfect bloom. If a good

foundation is laid, the young Vines not being over-

cropped, in later years no fear may be entertained

as to overcropping. As long as a matured cane is

properly fed and watered, it is, under good manage-

ment, almost impossible to overcrop. Even then,

should a Vine be overcropped through mismanage-

ment, it can be remedied very simply. In the

following year crop the cane very lightly, and at

the same time grow up a young cane from the

lowest part of the trellis from the old cane. This

should mature sufficiently in one year to take

its proper place. The old cane should be cut

right back to the new growth about the time the

leaves fall. To all who contemplate Grape
growing, I would say : Take only the best advice,

read extensively, then use your common sense,

and with time and experience Grapes of good

qi'ality and in quantity will be obtained every

year.

—

Hexrv H.^ll.

A Record of Indoor Carnation Blooms.—My
gardener has just handeel me in his record of

yearlings, furnish a useful cutting all tlirou^^li

the spring and sunmier months from the

two year old plants. The following is the

number of presentable flowers; the weaker

side blooms and superfluous buds are, of cimrse,

removed :

January
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDENS.
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

THERE always seems to be a change in

tlie garden on New Year's Day.

Our better judgment and common
sense, and all the duller, more practical

sides of the understanding would

persuade us it is due to mere sentiment

or the fact that we seek, and therefore find, signs

of fresh growth. Anyway, it pleases me to under-

afternoon, in pleasant contrast to the wild,

blustering, wet morning, I searched the most
likely corners of the garden for early blossoms

and found so many pleasant surprises that I

resolved to make a record of them. The sharp

spell of frost in late November no doubt gave
many plants not only the necessary check that

closes the year's account of growth, but also

'Vf

nuites

)f the

V_^

EARLY SPRAYS OF THE tHIiNLSE
ALMOND, PRUNUS DAVIDIANA.

take a voyage of discovery each first of January^
and to find hope and encouragement for the year
in any bud, blossom, or newly arisen shoots of
bulbous friends that I can discover.

This year yielded more than any before, and
during a spell of w^atery smisbine that came in the

proved the stimulus that

srjnie to turn the page

11 a s I and start afresh the

moment warmer days and rains

arrive.

The use of an ether chtraber in

forcing Lilacs and some other

plants has a somewhat similar

effect on them. The unconsciousness, or inertia

it induces in their protoplasm seems to convince
them that winter is past, their season of rest

ended, and a fresh period of energy and growth
has commenced. A few hours in the ether has

the same effect as many weeks of hard frost.

I can remember mild and rainy Decembers in

which plants hung back as though waiting for

the signal to start, and, surely enough, late January
and February brought the winter they expected.

It seems too good to be true that our winter is

already over ; and we may yet have a very severe

one ; but it is very clear, to judge from this

garden, that many plants believe and act as

if it were.

That was one ray of hope I found among them,
but the most delightful surprise was a vision of

pure white flowers and buds that suddenly caught
my eye, and was provided by a tree of the Chinese

Almond, Prunus Davidiana, that has never
hitherto played at Aaron's Rod before February,
though an older and larger tree of the pink form,

var. rubra, once made the last fortnight of January
beautiful for all who passed along the road by the

garden wall and had eyes to see. In some seasons

these early flowering trees are but a few weeks
before the ordinary ,\lmonds, and then, with
nrany other signs of returning life around them,
do not seem so wonc'erful as when their flowering

follows so closely on the heels of Christmas.

Although introduced from Pekin by the Abbe
David as long ago as rSSj, this useful tree is but

little known. Naturally, if there is only room for

one Almond tree in a garden, the older and morq

showy one should be chosen ; but many a garden
that has plenty of room for it still lacks David's

Almond. The white form is the better, at least

as it behaves here ; its flowers are larger and more
freely produced, and this season it has beaten

the pink form by a week. As it stood out this

evening in the light from the western sky, with

the red and grey trunk of a giant Scots Pine for

background to first one bough and then another

as I moved, it was indeed a wonderfully charming
sight for a winter's day. A few sprays cut for a

tall glass are delightful indoors, and the younger
buds open into even purer flowers than those

that have felt the nip of winter evenings

outside.

Hamamelis mollis was the bush I was seeking

when the Almond attracted me, and it, too, is

early and in full bloom, while H. japonica var.

arborea is only showing a thread or two of gold,

and H. japonica var. Zuccariniana is still colour-

less. This newer and larger-flowered Witch
Hazel, H. mollis, ever since it commenced flowering

here has done so a w'eek or two in advance of

the others, and, as it makes much more show
when in flower, it is the best to plant in quantity

where a colour effect is preferred to a collection

of different forms. The petals of mollis do not

twist and wrinkle like those of japonica, and so

there is more of the golden surface to catch the

eye, and they appear larger than they really are

as compared with those of japonica.

Chimonanthus fragrans and its variety grandi-

florus are full of blossom. The flowers of the

older form are certamly the more strongly scented,

but the greater size and brighter yellow of

those of the varietal form please the eye more.

Therefore, as growing out in the garden, grandi-

florus is the more beautiful, but I grow them both

chiefly to please my nose, so, after all, I prefer the

older friend in spite of its semi-transparent petals.

Another valuable shrub for winter flowering is

Prunus microlepis, a semi-double Cherry from

Japan. We used to call it P. miqueliana, but

Mr. Bean tells us in his invaluable book that is

a \ery different thing. It began to open a few

flowers in November before its leaves had fallen,

and had quite a good show of them when the

snow came and turned them brown. After the

frosts had gone, a fresh crop of bloom appeared,

and even now the little tree show s up as a silvery

cloud of blossom among its bare neighbours.

It is charming for cutting, and some twigs lasted

in full beauty for three weeks. The flowers are

generally produced in pairs and are slightlv

pendent, the petals are rather narrow but number
about fifteen, so that the starry flowers of an

inch in diameter look quite full enough. They
are like a miniature form of Magnolia stcllata,

so starry and white and springing from the bare

brown twigs. After a few days, especially when
cut, the filaments and bases of the petals turn a

bright rose colour, and in that stage the flowers

are at their prettiest. Afterwards the rose colour

appears rather irregularly on the edges and veins

of the petals, and they lose their charmingly fresh

appearance. I only know this plant as grafted

on Cherry stock, and so far have been unable to

strike it. A little group of it would be well worlh

planting wherever a sheltered position in front of

dark evergreens could be given up to it.

Hellebores are well out, and two rather rare

ones in the rock garden need a little looking for.

The first came here as H. Bocconi torquatus,

but according to the " Kew Index" Bocconi is

luit a synonym, and if you like |o follow it round.
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in the supplements yon will soon be giddy, for

you will then find it becomes either Baumgarteni,

Kov., or viridis, L. But in Supplement I., Baum-
garteni, Kov., is considered to be purpurascens,

Waldst., which the original volume declares to

be odorus, Waldst. This ought to cure one of

the trick of rushing to the " Index " to settle

the question, instead of remembering it is but

an index, and therefore should be used only to

find references to the original descriptions of

plants. It is such a temptation, though, to liope

that the case is a plain one and the " Kew Index "

will state it clearly, and save a day's work in a

museum among lierbariura specimens and all the

liooks referred to. It is safer to take the " Kew
Hand List " as guide, and in this case it is helpful,

for it reminds me of the figure of

purpurascens in the Botanical Maga-

zine, but places it as a variety of

viridis. So I get out Vol. LIX. of

the great work, and therein find a

beautifully coloured figure of my
little pkint. It has a great charm

for me, but many might call it

dowdy. Its flowers are well formed,

with round, overlapping sepals, and

have not made up their minds

whether they will be green or purple,

so have a curiously shot effect, being

mostly purple outside but nearly

green within, and in different lights

they vary according to how much the

other colour shines through to the

side you see. The general effect as

growing is of a very neat dove-

coloured flower, with just a trace of

the iris of the bird's breast.

The other Hellebore goes by

llie name of H. lutescens, but is a

colour form of H. orientalis, I

imagine. It is not so yellow as its

name implies, but is tlie nearest

approach to a yellow at present

achieved by a greenish white Helle-

bore, and has a cheery, sunny look

peeping out between a big stone

and a little dark green busli of

Berberis dulcis nana.

Among less remarkable plants arc

the bright red flowers of Pulmonaria

rubra, a good thing for a large

border where it can spread into a wide

mass. Its light green, unspotted

leavts make a good foil to its clear, warm red

bells, which never turn purple or blue as they age.

Iris histrioides var. sophenensis, although so

short in tube that its flowers almost rest on the

ground, makes a patch of dull purplish blue here

and there. The most effective tuft is in the

midst of a large clump of a Sempervivum. A
single bidb got in there by accident, and lias

grown into a closely packed family of at

least ten.

Crocus Iffivigatus is still full of fresh blossoms

in several nooks of the rock garden and in the

Crocus beds and frames, though it has flowered

since October. But the b.st now are some of the

varieties with lilac ground colour and rich feather-

,ing, which always flower later than those witli

white ground which I collected near Athens.

Spring species are well to the fore. C. chrysan-

thus is one of the brightest of all, and tliis season

some of the white and blue forms are as early as

the orange ones. C. ancyrensis is just out, and

liard lo tell from rlirysantlius without seeing its

reticulated tunic, but the absence of black spots

at the base of its anthers and its less globular

shape are safe marks of distinction. A very

dark and large form of C. Sieberi, sometimes

called var. purpureus and sent out years ago as

C. atticus, has beaten the typical and lighter

form, and is well out. C. Imperati in several

variations, C. reticulatus, dalmaticus and Korol-

kowi, with Colchicum libanoticum and hydrophilum

(spring forms) and belated C. variegatum (Parkin-

sonii) and Decaisnei of late autumnal ones provide

a bit of colour ; and Cyclamen Coum, ibericum,

and Atkinsii help them. Galanthus Olga;, the

beautiful autumnal Greek form, has still a flower

or two quite fresli and fair ; but G. ciUcicus and

byzantinus are the Snowdrops of the moment.

they quickly form large hanging tufts or curtains

of foliage that arc very ornamental at all times.

For this purpose they are best planted in the

fissures and cracks while very small, taking care

to press the soil firmly round the roots at the time

of planting. If looked after for a time and kept

moist at the roots, they quickly take hold, sending

their roots down in search of the little moisture

they require.

D. cassius, which is here illustrated, is one of

the best kinds for either a ledge or wall. It is

very variable, and there are several forms grown

in gardens, all ol which are very attractive. Some
varieties have stems 2 inches to 3 inches high

bearing large flowers, while others have branching

stems and reach a height of 6 inches or more.

THE CHEDDAR PINK (dIANTHUS C.ESIUS) ON A ROCKY LEDGE.

Tlius the old year and the new, autumn and sprmg,

join hands in providing interest and hope for the

gardener on this winter's dav.

THE CHEDDAR PINK.
(DIANTHUS C^SIUS.)

THE Cheddar Pink, so called because

it is found growing on the Cheddar

cliffs in Somerset, is one of a

large family that gives us many
valuable subjects for the rock garden.

Many kinds form large masses of

glaucous foliage, covered in spring and early summer
with masses of pink or white flowers. For a sunny

ledge, or level ground well drained, there are

few more attractive plants than Dianthus plumarius

in its various forms. Used as wall plants, for

which many kinds like the above, D. cresius,

D. arenarius and D. fragrans are very suitable.

In the latter the flowers are smaller, but make
up for size in the profusion of bloom produced.

Plants are readily raised from seed, which may
be sown either in a cold frame or in heat. But

as Pinks so freely hybridise with each other,

a certain amount of variation will be noticed

among the seedlings. W. I.

ERYTHR^A MASSONII.
This charming little Centaury, with its bright

rosy flowers, is among the best and brightest

of rock plants in midsummer, and it is

interesting to have a plant with flojvers

of this colour so closely allied to Gentians. If

given a moist place with plenty of sunshine,

it will develop flowers, 4 inches high, in such

masses as to cover itself. There is no need to

say how valuable such a plant proves to be

throughout the summer months. It is a native

of the Azores, and is sometimes known as

E. diffusa.
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PLANTING CUPRESSUS
MACROCARPA.

Bv Professor \V. Somerville, F.L.S., F.R.S.E.

I

N the issue of The Garden for December 4,

1915, 1 read an interesting note on Cupressus
macrocarpa, and as I have had considerable

experience with this tree I venture to

send the following jottings. I plant out
several thousands every season, raising the

plants from seed sown about the end of March, and
planting them out in their permanent quarters as

one )-ear seedlings, when a large

proportion of them are about a

foot in height. They are planted

out any time between October and
April, and I cannot say that I

notice very much difference in the

results. - My practice is to plough

and harrow the land, and then to

insert two or three plants in each

hole made by a heavy dibber.

The reason that I put two or

three into each hole is because they

shelter each other, and, besides, in

this way allowance is made for a

death rate that is always consider-

able. Two or three years later

the weakest plants are cut out. I

have planted this species, in several

parts of the country, and I find

that where the land is rich and the

situation is sheltered, the trees grow-

up so fast that they have a difficulty

in maintaining an erect position

without the aid of stakes.

On the other hand, where the

plants are used on bare, exposed

and poor chalk on the South
Downs, the growth is much slower

and the trees are much more re-

sistant to wind ; in fact, under
these circumstances I do not find

that this species has a greater

tendency to be swayed or blown
over than any other species that I

have used. Under the conditions

of soil and exposure that the South
Downs offer, I find that no other

spei-ies of tree grows or promises

so well as Cupressus macrocarpa.

My object in planting is not so

much to get timber as to secure

shelter and improve the amenities

of a bare, uninteresting landscape
;

liut even from the point of \-iew of

wood production this species is

quite hopeful, because, although it

usually produces more leaders than
one, it is likely to furnish a great

quantity of useful fencing material,

ami this is a class of produce
that is very scarce on the Downs. I pay 6s.

a pound for the seed and usually secure 3,000
or 4,000 plants from this quantity, so that
the trees if planted at a year old do not cost
more than ordinary forest trees. As the result

of an offer that I made a year ago in the Quarterly
Journal of Forestry, I have distributed about
40,000 plants this autumn to about twenty different

landowners, who have promised to gi\-e them a trial

under varying conditions. In the South and West
of England and in Ireland this tree is more worthy
of attention than some people give it {-redit for.

MORE ABOUT BEAUTIFUL
CHILIAN PLANTS.

T
HE article which appeared in a recent

issue under the title " Some Beautiful

Chilian Plants " makes one think, as

doubtless many have thought before,

that there may still be numbers of

valuable and interesting plants growing

in the vast continent of South America which are

still unknown to us in these islands. One can hardly

expect that in Chile and the other countries in the

ABUTILO.X VITIFOLIUM, A BEAUTIFUL SHRUB FOR A
SOUTH-WEST WALL.

far South-West there will be found the vast quantity

of interesting shrubs that have been found in

North America or China ; but a very slight

acquaintance with the shrubs, &c., from these

regions shows that many very beautiful subjects

are found there, leading one to thinli there may
be others still to come. Another interesting fact

noticeable when dealing with these plants is that

se\'eral large and well-known genera of shrubs

are represented in Chile by one species only.

.A few well-knciwn subjects are now mentioned

whicli .ire wortliy of a iil.iic in the garden, anil

many of which are fairly hardy. The list is not

complete, by any means, but the subjects named
are worthy of note among the many beautiful

plants from Chile.

Abutilon vitifolium is a rapid-growing shrub

with attractive, greyish white leaves and pro-

ducing masses of pale grey-blue flowers,

which are very striking. It succeeds in most

districts on a south-west wall, and in very

sheltered localities as a shrub without the aid

of a wall.

Aristotelias are chiefly regarded as foliage

shrubs, the variety known as Macque variegata

having finely marked foliage of

several colours.

The Azara is another shrub which

is worth growing for the foliage

alone, the best-known form being

A. microphylla, which produces in

abundance small, shining green

leaves that are most attractive even

in the dullest part of our winter.

.\s a climber this is invaluable for

north or east walls, where many
plants are not a success. The other

varieties are not quite so well

known, and not quite so hardy, as

a rule.

Berberis Darwinii is one of

the most beautiful evergreen

shrubs that we have, both for its

foliage and the beautiful orange

yellow flowers, which are produced

in May. This valuable plant is

suitable for the shrubbery, for

massing where distinctive features

of colour are desired, or for

an informal hedge, and is \'ery

hardy.

Desfontainea spinosa is a shrub

of Holly-like growth, which pro-

duces very beautiful, tubular

flowers .of rich yellow and red.

While this shrub is not as hardy as

some of the others, the beau-

tiful flowers, which are borne

with comparative freedom,
well repay any trouble that

ma>' he taken in its iHiltiva-

tion.

Eccremocarpus scaber (Calam-

pelis) is a delightful cliniber which

produces orange red flowers in late

summer, and, though not regarded

as being hardy, this plant fre-

quently comes up from the base

year after year without protection

of any kind.

Ercilla or Bridgesia spicata.

—

This jilant is useful for its oli\-e

green leaves, which are retained

throughout tlie winter ; and

for its flowers, which, if not

colour, are produced early instriking

the year.

The Family of Escallonia is rather a large

one, but all its members are found in Chile or the

immediately surrounding countries. They are too

well known to require description, but are certainly

among the most valuable plants we have for

covering fences, &c,, or for hedges in the milder

parts of the country ; valuable also for the

hybrids which have been produced therefrcini,

and of which we shall lert.iinly see nihcr

liru' nc»\c]ties.
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Eucrypbias are among the choicest of our

flowering trees. Two forms are well known, E.

pinnatifolia being the hardier of the two, and

producing very beautiful white flowers that

resemble a St. John's Wort in shape and construc-

tion. This flowers when quite small, and some-

times when not more than 2 feet or 3 feet high.

Under favourable conditions E. cordifolia attains a

height of 30 feet, and its large white flowers are

always greatly admired.

Fabiana imbricata is a %-ery beautiful half-hardy

shrub suitable for growing on a low wall. It is

of Heath-like growth and bears multitudes of

white, tubular-shaped flowers in early summer.

Lippia citriodora, or what is familiarly known
as the Lemon-scented Verbena, is muc4r too well

known to need description, but must take its place

among the Chilian section of slirubs.

Myrtus Ugnii is certainly one of the best of

the Myrtles, and whether in flower or fruit is a

most desirable shrub and much hardier than

is commonly supposed.

The Pernettyas share with Berberis Darwinii

the place of honour where hardihood is the test

of these beautiful plants. They are invaluable

for planting in rather sandy or peaty soil, and

produce berries of many shades of colour in the

autumn, which remain quite bright till early spring.
A FAVOURITE SHRUB, EUCRYPHIA PINNATIFOLIA.

Quillaia Saponaria is an interesting, though somewhat

tender shrub, chiefly remarkable for its reputed usefulness

as a substitute for soap, the bark being used by the natives

for this purpose.

Ribes is represented in Chile by one variety at least, this

taking its name from the country in which it is found (though

it has been renamed of late). This is quite a useful evergreen

shrub with roundish, pale green leaves.

The Solanum Family, too, is represented in this Southern

State, and certainly one of the most beautiful to be found

there is S. crispum. This mal<es a fine display during sum-

mer with its masses of flowers so curiously like those of our

cultivated Potato ; hence the name by which it is often

called, Potato Tree. It is of rampant habit, and where

sheltered will make a huge bush or small tree.

Another shrub which we so easily associate with Japan is

Sophora, or the Pagoda Tree ; but this, too, has its relative

on the wild coast of South America, for in Chile we find S.

tetraptera, a most desirable plant that is very interesting

for its curious hanging fruit as well as for its flowers.

Conifero? are represented in Chile by several noble

species, notably Araucaria imbricata and Libocedrus

chilensis. E. VV .-alters.

QUICK-GROWING CLIMBERS.

EUCRYPHIA CORDIFOLIA, A Bl.AUXU.UL SIIKU A SL'.WV SITUATION.

AS
5'ou have published my letter re shrubs and

climbers, and the photograph of the house on

which they grow (issue January 8, page 14),

i the names of the remainder, v/hich have also

^ done well, may be of interest to anyone requiring

quick-growing ones. In the courtyard, facing

west, and besides those already mentioned, are : Rose Lady
VVaterlow, which, put in last spring, is already growing above

the doorway, and flowered very fairly ; Escallonia niacrantha,

quite a large bush, and continuing to flower in late autumn,

is next a Carpenteria californica, already quite 5 feet high,

but which has not yet flowered ; and an Akebia quinata is

planted against the stack-pipe, which, however, is too hot for

it in summer, and I have done much better with plants in a

colder aspect, when the delightfully fragrant, claret-coloured

flowers come out in very early spring. Choisya ternata,

grown as a bush, which it does very quickly, is planted at

the side of the door to cover the possibly "leggy" stem

of the blue Solanum.
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Then comes Ivy and a purple Vine, whicli is

not slow-growing in an aspect which suits it,

and it keeps its leaves and colour well into Novem-
ber. Next to this is Jasminum primulinum,

alread}' up to the first-floor windows, and next

again is the Passion Flower and a Pyrus japonica
;

while tlie charming Rose Irish Elegance, always

a delight with its scarlet buds and shell-pink

flowers, fills up a space about 7 feet hi]

A Japanese Honeysuckle, put to cover some
bare old " ropes " of Wistaria, as b?ing evergreen,

has grown too rampantly, and is already on its

way to the top of the bay. On the other face of

the house is tlie large wliite Jasmine, also grown
lo the top of the first-floor window, and that most

useful climber, the evergreen Ampelopsis, which,

though it has the disadvantage—some will say

a serious one—of not clinging, can be easily

trained to reach the roof in a short time by having

strips of rabbit-wire nailed on the house—which

does not show at all—and its finely cut leaves

and trails in summer, turning to purple in winter,

are very decorative.

On the WtSt side of the house are again Ivy

(variegated), Ceanothus Gloire de Versailles,

which grows and flowers profusely on into the

autumn ; Ampelopsis Veitchii ; and Forsythia

suspensa, one of the loveliest of spring wall shrubs,

if the sparrows do not pick the buds to bits !

Cotoneaster liorizontalis also grows on this wall,

making a brilliant patch of vivid flame colour in

autumn.

On the east bay and front (facing south) are

Ivy, Clematis montana rubra, lovely against tlie

grey stone ; and—one of th?

Ceanothus Veitchii, , tlian

which nothing grows mure

("luickly, though supposed to

like a warm soil.

On the east face of the

hotise is a Garrya elliptica,

also very quick growing,

and attractive in winter

with its long green catkins,

but so untidy later on that

it should never be given a

choice place.

Ni)w I have come to

the end of the slirulis

b°st wall

yet few climbers have more decorative foliage

or sweeter-scented flowers than the bunches of

curious green ones which cover it in late spring.

As will be seen, most of the things have been
planted with a view to having evergreen ones
at intervals in winter, to prevent the house
looking bare, and this should always be aimed
at in planting. A. La T.

THE WITCH HAZELS.
(HAMAMELIS.)

MONG an array of winter-flowering

shrubs, such as the Winter .Sweet

(Chimonanthus), golden Winter
asmine, Cydonia japonica, Cornus

Mas, Nuttallia cerasiformis, Clematis

cirrhosa and Laurustinus in variety,

there is none that takes the eye and interests

visitors so much as the different kinds of Witch

n \ '^""^rtalHE WITCH ITAZliL,

gohl leaf.

HAMAMELIS ARBORRA.

narrow peiah arc like hin^leii slri/>^ of

and creep ?rs. Ivy alone being on the north side of

ihe house. If this were double the size I would put

many fnore, and am already regretting the absence

of a Magnolia and Stauntonia latifolia in the

courtyard. The latter plant is so seldom met with.

Hazels. Of course, the untimely flowering of

the Glastonbury Thorn is always of interest,

but even that is a Hawthorn, after all, the point

being its blossoming at the birthday of the year

or even earlier. The different species of Hamamelis

are natives of North America, North China and

Japan, and, with their less we'1-known relatives

Bucklandia, Corylopsis and the Liquidambars,

are found in our gardens to-day. 'The popular

name of Witch or Wych Hazels seems to have

become attached to them from some old super-

stition that they afforded the twigs used in the

ritual of divination. Be this as it may, the plants

themselves have no botanical affinity with true

Hazels (Corylus), but with the three other genera

above named they enjoy a small Natural Order

(Hamaiuelidea;) to themselves. It is, however,

as ornamental garden shrubs that they best deserve

notice, two species being very beautiful in winter;

these are H. arborea and H. japonica zuccariniana.

Hamamel i s

arborea in its

ii.ilive habitats

in Japan grows

15 feet to
20 f ee t

'
i n

height, and has

purple-red
flowers (c a 1 y-

c e s ) with
crimped or

crumpled
petals, like

little bits of

gold wire. The
branches are

J..
' olive or greyish

lirown, and the

buds of a rich

fox colour.
Even quite
small plants
are thickly set

with their
lu.iint flowers, and look

very pretty on the grass

with a background of sombre
shrubs. A little branchletor

two in an old bronze bowl

on the breakfast table is a

surprise to most people

fond of flowers. The other

species,

H. japonica, has a more
lax habit and pale lemon
yellow petals, but is at the

same time extremely grace-

ful and effective. It is wild

in North China and Japan.

Zuccariniana is • a variety

of it, A third kind is the

lietter-known

H. virginiana, which

flowers in September just as

its leaves die off a mass of

It is a strong grower, soon

of 10 feet or 12 feet. H.

arborea and H. japonica make attractive plants

for pot culture in a cold or cool house.

pale golden yellow,

attaining a height

THE WHITE ROSES.
There is a legend that the first Rose was a white

one ! I should like to think it was true, but the

best authorities are against it, and certainly few

of our species or wild Roses are white ; but the

first—there could only have been one first—might

not that have been white ? It certainly does

not follow that all of them must have been descen-

dants of the first, although some would have it so.

.And what is true of the spedes is true of the

varieties deri\'ed therefrom. How few of them

are white—really white. Can any of your readers

tell me the name of tlie purest white of all white
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Roses ? I cannot pretend to have compared

more than a few, but all the better-known varieties

I have compared, and the result was somewhat in

the nature of a surprise.

The Rose that appeared to be the purest white

was Blanc Double de Coubert, the serai-double

Rugosa. I'rau Karl Druschki, which would get,

I suppose, the majority of casual votes, is hut a

Ihiu skim-milkish white in comparison.

No; the pure white is the rarest of all the primary

colours among flowers, and it certainly is so

among Roses. Nearly all "white " Roses (so called)

have a touch or drop of yellow left in their colour

scheme that makes them cream, and that renders

them quite hors concotirs.

One of the most beautiful of all double Roses,

White Maman Cochet, comes into this category,

so much so that to me White Maman Cochet has

always been a misnomer of the baldest description.

It never was and never will be white,

only sometimes it is a paler cream

than at others—but white, never.

And one can run through the whole

catalogue of white Roses, and rule

them nearly all out. This is flesh,

that lemon, those cream, these blush,

that one ivory, and so on, until

there are only a few left that can be

termed white ; and of these I should

like to know which is the whitest.

Herbert E. Molyneux.
Soiilhamplon.

White and Blush.—Furthest North and Ilene.

Purple and Lavender.—Purple Emperor, Regal,

Duchess of Wellingttjn and Greyhound.

Yellow, Buff, or Apricot.—Golden Oriole,

Goldylocks and Robert Bruce (illustrated).

Scarlet.—Jean Douglas and Firefly.

Pink.—Mrs. Robert Gordon (extremely free

fl<;>weriug).

Deep Crimson.—Lord Nelson.

Fancies. — Gloriosa, apricot ground with

scarlet ; Banshee, lavender, flaked with scarlet,

good petal ; Persephone, slate coloured, marked

rose
;

John Kidd, yellow ground suffused with

brilliant rose ; Linkman, similar, but with scarlet

markings ;
Mrs. J. L. Gibson, buff ground suffused

with rosy lilac ; Osprey, buff, profusely spotted

with red ; Skirmisher, mauve ground, rose marl<>

ings ; TwiUght, scarlet flakes on deep lilac ground
;

Mrs. Robert Gibson, beautiful orange with a broad

BORDER
CAR NATIONS.

READING an article by the

Rev. Joseph Jacob
entitled " Some ' W.G.'s

'

of the Garden " in a

recent issue of The
Garden, the m i n d

wandered wistfully back to the happy,

peaceful days when Lord's or the

Oval was the Mecca of desire in

the summer sunshine ; to the time

when the Australians were with us,

not in khaki and cockaded wide-

awakes, but as heroes of the cricket

field searching for the famous ashes of

the English national game. How
long ago it seems, and how altered

the expression of daily life since

then ! We all remember how, after the se'.ec-

tion of the English Eleven, experts would
assert themselves in the sporting Press with

alternative elevens which seemed almost as

good as the original choice. And it is this

latter idea which brings me back to Carnations,

for I find myself wondering how certain varieties

can be left out of any reasonably good collection,

more especially as most amateurs have a distinct

affection for curiously or uncommonly coloured

flowers which are not necessarily up to the highest

pitch of perfection for exhibition purposes. If,

therefore, another collection of twenty-four varie-

ties were suggested, it would necessarily contain

a large number of fancies which give free play

to the wonderful combinations of colour so often

seen in Carnations. The following would be a

very interesting lot, showing almost every colour

known to thp flower border except blue
;

CARNATION ROBERT BRUCE.

edge and suffusion of heliotrope ; Harlequin,

pale yellow, striped and banded with rose and

crimson.

Although, as suggested, these flowers are not

recommended to the grower who only thinks of

Carnation shows as the be-all and end-all of his

blooms, yet many of them have been frequently

exhibited even in Mr. Douglas' first-prize lots,

and there is not a single plant in the collection

that is anything but desirable.

I have been asked to write about Picotees in an

early issue, and in deference to several of my
correspondents I propose to make this branch

of the Carnation family the subject of my next

article. I hope before long also to give some

helpful hints regarding the potting up. of plants for

under-glass culture, as this is best done early in

the year, sQ as tp give a long period of root

growtl(, J.
L. GiBSOxN,

SHOULD NERINES BE
CALLED GUERNSEY
LI LI ES P

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

AI'"EW
years ago it would not have been

worth while considering the above

question in a gardening paper, for

Ncrines were so little known and
cultivated that the discussion would
only have been followed by a com-

parative few. Now, however, that the family

have, as it were, gained a settlement in our green-

houses, the point, which was formerly of academic

interest alone, becomes one of practical politics.

Are we to call all our Nerines—pudica, undulata,

sarniensis, &c.—Guernsey Lilies or

not ?

The present is a good time to discuss

the question, because if the English

appellation is neither a good nor an

appropriate one, we should try to

arrest its getting into more

general \ise before it is too late

and beyond the power of man to

stop it.

This article is written at the

request of one of the largest growers

and raisers of seedlings in the

Channel Islands. My correspon-

dent suggests that Guernsey Lilies

as a generic title will have an

unhappy influence on the future

of the race, since the old origmal

Guernsey Lily is such a shy bloomer

that the adoption of the name
for the whole family would have

a wet-blanket tendency on an

extended cultivation which, in the

words of the preface to the Com-
niination Service, is a consimrmation
" much to be wished."

The facts are these : The name
Guernsey Lily was originally given

to Nerine sarniensis, or, to be

quite accurate, the name N.

sarniensis was given to the Guern-

sey Lily, by Dr. James Douglas

in 1729 or a few years previously.

It has always been difficult to

get it to flower freely, so much
so that it was frequently stated

that if it flowered once it never

flowered again (Woolridge and Charles Evelyn).

Thomas Fairehild, the great Hoxton nursery-

man, in 1724 found a means of getting "the

same roots to blow again in four years' time,"

which is probably almost as frequent as the

ordinary cultivator does now. Although sarniensis

keeps up its character, new varieties and hybrids

are being distributed which " blow " year after

year if they are properly treated. Turning to

modern works on gardening, we often find the

name Guernsey Lilies applied to Nerines,

although Nicholson in his dictionary, it must be

owned, does not.

What is the wisest and best course to

pursue ? Keep on writing and talldug of

Guernsey Lilies, meaning the whole tribe of

Nerines ; use the word Nerine only, except when

N. sarniensis is meant ; or coin or revive some

otlier designation ?
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

AWAEDS OF MERIT.

Cotoneaster horizontalis purpusilla.—This

\ariety resolves itself into a (.ushiun-like forma-

tion with, later, trailing rather than horizontally

disposed branches, the latter freely set with

St arlet fruits. From the Hon. Vicary Gibbs , Alden-

hani House, Elstree (gardener, Mr. E. Beckett).

Begonia Norbury Park.—One of the Gloire

dc Lorraine set, with creamy white, pink-

tinted flowers.. Exhibited by Mr. G. Kent,

Norbury Park, Dorking.

NEW ORCHIDS.

Laelia Flaviona—Sepals cream-coloured, \cincd

with rosy purple. Erom E: G. Mocatta,

Esq., Wobuni Place, Addlcstone

(gardener, Mr. T. Stevenson).

Odontioda Irene Glorita. — A
hybrid wf unmniiuou lolour. Erom
Jlcssrs. Elory and lilack. Sl.aigli. (

Cattleya chocoensis McBean's
Variety .-i^Pure wliite. From Messrs.

j. and A. Ml Bean, Cooksbridge.

Cattleya percivaliana grandi-

flora.—Nolal'lr [nr its imnirTi>e size

and bright rose colour. From Messrs.

S'lUart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook.

The foregoing awards were made
at the meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Soiii-lx- OH January ii.

for the soil is almost sure to sink, and this would

have a disastrous effect upon trees that are securely

fastened to the wall. In order to better under-

stand what is meant by the various forms of trees,

we refer readers to the accompanying illustrations.

The Cordon Tree.—This simple type of tree

produces the hncst Apples and Pears for exhibition

purposes. On low w-alls Gooseberries and Red

Currants give capital results wdien grown on this

principle. The single cordon has one main stem,

which, if well trained, should be as straight as a

ramrod, and furnished almost from the ground

level upwards with fruiting spurs. It is a common
failing to crop young cordon trees far too heavily,

the result being poorly- developed, ill-shaped and

short-lived trees. Double cordons and triple

TRAINING FRUIT
TREES ON WALLS.

THERE is an impression,

at least among the un-

initiated, that the strict

training of fruit trees on
walls is carried out rather

with the idea of display-

ing the gardener's skill than for any
practical purpose. This, however, is

quite a fallacy, for in this practical

age fruit trees are trained with a view

to utilising the wall space to the

greatest possible advantage. Fruit

ripened on a warm wall is we'l

known to be of superior quality and

flavour to that ripened in the open,

and this is especially the case with

Pears, Plums and Gages. Moreover,

fruit trees on walls often produce PEAR T
good crops when trees in the open

are a failure. This is not to be

wondered at, since it is an easy matter to

protect the fruit blossom on the approach of

frost by covering the trees with tiffany or even
fish nets, for it is surprising how much frost

even suih a light covering will keep out.

Methods of Training.—It is proposed to deal

with three types of tree only, viz., cordon, fan-

shaped, horizontal or espalier. These are the

three most useful methods of training, and if they

are understood, no difiieulty will be experienced

in training trees to furnish the gable end of a

building or to cover a brick archway, for which

purpose Pear trees are the most suitable. If

not already done no time should be lost in

planting, and we advise readers not to nail

the trees permanently to the wall until the spring.

REES TRAINED OVER A DOORWAY IX THE
GARDENS, WINDSOR.

cordons are similar except that the main branches

are restricted to two and three branches respec-

tively. By hard pruning the side branches are

only allowed to develop as fruit-spurs. Pruning

should take place both summer and winter, in

the first place to six buds or leaves, and in the

second place to two or three buds. Fruit-spurs,

however, must never be pruned. Therj is an axiom

in fruit culture which says once a fruit-spur always

a fruit-spur. In order to give the cordon tree

a greater length of head room—and this is very

necessary in the case of low walls—the trees should

be trained in an ob'ique manner. It matters

little which way the trees are allowed to slope,

but they should, of ccnirse, all slope one way on

the same wall.

Horizontal or Espalier Trees.—It is doubtless

very puzzling to the uninitiated to understand

how trees can be trained so regularly with branches

running off exactly at right angles to the main stem,

and arranged tier upon tier at regular intervals

of about 15 inches apart. In reality there is no

difficulty in this mode of training, so long as the

trees have recei\ed the correct treatment during

the first few years of their growth. After the

first season's growth, the young tree, or maiden

as it is termed in the nursery, is cut hard back,

if possible to a place where three buds are situated

close together on the stem. The top bud forms

next year's leader, while the two side ones form

a low pair of side branches. Next year a similar

operation is repeated. The leader is cut to a

place within about 15 inches of the

.
i

first tier at a point where three

buds are closely situated. The top

1 bud continues on its upward course

and is trained \ertically upright to

form the leader, while the two side

buds make the second tier of branches,

and so the process continues until the

leader has reached the top of the wall,

when it is stopped, the side branches

continuing their lateral course. It

sometimes happens that one side

branch makes vigorous growth at the

expense of the branch opposite. In

such cases a ba'ance of grow;th is

established by depressing the strong

growth until such a time as the

weaker branch hc.s caught up, when
t!-.e depressed branch may be raised

to again assume a horizontal

position. In the event of losing a

side bud or growth, this may be

replaced by budding or shield

grafting at the point where the

side branch is required. No spurs

should be allowed to develop between

the branch and the wall. As a rule,

one pair of tiers each season is suffi-

cient until the tree has attained the

required height. The young growths

must be tied down gradually in their

early stages to assume their perma-

nent positions. The number of tiers

depends on the height of the wall

;

in ordinary circumstances ten tiers

are as much as space will accom-

modate. The great aim is to make
each branch of the espalier as full of

fruiting spurs as a well-trained cordon,

and in order to accomplish this, sum-

mer pruning and hard spur pruning

in winter are both necessary.

Fan-Trained Trees. — This is

another formal type secured by skilful manipulation

and hard cutting back of the tree in its first few-

years. A fan-shaped tree should ha\'e no vertical

leading shoots, all the main growths radiating from

a point low down on the main stem. This system

is well adapted to Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

dessert Cherries and Morello Cherries. The last

named are perhaps the most satisfactory of all

fruits on a north wall, although they are worthy

of a better position. Dessert Cherries should be spur

pruned, but Morello Cherries, Peaches, Nectarines

and Apricots produce their finest fruits on young

wood, which should be trained to the wall. With

fan-shaped trees, only the growth on the upper side

of the main branches should be selected ; this

will pre\'eut the overcrowding of growth and,

ROYAL
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above all, the crossing of one shoot

over another, which is not to be coun-

tenanced in any form of trained tree.

Six healthy main branches, radiating

from a common centre, are sufticient

for a fan-trained tree, and the outside

branches should run parallel to and
about a foot from the ground-level,

the tree as a whole forming a true

fan. Plums fruit both on spurs and

on the young wood, and they may be

successfully trained in either of the

methods described. Overcrowding of

the growth must be avoided, and it is

often necessary to thin out the young
shoots very considerably. Old Plum
trees may be rejuvenated by cutting

_ out very old branches and training

new ones to take their place. Sweet

Cherries fruit on the old wood, and
should be spur pruned like an

Apple or Pear.

North and East Walls.— The
question is often asked, " What can I

grow on a north wall ? " To this we
reply, Morello' Cherries, Currants,

Gooseberries and Sweet Cherries for

keeping late. The same fruits

would succeed on an east wall,

also early Pears and Plums
keeping.

South and West Walls.—Peaches
Apricots and late Pears should be given the

warmest situations ; while Apples, Plums and
Cherries of all kinds will thrive on a west

wall.

The Purchase of Trees.—So much depends

upon the correct training of the trees in their

first few years that we cannot too strongly recom-

mend readers to purchase trees only from those

firms which have a high standard of reputation

to maintain. Generally speaking, it is best to

A WALL OF ESPALIER-TRAINED PEAR TREES.

for late

Nectarines,

purchase trees that are from three years to six

years old. It is better to purchase young trees

than to attempt to bud or graft them in the garden

at home. So much depends upon the selection

of suitable stocks for the trees ; while certain

Pears, IWarie Louise, for instance, require to be

double grafted. The nurseryman, who makes
a special study of budding fruit trees, is in the

best position to select the most suitable stocks

for various trees. Fruit trees are sometimes

advertised from sale rooms, and by nurserymen

who have no reputation to maintain, as being so

many feet in height. The height of a young tree

^ra^gji"
!
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A fan-trained'' TREE OF MOORPARK APRICOT.

may be a great disadvantage ; in any case it is

the foundation of the tree that matters, and it

is left to the gardener to continue the good work

of the nurseryman. The accompanying illus-

trations depict well-trained trees in the Royal

Gardens, Windsor, whence the high walls sur-

rounding the kitchen garden'are used to the best

advantage.

Selection of Varieties.—The following Apples

and Pears, given in their order of ripening, are

suitable for growing as cordons or espaliers :

Dessert Apples.—Langley Pippin, Lady Sudeley,

James Grieve, AUington Pippin, King of the

Pippins, Cox's Orange Pippin, Clay-

gate Pearmain, and Sturmer Pippin.

Kitchen Apples.—Stirling Castle,

Golden Spire, Rev. W. Wilks,

Lord Derby, Blenheim Orange

Lane's Prince Albert, Newton
Wonder, Bismarck and Bramley's

Seedling.

Dessert Pears. — Williams' Bon
Chretien, Marguerite Marillat,

Louise Bonne of Jersey, Marie

Louise, Doyenne du Comice and

Winter Nelis.

The following are recommended

as fan-trained trees :

Dessert Plums. — Coe's Golden

Drop, Green Gage, Jefferson,

Denniston's Superb, Victoria and

Transparent Gage.

Peaches in the Order of their

Ripening.—Early Alexander, Duke
of York, Early Rivers, Hale's Early,

Dr. Hogg, Royal George and Princess

of Wales.

Nectarines. — Cardinal, Early

Rivers, Lord Napier and Hum-
boldt.

Dessert Cherries.—Belle d' Orleans,

Bigarreau Napoleon, Black Eagle

and Frogmore Early Bigarreau.

For kitchen purposes : Morello and

Empress Eugenie.

Apricot.—Moorpark. H. C.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Cleansing Trees.—Where trees are grown in

confined areas, the stems are often overgrown

with moss and lichen. Special tools, such as wire

brushes, are available for the worst examples,

but this is not always desirable or necessary. A
good spraying with" Cooper's Winter Vi Fluid

will be found very beneficial in removing these

parasitic growths, " and if the trees are cleansed

amiuallv in this way, many insect pests will also

be destroyed, while the quality of the fruit crop

will be greatly improved. Orchard-grown trees

should be treated likewise, particularly where the

orchard is laid down to grass. The trees should be

sprayed while they are dormant, or at any time

during the next few weeks.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—Plant early varieties in cold frames

or pits, where such convenience exists. May
Queen and Sharpe's Express are both excellent

kinds for early work. Other tubers should be

selected and arranged in trays or shallow boxes,

and kept in a cool, well-ventilated shed to encourage

short-jointed and sturdy sprouts. These tubers

will come in useful for a warm border.

Carrots in Frames.—A sowing of a reliable

stump-rooted kind can be made, if sufficient

material can be collected to make up a mild hot-

bed. Protection from frosts will be necessary.

Tomatoes.—Seeds should now be sown, and the

pots or pans placed in a temperature of 65° to 70°

until the seeds have germinated. Keep the plants

near the roof glass, and pot off singly when large

enough.

The Flower Garden.

Begonias.—Where the tuberous-rooted Begonias

are employed for bedding, it is always advisable

to raise a few from seed annually. If sown now,

some nice plants will he ready by June, which will,

at any rate, be large enough for an edging to the

beds. The remainder can either be grown on in

pots or planted out in the reserve garden.

Propagation of Bedding Plants.—No time
ought to be lost in propagating such plants as

Salvias, Lantanas, Marguerite Mrs. Sander,

Verbenas, Iresines, Heliotrope, &c., and for this

purpose a propagating-rase is essential. When
rooted, the cuttings should be gradually inured

to the atmosphere of the house, and then potted

off singly.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—The earliest batch of plants

will be growing freely, and those approaching the

flowering stage can be arranged on a shelf near

the roof glass. Admit air on all favourable

occasions during the forenoon, and about midday
dust over any flowers that happen to be open
with a camel-hair brush. Strawberries under
glass are liable to be attacked by red spider, so.

when the fruit is set, the plants, especially the

under sides of the leaves, should be syringed with
tepid water twice daily. Introduce further

batches for succession in a temperature of 45° by
night, with a rise of 10° during the day.

Plants Under Glass.

Seeds to Sow.—A few seeds may now bo sown,
especially Gloxinias, Begonias (for conservatory

decoration), Saintpaulia ionantba, Gesneras, Ardisia

crenulata, Smilax and Asparagus Sprengeri.

Euphorbia (Poinsettia).—A few of these plants

should be dried off gradually and then stored in a

temperature of 45° to 50° to furnish a batch of

cuttings later on. Here they should remain
until growth begins. Examples of E. fulgens or

jacquiniEeflora must be kept in a warm house and
given sufficient water to prevent the stems from
shrivelling.

Gloxinias.—A small batch may now be started

into growth. After removing the old soil, the

tubers should be potted in a light mixture and
not afforded much moisture until root action is

evident. T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Casllejord, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Early Cabbages.—Autumn-planted Cabbages
for eariv use should have the soil stirred between
the row's, and a light dressing of nitrate of soda

given them. I find thev respond quickly to such

treatment. The varieties Harbinger, Flower of

Spring and April are most reliable for earli-st

crops, as these never run prematurely to seed

like some of the older sorts.

Broad Beans.—A sowing of these should be
made as soon as the soil can be got in good con-

dition. If mice are troublesome, thse must he
guarded against by moistening the seeds with

paraffin before sowing, and then shaking some red

lead over them. Pheasants are very destructive

to this crop. Being among the first of the tender

crops to come through the ground, they are

quickly selected for attention. The only plan is

to place a cage of wire-netting over each row
until the plants are well above the soil, any other

means of preventing this enemy to the garden being

usually prohibited.

Celery.—The Utter or Bracken placed over the

ridges for protection from frost should be removed
in mild weather, but it will be as well to keep it

at hand for some time yet, to be replaced should

more severe weather threaten.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Spraying. — As soon as pruning and nailing

is completed, trees and bushes should be sprayed
with one of the alkali preparations. Choose

a quiet day for applying it, and preferably

when a touch of frost is on the ground. The work
is then carried out under much more favourable

conditions than when the ground is soft. Old
clothes and rubber gloves are necessary as the

liquid destroys the clothing and damages tender

skin. It is advisable to purchase a good type of

spraying machine, without which the operation is

neither efficient nor economical.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Disbudding should be attended to as

soon as it is seen which growth is likely to provide

the best bunch. Leave only as many buds as

will be required to furnish the roof. If the spurs

are properly distributed, one bud to each spur

will be sufficient, so that all the energy of the Vine
may be directed towards the shoots for carrying

the fruit. During cold weather, when a good
deal of fire-beat is required,T frequent damping
of the borders and paths is necessary to keep the

atmosphere moist. Watch especially for dry
comers near the hot pipes, for these encourage

red spider, the worst of all pests to the Grape
grower.

Peaches and Nectarines in'^Pots.—Where
these are used for earliest crops, some may now
have them in flower or with their fruits set : and
if the latter are in abundance, a portion of the

fruits mav be removed, leaving the final thinning

till later on. Disbudding will also need attention,

doing this gradually. A well-placed bud should

always be left near the base of the branch, and
one or two higher up, pinching them at the second

or third leaf. Syringe the trees regularly, and
check at once any appearance of fiy. Careful

watering is also necessary at this stage, as any
extremes will cause the fruits to drop.

Figs.—Early Figs should now be moving, and
if the border's are restricted and well drained,

the roots may be given abundant supplies of

water, and the trees regularly syringed. An
average temperature of between 50° and 60° will

be sufficient until the fruits are well advanced.

Plants Under Glass.

Potting.—A general overhaul should be given

to the permanent plants in the stoves, repotting

anv that require it. Palms do not require this

attention annually, but there are generally a few
that from hard usage get loose in their pots. These
should be placed into fresh pots, using light

fibrous loam and a little peat, and making them firm.

Crotons.—Specimen plants should he given a

shift sufficient to carry them through the season,

using a good heavy loam to which somebone-nreal
has heenj added. Cuttings may also be put in

at this season, and rooted in a brisk bottom-heat
to provide table plants for autumn.

Dracaenas.—Young plants of these should be
potted on in a light, open compost, and a fresh

stock propagated by cutting up the stems or
rootstocks into pieces about an inch long and
placing them in pans in the propagating-house.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

OBITUARY.

JAMES JEFFREY.

ON January 5 there passed away, after

a long illness, one of the best

and most respected of Scottish

gardeners in the person of Mr.

James Jeffrey, who has for the

last sixteen years been gardener

to the Hope family at St. Mary's Isle,

Kirkcudbright. Mr. Jeffrey, who was sixty-six

years of age, was a native of Bervvick, and com-

menced his gardening career in the nurseries of

Messrs. Waite, Berwick-on-Tweed. Proceeding

to Clovenfords Vineries as under-gardener, he

afterwards received an appointment as gardener

at Achnacarry Castle, Inverness-shire, the seat

of Cameron of Lochiel. Thence he proceeded

to Craigcleuch, Dumfriesshire, whence he received

the more important appointment of gardener at

Cyfarthfa Castle, Glamorganshire, the seat of the

Crawshaw family. His abilities were so much
appreciated by his employer that he w-as invited

to take charge of the newer garden of Mr.

Crawshaw at Caversham Park, Oxfordshire.

From Caversham Park Mr. Jeffrey moved to

Harewood House, the Yorkshire seat of the Earl

of Harewood, where he remained for a consider-

able time. Here he had the gratification of

renewing in a most successful manner the noted

Harewood Hall Vine, the details of which opera-

tion gave much interest to Vine-growers when
made public. At Harewood House he was also

a highly successful cultivator of stove plants,

and he recalled with gratification the flowering

there of Amberstia nobilis within three years of

its importation. Mr. Jeffrey's next appointment

was to St. Mary's Isle in Kirkcudbrightshire.

Here he was destined to end his days,

after many years of excellent work which

redounded to his credit and gave ample exidence

of his horticultural abilities. During Mr. Jeffrey's

service many improvements were carried out,

and the gardens of St. Mary's Isle became recog-

nised as among the most attractive and best

kept in Scotland.

The flower garden department was one in

which he took a keen delight, and the

gardens have long been noted for their beauty

and picturesque effects. He early recognised

the value of the Polyantba, Wichuraiana and

other climbing Roses, and these aided largely

in the decoration of the beautiful gardens. Mr.

Jeffrey introduced Bamboos to St. Mary's Isle,

and the wonderful manner in which they grew

showed the acumen he had displayed in attempting

them. Many other plants not commonly seen in

Scotland were also introduced with success, and,

the results have been highly gratifying. It may be

said, in brief, that Mr. Jeffrey was an all-round

gardener of exceptional ability. He frequently

contributed to the horticultural Press, his articles

being marked by their practical information and

showing the results of long experience.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Retirement of Mr. James Jack.—For thirty-

two years Mr. Jack had charge of the great Vine

at Hampton Court Palace, and he now passes into

well-earned retirement with the best wishes of

his many friends and with the satisfaction of

leaving his important charge in a far better con-

dition than he found it. Mr. Jack is a native of

the village of Davidson's Mains, near Edinburgh,

where he was born seventy-six years ago, and
he has followed the pursuit of gardening from

boyhood with that keen aptitude in-

herent of his race.

The Great Vine at Hampton Court.

The Vine, which for many years has had

a girth of over 5 feet near the ground,

is a Black Hamburgh, and is rightly

regarded as a national treasure. It

was obtained as a cutting from Valen-

tine's estate in Essex nearly a century

and a half ago—in 1768 to be exact

—

and what is of special interest is that it

was obtained by the immortal Mr.

Brown of landscape gardening fame.

Verily "Capability Brown" was well

and appropriately named.

A Beautiful Hibiscus.—Both in the

greenhouse and outside, the shrubby

Malvas, or Hibiscuses, are valuable

garden plants. H. Waimeas or H.

arnottianus is a species of compara-

tively recent introduction from the

Hawaiian Islands. The illustration

depicts a flower from a plant obtained

from a Californian nursery under the

name of H. arnottianus. As this

name was already in use for an older

and very distinct species, the name
H. Waimeae was substituted. It is a

vigorous-growing shrub or small tree

allied to the well-known Hibiscus Rosa-

sinensis, and like that species can be

pruned to meet the accommodation af-

forded in greenhouses of moderate dimen-

sions. The white flowers are large and
showy, the segments 4 inches to 4 finches

long and proportionately wide, with a con-

spicuous red staminal tube 6 inches long.

Allotments in Surrey.—There are

ro,ooo allotments in Surrey, and, in the opinion of

Mr. A. E. Burgess, the Superintendent of Horticul-

ture to the Surrey County Council, the present allot-

ment holders and cottage gardeners in the county
could collectively produce vegetables to the

value of £5,000 from their ground in addition

to what are at present grown. After visiting

hundreds of allotments and cottage gardens

every year, Mr. Burgess has come to the conclusion

that where we fail is in lack of organisation, while

very few do their best and show the utmost that

can be done.

Surrey Farmers and Poor Pastures.—The
farmers of the county have been approached with
a view to ploughing up their poor pasture land
which was not very remunerative, and to sow-

ing it with Corn or other foodstuff. Replies have
been received from farmers, whose collective

promise means that 1,800 acres more will

HIBISCUS WAIME^. THE LARGE WHITE FLOWER HAS A
CONSPICUOUS RED STAMINAL TUBE.

be cultivated in 1916 than was the case last

year.

An Aged Beneficiary.—In the annual report

of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution

which appears on another page of this issue,

reference is made to Ann Allen, who passed away
at the great age of lor years, having been born

in r8r4. She retained her mental faculties until

the last, and was always extremely grateful

for the help given to her by the Institution for

so many years. She and her husband, who had

been on the funds until his decease in 1899, together

received no less a sum than £464. \Ve cannot

speak too highly of this Institution, which brings

happiness and comfort to aged gardeners, their

wives and widows. It is, however, sad to record

that the committee in its report is only able to

recommend the election of eighteen annuitants

from an approved list of sixty-one candidates.

Subscriptions needed to carry on this

good work should be sent to the

secretary, Mr. G.J. Ingram, 92, Victoria

Street, S.W.

A Beautiful Burnet.—The genus

Poterium has gi\'en us few species of any
horticultural value from a decorative

point of view previous to the introduc-

tion oi Poterium obtusatum. This Japa-

nese species is however, a noteworthy

exception and few nlants of recent intro-

duction are more attractive. It differs

\'ery little in habit of growth, but the

flower-scapes are of a delightful shade

of carmine pink. It is very floriferous,

throwing up during summer and autumn
a continuous supply of much-branched

leafy flower-stems, which reach a height

of from 3i feet to 4 feet, and present a

charming and graceful appearance. For
the herbaceous border, this plant will take

a prominent place when better known.

Board of Agriculture Appoint-

ments.—The President of the Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries has appointed

Sir James J. Dobbie, M.A., D.Sc,
LL.D., F.R.S..and Mr. J. R. Campbell,

B.Sr., of the Department of Agriculture

and Technical Instruction for Ireland,

additional members of the Depart-

mental Committee which is making
arrangements with a view to the

maintenance, so far as possible, of

adequate supplies of fertilisers for the

use of farmers of the United King-

dom. Mr. H. Chambers has been

appointed Secretarj' to the Com-
mittee vice Mr. H. D. Vigor, resigned.

The Right Hon. Henry Hobhouse has been

appointed Chairman of the Departmental Com-
mittee on the Settlement and Employment on
the Land of Discharged Sailors and Soldiers,

in the place of Sir Harry Verney, Bart., M.P.,

who has received a Commission in the Army.
Mr. H. L. French of the Board of .'\griculture and
Fisheries has been appointed Secretary to the

Committee,
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.

)

The Gentianella in January.—It was an

unexpected pleasure to observe a bloom of the

Gentianella, Gentiana acaulis, on a clump in the

garden of Mr. E. A. Hornel, at Broughton House,

Kirkcudbright, on January lo. The Gentianella

also blooms very freely at Broughton House in its

proper season, and gives a fair sprinkling of flowers

at several other times.—S. A.

The Gardens of Taymouth Castle.—I quite

enjoyed reading Mr. Blair's notes on Taymouth
Castle Gardens, Perthshire, in your issue of

January 8. His claim for Perthshire as being

the largest county in Scotland is too wide of

the mark, however, to be allowed to pass unchal-

lenged. Inverness-shire is the largest county in

Scotland, with an area of 4,231 '62 square

miles ; while Perthshire comes in fourth, with

an area of 2,6or square miles.

—

Charles
Comfort.

"Chrysanthemum Successes and Failures."

With reference to the above article by "S. E. D. T.,

Bridgnorth." in The Garden for January 8, I

should like to mention what I consider to be

among the best whites. Purity Single and
Parsons' White, pinched once, will be found hard

to beat from a decorative point of view, coming in

about the beginning of November. White Countess,

although classed as a border variety, is another

good one at that date. During the month of

December I find nothing to beat Niveus and
Queen of the Exe, pinched twice ; for blooms
after the New Year, Nellie Pockett and Mrs.

Clibran, pinched twice.

—

^William Smith, Sea-

view.

Pollen Effect on the Melon.—Has it ever

been suggested to you that if bees bring pollen

from a Vegetable Marrow to a Melon, the flavour

of the latter deteriorates enormously ? This

is largely believed in Sweden, where the Marrow
is grown under glass sometimes.

—

Melon. [There

is no good evidence to show that the source of the

pollen has any immediate effect on the flavour or

appearance of fruits such as the Melon, although

it might, if no seeds were produced, reduce the

amount of sugar formed, as is said to be the case

in seedless Apples and Pears. It would alter the

flavour very considerably if seedlings were raised

from Melon seed crossed with the Vegetable

Marrow. We are not sure that this cross has been
effected, but it is a probable one.

—

Ed.]

Large Asparagus.—The many methods of

growing large heads of Asparagus are not alto-

gether derived from the extra cultivation, but

more often from sex selection, the flower of the

Asparagus being unisexual and existing on separate

plants ; therefore the selection of the male plants

is more likely to produce heavy growths. Visiting

the Vale of Evesham last summer, I was greatly

interested in the mode of Asparagus culture,

and made close observations on the whys and
wherefore of the production of these large growths,

when, on examination, I invariably found the suc-

cesses obtained were from male plants. The sex

was shown under the microscope to several growers,

who became greatly interested, as the idea appeared

quite new to them. Several of these men had
been growing the succulent commercially for many
years and never Ivnew of the distinction.

—

George

J. Lovelock. [We were not aware that the male
and female flowers of the Asparagus are borne

on separate plants, and we would like to hear the

views of others on a subject of so much import-

ance and interest.

—

Ed.]

The Training of Vines.—The illustration on

page 20, issue January 8, of one of the vineries

at Taymouth Castle goes to prove, if it were

necessary, the wisdom of the thin training of the

rods, spurs and current growth as a means of

success. Viewing the vinery in its entirety, one

must acknowledge the fine bunches of Grapes

on the base of all the rods, which cannot be said

to be a common occurrence in vineries generally.

As a rule, in other than the best-managed vineries,

the larger bunches are usually found at the apex,

where younger and more vigorous growth usually

occurs, owing mainly, or I may say entirely, to

a faulty method of pruning the Vines during the

first three seasons of their growth. To obtain

the best results for thirty years, the extension of

the rods should be restricted considerably at

first, so that a sturdy growth will be built up
right from the base. Couple this common-sense
method of pruning the rods with thin training

yearly, so that all the main leaves especially shall

have ample space to develop and mature their

growth fully. Experienced Grape growers, who
prefer compact bunches with huge, well-coloured

berries that carry a dense bloom, prefer such to

double the number of smaller, immature bunches

and berries, which are usually the result of con-

fined growth, aggravated by overcrowding of

shoots and leaves. With such an example as the

illustration alluded to, the inexperienced may
learn much in training the Vines.—E. M.

Fairy Roses in Pots.—I am so glad to read

Mr, Jacob's letter about these pretty little Roses,

many of which are "well worth growing; and,

besides, it comes quite as an apology to me. Three
or four years ago I was putting up a group of

Roses at one of the early shows of the Royal
Horticultural Society, just opposite to a group of

Daffodils. There were some fine new varieties

being shown by Mr. C. Bourne of Bletchley.

Mr. Jacob was most excited about it. Down he
came in a big great-coat—it was rather a cold

morning—and knocked over two or three vases of

Roses. I did not say a word. He did not either
;

he was too excited about the Daffodils. Off

he went elsewhere, but not for long. Another
rush down the Hall with somebody else, this

time with a bloom from some other stand to

compare with Bourne's, and this time he backed
right on to the edge of the stage where my Roses

were. I spoke, and, of course, he apologised

;

but it was that big great-coat of his which
really was the offender. However, it is not

always a sinecure to be close to a stand of

new things, and there was a crowd round these

Daffodils all the afternoon and " nuthin' doin'
"

in Roses. In a very humble way I enquired the

price of one of these new wonders, and was told

"Forty to fifty pounds" ! Thismademefeel smaller

than ever. Now, four years after, comes my
revenge—a sweet revenge—with Mr. Jacob's nice

letter about Fairy Roses. And, ah !—here the old

trading instinct comes in—I almost hope that

DaffodUs, like Roses, are a bit cheaper !

—

Rose
Grower.

Chilian Shrubs.—In his notes on Chilian shrubs

Mr. E. Walters specifies Myrtus Ugni as one of

the best of the genus. I consider M, Luma much
to be preferred, as it is far hardier, growing freely

as a standard in the open ; whereas, with us. both

M. Ugni and M. communis require the shelter of

a wall. Mutisia dciurrens. a remarkable and

very handsome composite climber from Chile.

deserves mention. Many people have failed

with it, and it has forfeited favour ; but it is worth
while to persevere with it, for its great orange-

rayed flowers are distinct from those of any other

climbing shrub. It does not dread cold, for it

has grown rampantly for more than thurty years

in Messrs. Cunningham and Eraser's nursery-

at Comely Bank. Edinburgh, and makes a fine

display in the Botanic Garden not far off. The
climate of Edinburgh cannot be described as

genial. I think the usual cause of failure with

Mutisia is want of shelter from burning sun and
drought. It does best when planted beneath a

shrub trained on a west wall, where it may run

up among the branches ; but the shoots and suckers,

which often rise far from the main stem, should

be protected from slugs and mice, both of which
play havoc with them.-

—

Herbert Maxwell,
Monreith.

Rose Queen of Fragrance and Roses on Black
Currants.—I have had so much and so long an
experience with Mr. E. MoI>meux that when he

says a particular Rose is of outstanding merit I

am bound to believe him. I therefore advise

Rose lovers to note what he says about Rose
Queen of Fragrance on page 16, issue January 8,

of The Garden. I have a secret to reveal about

Roses which I have nursed for seventy-four years.

Of course, it was never worth it, but simply reveals

the peculiarity of gardeners in what may be termed
the embryonic stage. I learned the simple method
of changing wild Briars into beautiful Roses in

1842, by watching the methods of some garden

labourers engaged in the process. I thought I

could do that, and forthwith trimmed a stem,

took out a bud and inserted it. When the tying

was completed, one man shouted to his fellows,

" Clever Jack has put in a bud, but i\Tong end
upwards," The bud was left and grew as well as any
of the others. It corrected the fault, gradualh

turned its point to the sun, and flourished satis-

factorily. It was l-mo^vn afterwards as "the topsy-

turvy plant." My next bo3'ish attempt was to raise

the darkest-coloured Rose in existence. I had read

somewhere that Roses would grow if budded on
Black Ciu-rants. I laiew of a large hedge of these

which had been planted generations ago against an
ancient and partly tumbled down wall. I inserted

several buds, some of which " took," and would
have extended in due course had not the Black

Currant thicket been rooted up and burned pre-

paratory to building a brick wall in its place.

Of the six Rose buds inserted in the stems of the

Currants, three of them " took," and one of them
produced three flower-buds. The terminal bud was
preparing to open, and the two lateral buds, smaller,

%vould no doubt have expanded, too, but for

the unfortunate clearance indicated. The Rose

growth was thoroughly healthy. I was so dis-

appointed that I decided not to say a word about

my boyish experiment, through fear of being
" chaiied." The truth of this experiment is now
told for the first time after seventy-four years!

—

J. Wright, V.M.H.

English V. Latin Names.—I little thought

that my wretched parody would lead to so much
criticism. The original of Peter Bfll runs :

" A Primrose by a River's brim

A yellow Primrose was to him
And it was nothing more."

So it seems we all are wrong. I plead guilty to

bad metre, but the original poem is somewhat
varied in its number of feet, I do not. however,

agree that, in its bearing on the point in question,
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pra3cox (pollen), the seed having been sown in

1904. The illustration shows the free-flowering

qualities of the hybrid and its ample foliage.

The flowers partake much of the character of

priuceps, but the colour is a delicate pale lemon,

the trumpet prettily shading down to cream at

the base. The plant comes into flower here

earlier than princeps—^in fact, almost as soon

as its other parent pallidus pra}Cox ; and as a

pot plant it possesses a great advantage over

the latter, inasmuch as the bulbs flower with

remarkable evenness and simultaneity, whereas

one well knows how disappointing is a potful of

pallidus precox, the flowers as a rule coming

out at all sorts of times. Folks are sometimes

difficult to please when one is naming a flower,

and, to satisfy certain criticisms that have been

the word " Dicotyledon " is suitable, as it is not the

name of a specific plant. A better rendering

might be :

" A Cowslip by a river's brim

Primula veris was to him."

Only someone might object that Cowslips do not,,

as a rule, grow by a river's brim. How will this do ?

" A Kingcup by a river's brim

Caltha palustris was to him."

—Walter de H. Birch, Walton-lc-Diile, Lan-

cashire.

Pruning Pear Trees.—In The Garden of

January 15, " H. C." gives some directions for

the winter pruning of Apple, Pear and Plum
trees, but says nothing about summer pruning.

Many years ago a friend of mine gave me this

advice : " Break off the leaf-bearing shoots of

Pear trees in the summer, leaving five

leaves at the base ; then in February cut - -

with a sharp knife down to three eyes. If

you do this for two or three years, the

trees will no longer produce leaf shoots (or

only a few) but fruiting spurs, and will

require very little pruning afterwards."

By following this advice I have, over and

over again, brought trees that were never

known to produce fruit, but only long,

leafy shoots, into good fruit bearing trees.

The advice was first given to my friend

by a celebrated French gardener ; it is

easy to remember, and I have found it to

be absolutely trustworthy.—G. R. Jebb.

Asarum europaeurn.—It is so seldom

that this modest little plant is men-

tioned that I should like to remind

other readers of its merits. There are

few enough plants that are short and

close growing suitable for the front

edges of flower borders and, at the

same time, evergreen. When one has

said Megasea, Iberis, London Pride and

Pinks, there are but few others, ex-

cepting the much smaller plants, such

as Thrift, Stonecrops and Saxifrages,

and these are out of scale with border

plants and better in place in rockwork.

But Asarum, with its thick, leathery,

glossy leaves of Cyclamen shape,

although it only rises a few inches, has

a modest importance of its own that

makes it suitable for accompanying

larger plants. It is also admirable in

dry walling, especially in a cool aspect,

which, in any case, it rather prefers
;

and also for running by itself, when

once planted, along the joints of steps

and pavements, a kind of gardening

where some caution is needed, for

in many cases it has been much overdone. The conveyed to me, I feel impelled to utter a word

flower is of no account as to the general aspect of protest and of explanation, which I will pro-

of the plant, though it is interesting to search for ceed to do in doggerel

P^^^P^^^ ^^g
REVEILLE, THE NEW AND APPROPRIATELY NAMED

EARLY TRUMPET DAFFODIL.

roots

low down among the leaves.—G. Jekvll.

Narcissus Reveille.—In the furious rush for

show Daffodils, the breeding of what one may
call useful garden and vase flowers has been

somewhat overlooked. And one class of a

" useful " Daffodil is one that prolongs the

Daffodil season, either at one end or the other.

But so far as the latter end of the season is con-

cerned, I confess (with shame) that by the time

May arrives I begin to grow weary with Daffodils,

and so, I believe, do a good many of my friends.

The flowers can never, however, be had too early,

and this is where the usefulness of Reveille comes

in. It was bred from princeps (seed) and pallidus

It seems that people are disposed to rally

Me on my early Daffodil Reveille.

While some would seek my enterprise to

quench

By borrowing Gilbert's phrase, ' That word is

French !

'

The. name's more a propos than they would

think,

And need not drive them thus to gibe (or

drink).

In point of fact it means the early trumpet.

So those who do not like the name, must

lump it."

". Herbert Chapman, Rye.

Size of Potatoes.—Messrs. Dobbie and Co. of

Edinburgh, in days before the war offered prizes

for Potatoes. In their last competition they

stated :
" We do not advise sending very large

specimens— tubers weighing from 8oz. to

120Z. are best." I have been told that the

reason for this clause bcmg added was that in

former competitions it was not uncommon
for tubers to be sent in weighing up to alb.

each. Medium-sized flowers, as well as medium-

sized vegetables, are becoming increasingly

popular. The Royal Horticultural Society

now provide classes for medium-sized Daffodils.

—Exhibitor.

The Fruiting of Xantlioceras sorbifolia.

—

Reports from widely separated localities in the

British Isles seem to indicate that the fruiting of

the Chinese Chestnut (Xanthoceras

sorbifolia) was pretty general last

summer. This condition was no doubt

brought about by the favourable

summers of 1913 and 1914, which well

ripened the wood. At Aldenham last

June I saw two large plants, one being

about 8 feet high, flourishing in the

open air and fruiting freely, on a heavy

clay soil in a locality where I am told

frost occurs every month in the

jear. Mr. H. Clinton-Baker recently

sent me ripe seeds taken from a plant

in his garden, which was loaded with

fruit last summer, and I am hoping

to get young plants raised from them.

—A. Bruce Jackson.

Transplanting Daffodil Bulbs with

Roots.—Mr. Jacob is right, and Mr.

Jenkins is right in a way, but probably

has not quite taken Mr Jacob's meaning.

No one would move bulbs when in

growth unless obliged, for it is obvious

that a check of some kind must be

caused. Growth is certainly at a stand-

still while the bidbs are out of the

ground, if it is only for five minutes.

But Daffodils are singularly plucky and

accommodatmg creatures, with a large

reserve ot force. It may sometimes be

necessary to move them when rooted.

I was once obliged to move the entire

batch of one of my seedling Poeticus

when rooted a full inch long. Of course,

1 gave up hope of good flowers for the

next spring, but they were so good

that a bunch was staged, and the

stock sold on the spot, at a Royal

Horticultural Society's Show in AprU.

Ten days ago I dug up a boxful of

a variety wanted by a friend, with

inches to 3 inches long, packed them

instantly in wet moss and posted them. If

he plants them at once he will have good

flowers, and good bulbs to dig next sum-

mer. My old acquaintance. Canon Swayne,

had a good collection of Daffodils in his.

lovely garden in Salisbury Cathedral Close. He
told me, to my great astonishment, that he

always divided and moved his clumps in fuU

flower. He was not a grower for exhibition, but

there was not much the matter with his flowers.

There is no need of ingenious machines. The

one thmg necessary is to keep the roots wet. Dig

a deepish hole with one vertical side or wall,

wet the hole, then spread the roots fan-wise

against the wall and pat moist earth against them

tightly.—G. H. Engleheart.
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NOTES FROM THE RIVIERA.
B.Y Edward H. Woodall.

Iris Stylosa.— It has Ijoen remarked that

Mr. Arkwright's beautiful white form does not
reproduce itself from seed. For years I have
collected and sown seed of this favourite varietv,

and have never succeeded in flowering a white

form, though many fine varieties have appeared,

some dark and one or two quite light grey in

tone. Seedlings spring up in many places by the

side of the walks in my garden, often appearing
in chinks of rockwork or dwarf walling, and to

my surprise one seedling, that must have been
self sown in a particularly hard and dry corner,

has just proved itself pure white, and apparently
identical with Mr. Arkwright's plant. Has anyone
else had the same experience ? I wish I could

be sure it was a seed-

ling from the white, as

that would make it of

greater interest. Three
years ago I got from a

Dutch firm bulbs of

Galanthus Foster!,

which have thriven

and increased as

no other Snowdrop

will replace the Northern forms so welcome
at home.

Acacia baileyana.—How far has the hardiness

of this elegant and free-fJowering Acacia been
tested in English gardens ? It will be found
hardier than A, dealbata unless I am greatly

mistaken, but its winter-flowering habit is against
it unless it has the power of deferring its

period of flowering until spring has come.

As a wall plant it certainly deserves a

trial, as its slender branches lend them-
selves so easily towards covering a wall.

In this climate it prefers more shade thaji

other species, which is in its favour as an
English garden shrub or small tree. There
are two forms of this species—one with a

weeping habit, which bears the longest

racemes of flower ; and an upright form
with still more glaucous foliage and much
shorter and stiffer racemes of bloom.

The first variety is the prettiest and the

earliest, but the second stands bad
w eather better when in full bloom,

and is also the most vigorous.

Cypripedlum fairrieanum. —
Are the imported plants of this

charming little Cypripedlum

beginning to fail and lose their ' ,

vigour in English greenhouses,

as did the first importation

mexicanum and Linimr trig\iium, which are, as a

rule, our best Christmas Day flowers, are only
now beginning to flower, as they were so checked
by the cold autumn weather. Fortunately for"

them, it is almost summer weather just now !

MERENDERA CAUCASICA.
This early flowering plant is closely allied lo

the Meadow Saffrons or Colchicums, but instead

years ago : It can, I think.

has before in this

soil and climate.

Apparently it must
come from a wanner
region than other

Snowdrops, and it

begins to flower in

November, throwing

up three blooms in

succession from the

same bulb, so that

its term of flowering

lasts for quite six

weeks. Both leafage

and flower are much
bigger than those of

any other Snowdrop I

know, perhaps too

big for the ideal and

dainty Snowdrop.

Like J a s m i n u m
primulinum, which
has entirely displaced

J. nudiflorum on this

coast, Ihis Snowdrop
IRIS STYLOSA, A HARDY

JANUARY FLOWER.

be easily cultivated by anybody
who has even the shelter of a

frame in the South of England,

and the reason why it dies

out is that it is kept too warm
and too moist all the year round. Culti-

vators have found out by now how

low a temperature Cypripedlum insigne will

stand when grown in a cold house and in the

open air in summer ; but C. fairrieanum

enjoys even colder treatment if it gets some

sun. It does not require much shade when
grown cool, liking hotter days and cooler

nights than C. insigne, and always plenty of

air. There is a great variety of colouring

in this species, some being almost white, while

others are quite brightly coloured, the veining

being so marked and so rich in tone as to

make them very effecti\e in this climate. I

notice it lasts longer in flower than C. insigne,

as I found a flower open on my arrival on

October 27, and that same flower is only just

showing the first signs of fading now (January 6).

Several plants of C. insigne are already faded

and past, while no bloom was open till the

first week in November. C. leeanum is another

of extraordinary lasting power, and C. villosum

lasts longer still when grown in the open air.

It does not flower with me until February

comes in.

The month of October was both cold and

wet, so that many hardy plants considered

it W'inter and took their rest. In conse-

quence spring has begun in January, and
the early Almond trees are blooming, as

are also the well-known "Mimosas," Acacia

dealbata, quite a month ahead of their

usual time. On the other hand. Salvia

Bethelli, Montanoa bipinnatifida, Ageratum

A LITTLE-KXOWN JANUARY FLOWER :

MERENDERA CAUCASICA.

of the flower tube being entire as in the latter,

in Merendera the tube is divided to the base into

segments equal in number to the divisions of the

perianth. There are about four species in culti-

vation belonging to this family, one of which, M.
Bulbocodium, an autumn-flowering plant with
rosy lilac flowers, comes from the Pyrenees. M.
persica, from Persia and Afghanistan, has pale

lilac flowers ; while M. sobolifera, from Asia Minor,

has nearly white flowers. The latter is remarkable
for its distinct corms, which creep about after the

manner of Solomon's Seal. The most charming
kind is the plant here illustrated, which comes
into flower on a warm border late in January,
and continues to produce its rosy purple flowers

for a long period, in spite of wintry weather. It

may also be grown in pans for the alpine house,

where, with a little shelter from wind and rain,

it is seen to better advantage than outdoors. It

is a native of the Caucasus, and although it has been

in cultivation for nearly a century, it is not common
in gardens. W. I.

MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA.
This is one of the finest of hardy evergreen shrubs.

In the dull days of winter its large, bright leaves,

rivalling those of the Laurel, are seen to advantage
and when in flower the creamy white, cup-shaped
blooms are always a source of great admiration.

There are many varieties, but one named Goliath

is worthy 01 special mention by \irtue of its deep
glossy green leaves and very large flowers.
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SUCCESSFUL DAFFODIL
CROSSES.

By the Rev, G. H. Engleheart, V.M.H.

1AM asking for a little more space in The
Garden, not only because the editor of

the " Daffodil Year Book " has taken the

somewhat unusual course of reviewing

the reviewer invited by himself to revievy

his yearly review, nor only in reply to

" Novice's " painstaking answer of January 8.

The subject itself merits fuller discussion. Perhaps

I had better first take up Mr. Jacob's direct

challenge. I had demurred to the application

of the word " successful " to crosses existing only

in seed, and perhaps not even in the seed. Mr.

Jacob asks :
" Suppose

a person carefully de-

pollinates the flowers long

before the anthers burst,

and then brings pollen

from elsewhere, and hav-

ing placed some of it on

the stigma of the afore-

said flowers, then gets seed,

what word should be used

to describe that opera-

tion ? " Well now, when

I read this poser I fell to

wondering whether Mr.

Jacob had not mistaken

his vocation and ought not

to have been a lawyer.

The legal wording of his

question reminds me of a

clause in a will or a con-

veyance, and is evidently

drawn up so as to leave

me no way out. And yet

my answer is easy. I

should not use any word

at all " to describe that

operation." Indeed, I

should imitate a more

wary person than Mr.

Jacob, namely, " Brer

Rabbit," and should
" keep on sayin' nuffin

"

for at least four or five

years after the operation.

Possibly I should be silent

even then, when I surveyed

the usually depressing

results of such operations.

The word " operation,"

by the way, and Mr. Jacob's way of viewing

seed rather remind me of doctors, who invariably

call their operations "successful" without regard

to the future.

At this point I must tell Mr. Jacob a story.

It is a rude little story, but the rudeness is not

mine, and I tell it to show that my expression

" absurd " is not so rude as other words which

people have said of the same thing. A youthful

hybridist came one day to a lady friend of mine

of mature age and much experience in both horti-

culture and mankind, and imparted the open

secret that he had just been making a number of

Daffodil crosses " and could not sleep at night

for thinking of the splendid flowers he had created."

T am sure the lady answered him politely, but

in her report of the interview she named a useful

animal which is one of the parents of the mule

and is not a horse. II is my earnest desire to

conduct this little debate with decorum, but there

is, to my mind, a certain absurdity in counting

your chickens before they are hatched. And
this is, after all, what Messrs. Jacob and Co.

are doing, when we come to the kernel of tlie whole

matter. Their seed is an undeveloped and un-

known quantity. They are prophesying before

they know, which is said to be a proof of un-

wisdom. Parenthetically, I desire to be again

clear on one point. No possible reflection is

implied on Dr. Lower or his words. He manipu-
lated certain flowers and reported the results

by request. But—and I lay great stress on this

point—Mr. Jacob published that report urbi el

orbi (I venture to correct " Novice's " order of

the words), that is to the Daffodil world as reached

by the Year Book, thus lifting it quite beyond

They are the very best ingredients. We have

never mixed tliem before ; we have no experience

of the results of' the mixture. But the mixture

is successful." I say Mr. Jacob would be entitled

to call my statement an absurdity. The case

of the Daffodil seed is worse, for we do not even

know that the intended mixture has taken place

at all. Neither Mr. Jacob nor " Novice " can deny
that the intrusion of unseen and undesirable

ingredients into their cross or mixture is possible.

There lurks in both pollen and ovule the possibility

of a reversion, often violent and upsetting, to a

complexity of ancestral characters. There is the

insect danger and the danger of self fertilisation.

During a high and dry wind, if the flowers are

almost in contact, there is something of danger

from wind fertilisation. As to this last, however,

I may answer " Novice " that, to the best of my

t«SfSIPS?;S?r'^*^-.- 1

A SPRAY OF THE BEAUTIFUL MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA.

the scope and intention of Dr. Lower's personal

notes. Here Mr. Jacob seems to be suffering

from some confusion of thought, confusing seed

and flowers. The aim of the Year Book,

so far as it is a teaching publication, is to

help its readers to raise good flowers, not to

produce seed only. The production of seed

takes us only a little way on the road, and if the

seed is the result of merely crossing every good

flower with every other good flower, apart from

experience, it is likely to lead by a variety of

wrong roads into the wilderness.

Let me adduce another homely proverb, "The
proof of the pudding is in the eating." Suppose

I were entertaining Mr. Jacob and announced to

him, "I have an excellent pudding; you will

be unable to taste it ; it will not come to table

for years. But my cook has mixed the ingredients.

belief. Daffodils are seldom wind fertilised. The

construction of their organs does not resemble

that of flowers designed, to be fertilised in that

way. This fact discounts much of what " Novice "

writes about the dangers of large areas exposed

to wind. The insect danger, on the contrary,

is much greater than he supposes. Minute beetles,

in particular, frequent the flowers by night as well

as by day, and in both sun and shade. " Novice "

is inclined to jest at my bslief that some Narcissi

" manage to fertilise themselves in a remarkable

way, despite the most careful depoUination."

" He jests at scars who never felt a wound."

This belief—but, indeed, I may call it knowledge

—

has been forced upon me by over a quarter of a

century's careful handling of Poeticus and the

hybrids nearest to it. "Novice" is either Ul-

named or has most of his experience to come.
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Xot only I. but more llian one of the longest and

most successful modem workers have learned that,

to avoid all possibility of self fertilisation, the

green bud must be opened so early that the exposure

of the organs " sliocks " the flower and induces

sterility. If the operation is delayed long enough

to avoid this danger, another is incurred, namely,

that of minute bits of unripe anther causing

self-fertilisation. The extraordinarily accurate

observer Miiller noticed long ago this remarkably

protogynous disposition of Narcissus

Poeticus.
" Novice " again misrepresents my

arguments. He now says my mistake

is " to too hastily assume that con-

clusions rightly drawn from experi-

ence at Dinton must be necessarily

applicable- to all other gardens,

irrespective of totally different con-

ditions." Why, one of my main

contentions against the publication

of that list of " successful " crosses

has been the precise opposite, viz.,

that almost every garden is peculiar

in its conditions, and that it is fruit-

less to argue from one to the other

or from any one to all. As to the

likelihood of my " thinking myself

to be right all along the line," I

leave that to my first paragraph of

December i8 last and to those wh.o

know my mind better than " Novice " THE

c\n.

To make this matter a little more

practical, let us bring it to our national test of £ s. d.

Suppose that Messrs. Jacob and Co., while they are

waiting for the flowers, were to carry their " suc-

cessful " seed to market, say, gummed on to cards,

ticketed with its respective parentage, and exhibited

at a Royal Horticultural Society's Daffodil seed

show, would it fetch any appreciable price ? And

if not, why not ? The answer is that it would

not sell, because it could not be guaranteed to

produce flowers of any value. If any seed could

have a marketable value, it would be seed from

a parentage already registered as productive especial charm,

of fine flowers under the test of

time and varying conditions.

Even then the trade would be

a crazy one, and I do not

think the public wiU muster

at a Daffodil seed show.

I have had many letters on

this subject. One correspondent

aptly instances the analogy of

racehorses. It is as difficult to

breed a good Daffodil as a

good racehorse. Horses are safer

frijni external interference than

flowers. But what breeder would

call an unborn foal " success-

ful " ? And -how many owners

would buy an unborn foal

s mply because it was the offspring

of two fine - looking animals?

.\ strain of uniform excellence

of descent, a sire already tested

as to progeny—such conditions

might give a hypothetical value

to a foal unborn. But has

anyone at any time called it

" successful " while yet unborn
;

or, if he did, would not his

acquaintance be apt to call liini

" absurd ",?

EXTRACTS FROM LAST
YEAR'S NOTEBOOKS.

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

it is the personal element involved that creates

their interest and fascination. We like to know

what others think; "hence the Pyramids,"

tliat is to say, these present extracts from my last

year's notebooks of plants that " found " me,

or, in parliamentary language—not perhaps

entirely so metaphorical as it might seem—of

plants that caught the Speaker's eye. In my
impartiality I hope I may claim that I follow

HIN the last two years force of

circumstances has compelled lue to

acquire the notebook habit at flower

shows and in ray friends' and acquaintances'

gardens. Now, a really well-kept notebook is I that dignified official's great example, for neither

colour-schemes nor drawing-rooms

influence in the least ray likes and

dislikes ; nor ha\'e I the strong

antipathies and sympathies for this

or that particular genus, species or

tvpe that we see in the case of Mr.

William Robinson and " verdant

sculpture." and, in former days, of

Capability Brown and "clumps."

This will account for the strange

bedfellows that will occupy the

remainder of this , article. Their

order is like that of a dear old

farmer in my parish, one Joseph

Hinton, now long since dead, who
once gave me a list of his losses

since he had been at his farm :

" Three horses, about a score of

pigs, two carts, two wives, six cows,

near thirty turkeys, one mare and
nineteen sheep." There is no

order. They are just jotted down
anyhow.

Nerine Rotherside.—Quite ^ne of

of these coming bulbous plants. Pale

colour, free flowering and a gooil

ROYAL LILY (lILIUM REGALE).
AND EASILY GRO'WN.

IT IS HARDY

like charity in its objective and subjective

power of blessing, and even a mediocre one has

a certain family likeness.

" Comparing notes " is always a pleasant occupa-

tion, either for the young ladies of the house-

party after a ball or for the more prosaic meetings

the best

coral in

increaser.

Sweet Pea Royal Purple.—This fine new
Sweet Pea first took my fancy when it appeared

at the " National " Show in the seedling novelty

of gardening friends. Thus, just as in a somewhat I class. It is a rich bright purple of a singularly

parallel case, " it is the very fact that throughout pleasing shade, which leans to the red side rather

the garden there is a suggestion of man's thought than the blue. Equally good for garden decoration

and handiwork, veiled it may be by the delicious and for cutting.

mystery of Nature, that gives the garden its Iris sibirlca Perry's Blue.—Considering the

so here in these communings ease with which these Irises seed, it is surprising

that more varieties are not on

the market. This one is a real

beauty, of the sort of blue that

I seem to associate with Delft

ware.

Lilium regale (syn. myrio-

phyllum).—The magnificent

vases of this grand new Lily

from Miss Willmott's garden,

staged at Chelsea, undoubtedly

appealed to many. A mass of

it 7 feet high, as there is at

Warley Place, must be a great

sight. It is hardy and easy to

manage if it is remembered that

it does not like peat. It may
be described as a mixture of L.

candidum and L. longifloriun in

shape, with brown and rose

markings and flushings on the

exterior of the flowers, recalling

the handsome and more ditficult

L. Brownii, blushing to hear its

praises sung.

Tritonia Prince of Orange.—
Lilley of Guernsey had two or

three vases of this at Clielsea.

The colour is a warm ricli

orange, not unlilie, in its
NERINE ROTHERSIDE, A BEAUTIFUL AND STRONG-GROWING VARIETY

THAT IS DE:STINED TO BECOME A GREAT FAVOURITE.
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general appeaiauie, the iild erocata, but possessing

one feature which nial<cs it outstanding, viz.,

its flowers remain open in dull weather.

Philadelphus Virginale.—I saw this on several

occasions, and each time I was charmed with it.

The long sprays of sweet-scented, double white

flowers (something like glorified Scotch Roses

in shape) are very beautiful. As a rule, I am not

nearly so keen about double flowers as I am about

single ones ; but this Is one of the exceptions,

like the big double Blue Flag (syn. Blue

Celeste) among Tulips.

Crocus E. A. Bowles.—I was going to say

Mr. Bowles is a lucky man to have such a gem
" of purest ray serene " called after him ; but what

would be all right to be said of the lesser folk is

Meconopsis heterophylla is a pretty orange

red Poppy with the bases of tlie petals marked
\\'itli a dark blotch. A very well grown example
will be about i8 inches high, but as a rule a foot

would be nearer the mark. It is distinguished

by being the only one of the genus to come from

the New World. In warm soils it may be treated

as a biennial, but it is safer to count it an annual.

At present it is not much known.

(To be conUimed.)

THE SNOWDROP.
My first Snowdrop for the year drooped its head

about January 9, and verj' welcome it was. It is

NOTES ON AURICULAS.

WITH a prolonged spell of April

temperatures in December and

the early part of this month,

there have been evidences in

all directions of precocious

growth. This has been par-

ticularly noticeable among the Auriculas, which,

by reason of their strong root action in autumn
and throughout mild winters, are ever ready to

respond to suitable environment and spread their

leaves to the coming spring. I remember once,

chatting about Auriculas with the late Mr. Douglas

at Edenside, he asked if I had ever noticed what

A SPRINKLING OF SNOWDROPS ON A GRASSY BANK.

rather inappropriate when the greater lights of

the firmament are in question. He doubtless will

see many more beautiful flowers bearing his name ;

but will any be more lovely than this ? Pale

newly hatched chicken 3'ellow is not a bad

description of its colour, only it would give, if

we were to be quite literal in our comparisons,

one more content to the basket of salmon, butter,

canary bird, sealing wax, gentian bloom, sage,

unripe apple and all those many things which we
seem bound to use to convey to one another the

tone or shade of this flower or that fruit.

E. A. Bowles resembles a species ; that is to say, it

is after the style of biflorus, susianus or Sieberi,

rather than the more solid Victorian type of

purpurea grandiflora, Catherine Parlow or Mont
Blanc.

Galanthus cilicicus, which should bloom in Novem-
ber or December, but has tarried on the way,

doubtless owing to the spell Of frost and cold we
had for a considerable time. Snowdrops in this

district are not so early as I have seen them, and

even at St. Mary's Isle, Kirkcudbright—a favoured

place as regards climate and shelter—only a mere

sprinkling of Snowdrops were open at the end of

the first week of January, out of the millions

which are there.

In that demesne they often Come into bloom

in December, and are in fuUarray in January.

Galanthus cilicicus is precious to those who
liave late gardens as well as to those who
have early places where it will bloom in its

proper season.

Dumfries. S. Arnott.

a wonderful change came over the plants about

the third week in February. As a rule it is the

latter part of that month which witnesses the

gradual unfolding of the packed-up crown of

leaves, showing the flower truss nestling do^vn at

the base like a bunch of tiny pin heads. Bui

this year, even now that resurrection of activity

has taken place in some of the plants, giving

promise of an early season of bloom. Luckily for

exhibitors, however, who sometimes find difficulty

in timing their .flowers to a certain week at the

end of April or the beginning of May, the advent

of colder weather has no worse effect than to arrest

progress, and this cold spell is pretty sure to arrive

during January or February, or, perhaps more

often, during both months. By the time March

comes rrjund, tlie trusses will be well advanced in
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SIDE SHOOT OF THE GOOSE-
BERRY, SHOWING MODE OF
GROWTH AND FRUITING.

til e i r initial
stages, but they

develop very

slowly indeed,

and the second

half of April
invariably sees
the time of full

flower harvest,

which, liowever,

lasts for over a

fortnight, and
many excellent

blooms may be

li a d right
through April
and May.

At the present

time the chief

concern is to keep

the plants mode-

rately dry at the

roots and to
supply abundant

V entila-

t i o n .

can be modified slightly either way according to

whether the air is stagnant and moist, or a drying

wind prevails. Seedlings potted up in aj-inch

pots will, of course, need special- atten-

tion, as they dry out more quickly. During

frost no water need be given, but the plants

should be carefully gone over when the thaw
comes. The beginning of a vigorous top growth

will coincide with a more abundant supply of

water. J. L. Gibson.

PRUNING BUSH FRUITS.

T
fruits

"

berries,

HERE is nothing new to say concern-

ing the pruning of bush fruits, but a

few simple directions may prove

helpful to those who are taking the

work in hand this winter for the

first time. By the term ^' bush
is meant Red and White Currants, Goose-

Raspberries and Black Currants. In

the Gooseben-y will also fruit along the whole

length of the young wood, providing it has been

well ripened. This has given rise to two methods

of pruning. One is to spur prune, and the other

to cut away old wood, leaving as much young

wood as possible. Either method will give satis-

factory results, and tlie chief point is to prevent

the overcrowding of branches, for no bush fruit

is more inclined to produce a thicket of growth,

which means a poor crop of inferior fruit. It is

a great help towards keeping the bushes free

from basal growth to grow them on a single stem,

not allowing them to branch until they are 2 inches

or 3 inches above the ground-level. The bushes

are kept open in the centres by removing all

ingrowing and crowded growths. Both Goose-

berries and Red Currants are well adapted for

training either as cordons or after the shape of the

gridiron, and when so trained and spur pruned

they are splendid for low walls and fences. For

my own part I always lea\ e the pruning of Goose-

berries until the buds have commenced to grow,

for birds play havoc Avith the buds, and on severely

This lat-

ter point

is most

important and can hardly be overdone.

During very hard frost, plants in frames

can be protected sufficiently by mats

thrown over the lights, but even then

1 would advocate a free flow of air. II

tlie pots are sunk in ashes, the frost will

do ' no harm, provided sunshine is kept

from the frozen leaves, and thus, during

a short spell of frost, the mats may be

left on all the time, with the sashes open

about a couple of inches at the sides.

In the Auricula house there should be

ventilation by gratings under the staging,

and ray own experience is that these

need never be closed. During frosf the

lop ventilators can be shut down, as

the warmest air wiU always drift towards

the roof ; but the side windows facing

south or west, if there are any sucli,

can still be open with advantage. In

my own case my house faces east,

being a lean-to on a wall, the inner

side of which is adjacent to the kitchen fire-

place. It is just possible to detect the slightest

warmth on part of that wall, yet it is sufficient to

keep out all casual night frosts, and the lowest

reading of the thermometer in four years is 27°,

and that immediately under the glass at the furthest

point from the source of warmth emanating from

tlie waU. Curiously enough, that low record was

attained last November, and with open venti-

lators all round
;

prior to that, no more than 3°

of frost had been registered in the house.

I have said that plants must be kept moderately

dry at the roots, but a word of warning should be

given against erring on the side of extreme dry-

ness. The very act of trying to keep them fairly

dry encourages the soil to contract, and frequently

this leaves an opening down the sides of the pots

through which the water runs, leaving the ball

of soil unmoistened. The mischief is not always

noticed until perhaps several ineffectual water-

ings have left the roots so parched that

the leaves begin to flag. In ordinary open

weather durmg January and early February

thorough watering once a week is enough. This

the case of Gooseberries, the work will perliajis
j

pruned trees they have an unhappy way of

taking most of the remaining buds.

Raspberries.—There can be no doubt

about pruning the Raspberry, for it pro-

duces its fruit on the canes made the

previous year, and the old canes should

be cut clean out to the base. But the

pruning of the Raspberry is best done

soon after the fruit has been gathered, in

order to give the young canes a better

chance to develop and ripen, for it is to

these that we have to look for next

season's crop of fruit. If the pruning has

not already been done, it should be com-

pleted without further delay. The old

canes are readily distinguished from the

new by their size and colour ; moreover,

the chances are that the old canes are

dead, for they often die back as the

young canes push up their vigorous

growths. The young canes should ho.

GOOSEBERRY BUSH READY TO BE SPUR-PRUNED AT
THE PLACES INDICATED BY THE DARK LINES.

be more easily accomplished w-ith a good pair of

secateurs, otherwise all that has been said in a

previous article on the importance of a strong,

sharp pruning-knife applies to the pruning of bush

fruits quite as forcibly as to the pruning of Apples,

Pears or Plums.

Red and White Currants.—If we examine
a bush of either of these fruits, we shall see a number
of last year's shoots arising from the older branches.

The fruits are borne at the base of these young
growths, which should be shortened to about

2 inches in length. In principle this operation

is similar to spur pruning in the case of Apples and
Pears. Shortening the side shoots increases the

formation of clusters of fruit-buds ; the fruit

growers of Kent refer to them as ring buds an

appropriate term, although not in general use.

While the side shoots are pruned somewhat severely,

it is not wise to shorten the leading or terminal

growths to the same extent, but they may often be

reduced to about half their length with advantage.

Gooseberries.—These are the most formidable

of all the bush fruits, but they may be pruned

on tlie same principle as the Red Currant. But

A BRANCH OF THE RED CURRANT, SHOW-
ING THE MANNER OF FRUITING AT THE

BASE OF THE SIDE GROWTH.
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pruned to about half their length before growth

commences in the spring.

Black Currants.—Like the Raspberry, the

Black Currant fruits upon the young growth.

Therefore the aim in pruning is to retain all the

young wood possible and to cut away the old wood.

The Black Currant often sends up strong growths

from the base, and these should be left unpruned.

A very good plan is carried out in some gardens

of cutting the old wood right down to the bottom

of the tree every second year. This plan, however,

is applied to alternate trees, so that there is less

risk of a serious shortage of fruit in any one year.

The big-bud disease is rampant this year, especially

in the Midland Counties. Very severe pruning

and hand picking the diseased buds are means
by which the ravages of this pest may be checked.

All prunings and buds must, of course,

be burnt immediately. H. C. -;

known in this country for some few years as Winter

Ribston, a descriptive name which must now give

way to its rightful title, which so happily com-

memorates that city of gardens.

There are many Apples classed as Reinettes

which do not, in my opinion, really possess the

typical Reinette flavour. Such, for example,

is King of the Pippins, which with its slight

tannin flavour stands in a class by itself ; and Cox's

Orange Pippin is not really a typical Reinette.

The Cox's group is select indeed. Margil must

be placed very near, and is perhaps even more
" musked " in flavour ; and for the third and
last, a strange companion is found in the green

and lumbering Roundway Magnum Bonum,
to all appearance a bourgeois among the elite,

but in flavour quite worthy of so distinguished

u

FLAVOUR IN
APPLES.

By Edward A. Bunyard, F.L.S.

A WELL-KNOWN firm of tobac-

/% conists aver that " the

/ % best cigar is the one

^~"~% you like best." The
^ ^ same may be said of

many other things, Apples

included. When I hear that Cox's

Orange Pippin is " the best " Apple
and the only one that the connoisseur

can seriously consider, I am reminded

of those musical enthusiasts to whom
tire sweet fluency of Mendelssohn is

of more value than the united works

of all other composers ; or of those

students of modern literature who
think . But it is perhaps wisest

to stop at the classics who bring no
libel actions.

Taste in Apples may be as diverse

as in champagne, and if " brut " is

your choice, it is hopeless to argue

\vith the " goiit Americain." To
elevate Cox's Orange Pippin to the

summit of all Apple flavours is to

misrepresent the whole question. In

its own line it is unapproachable,

as was Mendelssohn ; but there are

the Bachs and Beethovens of the

Apple world to whom attention may
profitably be given. A great handi-

cap in discussing this subject is the

inadequacy of language. If we speak

of " high " flavour, one's thoughts fly naturally to

wild duck or grouse, and yet " fine," " excellent
"

or " good " seem chilly and unconvincing adjectives.

Perhaps the best way to solve this difficulty

is to attempt to group together fruits of like

flavours, and thus establish types, hopmg that

some repiresentatives may be recognised and
awaken memories in the reader's mind.

As is fitting, the first place should be given

to the Reinettes, those aristocrats of the Apple

world. Of these, Ribston Pippin is a good exemplar,

though rather on the sweet side of the scale.

On the " dry " side, using the word in its champagne
sense, would be found Reinette du Canada, Blen-

heim Orange and Adam's Pearmain ; while in

the middle stands Orleans Reinette, in my opinion

the finest of its class. This fi-uit d'elite has been

TOMATO WEBB'S REGINA, AN EXCELLENT CROPPER
UNDER GLASS OR IN THE OPEN.

a place. The flavour of the Cox's group appeals

to all, but there is but little subtlety in its scented

sweetness ; and disregarding heretical penalties,

I boldly declare ray preference for the more finely

balanced flavour of an Orleans Reinette or a

Claygate Pearmain. May I express in parentheses

a hope that no one will this year ask me to justify

my taste by sending them a fruit of these two

Apples. Sad skies and sodden ground remind

us that these queenly fruits ask for warm soils

and sunshine. This year they are but shadows

of their real selves.

Another. group might be made of the Nonpareils,

whose distinctive flavour is exemplified in the

Old Nonpareil, Ross' Nonpareil and many of

the Russets. Might it be suggested that their

flavour is a little greenish ?

These fruits, so reminiscent of Georgian days,

unhappily have been pushed a little into the

background in recent years. For garden purposes

they are quite ideal by reason of their moderate
growth and dainty habit ; and to those of riper

years whose dental powers owe less to Nature

than to Art, they will, by reason of their mellow

flesh, be especially cherished.

Another group might be made of those Apples

whose clean freshness is so welcome in warmer
days, and might be called the Quarrenden group.

To continue the vinous analog}', if we represent

Cox's Orange Pippin by sweet champagne, this

class suggests hock. Devonshire Quarrenden,

Yellow Ingestre and the Old Golden Pippin would

come within this group. A very distinct and
curious flavour is that usually called " balsamic,"

' strawberry " or " raspberry." It

seems to be mainly confined to the

so-called Russian Apples or their

descendants. A few names occur

readily under this heading : Cellini,

Ben's Red, Gascoyne's Scarlet and
Transparent de Croncels. This peculiar

flavour has some admirers, and bears

some resemblance to so-called foxy

Grapes, about which argument is idle.

People who like this kind of thing

will like these very much, especially

Cellini.

For the possessor of a merely sweet

tooth Cardinal can be recommended,

as it is probably the sweetest Apple

grown, and before which even

Worcester Pearmain pales its in-

effectual saccharine. Mrs. Phillimore

will make a very close second in

this respect. The most austere

palates, however, may gain pleasure

from a tree of Cardinal in their

gardens, for as a thing of beauty it is

a joy for several weeks in August

and September.

For those who prefer their Apples

on the " brisk " or acid side. Belle de

Boskoop can be thoroughly recom-

mended. This excellent fruit, so

largely grown in Holland, is not yet

duly appreciated in this country.

There are few fruits which preserve

their freshness in the month of

April, and it is difficult to think of

others to group with it.

Other fruits which stand alone in

flavour are Gravenstein, one of the

EITHER most distinct of Apples, and the

delicious Pine-apple Russet, whose

Pine-like scent can be detected even in

the crowded fruit-room, and its flavour does not

belie its name.

Quite easily might this list be extended, but

its purpose will be served if it has been sho%vn that

Apple flavour is varied, even as the scents of

flowers, and it would be as vain to search for a
" best " to be accepted by all in one as in the

other.

A GOOD TOMATO: WEBB'S REGINA.
TnE true value of any variety of Tomato cannot

be accurately formed either by the number of

fruits the bunches carry or the number of these

bunches on a specially grown plant. Weight of

crop, size and flavour, together with shape and

good keeping properties of the fruits, are points
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which no one can afford to lightly pass over when

making a selection, and I may add to this something

which to many readers of The Garden is of even

greater importance—the adaptability of the

variety to any form of cultivation. Those readers

who, like myself, have a leaning towards experi-

menting with many, in preference to that of limit-

ing attention to a single variety, will agree thai

some varieties, although most dependable for

growing in a greenhouse, often fail to satisfy

the grower who has to depend on plants growTi

in the open air for his crop of ripe fruit ; wliilc

with other varieties the case is just the reverse.

In the variety illustrated we have one which,

no matter where I have grown it, has never failed

to give complete satisfaction, being what gar-

deners term " a good doer," in pots, on stages,

or in the open garden.

The illustration shows a row of plants growing

against a low wall, many of the bunches carrying

over a dozen fruits. These are well above the

average size, and keep a long time in perfect con-

dition after being picked. If a little thinning out

is done as soon as the most perfect fruits can be

selected, the exhibitor will find Webb's Regina

well suited for his purpose. F. R. Castle.

NOTES ON VEGETABLES.

Onions.—Those who intend to grow large

bulbs for exhibition or home use—and they are

valuable for the latter purpose, in spite of the

idea sometimes put forward that they will

not keep sufficiently long to warrant the extra

time and pains required in producing them

—

should sow seeds at once in pans or boxes of

fairly rich soil, so as to ensure a long season of

steady growth. The soil should be moist, or if

there is any doubt about this, prepare the recep-

tacles, water freely, sow the seed the next day
thinly, and place in a temperature of 50° to 60°.

Directly the plants show through the soil, place

theni in a position near the glass jn the same

temperature to prevent the plants being drawn

up weakly. If this latter occurs, no after atten-

tion can remedy it, which is all against success.

No variety can equal a true type of Ailsa Craig,

which possesses weight and shape and, with due

care in culture, matures perfectly in August.

Carrots.—To give early roots, a sowing of any

of the Short Horn varieties should be made in a

shallow frame on a gentle bottom-heat. As the

pi ants, progress, give air freely and begin to pull

the roots early. These will be useful for flavour-

ing, and provide extra space for those remaining

to grow larger.

Broad Beans.—Make a sowing of Windsor

and Early Longpod in large pots to give a crop

in May and early June. Five seeds in a ro-inch

pot will be ample. Three parts HU the pots with

rich soil, the space" to be afterwards filled with

half-decayed horse-manure as a mulch to encourage

surface roots. Stand the pots in a vinery or Peach-

house just started, or even in a greenhouse, where

the plants will have ample light to grow .sturdily

afterwards.

Leeks.—A sowing in pots or pans for the earliest

crop can now be made, giving the plants cool

treatment.

Radishes, wherever space exists, should bo sown

in frames on a gentle bottom-heat among Carrots.

Lettuce, Marrows or Potatoes, choosing varieties

of the French Breakfast type. Nothing but ill

results are gained by sowing the seed too thickly
;

the plants quickly become attenuated, and in this

way never gain even a reasonable size.

Potatoes.—Early varieties, like May Queen,

Duke of York and Dunnottar Castle, for planting

in frames or large pots should be stood on end to

sprout in some light, frost-proof shed or cool

house. Do not allow- more than two shoots to

grow on each tuber, as a greater number have

not space to grow sturdily, which is the all-im-

portant point, especially in early Potato crops.

Seakale.—Continue to add fresh roots to the

forcing-house to keep up a regular supply of

succulent Seakale. If the stock is short but

consists of strong roots, they will produce

secondary crops if encouraged to grow after clear-

ing the first crowns, which should not be cut too

low. Spriidiling with warm water twice daily

and covering thenr with freshly gathered leaves

will induce a quick growth.

Rhubarb.—The early varieties out of doors

are now pushing into growth. To accelerate the

FORCING FRENCH BEANS.

I. French Beans rooted in small pots and potted

into a larger one. 2. French Beans rooted in clumps

of three in boxes, to be transferred to pots. 3. A
suitable staging for forcing Beans in pots. 4. Crosses

represent Beans sown in a frame with rows of

Radishes {dotted lines) between.

supply, cover the roots with Seakale pots, tubs

or boxes, covering with long, strawy manure to

exclude light but not air, as the latter improves

the flavour of the Rhubarb when not induced to

grow too rapidly by strong heat from hot manure.

Peas.—Sowings in large pots for use in May
and early June should be made at once of such

sorts as Early Giant, Duke of Albany and Edwin
Beckett. Six seeds should be placed in a lo-inch

pot in a cool house, giving the plants a light

position directly they are above the soil to induce

a sturdy growth.

Lettuce.—Make a sowing in boxes for a May
supply, CU-, if more are required, a slight hotbed

may be used. Such sorts as Favourite, Golden
Ball, Marvel and All the Year Round are desirable.

Plants in cold frames require constant attention

to the removal of decaying leaves, stirring of the

soil and giving abundant supplies of air.

Beetroot.—Where extra early roots are required,

now is a good time to sow such sorts as Globe

and Chilian on a gentle hotbed.

Aubergines.— Seeds should now lie sown in

fairly rich soil in a pan in a temperature of from
50° to 60°, afterwards potting the seedlings

separately in 2j-inch pots. In this way success

is assured with Egg Plants ; otherwise, when
sowing is deferred too late, success is not so

easily achieved, as a long season of growth is

necessary to develop the fruit. Early Long and

Dwarf Purple are the best sorts for culinary use;

biit, if ornament is mainly desired, as pot plants

the white-fruited variety is desirable.

Swanmore. E. Moly.neu.x.

THE GREENHOUSE FOR
FOOD SUPPLY.

B V William R o w L E s .

Growing French Beans Under Glass.—
French Beans are probably the most profitable

outdoor vegetable that can be grown under glass.

Their sojourn with us from outdoor culture is all

too short, hut with the aid of glass and sufficient

heat we may have them practically throughout

the year. They bear forcing better than most

\egetables, and rarely fail to yield good results.

There is, of course, no need to force them while

we can get them outside at nruch less expense,

but we may commence in August and maintain,

if we wish, an uninterrupted succession by sowing

about once a month. In the early spring we may
increase our sowings to once a fortnight, and

easily keep up a supply till Beans are available

outside. As the late sowing of these Beans out-

side in late July and .August will only yield a crop

if the weather is open or if we take the trouble

to protect them, it is advised to make a sowing

in a cold pit or frame in August. There will

be a depth of soil of about 8 inches standing on

a few inches of leaves or rotted manure. The
seeds are planted in groups of two or three at a

distance of 9 inches apart in rows a foot apart.

We may utilise the increased distance between

the rows for sowing lines of Radishes, which will

mature before the Beans are sufficiently high

to smother them. This autumn sowing needs

very little attention, for, after watering, the lights

are merely kept on until the seeds germinate,

and afterwards only on cold nights or to protect

the plants from heavy rains. Plants from this

sowing will need no support. As winter advances,

other sowings will need more heat than can be

given in a cold frame, so if there is not a heated

pit a\'ailable, we must be content to grow them

in pots.

There are several differences among growers

as to the details of management, and rather than

argue these out to no useful purpose I will tell

readers how I myself grow them with satisfactory

results. I use 4-inch pots with a few leaves at

the bottom and filled with sandy soil, and sow

five Beans in each pot, covering them with an inch

of soil. These are watered through a rose and

put into a temperature of 60°, where they quickly

appear again. As soon as they are above the

soil they are brought to the light and stood close

to the glass, and fronr that time until they have

fruited they receive at least two syringings a day.
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When 4 inches or 5 inches high they are trans-

ferred to 9-inch pots. I pull out the backward

Beans and, clumping two of the balls together

in a large pot (now free from Chrysanthemums)

and duly drained, I fill up with sandy soil. Space

for top-dressing is not left, as I see no difference

in the behaviour of plants so treated. Shortly

afterwards twiggy sticks of Birch or Hazel are

set to keep them upright, and when the plants

commence fruiting they are treated to addressing

of Le Fruitier and weak waterings of liquid cow-

manure. As the plants advance in growth, more

room is afforded them, but in order to make the

best use of space I like to keep the leaves just

touching. Unless we assiduously and forcibly

syringe them and keep a moist atmosphere in the

house, we are going to be troubled Avith that horrid

pest, red spider. With this point of good culture

followed, we need not discuss the elimination of

red spider. Syringing need not be stopped even

when the Beans are flowering. Old plants are

removed as soon as they fail to produce Beans.

SILENE ASTERIAS GRANDI-
FLORA.

Very conflicting statements regarding this little-

known plant have reached this office, of which

we select those given below.

A propos the note on the above by Mr. E. A.

Bowles (page 14, issue January 8), this Silene seems

to thrive out of doors at Waltham Cross. An
authority tells me that it cannot be regarded as

hardy. " In the North or in any cold districts,"

he says, " this plant will grow all right during the

summer, but it invariably dies in the winter."

Some reader who has it should send a photo-

graph for publication in The Garden when the

plant is in bloom. We should all be interested.

Ecclesall. E. T. Ellis.

I can in the main endorse all that has been

said by Mr. E. A. Bowles (page 14, issue January 8)

regarding Silene Asterias grandiflora, which I

obtained from the same source, in the form of

seeds, from Messrs. Thompson and Morgan,

Ipswich. Its life, however, does exceed three

years in certain positions, and I have had plants

here for a considerable number of years—nine

or ten at least. It seeds very freely, and young

plants appear in plenty about the parents. Here

it flowers freely and gives me many heads of

bright crimson flowers. S. Arnott.

Sunnymead, Maxwelliown, Dumfries.

In reference to enquiry respecting the above plant,

it may interest your correspondent to know that the

flowers feature those of the Scabious, growing

18 inches high, colour carmine scarlet, the plant

being quite easy to establish and not at all

particular as to soil or surroundings.

George J. Lovelock.

The following may be of use to your corre-

spondent :
" Silene Asterias, Griseb. Spicil. Fl.

Rumel., I., 168—Banatus." " Kew Index,"

Vol. IV., under Silene. Banatus, I take it, is the

Latinised form of Banat, part of Southern Hungary

between the Maros and the Danube, according to

Johnson's Gazetteer. There is a copy of Grise-

bach's work in the Library of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. W. H. B„ Fletcher.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

.Leeks and Shallots.—-A small quantity of

Leek seed may be sown in a box and placed in

a warm house. When germination has taken
place and the seedlings are well above the soil

they shou'd be gradually inured to cooler sur-

roundings. The plants from this batch will furnish
an early supply, and for exhibition if needed.
Shallots must be planted in drills a foot apart
directly the soil is suitable.

Early Peas.—Much will depend upon the district

and the condition of the ground in regard to early
Peas, but the first opportunity should be taken
to make a sowing of Early Giant, Gradus, or The
Pilot. Se'ect a warm border if possible, or the
driest and warmest part of the garden.

The Flower Garden.

Dahlias.—If it is desired to increase the stock
of any particular kind, the tubers should be placed
in an average temperature of 60^, where sturdy
cuttings will soon be produced. When a few inches
in length, they should be severed with a sharp
knife and placed in pots of sandy soil. If put in

the propagating-case they readily form roots.

Pot on as required, and gradually harden off

in readiness forj planting out in the borders
in May.

Plants for Subtropical Bedding. — Seeds of

the following may be sown and grown on without
any check : Ricinus communis, R. sanguineus
(Castor-oil Plants), Zea japonica variegata, Z. j.

gigantea (Maize), Amaranthus caudatus, Cannas,
Solanum Pyracanthum, Centaurea candidissima,
Melianthus major and Nicotiana sylvestris.

Fruit Under Glass.

The Orchard-House.—The trees in this house
should be brought on gradually, because if excessive
fire is used during the early stages, the results are
not so satisfactory. A temperature of 50° at night
will suffice for the present, and the floors and walls
may be sprinkled with water to promote a genial,

moist atmosphere.

Cherries.—These are sometimes grown in

unheated cases on a west wall, and if given attention
some excellent fruit is procured. Now is a good
time to plant, and the following are recommended :

Early Rivers, Frogmore Early Bigarreau, Black
Tartarian and Emperor Francis. Double or
triple cordons may be chosen, and during the
first year grow the trees naturally, while all the
fruit shou'd be removed.

Plants Under Glass.

Caladiums.—An early batch may be placed
in a warm house or in a vinery that is just started.

The tubeis should be shaken out of their old soil and
the large-lea\'ed kinds be potted singly, but several

of the small varieties should be placed in one
receptacle. The soil for starting the tubers
should be two parts leaf-mould and one part
sharp sand. Do not press the compost very hard,

and the crowns of the tubers ought not to be
covered. Keep the syringe employed between
the pots until growth is well away.

Cuttings.—The propagating-case must be kept
filled with cuttings of various kinds, such as Coleus,

Begonias, Eranthemums, Marguerites and other
subjects that each grower may require.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Parsnips.—This crop succeeds best when given
a long season of growth. Seeds may be sown now
if the soil is in suitable condition. Deep cultiva-

tion is necessary, but large dressings of fresh

manure should be avoided. The rows should
be at least 18 inches apart, and a saving of seed
will be effected if a few seeds are dropped in the
rows about a foot apart, instead of sowing in the
usual way. If required for exhibition purposes,

deep holes should be made with a long dibber
and these filled in with a light compost passed

through a fine ridd'e. on the top of which a few
seeds should be placed and covered with the same
kind of soil. Thin out the plants as soon as they
are in the rough leaf.

Onions.—Where this crop can be grown entirely
out of doors, the seeds may now be sown. A dav
or two previous to sowing, the ground should
receive a dressing of one of the advertised soil

insecticides. As soon as a fine tilth can be
obtained, sow also a sufficient supply of Leeks for
transplanting.

Artichokes.—Jerusa'em Artichokes may also be
planted this month. Deep cultivation and liberal
manuring are essential to secure good returns.
The rows should be 5 feet apart, and 2 feet
between the sets. Pinch the toTs out of the shoots
when the plants reach a height of 5 feet.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—There is not much advantage in
sowing Me'ons before the present time. Even a
good command of fire-heat will not compensate
for the lack of sunshine generally experienced
so early in the year; but where a continuous
succession is required, an early batch may be
started now. Sow the seeds singly in small pots,
from which they can be transferred to the pre-
pared bed without potting on. Me'ons succeed
best in a good rough loam, with a liberal mixing
of old mortar rubble. See that the soil is made
firm and thoroughly heated before planting out,
and that each plant rests on a slight mound to
prevent moisture settling at the neck of the plant.
One, two or three varieties may be grown in each
batch, so that a succession of fruits may be
better maintained. Select varieties with a good
flavour—good cultivation will not impart flavour
to an indifferent sort—and keep the plants growing
freely in a high and moist atmosphere.

The Grape-Room.—The stock of Grapes will

now be confined to one variety, viz.. Lady Downe's,
and the bunches if cut and bottled in good order
and kept under suitable conditions will keep fresh
till midsummer. Only enough heat to keep the
temperature of the room at 40° is required. Admit
air daily unless the atmosphere is damp or foggy,
and remove at once any decaying berries.

The Flower Garden.

Calceolaria amplexicaulis. — Autumn-rooted
cuttings of this old favourite may be potted off

into suitable-sized pots sufficient to carry them
over till bedding out time, and if the stock is

insufficient, the tops may be taken oft" now and
inserted as cuttings.

Lobelia cardinalis. — The rootstocks should
now be divided and potted up, or placed in boxes
with some good fresh loam. Put them in a cool
pit or Peach-house, as they are almost hardy,
even in the North.

Lobelia speciosa.—Seeds may now be sown for

bedding purposes. Sow very thinly and cover
lightly. These generally germinate well, but when
too thickly sown grow up weak, and are therefore
difficult to handle. Stock plants of special varieties

that have been kept to provide cuttings should
now have a little more heat given them to induce
growth and enable propagation to be commenced.

Plants Under Glass.

Fuchsias.—These can now be taken from their

winter quarters, trimmed into shape and cleaned,

and given a little heat to start them. As soon
as the growths are ij inches long, a portion
of these should be taken off to provide cuttings.

Cyclamens.—The young plants raised from
seed last August should now be ready to be potted
up into small pots and placed in a position near the

glass, on a cool ash bottom if possible.

Clivias.—These respond readily to a little mild
forcing and provide a welcome change in the cut

flow'er supply.

Amaryllis.—Introduce a few bulbs to a warm
house at regular inter\'als. A Melon or Cucumber
house will suit well.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle. N.B.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAe Editor endeavours

make The Garden helpful to all readers ivho desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may he,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of THE Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designatioii he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper-

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or 7noss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
PLANTS FOR EDGINGS (TT. />.).—The foUowing

should prove of ser\nce : *Cainpaniila murahs (perhaps

the best plant that could be named for your purpose),

*Saxifraga muscoides and its variety *atropurpurea,

*S. Sternberg!, *S. apiculata, *Gentiaua acaulis (a gem
for such work), *Armcria alpina, *I)act.yhs glomerata

variegata, Phlox amoena, Iris pumila varieties, Aster

alpinus, Erigeron aurantiacus, Thalictrum adiantifolium,

*Aubrietia tauricola, Acantholimon glumaceuni, Sedum
Lydium, Saxifraga Aizoon rosuLaris, and *Campanula
Miss Willmott and other pusiUa varieties. Pinks, of

course, could be grown, and such carpeting subjects as

Antennaria tomentosa and Achillea tomentosa, which

are easily pinched back so that they need never extend
beyond 6 inches or so. AVe have marked the finer subjects

by asterisks,

TREES AND SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN TREES TO FORM A SCREEN (E. M. P.).

—(.'uiui>^iiv niacrocarpa, Pinus Pinaster and Austrian

Pinr (Piiiu^ Laricio var. nigricans) are aU good shelter

trees that would be likely to give good results in the position

described. AU grow rapidly, once they are established,

but they are usually a couple of years in establishing

themselves. Quite small trees, 12 inclies to 18 inches

high, should be planted, for larger ones are very difficult

to establish. If you can procure Cupressus macrocarpa
in pots, do so, and plant them with as little root disturb-

ance as possible. It will even he. adAisable to place a
small stake to each tree, in order to keep it from being

blown about before new roots have been formed.

FRUIT GARDEN.
MAGGOTS IN RASPBERRIES AND LOGANBERRIES.

—In reply to the enquiry by " P. M. L.," i^siie Jainuuy 8,

page 24, Mr. E. A. Bnnyard writes: "The fruit.s were
doubtless attacked by the Raspberry beetle (Byturus
tomentosus). The Lo'janberry frequently suffers from
this cause. This beetle attacks the fruits when in the

larval stage, and causes the fruits to become deformed and
shrivelled. The diseased fruits should be gathered quite

early when only half developed and burned, and the

beetles can be cauglit upon tarred boards or be shaken

into cloths when tlicy arc laying eggs on the flower budt
in May. Vaporite might be dibbcd into the soil, or kainit

dressed upon the surface to kill the young pupse in the

soil. The const0,ut cultivation of the soil by exposing
the larvEe to the weather, and attacks from birds will be

of the utmost value.

PLUM TREES TO GRAFT (iU. B. 5.).—Plum trees

may be grafted equally as well as the Pear or the Apple.
But the practice is seldom resorted to, for one thing
because of the trouble yon refer to, and also of the shorten-

ing of the life of the trees which the severity of the opera-

tion causes. Plum tree blossom is perhaps the most
tender of all fruit tree blossom ; and as we happen to

know something of the district in which you live, and
of its inhospitable and almost imi)ossiblc climate as far

as the successful gro%vth of hardy fruit is concerned, we
doubt very much if a late-flowering variety would stand
a much better chance of success than an early one in that

pait 01 Derbyshire. The Plum (like any other fruit tree),

if it does not bear freely, produces coarse and sappy wood,
which cannot be properly ripened, especially in your
climate, and therefore ills hopeless to expect good crops.

The Plum is a surface rooter and responds favourably
to this process of root pruning. "Why not root prune
your trees, and so compel them to produce smaller shoots,

which offer a better prospect of ripening, and as a conse-

quence fertility, pruning the top rather hard as well.

is not much trouble in raising this useful late-flowering
subject. Old seeds—those of a year old, for example

—

sown and placed in a cold frame rarely do much good.
For wall gardening it is one of the best of plants, less

luxuriant in leaf perhaps, though very prodigal of flower.

Seeds sown in the wall as soon as ripe, mixed with soil

when introduced, would be a good way, though the quickest
way of all would be to obtain a plant or two now, root a
batch of cuttings during spring and early summer, and
insert these in the wall crevices with soil in August next,
or even in May if you can ensure the young plants receiving
attention tiU estabbshed.

SOCIETIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ZAUSCHNERIA CALIFORNICA FROM SEEDS

(M. M. It. C).—^<;ivrii fresh seeds, wliicli sjiould furprrfer-

cncc be suwn in slight warmth in tlie greentinuse, there

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The usual fortnightly meeting, held on Tuesday last, was
full of interest and variety in almost every department.
Cymbidiums from Gatton Park, chiefly hybrids raised
in those famous gardens, were of exceptional merit.
Orchids, too, from other sources contributed not a little

to the gaiety and excellence of the show. The earhest
alpines were freely displayed., many growers bringing
large collections ; while Carnations, shrubs and green-
house flowers contributed their quota to a most agreeable
whole.

Floral CoMinxTEE.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.
W. A. Eilney, E. A. Bowles, R. C. Notcutt, W. J. Bean,
G. Ileuthc, J. Green, G. Harrow, J, W. Moorman, J. F.
McLeod, AV. Howe, G. Paul, T. Stevenson, U. Hooper
Pearson, J. Jennings, J. Dickson, C. Dixon, A. Turner,
J. T. Bennett-Po6, C. E. Shea, C. E. Pearson, W. P.
Thomson, E. H. Jenkins, J. Hudson, W. B. Cranfleld,

J. W. Barr and W. Bain.
Messrs. William Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, N., had

an admirable display, consisting chiefly of Carnations,
alpine and greenhouse flowering plants. Of the former.
Lady Ingestre, a lovely salmon pink, stood out from all by
reason of its colour ; while Sabina (rich scarlet), Perpetual-
flowering Malmaison Mrs. Mackinnon (scarlet). Scarlet
Glow, Triumph and AMiite Swan were all excellent.

Among hardy flowers. Iris alata, Cliristmas Roses,
hardy Heaths, Hepaticas in variety, and the earliest

Saxifrages—kestonensis, burseriana major and Boydii
alba—were all good. Forced shrubs, with Daphnes, were
very beautiful. In addition, Coleus thyrsoideus (rich

blue) and a set of Zonal Pelargoniums gave excellent
touclies of colour.

Mr, Jlaurice Prichard, Christchurch, Hants, displayed
with much skill a considerable variety of early flowering
alpines, in which the choicer Saxifrages played an impor-
tant part. Of these, Mrs. Leng is one of the best
and most profusely flowered. To this may be added
Haagei and Elizabethan, all yellow flowered and good
growers. The usually sparsely flowered Saxifraga Salo-
mon! was full of bud and blossom, while burseriana
gloria and tridentina were in excellent form. Helleborus
magnificus is the finest of the dark-coloured Lenten Roses,
a very handsome plant, and Pierre Loti one of the most
heavily spotted. JNIrgasea speciosa rosea is a great gain
among tlir earliest flowers and was admirably shown.
The .\[isM's Hni)kiiis. Shepperton-on-Thames, showed a

group of liardy flowrrs, such as Petasitcs japonica, coloured
Primroses and the early Saxifrages being included.

Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot, showed
alpines on rockwork with shrubs. Soldanellas, Sisy-
rincliium grandiflorum, and Saxifraga Boydii alba, a
beautiful lot, dcliglitfully flowered, were among the
best things.

JEr. G. Reuthe, ICeston, Kent, showed a beautiful lot

of Berberis Bealei, many 3feet long branches being shown
in full flower. Iris reticulata purpurea, Narcissus minimus,
Rhododendron monpinense (white, crimson spotted
flowers), R. dahuricum semper\irens and R. mucronulatuni
were, among others, very good. Rites laurifolia and
Sarcococca humile, with pretty white flowers, were also

good.
Messrs. Piper, Barnes and Bayswater, contributed an

extensive assortment of alpines, some goodly batches of
the early hardy Cyclamen, Saxifraga burseriana major,
S. Panlinaj and S. Boydii alba being shown among' others.
Rhododendron pra?cox was also good.

Messrs. "SATiitelegg and Page, Chislehurst, Kent, dis-

played a charming variety of alpines, the chief of them
being in flower. Of these we noted Saxifraga corio-

phylla (white), S. Boydii alba, the yellow-flowered S.

apiculata, S. Faldonside and S. Elizabethfe being shown
in fine masses.

Messrs. Herbert Chapman, Limited, Rotherside Gardens,
Rye, showed a particularly interesting batch of Iris

Cantab, one of the early bulbous section ; also a variety
of seedlings of many shades of colour, from white, through
blue to richest purple. Iris Tauri, I. sind-pcrs and
Freesias were also on view.

Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, had a lovely display

of Saxifraga Gloria and S. Boydii alba, without doubt
the two best white-flowered early sorts. S. Irvingi and
S. Faldonside were also noted among others. Tlie

pretty Raouha australis, a silvery carpeter, and Hepatica
angulosa were also on view.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, showed a fine

strain of giant Cyclamen in white, salmon, crimson and
ottier shades. Carnations were also well shown, Mrs.
Mackay Edgar, Baroness de Brienen and May Day Improved
(all pink flowered) being very good. Philadelphia Ctirise,

Eritisli Triumph, \\niite Wond.-r and .Matchless (tlie best
whites) were also on view.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons showed some interesting
shrubs, Forsythia suspensa, HamameUs in \^riety,
Daphne Mezereum album and tlie male form of Hippophae
rhamnoides being among them. Garrya elliptica and
Cj'donia japonica in variety were noted. Messrs.
Cheal also showed a variety of alpines, including
Anemone blanda, Saxifraga oppositifolia alba, and
Primulas.

Messrs, AUwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, showed
Carnations excellently. Rosette (cerise). Brilliant (white-
flowered fancy with maroon markings), Mary AHwood
(very fine), Mrs. B. P. Cheney (white and scarlet fancy),
Mrs, C. F. Raphael and Terrific (a pale pink fiowered
Perpetual Malmaison) being very good. Rosahnd (yellow-
ground fancy) was particularly striking among new
sorts.

Messrs. H. B, May and Sons, Limited, displayed a table
of Ferns, -nith a few Cinerarias and Euphorbia jacquiniae-
flora. Among good Ferns were the hardy evergreen
Polypodiums and Scolopendriums, in the former of which
Barrow and trichomanoides were well done. The tas-
selled Scolopendrium grandiceps was very fine, the crispum
variety Robinsoni being one of the handsomest of its

set, Polypodium glaucum crispum and Adiantum
Farleyense gloriosuni were finely sho^m.
Double Violets were shown by filr. H. Rogers, gardener

to Lord Rendlesham, Woodbridge ; they were exception-
ally well grown and of large size.

Mr, L. R. Russell, Richmond, showed a table of shrubs,
such things as Daphne Mezereum album, Hamamelis
arborea, H. zuccariniana in two varieties and H. mollis
all being well shown. Garrya elliptica ^'as also good.
Well-flowered Azaleas were also well displayed.
A collection of forty varieties of Violets, shown by

Mr. J, J. Kettle, Corfe IMullen, near Wimborne, was one
of the features of the show. Coleroona, Jamie Higgins,
Mrs, J. J. Astor, La Belle Parisienne, Mrs, J. J. Kettle,
Mrs, Arthur and Swanley White are all double-flowered.
La France and Princess of Wales were among the best
of the singles.

Messrs, Wells, Limited, Merstham, showed Carnation
Aviator (rich scarlet) and Pink Sensation among others.
Chrysanthemum Bertha Lachaux, a pink-flowered variety,
was in excellent form for so late a date.

Messrs. Carter and Co., Raynes Park, exhibited their
choice strains of Primula sinensis, of which P. stellata
Carter's White, Holborn Coral, King Edward VII. (a very
fine white), Princess May (probably the most charming
of the pink-flowered set), and stellata Fairy Queen were
very beautiful. A dehghtful grouping of Primula mala-
coides was in the background.

Mr. G. W. JlUler, Clarkson Nurseries, Wisbech, showed
a lovely lot of Christmas Roses, with Daisies Norfolk
Pink, Rob Roy, and ^Vhite Alice ; red Hepaticas, Poly-
anthuses and Blue Primroses, and many excellent vases of
Narcissus Golden Spur and N. Poeticus ornatus.

Orchid Committee.

Present : J. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (chairman), Sir
Harry J. Veitch, Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., and
Messrs. J, O'Brien, Gurnev Wilson, J. Wilson Potter,
F. J. Hanbury, Pantia Ratli, A. McBran, Walter Cobb,
T. Armstrong, J. Charb'sworth, J. Cypher, W. H. Hatcher,
H. G. Alexander, J. E. Shiel, E. H. Davidson, C. H. Curtis,
S. W. Flory, W. Bolton, C. J., Lucas, R. B. White and
R. A. Rolfe.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, among a few
choice Orchids showed Odontioda Cooksoniic, with a
very extended raceme of crimson flowers ; Lycaste
Mesochlaena, with greenish and white flowers ; Ljelio-
Cattleya J. F. Birkbeek, Cattleya Snow Queen, Dendrobium
wardianum giganteum, and Odontoglossum coronarium
var, brevifoliuin. Silver Flora medal.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park, Surrey
(gardener, Mr. J. ODlUer), had a remarkable show of
Cymbidiums, home-raised seedlings of great beauty and
interest. Of tliesi', the Queen of Gatton varieties iii rose,
pink, butf and yellow were all charming; while gatton-
cnsis, Lady Colman, Golden Queen, coningsbyanum and
gattouensisxgranditlora, a green-sepalled, white, crimson
spotted lipped sort, were choice and distinct.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath, had
a select batch of Orcliids, including Odontioda Joan in
more than one distinct shade, O, Langowoyi (crimson
maroon sepals and white lip), Odontoglossum lambeaui-
annm var, Lyoth and 0. Louise, Sophro-Cattleya Saxa
(carmine, almost cerise shaded) was very beautiful.
Silver Flora medal.

Mr. C. F. Waters, Deanland Nursery, Balcombe, Sussex,
showed some choice Lycastcs, Cypripediums and Odonto-
giossums, together with Dendrobium wardianum and
Vanda cferulea in three distinct varieties.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenliam, had a lovely
lot of Cypripediums, such as C, leeannm chnkaberryanuni,
C. Thompsonii (with rosy dorsal sepal), C. aureum virginale
(white dorsal sepal and brownish sepals), together with
Sophronitis, Brass-u-Cattleyas and Calanthe«. Silver
Flora medal.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells, showed
very flue examples of Miltonia bleuana, Epidendrum
polybulbum (a curious miniature), the rare Cattleya
percivaliana alba (white sepals and petals and golden
orange throat), Odontoglossum amabile and others.
Odontoglossum Anzac (eximeum x Colossus), for which
a preliminary commendation was granted, is a very dark-
blotched form, one of the many good things in which this
firm excels. Cj'pripedium Boltonii and Pilnmna nobilius
(white fiowered and delightfully fragrant) ^yere ajso in
the group. Silver I'^Iora medal,

'
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
Kew Gardens Receipts.—The charge for

admission into Kew Gardens began on January 17.

The receipts during the first week amounted
to £42 I2S. 7d.

No Spring Bulbs at Hampton Court.—Visitors

to the historic gardens at Hampton Court will

this year look in vain for the large beds of Hya-
cinths, Tulips and Daffodils that have made
displays of splendour in springs gone by. Fearing

a diminution in summer bedding also, the inhabi-

tants of the district have expressed a wish that

they would prefer an entrance fee like

that recently instituted at Kew, rather

than be without spring bulbs and sum-

mer bedding.

The ButterHy Flower.—The Schi-

?,anthus, or Butterfly Flower, is one of

the most fioriferous subjects for decora-

ting the conservatory at the present time,

and many such places are looking very

gay where they are freely used, both in

large and small gardens. There are several

strains now on the market with a

wonderful variety of colour and beauti-

ful compact habit, much to be preferred

to the old straggling habit of the type.

A Long-Lived Primula: P.

Forrestii.—The requirements of this

beautiful species do not seem to be

well understood, proving difficult and

disappointing to most of us to grow.

In places it will not survive the first

winter if planted on the level without

protection, but planted in a nearly

vertical fissure protected from overhead

wet it will do well when once established,

increasing in size and flowering pro-

fusely every year. It is named after

iVIr. George Forrest, its collector, who
found it growing on the high Alps of

Yunnan. It is supposed to be a long-

lived plaint, often attaining the age of

fifty to a hundred years on its native

mountains. The flowers are golden

yellow, fading to rich orange, and

have the fragrance of ripe fruit. This

peculiarity is not confined to the flowers alone, but

is also given off by the charming wrinkled foliage.

Sulphate of Ammonia.—In view of the uncer-

tainty as to the sufficiency of the supplies of

sulphate of ammonia to meet the home demands
during the next few months, it has been decided,

with the approval of the President of the Board

of Agriculture and Fisheries, to suspend for the

present the export of sulphate of ammonia. Under
normal conditions it is well known that the pro-

(lurtion of sulphate of ammonia considerably

exceeds home requirements, but it is hoped that

farmers and gardeners will this year greatly

increase their demands for fertilisers of all de-

scriptions, so as to stimulate so far as practicable

the production from the land and thus reduce the

importation of foodstuffs.

Rose HoosJer Beauty.—This new American

variety, bids fair to rival Richmond, on which it is

said to be an improvement in growth, and also

in the colour of the flowers. Certainly the dazzling

bolour of the new-comer docs not fade or turn

Boil in plenty of water for at least an hour. In

some cases rather more time is required. Serve

with the ordinary white sauce or melted butter.

The First Orchid Nurserymen.—Orchids now
occupy a most prominent and miportant position

in modern gardens. Week in, week out, they are

exhibited at the fortnightly meetings of the Royal
Horticultural Society before a special committee,
some members of which take long journeys in

order to be present. It was not always so with

these plants. Messrs. Loddiges of Hackney are said

to have been the first firm that

specialised in Orchids. They had a house

140 feet long, 18 feet wide and 10 feet

high, the centre of the span being com-

pletely filled with them. This feat was
considered something very wonderful.

Sporting of Bouvardia.—At a recent

meeting of the siientiftc committee of

the Ro>'alHorticultural Society, Prof. W.
Bateson showed a sport fronr the pale

pinkish form of Bouvardia, known as

Bridesmaid, like Hogarth in every way,

i.e., of a red colour. It had occurred

among plants raised from cuttings of

the former. He suggested that the

probable explanation of the sporting

was that Bridesmaid was a chimera,

and that as the buds on the root cut-

tings were produced from the central

tissues of the root only, the outer cover-

ing present in Bridesmaid was lacking

in the plants propagated from it. Sui h

sporting in root cuttings has been

recorded several times, especially sonie

years ago. and the committee would
be glad to learn of other similar case?.

National Diploma in Horticulture.

The 1916 examinations for the National

Diploma in Horticulture will be held in

June next. The examinations are

partly written, parth" practical and

partly viva voce. This Diploma was
established with a view of bestow-

ing a recognition upon professional

gardeners, and of raising the status

blue, either on the plant. or in a cut state. The of the gardening profession. Full particulars

blooms are shapely, freely borne, and are very
1 can be obtained by applying to the Secretary,

fragrant. From present appearance this cannot I Royal Horticultural Society, Vincent Square,
fail to be a useful and popular variety in the ' Westminster, S.W., on receipt of an addressed
open as well as under glass. foolscap envelope, stamped 2d. Entries for the

How to Cook Celeriae.—.\ well-grown root : Qualifying Test must be received not later than
of Celeriae should measure not less than 5 inches

,

March 2, and for the Preliminary and Final
in diameter and as much in depth. Carefully Examinations not later than Maich 10. .Applica-

peel off the rind, cutting away all irregularities
|

tion forms for registration and forms of entry

of root protuberances. Cut into six pieces in can likewise be obtained from the address given

the case of large roots, ciuartering the sma'ler ones, above,

THE BEAUTIFUL PRIMUL.-^ FORESTII. IT IS SAID TO
LIVE TO A GREAT AGE IN ITS NATIVE HABITAT.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Primulas of Doubtful Hardiness.—Primula

lualacoides is quite hardy in some gardens, but it

is not absolutely dependable, possibly owing to

large plants being liable to rot at the necks. I

have seen it standing the winter in the Vale of

Leven, in Dumbartonshire, as well as in gardens

in the South of Scotland. I have not heard of

P. kewensis standing the winter in Scotland. I

fear we shall have to write down P. Purdomii as

too tender for outdoor cultivation, though it has

not been well pro^ed. It belongs to

a difficult section, practically all the r

plants in it requiring what w-e cannot

well give in this climate of ours— W£^
water from below and none or almost *•' ~

none above.—S. A.

" Urbi et Orbi."—May I be

allowed to state that I no more
call a seed a flower, or an egg a

chick, than I would the Dinion cook's

mixture a pudding. Requiescat

in pace.—Joseph J.^cob.

Erythraea Massonii.—Regarding

this pretty little plant, referred to in

the issue of January 22. page 41, it

may be of use to mention that it may
be cultivated successfully in a dry

soil, provided it receives a certain

amount of shade, such as that

afforded by a plant 2 feet or 3 feet

high, or a large stone, if on rock-

work. It is really a moisture

lover, and the advice given on the

page referred to is quite correct.

—

S. Arnott.

Fairy Roses.— I fancy there is an

old saying that " a cobbler should

stick to his last," and I could not

help thinking so when I read the

Rev, Joseph Jacob's recent letter

regarding Fairy Roses. And now
another correspondent — a " Rose
Grower," forsooth, who should know-

better—enters the arena with another

paragraph about Fairy Roses. I take

it both Mr. Jacob and " Rose

Grower " are referring to seedling

Roses raised from Rosa multifloraor

the Polyantha Perpetual Rose. These,

strictly speaking, are Polyantha

Roses, or, as the National Rose Society

names them." Poly, poms.," abbrevia- THI

tions for Polyantha pompon. I am
quite aware some growers term these

Polyanthas " Fairy Roses." but the true

Fairy Roses are varieties belonging to Rosa

indica and formerly known, many years ago,

as Lawrenceana Roses, and they were first

introduced from China about 18 10. There are

few, if any, British growers who catalogue them
now, but M. Guillot of Lyons had them in his

list a few years ago. I have two varieties, one

named Gloire des Lawrenceanas being a very

pretty little thing, lil<e a tiny Monthly Rose, the

tiniest Rose I know. I question whether any

of them are worth growing to-day. It is as

well for us to be as accurate as we can, and I

think the name "Fairy Rose" should not be applied

to the little seedling Polyanthas which Mr, Jaro'.)

s) eloquently exto'led.

—

Danecroft.

The Witch Hazels (Hamamelis).—The writer

of the article on these delightful winter-flowering

shrubs, on page 44, January 22, of Thk Garden,

has omitted to mention the best of them all,

namely, the Chinese Hamamelis mollis. It is of

a far more shrubby habit of growth than H.

arborea, while the large, roundish leaves are soft

in texture, being clothed with clustered hairs.

Another feature is that the blossoms expand, as

a rule, before those of H. arborea. from which they

are quite distinct. Instead of being crisped.

I

the petals of H. mollis are flat, except for a kind of

hook at the tip. They are broader than the

others and of a rich golden yellow^ colour, so that,

being freely borne, a specimen when in full bloom

BEST OF THE WITCH HAZELS. THE CHINESE
HAMAMELIS MOLLIS.

forms a charming winter feature. A pleasing

fragrance, too, is a valuable asset. These various

desirable qualities account for the popularity it

has attained within recent years. A singular fact

in connection with this Hamamelis is related in

" Hortus Veitchii," where it is stated that it was

sent home by Charles Maries, who was travelling

in China on behalf of Messrs. Veitch from r877 to

r879, and that it was overlooked in Coombe Wood
Nursery for twenty years till Mr. George Nicholson

brought it under notice. Since then it has been

discovered by Messrs. Henry and \Vilson. For

many years H. \'irginica was regarded as the only

.American Witch Hazel, but recently Professor

Sargent has described a new species from the

Western Continent, under the name of Hamamelis

vernalis. Like the .Asiatic species, it flowers in

the early months of the year. The blossoms,

however, are more like those of H. virginica,

except that the calyx lobes are red. The leaves,

too, are of a paler green, and it is said to spread

by means of suckers. It is an interesting species,

but for beauty not to be compared with the .Asiatic

kinds.—H. P.

Male and Female Plants of Asparagus.

—

Re the note on large Asparagus, issue January

29, page 50, there is, I think, no doubt that the

male and female flowers of the .\sparagus are

borne on separate plants. This is. at any rate,

the case with all the plants in my own garden and

in those of my neighbours. I have been interested

in the question for several years past,

for it occurred to me that those who
raise their own plants from seed

would do well not to plant them in

their permanent positions until they

had flowered and shown their sex, and

then to plant only male plants. No
seeds would then be formed and no

amount of carelessness could then

allow the bee's to become a thick forest

of seedlings—a frequent cause of the

riminution of the size of the shoots.

—

\V. R. DvKES. Charterhouse, Godalming

Border Carnations.—I have read

with great pleasure the recent article

by Mr. Gibson. Perhaps a word

from a Scottish grower will be

appreciated, as I am convinced that

certain admittedly first-rate varieties

do not do well here, and vice versa.

Exhibitors here grow in pots under

glass, as the moist climate is all

against good blooms. I hope the

following selection will be read with

interest by our Southern friends as

well as by the increasing number of

growers in Scotland. For exhibition

purposes I recommend : White.

—

Bookham White, Bellfteld White (or

Prairie Belle, as it is wrongly named,

and which grows well in its native

Ayrshire, although I understand it

is difficult to get in the South) and

Mrs. Adair Campbell, another locally

raised variety. Yellow.—-Mrs. Elliot

Douglas or Daffodil, but we still

await an ideal yellow. Pink.—Mrs.

Robert Berkeley or Innocence. Rose.

—Wyatt or Rosy Morn. Scarlet.

—

Fujiyama or Scarlet Glow until we get

Bookham Scarlet next autumn. Crim-

son and maroon.—Gordon Douglas or

Basuto. Tubal is also very fine.

Buff, &c.—Robert Bruce (a very fine

or Dora Blick (petals rather small).

&c.—Imia, Miss Rose Josephs and Jim
Bludzo (a very good lavender). Fancies, yellow

ground.—Margaret Thurston, Mona, The Baron,

Bombardier, Prince Albert, Lieutenant Shackleton,

Linkman and Mrs. Sims. Fancies, white ground.

—

The Bride, Glenrosa (a new variety to be intro-

duced next autumn) and Daisy Walker (although

a little disappointing last summer). Picotees,

yellow ground.—Onward, John Ruskin, Dago
and Mrs. J. J. Keen. Picotees, white ground.

—

Osprey, Clytie, Dorothy and Mrs. Hammond.
Perhaps " Lancastrian " will oblige your readers

with a list of the sports and seedlings he men-

tioned, and where they can be procured.

—

Ayrshire.

colour)

Purple.
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Adonis amurensis.—The note (page 37) on

this good thing describes it as flowering in February.

It usually appears much earlier on the West Coast.

The dates of earliest blooms during the last six

years have been as follows : January 8, igio
;

January 13, 1911 ; January 8, 1912 ;
January 13,

1913 ;
January 8, 1914 ; not noted in 1915 ;

January 4, rgie. Sometimes when in full flower

the stems are laid prostrate by frost ; but when

the thaw comes they rise erect as if nothing had

happened.

—

Herbert M.\.xwell, Monreith.

Lowther Castle.—The view and description of

Lowther Castle requires emendation. This is more
than a stately home of England ; it is princely.

A noble Gothic pile on a plateau above the deep

\alley of the river, Lowther is rather dwarfed

ancient Carthage, a rock

garden which the
writer partly constructed,

and other features.

At the upper end is a

rosary o f ojv er '. two
acres, with a herba-

ceous border and bed-

ding out. As beyond

there is a wood and

the Beeches referred to,

the visitor may here

suppose he has seen

all. Yet there remains

the feature which will

give him the most last-

iu its impression by high ground rising immediately
I

ing impression. A path

to the east. Wordsworth's noble lines are apt

:

" Lowther in thy majestic pile are seen

Cathedral pomp, and grace in apt accord

With the baronial castle's sterner mien

Union significant of God adored

And charters won, and guarded with the sword

Of ancient honour."

About seventy 5'ears ago the gardens and park

were larglj' remodelled, and the old approach

from the high ground on the east given the alterna-

tive of a drive up the \'alley from near Brougham,

which shows the Castle in a true perspective.

The park of 600 acres is but the deer park

to the south. The park to the north is much
more e.xtensive. The south front shown in the

illustration has the principal lawns and a beautiful

prospect up the deer park. Beyond this to the

west is a hollow, which contains the Yew
tree avenue referred to, and on the, further

side a terrace with trimmed Yews. None of

these is of great age or size for Yews. Though
a fine feature, they would not compare with the

ancient Yews of the South of England. This

hollow between the Castle lawns and the boundary

wood has had immense labour and expense be-

stowed on it. At the lower end is a sunk flower

garden, which, laid out geometrically, is very

striking. Higher • up are some/ fine conifercB,

with one of the largest trees of Pseudo-

tsuga Douglasii in Britain, some relics of

ADONIS AMURENSIS, ONE OF THE EARLIEST FLOWERS.

from the rosary sud-

denly' emerges on a liigh

terrace, chiefly natural,

overlooking the Lowther

Valley, with a glorious

prospect over the hills

rising to the moun-
tains which encircle
UUswater. This terrace

fringes the boundary

wood for nearly a

mile, and f e w places

possess a feature of such surpassing natural

grandeur. The kitchen garden and principal

glass houses are on the high ground to the east,

and in' keeping with the noble demesne. It

would require a large volume to describe Lowther,

or even its most remarkable features. It is a

place which will amply repay a long journey to

see.—HuRSTcoT.

"Witches' Broom" on the Willow.—These
curious and destructive gall growths are caused by

the attacks of one of the mite insects, Eriophyes

triradiatus. In 1906 I forwarded specimens of

these moss-like growths on Salix fragilis to Kew
and other places for identification, but without

results, and only two years ago learnt that

the above-named insect, not before recorded

in Britain, was responsible for the attacks. The
growths were first noticed on a tree growing

by the lakeside in Regent's Park, and later

on in the grounds of the

Royal Botanic Society

about 200 yards away, the

attacks being confined

to healthy, well-developed

specimens of S. fragilis

some three-quarters of

a century old. In nine

years, between igoe-rj,

the attacks spread gradu-

ally over the trees in

the Park, until at present

hardly one of the numer-

ous species and varieties

have escaped ; indeed,

with the exception of the

Sallow or Goat Willow, all

have fallen victims to the

attacks of this insect. The
Babylonian Willow and its

hybrids, S. elegantissima

and S. Salomonii, suffer

most, though both the

Crack and White or Hunt-

ingdon Willows are badly

attacked. Curiously
enough, the Goat Willow,

WITCHES BROOM ON THE WILLOW.

though growing close to affected trees and the

branches intertwining, has not sufiered, and I

have been unable to find a single instance of

attack on this species. From the . frequency

of growth and as being first recorded from

the district, it is not at all improbable

that the trees in Regent's Park were first

attacked, since which time it has extended all

over the Metropolitan area and as far out as

Epping Forest. When first noticed in 1908,

the Willow by the lakeside had only a few of the

growths, but year by year they have increased

with great rapidity, until at the present time

the tree when viewed at a distance has the appear-

ance of being studded with tiny bunches of Grapes

hundreds in number, forty-seven having been

counted on a branch 8 feet long and 3 inches

in diameter of stem. So numerous and weighty

are they that during the past summer and autumn

some of the affected branches have been blown

down by the wind. The growths are of all

shapes and sizes up to 15 inches in length

and 5 inches in diameter, and generally occur

on twigs of two or three years' growth. In

summer the growths are of a deep green

colour, turning purplish towards autumn, and

are jet black in winter. Usually the branch tip

dies back from the point attacked, and often the

same branch is the host of the growth for three

or four consecutive years, the attacks being directed

nearer, the main stem each season. Though few

trees, so far, have been killed outright, yet several

have suffered severely and wear a by no means

healthy appearance, and there is little doubt

that the repeated presence of the growth will

have a decidedly injurious effect on the constitu-

tion of attacked trees. The accompanying illus-

tration gives a good idea of the winter aspect

of the attacked trees.—A. D. Webster.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
February 8.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Meeting and Exhibition, i p.m. to 5 p.m. Royal

Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster.

February 9.—Sheffield Chrysanthemum Show
and Lecture.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDENS.
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

GALANTHU.S BVZANTINUS has been

the leigniiig beauty of the Snowdrop
family ever since I wrote the last

notes, and is still likely to hold the

first place for some days, until

that fine form of the Neapolitan

Snowdrop known by. the lengthy title of G.

Iniperati var. Atkinsii is fully out. This latter

is so tall and produces such a beautifully pear-

shaped bud and long, elegant open flower, that

where it does well, as under the long south wall

at Bitton, its well-established clumps are hard

to beat, and most ofher Snowdrops lack some
beauty and grace in comparison witli it.

My favourite of all those of whi( h I liavr

made drawings is the Straffan Snowdrop,

with the mysterious origin. From its characters

1 see no reason why it should not, as generally

stated, have been brought from the Crimea.

It clearly belongs to that group of Caucasian

forms, all of which have narrow and fiat leaves,

and always produce a couple of flowers from
each pair of leaves, a generous trait not

'often found in the more Western form of nivalis.

Of late years a hybrid parentage has been suggested

for it, chiefly on account of its reputed sterility
;

but to my eye it carries quite 90 per cent, of G.

caucasicus in it, whatever the other parent may
be. As I haye received plants in flower from its

Irish home, it is as perfect in proportion and habit

as a Snowdrop can be ; but it lacks something

here, the equable, moist climate of the West
most likely, and is a very late bloomer. What
is much more serious, it is a poor grower, and
will never make a show in this garden equal to

that byzantinus provides so good temperedly.

It seems to be but little grown, yet I expect it

would prove one of the most reliable of varieties

,
to plant in drifts and carpets in shrubberies to

come into flower before the ordinary Snowdrop.
My reasons for believing this are based on the way
it has increased both from offsets and self-sown

seeds, so much faster than other

Snowdrops in several different

parts of the garden. It seems to

be less particular, in fact, and ^
*

this may be due to its supposed
liybrid origin. It is said to be

a wild hybrid of Elwesii and plicatus, and certainly

hjoks like it, having the flower of the former
and the leaf of the latter—one might say the best

features of both parents.

The additional green markings at the base of

the inner segments so characteristic of Elwesii are

very strongly represented in byzantinus, and often

coalesce with the usual horseshoe-shaped mark
and give a rich effect to the half-opened blossoms.

I have looked over the clumps carefully to-day,

and find that the majority of plants produce these

handsome forms with deep green petticoats under
their full white skirts. When the leaves first

appear, their outer margins are folded under just

as markedly as in plicatus itself, the species wliicli

owes its name to this peculiar leaf structure.

In middle age the irregular unfolding of this edge
causes many angles in the outline and much
variety of width in the leaf, but finally the blade
flattens out into a very wide and handsome leaf

of a pleasing deep and rich green much less

glaucous than that of Elwesii. Now it evidently

inherits a strong constitution and some of its

parents' good points witliout their extremes.

It does not require such light soil and so

thorough a ripening as

Elwesii demands here,

nor does it pine for

the pampering mild-

ness of West Coast

gardens that I feel

is so much loved by

plicatus.

I am always on the

ik-out for satis-

factory combination

plantings, pi ants
that will play

3- W
AN ICAKLY SNOWDROP GALANTHUS

BYZANTINUS.

{From a drawing by E. A. Bou'les.
)

Box and Cox amicably, or form a mutual
admiration society and the one show off the

charms of the other. One of my most successful

hits is of tlic first class, where G. byzantinus

plays Box and Liliuni giganteum Cox. Just now
Box has the stage to himself and carpets the

ground, and will have obtained as much light as

he needs for his leaves before the Lily's larger

ones cover the

ground and

screen it off.

Another success

is Iris histrioides

major in a

carpet of Ra-'

oulia glabra, and
such a close,

dense car p'e t

that one marvels

how the Iris

ever gets
through it, until

one notices what

sharp tips its

leaves and

spathes are en-

dowed with, and
what a strong

point they form

when packed

closely together

as they are at

their first emerg-

ence above
ground. Thus
they spear a

way through the

wiry stems of

the Raoulia, and

then, as they

open out, the

delicate flower-

bud passes up-

ward between

their points.
The very large

flowers look
almost u n-

natural when rising out of bare earth, like

a piece of blue paper Ij'ing on the border

;

but above the Raoulia and backed by grey

Kentish Rag they are lovely in the wintry sun-

shine, and when the patch has been left alone

foi several years and the corms liave increased,

there will be sometimes as many as six blooms

packed together as closely as if bunched in the

hand and tied round. They \"ary a little in the

purplish or ultramarine tint of the blue, and also

in the date of flowering. Some, I see, are only

now piercing through, while others have been

out for more than a week. So in planting a

clump of, say, a dozen it is best to plant each corm
at a distance of several inches from its neighbours,

to allow it to spread into a tuft in the future

and that all the blossoms of each tuft may be of

the same colour and open simultaneously ; and

1 believe, as with Snowdrops, the chief secret

of success is to plant as early as the roots can be .

procured, not later than the first days of Scptpmbev.

The very rich orange Crocus aureus, contrari-.

wise to the Iris, looks best, to my taste, with a

background of dark brown earth. It is supposed
to be the wild form from which the commoner
plant, the old Dutch Vellow, has been derived,

and, if so, it seems a pity the PlitcU were not
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coiiteiitetl with the wilding and did not increase

it by millions. Its colour is as rich as the skin

of a ripe Orange, and it iiowers a week or two
hefore the Dutch Yellow, and seeds and spreads

freely where not harassed by the hoe of the over-

tidy gardener. The best—that is to say, deepest-

coloured and largest form—is sold by Mr. Smith
of Newry as C. moesia^us, and is a grand plant,

rightly placed. 1 like it best in an irregular-

shaped planting under some deciduous shrub,

and I believe it appreciates the slight shade the

shrub gives it in summer as much as I do the

effect of its glow of orange contrasted with the

brown soil and bare twigs and branches in

midwinter.

If only Raoulia australis will prove as hardy

and rapid a spreader as R. glabra, it ought to make
a delightful carpet for richly coloured bulbous

plants. It clings to the ground even more closely

than the other, and its tiny leaves

are as silvery as certain lichens that

make grey circles on rocks. It only

reached me last summer, and has

more than trebled itself in the time

it has been here, in spite of having

chips removed for almost every friend

who saw it, for to see it is to long

for it, so attractive is it spreading

out on the surface of my latest ex-

periment—the coal dust moraine

—

and looking all the more silvery from

its black background. I should like a

square yard of it, with tufts of Iris

reticulata Krelagei's deep vinous

purple and a sprinkling of Crocus

garganicus blooms rising through it.

This quaint little Crocus is the only

one I know of the spring flowering

species that shows no trace of leaves

at flowering-time, and its clear orange,

globular little flowers should look well

above the Raoulia and less naked

than they do on the bare soil. If

thinly planted, their leaves should

not injure the living carpet ; but I

find few things can stand the matted

elf locks of the leaves of a large clump

of Crocuses lying on its young growth.

Botli of these Raoulias come from

New Zealand and are near relatives of

the wonderful R. eximia, which forms

large woolly mounds on the bare hill-

sides, looking so much like a wander-

ing sheep as to have deceived many
a shepherd, and is therefore called

tlie Vegetable Sheep. These two

plants I grow only cling to the ground and

show no sign of making a mound, and form the

firmest, tidiest carpets of any plant I know.

I built a little adjunct to the rock garden last

spring to form a lodging for some choice Saxifrages,

and as it is separated off from the main mass of

rocks, it has been called the Isle of Wight. Its

northern cliffs are planted with the Saxifrages,

and though it is much too soon to boast of success,

yet some look wonderfully well for this Saxifrage-

killing climate. Two forms, of Burseriana have

been in fine flower for the last week. Var. triden-

tina came out first and appeared lovely enough

until var. magna eclipsed it with its large, short-

stemmed flowers of exquisite whiteness. These two

forms are far ahead of any others in earliness this

season. Gloria may be out next week, but its.

buds are still round and tightly buttoned up
;

at least, that is here in the miniature Isle of Wight.

ANNUALS SUITABLE FOR
MASSING OR BORDERS.

A
STUDY of absorbing interest is the

creation of a floral display. Annuals,

either alone or used in conjunction

with other plants, provide us with

excellent material ; moreover, it does

not follow that if used separately

"the list of varieties need be a long one. Indeed,

it is debatable whether for sheer wealth of

blossoms a bed or border of Godetias or Nastur-

tiums can be improved upon.

The essential point is to bear in mind the object

aimed for. Should the annuals be required to

fill up vacancies on a mixed herbaceous border,

ascertain carefully, before sowing or planting, the

Lavatera, *Linums, annual Lupines, •Mari-

golds, *Nemesias, Nigella, *Phlox Drummondii,
*PhaceIia, annual Poppies, Salpiglossis, Sweet

Sultan and *Zinnia6, we provide ourselves with

an ample selection for general use. Those marked
with an asterisk are suitable for use near the edge

of the border, and for this purpose Mignonette

should be found room for also. The use of annual

foliage plants must be decided by individual

taste, but they may easily be dispensed with.

Almost invariably circumstances over which

we have no control dictate the site where the

plants must be grown ; but, given the privilege

of selection, it is well to keep away from gravel

pathways, for they are an abomination as a
" setting " for a floral display. A broad grass

pathway, with beds or borders on either side

having as a background shrubs or an evergreen

hedge, provides us with valuable assistance in

A BORDER OF GODETIAS.

colours and habits of the permanent occupants

of the bed, thus avoiding, if possible, any distasteful

combinations. Where, however, a colour arrange-

ment is followed in the herbaceous borders, this

difficulty hardly arises, as our leading seedsmen

generalh- describe colours of annuals fairly

accurately. Assuming a border or set of separate

beds be devoted to annuals, it is helpful to make
a rough plan and mark the colours, as this assists

in avoiding errors in the arrangement. Unless

for sheer love of number of varieties, use fewer

rather than many in all cases. Beds, unless very

large, are better planted with one variety, and
for this purpose Antirrhinums, Asters, Godetias,

Eschscholtzias, Clarkias, Larkspurs, Stocks and

Nasturtiums are admirable. The latter must be

grown on poor soil, or the foliage will predominate.

If we add to the above Cosmos, Cornflowers.

Coreopsis, *Candytuft, *Dimorphotheca, *Dianthus,

creating an harmonious picture. Of the dozen

colour sections one may enumerate, " three

pivots " of colour may be aimed at, i.e., through

yellow and orange shades to scarlet, through

blues to purple, and through pink and rose to

crimson. We have, therefore, to centre our

aims in the use of nearly all other colours, to ap-

proach with a gradually growing tone the three

outstanding shades of scarlet, purple and crimson.

Assuming two borders, one on either side of a

pathway, are to be planted, a really effective

arrangement is worked out thus ; No. i border

—

Crimson, scarlet, purple. No. 2 border—Purple,

scarlet, crimson. A few essentials may be summed
up as under : No plant should be used unless its

colour is thoroughly known. Formality in the

arrangement of the plants should be rigidly

excluded. Allow each plant room to breathe.

Serlby Gardens, Baivlly. 11. Turner.
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WINTER IN THE GARDEN.

THIS is the season of calm and thoughtful

retrospection. That of fruition for the

horticulturist has, for a period, passed

away ; from the heights of whatever

e.xperience he has gained he can look

back upon his successes or failures in

the past. It is not a period of outward beauty,

though undoubtedly one of great inward signifi-

cance. The glory of the lustrous leaves has faded

from the trees ; our gardens wear, for the most

part, a forsaken and desolate aspect ; the last

Rose of autumn, which outli\-ed the Viola and

rivalled the Chrysanthemum. " is

faded and gone."

Yet Nature is not so lifeless in

reality as in aspect she appears.

Her fairest children are only dor-

mant ; they are not dead. With
them it is the period of repose ; they

are repairing their vitality and re-

newing their strength ; they are

resting—unless in the direction of

root production—from their mani-

fold beneficent activities, till they

experience once more the inspiration

of the spring. Throughout the vast

domains of gracious Nature, capa-

bility of growth and evolution is

latent ; it is not dead. And thus

this pensive season, however sadden-

ing to the superficial vision that has

not the faculty of seeing beneath

the surface, is by no means to the

earnest, horticultural spirit desti-

tute of hope. Nor is it lacking in

manifestations of activity to him
who finds some fascination in bis

garden at all seasons of the year.

He sees that the beautiful Madonna
Lily has during the earlier months

of winter been steadfastly growing,

fearless of all danger, and spread-

ing out w'ith calm confidence on the

herbaceous borders its green and

luminous leaves. He watches daily,
|

with the pride of a parent, the

gradual growth of the pendulous

Snowdrop, the first fair, floral

daughter of Nature that rises from

the grave of her former beauty to

hail with its purity and unadorned

loveliness the new-born year. He
bends reverentially, remembering

its exquisite sacred associations,

over the snowy splendours of the

Christmas Rose.

And thus to him winter is not

desolation ; he knows from experience that to Nature

it is not death. Unlike others, he rejoices in her

white shroud of glistening snow ; for he feels that

beneath this mystic covering, as if enfolded in

erinine, her heart is beating still. And it is a matter

of thoughtful observation that, when the covering

snow has gradually faded into and fertilised the

earth, a delightful transformation, vernal in its

freshness and beauty, is disclosed.

It is chiefly in such scenes of the purest activity

—those modern Edens, in which man finds, even

as of old, his deepest and most abiding blessedness

—

that we acquire a deep reverence which is more
than all knowledge ; a wisdom born of Nature
which is a more consoling and permanent possession

than the breath of human fame ; for the love

of a garden, through all our manifold trials and
vicissitudes, is steadfast and remains ; it is a posses-

sion which the frivolous world has not given and
cannot take awav. D.^vin R, Williamson.

ROSES IN NEW ZEALAND.

M'
R. FRANK MASON writes on Novem-
ber 27, 1915, from Sandow Road,

Feilding. New Zealand :
" In your

issue of September i8, on page 457, ' H. G. B.'

makes sonre remarks about that grand Rose Alberic

ROSE MME. EDOUARD HERRIOT.

Barbier. This is 0]ie of the good things that I

appreciate also, and find that it is all that he says

it is, and more. Here with me it is almost a con-

tinuous bloomer, and as for growth, there is nothing

to beat it. At the same time, there are a few other

Roses of the same class that go well with it. Shower
of Gold is a good grower and blooms very freely,

and its glorious glossy green foliage when growth

is active is enough to make one wish to plant it

everywhere. The growths ate enormous, and

it is one that can be used for any purpose, such as

for arches, pergolas, or trailing over a bank. Let
' H. G. B.' try it, and I am sure he will appreciate

it. Another Rose is the Gerbe Rose. This has

only come into my hands during the last few years.

but it is one that everybody must acbnire. The
pink blooms are so soft and have a delightful

scent, and the growth leaves nothing to be desired.

When this Rose is better known out here, it will

be in great demand. The continuous blooming

habit is much better than those that last for a

few days and are then o\'er. These three Roses

are the best of their varieties that 1 know. Can
anyone recommend a red with the same habit

and foliage, and a w-hite ? I have tried most
of the new Roses, and have found some of them
wanting. Red Letter Day is very beautiful,

so is Irish Firefiame, and they are both good

growers. We have one here called Firebrand,

which is hard to beat as a decorative Rose. It is

the colour of clotted blood, and has

the additional quality of being

entirely mildew-proof.
" Three Australian-raised Roses

are becoming very popular here

:

Miss Marion Manifold, a red climber

of vigorous growth
;
Jessie Clark, a

single climber ; and Rosy Morn, a

bush Rose, very vigorous, with

rather flat flowers of a pleasing

shade of pink and very sweetly

scented. Mme. Edouard Herriot is

perhaps the most popular Rose at

the present time, not only on ac-

count of its colour, but also owing

to its good growing and flowering

properties. Cut a bloom before it

opens, and it will last a con-

siderable time in water, and by the

time it has faded there is another

bud ready for cutting. William

Cooper as a red Rose is one that

will take a leading place in our

gardens, and will be grown as a

bedding Rose everywhere. By the

way, this Rose is also good for ex-

hibition when well grown. Mrs.

Andrew Carnegie is doing well this

year, and has given a fine lot of

flowers. It wants a rather exposed

situation, so that while in the bud
stage it can be kept dry, otherwise

it does not open well. Mrs. Charles

E. Pearson is well worth growing for

all purposes. Queen Mary is a

delightful colour, and is one that

everybody wants. It is a pity that

it has such a weak neck and hangs

its head. Florence Forrester is

a fine large show bloom, an^
what a great grower it is ! Mrs.

Ambrose Ricardo is a good doer,

but so far the colour is a disap-

pointment. Honey yellow conjures

up thoughts of something good,

should say the colour was white.

The form and shape are all that

can be desired. Mrs. George Norwood certainly

has a sweet scent, but the colour is against it. When
H. V. Machin gets the ' smell of the salt water'

out of its buds (becomes acclimatised), it will be a

really good flower and one that can be depended

upon. I even venture to say that George Dickson will

have to go back one for it. The stout, stiff peduncle

is the thing that makes or mars a flower, and this

Rose has it stout enough for anything. Coronation

(Hybrid Perpetual) has done well this season,

and will continue to be popular. Sachsengrus

has flowered well, in spite of its name, and has

been shown more times than anv other new Rose."

but so far I

flushed pink.
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COTON EASTERS.

THESE are very cheerful shrubs for

winter effect, and few plants con-

tribute so much to the brightness

of the garden during the dull months

as these splendid shrubs of the

Rosacea; family. The dwarf varieties

are particularly useful for grouping on the

rock garden, the taller varieties being equally

valuable for brightening up the shrub border.

The evergreen kinds produce masses of white

Hawthorn-like blossoms from April to June,

which are followed by brilliant-coloured fruits.

Most kinds are of easy culture, thriving in good

ordinary garden soil. The following are a few

that I have noted and consider worth growing :

Applanata.—A deciduous kind with the top of

leaf dark green and the under side grey ; the

fruits are very freely produced and of a brilliant

scarlet colour.

Adpressa.—Suitable for the rock gardfen. Of

dense spreading growth, with bright red fruits

which ripen in August.

BuxifolJa.—An evergreen species, producing

white flowers which are followed by crimson

fruits ; close-growing, Box-like, shining green

foliage.

Francheti.—An evergreen kind, with orange

shaded fruits which are very attractive at the

present time.

Frigida.—This deciduous

species is most suitable for

growing over stonew-ork
;

the bunches of pretty red

fruits are very freely pro-

duced.

Horizontalis.—^The bright

vermilion fruits of this kind

are nearly hid by the dense

growth of the leaves. The
horizontal spreading habit

is very attractive, and it is

deservidly popular.

Henryi.—A recent intro-

duction with distinctly

veined and channelled, shin-

ing green leaves, producing

rich crimson orange shaded

fruits very freely.

Pyrenaica.—Of dense
spreading growth ; the.deep

crimson stems are very at-

tractive. This should cer-

tainly find a place on the

rock garden to hide large

bare stones.

Thymifolla.— interesting

on account of its dwarf

habit and closely arranged,

deep shining green leaves.

These are only a few

of an interesting family, and

ROSE MRS. ANDREW CARNEGIE.

may be raised from

seeds sown when ripe,

by layering, or by cut-

tings of the old wood
takenwithaheelin the

autumn. J. W. Ford.

BRITISH
OAKS.

ROSE Q.UEEN MARY.

The writer of the note

on our British Oaks in

a recent issue of The
Garden (page 4) omits

all reference to the

important foliage
characters by which

the two species may
be distinguished from

one another without

difficulty.

Quercus sessilifiora

can best be identified

by the presence in

varying quantity of

multiple or stellate

hairs on the lower

surface of the leaves.

These hairs can easily

be made out with a

lens. In Q. peduncu-

lata the leaves are

perfectly glabrous
and, moreover.

exhibit two little reflexed ears or auricles

at the base of the lamina. In Q. sessili-

fiora these auricles are absent, the leaf in

typical examples tapering to the petiole, which

is often half an inch long. In Q. pedunculata

the leaf is shortly stalked or often nearly sessile.

The length of the peduncle is variable in both

species, and cannot be relied upon as a safe guide.

On the other hand, Q. pedunculata has sometimes

acorns with stalks only half an inch long, but

they are rarely sessile.

The habitats of our two Oaks are more or less

distinct. Q. sessilifiora is a characteristic tree

of the hilly districts, occurring on shallow, chiefly

non-calcareous soils. I have seen it on Axe
Edge above the Goyt Valley at 1,200 feet

altitude. Q. pedunculata is the typical tree

of the lowlands, being abundant on deep

clays and marls. It is the dominant tree

in Oak woods and plantations in the South of

England.

In the North and West Q. sessilifiora is

frequently the only Oak found. In the South

and East of England it occurs on dry, sandy and

gravelly soils, and is then often associated with

Q. pedunculata, as in Park Wood, Ruislip, Middle-

sex. Under these conditions a fertile hybrid

is produced, and this hybrid Oak is of widespread

occurrence where the two species are found together

It is the occurrence of this hybrid as well as the

varying length of the acorn stalk in both Q.

pedunculata and Q. sessilifiora which has accounted

for the confusion between our two Oaks, and

has led to the opinion expressed by some botanists

and foresters that there is only one species indi-

genous in the British Isles. A. Bruce Jackson.
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THE MAKING
By G.

OF GARDENS.
DiLLISTONE.

IT
is perhaps a truism to say tliat tlie good

gardener is, like tlie poet, born, not made.

But many excellent gardeners lack the

technical knowledge requisite to produce

a good design, or, even though they may
have a fairly clear perception of what the

best treatment for any particular site should be,

are without the necessary knowledge of how to

put their theories into practice and develop their

ideas in a practical manner.

It is to give some general directions as to how

this may be done that the present series of articles

are written. It is proposed to take the reader

through all the stages of the gradual development

of a series of gardens, starting with the surveying

of the newly acquired land and plotting same.

It will be found, however, as we proceed, that it

is all necessary to those who wish to possess the

knowledge requisite to develop their own ideas

and schemes.

THE SITE UNDER CONSIDERATION.

Before proceeding with the actual work of

surveying, it will be as well to examine the plan

Fig. I and notice what are the principal features

shown thereon, and also imderstand what the

various marks mean.

First.—It will be seen that the largest field

shown (No. i) has a considerable frontage along

the main road, Letworth to Mervale.

Second.—^That there is another road to Kem-
horne. turning out of the main road at an important

Seventh.—Certain suggesti\c lines are made
by an existing cart road, the lines of hedges, &c.,

that may or may not be of use in the development

of the plan, but are well worthy of notice.

Eighth.—By comparing the few levels that are

given, it will be seen that the general tendency

of the land is to fall from north-east to south-

west, and always towards the stream.

This is sufficient information upon which to

proceed to survey the land for garden purposes.

Next week I propose to give directions for

taking a sur\'ey of the estate.

CHILIAN PLANTS IN

SOUTH - WEST SCOTLAND.
By S. Aenott.

There
in the

FIG. I. PLAN- OF MERVALF. HALL INSTATE AT THE TIME OF PURCHASE.

tlie preparation of the plan, with detailed dis-

cussion of the reasons for adopting one idea in

preference to another, and finally the planting.

It is intended that every possible branch of modern

gardening should be touched upon, and that the

actual constructional work should receive just as

much attention as the choice and planting of the

various trees, shrubs, &c., used.

The scheme is to take the site depicted in Fig. i,

this being a plan of a portion of an estate much

as it would appear if enlarged from an ordnance

survey map, which, by the way, frequently omits

many particulars that are of the utmost importance

in the creation of gardens. The plan presented has

been sketched more or less at random, as I want to

meet the difficulties as they arise (and would

arise in any ordinary situation), and discuss the

means by which I suggest they should be over-

come in detail. The earlier articles will of neces-

point on the estate near the hridgo, whi( h is at

the bottom of a hill.

Third.—By comparing the levels along this

road, which are shown by figures denoting the

height infeet above mean sea level. Thus, the

point 486.00 is 16 feet above the point on bridge

marked 470.00 and 8 feet above the point at

Letworth end marked 478.00. These facts are

very important, as will be shown later.

Fourth.—There is a stream of water passing

north to south along the western extremity of

meadow No. i, and turning west to east in meadow
No. 4 ; thence through a pond of considerable

area it continues its course towards the south-

east.

Fifth.—There is a small house situated in one

corner of field No. 2.

Sixth.—There are several trees of importance, not

only in the hedges, but also in a coppice and in

sity be somewhat technical in nature, and may to 1 various positions in the meadows. These trees

some extent go outside the province of gardening,
j

will exercise a very potent effect on (he dcvelop-

iii the generally accepted meaning of the word. I ment of the design.

has been much to interest dwellers

milder parts of the United Kingdom,

who are fond of the more

tender Chilian shrubs, in the

articles on the subject which

have appeared in The Garden.

I am certain that the notes by

jMr. E. Walters on page 42,

January 22, will act as a

stimulus to the cultivation of

the subjects mentioned there

It may be of value to readers

if they can learn the behaviour

of these plants in the South-

West of Scotland. It may be

mentioned that the West Coast

of Scotland is highly favourable

to the cultivation of plants

from Chile. Even places some

distance from the sea share

this advantage, although, as

may be expected, in a lesser

degree than the gardens close

to the sea. To begin with

Abutilon vitifolium.—There

are not many gardens in the

South-West of Scotland where

this has been tried, and the

best specimens I have seen in

Scotland in the open are in

Wigtownshire. One very fine

specimen in the gardens of

Mr. Kenneth M'Douall of

Logan, Wigtownshire, stands,

I think, pre-eminent for its size and beauty.

In that favoured garden Abutilon vitifolium is

truly very fine. There are a few other plants

to be met with elsewhere. It is much prettier

when not grown as a wall shrub, although it is

better in a sheltered situation. I may say

that I lost it one hard winter in my former garden,

close to the upper reaches of the Solway. I can

yet lecall the pleasure I received from first meeting

with this Vine-leaved Abutilon at JMount Usher,

County Wicklow, many years ago.

Aristotelias are not often met with here,

although liardy enough to stand the climate.

Flowering shrubs are greater favourites than

those cultivated for their foliage.

Azara microphylla is fairly hardy, and there

is a very fine plant of this in the garden of Mr.

D. W. R. Buchanan, at Corsewall, Wigtownshire.

This is the tallest and finest specimen of this

Azara that I know in Scotland. I have growii

it for some years, and I consider it almost, if

nut c|iiitc' hardy on a wall at Ica-^l ; lluiui^h il is

'• •**'
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prettier in the open, as it appears iu some Suuth-

VVcst Scottish jiardens.

Berberis Darwinii is hardy, and is, as your

contributor says, " one of the most beautiful

evergreen shrubs we have." It is fairly plentiful

ill the best gardens in the South-West.

Destontainea spinosa is also fairly plentiful,

and generally stands our winters well. In some
seasons, however, when a wet autumn is suddenly

followed by severe frosts, it may succumb. Some
years ago a clergyman asked me if I had ever

seen " a Holly with yellow and red flowers." I

informed him that it must be a Desfontainea,

and, on receiving a branch, it proved to be Desfon-

tainea spinosa, as I expected. It is to be met
with ill a good many of the best gardens in the

South-West where the more tend,er shrubs are

(nltivated. It objects seriously to a low position,

and stands the winters mutdi better in the higher

parts of a garden and against a wall.

Eccremocarpus seaber (syn. Calampelis

scaber) is a great favourite of mine, and I am
pleased to sec that your correspondent speaks so

favourably of it. In some gardens here, as Mr.

Walters remarks, it "frequently comes up from

the base year after year without protection of

any kind." It is, however, not absolutely reliable,

but comes so easily and quickly from seeds that THE HARDIEST OF THE ESCALLONIAS : A FLOWERING SPRAY OF E. PHILIPPIA.XA.
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ARTIFICIAL AIDS TO
DAFFODIL FERTILISATION.

IN
reply to the Rev. G. H. Engleheart's

request that I should state whether I

have recorded any actual, proved, results

from having " anointed the stigmas of

shy seeders with a preparation to induce

and stimulate the growth of the pollen

tube," I must point out that the matter is as yet

necessarily in the experimental stage, and that

much has yet to be done in the direction of recog-

nising, and eliminating, possible

disturbing agencies before a definite

pronouncement of a "proved"
result can be made. So far as the

matter has gone with me, it stands

in the position of gathering sta-

tistics and data from which, later

on, one may be able to say With

some sort of confidence that the

results are propter hoc, and not

merely post hoc. But I have no

hesitation in placing before Mr.

Engleheart my statistics up to date.

I will take the case of Empress

as an example, as its character as

a " shy seeder" is so well known

;

and, as to that character, I will

again quote—if I am not too greatly

shocking Mr. Engleheart by

so doing — Messrs. Cartwright

and Goodwin's little brochure,

" The Latest Hobby." On page 34

they say :

" A friend of ours who lives

in the South, and devotes a lot of

time to crossing Narcissi, writes

to us as follows :
' Empress

and the Camms are no use, and

I never employ them now. The

result of fertilising Empress,

largely, for several years, was a

total of three pods, each containing

one seed.'" Also that "Mr.

Engleheart states that he has

obtained seed from it in some

quantity."

But this is ratlier vague.

Anyway, there stands the generally

accepted view of the obstinacy

of Empress.

With the foregoing 1 will

compare my results, and I take

the year rgij. I pollinated eucharis>
Empress, not "largely" — in

fact, only eighteen blooms all

told—eleven of them with the " preparation "

and seven without.

The results were these :

Without " preparation."—Nil.

With " preparation "
:

/i,.„.„ Date 0/ No. ol^'°'"
Pollinatim. Seeds.

Empress x Chanda .. April r 5 .. i

,, X Sunrise . . ,, 17 . . 7

X „ .. „ 17 • 5

X „ .. „ 17 .. 2

,, X (? name of

variety

)

,
, 18 . . 2

,, X a white

trumpet ,, nj . . 5

11 X 1. ,, -2 . 3

Be it understood. I do not yet claim that

the result is due to the " preparation," but I

continue to use it because of these result's. Whether

it is the propter hoc or post hoc, time and further

trial alone will show. I have given Mr. Engleheart

the fullest answer that I can give him up to date.

And, now, as to the rationale of all this. Mr.

Engleheart tells us that twenty years ago he

proved that pollen will grow in a weak solution

of water. That has been known for a longer

time than twenty years. But he states that this

method gave negative results with him ; in fact,

it failed. And he suggests that it was so because

It has been proved that a 10 per cent, solution

of sugar water will cultivate the emission of the

pollen tube to the effective pollination of the

flower in the case of Lilium candidum—

1

believe that this is recorded in Scott's " Structural

Botany"—and why should a treatment thus

successful induce a directly contrary result in

the case of the Narcissus ? Possibly Mr. Engle-

heart overdid the " anointing," which is quite

easy.

Admittedly sugar is the basis of all probable

" preparations," but there are two Idnds of sugar

which are not identical in chemical constitution,

and Mr. Engleheart does not tell

us whicli kind he used. There is

the grape sugar, a glucose, which

has the formula C6H12O6. and caiie

sugar (C12H22O11), either one or

other the indirect product of starch.

(CeHjoOs) ; and there is a body

called formic aldehyde (CH2O)

which also provides an item in

the intermediate stage. Nature in

its operations is very exacting in

its requirements, and Mr. Engle-

heart may not have made up his

sugar concoction according to the

correct prescription. Anyway, he

seems to have failed.

I must be excused if at this

early stage I do not state the exact

nature of my so-called " prepara-

tion." Sugar is at the base of it,

with two other ingredients ; but

up to the present time nothing can

be stated as " proved " one way

or the other. The idea suggested

may " end in smoke"—or it may
not. Such things are interesting,

and are worth trying even on a

merely speculative basis—and we

are living in an age of tentative

experiment. Novice.

NEW AND RARE
PLANTS.

LAWRENCES WITH GRACEFULLY DROOPING FLOWERS
OF PUREST WHITE.

Total, seven flowers bore seed 25 seeds.

the pollen grains, so treated, " found the required

sugar on the surface, so did not trouble to seek

it by penetrating deeper," But I venture to

suggest that this explanation is not based on a

real appreciation of the modus operandi of tlic

pollen grains. These do not, in fact, penetrate

the style at all, but it is the " pollen tube," the

outcome of the growth of the protoplasm within

the cellulose induced by the moisture, or the

"stimulant," on the stigma, which pollen tube,

first creeping among the papillie of the stigma,

goes down between the lobes and penetrates the

style en route for the ovary ; the vegetative nucleus

taking tlic lead, followed by the generative cell.

And these would in any case scarcely be slopping

to seek sugar on the surface ejf the stigma, or

hoping to find it on the downward journey.

good deal of

bv the way.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Eucharis x Lawrenceae (E.

riehardiaua x E. burfordiensis).

—

Hybrids or cross-breeds of this

valuable race of stove bulbous

plants are not common; hence

the above, raised at Burford by

Mr. W. Bain, gardener to Eliza-

beth Lady Lawrence, created a

interest. E. riehardiana—which,

we do not know—is said to

be like a small - flowered E. grandifiora, and

was the seed parent ; E. burfordiensis, itself

a hybriel of importance, being the pollen parent.

The great leaning of the new-comer, though quite

distinrt, is towards the last named ; the grace-

fully drooping flowers of the purest white appearing,

half a dozen or so, in a tall scape. Internally they

are stained with green, both character and artistic

bearing being imparted to the flower by reason

of the pointed and decidedly undulated perianth

segments. It is said to be of the easiest cultivation

anel \'ery profuse in flowering ; lience a greater

value attaches to a plant of no mean merit.

We welcome it both as an addition and an

acquisition.
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Columnea gloriosa discolor.—A beautiful aud

well-flowered example of this trailing, rarely seen

member of the GesneracesB was shown. The soft

downy leaves of an inch wide and i J inches across

are closely set on the trailing branches, the hooded

flowers of a brilliant orange' scarlet. Shown by

Elizabeth Lady Lawrence, Buiford (gardener,

Mr. W. Bain).

Iris Little Bride.—A hybrid bulbous Iris of

unknown parentage. Virtually, however, in flower

it may be likened to an albino form of L reticulata,

though in minor details it is distinct. The falls

are whitish, with a narrow median ridge of golden

yellow ; standards pale blue. It is as good as

it is distinct. Shown by Messrs. Herbert Chapman,

Limited, Rye.

Cattleya Trianae Roebling's Variety.—The

sepals and petals are broadly ovate, of large size,

rosy pink in colour, with heavy central purple

blotch as the extremities are approached. The

widely expanded lip is of rich purplish crimson,

with yellow throat. From Messrs. Charlesworth

and Co., Hayward's Heath.

The foregoing novelties were before the Royal

Horticultural Society on January 25, when the

awards were made.

EXHIBITION VEGETABLES
V- UTILITY.

By Edwin Beckett, V.M.H.

UNDER the above heading, on page 33

of The Garden for January rs,

"Observer" refers to the corre-

spondence which has lately taken

place in these pages on exhibition

vegetables. His contention is based

upon the action of the Royal Horticultural Society,

which for the past two or three years has arranged

a special class and offered special prizes for a collec-

tion of vegetables. This class has been adjudicated

upon by special judges, the idea being to favour

those specimens which are considered by them
to be of most value for daily use.

Now, there is no reason why the Royal Horti-

cultural or any other society should not, if it

thinks well, offer tempting prizes for such classes,

which are certain to be well contested. This,

however, does not alter the fact that there is

room both for large and small specimens of vege-

tables of the highest quality in almost every

household. For instance, who w^ould deny that

a large Po'.alo is infinitely superior to a small

one for baking purposes, or a large Onion above a

small one either for boiling or baking whole ?

Asparagus is generally looked upon as very poor

unless large heads are produced, and I may say

the larger the better ; and who would not prefer

a large, well-flavoured Marrowfat Pea to a smaller

one ? The same holds good for the vast

majority of vegetables.

As one who has taken a special interest in

vegetable culture, no one can ever accuse me
of favouring coarseness. The highest quality

has always been my aim. By growing the various

kinds of vegetables under the best possible con-

ditions, they reach maturity far more quickly,

the result being superior quality.

May I ask. Does not this apply to nearly every-

thing cultivated for exhibition purposes ? The
liighcst cultural skill is generally brought to bear

when anything approximating to perfection is

obtained, whether it be plants, cut flowers, fruit

or vegetables. There is little doubt that so long

as horticultural exhibitions are held, the exhibitor

who puts before the public the most worthy objects

is certain to get his reward. I have always con-

tended that the exhibitor who can produce the

largest specimens can be equally successful in

supplying smaller ones, and this was fully

emphasised at the exhibition to which " Ob-

server " refers.

The first and second prizes were won by two

of our most successful exhibitors of vegetables.

This proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that

both of these exhibitors, and many others with

whom I am acquainted, can generally supply

what is asked for, which is by no means always

the case with those who content themselves

with simply growing ordinary vegetables in the

ordinarv wav.

THE GREENHOUSE FOR
FOOD SUPPLY.

starting a Vine.^It will be found a good

practice for those who wish to force vegetables

and fruit under glass to start their Vines at the

beginning of the year. The heat then used for

the Vine will become available for pushing along

other subjects. From Vines started at the begin-

ning of the year we may without undue forcing

get ripe Grapes towards the end of June. Even
if we do not know of any pests on the Vine or in

the house, it is a safe preventive measure to give

both a good cleaning. The loose bark may be

peeled off the Vine rod when it is known that mealy

bug is present, or when there has in a previous

season been an attack of red spider. The rod is

painted over with Gishurst Compound, used

according to directions. The house is then well

washed with strong hot soapy water, syringed off

w ith ( lear water. The border will also need

attention. Any manure which may have been left

on from a mulching of last year will be raked off.

If the soil seems to be unduly dry, it should be

watered at once. Unless specially in need, it

might better be left until the top-dressing has

been put on. It is a good plan to remove from

the border the top inch or 2 inches of soil. This is

done by pointing the border over with a fork

to loosen it, taking particular care not to damage
the roots, which, let us hope, will be quite near

the surface. The top-dressing added may be

made up of turf which has lain in a stack for some
months, bone-meal, and some good fertiliser, such

as Le Fruitier or Thompson's Vine Manure.

As regards the quantity to add, in the case of

all proprietary manures it is best to adhere

strictly to the directions supplied by the makers.

A bushel of bone-meal may be used to every

three barrow'-loads of loam, while sufficient

sifted mortar rubble should be added to make the

soil nicely open. When well mixed by not less

than six turnings, the compost may be evenly

spread all over the border. This concludes the

preparation of the house and rod for starting.

We now have to consider the routine treatment.

It is usual to keep the house somewhat closer

during the fortnight preceding the date of starting.

Then at the time of starting we may turn on

sufficient heat to keep the temperature up to

50° by night, with an inerease of s'^ to 10° by sun-

heat during the day. Each morning the border

should be damped with a can bearing a sprinkler,

and the rod should be syringed with tepid water.

The same operation will be performed early in

the afternoon. This is done to induce the buds

to swell and break into growth. The reader must
use his own judgment as to whether damping
is needed quite so frequently. If the floor is seen

to be already damp, v. c might confine ourselves

to spraying the rods.

Very little ventilation will be needed, though

when the weather is warm and the thermometer

has a tendency to rise above 60°, some air may
be admitted at the top of the house. A
mere inch or 2 inches will often be quite

sufficient. This should be taken off not later

than 2 p.m. W. F. Rowles.

SHOULD THE PRUNING
WOUNDS OF FRUIT TREES
BE DRESSED?

SOME
remarkable conclusions have been

arrived at as the result of a number of

experiments on the effect of various

dressings on the pruning wounds of

fruit trees. Fruit growers have long

used paints, tars, waxes and other

substances as coverings for wounds of trees, but

Bulletin No. 396, issued by the New York Agri-

cultural Experimental Station, seriously questions

the advisability of this practice, as may be seen

from the following conclusions.

" When one comes to deal with practices going

back several hundred years, as e'.oes the covering

of pruning wounds with protective dressings,

care must be exercised in drawing conclusions.

But from the results of this experiment several

deductions seem quite warranted. First, the

dressings commonly applied to pruning wounds
retard rather than accelerate the healing of the

wounds. Second, the effects are the same whether

the dressings are applied when the wounds are

made or some weeks later when the cut surface

has dried out. Third, the effects of the dressings

used are so injurious to Peach wood that wounds
on Peach trees should never be covered. Probably

this statement holds true for other stone fruits

as well. Fourth, these experiments suggest that

the popular notion that wounds need to be covered

with some dressing to prevent the entrance of

fungi, in sprayed orchards at least, is usually

exaggerated. It is doubtful if it is necessary to

attempt to prevent decay by applications of

dressings of the kinds under discussion in woune's

under 4 inches or 5 inches in diameter. It remains

to be proved whether they have any real \-aluc

in covering large wounds. It may be suspected

that the injury caused by the dressings when
applied to the wounds largely, if not wholly,

offsets, or even overbalances, the protection

offered, if there be such, against decay.

The substances used as coverings were white

lead, white zinc, yellow ochre, coal tar, shellac

and avenarius carbolineum. The dressings of

these materials were applied when the pruning

was done at different seasons of the year and upon
wounds of various ages." Coal tar not only caused

injury but quickly disappeared, either through

absorption or evaporation.

White lead and white zinc caused some injury

at the time of application, but the wounded
tissues recovered rather quirkly and at the close
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of the first season the injury was not very marked
;

at the close of the second season it had nearly

disappeared. These two paints," says the Bulletin,

"are the best of the protective substances used,

and of the two, white lead is the better."

EXTRACTS FROM LAST
YEAR'S NOTEBOOKS.

{Coiiiinui'd froiii page 55.

j

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

Sisyrinchium californicum.—Nothing appealed

to me more in the beautiful rock garden at Earl-

ham Hall, near Norwich, than this small Satin-

flow-er. The colony looked like a collection of

dwarf pale, rather wide open Buttercups. The

plants were about 5 inches or 6 inches in height,

and had de'icious, fresh-looking foliage. One can

imagine several appropriate names that might

well he given it to describe its early morning habit

of opening its blooms. " Get-me-out-of-hed " would

be one, for it shares with the Sun Roses the

property of being at its best before 10 a.m., after

which hour the blooms begin to close.

Lobelia rardinalis De Breusen.—This is

quite one uf the most taking of these tall-growing

Lobelias. It has bright rose coloured flowers

and reddish foliage. Messrs. Bath had a fine

display at the Royal Horticultural Hall one

Tuesday last August. It must be lifted in winter,

like Queen Victoria or Gloire de St. Anne's.

Rosa Moyesii is like certain fortunate ladies

who always look their best. From the time that

its Burnet-Iooking leaves are unfolded until the

last hip falls hi autumn it is full of interest. It

has most fascinating ruby carmine single flowers,

followed by large pear-shaped fruits. I am told

it should be grown as a bush and be but little

pruned.

Chrysanthemum Aphrodite is what is known
as an Anemone-flowered Chrysanthemum. It

has, however, its ray florets much longer than

they are in the older type. It was decidedly one

of the most attractive at the Chrysanthemum
Show, being a pretty rosy mauve self and having

the double advantage of being equa'ly effective

in either a budded or disbudded state.

Dahlia Crawley Star.—This was the first of

Messrs. Cheal's new Star type of Dahlia, which

I think I am right in saying is the " latest out
"

in that most diversified tribe, later even than

the Anemone-flowered from France, samples of

which were to be seen on Mr. J. B. Riding's stand.

Crawley Star is rather loosely built, single, with

two or three rows of pink petals with a zone of

rich crimson round the central boss. Excellent

for cutting.

Perpetual-Flowering Carnation Chelsea.

—

Those who are all for selfs will not like this as I

do. These speckled varieties invariably appeal

to me ; so to end my list, this, which is about the

best of them all, must go down. Once upon a

time I would have called it a white-ground Picotee.

So it is still, only the rose colour is not confined

to the edges of the petals, but is scattered all

over them. A lady would call it a sweet flower
;

a man might say it was dainty.

Here endeth the extracts from my five notebooks :

" Be she fairer than the day.

Or the flow'ry meads in May,

If she he not so to me.

What care I how fair she be ?
"

—G. WitluT. ill
" The Shepherd's Rcsoluliiin."

GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—The seedlings ought never to become
potbound, so, if they are large enough, they

may be planted in their permanent quarters.

The bed. consisting of leaves and stable litter,

must be made firm, and brought within 2 feet

of the roof glass. When the temperature is about
So", small mounds of turfy loam should be placed on
the surface at intervals of + feet. Give a watering
with tepid water after planting, and maintain
a temperature of 70°, with a few degrees lower

at night. The atmosphere must be kept moist and
the plants sprayed twice each day. Where a

succession of fruits is desired, it will be necessary

to sow a few seeds about every month or three

weeks.

The Kitchen Garden.

Herb Beds.—Herbs are often required, and
now is the time to make new beds, as it is not

advisable to allow the plants to remain on the same
piece of ground for an indefinite period. The
soil should he dug deeply, and given a dressing of

w^ell-rotted manure.

The Rose Garden.

Ramblers.—Roses belonging to this sectfon

should be looked over, and as much of the old

wood as possible removed,- retaining the strong,

young growth of last season. The>- are ideal

for pillars and pergolas, and when such work as

pruning is carried out, they should be entirely

removed from the poles and retied with new
tarred twine. Old and worn-out specimens should

be replaced as the work proceeds.

The Flower Garden.

Seasonable Remarks.—During the present

month all shrubberies and borders should be
cleared of all weeds and made tidy for the spring.

In the rock garden all weeds and rubbish must
be collected, and the early flowering plants watched
to prevent slugs devouring them. Beds and
borders devoted to annuals may be manured
and dug, and such plants as Azaleas may be given

a top-dressing of manure or loam and peat.

Being more or less surface rooting, a top-dressing

is very beneficial, and will help the plants to

successfully withstand periods of drought later on.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Currants and Gooseberries.—The pruning of

these trees should now be finished, and the ground
may then be forked over, taking care not to injure

the roots. Red and White Currants may have
all their side shoots cut back to two or three buds,

and the leading growth left 8 inches or q inches

in length. Gooseberries should be well thinned,

and have all the long shoots out back.

Plants Under Glass.

Bouvardias.—These should be propagated with-

out further delay. Stock plants already cut baok
may be placed in heat, and if syringed over
occasionally with tepid water they will soon
furnish young shoots suitable for cuttings. Insert

them in sandy soil, and place the pots in the
propagating- frame.

Chrysanthemums.—The earliest batch may be
potted off in 3j-inch pots, and then an-anged on
a cool base near the i"oof glass. A frame or

pit where frost is excluded will suit them admir-
ably Avoid overcrowding, admit plenty of air,

and do not let the plants suffer from drought.
T. W. Briscoe.

(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)
Caslh'jord. Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Spinach.—Winter Spinach ,vill be greatly

benefited at this time if on a fine day the soil

between the lines is stirred with the hoe and n

light dressing of nitrate of soda given. A sowing
of Summer Spinach should also be made, and
succes3ion.al sowings put in at inten'als to suit

requirements. Seeds sown later than the middle
of April, however, do not, as a rule, succeed unless

sown in a cool, moist place, for on hot, dry situa-

lions the plants viiii rapidly to seed. This vegetable

is not in much demand when plenty of Peas and
Cauliflowers are coming in.

Celery.—A first sowing may be made in boxes
and placed in a temperature of 50° to 60° to

geiTuinate. Care must be taken not to over-

crowd the seedlings or give them any check,
as this is sure to result in a premature running
to seed. A month hence will be soon enough
to sow for the main crop which is required to keep
up the supplies till the following March.

Horse-Radish.—This is a crop which is often
found in some out-of-the-way corner and given
little or no attention except a periodical visit

to dig up a few roots : but if good, serviceable

roots are expected, it must ha\'e, and well repays,
a little attention. The present is a good time to

make a fresh plantation. The ground should be
deeply trenched and heavily manured. Pieces
of the roots that were found too small for kitchen
use may then be planted with a dibble to a good
depth in lines about 2 feet apart and g inches
between the sets. A small portion should be
replanted annually ; but it is advisable to keep
this crop confined to one piece of ground, for the
least bit of root left will grow and cause trouble
to succeeding crops.

Chicory.—As a winter salad this provides a

useful and easily grown subject. The roots

only require to be placed in a dark corner of the
Mushroom-house, or in large pots on a slight

hotbed in the same way as recommended in a

previous calendar for Seakale. The Chicory will

be ready for use in three weeks to a month.

The Fruit Garden.

Gooseberry and Currant Cuttings.—If these

were gathered and prepared as recommended in

an earlier calendar, they should now be planted
in rows and the soil made moderately firm. Those
put in a year ago will he ready to transplant,

and should be given sufficient room to enable
them to stand for another two seasons. Perma-
nent plantations may also be made from three
year old plants. In preparing new fruiting

quarters it is a good plan to add a quantity of

fresh loam, especially in old gardens that have
had a surfeit of farmyard manure. Guard agahist

the ravages of small birds on the buds of the

Gooseberry bushes. I think the spraying with
lime sulphur early last spring served to check their

attacks. Small plantations can be successfully

protected by means of black cotton threaded
among the branches.

The Flower Garden.

Dahlias.—For ordinary decorati\e purposes I

prefer to start the roots of these at a much later

date, and when i inch or 2 inches of growth have
been made, divide them into the requisite number
and pot them up into 6-inch pots ; but where
large quantities are required from a small sto( k
of roots, these will have to be increased by cut-

tings, and a longer season is therefore necessary.

The roots should be placed in a warm house now

,

and when the shoots are 3 inches to 4 inches long

they should be removed from the tuber with a

sharp knife, inserted in small pots of light,

sandy soil, and placed in a close propagating-frame
until rooted. The Collarette varieties do not
divide well, and should always be increased

by cuttings.

Seeds.—Seeds ma>' be sown now to produce
flowering plants in autumn. Sow ;a'so such
subjects as Ricinus, Eucalyptus, Wigandias,
Acacias and Verbenas.

Climbing Roses.—The pruning and training

of these on walls or espaliers should not be much
longer delayed, as those in sheltered positions

are beginning to move and are easily injured.

Remove as much of the old wood as possible

and retain young, well-ripened shoots, cutting

out all weak growths. Usually a quantity of

the old flowering wood is cut out in autumn ;

this enables the young growths to ripen well

and be better able to stand severe frosts. Bushes
that show signs of exhaustion should have the

surface soil removed down to the roots, and this

rcplac ed with good loam and farmyard manure.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Farl of Strathinorc.)

Glmnis Caslle. i\.l!.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
The Chelsea Show.— Readers will be pleased

to hear that it is intended to hold the Great

Chelsea Show, as usual, on May 23, 24, and 25,

unless anything unforeseen should occur to

hinder it.

Tulip Conference Report.—The Council of the

Royal Horticultural Society have decided to issue

as a separate publication the results of the

exhaustive trial of Tulips held at the Society's

gardens last spring. The report will contain

lists of varieties of Tulips suitable for various

purposes, arranged according to colour.

The Value of Beech Hedges.—For a hedge

that is required as a shelter

or screen, few subjects are

more suitable than the Beech.

When clipped annually it

forms quite a thick hedge,

and as the leaves remain on

the plants while they are in

a dwarf state through the

winter, they are equally as

protei five as many evergreen

subjei ts, while the rich brown
colour of the leaves gives a

very warm appearance during

the dull winter days.

A Beautiful Shrub for a

Warm Corner.— in Carpentaria

califcrnica we liave a beautifid

hut little-known shrub. Un-

doubtedly the reason why it is

50 seldom seen is because it is

lot perfectly hardy in many
parts of the British Isles, and

yet, if given a warm spot in a

sheltered position, it will become

an object of great beauty. In the

Botanic Garden, Cambridge, a

fine specimen growing against

a wall is very beautiful in the

summer with its terminal clusters

"t white, fragrant flowers,

which are borne from three

to seven together, while the numerous yellow

anthers make a conspicuous centre to the

flowers. It was first discovered by Colonel

Fremont in California in the forties of last

century, but it w-as not until 1880 that it was
ictrnduicd into Europe.

Iris reticulata in Pans.—Those with whom
this charming little Iris flourishes and increases

should not fail to put some in 6-inch and 8-inch

pans every year. Planted in the second week
in August and given all along the protection of

a cold frame from which frost is excluded, they

will lilooiu about the middle of January, when

the rich deep blue pur.ile of their flowers is greatly

appreciated. Nine bulbs in a 6-inch or fourteen

in an 8-inch pan is about the right number to give

a good appearance. Their distinctly aromatic
scent is often said to be like that of Violets. To
us, however, it seems to more nearly resemble

a mild edition of that of the ripe fruit of Cydonia
japonica. In any case it is very pleasant. It

is in no sense a dull, heavy scent.

The Cornelian Cherry (Cornus Mas).—The
month of February often sees the bright yellow

flowers of the Cornelian Cherry at their best.

It forms a .good-sized shrub or small tree, and as if

ONE OF THE HOOP-PETTICO.\T DAFl^ODILS.

is strictly deciduous, the flowers are borne on
the leafless branches. Though the blossoms are

small, they are freely borne in little clusters, so

that when at their best the entire specimen,

viewed from a little distance, has a pronounced

golden sheen. This is accentuated if the Cornus
stands out from a background of some dark-tinted

evergreen, such as our native Holly. It is a native

of the continent of Europe and has been grown in

thi.; country for a very long time. The fruit,

whence the popular name of Cornelian Cherry is

derived, is seldom seen here, but in some parts

of the Continent it is freelv borne and made into

a kind of preserve. There are several \-arieties,

including a dwarf form (nana) and two with

variegated leaves. One of these—aurea elegantis-

sima—was much sought after about forty years

ago, at which time variegated-leaved shrubs were
more popular than they are now. In this the

leaves have a wide margin of rich yellow, more 01

less suffused with pink. The variety variegala

has creamy white markings. The Cornelian Cherrv

will grow readily in ordinary soil, and flowers best

when fully exposed to the sun.

The Hoop - Petticoat Daffodil (Narcissus

Bulbocodium monophyllus).—Probably for pure,

unsullied loveliness Narcissus

Bulbocodium monophyllus is

the gem of the Daffodil family.

It is a tiny kind from Algiers,

with flexible. Rush-like leaves

and most charming flowers of

snowy whiteness. The perianth

segments are contracted, small

and claw-like, the great beauty
of the flowers being unfolded in

the expanded trumpet, which is

much crinkled ; hence the

English name, Hoop-Petticoat

Daffodil. It is a plant of erratic

behaviour in the open garden.

The greatest success generally

follows upon planting in light,

gritty soil in warm, sheltered

nooks of the rock garden. It

is incomparable as a subject for

the cool alpine house. Planted

in pans of sandy loam and grown
without any fire-heat, it will

flower in January, and, as seen

in the illustration, the blossoms

open free from fault or blemish.

Asparagus Sprengeri.—
Annual or biennial sowings

of this useful plant should

be made in all establishments

where small pots of greenery

1
are used in the house and where room can be
given in the greenhouse to ten or a dozen sj-inch
or 4-inch pots. Sown now in 2 3-inch pots (one
seed in each), or else in pans and then transferred

to 2^-inch pots immediately a second shoot is

seen, then in a year's time placed in either sj-inch
or 4-inch pots, most useful little specimens are

formed which may be brought into the dwelling-

house as required, and later on thrown away
;

when they have grown too large and done their

duty. The seed is very cheap. A fourpenny or

sixpenny packet will contain sufficient for one

I

sowing.

b
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CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Pollen Effect on Melons.— I imagine it is a

common practice in gardens to "set" the fruits

of Melons with the pollen-bearing flowers of any

variety of the same fruit that may be available,

and in full expectation that the crossing will

have no effect on either the appearance or flavour

of the resultant fruit. I have done this very

many times—interpoUinating such sorts as Syon

Perfection, Hero of Lockinge, Gunton Scarlet

and Frogmore Scarlet—and in no case

has there been any appreciable de-

parture from the normal type in appear-

ance, colour of flesh, or flavour. The
Melon-Vegetable Marrow cross seems

quite probable, though it could scarcely

have any commercial value ; but, if

effected, the influence of the pollen

would be confined to the seed, and not

change the flavour of the flesh.—A.

C. B.

The Common Snowy Mespilus.

—

Amelanchier vulgaris is a beautiful old

garden shrub or small tree which,

though not generally grown in gardens,

was first introduced more than 300

years ago. It is a native of the

mountains of Central and Southern

Europe. As usually seen this Snowy
Mespilus forms a spreading bush,

making a suitable subject for a lawn

specimen or a group in the shrubbery

border. The flowers are- the largest of

the genus, being individually i J inches

to I J inches across, the narrow, pure

white petals giving it a rather pretty

star-like form. The plants mature
fruits about the size of Peas, which

are black when ripe. Seeds and layer-

ing form ready means of propagation.

Amelanchiers thrive in most soUs,

being partial to those containing old

mortar rubble. The flowering season

is the second half of April and the

first week in May.

Primulas of Doubtful Hardiness.

—

In the issues of January 8 and

January 22 reference is made to

Primula malacoides growing in the

open, but I should certainly not class

it as a hardy plant. Much will depend
upon the season, but in most gardens

there are positions where it would
flower about Christmas time, such as

under the shelter of a wall or hedge

(especially Yew) facing south, and in

protected positions in the rock garden. There
are now a number of plants in bloom, and last

year they withstood 8' of frost. Old plants are

not bothered with, but a pinch of seed is sown
in August or September, and for a time the

seedlings are grown in pots. The best results are

obtained by raising seedlings occasionally ; then

the old quibble about whether a plant is biennial

or perennial vanishes into empty air. Primula
Purdomii is a somewhat refractory subject, but

to me it is the finest of all the race. So far I have
not been able to procure a plant, and I should be
glad if " B., Weybridge," or any other reader

could tell me where seeds can be purchased.

—

T. W. Briscoe, Chepstow.

Eucryphia cordifolia.—Growing on the grass

in the flower garden at Penrhyn Castle is a half-

standard tree of Eucryphia some 15 feet high.

As I saw it in September it was smothered with

blossoms, and it was such a fine sight that I

wondered ^\'hy we do not more often see this

Chilian subject in our gardens. It is now more than

sixty years since it was introduced into this country,

yet it is scarce, and for so charming a subject its

absence is all the more to be regretted.—E. M.

"Capability" Brown.—By a turn of the

wheel of Fortune there are two references in The
Garden for January 2g to this celebrated layer-

out of grounds, one by myself, in whirh I refer

AMELANCHIER VULG,\R1S OR THE SNOWY MESPILUS

to his partiality for dotting clumps of trees all

over his landscapes, and the other in " Notes

of the Week " as the planter of the great Vine

at Hampton Court in 1769. In this last refelrence

there seems to be an implied suggestion that

there was some connection between this Vine

and Brown's nickname " Capability." According

to Johnson, he had a trick of saying of every

place about which he was consulted—and they

were legion—that it had great " capabilities."

Hence his nickname. This is very likely. I

can parallel it from my own experience. Many
of my friends and I always speak of a certain

public personage as " Unique," for. talk to him
or hear him make a speech, you are sure to be told

a good many things that are " quite unique."

Brown was a very successful man of business.

He was High Sheriff for Huntingdon and Cambridge

in 1770, and before he died in 1783 he had amassed

a good fortune, which he left to his son. who
afterwards as an important country gentleman

fat in several Parliaments.

—

Joseph Jacob.

Training Fruit Trees on Walls.—" H. C."
in his interesting notes in The Garden of

January 22 on the training of fruit trees on walls,

is perhaps a little too emphatic in his notes under

the heading of "The Cordon Tree" and "The
Purchase of Trees." His notes under the first head-

ing. "Fruit spurs, however, should never be pruned."

and the axiom in fruit culture which

says, " Once a fruit spur, always a

fruit spur," need to be treated with

caution and reser\-e. The writer %vhen

contributing his notes was undoubtedly

bearing in mind the production of

quantity in preference to quality of

fruit. Fruit growers know too well the

inadvisability of allowing fruit spurs to

develop year after year, %vithout even-

tually removing a portion of them, and

in some cases the entire removal of such.

In the case of cordons, especially when
they are making strong annual growth,

the continual cutting back of the side

shoots, in time, forms an ugly spur,

out of all proportion. Again, it is an

established fact that on cordons the

fruit spurs should be at a distance of

quite 8 inches to 9 inches apart, in

order to develop fruit of good quality.

It is also an established fact that

when fruit trees have attained a size

commensurate to the production of

fruit, twiggy side growths, a few inches

in length, terminated by a fruit bud

—

these in themselves are spurs—are often

produced. These should be left and

not shortened back, as upon these are

produced fruit of excellent quality.

After a few years, when other fruit spurs

have formed, the twiggy growths should

be shortened, or e\'entually removed
in some cases. The continual shorten-

ing back of side shoots does—especially

with some varieties—produce spurs

which are too large to produce fruit of

fine quality. Alas ! how often one sees

on the walls of houses old " espalier"

trees producing from the spurs numerous
weak growths. These, if shortened, only

increase the undesirable size and crowd-

ing of the spurs, as well as the produc-

tion of more weak shoots ; when, if some
of the huge spurs were entirely re-

moved and some partially removed,

the desired effect would be produced. Under
the heading " The Purchase of Trees." the writer

goes on to say that " generally speaking, it is best

to purchase trees that are from three to six years

old." Six years is, from my experience, too old,

and I think in every case the tree should not be

older than four years to obtain perfect success.

The effect on a tree w-hen transplanted is a check,

and after the tree has attained a certain size the

check is often drastic. In some cases the effect of

removal is that fruit buds form all along the shoots,

and this is certainly not required in the training

of fruit trees on walls. I emphatically state that,

without doubt or bias, the best time to plant fruit

trees on walls is in their third vear.—H. C. E.
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Should Nerines be Called Guernsey Lilies ?—
The answer to this question, asked by the Rev.

Joseph Jacob, should, I think, be in the negative.

If it is wrong and misleading to spealv of an Arum
as an Arum Lily, surely it is equally wrong and

misleading to speali of the Nerine as a Guernsey

Lily. Besides, the name Nerine is quite good

and easily pronounced. As to Mr. Jacob's con-

cluding suggestion of using the word Nerine

only, except where N. sarniensis is meant, I

do not see the utility of it. Surely no one need

bother about sarniensis, now that there are so

many fine and free-flowering varieties of the

Nerine. Sarniensis is now of purely academic

or botanical interest only. Let it remain a Nerine,

or, better still, scrap it. No plant has afforded

me such long periods of continuous disappoint-

ment as this.—F. Herbert Chapman.

White Roses. — In the notes on white

Roses, by Mr. H. E. Molyneux. issue January 22,

page 44, he does not mention the whitest of Roses,

viz., Boule de Neige.—J. K.
—— Mr. Herbert E. Molyneux, in the issue of

January 22, page 44, alludes to the legend that

the first Rose was a white one. Happening to

take up, a few days after reading his article, a

volume containing Herrick's " Hesperides," I

came, quite by chance, on the following verses,

which may interest some of your readers :

" Roses at first were white,

Till they could not agree.

Whether my Sappho's breast

Or they moire white should be.

But being vanquished quite,

A blush their cheeks bespread
;

Since which, believe the rest.

The Roses first came red."

and again the poet in another verse gives us this

account of the flower's transition :

" 'Tis said, as Cupid danced among
The Gods, he down the nectar flung.

Which, on the white Rose being shed,

Made it for ever after red."

—C. H. P.

Where Cowslips Thrive.—Re the parody on

page 51, issue January 29, Cowslips do grow by
river brims. Some of our meadows are full of

Cowslips, and I go on spring Sunday afternoons

with a happy troop of boys to gather them, and

we always find the finest on the very edge of the

banks of the New River.—E. A. B.

Iris unguicularis (stylosa).—Re the note on
the white form of Iris stylosa, issue January 29,

page 52, my impression is that there are several

white forms of this Iris, and that they only differ

from one another as seedlings of any species vary

slightly among themselves. My own experience

has been that seeds of a white form crossed with

pollen of a white form breed true to the white

colour, as is also the case with the albino forms of

I. tectorum, I. sibirica and I. orientalis. Crosses

with the purple forms give various pale shades.

It is possible, though I have not proved it experi-

mentally, that, if a white flower were pollinated

simultaneously on two of its stigmata with pollen

of a white and of a purple form, some seeds

would give pure white forms and others various

shades of purple.—W. R. Dykes, Charterhouse,

Godalming.

Lachenallas.—Last summer the Rev. Joseph

Jacob sent me some of his seedlings, and, with

a touch of the humour that frequently adorns

his contributions to The Garden, advised that

the bulbs should be potted at the time iportsmen
begin to " pot" grouse. The result is a charming
display of varieties in the room from which this

letter is written. A curious and pleasing feature

is the wide variation in both flower and foliage.

In the instances before me the colour runs from
palest yellow to orange, variously shaded with

green and red, and in some cases the flower is

tipped with a band of crunson. Sometimes the

foliage is dark and sometimes light green. In

some instances the flower-stems are sturdy and
heavily trussed, while in others the habit is com-
paratively slender. Lachenallas seem quite easy

to grow in a cool house, and are certainly invalu-

able for decorative purposes in the winter. I

am surprised that they are not mure popular,

—

Charles Marti.neau.

A Reader's Dry Wall Garden.—The photograph
represents a portion of a dry wall, a simple

penetrate the soil, and the bulb is bereft of their

support till, soma time later, lateral or secondary
rootlets are formed. To seemingly strengthen

his case Mr. Engleheart cites a seedling Poeticus

of which he moved the stock when " rooted a

full inch long." But inch-long roots woifld

have hardly taken to the soil at all ; hence risk

in moving and replanting would be reduced to

a minimum. Moreover, the case is not analogous

to that of bulbs being moved after having made
" a considerable quantity of roots" (see page 21,

January 8), to which I took exception. Again,

Poeticus Daffodils differ somewhat from others of

the race in their manner of rooting, and Mr. Engle-

heart will know as well as I that in the older

sorts at least the emission of new roots from the
bulb is much more continuous than from bulbs

belonging to some other sections. His Poeticus

seedling may have been so endowed, and with
only inch-long roots would suffer practically nothing

AUBRIETIA, IBERIS .AND FORSET-ME-NOTS IN A DRY WALL.

scheme in blues and white—Aubrietia Dr. Mules,

A. gra;ca, Iberis Little Gem and Forget-me-nots

;

an everyday combination, easily grown and yet

very effective. For the grouping or the photograph

nothing is claimed, but it may serve as a reminder

that even in these days of economy simple flowers

may be grown and give as much satisfaction

as many of the expensive novelties that we long

for but cannot have.

—

A. L. D., Marple.

Transplanting Daffodil Bulbs with Roots.

—

Mr. Engleheart observes on page 51, January 29,

in reference to the above, that Mr. Jacob is right

and Mr. Jenkins is right " in a way." May I

also say that I consider Mr. Engleheart is right

—

in a way. He says: "The one thing necessary

is to keep the roots wet." That certainly is

"necessary"; drying would be fatal. But no

wetting of the roots or immediate planting will

avail anything if, in the process of lifting or replant-

ing, the tips of the roots are broken off. That

is my point. Roots so broken cannot further •

by the removal, as subsequent experience proved.

For experiment and observation I have lifted

Poeticus ornatus at all seasons of the year, and

only rarely found it w-ithout new roots just emerging

from the bulb. Doubtless it was his appreciation

of the well-nigh perpetual rooting of this variety

that caused the late Mr. Kendall, in a conversation

with me some twenty-five or more years ago,

to say, " I consider five minutes out of the soil

for ornatus four minutes too long," a remark

full of point and significance. Mr. Engleheart

says Canon Swayne " always divided and moved
his clumps in full flower." Well, it did not show

great wisdom on the part of the worthy Chancellor.

Most people like to enjoy the flowers at that

time.—E. H. Jenkins.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
February 19.—Lancaster Horticultural Society :

Lecture on " Carnations."
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SHRUBS TO PRUNE NOW.

SUCH a mild winter as that now drawing

to a close brings difficulties for the

pruner of hardy shrubs. Broadly, he has

the choice of two paths : he may either

prune earlier than usual, so that the

shrubs which are already renewing activities

may not waste their energy in making growth

which must be cut off ; or he may prefer to wait

till a later date than usual so as to be as safe as

possible from the probable devastations of the

hard frosts which pessimists tell us
" are bound to come," though

when pressed for precedents they

are discreetly silent. Experience

teaches tliat in such circumstances

the middle course has much to

recommend it, and that we may
compromise by dealing with the

hardier kinds at the customary time

and play for safety with those more

susceptible to frosts by leaving them
unpruned till a little later than

usual. Luckily, the latter are

mostly of the vigorous habit and

nature which di.)OS not suffer from

the delay.

The general rules to prune those

which flower on the coming season's

shoots during winter and early

spring, and the kinds which floAver

on growth made last year imme-
diately the flowers fade, is good as

a general rule, but of the latter

class many may be improved if a

certain amount cif pruning is done

now. Too often flowering shrubs

are allowed to degenerate into

dense thickets, and there are many
overgrown DierviUas (Weigelas)

and Philadelphuses which would

be more effective during the flower-

ing season if many of the thin,

spindly twigs were entirely removed

at the present time. But all the

Mock Oranges should not be sub-

jected to the same treatment, for

the advice is meant more for the

erect-growing varieties than such

as Boule d' Argent, which have

graceful, arching shoots, and the

charm of these lies in flower mass.

Of the shrubs which have

already flowered, the Laurustinus

is probably tlie most neglected

with regard to pruning. This in-

dispensable winter bloomer may
safely be pruned hard, cutting even

branches as thick as a man's thumb,

for it is almost as amenable to

severe pruning as the common
Privet, which I have seen cut hard back in the

driest of Augusts to quickly become luxuriant

again. Prunus davidiana, which at the moment
of writing is the most fascinating of all hardy
flowering shrubs, should be pruned as soon as

the last petals have fallen ; but, as with all the

Almonds and Peaches, the pruning should merely

be sufficient to keep them shapely, and hard spur-

ring should never be resorted to. The ever-welcome

Cornelian Cherry and Hamamelis japonica are

all the better for a little severity at the hands of

the pruner, Often similar treatment is advocated

for the delicious Chimonantlms fragrans, but to

me it is a barbarous practice. I greatly prefer

to keep the principal branches secured to the wall

and do no regnlation pruning. Then one is able

to cut occasional secondary branches, studded

with flowers of invaluable fragrance, to place

indoors in a jar of water, and in so doing prune

all that is necessary.

Except Rosa, no genus of flowering shrubs

requires more discrimination from the pruner

than the delightful Ceanothuses. In the various

sections'i' of Clematis their habit tells the true

gardener the time and method of pruning which

But when pruning is needed, it is such as C.

azureus and C. americanus which should be done

now. C. rigidus and C. veitchianus type nmst

be allowed to flower first.

Nfany shrubby Spiraeas should be pruned at

once. Such strong growers as S. Aitchisonii,

S. lindleyana, S. Douglasii, S. japonica (often

known in gardens as S. callosa) and its beautiful

varieties are best when pruned hard back to

the old wood. The Elders and Caryopteris

Mastacanthus require similar treatment.

Leycesteria formosa, the Himalayan Honey-
suckle, which is a delightful shrub for planting

on top of an old wall, may be

cut down to the ground, though

in the wild garden less pruning

results in more appropriate

bushes.

Buddleia variabilis and all its

varieties have made precocious

growth, but they should be pruned

rather severely to induce the forma-

tion of vigorous flowering shoots.

B. globosa requires only sufficient

pruning to keep the bushes of good

shape or when they have outgrown

their position.

Such kinds as the Dogwood and
Willows, which are often grown
for the beauty of the bark on
their young branches, require

severe pruning to induce the grow-

ing of vigorous branches.

Cecil Bartlett.

CROCUSES UNDER
BEECHES.

T
under

other

are in the

one has a

TffiiM

CliANOTHUS AZUREUS.
SHOULD BE

TO OBTAIN MASSES OE BLOO.AI IT

SLIGHTLY PRUNED NOW.

will be must successful, but not so with Ceanothuses.

These have to be known individually before they

are pruned, though I may " here and now

"

pass on a rule which I made for myself and which

I have found good, which is, " When in real doubt,

do nothing," for the sins of omission are surely

not so deadly, when applied to shrubs at any rate,

as those of commission. In my opinion Ceano-

thuses generally do not call for regular pruning
;

their floral charm is that of mass—the individual

flowers would never compel a backward glance

—

and this is only obtained from abundance of growth.

HERE is no statement

more frequently repeated

respecting garden or

woodland planting than

that nothing will grow

Beech trees. Like many
sweeping assertions that

main erroneous, this

grain of truth. For

if we wander among the chalk

hills, where the great wild

Beeches — perhaps the very

grandest of our forest trees

—

stretch their great arms wide

and higli, we find beneath

them no ftirest sward, or

Bramble tangle, or brake of

other bushy growth ; nothing

but the carpet of dry rotting

leaves, this leafy carpet remain-

ing undecayed for a longer time

the shedding of almost any otheithan that of

forest tree.

But it is to be remembered that gardening

is the introduction of plants, for the advantage

of their utility or for enjoyment of the

gladness of their beauty, into places where

they would not otherwise occur, and gardeners

have of late years found out that even the dry,

hard soil under Beech trees may be made to bring

forth abundant flower beauty. How well Cvocuses

thrive even under Beech Ireej js shoYfn {n our

illustration on the next page.
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NOTES FROM
By Edward

Prunus Mume (" The Chinese New Year's

Shrub") has been only a name to me till now.

A double-flowered Apricot, according to the

nurseryman's name, Prunus armeniaca fl. pi.,

was offered me last October, and on being

assured it was a pretty tree, I rather grudgingly

tried a plant and wondered what it would be like.

What a wonderful store of treasures is still to

THE RIVIERA.
H. WOODALL.

quite near the Almond tree, made a surprising

contrast and effect of colour at such a season of

the year. By good luck an acquaintance who
hails from China came in, and, on seeing this

brightly coloured young tree, said at once, " Why,
how did you get that ? It is ' The Chinese New
Year's Shrub ' that is generally grown in small

pots to flower at the same time as the Good Luck

I am sure a batch of it, well grown and well shown,

would command attention and admiration from

all who saw it. Certainly it has been greatly

admired here, under the ideal conditions of this

marvellous season.

Prunus Cerasus serrulata.—There are many
varieties of spring-flowering Cherries under this

name, some very early flowering and some quite

late, that deserve attention. There is one tree

now in fullest beauty at the New Year that re-

sembles the single form of Waterer's Cherry, and it

is already passing out of flower, while the leaves

of last year are still brown or red on the stronger

CROCUSES FLOWERING WITH GREAT FREEDOM UNDER A BEECH TREE.

be found in China ! One is so familiar with the

highly coloured paintings on fans or on china,

which are interspersed with dragons, lovely ladies,

or fantastic butterflies, that one looks upon them
with a certain reserve as being triumphs of the

artist's highly coloured imagination rather than

accurate representations of things in Nature.

So the beauty of this delightful tree came as a

surprise to more than one gardener when it

opened its buds the first week of the New
Year. This early season the Almond trees

were in good bloom on January i, and this

brilliant rose flower, planted by a happy thought

Narcissus. The markets are full of them in China,

but I never saw it before in Europe'! " Its fine

bold, semi-double flowers, bright rose when first

open, have bright stamens that heighten the effect

of the smooth petals in a delightful way, and it

is just as bright and dainty as any painting on a

fan. I can only suppose that it has at some period

been tried in England and found unsatisfactory

in the open, because it flowers so early ; but in

these modern days it would be very easy to grow

it in big pots and flower it under glass. It is too

good a thing to let slip because it was once thought

unsatisfactory for our climate in the open air.

shoots, a very beautiful combination of colour, as

all will admit. There is yet another form which,

though not yet in flower, is pushing out its bright

green foliage and highly coloured flower-buds,

which contrast very agreeably w'ith the earlier

and stronger-growing form now passing its best.

But in this instance the flowers are rose coloured,

not pale flesh pink as in Waterer's Cherry. Both

are so desirable and so charming that they are

worth looking after by those who import such

trees. These two were brought from Japan by a

friend who had bought a quantity of Japanese

Tree Psoniis, and these were thrown in as " gratis
"
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plants. I am rather of opinion the gift was more
valuable than the Pseonies themselves, which are

so difficult to keep in health when grafted on

the Japanese stock that almost always supersedes

the graft ! Prunus miqueliana '^must hide its

diminished head when compared with these

varieties of Cherry. For real brilliance of colour

and splendour of individual blossom the palm

must be glN'en to the rose-coloured double Apricot,

especially when flowering at the New Year. One
of the features of this season is the abundance

of the lovely Tenerifte Broom,

Genista monosperma.—As the bushes have

not been severely cropped for their bloom for two

winters, the dry and sunny terraces Avhere they are

grown are billows of feathery

foam, and the air in the morn-

ing sunshine is full of its

perfume. There must be more

of it now on this coast than

on its native volcano, I should

think, for years ago, when I

was there, it was the quantity

of the old bushes rather than

the abundance of seedlings

that I saw. There are two

varieties of it, and I greatly

prefer the sweet-scented form,

which is the earlier of the two

and has slightly larger flowers

on drooping sprays. The scent-

less form is preferred by the

French for cut flowers, and I

am sorry to find it is getting

the more common form, as it

is stiffer in growth and smaller

in the individual flower,

though amends is made by
the abundance of them. I do

not know where this latter

form comes from, or if it is

merely a variation, as the plant

is propagated by seed and not

by cuttings ; and as it takes

several years at least to get to

the flowering stage, it seems

rather wicked to destroy the

young bushes that prove scent-

less, unless specially grown for

house decoration. However,

those who love sweet scents

should take care to pick out

the fragrant form.

Keen in yellow ground Picotees, and John Smith
in white ground, is the result of a long and slow

process of evolution from the real Picoi^e, the

name given by French growers to their spotted

or " freckled " Carnations.

It is a coraimon impression that Picotees are

difficult to grow and that they are not hardy

plants. To some extent this is true of the

white ground section, for their constitution is

nothing like so robust as that of the true border

Carnation. But I cannot help thinking this is

a purely artificial. weakness resulting from many
generations of culture under glass, not, originally,

because they needed this protection, but because

tlieir cultivation was largely in the hands of men

BORDER
CARNATIONS.

Picotees.—About the end

of the sixteentli century a new
colour appeared among "Gillo-

fiowers " in English gardens.

This was an introduction from Poland, and caused

considerable interest among English florists, who
had never, until then, seen a yellow Carnation.

By the time the oft-quoted " Paradisus " was

published in 1629, tliese yellow Carnations had

evidently become popular, for they were largely

cultivated, and had by that date already taken

on marginal markings of various colours, pro-

bably through intercrossing with the white ground

Picotees, which date hack to an even earlier period.

As can ha imagined, the present-day, almost

perfect flower, cxemplififd h\', say, Mrs. J. J.

SWEET PEAS IN A READER S GARDEN AT BLACKBURN,

who delishlc'd to gi\'e iheir charges every care

and attenlion, and the best environment for the

production of high-class flowers.

The yellow ground section was, not many
years ago, as hardy in every way as any Carnation.

I am inclined to think it is so to-day, but so many
weakly dispositioned varieties have been named
and put nil the market that they are bound to

give the whole race a bad name. The best

Carnation specialists make constitution a sine

qua noil with their productions, but this needs a

deal of courage, and many growers cannot brace

themselves to the extent of casting out a beautiful

flower coming from a plant of weakly growth.
There is a popular yellow ground Picotee, much
shown during the last year or two, called Eclipse.

This was raised by Mr. Taylor of Clieam, an expert

who has given us many first-class Picotees and
bizarres and flakes. I draw attention to this

one specially because practically every grower
would expect to find it in a list of select sorts

;

but because of its debilitated habit of growth and
weak-necked flower-stem I have had to leave it

out, nevertheless with regret. It seems such a
pity to spoil a useful border plant by sacrificing

practically every good feature at the expense of

the bloom, so long as perfection of bloom can
be attained along with a
sound constitution and good

habit.

Bearing in mind the high

standard of piu'ity in colour

by which Picotees are judged,

one finds a difficulty in admit-

ting even a dozen into the

inner circle of selection of

yellow grounds, and not so

many as that among the

whites.

My twelve yellow grounds

would be : Purple edged

—

Agnes, Her Majesty, Onward
and Santa Claus ; rose and
scarlet edged—Cheam, Ex-
quisite, John Ruskin, Margaret

Lennox, Mrs. J. J. Keen and
Neil Kenyon ; crimson edged

—Peter Pan and Togo.

Some handsome Picotees

have come from the Midlands

of late years, but frequently

they have been flawed by a

weakness in the ground colour,

which does not stand as a

clear deep yellow, but fadi s

on the second or third day tn

cream colour. I am inclim A

to look for improvement in

this respect in two of the

latest varieties — Queenie, a

light edge, and Professor

Burstall, a promising heavy

(.dge which .showed up well at

Southampton last year as a

dressed flower.

The best of the white

ground section are : Purple

edged—Lavinia, Polly Brazil

and President ; red edged

—

John Smith, Mary D.

.Anstiss, Radiant and Thomas
Williams ; rose edged—Fair

M.iiden and Favourite. Per-

il (lion, lo be sent out

from Edeuside ne.xt autumn,

will be a most valuable addition to this

class, and may be styled an improved Mrs.

Sharp. J. L. Gibson.

I

A BEAUTIFUL ROW OF SWEET
PEAS.

The illustration on this page depicts a beautiful

row of Sweet Peas grown on " Simplicitas"

Patent Rot-proofed Cord Netting. The Sweet

Peas were grown and photographed by Mr. Ernest

Holden, 97, Dukes Brow, Blarkburn.
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THE BEST OF THE NEW SWEET PEAS.

By Thomas Stevenson.

THOUGH for some years past many
growers have favoured the sowing of

Sweet Peas durmg the autumn months,

yet there are a greater number who still

rely on spring-sown plants. This may not

in all cases be for preference, but probably because

they have not got the necessary convenience for

protecting the young plants during the winter

months. Though I am a very strong advocate of

autumn sowing, I fully recognise the care they re-

quire ; and as really good flowers may be obtained

by sowing during the months of February and
March, I venture to give the names and descrip-

tions of some of the newer varieties, in the hope
that it may help those who, for various reasons,

may not be able to see such varieties and judge for

themselves. The popularity of any subject is,

to a great extent, dependent on the introduction

of new and improved varieties, and we have

ample assurance that the Sweet Pea will not

fall in popular favour for the lack of enterprising

raisers and distributors. Even in such times as

we are now passing through, we find they are still

persevering ; and if new varieties of Sweet
Peas are not being sent out in greater numbers,
many of them are at least distinct improvements
on older kinds and, judging from the trials seen

SWEET PEA ROYAL PURPLE.

last season, well ahead in the matter of fixity.

This latter good point is a most essential one,

as really small growers cannot afford the space

to cultivate new varieties if there

is not more than a bare chance of

their coming true to name and

description. It is not to be ex-

pected that every season we shall

get two such distinct novelties as

were Robert Sydenham and Royal

Purple in igrs, but there are many
that are well worth the attention of

enthusiastic grower. Before pass-

ing on I would say I did not see

Robert Sydenham so well shown
last year as I anticipated, but I feel

sure, from the manner it behaved

with me in I9r4, it will prove an

indispensable variety to the exhibi-

tor. It grew very strong and opened

a wonderful colour with a little care

in shading during the opening of

the flowers. On the other hand,

Royal Purple exceeded all ex-

pectations, it being a wonderful

advance in colour. This is

enhanced by strong sunlight and

by allowing the

blooms to fully

develop on the

plants. The
variety

President (Alex.

Dickson and Sons)

struck me as being

the Sweet Pea of

the year, and few

who visited Messrs.

Dickson's grounds

at Mark's Tey last

summer would go

away without being
much impressed by
the long rows of dazzling orange

scarlet colouring in this variety,

which was in no way impaired by
strong sunlight.

Edward Cowdy, distributed last

year by Mr. Unwin, is another ex-

cellent Sweet Pea in this colour,

and one or other of these should

be grown by everyone.

Fiery Cross, raised by Mr.

Malcolm, and being distributed

this season by Messrs. Burpee of

Philadelphia, is yet another very
fine Sweet Pea, it being deep
bright cerise in colour, and pro-

bably the first in this colour to

stand the strong sun well.

Victory (Stevenson, Wimborne)
is almost synonymous with the

preceding variety ; it may have
a little more orange in it, but it

is hardly discernible. Well worth
a trial.

Warrior, another Sweet Pea by
the same raiser, marks an im-

provement in the maroon section.

Last season it was with me as

strong a grower as King Manoel, as large in the

flower, and quite a rich chocolate maroon.

Tea Rose, raised by Mr. Malcolm, is one of the

most delicate coloured varieties I have seen,

and may be described as a cream ground with a

slight suffusion of rose and buff.

Old Rose, another of Mr. Malcolm's varie-

ties, aptly described by its name both o(

SWEET PEA JEAN IRELAXD.

them will be much in demand for decorative

schemes. The blooms of both are large and well

waved.

Margaret Fife, yet another of Mr. Malcolm's,
is a rather distinct blue with large flowers much
resembling in shape the two named above.

Jean Ireland (Dobbie) is likely to prove an
advance in the picotee-edged varieties. Though
not unlike Evelyn 'Hemus, the ground colour

has a little more lemon yellow in it, and the edging

of pink or rose is, if anything, rather more defined.

Marvel (Bolton) and Peace (Stevenson) are

two very much alike, cream pink varieties ; they

are both bright, large flowers which are particu-

larly pleasing in the bunch.

Rowena (Bolton), a cream -ground Mrs.

Cuthbertson, is large enough and bright enough to

satisfy the most exacting grower's requirements,

and certainly one of the best of last season's intro-

ductions. In

King Mauve (Woodcock) and Lady Eveline
(Watkins and Simpson) we have two very fine

varieties. The latter perhaps is a little brighter

and clearer in colour, while both are excellent

growers for this colour—bright mauve.
Golden Glory (Stevenson), rather softer in

colour than Robert Sydenham, is a good Sweet Pea
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which will probably be found useful for culti\'ation

under glass.

Sincerity (Deal) was seen in splendid condi-

tion last season, the shape and contour of the

bloom being perfect. This, in addition to its bright

colour (deep cerise), will make it very popular.

Job Loader (Agate) is a giant cruuson, and

though I hardly think it as brigjit as Maud Holmes,

its great size will ensure its being grown.

Cissy Wright (Wright) was one of the prettiest

Sweet Peas in the trials last season, and though it

appeared a little variable in colour (which was
a delicate pink), it will, no doubt, find many
admirers for decorative purposes.

Henry Olin (Dobbie) is, I believe, a cream

ground, frilled pink. Under glass the flowers of

this variety were charming, with plenty of stem
;

but out of doors I fear there is not vigour enough

in the plant for it to be generally appreciated.

WHITE ROSES.

M H. E. MOLYNEUX'S interesting

little note in The Garden for

January- 22 on the white Roses has

set my memory to work trying to

recall the colour pictures of last

summer m our Rose garden. But try as I

will I can think of nothing whiter than the blooms

on a big bush of the rugosa Blanc Double de

Coubert, and I notice that Miss Jekyll, a great

authority 'on the colour of flowers, calls it the

whitest of all Roses. Many of the so-called white

Roses, such as Frau Karl Druschki, are streaked

with red on the outer petals of the bud ;
others,

like Mrs. Herbert Stevens, are tinted with fawn

in the bud stage, though they become creamy

white in the open flowers ; while others open

ROSA ALB.\, PROBABLY THE WHITE ROSE OF PARKINSON.

Mrs. Burnie (Dobbie) is a giant white with

a flush of pink in the standard. A great grower

and very free bloomer.

Constance Acomb (Holmes) is unique in

colouring, being a creamy white ground with

mauve markings, in the way of Phenomenal.

Mrs. Arthur Stevenson (Unwin) is a well

waved and large variety,- the colour being lilac or

pale mauve on a white ground ; very pleasing.

Lord Fisher (Holmes) is a good, free growing,

chocolate maroon variety which gives plenty of

four-fiowered sprays, and I should say the best in

its class. Distinct from Warrior and King Manoel.

Mrs. E. Wright (Bolton) is an extremely pretty

variety in the way of Lottie Eckford, the colour

being white, slightly flushed mauve, with distinct

blue edge to standard and wings.

There are others, but the foregoing are certainly

the best that I have noted and in many instances

grown during 1915, and these, without the addition

of older varieties, would make quite a good and

representative collection.

white and are tinted pink by the sun's rays. But

Blanc Double de Coubert is pure white in all

stages—bud, open flower and fading bloom.

Therefore, with only my memory to rely on, I

cannot dispute Mr. Molyneux's contention that

Blanc Double de Coubert is the whitest of Roses,

though I can think of many Roses that may fairly

claim to be called white.

The first two that occur to me are also rugosas.

Rosa rugosa alba has large single white flowers,

and the pretty little Schneezwerg, said to be a

cross bstween rugosa and bracteata, has wonder-

fully pure white, semi-double flowers. They
always remind me of white Poppies. This makes
a delightful dwarf bush for the rock garden.

The beautiful Rosa sericea, the "Silky Rose"
from the Himalayas, has four white petals, and

when the bush with its Fern-like foliage is

covered w-ith bloom in early May, it has quite a

snowy effect.

Rosa sempervirens and its African hybrid

abyssinica are white Roses. So, too, are Rosa

niosc.hata with its hybrids Brununis.leschenaultiana

and beggeriana. A hybrid of the last named
crossed with multiflora flowers at intervals all

through the summer. Unfortimately, it has a

decidedly unpleasant scent. Another species

w-itli white flowers is involucrata.

The violet-scented Banksian Rose has little

clusters of drooping white blooms which come
during the month of May.

Rosa sinica or laevigata is not hardy, but if

given a place against a south wall it will sometimes

do well, and the large single white flowers are

very beautiful.

The lovely Rosa bracteata, or Macartney Rose

as it i} often called, which i\-as introduced irrto

England from China by Lord Macartney, also

requires a warm wall. We have it growing on

the east wall of our conservatory. For two or

three years after planting it did not bloom, but

the last two years we have had some of its handsome
shining white flowers in September and Octcjber.

Lindley in his Monograph on Roses gives a pretty

plate of a white Rose he calls bracteata Lyelli,

which Professor Crepin thought to be a hybrid

between R. involucrata and moschata.

The w-hite Rose mentioned in " Parkinson " was

probably one of the varieties of Rosa alba. These

are usually touched with cream or blush, so can

hardly come into a list of pure white Roses.

Among garden Roses, the Mosses give at least

two that to the best of my recollection are dis-

tinctly white. These are the Perpetual White

Moss and Blanche Moreau.

Among the -ivhite Polyantha Pompons, two of

the purest are the tiny and sweet-scented Anna
Marie de Montravel and Katherine Zeimet.

The old Hybrid China Mrae. Plantier becomes

very white when fully expanded, and the Hybrid

Noisette Boule de Neige might certainly put in

a claim to be considered a white Rose.

Mr. Molyneux is right in objecting to the deep

ivory or lemon-coloured Tea Rose White Maraan

Cochet being so called. Far whiter than this

are the old Tea Roses Niphetos and Souvenir

de S. A. Prince, but neither is quite pure white.

I have never seen the Rev. J. H. Pemberton's

White Rambler growing in the garden, but as he

has sho-\vn it at Bath and in London it struck me as

being a singularly Avhite Rose, and it so, it will be

\'ery useful, for White Dorothy has proved a fraud,

and often comes streaked and veined with pink.

Tliere are many pretty legends told of the

white Rose. Some, as Mr. Molyneux reminds us,

would suggest that the first Rose was a white one.

Spenser alludes to this in his " Daphnaida,"

where he writes :

" White as the native Rose before the change

Which Venus' blood did on her leaves impress."

Thomas Miller, in the " Poetical Language of

Flowers," tells that "The white Rose has long

been considered as sacred to silence ; over what-

ever company it was suspended, no secrets were

ever revealed, for it hung only above tlie festal

board of sworn friendship " ; and in a political

poem of the fifteenth century we may read of

" the white Rose of England that is fiishe and

wol not fade. Both the rote and the stalke that

is of great honoure." Next summer I shall look

(vith greater interest on the various shades of

white among our Roses, but I do not expect to

find among them anyth'ng to beat the trio of

rugosas. Blanc Double de Coubert, rugosa alba

and Schneezwerg, either for the purity of their

whiteness or, as regards the first two named,

the sweetness of their scent. White Lady.
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ROSE FORTUNE'S YELLOW

I
J^':,

THE following note on Rose Fortune's

Yellow may not be amiss, as I saw

in a recent number of The Garden
an account of it growing under glass

at Warley. I think if the culture of

it were more generally understood, no difficulty

would be experienced in growing this lovely

Rose, far and away the

loveliest when seen in a mass
with its petals of gold and
rose, vermilion and cream.

My first experience of it

was some seventeen years

ago, when I had a house on

top of a hill in Berkshire

with a stiff clay soil. Here

I planted my Rose in the

gravel of a stable yard on a

south wall. This was either

pure ignorance or careless-

ness on my part, as I had
merely seen it growing in

Italy and knew nothing of

its requirements. However,

it flourished and grew
rampantly and " above
itself," as is its wont, with

bare stems below and a

wealth of Hower above. A
few years later I moved to

a garden six miles away,
lying low, with gravel soil.

Profiting by my experi-

ence, I planted my Rose
again without manure, and
merely rammed into the

gravel. This time it is on a

wall where, though facing

south, it gets but little sun,

owing to high trees facing.

It is often very damp in that

corner, and we have known
14° of frost. Still it is un-

defeated, and flowers most
beautifully. Last year it fell

off the wall in a gale, and,

being early spring, we just

propped the mass up with
stout Oak supports, and it

was a glorious sight the first

week in June. Occasionally

it is cut back immediately

after flowering.

This Rose is also to be seen

in great beauty at Riverhill

in Kent. The original plant sent home by
Mr. Fortune, or one of them, was sent to

Riverhill, and lived until quite recently,

when it was succeeded by one of its off-

spring. I have never seen it anywhere else

but in warmer places. Riverhill is singu-

larly favoured as to situation, and cannot

be cited ; but Berkshire is not a particu-

larly warm county, and yet in two such
different gardens as my stiff clay hill

and my low gravel level I have proved
it as easy to grow as a Briar. My
present plant has been here fourteen

years. Alice Martineau.
Hurst Court, Twyford, Berks.

P.S.'—I wonder if anyone can tell me the

name of a Rose much grown at Cadenabbia

and locally called Fortune's Yellow. It had a very

fluffy, pinky yellow flower, and the leaves were
curiously stiff and grey, hardly to be described

as glaucous, but quite different to Fortune's

Yellow, Moreover, it flowered all the summer,
apparently, I saw it in great beauty in Sep-

tember growing in masses on a viUa near
the English Church. Its owner insisted that

it was Fortune's Yellow, but it was far more
double and a different colour and leaf.—A. M.

ROSE GARDENS IN LONDON

At length we are to have municipal Rose gardens

in and around London. The want of such added

beauty in the numerous parks and open spaces

\^\\\VKV\\k\\

SINICA

L.giVIGATA, WITH

)3EAUTIFUL SINGLE

WRITE FLOWERS.

•'•-

P

of the suburbs,

many of which
lend themselves

especially to at-

tractions of this

nature, has long

been felt by the

many and urged

by the few.

Tlie City of

London Rose

Society has taken

tlie lead in con-

vincing Loiidon

municipal bodies

of the real benefit,

the lasting beauty

and tlie elevating

influence which

Rose gardens
could confer upon
the citizens. The
scheme is in

excel lent and
energetic hands,

and seems likely

to make much
headway. A
start has been

made in the

London County
Council gardens

at Forest Hill

and Eltham, and
''

in open spaces.at Wimble don
.,^ and Carshalton,

all of which are

being laid out

under the supervision of a committee of the City of

London Rose Society.

We understand that this society is planning

a new departure this year by opening its member-
ship to all amateur Rose-growers, while reserving

sections for its City members as heretofore. This

step seems likely to widen the scope and influence

of the society very considerably, and evidently

energy and enterprise are not wanting among,
those who are guiding its destinies.

Last year's exhibition, held at the Cannon
Street Hotel, was the means of adding £65 to the

funds of the Red Cross Society, and we understand

that this year's activities are to be devoted to the

same worthy object. The Lord Mayor (Sir Charles

Wakefield) has presented a new City of London
Challenge Cup ; and three special Red Cross Cups, to

be won outright, have been added to the prize list by

the generosity of Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Anderson.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Cucumbers.—Plants raised early in the year

may be transferred to beds as advised last week

for Melo-ns. and a few more seeds can be sown.

Cucumbers thrive in a light, rich soil, with frequent

top-dressings as the roots reach the surface.

Give a little ventilation when the elements are

favourable, but all the ventilators must be closed

an hour or two before the sun ceases to shine

on the glass.

The Kitchen Garden.

Rhubarb.—Roots mav be lifted and placed

in gentle heat, such as an old Mushroom-house
or under a stage where a temperature of 50°

can be maintained. Ground may be prepared

for new plantations of Rhubarb, also for Asparagus,

Seakale and Jerusalem Artichokes. Trench the

soil and give a good dressing of rotted farmyard
manure.

Broad Beans.—If the soil is in a suitable con-

dition, the main crop of Broad Beans may be

sown, choosing such varieties as Improved Longpod,

Green Windsor and Giant Windsor.

Leel(S.—The main sowing can be made outside,

and if the seed is sown thinly, it will produce

sturdy plants for the general crop.

Brussels Sprouts should be sown in a bo.\ or

cold frame from which frost is excluded, and

if grown cool, a few strong plants will be useful

for an early supply.

Plants Under Glass.

Achimenes.—It is now time to start a batch

of these, but the hulk should wait until the middle

of March. Shake the tubers out of the old soil

and repot in the usual compost. Until growth is

well away thev should remain in the warm house,

when they may be transferred to a cooler structure.

Keep near the roof glass, and use the syringe freely

between the pots and overhead. When well

established, copious supplies of water may be

afforded.

Tuberoses, after removing all side growths or

small tubers, should be potted in light, sandy

loam. Plunge the pots in bottom-heat and do
not give much water. Pot on as required, and
grow them in a warm house.

Luculia gratissima.—As this desirable winter-

flowering shrub passes out of bloom, it may be

pruned. If the plants are large enough, fairly

hard pruning can be indulged in; otherwise the

growths may be allowed to extend. Repot if

necessary in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould and
sand. Propagation is effected by cuttings of the

young shoots taken in March or April.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—To secure the best results, a

new bed should be made each year and a few lines

of the old stock discarded annually. If this work
is unavoidably held over from the autumn,' it

should be proceeded with directly the soil is

suitable. Both heavy and light soils will be im-

proved by the addition of Wakeley's Hop Manure,
while heavy soils should receive a dressing of grit.

Plant in lines 2J feet apart and 18 inches from
plant to plant. Seeds of alpine Strawberries may
now be sown. T. W. Briscoe.

(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght. Esq )

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Globe Artichokes.—These may be incieased

at this time. A portion should be planted annually,

as the old roots soon deteriorate. Suckers should

be removed v/ith a portion of roots attached

and planted in a well-prepared piece of ground,
allowing a space of about '> feet between the lines.

Remove the winter protection from the established

stools and dig in some well-decayed manure,

using a fork instead of a spade to avoid damaging
the roots.

Chives.—Divide old climips of Chives and
give them a fresh situation with liberal manuring.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Apricots, Peaches and Plums on walls will

soon be coming into flower, and some means
of protection should be provided for therh against

frost. An arrangement for screens of tiffany

to be lowered at night and removed during the day
is perhaps the most efficient. Two or three

thicknesses of old herring-ntt serve the purpose

very well if the frost is not too severe, and they can
be left on by day as well. We have also used

light-weight Spruce branches fastened to the walls.

with good results.

Pruning and Nailing.—This should be pushed
on towards completion with as little delay as

possible, although with the continued scarcity

of assistance it will be difficult in many cases to

keep up with the usual time-table. Planting of

all fruit trees and bushes may still be carried out

when the soil is workable.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Vines that were started early will

now require attention in the way of pinching and
tying. The shoots should be stopped at the

second or third joint beyond the bunch. Later,

allow the growths to extend far enough to well

cover the roof with foliage. The shoots must
be brought gradually down to their positions

on the wires. Undue pressure will cause them
to snap, as the young shoots are very brittle

at this stage. Gradually raise the temperature
as the days lengthen, and when the bunches are

showing flower keep the atmosphere somewhat
drier. Assist pollination by tapping the rods

dailv, or touch the bunches ever so lightly with
a fine feather brush. Shy-setting sorts are benefited

if pollen from a prolific variety is shaken over

them. Attend well to watering, remembering
that established Vines in well-drained borders

will stand an almost unlimited supply of water.

If spring water is used, it should be heated, not

used direct from the pipes. Feeding should
be carried out systematically until the Grapes are

colouring.

Peaches.—Earliest crops that are swelling

their fruits may receive another thinning, also

a few more shoots should be removed. Where
the trees are trained to espaliers, the young growths
will require tying into position, for if left too

long they soon get out of management. Avoid
retaining too many young shoots, as overcrowding
only weakens the whole and causes disappoint-
ment in the future. Trees that are showing
flower should be brushed daily to distribute the
pollen, and the trees given a light syringing,

applied with considerable force. The brushing
may, however, be dispensed with if the days are
bright. If bees are flying and can obtain access

to the trees in sufficient numbers, the above aids

to setting the fruit may be discontinued. If the
trees are thickly studded with fruit-buds, these

may be thinned to a certain extent before they
develop.

Plants Under Glass.

Gloxinias, Achimenes and Caladiums may
now be started in heat, shaking them clear of the
old soil and starting them in boxes in some loose,

light soil. Be sparing with moisture until they
have made some roots and growth, when they
may be potted up.

Calceolarias.—These will now be ready for

their final shift into their flowering pots. A
light, rich compost just moderately firm suits

them best, and when the pots are well filled with
roots liberal supplies of liquid manure can be
given. The plants should be grown quite cool, on
ashes if possible, and kept near the glass. Fumigate
occasionally to ward off green fly, which attacks
them'readily. Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

POTTING AND STOPPING
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

A iM.ATEUR cultivators will be busy now
/% making preparations for the repotting of

/ % theyoungplantsandstopping them. The

g"^^ work of potting and stopping must not

• ^ be done at the same time. The points

of the plants should be pinched off about ten days

before, or ten days after, the plants have been re-

potted. When stopped before the potting is done,

the young shoots grow nearly half an inch long, and

so no serious check to the growth of the plant occurs.

Plants now in small 6o's should be shifted

to 5-inch pots ; those now in large 6o's to 6-inch

pots. The compost should be of the very best

quality, that which will induce new roots to enter

it freelv. The loam should be full of fibre, and

THE FIRST POTTING AND THE STOPPING
OF THE YOUNG CHRYSANTHEMUM.

have been cut and stacked early last autumn.

Fancy mixtures are a mistake. Good loam should

form the bulk of the compost. Add to it a small

quantity of sweet leaf-soil, and to each bushel

of the above combined parts a 6-inch potful of

wood-ashes, a 3-inch potful of bone-meal, and

sufficient sand to make all porous. Use the compost

while it is in a medium state of moisture and press

it down firmly. If the roots and old soil are moist

when potted, water will not be needed for two or

three days. Positions in pits or frames will be

suitable for the plants. No. i shows the rougher

part of the compost ; No. 2, the finer part. It will

be advisable to stop plants intended to bear second

crown buds first ; then those late varieties for

first crowns. The point No. 3 should be neatly

removed, then side shoots will grow as shown

at Nos. 4, 4, 4, Plants to form bushes should

be cut off a few joints lower down. Avon.

I
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THE 1915 "DAFFODIL
YEAR BOOK."
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THE truly remarkable effusion with

which the Rev. G. H. Engleheart

treats the readers of The Garden
of January 29 leaves one in wonder

whether to admire the more the

hardihood of his assertions, or the refine-

ment of tone which characterises his com-

munication.

He tells us that the penultimate paragraph of

my last letter misrepresents his arguments, and is

opposed to one of his " main contentions." So

far from this being the case, the paragraph in

question was, and is, an accurate summing up

of the position which Mr. Engleheart had taken

up—to be abandoned, now, under " stress of cir-

cumstances." It is surprising with what success

Mr. Engleheart, up to now, has succeeded in con-

cealing, so effectually, his real views upon the sub-

ject, for if a man has definite " contentions," it is

reasonable to expect that he will hasten to openly

state them. Yet in nothing that Mr. Engleheart

has written is there any statement that, to use his

own words, " almost every garden is peculiar

in its conditions," or " that it is fruitless to argue

from one to the other, or from any one to all."

These have been exactly my " contentions,"

clearly stated from the first, and supported by
elaborate argument ; and now Mr. Engleheart,

having apparently been converted, would seek

to appropriate them, label them as his own, and

then has the hardihood to turn round and suggest

misrepresentation of his views.

Where has he ever " argued " or openly " con-

tended " for anything of the sort ? On the

contrary, the whole trend of his letters has been,

in substance and effect, to insist on the acceptance

of the results at Dinton, under the conditions

at that place, as forming the only standard upon

which argument could be based, or from which

correct conclusions drawn. The experiences of

others, working on a smaller scale, have been met

by a vigorous waving of the flag of " immensely

greater experience "
; and smaller statistics, and

conclusions, uncontrovertible, but unwelcome

to him, have been sought to be overwhelmed by
the " big battalions " of opposing statistics alleged

to prove different results in his " immense areas "

at Dinton. Were it not so, all that he wrote

about the behaviour of Narcissus Mme. de Graaff

at Dinton would have been meaningless.

And, in his latest dealing with the Rev. Joseph

Jacob, Mr. Engleheart still subordinates or

obscures the true issue—if, indeed, he has not

already forgotten what that issue is—for in his

" £ s. d." paragraph we find him actually treating

the question as if the issue were the production

of new varieties having a commercial value

;

whereas the sole point anent the word " success-

ful " has been the realisation of an intended cross,

altogether irrespective of the market value of the

result. And Mr. Engleheart calls this " com-

mercial " test the " matter " about which we
have all been contending !

But why, even in this erroneous view of it,

must poor "Messrs. Jacob and Co." have worked
only on such poor stuff as to render their results

so valueless ? Dr. Lower's " stud " did not seem
to suggest that conclusion. But, unfortunately

for us potential purchasers of new varieties and
seed, we are not told where to go for that excep-

tional seed, " guaranteed," notwithstanding the

dangers of self, or insect, pollination, and "rever-

sion," to have a backing of unimpeachable and

infallible pedigree stock. I fear that I have

made it sound rather like a cattle-breeder's

advertisement.

Few other points in Mr. Engleheart's letter

call for separate notice, but he cannot be allowed

to shift the question of self fertilisation and its

probability from the Trumpet section to that of

the Poeticus—although it does help him to drag

in Miiller's name—for everybody knows that the

structural features of the Poeticus afford infinitely

greater facilities for self fertilisation than do the

Trumpets, with which alone we have been dealing

(i.e., Mme. de Graaff).

I would venture to suggest that greater attention

to structural botany and its teachings might lead

to an appreciation of the importance of the essential

differences between the two sections named

—

differences to which, for some reason, Mr.

Engleheart has not remembered to direct

attention.

As to Daffodils being seldom " wind pollinated,"

the agency of the wind in dispersing pollen in a

THE LATE CANON ELLACOMBE, V.M.H.

wide range of plants is so well known that comment
on Mr. Engleheart's statement of opinion is un-

necessary ; and, besides, the negative conclusion

stated cannot, ex necessitate rei, be susceptible of

affirmative proof.

This leads us directly to a by-product, if I may
so call it, of the present correspondence, and a very

important one. I will crystallise the point by a

specific example. On page 38 of the 1913
" Daffodil Year Book" occurs the following :

" White Emperor.—By measurement this is

a Giant Leedsii, but by appearance it is a Trumpet.

The Rev. G. H. Engleheart, the raiser, states

that White Emperor is of pure Ajax descent,

and so the classification of the variety gave fanciers

a fine opportimity for a lengthy discussion."

And no wonder, for here we have the issue

clearly raised—which is to prevail ; whether the

statements as to parentage, with all the possi-

bilities of miscarriage enumerated by Mr. Engle-

heart, made by the raiser, or the clearly formulated

requirements as to " measurements " set out in

the Royal Horticultural Society's Regulations ?

For the rest, Mr. Engleheart's letter may well

be left to the destructive effect of its own in-

herent wer-kness. A Novice.

OBITUARY.
CANON ELLACOMBE, V.M.H.

With deep regret we learn, just as our pages are

closing for press, of the deatli of Canon EUacombe,

a grand old gardener, who passed away on the

7th inst. at the advanced age of ninety-four.

For sixty-five years he was Vicar of Bitton,

Gloucestershire, and the garden there is known
wherever horticulture is practised or botany is

studied. It was, and is, a garden of rare and very

exceptional interest. Notes and articles on the

famous Bitton Garden and the plants growing

there have appeared in the pages of The Garden
from its earliest issues. The aged Canon's father

was the possessor of this famous garden before

him, and a catalogue of the hardy plants and

trees of Bitton appeared in The Garden as far

back as December 24, i88r. It is interesting to

note that the Rev. H. T. EUacombe, father of

the deceased, published large books after he was
ninety. The old garden at Bitton is more richly

stocked with hardy plants than most of the largest

botanic gardens, while it has been the refuge,

as it were, of many a fine plant that would have

vanished altogether from cultivation. Under

the fostering care of Canon EUacombe it was one

of the most interesting gardens in the country,

and one in which hardy plants, shrubs and trees

found a congenial home. Canon EUacombe was

one of a distinguished family directly descended

from Su: Hugh Myddelton.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

FLOWER GARDEN.
INJURY TO VIOLETS IN FRAMES U. 5.).—It is

impossible to say with absolute certainty what it is eating
the ends of the buds of your Violets. Only investigation

on the spot can make certain. We suggest that the
frames in which the plants are should be visited after

dark with a powerful hght, and slugs and caterpillars

searched for. There may well be such hiding beneath
the soil surface during the day. If they are found, they
may be destroyed, and the plants sprayed with lead
arscnite, which is poisonous to such pests. A break-
back mouse-trap baited with cheese or bacon rind, or a
little bit of tallow or butter, will soon catch mice if tbey
are the marauders.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAME OF A MINT {Melon).~To name plants which

are not before us is by no means satisfactory, though from
your description the kind to which you refer is Mentha
rotundifolia, probably. Your safest way, however, will

be to send a specimen in July or thereabouts.

QUEEN WASPS (Mrss /. S.).—All wasps found at this

season of the year are queens, and queens always hibernate
in such places as those you mention. It is by means of

hibernating queens that new nests are started each year,

and every queen killed now means hundreds of wasps
fewer next year.

PEAT MOSS LITTER {Lieiitcmnt-Colonel E. W. R.).—
Peat moss litter such as is used, for bedding for horses
is not a very satisfactory substitute for ordinary peat
for placing about the roots of peat-lo\ing shrubs. It

can, however, be used, when well rotted and perfectly

sweetened, for top-dressing the ground about Rhododen-
drons, &c., and can be used for digging into heavy ground.
For ordinary planting, however, it is advisable to procure
good peat.
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CELERIAC (Mrs. B. »'.).—Wc do not think the cause

of the poor firo-ft-th of the Celeriac roots submitted is an
attack of mreworni, Init is more Hkely the result of bad
culture, as we fail to detect sufficient nireworm attacks

on the roots. This ve;-'etable should liave more promi-
nence given it tlian it at present receives, and we hope
shortly to publish an article on its culture and metliod

of cookinsr the roots, by Mr. E. Molyneux, witli a \ieiv to

affording more encouragement to the grow-tli of tliis

vegetable.

DEEP-ROOTED WEEDS (jMis.'i A. C.).—Xt is not

possible to clean ground properly of deep-rootrd ivrerts

without digging tlie weeds out. As you desire to plant

the area with shrubs, it would be advisable and almost

necessary to trench it before planting, therefore

the weeds could be dug out at the same time. In

the event of the necessary labour for spade work not
being available, it might be possible to work the ground
with horse labour, employing a cultivator or plough and
picking the coarse weeds out. If the land has been covered

with weeds for a long period, it would be a good plan to

work it now, and plant it with Potatoes or Corn for the

summer, then plant the shrubs in autumn. This would
greatly assist in cleaning the ground.

TREATMENT OF A SLOPE (A New R'-mln).~H i

somewhat difficult to advise without seeing tlic placi

and you do not oven give the extent of the slope or tli-

conditions likely to prevail at the bottom. Thr-.i

particulars would have been most helpful. If the slopr

is a very sharp one, not many things would do in ttie

light and shallow soil referred to ; but if of a gentle nature
or capable of conforming thereto, it might, if its extent
permits, be twice or thrice divided and planted with
Wichuraiana Roses to trail down.. To do this the planting
station in each section would need trenching and levelling

up in order that the roots of the plants would receive

the rainfall. Good plants would trail 10 feet or more
if well planted, and notliing would cover more quickly

or be more generahy presentable. The plants may be

put in 3 feet apart.' Annuals could also be introduced

for tlie first year. If this reply does not meet the case,

please write again giving fuller particulars.

NAMES OF FRUIT.— 7/. 1'. B.—Pear Vicar of Win' field,

or Bon Cure, useful for dej^serf and stewin'j. D. A.^

Midlothian.—1, Lamb Abhey Pearmain ; 2, Five Crown
Pippin.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—.V. A'.—Garrya elliptica (male
catkins). It was fi'.'ured in THE GaRdex, January 1.

Mrs. II. P. E.—1, Discaria serratifolia : 2, Azarii

Brownite ; 3, Laurus nobilis var. angustifolia (Sweet Bay)

;

4, Correa speciosa magniflea ; 5, Euonymus grandiflorus

:

6, Garrya macrophylla 7, Arbutus Unedo (Strawberry
Tree); 8, Um" ellularia (ali''orni'a; t*. 0>manthus
Aquiiolium var. iliciioliu.n; 10, Phillyra* - ant ustiiolia.

Mrs. M. E. W.—Quereus Ilex (Holm or Evergreen
Oak). .7. jB.—1, Saxifraga li lulata var. spceiosa

;

2, Daphne Jlezoreum (Mez.ereon).

SOCIETIES.

ROYAL GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.
^N spite of many ditfieultte-;, Mii- adniiralile I'und
continues its work of granting aid to the maintenance
of fatherless children. Over £1,805 has been granted in

allowances to orphans during the past year, and sixteen
candidates were placed upon the Fund at the annual
general meeting held on the 4th inst. There are many ways
in which a helping hand may be extended to this" worthy
Fund, and it is spcciallyr brought to the notice of
horticultural societies and gardeners' improvement

"BILLY WHO BUGS FOR THE BAIRNS.

associations. The secretary's Yorkshire terrier puppy
has worked hard for the good of the cause, with very

gratifying results. The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund is

doing a real good work, and in these strenuous times

we must see that this Fund is not overlooked. All of the

officers have been re-elected, and Mr. C. R. King (Rich-

mond) lias been elected on the committee to fill the

vacancy of the late Mr. John Lyne. Sub?criptions should
be sent to Mr. Brian Wynne, the worthy secretary, 10,

Bedford Chaml>ers, Covent Garden, London, W.C., who
would be only too pleased to supply any information
regarding the Fund.

SOUTHAMPTON ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of tliis society was held in the

Municipal Offices recently. 'nw. Mayor (Alilerman

W. J. Dacombe) presided, and there were present Lord
Swaythling (president), Messrs. H. E. Molyneux (chair-

man of Council), N. D. Desborough (vice-chairman)
and C. S. Fuidgc (secretary). The fifty-third annual
report of the society stated that cheques for five guineas
eaeli were forwarded to the lloyal Gardeners' Orphan
Fund and the Gardeners' Koyal Benevolent Institution.
Owing to the loss of income from subscriptions and other-
wise, it was considered advisable to arrange for only two
shows for 1916. Ellen Lady Swaythling liaving again
very generously placed her grounds at the disposa "of the
Council, arrangements were being made to hold a grand
summer exhibition (combining both Roses and Carna-
tions) at South Stoncham House Grounds on July 12.

The statement of accounts indicated tliat there was
a deficit on the year's working of £6 lis. Mr. H. E.
Molyneux proposed the adoption of the report, and
supported the welcome accorded Lord Swaythling. He
desired to tender very sincere thanks to liis lordship.

Lady Swaythling and Ellen Lady Swaythling for their
very great services to the so iety. He was sure they
would all wisli to heartily congratulate Lord Swaythling
on the great honour recently conferred upon the Hon.
E. S. Montagu. Speaking directly of the report, he said

that it was one of which the Council had every reason
to be very proud. The number of subscribers had
decreased, and it was hoped that the old members who
were still resident in the neighbourhood would see their
way clear to again join the society. The society had
lost no fewer than four of its cups, but three had been
replaced. The Rev. Alan Gunn had renewed his trophy ;

the Hfunn Plate had been replaced by a member of the
society ; and the society, it was thought, would be able
to provide the other.
The Mayor proposed the re-election of Lord Swaythling

to the presidency. Sir. Toogood seconded, and it was
carried with acclamation. The vice-presidents were
re-elected, and JVfessrs. Green, Mobcrly and Green were
reappointed hen. solicitors. Mr. Molyneux was re-elected
chairman of the Council, a position in which he has served
for three years, and Mr. N. D. Desborough (\'iee-chairman)
and the treasurer wore also re-elected. Mr. Molyneux
proposed with pleasure the re-election of Mr. Fuidge as
hon. secretary. The society, he said, stood in a unique
position with regard to Mr. Fuidge. There was no other
society in the kingdom which had a secretary who had
served them so long, well and faithfully as their secre-

tary had served them.

The War Office noti/ie-< that from now onward ail papers
jw-stcd to any ncnfrat Eiimpcnn roiintri/ will be stopped,
except those sent hii puh/is/irrf: and newsagents who have
obtained special perm issimi from tlie. War Office. Such
permission has he,-u {/ranled to The G.iRDEN, and sub-

•^cribers who send to friends in Denmark-, Holland, Norway,
Sweden. Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched |6(/ the

Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden. W.C

WATERER'S AUCTION SALE AT BAGSHOT
On FEBRUARY 16th, 17th & 18th,

OF

CHOICE RMOJDOOENDRONS
including Pink Pearl, Alice, Corona, Bagshot Ruby, and other fine specimens.

EN^GI^ISK YE^a^S, 3 to Tft.
Choice Flowering Shrubs. Specimen Clipped Yews, Box, etc. Conifers and Hollies 3 to 10ft. and other

ornamental stock. Hardy Heaths, etc

Descriptive Catalogues obtainable at the Nurseries; or of the Auctioneers, Messrs. PROTHEROS & MORRIS, 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.G.

SANKEYS^^S&'^POTS
'^'Ghe BEST and Chcapcsh
Slate quantity of each size rcquirvd and have " rarria^c paid "

mCHARD SANKeV' 4t SON, LTP.
Buiwe 1 1 Pohtepies. NOTTINOMAM.

CLEARANCE SALE.
Owing to our works being given over to Government orders
and more space being required for additional machinery, we

are prepared to offer our stock of

GARDEN FRAMES (a few only).

IRON AND ZINC HAND LIGHTS, and ODD
LIGHTS FOR FRAMES

At Special Low Prices to Clear.

Clearance TAsl on application.

BOULTON *t PAUL, Ltd.. NORWICH

SITXJATIOI^S 'VR.CR.'tfT.

Our charge £or advertisements under the above heading is

0<1. per line, consisting of eight words to the line. Press

day Friday.

WANTED a good man for jobbing gardening.
—Apply to G. DUNFORD, 11, Ley Street, IHord, E.

WANTED, an Under - Gardener, wh^re
tliree and a buy are kept. Ineligible, Wages 18/- and a goml
rottage.— .Ipply ".T. \V.," Conrteenliall, Xurthanipton.

GARTERS GARDEN SEED GATALOGUE
FOR 1916

Profusely illustraled wilh coloured photographs

is now ready.

May we send you a copy post free ?

JAMES CARTER & Co., " t^k ;«
"

'

RAYNES PARK, LONDON, S.W.

BARR'S SEEDS
I foHFlower iS; Kitchen Garden
OF Finest Selected Strains ^.Tested Growth

Awarded the

R.H.S. Gold Medal &R.H.S. Silver-
Gilt Knightian Medal, 1914 & 1915.

Barr's Seed Quids for ihu besl \'ei!etable

and Flower Seeds sent free on a|>plication.

BARR & SONS, 11, 12 and 13, King St., Covent Garden. London.

CHAPMAN &GO/S FAMOUS
ROSES, 6d. each.

New and Popular
Varieties, all Budded
on Seedling Briars

and grown in oxposoil position on nnr new nurseries. Send
for «iur ileflcripti\e ('atalogne anil cuniitare price.

CHAPMAN & CO., Royal Nurseries,
SCRAPTOFT, LEICESTER.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Drug Growing.—There is an attempt being

made to revive the growing of drugs in Britain

and Ireland in order to meet the shortage which

is being caused by the war. We are glad to see

a timely warning about the pitfalls that await

the grower who rushes blindly into the business,

from Sir Frederick Moore in the Irish Times.

To command success, it is a case of look before

you leap. Yet, until not a very great while ago,

drugs were grown or collected in considerable

quantities in the British Isles, and were a very

important harvest. It is said that our often-

used expression "cut and dried " is a relic of that

period, and that the word drug

itself comes from the Dutch

"droog," whichmeans " dry,"

and the plural, 'droogen,"

was used in a special sense

for " dried roots."

Sulphate of Ammonia.

—

Lord Selborne desires to call

the attention of farmers and

gardeners to the fact that

the decision to suspend the

issue of licences for the export

of sulphate of ammonia was

based on the assumption that

the home demand for this

fertiliser would be su-bstan-

tially increased. Unltss the

demand is at once increased,

the stocks will accumulate

and the output will be cur-

tailed. In view of the im-

portance of using every

effort to stimulate the pro-

duction of maximum crops

during the war, Lord Selborne

appeals to growers to avail

themselves without delay of

the present opportunity to

procure supplies of sulphate

of ammonia for spring use.

A Plea for Home-
Grown Bulbs.—At the recent annual general

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society,

the Rev. Joseph Jacob referred in appre-

ciative terms to tbe action of the Council in

arranging a show of dry home-grown bulbs

to take place in -August ne.xt, the object of

the show being to popularise and encourage

the bulb-growing industry of this country.

He suggested that the show be made the

occasion for a hmch to the exhibitors,

judges, and members of the Press. The
suggestion of a lunch at a dry bulb show

drew friendly and amusing criticism. One

member asked if the lunch would be " dry,"

and another presumed it would be vegetarian
;

but Mr. Jacob had scored his point, for those

who had not heard of the show made eager

enquiries concerning it.

Hospital Gardens in France and Flanders.

—

Field-.Marshal Lord Grenfell, in the course of his

presidential address to the members of the Royal

Horticultural Society, referred to the admirable

work that the society is doing in sending seeds

and plants to hospital camps in France. Over
one ton of bulbs were sent out in tbe autumn,
which were planted in the camps at Etaples and

A HARBINGER OF SPRING : IRIS RETICULATA HISTRIOIDES

elsewhere. By this means the otherwise depress-

ing and muddy surroundings of many hospitals are

being converted into delightful gardens, while

garden work aifords health-giving recreation for con-

valescent soldiers. We also express our apprecia-

tion of a scheme put forward by Mr. H. J. Elwes
that the Council should arrange for sales of particu-

larly interesting or valuable plants contributed

by Fellows of the Royal Horticultural Society

for the benefit of the Red Cross Society. The
suggestion was well received, and we hope to hear

that the Council can see its way clear to adopt

the same.

Germination of Vallota purpurea.—.-Vt a

recent meeting of the scientiftc committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society, Mr. H. J. Elwes

drew attention to the curious germination of the

seeds of Vallota purpurea. The seeds, which
were sown on the surface and fully exposed to

the light, sent out the usual germination process,

from the apex of which roots were developed.

All the reserve food passed from the seed to the

apex of the process, which became green and
swelled before any leaves were developed. In

all probability food was made during this stage

of germination. In several cases in allied plants

the formation of chlorophyll

is normal in seeds.

Iris reticulata histri-

oides.—The broad fall petals

of this charming Iris are deli-

cately marked, narrow bands
of white indent theblue ground,

while a narrow line of gold

forms a central ridge and is

carried well into the throat

of the flower, much in the

way of a crest. It is a

pretty harbinger to enjoy

on the rock garden, planted

in a sunny, sheltered nook in

well-drained, gritty soil. Iris

reticulata histrioidcs, being so

precocious can be readily

tnjoyedin the alpine house.

Rose Growing in Holland,

Holland is so intimately and,

with many, so exclusively

c innectea with the growing

of bulbs, more particularly

of those of Hyacinths and

Tulips, that it will be news

to some to learn that at the

beginning of the last century

the village of Noordwijk

was famous for its Roses.

.A.S in Bulgaria at the

present time, they were grown for perfumery and

medicinal purposes. The pet.ils were collected,

dried, and then sent to Amsterdam, whence in

due course they were exported and sent to, among
other places, Constantinople ! One would have

thought it would have been a case of "sending

coals to Newcastle," did not the extent of the trade

forbid the insinuation. It is quite within the

bounds of possibility that where the writer saw

the most gloiious field of Sir Watkin Daffodils

that an>'one could wish to feast upon, eighty

years before the same ground might have been

one huge lifd of the Hundred-leaved Rose.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

as the king of varieties for fiaxour surely sliould not

be passed by, even because so great an authority

as Mr. E. A. Bunyard elevates to the highest

pinnacle a little-known variety. I note Dr. Hogg
does not mention Orleans Reinette, nor ran I

find it in Messrs. Bunyard's catalogue. Does
anyone know anything about the variety ?—E. M.
Cypripedium fairrieanum.—I was very inter-

ested ill My. Wooilall's ' Notes from the Riviera,"

especially the reference to C. fairrieanum, when he
asks. ' Are the imported plants of this charming
little Cypripedium beginning to fail and lose their

vigour in English greenhouses, as did the first

importation years ago?" I am afraid the

answer to this question is. to a great extent, in

the affirmative. It does not respond any too

readily to the conditions prevailing in our Orchid

Lowther Castle.— I have read with much
interest the supplementari,' description of Lowther
Castle and its grand en\'ironment of woodlands
and gardens which appeared on page 63,

February 5, of The Garden'. I think, however,

that the quotation from Mrs. Hemans, as applied

to Lowther, is quite appropriate. So also is the

characterisation of the immortal Wordsworth.
which is stately and expressive. Wordsworth
was likely to know Lowther Castle and its inspiring

surroundings very intimately, as his father was
law agent to the Earl of Lonsdale. I may add
hat I did not intend my description of

Lowther Castle Gardens to be in any
degree exhaustive of such a compre-
hensive subject ; nevertheless, I have
the satisfaction of Imowing that it

was read with appreciation by Lord
Lonsdale before it appeared in The
Garden.—David R. Williamson.

Garrya Thureti.—Though this shrub

differs from the better-known Garrya
elliptica, it nevertheless possesses a strilv-

ing resemblance to it, especially in the

catkins. While not such a showy ever- —
green as Garrya elliptica, it is one that

should certainly be included in all

collections of shrubs, as the variety

among flowering shrubs and others of

intertst during the month of January is

none too great. The specimen here at

Fota, the residence of Lord and Lady
Barrymore, from which the spray illus-

trated was taken, is a bush 10 feet to

12 feet high, and bore a greater profu-

sion of catkins than did a bush of the

male form of G. elliptica near bv,

though not so large or long. Still, many
of them measured 6 inches in length,

and, suspended from the lighter leaves

and less sturdy general habit of the

bush, were just as pleasing and effective

as G. elliptica. G. Thureti is quite dif-

ferent from G. elliptica in the shape of

the leaf, and while' the leaves of the

latter are covered on the under side

with tomentose hairs, those of the

subject of this note are quite glabrous.

It is a hybrid of garden origin.— E. B..

Queenstown.

Flavour in Apples.— Mr. E. A.

Bunyard (page 57, January zg) says.

" To elevate Cox's Orange Pippin to the summit . houses, and we now seldom see such fine examples as
of all Apple flavours is to misrepresent the when it was re-introduced a few years ago. I

whole question." Does he not throw his whole never tried it in a frame, but Mr. Woodall's sug-
case away a little later when he says, " I ' gestion may proxe the secret of success. He

THE LITTLE-KNOWN G.\RRY.\ THURETI,
GARDEN ORIGIN.

A HYBRID OF

boldly declare my preference for the more finel

balanced flavour of an Orleans Reinette or a

Claygate Pearmain " ? Then he goes on to say
that this year, owing to an unfavourable season,

these queenly (?) fruits are but shadows of their

real selves. I note he does not say that Cox's
Orange Pippin has suffered in the same way

;

neither ha\'e I heard anyone say so. Now,

compares it with C. insigne in regard to the

amount of cold it will stand. I agree that useful

Cypripedium will produce flowers in a low tem-

perature, but they are never so fine as when given

a warmer house and more generous treatment.

Personally, I do not think there is much interest

taken in C. fairrieanum, and from a hybridist's

point of view it lacks size and that roundness and
if this Apple will succeed so well in an adverse '

flat dorsal sepal which is so eagerly sought after
season, surely it is superior to others which require to-day. I remember the flourish of trumpets
special weather conditions to bring out the flavoiu-. ' when it was re-introduced, and one noted grower
This is a distinct reason why Cox's Orange

j

predicted great things ;, but, alas, the hybrids from
Pippin should now be more extensively planted ' C. fairrieanum are passed by, with the exception
than ever. An Apple that is generally looked upon ' of a very few, of which C. lona Priory varietv

(bellatuluni x fairrieanum) may bo cited as an
example. Mr. Woodall is an old Orchid-grower,

and anything he says in regard to these plants is

always read with interest by other orchidists.

Like him. I admire the lighter and more elegant

form of the Cypripedium he refers to, and the

hybrids are a pleasing contrast to the somewhat
stiff and formal type so often seen to-day.—T.W. B.

Galantbus byzantinus.—It is specially interest-

ing to one who knows something of Galantbus

byzantinus to see the delightful notes and the

drawing by Mr. Bowles of Galantbus byzanthuis

in The Garden of February 5. page 64. Some-
where about 1S91 Mr. Van Millingen, who was
then living at Broussa, sent me some Snowdrops
as " Galantbus plicatus " which were collected

on the Asiatic side of the Bosphorus. (G. byzan-

tinus as described first was said to come
from the European shores.) On these

flowering I discovered that they were
not G. plicatus. but were apparently

hybrids, some of the flowers coming
close to those of G. plicatus and some to

G. Elwesii. At that time I was in

frequent correspondence with the late

Mr. James Allen, and I sent him some
plants in flower to ascertain his opinion.

He was rather puzzled with them, and
suggested that I should send flowers and
leaves to a high authority, who is.

though not immaculate, almost abso-

lutely correct. I did so, and received the

reply that the Snowdrop was G. plicatus.

This I could not accept, and I came to

the conclusion that it was a natural

hybrid. This was borne out by the in-

formation from Mr. Van Millingen that

it was found in a locality where G.

Elwesii grows. When Mr. J. G. Baker's

description of G. byzantinus appeared,

I was satisfied that my plants were of

that " species." I again communicated
with Mr. Allen and he sent a specimen

to the authority already referred to, with

the result that his was said to be " near

G. byzantinus." It undoubtedly was
this. These plants produced from the

bulbs sent me from Broussa, of which 1

had a hundred or so, were most

variable, but almost every one had
the plicate leaves of Galantbus

plicatus. -though some had the ordi-

nary Snowdrop leaf. The flowers,

however, varied greatly, and some
showed more than others the

influence of G. Elwesii. This ap-

pears to be entirely present in

Mr. Bowies' G. In'zantinus, as will be seen from

his channing drawing on page 64. I did not.

howexer, find this Snowdrop a very satisfactory

one. Even in light soil it did not thrive. At

that time, in my former garden, I iost a good

many Snowdrops from Snowdrop white mould,

Botrytis galanthina. These byzantinus plants

seemed particularly liable to this pest, and mtist

of mine succumbed. I was not, howex'er, greatly

impressed with the great majority of these collected

plants. Many of them x>'ere mediocre in beauty,

others were \astly iHferior, and only a few could

come up to the high-water mark shown by this

Snowdrop as grown by Mr. Bowles. It is a

pleasure to know that it has done well in that

delightful home of flowers at Myddelton House,

a visit to which is an education in gardening and

a source of never-forgotten pleasure.—S. Arnott.
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Fairy Roses.—I do not see how " Danecroft's "

quotation of the old saying that " a cobbler should

stick to his last " applies to what I ^vrote about

Fairy Roses. Everyone knows the small indicas

—

the Lawrenceanas—were called Fairy Roses, and

that once upon a time there were many named
varieties. I can only presume from " Danecroft's "

remarks that he has never grown or seen the little

Fairj' Roses about which I wrote. Yes ; cobblers

sJwuld stick to their lasts.

—

Joseph Jacob.

Viola arborescens.—I wonder if any reader

of The Garden can give me the benefit of his

experience in cultivating this plant, which I

have never seen, not even at Kew. In the illus-

trations in floras of the Western Riviera it appears

to be a beautiful plant, and certainly a Violet

which grows in the form of a shrub (or perhaps

a tree, as its name suggests) should be decidedly

interesting. Perhaps someone knows to what
height it grows. I doubt if it would be hardy

here except quite in the South.—W. Herbert
Cox, 9, Gray's Inn Square, W.C. [This question

was referred to Mr. E. A. Bowles, who replies :

" Not in cultivation so far as I know. L'Abbe
Coste in his ' Flore de La France ' gives locm.

to 20cm. as its height. Found in France only

on the coast in Var, Buches-des-Rhone and
L'Aude, and elsewhere in the Balearic Isles, Spain,

Portugal, Morocco and Algiers. It would not be

over hardy."

—

Ed.]

The Early Trumpet.—Unlike the folk men-
tioned by Mr. F. Herbert Chapman in his enter-

taining account of Narcissus Reveille, I envy him,

entirely without malice, his happy way of naming
novelties. Many children, human as well as

floral, have to travel this vale of woe burdened

with the folly of their begetters ; but Mr. Chapman
sends his floral babies out into the world with

delightful names. Surely it is not only we who
have borne arms who can appreciate the subtle

appropriateness of the Early Trumpet ? If so,

then Shrove, the name which Mr. Chapman
gave the charming Narcissus with the pancake-

shaped corona last Shrovetide, can appeal only

to the clerical mind, " which," as our old enemy
woidd say, " is absurd."—A. Cecil Bartlett.

The Hardiness of Primula kewensis.—I see

an enquirer asks if Primula kewensis is hardy, or

as hardy as P. malacoides. I should say certainly

not under English skies, for P. kewensis enjoys

a sunny position here on the Riviera and soon

suffers in the cold, while P. malacoides withers

up and dies as soon as the March sun arrives,

and is reall;' happiest in shade, though it is so

accommodating that if there is a bad corner

where other things will not grow, one puts in P.

malacoides to fill the gap. It damps off so readily

under glass that it is wonderful how it stands heavy

dews in the open air, where P. kewensis would

soon cease to exist if a fit of cold weather from the

mountains were to arrive.—E. H. Woodall.
Desfontainea spinosa.—I am glad to read

Mr. Arnott's praise of this beautiful shrub (page

69, February 5), which should be far more
commonly seen than it is, were its simple wants

more often provided. These consist of moisture,

with effective drainage, soil free from lime, a

liberal admixture of peat and loam, with an

occasional mulch of leaf-mould. It cannot display

its quality if the soil is liable to summer drought,

or if it is exposed to parching winds. Five or

six years ago I measured the largest Desfontainea

known to me. It is at Stonefield, Captain

Campbell's beautiful place on Loch Fyne. This

specimen was then j? feet high and 114 feet in

circumference. It would have been even larger

had not one side been cut close back to clear a

gravel path.

—

Herbert Maxwell, Monreith.

Large Vegetables Again !—As a thrifty house-

wife I feel impelled to " go for " that large boiled

Onion of Mr. Beckett's with my "trusty steel"

two-pronged kitchen fork. Mr. Beckett contends

that everyone must want large Onions for boiling.

They may be required in such " stately homes
of England " as he is accustomed to (and in work-

houses and lunatic asylums), but the majority

of English homes are not " stately," and where

the household numbers some six to twelve persons,

there are serious objections to large vegetables

which must be cooked whole. They require large,

expensive saucepans which take too much stove

space, especially if gas cookers are used. They
take much longer to cook, and so require more
fuel, a point gardeners do not, will not and cannot

grasp, apparently, but which those who pay for it

have to take into consideration.

—

Anne Amateur.
Schoolboys' Collection of Vegetables.—I am

sending you a photograph of a collection of vege-

tables grown by the Kemsing schoolboys, which

sailors in the North Sea. The vegetables in the

group are Celery, Beetroot, Cauliflower, Cabbage,

Cos and Cabbage Lettuce, Runner and Dwarf
Beans, Peas, Red Cabbage, Onions, Leeks, Shallots,

Potatoes, Turnips, Parsnips, Long and Horn
Carrots, Vegetable Marrows, Brussels Sprouts

and Parsley. Fruit : Apples Cox's Orange Pippin,

Bismarck, Lord Derby and Bramley's Seedling.

—

M. NiCHOLLS.

Escallonias in a Seaside Garden.^ln an

interesting article in The Garden of February 5

on " Chilian Plants in South-West Scot-

land " I see a note on Escallonias, and it may
interest some of your readers to know of the

phenomenal growth of Escallonia macrantha

in this sea-girt isle of Southern Britain. I have

just been obliged to cut down an enormous speci-

men on my lawn, as it threatened to engulf the

garden if left standing indefinitely I Two beds

of tree and herbaceous PEeonies were already nearly

swallowed by it. It measured over 100 feet

in circumference and was about 12 feet high.

It was a veritable jungle of layered branches

within, growing all around the original main stem.

A CREDITABLE COLLECTION OF VEGETABLES GROWN BY KEMSING SCHOOLBOYS.

should be of interest to your readers, especially

at such a time when it is necessary that every

inch of ground in a garden should be made good

use of. A few particulars respecting the boys and

their garden might induce others to make a similar

attempt, and you will agree that the group consists

of first-class produce. The garden consists of

one acre, on practically a chalk bank, and it was

fenced in the spring of I9r4. The first season the

boys trenched their plots to a depth of 2 feet.

Owing to the season being late before starting,

the remainder of the garden had to be treated with

one spit digging only. The following season the

whole garden was trenched 18 inches to 24 inches

deep, this plan being adopted again this year.

Bringing the chalk to the surface the first year

of working appeared as if we made a great mistake,

but the photograph shows how necessary it is

to practise deep cultivation if one wants to

grow good vegetables. The number of boys is

fourteen, their average ages twelve and a half

years. The produce is distributed among the

boys, and some days they go home heavily laden.

Quantities have been delivered to the village

hospital for the wounded soldiers, and to our

The bush was a large one when I first remember

it thirty-five years ago. How much older it

may have been I cannot now tell. In the hard

winter of 1895 it was severely hit, and was cut

back then to about 3 feet from the ground, so

that the subsequent growth dates from then.

Every year it was severely pruned at the sacrifice

of a certain amount of blossom, but in spite of

this it was a mass of bloom in June and July,

and again in early autumn. We are at this moment
burning Escallonia logs of very respectable dimen-

sions ! I have left one of the young layered

branches, which in time will, no doubt, grow as

large as ever again. We had another bush of

Escallonia which we looked on as the " small

one " and which measured 94 feet round, and

this I had to have enthrely cut out owing to its

encroachments three years ago. It is quite

possible to have too much of even a good thing,

but there is no doubt that E. macrantha, with

its lovely mass of cherry pink flowers, glossy,

dark green leaves and clean aromatic scent, is

a first - rate shrub for seaside gardens.—S.

Prendergast, Wm4cUfff, Niton, l/n^ercliff, UH
oj Wight.
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Berberis japonica hyemalis.—This is the

form which for some years has heeii in circulation

as B. Bealci, and it is not only a true winter-

flowering variety, but one of the most orna-

mental. The fragrant, yellow flowers are produf ed

in numerous, somewhat attenuated, horizontally

inclined racemes. These cluster together at the

sunuiiit of an erect, unbranched stem furnished

with 18-inch long shining, pinnate leaves, the

leaflets strongly armed with spines.

From Mr. G. Reiithe. I\c>tcm. Kent.

Berberis japonica Bealei (true).

—

This form is characterised by paler

yellow flowers in sub-erect racemes

—

the latter less numerously produced

—longer and more handsome pinnate

leaves, with somewhat overlapping

lobes. Somewhat later in flowering,

its flowers are also less fragrant than

the above. A striking plant, attaining

fully 6 feet high. Both are of the

highest value and ornament in the

garden during the winter season. From
Elizabeth Lady Lawrence, Dorking

(gardener, Mr. W. Bain).

Lachenalia Rosemary.—A new and

brilliant hybrid form of considerable

vigour. With leanings to the "tricolor"

set of this race, it may briefly be re-

fen-ed to as a vastly improved variety

of it ; improved in stature, brilliancy of

colour and general effectiveness, and

removed from all else by the pro-

nounced crimson flounce bordering the

tubular, well-formed flowers. A good

advance on anything we have seen, ft

was well shown by the raiser, the Rew
Joseph Jacob, Whitchurch, Sal(.)p.

Odontoglossum amabile McBean's
variety (large plain O. crispum x 0.

( rispo-harryanuin).—.\ plant bearing a

five-flowered raceme was shown. The
flowers are of exceptional size and,

save for the pink-tipped, pink-flushed

margin and pronounced white lip, are

coloured rec^.dish bronze. A \'ery strik-

ing variety. From ^Messrs. J. and A.

McBean, Cooksbridge, Sussex.

Cymbidium Alexander! aureum.

—

The varietal name is faiiiy des( riptive

of one of the most distinct of this

\ aluable set of winter - flowering

Orchids. The yellowish sepals have a

suffusion of rose; the lip is crimson.

F'roin Messrs. J. and A. McBean.

'

Laelio-Cattleya Buenos Aires (L.-C.

bletchleyejisis ^. C. IinidJ.—Sepals and

petals deep satiny rose, lip large and

coloured a deep crimson purple. Shown by Mr.

Miquel Lacrose, Roehampton Lane.

The foregoing were exhibited before the Royal

Horticultural Society on l-'ebruary 8, when the

awards were made.

NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDENS.
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

1HA\'L often thought that if one could

—

in a make-believe world, of course—leave

out a part of the year, from Ad\-ent to

Septuagesima would be the portion I

should selei t. If only one could run a

tuck in it, so to speak, to be let out again when

May is what an English May should be, with

.\pple blossom and Lilac and Tulips and the

FOiiTHCOMlNC; EVENTS.
February 22.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Meeting and Exhibition, i p.m. to 5 p.m. Royal
Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster.

I'c-brnary 29.—Royal Institution : Lei lure bv
Ur. E. J. Russell on " The Pl^nt and the Soil."

THE NKW L.ACHEN.\LI.\ ROSliM.\RY.

first Iris florentina flowers and hundreds of other

good things calling for the admiration that there

ne\cr is time enough to bestow thoroughly.

This season, however, is such an extraordinary

one that there is so mui h to look at and so much
to do iu the garden that even this belated Septua-

gesima will come too soon, unless the Sword of

Daniocles, tlie deferred winter, falls on us before

then. I could spend the whole day from dawn
to dusk among the Crocuses, selecting seedlings

of promise from the seed-beds, if there were no

Snowdrops to examine and make figures of, and
no weeds rushing into flower and seed. This

season the weeds ha\e surpassed the widow's
cruse for inexhaustible reproductivity. That
never failed, but they have increased by geo-

metrical progression, and rooting them out only

prepares the ground for another crop. I have
been thinking of carpeting a bed with that

greenest of dwarf grasses, Poa annua. It would
look charming, but the danger would consist

in its disguising and protecting from
destruction the early stages of other

grasses far more w-icked than itself.

Then, again, when certain flowers

are at their best, I feel it is a waste

of opportunities and an insult to their

generosity if I do not visit them and
rejoice in their beauty at least once

a day. Although we have not yet

done with Sundays after Epiphan\*,

there is more to look at than many a

Septuagesima week has afforded. First,

there is the Crocus Mr. John Hoog
so kindly named for me, as Americans

say. It is now at its best and
deserves all the pretty' things Mr. Jacob
said of it in The Gardes for January 29,

much more than I do the pretty things

he said of me. I never before thought

of it as newly hatched chick colour,

but see it now ; and it is one of those

that have soft brown markings on its

wings. For one of the chief channs,

to my eye, of Crocus chrysanthus E. A.

Bowles is the patch of soft grey-brown

at the base of each segment. In a

tight bud its cool, soft buttery yellow

and this dark blotch remind me of a

caudle flame, the grey patch repre-

senting the dark portion that surrounds

the wick inside the flame. I can always

see my Crocus when 1 look at a candle

flame, but I much prefer seeing the

candle flame in the Crocus. Mr. Jacob
is right, and I am indeed lucky to

have such a beautiful flower bearing

my name.

The species look that .Mr. Jacob re-

marks upon is ver)' marked, for it is a

seedling of a wild form of chrysanthus

known as var. pallidus, at one and
the same time the most robust and yet

most refined of all the wild yellow-

forms of that variable species. In Mr.

Van Tubergen's delightful nursery at

Haarlem it seeded freely and gave rise

to a very distinct and variable race,

most of them being larger than

their parent and yet preserving the

beautiful gourd shape of the flower. One of these

lovely children is the charming blue and white

form Mr. Hoog named C. chrysanthus Warky
variety, after Miss Willmott's wonderful English

garden, in which so many floral treasures, created

in foreign lands, have flowered for the first time

in England. Now, there are brothers and sisters

of Ibis good-looking family ranging from white

to deep yellow, witli every degree of feathering

or suffusion of blue, bronze or purple on their

outer segments.

A group of tlicni, scnl iiu- by (heir generous

raiser, has been wontlerfwH^' beaiUiful this lasl,
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fovtuiglit, but I still think my namesake is the

best of all. The old Dutch Yellow Crocus is a

charming sight in late winter, but it looks tawdry

and coarse beside the soft moonlight yellow of

these latter-day Dutch seedlings.

C. chrysanthus is the species that has given

me the most exciting of all my seedlings in what

I call my Crocus factory—really a row of small

beds. Two of these have pots

sunk in them, in which the seeds

are sown. Last year's seed, just

appearing like fine grass, fills one

set of pots ; the other set contains

little plants of the year before,

with leaves as broad as those of

a full-grown Crocus. Then of the

other beds each represents a year's

sowing, so that the oldest has

been undisturbed, save for the

extraction of promising youngsters

as they flower, for four years.

On sunny mornings I like

nothing better than squatting on

my haunches in true Oriental

fashion in front of these beds, my
trusty cook's fork in hand and a

bundle of labels in my pocket,

to run my eye along the rows

looking for some flower of superior

beauty or new pattern or colour-

ing, to be removed to the

frame's protection till it grows

into a stock large enough to send

out in the world.

Nothing very startling has

appeared yet this season, but I

have picked out some purer whites,

deeper blues, and clearer sulphurs

than ever before from the rows of

chrysanthus seedlings. I am most

pleased with these sulphur and

primrose forms ; they are so

refined and delicate compared with

the deep yellow and orange Spring

Croci, of which there are so

many.
Mr. Barr gets some among his

seedlings, and showed a beauty

as Lemon Queen last spring. It

is now in flower in my frame

beside my own seedling that is

nearest to it, and mine may be

a trifle brighter in its sulphur

tint, but they are wonderfully

alike, and I think both must

have resulted from a crossing of

chrysanthus and the white form

of biflorus Weldenii.

Some of my latter-day sulphur

forms have rosy or purple feather-

ings or suffusion on the outside,

and are \'ery attractive when
half open. I am naming these

chrysanthus seedlings after birds

that they remind me of—and

some have already taken flight

into the world from the

parental nest. Bullfinch is my favourite, chubby
and round, white inside, but exquisitely feathered

with crimson outside. Its chuhbiness in bud
suggested the name. Siskin is golden outside

and white inside, a tiny form but dainty, though
later seedlings, not yet ready to fly, have surpassed

it. Snow Bunting is good, large and white with

grey lines outside, and such a good doer ; I hope

it will fly far. Yellow Hammer is bright yellow,

very clearly feathered with black, and the most

generous in the number of its flowers of all.

Golden Oriole, rich yellow with deep purple

bronze exterior, is almost fully fledged, and one

of those Ml. Elwes' keen eye singled out as a rare

bird when he was here the other day. Silver

Pheasant reached a few Crocus-lovers last autumn.

CROCUS CHRYSANTHUS E. A. BOWLES.
[Naiural size. From a drawing by E. A. Bowles.

and 1 hope is as lovely with them as here. Of

course it is white, and feathered outside with

purple, but in the most delightfully symmetrical

way and with the finest imaginable lines. Golden

Plover is its counterpart in yellow, but I am still

looking for one good enough to be Golden Pheasant.

Then there are Snowdrops. The long bells of

Imperati are very fine this season, and the two

clumps that are best both have Cyclamen ibericum's

handsome marbled leaves and crimson flowers for

neighbours, and remind me pleasantly of the

masses of both at Bitton. A fine bold Snowdrop

from an old garden in Holland, discovered and

sent out by Mr. C. G. Van Tubergen as Galanthus

nivalis maximus, has delighted me more thi;

! year even than last. It looks to be a good doer,

and among it is a handsome

variety with large green tips to

the outer segments ; and every

offset from those that wore these

emerald studs last year is doin
;

so now. So the variety will

certainly prove constant.

G. n. Melvillei, from Dunrobin,

is very good to-day. Its flowers

are larger and rounder than those

of common nivalis and the green

horse-shoe mark is very slender,

so that the flowers look extra pure

and white. The form called

poculiformis, in which the inner

segments should be as long and

as purely white as the outer, is

playing tricks this season, and few

flowers have come true to their

best traditions, their inner seg-

ments being irregular, crisped and

curled, and some have fallen so low

that they are spotted with green.

The larger and better of the two

so-called yellow Snowdrops, G. n.

flavescens, is very good ; the gold

of its ovary and markings is

brighter than usual. The yellow

form of G. plicatus is hardly out,

but as its leaves are yellowish

it catches one's eye from a

distance. The double yellow is

late and only just showing its

flowers. G. AUenii is at its best

the mild nights have allowed

the flower-stalks to run up before

its great Tulip-like leaves have

liecome coarse, and in this con-

dition it is one of the best of all

—that is to say, when one has a

good form of it, for it varies, and

I have so many plants inter-

mediate between the tall, large-

flowered beauty and the dwarf G.

latifolius with the insignificant

flowers, that I think they must be

two extremes of one and the same

species, in spite of the brilliant

green of the leaves of G. latifolius

and the deeper and slightly glau-

cous tone of those of .\llenii.

Though these rarer Snowdrops

cannot give us the drifts and
"" '- carpets we like to see from the

commoner forms, they add a great

charm and interest to the rock

garden at this time of year, and

the contrast between the little

groups is quite sufficiently marked

to please and interest those who are not yet

Snowdrop experts.

Last season I flowered for the first time Anemone

caucasica. It was so early, so blue, and so dainty

that I wanted more, and ordered and planted

them this autumn. I am delighted to see that

both the new and old plants are happy and flower-

ing well, and the latter have iuf rcased considerably.
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THE NORTH BORDER.

IN

very many small gardens (particularly in

towns) one finds a fairly wide border

facing the north, of which little or no use

is being made, for it is soon discovered

that the majority of plants fail to

thrive with such an aspect. Presuming that

the border is bounded by a wall or fence which

effectually shields it from the sun's rays for the

greater part of the day, it is obviously useless

to expect the same long-continued display of

colour there as in other parts of the garden. On
the other hand, there are a number of plants,

beautiful alike in iiower and foliage, that will

revel in the cool soil of a north border and become

objects of interest throughout the year. The

soil of a north border must, of course, be as well

dug and liberally treated as that in the rest

of the garden. If it slopes slightly to the east.

As these earliest flowers begin to wane, the dainty

little Buttercup Anemone (A. ranunculoides)

and the double form of our Wood Anemone (A.

nemorosa flore pleno) come into bloom. AH
these tuberous-rooted Anemones are perfectly

easy to grow, but they resent being dried off

and left long out of the soil, so that it is better

to plant them in full growth rather than wait

for dried roots sent out by bulb growers in autiunn.

The red, blue and white Hepaticas are never so

happy as when left to form big clumps in rich

soil in a north border. They take some time to

become established, but in many gardens sow
themselves freely and blossom with the utmost

liberality. The largest form is the blue Hepatica

(Anemone Hepatica triloba), and recently a lilac

form has been listed in the catalogues. Unlike

the other Anemones mentioned, the Hepaticas

retain their foliage throughout the year, and

always look neat and comfortable. Where there

is room for it, the Snowdrop Anemone {A. sylvestris)

THE SPRING FLOWERING ANEMONE .\PENNIN.-\ IN .\ NORTH BORDER

so much the better, as the lowest portion will

provide a congenial home for moistin-e-Io"\'ing

Primulas and similar plants.

For the early spring a number of small bulbous-

rooted plants may be relied upon to give a bright

show of colour, such as Scilla bifolia (blue) and

its exquisite white variety, the slightly later

and more vigorous S. sibirica, the dainty little

azure Grape Hyacinth (Hyacinthus azureus),

the various species of Muscari, Chionodoxa Luciliae

(pale blue and white), the glorious gentian blue

C. sardensis, and the charming and accommodating

Anemone apennina, whose blue flowers nestle

in the emerald green, delicately cut foliage and

remain in bloom for many weeks This last

species, moreover, thrives in very dry soil, even

close against the trunks of deciduous trees. It

increases rapidly, and is in every way a highly

satisfactory plant. A light top-dressing of good

soil in autumn will render the spring growth

more robust.

deserves a place in the north border. It is a

lovely plant, not unlike a small edition of the

Japanese Anemone ; but it flowers in spring,

and its silky white blossoms droop like Snowdrops.

As it does not bloom freely until it has appropriated

a good deal of ground, it is not very suitable

for a small border.

A plant seldom seen, but none the less a \'ery

beautiful one, is the Bloodroot or Puccoon (Sangui-

naria canadensis). It has pure white starry

flowers with golden anthers, and very handsome
grey foliage. It likes a deep loamy soil and not

too frequent disturbance. The thick tuberous

root of this plant exudes a red dye which was
used by the American Indians as a war paint.

The Barrenworts (Epimediums) are very useful

both for foliage and flower, and are especially

pretty in spring and autumn. The dead leaves

should be left on the plants in the winter, as they

afford a protection to the young buds. E.

pinnatum is the best known, but being such a

strong grower it is better suited to the wild garden.

Choicer species for a north border are E. alpinum.

E. musschianum, E. niveum and E. macranthmn.
Somewhat similar to the Epimediums and still

less frequently seen is Vancouveria hexandra,

a particularly dainty plant with most attractive

foliage and curiously shaped pale flowers.

The Hellebores (Lenten Roses) are ideal plants

for the north border. Their evergreen habit

is always pleasing, and the flowers are invaluable

for house decoration in February and March.

Many very handsome varieties haAe been raised

by careful hybridisation during recent years,

and they may be obtained in charming shades

of pink and carmine to deep purple and pure white.

They require a rich soil and an annual mulching

of manure, for they are hungry plants and soon

exhaust the soil. The popular Christmas Rose

(Helleborus niger) is not nearly so easily established,

in most gardens as the Lenten Roses, but is always

worth trying in a shady and not too dry border.

Of the wild species from Southern

Europe, the most beautiful is

H. corsicus, with very deeply

cut, glaucous foliage. Our native

H. fcetidus and H. viridis are

too coarse for a choice border.

Another charming foliage plant,

though of a very different type

to the Hellebores, is the Fern-

leaved Fumitory (Corydalis

cheilanthifolia), which is never

seen to better advantage than

in a north border. It throws

up an abundance of quaintly

shaped, lemon-coloured flowers

throughout the summer.

The various species of hardy

Cyclamen are perfectly at home
with a minimum of sunshine.

and will thrive even among the

roots of deciduous trees ; but to

have them in their full beauty

they should be provided with

plenty of leaf-mould and lire

rubble in the soil. They bury

their seeds underground in a

curious manner, and self-sown

seedlings appear freely beside

established plants. They are,

however, somewhat slow in

reaching flowering size. It is

better to obtain pot-grown plants

than dried-off corms, as these

sometimes lie dormant for a whole year after

planting. Cyclamen neapolitanum, C. Coum,

C. ibericum, C. repandum and their white varieties

are all easily grown, and bloom from August to

March in the order in which they are written.

At the lowest and dampest end of the border

will be found a capital site for several of the greatest

gems of the floral world, for here the Chinese and

Himalayan Primulas will revel in the cool con-

ditions, and in early summer will give a wonderful

wealth of colour. Primula pulverulenta is the

noblest of its class, a recent importation from

Western China. Its ruby red flowers are borne

tier upon tier on a stout, mealy stem over 3 feet

high, and it is as hardy as an English Primrose.

Then there is the beautiful lilac Himalayan P. den-

ticulata, with its la''ger, mealy - stalked cousin,

P. cashmeriana ; and for the very dampest available

spot the incomparable P. rosea, whose blossoms are

such a vivid hue as to defy desciiption. P. capitata

is a liandsonie biennial of the denficulala
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type, with deep violet purple flowers in flattened

heads in July and August. Another biennial

of unrivalled colouring is P. cockburniana, bearing

slender sprays of rather small orange scarlet

flowers. Several other species of great beauty

have recently been introduced, and are all highly

welcome additions to our gardens. All these

Primulas demand a considerable amount of

moisture during the growing season, and a cool

soil with abundance of leaf-mould. The tubers

of the beautiful Wood Lily (Trillium grandiflorum)

may be planted between the Primulas, as it delights

in similar conditions, and its pure white, three-

petalled flowers associate well with early Primulas,

Where there are e\'ergreen shrubs or trees at the

back of the north border, a few tubers of the

vivid scarlet Flame Flower (Tropseolum speciosum)

should he planted. It is a capricious plant, but

October. This is the only Crocus species which

2an be recommended for a north border, most

species only fully expanding their segments in

full sunshine.

If the border is raised a little above the ground

level and has a rock edging, it will provide a home
for many charming rock plants which dislike a

sunny exposure. Best of all for such a site are

the Mossy Saxifrages in their splendid new hybrid

varieties, «.g.,Miss Willmott, Clibranii, Arkwrightii,

Codsall Cream, &c. Arenaria balearica spreads

an emerald carpet close against the stones, and

is bespangled with tiny white flowers in spring.

Gentian makes a neat edging, but does not flower

freely in shade.

Nearly all Daffodils thrive iii a north border,

but are, of course, later in flowering. There are

a few varieties which onlv succeed with a northern

is surely far better to confine one's attention

to plants which may reasonably be expected to

thrive there than to struggle on with notorious

sun-lovers like the Sweet Pea or tender bedding

plants like the Pelargonium. N. G. Haddex.

THE YELLOW BANKSIAN
ROSE.

Where an available site—south or west wall,

the higher the better—exists, this Rose should

succeed. No Rose gives more pleasure than this

when smothered with its small rosette-like

blooms, and, being almost evergreen, it is extremely

useful for covering walls. Considering it is more

than eighty years since it was introduced by

Dampier, the wonder to me is we do not see more

NARCISSUS I'ALLIDUS PRECOX NATURALISED UNDER FILBERT TREES.

I

often succeeds if the roots are in a cool, shaded

position and the stems able to ramble up into

sunshine over the branches of a shrub. The

yellow T. polyphyllum is another charming

climber of similar habit, but much more easily

established. Most Clematises thrive best with

their roots in shade, but they must be able to

reach plenty of sunlight as they groAv up.

Michaelmas Daisies thrive very well in a north

border, and under the cool conditions there are

less liable to be attacked by mildew in hot, dry

seasons. It is better to plant only early and

midseason varieties, as they naturally flower

later with a northern aspect, and the late varieties

are apt to be cut off by frosts. If the soil near

the Michaelmas Daisies is freely planted with

the blue purple Crocus speciosus, a charming

picture of colour will result in September and

aspect, and these certainly deserve a place. The

best, perhaps, are Narcissus albicans (Dutch

moschatus) and the Pyrenean moschatus of

Haworth, both exquisitely graceful white varieties.

N, pallidus praecox is a pale cream coloured early

flowering sort, [On certain soils it has a decided

tendency to deteriorate when planted for natural

effect. Not so, however, in the grounds at Eden

Grove, Carlisle, where it is quite at home under

the Filbert trees and increases each year.

—

Ed.]

Tulips are useless in a north border, and all

the members of the sun-loving Iris family will

be happier elsewhere, although the large German

Flag Irises grow and bloom fairly freely in shade.

Enough has been said to show that the north

border is quite capable of being made as attractive

as any other part of the garden, if only a little

trouble is taken in choosing its occupants. It

trees of it. It is not unusual to find an

isolated example having a stem 6 inches in diameter

with a few straggling branches at the top. Still,

quantities of flowers are to be found on

such trees, showing well the tenacity of the

variety.

Of all Roses, perhaps this requires less pruning

than any. The plant should be induced to grow

away vigorously at the start by deeply working the

soil, to which should be added plenty of manure

and abundance of water during a dry spell in the

summer. When once the tree has generally

covered its allotted space, any useless growth

afterwards that has flowered should be annually

cut away directly the blooming period has passed,

allowing space for subsequent growth to be matured

fully the same season ; this will gi\'e a full flower

crop the following season. S, H.
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HE MAKING
GARDEN S.—

I

O F

Bv G. DiLLlSTONE.

3UKSURVEYING THE SITE.

[AKING a survey is Uie taking of

such measurements as are necessary

to prepare a plan drawn to scale,

tliat shows as far as possible all the

essential objects within the area

included. Plotting the survey is to prepare

drawings from the measurements and notes taken

on the ground, and to secure a map showing all

fences, trees, buildings, watercourses, &-c., necessary

for the purpose of considering each separate detail

by itself, and also in its relation to its surroundings.

Moreover, it assists in getting a far better idea of

tlie relative proportions of an area than can be

'jMained by merely viewing the land. In the

plan, the whole area is spread before our gaze

and its salient features can be appreciated in

truer perspective.

The b;st method of taking such measurements

is with a lOO-foot chain (Gunter's chain of 100

links = 66 feet is frequently used). The chain

consists of a number of steel links, each i foot

long, and is divided into lo-foot lengths with

brass tabs, as shown in Fig. 2. These tabs are

dented, each tooth representing 10 feet ; thus,

two teeth equals 20 feet from end of chain, three

teeth equals 30 feet from end of chain. The
centre is marked by a disc without teeth, and

from both ends of the chain the tabs are dented

to mark 10 feet, 20 feet, 30 feet, 40 feet, respectively.

In addition to the chain it is usual to employ a

tape measure on a reel ; a field book, which will

be illustrated later on ; a pencil and piece of

rubber, the latter to erase and correct indistinct

or erroneous entries, which is cleaner and better

tlian crossing out or writing over an error
; a

set of painted stakes, called ranging poles ; and

rule oft a rectangle thereon that includes within

it all the area of the land to be surveyed, and

enlarge it to such a size as can be comfortably

carried in the hand and referred to as occasion

arises. The method of enlarging is as follows

:

Carefully and accurately rule the rectangle on

the ordnance map into a number
of equal squares. Then rule the

sheet of paper on which the

enlargement is to be made into

an equal number of squares.

Each line of squares should be numbered i, 2, 3,

4, and so on, from top to bottom and left to right.

It will b? s:;en by referring to Fig. 3 that one

corner of the plan of the house comes on line

1-2, left to right, and 4-5, top to bottom, and

another cornei: is in 4, top to bottom, and 6-7,

left to right. Fix these points on the large sheet

in the corresponding squares, and go on until

the whole is complete, when it will be found that

an accurate enlargement has been made—that

is, twice, three, four, or five times as large as the

ordnance map, as the case may be—and the ordnance

scale can then be enlarged in proportion and will

be accurate for the larger plan. I suggest that

it will be as well if the reader now enlarges the

plan of Mervale Hall Estate by this method, and

thus get familiar with the details therein, and

also have a copy of the plan for future reference

and development.

The ordnance map will not, however, contain

all the details that are necessary for garden-

making, and the ground must be more minutely

measured. Moreover, changes have taken place

in the ten years which have probably elapsed

since the most recent map obtainable was made.

To obtain an accurate survey, proceed as follows :

First walk carefully over the ground with tlie

enlargement in your hand, and pencil thereon

any radical changes in the situation, such as

new buildings, or old ones removed, or there may
be fences that have been moved. Having by

this means gained a general idea of the site, the

a position that it can be prolonged throughout

the entire site, where this is practicable, but as the

position of the lines must be in fairly close proximity

to the objects to which off-sets are to be measured,

it is not always possible. This is the case in the

situation under consideration, and if the plan,

I roor —^

BRASS
TAB AT
30 FEET
fT?oN End
OF CHAIN 2. PORTION OF

100 -FOOT CHAIN FOR MEASURING LAND.

Fig. I, that appeared in The Garden of February 5,

or an enlargement has been made as previously

suggested, is referred to, in the north-east corner

of the field No. 2, in the centre of the gateway,

will be seen a mark A, which implies that it is

here the commencement of measurements begins.

.A stake is placed at this point, and another at

point B, and it is between these two points that

the first series of measurements is taken. Two
men each take an end of the chain ; one stays at A.

and the other proceeds towards B until the chain

is fully extended. The surveyor directs the

leader (the man nearest B) to move to the right

or left, until the line of the chain is perfectly

direct from A to B. The chain is then laid down
and a peg or painted s'ake placed at the end, thus

marking 100 feet from A. Haying determined

this line, which is called a base line, the next

step is to measure the off-sets and enter them in

the field book, the method of doing which will

he explained in the next article.

I

/ z 3 -fSCy if Q /Of /2-'3 n/s
TULIP TITTLE-TATTLE.

Bv THE Rev. Joseph J.\cob.

m
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they would be vastly increasing their guests' pleasure

if they did ; not that I would for one moment
suggest that they should cast their pearls before

swine, for some of the people who come round are

very trying and so very little interested that it is

plain they only come in the most superficial globe-

trotting spirit possible. The late Rev. C. Wolley-

Dod was a splendid cicerone. He instinctively

knew when was the time to be silent and when
was the time to speak. More than once have I

heard him say, " Yes, that is what we call a

Columbine." " But, Mr. Dod, has it no other

name ? " " Oh yes, we call it a pink Columbine

with long spurs." Some were lucky to get this

much out of him, for the person who came just

because it was the correct thing to Edge Hall

Gardens and did not care a snap for flowers

froze the great flow of information which was
ever at the service of all who loved and cared,

even if you did make horrid false quantities

and use wrong names, for on these points he was

something of a genial martinet ; and after you had

gone he might have hung them up on his study

wall like he did the housemaid's dusters and brushes

that from time to time he found lying about ; but

I am sadly digressing. I began about Tulips, and

here I have got to dusters and false quantities.

I wanted to use the Tulip as a sort of object-

lesson of how a flower may be made interesting.

Langlqis' " Livre des Fleurs."—The date

of the Tulip mania was 1634-37. This very rare

book is practically nothing but a collection of

copper-plate engravings of flowers. Tulips are

very much in evidence. The majority are obviously

copied from those in the " Hortus Floridus

"

of Crispin de Passe, or these are copied from

Langlois, or both are taken from the same original.

The work is dated 162a, or fourteen years before

,
the mania. I mention it now because its contents

throw a little light on the origin of those quaint

lacerated petalled flowers, the Parrots. There

are in this work three or four blooms represented

in which the petals are obviously not entire, but

are more or less split up. These are probably

the earliest illustrations of this particular develop-

ment in eNistence, and show that " parroting " has

been known for at least three hundred years.

The illustration contains that of " Tulipa Gerardi

Jacobi lutea cum rubr : flamm : " in which two of the

petals are plainly laciniated. Another— not figured

here— is of " T. Jacobi Boninii divisa d oniaia."

Rupert Brooke's "1914 and Other Poems."

—

Rupert Brooke's untimely death in the ^?igean

is not the least disaster of the war. His sonnet,

No. 5, "The Soldier" in "igi^,"

beginning
" If I should die, think only this of me :

That there's some corner of a foreign field

That is for ever England. . .
."

will often be quoted in years to come. I

mention the poet here because of a single

line in a poem written in Berlin in May,

1912, called " The Old Vicarage, Grant-

chester." It is a contrast between his

present surroundings, where he is " sweat-

ing, sick and hot," and the old home
beside the Cam, where

" the dews
Are soft beneath a morn of gold."

But,

" Here Tulips bloom as they are told :

"

While there,

"Unkempt about those hedges blows

An English unofficial Rose :

"

What Tulips were those that Brooke saw ?

" The Mind of the brontispiece." We would have

known all about it then. One of the figures in

the frontispiece of the Tulip book (for such " I.e

Floriste Francois " is) is a mermaid or mei'niaii

blowing vigorously through a shell, thereby

suggesting the stimulating properties of kindly

and balmy breezes. It is only recently that I

have learnt about the mythological connection

of these fabled creatures of the deep and wind and

storm. Once it was firmly believed that " the

windes blow, seas rage and clouds drop presently

after they seem to call." The author of our

little book could not have suggested this, for

the Tulip dislikes strong wind intensely. The
explanation probably is that the mermaid fable

had changed with time, and that De la Cbesnce

Monstereul inserted the mermaid in a Shake-

spearean sense only. We can understand it then.

" I sat upon a promontory,

And heard a mermaid on a dolphin's back

Uttering such duhet and harmonious breath.

That the rude sea grew fivil at her Song."
— " Mitlsiminicr Xigbt's Dream."
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South-West. Ml are beautifully grown by the

Rev. H, T. Boscawen u{ Ludgvan. whose garden is

the richest I know in its wealth of rare shrubs.

Philadelphus Virginal and P. Bouquet Blanc,

lo\"ely white forms.

Pyrus floribunda, P. Scheideckeri and P.

atrosanguinea are all well known, I suppose

;

but if you can find another comer on the edge of

the lawn for one of these glorious flowering Crabs,

the older you grow the happier you will feel when

vou see it in flo^\er each spring.

Rhododendron intricatum, a tiny Cliinese

alpine fonn. Remember this in a few years'

time, when it will be plentiful. It is not so yet.

Stephanandra flexuosa, a delightful shrub

because of its autiunn colouring of

bronzy red. Splendid for cutting.

Viburnum Carlesii, a Guelder

Rose of beauty and fragrance

Viburnum plicatum.—Try this

as a trained wall shrub in a cool

exposure. In a few years it will sur-

prise you when smothered in flower.

I trust these few notes may
excite the interest of some readers

sufficiently for them to act on the

advice given. R. W. Wallace.

ROS E PLANTING
FEBRUARY.

Bv Edwakd -Mawlev. \'.M.H.

N

ARTIFICIAL AIDS
TO DAFFODIL
FERTILISATION.

By the Rev. G. H. En'GLE-

heart, v.m.h.

" IV TOVICE'S " communica-

I
^k I tion on this subject is

I
^k I elaborate and interest-

I ^y ing, and I thank him.
-* ^ But he still suffers

from a curious inability to under-

stand his correspondent. My ex-

pression that " the pollen grains

found the required sugar on the

surface, so did not trouble to seek

it by penetrating deeper," is a

quite correct one to indicate the

process, especially in a condensed

note. It should be obvious that

I spoke of the whole potentiality

and development of the pollen

grain. It is the pollen grain which

is, so to speak, the brain of the

entire subsequent process and

determines the course of the

pollen tube. The clearest and most

succinct account of the process

known to me may be found in Ktrner and Oliver's

" History of Plants," Vol. II.; pages 407 and 408 :

" There would appear to be a taking up of fluid

matter by the grain, though its exact nature

has not been accurately determined. Since,

however, pollen grains germinate readily in a

3 per cent, sugar solution, it is extremely probable

that sugar is an important component. . , .

The first demonstrable stage in the production

of the pollen tube is the pushing out of the delicate

inner coat of the grain in the form of a tube.

, . . In all likelihood the pollen tubes are

.ittracted by certain substances secreted by the

tissues which they have to traverse in order to

reach the ovules. Of these sugar seems to be the

most important, and by a coiUinuous secretion

of litis Ihc lubes are led on lo the ovules." right kind of sugar and his own undivulged

In brief, the tube is led onwards and downwards formula make against him rather than for him.

by a continuous hunt for the necessary sugar, 1 If Professor M. Foster's argument is sound, then

and Professor Foster's argument was that it would ! the more perfect the sugar solution the more
not trouble to hunt for that which was artificially I content the pollen grains would be with it, and
supplied ready to hand. His theory seemed to the less disposed to seek it by travelling,

be amply substantiated both by his and my ^^^^^^^^^^_^^^^^^^_^^^
negative experiments on a variety of flowers

under various conditions, and by microscopic

examination after the sugar treatment. It is

not likely that a better investigation could be

made than that by Professor Michael Foster

with his great and exact knowledge and his full

apparatus. I do not write this to prove that 1 am reminded of this question by recent ex-

" Novice's " repeated experiment or his small : periences in my own garden. In November last I

took up rather a large number
of Roses in order to make
room for the new \'arieties

I had budded in the previous

year and for any other additions

I might wish to make to my
collection this year. But since

then the ground, until quite

lately, has continued in such a

sodden condition that I decided to

make the required alterations this

month instead ; for one of the

greatest helps towards enabling

Rose plants to become quickly

rooted is to plant them when the

soil is in a suitable condition to

receive them—that is to say, when,

as is the case at the present time,

the ground is unseasonably wann
following, as February has done

this year, the warmest January on

record, and also at the same time

fairly dry. When planting late in

the winter or early in the spring, I

always fasten each plant to a short

but firm stake, so as to keep the

new roots from being disturbed

by the high winds so prevalent

at this time of the year. It may
be here stated that the average fall

of rain in February is less than

in either of the other two winter

months, while the atmosphere is

not so humid.

But to turn to the more
immediate object of this article,

viz., the best Roses to grow

;

for it is a question which every

autumn and winter must engage

the thoughts of a large number
of readers, if I may judge

from my own experience. The
question I am most frequently

asked when showing friends

round my Rose garden is, " What Roses would

you recommend me to grow ? " I accordingly

append lists of those varieties which for

their various purposes I have found to be the

best, and at the same time the easiest to

cultivate ; in other words, those Roses which

are my own special favourites and with whose

habits and customs I am well acquainted.

But it may be said, " Are you inviting us to

buy Rose plants this winter ? " Certainly I

am, as even in these hard and sad times, when
strict economy is imperative, one must surely be

a little extravagant in something, or life would

be scarcely worth having. 1, of course, use the

word " extravagant " here in a relative sense, as

Rose plants are cheaper this winter than I

VIBURNUM PLICATUM SMOTHERED IN FLOWER

Statistics are necessarily valueless. Fresh light

and fresh results are often obtained by such

repetition. But in all this work of plant-breeding,

and more particularly with subjects which con-

sume long periods of time, it is most important

to record what ground has already been traversed,

and so to avoid possible waste.

I might have added that Kerner and Oliver

remark what I myself have noticed on a micro-

scope slide, namely, that " when pollen is artificially

cultivated in a prepared sugar solution, several

tubes arise simultaneously from different spots,

but in Nature, on the stigma, the production of

a single tube is the rule." An unnatural phenome-
non of this kind is deterrent rather than encour-

aging. "Novice's" discussion of the chemically
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ever remember them to have been, and certainly

give more real satisfaction and pleasure than any
extra expenditure made in almost any other

direction ; besides which, to put of£ planting

Roses until the end of the present year or the

beginning of next year means virtually the

loss of a whole year, for, after planting, Roses

require about a couple of years before they,

as a rule, become thoroughly established.

In the following lists I have arranged the

Roses in them according to the purposes for

which they are required—whether to be grown
as dwarf plants, as standards, or as climbing

Roses.

As Dwarf Roses.—White : Frau Karl Druschki

(H.P. ). Shades of pink or rose: Caroline Testout

(H.T.), Cynthia Forde (H.T.), Lady Pirrie (H.T.),

Mme. Abel Chatenay (H.T.), Mme.Edouard Herriot

(Austrian Hybrid) and Mrs, C. E. Pearson

(H.T.). Shades of crimson: Captain

Hayward (H.P.), Ecarlate (H.T.),

Edward Mawley (H.T.), General

Macarthur (H.T.) and Hugh Dickson

(H.P.). Shades of yellow : Duchess

of Wellington (H.T.), Lady Greenall

(H.T.), Mme. Melanie Soupert (H.T.),

very pale sunset yellow (in my
opinion this is the most beautiful of

all Roses), and Mme. Ravary (H.T.).

Standards.— White: Frau Karl

Druschki (H.P.). Shades of pink or

rose : Caroline Testout (H.T.), Gustav

Griinerwald (H.T.), Mme. Abel

Chatenay (H.T.), Prince de Bulgarie

(H.T.) and Suzanne Marie Rodo-
canachi (H.P.). Shades of crimson:

Captain Hayward (H.P.), Ecarlate

(H.T.), Hugh Dickson (H.P.) and

Marquise de Salisbury (H.T.). Shades

of yellow : W. A. Richardson (N.).

Climbing Roses (Perpetual
Flowering) .—White : Climbing

Aimee Vibert (N.) and Mme. Alfred

Carriere (H.N.). Shades of pink or

rose: Blush Rambler (Mult. Scan.),

Conrad F. Meyer (Rugosa), Lady
Waterlow (H.T.) and Zephyrine

Drouhin (H.B.). Shades of crimson :

Ards Rover (H.P.), Griiss an Teplitz

(H.T.) and Longworth Rambler
(H.T.). Shades of j'ellow : Bouquet
d'Or (Dijon Tea), W. A. Richardson

(N.) and Alister Stella Gray (N.).

Climbing Roses (Summer Flower-
ing).—White: Bennett's Seedling

(Ayr.), Felicite et Perpetue
(Sempervirens) and White Dorothy (Wich.).

Shades of pink : Dorothy Dennison (Wich.),

Lady Gay (Wich.), Minnehaha (Wich.) and
Tausendschon (Wich.). Shades of crimson

:

Crimson Rambler (Mult. Scan.), Diabolo (Wich.)

and Excelsa (Wich.). Shades of yellow : Shower
of Gold (Wich.).

GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Pot Vines.—As a general rule, six or eight
bunches to each vine will be ample. Thinning of

the berries should be begun as early as possible,

and this is best done gradually, leaving the finest

berries. Stop the strongest growths at the second
leaf beyond the bunch, and those shoots that are
weak and not required may be removed. The
plants must be fed regularly with liquid manure
and some good fertiliser. Close the house early,

and maintain a night temperature of 65° to 70°

with a rise during the day.

The Kitchen Garden.
Parsnips.—If the ground for this important

crop has been prepared, it should be forked over
lightly, and when dry enough the seed may
be sown. The rows should be 18 inches apart.
Some growers use a crowbar, making a hole

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Nuts and Medlars.—These may be pruned
where needed. Thinning will be necessary where
the branches are crowded, and all suckers at

the base of the former can be removed. Where
Filberts are grown and a good crop is not secured,
a few plants of the common Hazel may be
planted to supply pollen, or a few branches with
catkins may be from time to time arranged in

the bushes.

Plants Under Glass.

Abutilons having been rested may be pruned
and started into growth when the repotting is

carried out. In large houses where they are
planted out, a top-dressing of rich soil may be
applied. These plants are increased by seeds and
cuttings. Both can be dealt with now or directly

young shoots are available.

Ferns.—The repotting of Ferns should be
done before they have made much, progress,

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CLIMBING ROSES OVER A SUMMER HOUSE.

ROSE FABVIER.
This delightful China Rose does well in

the Rose garden of Sir John Stirling-Max-

well, Bart., at Pollok, near Glasgow. It was
sent out by Laffay, and holds its own well as

one of the best of its colour—a dazzling crimson.

It is very well known, but this note may be a

reminder to those who are going to order Roses that

it is not easily surpassed in its colour and that it

is a free and constant bloomer. S. A.

2 feet deep and filling it with soil, placing the
best at the bottom. Four or five seeds are placed
over the top of each hole, and covered lightly

with fine soil. Hollow Crown and Student are
both reliable kinds.

Radishes and Lettuces may be sown on a warm
border, but the former must be protgcted from
birds.

The Flower Garden.

Plants in Frames. — Rooted cuttings of

Pentstemons, should be .given more space by
transplanting them into another frame or
potting them into 3^-inch pots. Viola cuttings
may have their tops removed ; then they will be
nice plants for putting out in the spring. The
bedding Calceolarias can be planted out in frames,
and the same remark applies to Gazanias. Cuttings
of various shrubs, if well rooted, may also be
planted in nursery beds. The lights on the
unheated frames must be removed on all favour-
able occasions, the soil stirred between the
plants, and all small weeds removed as they
appear.

using as a rooting medium a mixture of loam,
leaf-mould and sand. Some growers use peat,

but this is not essential. Clean pots should be
used, and have one- fourth of their depth filled

with drainage material. Press the soil moderately
firm, and after giving one good watering to settle

the compost, very little water will be necessary

until root action is vigorous. Keep the surround-
ings moist and the house rather w-arm and close.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Parsley.—A sufficient breadth of Parsley to

last through the summer and autumn may now
be sown. " The seeds should be sown thinly in

lines about 18 inches apart, and lightly covered

and as soon as the seedlings are well above the

ground they should be thinned out to 9 inches

apart. The seed takes a considerable time to

germinate and it may be necessary to run the
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hoe between the lines even before the young

plants are visible, to keep down free-growing weeds.

Turnips.—A small sowmg of Early .Milan

Turnip mav be made on an early warm border,

but it is not advisable to sow large breadths

thus early, as with sharp frosts every plant may
run to seed.

Lettuces.—-A few lines of Cabbage Lettuce

might also be sown on an outside border, to follow

plants raised on a hotbed.

Early Potatoes.—In sheltered gardens free

from late spring frosts, a few early Potatoes can

be planted, and if they can be given a narrow-

border at the foot of a wall, so much the better, as

shelter can then be easily provided if necessary.

I find Sharpe's Victor the most suitable variety

for earliest use, either in frames or out of doors.

Asparagus.—The beds of this useful spring

vegetable should receive some attention in the

way of clearing off any weeds that are present

and giving a top-dressing of well-decayed manure.

In gardens near the coast a top-dressing of seaweed

is usually given, but this is best applied at the

begiiming of winter.

The Flower Garden.

Seed Sowing.—Several additional varieties of

half-bard\- aimuals mav now be sown, such as

Petunias,' Alonsoas, Scabious, Salpiglossis, Lark-

spur and Kochia. East Lothian Stocks may also

be sown from now till the end of the month, for

flowering from July onwards. Some extra care

is necessarv with Stocks in their early stages, as

thev are v'erv liable to damp off at the neck. I

prefer to cover the seeds lightly with pure sand,

pricking out the seedlings as soon as they are large

enough to handle, and transplanting them a second

time into more roomy boxes or a cold frame.

This enables one to lift the plants with good balls

of roots when they are to be placed in their

flowering quarters.

Shrubs.—.\nv pruning of shrubs that is necessary

should be undertaken now. using a strong pruning-

knife or secateurs. Avoid clipping with shears

as much as possible. Jlany of the smaller-growing

ornamental conifers require annual trimming to

keep them shapely. Attention should also be

given to those showing more than one leader.

This applies to all conifers, as duplicate leaders,

if allowed to grow, eventually spoil the symmetry
of the trees.

The Rock Garden.—This department will

now be ready for some general attention. Several

of the earlier subjects will be showing flower
;

rank-growing subjects should be trimmed back,

to avoid smothering more delicate growers ; others

will require the surface pricked over and weeds
removed, and to be given a top-dressing of fresh soil

to suit their individual requirements, or it may be

a few pieces of freestone chips pressed into the

surface where the frosts have loosened the roots.

Fresh plantations can now also be made from the

reserve stock. Some fresh plantations require

to be made annually, and it is well to have a young
stock, either from' seeds, cuttings or divisions,

always at hand in a cold frame for this purpose.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—Cuttings of these that were
put in s(jme time ago, if rooted in boxes, will now
be readv for potting off. They should not be given

much heat, but be kept close for a time until they

have taken to the shift, after which they must be
freely ventilated. Cuttings for bush plants may still

be piit in ; also of varieties suitable for flowering

in 6-inch pots, a system most successfully practised

by some of our Northern growers.

Malmaison Carnations.—Plants that have
wintered in 3-inch and 4-inch pots should now be
ready to pot up into 6-inch and 7-inch pots. A
fairly heavy loam should form the bulk of the

potting mixture in the flowering pots. For some
vears now I have discontinued potting up the layers

in small pots and potting them on in spring.

When the layers are well rooted in autumn I pot

up three together in 6-inch or 7-inch pots, according

to size, and find I get as good flowers as previously,

with this difference—I have three flowers to a pot
instead of one. A few of the old plants are kept
over for a second year. These are not potted on,

but given some stimulant and placed in heat to

provide early flowers. Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamix Castle, N.B.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—T/if" Editor ewlcarotirs

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of qardening may be,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communieations should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper onii/.

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden. 20. Taristocl-

Street, Covent Garden, London. W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in dump grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
TOWN GARDENING (Septuagenarian).—There is much

good liardt'Jiiii^ doiu- withiu the limits of the district.';

to which you refer, though the measure of success attained
is frequently also the measure of cultivation which the
soil receives. Naturally, too, the precise aspect of any
particular garden, together w ith environment, plays a

by no means unimportant part, a much-shaded garden,
or one closely hemmed in by high buildings, being, gene-
rally speaking, not good for flowering plants. Thorough
soil cultivation will do much to help in such cases, and
much more where backed by enthusiasm. Had you stated
more definitely how the garden is situated, as to the
openness of the position and the average hours of sun-
shine it gets, we could have assisted you more. Of the
plants named, Scabious is the least likely to siiceeed :

all the others are of vigorous nature and free. Antirrhinums
and Pentstemons usually do quite well, and A'iolas are

often a complete success. The Berberis is almost sure

to succeed, also the Ceanothus against a moderately
sunny wall. From the rock plants the Dianthus might
be deleted, and Mossy Saxifrages, Armerias, Phlox subu-
lata and Campanulas added. Flag Irises would be worth
growing. An essential in the case is thorough soil prepara-
tion. Perhaps you would like to write us again giving
fuller particulars.

COLLECTING SEEDS (Neiv Zealand).—The usual
practice is to gather the heads of such things as GailJardia,

Aster, Bellis and others of the Composite Order just in

advance of ripening, detaching a piece of stem with each
head so that full maturity may be ensured when they are
later laid out to dry. Sunflower seed should be gp.thered

early or protected from birds. In the first named,
as maturity is reached, the seeds are easily scattered by
the wind, hence the need for early gathering. Anemones of
the blanda set must be harvested quite early, the swelling
grains on the cone-shaped disks forcing each otlier off

while yet green. Other Anemones vaih awn-like appen-
dages should also be collected early. Ripeness in the
case of seeds contained in capsules—Carnation. Anthcri-
cum, Lily, Iris, Delphinium, Alstroemeria, Christmas and
Lenten Roses, Muscari, Daffodil, Tulip, Mignonette,
Violet and others—is indicated by the bursting of the
capsules or seed vessels, and to avoid loss should be
watched for the earliest signs of bursting, or be gathered
with the yellowing of the pods just in advance of it.

Muscari and Daffodil pods often burst suddenly .and,
opening widely later, some seeds are ejected and
lost. Wliere the capsules are quite erect, as in the
Delphinium, the loss is not likely to be 2reat ; still, it

would be unwise to risk a crop, Adonis should be closely

watched ; it is on all four'^ with Anemone blanda. Seed's

contained in fleshy receptacles—Rose, Cotoneaster,
CratiEgus and the like—may long remain on the plants
if not interfered wth by birds. Clematis, too, is usually
of a more or less persistent nature. Your best plan woulft
be to watch the plants, note the formation of the seed
vessels, the way they expand and throw off the seeds
naturally, and collect slightly in advance of full maturity.
Not only families of plants, but species nf the same genus
dilfn s(. widely in these matters that Un- layiiii; down of
any lianl and fast Hne of procedurr is well-nigli impossible.
All srnls should be laid out on paper in a dry place secure
from I'irds for a short time prior to cleaning and sowing
or stoj'im^ away. A sunny greenhouse is a capital place.

AU seeds sliould be carefully named.

PRUNING A MAGNOLIA {L. .7.).—You cannot do
better than prune your MagnoHa—which from your letter

we presume is the evergreen iL grandiflora—during late

March or early April. Some of the flowers of the following

summer will be sacrificed thereby, but the plant will

have a full growing season to repair the injury caused
by the pruning. Be careful to make clean cuts, and
protect the wounds as soon as made by the application

of a dressing of ordinary coal-tar. Pruning could be
carried out during summer, but the plant would not have
an opportunity to mature its young shoots, and a severe

winter would' probably result in a certain amount of

injury.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE WILLIAM ALLEN RICHARDSON NOT FLOWER-

ING (/;. //. ./.).—Tin- structun- may h>- too elo>.- and
shaded for th".- wood to ripen properly, whih- the roots

mav have got into a drain or some other unsuitable pUici-.

As 'it makes strong gro\\'th, we think that if you wt-re to.

prune it lightly, at the same time cutting out any olu

and exhausted wood, it \\ill very likely prove satis-

factory during the coming season.

PRUNING OF NEWLY PLANTED SPECIES }Iaid(t

T'fl/e).—Provi-nce, Bourbon. Scotch Briar, Rugosn. China
and Moss.—These may with advantage be pruned hard

the first spring after planting. Austrian Briar.—This

flowers on the laterals of last year\ growth, so-

one, two and three year old shoots must be left

and only dead and old wood cut out. M'ichuraiana.

—

The type may be left unpruned, onl> tips shortened,

but as the hybrids approach the characteristics of their

second parent they must be pruned accordingly ; the nearer

the Tea or Hybrid Tea the harder the pruning. One
or two shoots may be retained full length if desired, others

cut back hard. As a general rule, moderate thinning out
immediately after flowering is the best practice. Rubrifolia-

does not require* any pruning. Thin out dead wood.
Pomifera blooms on laterals. Three year old wood
only requires taking out.

SELINA ROSE STOCK {IT. £.).—This was a stock
largely used by English and French growers many years

ago. but, save for a few Dutch and probably French
rosarians, it is not now employed, possibly because the
De la Grifferaie, Rugosa and Laxa stocks have taken its

place. We believe it possessed no special merit beyond
its readiness to strike from cuttings. Selina belongs to-

the Damask Roses. There are many old sorts and also-

species that could be used for stocks, but Rosa canina

in its forms as seedling or cutting answer as well as any
other. Were it not for its great tenderness, Rosa indica

major would be a splendid stock for many of the delicate

Tea Roses. "We have seen plants of Georges Schwartz,
one of the most difficult Knses to grow, but one of the
loveUest yellows, growing finely on the indica sfock. This

question of stocks i-- a most interesting one, and one that

deserves more eon>iil<ration from rosarians. Perhaps
some of our reader-- rould give us their experience of
stocks other than the Briar, Manetti, Laxa, De la Gritferaie

and Rugosa. " Some people have believed that mildew
would largely become obsolete if the Roses badly addicted

to it were budded upon a mildew-proof stock. If the
National Rose Society possessed an experimental garden,,

of what great use they could make of it for experimenting
with stocks!

TREES AND SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN SHRUB WITH SCARLET BERRIES

i Preston).—Tin- i-\"ergreen ^hrub w ith srarli-t biMrii-s

which you have in mind is evidently Pyraeaiitha coccinea
\AT. Lalandii, usually known by tin- simple name of
Pyracantha. It will probably grow quite well in the
position described, but may not flower and fniit so freely

there as it would in a position where it would get more
sun.

CUPRESSUS MACROCARPA UNDER TREES {Macro
carpa).-—Cupn'ssiis iiiaeroeai'iia might ]>< jiJaiited in

moderately open places in woods. Imt it would not be
advisable to plant it in shady places. Openings in covert
ought to answer very well. Small plantations ought
to be protected from rabbits, at any rate for a few years.

MISCELLANEOUS.
DISEASE ON THE LEAVES OF CHRISTMAS ROSES

(E. C. C).—The Christmas R^ses are attacked by a fiimiuj-,

Coniothyrium Hellibori. which often damages the leaves

of these plants. Spraying them with liver of sulphur
may clieck thr spnad of tlie trouble, and the removal of
affected foliatrr should be done thoroughly, and it should
be burned.

CHRISTMAS ROSES (Jane T^^p*^).—Cutting off the
leaves of these plants would most certainly be injurious^

and would weaken the plants considerably. If the leaves

are in the way of the flowers you will find that

a little downward and outward pressure will do all'

that is required. The leaves of some varieties naturally

incline outwardly, but in others they tuft towiird the

centre. This is most usual in the major variety, which
is probably the sort you have.

WEEDS IN ROCK AND WATER GARDEN {Dorset).—
You appear to be in a great strait, having started before^

you were ready, more particularly in regard to the rock
portion, since the other part, save the banks and sides^

would not matter. The difficulty of clearing out the

weed pests referred to may be even greater than at first

sight appears, if, as we imagine from your letter, the

weeds belong to the natural soil. If this is so. cli'aring

out the roots will not rid the ground of seeds ; hence
the trouble may be continuous. Far brtter in the first

instance to have burut the top soil, but that iijijjortunity

now appears lost. Treating it ^\ith weed killer might
rid the soil of some of the roots, but not all, and quite

smaU bits of both kinds grow freely. Roots of Couch
Grass do nof usually descend deeply. Nettle roots,

I

however, are the reverse ; hence the difficulty of effectually

reaching them with any li((uid ajiplication. .\s you cannot
get labour to oviTlianl tlii' ground and fork out the wi'ed.

I
we should be inclined to try the weed killer, <ine applica-

tion now, and another when the weeds have made some
growth. It would be necessary to leave tin- ground
vacant for some months, as probably in early autumn a

I

second gro\\'th might appear. Eureka Weed Kille
I is good, and if used at double strength would be more
effectual.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Crocuses at Hampton Court.—The mounds

and slopes beneath the Lime avenues in the historic

gardens are now ga^^ with myriads of Crocuses,

and there is reason to hope that this exceedingly

bright display will last for another week or so.

The dainty flowers are especially welcome, as

the beds and borders are not planted with Daffodils,

Hyacinths and Tulips this year. It almost appears

as though the Crocuses naturalised in the grass

are doing their best to atone for the absence of

bulbs in beds, for never before have we seen them

as bright as they are this year.

Spring Flowers at Wisley.—There are flowers

in the open all the year round in the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's delightful gardens at Wisley.

It is in the springtime, however,

that the gardens are seen to the

best advantage. Even at the

present time there are exceed-

ingly gay effects, particularly in

the old rock garden, wild garden

and Heath garden, for here are

to be seen choice Anemones,

Crocuses, Snowdrops, Suowflakes

and Erica carnea clustered

together in all their natural

beauty.

Allotments on BuildingSites.

It is the duty of every citizen to

cultivate as much ground as

possible and so increase the food

supply. Even at a time like

the present there are those who
place obstacles in the way of

cultivating vacant land, and

a common excuse now put

forward is the shortage of

labour. In the district we are

especially interested in, namely,

Claygate, Surrey, a building

site of one acre was recently

acquired for the purpose of SNOWDROPS
allotments. The land was in

a waterlogged condition, but so eager are the

working-men of the district to grow their own
vegetables that the land was quickly marked off

into lo-rod plots, and the bushes cut down and laid

in for drainage. Every plot is taken, and in order

to meet the demands of applicants, arrangements

are being made to convert other building sites

into useful allotments.

Old St. Paul's and Rosarians.—Old St. Paul's,

destroyed by the Great Fire of 1 656, contained at

least one monument of interest to rosarians. It

was the memorial erected by John Caius to the

eminent physician Thomas Linacre, who died full

of years on October 20, 1524. He introduced the

Damask Rose from Italy, whither it may have

been brought by the Crusaders; unless, indeed,

it was the famous Rose of Frustum—" the Praestum

Roses with their double- spring "—whose early

blooms were one of the many luxuries of the rich

men and women of ancient Rome. William Paul,

in " The Rose Garden " (first edition, 1848), rather

questions the statement of Linacre being the

introducer, but says :
" Who will fight the battle ?"

It is said to have been introduced into England

in r573. How, if either of these dates is correct,

could the Damask Rose have been the badge

of the Lancastrians, unless they never wore it ?

I^Star Primula Coral Pink.—^This is one of the

most attractive of the Star Primulas, and along

AND CROCUSES NEAR THE WILD GARDEN

with the White Star is bound to have a future

for table decorations. It may, perhaps, be best

described as a soft creamy pink ; a most pleasing

shade. Used in conjunction with such subjects

as Lily of the Valley, Roman Hyacinths and

Violets, very beautiful effects can be produced

Star Primulas last a considerable time after beingcut.

Tobacco-Growing in Britain.—We recently

saw some British-grown cigars offered for sale

in a shop window in Victoria Street, Westminster.

Attempts have in the past been made, both in

Britain and Ireland, to create a home industry

of Tobacco-grbwing, but they have met with very

little better success than the cultivation of Grapes

for wine-making. It is interesting to know
that as long ago as 1599 Gerard cultivated this

herb in his London garden. This is probably

the first recorded instance of its cultivation in

Britain. The plant appears in' the 1599 or second

edition of the list of the contents of Gerard's

garden, but is wanting in the r596 or first one.

The description is :
" Tabaco or Indian Tabacco

or Henbane of Peru." Its modern botanical

name is Nicotiana Tabacum.

Crocus biflorus Alexandri.—A small group

of this very pretty little Crocus was recently

exhibited by Messrs. Barr and Sons at the Royal

Horticultural Society's Hall. In shape and size

it recalls the pretty mauve Sieberi, but here

the similarity ends, for the

flower is white, with the

outsides of the three exterior

perianth segments a pretty pale

purple, which, however, does

not extend over the entire sur-

face, as there is a white margin.

The edges of the colour have that

distinct look which is known as

feathered. These small Crocus

species are ideal plants for

cold - frame treatment, when
stock permits. Six Ijulbs of

the dwarfer varieties, of which

Sieberi may be taken as a

standard for height, in a 4-inch

pot are very charming when
in a well-developed bud stage

or in full bloom. A day or a

couple of days in a living-room

will do them no harm.

Renaming German Roses.

—

We consider the suggestion to

rename German Roses with

English names most unreason-

able, and, if adopted, would lead

AT WISLEY. to endless confusion. Those

who do not care for the

Roses that bear German names can well

dispense with them, for they are not essential

to our collections, seeing that we have improve-

ments on practically every variety of any merit.

For instance, Candeur Lyonnaise or Mile. Louise

Crette are far better Roses than Frau Karl

Druschki. Kaiserin Augusta Victoria can easily

be replaced by Mrs. Harold Brocklebank or Duchess

of Portland. There are Roses with good English

names in abundance, such as King George V., Queen

Mary and British Queen. Those trade grower who
have descended to the stupidity, of renaming

German Roses are, happily, in a very small

minority.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.
)

Sprays of Prunus Pissardi.—In case it is not

generally known, I am writing to say that if

sprays of Prunus Pissardi are cut off wfien tlie buds

are showing and are put in water in the green-

house, the blossoms will open and make valuable

decoration for the house at a time when flowers

are highly appreciated. Sprays that were cut on

January 27 were fully out by February 3.—HARR'i'

Farr, Westbrook, Godalming.

Carpenteria californica in the Open.—

I

am sending a photograph of Carpenteria cali-

fornica, as I notice it is referred to in your issue

of February r2 as doing well under a wall. Here

you will see it is grown in the open, and it stands

the winter well without any protection whatever.

—

A. G. Gentle, Little Gaddesden, Berkhamsted.

Viola arborescens.—This is not nearly so

rare a plant as your correspondent supposes.

In rgog I raised a number of plants from seeds

sent from Port of Spain, B.I. A group of plants

was put out on a warm border and survived

the first winter. The second summer some of

the growths were about a foot in height, but no

flowers were produced, and the plants did not

survive the second wanter. This species was

offered in what was, I think, the last catalogue

of hardy plants issued by Messrs. J. Veitch and

Sons of Chelsea. The height given was 18 inches.

Mr. Allgrove, who took over this branch of Messrs.

Veitch's nursery, may still have the plant. It

is also included in the list of seeds saved at the

Edinburgh Botanic Garden during 1913. The
plant is in cultivation elsewhere, as I had a few

seeds last autumn from a friend. Several germi-

nated, and if your correspondent would accept

a seedling or two (still quite small), I shall be

very pleased to send them.—T. Hay (Super-

intendent), Greenwich Parky Greenwich, S.E.

Iris reticulata.—May I be allowed to supple-

ment the note that appeared on page 73, issue

February 12. of The Garden regarding Iris

reticulata ? In the autumn of igrs I purchased

a dozen bulbs of the type and planted them on

the rock garden, where they remained undis-

turbed until last summer. I lifted them some
time in July, and to better ripen them I spread

the bulbs out on a sunny bench under glass without

any protection from the sun. Pressure of work
and laboiu" difficulties caused them to be over-

looked until October, when I potted them up, big

and little, placing them in shallow pans some
6 inches across. From the original twelve bulbs 1

had close upon a hundred of all sizes, and at the

present moment I can coimt forty-seven flowers

among them, an increase that is most gratify-

ing, and proving how essential this beautiful Iris

is to the garden if we hope to have the best as

represented among hardy plants.

—

Thomas Smith,

Coombe Court Gardens.

Primula malacoides in Small Pots.—While

some of the readers of The Garden who live in

favoured localities are discussing the practicability

of growing Primula malacoides out of doors, those

of us who are destined to spend our days under
sterner climatic conditions are naturally more
interested in finding out the best method of growing

this charming plant under glass. Hitherto 1 have
grown it exclusively in 5-inch pots, and with quite

good results, the only complaint being a slight

tendency to damping during the dull days of

winter. I am now convinced, however, that

better results can be obtained by flowering the

plants in 3j-inch or, at the most, in 4-inch

pots. My reasons for modifying my views on the

point are, first, the results obtained in some

plants here, which, as they were in extra large

3j-inch pots, were not potted on into 5-inch pots
;

and, secondly, the appearance of a group, each

of the type and the white form, exhibited at the

February monthly meeting of the Scottish Horti-

cultural Association by Mr. McHattie, Superin

tendent of Public Parks, Edinburgh.—C. C.

Cotoneasters. — The note on page 67,

February 5, serves to call attention to this

interesting family, to which so many additions

have been made in recent years. I would like

to add the following to the list given as being

particularly useful and worthy of cultivation :

C. divaricata (award of merit).—Of rather tall,

slender growth, with red berries. C. horizontalis

purpusillus.—A small form of the type with droop-

ing habit
;

profusely berried. Recently shown,

when it received an award of merit. C. humifusa,

syn. Dammeri. — An evergreen species with

A WKLL-FLOWERED TREE OF CARPENTERIA
CALIFORNICA IN A HERTFORDSHIRE GARDEN

bright scarlet berries retained until late spring
;

splendid for covering a rock face. C. pannosa

(award of merit).—A splendid border shrub

;

smothered with scarlet berries in November and

onwards. C. rugosa floccosa.—This is a very

dainty plant with large leaves like Henryi, but of

a drooping, weeping habit. A delightful plant

for the rock garden. C. Simonsii.—An old shrubby

species, but invaluable for planting for broad

effects either in the slirubbery or open plantations.

The tall stems from November and onwards are

smothered with the brightest of red berries, which

light up the garden on dull days in no uncertain

way. C. frigida.—Your correspondent speaks of

this as suitable for stonework ; surely it is too

big for this, making as it does a small tree. My
excuse for mentioning these few Cotoneasters

must be the importance and beauty of the family.

No garden should be without a few of these newer

species.—R. W. W., Colchester.

Myrtus Ugni,— I have long considered this

species to be distinctly hardier than the common
Myrtle, and agree with Mr. E. Walters' opinion

of its value. At Pencarrow, in bleak North

Cornwall, a splendid bush of M. Ugni withstood

unharmed greater cold than has been experienced

in the neighbourhood of London during late years.

As much as 23° Fahr. of frost and continued cold,

such as a maximum of 31° with a minimimi of

15° throughout seventy - two hours, left it,

although unprotected, uninjured, while plants of M.

communis and the double-flowered variety trained

against a wall had their points killed. The soil

in which M. Ugni grows is a rather poor

quality loam and very well drained. The latter

I consider to be very important for the species

and all similar plants when they are attempted

in any except the very mildest districts.—A.

Cecil Bartlett.

Saxifraga cordifolia (the Heart-leaved Saxi-

frage).—This noble plant is now in flower, and,

as it was originally introduced from Siberia, it is

of more than usual interest, as it is a true Russian

plant. It is a very large leaved, evergreen

perennial, and is quite distinct from the small

Saxifrages, being Megasea cordifolia. Its flowers

are of a clear rose colour, and a long border reminds

one of Gray's lines :

" Lo ! where the rosy-bosomed Hours
Fair Venus' train appear

;

Disclose the long-expecting flowers

And wake the purple year."

Saxifraga crassifolia is closely allied to it ; and
William Robinson, in his book entitled " Hardy
Flowers," states that it is used with much effect

in the spring borders in Paris.-

—

Walter Smyth,
Holywood, County Down.

Pollen Effect on Fruit.—it is generally accepted

that the cross-fertilisation of fruit tree blooms
has no visible effect upon the subsequent fruit,

and until recently I was under the impression

that this applied to all conditions of plants. An
American friend who desires me to grow several

varieties of Sweet Corn (Maize) for photographic

purposes warns me not to have the varieties

close together, as he had been given to under-

stand by expert growers that cross-fertilisation

will affect the cobs and make them entirely oul

of character. Assuming this to be correct, can

anyone explain why such a result occurs ? I

am not quite sure, but I have an idea that the

cross-fertilisation of round and wrinkled culinary

Peas will bring about a mixed pod of seed. If

this is so, does it not suggest that all plants are

similarly affected, and that we do not observe

this change because the average run of plants

do not, in their respective classes, produce distinct

seed, and that ordy when we handle such distinct

seed grains as Maize or Peas do we observe the

results of crossing. In the case of fruits, and
also Pea pods, one can understand that no visible

change takes place ; but the point is, does the

seed change in appearance, assuming that two
distinct types are mated ?—T. A. W. [This

matter is most interesting, although somewhat
complicatedl The following observations by Mr. F.

Chittenden, F.L.S., add further interest to the points

raised :
" The Maize grain is really a fruit in which

the fruit wall is very closely adherent to the seed.

Any change which occurs in the seed is therefore

likely to be reflected in the grain itself in Maize.

The seed itself (but not the seed coat) is influenced

by the pollen, and this will account for a certain

amount of variation in the grains, when cross-

fertilised, from what would be normal if they

were not so crossed. Peas, too, according to

their ancestry, may differ in the same pod, which

may contain both round and wrinkled seeds,

though this difference would not be reflected

in the pod."

—

Ed.1
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Scent of Forsythia suspensa.—I have never

noticed the scent of Forsythia suspensa before

to-day. I gathered enough for two fair-sized

vases, where it looks very well as a background

for some forced blooms of Narcissus Henry Irving.

After it had been in a warm room for about an

hour I noticed now and then whiffs of a scent

like that of Boronia megastigma or Larch flowers,

and, after sniffing all the other flowers in the room,

tried the Forsythia, and found that was the source

of it. In much the same way as with Boronia

and Freesias, the scent is more noticeable now
and then in the air than when one actually smells

the flowers at close quarters. Is this scent a

recognised and constant virtue in this beautiful

plant ?—E. A. B.

Some More White Roses.—It is most difficult

to write upon the colours of Roses from memory.
In nearly every variety there is some peculiar

trait that is overlooked by a

casual inspection, and it is only

when the bloom is before one

that anything like accuracy can be

Obtained. I have often wondered

how our versatile Irish rosarians

obtain the glowing descriptions of

their novelties. They must take a

bloom and observe it most minutely

to make it correspond to the

160-word description of one such

before me as I write. However,

trusting to memory, I think the

fo lowing may be added to the

pure white Roses, namely, the

double white Scotch Rose, the

Damascena Mme. Hardy, the Moss

White Bath, the white sport of

Conrad F.' Meyer named Nova
Zembla, Bennett's Seedling or

Thoresbyana, Sander's White, Lady
Blanche, Mme. Portier Durel and

Waltham Bride among ramblers

;

and Juwel Excell'enz M. Schmidt

Metzler and L'Innocence among
Hybrid ,Teas. I am afraid all of

these cannot be said to be free

from a reddish outer petal, especi-

ally to the opening bud, but I

shall, like " White Lady," make
a closer study of them in the

summer.

—

Danecroft.
-—— While the subject of white

Roses is being discussed, may I

be allowed to call attention to

the beautiful old White Provence

Rose, which one so seldom sees in anyone's

garden. It has a simple charm and grace of

its own which to me, at all events, places it

far above the scentless perfection of Frau Karl

Druschki.—C. G. B.

Pear Gatillac.—It has long been a mystery

to me why this valuable Pear has not been

more widely grown, for, in my opinion, it

raiiks far above .every other variety of stewing

Pear. It has every attribute, so far as I know,

to make it worthy of more extensive culture.

As a standard it is a free grower, the trees often

reaching a very large size; a prolific bearer, of

fine appearance, keeps better than any other

variety I know, and, above all, its quality leaves

nothing to be desired. We seldom fail to obtain

large crops, and these carry us well into late

spring, when fruits for cooking purposes are none
too plentiful. In the first garden over which I

had charge, at Esher in Surrey, there was a very

large tree of perfect shape which always gave a

good crop of fruit, frequently many bushels. I

have planted Catillac pretty largely ever since,

and the fruits are always much appreciated. It

does equally well on light and on heavy soils.

—

E. Beckett, V,M.H.
Border Carnations.—In Mr. J. L, Gibson's

remarks on page 78, issue February 12, as regards

yellow-ground Picotees, I think he makes a slight

mistake when he attributes the failure of some
of the Midland-raised varieties to weakness in

the ground colour. My idea is that the weakness
was more in the marginal rather than the ground
colour of the flowers. I myself tested several

of the wire-edged varieties which originated in

the Midlands, and without exception each of those

I tried was so light in the edge marking that

after exposure to the elements for a few days
the marking almost disappeared and left the

selection of twelve, and rightly so, but up to the

present I challenge him or any other Carnation

grower, professional or otherwise, to show me
a better light-edged flower than Eclipse, whether
it be weak - necked or otherwise. As regards

the ground colour of the flower, it is as near per-

fection as possible, and surely if its constitution

should be considered a little weaker than many
of its forerunners, care and attention can make
up for its acknowledged slight weakness in growth.

I know that Mr. Gibson's opinion is shared by a

good many, and I question if most of its con-

demners have really taken the care of the variety

that its slight weakness in habit requires.—R.

Morton.

Cytlsus Dallimorei.—This interesting hybrid

is now looked upon as one of the very best of

flowering shrubs for English gardens. Apart
from its beauty when in flower, it is a very

CYTISUS DALLIMOREI. A*REMARKABLE HYBRID UNLIKE ANY OTHER BROOM.

flower the appearance of a bad-sized self. I

may as well enumerate a few of the said varie-

ties. They were Lady Douglas Gallon, William

Brocklehurst, Lucy Gallon and Archie Brown. But
I now find that most of these, with the exception

perhaps of the last named, have vanished even
from the Midland growers' catalogues. Mr.'

Gibson's criticism also of the newer and now well-

known light-edged variety Eclipse, raised by
Mr. H. R. Taylor of Cheam, is also somewhat wide
of the mark. I grant that it is a little deficient

in strength and hardiness compared with many
others ; but although I have grown a fair number
of plants the last two or three years, I have failed

to detect its weak-necked flower-stem, and this

is a point I have made a particular note of for

this year's observation. My experience of the

variety is that it is very little inferior in growth
to Mr. Taylor's previously introduced fine variety

Onward, which 1 see is included in Mr. Gibson's

remarkable plant and quite unlike any other

Broom. It was raised at Kew about fourteen years

ago by crossing Cytisus scoparius andreanus and
C. albus, the former being the seed bearer. In

colour the flowers are of a rosy purple shade,

the wing petals being almost crimson.—C. Q.

Primula Purdomii.—I am sorry I am unable

to inform Mr. T. W. Briscoe where he can purchase
seed of Primula Purdomii. Just now I have
some hundreds of seeds of P. Purdomii and another

germinating, and I shall be_ glad to send him
some seedlings later on. I wish him better fortune

with them than has fallen to the lot of others

who have tried to flower P. Purdomii. Like him,

I greatly admire it.—B., Weybridge.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
February 29.—Royal Institution: Lecture by

Dr. E. J. Russell on ' The Plant and the Soil."
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THE LONG-SPURRED
COLUMBINES.

COMPARED with the stiff, short-

spurred Columbines or AquUegias

that we still find in some old-

world gardens, the newer hybrids

have everything in their favour

except, perhaps, that the plants are not

quite so perennial in character. The flowers

are infinitely more graceful, poised as they

are like clusters of miniature fairies on long,

slender stems ; while the colours, ranging

from rich lilac through varying shades of

yellow to bright cinnamon red, are such as

we never see in the older sorts.

A nimiber of species have been used in rais-

ing these long-spurred varieties, the most

important of all probably being AquUegia

glandulosa, a native of Siberia, with ex-

quisite flowers of blue and white. Unfortu-

nately, the hybrids do not come true from

seeds, hence we have to be . content with

mixed colours ; but these are so beautiful

and so soft that they always seem to

harmonise perfectly, and, after all, a border of

mixed colours is very pretty.

The plants are easily raised from seeds,

which can either be sown in February

or at the end of July. If the earlier date

is selected, it is necessary to sow in boxes or

pots in a cold frame or cool greenhouse, and

subsequently transplant the seedlings to the

open garden. Plants raised thus will be large,

sturdy specimens by May of the following year,

when they should flower well. During July or

early August seed may be sown outdoors, prefer-

ably in a bed of deeply cultivated and moderately

rich soil. The seedlings thus obtained might

produce a few flowers the following May, but

would be at their best the year after. In some

gardens these newer Columbines live for years,

but in others they are little more than biennial

in duration. They need fairly rich soil that is

deeply cultivated and properly drained. They

also rejoice in a sunny, open position away from

the shade of overhanging

trees. W.

MIXED LONG-SPURRED COLUMBINES.

stock is now being distributed by Mr. C. H. Page,

Cromwell House, High Holborn, London, W.C.

ECONOMY IN THE OUT-
SIDE GARDEN.

By James Hudson, V.M.H.

IT

is only fitting that all those who have

charge of gardens should see to it that there

is no waste in any form whatever at such

times as the present. It is not possible

to lay down strict rules as to how this is

to be effected, for what is applicable, and at the

same time most suitable, in one garden is not so

A TRAILING BELL-
FLOWER.

Campanula tomentosa
Maud Landale.

This pretty biennial Bell-

flower made its debut at

the Chelsea Show in 1914.

Its pale lilac bells in trailing

racemes are freely borne in

the axils of the woolly

stems and leaves. It is

one of the finest varieties

of its kind, and a beautiful

rock plant. As it is readily

raised from seed, also by
root propagation before
flowering, we quite expect

to see it in many gardens

in the near future.
Although first shown and,

we believe, raised by
Miss Maud Landale of

Lirapsfield, the ' original THE PRETTY CAMPANULA TOMENTOSA MAUD LA

in another. In si-vcral cases the same rule

will apply. For instance, paths and roadways

will not come to much harm if some of the

labour in upkeep be withdrawn for the time

being. This is where some labour may be

profitably saved and where the reinstatement

afterwards will not be so very costly. Keep
the gullies and drains in good working order

by all means. It is also possible to dispense

with the cutting of turf verges for one or two
seasons ; in fact, it is my opinion that we do

too much of this work. Again, dispense with

the tying up by means of stakes of all

herbaceous plants. This has been done, I

know, in one instance and with manifest

advantage, and at least a fortnight's labour

for two men has been saved. If any support

be needed, use a few old stubby Pea boughs

for the tallest plants, and stubby, worn-out

Brooms for shorter kinds. In this way the

effect is much better and far less formal in

character.

Where Box is employed as an edging, let

it be cut rather hard for another season or

two, but do this early in the year, and no

harm will accrue. Avoid any renewals of

— turf if possible, as this means labour ; rather

scatter a little lawn grass seed and trust to

its effect. Defer for another season, at least,

the removal of shrubs of any consider-

able size. This, too, makes a lot of labour,

not only in the proper and safe removal, but

in the after attention to watering for the

next season. Dispense for one season with the

replanting of herbaceous borders, by the division

and planting afresh of the stock thereof. These

are a few instances of what may be avoided in

the general upkeep of the pleasure grounds. On
the other hand, do not, if it be at all possible,

neglect the forking over of the shrubs in the winter.

Where this work is neglected, the shrubs will

feel the effect when dry weather again sets in. Do
this work and also prune all shrubs as usual that

are known to be more effective when this is done

annually and in its proper season. (The cutting

of Ivy may well be left for one season.) Climbers

have often far too much labour bestowed upon

pruning and nailing, just for

the sake of formality. Do
not neglect the use of the

hoe on all beds and borders,

and keep down weeds with

a relentless hand. Save a

little labour, if it be possible,

in the sweeping of paths and
lawns.

Some economy, too, may
be carried out in the kitchen

and fruit gardens. Here but

little harm will come to any
I rop if the trenching two
and three spits deep be
reduced in its extent for a
season or two. A few crops
do better under deep trench-
ing, but many others do not
need it every year. Aim
at rather small or moderate-
sized examples of culture, in

preference to overgrown
specimens such as find

favour
. on the exhibition

table. There is no gain-
saying the fact that big

ndaLe. examples, even when finely
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rultivated, mean an expenditure of labour

that is not at all commensurate to the yield.

I am disposed to think that at such times as

the present we should do better if we grew

more of the dwarf or semi-dwarf Peas that

require but little staking. Here, again, is an

instance of saving labour both in staking and in

the preparation of the stakes. I have lately been

informed that there is not so much wood-cutting

of copses being done this winter, hence Pea stakes

would in consequence be dearer. A "well-known

smaller varieties be grown rather than the big

examples. Depend more upon the small Carrots

rather than upon the big examples. The same
applies to Onions and Leeks for home consumption.
Grow more of the smaller varieties of the Cabbage
family. Make every effort to keep the hoe in

use, even if some things are for the time passed by.

Herein is a real secret in the saving of labour if

it could be actually seen. Push forward at the

present time with all pruning operations, e\'en if

such close attention as usual be not given to them.

ROCK GARDEN VIOLAS AND
SPRING BEDDING.

T
to the

history

iHE rock garden Violas are going to play
a big part in spring bedding in the near
future. When I speak of rock garden
Violas I do not mean the pale and wan
Viola species that held sway previous
advent of Viola gracilis. Rock Viola

dates from the reintroduction of V.

FLOWER BORDERS IN .\ KITCHEN GARDEN.

gardener once told me that, when he went into busi-

ness for himself, he found it did not pay to buy the

stakes and expend the extra labour in connection

therewith. Runner Beans may be grown as the

market gardeners grow them ; true, the pods will

be smaller, but they will be all the better, if gathered

early. With both Peas and Runner Beans, what is

needed is more seed, and so let the rows be as close

again. This will be in favour, surely, of the seed

merchant ! With respect to Lettuce, let the

In other words, do the very best to keep the work
well in hand, and do not spend too much time in

mere routine or detail. In this way and by the

shifting of men from one department to another, so

as to do the w^ork when it can be most expeditiously

done, I am disposed to think we shall not come
out so badly of the present ordeal. What we want
is to still keep the garden as popular as ever it w^s.

Then, when times are more propitious again,

gardening will go forward with a greater impetus.

gracilis a few years ago. Horticulture owes its

gratitude to Mr. R. W. Wallace for forcing V.

gracilis to the front, and it still holds firmly to

its popularity, deservedly at every point.

The writer uses V. gracilis in considerable

numbers, and it is in blossom in March and con-

tinues in full beauty until June. It winters

splendidly, and its myriads of deep vislet blossems

make a splendid groundwork or bordering to

Daffodils, as well as to hosts of other bulbs and
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spring-flowering plants. V. gracilis is popular

;

but what will be the position of its varieties and

hybrids ? I can tell my readers this : that there

are some of these newer rock garden Violas that

are going to take precedence of the florists' Violas

for garden effects in spring. Their superiority in

earliness, hardiness, neatness and natural beauty

warrants my statement.

Let the reader take Gondolier. Gondolier is a

glorious massed display of creamy white, with

just a touch of gold, so floriferous as to hide the

neat, rounded leaves entirely, and as delightful

for carpeting beds as it is for making a cascade of

beauty down a long slope. Mr. Wallace will

remember his impressions of Gondolier the lirst

time he saw it streaming down a rock garden slope.

Golden Gondolier, a rich golden yellow counter-

part of the preceding, is even better. If one of

my readers would seek a feast of rock garden

all purposes. Take Marjurie, the priuirosc-hued

gracilis, or Golden Fleece, its tiny companion in

deeper yellow, or the wonderful rich blue colouring

of Bluejacket, and you get some most delightful

gems. The purple St. Vincent is almost as valu-

able for garden eiJects, and several others are in

the same category.

The large- flowered, shining purple Constant is

well worthy of note, a gloriously free and effective

plant ; while Duchess of Cleveland is beautiful in

its shades of silvery mauve and blue. The whole

range opens out the greatest possibilities, and many
more notable gems might readily be mentioned.

Take, for instance, a wave of bright blue carpeting

the Rose beds under the reddish bronze foliage of

the new Rose growths ; or a great mass of Erysimum
pulchellum, banded round with broad bands of

purple or violet ; or masses of gold and cream

and white in conjunction with such telling

"RUST" OR "FIRE"
DAFFODILS.

IN

SELF SOWN VIOL.^S IN A READER S ROCK GARDEN

beauty in springtime, let him plant a great slope

with Viola gracilis grandiflora or Little Duchess,

and then stream a cascade of Golden Gondolier

down through the centre of it. These blue and

yellow and purple and gold contrasts tell. There

is nothing to surpass it in the spring garden.

Talking of gold brings to m^nd Viola Golden Days,

a wonderful hybrid, with good-sized flowers pro-

duced in abundance. Its haunting fragrance and

the glorious deep golden colouring of its many
blossoms enchant the beholder. Put Golden

Days en masse alongside the scented, soft prim-

rose Lady Marjorie, and then a big backine of the

wonderful Purple Shower or gracilis grandiflora

purpurea, and one has an ideal picture of great

beauty and charm. The call of the Viola is cer-

tainly appealing.

Turning for the moment to the small-flowered

varieties of V. gracilis, we get a range of tiny

yet most floriferous gems whicli are excellent for

Aubrietias as Dr. Mules and Ivindred varieties.

For sloping banks the Violas are unexcelled,

and they do not suffer greatly from summer
droughts, but push up new growths from under-

neath the soil with the first rains. Further, the

tufts of neat green leafage are very pleasing in

winter. The ultimate development of this type of

Viola will be to largely displace the cornuta and
allied forms. For instance, cornuta purpurea

cannot be compared with V. gracilis grandiflora

purpurea. It is beautiful, and we arc this season

using the latter not only for broad edgings to paths,

but also en masse as a contrast to deep bluish purple

Petunias, with a light arrangement of hardy Ferns

in combination, and nothing harmonises with the

Petunias so well.

Others to come will include the deep blue and

gold Mocking Bird, a most unique and beautiful

variety, and the useful, dainty Sulphuretta and

Dragon I'ly. P. S. Ha\w..\rii.

THIS very annoying and more or less

serious fungoid disease which attacks

Daffodil foliage is known, I think, to

a good many growers. My Daffodils

suffered from it to a considerable extent

for a number of years until last season, when,

much to my joy and relief, they kept quite free

from it. I therefore wish to give my experience

of the trouble for what it is worth, in the hope

that it may be of some assistance to others.

In appearance and mode of attack this fungus

very much resembles "fire" in Tulips. Here it

makes its first appearance shortly after the flowers

are over, and after the first week or so spreads

rapidly over portions of the beds,

some varieties apparently being more

susceptible than others. Weardale is

always one of the worst ; Golden

Bell, Mme. de Graaff, Lady Margaret

Boscawen and most Giant Leedsiis

being also pretty bad ; while King

Alfred, maximus, M.J. Berkeley and

the Poets seem to be about the most

immune. It causes rapid premature

decay of the foliage, which, of course,

weakens the bulbs, so that the flowers

they give the following season are

not of first-class quality. While say-

ing this, I must add that with me the

results of the visitation were never

so direful as its appearance led me
to fear. When the disease first de-

veloped here, I sent some leaves to

be examined, and was told that the

fungus was Botrytis parasitica, and

the remedy suggested was to clip off

affected leaves and spray with copper

fungicides, &c. The following season

I carried out these instructions with

extreme diligence, carefully cutting

< ilf and burning every leaf that showed

a spot of the disease, and spraying ;

but my efforts were futile, as it

spread as rapidly as before.

As to the cause of the disease I

am not at all clear, but I am in-

clined to think that insufficiently

good cultivation, such cs may
result from growing too long on tlie

same ground, is the main factor in

predisposing the plants to the attack. Just as

when we humans get a bit " run down " from

one cause or another we are much more liable

to catch infectious maladies, so I fancy if our

Daffodils are under-nourished because there is

an insufficient supply of the particular plant

foods they require in the soil, or if the food avail-

able is for some reason unwholesome or in an

unwholesome condition for them, they will

naturally lose vigour, or in other words they

will get run down, and will in consequence have

much less disease-resisling power. The spores

of this fungus are no doubt in the air (though

where they originate I have no idea), and if the

vitality and vigour of the plants is for any reason

a little " below par," some incidental adverse

condition, such as a sudden and severe change

of temperature or a bad storm which mutilates

the foliage and admits the spores to the tissues,

may be tlie immediate cause of the attack, or
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in otlier words, it may he the last straw wliich

turns the scale in favour of the attack. 1 have

sometimes thought that an over-retentive soil

in our wet climate may in some way help to

predispose the plants to this disease ; also I have
wondered whether the use of bone as a manure
could have anything to do with it.

Some years ago, at the end of April we had a

week of weather which would have done credit

to an old-fashioned Christmas, My flowers were

buried under snow, and it froze hard every night
;

this was followed in early May by a spell of

exceptionally warm and humid weather, and it

was then that " fire " or " rust," or whatever it

is, first appeared among my Daffodils, a bad
attack developing rapidly ; and since then I

have never been able to get clear of it till last

season.

For a number of years up till the summer of

I9r4 I had been growing my bulbs on the same
ground, as it was not convenient to move them
c 1 s e w h e re. They
were, liowever, most

carefully lifted every

two years, the soil

being very thoroughly

dug, and receiving

dressings of wood-

ashes, leaf-mould,

bone-meal, and lime
;

but this having been

done, the bulbs were

replanted, differently

arranged, i.e.. Poets

where Trumpets
were, &c., but in

the same plot ; and

this I now think was
the indirect cause of

all my t r on b 1 e.

Despite the dressings

of bone and other

things, the bulbs

were probably no
longer able to get a

sufficient supply of

food suited to their

peculiar require-
ments, and conse-

quently the plants

lacked backbone and

power of resistance.

The main cause of

my release from the

plague, I believe, is

that in the sum-

mer of 1914 I moved my entire collection to a very

fine piece of new ground which had been extra well

cultivated, and cropped with early Potatoes for two

years in preparation for the Daffodils. Besides this,

directly they were lifted, before drying, all the

bulbs were thoroughly and carefully washed in

a solution of a fungicide known as Veltha Emulsion,

wliich I got from Messrs. William Wood and Sons,

Wood Green, London. The solution was made
up at the strength prescribed in the directions,

and it seemed to have a wonderfully cleansing

effect on the bulbs. I have proved it to be

absolutely harmless, having used it for several

years without ill effect. Whether the disease

would have reappeared on the new ground if

the bulbs had not been washed in Veltha I cannot

say, but I think the washing was a highly to be

recommended safeguard against infection being

. carried from the old soil. Mv Daffodils flowered

finely on liiis new ground last spring, and ( vcii

those most subject to " fire," e.g., Weardale, kept

their foliage perfectly till the very end of the

season. I did not lift them last summer, so that

this spring they will

be two-year plants.

Those of them that ' ''>

are now showing ^W a /

above ground appear

so strong and vigor-

ous that I am look-

ing forward to having

extra fine flowers in

the coming season.

The foregoing ex-

perience of this
malady would lead

me to advise others

whose Daffodils may
be afflicted with it

to select a plot of

time, I feel that I am in tlie main ignorant of the

disease, and have no guarcmlco. that it will not

crop out again this season. It would be helpful

if others would relate their experiences,

for by comparing notes we learn more

quickly. G. L. Wilson.

ARCTOTIS GRANDIS.

FLORETS WHITE,

SHADED BLUE

ON THE UNDER

SIDE.

good ground now and crop it with early Potatoes,

digging and manuring well, and in due time lift the

Daffodils, wash them all thoroughly in a solution of

Veltha Emulsion, and replant on the new ground

when the Potato crop has b?en lifted. At the same

NOTES ON THE
ARCTOTIS FAMILY.

This family comprises a very small number

of species belonging to the great Natural

Order of composites,

and for the greater

part are natives of

the Cape of Good
Hope. The whole of

the species are essen-

t tally sun-loving

plants. Mdst kinds

are to be raised from

seeds, wherever these

are obtainable, and it

is by no means re-

markable that damp-
ing off is much to be

dreaded among the

seedlings in a small

state. It is equally

true of those kinds

that may be raised

from cuttings, any

wet condition of the

soil being fatal at

such a time. In both

phases of their pro-

pagation, therefore,

the essence of suc-

cess is in compara-

tive dryness of the

soil, and to this end

a mixture either

largely or wholly o(

sharp grit will be of

material assistance.

In -Arctotis grandis,

shown in the illustra-

tion, the florets are

white on the upper

surface and shaded

with blue on the

under side. When
fully expanded the

flower-heads are some

4 inches across, thus

making it a showy
subject in the

garden. Happily,

it is easily raised

from seeds, and

these being pro-
duced somewhat
freely, no difficulty

shoukl be experienced in obtaining a supply.

The species flowers continuously for many \veeks

during the summer. It grows about 18 inches

high and is somewhat bushy in habit, with angular

and hollow stems that, like the foliage, are covered

with- a greyish pubescence. The leafage, too,

is quite distinct, deeply furrowed, and Qnercus-

like in outline.

Another species of this genus well worthy of

cultivation is .\. aureola, with flower-heads of
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a rich striking orange. Ihis, though very showy,

is rarely seen beyond the precincts of the green-

house, though more satisfactory results may

possibly be secured by raising young stock for

planting in the open in hot and dry positions.

Some other kinds not frequently seen are A.

rosea, pink, somewhat creeping in habit ; A.

speciosa, yellow ; A. arborescens, the florets white

above and pink below ; and A. argentea, with

orange flower-heads and downy leafage. All are

similar in respect to hardiness, and, whether

cuttings or seedlings, must be kept quite secure

from frost.

SOME FLOWERS OF LATE WINTER

A SM.A.LL portion of the garden, arranged two

years ago for some of the earliest flowers of the

year, is now (mid-February) giving me much
pleasure. It is a double bank coming to a blunt

point, a Icind of promontory jutting out of wood-

land where two paths coming out of the wood

join into one and then pass between banks of

Gaultheria and Pernettya to the lawn. On the

upper part of the promontory, some way back,

is a well-grown Savin, whose widespread, fan-

like branches shelter some young bushes of

Rhododendron prsecox. With these are some

Daphne Mezereum and then L-ent Hellebores of

many tints of dull pink and red, also Erica carnea

and Megasea ligulata, with the early, pink-flowered

a further length of flowery bank, but, passing

this, one comes to a region of different colouring

—blue, violet and white. At the back is Andro-

meda floribunda and under it Iris stylosa, then

Snowdrops of kinds, Leucojum vernum, Hepatica

angulosa, with Iris reticulata and Chionodo.xas

in near prospect, and the beautiful pure blue

Pulmonaria angustifolia, all pleasantly set oft' by

patches of the handsomely marbled leaves of

.Arum italicum. G. J.

NOTES FROM A SUSSEX
GARDEN.

THE effect of the consistently mild weather

of January is particularly noticeable

among many of the early flowering

shrubs. The exceptionally fine display

given by Rhododendron nobleanum

has been noted in several localities. Never in

the last twenty years have the flowers developed

so well or remained uninjured for so long a period.

This is equally true of the less common R. bar-

batum, easily distinguished by the coarse hairs

or barbs on the leaf-stalk.

Our two largest specimens vary considerably

in their time of flowering. The earliest, about 8 feet

in height, with a smooth, grey, tree-like stem and

handsome, partially drooping foliage, is now bearing

about 100 trusses of its glowing scarlet crimson

THE WHITE MEZEREON (D.\PH.NE MEZEREUM .'\LB,^)

form of Pulmonaria saccharata. The varying

shades of low-toned pink and red form a delightful

harmony of colouring, and before the bloom of

tills good company is over they will be joined by

other flowers of the same colour quality. Dog's-

tooth Violets and Fumaria bulbosa. A dense

growtli (if Cntoneaster congesta hides from view

llowers. This Rliododendron is liardier than is

generally supposed. Even wlien the flowers are

damaged by severe frost, the loss is soon made good

from tlie later unopened flower-buds. R. Shilsonii

is later, but already opening some of its slightly

darker flowers, the sih'ery calyx being very notice-

able. Unlike R. liarb.ituin, it has a compact

habit and is well clothed with large, oval foliage.

Compared with these, R. prteco.x is extremely

modest ; but planted by itself in a sheltered nook,

its lilac purple flowers, borne so freely above its

small, dark foliage, are always welcome ; and

though the flowers open all at once and are liable

to injury from frost, the plant is so dwarf that a

group can be easily covered with mats supported

by bent sticks.

For bright vivid green, graceful foliage, few plants

e.xcel Bambusa sinensis at this season. Some
plants in a small wood offer a striking contrast

to the ^ed-bro^vn Pine stems behind then;, and
as they become larger will afford a considerable

amount of protection to a group of Dicksonia

squarrosa planted on the southern side. Three

plants of the hardier species. Dicksonia antarctica,

were planted about six years ago, and increase

in vigour each year. This season so far they have

retained their foliage, though their 5-feet stems

have been carefully thatched.

Acacia dealbata has suffered more from wind

than frost during the last few winters. Planted

in the first instance against a g-feet wall, it soon

outgrew its protection, until one severe winter

killed the main stem back to the level of the top

of the wall. By the end of the next season it had

again grown 6 feet above it, and these growths,

20 feet in height, still survive and bloom freely.

Unfortunately, they offer such a target to the wind

that several have already been torn away from

the main trunk, now 8 inches in diameter, A
much neater Acacia, and one that is

in full flower at the present time

(February 3) is A, baileyana. The
small panicles of mustard yellow

flowers are shown to much advan-

tage against the finely ' divided,

glaucous leaves. This is the first

season that Prunus Murae has de-

veloped its charming pink, sen i-

double blossoms in full abundance.

For many years it has promised fair

and caused us joyful anticipations

which have never before been

realised. The brown buds have

remained brown and dropped out.

If, when the pink buds are about the

size of Peas, sprays are cut and

placed in water in a warm green-

house, the flowers soon open.

Since writing the foregoing, 10° of

frost were registered on February 9,

and Rhododendron nobleanum has

suffered severely. Its glory is well-

nigh gone. R. barbatum, on the

other hand, only needs picking over,

and a few sunny days will restore

its beauty once more. As for Acacia

baileyana, the foliage and flowers are

quite unaffected. Is there any time

when Lonicera fragrantissinia scents

the garden so thoroughly as when
the sun thaws the frozen blossoms ?

It often arrests attention quite

25 yards away.

On Davidia involucrata the

curious brown, ball-like fruits still

hang suspended by long, string-like stems,

Eucryphia cordifolia is covered with small

seed-vessels, which will not mature until

November next. The seed is usually fertile, and

plants raised from it grow more freely than

those from cuttings,

IVyinni:^ fiiirdc-ns, fhiiiilrrnss. ]. CoMnrR,
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THE MAKING OF GARDEN S.— I I I.

By G. Dillistone.

SURVEYING THE SITE.

C"

week I described how to set out the

base or chain line, and will now proceed

to show how offsets should be taken

and booked. Commence at the bottom

of the page of the field book by noting

the beginning of the first survey line, A, thus : A,

•centre of gateway in north-east corner of field No. 2.

Measure at right angles to the chain or base line to

the hedge and enter in the field book centra column

•00.00, and on the right-hand side the distance

to hedge thus : 3r feet 6 inches to hedge. The

next offset to be measured will be ro feet along

the line A. The holder of the zero end of the

tape measure goes into the corner and holds his

end of the tape to the point. The holder of the

other end moves the tape backwards and forwards

along the line of chain until it is obvious that the

angles formed on each side of the tape with the

•chain are equal, and in consequence are right

angles, and then books the measurement as

10 feet in the centre column, and on the right-

hand side of the column the distance to corner as

before, thus ; 28 feet 6 inches to north-east corner

of field. This entry means that at 10 feet along

line A it is 28 feet 6 inches to the corner of the

field.

It is customary to make rough sketches in

the field book of all objects measured as one

proceeds (see Fig. 4). All measurements to the

right of the line are entered on the right of the

centre column ; those to the left on the opposite

side, the centre column in the field book really

representing the chain line. The reader should

refer to Fig. 4, in which I have -written up the

first page of the field book, in conjunction with

these notes, when it will be easy to follow them.

No other dimension occurring before the end of

the first chain is reached (100 feet), take an offset

at that point to the hedge and enter as before

(see field book).

The next operation is to continue the chain

Jine, the leader proceeding towards B as before,

the man at the other end remaining at the 100 feet

point. The surveyor stands behind A and gives

the " line " from the two stakes, at A and 100 feet,

and the chain is moved on another roo feet in

direct line with the first. The measuring is then

resumed, the first offset along the new chain

length being 25 feet from the beginning. It is

not, however, booked as 25 feet, but 125 feet

in the centre column, as all distances along this

line are entered as from point A (see field book.

Fig. 4). The next point comes on the opposite

side of the line. I have purposely omitted many
points to which offsets should be taken, as the

reader's common sense will supply these omissions.

In actual surveying everything must be taken,

even a dead tree that is to be removed, and the

word " remove " written in.

If the reader has followed my advice and
enlarged the plan in Fig. i, the dotted lines, 01

some in approximately similar positions, should
be ruled in, and for practice a field book compiled
by measuring with a scale rule every possible

point, for reasons that will be explained later,

when we come to plotting the survey. By refer-

ring to the fifth entry from A it will be seen that
the offset to the corner of the shed is 70 feet. This

is too long.- No offset ought to be more than

50 feet, and 30 feet is quite long enough, as in

taking long measurements there is always the

FIG. 4. SHOWING FIELD BOOK, THE USE
OF -WHICH IS DESCRIBED ON THIS PAGE.

danger that the angle may not be quite true,

and as a consequence the offset will be the more
incorrect the further it recedes from the base

line. It is better to lay down new chain lines

than take long offsets. I am, however, illus-

trating the uses of the instruments rather than

giving the absolutely correct results. This remark
may also be applied to the chain lines A, B, C, D,

E, F, G, H, as I have laid them down on the plan,

my object being to instruct the reader how to use

such lines, and it must be left to his or her dis-

cretion, on the ground they may have to measure,

as to where these points are to be laid down.
There are, however, some important points that

must be remembered if the work is to be accurate.

One is that the writing in the field book must be

clearly entered. It will be seen that at several

points in Fig. 4 it is scarcely possible to read

what has been badly written, and in the subsequent

setting out of the survey on paper this might
conceivably lead to the making of errors that

would destroy the value of the whole survey.

Another point is that all measurements should

be taken with a straight line. Curving the tape

round some object that comes in the way is fatal

to good work. A third is that all measurements
must be taken as far as possible on a level plane.

A fourth is that all chain lines must be tied in

to each other by measurements that will render

their subsequent reconstruction on paper with

accuracy possible. This last point I will illustrate

in connection with the commencement of a new
line, after all the dimensions along A have been

taken, in the next article.

SEASONABLE NOTES ON
VEGETABLES.

Parsnips should be sown towards the end of

the month, as they require a long season of growth
to produce the largest roots. This is a vegetable

that is not depreciated in quality by its size.

Parsnips will grow in almost any kind of soil with
suitable preparation. Deep trenching in strong

soil is an absolute necessity to ensure success

and to allow the roots to grow deep. This
work is best done in the autumn, but if this crop

follows Celery, the trenching is not so imperative.

Fork over the soil during dry weather to provide

a good tilth and ensure a good seed-bed. The
best Parsnips are produced by boring holes 3 feet

deep, filling the hole with a prepared compost of

light soil, and sowing two seeds on this. Plants of

Brussels Sprouts should grow a yard high or

more to obtain the best returns. When the

plants grow freely they produce huge quantities

of Sprouts, and are much more profitable than
when growing only 2 feet or so high. Too often

the seed is not sown before the plants should be
put out in their permanent quarters. This is

the greatest mistake made in the cultivation of

this vegetable. Sow the seed for the earliest

supply—October—in a gentle heat the first week
in March, keep the plants close to the glass to

encourage sturdy growth, and when large enough
to handle, prick out the seedlings 3 inches apart

in boxes, or in a cold frame with 2 inches of soil

on a bed of decayed leaves or manure. Into
this the roots will run and enable the plants to

be lifted with good balls of earth attached, which
is a great help to the plants, when put out in the

open, in giving them a good start.

Cabbage of the Little Gem, All Heart, or Tender
and True type, if sown in gentle heat, will give

a crop of tender, succulent hearts and occupy
but little space. The point is to avoid strong

heat, and induce a sturdy growth by giving cold-

frame treatment, with abundance of air to prevent

legginess and weak growth.

Cauliflowers can be treated in a similar manner,
but more extensively, as greater results are expected
from spring than autiunn sowing. Cauliflowers
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especially should not be overcrowded in a young

state, as they sufier more in this respect than

Cabbage.

Celery.—Those who require an early supply in

August and September should sow' a pinch of

seed of Solid White and a reliable red or pink

variety in a gentle heat towards the end of the month,

but as a rule one sort is sulficient, except, of course,

for exhibition, when it is well to have two colours.

Sow the seed thinly, as Celery suffers quickly,

even in its youngest stage, from overcrowding,

and weakly plants cannot succeed.

Shallots should be planted 9 inches apart in a

sunny position on rich, friable soil in February.

Simply press the bulbs down three parts of the

way into the soil, first sprinkling soot and wood-

ashes over the plot.

Spinach should now be sown in a cold frame

for the early supplies. The Carter is an excellent

sort for this purpose. The autumn-sown plants

in frames or those in the open should have the

soil about them surface stirred when dry, first

sprinkling soot or wood-ashes between the rows.

This will give succulence to the leaves by darkening

their colour.

Turnips.—The end of the month is a good

time to sow White Milan or Early Forcing in a

frame of finely sifted, light soil on a gentle hotbed

for an early supply. Sow thinly, as nothing is

gained by sowing thickly. The plants grow

better, too. by having plenty of space.

Cucumbers require much attention during this

month to keep the plants healthy, to give a maxi-'

mum amount of fruit, and to continue over a long

season. A regular temperature of 70° to 75°

should be maintained, and the growth regulated

consistently. Never overcrowd the shoots or

the leaves. Constant pinching of the shoots

should be done at every second joint, promptly

remove weakly or exhausted shoots, and, above

all, avoid over-cropping, reducing the clusters to

one fruit. See that the roots are covered with

earth as soon as they show through the soil. Give

water when necessary and always in a tepid

condition. Refrain from too free a use of the

syringe during sunless weather, but do not err

on the side of too arid an atmosphere, or red

spider will quickly attack the leaves. Should

this occur, dust the affected leaves with dry

sulphur.

Potatoes.—Examine the tubers selected for

seed to see those in heaps in sheds or pits are not

pushing into growth, as this weakens the tubers.

Remove any signs of growth on all late varieties,

and return them again to their previous quarters.

First and second early sorts should be set on

end in boxes in a light, frost-proof position, to

ensure their having a sturdy growth of not more
than three shoots to each.

Lettuce.—Sow a pinch of seed of any good

Cos and Cabbage variety in boxes in a gentle

heat until the plants show through the soil, when
they should have cooler quarters, and when large

enough be pricked out in a frame on a partly

spent hotbed for planting in the open later.

The plants put in the frames in the autumn for

early spring use should have abundance of air

on all favourable occasions. Keep the soil stirred

about the plants, first scattering a handful of

soot among them. Plants in the open should

be treated in a simUar manner, as the stirring of

the soil hastens growth considerably by admitting

air to the roots.

Swanmore. E. Molyneux.

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING
CARNATIONS.

THE perpetual controversy as to the

correct date that a Carnation cutting

should be taken always presents itself

at this season of the year, but it is not

so much the correct date as the correct

cutting which matters. Thus one occasionally

sees just now young cuttings .rooted in the autumn
which are examples of both a good and abad cutting.

THE IDEAL CARNATION CUTTING.

The all-importance of the right and wrong cutting

is proved by the fact that the one rooted in the

early year, as late as March, will catch up and
pass one of the wrong kind rooted in October.

The Right Cutting.—The amateur grower

should be on the look-out for the right cutting,

and be able to distinguish it (r) for its vigour

and (2) for its situation on the plant, which, as an
ideal, should be situated midway between the

top of the flower-stem and the bottom of the

plant.

The Wrong Cutting, and one to be avoided,

can be recognised by (i) any lack of vigour and by
marks on the foliage from any cause ; such as

comes from within (2) those growing either from

the bottom of the plant or immediately under the

flowers. That is to say, when, as is often the case

in many varieties, a flower-stem throws cuttings a

few eyes down from the flower, these are the

ones to avoid, because, as a general rule, they

make thin, spindly young plants later on, just

as the short, semi-stimted growths situated at

the bottom, below the general growth of a

plant, produce woody young stock which is

not so free blooming.

The Ideal Cutting, generally to be found in

January or February, comes on flower-stems

from which blooms have been cut some little

time previously. It is far better to take no
cutting

. at all than the wrong one, for its

importance is but one link in the long chain

of sui cess.

The Next Step is to see that the cuttings never

flag. They are best rooted in sharp,' clean sand,

but the house or propagating-frame must be

air-tight and the cuttings well watered in. If the

house or propagating-frame is sufiiciently air-tight

and the bottom-heat does not exceed 60°, the cut-

tings require little further water until they root.

If an amateur has no propagating-frame, cuttings

may be rooted by half filling a pot with crocks,

then filling with clean, sharp sand. Dibble the

cuttings in half an inch deep, about i inch apart.

Some people employ a mixture of soil and sand,

but this is not so good, as sand is sweeter and
less likely to become sour. One does not grow

the cuttings in sand, but pots them up into small-

sized pots (2 inch or 2i inch) immediately the

roots are half an inch long, which is usually after

the third or fourth week ; hence the cuttings

lose nothing in the way of nutriment. The
pot of cuttings is then stood Into a larger pot,

deep enough to allow the cuttings to remain

below the rim, with a sheet of glass placed over it.

To secure a slight bottom-heat, a couple of bricks

may be placed on a hot-water pipe (one returning

to the boiler, not a flow), and the large pot con-

taining the pot of cuttings is stood upon the

bricks ; or, if the pipe is likely to become hot, an

additional precaution would be to plunge the

pot in a box of soil, which is stood on the bricks,

for cuttings are surely spoilt if the temperature

exceeds 60°. No bottom-heat is required after

the early part of March. Of course, nothing

excels the propagating-frame, as an even tempera-

ture is more easily maintained
; 4 inches of sand

in this is sufficient. The cuttings are then put

in half an inch deep, r inch apart, and 2 inches or

3 inches allowed between the rows. Until potted up
and rooted, no direct rays of sun should be per-

mitted to young cuttings ; but as soOn as established

they should be gradually hardened off and all

possible air (avoiding draughts) afforded. An
ideal place for young plants is a shelf near the

glass.

Bush Hill Park. Laurence J. Cook.

PINE NEEDLES AND PLANTS.
Pine needles are absolute poison to the soil, and
should never be dug in. As this is the time

for digging over shrubberies, the best advice

that can be given is to rake off all the Pine

needles first and burn them at once. If they

are dug in they poison the soil and there is no
way of putting matters right. The burning of

the needles is specially important when flowers

are cultivated on the boundaries of shrubberies.

Weetwood, Ecclesall, Sheffield. E. T. Ellis.
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CANON ELL/VCOMBE AND HIS GARDEN.

BITTON VICARAGE was a centre to

which were attracted men and women
of every rank, of every age, and of

every calling, there to enjoy the

generous hospitality of Canon Ella-

corabe, to profit by his ever ready advice, his

unfailing kindness, his abundant wit and his deep,

genuine piety, or to contribute something small or

great to the treasures of the house or to the beauty

of the garden. Naturally, living as he did to a

very great age, he saw nearly all his

contemporaries, the friends of his

early manhood, pass away, the gaps

became year by year wider, and he

felt the loss sorely ; but he had " a

genius for friendship." Younger

men ' and women were gradually

admitted to his intimacy, to his heart
;

he never came to be a lonely old

man, and their common affection for

him formed a strong chain binding

together these friends of his old age.

It was the gathering of so many of

these " sons and daughters of Bitten "

from all parts of the country which,

next to the crowd of the parishioners

and the ranks of nearly all the clergy

of the deanery, formed the chief

feature of the assembly round his

grave.

It is but a step from the church-

yard, past the twin memorial Poplars,

to the garden. Even in the grey

light of the February afternoon

the clusters of small golden flowers

of the Cornel shone over the wall,

the ring of Erica carnea blushed

in the great round bed, and, as we

took the_ accustomed path up the

three steps towards the little
,
green-

house, we saw hundreds and hun-

dreds of Cyclamen Coum glowing

red among the shrubs and Bamboos

and herbaceous plants by the old

school-house and the long wall.

Here, as we expected, we found

Richard Ashmore in his wheel-

chair. For more than eighteen

years he has lived and worked and

learnt in the garden ; first as a

strong young man, capable of

and ready to do any amount of

labour, always learning and acquir-

ing an astonishing knowledge of

plants of every kind, always

helpful, courteous, kindly, always

ready to teach, whether it were

a garden boy or one of the many
visitors to the garden who asked

his advice, loving and reverencing his master

and entirely trusted by him.

So once more, and for the last time, we pushed

Ashmore's chair round. A few early Saxifrages

among the stones by the path ; dwarf Rosemary

on the long wall ; Mandragora and a wide carpet

of deep blue Anemone blanda below it ; Crocus

Imperati, closed for the evening, everywhere

;

large masses of Megasea by the rockery ; Anemone
fulgens blazing by the broad walk. Not much else

was in flower, but the garden was " full of promise,"

as Canon EUacombe loved to say year after year.

Yet as we went round we were able to see it

in its glory ; for memory brought back

to us the happy sunny hours that we

had spent in it with its beloved master, when,

together, we would stroll along from plant to

plant, from shrub to shrub, and he would tell

of the history of each, of its native country, of

the giver of it, of its culture, of its uses, nearly

always ending up with :
" I think that you will find

some of that seed ripe," or, " You had better

take some cuttings of it, it strikes like a W.llo'w,"

CANON ELLACOMBE AND RICHARD ASHMORE IN

VICARAGE GARDEN AT BITTON.

or, "Get a spade and dig up that young one."

Never was any man so generous in giving plants
;

he held that no garden could flourish which was

not constantly giving, and htindreds of labels

bearing the initials, " H. N. E.," in scores of

gardens testify that he practised what he taught.

On that grey February afternoon we saw Lathyrus

undulatus, the first to flower of the Everlasting

Peas ; the herbaceous Clematises ; the climbing

Clematises, on the wall or on the posts. Clematis

cirrhosa even now in flower ; ripening Persim-

mons ; scarlet flowers of the double Pomegranate
;

Magnolias, white and purple ; Christmas Roses and

the great Corsican Hellebore, with their relatives

from the Caucasus and from the Cotswolds
;

clumps of Crinum capense ; Salvia Grahami
and Pentstemon cordifolius ; orange trumpets

of Tecoraa radicans and long white racemes of

Wistaria chinensis
;

golden-barked and golden-

leaved Jasmine ; Eriobotrya japonica ; Buddleia
asiatica ; Mandevilla suaveolens ; Rosa hemi-

sphajrica - and Cydonia japonica of every tint.

All along among the stones which fringe the

paths a perfect chain of jewels : Linaria, Ranun-
culus, Geranium, Erodium, Saxifraga, Sedum,
Dianthus, Jasione, Hypericum ; overhead the

long stems and the trailing branches

of the Vines ; behind them the

great borders full of delightful

things ; Tulips, Anemones, Daffodils,

Crocuses, Irises, Squills, Snowdrops,
Snow Glories, Roses, Cyclamens,
Heaths, Spurges, Thorn-apples, Peri-

winkles, Pinks, Phloxes, Snap-
dragons, Spiraeas, Primroses, Cam-
panulas, Pieonies, Sunfl' wers ; there
was no attempt at producing an
effect, no thought of a " colour
scheme "

;
the only consideration

when a new plant was introduced
mto the garden was as to what
place would suit it best as regard-
ing shelter and sun and air so
long as it did not interfere with
the earlier inhabitants. The result

was that they all grew happily
together as in Nature

; there was
no time of the year when it was
not possible to find something in

flower.

Then there were the trees—the
remarkable Elm by the gate,

Oreodaphne (Umbellularia) by the
porch, several kinds of Thorn, the
great White Beam, Rhus, Parrottia
persica, the Cut-leaved Beech, the
tall Ginkgo, the Cedar over which
Canon EUacombe leapt eighty years
ago, the magnificent Oak in the

far corner of the garden which he
had himself planted, the Mamre Oak
and many more.

How it all came back again, the

glory and the glow and the joy of

I hose summer years. The garden
was full of flowers, the air was full

of their scent, birds were singing

everywhere, the rooks were feed-

ing their brood in the tall Elm,
away across the lawn or behind the
huge leaves of the Gunnera we
saw familiar faces and heard familiar

voices, he himself with his tall

.figure, his keen eye, his hearty
voice, hurried off to welcome some

new-comer, the church bells were ringing merrily

for a wedding. We listened again : it was a

muffled peal.

Once more we gripped Ashmore's hand, we said

good-bye to the garden, and we parted at the

gate to go to omr various homes, some by rail,

some by motor car, some on foot. It was a sad

parting, for each one of us knew that never again

could we hope to meet at Bitton Vicarage, that

very likely some of us would never again enter

its gate. To all of us the memory of days spent

at Bitton is sacred : the memory of that last day
the most sacred of all. G. H. W.

THE
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Sowing Seeds.—The main crop of Cauliflower,

Cabbage. Brussels Sprouts, Savoys and Greens

should now be sown. It is advisable to stretih

a net over the border i foot or more from the

ground as a protection from birds.

Peas.—Continue to make weekly or fortnightly

sowings of Peas in quantities to suit the probable

demand. If Peas are grown all together in one
quarter, they should be allowed from 5 feet to

6 feet between the lines, according to height.

Spinach may then be sown between the lines,

which will be ready for use before the Peas

come to maturity. It is, ho.vever, a good arrange-

ment to distribute the lines of Peas throughout

the whole of the vegetable quarters, marking
their positions so that in the following year they

will not occupy e.xactly the same piece of ground.

In this way a complete rotation of cropping is

easily effected and each line gets full exposure.

A distance of 3J feet should be allowed on each

side of the line of Peas. Early sowings will now
require some small Spruce branches as a protection

from cold winds, besides the ordinary stakes.

Seakale.—The thongs kept o\'er from the crowns
that were prepared for forcing should now be
removed from the pit or store and planted in

a well-manured piece of ground. If forcing on
the ground by means of fermenting material

is intended, the thongs may be planted in groups

of four or five for convenience ;
but if for lifting

and forcing in the Mushroom-house or elsewhere

they are best planted in lines 2 feet apart and
15 inches between the sets. The tops of the

sets should be within half an inch of the surface.

When growth commences, several will appear.

These should be thinned out as soon as they are

large enough to handle, leaving only one growth
to form a crown. One year old crowns, if well

grown, supply excellent material for forcing.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—The earliest batch of these

should by now have their fruits set, and if a shelf

near the glass can be provided for them in a warm
house, the fruits will swell rapidly. The foliage

should be syringed twice daily, and weak liquid

manure given regularly until the fruits begin to

show colour, after which syringing and feeding

should be stopped and the house kept freely aired.

Continue to put fresh batches into heat in regular

succession.

Melons.—These may now be sown with more
freedom, as sun-heat—a necessary factor in their

successful cultivation—is now much stronger.

During the warmest months of the year one may
safely calculate on having ripe Melons three

months from the date of sowing. Earlier or later

sowings must, of course, have a longer period to

mature.

Pineapples.—These are but seldom seen in

our hothouses now, consequently many young
gardeners go through their training without having
any practical experience of their management,
which, however, is simple, given suitable structures

with a full command of heat. Careful watering

and attention to propagation at the right season
bring good results. The present is a good time
to overhaul the stock, repotting those ready
for their fruiting pots. Good friable loam with
some bone-meal and soot forms a suitable compost.
The balls of soil should be thoroughly soaked
before turning them out, and the fruiting pots

should be clean, well drained, and large enough
to admit of about 2 inches of soil being placed
over the ball. A few of the small lower
leaves should be removed, at which point

numerous fresh roots will enter the new compost.
Firm potting is essential. Plunge the pots up
to the rims in a bed of tan baik, Cocoanut fibre,

or leaves. No water will be required for a con-
siderable time, but regular damping and an
occasional syringing overhead are necessary. The
bottom-heat should be about 80°. The tempeia-
ture of the house ought never to be below 70°

at this season, and may rise to 100° when
closing up sun-heat. Those that have fruited

recently will have furnished a crop of suckers.

These should be removed by pulling them out
with as much of the rootstock attached as possible,

potted up into 5-inch 01 7-inch pots, according
to size, and plunged in the same way as the
fruiting plants. Give water and air very sparingly
until well rooted, and create a humid atmosphere
at closing-time.

The Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Plants.—.A great many of the
herbaceous plants have now started into growth,
and one of the best methods of increasiu.'^ the

stock of these is by cuttings, as it results in more
vigorous young plants than those obtained by
division. When the growths are from 2 inches
to 3 inches long, the cuttings should be taken off

and inserted in boxes if for large numbers, or in

pots if only a few are desired. They can be easily

and quickly rooted under the same conditions
as tender bedding plants. Phloxes, Mii haelmas
Daisies and many others can be rapidly increased
under this method, and if given a season in the

reserve garden provide excellent material fox

fresh plantations. Any trimming or reducing
of the clumps in established borders should be
undertaken now. a top-dressing given, and the
soil among the plants lighth' forked over.

Thom.\s Wilson
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore,)

Glaniis Castle, N.B.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Late Vineries.—By the end of the month all

late vineries should be kept closed and the Vines
started gently into growth. At this season little fire-

heat will be required, unless the weather happens
to be very cold. The night temperature should
be 50°, with a rise of 10° or so during the day.

Figs.—Throughout the growing period Fig

trees, whether in pots or planted out, require

copious supplies of water at the roots. Trees
that were started into growth early will benefit

if piven frequent applications of liquid manure.

The Kitchen Garden.

Sowing Seeds.—A few seeds may be sown at this

date if all things are favourable. These should
include Peas, Brussels Sprouts, Turnip Early
Milan, Cabbage, Cauliflower, Carrot, Parsley.

Chervil and Lettuce. Always sow thinly, and
allow moderate space between the rows.

Celery.—A sowing should be made in boxes
for an early autumn supply. The seed must
be lightly covered with fine soil, and then pla( ed

in gentle heat. Directly germination has taken

place, the boxes must be arranged near the roof

glass to prevent the seedlings becoming drawn.
Harden off gradually, and, when large enough,
prick off the young plants in a cold frame in which
several inches of soil have been placed. Care
must be taken not to injure the seedlings.

The Flower Garden.

Phloxes.—A collection of herbaceous Phloxes is

always admired, and to grow the plants to per-

fection a deep, rich soil is essential, while a position

protected from the midday sun should be chosen.

Where they have not been disturbed during late

years, it is advisable to divide them now. After

lifting, pull them into pieces by hand, and then

replant them 2 feet apart. The border shoidd not be

raised, as Phloxes resent drought, and will require

watering if hot. dry weather exists. This, how-
ever, can be obviated to a great extent by mulching
the plants with decayed manure. Cuttings may
be inserted in spring if the stock of any particular

variety is desired.

Plants Under Glass.

The Stove.—At this period of the year there

will be plenty of work in a well-kept stove.

Having completed repotting the Ferns, the larger

specimens may be top-dressed. Small Crotons
should be potted on, and many of the climbers
can be top-dressed with rich soil. The climbers

on the walls, pillars, and loof should be over-

hauled, and thinned or cut back where needed.
Before doing any repotting, the soil should be
made warm, as a severe check will be felt by all

hothouse plants if their roots come in contact
with cold soil.

Gloriosa superba.—The tubers of this warm-
house climber ha\e been dormant during the
winter months, and noiv that signs of life are
apparent they may be repotted in a mixture of

loam and leaf-mould. Two or three of the largest

tubers can be placed in a 6-inch pot, and so on
in proportion. Afford water sparingly until the

growths appear through the soil, but the sur-

roundings must be kept moist.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Protection of Blossom.—Some material for

protecting the bloom of such trees as Peaches,
Nectarines and Apri* ots should be in readiness

for frosty nights. Light shading material or

canvas will be found excellent for this purpose,
but whatevei is employed, care should be taken
not to injure the blossom. Poles at intervals

will to a great extent prevent this.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Caslle/ord, Chepstow. Gloucestershire.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
MAGNOLIA CONSPICUA THROWING UP SUCKERS

(//. t'.).— It may bt- tliat your spi^cimen of Magnolia
conspicua is a grafted plant, and tliat'the shoots that
have been thrown up from the base are suckers from the
stock. This can be easily ascertained, as soon as new leaves

appear, by comparing the leaves of the branches with
those of the suckers. If they appear distinct, remove
the suckers as clofee to the stock as possible. If the leaves

on both appear to be similar in character, you must be
guided by the condition of the plant as to the advisability

of removing all the suckers or of leaving one or two to

help to form the specimen. If the plant is healthy and
.

well branched, all suckers can be removed at once.

PRUNING BUDDLEIA GLOBOSA {Appeal).—'She
advice you have received to prune the Buddl.-ia fjlobosa

hard back each spring is more applicable to the very
vigorous B. variabiUs and its varieties. Although both
shrubs belong to the same genus, they differ much in

habit and, except when examined critically, in flowers.

Buddleia variabilis is capable of making very stout,

vigorous shoots, which bear large terminal racemes of

delicioiisly fragrant flowers, and to obtain these it is

customary to prune the bushes severely in the early

spring. The charm of B. globosa lies in more moderate,
but still free, gro-vvth, from wliich hang the charming
little balls of orange-coloured flowers. To hard prune
this sort would result in stronger growths bearing many
less flowers, and the size of the inflorescences would noi

be increased to any appreciable degree. As your sketch
indicates that your Buddleia globosa, which has three

main branches trained to a wall, possesses side shoots,

all the pruning necessary is to cut back last season's

growths on these to two or three buds, according to the
distance between the shoots.

MISCELLANEOUS.
POND WEEDS (J. 6'.).—The only thing that you can

do with the Sedges and Rushes in your pond is to dig
them out. The lower orders of plant life, such as slime

and flannel weed, which are often troublesome in ponds,
can be destroyed by the application of copper sulphate
in the proportion of ^^oz. to 10,000 gallons of water,
but it would be diflicult to apply that chemical or any
other poisonous matter sufficiently strong to kill the
weeds in question without killing everything else in the
water and rendering it unsafe to use for any garden
purpose or for birds or animals to drink. Perhaps the
water could be lowered to such an extent that the weeds
could be removed without allowing all the water to run
away.
GARDEN ROLLER {Dolphin),~T\\gtq is no special

roller for tennis lawns, and the size and weight of the

roller must depend entirely upon the condition of the
grass and the soil. A 22-incli roller of 3cwt. would be
too heavy for a lawn on heavy soil where the grass is thin,

and one of 28 inches, or even 34 inches or 3(i inches, of

2cwt. would prove more satisfactory. Even then it

would be inadvisable to roll the lawn when it was very
wet, or to roll it often during the winter. Rather manure
the grass in winter and eiicourage it to strengthen. A
dressing of sea sand spread over the lawn would help to

lighten the surface and assist the grass to thiCKCu.

A roller of 48 inches weighing 2cwt. would not be very
satisfactory, we imagine, although we have not seen one
used. A roller not exceeding 28 inches and weighing
lAcwt. to 2cwt. ought to prove satisfactory.

"names of PLANTi.— /''. C. £., Co. Antnm.~Vf&y
'aring Tree (Viburnum Ivautana). B. C, North Wales.—

•

Skimmia japoniea.—

—

Boris.— 1, Thuya plicata ; 2, T.
dolabrata.

«* 2'Ae Yearly Subscription to The GARDEN is : IrUandt
6ff. Gd. ; Foreign, 8s. 9d.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
To Our Readers.—Owing to the shortage of

paper, readers who have not already done so are

asked to order The Garden to be delivered

regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue of

papers for chance sale, and so greatly assist in

the economy campaign.

Snow and its Equivalent in Rainfall.—The
recent fall of snow has been very heavy in some

places, but it is of interest to note that

it takes anything from lo inches to 2 feet

of snow to equal a rainfall of an inch.

In its normal state snow consists of nine

parts of air to one part of water, so that

it would take a lo-inch fall of snow to

equal an inch rainfall. But snow may be

so light and feathery that it contains as

much as twenty-three parts of air to one

part of water, when 2 feet of snow would

only be the equivalent of an inch of water.

Camellia japonica magnoliaeflora.

—

Less than a century ago a pure white

double Camellia was looked upon as an

exquisite floral treasure. But Camellias

are not as popular as they were, and the

set appearance, especially of the double

flower, which looks as though it might

have been cut out of a Turnip, does not

find many admirers nowadays. It came
as a relief to see two Camellias, C. reticulata

and the much smaller C. japonica mag-
noliaBflora, both of rare and refined beauty

and of artistic shape and colour, shown by
Messrs. Robert Veitch of Exeter at the

last two meetings of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. C. .j. magnoiia.flora, with

its delicate pink and beautifully formed

flowers, is particularly well named. With
age the flowers become almost white. It

is now flowering at Kew, both in the

Temperate House and in No. 4 Greenhouse.

A New Horticultural Institute.—We
hear that a new agricultural and horti-

cultural institution has been started at

Usk in Monmouthshire, under the princi-

palship of Mr. J. C. Newsham, F.L.S.,

who for many yeai's successfully conducted

the work of the Agricultural and Horti-

•cultural Institute in Hampshire. In con-

nection with the institution there are some six

acres of experimental gardens, which are largely

conducted on commercial lines for the training of

students of from fourteen to seventeen years of age

who contemplate taking up market garden and
nursery work.

Lonicera fragrantissima. — The fragrant

flowers of this Honeysuckle are very acceptable

during the winter. During a mild winter the

old leaves remain on the tree until the new ones

appear. The flowers are pure white, borne freely,

usually in pairs, from the leaf-axils. It somewhat
resembles L. Standishii, anotlier Chinese species,

and is often < onfused with it, both blooming at

the same time. The latter, however, is deciduous,

and bears t ream-coloured flowers with bristles

on the N'oung flower-stalks and the outside of the

CAMELLIA JAPONICA MAGNOLIiEFLORA, NOW
FLOWERING AT KEW.

corolla. A few small plants grown in pots are very

valuable, for they will fill a large conservatory with

their delicious fragrance. They root readily from
cuttings of half-ripened wood in summer.
Double Primula sinensis.—At a recent meeting

of the scientific committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural'-^SSei'ety, Mr. Allard showed the result

of crossing a double form of Primula sinensis

with a single. Two double forms are known,
one in which several petals are produced within

one another, the other in wlrich two rows occur,

the inner being reversed in colouring. Mr. Allard

had searched over a number of plants of P. sinensis

alba plena, in which the flowers are of the former

type, shown by Messrs. Veitch, and had found

one flower with a normal stigma, none with pollen.

He'poUinated this flower with pollen from a single

magenta-flowered plant, and obtained three

seeds, wliich ga\'e two plants bearing normal
single flowers, tinged white. These were

self pollinated and gave seventy-four

plants, seventy-two of which were single,

two double, both white, and with the

older form of doubling similar to the

double parent.

A Long-Keeping Onion. — At the

meeting of the fruit and vegetable com-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society

on February 22, a remarkably long-keeping

Onion was shown by Mr. E. Beckett of

Aldenham House Gardens. It had been

sown in August, I9r4, at the usual time

for sowing winter Onions. The remarkable

part about it was its perfectly sound con-

dition at the date named. No spring-sown

Onion could possibly have been in a sounder

condition. The question was asked if any
special treatment had been adopted in stor-

ing the Onion. The reply was, " None
whatever." If those qualities are fixed,

the variety will become valuable, as it will

practically do away with the necessity of

growing summer crops of Onions, and thus

liberate valuable ground for other summer
crops.

Virtue in Wild Herbs.—From a con-

versation we recently had with " one who
knows" about the present movement for

planting and cultivating medicinal herbs, in

view of the threatened shortage, we
gathered that cultivation in some cases

lessened their virtues and, as a corol-

lary, their utflity and value to the drug

manufacturer. In English gardens three

or four hundred years back such

plants occupied a most important place.

But even then the superiority of wild

collected ones was fully recognised, as this quota-

tion from "The Profitable Art of Gardening"

(1579) proves : " And here also learn that the

wilde hearbes are stronger in vertue than be the

garden herbes, although the wilde be the lesser

in bignesse, according to Plinie." Note the

spelling, so typical of old books, and the reference

to antiquity, so characteristic of old writers.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.
)

Border Carnations.—I notice in your valuable

paper a letter from " Ayrshire," page 62, issue

February 5. If I understand him correctly,

he, like his neighbours, grows his Carnations in

pots under glass. My poor hardy border Carna-

tions would be of no use to a man who can grow

by this means such delicate varieties as Cecilia

and the like. If, however, I have misunderstood

him and he will furnish me with his name and

address through you, I shall be happy to

send him a few layers to try. Mine are

grown in the open border, in a damper

county than Ayrshire, and I cannot do with

any that require shading.

—

Lancastrian.

The Phenomenal Berry.—In my corre-

spondence and study of catalogues I have

found that there is evidently a widely

differing experience of the Phenomenal

Berry, in which some people have evidently

got hold of the Newberry instead of it.

Mr. Backhouse of Boscombe tells me it is

sweet. George Pyne in his list says he

finds the two identical. Laxtons describe

in their list the Phenomenal Berry as

darker and sweeter, and the Newberry as

" similar to the Phenomenal Berry."

Merryiveathers say the Phenomenal Berry

has the flavour of a Raspberry.—W. F. M.

CopELAND. [Would the raisers of the

Phenomenal Berry kindly give a detailed

description of it ?

—

Ed.]

Yucca recurvifolia.—I am sending a

photograph of Yucca recurvifolia, which

was planted in its present situation about

twenty years ago. It is on a stone-

covered mound, raised about 18 inches

above the ground level, and is 4 feet across.

It is in the centre of some geometrical

flower-beds in a rather low and exposed

situation, and has had no protection of

any kind for many years, although it has

been exposed to some very severe frosts, as

much as 26° to 28°. It is planted in

ordinary good garden soil mixed with a

little lime rubbish, and the only manure

has been an occasional sprinkling of arti-

ficial manure, with a few doses of liquid

manure during the growing season. It is

about eight or nine years since it first

flowered, when it threw up a very fine spike

about 10 feet high. Soon after flowering

the top died and the main stem branched

out into five heads, four of which flowered

last summer and were about 9 feet high. ^

The main stem is now about 2 feet high

and 17 inches in circumference. In addi-

tion to the main branches there are three suckers,

which are nearly as large as the branches that

flowered.—W. W., Ulverston.

White Roses.—The whitest of the Ramblers

which I have seen are Rambling Rector and

Sander's White, both of which are represented

in South-West Scotland gardens, and are far

superior to White Dorothy, which it is almost

a travesty of the word to call " white." Among
the Moss Roses, I should like to add to the two

mentioned by " White Lady " that called White

Bath, an old Rose of Salter's, sent out in 1810,

I believe. The old' Rosa alba, as represented

in Scottish gardens by the double one generally

called Prince Charlie's Rose, is a good white.

—

Scotch Rose.

Mealy Bug on Cacti and Other Plants.—As

a grower of Cacti this pest is only too well known

to myself. I have tried many remedies, but the one

I find most effective and at the same time least

harmful is a solution of paraffin in methylated

spirit. The quantities are about a teaspoonful

of parafiin to half a pint of methylated spirit.

If any globules of undissolved paraffin are seen

floating on the top, then sufficient methylated

spirit should be carefully added to dissolve

them. This solution effectively disposes of the

mealy bug and, more important still, kills any

TWENTY YEAR OLD MOUND LILY OR ADA
NEEDLE (yucca RECURVIFOLIA).

eggs or young that may be contained in their

waxy covering. The only drawback I find is

a tendency to harden the young growth in the

hearts of the Cactus plants, and thus prevent the

due development of the spines we so greatly

desire ; so, while using it freely on the sides and

roots, I deal with intruders in the hearts by means

of hot water and a syringe. On plants outside

it is harmless. I have tried it on the youngest

growths of Rose shoots with no harmful results,

and it appears to be a very safe remedy to use

on Vines and other subjects, such, for instance,

as the big-bud pest on Currants.—C. Dennis

O'DONOGHUE.

Azara microphylla.—The recent notes on
Azara microphylla are interesting, but in many
situations it is a mistake to grow the Azara as a
wall shrub, and equally a mistake to suppose it

thrives best on a wall. It is a small tree, with
a rather loose, irregular habit, though upright,

and with its plume-like branches drooping at the

points is very graceful and striking. A sheltered

situation on deep, moist, well-drained loam is

ideal. Its very dark foliage makes it a striking

contrast Avith many other subjects ; indeed,

the Azara in many respects is unique. There
is before me as I write a specimen 15 feet high,

planted about as many years ago. The foliage

suffers a little in very hard winters, but
speedily recovers, and no pruning is

required unless a dwarf tree is desired.

—

HURSTCOT.

Flavour in Apples.— I am reluctant to-

ask the Editor to give to dialectics space

which might more profitably be devoted to.

horticulture, but " E. M.'s " curious mis-

understanding of my few remarks on Apple
flavours cannot pass without comment. By
attributing to me statements which I did

not make and drawing conclusions which I

do not share, he (or she) claims to have
demolished my case. I did not elevate

Orleans Reiuette to the " highest pinnacle,"

but gave it my personal preference—a very

different matter. The whole gist of my argu-

ment was that there is no one " highest

pinnacle," but many—each supreme in its

own way. I do not at all agree that Cox's

Orange is as good as usual after the wet

and sunless summer; quite the contrary.

—

Edward A. Bunyard.
Flowering Trees and Shrubs in South

Devon.—Among all the evidences of this

remarkably early season I have seen nothing

so striking as a Horse Chestnut tree in full

leaf in Teignmouth. This is, of course, a.

very mild district, but I should think such

early leafing is unusual even for South

Devon. Not far from this tree there is a

magnificent Acacia dealbata (Mimosa) now
in full flower (February 21). It is sheltered

from the west by a house, but is otherwise

quite exposed. It is about 40 feet high

and covered with blossom. In a tiny village

in the same district there is a very beauti-

ful specimen of Genista monosperma, also
'

in full flower and most deliciously scented.

The ordinary yellow Genistas are every-

where a mass of flower, some of them
being very large shrubs. A number of trees

of Eucalyptus globulus in Paignton are

covered with hundreds of their curious little

M'S stud-like flower-buds, so well illustrated in

The Garden a few weeks since, but I have

seen none in full flower yet. One plant

of Clianthus puniceus (the scarlet Glory Pea),

in a sheltered spot, has several flowers already

open and many buds on it. Suckers of Elm trees

and young Hawthorns are already becoming

quite green, and I have seen a Pear tree in bloom.

Almonds are fully out, Prunus Pissardii nearly

over. Cydonia japonica is now at the height of

its beauty on many cottages.—N. G. Hadden,
Teignmouth, South Devon.

Exhibition Vegetables v. Utility.—I am aware

that it is a tall order to differ from Mr.

Beckett at any time where vegetables are con-

cerned, but my conscience will not allow me to

agree with some of the conclusions he arrives at
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on page 7i of The Garden for February 5. For

instance, we will take a popular and everyday

vegetable like the Potato ; it is rather weak of

him to write :
" Who would deny that a large

Potato is infinitely superior to a small one for

baking purposes ? " We all agree with the last

three words. The question is, Is it of greater

general utility ? I maintain not. For my own

table, for ordinary everyday use, I like a shapely

tuber of about the size of a tennis ball, or perhaps

a shade larger, steamed in its jacket, with the

latter removed before it comes to table or not

;

it is not necessary to do so. As to large Onions,

most gardeners are. very keen on producing exhi-

bition specimens—it seems a mania with them
;

but I cannot help noticing after the winter is

over that we have wasted a great many of them.

A very useful size in Onions is the little bulb that

is usually served with calf's head, and in many
stews and allied dishes. In fact, we are more

and more acquiring the habit here year by year

on earth wants one on his plate that is a foot

long or more ; who wants enormous Broccoli ?

Heads of Broccoli which.I am now cutting, about

the size of a Seville Orange, are quite good enough

for me. Wherein lies the utility of a Tomato
weighing, perhaps, three-quarters of a pound?

Who will have the temerity to compare the quality

of the old Drumhead Lettuce with a dainty little

luxury such as Golden Ball ? There is a village

in this neighbourhood which prides itself on the

production of large Radishes, and, indeed, I believe

holds and maintains the record for size. The

worst punishment I wish the inhabitants is that

they may have to eat them. When Broad Beans

first come in they are most delectable, but

most of us cease to eat them when they become

large. To finish with perhaps one of the most

striking examples of all, let me take the Vegetable

Marrow. Any man of discrimination who has

once tasted a small, whole one of a good variety

will never again want to devour a slice chopped

of this handsome winter - flowering shrub.

This, in one instance at least, necessitated the

creation of a new varietal name, the alteration

being made after much consideration and a some-

what generous contribution of living examples

in comparison with original herbarium specimens

from Kew. In these circumstances it is to be

hoped that cultivators—amateur and trader

alike—will co-operate with the foregoing

society in order to make the way more clear

for the future. In the past, seedlings were raised

freely, and in all probability the distribution of

some of the more distinct of these under recognised

names has been responsible for not a little con-

fusion ; and while all may be worthy garden plants,

it would be by no means an easy matter to bring

them all into line other than to refer them to one

typical head. With a view to assist readers, how-

ever, two illustrations are given on this page repre-

senting Berberis japonica (type) 'and its variety

B. j. hyemalis. The typical kind (see illustration)

BERBERIS JAPONICA (tRUE).

of sowing outdoors a good all-round variety

like Ailsa Craig, and leaving it unthinned in the

row, to be pulled when ripe and expressly used

for such useful purposes as I have named, and

for which monster bulbs, which would have to

be chopped up, would be of less value and appro-

priateness. After giving points for size to

Potatoes. Onions, Asparagus and Peas, Mr.

Beckett finally declares that " the same holds

good for the vast majority of vegetables." That,

at any rate, is not my opinion. There used to

be a little variety of Brussels Sprouts which

does not seem to be sold nowadays, and I have,

indeed, forgotten the name ; but perhaps Mr.

Beckett would be able, were he willing, to refresh

my memory. The Sprouts were very little larger

than one's thumbnail, but the flavour far sur-

passed any of the modern types of "exhibition"

Sprouts. I could write in a similar strain of many
another good thing. What is nicer than the

little early Carrot that melts in the mouth ; who

BERBERIS JAPONICA HYEMALIS.

out of a big one. This much I wUl concede :

large vegetables have a certain merit, and it

is well summed up in a remark made by- an old

gardener of mine when showing some huge

Chrysanthemums some years ago. An onlooker

rather doubted the superiority of the huge blooms

over those that were shown in a decorative class.

I well remember my man's reply :
" Look at the

time and trouble it's taken to grow mine. Sir."

The value of the .production of large Leeks,

Onions and the like lies in the stimulus given

to patience and industry, and there it ends.

—

F. Herbert Chapman, Rye.

Berberis japonica and its Varieties.—Recent

events have proved that considerable confusion

has existed for some time past with respect to

the more important forms of this species. The
foundation of a firmer basis for the future

has, however, been laid by the granting recently

of awards of merit by the Royal Horticultural

Societv to two of the more distinct varieties I

is characterised by terminal sub-erect racemes

of pale yellow flowers having little or no perfume,

and 15 inch long pinnate, spiny-margined leaves,

the pairs of leaflets widely separated. It forms

an imposing unbranched shrub, and in stiff soil,

which suits it admirably, will attain to 6 feet

high. B. j. hyemalis is the plant formerly known
as B. j. Bealei. Established, its leaf effect is

more handsome and imposing than the last, the

flower racemes, as will be seen by a reference

to the illustration, longer, more numerous, and

with a decided horizontal inclination. The
larger, deeper - toned yellow flowers have a

delightful fragrance. As a winter-flowering shrub

it is invaluable. B. j. Bealei (true), in its sub-

erect flower racemes, approximates to the typical

kind somewhat, differing from it in its handsomer

leafage and broader, more closely set—almost

imbricated—leaflets. All are worthy of a place

in isolated groups or in the shrubbery.—E. H.
Jenkins.
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MUNICIPAL ROSE GARDENS

THE subject of municipal Rose gardens,

which has had, for some years past,

a very warm corner in the hearts of

many rosarians, is now emerging from
the proposal stage into the region of

accomplished fact. The history of the movement
in its present form is comparatively recent, and
it was only last year that an outline of the scheme
appeared in the Rose Annual, in the shape of

articles by Mr. Walter Easlea (a frequent con-

tributor to The Garden) and Mr. H. L. Wettern,
the well-known amateur exhibitor. In one of

these articles mention is made of the public Rose
garden at Westclift-on-Sea, and of the great

success which has attended this interesting experi-

ment in municipal Rose gardening ; further

extension of the movement is eloquently pleaded
;

and in Mr. Wettern' s article a comprehensive
scheme is sketched out, in which co-operation

between mimicipal councils, honorary expert

advisers, and professional Rose-growers is the

main feature. Various tentative proposals were
made dirring last year, and one of our most pro-

gressive local societies, the Croydon Horticultural

Society, in conjunction with the local Council,

actually planned and planted a Rose garden at

Park Hill—the first of its kind in Greater London,
and a distinct feather in the cap of this locality,

which, with the adjoining suburb of Purley, is

a perfect hotbed of Rose enthusiasts. It was,

however, felt from the first that the scheme
in its wider scope should not be left to the

initiative of local societies, and required the

authority and energies of some central organisa-

tion, which was eventually found in that young
and vigorous body the City of London Rose

Society, whose committee, after thorough dis-

cussion, accepted the task and speedily got to

work, with results which may fairly be considered

surprising, having regard to the fact that the

autumn was well advanced before a start was
made. Several municipal Rose gardens are not

only " in the air," but planned and planted, and
we understand that next season will see a con-

siderable expansion of the movement in many
directions.

In a recent interview some interesting details

were given 'by a member of the committee as to

the scheme generally and the society's plans,

present and future. " It is a truly democratic

movement," he said; "Rose-growing 'by the

people for the people ' might be given as a brief

definition—and we hope to make it one of our

chief activities. By means of municipal Rose
gardens we shall endeavour to appeal to and
educate a far wider circle than can ever be reached

by the annual Rose show."
" And what progress can you report so far ?

"

" Well, the time has been rather short, and
with a somewhat late start and a lot of work,

the end of the planting season comes tragically

soon ! However, in all the circtnnstances I

think we may be fairly satisfied, although more
could have been done had we had the time. Rose
gardens are now established at two of the London
County Council's gardens—Avery Hill, Eltham
(a beautiful situation), and Hornunan Gardens,

Forest Hill. Then at Carshalton a small garden,

which we hope will be considerably extended in

the future, has been formed in the Recreation

Park, and at Wimbledon we have planned and
are now planting a Rose garden in one of the
" lungs " which a wise Borough Council has

provided in a most central position—South Park
Gardens. Here, also, there is great scope for

further efforts in the future. At Croydon, too,

we are working in conjunction with the Croydon
Horticultural Society, which has completed the

first portion of a new Rose garden at Park Hill."

" Have you found any special difficulty in

initiating such an enterprise in these abnormal
times ?

"

" I am glad that question has been asked,

because it is a point that has been raised in one
or two quarters. In the first place, we have not,

of course, chosen the time, and the decision to

make a beginning was only arrived at after careful

consideration of all the pros and cons. What
mainly influenced us against the idea of post-

ponement was the fact that under our scheme
practically no extra expense is incurred, all

services are given voluntarily, and the Roses are

presented by the large Rose-growing firms in

return for the unique advertisement which they

receive, and with the large stocks on hand at

present we have had no difficulty in getting the

plants. Probably you are aware that, in many
instances, economy and staff depletion between
them have necessitated the abandonment of

many beds in public parks and gardens, which are

being turfed over, and the annual outlay on
expensive and fugitive bedding plants, iSic, saved.

If some of these beds can be rescued, it provides

an opportunity for permanent planting with the

loveliest of all subjects ; and in the cases where
existing beds have been used, an actual economy
will have been effected. But beyond these

material factors there is the question of the

mental and spiritual influences brought to bear

upon the harassed mind and heart through the

ministry of flowers—surely now, if ever, such

healing ministries will be needed, both by the

men ' broken in our wars ' and the civilian bearing

the burden at home, and if only a very little can

be added to the sum of them, it will be worth
doing."

" That seems to be true, and very easily over-

looked. And what plans have you for the

future ?
"

" Many plans, but the future is necessarily

very much ' in the lap of the gods,' especially the

war gods. However, gardens in several centres

are definitely in view for commencement next

season, and these we shall hope to indicate and
describe to the readers of The Garden in due
coiu'se. Broadly speaking, we are out to beautify

any spot, preferably in the more populous centres,

where sufficient land can be allocated by the

municipality and where soil and surroundings

make Rose-growing possible. On the educational

side we propose to issue a pamphlet at each Rose
garden describing the various methods of growth
and training exemplified, with hints upon suitable

varieties, treatment, and advice as to soil con-

ditions, &c., in the various localities. We shall

also institute a system by which budding enthu-

siasts (and in July we mearj^to ' bud ' enthusiasts

as well as Briars !) may be able to get in touch

with oiu: members and receive all the help we
can give them in their doubts and difficulties."

" And on the whole you are satisfied with the

reception of the scheme so far ?
"

" Quite satisfied ; and I should like to add
how much we are indebted to those who are

co-operating with us, for the interest they have
evinced and the cordial way in which they have

assisted us. The officials of the London County
Council Parks Department have entered into the

scheme most heartily, and the borough coimcils,

too, have met us in the most helpful way, and
have invariably fallen in with any suggestions

we have made—although they are, perfectly

properly, keeping a lynx-like eye upon expense,

and we have all had to be careful to keep as nearly

as possible to the central idea that in these times

no extra expense shall be incurred. Then, the

professional Rose-growers have rallied splendidly

to the scheme ; and although we are confident

that they will reap their reward in increased

orders in the future, it is none the less gratifying

to find the well-kno\vn firms willing to back our

efforts in such a practical manner. In one garden

the whole of the plants—approaching two
thousand—are the gift of one famous nursery.

" You will see that the central idea of the whole

movement is co-operation—the municipality giving

the land, the nurseryman the plants, and the

society the time and energies of its members

—

and we believe it is a sound and lasting basis

upon which to build. We recognise the difficult

times, but the clouds are going to break some day,

and then as time goes on we hope to have the

land smiling with Rose gardens. Meanwhile,

come and see some of these first efforts—I won't

say this summer, which would be hardly a fair

test, but in 1917 !

"

[It is oitr intention to publish monthly articles

on the Mnnicipal Rose Gardens movement. In the

next few months descriptive articles^ with plans^

dealing with the gardens at Avery Hill, Forest Hill,

Wimbledon, and others, will be published.—Ed.)

ROSE SARAH BERNHARDT
To show how some of our best Roses are not even

known by some trade growers, when the above

splendid variety was exhibited last autumn at the

Royal Horticultural Society's meeting a trade writer

in a contemporary said he did not remember ever

having seen it shown before. I have grown it

since it was sent out by Dubrieul in 1907, and con-

sider it a real acquisition. The style of flower is not

unlike a Noella Nabonnand, only that during \'ery

coo! weather the form of the half-open bloom is

perfect, tapering like a cone. Its coloiu: is gorgeous

in the extreme, a real rich scarlet-crimson, and last

year, with me, it had quite a blackish shading

that greatly enhanced its beauty. lixpanded

flowers are 4 inches to 5 inches across. It should

be grown as a free bush, and at pruning- time leave

the growths 2 ieet to 3 teet in length ; tiien they

will yield four or five new growths each. The
flowers are produced in threes and fours. It ruflkes

a grand free-headed standard. Roses of this semi-

climbing type should be gromi in the manner I

have described, and they are grand in the back-

ground of a border, or would make a fine

bold bed. Roses such as Hugh Dickson and Mrs.

Stewart Clark are all amenable to such treatment,

and, given space, are very lovely objects. P.
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FLOWERS IN THE HIGH ALPS

The illustration on thiis page depicts a scene

whicli is doubtless familiar to many readers

who in years past tiave seen the beauties and glories

of the fiower world in alpine valleys and mountain

passes of Switzerland. It is a spring or early

summer scene in the region of Montreux and

the Lower Rhone Valley—a part of Switzer-

land well known to many English people. As

soon as the slopes are free from snow, there

is a sudden outburst of colour from myriads

of Crocuses sprinkled far and wide over

ARE DAFFODILS WIND
FERTILISED P

By the Rev. G. H. Engleheart, V.M.H.

I

AM not concerned to answer piecemeal

all that " Novice " wTites under another

heading, of which The Garden readers

have perhaps had enough. A full answer

would necessitate too much direct contra-

diction to be courteous, and seems superfluous,

since " Novice " asserts that he has already

which is excellently representative of his general

reasoning :
" As to Daffodils being seldom wind

pollinated, the agency of the wind in dispersing

pollen in a wide range of plants is so well known

that comment on Mr. Engleheart's statement of

opinion is unnecessary ; and, besides, the negalive

conclusion stated cannot, ex necessilate rci, lie

susceptible of affirmative proof."

Now let us examine what thought and what

fact this paragraph contains. Mr. Engleheart's

statement of opinion was, not that there is not

a wide range of wind-pollinated plants, but that

the Narcissus happens not to he included in that

CROCUSES IN THE ALPS AROUND MONTREUX.

open grasslands and lying clustered in dense

patches, while the fields around are growing

blue with innumerable Scillas (Scilla bifolia)

and patches of Grape Hyacinth, and sunny slopes

are becoming thickly studded with great tufts

of Primroses and other Primulas, and glowing

with early Violets. The Vernal Snowflake forces

its way from beneath the snow, raising aloft its

handsome, drooping bell of white. It is soon

followed by purple and yellow Saxifrages fragrant

Daphnes and Anemones. On many a rocky slone

along the banks of the Rhone one may find Anemone
Pulsatilla in great quantity.

j

" converted " me (I do not loiow from what to

what), and that his own conclusions are "incon-

trovertible "—surely a strange attitude for a

novice. But controversies unfruitful in them-

selves are apt to throw up fruitful by-products,

such as this question of wind fertilisation, which

may well be further discussed for the benefit of

the many genuine novices in the Daffodil field

who are willing to learn.

" Novice," despite his name, is good enough

to prescribe for me a course of " greater attention

to structural botany and its teachings," and then

I

launches against me the following paragraph,

range. If Mr. Engleheart had hazarded the

opinion that cows are not carnivorous, " Novice "

might have answered with precisely the same

e.xquisite logic, " It is so well kno^vn that a wide

range of animals eat flesh that comment on

Mr. Engleheart's statement of opinion is un-

necessary." As to " Novice's " last sentence

that " the negative conclusion stated cannot,

&c.," I have not the least notion of its meaning.

In the abstract region of disembodied logic it is

said to be difficult to prove a negative ; in the

region of common sense we are doing it every

day. Structural physiology, for instance, proves
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the negative proposition that cows are not car-

nivorous, just as structural botany proves the

negative that Daffodils are not aneraophilous or

wind-fertilised plants.

" Novice " has appealed unto structural botany

and to structural botany he shall go. Wind-

pollinated plants, then, are usually monoecious

or dioecious, that is, they bear the male and

female flowers either separate on the same plant

or on separate plants, as distinguished from

hermaphrodite plants, such as the Narcissi,

which have their male and female organs within

the same flower. Their pollen is exceedingly

fine, dry and light, the grains being minute and

thin-walled like snap bubbles. The stigma is

in weight, almost as grains of rice arc to flour.

The former lay mostly dry and separate on the

microscope slide, while the Daffodil pollen tended

to congregate in sticky clusters. It was shown

that 'the slightest shake or breath upon the Hazel

catkin, held some distance above the stigma,

covered it with pollen grains, which it caught

exactly as the tentacles of a crimson Sea Anemone

catch its floating food. On the contrary, con-

siderable violence was needed to detach the

Daffodil pollen, and when detached it did not

float in the air but fell vertically. Now, " Novice's
"

position in regard to these facts is curious. If he

knows them, they nullify his words just quoted
;

if he is ignorant of them, he is also ignorant of

I am grateful to " Novice " for clearing

my position ; he could not have served me
better than by this attack. It is well known
that I have assigned parentages to scarcely any

of the multitude of flowers I have raised during

all these years. Why, then, did I break my rule

in this case ? Because it was a case of excep-

tional certainty. This flower was raised from

seed obtained very early in the year, when no

Daffodils were in bloom outside, in a greenhouse

where none but trumpets were in bloom. It is

therefore an Ajax of pure descent : nor can it be

made into anything else by any portentous measure-

ments, even if clearly formulated in Colney Hatch.
" Novice " verv kindlv advises me as to mv

CHINESE ASTERS IN AN OLD ORCHARD.

usually brush-like in form, to offer a large inter-

cepting surface to the air-borne pollen, and

designedly unprotected by any sheltering corolla,

such as that of the trumpet Daffodil, in order

that there may be no barrier to the access of the

pollen.

Two good and common examples may be

observed at this date, the Hazel and the Yew,

both of which may be seen " smoking " with

pollen in a wind. Yesterday (February ii) I

had the pollens of both under the microscope,

for the instruction of one of my men ; also pollen

of a forced Daffodil for comparison. This last,

as compared with the two former, appeared in

shape, size, and thickness of wall, and therefore

the structural botany which he so readily advises

me to study.

I must deal briefly with one more of his attacks,

since he has made it very personal to myself,

and himself calls it " very important," in fact,

his big siege gun. " I will crystallise the point,"

he says (I wish I knew how to crystallise a point),

" by a specific example." He then takes me to

task severely for presuming to assert that my
own seedling, White Emperor, is of pure Ajax

descent, despite all the difficulties I have alleged

of ascertaining parentage, and in the face of the

" clearly formulated requirements as to measure-

ments set out in the Royal Horticultural Society's

Regulations."

studies. I am sure, therefore, since his name
implies modesty and teachableness, that he will

accept a little advice in return. Let him, then,

refrain from calling other writers' words " effu-

sions " and their quotations from authorities

" the dragging in of names." This is the attitude

of those who divide opinions into " principles,"

which are my opinions, and " prejudices," which

are yours. We are not helped towards truth in

this way. Let him also read what is «Titten

before he answers it. And I make a free gift to

his " incontrovertibility " of the invaluable observa-

tion, attributed in my Oxford days to the

wisdom of Jowett, that " not even the youngest

of tis is iiifiilliblf.'^
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ANNUAL FLOWERS IN THE
ORCHARD

HERE is the list of annuals I intend to

sow this month in my own little

<ild orchard (the large new orchard is

sacred to hay and to Mushrooms).

First and foremost, a good variety of

all sorts of Ornamental Grasses. Next, of course,

come Shirley Poppies. A few white double

Poppies are effective—while they last. Then
Pot Marigolds and Borage ; these on poorest

soil will go on flowering up till Christmas,

usually. I always sow them together. Tall

double Clarkias in all shades (except purple)
;

these are lovely. Coreopsis (atrosanguinea is

red velvety and my favourite). Blue Cornflowers,

the tall ones, and tall Larkspurs—not the horrid,

stodgy, double ones—and a lot of—oh, dear ! I

never can spell it—Eschscholtzia. Gaillardias

(annual ones), " Gay Lords " I call them. A few

mixed miniature Sunflowers (sow these later). Pink

and white Malope ; these are rather large but lovely.

Where the grass is short I sprinkle Nemophila
;

this looks like a Gentian in the grass, though in

flower-beds it is weedy. Phacelia campanularia

(fearful name, is it not ?) is another little blue

gem, and keeps on flowering ever so long if not

gathered. Nigella Miss Jekyll.^This is Love-in-

a-Mist, the prettiest blue one. Sweet Scabious
;

this old-fashioned flower must not be left out
;

and the blue annual Woodruff is pretty to gather.

Now as to how to sow them. I put the*packets

of seeds in my big garden apron pocket, and
take a large rake, also a small boy with a wheel-

barrow full of sifted leaf-mould, a quart of

silver sand in its native bag, and a garden sieve.

Thus equipped, I stroll around and rake drifts,

also interlaced circles, in various sizes in the thin

grass, and very thinly sow the seeds in such colour

contrasts as fancy dictates. Then the boy will

sift just (and only just) enough earth to cover

the seeds and- a sprinkling of silver sand to show
where one has sown ; and finally, with stately

elephantine tread, I press the earth smooth and
firm, and leave all the rest to dear old Dame
Nature. Anne Amateur.

THE CROWN IMPERIAL
The stately Crown Imperial was a most important

flower in English gardens in the seventeenth

century. Nearly everyone had a good word for

it, and presumably few gardens of any size were

without some examples. Cowley voiced the

plant's feelings thus :

'* Since on my stately stem

Nature has plac'd th' Imperial diadem.

Why all these words in vain ? Why all this noise ?

Be judg'd by Nature and approve her choice."

Stephen Blake " counted it the worthiest of

Spring flowers," and Parkinson placed it first

in his " Garden of Delight " because of its " stately

beautifulness." It is somewhat, then, of a sur-

prise to find Woolridge (" J. W." as he so fre-

quently signed himself) in his " Systema Horti-

culturffi" "damning it with faint praise," even

when the number of varieties had increased

towards the end of the century—"They are

but dull flowers." As it is now, so it was
then; people did not all like the same thing

—

lurkily! Josrpii Jacob.

NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

SUNDAY, February 13, was Crocus day
in this garden. Much in the same way
as we have seen quiet and orderly citizens

bedeck themselves with tiny flags on the
various "days" of our Allies, so every bed

to others in extreme old age that had not yet
toppled over, to open as widely as possible and
add to the show of colour.

C. tommasinianus did more than any other
to provide varying shades of lilac and purple.

For in spreading both by seed and the
multiplication of its corms it even beats
the autumnal C. speciosus, and is certainly
the freest seeder of any Crocus I know, and
might easily become a weed and a nuisance
if allowed to spread as it liked among other
species. But for a rather wild slope of the
rock garden, or in a bed among deciduous
shrubs, it can hardly spread too fast or too
far. A small clump planted twenty years
ago under a Magnolia stellata has spread up

CROCUS TOMMASINIANUS PICTUS.

(From a drawing by E. A. Bowles.)

and border, and many of the garden paths

where seeds had been swept to the edge,

were gay with widely opened Crocus blossoms.

In fact, it was the first February day oh which
the sun shone whole-heartedly and uninterruptedly

for the whole morning, causing every Crocus
flower from those just escaped from their spathes.

and down the hill, Ijut downward mostly as the
increase is chiefly by seed, until there is to-day

a lilac veil over many square yards of that slope,

and the wave spreads in annual ripples down
the lower bank on the other side of the path.

On a more level stretch, for the greater part

overspread by a miniature forest of Prunus nana.
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the Dwarf Almond, another colony of the Crocus

is claiming fresh territory each season, and though

the ground here is fairly full already of various

bulbous plants, Snowdrops, Daffodils, Camassias

and Muscaris, besides many other Crocuses, there

seems room for it and them all.

In autumn it is blue with C. speciosus, and in

early spring the lilac of C. tommasinianus makes

a background for small colonies of other flowers.

Every year the first sunny day that finds C.

tommasinianus ready to respond to its warmth

seems to work a miracle, and to produce flowers

suddenly from the ground. This is due to the

dull grey, inconspicuous shades of the outer

surface of most forms of this variable Crocus,

and also to its very slender bud. The segments

are wrapped around it as tightly and neatly as

the silk of a dandy's best town umbrella, but act

contrariwise, opening for sunshine and closing

for a shower. Thus on a dull day the buds make
but little show, but a warm gleam unfastens the

greyish white outer segments, and the delicate

lavender, amethyst, lilac, or rosy mauve inner

segments light up the scene as though by magic.

As this season is such an early one and the winter's

wet and other worries have made the tidying up

all behindhand, this part of the rock garden is

still untouched. Brown leaves lie on the ground
;

the dead stems of Campanulas, Digitalis ferruginea

and such things are still standing among the

Almond twigs. A week ago I was ashamed of

its appearance and thought of Dr. Watts' Sluggard's

(".arden, but now 1 rejoice in it, for I never saw

C. tommasinianus look so lovely as it does against

the brown shades of leaf and tvig and dead

kecksies. Lavender and russet beds will not

be easily achieved by the colour schemers, but

any who saw this wild corner could not fail to

want one.

Another advantage of this sluggard's style of

gardening is that, tip to the present, the sparrows

have not attacked the Crocuses, as they have

in all the tidied up parts of the garden. It is

either not trim and townified enough for their

tastes, or they do not like steering their way
among the kecksies.

Where C. tommasinianus seeds freely it varies

much, and this corner has given me several good

things in spontaneous, original ideas of the Crocus

itself. .Just as a dog always remembers the

place where he once saw or smelt a rabbit, and

ever after rushes thither full of hope of another

glimpse or whiff, so I never pass this corner in

Crocus time without rolling my eye over its

contents. My first good find appeared in 1902

—

a rosy lilac form with a white tip to each of the

outer segments, but chiefly remarkable for the

u'onderful spot of rich purple just under the white.

This spot looks so much as if it had been painted

on that I have always called the form var. pictus.

The one corm was nursed in the frame for a few-

seasons, but proved as lavish of increase as the

ordinary form, and so is now in many a garden

where Crocuses are prized.

I wish paint could have been used instead of

pencil for the accompanying sketch of its charms.

Several deeper-coloured or moie rosy forms have

been forked out from this colony, and by sowing

their seeds even better forms have been raised.

The best up to date is of such a warm purple that

it looks almost crimson in bright sunlight, and

it also has deeper colouring in the tip of each seg-

ment. This marking is characteristic of certain

Eastern Crocuses. In banaticus it is regularly

present ; a few seedlings of the Greek veluchensis

have shown it ;
while the forms of vemus

known as Leedsii or Dandy, and leucorhynchus

have it beautifully clear in contrasting purple

and white.

I believe all these species will intercross easily.

I have several unmistakable hybrids of vernus,

leucorhynchus and tommasinianus, and one I

believe to be the latter and banaticus. Some day

a lumper will perhaps place them all under vernus.

A white tommasinianus comes up now and then,

but is only useful as a contrast, as there are so

many better white Crocuses ; the pure white form

of biflorus Weldenii, for instance. I have been

pleased with one with very rosy inner segments,

which contrast prettily with the grey outside of the

outer ones, and another with buff outside.

C. aureus lacteus is rather an uncommon plant.

of a delightful old ivory tint, only to be found

elsewhere among Crocuses in the autumnal C.

Boryi. Never before has it flowered here while

the deep orange aureus has been still good, so

perhaps it will not again. But just now the

contrast of the two is charming, and in one slope

where they have got mi.xed up a little, by the

seeding of the orange one I expect, each looks

better than usual for the presence of the other.

Few people seem to know and value Scilla

sibirica multiflora. It is always three weeks

ahead of the old type, and though not of such a

deep Prussian blue, is yet quite blue enough

to be better away from lilac Crocuses. It seeds

very freely and has spread into the path, and

the little colony has been lovely for the last ten

days among the grey stones at a turn of the path.

Now, Scilla bifolia Pink Beauty and the white

form of sibirica are out on either side of it, and

other forms of bifolia are appearing. The colour

of the typical sibirica would fight dreadfully

with all these or with Chionodoxas for my taste,

but I like this multiflora's tone among the others.

Romulea nivalis is a useful plant to grow among

I

small alpines. Its stiff. Rush-like leaves stand

i

up 8 inches in height, and the Crocus-like flowers

!
lean out from the tuft almost at a right angle.

I They are white inside with a yellow throat, and

prettily banded with rosy purple outside. It

sows itself about, and as it does no harm to its

neighbours, being so stiffly upright, I am glad

to see it spearing through some neat Dianthus,

or Draba, or the coarser Aubrietias. Synthyris

rotundifolia is a good addition to dainty and tiny

plants that flower early. The leaves turn a deep

bronzy green, and set off the wee bell-shaped

flowers by contrasting so effectively with theii

skim-milk shade of whiteness. A little tuft

is very pretty now at the foot of a rocky crevice

in which Primula AUionii has been flowering for

weeks past, its soft pink flowers with their

clear white eyes looking almost too large to be

borne among such tiny rosettes of leaves.

One seldom sees the large form of the Lesser
' Celandine, Ranunculus Ficaria, from Italy. It

is, however, a very handsome plant, and well

' worth making happy in a sheltered nook in rich,

well-drained soil. The bright green leaves appear

in December and are as large and handsome

as those of a Caltha, while the flowers measure

;
over 2 inches across when fully expanded, and

stand up on stakes nearly a foot high. The var-

nished effect of the bright yellow petals is as

brilliant as in our native weed, and the ring of

orange stamens round the green carpels gives

a perfect finish to a very beautiful flower.

The white form of the wilding is also in flower,

but the blooms are not so large nor so pale as

those I hope to see a little later when there is

more sunshine. Then a clump covered with its

creamy sulphur stars, each glittering as though

just varnished by the fairies, is a goodly sight,

although the plant is only a white form of one

of our worst weeds.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
AWARDS OF MERIT

Kennedya rosea.—The Kennedyas constitute

a small group of climbing or twining leguminous

plants limited to Australia and more frequently

referred to Hardenbergia, Formerly they were

seen either as trellis-trained examples in the

greenhouse or affixed to the roof rafters, whereas

to-day they are rarely met with. That named
above is one of the prettiest of them, a delightful

plant meriting a wider cultivation. The slender

though wiry stems are furnished with greyish,

ovate-acuminate leaves, the racemes of pink

and white Pea-shaped flowers appearing in every

leaf-axil in the upper parts of the plant. It is an

elegant and graceful climber of quite moderate

proportions. Flowering sprays were sent by the

Countess of Cranbrook, Great Glenham House,

Saxmundham.
Cineraria Matador.—This is remarkable by

reason of the rich cinnabar red colour of the florets,

a shade quite novel among these plants and difficult

to describe. From Messrs. Robert Veitch and

Son, Exeter.

Primula malacoides King Albert.—This is

the variety to which we extended unqualified

praise in our report of the last meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society (see The Garden
for February ig). At that meeting the new-

comer was entered for a certificate as " Rose

Queen," under which name a variety had already

received an aw-ard. The twain, however, are

quite distinct, and " King Albert," being a much
superior variety, carried the award by a imanimous

vi5te. The flowers, arranged in whorls, are large,

rich rosy lilac in co'our, and produced in com-

pactly arranged spikes. For all who garden in

greenhouse or liome, the plant is ideal. From
.Messrs. James Carter and Co., Raynes Park, S.E.

Crocus aerius.—From the colour standpoint

we believe this lovely Grecian species to be unique.

The dominant tone of the outer segments is rich

violet with purplish shading, the inner petals

of lighter hue with still lighter interior, and rich

orange scarlet stigmata. Wedded to this excep-

tional colouring is a well-formed, round-petalled

flower. No description could, however, give an

adequate idea of the beauty of the plant. It

must be seen to be realised. From Mr. G. Reuthe,

Keston. Kent.

Laelio-Cattleya Erzerum (La;lio-Cattleya Mrs.

Temple xCattleyaTriana;).

—

A handsome and good,

well-set-up variety, having broad sepals and petals

of satiny rose colour and large crimson purple,

much goffered lip. From Messrs. .Armstrong

and Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

Odontioda Dora (Odontoglossum Jasper x

Odontioda Vuylstekea~).

—

A small plant bearing

a two-flowered raceme was shown. It is a shapely

variety of exceptionally dark purplish colouring

and pinkish inclined margin. The lip is of pinkish

hue, with golden lines abo\'e. From Messrs.

Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath, Sussex.

The foregoing plants were before the Royal

Horticultural Society on February 22, when the

awards were made.
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AN IRIS PLANTING
EXPERIMENT

THE following experiment, recorded

in the Journal of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society for December, 1915,

will be read with interest, particularly

at this time of the year. " The recom-

mendation is usuaUy made to plant tall Bearded

Irises immediately after flowering. This is

the practice we have our-

selves followed for many years

with success, but Mr. E. H.

Jenkins, a member of the
Floral Committee, suggested in

1913 to us that better results

would be obtained if the plant-

ing were done in March, and

asked us to make a comparative

trial. We accordingly lifted six

pieces of each of three well-

marked varieties and planted

them on March 25 in an open

place. Each piece consisted of

a single growth and a single

piece of rhizome. The varieties

selected were one of the

germanica section, Argus ; one

of the vaHegaia, Gracchus

;

and one of the pallida. Queen

of May. No new strong roots

were being formed at this

time, and only in Argus were

new laterals growing, while
the lateral buds were so small

as to be almost invisible. Of

these pieces only one of Queen

of May produced a flower in

May, iqi :;, lour of Gracchus,

and none cf Argus. On June i4

six similar piecfs ot each

were lifted and planted side

by side with the March-

planted ones. , These pieces

were such that they had

reached the same development

in March as had those theri

lifted. The new buds were

advancing and new main roots

were just beginning to develop.

Every one of the March-

planted Argus flowered in

October of that year, but none

of the others.

The number of spikes of

flowers produced by each set

of plants at the different seasons up to June.

1915, is shown in the following table

:

SEED DISPERSAL OF HELLEBORUS
FOETIDUS

At a recent meeting of the Linnean Society of

London, Mr, T. A. Dymes read a paper entitled

" On the Seed-mass and Dispersal of Helleborus

fcEtidus. Linn.," summarised as follows

:

The seeds of Helleborus fo3tidus, L., are' remark-

able in being shed from the follicle in a single

mass, bound more or less tightly together by a

thick, white ventral strip of oleaginous tissue.

Owing to the contrast of the shining elaiosome

dispersal by the birds of the neighbourhood.
Observations and experiments with the ants.

Donisthorpea nigra and Myrmica la;vinodis,

prove that they carry off whole masses, fragments
and single seeds, and take them into the nest.

On the other hand, their behaviour does not
favour the suggestion that the larval " mimicry "

is operative, as far as they are concerned.

The claim to myrmecochory is not a valid one.

As far as the ants are concerned, neither the larval

resemblance nor the massing brings to the species

any advantage which it would not possess if the

seeds were shed singly, as is

usually, if not universally, the
case with those that are adapted
to these insects. The larval re-

semblance, which cannot be denied,

suggests an adaptation to some
still unrecognised agent or agents,

and observations at the distribu-

tional headquarters of the species

are much to be desired, in order
to clear up the mystery of the mass.

SOME SHELTER-
ING DEVICES

By Gertrude Jekyll

T;

Variety.

THE EARLY MEGASEA LIGULATA THAT REQUIRES PROTECTION

with the almost black seeds, the mass as a whole

! bears, at a short distance, a deceptive resemblance

to the larva of a beetle. Observations were made
,
over two consecutive nights on the work of theNo. of spikes produced.

Oct., May, Oct., May, '.

gnaUs, which disintegrate the mass by devouring
1913. 1914. 1914, 1916. '

^ / B

( the elaiosome, thus reducing it eventually to

single seeds.

Experiments were also made with a view to

establishing the possibility of moUuscan dispersal

of single seeds over a short distance. Observa-

tions in Nature and on captive Helix aspersa

point to the conclusion that the elaiosome offers

j
an attraction as a molluscan dainty in the way of

It is evident that the March planting gave
1
food,

better results in future years than did the June I Experiments in the open do not support the
planting, but it must not be overlooked that most I idea of the larval resemblance being an adaptation
of the 1913 flowers were lost." s to oruithochory, or that there is any regular

Argus
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Brambles and Loganberries.—The fruits of

these provide a useful change for cooking and

preser\'ing. coining in as they do when other

small fruits are getting scarce ; but if they are to

prove a profitable crop the plants must be provided

with ample room and be well exposed to sun

and air. A fairly high wire fence makes a suitable

support for the shoots, and these should now be

tied up. Cut out all the old fruiting wood, and

lead in a sufficient number of the young shoots

to cover the fence, removing all superfluous growths.

If the plants have occupied the ground for any
considerable time, some stimulant should be

afiorded them in the shape of either well-decom-

posed manure or an artificial fertiliser. Fresh

plantations may also be made at this time by
suckers removed from the old stools.

Raspberries.—The present is also a suitable

time for making new plantations of Raspberries.

As a rule, no difficulty will be experienced in getting

a sufficient quantity of suckers from existing

plantations. The simplest and most efficient

mode of training is that adopted by the large

market growers, viz., by placing a stout wooden
stake at each end of the line, with a few lighter

intermediate stakes, and stretchmg two wires

along, one near the top of the stake, about 5 feet

high, and the other 2 feet lower down, to which

each' cane is tied. Young canes should not be

fruited the first season, but be cut down to about

6 inches from the ground.

Strawberries.—The autumn mulching, or what

reriiains of it, may be removed now and the hoe

run between the lines to check any weeds that

mav be starting to grow ; those growing so near

the' plant that the use of the hoe would involve

danger should be pulled out by hand. A dressing

of soot may be given at this time and, if thought

necessary, some reliable fertiliser. A few weeks

hence another stir with the hoe and a second

application of soot will be beneficial, after which

some long strawy litter should be spread between

the lines, which will for a time act as a feeding

agent and later on as a clean bed for the ripening

fruit.

Hoeing.—It is important to keep the hoe

going frequently in the fruit quarters, as besides

preventing the establishment of weeds it aerates

the soil.

The Rose Garden.

Standard and Weeping Roses should have

their winter protection removed now, for, if left

longer, growth will be encouraged prematurely,

which, being soft, might get injured by frost

later on.

Pruning.—It should be quite safe to commence
pruning now. Dwarf Roses should be primed

rather low down to ensure strong shoots. All weak
growths should be entirely removed, medium
ones shortened to two or three buds, and the

strongest growths left rather longer. Where
quantity of bloom is aimed at, a few of the strongest

growths may be pegged down horizontally over

the beds or borders.

Planting.—About this time it is usually noticed

what damage has been done to tender varieties

during the winter, so that provision can now be

made for replacing those that have died, and all

planting should be completed as early this month
as possible. The winter has, however, been

comparatively mild, and no considerable loss is

anticipated. The severity of the winter, however,

is not so much the cause of losses in the Rose

garden as a wet and sunless autumn, followed by
early and sudden severe frosts.

Plants^Under Glass.

Camellias.—When these have passed out of

flower, the bushes may be freely cut back to keep

them within bounds. Specimens planted out in

good soil make vigorous growth and require

regular trimming.

Calanthes.—The bulbs of this deciduous Orchid

having rested for some weeks, they should be put

under 'moister conditions to induce them to start.

If they are placed in boxes with just as much

leaf-mould and sphagnum as will keep the bulbs

upright, root action will soon begin, after which
they may be potted into suitable-sized pots.

Overpotting should be avoided, the object being

to get the pots as early filled with roots as possible,

so that feeding with liquid manure can be carried

on until growth is finished. The Calanth" is not

at all fastidious when its needs are understood.

The potting medium should be sphagnum, peat,

loam, and some dried cow-manure, all in a

lumpy condition. Last season I grew these in

a Muscat vinery and never had them better,

both crops requiring the moisture withheld about
the same time, and when the spikes began to

show, the plants were placed in a Fern-house to

develop their flowers. C. Veitchii is the most useful

variety to grow.

Cannas.—These make useful and attractive

plants for the embellishment of the greenhouse,

both on account of their handsome foliage and
beautiful flowers. Established plants should be
placed in a little warmth to start, and, when they
have made some roots and growth, can be divided

to increase the stock and be potted into suitable-

sized pots. They require ample root room and
like a lich compost of loam and decayed manure.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS
Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—In all the vineries attention must be
given to the proper distribution of the shoots,

the object being to cover the trellis without over-

crowding. Healthy foliage should be encouraged
in preference to an excess of weak growths.

Directly the berries are formed, commence thinning

and remove all those bunches not required. Feed
the Vines liberally.

Plants Under Glass.

Freesias and Laehenalias.—When these desir-

able bulbous plants pass the flowering stage,

they must be given a light position, also an
occasional application of liquid manure. Keep
them green as long as possible, but when the

leaves show signs of decay, water should be with-

held gradually, and the bulbs given a decided rest

in a dry, warm position.

Begonia Gloire de Sceaux.—When this hand-

some Begonia ceases to be attractive, the growths

may be shortened and the plants given a partial

rest in a greenhouse for the next six weeks. When
water is afforded more freely, strong, sucker-like

shoots will push up from the base, and when they

are 2 inches or 3 inches long they make excellent

cuttings. These must always be chosen in prefer-

ence to side shoots from the stems ; they even-

tually make the best plants.

Salvia splendens.—Old plants may be placed

in slight warmth, and if sprayed over occasionally

they will soon produce shoots suitable for cuttings.

The Kitchen Garden.

Autumn-Sown Onions.—These should now be
transplanted in lines i foot apart, allowing 9 inches

between the bulbs. The ground ought to be well

prepared, and when the plants are re-established

the hoe must be used freely between them.

Spring Onions.—The main batch may- be
sown, providing the soil is in a suitable state.

It is best to wait a week or two if it is at all wet
and sodden. Sow thinly in drills 12 inches or

15 inches apart and i inch deep. Make the surface

fairly firm. There are many kinds of Onion to

select from, but Bedfordshire Champion and
James' Keeping are both reliable.

Potatoes, such as May Queen, may be planted

in a sheltered spot to furnish an early supply.

The Flower Garden.

Begonias for Bedding.—It is now time to

start the tubers into growth, and a good plan is

to place them in boxes containing a portion of

leaf-mould and sand, but the tubers should only

be partly under the soil. Place the boxes in a

warm, moist house or pit, and until growth is

evident no direct watering will be needed. When

the young shoots are an inch or so in length,
each tuber may be potted; or if a quantity is needed
they can be planted out in frames containing
6 inches of leaf-mould and loam. Keep the
frames closed for a time, and spray the plants
overhead whenever the weather is bright.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

General Remarks.—Most of the pruning is

now completed, and if not already done, such
surface-rooting bushes as Black Currants may
be mulched with manure. Gooseberries enjoy
liberal tieatment, but as the American mildew
has appeared it is not advisable to treat these
too liberally. Newly planted trees should be
examined periodically, making the soil firm about
the base and giving a stake to any that require
support. Trees planted this season may also
be pruned, although there is a difference of opinion
among growers on this point. Grafting, with the
exception of an occasional tree, is rarely practised
in small and private gardens, but if any such work
is anti?ipated it may now be carried out.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepsiojv. Gloucestershire.

NOTES ON AURICULAS

A
CORRESPONDENT asks if I would

give a list of Auriculas thoroughly up
to date, and all good sorts, for a small

L collection. I have pleasure in doing

^this, but would point out that a great

deal depends on whether they are for exhibition

or merely for the grower's pleasure. The fascina-

tion of the Auricula is potent and gripping. It

appeals to the desire for things strange and almost

unnatural as well as to the sense of beauty. All

the show section are, in a way, curiosities. The
combination of colours is striking and . bizarre,

strangely apart from those of any other flower.

There are, for instance, combinations of green,

black, and white
;

green, red, and white
;

grey,

maroon, and white
;

grey, violet, and white, &c.,

and all are possessed of a subtle sweetness of

odour that, again, is a thing apart from the perfume

of all other flowers. To anyone starting a collec-

tion of these plants, a word of warning should be

given. They are not easy doers. Capricious,

exacting, demanding care and intelligence in

management, they are real aristocrats of the

floral w-orld. They will give nothing in return

for nothing given ; but to those who love them

and know how to flower them in perfection they

are the pets of the garden, and worth every hour

spent with them.

The following is a list of varieties for the novice

before detailing the sorts asked for by my corre-

spondent. They are easily grown as Auriculas

go, relatively cheap, and quite representative

of the cult.

Show Section.—Green edged, Henry Wilson,

Prince Charming and Shirley Hibberd
;

grey

edged, George Rudd and Marmion ; white edged.

Acme and Miss Prim ; selfs, Harrison Weir.

Mrs. Potts and Ruby.

Alpine Section.—Admiration, Argus, Blue

Bell, Ettrick, Firefly, Janet, Miss Berkeley, Mrs.

Markham, Rosy Morn and The Bride.

For a really first-class collection I would

recommend :

Show Section.—Green edged, William Smith,

Prince Charming, Rifleman and Shirley Hibberd
;

grey edged, George Rudd, George Lightbody,

Marmion and Richard Headley ; white edged,

Guy Cranfield, Eucharis and .Acme ;
selfs, Daffodil,

Favourite, Harrison Weir, Lady Veitch, Mikado,

Peggy Gibson and Victor.
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Alpine Section.—White or cream centred,

Argus, Commander, Miss Berkeley, Mrs. Douglas,

Prince of Tyre, Phyllis Douglas, Roxborough,

UUswater and St. Vincent
;

yellow centred,

Claude Halcro, Duke of York, Golden Dust-

man, Kaffir, King George, Muriel and

Prime Minister. (Brilliant and Mrs. Parton

might be added if nine of each division are

wanted.)

If plants are secured from a really first-class

source, the foregoing would form a most interesting

collection ; but a very great deal depends on where

they come from. In three months or so the

purchaser will have to tackle the operation of

repotting, and it is then he will benefit from

having paid a good price and having dealt with

an expert grower. Or, rather, it is the second

time he will benefit, for his first substantial advan-

tage will be gained when the plants bloom in

April and May, and there is all the difference

in the world between an expert's and an ordinary

miscellaneous nurseryman's goods in that respect.

The advantage at repotting time is very far-

reaching in its effect, for each plant is then an

ocular lesson in the method of repotting. Quality

of soil, correct drainage, size of pot, depth to

plant—in a word, the whole secret of the culti-

vation, is there for those willing to learn. When
I first was attracted to Auriculas by the magnifi-

cent display of flowers at Vincent Square on the

occasion of the annual show, in 1908 I think it

was, I remember being taken aback at the price

of the individual plants. Some were 3s. 6d.,

some 5s., some 7s. 6d. or more, and my thoughts

wandered to the lists of reputable nurserymen

who dealt in Auriculas, " all beautiful colours,

from prize strain," at 5s. a dozen. Knowing
what I do now about these plants, I deliberately

say that I would rather grow only one plant

, which cost me 5s. or 7s. 6d. than I would 500 of

the best mixed Auriculas ever offered to the

public. There is no more relationship between

a pedigree Auricula and its poor kinsman than

there is between a Derby winner and a coster's

donkey. To anyone wishing to enjoy his hobby
I would strongly urge him or her to buy only the

best, even if it means starting with only half a

dozen plants. J. L. Gibson.

GAS LIME AS A CURE
FOR CLUB ROOT

THE prevalence of club root in the

Cabbage family in some gardens and a

means of curing it has from time to

time been discussed in the gardening

Press and other literature, and been

the means also of placing on the market

various preparations, all more or less calculated

to effect a cure. The cost, in the first place,

deters many an anxious grower from experi-

menting with e.xpensive antidotes ; but when a

fine, healthy-looking quarter of Cabbages or

Cauliflowers suddenly shows signs of giving way,

his alarm forces him to action. Plant after

plant in quick succession, when about half grown,

begin first to show a leaf or two turning yellow

and, finally, flop over on their sides. When
these are pulled up and examined, fibrous roots

are entirely absent, and, instead, are a quantity

of rough, warty-like excrescences on the base

of the stems, which are aptly designated club

root.

Agriculturists suffer from a similar disease

in their Turnip crop, known as finger-and-toe.

but this has been to a great extent eliminated by
careful cultivation and a thorough rotation of

cropping. In gardens, such a system of rotation

cannot be practised ; hence perhaps the difficulties

of getting rid of club root.

The beneficial effects of gas lime on ground

affected by this disease is deserving of the

widest circulation, and I have no hesitation in

advocating its general use as a complete cure.

I do not claim to have made any scientific exami-

nation of the disease, its cause, or the properties

embodied in gas lime as a cure, or that others

may not have practised the same treatment with

equal success ; I merely set down my experiences.

When I took charge of these gardens upwards

of twenty years ago, all varieties of the Brassica

suffered severely from this disease, quite two-

thirds of the crop giving way annually, the

remainder only being saved by frantic efforts

at watering with soot and lime water or any other

likely antidote. At least, we gave the credit to

this treatment when, perhaps, it was only an
illustration of the survival of the fittest, or a

recurrence of the mystery why " one is taken

and the other left."

Deeming that a dressing of lime in some form
was required, and finding that gas lime could be

had quite close at hand for the lifting, I dressed

the whole of the kitchen garden with it, applying

it on the surface in early spring after the ground

was dug, and spreading it on evenly till the ground

assumed a greyish appearance, or about two
open handfuls to a square yard. The improve-

ment in the Cabbages the first season was so

noticeable that I decided to continue its use,

and every season the ground on which this crop

is to be grown is treated with gas lime. After

the second application, club root was entirely

absent from the garden. If further proof of its

efficacy was necessary, I could recall the fact

that some six to ten years ago, being exceptionally

busy carrying out extensive alterations, the

kitchen garden did not get its usual attention,

one of the neglected items being the dressings

of gas lime for a period of four years, and club

root began to make its appearance again ; but

on resuming its application no further trouble

was e.xperienced.

Glamis Castle, N.B. Thomas Wilson.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAe Editor endearours
to make The Garden helpful to all readers ivho desire
assistance, no matter ichat the branch of gardening may be,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications shmdd be
clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,
and addressed to the Edttor of The Garden, 20. Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address
of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely
packed in damp grass or -moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering
shoots, where possible, shozdd be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not c?iaracteristic of the plant. Letters
on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
BEDDING BEGONIA AND OTHER QUESTIONS

(J. R.).—One of the most effective pink-flowered bedding
Begonias we know is ilajor Hope, and thinly employed
on a groundwork of Alyssum maritimnm compactum
makes a perfect bed. If this is too expensive, write to
Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited, Feltham, or Messrs. Blackmore

and Langdon, Bath. These firms speciaUse in Begonias
and, selecting to colour, could supply at a cheap rate
any shade you desire. For the Geum beds you might
use a margin of Tufted Pansy ^Vhite Empress. We
should incline to planting the Geum rather thinly, and
bed thinly of the Pansy as well as edging with it* The
contrast would be both effective and enduring. Gladioli
may be associated with the Delphiniums for extending
the season, and white Peach-leaved Bcllflower (Cam-
panula persicifoha alba grandiflora) with the Kniphofla,
at least for the first season, since the very vigorous nature
of these plants and the overwhelming leaf growth would
preclude permanently good results. You say nothing
of the size of the beds, but if large, say, 12 feet to 20 feet
across, we should plant the Kniphofia 3 feet apart, inter-
sperse Campanula pyramidalis alba among them, and
margin with tlio Campanula first named.
SUBSTITUTES FOR BEDDING OUT (A. 3. B.).~~

The only satisfactory substitute for bedding out is hardy
plants, employing that phrase in its widest sense and
using Eoses, Carnations, hardy Heaths, Azaleas, herbaceous
and alpine plants in conjunction with Daffodils, Lihes,
Spanish and English Irises and much else from the great
wealth of hardy bulbous plants that obtain. To arrange
this to a suitable plan and to meet your own requirements
as far as possible, a much fuller knowledge of the circum-
stances would be necessary, particularly as to the size
of the beds and their position, sun or shade. The above-
named combined planting could not be carried out now,
as it is too late to secure and plant the bulbs. In all
probabihty, too, in so old a garden many of the beds
would have to be resoiled, certainly some into which
Heaths and hardy Azaleas would be put. If, however,
you only desired a temporary rearrangement of the beds,
something might be done with annuals, tuberous Begonias
and dwarf herbaceous plants, the latter including the
ever-flowering Tufted Pansics. .The annuals and Begonias
would not, of course, be permanent. In all probability
Begonias, carpeted with Tufted Pansies, both in variety,
would give you the longest possible season of flowering
and the greatest wealth of blossom, and with the plants
you have—Roses and Carnations—^^'ould tide you over
your present difl&culty. If not, ^\Tite us again giving fuller
particulars.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
PRUNING NEWLY PLANTED SHRUBS {E. T.).~

Both sorts of Ceanothus should be left unpruned, but
the Clematis Jackmannii ought to be cut hard back to the
lowest plump buds.

HOLLY LEAVES {R. F. C.).—Holly leaves are not
likely to make very good leaf-mould, and it would not be
advisable to mix them with otliei leaves unless the leaf-
mould is to be used for outdoor purposes. If the leaves
were burnt and the ashes spread over the ground and
dug in they would be almost as useful as if they were
turned into leaf-mould.

BOOK ON HEDGES (Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. S.).—
We regret to say that we do not know of any book dealing
with the treatment of hedges from the point of view you
desire. The hedges which offer the greatest attractions
to birds are those that have been allowed to develop
rather freely instead of being closely cropped. For
outside hedges where strength is a consideration. White-
thorn and Holly are the two most satisfactory subjects
to use ; but for inside dividing lines in gardens many
free-growing shrubs can be tried, such as Berberis steno-
phylla, Olearia Haastii, Rambling Roses, Euonymus
japonicus and Cornus Mas. All these subjects are popular
nesting-places for birds. Privet is not a very satisfactory
hedge plant except when closely clipped.

ABOUT SHRUBS (Anxious Amateur).~Ca,Tpenten&
cahfornica is an evergreen shrub from California which bears
very beautiful white flowers in early summer. It ishardv
in many parts of the South of England, but it is advisable
to give it a position sheltered from cold winds. In height
it is usually met with between 4 feet and 6 feet, with a
spread of 3 feet or 4 feet. Give light, loamy soil con-
taining a little peat or leaf-mould. Bridgesia spicata
is, correctly, ErciUa volubilis. It is a climbing evergreen
from Chile and Peru, forming rootlets from the branches
after the manner of the Ivy, by which it attaches itself

to its support. The flowers are brownish and not very
attractive. Plant against a vrall or fence in light, loamy
soil. Acanthopanax quinquefoha is a bush with five-
parted leaves, growing 3 feet to 4 feet high and as far
through. The flowers are not attractive. It may be
grown in a shrubbery in ordinary garden soil. Edge-
worthia papyrifera is found wild in China and Japan.
It grows 6 feet to 8 feet high, and bears small, fragrant,
yellowish flowers in late spring. It is not generally hardy,
and may only be grown successfully outdoors in the warmest
parts of the country. A mixture of light loam and peat
suits it. Caesalpinia japonica is a Japanese shrub of
rambling habit with long, spiny branches which bear
very elegant leaves made up of a large number of tiny
leaflets. Yellow flowers with red stamens are borne in
good-sized racemes during summer. It requires a con-
siderable space in an open, sunny position, and should
be planted in loamy soil. The ends of the branches
may be killed in winter, and they should then be pruned
back in February. Benthamia fragifera, correctly Cornus
capitata, is found wild in North India and China. It
gro^^s into a very large bush 12 feet to IS feet high, with
a Tv-ide spread. The flowers are small and borne in compact
heads surrounded by attractive white bracts, and they
are followed by showy red fruits. It is not very hardy,
but gives excellent results in the milder parts of the
country, particularly in Devonshire and Cornwall. Plant
in a sunny position in well-drained loamy soil.
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THE GREENHOUSE.
CINERARIAS UNSATISFACTORY U- J^- F.).—rhe

condition of vour Cinerarias is undoubtedly caused by

some error in'tlicir culture, as there is no sign of disease

on the plant sent. It is, however, quite impossible to

state the reason, though appearances suggest that the

plants have been kept in too close and moist an atmo-

sphere, thus leading to a weakness o£ the leaf-stalks

This is probably accompanied by an insufficient root

action, set up, it may be, by the plants having been kept

too dry or too wet; probably the latter. Plenty of light

and air is very necessary to the successful culture of

CSnerarias, and this may have been wanting in the case

of your plants.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CELERY BOLTING (E. M. H.).—No disease is apparent

in the Celery sent. It is probable that it has gro^Ti in

the way it has either from being a poor stock or from
having suffered a check through drought before it was
earthed up. Tlie latter seems probable, as the growth

is, as you say, " bolting," that is, running to seed.

KITCHEN GARDEN FOR A FAMILY OF FIVE (.Vege-

tables).—Our correspondent asks the following question;
" Could you let me know in the answers in The Garden
about how much kitchen garden would be required for a

family of five, servants included, -nith company part of

the year ? One Broccoli or Cauliflower required every

day during the year, with supply of Potatoes and other

vegetables." The best answer to this question can only

be a guess, the result depending so much on the quality

and nature of the land and on the manure and labour

available. Potatoes would be the largest item. Ten
tons to the acre is a good average crop, and to supply,

say, two and a half tons of these in the course of the year

would need a quarter of an acre. If the soil is good,

manure supply liberal, and there is no stint of labour,

half an acre, we think, could be made to meet such a

demand. On the other hand, if the land is rather poor,

and manure and labour scarce, the crops would be light,

and an acre would be none too much.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BINDWEED (A. R. B.).—The only method of destroy-

ing Bindweed is to dig the roots out, if you cannot destroy

it by continuous mowing or pulling up the shoots. As
a rule, the roots are too deep in the ground to be destroyed

by the ordinary preparations applied to kill weeds in grass.

If a very strong chemical were used, the grass would
probalily'lie killed as well as the Bindweed.

EXTRACTION OF SUGAR FROM SUGAR BEET
(Q. G.).—Numerous articles on Sugar Beet liave been
published in the Journal of the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries during the last few years, and two articles giving

details of culture and sugar extraction are to be found
in the February number for 1916, pages 969 to 1007.

By application to the Secretary, Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries, 4, Whitehall Place, London, this literature

could be procured. The Journal is 4d. per copy, and
certain leaflets are issued free of charge.

NAME OF PLANT.—.S. £.—I is -aponica; native of

Japan and Chinii, also known as I. fimbriata.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—C. S. C—1, Claygate Pearmain—
yes, the flavour is remark ibly ;ood; 2, Round Winter
Nonsucli; 3, Adam's Pearmain, very laie.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fortnightly mcctiiis of the society i\a? h Id at Vincent
Square on the 22nd ult., an excellent display being fcronght
together. A con:^iderable attraction was the table of

forced bulbs sent by Lady Tate. The Primalas from
Reading were also good. Of unusual interest and charm
was the exhibit of flowering branches of Eucalypti set up
by Messrs. R. F. Felton, Hanovei Squ9,re. Alpine exhibits
were everywhere, and appear to attract an ever-increasing
nuraJ>er ; the get-up of those exhibits, too, left little

to be desired. Apples of the finest quality, in perfect
condition, came from Messrs. Cannell. Carnations, too,

were excellent. Orchid exliibits were of much interest

and beauty. Some half-dozen noveKies gained awards
{see " New and Rare Plants," page 116). Quite a small
crowd of visitors assembled during the afternoon.

Floral Comjiittee.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.
E. A. Bowles, W. J. Bean, W. A. Bilney, F. Page-
Roberts, J. Green, J. W. Barr, Sydney Morris, A. G.
Jackman, George Harrow, C. R. Fielder, J. W. Moorman,
John Heal, T. Stevenson, J. Dickson, Charles Dixon,
H. J. Jones, A. Tnrner, 0. E. Pearson, W. P. Thomson,
J. T. Bennett-Poe, H. Cowlev, W. G. Baker, E. H. Jenkins,
G. Paul, R. Hooper Pearson, J. F. McLeod and R. W.
Wallace.
The table of forced bulbs sent by Lady Tate, Streatham

Common (gardener, Mr. W. Howe), was one of the features
of the show, and largely attracted, the low-plaoed table
of double width showing the various items to considerable
advantage. Occupying central positions and constituting
a working basis were three graceful Palms, Euterpe cdulis

probably, or a near ally. Around these in each case were

grouped well-flowered" specimen Clivias, with, in one

instance, the Poetaz Narcissus Irene, yellow Tulip Prince

de Ligny, and others. A second group had Sir Watkin
DafforlU, crimson Tulip, and the bicolor Dalfodil VanUIa

in excellent form ; the third group having Jaune A

Merveilie Narcissus and otliers in circles. The ends of

tlie tabic were filled with Italian Hyacinths in pink and
.vhite in one ini^tance, and in, the otJier with Narcissus

odorus rugulosus (ricli ytUow), Freesia refracta alba,

Scilla campanulata alba and Myosotis in pots. The ground-

work was composed of varied-coloured Hyacinths in

groups, and such good single Tulips as Joost Van Vondel

(grand white). Rose Gris-de-Lin, and others. Narciir^sus

incomparabilis sulphiu-eus plenus was very well shown,
the vi-llow Ajax Datfodil Decora being also noteworthy.

We welcome such exhibits as these from a private garden

as the outward and visible sign that, despite the abnormal
conditions prevailing, e.'ery effort is being made, in some
instances at least, to prevent good gardening declining.

In ordinary times the exhibit would have obtained a

gold medal award, though, on economical grounds pro-

bably, a silver-gilt Flora medal was granted.

Not far away Messrs. R, and G. Cuthbert, Southgate,

N., arranged a similar-sized table of Tulips alone, the

finest bedding and forcing sorts being noted. Of the^e,

Orange Prince, Max Havelock (orange), Mon Tresor (than

which no single Tulip we recall is either so large or so

richly golden), White Pottebakker, Prince de Ligny (rich

yellow, having distinctly pointed petals), and Royal
Crown (crimson and gold) were a few of the best in a

considerable collection. In a further group this Arm
staged Lilacs in variety, Spiraea confusa (a pretty wliite-

rtowerrd sort well suited to forcing), with Stapliylea

colcliica and other plants. Silver Flora medal.

Messrs. R. F. Felton and Sons, Hanover Square, arranged

effectively an unusual exhibit of cut flowering sprays of

Eucalypti, the red-toned buds of E. resiniferus in con-

junction with the cream of tlie expanded flowers being

singularly beautiful. E. longifclia was another notabls

species among several on view. Of equal decorative

merit, too, was Grevillea angustifolia, the long, narrow,
jagged leaves, dark green above and quite silvery below,

and reddish flowers being most effective. Olearia Fosteri,

another of these silvery-leaved subjects, was also on
view. Silver Flora medal.

Messrs. Wliitelegg and Page, Chislehurst, contributed

alpine and hardy plants, their finer items including tlie

rich blue Pulmonaria angustifolia azurea, one of the most
beautiful of early flowering herbaceous plants. Soldanella

alpina, goodly patches of Saxifraga oppositifolia alba

and the choice silvery S. calabrica were others of note.

Bronze Banksian meaai.
Messrs. W. Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, N., had a

considerable show of Carnations, arranging superb

vases of their new scarlet aialmaison Sabma and the

beautiful pink Lady Ingestre. Hardy plants from this

firm included a nice lot of Tulipa kaufmanniana, T. k.

aurea, a variety of early bulbous Irises, a very pretty

colony of Soldanella alpiua, and others. Among snrubs,

Camellia reticulata and Magnolia soulangeana were notable,

the rich flowers of Pelargonium Gwynne Powell showing
well elsewhere. Silver Flora medal.

Messrs. Robert Veitch and Son, Exeter, brought
handsome flowers of Magnolia Campbellii, the pretty

white-flowered Osmanthus Delavayi being also noted.

The certificated Cineraria Matador, of a remarkable shade

of red, was also from the same source.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, filled an extensive

table space with the choicest of their high-class strains

of Primula sinensis, and received a silver Flora medal
for the same. Arranging them in baskets chiefly of one
colour and interspersing with others, they constituted

a most effective whole. Among those of intense colour,

the new fiery crimson Prince of Wales stood out well

from the rest. The Ducliess maintaining the unique
position it has held now for some years. Pink, Crimson,
White, Terra-cotta and Royal White, all of the " Giant

"

class, were in separate colour bloclcs. Ruby and White
Star shared a group between them, and constituted an
effective combination. Snowdrop and Reading Pink
were also of merit.

Messrs. CanneU and Sons, Eynsford, Kent, showed
a capital lot of well-flowered Cinerarias, the plants

evidencing high-class culture and an excellent all-round

strain.

Messrs. James Carter and Co., Raynes Park, arranged
a charming group of their new Primula malaeoides King
Albert, which gained an award of merit. A fuller refer-

ence to it will be found under " New ani Hare Plants,"

page 116. It is quite an acquisition, the warmth of the

rosy lilac flowers and the wealth of spikes defying
description. Bronze Banksian medal.

Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, T-\vyford, showed his new single

crimson Rose very finely, thus demonstrating its good
forcing qualities. Rose Climbing Lady Hillingdon, bearing

several flowers, was also on view. The colour is exquisite.

Messrs. R. Gill and Sons, Falmouth, brought early

flowering Rhododendrons Mrs. Henry Shilson (pink),

Shilsonii (grand crimson), Cornubia (most intense crimson),

with R. arboreus and many more. Yard-long branches
of Erica codonodes gave pyramids of its white fli wers.

Primula Winter! was delightful. Silver Banksian medal.
Messrs. H. B. Rlay and Sons, Limited, Edmonton,

received a silver Banksian medal for a display of greenhouse
Ferns and Cyclamen, the latter, as a central group to the

whole, showing well in crimson, white, salmon and otlier

shades of the Giant strain. Asplenium erectum, Pavallia
Lorrainei, Gymnogramma schizophylla superba and
Neplirolepis 5larshallii compacta, among Ferns, were
noteworthy. The not often seen Col \mnea magniflca
(scarlet flowers and woolly leaves) was also noted

Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, again
showed a representative gathering of Carnations, many
fine vases of flowers of leading varieties being staged.
The new Perpetual pink-fiowering JIalmaison Terriflc

appeared to be of unusual merit and excti-llence.

Among many hardy flowers, Mr. G. W. MiUer, Wisbech,
staged the double blue Hepatica, Daphne blagayana,
forced Dalfodils many tufts of Snowdrops, and'Christmas
Roses.

Quite an instruction and worthy of the silver Flora
medal awarded was the grouping of forced bulbs in bowls
of fibre from Messrs. R. H. Bath, Limited, Wisbech.
In all probability no better demonstration of the value
and utility of this phase of indoor gardening has been
presented, the quality of the exhibits far above that
usually seen mth soil-cultivated examples. Of such
were the Hyacinths La Grande?se and Grand Maltre
(white and deep blue respectively). Tulips King of Yellows,
Brunhilde and Mon Tresor, the latter of rich golden
colour and quite a superb example. In addition there
were such Daffodils as King Alfred, Sir Watkin and
Crystal Queen, the latter a Leedsii of much excellence

not far removed from White Queen, though the smaller-
growing white trumpet sort W. P. fililner appealed as
forcibly as any. Crocuses and Chionodoxas were also

noted ; hence while good and instructive, the exhibit
was of an embracing character.

Messrs. W. Wells, Limited, Mcrstham, had a superb
lot of Carnations, representing the highest cultural excel-

lence. Aviator and Champion (the pick of the scarlets).

Good Cheer and Enchantress Supreme were some, though
the pick of the whole were the centra] vases of Pink
Sensation, not more sensational in size than we have
seen it, but certainly in warmth and intensity of colour.

The blooms were really very fine.

Mt-'ssrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot and Twyford,
had a nicely arranged rock banK, colonising the choicer
things freely. Very effective were the opposite-leaved
Saxifragas splendens, pallida, pyrenaica major and alba ;

wtiile snch indispensable yellow s as Faldonside, L. G.
Godsetf and Cherry Trees, and the white scardic-a obtusa
were seen among many. Useful shrubs were associated.
Silver Banksian medal.

Messrs. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, also had a choice

array of Saxifrages and other alpines; of the former,
S. Obristii (white), S. rocheliana lutea, S. dalmatica
(white), S. Paulinse, S. Haagei and S. Faldonside (yellow).

Some interesting Sempervivums were noted.

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, showed Indian Azaleas.

Messrs. Cheal contributed branches of Picea and Abies
and a considerable collection of alpines.

Mr. M. Prichard, Christchurch, displayed groups of

alpines in pots, and here, too, the earliest Saxifrages were
much in evidence. L. G. Godseff, Faldonside, apiculata

and Paidinffi, all yellow, were freely shown, S. oppo.-iti-

folia major affording a good bit of colour. Shortia uniflora

grandiflora was very fine. Silver Banksian medal.
Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, had Saxifraga Boydii, S. Haagei,

S. Borisii and S. Faldonside very fine among yellow-
flowered Saxifrages ; also the white S. apiculata alba.

His choicer things, however, were Shortia unifiora grandi-

flora and the lovely Crocus aerius (see '* New and Rare
Plants").

Messrs. Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, Enflcld, showed
a variety of Carnations, together with Acacias, Epacris,

Cyclamen and other greeidiouse flowers. Silver Banksian
medal.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, had a good
collection of Daffodils, a large number o: them being marked
** Seedling." Flowers of Iris tingitana were very fine, also

I. stylosa. Silver Banksian medal.
Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited, Fcltham, had a choice

lot of alpines in variety, Primula denticulata, Polygala
Chamoebuxus, Morisia hypogoea. Anemone blanda and a

whole host of Saxifrages, among others. Lenten Roses
were also on view.

Messrs. Jackman and Sons, Woking, showed many
alpines, and among them Cyclamen Coum multipetala in

two or three shades of colour. It is an interesting break
and may yet give good results.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Sir Harry J. Veitcli (chairman). Sir Jeremiah
Colman, and Messrs. Gurney Wilson, J. Wilson Potter,

C. Cookson, J. E. Shill, J. Cypher, S. W. Flory, W. H.
Whitti, C. H. Curtis, W. Cobb, J. Charleswortli, C. J.

Lucas, F. M. Ogilvie, T. Armstrong, A Dye, E. R.
Ashton, Pantia RalU, R. G. Thwaites. F. J. Hanbury,
R. A. Rolfe and J. O'Brien (secretary).

Some good things in a collection from Messrs. Cypher
and Sons, Cheltenham, included Cypripediums Venus,
Helen II., Victor Hugo and beekmaniana, the last very

fine. Dendrobium nobile viruinale was well shown.
D. Ainsworthii intertextum (white and crimson) and the

very dark Masdevallia Bocking Hybrid were also noted.

Silver Flora medal.
Sir Jeremiah Colman, Reigate {gardener, Mr. w. Collier),

sent an interesting lot of miniatures, Erias, Masdevallias,

Sarcoehilus and Cirrhopetalum, all well grown and flowered.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, contributed Odontiodas,

Cymbidiums and Cvpripediums in variety.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.. Bush Hdl Park, Enfield,

showed Vanda amesiana, the wliite-flowered Den-
drobium jaraesianum, Phalfenopsis schroderiana and
well-flowered examples of Sophronitis grandiflora. Silver

Banksian medal.
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridgc Wells, showed

Lrelio-Catlleya Uyv:\ (yellow and crimson), Dendrobium
nobile virgii'i;i]r (vitv line whit.), JliUonia bleuana and
Cypripediuni Ildldenii, somewliai in the way of C. Utaudiic.

The new Lu'liti-Catthya Erzerum (see pagcllfl) came from
tliis firm. Silver Banksian medal.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
Shorter Hours at Kew.—Commencing from

February 28, the. gardeners and labourers employed

in the Royal Gardens, Kew, cease work at 5 p.m.

instead of 6 p.m. This means that the houses

will close an hour earlier to visitors ; but we feel

sure that the public will not mind this, considering

the long hours worked by the employes in the

tropical houses.

Eupatorium vernale.—For decorating the con-

servatory during the winter, this should be used

more often than it is. It is the best of the Eupa-

toriums, flowering at this season of the year.

Its large heads of snowy white flowers are pro-

duced during midwinter in an

ordinary greenhouse tempera-

ture, while its culture is by

no means difficult. Large

plants give plenty of choice

flowers for cutting, while

late-rooted plants in small pots

are very useful for decorative

purposes.

Iris Ksempferi.—For planting

by the lakeside few plants are

more beautiful or produce such

a charming effect as the Japanese

Iris, L Kcempferi. Of this Iris

there are now many beautiful

varieties in charming shades of

white, blue, lilac, blush, &c.

These can be purchased sepa-

rately in colours, but mixed

seedlings are much cheaper and

just as satisfactory. Like all the

water-loving Irises, I. Kaempferi

likes a rich compost to grow in,

and this should never be allowed

to become impoverished. At

Glasnevin it has been found an

excellent plan to apply a mulch

of cow-manure each spring.

This manure is incorporated

with some good turfy loam, and

the trouble of applying it is

amply repaid by the healthy growth

plants.

Saffron.'—In the Middle Ages, Saffron must

have run Sage very close in popular estimation

as a medicine. English-grown Saffron was the

best in the world, and Walden in Essex became

Saffron Walden from its soil being peculiarly

suitable for its cultivation. The plant which

gave this famous drug was the Autumn Crocus,

Surely one of the quaintest, was that referred to

in the " Lady's Magazine, or Polite Companion,''

for 1759, page 361, where it is said to be a pleasant

cordial to put in tea (!) and ladies are advised

to get it out of their own gardens for the

purpose.

Muehlenbeckia complexa.—This New Zealand

trailing sub-shrub is seldom seen North of

the Tweed, and is, we fear, far from well

known even much further South. The beauty
of the plant lies not so much in its inconspicuous

greenish flowers or in its tiny icicle-like fruit,

but in its graceful trailing branches and tiny

IRIS K.SMPFERI IN THE BOTANIC GARDENS AT GLASNEVIN.

of the fiddle-shaped leaves, vying with the finest products
of our hothouses. It cannot be claimed for the
plant that it is absolutely hardy, but grown in

not too rich, well-drained soil in a sunny, sheltered

position, it will stand a good many degrees of

frost with impunity, and when very severe frost

threatens, it will well repay the trouble of pro-

tecting it with Bracken, Broom, Gorse, or other
loose material. The higher reaches of the roek-

the Crocus sativus of botanists, and its harvesting
; work are the most suitable situations for this fine-

was once of such importance that the advent of foliaged plant. It is also a suitable plant for

Sunday made no difference to the gatherers. I trailing over sheltered banks. For mixing with
Saffron was used for a great variety of purposes.

|
flowers in a cut state it is invaluable.

Narcissus triandrus albus.—This pretty little

Daffodil is one of great beauty, and so distinct

as to be readily discernible among others. It

comes from the mountains of Spain and Portugal,

and bears its flowers in clusters upon moderately

stout stems some 7 inches to 9 inches high. The
flowers are uniform creamy white, the cup being

globular and slightly inflated; the perianth segments

distinctly reflex, much in the way of a Cyclamen.

N. triandrus albus is a delightful subject for the

rock garden. The greatest success appears to

follow when it is given a moderately sunny aspect,

planting the bulbs firmly in a well-drained,

gritty compost to which some
finely crushed chalk has been

added.

A Many-Spiked Hyacintli.—
Examples of Hyacinth bulbs

throwing several instead of one

spike of flowers are frequently

before the scientific committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society,

fourteen spikes being the most

observed so far. They are derived

from the same stock as . the

single-spiked bulbs, and are

picked out at the time the

bulbs are lifted by the growers,

and sold as miniature Hya-
cinths. They represent a stage

at which the bulb is beginning

to produce a number of small

ones.

The Lenten Roses.—Com-
paratively few lovers of hardy

flowers can be aware of the many
beautiful varieties of the Lenten

Rose, Helleborus orientalis, or

they would be much more
extensively cultivated. From
January onwards until AprU
the plants are attractive in the

garden, and are very valuable

to cut for indoor decoration. A
bowl of Lenten Roses many consider surpasses a

similar arrangement of the better-known Christmas

Roses, Helleborus niger. Their cultivation presents

no problems, as they thrive in good garden mould
and prefer somewhat shaded positions. One of

the happiest arrangements is when associated with

hardy Ferns. Adverse weather conditions have
little effect upon the flowers, for though recently

subjected to severe winds and covered with snow,

as this melts they are seen to be none the worse.

Among the many named varieties are pleasing

shades of purple, rosec and white, often prettily

spotted.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents,

)

The North Border.—At the end of that valuable

article oil this subject, on page go, February 19, is

a very important pronouncement. It is where the

writer suggests that attention should be practically

confined to those plants that are known to thrive

in any given garden. This is sound advice,

and in my opinion the secret of successful garden-

ing. I venture to add three more names to the

goodly list of plants given by Mr. Hadden, the

success of which is assured on the north border :

Solomon s Seal, Lily ot the Valley and London
Pride (Saxilraea umbrosa),—C. Turnep.
Sporting of Bouvardia.—In " Notes of the

Week " for February 5 reference is made to the

sporting of Bouvardias when propagated by
means of root cuttings. I know nothing of the

scientific theory connected with the matter, but

I do know that in practice it often happens. Since

and Exquisite ; and I am certain he would wish

to add John Ruskin. I trust The Garden will

still continue the articles on border Carnations,

for I know they are appreciated by a large number
of amateurs.—H. W. Frostick.

Cypripedium Fairrieanum.—Having read with

interest the remarks in The Garden about Cypri-

pedium Fairrieanum, I venture to send you a few

lines on the subject. When it was imported in

quantity in 1906, we bought about four dozen

plants, and after growing them about three or

four years we had a group of them photographed,

and I send you a print. We also had another

group of the same plants taken a little more

than a year ago. They have been just as

good again this last season. Some of the plants

are in 6-inch pots and bore seven flowers each.

They are grown in the same house as C. insigne

and receive the same treatment, with the excep-

tion that we use tufa for drainage instead of crocks,

and also a little of it mixed with the potting

compost. I think our plants are now as vigorous

as ever and show no sign of weakening, some of

A WELL-GROWN GROUP OF CYPRIPEDIUM FAIRRIEANUM.

the days when I obtained a nimiber of single blooms

on plants propagated from root cuttings of the

double variety Alfred Neuner, I have been very

chary of propagating Bouvardias in this way, and

really there is no need to do so, as cuttings of the

young growing tops root so readily.—P.

Yellow Ground Picotee Eclipse.— I was glad

to read Mr. Morton's high opinion of Eclipse in

The Garden of February 26, and should like to

endorse all he says about this grand flower. I

find it a nice, clean, compact grower. The bloom

of Eclipse he had at Southampton Show last year

was certainly remarkable. Although there were

other fine Picotees, there was not one that had

the slightest chance against his premier bloom.

Surely the following record is convincing : Eclipse

was awarded premier at the London shows in

1912, 1913 and 1914 ; at Southampton Show in

1915 ; at Birmingham Show in 1915 ; and it

shown well this year, I shall expect it to be premier

at all the Carnation shows. I think Mr. Morton

will agree with me if I state what I consider the

best six yellow ground Picotees : Eclipse, Mrs.

J. J. Keen, Queenie, Onward, Professor Burstall

them being nearly as strong as those of C. insigne.

I may say the Orchid committee of the Manchester

and North of England Orchid Society gave me
a cultural certificate for a small group about two

months ago. These few remarks will show you

that all the plants of C. Fairrieanum are not likely

to die just yet.—E. Rogers.

Rose of Cadenabbia.—A propos the note on

Rose Fortune's Yellow in the issue of The Garden
for February 12, Mrs. Alice Martineau seeks

information respecting the variety of Rose growing

in the vicinity of Cadenabbia, and I suggest it

may be Rosa damascena Mme. Stoltz, as

this, to my thinking, answers the description

as given. This Rose is of uncertain origin, the

leaves being pubescent and of a grey-green colour,

growth vigorous, and flowers pale yellow, flushed

lightly with pale pinli, nicely formed for a Damask
Rose and deliciously fragrant. It is a variety

quite uncommon in this country, and I have

only seen it once, growing in the district of Ventnor,

Isle of Wight.

—

George J. Lovelock,

Pruning Spiraea Aitchisonii.—In the valuable

uotes by Mr. Cecil; Bartlett on page 76, issue

February 12, on the subject of " Shrubs to Prime
Now," he says that Spiraea Aitchisonii, with
others he names, " are best when pruned hard
back to the old wood." My own experience

has been that S. Aitchisonii flowers best when
left long, and that it does not bloom so well when
pruned back. It would be useful to have the

experiences'of others.—S. A. M. D.

Tropaeolum speciosum.—It may interest readers

of The Garden to know that I noticed, in the

middle of February, shoots 2 inches and 3 inches

long on Tropseolum speciosum growing on the

south wall of a house. They were quite 8 feet

from the ground, and several stems were covered

with green buds. I never remember a similar

occurrence in this district (the North-East of

Scotland). The stems are generally cut down
to the ground at the first touch of winter's icy

fingers. November and the early part of December
were very cold. January was mild, but last

month, on one occasion, the thermometer regis-

tered 35° of frost, but only for an hour or so.

This Tropaeolum did specially well in the North,

last year. It is well named the " Glory of the

Scotch Highlands."—J. G. W., Aberlour-on-Spey.

An Early Spring Bell.—Nicholson gives May
as the normal flowering period of the Spring

Bell (Sisyrinchium grandiflorum). This, I think,

is rather misleading, as I cannot remember seeing

it flowering so late, even in Scotland. In the

gardens here—resting on solid clay, and with a

slight fall to the north—it usually flowers from the

middle of March to the middle of April ; but

on February 13 I noticed on one clump three

blooms fully opened, while the colour was
beginning to show on many more, another result

of the abnormally mild period we recently passed

through. We are now experiencing quite wintry

conditions, with frequent snow blizzards, which,

let us hope, will cause the flowers of the Spring

Bell—Satin-flower, if you will—to remain

ensconced in their cosy sheaths, as they are as

fragile as they are beautiful.

—

Charles Comfort,
Broomfield, Midlothian.

Early Flowering Rhododendrons.—I was
interested to read Mr. Comber's account of early

flowering Rhododendrons. As he says, R. noble-

anum has been very fine ; the trusses have been

larger than usual, and the colour brighter. R.

praecox and R. mucrontilatum have been good
also. R. Cornubia, a newer variety, has given

us several of its glorious scarlet flowers. R.

Rosa-Mundi usually flowers in March and April,

but this year it commenced to open its buds in

January, and during the last month has been in

full flower. We covered a bed of this with frame-

lights, and thus were able to cut big bunches of

it for the vases, unsullied by rain or frost. R.

fulgens, on the point of bursting its buds, has

been covered with mats ; but this sudden severe

touch of winter, with 15° of frost on the morning

of the 25th ult., will, I am afraid, cause us and other

growers of choice plants a good deal of disappoint-

ment. The buds of R. Aucklandii and its hybrids

are in a forward state, and the present frost is

sufficient to destroy the embryo flowers of these

rather tender sorts.—S. W. Philpott, The Gardens,

Anstie Grange, HoUnwood, Surrey.

Renaming German Roses.—I was very pleased

with the editorial remarks in " Notes of the Week "

in The Garden for February 26. We have surely

enough confusion in the naming of plants without

altering them, once they are established. Such

practice well deserves the term "stupidity"

as applied in The Garden, or even worse. I
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well remember the confusion that prevailed in

the early eighties over French Chrysanthemums
being treated in this way. A set of new varieties

sent out by the well-known raiser, M. Delaux,

were renamed in this country after prominent

members of the National Chrysanthemum Society,

or, if it was not then in existence, of the Borough
of Hackney Chrysanthemum Society. I was at

that time in a trade establishment where new
Chrysanthemums were made a speciality. It

incurred additional expense, for we had Delaux's

set directly it was sent out, and were afterwards

led to purchase the renamed ones. Speaking

from memory, a few of those on which the changes

were rung were Jeanne Delaux, changed to F. A.

Davis ; M. Deveille, which became E. C. Jukes
;

Monsieur John Laing, renamed J. J. Hillier ; Tri-

colour, which became Mr. J. Starling ; and Source

Japonaise, changed to R. Ballantine.—H. P.

Tree Violets.—Seeing in The Garden various

questions about Tree Violets, I write to say I

remember them very well in greenhouses in York-

shire fifty years ago. The stems were strong and

woody and from 5 inches to 8 inches in height
;

never more. The Violets were beautiful and

very sweet, a rich dark blue and very double,

and with plenty of foliage and flowers. I have often

regretted they are never seen now. Unfortu-

nately, I retneniber nothing of their cultivation.

They certainly lasted several years and were not

propagated annually.

—

Mrs. Portman-Dalton,
Fillingham Castle, Lincoln.

Large v. Small Vegetables.—in my cottage

the little kitchener is 32 inches, and I have never

had the pleasure of growing an Onion too large

to be cooked on it, whole or otherwise. I

find that large Onions are becoming more

popular every year, and shall always do my best

to encourage the growing of them.—G. Andrews.
I always feel a certain amount of

sympathy with all who differ from me on

the question of large Onions, and I certainly

do feel a little concerned for any fine specimen

which might fall into the hands of your corre-

spondent " Anne Amateur," who writes on page 87,

issue February 19. I am not at all anxious that

the present scope of our workhouses and lunatic

asylums should be extended. How very offensive

must be a collection of vegetables to " Anne

Amateur " such as is represented in the illustra-

tion on the same page immediately below her

contribution. I pity the poor Onions. It is

for the majority, in these days, we have to cater,

and the teeming millions of our working popula-

tion know how to appreciate a large Onion. Why,

may I ask, do the large quantities imported from

Spain and other centres find such ready sale ?

The two principal reasons are, I imagine, their

large size and their mild flavour, both of which

characteristics might be easily produced in Onions

grown on land at present lying idle in this country.

—E. Beckett.

The Forthcoming Chelsea Exhibition.

—

Intending exhibitors are in possession of the

schedule for this interesting annual event, to

which not only exhibitors, but lovers of flowers

and artistic arrangements look . forward with

pleasure. Many amateurs, and also professionals,

make a point of visiting this show to take notes

and, naturally, conclude that whatever is there

on view is worthy of imitation. Therefore it is

very necessary that, for instance, rock gardens

should be constructed on the show ground as if

done for the permanent planting of alpine plants,

instead of to appear fresh for three days. I

have just replanted and rearranged a rock garden

for a gentleman, who had it made according to

one he saw at Chelsea Show. It was a death trap
;

in tiers without pockets for choice plants. He
informed me that rare alpines soon died, and no
wonder. I mention this to point out that the

work at shows should be educational.. The magnifi-

cent collection brought from all parts of the kingdom

and the artistic arrangement of this vast display

creates for the secretary and superintendent of

the society a great amount of forethought, labour

and anxiety, and to whom the greatest credit is due

for the success of this great exhibition. The
congregation of Fellows on the opening day amid

the surrounding beauty is : picture not to be

forgotten. I trust the gentlemen responsible

for this great success will forgive me for introducing

GROWN AND FLOWERED ON H.M.S.

IRON DUKE.

a jarring note, but I do so in the hope that it

may be the means of making a very important

section of the show ground more interesting and

less monotonous to lovers of natural arrange-

ment. I refer to the rock and water garden

section. The causes of what I am going to

mention originated from a certain firm being

awarded the first prize in this class at the

Royal Horticultural Society's International Exhi-

bition. The Press then stated that the Craven

weathered surface stone was in this firm's favour
;

but I will do the exhibitor justice and say that

the work was naturally and artistically carried

out. On account of this award four or five other

firms selected similar stone ; therefore the rock

and water garden sections at Chelsea and Holland

House in 1914 and 1915 became monotonous
and too much of a sameness. Fortunately, there

were firms who did not depart from what they

had been in the habit of using—grit stone, which
was a relief. I should like to see more originality

introduced, each firm having its own speciality in

stone and construction. I consider this would

be in their own interests. No doubt I shall be

considered one of the old school, but my idea of

rock-building is to imitate the upheaval of rock

and earth, with the formation of natural pockets

for choice plants and larger ones for colonies. Tier

behind tier is strata in which only parasites

and trailers will grow permanently ; the choice

gems and slow-growing plants must give way.

—

A. Campbell, Ardross, Pannal, Harrogate.

Hyacinth Grown on H.M.S. Iron Duke.

—

It may come as a pleasant surprise to many
readers to learn that spring-flowering bulbs like

Hyacinths, Crocuses and Daffodils are grown by

our gallant defenders at sea on board some of our

warships. A vase of white Narcissi grown in

moss fibre actually bloomed on board H.M.S.

Kent during the battle of the Falkland Islands,

while the Hyacinth shown in the accompanying

illustration was grown and recently flowered on

board H.M.S. Iron Duke. We are not at liberty

to mention the name of the sender, although

we should \ery much like to do so, since he is

reader of The Garden and the son of an est'^emed

contributor whose lamented death occurred only

a few months ago. The photograph was first

sent to Robert Sydenham, Limited, Birming-

ham, accompanied by the following' letter

;

" I enclose a photograph which, although it is

not a very good one, may have some slight interest

in the fact that it shows a white Hyacinth grown

in your moss fibre under war-time conditions.

As you may imagine, the conditions obtaining

in a ship of war at the present time are by no

means ideal. The result, however, is not entirely

unsatisfactory. The height of the flower above

the fibre was iij inches." We think the subject

is very interesting, and it shows how keen our

reader must be to continue the growing of bulbs

.n moss fibre on board his battleship.

A Proposed Tax on Foreign-Grown Bulbs.

—

I think the time has arrived when British bulb

growers should bring to the notice of the Govern-

ment the necessity of placing an import duty

on all foreign-grown bulbs, if the industry is to

survive in this country. I should like to see a

discussion on the subject opened in The Garden.—
R. S. Cotton, The Anglesey Bulb Growers' Associa-

tion, Limited. [We agree with Colonel Cotton

that when we are settling fiscal questions, which

most certainly will have to be settled after the

war, the question of the position of bulb growers

and bulb traders should be considered among

other things. In the first place, there is no doubt

that a very large amount of money will have

to be raised in the form of taxation on various

commodities, and we think that without injuring

the trade to any extent a very respectable revenue

might he derived by the taxation of bulbs imported

into this country from Holland. We do not

believe that the tax would in any way diminish

the quantity of bulbs imported by legitimate

traders. There is one thing, however, we should

like to see done in order to protect the legitimate

trader and bulb grower, and that is to specially

tax the large quantities of surplus bulbs from

Holland which are dumped down into the auction

rooms. These questions are such as should be

dealt with by the Nursery Trade Association.

We hope the suggestion may lead to a profitable

discussion in our columns.

—

Ed.]
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NOTES ON INTERESTING CATKINS
By a. Bruce Jackson.

The Goat Willow orSallow (Salix Caprea, Linu.)

is one of the commonest and most widely distri-

buted of our native species, occurring in almost

every county of Great Britain from the South

Coast to Sutherlandshire, and also in the Shetlands.

It rarely attains to a large size, but a tree 50 feet

high by 6 feet in girth is recorded from Inverness-

shire. Trees 20 feet to 30 feet high are not un-

common. The Goat Willow is seldom planted,

and yet as a spring-flowering subject a male

tree is decidedly desirable for the garden. In

March or April its naked shoots, trimmed with

bright yellow catkins, often afford an attractive

patch of colour in our woods and hedgerows.

But the mild January has caused the Sallows to

blossom fully a month earlier this year. Catkins

of both sexes are shown in the accompanying

illustrations. Salix Caprea is the only Willow

Alton, was brought by Lord Rochford from Turin

about 1758, and cuttings planted at St. Osyth's

Priory in Essex. The remains of two trees of

this origin still exist. This Poplar does not seem

to be a very long-lived tree, and most, if not all,

of the tall specimens mentioned by Loudon have

long since disappeared. The largest of these was

a tree recorded by Thomas Hogg, forester at

Hampton Court, Herefordshire, as growing at

Wharton Court Farm, near that place, which in

1879 was said to measure 160 feet. The tree does

not attain to such a large size as formerly, and is

said to be dying out in Germany. This is possibly

owing to the fact that all the trees since the first

sport have been raised by cuttings, and that

these may now be dying from old age.

Populus berolinensis.—This rare Poplar is

said to ha\(^ griginatcd in the old botanic garden

MALE CATKINS OF SALIX CAPREA.

which .grows commonly from seed. .As a tree it

has little economic value, but the wood, which is

light and tough, is used iu some places for fences

and hurdles.

The Lombardy Poplar.—.A photograph ot the

pistillate catkins of the well-known Lombardy

Poplar (Populus italica, Moench, P. nigra var.

italica, Du Roi) is of more than usual interest

from the fact that the common Lombardy Poplar

is usually male. Female trees are exceptionally

rare. The specimen represented was taken from

a tree about 50 feet high at Kew, which came

into flower exceptionally early this year, owing,

no doubt, to the unusually mild winter. I noticed

woolly catkins on it in 1908, and it also produced

flowers in 1910, but these did not mature, though

there are staminate trees near. The Lombardy
Poplar is said to have originated in Northern

Italy somewhere about 1700, and, according to

at Berlin about fifty years ago, and is believed

to have arisen as the result of a cross between

one of the Balsam Poplars (Populus laurifolia)

and the Lombardy or possibly the common Black

Poplar (P. nigra). It is columnar in habit, and

thus resembles one of the assumed parents in

habit. The original tree is dead, but herbarium

specimens show that it was a pistillate tree. There

are two trees of Populus berolinensis at Kew, and

the larger of these, planted in 1880, was 57 feet

high by 3 feet 5 inches in girth in 1912, the other

specimen being about 50 feet high by 2 feet 8 inches

in girth. There are smaller trees at Grayswood

and Glasnevin. The male tree, which has been

usually known as Populus certinensis, has catkins

from 2 J inches to 3 J inches long. It is recom-

mended as a useful tree for street planting on

account of its fastigiate habit. Catkins from

one of the Kew trees are illustrated.

ARTIFICIAL AIDS TO
DAFFODIL FERTILISATION

A S Mr. E. H. Jenkins remarked in a recent

/\ letter in the columns of The Garden,

/ % " Mr. Engleheart is right—in a way."

r~~^ What he has culled from the works
* * of Korner and Oliver, and Professor

Michael Foster, are, of course, known to all students

of biology, but I think that Mr. Engleheart has

failed to differentiate between admitted fact

and that which, of very necessity, must be purely

hypothetical. " In all likelihood," with which

the quotation from Korner's work is headed,

is not the formula of accepted fact, but of sur-

mise and speculation, more, or perhaps less, well

founded, but speculation, nevertheless.

And it is pure surmise and speculation, in the

present state of definite knowledge upon the point,

to suggest that the pollen tubes are led onwards

to the ovules by a continuous secretion of sugar

on the way through the style, and so on through

the micropyle to the ovule. I unhesitatingly say

that this has not been proved. It is a possibility,

and that is all, that the vegetative nucleus belonging

to the large cell of the pollen grain, which is the

first to enter the tube, and which for«i time takes

the lead of the generative cell—the protoplasm

of which latter alone uniting with the protoplasm

of the ovum—may, and only may, obtain, and

therefore seek, nutiition on the way ;
but this

is speculation pure and simple, so far unsupported

by a tittle of positive and affirmative evidence.

What is the sex impulse, or attraction, which leads

the generative cell to the ovum is, throughout

all Nature, a secret not as yet disclosed to us.

However, all this is rather by the way to the

more practically important point raised by Mr.

Engleheart's quotation of Korner and Oliver's

remark that " when poller is artificially culti-

vated in a prepared sugar solution, several tubes

arise simultaneously from different spots, but in

Nature on the stigma the production of a single

tube is the rule." Anyone with a good microscope

may see this for himself. And this leads us to

the point—a most important one—which I fore-

shadowed in my previous letter on this subject,

when I wrote :
" Possibly Mr. Engleheart overdid

the anointing, which is quite easy."

This, to my mind, is the central and all-important

matter. One has, by experiment, to seek to so

subdue and moderate the process of anointing the

stigma, both in the formula of the anointing

medium and in the period between the anointing

and the application of the pollen grain—in other

words, the amount of preliminary evaporation

of the moisture necessary, a matter entirely

excluded by Korner's method—that the point is

reached when over-stimulation ceases, and but

one pollen tube only is emitted. Over-stimulation

would induce exactly the negative results^

failures—of which we hear, for Nature excited

out of its ordinary course is apt to rebel.

And in this connection Mr. Engleheart amuses

me in his concluding paragraph wherein he suggests

that my indication of the varying chemical con-

stituents of different kinds of sugar makes against

me rather than for me ; whereas, in fact, his

paragraph only proves his non-imderstanding

of a very essential point. Basing his remark

on a statement by Professor Foster, Mr. Engle-

heart, without the slightest foundation for the

idea, assumes that the "perfect" sugar nuist

necessarily be to me that which so highly stimulates

4
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and led up to Professor Foster's argument ; whereas

exactly the reverse is the case, if Mr. Engleheart

would only understand it. The sugar to me
" perfect " is one which, while stimulating, least

stimulates. The only safe and scientific method
is to work gradually upwards from the weakest

stimulant, and stop there when the goal seems
found ; not downwards from the over-stimulant

and stop there, discouraged from further expeti-

ment, when you find that you have made a muddle.

Broadly stated, my theory or suggestion is

this : Not that there is any inherent impediment
or defect in the structural conditions of the

stigma of the so-called "shy seeders"—taking

Empress as an example—but that the provision,

in such varieties, of tlie " fluid matter " on the

That the right moment may, without any
outside assistance, perchance be caught is shown
by the fact that the varieties Amber and Countess

Grey both had Empress as the seed parent.

But it cannot be too emphatically pointed

out that artificial stimulation should be of the

weakest character, potent only to produce the

emission of a single pollen tube. To induce the

emission of several tubes is to weaken the whole
sex system and render them all impotent. Hence,
in my view, the failures of Korner and Oliver,

and Mr. Engleheart.

So far as the matter now rests with me, the

results to date being, as stated in my former letter,

what they are, I am encouraged to go on trying,

in the hope that the future may by chance

ferring the Order of Merit upon his subjects.
" Flowers and Gardens : Notes on Plant Beauty,"
by Forbes Watson, has been thus honoured.

It is, first of all, the record of what an acutely

observant, loving-eyed man saw in such well-

known flowers as the purple and yellow Crocus,

the Snowdrop and the Primrose ; and, secondly,

it is the revelation of a highly sensitive and feeling

heart upon certain matters pertaining to gardening

ways and doings.

His chapter on " Faults in Gardening " was
the first stab that " bedding-out " received

;

and another, " On the Withering of Plants,"

brings home to us, in some passages of striking

beauty, the wise provision of the Creator in His

permitting decay. One of these, on page igg

FEM.\LE CATKINS OF SALIX
CAPREA.

MALE CATKINS OF THE LITTLE KNOWN
POPULUS BEROLINENSIS.

RARE FEMALE CATKINS OF THE
LOMBARDY POPLAR.

Stigma is, for some reason, and under many
conditions, insufficient to " feed " the pollen

grain to the emission of the pollen tube ; or that

the period of so-called " receptiveness," even

if efiectually present for a time, is so ephemeral

and short-lived that it is passed before this is

recognised, and the attempt at artificial polli-

nation is made. And, so, what is called for is

some method of substituting for Nature's pro-

vision something which may feed and stimulate

the pollen grain to do its work when Nature's

provision is lackmg, or has too quickly passed

away. But, of course, there is no suggestion

that the pollen grains of particular varieties need

stimulation. It is simply a question of pro

longing or recreating the " receptive " condition

of the stigma.

disclose something outside the present position

of, to me, rmerely interesting speculative ex-

periment. A Novice.

CANON ELLACOMBE AND
FORBES WATSON

WITH the passing away of Canon
EUacombe, one of the great

master-gardeners of the world

has gone from us. When such

a man pulls an almost forgotten

writing out of oblivion and himself pens an

appreciatory introduction, it is the equivalent,

among books, to our gracious Sovereign con-

of the reprint. Canon Ellacorabe has singled out.

I feel sure many will like to know it. Referring

to full-blown flowers, Forbes Watson says

:

" When we have seen them as long as Nature

thinks good to permit, she lays their beauty

waste. But before this is done, a close observer

will notice that the plant's most subtle and

exquisite attractions have been stolen away
imperceptibly . . . and that which finally palls

upon our memory is not the flower, but the

flower robbed of its soul, a mere copy of the great

original masterpiece."

It is a book written, as the late Canon so well

said, " to help others to find the same delights

that have brightened my life." To both of these

great and good men a tribute of respect is due

from all who garden. Joseph Jacob.
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ROSE GENERAL JACQUE-
MINOT

UNTIL raisers give us more scarlet

and crimson novelties among the

Hybrid Teas, we shall be very unwise

if we discard the grand old Hybrid

Perpetuals of those colours. One of

the most useful and best is our old friend General

Jacqueminot, raised by Roussel and introduced

as far back as 1852. I can remember the time

when this grand variety was grown in large

numbers, both in private gardens and in market

establishments;' and even to-day it may be

met with in quantity as a commercial Rose,

providing its owners with quantities of beautiful

and fragrant crimson buds in the Rose season,

and we can see the flower-girls of our great cities

offering them for sale at three a penny.

It is a Rose that strikes readily from cuttings,

so that its rapid propagation is easy ; but huge

quantities are sold every year budded upon the

Manetti stock, an easy method of propagation, but

not conducive of the best results as far as quality

of blossom is concerned. We may often find the

in 1846, and the one under notice. The Hybrid

Chinese variety is not of much value and it is

probably unobtainable now, although no doubt

it would be found in such a Rose garden as

M. Gravereaux's at L'Hay.

The Hybrid Perpetual General Jacqueminot is

a ready seeding variety, and is reputedly the

parent of such Roses as Duke of Edinburgh,

Senateur Vaisse, Xavier Olibo, Horace Vernet,

and others, although I fancy much of this is

conjectural.

I do not see why it should not be worked

upon by hybridists in order to obtain some

good crimsons, and probably it has been.

Certainly, if we aim at fragrance, as we should

do. this Rose would he an excellent parent.

ANEMONE PATENS

THOUGH one of the most beautiful of

early spring flowers, the Woolly Pasque-

flower, as Anemone patens is called, is

far from being one of the most common.
Less vigorous than the Pasque-flower

(Anemone Pulsatilla), which it resembles, it is

also less free in flowering than that well-known

kind. It is, however, earlier in bloom—April or

thereabouts—and the rich purple, often pendent

flowers are larger, and for these reasons it is worthy

of greater attention from those cultivators of

alpine flowers who prefer a procession of choice

subjects to occasional display. In the larger

rock gardens there is, of course, room for both :

food for the eye and the mind of the ordinary

observer and the specialist respectively, each of

whom views a plant in flower from his own
particular standpoint. Accredited to the flora of

North America by the " Kew Hand List," it

occurs, according to Don, in Siberia, Poland,

Silesia and
Swit zerlan d.

That authority

also states that

" the Sib er i a n

plant has yellow

flowers, the

Swiss and Ger-

man p u r p 1 i s 1\

flowers, the Polisli

one has them

whit e." T h e

same authority

cites var. ochro-

1 e u c a, flowers

cream coloured,

Eastern parts of

Russia. That
usually met with

in cultiva t i o n

has purplish
flowers. Fresh seeds vegetate freely, the plant

succeeding well in rich light loam mingled with

leaf-mould. E. H. Jenkins.

^N^.-
'

Rose in a winning box of thirty-six or seventy-two

at our summer shows, and in most cases I should

say such blooms were cut from plants budded

on the Briar cutting, a stock that suits e.xhibition

Roses admirably.

This Rose is also potted up extensively to force

and to be sold as a pot plant. Plants potted

in October into 6-inch pots and placed in a warm
temperature and given bottom-heat, either by

means of a manure bed or other method, may
be flowered finely the first season. It is, however,

well to defer the introduction of the plants to

the greenhouse until after Christmas, and than

they should only be very gently forced.

There are two varieties bearing this name, one

a Hybrid China raised by Laffay and introduced

THE WOOLLY PASQUE-FLOWER,

ANEMONE PATENS.

I wonder how many of our Generals and those

of our brave Allies will be immortalised by a

Rose, as was the case of General Jacqueminot.

I recently came across the following lines :

" Who is there now knows aught of his

story ?

What is left of him but a name,

Of him who shared in Napoleon's glory.

And dreamed that his sword had won him

fame.

Ah, the fate of a man is past discerning.

Little did Jacqueminot suppose

At Austerlitz or at Moscow's burning

That his fame would rest in the heart of a

Rose." Danecroft.

NARCISSI IN ALPINE PASTURES
The photograph reproduced on page 127 was
taken near Montreux one sunny morning in

May, when the lower slopes of the district were

as white with the blooms of Narcissi as the snow-

clad summits in the distance. Seen from afar,

the waving drifts of Narcissi are easily mistaken

for snow. The Narcissi of the Lower Alps are.

of course, the first to open, and the carpet of

bloom creeps upwards to the pastures to an eleva-

tion of 4,000 feet. Mr. Henry Correvon, Floraire,

Geneva, tells us that it is Narcissus radiiflorus

of Salisbury, not, as is generally supposed, Poeticus

of Linnaeus, a kind which is very rare in Switzer-

land, growing only in the neighbourhood of gardens,

from which it has escaped.

N. verbanensis (Herb.) is another Narcissus

that often calls for comment. It is a small,

narrow-leaved form, with rather yellowish flowers,

which grows near the Lago Maggiore and across

the Jura in the Canton of Neuchatel. It is in

May and June that tiie Narcissi of the Alps are

at their best. The July flowers in the upper-

most pastures are poor in comparison with those

on the lower slopes.
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NOTES FROM THE RIVIERA
By Edward H. Woodall.

Templetonia glauca.—If I vvere planting a

garden in any fairly sheltered Southern garden

in England, I should certainly give a good space

to this charming evergreen shrub. It is quite

as hardy as many shrubs often seen in gardens

in England, but I have never happened to come

across it ; hence thi* note. This early season it

is alreadv in beauty, and its masses of Indian red

are few spring shrubs more striking when well

grown, even in a pot.

The Anemone Season has now begun, rather

later, perhaps, than usual because the autumn

rains came late. It is always interesting to

observe that the typical wild Anemone coronaria

flowers earliest of all ; that is to say, the purple

form flowers first. The red is always a fortnight

hybridise freely among themselves, and the most
lovely shades of colour are found in consequence

;

but otherwise hortensis or stellata by itself is lilac

or white. Plant A. coronaria as you will, it

will not hybridise with A. hortensis, a very curious

fact. The Pyrenean form, A. fulgens, does not

thrive on this coast. It dies out in a year or two,

but as the native hybrids of A. hortensis are often

just as brilliant and much more varied in colour, there

is no lack of flowers that look like fulgens, at any

rate. The garden forms of A. coronaria are endless,

and this year I have seen one new to me, which,

instead of having a number of small petals inside the

Pea-shaped blossoms grouped up the shoots in

the axils of its glaucous blue-green Box-like leaves

make it a most conspicuous and beautiful object

for some weeks in spring. In cold weather and

fully exposed to bright sunshine the flowers soon

lose their rich colour, so it should be planted in

half shelter, preferably with a western aspect,

and as it thrives in any soil, whether calcareous

or granitic, that is well drained, it deserves a trial.

Young seedling plants need pinching to check the

stiff and vigorous young shoots ; they always

take three years to attain flowering size, but they

are worth waiting for where they do well. There

NARCISSI IN AN ALPINE PASTURE.

later, and A. hortensis, so called, I suppose, because

it will not grow in the garden, as A. coronaria

does, flowers on the grassy banks a little later still.

Its former specific name of A. stellata describes

it so much better that it is a pity the name is

superseded. Then comes, latest of all, the hand-

some golden-eyed red Anemone which was once

called pavonina, and is to me the most beautiful

of all. Now I think it is considered a form of

hortensis, and has no specific name. This is

especially abundant between Nice and Mentone. In

the happy valleys where both the hortensis, stellata

and pavonina forms all grow wild together, they

outer or guard petals, is regularly imbricated like

a white Camellia of old days. I dare not say it

is a great improvement on the lovely forms we

know already, but it is very distinct. A beautiful

feature just now in the garden is a tall tree-bush of

Buddleia asiatica in full flower, with two

lower bushes of P\'Tus japonica near it equally a

mass of flower, and some pretty bushes of Nandina

domestica, so dainty and elegant in both leaf and

berry ; while quite by accident (caused by autumn

digging) there are irregular masses of Triteleia and

Freesias, both just in early flower starring the

rough ground.
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A NUT WALK
By Gertrude Jekyll.

A
SHADY Nut walk is a pleasant feature

in any garden. It may often be arranged

so as to lead from one definite portion

of a garden to another, or from the

^ pleasure garden near the house to the

vegetable grounds or to woodland ; and if it

is planted with Cobnuts or Filberts, it will add

another to the good harvests of the later year.

Where the planting of such a shady walk is in

contemplation, it may be well to advise that the

Nuts should be planted in a double row on each

side, leaving room for flower borders. If the

path is 5 feet wide, the inner rows should be

13 feet apart and the outer 21 feet. One row will

thus be 4 feet beyond the other. The Nuts should

be planted zigzag, so that the outer ones show

between the inner. After some years' growth

they will arch over the path and meet overhead,

so that the borders are in shade in summer but

have light enough in early spring for the well-doing

of the Lent Hellebores, Primroses 'and Myosotis,

after the heavier dead portions had been removed,

the one that was the latest victim was killed out-

right. We dug it out and found the whole root

in a decayed state and the white strings of threaten-

ing mycelium travelling along towards the next.

These were carefully followed up and destroyed,

and we hope that further danger has been averted.

It seems curious that the fungus only travelled in

one direction, and that, in the beginning, having

attacked a tree once, it did that one no further

harm but passed on to the next. Those earliest

attacked are growing well again, and have shown

no trace of the trouble since the first injury.

THE ETHICS OF ROSE
PRUNING

THESE may be very conveniently divided

into two great divisions, primarily,

" Pruning Proper," and, secondly, " On
Ripening the Wood." Considering the first, to

prune, or not to prune, is a question of serious

importance to the amateur rosarian. A jobbing

H.VRMFL'L

One third natural size.

TO NUT TKliiiS IFOMES ANNOSUS).
Brown and ringed on top and of leathery consistency.

with which they may be planted. These are followed

by Columbines and the taller Campanulas.

A Nut walk so planted has given me much
pleasure for many years, with its good display

of spring flowers followed by its grateful summer
shade. But its well-being was not to be without

interruption, for one year I noticed that the foliage

of one of the Cobnuts was unusually small and

looked unsatisfactory, not withered, but shrunk,

and the next year all the heavier wood, about

2 inches thick, was dead. It was cut out, leaving

a gap that let in unusual daylight. This trouble

began near the middle of the length of the Nut
walk. The following year the next nearest tree

showed the same sign of distress, follo^ved by the

death of the older wood. It was only when
five clumps had failed in this way that we fotmd

out what was the matter. The Nuts were attacked

by the fungus Fomes annosus. They were rather

thickly overgrown at the root by seedling Berberis.

and it was only on clearing away this that we
found the enemy. It appeared that as Nut after

Nut, always in one direction, was attacked, the

malignant strength of the fungus had increased,

so that, whereas the first Nuts attacked recovered

gardener, with his fondness for " making 'em tidy,"

has no such heart-searching scruples. If the

Roses are of the nature of a bush, he tops them,

cutting them down evenly ; and if scandent in

character, the young shoots from the base are care-

fully cut away year by year, leaving the older

ones ; and the blooms, strange to say—the

ground, really, cannot quite be suitable for Roses I

—become fewer and poorer as year chases year.

The reader is earnestly urged to attend, as our

Dean Hole did, to the pruning of his Roses

himself ; or, at least, call in the services of

some more experienced brother rosarian—services,

by the way, which are always cheerfully given.

" A master's hand disposing well

The gay diversities of leaf and flower,

Must lend its aid to illustrate their charms,

And dress the regular yet various scene."

Dahlias, Chrysanthemums, Sweet Peas and
Cabbages are very nice, and make a garden

pleasant and useful ; but if you know how to grow
one Dahlia, you know how to grow others. Not
so with Rosa ! Her forms are so many and so

diverse in growth and habit that a man may be

able to grow Crimson Rambler and yet make a

decided failure of RSve d'Or ; he may be able to

prune scandent Teas to a nicety, and yet the same
practice carried out with those possessing Dijon

blood would be worthless if an ample supply of

good blooms were required ; and who, in his senses

(and this is not intended as a disparaging reflec-

tion on our worthy friend the jobbing gardener),

would prune Caroline Testout the same as he

would Dean Hole ?

Why prune at all ? Let us ramble in the

country and have a look at the wild Roses in our

hedgerows, such as the common Dog Rose (Rosa

canina), when in flower, and again as autumn
gathers strength. It will be noticed that new
shoots are springing from the base for the next

summer's bloom, and that the shoots already

in bloom exist mainly of year old shoots, two-

year old, and even three-year old. The one-year

and the two-year ones are carrying the majority

of the best blooms ; but the still older shoots

have a paucity of bloom, and are commencing

to dwindle and die back—indeed, many already

may be practically dead. This condition of cir-

cumstances would prove disfiguring to, and

disastrous in, one's garden. Hence the value of

pruning to anticipate these conditions. The
value of pruning may be summarised under three

headings: (i) To keep a plant in full vigour

—

this is the main object—by the production of new
basal shoots. (2) To secure flowers of good shape,

and yet in sufficient abundance to merit the Rose

a position in the garden. (3) To preserve, as far

as naturally can be done, the native symmetry
of each individual Rose, regardless of the way
in which it is cultivated.

" A Rose is not a tree to grow onwards and

upwards, but a plant which, in the natural course,

every year or two forms fresh channels for the

major portion of the sap ; and thus causes the

branches and twigs above the new shoots to

diminish in vitality." Rosa does not grow like

an Oak or an Elm upon the same original trunk
;

and the life of the original basals, while in a

healthily floral condition, is rarely more than

three or four years. The reader 'can now
understand why standards are so soon past their

prime. Torbay.

(7'o be continued.)

LILIUM LONGIFLORUM
By Sir Herbert Ma.xwell.

IF

the Golden-rayed Lily excels all the rest

of the genus in splendour, the Giant Lily

in majesty and the Madonna Lily in sculptural

grace, the Lily shown in the illustration

on page 129 yields to none of these in its

shining purity of alabaster bloom. Although the

bulbs of this plant in its different varieties are

imported annually into this country in tens of

thousands, it has never yet received a suitable

English name ; for, although the Japanese growers

call it by a term meaning " Gun Lily," in allusion

to the long flower-tube, that cannot be considered

a suitable designation for a creature of such

supreme refinement ; and the trade name " Bermuda
Lily " is quite inappropriate for an .\siatic plant,

although Harris' variety has been cultivated in

Bermuda to such an extent as to exceed all other

sources of supply. Unluckily, West Indian growers

have allowed their stocks to become so grievously

tainted with disease that it is hopeless to attempt
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establishing Bermudan bulbs permanently in

opea-air borders in the British Isles, They are

only fit for conservatory decoration, and are

doomed to perish after producing the flowers

concocted in the previous summer under a Southern

sun.

The type, Lilium longiflorum, though grown in

immense crops in Japan, is known in a wild state

only in parts of China, where it shows a tendency

to merge with L. Browni, which it betrays by a

maroon stahiing on the outside of the flower.

The variety shown in the illustration is known as

L. longiflorum giganteum, a robust form and very

floriferous ; but decidedly the best kind for perma-

nent outdoor growth is that which is termed by

importers L. longiflorum formosanum, from the

Liukiu Islands. I have seen a splendid bed of

this variety in Mr. Grove's garden at Kentons
;

but I must own that hitherto it has proved an

uncertain and somewhat transient sojourner with

me. Only a modest percentage of the bulbs give

any signs of life after the display of the first season,

the winter rainfall of the West Coast appearing

more than this native of a sunnier clime can put

up with. Howbeit, its beauty is so perfect that

it is worth any amount of trouble and care to

meet its wants, and I mean to persevere. Mr.

Grove recommends planting the bulbs 9 inches

or 10 inches deep in leafy soil free from lime,

and, if there is any doubt about rapid drainage,

placing an iuverted flower-pot under each bulb.

It must be said, however, that in his garden,

which is on chalk, these Lilies seemed to flourish

without this e.xtra precaution.

BORDER CARNATIONS

THE article in your issue of February 12

by J. L. Gibson entitled " Border

Carnations — Picotces " is, I think,

somew hat of a misnomer, as the present-

day cultivator of Carnations rarely

thinks of planting out white or yellow ground

Picotees, not because they are not sufficiently

hardy, but for the fact that the selfs and fancies

are much more attractive and very much easier

to grow.

In the fourth paragraph of the article in question

there is much truth in Mr. Gibson's observations

that a " purely artificial weakness " has arisen

through "culture under glass" ; not, as he says,

that they "needed this protection," but bec?.use

cultivators " delighted to give their charges

every care and attention and the best environ-

ment for the production of high-class flowers"
;

but I think that in this connection it may be

asserted that the reason for this cultivation under

glass has been for the purpose of improving the

existing varieties in cultivation by cross-fertilisa-

tion, and not necessarily for the cultivation of

high-class flowers, as that can be done equally

well by border cultivation and attention to detail

at the blooming period. I have an instance

in my mind as I write of a young exhibitor in the

Isle of Wight who showed very fine blooms last

July at an exhibition I was judging at in Newport,

and who cultivates his flowers outdoors with no

protection but glass shades over the individual

blooms when coming into flower.

Mr. Gibson's assertion that the yellow ground

section " was not many years ago as hardy as any

Carnation " has not been my experience, as neither

under glass nor in the borders do 1 find the yellow

ground Picotee so amenable to ordinary cultiva-

tion as its white ground confrere.

Your correspondent particularly draws atten-

tion to Mr. Taylor's yellow ground Picotee Eclipse

as being of weak habit, but if he could see Mr.

Douglas', Mr. Morton's and some plants I have

growing, he would not consider it of weakly growth
;

but, then, these plants are grown under glass

during the winter, which is the only period of

the year when Carnations need protection, not

because they are not sufficiently hardy, but simply

to keep off the excessive rain. These young

plants of Eclipse (and this refers to all other

Agnes and Peter Pan have been outclassed now

for some years, and Margaret Lenno,\, in my
opinion, is more of a fancy than a Picotee. In

the undressed classes, Margaret Lennox cleared

the board until the advent of Mrs. J. J. Keen,

which, as your correspondent rightly states, is

the " almost perfect flower."

High-class white ground Picotees are sufficiently

numerous to cause no trouble in making a selection,

and they may be set out in order of merit as

follows :

Heavy and Light Red.—John Smith, W. E.

Dickson, Clytie, Thomas William and Peggy.

A LILY OF REFINED BE.\UTV, LONGIFLORUM.

varieties) could in the month of April be planted

out in the open, and I think would give as good

results as the more hardy selfs and fancies. The
bane of the border Carnation is planting in the

autumn, owing to the continued moisture and

want of sun-heat.

There is no difficulty in selecting a good dozen

yellow ground Picotees as fine as the white ground

section, and they are Mrs. J. J. Keen, Eclipse,

Queenie, Professor Burstall, Zena Dare, Corona,

Exquisite, F. W. Goodfellow, JohnjRuskin, Onward,

Togo and Dago, and to"^these~may ^be added Her
Majesty, Neil Kenyon, Golden Pippin and Cheara.

Heavy and Light Purple.—Margaret, Amelia

(very early), Mrs. Openshaw, Edmund Short-

house, Silas Osbaldiston, Amy Robsart, Lavinia,

Mrs. Hammond, Melita and Somerhill.

' Heavy and Light Rose and Scarlet.—Lady

I

Ethel, Lady Sybil, Lottie, Mrs. Sharp, Lady

Louisa^ Mrs. Payne, Fair Maiden, Fortrose and

Favourite.

With the exception of Professor Burstall, all

these varieties are in commerce, and Professor

Burstall is to be sent out, I believe, by Mr. A. R.

Brown in the autumn of this year.

54, The Avenue, Souihamplon. J. J. Keen.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Peach and Nectarine House.—The
iruits in this house are swelling, and they must
be thinned gradually until suiScient have been
removed. Most of those on the under sides of

the branches may be pulled off, leaving the fruits

on the upper parts of the trees Avhere they will

receive the maximum amount of sunshine. The
trees should be syringed twice daily with tepid

water whene\'er the weather is favourable. Growths
at the base of the bearing wood must be tied in

before thev are far advanced, otherwise it is

difficult to keep the trees in shape. Keep the

border moist by applying tepid water at intervals.

Ventilation must be given carefully in suitable

weather, and a night temperature of 55° to 60°

maintained. When the fruits have stoned, a

top-dressing of some reliable artificial manure,
well watered in with tepid water, will be beneficial.

Plants Under Glass.

Zonal Pelargoniums.—These are highly prized

in some gardens, and if a display is needed in

the autumn and winter, a batch of cuttings should

be inserted. Pot off directly they have rooted,

and give cool treatment to produce healthy growth.

Herbaceous Calceolarias should now bo potted

on, and when they have filled the receptacles

with roots they must be placed in their flowering

pots 7 inches and 8 inches in diameter. Grow
in a light, cool house with plenty of ventilation.

Vaporise the division at intervals to destroy

green fly.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cauliflower.—If seeds were sown as advised

in January, the plants will be large enough for

pricking out in cold frames. When they have
recovered from the check of removal, give plenty

of air, and this remark applies to those that have
been in frames throughout the winter months.

Cabbages.—These have been growing freely,

and a dressing of sulphate of ammonia {zoz. per

square yard) will be beneficial. Give a good
hoeing and fill up any blaidis. Another batch

r-—s

2. THE NEW "invisible" BOX SHOWN
IN POSITION AND PLAN.

should be planted from the old seed-bed for

succession.

Peas.—Make another sowing on well-prepared
ground, such as on the portion recently occupied
by Celery.

Celery and Parsnips should be lifted and laid

in for future use.

The Flower Garden.

Half-Hardy Annuals.—Such subjects as Asters,

Ten-week Stock. Zinnias, Maiigolds, Phlox Drum-
mondii and Scabious should be sown in boxes of

sifted soil and placed in gentle heat, such as a mild
hotbed or heated pit. When the seedlings are

through the soil, give coaler treatment, and
encourage sturdy growth by admitting air on all

favourable occasions.'^ When large enough they
should be pricked off in boxes or frames, and
never be allowed to suffer from drought.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Figs.—The pruning of these should be com-
pleted before the trees become active. Over-
crowding must be guarded against, and in filling

up the space on the wall as many fruiting growths
should be retained as possible, while provision

must also be made for next season's crop.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Caslleford, Chepstow. Glonccslcrshirc.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Cabbages.—The early Cabbages may now receive

a second application of nitrate of soda, giving it

sparingly and near enough to the plants to ensure

its getting to the roots.

Onions.—Autumn-sown Onions may be trans-

planted in lines about 18 inches apart, or closer

if they are required for drawing in a young state.

Shallots come quickly to maturity, succeed

in average garden soil, and keep in as good con-

dition as the long-keeping Onions. The sets are

best planted in lines, leaving the tops of the bulbs

just visible on the surface.

Celery.—Seed should now be sown for the

main crop. The red varieties are the hardiest

for standing through the winter, so that the bulk

of this sowing should be of these. The early

sown batch should now be ready for pricking

out into boxes of a rich, open compost ;
they

should be grown on steadily without a check,

and not allowed to suffer fronr want of water at

the roots.

Tomatoes.—The main batch of these may now be

sown. At this season the seeds germinate quickly,

and must be placed near the glass as soon as

the seedlings appear above the soil. If kept far

from the glass or coddled in any way, they

very soon become drawn, a condition which is

unfavourable to their successful cultivation.

They should be pricked off singly in small pots

as soon as they are in the rough leaf, and kept

moderately close for a few days. The pots will

rapidly fill with roots and the plants be ready
for potting on or placing in their fruiting quarters.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Grapes.—Whenever the berries are

large enough, and before they become crowded,
the thinning of the bunches should be commenced,
removing first all bunches that are not required.

Unless the cultivator has an intimate knowledge
of the varieties grown, it will be as well to thin

sparingly at first ; and if later on it is seen that

they are likely to be too thick, a few more berries

may be taken out, removing those towards the

inside of the bunch. The variety Black Hamburgh
should not be thinned too severely, esperially

towards the top of the shoulders, or the bunch
will be loose when the Grapes are ripe. The aim
should be to have a firm and tightly finished

bunch of even-sized berries. Such varieties as

Gros Colmaii and Madresfield Court require to

be much more liberally thinned than Black Ham-
burgh. Experience of the different varieties

will soon enable one to thin correctly at the

first operation. The Vines will now require

generous feeding, either with some reliable fertiliser

or liquid manure from the farmyard. Keep
the lateral growths regularly pinched after the
trellis is well covered with foliage.

Figs.—The early batch of Figs will require
some stimulant to assist their swelling fruits.

The young growths should be pinched when
6 inches or 8 inches long to encourage a second
crop of fruit to set. The house should be kept
moist by syringing and damping regularly, and
the temperature
kept between 60°

and 70°, which
may be allowed
to rise consider-
ably with sun-
heat when air is

admitted.

Plants Under
Glass.

Propagation.

—

Cuttings of
numerous varie-

ties of ornamental
stove plants may
now be put in.

Such subjects as
Eranthem um,
Ruellia, Panicum,
Tradescantia and
other dwarf or
hanging plants for

the edges of the
stage arebest pro-
pagated annually.
Foui-inch or
5-inch pots filled with good soil and surfaced with
sand will do for inserting the cuttings, as well as
for growing them in successfully for a season.
They should be rooted in a close pit and after-
wards moved to their respective quarters.

Tho,\ias Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

I .—NESTING BOX TO HANG
ON WALL AMONG IVY OR
ON VERY LARGE TREES,

N EST I N G BOXES
A T this season of the year wild birds

/% are on the look-out for suitable sites

/ % where they may commence house-

^~~% keeping, and nesting boxes should be
* • fixed in trees and other places without

delay. Most gardeners love to have their feathered

friends around them. True, the tits and bull-

finches often do a lot of damage to the buds of

fruit trees; but who does not like to hear the

robin singing in the branches, and who does not

enjoy his company when digging ? Wrens, wry-

necks, woodpeckers, wagtails, flycatchers, robins,

redstarts and tits may all be enticed to build in

nesting boxes made from natural logs. The tops of

the boxes may be lifted off at rare intervals for

observational purposes, without disturbing the

sitting bird. Birds should be encouraged in the

garden, and most successful results have been

obtained by placing nesting boxes on trees, posts,

pillars, walls and other suitable sites.

Through the courtesy of Messrs. William Wood
and Son, Limited, Wood Green, London, N.,

we illustrate two of the Selborne nesting boxes that

have proved so successful in gardens. Fig. i has

a flat back and is intended to hang on a wall

among Ivy or on very large trees. It is handy

for tits, wrens or robms. Fig. 2 shows the new
" Invisible " box, designed by the Chairman of

the Brent Valley Bu'd Sanctuary, for creepers

and wrens, but it may prove acceptable to any

small birds that build in holes. It is so made
that the back of the box slopes upwards and

downwards. The hole is at the side, and at a

little distance the box is scarcely, if at all,

noticeable.
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NOTES ON DAPHNES

THE best known of all the Daphnes is

the old favourite Mezereum, which has

flowered this year with great freedom in

so many gardens. It likes a mild winter

and a sunny spot, while it succeeds in

almost any soil. Sturdy bushes with leafless

branches 3 feet or 4 feet in height, wreathed with
small showy flowers, precious for their colour and

exquisite fragrance, are familiar to all. In

its leafless condition it is much improved by a

carpet of an easily grown plant like Mossy Saxi-

frages, Achillea tomentosa, or Pinks, just to

hide its bare legs from Mother Earth.

There are single and double forms, a

deep variety (rubruni) and a white one

(album), also a somewhat distinct and

larger variety that flowers in Novem-
ber, known as autumnalis. The single

flowers are followed by clusters of red

berries that are not without their

charm in late summer, while the

seeds, if sown in autimm as soon as

gathered, may be relied upon to

germinate—a little unevenly, it is

true, for they sometimes remain

dormant a whole season.

Considering the ease with which this

Daphne may be grown, its cultivation

might be worth while from an economic

point of view, for the bark is very

acrid and is used medicinally, while,

previous to the outbreak of war, it was
imported in large quantities from Ger-

many. There are scores of common
plants that might well be grown on a

commercial basis in this country. Why,
for instance, are we dependent upon
France for the decorative seed-pods of

Honesty ? Literally it comes over by
the ton, and yet it grows like a native

here. The Mezereon, by the way,

does grow wild in this country,

although it is doubtful if it is truly

an indigenous plant.

As Covert Plants.—There are many
anomalies among Daphnes. Some are

evergreen, others deciduous ; some
like peat, others lime ; some love sun,

others shade. Of the latter, D. Laure-

ola, the Spurge Laurel, and D. pontica

are two of the best covert shrubs we
have. The Spurge Laurel is a native

plant, flowering from late December
till March, and frequently seen on our

chalk hillsides under a fairly dense

shade of Beeches, Pines and other trees.

Both D. Laureola and D. pontica are evergreen,

with deep glossy green foliage. Neither. of them
is remarkable for its flowers, which are yellowish

green in colour, those of D. pontica being the

more fragrant of the two.

For the Rock Garden.—Some well-known

alpines are included among the Daphnes, and of

these the Garland Flower, D. Cneorum, with its

spreading, trailing growths and dense terminal

clusters of fragrant rich rosy pink flowers, is the

most beautiful. It is evergreen, and flowers more
or less continuously from April till September.

It makes a very suitable companion to the

charming Lithospermum prostratum either in the

rock garden or in the foreground to the shrubbery.

The Rock Daphne (D. rupestris), which forms

neat tufts carrying soft pink flowers about .? inches

high, is a delightful little plant to grow between

the fissures in limestone rock.

D. blagayana, a dwarf alpine 3 inches to r foot

high, with fragrant creamy white flowers, needs

careful handling and no little coaxing in order

that it may do well.

D. alpina, with its grey-green, downy leaves

and clusters of fragrant white flowers, should

have limestone added to the soil, for it is always

in the limestone formation in the European Alps

that it occurs in the wild state.

The two evergreen species D. indica and D.

odora are not hardy enough to stand outside.

The former is a great favourite in the greenhouse

THE VALUE OF LEAVES FOR
FORCING VEGETABLES

By Edwin Beckett, V.M.H.

T;
^ T1

HOUGH I am not attempting to preach

anything new as to the value of leaves

for forcing many kinds of vegetables,

I want to emphasise its importance,

more especially so during these troub-

lous times, as well-grown early produce

always realises good prices in our leading markets,

and we have in the past had to depend very

largely on importations from foreign countries.

There is every probability that during

the coming spring, vegetables will be

much scarcer than has hitherto been

the case.; consequently it behoves all

who are in a position to do so to culti-

vate vegetables much more largely

in the future.

When one considers the large

quantity of leaves which are annually

wasted in this country, it is, to my
mind, appalling, as these are fre-

quently left to drift about in an untidy

state, and in many cases are consigned

to the smother fire to be burned. We
have here for many years devoted a

considerable space in the frame-yard

to preserving leaves, and the method

is very simple. A piece of ground is

fenced in with strong, pickled posts

and rough slabs about 4 feet in height,

into which the leaves are wheeled or

carted, one half of which are taken out

every year and replenished with new

leaves. The material taken out natu-

rally forms one of the finest consti-

tuents for improving the kitchen

garden shrubberies and flower borders

it is possible to have. One can hardly

credit the length of time these leaves

retain heat—certainly for many
months—and give just the kind of

warmth which is so beneficial for

the growth of many kinds of

vegetables.

The site chosen should, as far as

possible, be an open, sunny one, and

portable frames of a universal size

be used, which naturally should face

towards the south. By having these

made of one size, the lights can be

transferred from one to the other as

circrmistances may demand.

The kinds of vegetables which may
easily be brought forward in this

for its clusters of pink and sweetly fragrant
|

manner are many. Among the most popular are

flowers. The variety rubra has deeper-coloured
|

Carrots, Turnips, (Vegetable Marrows, Beetroot,

flowers, and there is also a white variety.
j

Asparagus, Cucumbers, Radishes, French Beans,

All Daphnes resent disturbance at the root, 1
Spinach, Lettuce and Cauliflower. Vegetable

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA, A SWEETLY FRAGRANT GREENHOUSE
VARIETY.

and this explains how it is that the Mezereon

flowers with such great freedom in cottage gardens

where the shrubs are left undisturbed year after

year. In any case. Daphnes ought not to be

moved in the spring unless they can be lifted

and replanted with a large ball of soil.

Daphnes rarely attain a very great age. Even

in the case of the time-honoured Mezereon it is

seldom one sees a real old veteran .bush, and the

same may be said of the Spurge Laurel, planted

by Nature with a lavish hand in our woods and

copses as an undergrowth to large trees. C.

Marrows should be planted immediately after the

early forced Asparagus, and, by paying careful

attention, good fruits should be ready for cutting

early in May. When it is safe to do so, the frames

and lights may be removed entirely. This is a

great gain over that of planting these out in the

open at the end of May.

The other half of the leaves which are left we

devote to wintering various kinds of autimm-

sown vegetables and for growing early Pota

toes. Dwarf Peas likewise do remarkably

well.
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THE MAKING OF GARDEN S.— I V
By G. Dillistone.

SURVEYING THE SITE.

TO
many people unacquainted with

mensuration it is not generally known

that one may take measurements along

four sides of a rectangular plot and

draw lines corresponding with those

measurements quite correctly, so far as length

is concerned, and yet the figure constructed may
in every particular essential be wrong. A diagram

will explain this. Let lines A, B, E and F form

a trapezium as illustrated. In both Figs. 5 and 6

the lengths of the corresponding lines are the

same, but it will be seen at a glance that the

plot enclosed by them is very different. The
best method of ensuring accuracy is to take the

measurements for a triangle in one corner, as

shown in Fig. 5.

If any fixed point on either line is tied to a point

on any other, all the lines will be laid down
correctly. This is achieved in the case of lines

A, B and C in the plan we are considering by the

triangle formed in the comer, at end of line A,

where B commences, and is crossed by C. The
three entries in the field book relating to this

triangle would be ; Along line A, at 512 feet,

C commences ; along line B, at 37J feet, C crosses
;

along line C, at 109 feet, C crosses B. The length

of the sides of the triangle can therefore be deter-

mined, and as every student of geometry knows
a triangle constructed under these conditions

is infallible, and guarantees that lines A, B and C
will all be laid down in true relation to each other,

and as the positions where other lines cross these

are all known, it ensures every line being laid

down in its correct position in relation to each

other. There are also other triangles that wiU
serve to check the correctness of the work as it

proceeds. Personally, I always try to get as many
triangles as possible, or, if there are many trees,

to make the whole survey a series of triangles,

one side of each forming a base for another. An
excellent idea is, if you have to go through wood-

1 and where continuous lines are not practicable

and have to show individual trees, to get fixed

lines somewhere, and then measure every tree

in a series of triangles, as shown in Fig. 7 by the

dotted lines.

In taking measurements, always be consistent

in taking them to the same relative points. Thus,

centre, or, if very thick, two dimensions should

be obtained, one to each side, from the chain line.

Measurements to buildings should invariably be

made to the outside points at the ground-level.

There is one other important use that can' be

made of the division of the area into triangular

figures, viz., that it renders it easy to compute
the areas of the various fields, or of the whole
site if necessary. It may not often be required,

but it is very useful knowledge to have, especially

in cases where one is asked to devote a certain

area to specific objects. This often happens in

the case of large private gardens or public parks.

RECTANGULAR PLOTS OF EQUAL SIDES BUT DIFFERENT SHAPES.

The main points to be remembered are : In the

first place, be consistent in taking measurements,

alwa^'s using the same method, so that the right

one becomes a habit. Get all you want that

can be obtained as you proceed. Do not trust

to going back to get it later. Get everything

that is likely to be useful ; better too many than

too few dimensions. If you doubt a dimension,

verify it at once. Do not trust your memory or

your eye to fill in details. Make all entries in the

field book clear and distinct, and give yourself

plenty of room to do so. Do not call a Birch

an " Oak," or even a " tree "
;
enter it as a Birch.

If you do not know what it is, find out if possible
;

if not, write down " tree," looks like so-and-so.

Finally, in taking measurements, do so to the

various features as they are, not as they should be

or have been ; that is to say, measure a hedge

to where it has grown, not to where it was planted.

FIG. 7.—SHOWING HOW TO MEASURE
POSITIONS OF TREES

; ALL DOTTED
LINES SHOULD BE MEASURED.

measure to the outside centre of a tree trunk
at the ground-level and note the diameter of

the trunk, or book the entry as to the centre of

the tree, but do not make one entry to the outside

of a tree and enter the next measurement as to

the centre. Hedges are best measured to the

BEECHC

For instance, a pond or lake of one, two.
three acres or more may have to be allowed

for. In working out the scheme on paper,

it is easy to determine the area that will be
occupied by any such feature if the plan is.

divided into triangles and the following rule

applied. Measure the length of the base of a

triangle in feet, multiply by the length of

a line drawn at right angles from the base to.

the apex, and divide the product by two, the

quotient being the area in square feet. Divide

this by nme to get square yards, and again by
4,840 to find the number of acres. If it is desired

to determine approximately an area of this descrip

tion on the ground, a good rule is to pace a square,

70 yards each way, the area thus enclosed being

a little more than an acre. Having completed

the measurements along the first line A and
decided by the method I have explained the

direction of B and C, the measurements then
proceed along these lines, the same course being

pursued as already described. It is probable

by this time the leader holding the chain wiU
have grasped the significance of the work suffi-

ciently to be able to " line " himself in by looking

back along the line where he has two marked
points to guide him. It is as well, however,

for the surveyor himself to give an eye to this,

occasionally, or some deviation from the course

may occur that will make an infinite amount
of trouble in plotting the survey eventually.

APPLE LANE'S PRINCE ALBERT
It would be difficult to name a better booking

Apple than this, or one that wotild please-

the amateur grower better. The fruits vary

in size, but well-grown ones are never small.

Bush trees are remarkably prolific, bearing

splendid crops year after year ; in fact, I

should not hesitate to recommend it as the-

best cooking Apple for an amateur if he^

wished to plant o:ily one variety. The fruits cook

particularly well. They are in season from
November to March or April, and if stored in ai

suitable place they keep splendidly, W.
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Forsythia suspensa.—It may not be generally

known that the Forsythias may be cut long before

the buds open and forced into flower indoors.

With a treacherous season such as this, one's

hopes of seeing this shrub flowering in the open

may easily be dashed.

Freesia refracta Purity.—From iviessrs. W.
Mauger and Sons, Brookdale Nurseries, Guern-

sey, we have received a box of blooms

of one of the most lovely white Freesias

that %Ye have ever seen. The flowers are

not pure white, as might be supposed by
its name, as they are pencilled with faint

heliotrope on the under side. What appeals

to us so much is the sweet fragrance of

the flowers and the wonderful freedom

with which they are borne. The inflores-

cences are much branched, the terminal

in most instances carrying nine fiowers

and the laterals seven flowers. An
average inflorescence, including branches,

carries well over forty flowers. The fragile

and delicate-looking flowers travel remark-

ably well, for although they have been on

the Editor's table for a whole week, they

are as fresh as, or even more so than, on

the day on which they arrived, while the

whole room is filled with their precious

fragrance.

The Kew Guild Journal.—The journal

for 1916, just received, will be read with

very great interest by Kewites and others

in all parts of the world. Many Kew men,

both past and present, are now serving with

the Colours, and w equite appreciate their

feelings of joy when the journal arrives.

The lady president-elect of the Guild, whose

portrait occupies the frontispiece, is Miss

Matilda Smith. Her contributions to

pictorial botany are known and appreciated

wherever botany is studied and horticulture

practised. Mr. H. F. Macmillan, F.L.S.,

contributes an interesting article on " Stray

Thoughts from Ceylon" ; and Mr. A. R.

Gould, " Impressions of the Panama-
Pacific Exposition." " Agriculture in

Nigeria" forms an article by Mr. A. R. Bell.

The " In Memoriam" pages contain an even

longer list of names than usual. Three

Kew men have laid down their lives

for their country, viz., C. F. Ball, W. H. Morland

and H. J. Longhurst.

Kew Men in the Far East.—Mr. E. H.
Wilson's article in the Kew Guild Journal on
"Kewites in the Far East" is most interesting

in more respects than one. He treates with

Kewites from the time of David Nelson, the first

Kew man to visit the Far East, who accompanied
Captain Cook on his last voyage round the world,

1776—r78o. Nelson afterwards accompanied
Captain Bligh on H.M.S. Bounty, and he was
among those set adrift by the mutinous crew,

and died from long exposure after reaching Timor
in 1789. The genus Eucalyptus was founded
on E. obliqua, which was discovered by Nelson

THE FRAGRANT AND FREE-FLOWERING FREESIA
REFRACTA PURITY, GROWN IN A COOL GREENHOUSE,

in Tasmania. Mr. W. Head writes a delightful

story entitled, " In Fair Kashmir." In regard

to the trees of Kashmir, he says :
" Without

doubt the outstanding tree is Chenar, Platanus

orientalis. It J^, .a tall-growing, spreading tree

of noble aspect; k'lid is said to have been intro-

duced from Persia about 300 years ago.

The largest specimen I saw, and I believe it to

be the largest in Kashmir, has a trunk 56 feet

in circumference."

Sale of Plants for the Red Cross Funds.

—

In accordance with a suggestion made by Mr.

H. J. Elwes at the annual meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society, on February 8, the President

and Council wish to make known that it is pro-

posed to hold a sale of plants, bulbs, &c.,

in the Royal Horticultural Society's

Hall next autumn in aid of the Red
Cross Funds, provided the contributions

offered for sale are sufficient to justify

them in doing so. Those proposing to

send plants, bulbs and such like for sale

are asked to intimate their contributions

beforehand. Owing to the unusually

early season, it was not thought practical

to hold the sale in the spring of the

year, and it has accordingly been deferred

to the early autumn. The following sub-

committee has been appointed to carry

out the arrangements : Colonel Mark
Lockwood, M.P., C.V.O., Sir Harry
Veitch, V.M.H., Mr. E. A. Bowles,

M.A., and the Rev. W. Wilks, M.A.,

V.M.H.

Chelsea and Holland House Shows.—

-

At the meeting of the Council of the

Royal Horticultural Society on March 7,

the question was raised whether, in view

of the urgent need for the practice of

economy on the part both of individuals

and corporate bodies, the Chelsea and
Holland House Shows should be suspended

this year. In the course of the discus-

sion it was agreed that to suspend these

exhibitions would be to deal a severe blow

to the horticultural trade of the country.

The members of the Council, incoming to

the decision to hold the shows as usual,

expressed their strong conviction that it

is the duty of the Council to continue to

do all in its power to maintain the pros-

perity of the horticultural industry ; for

not only is it to the national interest

that horticulture should not suffer more
than is inevitable during the war, but,

also, it is of the utmost importance that

this trade should be in a position at the con-

clusion of peace to meet successfully the strong com-

petition with which it is bound to be confronted.

At the same time it is the intention of the Council

to loyally meet the call from the Government

for the exercise of economy, and steps have been

taken to reduce, as far as possible, the demand
for labour and all avoidable expenditure.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.

)

^ Medicinal Herbs.—I note that Belladonna is

now selling at the rate of so much per pound

instead of per hundredweight, also that you

allude to the superiority of wild over culti-

vated drug plants. I can tell any correspondent,

in private, where some fine plants of Belladonna

are to be had, within about an hour's journey of

town. I do not want to make this information

public property ; but Belladonna is so atrociously

dangerous that, despite its rarity, I should be glad

to think it had been uprooted and used for bene-

ficial purposes.

—

Boris.

Present-Day Vegetable Gardening.—Mr. Hud-

son's remarks in a recent issue are worthy of atten-

tion, and I am at one with his suggestion of

in charge the price of the various vegetables

now in season. In every case those vegetables

which were on view were well grown and of

excellent quality ; further—and this is the

important point—in every instance the largest

specimens commanded the highest price. This

was especially noticeable so far as Broccoli,

Cabbage, Savoys, Cucumbers, Seakale, Asparagus

and Beetroot were concerned. Now this to me
constitutes a fairly accurate indication of what
the public really requires. I suppose there are

some vegetables which Mr. Chapman considers

can hardly be grown too large. I have vivid

recollections of a number of mammoth Capsicums

(one of the vegetables which, in my opinion, can

easily be overgro\vn) which for two consecutive

seasons were placed by Mr. Chapman before the

fruit and vegetable committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. I suppose these were shown

with the object of obtaining an award, or at

least of popularising them. It may be he will

CELMISIA HOLOSERICEA, ONE OF THE LARGER SPECIES FOUND WILD IN NEW ZEALAND

growing Dwarf Peas which require little or no

staking. The .s-feet to 6-feet Peas are quite out

of place in a small garden at any time, for, allowing

say they were exhibited for the sake of their

decorative value ; if so, as Mr. Chapman well

knows, they should have been placed before the

they yield a greater crop, they certainly cannot I floral committee, which deals witli all such

surpass two rows of 2-feet or three of i-foot sorts i exhibits.

—

Edwin Beckett, V.M.H., Elslree.

that can be grown on the space one tall variety

requires. As to Runner Beans, these when pinched,

as is general on market farms, not only produce

a great crop, but also come into bearing much
earlier. The first pinching induces the lowest

flowers to set, and the subsequent laterals also

set for the same reason.—T. W.
Exhibition Vegetables v. Utility.—Whenever

I drop upon the name of Mr. F. Herbert Chapman
in the pages of The Garden, my attention is always

arrested and my interest maintained, and this is

especially the case with reference to his remarks

on the above subject on page no, issue March 4.

As I am particularly interested in this question,

I strolled into the shop of the principal fruiterer

and greengrocer in a large town not a great

distance from here and enquired of the lad>

Surgical Operation on a Plant.—On a noble-

man's estate in the Midlands were some magnifi-

cent flowering specimens of Yucca gloriosa. A
violent storm blew the top of one off and scattered

the flowers in all directions. It was a grievous

calamity. On close examination the head-

gardener found no break in the stem, but the top

appeared as if blown out of a socket. The gardener

decided to replace it and secure it in position.

Water was placed in the socket and replenished as

needed. The drooping flowers revived and others

expanded, as also did the unopened buds, and the

plant remained attractive till the end of the season.

The gardener who succeeded in the performance of

the operation was Mr. A. Harding, who has for

some years been enjoying his retirement at

Shiplake, Henley-on-Thames. The writer of

this note has been personally acquainted with

Mr. Harding and his work for many years.—
J. Wright, V.M.H.

'
' Eschscholzia " or " Eschscholtzia. '

'

—

Your Correspondent " Anne Amateur," in writing

of " Annual Flowers " on page ri5, issue March 4,

has a line anent the above, remarking " Oh dear !

I never can spell it." There is many a true word
spoken in jest, it is said ; hence it is not surprising

that a word presenting such a difficulty to " .\nne

Amateur " should be wrongly spelled, after all.

In this, however, your correspondent is by no
means alone, and doubtless go per cent, of those

who think they can spell it correctly would have
made precisely the same error. The genus was
named in honour of J. Fred Eschscholz, a cele-

brated naturalist (1793—1831), who accompanied
Kotzebue round the world. "Don" in his " Gar-

deners' Dictionary" (1838), the Royal Horti-

cultural
_
Society's " List of Certificated Plants,"

the " Kew Handbook of Herbaceous Plants " and
" Index Kewensis" all give the name
as at the top left-hand side of this

note. Nicholson adds the letter " t
"

to the name of both naturalist and

genus. Most seed lists—those of

Messrs. Sutton, Dobbie, Barr and a

dozen others I have looked into

—spell the name with the added
" t," as does the " English Flower

Garden " and others. The weight

of authority is, however, opposed

to this.—E. H. Jenkins.

A Letter from New Zealand.

—

I have been for a short trip to the

foot of our Southern Alps, and think

perhaps some of your English readers

might be interested to hear of the

plants that grow on the steep slopes

and exposed to the cold south-west

wind ; above all, Celmisias (Moun-

tain Daisies we call them) of all

sizes, from little ones about the size

of a sixpence to those as large as

an ordinary Shasta Daisy. They
are all woolly under the stiff, dark

leaves, and very woolly up their stiff

flower-stems. All are white, with

yellow centres. Other tiny Daisies

we call Everlastings, as they are

crinldy to the touch. They creep

about more ' after the style of

Edelweiss. Then there are " Maori

Onions," spikes of yellow bloom coming out of

brown, narrow (young) Oniony-looking leaves.

They grow about 15 inches high, tufts of tussock,

yellow in dry places, red in wet, between little

white Violets and white Oxalis (about as big

as a sixpence), a flower something like a large

single white Lobelia, with a mauve lip ; afterwards

it has a large magenta berry. Scattered here

and there are Spear Grasses, all sharp spikes.

Even the flower-spike has bunches of sharp spears

at intervals. The flowers are small, greenish

yellow, among the spines. The dry ones are useful

as torches to light the tussocks in the burning

season. Another handsome plant is the Snow
Grass. I found a tiny green Orchid about an inch

high with light green stripes, and there were

other small green ones, not yet out. Of course,

higher up grow Gentians, Ranunculus Lyallii,

Edelweiss, &c. ; but this was what I found on the

.ower slopes about 1,200 feet above sea-level.

—

Mary Poulton, Shirley, Christchurch, New
Zealand.
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Apple Claygate Pearmain and its Origin.^—

The very high praise that has lately heen accorded

to this dessert Apple in the pages of The Garden
(see Mr. E. A. Bunyard's article on " Flavour in

Apples," issue January 29, page 57) has set me
enquiring into the history of this variety. I

am told by an old inhabitant of Claygate village

that this Apple originated, apparently as a seed-

ling, in a hedge surrounding the estate now known
as The Firs, Claygate. It was first recorded

by Mr. Braddick, who exhibited fruits in or about

1822. Scions from the original tree were grafted

upon the Crab Apple stock, and there still remain

in the gardens at The Firs, Claygate, three very

old trees of this variety. Fruits from

these trees were exhibited about 1849 at

the Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit

Show by Mr. J. Child of Chrysanthemum
fame. Even at that date the trees were

of a good age, so that it seems reasonable

to assume that these trees were grafted

before it was introduced by Braddick

in 1822. These old trees are still capable

of carrying heavy crops, and when in their

prime they are said to have borne from

25 bushels to 30 bushels each, while the

fruits have been kept sound until June.

The illustration is reproduced by the

courtesy of Mr. A. Gross, the present

owner of the estate.—C, Claygate.

White Roses.—A good deal of ink has

been spilt of late in dispraise of the use of

Latin names for plants and in advocat-

ing the employment of existing English

names and the invention of new ones.

That is all very well, supposing we could

all agree upon English names, old and
new ; but could we ? An instance of

the ambiguity which already prevails

occurs in " Scotch Rose's " note under the

above heading (page no). "The old

Rosa alba," he says, " as represented in

Scotch gardens by the double one gene-

rally called Prince Charlie's Rose, is a

good white." So it is ; but in the South-

west of Scotland we call the double

Burnet Rose (Rosa spinosissima) Prince

Charlie's Rose. Where exactness of

nomenclature is required, recourse must
be had to a dead language.

—

Herbert
Maxwell, Monreith.

Tlie Romance of Gardening.—The
note about Capability Brown in The
Garden of February 12 prompts the

question, How many gardeners or

nurserymen have ever attained such suc-

cess ? When the world is less occupied

with war than at present, we may get a

work on gardening from the human point

of view. There is ample material. As to

Brown's success, a few names will occur to most
as comparative, though I refer only to those who
have won fortune by the garden, not amateurs.

Sir Harry Veitch is with us ; many can recollect

his father. Few remain who worked under Sir

Joseph Paxton, but there is one close to where
I am writing. Sir Joseph owed his success less

to ability than the appeal of his personality to

his employer, a very usual matter in garden-

ing. I was brought up on the estate of the

late Mr. C. Lawson, Lord Provost of Edinburgh.
The Lawson memorial is Cupressus lawsoniana.

Douglas, whose memorial is Pseudotsuga Douglasii,

was a journeyman gardener, and, out of a situation,

was digging with my father in Edinburgh Botanic

Garden on a winter morning when offered the

mission to explore the then Far West of America,

in search of new trees chiefly. No collector

ever so enriched English gardens and woods
as Douglas ; but, as warned before he went,

he lost his lite. The human interest deepens

in the telling. Even in London how many famous
and rcchercM gardens once existed where are

now but dreary streets.

—

Hurstcot.

Heeria rosea.—This pretty Mexican sub-

shrub does not appear to be so well known as its

merits deserve. Although one of some four

species, it appears that H. rosea is the only one

introduced into Britain as yet. Nicholson speaks
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APPLE CLAYGATE PEARMAIN IN THE GARDEN
OF ITS ORIGIN.

of it as a stove plant, but I find that it succeeds

well when treated as a greenhouse plant. If, how-
ever, it is desired to have it in bloom during winter,

stove or warm. greenhouse treatment is necessary.

I have not as yet tried it outdoors, but last summer
I saw it succeeding well in the open in a cosy

corner in the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.

As already suggested, the plant is of dwarf habit,

and it produces its rosy pink flowers in corymbs
in great abundance. Cuttings can be put in a cool

house in autumn or in heat in spring, and if

grown on in a mixture of turfy loam, peat and
sand till they finally occupy 5-inch pots, they

form very attractive objects with which to edge

the conservatory stages.

—

Charles Comfort.

N his latest communication Mr. Engleheart

shows that he is angry—very angry—and,

like most persons in that condition, manages
to lose sight of the real issues and of the

necessity for the strictest accuracy of asser-

tion. Under a cloud of words upon the botanical

aspect of one particular point, conveying infor-

mation which may be found in any primer on
botany, Mr. Engleheart forgets that he has not

acceded to my request that he should

indicate where, in any of his former

communications to The Garden, he
has ever employed the phrases which
were the alleged basis of his sugges-

tion of misrepresentation of his views.

I think that I can well leave this

section of the matter to the memorie
and intelligence of the readers of The
Garden.

On the question of the alleged ex-

ception of the Narcissus from the

general rule as to the wind-carrying of

the pollen—well, if it makes Mr.

Engleheart happy to believe that the

wind will not, in this case, carry it,

let him be happy, until he tries, on
some hot," dry day in the later spring,

whether, if he places some ripe pollen

of a Poeticus upon a glass microscope

slide, he cannot blow it away—that is,

if the wind does not forestall him.

Lastly, he treats my simple enquiry

as to which is to prevail in official

classification — whether the statements

as to parentage made by the raiser

or the formulated requirements as to

measurements.—as an attack upon him-
self. There was not, and is not, any
suggestion that in the case cited Mr.

Engleheart did not honestly believe in

the reality of what he stated. So, in

no real sense, is there an attack on
him. If he can see any attack at

all, it must be an attack upon his

infallibility, gwhich is a very different

thing, and one upon which we are

all entitled to oiu: views. That Mr.

Engleheart did believe that White
Emperor is of pure Ajax descent I do
not for a moment doubt ; I only

doubt his justification for that belief.

The reason for his belief he states

to be that the flower in question was
" raised from seed obtained very early in

the year, when no Daffodils were in bloom
outside, and in a greenhouse where none but

trumpets were in bloom." And, upon that basis,

Mr. Engleheart arrives at the conclusion, as a

definite certainty, that White Emperor is of pure,

i.e., sole, Ajax descent.

But it seems to me that in arriving at this con-

clusion Mr. Engleheart has quite ignored certain

possibilities of a disturbing character, viz.,

heredity and reversion. Going a little below the

surface of the position which appears to have
satisfied Mr. Engleheart, we have to enquire what
has been the past history and ancestry of all

those other Ajax varieties within the greenhouse,

and even of the parent varieties of White Emperor
themselves. Surely, all of these had not, ad
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infinitum backwards, been isolated in greenhouses,

but must have been, at some period, growna in

the open, exposed to all the disturbing influences

which iVIr. Engleheart has himself enumerated
;

and so the pollen of varieties not quite Ajax

may have affected some of the associated varieties,

or even the seed or pollen parents. Indeed, we

at present know but little about these subtle

workings of Narcissi in their interbreeding pro-

cesses ; but all hybridists have been compelled

to wonder how, as products of the same seed-

pod, there are such astoimding variations of

results. We, including , Mr. Engleheart, have

yet much to learn. But all this is quite beside

the original and quite impersonal point which

I have restated, and which is of per-

manent importance, for the question

has already arisen with regard to

other varieties than White Emperor,

and must arise again.

The Council of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society has officially declared

that measurements shall alone dominate

the question. Mr. Engleheart, in effect,

says that nobody outside Colney Hatch

would think of such a thing. Again,

which is to prevail ? A Novice.

for, when once planted, each one of them is

" a thing of beauty and a joy for ever."

It has been said that " a garden is a place for

flowers, a place where one may foster a passion

for loneliness, may learn the magic of colour,

and the glory of form . .
." And if this is

true, then ugly featmes of the garden, such as

shrub hedges, should not be permitted. Of

course, there are certain positions where Rose

hedges could not be formed, but by far theinajority

of positions now occupied in gardens by Privet

and other like hedges could be occupied by Rose

hedges.

Some kind of screen or support must be

arranged after the soil has been trenched

Dorothy Perkins, Blush Rambler, Crimson

Rambler, Hiawatha, Alberic Barbier, Gloire de

Dijon and Minnehaha.

Weetwood, Ecclcsall, Sheffield, E. T. Ellis.

PRIMULA MALACOIDES

s

A PLEA FOR ROSE
HEDGES

IN

many places some kind of

hedge is necessary to divide the

flower garden from the vegetable

garden, and some shrub, such as

Privet, Hawthorn or Holly, is

frequently planted. But why not Roses ?

Is not a hedge of Roses, ten times more

beautiful than one made of shrubs ?

Those who have seen large Rose hedges

covered with bloom in June and July

should not need much persuasion to

attempt something similar in their own
gardens, instead of planting shrubs

;

but they do. Very often these people

only murmur, *' How beautiful !
" or

something to that effect, and regard

these lovely Rose hedges an im-

possible attainment in their own gar-

dens ; so they plant Privet or other

shrubs. But, really, there is nothing

impossible about it. So long as the

reader has an open, sunny spot and

fairly good soil, for his Rose hedge

there is no reason why he shoidd

not attain quite as excellent results

as those he has seen. It may be

said that time and expense are to

be considered, and that Privet or shrubs make
the cheapest hedge in the shortest time. So they

do, but the hedge produced is an extraordinarily

ugly object. People seem to exaggerate con-

siderably the idea that Rose hedges take time

to form. One amateur spoke to me of " ten

years " and another of " five years " having to

elapse before a tolerable hedge could be produced !

But these people are under a very great delusion.

I have seen Rose hedges of quite passable quality

which have only been planted two years, and

these hedges were all that could be desired in

the third summer. As regards the expense, one

must confess that Rose hedges cost a little more

in the first instance ; but they are quite worth it.

PRIMULA MALACOIDES ROBUSTA. \ STATELY
OF A DAINTY SPECIES.

2 feet and well manured. This can be made
by nailing poles of Spanish Chestnut, Larch,

Ash or Pine into a kind of rustic trellis.

The ends of the poles should be let into

the ground ij feet to 2 feet, not less, or they will

be blown over in strong winds. Plant the Roses

4 feet to 5 feet apart, and tie the growths on to

the trellis-work in as artistic a manner as you can.

In the summer tie in all strong new growths,

cutting out only weak shoots and dead wood.

The trellis-work will soon be hidden completely,

and some old wood should be cut out every summer
after the plants have flowered. Give them plenty

of water, and mulch with manure each spring.

Good Roses for hedges include American Pillar,

INCE its introduction some years ago from

China by Messrs, Bees, Limited, this pretty

and graceful species has received con-

siderable attention owing to its being

easily raised from seed and capable of

being grown successfully with a minimmu of

trouble. From seed it is possible to reach

the flowering stage in about four months,

and this fact commends it to the notice

of amateur growers. For greenhouse or

conservatory decoration it is extremely

useful, as during the winter months its

delicate pink or lilac flowers are pro-

duced in the greatest profusion, even in

very small pots, in a compost of good

rich loamy soil. For outside culture it is

very satisfactory when planted on the

rock garden in sheltered, well-drained

spots, and it will seed naturally in such

a position. As is generally the case with

Primulas, it has produced several forms

which are superior in certain respects to

the typical species, one of which is

known as P, malacoides robusta. This

originated in Messrs, J, Box's Lindfield

Nurseries, Hayward's Heath, and is

characterised by its robust growth of foli-

age and stem, and larger flowers, pro-

duced in several whorls often 2 feet in

height. This distinct robust habit should

render-it of great use for pot culture, as

the stiff stems aie thrown well out from

the base of the plant, and it is distinct

in every way from all others.

Another fine rose form of the type

was exhibited last spring by Mr, A,

Gentle, The Gardens, Little Gaddesden,

Herts, under the name of P, m. Rose

Queen, and this received an award of

merit from the Royal Horticultural

Society on that occasion.

The finest of these rose forms, how-

ever, is the one exhibited at the Royal
Horticultural Society's meeting on
February 22 last by Messrs, Carter

under the name of King Albert, when it

deservedly received an award of merit.

Although probably not so robust in habit

as the first form noted, it is unquestion-

p"ORM ably superior as regards colom, which

is a bright rose or pink, and should

be noted by all lovers of this family.

On February 8 last Messrs. Whitelegg and

Page exhibited another form of P, malacoides

crossed with P, Forbesii, partaking of the growth

and gracefulness of the former with the rich colour

of the latter ; but as only small plants were

exhibited, it cannot be dealt with until seen under

more favourable conditions. Several years ago

a double-flowered form was exhibited, but so

far it has not been seen since, although in the

Lindfield Nurseries the species has broken away and

produced several double and semi-double forms

which are under observation, as well as several dis-

tinctive colour shades which may eventually add to

the charm and usefulness of this species, popu-

larly known as the Fairy Primrose. E. S.
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NOTES FROM
By Edward

THE RIVIERA
H. WOODALL.

Dombeyas.—Two shrubs—I might ahuost call

I hem trees, as they can grow fully lo feet in

height—are now in beauty, and I fancy they are

but little known in English greenhouses. They

are both Dombeyas, a sub-genus of the better-

known Abutilon, but with much more substantial

and woody growth.

D. Masters!! is a winter-flowering edition of

Abutilon vitifolium album, and stands a good

deal of bad weather when in flower, but its masses

of white, Mallow-like flowers are soon browned

by a rough wind.

^D. Cayeux!! is a curiously different plant,

a garden hybrid raised by Messrs. Cayeux of

Lyons, which has proved itself a very distinct

and handsome tree-like shrub. In foliage and

habit it mucli resembles a very vigorous Spar-

mannia, though its leaves are much more solid

and often oval in shape. The strong shoots will

grow to a length of 6 feet or 8 feet in one summer,

and in February or March large clusters of very

bright salmon pink flowers in a ball hang pendent

on foot-long stalks under the massive leaves.

The flower clusters are larger than a big Guelder

Rose, but the individual flowers are Mallow-

shaped,' so the effect is very handsome and

tropical when grown to perfection. On this

coast it needs the warmest and most sheltered

corner to show off its beauty ; but in a tub under

glass 1 have seen it even prettier, because less

vigorous, and I think all lovers of handsome
cool greenhouse shrubs who have room for it

will admire its spring beauty.

Freylinia cestroides has filled the sunny air

with its sweetness this winter. I believe it does

not flower when grown under glass, but it is too

delightful as a shrub in the open garden to be

omitted from any good garden on this coast.

Its narrow leaves and upright spikes of buff

apricot, tube-shaped flowers are not without

beauty, though it is the fragrance that is its

virtue.

Bignonia venusta has blossomed without

any check since last November, and yet there are

myriads of buds to expand, so wonderfully free

flowering is it under favourable conditions. Its

wreaths of intense orange. Honeysuckle-shaped

flowers are the antithesis of winter grime and

gloom, and give infinite pleasure to the new-

comer as well as to the old resident on this coast.

I-'rench gardeners are very apt to destroy this

delightful creeper by cutting it back in autumn
when they prune Roses and shrubs, so it, is not

seen so often as it should be. More than half

the good things that disappear from gardens on

this coast are lost on account of this propensity

of local gardeners to prune back everything in

the months of September and October, quite

regardless of the habit and winter flowering of

a plant.

Bougainvillea Maud Chettleburgh.—The casual

visitor on this coast is pretty sure to notice the

rich colouring of the Bougainvilleas on the sunny
walls, especially between Nice and Mentone,

but I doubt if many are able to distinguish between

the autumn and spring flowering kinds, and

imagine it is the same plant that is always in

flower. This is not so, however, in reality. The
autumn-blooming Bougainvilleas are B. glabra,

which is the palest in colour, and its much brighter

and better congener, B. Sanderao, which is so

hardy and so free flowering that it is in full beauty

throughout November and December, often

lasting through January in seasons such as this.

Then comes in the rich B. spectabilis, the well-

known type of Bougainvillea which carries on

the purple glow during the spring, covering immense

areas of wall with its luxuriant growth, which

needs ample space to develop its beauty. The
variety Maud Chettleburgh is slightly less rich

in its colouring, being, I believe, a hybrid between

B. spectabilis and B. Sandera!, but it has the

great merit of flowering as a small plant, and

lasts in bloom for so many months that I think

for most gardeners it is the best and hardiest

of all. I hope someone who has grown it in

the complete failure of Forsythia suspensa and

F. intermedia. Not a flower has appeared since

the leaves fell last December, though up to that

date there was a sprinkling of precocious flowers.

The reason, I believe, is that small birds have

picked out all the flower-buds, as I remember

the same thing happened before fn a very mild

winter when vegetation was not arrested and

the buds were soft and tender. Recently there

was a sirocco wind for three days, which forced

the temperature up to summer heat while it

lasted, and Iris reticulata and Leucojums flagged

and frizzled up in the hot sunshine at once, their

flowering period being completely abolished,

so to say. Daffodils suffered in the same way,

but not so severely. The Laurustinus bloonv

on northern banks has been singularly fine and

ivory white in its massive flower-heads, and in

combination with purple Sweet Peas, cut with

liberal foliage and stalks, a big bowl of these

two flowers deserves remark, as the combination

A FLOWERING SPRAY OF DOMBEYA MASTERSII.

England can say it is as free blooming as I believe

it to be, for I should certainly say, " When in

doubt, plant B. Maud Chettleburgh." The very

beautiful Venetian red B. Lateritia is so capricious

and so much more liable to be cut by cold winds

or a frosty night when in flower that it can only

be planted in the most favourable positions,

and its beautiful rose crimson sport is still more

delicate, for, though I know of several gardens

where it has been planted and cared for, no one

as yet has reported a success with it. Still, the

Bougainvillea lover, if he is content to plant

B. Sandera!, B. spectabilis or B. Maud
Chettleburgh, may expect a harvest of rich

colour from October to May ; and if he puts

in a few plants of the brilliant Bignonia

venusta, will have an antidote for the blues,

if he possesses a sheltered and sunny garden on

this coast.

It is not fair to those who garden in more
northern lands to say nothing of our failures

here. One this winter is very conspicuous in

is certainly not a common one, and it is re.illy

strikingly effective.

SOME GOOD HARDY ANNUAL
FLOWERS

During the next few weeks many annual flowers

will be sown in the open ground, and it may be

advisable to enumerate some of the best. Thin

sowing and early thinning of the seedlings are,

however, absolutely necessary to obtain really

good results. For edgings, nothing is better than

Sweet Alyssum, particularly if the dwarf variety

is asked for. The white flowers are deliciously

scented. Leptosiphon hybridus is another low-

growing plant that is also excellent for edgings

or for carpeting Rose-beds, providing it is given

a sunny position. The small, star-shaped flowers

embrace many delicate shades. Virginian Stock,

so often found in cottage gardens, is another that

might be used for the same purpose. A good
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red-flowered variety of it is obtainable. In

Southern Counties the so-called Chinese Asters

may be sow-n outdoors, and often do better when

treated in this way than when raised in the green-

house or frame. The same applies to the best

forms of Ten-week Stock. Bartonia aurea grows

iS inches high and produces medium-sized golden

flowers in abundance ; it is not grown half so

much as it ought to be. The Swan River Daisy,

Brachycome iberidifplia, is a dainty little blue-

flowered annual that grows about 6 inches high
;

sow it in the front part of the border. Those

who like the Pot Marigolds should select the

variety Orange King ; it is the best of them all.

Candytuft has been wonderfully improved in

recent years. Cornflower, if the old-fashicned

blue is secured, is excellent for cutting. Double

Rose Clarkia, listed under several different names,

is another flower that ought to be gro%%'n every-

where for cutting. Coreopsis tinctoria, yellow

flowers with crimson brown centres ; Eschscholzia

position well open to the light, but not sun scorched.

As this is a very early flowering Saxifrage (as one

would expect from its parentage), it is an ideal

plant for pan culture in the alpme house. This

plant originated with Sundermann of Bavaria,

and a somewhat similar, though distinct form

arising, I believe, from the same parentage is

Saxifraga Obristii. R. A. M.

THE ETHICS OF ROSE
PRUNING

{Continued from page t28.)

PRUNING consists of three distinct opera-

tions : (i) Removal of all dead, weak, or

overcrowded shoots and laterals ; or of

unripe wood that has been damaged by the frosts of

winter, and is therefore valueless for the production

THE E.'VRLY AND FREE FLOWERING SAXIFRAG.\ SUNDERMANNII.

califomica, yellow ; Godetias Crimson Glow and

Duchess of Albany ; Gypsophila elegans, with small

white flowers ; White and Pink Mallows and Scarlet

Flax are others that ought not to be omitted. H.

SAXIFRAGA SUNDERMANNII
This attractive, early flowering hybrid Saxifrage,

originating from a cross between S. marginata and

S. Burseriana, is, as the illustration depicts, a

particularly free flowering plant. The foliage is

intermediate between that of the parents, and has

the same glaucous hue common to S. Burseriana

when in vigorous health. The flowers are borne

three or four in a head, while the stems supporting

them are tinged with red. An especially pleasing

feature exhibited by these flowers is the slight

waving undulation in the petals, breaking the

regular formality common to many of the Saxi-

frage flowers. A compost of gritty, sandy loam

suits the plant admirably in any perfectly drained

of bloom. (2) Pruning proper, which means the

necessary shortening of all shoots and their

attendant laterals which now remain on the

thinned-out Rose tree. (3) Disbudding, which is

a subsequent operation and yet an adjunct to the

first two. The removal of all buds, whether floral

or leaf, which tend, in the case of laterals, to

crowd the centre of the tree ; and in the case of

the floral, to damage the size and symmetry of

the central (usually) floral bud.

The inexperienced amateur makes many blunders

in pruning his Roses. Even with a handbook

to guide him and the valuable articles on pruning

that have already appeared in The Garden,

a vigorous variety, which may demand a certain

type of pruning in his garden, may only require

such pruning modified in the garden of his neigh-

bour. Perhaps, taking the sar.. i variety, the one

in his garden may have a more congenial home and,

consequently, is in a more healthy and vigorous

condition ; while that of his unhappy neighbour.

who cannot grow Roses for his sins, is far from well.

Although the same variety, both cannot be pruned

exactly alike. Another fault is leaving too many
shoots when thinning out ; but a more serious

one is to prune severely those that only need

light pruning, or those that require severe priming

to prune as lightly as possible. Two typical faults

of our friend the jobbing gardener can be mentioned

here. First, he leaves the trees crowded with

shoots good and bad, pruning the Rose as he would

prune a Privet or Box hedge ; and in the case of

scandent Roses, removes entirely the new, outside

straggling shoots, indifferent as to whether they

may be basal or lateral. Secondly, he does not

prune carefully upwards to a bud pointing out-

wards, as that is too much trouble, or he is too

conceited to Ivnow such. He prefers to leave

what are known as " zags," which, dying back,

are very apt to injure the tree, besides pro-

viding comfortable homes for parasitic and other

enemies.

The implements for the operation of pruning are

many and wonderful—and unnecessarily diverse

in character ; though some of the leading rosarians

differ much from the writer in this respect. The

only essential things are, first, a good knife, which

has been previously sharpened on a hone ; and,

secondly, a fine saw, which is necessary to remove

any shoots too stout for the knife. All else are

superfluous and luxuries. Mr. Darlington recom-

mends the " Charlie " hone, plenteously oiled with

a mixture of paraffin and neatsfoot oil—but

never, under any circumstances, olive or other

vegetable oil.

Against this may be said that the average

jobbing gardener prefers any fairly smooth

stone with saliva on it. Dr. A. H. Williams

strongly recommends a small arsenal of arms :

(i) Pruning-knife, with large blade, point, and two

smaller blades. (2) Secateurs, with two curved

hawk-like blades. (3) A spud, such as Barr's

Daffodil hoe, for suckers. (4) Gloves of strong

dog-skin, such as motor ones. (5) A kneeler, such

as a waterproof pad or mat.

Mr. Darlington's list of necessary requirements

is more amplified still, .\nother pair of secateurs

is essential, and a strop in addition to the hone
;

a styptic, such as white paint, for budded Briars

when cut down ; and painter's knotting for pruned

established plants.

Pruning, in itself, is an extremely easy opera-

tion, the only principal difficulty being how much
of the tree and its attendant shoots and laterals

to remove ; but a few essentials are worth remem-
brance. The amateur should always cut upwards

at an angle of 45°, coming out at the top, and
then leaving a plump and healthy-looking bud
immediately above. This bud should point out-

wards and away from the centre of the tree. The
cut mtist be a clean one, leaving no jagged or

damaged bark. In some cases, as when a sucker is

to be removed or a basal shoot pruned away, no

buds of any sort should be left, though some well-

known rosarians believe in leaving a bud behind

when cutting away old and worn-out basals. A
basal, it should be noted, is a ground shoot, growing

more or less upright ; but a lateral is a side shoot

proceeding out of a basal one. Sometimes a basal

is known as a terminal, when it grows a certain

height, according to the vigour (or lack of it) of the

variety, and then breaking into one or more

flowers at the tip. A basal or lateral bud

—

not a floral one—is horticulturally recognised as

an eye. Torbay.

(To he contimied.)
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

THE garden has had a severe snubbing

for its forwardness, in three snowy

nights. Fortunately, the first night's

snow thawed rapidly the following

day, and so there was but little left

on Cedars and Cypresses when the next 5 inches

fell, and though everything was bowed down,

very little was broken. It is rather a fascinating

job to go round the garden, as soon as the fall

has ended, and to try what gentle shaking, or

probing and tapping with a cane, will do to liberate

some of the evergreens that would be bent out

of shape if left for any length of time with such

a weight on them. But one has to be very gentle

and patient with many, or it is easy to do more
harm than good. This is especially true of

Helianthemum and Cistus, Rosemary and Olearia

stellulata, which snap off if handled roughly.

Bays, Irish Yews, Phillyreas and Arbutuses should

certainly be freed as soon as possible, or they

may be difficult to get back into shape. A wooden
haymaker's rake is about the best weapon to use,

and the bent boughs should be tapped gently

on the under side and then raised by degrees

as the snow showers off. You must expect to

get a good dose of it on your own head and back,

though, if you do your work thoroughly. Buttoned

up tightly in an old coat, and with the oldest

possible hat on your head, this douche is rather

pleasant if the snow is fairly dry. I even seize

the stems of some of the more precious shrubs

with my hand, and so shake them without any

chance of bruising them, and then, when they

are free of snow, I emerge from the avalanche

and shake myself.

As weeding was impossible for many days,

I turned my attention to making drawings of some
of the rarer Snowdrops I had not figured before

or had drawn from specimens less vigorous and

beautiful than I now possess. It was delightful

to watch the revival of these, from flabby, fainting,

sapless invalids to sturdy, upstanding specimens

of health and beauty. The Snowdrop does not

suffer from frost unless bruised, but lies down
on the ground, the sap, in some as yet undis-

covered manner, returning into the underground

portion. With the return of warmth the sap

reascends and the whole plant stiffens up un-

harmed, except perhaps for a dirty face until

the next shower washes it. I grubbed under

the snow, dug up the specimens needed, brought

them indoors, washed them in cold water, placed

them in vases filled with tepid water, and stood

them where they could just feel the heat of the

fire. In half an hour each had arranged itself

in a natural position, and with half-expanded

flowers looked pleasant enough to please any
photographer. What a superiority and lack of

self-consciousness a flower shows as compared
with a human being when posing for its portrait !

But even Snowdrops, though less sensitive to

warmth than a Crocus, are not very good sitters,

and, like children, they cannot keep stUl for long.

So it requires a good deal of manreuvring in

shading off the fire's heat, and in some cases

a reserve bloom outside on the window-sill, to

arrange a group in all stages from closed bud
to fully expanded flower.

The form that has pleased me most is one of

the late Mr. Allen's seedlings, which he named

Galatea, and he wrote of it : " This is one of the

giants of the family as to size of bloom, but not

in stature. I have never been able to decide

whether this or Charmer is the more perfect

flower." When I first

saw it I rather wondered

at such high praise, but

this season Galatea is so

fine, taller than usual

with me, and has spread

from one bulb to a

picturesque group, that

1, too, think it must be

ranked as one of the

Charmer flore pleno, but do not greatly admire

it. When it is at its best, it has only three outer

segments, as in a single Snowdrop, and the inner

segments are arranged very regularly, as in a

small Rose ; but it is a stiff little bit of goods.

Several kinds of Snowdrops are not fully oui

yet, so, unless anything peculiar happens to the

weather, this season will have been one of the

longest and best for them. G. 01ga3 came into

flower in late October, Rachelaj followed, and

byzantinus was out before the last flowers of

Olg^ were shabby, and is still making a good

show with its secondary blooms, though many
of the earlier ones are now half-grown seed-pods.

Galanthus Fosteri is another that for the first

time looked strong enough and in sufficiently

T»ST^

finest. The flowers are of great

length, and yet so beautifully

proportioned that they do not

appear to be lanky, as do some of

the longest forms of Imperati and
caucasicus. Another good point

in its favour is the narrowness

of its leaves. They stand up
fairly straight, with just enough
curve to be graceful, and are

beautifully glaucous on their

under sides, as Snowdrop leaves

should be, to my taste. Mr.

Allen places it among the forms

of Galanthus nivalis in his

wonderfully interesting paper on
Snowdrops, to be found in the Royal Horti

cultural Society's Journal of August
but he does not say what forms were its

parents. Some Eastern form, such as caucasicus

or plicatus, seems to be represented, as a strong

bulb will give two flowers from the one pair of

leaves.

Anyway, thanks to Mr. Allen, we have in

Galatea a very lovely flower, in full beauty later

than most other nivalis forms, which, again,

points to caucasicus blood. I have not seen the

form he calls Charmer, and wonder whether it

still exists. Many of his beautiful seedlings

have, I fear, quite died out ; but I hope Charmer,
lovely Galatea's rival, may linger still in some
old-world garden, and so some day I may see it.

I have one of his double forms which he called

ALLEN S SEEDLING SNOWDROP GALATEA.
From a drawing by E. A. Bowles.
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good form to warrant its sitting for its portrait.

Even now I am not at all satisfied that it is

looking its best, for if it can be no better than

this it does 'not deserve the title Max Leichtlin

gave it of the " King of Snowdrops." Mr. Allen

wrote that it was the most sportive of all as to size,

form and marking, some showing points of great

beaut3' and others quite the reverse. Do any of the

really beautiful forms exist and grow well anywhere

in England ? If so, I should be very grateful if a

kind and fortunate owner of such treasures would

send me a specimen in full beauty for figuring.

The plant has interested me greatly when

examined at close quarters. It has the most

waxy, thick and solid flower of any Snowdrop

I have handled. Again, the whole plant emits

a strong and unpleasant scent, especially from

the leaves—much the same poisonous odour as

that of the leaves of Daphne Laureola or some

Ivies. There is no need to bruise the leaves to

get a strong whiff of it ; it is given off freely

without injury to the tissues. I have tried other

the issue of February 5, he very kindly wrote

to tell me that he recogm'sed in it the Snowdrop

that does so well in his garden at Nice, and

that though purchased as G. Fosteri, it is evidently

byzantinus. I hope someone who grows Fosteri

well will say a good word for it, for between us

we seem to be taking away its good character.

DAFFODIL NOTES
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

New Zealand Shows. 1915.—Through the

kindness of several correspondents and through

the courtesy of the Editor, who has sent me
a detailed report of the Auckland Show (Septem-

ber 8 and 9) from Mr. A. E. Grindrod, together

with some photographs of flowers exhibited there,

I am in a position to offer a few general remarks

on the 1 91 5 exhibitions in New Zealand. Reports

from Auckland in the extreme North and Dunedin

DAFFODILS OF
Lcjt : Professor Thomas' Trumpet Seedling

Snowdrops' leaves, and can find none that possesses

this unpleasant character ; but the leaves of

some Leucojums have it strongly.

It has been suggested that G. Fosteri is a

hybrid of Elwesii and latifolius, having the flower

of the former and the leaves somewhat like the

latter, so, of course, I have tried leaves of latifolius,

but my nose can trace no evil scent in them even

when bruised. G. Fosteri klso has the shortest

pedicel of. any Snowdrop, so that the ovary is

brought almost to the base of the split in the

spathes, and the flower does not hang so gracefully

or completely as in others, but stands out almost at

a right angle in some specimens. This may not be

a constant character,, though all my forms have it,

for Mr. Baker describes the pedicel as i^ inches long.

So I cannot help thinking that I 'have only the

uglier forms, base usurpers of the Snowdrop throne.

I have been hoping to see' some more of Mr.

Woodall's most interesting notes from Nice,

but as they have not appeared up to the

time of writing, I will say here that after

seeing the sketch of Galanthus byzantinus in

NEW ZEALAND.
No. 114/1. Right: Mr. J. Halt's Banzai.

in the South seem to indicate that the season

was rather earlier than usual. At Auckland,

particularly, it resulted in the same topsy-turvydom

of yellow trumpets and Poets to which we are

accustomed in England when Spring is in advance

of her time. Here at least two of the usual exhibi-

tors were absent—one, Colonel Plugge, fighting

ill Gallipoli, and the other. Lieutenant Kirkei,

in camp at home getting ready for the Front.

As a set-off Professor Thomas was back again

from his European tour and, as is his wont, proved

a tough customer to tackle in the various classes

in which he exhibited. He won outright the

society's cup for forty varieties, and in liis collec-

tion put up twenty-four of his own raising, quite

d la Wilson, Crosfield, Williams and Company
with us. These were, however, rather a mixed

lot. Three or four under nunrbers were very

good, but a few were hardly up to exhibition

form, so an "old bird" tells me. Photographs

are deceptive things. I have only once " let

myself go" and enthused from a photograph,

and the result was— I am never going to do it

again. In publishing a picture of the Professor's

Seedling 114/1,. 1 must confine myself to saying

it looks good, and it may be my correspondent

will recognise it as one of the three or four specially

good ones. Among the successful exhibitors

were Professor Thomas, Messrs. Selwyn Upton,
H. B. J. Ball, A. E. Grindrod, R. Gibson. H. E.

Sharp, H. A. Marriner and James Hall. There
were two Daffodil classes for the schools of the

district and for affiliated societies. New Lynn
School and the Pukekohe Spring Flower Show-

Society were the first prize winners in their respec-

tive classes. An idea which we Daffodil people,

along with our Sweet Pea brethren, might think

about is suggested by an exhibit of winter-flowering

Sweet Peas by Mr. Henry Brett.

The Hutt Show took place on September 15.

I almost think I might compare this to our own
Cornwall Show, with the roles of "

J. C." and
" P. D." filled by Robert Gibson. Here he is,

as it were, " at home," the " cock " exhibitor

of New Zealand on his own " dunghill," to put

my meaning in expressive and appropriate language.

His thirty blooms which won hira the Barr Cup
outright were, as a third little bird put it,

" rather a hot lot for a Colonial show." In fact,

one report says ;
" The best blooms that have

ever been staged in the Dominion. They would
have opened your eyes." I can truthfully say

they did. This is the list : Giraft'e. I-'Ieefiving,

Robert Sydenham, Weardale, Clandon, Golden

Rose, Longfellow, Michael, Apricot Phcenix,

Bernardino, Buttercup, Sirdar, Uncle Robert,

Lemon Queen, Sunrise, King Cup, Gannet, Peter

Barr, White Slave, Diana, Neptune, Crystal

Queen, Primrose Queen, Lord Kitchener, Zoe,

Venus, White Queen, Florence Pearson, Solfatare

and Macebearer. Special mention must be made
of a couple of vases of the lovely Conqueror, staged

by Mr. Booth in two of his exhibits. At this

show, on the top of the back of the staging there

is always a row of Palms and Dracsenas, which
breaks up the stiff monotony of the straight lines

such as we are accustomed to in England. Among
the prize winners mention must also be made
of Messrs. H. Poole, F. Cooper and C. B. Triranell

;

while for the best trumpet seedling raised in

New Zealand Mr. R. N. Wall was first and Mr.

S. Knight second, and for any other variety

Mr. A. J. Hobhs was the prize winner.

Of the Canterbury Daffodil Society's Show I

am sorry I have no accounts. I can only imagine

that the Postmaster-General was to the front

as usual, for I have not heard of anything happening

to his faithful henchman, Mr. A. E. Lowe.

So after Hutt, Oamaru (September 23). Here,

as a newspaper report says, came the redoubtable

Robert Gibson, seeking, like Alexander of old,

new worlds to conquer. His fifty staged in

competition for the Duart Cup were " immense."

Empire,The Fawn, Hon. Mrs. Francklin, Conqueror,

Croesus, Peter Barr, Florence Pearson, Whitewell,

Robespierre, Michael Angelo, Hypatia, Czarina,

Much the Miller and Neptune are a sample of his

quality. Again I have anotherlittle bird messenger

to quote. This one tells me that our friend

" Alexander " had better make hay while the

sun shines, as a certain husband and wife who
live not many miles from the metropolis of North

Otago are getting together a collection that will

outstrip any in the Dominion. " When old Mac
gets properly going," then ol>viously everyone

far and near must look to his laurels. Mrs.

John Maclean's exhibits on this occasion were

perhaps shadows of coming e\'ents, and not bad
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shadows either—Lord Roberts, Homespun, Killie-

erankie. Southern Queen, The Fawn, Bernardino

and Marshlight. Ten entries and, as the showman

says, nearly " every time a Cokernut"—only two

misses; while coming along in the garden are Whelp,

Mogador, Cingalee, White Emperor and such like.

Dunediu (September 25) is the St. Leger of the

classic shows in New Zealand. Here my friend

"Alexander" journeyed to have a peep. It

was the end of his strenuous month, but I think

he was glad he went. Mr. E. A. Hamel was the

hero of the show, winning the Champion Cup

with a capital fifty, included in which were Horace,

Marigold, Hon, Mrs. Francklin, White Nectarine,

Miss Mary, Incognita, Great Warley, Lord Roberts

and Bernardino. Mrs. J. Maclean had fine incom-

parabilises, viz.. Lady Moore, Marshlight, Home-

spun, Home Truth, Southern Queen and Ber-

nardino. Mr. Hart of Lawrence had some inter-

esting seedlings. I am told they would have

been doubly so had the Postmaster-General's

(Mr. Rhodes) been there also for comparison.

It seems a pity that tiered staging is not used at

this show. I cannot easily imagine one of our

large shows with all the blooms on the flat.

I hope this short summary will interest many
of us at home. In future numbers I will try to

interest our very good friends there (New Zealand)

in what is taking place this season here.

FORCING SEAKALE AND
RHUBARB

THESE plants may be forced in two

different ways. The first is by lifting

the roots and placing them in a warm,

dark chamber ; the second, by placing

coverings over them in their permanent

quarters. In regard to Seakale, the first method finds

most favour in gardens with sufficient convenience,

but it is first essential to have strong, well-matured

EARLY SEAKALE FORCED INDOORS.

crovvns. For late supplies of Seakale the method

of forcing the plants on permanent beds is best,

owing to the convenience of covering. The plants

are usually grown in clumps of three or five, and

if, at the time of planting, the ground is trenched

and well manured, the beds will last for several

years. By the time these notes appear, the forcing

of Seakale indoors will be practically over, and

the grower will be busy preparing the cuttings

for making another plantation, which may be

done as early in spring as the weather will permit.

The cuttings are made from the strongest portions

of the roots saved when dig.ging up the crowns

for forcing. The roots are cut into lengths of

RHUBARB FORCED IN THE OPEN UNDER A BARREL.

about 6 inches and tied in bundles of fiity. Inese

are placed upright in boxes and covered with

fine soil. By planting-time the cut surface Oi

the cuttings will have callused over and be

on the point of breaking into growth. Plant

them in rows about 2 feet apart, leaving a space

of I foot between the plants. The cuttings may
be planted with an ordinary dibber, and must

be slightly covered with soil. In forcing Seakale

outdoors, the crowns must not be covered up

till they show signs of growth. They will then

make rapid and regular progress. When the

heads have been cut, the coverings may be removed

and replaced with short litter for a few days.

Only one growth must be allowed to

develop on each plant. Ivory White

is the variety which finds most favour

with gro%vers of Seakale.

There is no difficulty in keeping

up a supply of Rhubarb from Christ-

mas onward. For the earliest

supplies the roots must be lifted and

placed in a warm, dark chamber.

Cover the roots with ordinary garden

soil and thoroughly soak it with

lukewarm water. For later supplies

the roots may be covered with

barrels or boxes, around which must

be placed a quantity of stable litter.

New plantations of Rhubarb must be

made from time to time in order to

keep up a supply of roots for forcing.

The present is the most suitable time

to do this work. As the plants will

occupy the ground for several years,

it must be deeply trenched and
heavily manured. The old stools must

be lifted and carefully divided. They
require ample space in which to grow;

6 feet each waj' will not be too much.

When planted, place a mulch of short

litter over the soil. \^arieties which

may be relied upon are Daw's

Champion (a good early variety).

Champagne and The Sutton.

Lockinge. E. Harriss.
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FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines lor Succession.—
When disbudding, remove all the ill-placed shoots

entirely and leave a shoot at the base of the fruiting

wood.
' Overcrowding must be avoided. Where

the fruits have set freely, thinning should

also begin. Maintain a moist atmosphere,

and close the house fairly early to economise

fire-heat. A night temperature of 50° to 55°

will suffice. The later houses, where ripe fruit

mav be expected in August and earlv September,

should be closed forthwith, but at present no

fire-heat will be needed.

Plants Under Glass.

Tuberous-Rooted Begonias.—The remainder

of these ought now to be started, and the earlier

batch mav be potted into 5-inch or 6-inch receptacles,

according to the size of the tubers. Good drainage

is essential, and the rooting medium should consist

of good fibrous loam, leaf-mould, decayed manure
and a sprinkling of sand. Pot moderately firm,

and keep the crown of the tuber just above the

soil. Seedlings should be pricked off and potted

on as the necessity arises.

Gloxinias.—These must be placed in warmth,

and those started earlier potted up. Use the

same kind of soil as advised for Begonias, and

grow both in a warm house close to the roof glass.

The Kitchen Garden.

Tomatoes.—If not already done, a sowing

of a suitable kind should be made to provide

plants for planting outside, selecting a sunny
situation. Place the pan or box in a warm house

and keep the young plants near the glass. Pot

off singly when large enough and harden off

gradually.

Carrots.—Make a sowing of one of the early

stump-rooted varieties on a warm border. A
light, warm soil will ensure success.

Potatoes.—A further planting of Sharpe's

Express, Earlv Ashleaf or May Queen may be made,
and the ground for the main crop prepared.

Peas and Broad Beans.—Where these have
been raised in pots or boxes they should be pre-

pared for the open ground. Directly they are

thoroughly hardened off they may be transferred

to their permanent quarters.

The Flower Garden.

Hardy Annuals.—In most gardens there are

a few vacant spaces, such as in the herbaceous
borders, fronts of shrubberies, &c., where a group
of annuals would prove very effective ; while

large beds and borders are devoted to these charm-
ing plants in many establishments. The ground
should be dug deeply and given a liberal dressing

of rotted manure. Select a fine day for sowing,

and the soil should be in a friable condition.

Sow thinly, and when large enough remove all

superfluous plants, so as to allow each one ample
room for development. A few annuals often

selected for this purpose embrace Clarkia, Godetia,

Larkspur, Cornflower, Mimulus, Diascia Barberie,

Poppies, Candytuft, Mignonette and a host of

others which can be chosen from any well-known
nurseryman's catalogue.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—The beds will need attention
at this period, and frequent hoeing when the
surface is dry. Remove all dead foliage and give

a dressing of soot and a mulching of manure.
This will help to keep the soil moist, as Straw-
berries are never a success if they are subjected

to periods of drought.

Insect Pests.—Examine Gooseberries and other
bush fruit for caterpillars and green fly. A
spraying with some insecticide . will destroy the
latter, and perhaps the former. If not, the bushes
should be gone over and the pests destroyed
between the thumb and finger.

T. W. Briscoe.

(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Gas Lime.—Take advantage of a frosty morning,

when the walks and ground are dry and clean, to

wheel on some gas lime to the quarters that have
been dug or trenched, giving them a light, even
dressing, especially where it is intended to grow
the bulk of the Brassicas. Should this substance
not be available, a dressing of lime in some other

form should be applied on the surface when the

ground is still in a rough state, as there are few
instances in which lime is not beneficial to garden
crops and plant life in general. Small doses given

annually have better results than large quantities

applied at longer intervals.

Planting.—Brussels Sprouts, Cabbages and
Savoys from August sowings may now be planted

out. Cauliflowers also that have wintered in frames
will be ready for moving, and should be given a

warm, sheltered border facing the sun. They must
also receive some protection from cold winds b\-

means of Spruce branches placed between the

rows.

Sowing Seeds.—Besides sowing successional

batches of Peas, Beans, Turnips, Spinach, &c.,

recommended some time ago, the sowing of Carrots
should be no longer delayed if the ground
is in good condition. A few days previous to

sowing these, if trouble has hitherto been
experienced with Carrot fly, the ground should
receive a dressing of a soil insecticide, such as

Cliffs Fluid, applying it according to directions

sent with it.

Cauliflowers.—To keep up a continuous suc-

cession of these for cutting during the summer
and autumn, several sowings should be made
between' now and the beginning of May.

Lettuce.—A sowing of this should also be
made fortnightly.

Celery Trenches.—As soon as all the other dig-

ging has been completed, the Celery trenches should
be prepared, so that a crop of Lettuce or other quick-

maturing crop can be grown on the ridges before

these are required for earthing-up.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Spraying for American Gooseberry Mildew.^
Where this new pest has become established, besides
carrying out the injunctions of the Board of

Agriculture by removing and burning all affected

tips in autumn, it is further recommended to

spray during the growing season, commencing
about this time. The lime-sulphur preparation
is the best preventive I have hitherto used as

a spring and summer application, as when applied
with a fine sprayer it adheres to the leaves for a
considerable time. There are some varieties,

however, that do not stand spraying so well as

others, so that a weaker solution than that recom-
mended by the manufacturers is advisable.
Currants, both Black and Red, are also liable to

attack, but not so readily as Gooseberries, so that
these should be sprayed as well. It is wiser to

spray as a prevention than to wait till the mildew
has made its appearance.

Protection of Fruit Blossom.—Careful atten-

tion should be given to the protection of the
opening fruit blossoms whenever there is danger
of frost. Early varieties of Cherries will soon
be in flower, and are often damaged by frost

or storms of sleet. Ample protection will be
found in a double thickness of old herring-net.

The Flower Garden.

Carnations.—The autumn-planted layers should
now be examined and all blanks made good from
the reserve stock. It will be found that many of

the young plants have become lifted and slackened
by the frost. These should be gently firmed down
again, all weeds removed, and the beds given a
top-dressing of fine loam, in which may be a
proportion of soot and wood-ashes. The beds
filled with spring-flowering subjects should be
examined and the surface stirred with a small
hoe. Hyacinths and Tulips will now be showing
their flower-spikes, and these should receive some
support. The Hyacinths at least require staking,
otherwise the effect will be spoiled if rough winds
prevail, breaking down the blooms.

Ivy.—^The clipping of Ivy may be proceeded
with on days when it is too moist for working on
the soil. Clip as closely as possible. Pieces that
have lost their hold of the wall should be cut out
altogether. It is better to do this than attempt to
fasten them up again, as they will never taie a
fresh hold, and young growth will soon fill up all

vacancies.

Pentstemons.—^These and other cuttings that
have wintered in cold frames may now require
to be moved to make room for more tender
subjects, and as it is rather early to plant them
out in the beds, they may be transplanted outside
in thin nursery lines .where a little protection
can be given.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

PARSLEY AT ALL SEASONS

No
other herb is so constantly in demand

as Parsley, and in many gardens the

daily supply is not always easy to

maintain. With a little trouble and
forethought, however, there is a

possibility of picking fresh leaves every day of

the year, should that be necessary. In some
gardens, of course, there is difficulty in getting

this plant to thrive, but by digging into the soil

a plentiful supply of leaf-mould, I am convinced

that failures would vanish. It is well also to rake

into the surface a fair dressing of dry wood-ashes

or soot before sowing or planting.

To provide leaves of the finest quality for

summer and autumn use, seed should be sown
in a pot or box during the first half of February.

Place in a gentle warmth, and prick off into other

boxes of good soil as soon as the seedlings are large

enough to handle. Grow on carefully for several

weeks in a heated greenhouse or pit, and then re-

move to a cold frame and gradually harden off,

planting out early in May. Deeply dug and fairly

enriched soil is a necessity, and if there is any fear of

the plants failing in the natural soil, do not forget

the leaf-mould. Allow from 9 inches to 12 inches

between the plants, and should dry weather set

in, give an occasional watering to encourage steady

growth. The best results, as a rule, are obtained

by planting in isolated rows. The edge of an

alley near the winter vegetables is an admirable

position for this crop, and in wet weather the

picking can be accomplished in comfort and without

treading on the soil.

For early wunter supplies sow outdoors in April,

well thinning out when the plants are quite small.

Make another small sowing in June, and prick

off into a frame early in August. Give abundance

of air on all occasions, or, better still, entirely

remove the sashes until severe frost sets in. Pro-

bably the most difficult season of the whole year

in which to keep up the supply is April and May.

Where room under glass is plentiful, a number ot

roots could be potted or boxed at this season

Handlights should also be set over part of the

plants that have stood outside through the winter.

Before placing on the lights, cut away decaying

leaves, pull out weeds, and lightly fork in round

the plants a dusting of some good artificial fertiliser.

If these little details are faithfully carried out,,

a constant supply is assured.

There are numerous fine stocks of Parsley on

the market, one of the hardiest and best curled

varieties being Dickson's Triple-curled, while a

good strain of the old .Myatt's Garnishing is not

to be despised.

Preston House Gardens, Linl'lhgow. C. Blair.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
Do Plants Die from Old Age ?—A very inter-

esting point is raised in IMr. A. Bruce Jackson's

observations on the Lombardy Poplar (issue

March ii, page 124) when he says, "This tree

does not attain to such a large size as formerly,

and is said to be dying out in Germany." This,

he continues, " is possibly owing to the fact that

all the trees since the first sport have been raised

by cuttings, and that these may now be dying

from old age." There are many trees and her-

baceous plants which are never reproduced by
seed ; but surely they are not all dying out. The
common Elm, a denizen of our woods, is never

reproduced from seed in this country,

and the common yellow Crocus,

which comes up vigorously year

after year, has never in the history

of man been known to produce

seeds.

A New Hardy Primula.—At the

Royal Horticultural Society's meeting

on March 14 and 15, Messrs-

Waterer, Sons and Crisp exhibited

a plant of a new hardy Primula

under the name of Crispii. The
flowers are richer in colour than

those of P. Julise and quite twice

the size. It will be interesting to

know the origin of the plant. P.

Juliae is undoubtedly one of the

parents, and from the habit P.

Winteri might well be the other.

Mrs. Siddons and Pansies.

—

The lilies and dislikes of the

famous people of the world are

a perennial source of interest to

their more ordinary fellows. The
celebrated Mrs. Siddons had a

special liking for a particular

variety of purple Pansy, Viola

amoena, or common purple Heart's-

ease. This she had planted in

masses in the borders of her

sombre and sable garden of ever-

greens in the Harrow Road. " Her great and
constant call for this flower every spring to keep

the purple bordering complete and perfect induced

the gardeners in the neighbourhood to give the

name of Miss Heart's-ease to her managing hand-

maid who used to chaffer for it in the true spirit

of hard and thrifty dealing." The great actress

saw beauty in masses, and had the means to carry

out her whim.

A Climber with Ornamental Fruits

hanging on the long, slender branches. The
Celastrus is closely allied to the Euonymuses or

Spindle Trees, and, like them, has an ornamental

fruit which, when ripe, opens, disclosing richly

coloured seeds. The colour of the fruits is yellow,

and the seeds orange scarlet. The long, slender

branches may be supported by rough poles,

such as one uses for rambling Roses and Clematises.

They may be trained over arbours or allowed to

climb at will among the branches of trees, where
they will attain a height of 20 feet to 25 feet or

more. In summer, though the flowers are small

and inconspicuous, the ovate leaves are ornamental,

VERONICA HULKEANA IN A READER S GARDEN AT EXETER.

turning to a rich clear yellow in autumn before

they fall.

A Valuable Early Flowering Almond.—The
common Almond, Prunus Amygdalus or Amyg-
dalus communis, is a well-known early flowering

tree and one freely planted in some suburbs of

London. The variety prjecox, or persicoides as

it is sometimes named, is an early flowering form
of considerable value. It flowers nearly a month

Celastrus in advance of the common Almond, and, curiously

articulatus, a scandent shrub native of China and
,
enough, escaped the snow and sharp frosts which

Japan, retained its attractive fruits later than 1 have recently done considerable harm to the

usual this year. In February they were still
I
common Almond trees now in flower. During

February, when the subject of this note was at

its best, the weather was mild and very favour-

able for the blossoms. The colour of the flowers

is very similar, that of the early flowering variety

being possibly a shade lighter. The flowers are

seen to advantage with dark evergreens in the

background.

Veronica Hulkeana.—This beautiful flowering

shrub, with its pale mauve flowers, is not very

frequently seen in a thriving condition. The
one under notice was planted four years ago on

the edge of a rock garden facing north-west, where

it has thorough good drainage and is pro-

tected from heavy south-east rains

by large conifers. Others planted

more in the open have not flourished

to the same extent. The illustration

is from a photograph taken by Mrs.

Frank Harding in her garden, St.

Germans House, Exeter.

New Introductions from China.

Over one hundred trees, shrubs

and herbaceous plants introduced

from China by Mr. E. H. Wilson

have been given first-class certificates

or awards of merit by the Royal

Horticultural Society. This is a

remarkable record of Mr. Wilson's

success as a plant collector. As there

are still many of his introductions

which have not yet reached the

flowering stage, this number is sure

to be considerably augmented in the

near future. It is safe to say that

both in quality and quantity of new
introductions, Mr. Wilson has sur-

passed the achievement of any
previous plant collector.

Mendelism Up to Date.—Long
ago we were told that the

limitations of the hybridist were
largely due to neglect of the

facts of Mendelism, and we were

recommended to begin again on

But if " a large part ot the Mendelism

that is current at present is in some w^ay out of

date," how shall we find the real thing, and, when
found, how will it help us ? Mendelism has never

yet answered the question as to how the hybridist

is to separate the qualities he is in search of from

the undesirable qualities that are also present

in the plants that he perforce must work with,

and the discovery that the visible characters are

due to the co-operation of an indefinitely large

number of unseen factors does not increase the

probability that Mendelism is likely to be of any
practicable help.—From the Orchid Review.

correct lines.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Mr. Beckett's "Large Onion."—Really, I

am not quite so silly as to suggest that a large

Onion cannot be cooked on a small stove ; but

my household has not yet advanced so far in

the " simple life " as to enjoy boiled Onions

alone, but remains faithful to the famous " swarry "

menu and regards boiled Onions as one of the

"trimmings" of boiled mutton (or beef), and

expects the others also—to wit. Turnips or Carrots,

Potatoes, Kentish dumplings, Cabbage and (with

the mutton) caper sauce. It requires " some

"

management to cook all these on my kitchen stove

(4 feet wide). One or two " large Onions " are

not enough for eight persons, but sufficient smaller

ones can be cooked (more quickly, too) in a smaller

saucepan.

—

Anne Amateur.

A Proposed Tax on Foreign Bulbs.—As a

mere hobby grower I am certainly in s>Tnpathy

with the suggestion, for it is all too obvious that

CABBAGE LETTUCE ECKFORD S WONDERFUL,
MATNCROP VARIETY.

the Holland growers as a class are deliberately

going out of their way to cut up the trade, not

only in bulbs, but of many things in the way
of nursery stock. Allowing for the higher cost

of labour, both as regards the individual pay
and the increased number of workers needed to

work our heavier soils, it certainly is not possible

for our home growers to stand up against the

competition. The war further aggravates the

matter, inasmuch that whereas our home growers

and nurserymen generally are now almost on
their beam ends regarding the labour question,

their rivals, little hampered by the war and
benefited not a little by the general conditions

of trade in neutral States, are able to put more
energy into their work. Of course, we have read

the whining appeals of certain people, but the

fact remains that the Dutch trade as a whole
has done pretty well, more so because, owing
to the great shortage of Gladioli in America,

the latter country has found it necessary to import

heavily, resulting in increased prices all round.

Perhap.s the most obnoxious " fly in the ointment "

is that while the Government has, and still is,

calling upon all the available man power of this

country, Dutchmen are now coming over here

filling the vacant places ; and if, as I fear, some of

the affected nurserymen are forced to close down,

more Dutchmen, I assume, will be coming to snap

up these businesses going for a mere song, so that

after the war we shall find another incubus upon
us. America makes a point of taxing all bulbs,

while allowing most seeds in free. Let us do the

same. America, by the way, has proved that

good bulbs, including Hyacinths, can be grown

in certain parts of the country, and when once

the industry is established, I venture to hazard

that the duties on imported stock will greatly

increase.—T. A. W.
An Excellent Maincrop Lettuce.—A variety

of Lettuce we have grown for two or three seasons

fully entitled to the above description is one called

Eckford's Wonderful. It attains a very large

size if well treated, yet is tender and of excellent

flavour. Of the Cabbage type, it possesses a

firm heart and is not inclined to " bolt
"

Being a large-growing sort, it is of necessity longer

in coming to maturity,

but, having reached that

stage, one can rely on the

quantity and quality of

its yield.— C. Turner,
Highgate.

Lenten Roses as Cut

Flowers.—You do well

to praise Lenten Roses in

your " Notes of the

Week," issue March ir.

They are beautiful, will

grow in the dampest and
gloomiest north border,

and mind nothing in the

shape of bad weather.

But I cannot agree that

they are " very valuable

to cut for indoor decora-

tion." Bring them into

any ordinarily warm
room, and they become
limp, ugly, floppy things

;

take them into a cool

place, they revive;
bring them back, they

flop again. I have tried

soaking them all night

up to their chins in hot water, cold (salt in it),

ammonia, smashing the stalks, burning them,

&c. Nothing answers, so I have to leave them
in the garden, where 1 never see them ! Can
anyone suggest a remedy, as I have never yet

been beaten by any flower ?—A. La T.

Apple Van Mons Reinette,—Will any reader

be good enough to furnish information where
the Apple Van Mons Reinette can be purchased,

and whether it is most adaptable for bush, pyramid
or standard trees ? It is an old dessert variety,

beautifully flavoured and keeps well.—E. D., Kent.

Exhibition Vegetables v. Utility.—Mr. Beckett

scores a point when he ascertains from his friend

in the trade that the largest vegetables command
the highest price, though I have sufficient respect

for his taste to believe that he does not prefer a

large Beetroot (the final item in the greengrocer's

list) for bis own table. As to the Capsicums

which I have exhibited before the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's fruit and vegetable committee,

it is true that I have been endeavouring to increase

the size of the Capsicum, and for this reason—the

A RELIABLE

larger the Capsicum, the milder its flavour; and
my aim has been to get a fruit with the true

Capsicum flavour (which is distinct and piquant)

but without its extreme heat. In this I consider

I have to some extent succeeded, but I fear that

the fruit and vegetable committee do not appre-

ciate the fact, for, although they will usually

devour with gusto the fine Peaches. Nectarines

and such like placed before them, I have noticed,

with some sadness, that my Capsicums have
usually been sent away intact.—F. Herbert
Chapman.

Firming the Soil after Seed-Sowing.— ' Anne
Amateur," when telling us in her own inimitable

manner how she proposes to beautify the old orchard,

finishes with :
" and finally, with stately elephan-

tine tread " [this I refuse to believe ; I imagine
" Anne Amateur" to be cast in a dainty mould,

for no ponderous person could have her light ideas],

" I press the earth smooth and firm." Now, I

know full well that this firming of the soil after

seeds have been sow-n has the sanction of long

custom. Our grandfathers rolled and patted

and smoothed the surface of their Onion beds
with infinite patience, fully convinced that " black

seeds " would not germinate otherwise. The indoor

gardener of to-day cherishes his little wooden
patter, which, with artistic flourish, he presses

the covering layer of soil after he has sown even
such fine seeds as those of Begonia or Gloxinia,

though seeds of Orchids are nearly always sown
on coarser soil and permitted to rest unpatted.

Greatly daring, I have oft-times enquired the

reason for making the soil so firm and smooth over

most seeds, and the general answer, given with
mingled suspicion and pity, was :

" Oh, we
always do. It makes the soil nice and firm !

"

A not altogether satisfactory answer, though when
I considered the practice I realised that this is

about all that can be said in its favour. On the

other hand, there is a deal to be said against it.

With many soils the smooth, level seed-bed

effectually prevents water, either rain or from the

watering-pot, from evenly moistening the surface

soil—just where it is, at the time, most needed.

The patted soil soon hardens and cracks, thus

giving the tiny seedlings an unnecessary strain

when coming into the world, and this hard soil

is far from being the ideal for them. Also, when
hoeing between the rows of outdoor seedlings,

the surface soil often lifts up in flakes and exposes

the delicate young roots to the drying influences

of the sun and air. Long ago I decided that

seedlings under the patting and smoothing rigime

lived in spite of it, and not because of it, and now
I always leave the surface soil loose. I am a great

believer in firm soil for the majority of plants

to root in—plants should work for their livings,

and those which obtain their food too easily

soon develop ills which plant life is not heir to

—

and all successful cultivators agree that the surface

soil should be kept loose and easily penetrated

by air and water ; so if a loose surface is necessary

for the adult plants, how much more so for the

tender seedlings. But the soil below the seedlings

should be made firm before the drills are drawn.

—

Cecil Bartlett.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
March 28.—Royal Horticultural Society's Meet-

ing and Exhibition, r p.m. to 5 p.m. Royal
Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster.

March 29.— Perpetual - Flowering Carnation

Society's Shqw ';at the Royal Horticultural Hall,.

Vincent Squ.- Westminster.
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THE NATIONAL ROSE
SOCIETY'S ANNUAL, 1916

A LTHOUGH belated, the Rose Annual for

/\ 1916 will, I think, meet with a cordial

/ % welcome from the majority of its readers.

/ % Some, no doubt, would rather it had
^ *- been clothed in a less garish garb

;

others will find fault with the new shape of the

volume—certainly not so convenient to handle,

and one which, perhaps, spoils the symmetry
of the set already on one's bookshelf. But,

after all, these are small matters, and as the small

boy said of the egg, " It's the inside that counts,"

and on its contents the general verdict will be
" quite satisfactory." The publication committee

of the National Rose Society is indeed to be con-

gratulated on being able to tiurn out such a volume

at such a time. Its distinctive feature as com-

pared with former Annuals is undoubtedly the

prominence given to Roses and Rose culture

in other climes than our own, as

evidenced by articles from Rose

growers in the United States, New
Zealand, Hong Kong and Australia

;

so much so that one wonders whether

these may not well foreshadow the

beginning of that new epoch when
the society will become " Inter-

national " instead of " National."

That, I venture to think, will one day
be achieved, though not just yet.

To turn to the book itself. A short

preface by the Editor calls attention

to the fact that special articles were

asked for dealing with (i) Rose grow-

ing in different parts of the Empire
;

(2) on matters likely to assist

beginners in Rose culture.

To turn to the two special features,

I presume the excellent article on
" Rose Culture in Oregon, U.S.A.,"

comes under the first item above,

although we have not annexed
Oregon. Perhaps the Editor would
like to do so ! It will, I think, be
something of a revelation to most
of the members of the National

Rose Society as to what can be
done in the way of municipal

gardening, and the fact that over

3,000,000 plants of Rose Caroline Testout (used

as hedges) are grown in that one city will certainly

come as a surprise. Messrs. Hugh Dickson of

Belfast evidently had an excellent reason for

naming one of their new seedlings Souvenir de

Portland, Oregon.

The second symposium contained in the Annual,
on " Matters likely to assist beginners in Rose
culture," leads off with a thoroughly practical

article by the Deputy President, Mr. E. J. Holland,

on that very important subject of pruning. The
sound principles laid down are easily followed

and, if carried out, cannot but lead to success.

He refers to the old contro\'ersy knife v. secateurs,

solved by most of us by a judicious use of both,

and he concludes by emphasising the fact that

no amount of verbal description or direction

can equal ocular demonstration, which, if possible,

should be obtained in situ. Where this is not
possible, the society has now had prepared an
excellent series of slides demonstrating the succes-

sive stages—(a) before prunin lb) after pruning,

(c) the young shoots, (d) the ?ants in bloom^

that will assuredly be in demand among horti-

cultural societies for the purpose of illustrating

lectures.

Mrs. H. R. Darlington has similar notes, written

more from the point of view of the grower of

decorative garden plants than for the Rose exhi-

bitor, and they contain much wisdom and many
hints, conveyed- with that light touch that

characterises all her writings.

Mr. F. Slaughter's article on " How to Grow
Tea Roses " is written by one who loiows. No
one, having regard to the limited number of

plants he grows, has had greater success. He
emphasises the fact that no manure, either artificial

or liquid (beyond the original mulching), should

be given the plants the first year after planting,

a fact that 1 only learnt by bitter experience,

my first Rose plants being ruined by " kindness "

in the shape of Tonk's Manure. The first year

should be devoted to getting the tree established.

Mr. D'Escofet's article on " Roses in Town
Gardens for Exhibition " fails in this respect

use of the hoe cannot be too often insisted on.

Personally, if I was asked which I would say

was of the most benefit to Rose plants (given

proper preparation of the soil in the first place)

—

the continued use of the hoe or the help of artificial

manure, properly applied— I should unhesitatingly

say, " Give me the hoe !

"

Other features of the Annual, apart from its

two leading ones, are an excellent article by
Mr. B. E. Cant on " Rose Stocks "

; a descriptive

account of Lord Reading's famous Rose garden

at Foxhill, illustrated by excellent photographs ;

a very suggestive article by Mr. H. Garnett Rolt

on the " Arch Enemy "
; the article on " Poly-

antha Pompon Roses," by Mr. Walter Easlea

;

and Mr. Mawley's " Annual Analysis and the

New Seedling Roses of 191 5."

I conclude with a notification that this excellent

half-a-crown's worth can be purchased by any

member of the public from the Secretary of the

society at its offices, 25, Victoria Street, West-

minster ', and by the time these notes appear it

SHORTIA UNIFLORA GRANDIFLORA AND OTHER CHOICE VARIETIES.

in not stating that his manuring is for established

plants. His otherwise excellent article reads

as if he started to feed his November-planted

Roses in December by dressing the ground with

lib. of basic slag per square yard, following this

a month later, namely, in January, with a dressing

of loz. of sulphate of potash to the square yard
;

then in May a similar dressing of sulphate of

ammonia ;
afterwards, once a week, a gallon

of manure-water and soot per plant ; and, as a

finishing touch, " a little nitrate of soda will benefit

the plant, especially when in a strong and healthy

condition."

Now, I am inclined to think the above treat-

ment is overdoing it, even for established

plants ; for newly planted ones it is forcing

them to a degree that only the strongest could

stand, and I should expect a short life and a heavy

mortality average among plants so treated. 1

am sure, for beginners at any rate, Mr. Slaughter's

advice is to be preferred.

Mr. Woosnam's notes are most helpful, and he

thoroughly covers the ground. The constant

will have been sent free to all members of the

National Rose Society.

Southampton. Herbert E. Molyneux.

A GROUP OF BEAUTIFUL
SHO RT I AS

The wonderful display of Shortias shown by
IVIr. Amos Perry, Enfield, formed a most delightful

feature at the last meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. Never before had we seen

such a glorious display of these dainty and beauti-

fully fringed flowers. Two or three varieties were

included, but the one most liberally shown was

Shortia uniflora grandiflora, which is remarkable

for the freedom with which its flowers are borne.

Two varieties of grandiflora, viz. , rosea and superba,

both noticeable for their rich colouring, were also

shown. The plants bore evidence of good culti-

vation, and they were all flowering freely. The
varieties are comparatively scarce, which made
the collection all the more noteworthy.
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MISS LAWRANCE'S ROSES flower-buds are borne singly. Mr. Shirley Hibberd any protection, yet through mUd winters they

*' A miniature of loveliness, all grace

Summed up and closed in little."

SUCH words might well describe some of

the little Fairy or Lawranceana Roses,

so rarely seen to-day. Indeed, after

searching through man5' catalogues

—

English, French and German— I can

only fintl ons which offers any of these little gems,

and that one is Irish !

It was pointed out by a correspondent in The

Garden (issue February 5) that the so-called

annual Roses of to-day sometimes, but I think

inaccurately, called Fairy Roses are merely seed-

lings from the Polyantha Pompons. These should

not be confounded with the true Fairy Roses,

which are varieties of Rosa indica, called also

R. Lawranceana, after Miss Lawrance, whose

exceedingly beautiful book, " A Collection of

Roses Engraved and Coloured from Nature,"

is, unfortunately, even harder to come by than

the Roses themselves. The Royal Horticultural

Society, more fortunate in this respect than the

Linnean Society, possesses a copy, and a pleasant

morning may be spent in the Library in Vincent

Square studying this beautiful book. It was

published in r799.

The exact date of the introduction of these

little Roses into Europe seems uncertain. Some

books refer to them as having been brought to

England in 1810. This is also the date usually

given for the introduction of the Tea-scented

Rose. Others mention a date towards the end

of the seventeenth century. In his Monograph

on Roses, Lindley, writing in 1820, states

:

" Mr. Sweet introduced it from the Mauritius

some years ago, and it may be the R. pusilla

of the catalogue of the Botanic Garden there.

China is probably its native country, as it

approaches so very nearly to R. semperflorens."

MM. Forney and Jamain write of " Le petit

Bengale Lawrance" as introduced by Miss Law-

rance from L'lle Bourbon, M. Gravereaux in his

" Roseraie de L'Hay " (rgoa) refers its introduction

to " Swelt " (a mistake, no doubt, for Sweet)

from China in rSio ; whereas in his " Roses of

La Malraaison," published in 1912, the date named

is 1794. In the list of Roses grown by the Empress

Josephine at La Malmaison are mentioned " Miss

Lawrance Rose " and " Miss Lawrance Rouge."

The former apparently was dedicated to Miss

Lawrance, and is, I imagine, identical with the

variety called minima. The group has many

names, R. indica Lawranceana (Redoute),

R. i. minima (Curtis), R. semperflorens minima

(Sims) and, popularly, Fabry Roses. Mr. Rivers

in his " Rose Amateiur's Guide " devotes a

short chapter to " The Miniature Rose." He

joins issue with the botanists in making a species

of " this curious little Rose," asserting that it

is undoubtedly a dwarf seminal variety of the

common China Roses, in the same way that De

Meaux and Spong are dwarf varieties of R. centi-

folia. Certainly the two plants in our own garden

called minima and Miss Lawrance have every

appearance of being tiny editions of the China

Rose. As I write I have. a spray of minima in

a vase beside me. It was picked last week after

the heavy fall of snow had just melted. The stems

are smooth and dark green ; so are the very

pointed and toothed leaflets. The qute young

shoots and the stipules are a pretty cora' pink. At

the ends of the young shoots tiny, da'ntily formed

in the "Rose Book" (published in 1864) has a

very pleasant and appreciative account of this

little group of Roses, which is perhaps not too

long to quote :

" Rosa Lawranceana.-—No one can doubt

that whether the Fairy Rose be a distinct species

or not, it is at least sufficiently distinct from all

others to require separate classification. All

the Roses of this group are adapted only for

pot culture, though they have been used out of

doors with success in some few favourable locali-

ties. They are of most elegant habit, forming

small, dense shrubs, smothered with lovely flowers

of the smallest size, and the brightest crimsons

and rose colours. Though the flowers are without

fragrance, the foliage emits a sweet odour, and the

pruning and propagating of these pretty little

shrubs are in consequence most agreeable operas

tions. I must confess my little spray has only

the merest suspicion of fragiauce, but this may
well be the result of the cold to which it has been

TRUE FAIRY ROSE,
LAWRANCEANA.

ROSA

exposed. Even the highly scented Sweet Briar

foliage is usually ' fast of its scent ' till a breeze

from the soft South West coaxes the scent glands

to release their fragrance to the air."

Most of the writers on the Lawranceana

group refer to their tenderness. Mr. Rivers

describes them as being impatient of damp and

requiring a light soil in the sunshine, or, ,
as Mr.

Shirley Hibberd suggests, the shelter of glass.

Mr. Smee in his delightfully discursive book

" My Garden" tells of how he has seen the Fairy

Roses flourishing in the warm climate of Naples,

where they are grown in masses as edgings to beds

of other varieties ; and Mr. William Paul in " The

Rose Garden " remarks that if the hardiest kinds

were chosen, they may be used in the same way

qn a dry soil in England.

According to Mr. Smee, these Roses are easily

propagated. Cuttings should be taken at the

latter end of May, when, if planted in pots and

given a little bottom-heat, they should, he writes,

flower before the end of the year. We seem here

to have hit upon the right open-air conditions

by planting them on a sunny, dry spot on the

rock garden. Our two little shrubs were planted

there many years ago. They have never had

keep their foliage, and are always among the

first Roses to greet us with their tiny pink blooms

in May, and some may generally be found in

bloom right on to Christmas. We have usually

only pruned them very slightly, if at all, yet they

are still scarcely more than 2 hands high. Dean
Hole's nickname of " Pony Roses " for the Pompons
suggests the hand as a fitting measure for these

pigmies.

Far from thinking these little Roses unworthy

of a place in our gardens at the present day, I

should be most grateful to any reader who would

tell me where some of the kinds other than minima
and Miss Lawrance can be obtained.

Mr. William Paul in " The Rose Garden,"

referred to before, has a list of nine varieties,

of which Gloire des Lawranceanas, with flowers

of dark crimson ; Fairy, syn. blush, pale pink
;

Jenny, syn. rubra, bright crimson ; and Retour

du Printemps, bright rose, sound the most desir-

able. It would be interesting to know if this

Fairy of Mr. Paul's is the same Rose described

by Miss Jekyll in her " Roses for English Gardens."

Writing of Pompons and having already mentioned

the Lawranceanas, she continues, " there is also

the very charming little Fairy Rose, rarely seen

and of doubtful origin, but the loveliest little

Rose, both for its tender colour and its supreme

daintiness, that could well be imagined." Such
a glowing description makes one long to possess

so fair a " Fairy."

Caprice des Dames and Pompon de Paris,

both with rose-coloured flowers, are other varieties

of this group which should be worth growing.

They make delightful little plants in small pots

to bring into the house, and for that purpose,

Mr. Paul writes, the market gardeners grew them
in thousands. Also, as we have found in our

own garden, they are ideal for the rock garden.

Except on a large rock garden, the ordinary

Polyantha Pompons are rather too strong growing.

They want rich soil, and look miserable and starved

if prevented from growing freely by being planted

on poor, dry soil ; whereas the Lawranceanas

rejoice in this very poverty and dryness, and are

so tiny in all their parts that they associate admir-

ably with many minute rock plants. We have

the smallest of Daffodils (Narcissus minimus)

and the little Muscari azurea growing round our

Rosa Lawranceana minima, and after many
years of near proximity, none has unduly

encroached on the other's territory. The presence

in other parts of the garden of such monster

Daffodils as Van Waveren's Giant or King Alfred

need not prevent our appreciating the exquisite

proportions of the tiny minimus ; and there is

surely something amiss if the great and glorious

Roses which fill our beds and borders blind our

eyes to the fairy-like loveliness of Miss Lawrance's

Roses. White Ladv.

A YELLOW POPPY.
Hun NEMAN NiA FUMARi^FOLiA, with showy flowers,

which, when cut, last a long time and form

an excellent decoration for flower vases. It

is not a new plant, but certainly it is not

cultivated as much as it deserves. Although peren-

nial when the winter is warm enough to keep

it alive, it can be grown as an annual. The seeds,

however, do not germinate easily, but if soaked

for a short time in w-arm water before sowing,

they will do so more regularly. If transplanted,

great care should be taken in uprooting the plants
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from the soil, so as not to damage the roots. The
Hunnemannia will grow in any ordinary garden

soil, provided a warm and sunny position has

been selected for it. It will grow about 2 feet

high. The flowers are borne singly on long,

slender stalks and are much more robust than

those ot the ordinary Poppy. A. E. B.

A GARDENER'S MORNING
IN QUARITCH'S

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

WHAT a time a gardener can have

in that small upper room com-
pletely lined from floor to ceiling

with books of flowers and gardens !

I have on several occasions lately

spent a morning there, and each time that I have

come away I have felt " a day in thy courts is

better than a thousand," so completely have I

been entranced by all that was to be seen.

The plans of Le Notre carried me back for the

time being to the sumptuous gardens of the Grand
Monarch, Louis XIV. of France, and as I turned

the pages of an immaculate de Pass, all the floral

embellishments of Western European parterres

and borders of the years when the seventeenth

century was still young seemed to be there in

that seasonless paradise where winter is one

with summer, and autumn with spring.

If, in addition, the visitor should chance to be

a lover of rare and beautiful books—for their

own sake, apart from their jiarticular contents

—

what a thrill would the having in his hands of the

hnest copy in the world of Isaac de Cans' " Wilton

'Garden" give him. Why, even to me, to whom
the fascinating charms of immaculate copies are

quite secondary ta their

more practical and his-

torical interest, it was
something very pleasant

to handle such a famous
original in a state better

than any other now ex-

isting. This small oblong

volume contains a plan of

the garden at Wflton

House as it was in the

time of Charles I., with

enlarged details of its

different parts, the foun-

tains, groves, embroi-

deries and raised terrace.

These are all shown in

their full-blown glory. In

this book the old place

lives again.

And what can I say to

convey to others my
pleasure when there v as

placed in my hands
an old, broken-backed,

thick oblong volume,
" Livre des Differents

Dessins de Parterres,"

published in Paris
about the middle of

the seventeenth century

by the famous firm

of P. Mariette le flls

and N. Langlois, his

predecessor? It is a

TWO DESIGNS, A AND B, OF EMBROIDERING
FOR PARTERRES, BY LE NOTRE. A : JARDJX

DEVANT LES INCURABLES.
Note the grove, its ground plan and formal

boundary at the top of the illustration.

little collection of well-known designers of the

magnificent age of Louis XIV. One part con-

BIRD S-EYE VIEW OF WILTON HOUSE GARDEN, IN THE TIME OF CHARLES I

BY ISAAC DE CAUS.

tains original plans of no less a man than Le Nctre,

who was possibly, as Loudon calls him in bis

well-known EncyclopEedia, " the most celebrated

gardener that ever existed." Another famous

man whose work is here is Pierre Betin.

What flowers were there, too I A superb copy

of Fuchs' " Herbal " (1542) in its original stamped

pigskin binding, and a spotless copy of de Pass'

" Hortus Floridus" (i6r4), full of exquisite

representations of the flowers of their day—high-

water marks of black and white engraving that

have seldom been equalled and probably ne\'er

surpassed. This de Pass has the extra Tulip plates

and the celebrated Aylesford book plate by

Piranesi.

Then one handled such a book as the first

edition of the famous John Evelyn's " Acetaria"

(1699), the country squire to whom England
owed her oaken walls, and who was what we may
call the Red Cross Chief in the days of Charles II.

" Acetaria, or a talk about herbs used in sallads

or as vegetables," is one of the fragments of a.

magnum opus to be entitled " The Plan of a

Royal Garden" that Evelyn contemplated but

never finished. It is a chatty little r2mo volume
about Lettuce, Rosemary, Onions, Sage, Cabbage,

Mushrooms, and such-like plants. There is an
appendix of " receits." There is enough in it

to keep one quiet for a week and we should not

have extracted all its goodness.

Just as I have seen botanists write of pre-

Linnaean and post-Linnaean eras, so a division

gardeners might make is pre-Gerardian, or all

before 1597, and post-Gerardian, all after.

A celebrated garden book of the pre-era is

T. Hill's " Profitable Art of Gardening," of which
the best issue is dated 1579. It may be called

a compilation, and is obviously rather the work

of a man of letters than a practical gardener.

But it is a mirror of the time, and as such it is

instructive. The copy I

saw was in a wonderful

state of preservation, and

the highly ornamented,

typical Old English

brown leather binding,

although lacking what
probably were once

silver clasps, had that

mellow gloss which time

alone gives. It almost

goes without saying that

among other topics

astrology and weather

prognostications loom
large, and afford a

homely old - worldliness

which fascinates us as

we read its black let-

tered pages,

A hurried glance at

one or two others, and

then time was up. As
I gathered together my
notes and prepared to go,

the unopened volumes

on the shelves seemed
to say " Come again."
" Come again, you will

be very welcome," said

their courteous Curator

as I passed out to my
" taxi." And Quaritch's

paradise is once again

but a memory.
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DAFFODILS IN FIBRE

IT

is too late in the day to wTite in favour

of fibre culture for bulbs, for surely everyone
who takes the least interest in plants knows
before now what a simple, cleanly and
satisfactory method it is. My object was

rather to draw attention to some of the best

varieties for pot work, whether it be in fibre or

soil. I think that in the past the large trumpet
Dafiodils have been used too freely, to the neglect

of some of the smaller and dwarfer growing ones.

In a large room a bowl of Emperor or any other
I
Argent

big Daffodil is all right ; but in a small room tlie i a pot,

tall-growing, large-flowered fellows

are rather overpowering.

I shall only be echoing Mr.

Jacob's words when I place W. P.

Milner at the top of the list of dwarf
Daffodils for fibre culture. It cer-

tainly makes a most dainty pot or

bowl and, if good bulbs are em-
ployed, will always do well. Un-
fortunately, this variety is very
particular as to soil, and but few
growers are able to grow it suc-

cessfully (i.e., produce large stocks

for sale), consequently the price has
become rather liigh of late. Queen
of Spain is another little gem and
will outlast almost every other

Daffodil, whether large or small.

The bulbs do not all flower, as they
are always collected while in

growth ; but even that should not

deter one from trying them. A few
more bulbs in each pot would make
up for failures, and the blanks
would be unnoticed. I have this

year tried N. lobularis for the first

time. It was nice, but a poor
bulb or two rather spoilt the effect.

This is another of those varieties

which are very faddy about the soil

they are grown in, and a stock free

from unhealthy bulbs is difficult

to come by.

To pass on to taller varieties,

but yet of not too tall a habit, N.
obvallaris is very good, early, of

stiurdy habit, and produces neat
little flowers of great lasting

quality. It is not so free as some
other early Dafiodils, but is well

worth growing. Fairy, a yellow
trumpet Daffodil of Dutch origin,

is a gmnd thing in a bowl. It

is something in the way of

Golden Bell, but a little deeper in

colour and a firmer and more lasting flower.

Blackwell, a semi-dwarf incomparabilis, makes
an excellent pot plant and is very early. Mrs.

VV. T. Ware is hardly worth growing as a garden
or cut-flower plant,' but in pots or bowls I would
prefer it to Horsfieldii or Empress. P. R. Barr
makes a good pot or bowl, shorter than Emperor,
and the flowers are more refined. I have never
tried J. B. M. Camm in fibre, but feel sure that

for late work it would be very useful. It will

not stand forcing at all ; it leill hot be hurried.

Of those which have little or no claim to a dwarf
habit, but are, all the same, excellent pot plants,

one may mention Golden Spur, tlie best Daffodil

for early forcing. Princeps is another excellent

variety if (and it is a big " if ") the stock is a good

one, for princeps may be very poor if the soil does

not suit it. The old Leedsii Mrs. Langtry makes
an excellent bowl and the flowers last well.

Victoria is the bicolor for indoor work, whether

it be grown in soil or fibre. Glory of Leiden

makes a bold effect, but, personally, I have never

liked the flower and never shall. I class it among
what our old friend the late F. W. Burbidge used to

call " pothouse flowers." Fairy Queen is a dainty,

little Leedsii hailing from the Channel Islands,

which should receive attention from anyone

wishing to get a little out of the ordinary rut.

is a semi-double which is grand in soil in

and I feel sure it would be

It

NARCISSUS W. P. MILNER.
placed at the top of the list of dwarj varieties for fibr

fibre, but have not yel tried it. Of the newer

varieties, Lucifer and Firebrand should be

good in fibre, but, unfortunately, they are not

of strong constitution, and seem to have

caught " the new disease " (Fusariuni, or what-

ever it may be) rather worse than their stronger

brethren. When they get cheap enough, look

out for Mrs. Robert Sydenham, Alice Knights

and Margaret. They are sure to please. For

the first time I have this year had a bowl of Vega,

one of my own " children," and it gave me more

pleasure than any, being something out of the

ordinary, and the flowers were quite as fine as

those grown in the open. Of course. Emperor,

Empress and many of the old fa\'ourites are good

in fibre, but are too well known to need any
recommendation.

There is one rather ctuious matter connected
with Daffodils gromn in fibre, namely, that late

potting does not seem to be harmfiJ, as is un-

doubtedly the case with late planting in the open
ground. On December 30, 191 5, I put in a bowl
of Blackwell, placed it under the packing bench
in the bulb warehouse, and forgot about it for some
time. When fotmd it was put in a greenhouse,

and the result is a beautiful bowl of blooms nearly

up to exhibition standard, which catches my eye

as I look up from penning these notes.

It would be interesting to know the reason for

this. I ratlier fancy it lies in the fact that bulbs

placed in fibre usually get well

moistened at once, while when
planted outside they do not always

find the soil moist enough for their

requirements. This is only a shot,

and may be wide of the mark

;

but I do maintain that in fibre

culture late potting, i.e., up to the

middle or end of November, is

not harmful, though the blooming

period may be a little delayed.

It is wonderful what a retard-

ing effect over-moisture has upon
bulbs. Last year the wet winter

kept back the Daffodils more than

seasonable frost would have done ;

while this season I have had an
example of how too much wet

keeps back pot bulbs. Some bowls

of Daffodils and other bulbs were

wintered in a cold frame, where
they were all right until the deluge

of rain came ; then, the glass in the

lights being faulty, some pots got

swamped, and the water had to be

drained out by turning the pots on

their sides. These drowned bulbs

were an age before they responded

to the genial influence of a green-

house, and were far behind others

which had been putted at the same
time but had been brought forward

iji a cellar, though in the end the

damage done was negligible ; it

was only a matter of retarding.

Here is a hint that may be of

service to those who are keen on
growing biUbs and plants in fibre.

It is quite easA' to ha\"e two crops in

one season by turning out bowls

of early things, such as Roman
Hyacinths, Paper-White Narcissi,

&c., and putting in Spiraeas.

These need no careful potting.

Just put in as many roots as

the bowl w.ll hold, ram some fibre round them,

and put them straightway into a greenhouse or

sunny window. Dielytras may also be used in

the same way, providing the roots have been

stored outdoors. If kept dry they will suffer,

and are not lilvely to produce good results.

The Daffodil season is fast approaching. What
will it give us in the way of flowers ? At present

we are in the midst of a belated winter, and the

few poor early things wliich are showing bud

look mnst unhappy. It is to be hoped tliat a

change may soon occur, and thus give the later

varieties a better chance.

J. Duncan Puarson.

Hie Nurseries, Lou'itluini, i\'utts.

lultan
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THE CROCUS FIELDS AT WARLEY
By Miss E. Willmott, V.M.H.

A
SOUTH European and West Asiatic

genus, a few species extending into

Central Europe, and several long since

cultivated for ornament and one for

^ saffron, collected from the stigmas,

have established themselves in a few localities

still farther North." The genus is thus referred

to by Bentham and Hooker in " British Flora."

Hayward in the " Botanist's Pocket Book " gives

Crocus vernus as "V.R." (very rare) in pastures

in Suffolk. Hooker in "Student's Flora" says
" naturalised in meadows." Sowerby in " English

Botany " thus refers to Crocus vernus :
" Com-

pletely naturalised in meadows in several

places in England. Very abundant in Nottingham
meadows, where it has been long known to occur

;

also at Mendham, on the confines of Norfolk and
Suffolk, and at Hornsey, Middlesex, In many
other places it has been noticed, but only as the

outcast of gardens. In Ireland it is plentiful

near the Old Castle, Dunganstown, Wicklow."

It will thus be seen that C. vernus is only allowed

a place in the Biitish flora on sufferance, as it were.

Many botanists have wished it might be formally

admitted, but it is still relegated to the alien camp.

The late Rev. C. Wolley-Dod remembered the

fields round Nottingham Castle purple with them,

and tradition had it that they had been there from

time immemorial. He made every effort to

trace their origin, or even to discover a time

when they had not existed there ; but he was
not successful.

Although Gibson in his " Flora of Essex

"

makes no reference to the Crocus at Warley Place,

nor, indeed, does he refer to the genus as occurring

at all in Essex, it is well known to have been growing

here for very many years. I have traced it as far

back as 1620 or 1630, but I have not come across

any record of its having been planted. According

to Turner (1551) and Gerard (1597), five or six

species of Crocus were in cultivation in England
at the end of the sixteenth century. Shakespeare

often mentions Saffrons in his plays. In his time

this name was in general use for all Croci, and
even included Colchicums. It is not known if

Shakespeare was acquainted with Turner or

Gerard, but as they were contemporaries it is

more than probable they may have met.

in the days when excitements and diversions

in the country-side were few and far between,

recreations of a very simple nature pleased the

villagers, and an event of the year was a visit to

Warley Place when the Crocus was in flower.

Many a farmer would lend his waggon for the day

to convey a happy little party of mothers and

their children to see the purple fields.

The geographical forms of C. vernus show great

variation in colour and size. I have collected

a large series" of these forms on the Continent,

and have observed considerable minor variations

here, and occasionally a yellow form. Albinos

are frequent.

I have noticed that Lent LUies have their years

of beauty followed by a comparatively dull season
;

but with the Crocus the wealth of colour never

lessens, although unpropitious weather wUl mar
the blossoms and shorten the period of flowering.

The illustration gives a good idea, but is,

naturally, restricted, and affords but a very limited

impression of the beauteous scene when the long

shadows of the Chestnut trees play across the

undulating sheen of purple glistening in the spring

sunshine.

A LAVENDER BLUE PENTSTEMON
An attractive plant for the rock garden is Pentste-

mon heterophyllus; or, failing such a position, a spot

near the front of the herbaceous border is suitable.

It grows about 12 inches to 14 inches in height and

in colour is a pleasing lavender blue. The season

of flowering is a long one, the plant displaying

a preference for a warm, sandy loam. Those who
have not as yet given it a trial, and appreciate a nice

clump of blue in the rock garden, would be well re-

warded by investing in a few plants now.

Yorks. H. T.

A SPRING SCENE AT WARLEY. CROCUS VERNUS IN A WOODLAND.
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THE BEAUTY OF PANSIES
Bv Miss H. C. Philbrick.

" And there are Pansies. That's for thoughts."

These flowers had in the old days magical attri-

butes, for the Immortal Bard refers to them in

" A Midsummer Night's Dream," when Oberan

plans to work enchantments on Titania.

" Yet uiark'd I where the bolt of Cupid fell ;

It fell upon a little western flower

—

Before, milk-white; now, purple with love's

wound

—

And maidens call it love-in-idleness.

Fetch me that flower ; the herb I shew'd thee

^once ;

The juice of it on sleeping eyelids laid,

Will make or man or woman madly dote

Upon the next live creature that it sees."

All the "points" of show and fancy Pansies

from 1841 down to recent times are written " that

in almost all parts of Britain, and although met

with on hedge banks and waste ground in its

wilding form, it seems in a marked degree a weed

of cultivation ; hence it may be found growing

in both cornfields and garden ground. Its other

name is Herb Constancy—a pretty name, too.

By some old writers it is sometimes said to be

dedicated to the Holy Trinity, because it carries

in each flower three colours :
" Jove's own floweret,

where three colours meet." In old Herbals one

will find it called Herba Trinitalis. In former

times it was much esteemed as a remedy in pleurisy,

asthma and epilepsy, and the plant was also

considered a cordial, and efficacious in heart

diseases. The poets Shakespeare (as we have

seen), Milton, who speaks of it as " the Pansy

freak'd with jet," Spenser and Chaucer also sang

in praise of this flower. The first flower show

was held under the auspices of the Hammersmith

.Heartsease Society on May 21, 1842.

Culture.—The most approved method of pro-

pagation is by taking off young slips or cuttings

in the autumn, which is the best time, as then

y-f-':^

A BOWL OF IVORY-WHITE PANSIES.

he may run that readeth it " in a volume,

" Pansies, Violas and Violets," by William

Cuthbertson, J. P. We who possess it are carried

away captive by it.

The Heartsease or Pansy, Viola tricolor (Natural

Order ViolaceEe), belongs to the same genus as

the Sweet Violet, the wild Pansy or Heartsease

being Viola tricolor, and the Sweet Violet, Viola

odorata. It is a genus of which the several species

are subject to a vast amount of variation, more or

less marked, in the various plants, and that has

therefore been the reason of much difference of

opniion, some observers admitting to full specific

rank forms that others can only acknowledge

as more or less prominent variations from the true

type forms. The Pansy is as variable as any of

the other members of the genus ; but whatever

difference of form it may present, it is always

to be distinguished from the other Violets by

the general form of its foliage. The stem, too,

branches more than is usually found in the other

varieties of this family. The Heartsease is found

the ground and weather are more suitable for

the formation of rootlets, on account of the

dulness and dampness. About the first week

in October a bed should be prepared of light

but rich soil, raised a little above the path in order

to drain off superfluous moisture. The cuttings

are then made ready by stripping them of their

under leaves and cutting close down below the

bottom joint, from which the roots must spring
;

for if this plan is not pursued the cuttings will

decay to that joint, which not infrequently destroys

the whole. After the bed is prepared, the cuttings

are arranged according to their varieties, each

sort being marked by a tally stick, numbered or

named, according to the pleasure of the owner.

The cuttings will be found to be well rooted in

about six weeks, when they may be planted out

for blooming, or potted up to keep over the winter

in a frame.

Soil.—The soil in which the Pansy is found

to flourish best is a compost of cow-manure,

one-half ; fresh Inani, one-quarter ; leaf-mould.

one-eighth ; and coarse sand, one-eighth ; but

peat soil should on no account be intermixed,

as it burns up the Pansy completely. These

ingredients should be well mixed together, and
purified from worms and slugs by having the

soil carefully turned over once or twice and the

slugs and worms picked out ; and in a short time

it will be fit for use.

Situation.—The situation best adapted for

Pansies is one which is sheltered from the mid-

day sun, but which receives a little in the morning,

as then it is not of suflicient power to injure their

glorious colours.

Transplanting.—This may be done at any
season, but in so doing an error is prevalent.

Lift the plants carefully with as much soil as

will adhere, and plant them at once.

One great feature of this delightful flower

is its fragrance, besides holding its own for treasury

of producing the most lovely shades of colour,

and no plant can, I thmk, break a lance with it

for duration of blooming. Its humble growth

recommends it for a beddmg and edging flower,

and its moderate price entitles it to a place in

every garden, from cottage to palace.

Few flowers are more deserving of cultivation

than the Pansy, whether we take into consideration

its beauty and the great variety of its colours,

the extreme facility %vith which it is propagated,

or the cheapness of fine sorts. In the first place,

as to its beauty and the variety of its colours,

scarcely any flower can compete with it. The
Tulip, " the king of flowers," can boast of red

through all its shades, purple, brown on white,

or yellow grounds ; the Pelargonium rises from

the lightest shade of pink to scarlet and purple^

some are white, too ; the Ranunculus varies

from pink to purple and brown, in selfs and edges

and mottles on white and yellow ; and the Rose,

" the queen of flowers," has pink, red, yellow,

white and purple varieties; but the Pansy, the

lovely spring, summer and autumn flowering

Pansy, has white, yellow, blue, purple, purplisli

crimson, and all the possible tinges and combi-

nations of these colours among its gems. I do

not wish to detract from the flowers mentioned

—

far from it, for I love them, love them all ; but

I wish in the present article to direct attention

more to the Pansy. If it is less cultivated than

it once was, why, I ask, is it so ? It is not that

the flowers are not so fine as they once were,

for new gems, real gems, come out every year,

though, of course, trash, too, as to form sometimes.

None, however, need buy without seeing, and if

the person intending to purchase is too far from

an exliibition to see blooms there, most of our

nurserymen would furnish information by post.

Again, it is a plant so easily propagated that one

may soon possess quite a stock of a fine sort in a

year. The Pansy may be planted at all seasons.

In arranging the bed, it may be well to attend to the

position Of the flowers, not to have those in proximity

which resemble one another ; for instance, a blue

and white one should be beside a yellow and

purple one, and so on. A foot each way is about

the proper distance for plants if the bed is removed,

or, rather, a fresh one planted every year, as ought

to be the case. The raising of seedlings is another

great source of delightful recreation to the

Pansy-lover. The seed should be sown in boxes

in the autumn, and the plants transplanted

into beds in the spring. I will conclude with

the hope I have not offended the Rose, Ranun-

culus, Tulip or Pelargonium. I wish all growers

of them every pleasure in so doing ; but, in
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conclusion, I wish to recommend our little gems

the Pansies, and ask all my friends who read this

article to grow them if they have a garden, for to

grow them is to love them.

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING
CARNATIONS

IN

the process of potting up cuttings, many
growers in midwinter wisely employ a

2-inch pot, shifting thence to a 3-inch

pot and, in due course, to a 5-inch and

afterwards to the flowering pot. All this

is wise but not necessary. The chief point to

watch is that young Carnations do not become

hard and starved. They must be kept going,

because at this stage of their growth is deter-

mined whether a free-growing plant or a stunted

one is to be the result of our labours.

At this season the small pot in which the cutting

more readily establishes itself in midwinter is

less necessary, because now it roots into the

soil more quickly, and the cultivator may pot his

cuttings directly into the 3-inch pot, using a

compost of four parts loam, one part sand, and one

part leaf-soil or very old well-rotted (not unless)

stable manure. A little burnt bonfire rubbish

is an excellent addition. We thus save the labour

of one potting. At this date no harm is done

to the plant if care is used in watering, and the

ball of soil not allowed to remain wet before the

roots penetrate it. Of course, one shades the

freshly potted cutting with sheets of paper until

it is established.

It is early yet to discuss the further shift from

this 3-inch pot, hut this may be done in due course

by jumping, as it were, from the 3-inch pot into

a 6-inch pot, if due care is given in watering until

the plant is established. The danger with a Car-

nation lies not in overpotting in spring, but

leaving it too late, until the plant has become
starved and hard. Yet, however, if the grower

elects to use a 7-inch or 8-inch pot for the final

. stage, it is desirable to employ the 5-inch pot

before the final operation. The young plants

are ready for their next shift within four weeks
of their roots covering the ball of soil.

The Interesting Operation of Stopping will

be one of the next items to need attention. One
of the most important points in stopping is not

to do it too soon. A plant should not be stopped

in a 2-inch pot, for two reasons, viz. : (i) It should

have been potted into a 3-inch pot before it

was ready to be stopped. (2) A young plant

established in a pot of not less than 3 inches

in diameter has more " go" in it than one in a

smaller size. The fundamental reason for stopping

a plant is to produce a strong bushy plant. If

you stop a weak cutting, you cannot possibly

get a strong growth, and it is for this reason that

many people do not even stop their plants in a

3-inch pot at all, but, immediately they are estab-

lished in this size, pot them into the well-known
" 48 " pot, viz., the 5-inch, and stop them as

soon as they are semi-established.

Where to Stop.—With most varieties, when
the plant is about 6 inches or 8 inches high from
the pot, the top is broken or cut off 2 inches or

3 inches from the point of the growth. An expert

can pull this growth out from a joint, but this

is not necessary. Some varieties, notably Baroness
de Brienen, is best grown 2 inches longer and

stopped in the same way. Incidentally, I may
say that this is the trade secret way of growing

this variety, and if this is done when the young

plant is in a 5-inch or 6-inch pot, it breaks away

freely and no further stops are given, for enough

shoots are made, and it is such shoots which produce

the wonderful flowers that are to be seen of this

variety in midwinter.

The illustration shows the approximate place

where the stop is made. A plant should never

be stopped before it reaches this size. It may

THE ETHICS OF ROSE
PRUNING

(Continued from page 138.)

AS Roses vary so, even when requiring

/ \ identical pruning, we are of opinion

^ .^ that illustrations of how to prune certain

types often defeat their special object. ' It

should be noted, however, as essential that all

Roses requiring, say, moderate pruning are

FIRST AND SECOND POTTING, AND WHERE TO STOP FOR THE FIRST TIME.

be stopped higher up, but not lower than the tie,

which indicates the part of the stem to break or

cut ; but it must be borne in mind that it is wrong

just to break out the soft point of a growth, for

this does not then produce a strong break. The

break must be made into the soft woody stem.

I have been discussing what is known as the first

stop. The second will be dealt with shortly,

for this is a season full of interesting work,

demanding instant attention.

Bush Hill Park. Laurence J. Cook.

not pruned alike. The reason why is simple.

Is the Rose only a summ^er bloomer ? Is it a

perpetual bloomer ? Is it a pmely autumn

bloomer ? Does it bloom on the terminals ? or

the laterals ? or both ? or on the twiggy growths

produced on the laterals, as in the Banksian

Roses ? or does it bloom on the shoots of the

current year ? or those of the previous year

only ? or only on those of the two or three years ?

or on aU or both ? or is it intended for hybridisa-

tion ? or for forcing ? All this, and more, has to
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be known and appreciated before correct pruning

can be undertaken ; otlierwise you run ttie risk

of losing a season's bloom. The Banksian, pruned

as the multiflora, or even as the Wichuraiana or its

hybrids, would be flowerless from one generation

to another. So the syslem of pruning, against the

actual operation thereof, is not so simple as the

novice would fancy in his happy innocence. The

writer has too frequently seen the unhappy results

subsequent upon such injudicious pruning in the

grounds of more than one of his rosarian friends

—

even gentlemen's gardeners seem hopelessly

abstruse in this respect, however clever they may

be with the beloved Chrysanthemums or Hamburgli

Grapes.

It is a vexed and often much discussed question

as to the advantages respectively of early winter

and early spring pruning. Spring and late winter

have become the commonly accepted times for

ordinary pruning operations. Pruned in Novem-

ber, the remaining buds become plumper through

the concentration of the sap, as the roots are either

apparently at rest or soon wiU be ;
but pruned in

March, when the roots are commencing to move

and the sap to circulate, there is a certain percen-

tage of nutrition lost to the plant. This and the

general slackness in the horticultural world in

November are the great advantages of this pre-

winter pruning ;
but in a mild winter, and espe-

cially 50 if the wood is not properly mature, these

pruned plants are very likely to break into bud

and be killed by frost. The consequence is that,

requiring a second operation in spring, they

become, as it were, over-pruned, and flowers the

same year are unduly delayed. Some Roses are

more excitable—that is, more easily excited into

growth—than others, and such should never be

pruned in winter, but be left until the latter end of

March or the commencement of April. This,

notwithstanding, has nothing whatever to do with

the gradual thinning and pruning of certain

scandents and ramblers after the close of their

blooming season.

Non-Excitable.—Alba, Centifolia, Gallica, Moss,

and Rugosa.

Excitable.—Bourbon, China, Hybrid Bourbon,

Hybrid Remontant, Hybrid Tea, Noisette, and

Tea.

The above are the more prominent examples of

what has just been discussed. For the reason

already given, if the reader prunes two plants of

the same variety, one at each season, what does

he notice ? The winter-pruned one develops

laterals and foliage with adequate regularity ;
but

the spring-pruned plant has the top bud growing

well, while the lower ones too frequently refuse to

move until later. The reason is an extremely

simple one. In spring the sap is more or less in

motion, and very apt to exude from the freshly

pruned surface; and the lower buds, finding

themselves clogged with too much food by

the cutting away of the upper portions of

the shoot and its partially developed foliage—

and so clogging the flow—remain quiescent,

while the top bud or two commence breaking

forth into growth. This is the main disadvan-

tage of spring pruning, especially if left till late

in the season.

Roses with blooms too full, such as La Reine,

generally are disappointing, and particularly so

in cheerless summers. If such Roses, by rather

poor soil and careful attention to pruning, can

have their vigour checked, the blossoms do not so

easily ball, rot, and drop. Torbay.

{To be coiUimied.)

GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Orchard-House.—.\s the trees pass the flower-

ing sta!?e they should be syringed ireeli' with

water of the same temperature as the house. A
genial atmosphere must be the rule, and

^
the

temperature kept about 50° or 55° at night.

Ample ventilation should be provided, but cur-

rents of cold air passing over the trees must be

avoided. Close the house sufficiently early to

retain the sun's warmth. Some of the trees will

have set their fruits, and will require assistance

at the roots. Liquid manure or some fertiliser

mav be applied, while a few trees can be top-

dressed with rich soil. Dryness at the roots must
be guarded against.

Plants Under Glass.

Caladiums.—The principal batch of these

showy plants ought now to be started in pots

in proportion to the size of the corm. Keep
them near the glass, and do not shade more than

is absolutely necessary. If grown as hardily as

possible, they may be utilised for decorative

purposes.

Carnations.—Plants in 3-inch pots must be

moved on before they become root-bound, and

kept growing steadilv in a temperature of 50°

to 55°. The house should be light and airy,

and water must be afforded sparingly. A suitable

compost consists of three parts fibrous loam, with

leaf-mould, mortar rubble and sharp sand. Old

plants that have filled their receptacles with roots

must be fed with some special Carnation manure.

Vaporise the house directly insect pests are

noticed.

The Kitchen Garden.

Beetroot.—A line or two of a Turnip-rooted

kind may be sown on a warm border. The roots

will be found acceptable later on when salads

are in greater demand. Large-growing Beetroot

should not be chosen; colour is more important.

Spinach.—Winter Spinach should be cleaned

over and encouraged to make healthy growth.

Sowings of Summer Spinach mav be made at

intervals throughout the season, but I have had

excellent results, especially in hot seasons, by
sowing the winter variety. It is worth trying.

Brussels Sprouts.—If seed was sown in boxes

as previously advised, the seedlings may be pricked

out on a prepared piece of ground where some slight

protection is afforded.

Turnips.^A further sowing of Early Milan

is recommended on a warm border which has been

dug deeply. The value of this will be apparent

in Mav or June, should we have a spell of dry

weather.

The Flower Garden.

Polyanthuses.—The sowing of these is oiten

deferred until Mav or June, but much lar»er and

better plants are secured if the seed is sown now.

It may either be sown in boxes or in the open

ground, and when the seedlings are large enough

they should be transplanted in prepared nursery

beds in the reserve garden. If kept hoed and

free from weeds, good progress will be made before

the autmnn. A partially shaded position should,

if possible, be selected.

The Rose Garden.—Where Roses are grown

in quantity, the present will be a busy time in

pruning and thinning the trees. Strong-growing

kinds, such as Fran Karl Druschki. which have

made strong shoots mav be pegged down, and

flowers will be produced from practically every

node. When pruning the Hybrid Perpetuals,

the condition of the tree, the variety and the

object we have in view must be taken into con-

sideration. All weak and unripe wood must be

removed ; keep the centre of the tree open, and

prune to a bud pointing outwards. Weak-growing
varieties should be cut back more severely than

the strong-growing kinds. Roses against walls

must not be pruned so hard ; merely remove some

of the old wood and cut out sufficient growths to

prevent overcrowdiitg. The Austrian and Penzance

Briars must be treated much in the same way.

just shortening the strongest shoots. The Hybrid

Teas should be pruned when the others have

received attention. When collecting the prunings.

the Rose garden should be cleared of all weeds,

&c., and, if thought desirable, give a mulching
of manure. T. W. Briscoe.

(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castlcford, Chepstow. Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Sweet Peas.—Pots of these that were sown
with a view to planting out of doors should now
be thoroughly hardened off preparatory to planting

in the open. The ground for Sweet Peas should

have been trenched and heavily manured during
the winter if good results are to be obtained.

.After planting they should receive the protection

of some short Spruce branches, which, besides

providing immediate shelter, will serve to lead up
the young shoots to the higher jtakes provided
later on.

Herbaceous Borders.— Any replanting or

formation of new plantations in this department
should be no longer delayed, as most of the

plants will have made considerable growth and
will require careful handling when dividing them.

A short-pronged digging fork is better than a
spade for separating the large clumps. Select

young, fresh, growing pieces from the outsides in

preference to using the old, hard stools. The
voung sets should be planted fairly deep. The
tendency with inexperienced persons is to plant

too shallow, and when the soil settles down, the

plants are left much above the average surface

level, and consequently suffer from drought.

Propagating Bedding Plants.—Although the

extended use of annuals has to some extent

reduced the demand for those bedding plants

that require to be propagated from cuttings

annually, there is still room for a selection of the

most useful, and all cuttings should now be got

on the move as soon as possible. Heliotrope,

Iresine, Ageratum and Lobelia may be rooted

at this time in the boxes they are to occupy up
till the bedding-out season. Most of these can

be rooted on the pipes in a recently started vinsry

if room is otherwise scarce.

Violas and Pansies.—These may now be
planted out in the beds. If raised from autumn-
struck cuttings, thev should be well rooted by now
and must not be left in the frames too long.

Plant deeply to encourage branching growth ; they

can be pinriied or cut over several times, according

to when they are required to be in flower.

Hollyhocks.—Plants raised from seeds which
were sown last summer should now be planted

out in their flowering quarters. Seedlings rarely

succumb to the disease so prevalent in some
districts among those raised from cuttings.

Early Flowering Chrysanthemums, as soon

as thev are well rooted, should be potted up
and gradually hardened off, so that they may be

ready for planting outside by the beginning of May.

Calceolarias for bedding purposes which have
been rooted in cold frames will now be making
some growth. The points ought to be pinched out

in order to produce side shoots, and should be

planted into frames, allowing a space of 9 inches

between the plants. A light, rich mixture, 3 inches

deep, on a bottom of coal ashes suits well, as, when,

lifting, compact balls can be obtained.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—AH the late varieties should be on the

move now. The disbudding of these, with tying

and thinning among the earlier crops, will demand
constant attention. Economy in labour may be

practised in other departments, but vineries must

receive full attention, or the crops will suffer and the

Vines be permanently injured. Latest crops of

Black Hamburgh should receive no fire - heat

to assist them to start, as thev will come on fast

enough with solar heat. When growth has faurly

begun, however, care niust he taken to keep

them comfortable at night and on cold, sunless

days. Attend well in the way of stimulants to

those now swelling their fruits, and keep the paths

and borders thoroughly damped several times-

daily.
Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
National Sweet Pea Society.—An excellent

schedule of prizes for the sixteenth exhibition to

be held in the Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent

Square, Westminster, S.W., on July ii, is now
being issued, and may be obtained on application

to the Secretary, Mr. H. D. Tigwell, Harrow
View, Grcenford, Middlesex. Many challenge cups

are offered, in addition to substantial prizes in

the county classes and for small growers.

Journal of tbe Royal Horticultural Society

Gardens Club.—With so many members in the

Navy and Army, it is not surprising that the

Journal No. VIII., just published, should contain

numerous letters from the seat of war. Many have

passed through the heaviest

part of the fighting unscathed,

some have been wounded, but

the letters are invariably cheer-

ful and make bright reading.

We are sorry to learn that

four old students—A. Berg,

F. N. Grant, G. Osborn and J.
' Selkirk—have met their deaths

at the Front.

Crocus David Rizzio.

—

Although an old variety, this is

certainly one of the most delight-

ful of the large-flowered spring

Crocuses. For years it has been

quoted in nurserymen's cata-

logues by the thousand, and inci-

dentally it is one of the least

expensive. The flowers are re-

markably fine, while the colour

is a pleasing shade of lavender

purple. The illustration depicts

a group of Crocus David Rizzio

in the rock garden at Woodhall,

Dulwich.

Herbaceous Calceolarias.

—

Although many recommend sow-

ing these Calceolarias earlier,

and others somewhat later than

this date, yet for all practical purposes the

present will be as good a time to sow as

any. As a rule, the seeds only take about

ten days to germinate. A very good compost in

which to sow would be equal parts of good loam

and leaf-soil, with a sprinkling of sand to keep

the whole porous. Press this moderately firm

into the seed-pan, and, should it require watering,

do so before sowing. As the seed is like snuff,

great care must be taken to have it evenly dis-

tributed, and the merest dusting of fine soil will

be sufficient to cover it. Put a sheet of glass

over the pan and place in a cool house or frame.

The glass must be turned and wiped each day.

Tuberoses.—The arrival of the first batch of

Tuberoses reminds one that the bulbs should not

be kept long in the cases in which they are sent,

as they are liable to damp. Those not required

for immediate potting may be laid out on a dry

shelf secure from frost. Before potting, all the

small bulblets should be carefully rubbed out, so

that all the energy is directed to the flowering

growth. A light, sandy loam suits them well.

After potting they should be covered and kept

dark until the roots are well round the pots.

Those for earliest use should be kept growing on
steadily in heat. Later batches can by and by
be given cooler treatment, and will do well in a cold

CROCUS DAVID RIZZIO, AN OLD FAVOURITE IN GARDENS.

frame during the summer months, from which

they can be removed in batches as required.

The Employment of Wounded Soldiers.—It

is gratifying to see that several disabled soldiers

are being found employment at Kew. For swh
duties as park constables, gatekeepers and museum
porters, old soldiers have always been given the

preference, but these have in the past been able-

bodied men. Though it is not possible to fill

all these posts with our wounded heroes, we trust

that a nmnber may be found permanent employ-

ment, and that both public bodies and private

employers will consider the claims especially of

the married men.

The Kew Flag Pole.—This huge pole, the gift

of the Government of British Columbia, is now
ready for erection. We understand, however, it

is not proposed to proceed at once to raise the

pole into position ; in fact, the difficulties of

securing adequate labour and material may
result in this being deferred until after the war.

The work of transporting the bulky log ovei the

lawns from the river to the south end of the

Berberis Dell, where it is to be erected, was done
with the aid of a crab machine and planks and
rollers. It has been recently cleaned, and dressed

with Carbolineum, a creosote preparation, which, it

is hoped, will aid in preserving the wood for even

a longer period than that of its

predecessor.

Plants Collected in Sikliim.

At the general meeting of the

Linneau Society of London on
March i6, Mr. C. C. Lacaita

read a paper entitled " Plants

Collected in Sikkim, including

the Kalimpong District, April 8

to May 9, 1913." He gave an
account of his circular journey

from Darjiiing to his starting

point, part of it with the party

of H.E. the Governor of Bengal.

The monotony of the forest

region was mentioned, and
the marvellous abundance of

the Aroids. An account was
given of a new Rhododendron
and some critical remarks on

the species of Fragaria. The
paper was illustrated by lantern

slides of the scenery and people.

Vegetable Marrows.—If mov-
able frames are available, a sowing

of these may be made now, plac-

ing a few seeds in 4-inch or 5-inch

pots. The seeds may be germi-

nated in a warm Melon-house,

when the number of plants shoiild he reduced

to three in each pot and removed to near

the glass in a cooler house. As soon as the

plants have made their first rough leaves, they

should be planted out on mounds of earth on the

top of a slight hotbed, over which a large frame

has been placed. By the time the plants have

grown large enough to fill the frames, the weather

will be sufficiently warm to dispense altogether

with the protection of the frames, when the plants

should be allowed to ramble unrestricted. Later

sowings may succeed in a hot summer, but in the

Northern districts it is advisable to have the plants

well advanced under glass by the month of June.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.

)

Narcissus Fly (Merodon equestris) .—To-day

(March i8) I carefully went over my Narcissus

borders, and wherever I found a blank, or apparent

poor growth, I dug down for the bulb. It was

the best day's work I have done for a long time.

I was able to kill a considerable number of the

larvffi of the fly. They had reached the neck of

the bulb, and in most cases I was able to extract

them with a pin. I cleaned out the bulb and

replanted the " shell," as I have previously found

that a bulb, although badly damaged by the

ravages of Merodon, will make growth again

and form bulbules. I have two nice small bulbs

of a variety I pmchased as a single bulb stock

which proved to have a Merodon in it. For many

years I was immune from Merodon, and until

last autumn I had not woke up to the danger.

The hot-water cure, I hope, may prove effective,

but it is a big order to put all one's bulbs through

the process, and in any case some Merodon may

escape destruction ; consequently, in addition to

the autumn inspection and treatment, I strongly

recommend this spring inspection, which, if

followed up systematically, should go far to com-

plete the eradication of the pest.—C. Lemesle

Adams, Pendciord Hall. Wolverhampton.

Gas Lime and Club Root.—I have been much

interested in the article by Mr. Thomas Wilson

in The Garden, issue March 4, page 119, on
" Gas Lime as a Cure for Club Root." But it

seems to me that there is one very great difficulty

about it. Those of us who have had some experi-

ence with the disease know well that gas lime

is a certain cure, but the question to be considered

now is where to get gas lime. Of course, readers

living near towns where gas is still purified by the

lime method can get it ; but those who live in the

country and in towns and cities where gas

is purified by a newer and more satis-

factory process cannot obtain it. They

would like to cure the disease by gas lime, but

they cannot get any from the gasworks. Readers

in such a position may like to try the following

method, which I was discussing with a friend

only the other day, who told me it had proved

highly effective : Three or four pecks of

good fresh-slaked lime per square rod were

dug into the ground in the early winter, and a

month or two before the greens were planted

a peck of good rough salt per square rod was

forked in. My friend cured his ground of club root

in a single season, and has never had it since
;

but as a safeguard he dresses his land with salt

and lime every two or three seasons.—E. T.

Ellis, Weetwood, Ecclcsall, Sheffield.

Exhibition Vegetables v. Utility.—One more
word in reply to Mr. Chapman respecting the

above. As I endeavoured to make clear, it was

not my own taste which I was considering, but

that of the general public. I went to some pains

to point out that all the vegetables on view for

sale were of exceptional quality ; consequently

the size would be no detriment to the Beetroot

in the eyes of the majority. I must confess I

am a little amused at Mr. Chapman's defence

for his large Capsicums. In my opinion, these

are of about as much value as excessively large

Radishes. Capsicums, if I am not mistaken,

are usually grown for their strong, hot flavour,

and are of most service when of medium size.

I am afraid the majority of the members of the

RoyaL Horticultural Society's fruit and vegetable

committee also must differ from Mr. Chapman,

and I feel it will be a long time before some of us

are converted to this taste in relation to Capsicums.

—E. Beckett, V.M.H.

A Plea for Rose Hedges.—I should like to

endorse Mr. Ellis' plea for Rose hedges, in The

Garden for March r8, page 136. Whether used

as a screen to separate the flower from the vege-

table garden, or as a hedge to hide buildings or

unsightly objects, Roses are especially applicable,

as, if regularly pruned and properly trained, they

do not form such a dense growth as Privet,

Hawthorn, or Holly, and consequently do not

shut out light and air as the shrubs do. Besides

these and other considerations, the best part of

the year, when the garden is most used, is gay

with the brightness of the blooms and the delight

of their perfume. Added to these qualifications,

Roses are of rapid growth and can be trained to

any height or breadth, and, moreover, what is

often important to small garden owners, their

supports may be very cheaply and easily con-

structed. I may say that when I first came here,

my small back garden contained Cabbages on

one side of the main garden path, and Goose-

berries and Black Currants on the other. I at

once introduced several rows of Strawberries and

Raspberries, besides the Cabbages, retaining a

narrow strip by the path, about 40 feet long,

for a border of annuals and perennials, backed

by a Rose hedge, which was constructed as

follows :

At each end of the 40 feet run I placed a rustic

tree trunk between 3 inches and 4 inches in

diameter. Midway I had a firm iron arch placed,

spanning the pathway at right angles with the

hedge and of a good height. Between these strong

supports I put, at distances of about 4 feet apart,

some stout Bamboo rods about 8 feet high, into

the hollow tops of which I drove plugs of wood

projecting 2 inches or 3 inches above the rods,

which formed a good hold for binding three

strong galvanised wires attached to stakes in the

ground equidistant apart, which retained the

rods in their proper position against the

effects of strong winds. The final thing was to

run three rows of galvanised wire, one above

another, the whole length of the hedge, so that

a skeleton frame was built up instead of an

obtrusive trellis. Against this screen I planted

the following Roses : Crimson Rambler, Psyche,

Alister Stella Gray, Euphrosyne, Bouquet d'Or,

the old Damask Rose, and Carmine Pillar. This

last was planted in the middle near the

arch, over which it has been trained, producing

every season a splendid blaze of colour,

especially in the setting sun as it sinks over

the neighbouring hills with such glorious effects

as are to be seen only in Devonshire. I may
add that though the Bamboo rods have some-

what decayed near the ground, they h^ve been

easily repaired by stakes, and the wires straight-

ened during the pruning the Roses get every

autumn, so that when the stems are tied in,

they to a great extent support themselves.

—

John R. Jackson, Claremont, Lympstone, Devon.

Renaming.'—I am in perfect accord with
" H. P." on the question of renaming, for there

can be no doubt that it is a most reprehensible

act, whether it be in the case of Roses, Chry-

santhemums or anything else. The case quoted

by " H. P." in connection with Delaux's set of

new Chrysanthemums interests me very much,

for I thought the fact had long since been forgotten.

It was I who made the discovery thirty-three

years ago, as probably he remembers. In the

early eighties Delaux was practically the only

seedling raiser to send out novelties. They were

only bought and introduced here by a few

specialists, and for a time Delaux's name was
kept a secret.

As a small amateur grower of Chrysanthe-

mums, it was a matter of some curiosity to

me to find that so many bore French names.

How or where I discovered that Simon Delaux

was the originator of them matters not, but his

catalogue was soon in my possession. Then, to

my astonishment, the discovery was made that

a whole set of novelties listed by an English firm

were none other than Delaux's new varieties with

English names attached, or the French names
mangled out of all recognition. What " gave the

game away," to use a familiar expression, was
the unscholarly literal translation of the French

descriptions. They were made by an English

person whose knowledge of French was of the

most elementary nature. To this fact I owe my
first appearance in print in an English gardening

paper, for I wrote an energetic protest against

the action of this English house. My article will

be found in the Gardeners' Magazine for Decem-
ber 22, r883. I had then no idea that my contri-

bution would be the forerunner of thousands

of other articles in the horticultural Press, but

such it was. " H. P." has an excellent memory,

but the renaming he refers to took place with

M. Delaux's r882 set of novelties and with his

1883 set. Each set comprised twenty varieties,

or forty in all, and barely half of them appeared

in the English catalogue with their proper French

names.

The National Chrysanthemum Society had not

then been started on its national title. The
persons so honoured were prominent members
or officials of the old Borough of Hackney Chry-

santhemum Society, which was then just on the

point of blooming forth into the " National."

I could give the names of all, but the most flagrant

cases were La Bienvenue, which became J.

Hillier ; Source Japonaise, which was rechristened

R. Ballantine ; and Tricolour, altered to Mr. J, Star-

ling in the 1882 set. M. Deveille was in the 1883

set, and was called E. C. Jukes. Jeanne Delaux,

it is true, became F. A. Davis, but this was done

by another firm. The other cases of pure mutila-

tion or translation might be given, but a few will

suffice. Le Chinois became Chinaman, Gloire

de France was simplified into La France, Souvenir

d'Amsterdam was called merely Amsterdam,

Boule d' Argent became Silver Ball, L'or du Rhin

w^as translated into Golden Rhine, and so on.

It is perhaps unnecessary to say that after my
appointment in 1886 on the National Chrysanthe-

mum Society's catalogue committee, these crooked

things were put straight, and for many years after-

wards while I acted as secretary to that committee

no effort was spared to remedy any case, wilful

or accidental, where renaming had occurred.

My chief reward, however, was, let it be said to

the honour of our Chrysanthemum importers,

that no fujther attempt was ever made at renaming

on such a scale thereafter, and that I received

tangible proof from French Chrysanthemum

raisers and growers of their appreciation of my
efforts in rendering unto Caesar the things that

are Ca;sar's.—C. Harman Payne.
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Raoulia australis.—It may be of interest and

value to some to state that Raoulia australis has

stood a somewhat trying winter here and is in

perfect condition. It is growing in a moraine

sloping towards the west and south-west, and

is planted with a little lime rubbish among the

chips of the moraine. It is a charming little

silvery carpeter, hardly rising above the surface,

and looking white in winter as well as in summer.

R. australis is one of the few members of a genus

of Composita3, comprising some twenty species,

which have been introduced. They practically all

come from New Zealand, although Tasmania affords

us one or two, and one is recorded from Australia.

R. australis is one of the New Zealand species.

—

S. Arnott, Sannymead, MaxwelUown, Dutnfries.

Bignonia venusta.—Anyone acquainted with

this delightful Bignonia can fully understand

its magnificent display under the conditions

detailed by Mr. Woodall, page 137, issue March 18.

I have often been surprised that we do not meet
with it more frequently in this country, for the

blossoms are of that brilliant tone of intense orange

which shows up so effectively during the half

light of a dull winter's day. For its accommoda-
tion a large structure is necessary, and it needs

a temperature above that of an ordinary green-

house. The first time I saw this Bignonia giving

of its best was in the early days of the late Mr.

Woodbridge at Syon House, the specimen covering

a considerable space of the large conservatory

there. Circumstances have prevented me from
visiting Syon House for some years, so I cannot

say if the Bignonia still flourishes. As above
stated, a large structure is necessary to its well-

doing, and plenty of sunshine towards the latter

part of the summer is required in order to ensure

a good display of bloom. It can be readily

increased by cuttings of the half-ripened shoots

in late spring, selecting for the purpose those of

sturdy growth and medium vigour rather than the

very strong ones. They must be put in a close

propagating-case in a warm structure.^H. P.

THE NORTH BORDER
By Gertrude Jekyll.

SOME supplementary notes may perhaps

be offered as an addition to the excellent

article by Mr. Hadden in The Garden
of February 19. The possibilities of

the north border are often overlooked,

but there are many plants that do better there than
in any sunny aspect, for many of them come to

us from woodland places and the cooler sides of

mountain ranges. Solomon's Seal is so well

known that no description is needed, but where
there is a north border, there it will be best in

place. Much like it in its general way of growth,

and botauically closely allied, is Smilacina racemosa,

a North American plant, but in this the flowers

are in close terminal racemes, not in drooping

axillary clusters. It is interesting also in autumn,
when the weight of the fruit, like little berries

curiously veined and marbled, bends the stem
over and makes it sway and swing heavily when
moved by wind. The little plant that is com-
monly called Smilacina bifolia, but more correctly

Maianthemum Convallaria, is another near relation

and one of the loveliest plants for the rock edge
of the north border. It should be remembered
that it does poorly on strong soils, but revels in

sand or in peat and leaf-mould. Lily of the

'Valley must not be forgotten, for though we grow

it in greater quantity in reserve ground for cutting

and in woodland, yet its beautiful foliage and

sweetest of sweet bloom must be near the front

edge of this border also. The very beautifnl

Alexandrian Laurel (Ruscus racemosus), a Portu-

guese Butcher's Broom, will be a line thing towards

the back, and when the plants are well grown

—

it is slow of increase—a frond or two may be

spared for indoor decoration, when it will last

in water for some weeks. All these plants are

nearly allied. The taller Campanulas are for the

most part shade-loving plants. Among them
the best will be the white form of C. macrantha,

and C, persicifolia in both the blue and white

colourings. Next, shorter in height, wUl be C.

alliariffifolia. A beautiful Bellflower that deserves

to be better known is C. eriocarpa, about a foot

high, with a quantity of light purple bloom and

greyish foliage. C. carpatica, with some of the

good garden varieties, are about the same height

;

and quite in the front, in the joints of the stony

the taller climbing Peas that have leaf-tendrils,

though botanists have now put them all together

under Lathyrus. For autumn beauty there

should be Gentiana asclepiadea, with its beautiful

arching sprays of blue flowers in September.

All the Meconopsis like shade and a cool exposure,

so that both of the tall Himalayan species—M.

nepalensis, with its drooping sulphur bells, and

M. Wallichii, with still larger flowers of pale grey

blue, a plant of much the same habit—will do well.

A newer kind is the Chinese M. integrifolia, a yellow-

flowered species. We should think more of the

common Welsh Poppy (M. cambrica) if it was

a rarity, but it is always a beautiful plant with

its fresh-looking foliage and clear, pale yellow

bloom ; but it seeds about so freely that in many
places it becomes troublesome. It is a capital

plant for such a place as the joints of flagstones

at the base of a cool wall in any dull yard or court.

Pansies of all kinds are never seen to better advan-

tage than in the cool, northern facing border.

THE PALE GREY BLUE FLOWERS OF MECONOPSIS WALLICHII IN A WOODLAND
GARDEN AT CLANDON PARK, SURREY.

edging, the lovely little C. pusilla, both the light

purple of the type and the white variety, will

be charmingly in place. These Campanulas
will succeed in any soil, but all are happiest in

a chalky one. Tiarella cordifolia must not be

forgotten, for it is only quite happy in a north

border or in slight shade.

If there is a peaty patch, a place near the front

should be given to Galax aphylla and to Shortia

galacifolia. In ordinary loam for preference,

but in almost any soil, there should be Orobus

vernus, with its bright crimson and bluish Pea-

shaped flowers. It is the toughest plant I know
to divide. The crowns hang tightly together,

and the roots are so strong that it is almost like

cutting so much wire. Its fine relative, Orobus

aurantiacus, follows it later. The pale green

leaves and deep orange flowers are so effective

that one wonders it is not oftener seen in

gardens. Orobus is the older and more familiar

name, and convenient to use for garden purposes

to distinguish these plants of tufted habit from

where all flowers of purple and white colouring

look their best.

For the back there will be Foxgloves, of which
the pure white may be considered the finest, and
Mulleins, that do not open fully in sunlight, and

the tall Evening Primrose. Then there are the

Columbines, both short and long spurred, absolutely

well in place. For the front rock edges there are

a number of suitable things. Besides the Mossy
Saxifrages mentioned in Mr. Hadden's article,

there is London Pride, always one of the most

beautiful of plants, although so common ; and

there is Asarum europseum, with its deep green,

highly polished. Cyclamen-like leaves, and Wald-

steinia, also with polished leaves shaped something

like those of a Geum, and deep yeUow Buttercup

bloom ; then, among plants already mentioned,

the small Bellflowers and Tiarella, SmUacina

and the Tufted Pansies. At the front edge also

there may be Polypody Fern, and back among
the flowers other of the hardy kinds—Male Fern

and Ladv Fern, the beautiful Dilated Shield Fern^
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the Pricklj' Shield Fern that remains green

and in good order throughout the winter, and-

goodly tufts of Hart's-tongue, happiest in soils

containing loam or lime.

DAFFODIL NOTES
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

Daffodils at the Royal Horticultural Society's

Forced Bulb Show.—There were, comparatively

speaking, very few Daffodils to be seen in the

Hall on March r4 and 15. Their number con-

stituted a low-water mark for this

show. It was at one time a little

doubtful if the requisite number
of committee men could be found

to make a quorum, but by requi-

sitioning the services of Mr.

Hudson, who as a Council man
is an ex- officio member of all

committees, we were enabled to

meet and do some business. Two
awards were given, one to Pippin,

from Messrs. Herbert Chapman,

Limited, " for pots." It is a stiff,

sturdy grower, not too free, and

with a small, shapely bloom

which might be described as a

Princess Mary, but with a less

expanded orange red cup. The
other award went to Sparkler,

" for market purposes." It was
shown by Messrs. Barr and Sons,

and the three vases which were

exposed at the top of the right-

hand side of their group must have

left no doubt in anyone's mind
about it making " a good market

bunch." Sparkler is one of the

familiar M.J. Berkeley seedling type

with a fine, large, bright orange

red cup and a poor henpecked,

frightened-looking perianth.

At this meeting a discussion took

place upon the advisability of the

committee meeting earlier in the

year than heretofore. A resolu-

tion was ultimately proposed,

seconded and carried nem. con.,

asking the Council to call the com-

mittee together on and from the

day of the annual general meeting

in February in I9r7. A hope was
expressed that a general effort

would be made by those inter-

ested in Daffodils to produce on

the above-mentioned date some-

thing worthy of the occasion.

Daffodils are much more valuable

in the second week of February than they are a

month later. This reminds me of the strong

claims that the beautiful Diana and the free, deep
red cupped Robert Browning could put forward
for recognition at this early date. I had grand
pots of them in mid-February this year.

Blackwell is probably better than either. Were
it to be described as the Barrii conspicuus of

glass-houses, it would be a description in nowise

untrue.

Early Flowers in 1916.—So far (March 18)

the few noticeable ones have nearly all come from
Messrs. Barr and Sons' Penzance garden. Yorick,

a shapely pointed periauthed Nelson yellow Ajax,

was exhibited both on March 7 and March 14.

It is a fairly large bloom, quite a self, and dis-

tinguished by its lovely colouring and the smooth-

looking texture of its perianth.

Brian (Barr).'—A medium-sized deep yellow

Ajax with a perianth a good deal like that of the

old obvallaris, and set in a similar way at right

angles to the trumpet. Were this flower a woman,
one would say it had " good style."

Shylock (Barr).—To " do " a garden thoroughly,

two things are to be desired : one, the opportunity

to have a good look round alone ; the other, the

felicity of being personally conducted about by
the owner or the owner's representative. I

Narcissus shylock, a NEW SEEDLING
TRUMPET.

WITH A FIMBRIATED

would have missed Shylock had not Mr. P. R.

Barr pointed out the curious formation of the

brim of its trumpet. To begin with, it is deeply

and evenly gashed, like we find in the trumpet

of Beethoven ; while the scallops between are

finely and regularly toothed like a small meat saw.

Daffodil Sports.—The Narcissus family is not

a " sporting " one. Few and far between are

the authenticated instances of bud breaks in the

Daffodil. It is therefore of exceptional interest

to be able to record one about which there is no
doubt and which has remained permanent. In

the year 1909 or 1910,9 plant of Golden Spur
was observed in the garden of Mr. H. M. Harris

of St. Martin's, Guernsey, from the parent bulb

of which there came an ordinary typical bloom,

while the offset produced one in which the edge

or brim of the trumpet had become thickened

and crinkled in a very marked and regular manner,
the perianth remaining as in a normal flower.

I have handled, through the kindness of Mr. W.
Mauger of Les Rosiers, a small bunch of this

novelty, and although the flowers were too far

gone to do themselves justice, the general impres-

sion they produced was a very pleasing one, which

is certainly not always the case, as I seem to

remember several instances where the effect of

this thickening has been rather the reverse.

Fusarium.—I am afraid that

this deadly fungus is gaining

ground. Unfortunately, our know-
ledge of its ways is not as full as

it might be. The general view is

that the leaves are first attacked

and that it spreads downwards,
and as a result the bulb becomes
affected. It then spreads by the

basal attachments to the offsets,

and the whole plant becomes a

mass of corruption. Jeremiah's

job in Jerusalem was not a

pleasant one ; neither is mine

;

and yet it is the height of folly for

us to cry " Peace " when there is

no peace. The enemy is at the

gate, and it is only by a strong

pull, a long pull and a pull all

together that we can hope to

successfully repel his attacks. The
" Daffodil Year Book for 1915

"

has been the unwitting means of

producing some very interesting

philippics between Mr. Engleheart

and " A Novice." I hope these

two people will forgive me when I

say that great as is the interest

attached to the subject of pollina-

tion, it cannot be compared with

that which is bound up with Fu-
sarium. The one is that of the con-

noisseur ; the other, the grim reality

which our hypothetical friend.

" the man in the street," has to

reckon with.

I have recently heard of a

garden where up to a month or

six weeks ago Fusarium was un-

known. A bed of Mme. Plemp
was planted in the autumn of

1914. The plants bloomed pro-

fusely and gave good flowers

in 1915. A short time since

gaps were noted, and these were

so numerous that the .whole of

the plants are now pulled up and

thrown away (so my correspondent writes. I

would certainly have advised burning). Suppose

this is really Fusarium—and from analogous cases

which have been brought to my notice it might

be—how came that Fusarium there ? Can the

beginnings of Fusarium be present in bulbs in the

autumn of 1914, and (supposing the bulbs are

not taken up in 1915) can it be possible that the

first notice we get of its presence is ominous gaps

in 1916, when the young leaves are pushing through

the soil ? This is but one puzzle out of many.

May I hope that some of our readers will record

their experiences, for " in the multitude of

counsellors there is wisdom."
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NOTES (FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

ST.
PATRICK'S DAY has come, the

snow has gone, and two warm days have

worked wonders among the flowers. The

Almonds burst into rosy beauty almost

as suddenly as Aaron's Rod. Stachyurus

chinensis looks as though some child had stuck

the flowers of Berberis japonica on to its drooping

flower spikes, and Corylopsis pauciflora's flowers

are so much like pale Cowslips that they also

look as though some playful trick had placed

them on the thin brown twigs instead of succulent

stalks. Though the season began as such an

early one, it is now rather behind time. The

Crocuses rightly due in the early weeks of

February, were mostly ruined, beaten to pulp

by the rains of January ; but the Dutch Yellow,

and the garden varieties of vernus, often at their

best by the first day of March, are still hanging

back. A fine day or two should bring two of the

best forms of vernus to their full beauty, and

they have already transformed the bare brown

soil of the shrubberies they reside in to a carpet

of lavender tints. They are Margot and Maxi-

milian, both so much like enlarged forms of C.

Tommasinianus that I think there must be a trace

of it in their parentage. They are strong growers

and seem quite able to look after themselves if

treated fairly and planted in well-dug ground for

a start. Margot has the larger flower and is

grey lightly veined with lilac as a closed flower,

hut warm rosy lilac, with a narrow white margin

to the segments, when open, and this little edging

gives a wonderfully pleasing and dainty finish to

the flowers. Maximilian is more self coloured

and therefore more pleasing when in bud, and

its colour is a cooler, bluer shade, better described

as lavender than lilac, but not too blue to blend

very pleasantly with Margot's warmer tone.

Both of them are delightful as an undergrowth

for deciduous shrubs, and I add a few yearly to

my planting, and hope some day to see that

shrubbery filled with them, winding about between

the clumps of Daft'odils that fill the more open

spaces. I have put a few of the fine white Crocus

Kathleen Parlow among them, and am pleased

with the effect. It is the most purely white of

any of the large forms of C. vernus I know, its

only touch of colour being a very fine line of

violet, no thicker than a hair, running up the

centre of the inner segments, and only on their

inner surface.

The Daffodils, too, are hanging back, and many
seem to have remained as they were three weeks

ago, the snow and cold rains putting them to sleep

as effectually as the Bad Fairy did the Princess

and her Court. However, the sun will soon act

as Prince Charming and awaken them when he

fomes to them. Alert, that charming little

trumpet of Tenby lineage, and Henry Irving

were out before the snow came, and so bear traces

of the troublous tinies they have gone through.

Slugs nibble holes in them when their flowers

are pressed down to the ground, and some bird

|iecks the unexpanded buds, as if sampling them,

Ijut finding them distasteful. Still, a peck or two

at a Daffodil bud does a. deal of damage.

One of the first to open its flowers was

minicycla, a delightful little hybrid Of mini-

mus and cyclamineus raised by Mr. F. Herbert

Chapman. He gave me a bulb rif it some years

ago in exchange for some special Snowdrops, and
I planted it in a sunny position in the lower slopes

of the rock garden. It has grown into a little

clump and is as charming as anything in flower

now, looking no whit the worse for the wild

weather, and still in good condition. It is likely

to last for another week or more, for it has in-

herited the substance and lasting qualities of

cyclamineus as well as its brilliant shade of yellow

From minimus it derives two good points

—

the frilled edge of the trumpet and just enough

origin known as Galanthus virescens. It appeared
in the Vienna Botanic Garden and does not come
true from seed, so that unless it appears somewhere
else or is discovered growing wild, there seems
little hope of tracing its lineage. It has been
called a form of caucasicus, the Eastern nivalis, but
I can see no trace of such relationship. Its charm
lies in its greenness, the outer segments being

of the spreading character

of the perianth segments

to prevent their flying

right back, as they do in

cyclamineus, looking like

an umbrella turned

inside out by the wind.

This position of the

perianth in cyclamineus

gives it a vicious expres-

sion to my eye, reminding

me of a kicking horse

with its ears laid back.

In minicycla the perianth

recurves enough to give

it a piquancy of expres-

sion, but in a graceful

curve reminding me of a

Martagon Lily.

The gayest mixture of colour in the garden

is produced by a patch of Erica carnea by the

side of some rocky steps and a self-spread colony

of Chionodoxa above and below it, and yet another

on the other side of the steps. It has come about

by chance, for I planted Scilla bifolia in some

carpets of various Thymes close to the Erica,

and two or three bulbs of the Chionodoxa were

mixed among them. When they flowered 1

thought their brilliant blue was rather too strong

as a pleasing neighbour for the crimson Heath,

and I meant to dig them up. They were forgotten,

though, and seeded, and now it would be far easier

to dig up the Heath than the Chionodoxas. On
the dull, wet days of this last week, this bright

corner by the grey stone steps, backed by ever-

green Brooms of many kinds, has been such a

cheerful sight that all the plants deserve to be left

undisturbed.

The last of the Snowdrops are now out. The most

striking of them is the little form of mysterious

NARCISSUS MINICYCLA.

From a dramng by E. A. Bowles.

shaded with a soft duck's egg green, and the inner

ones are wholly rich green with a narrow

edging of white. A pretty form of plicatus

given me by Mr. Ledger is always very late to

bloom, and only hung its head yesterday. It has

green shading on its outer segments in some
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seasons, but is very unlike \irescens in general build.

Another plicatus form raised by Mr. Allen and

called Belated always runs a race for which shall

1 ist longest with a large form of Elwesii I selected

f jr a label of its own from some imported bulbs

and in many seasons

both last on into April. ;.

By then the Wood Ane-

mones provide sheets of

white flowers and the

Snowdrops may depart

w-ithout being missed.

Fritillaria askhabad-

ensis is extra fine this

season, and its pale

greenish yellow bells

and bright green leaves

make one long for

more. It has never in-

creased here, and has so

often been caught by

spring frosts that I do

not feel justified m pur-

chasing others to share

its hard fate The

still more beautiful

yellow variety of Crown

MONTBRETIAS
In the cultivation of these very desirable

autumn - flowering plants the majority of

amateurs are content with the old-fashioned

method of dividing the established clumps, and ' in the spring.

the divisions, too frequently replanted intact, strata that the enforced rest with change of soil has
give but indifferent results. A far better way, proved beneficial. Where the clumps were not so

intended complete separation of the units—and
replanting on a fresh site in well-prepared ground
are the remedies. Where a 'crowded condition is

observed, it is best to lift the stock in autumn after
flowering, dry oft after the manner of Gladioli, if a
little less severe, and replant in open weather early

The ensuing flowering will demon-

were it more generally known and adopted,

is that of selecting only the larger rorms.

dealt with, the method and time of planting
advo. alcd above may be adopted with advantage.

For commercial purposes the Mont-
bretia is lifted annually, and
dry roots (corms) are sold and
planted over an extended period.

There is, however, " danger in

delay," and the garden activity of

the established examples proves
the desire to be up and doing.

Raisers of new varieties also lift

and replant annually, though
biennially or triennially would
better suit the majority of small

cultivators, for lifting—annual lift-

ing, that is—is not essential. The
Montbretia, while not fastidious,

has a liking for calcareous soils. Ex-
cessive manuring is not necessary.

During recent years many addi-

tions have been made. Star of the

East, Prometheus, Norvic, Lord
Nelson, Lady Hamilton and
King Edmvnd being some of

them, though George Davison,
.an older variety, is still indis-

pensable. E. H. Jenkins.

THE "DAFFODIL
YEAR BOOK"

Bv TUE Rkv.

UFART,

G. H. Kngi.f-

V.M.H.

Imperial, introduced a few years since from

Chitral, has never flowered satisfactorily here,

and has dwindled so sadly, even in my warmest

border, that I fear it will never be of use for this

sarden. Does it grow well and escape the early

fri sts anywhere in England ? It would be pleasant

to barn of any treatment that suits it, and might

ensure success with F. chitralensis here.

ASKHABADENSIS

[Naliiral size.

)

with their often attached under-

ground shoots, and, separating them

by an inch or 2 'inches, replant them

over an increased ground area. In

this way not only is every corm given

the opportunity of playing its part

and playing it well, but, by being

Ji individualised, as it were, later as-

'M-t sumes a greatly increased vigour, with

', •|i all that is good at flowering-time

\y following in its train.

'1 Planted in the old way, often be-

cause of thoughtlessness and the

plenitude of material existing, only

the stronger examples flower at all.

and these not possessed of anything

like the vigour they should have. Clustering

together naturally, those permanently planted in

the garden soon become dense tufts of growths,

the good flowering of which is next to impossible.

In such circumstances, division— by which is

;

1

HIS lengthy correspond-

ence began with
Novice's " criticism of

my review of this book.

The usual literary rule is

that the reviewer replies once and
finally. I did not claim this

privilege, for the discussion hid

fair to elicit points of gener: 1

interest. But my pen now takes leave of

" Novice " with something of an apology for

having adventured myself against tlie erudition

of one who is obviously a past master of a subject

in which I have but dabbled for some thirty years.

But I have an excuse in the cover he chose for

his anonymity. It is perhaps somewhat dis-

ingenuous for a professor to call himself a novice.

I am not surprised at his brushing me aside
;

I am only too well aware of the scantiness or,

indeed, absence of positive knowledge in my
life's gleanings. But along with me he has swept

away the late eminent Cambridge Professor of

Phj'siology, Kerner's monumental volumes, and

with them the most recent German and American

text-books, and, lastly, the signposts of Nature

herself, who has drawn a quite clear demarcation

between plants wind fertilised and otiiers. Surely

a record not out score for a novice ! Nevertheless,

he loses some points when he descends to the poor

device of attributing anger and cloudiness of
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words lo his correspondent. The cloudiness is

rather in a question-begging phrase such as

" the alleged exception of the Narcissus from
the general rule as to the wind-carrying of the

pollen." These words either mean nothing or

that plants are generally, i.e., nearly always

wind fertilised, which is untrue. Here I am
led to another apology. I rashly asserted that

structural science could achieve what " Novice "

declared impossible and prove the two negatives

that cows are not carnivorous and Daffodils not

anemophilous. But I now understand that cows
can be carnivorous and Daffodils wind fertilised

for controversial purposes. My last word, however,
is not apologetic. " Novice's " further instalment

of either or both—and no doubt did so revert

to the whiter ancestral blood. But it could revert

only to pure Ajax, and the flower's entire purity

of Ajax character is a common-sense certainty.

DAFFODILS NATURALISED
IN GRASS

DURING the next few weeks many open

spots in the woodland, just where
the wild garden merges into that of

the more orderly parts, will be exceedingly

pleasant to behold by reason of the dancing.

one found that four or five bulbs had been planted

under each tree and in such positions that they

formed a square, and a necessarily puny one at

that. Bold groups with irregular outlines, con-

nected with each other by a few odd plants, dropped
at long and short intervals as one might con-

ceivably find them in Nature, are absolutely

essential for this phase of Daffodil culture, and the

wider the woodland expanse, the larger should be

the groups. Generally speaking, the best results

are obtained by using varieties separately or, at

least, those sorts together of similar appearance.

Thus, one with a large trumpet ought not to b;

mixed with the small-cupped varieties, nor would
we like to see the Poet's Narcissus freely inter-

DAFFODILS NATURALISED IN A GRASSY SLOPE.

about White Emperor is, I fear, mere word-

spinning to get out of a controversial pit which

he dug for himself. The Royal Horticultural

Society's measurements were not meant to over-

ride what may be called common-sense certainties

—

or, if they were, then an amalgamation with

Colney Hatch would effect an economy. White

Emperor, to repeat its history precisely, was a

seedling out of J. B. M. Camm by pollen of Mme.
de Graaff, both being grown under glass with

nothing but a few pure trumpets, and when no
Daffodil was in flower elsewhere. No one, unless

for empty argument, could suppose that there is

any element but pure Ajax in either of these parents.

Their progeny could revert to the ancestral elements

golden-hued Daffodils naturalised there. Tlie

word naturalised is here used in its widest

sense, inasmuch as few Daffodils are so much
naturalised as to reproduce themselves freely

from seed, yet they do undoubtedly flourish

and increase by the vegetative process of

bulbous offsets. It is at this season, when
the plants are in full flower, that we can learn

lessons that ought either to be committed to

memory or the garden diary, to be made use of

when planting-time arrives in September, October

or November next. It seems almost superfluous

to add that natural, i.e., informal, effects should

always be striven after, yet last year in the Temple
Gardens alongside the Embankment, of all places,

spersed with either. Notes made at Kew a few

days ago showed that the following varieties were

doing well in grass, and enquiries elicited the fact

that most of them had been planted several years

and were steadily increasing—Emperor, Empress,

Golden Spur, Horsfieldii, Henry Irving, Narcissus

Poeticus (in the damper places), the old double

yellow Telamonius plenus and Barrii conspicuus.

The accompanying illustration gives some idea of

the beautiful effect obtained by the judicious plant-

ing of suitable varieties in a grass slope beyond a

churchyard, where overhead shade is not too heavy

and the soil not impoverished by shallow-rooting

trees. The leaves of the bulbs must not be removed

until they have naturally turned yellow.
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MUNICIPAL ROSE GARDENS
l.~AVERY HILL, ELTHAM

By a Member of the Committee of the City of London Rose Society.

JUST
far enough from the City to escape

most of its gloom and smolie, and yet

not too far for a leisurely half day's visit

—

the station is Shooter's Hill, and a motor-

'bus service passes close to the gates

—

the gardens and grounds at Avery Hill, Eltham,

are a London asset all too little Imown to many
of her citizens, and their ownership all too little

recognised. For these gardens belong to us

—

all of us—through our o%vn particular County

Council, which cratches with such a wise and

paternal eye over the innumerable interests of

our many-sided lives. The useful and the beautiful

are in combination at Avery Hill. A teachers'

training college is established in the house—but

lately the palace of a multi-millionaire—and a

large portion of the grounds is devoted to a

propagating garden for the Council's many parks

superintendent, Mr. E. Gibson—from whom we

have received the greatest assistance—a depth

of 2^ feet being excavated, and well-broken clay,

cow-manure and top spit from the flower borders

incorporated, all the materials being at hand.

Our time was short, as a start was only made
towards the middle of January ; but by the

time March arrived the garden was made and

planted, thanks largely to the kindly nature

of the soil—a boon we do not possess in some of

our other gardens ; but that is another story !

Much time and thought had been expended

on the colour scheme and selection of varieties

;

but it is one thing to plan for the pick of the

bedding Roses, and quite another to get our colour

sonatas executed by our friends the nurserymen.

Nevertheless, we have little to regret in the finished

scheme, and if some of the old favourites have

w Artih

"
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HOW TO FLOWER ROSE
GLOIRE DE CHEDANE
GUINOISSEAU

twenty-nine prize stands at the National Rose

Society's leading exhibition, and appeared among

the first twelve Roses in the list of Hybrid Per-

petuals and Hybrid Teas.

[This article is written by Mr. Edward Mawley,

V.M.H., in reply to a correspondent who wishes

to know how best to succeed in flowering for

exhibition purposes this beautiful crimson Rose,

which, strange to say, the National Rose Society

recommends for general garden purposes.—Ed.]

A LTHOUGH I no longer grow Roses for

/% exhibition, 1, too, have found great

/ % difficulty in inducing

/ % this strong-growing but
^ *• shy-blooming Rose to

flower at all. I accordingly wrote to

some of my experienced Rose grow-

ing friends, both amateurs and

nuiserymen, asking them what

treatment it should, in their opinion,

receive in order to coax a few

blooms each year from it. All my
correspondents are among our lead-

ing exhibitors, and hail from widely

different parts of the British Isles.

Their opinions are therefore well

worth having.

One of my correspondents

writes :
" I have a good many

plants of Gloire de Chedane

Guinoisseau, but have been unable

to cut a single bloom worth calling

a Rose, and am seriously thinking

of doing away with it." Another

considers it "best for exhibition

purposes grown the first year from

the bud." He adds: "We get

plenty of flowers, but it must not

he cut back hard." Another friend

writes : " I find this Rose very shy

in flowering." He further says :

" Many of these strong- growing

varieties seem to forget their aim

in life, but, when their shoots are

bent down, it appears to dawn on

them that some flowers are ex-

pected of them."

After reading the above, the

majority of readers will, I feel sure,

agree that it must be a very disap-

pointing Rose to grow. The question

is : Is it worth while devoting so

much time, space and trouble on a

Rose like this, when there are

so many other beautiful varieties

which show more gratitude for the

care bestowed upon them ?

On the other hand, 1 can

fully sympathise with your
enthusiastic correspondent and others like him
who are fond of overcoming difficulties and do

not like to be beaten. With his knowledge of

Rose-growing he will, no doubt, be able to glean

some helpful information from the foregoing

experiences of experts, which will enable him
ultimately to obtain some fine blooms. There is

one great thing in its favour : it is a healthy and
strong-growing Rose.

Gloire de Chedane Guinoisseau was raised by
Chedane Guinoisseau, who sent it out in 1907,

and it soon took a good position as an exhibition

Rose. According to my " Rose Analysis for

1914 " it was in that year staged in as many as

BORDER
By

CARNATIONS
J. L. Gibson.

I
WAS pleased to see Mr. Morton's notes of

criticism in the issue of the 26th ult. regarding

my selection of yellow ground Picotees. He

thinks I made a mistake in saying that the

Midland-raised Picotees were weak in ground

AN EXHIBITION BLOOM OF ROSE GLOIRE DE CHEDANE
GUINOISSEAU.

colour, and that it would have been more correct

to describe the marginal markings as weak and

uncertain. Well, I know from experience that

the ground colour is weak in many of these flowers,

but the poor edge colour applies only to the wire-

edged varieties ; the heavy-edged section shows no

such disqualification. As to Mr. Morton's remarks

on the variety Eclipse, I approach this vexed

question again with full deference to my critic,

who is a most successful amateur cultivator and

exhibitor. I am not an exhibitor, but I see,

as a looker-on, a good deal of the game, and

to which I have drawn attention. The very fact,

acknowledged on every hand, that Eclipse is a

constitutional weakling with an excellent bloom

condemns it—not, I grant, from the exhibitor's

point of view, but in the eyes of the great number

of Carnation lovers who do not show their flowers

;

and it must be borne in mind that these articles

are not for the delectation of the past master in

the cult, but for readers of The Garden seeking

for information. I do not think I am making a

mistake when I say that the raiser of Eclipse

describes it in his own catalogue as useful for

exhibition purposes only. Another critic takes

exception to my inclusion of Agnes and Peter

Pan, describing the first named as

not good enough to go into any

dozen select Picotees. Not only

are Agnes and Peter Pan among
the very best Picotees for border

cultivation, but both appeared in

Mr. Douglas' winning stand at

Vincent Square last July, which is

a double proof that these two

varieties very well earn the posi-

tion given them in my list. More-

over, they have stood the test of

outdoor culture for at least half

a dozen years, and show better

stamina there than Eclipse ever

did under glass. There seems to

be a tendency, among exhibiting

Carnation growers to^ criticise

only from an exhibitor's point of

view, and to a great extent this

is very natural ; but it must not

be overlooked that ninety-five out

of every hundred growers at least

never think of exhibiting, but

enjoy their flowers purely as

amateur gardeners, for the sheer

love of beauty and fragrance. It

would be very interesting to

have the views and experiences of

others who have grown Picotees

as to the habits and behaviour of

their plants both in the open and
under glass. I think the majority

would agree with me that

stamina in these particular plants

is a very strong point, for it

would be a great pity if such

lovely flowers were denied to those

who possess no greenhouse.

I promised to say something

about potting up for growing

Carnations indoors, and this

important work should be taken

in hand at once if not already

done. A useful compost can be

made up with four parts turfy

loam, one and a half leaf-mould

and one and a half well-decayed manm^e, sufficient

silver sand or crushed oyster shell being added to

make the whole porous. These ingredients should

be thoroughly mixed a week or so before being

used, and, if desired, a 6-inch potful of bone-meal

may be added to each barrow-load of compost.

The loam should not be broken up too finely, and

the more fibrous it is the better. Two plants will

do very well in a 7-inch pot, or three in an 8-inch.

Good drainage is essential, as abundant water must

be given in hot weather, and Carnations are im-

patient of a som: or waterlogged soil. Over the

crocks a layer of fibrous material will keep the
I shall be surprised to a considerable extent if

Mr. Morton does not find the weakness this summer soil from washing down to the bottom of the pot.
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Then a handful of the lumpier portions of the

compost should be added and thumped well down

with a rammer.

All through the material must be well pressed

down and made very firm, as this tends

to encourage the formation of fine root fibres,

which particularly nourish both bloom and seed

vessels, if the latter are required. Where they can

be procured, lumps of old mortar make desir-

able provision for drainage, instead of crocks. I

remember once securing a sackful of this stuff from

a dismantled building. The flat pieces from the

plaster walls and ceilings fitted in nicely at the

bottom of the pots, and when I was shaking out

the old plants the following autumn I found these

lumps of lime rubble held tiglitly together by a

mass of intricate roots growing much more thickly

than they usually do round the fragments of

old pots commonly utiUsed for drainage. After

potting, the plants will not need much attention for

the next month or six weeks, but watering should

be attended to with care meanwhile, as the soil

is better to be slightly on the dry side tiU the

pots begin to fill with roots. The plants will

spindle for bloom sooner or later, according to

the weather, but staking should not be left undone

after, say, mid-April. Thin Bamboo canes are

best • if painted green they are not obtrusive, and

they last for several years. Border Carnations are

grown to perfection in an absolutely cold house

with abundant ventilation and open to full sun.

Only when the bloom buds begin to open need the

glass be shaded, for all the Dianthus family are

real sun worshippers ; but a softening of the solar

rays when the flowers are out preserves the colour

and lengthens the life of the blooms.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

rule they enjoy a position sheltered from cold
winds and partial shade, but the latter is not
essential if the soil is loamy and of a retentive
nature. Large clumps that have become crowded
may with advantage have some of their growths
cut out.

Plants Under Glass.

Euphorbia jacquiniaeflora.—The stock plants,

having received a partial rest, will now be furnished
with young shoots suitable for cuttings. These
should be removed with a heel of the old wood
attached, and after a few hours' delay to allow the
milky sap to dry up they may be inserted in pots
filled with sandy soil. A brisk bottom-heat or

a warm, moist propagating - frame is necessary.
The cuttings may either be placed singly or three
in each pot, the latter being potted on without
any disturbance. When rooted, gradually inure
them to the atmosphere of the house. Cuttings
of E. (Poinsettia) pulcherriraa should be inserted

as they become ready, and treated similar to

E. jacquiniaeflora.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—The stock plants
of this useful Begonia should be encouraged to
produce cuttings by placing them in the warm
house and keeping the surroundings moist. Basal
cuttings make the best plants, and when they are
2 inches or 3 inches long they should be placed
in small pots filled with a little loam, leaf-mould
and sand. If kept shaded and sprayed over,

they will readily form roots. The other winter-
flowering Begonias may also be propagated during
this month.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Disbudding may
begin directly the shoots are large enough for

removal. To avoid any check, a portion of the
tree should be disbudded at one time, and for

preference commence at the top of the tree. Over-
crowding must be guarded against, and as a general
rule a well-placed shoot should be left at the base
of the current year's fruiting wood and another
at the point. The future welfare of the tree

must always be studied when any disbudding is

done. T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

CasUcford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Vegetable Marrows.—Where frame accommo-

dation can be spared, a sowing may now be made.

The seeds should be placed singly in 3-inch pots

and put in a warm house until germination

has taken place.

Broad Beans.—A further sowing should be

made, and the soil between those already through

the ground may be hoed whenever the weather

is favourable. Peas may also be sown for

succession.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—As these develop, due attention must

be given to the pinching of all young shoots,

but do not remove any of the matured leaves,

as these will assist in the proper development of

the fruits. When these are set and swelling freely,

a watering with liquid manure occasionally will

be beneficial. Keep the atmosphere moist and

admit air when the elements are favourable,

but a certain amount of discretion must be

exercised. When the fruits begin to colour,

the water supply must he reduced gradually,

more air admitted, and the atmosphere kept less

moist than hitherto.

The Flower Garden.

Gladioli.—These showy bulbous plants are

now very popular, and at this season they may
be planted in beds or as clumps in borders. Some
growers start them in boxes, but it is not really

necessary. There are a host of hybrids to select

from, but the varieties of Gladiolus brenchleyensis

are still in the front rank.

Liliums.—Various Lilies, such as L. auratum
and the varieties of L. speciosum, may also be
planted, and they look exceedingly well among
Rhododendrons and other peat-loving plants.

Bamboos, which are a feature of some gardens,

may be planted during this month. As a general

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Kidney Beans.—A constant supply of these
should be maintained. After this date, if a

slightly heated pit can be afforded, better results

will be obtained than from plants grown in pots,

and they will not be so liable to attack
from red spider and other insect pests. A light,

rich mixture of three parts of loam to one part
of leaf-mould to the depth of 6 inches or 9 inches
will be sufficient. Add a little lime to the mixture,
as this is often deficient. The surface of the soil

should be, if possible, not -more than 2 feet from
the roof glass. Very little ventilation will be
required until the seedlings appear, after which
careful airing is necessary. Syringe the foliage

twice daily in fine weather, and close the pit

early in the afternoon to retain as much sun-heat
as possible. A few stout twigs should be placed
to prevent the plants falling over.

Mushrooms.—Beds of Mushrooms that are
showing signs of exhaustion may be gi\'en a
soaking of tepid water to which a little salt has
been added. Those entirely past may be cleared
out and the material used for top-dressing flower
borders or beds, or mixed with soil for growing on
various bedding plants. A bed may still be made,
but at this season, if room '

is limited in the
Mushroom - house, an outhouse may be utilised

successfully, or even made up in the open. If

the latter, the bed must have a sharp slope and
be thickly covered with litter.

Asparagus.—The growth of this vegetable
will be benefited by giving the beds a dressing of

common salt. New plantations may now be
made, using either one or two year old crowns.
A sowing may also be made at this season, either
in lines, from which the young plants can be
transplanted, or, as some growers prefer, on
prepared beds where they are intended to be
permanent.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Grafting.—The present is a good time for
doing any grafting that is contemplated. This

is not an operation included in every gardener's
calendar, but at times it is found necessary to
replace some healthy but unfruitful Apple or
Pear tree with a variety more suitable to the
locality, and this can often be done more economi-
cally by grafting than rooting out the tree and
replacing it with a young one from the nursery.

Mulchings that were placed over the roots of
young fruit trees may now be removed, and the
ground lightly forked o\'er.

The Flower Garden.

Box Edgings.—Any blanks noticed in these-
should be filled up from the reserve or nursery
garden, but where tree Boxwood is used, blanks
will seldom occur. It is well, howe\'er, to ha\'e
a small reserve of rooted cuttings in case of acci-

dents. It will be quite safe to proceed with the
clipping of Boxwood edgings now. The least
touch of frost afterwards will, however, give
them a scorched appearance, but this need not
cause alarm, as young growth will soon cover up
any unsightly parts. The clipping of these
Boxwood edges may, I think, for a season be
dispensed with altogether, especially where hands
are scarce, without any real or permanent harm.
This is one among many other items which 1

have decided to abandon for a season in order
to cope with the times.

Sweet Violets.—If cuttings of these were taken
in autumn and rooted in cold frames, there should
be no difficulty in finding a sufficient quantity
of yomig plants for planting out now. In our
Northern climate these succeed well at the foot
of a wall on either a south, east, or west exposure ;

but to keep them vigorous and healthy they must
be renewed every second year. A change ot
soil, if not of situation, can be easily given if, when
digging the adjoining border, an exchange of soil

is made. Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

A SELECTION OF
VEG ETA B L ES

IN
the cultivation of vegetables so much

depends upon having desirable varieties

to obtain the best results. No more cultural

detail is necessary to grow superior sorts

than inferior ones, and as we now have an

immense variety to choose from, there is little

excuse for those who at the end of the season

say, *'
I wish I had grown such-and-such a Pea

or Onion ; that sort I grew was a failure." To
the inexperienced the selection of superior varie-

ties is not always easy ; therefore, as I write

for the benefit of those who do not know, that is

my excuse in compiling a list of the various kinds

of vegetables.

Broad Beans.—Exhibition Longpod produces

huge crops of Beans of good flavour. Giant

Windsor has a short pod, but the Beans are large

and of excellent flavour.

French Beans.—For forcing, Superlative and

Forcing are desirable. For open - air culture

it is difficult to obtain a better sort than a good

selection of Canadian Wonder, or Masterpiece

and Perpetual.

Climbing French Beans are useful in some
instances, as they produce huge crops of desirable

pods. FUlbasket or July Climbing are both good

sorts.

Runner Beans.—Prizewinner, Best of All

or Scarlet Emperor will, under fairly favourable

conditions, produce huge crops of succulent pods

oftentimes measuring as much as 15 inches or

more in length.

Asparagus.—One variety is suflicient for the

largest garden. There is no better sort than

Giant French.
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Beet.—A good selection of Blood Red is suffi-

cient for any garden, although Cheltenham Green-

top may produce a heavier crop, with Globe as

an improvement on the ordinary Egyptian

Turnip-rooted variety in that section.

Broccoli.—For autumn use, succeeding late

summer Cauliflowers, Michaelmas White is good,

to be followed by Superb Early White, Christmas

White and Winter Mammoth. For late spring

use Leamington, Knight's Protecting, Late

Queen and Model are still desirable. Purple and

White Sprouting are both much appreciated,

as they are so hardy and produce huge crops.

Brussels Sprouts.—In a somewhat large

garden three varieties provide all that is necessary ;

in small gardens one variety is ample. Exhi-

bition is an excellent variety in every respect.

Dwarf Gem gives an early crop of good

Sprouts. For small, neat, firm and highly flavoured

Sprouts, Scrymger's Giant still deserves a place.

I know of no vegetable, though, upon which

cultivation has such an effect both in quantity and

quality of the crop.

Cabbage.—One firm catalogues no fewer than

two dozen varieties. Harbinger, EUam's, Spring-

tide, Flower of Spring and New Leader are excellent

varieties for autumn sowing. I have for the last

two years grown the Birmingham Market Cabbage,

which comes to maturity during December and

in January, when it is much appreciated. For a

small garden Harbinger is desirable.

Savoys.—Perfection and Early Ulm for general

use. If a larger variety is required, Drumhead
is desirable.

Cauliflower.—Magnum Bonum, Early Giant

and Autumn Giant. For a small garden the

first named will provide all requirements. For

early spring sowing Purity is good.

Carrots.—For frames and early outdoor crops

Early Gem and Scarlet Horn are good. For

the general crop New Red Intermediate is

preferable.

Celery.—Solid White and Aldenham Pink

are good in their respective colours. Sulham
Prize Pink for a small garden is a good general

variety, keeping well into spring.

Lettuces.—In these there is an abundant choice.

Cabbage : Favourite and Ideal for a summer
supply, with All the Year Round for autumn
sowing. Cos ; Superb White and Champion
Brown ; Black-seeded Bath for autumn sowing.

Leeks.— Prizetaker for exhibition, with

Improved Musselburgh for ordinary culture.

Vegetable Marrows.—Dainty, Tender and
True, Long White and Long Green. Pen-y-byd

for extra freedom in fruiting and good quality.

Onions.—No variety is better than Ailsa

Craig in its true form where large bulbs are required.

For general use Brown Globe and James' Long-

keeping are still unbeaten. For autumn sowing

White Leviathan and Giant Lemon Rocca.

Parsnips.—Tender and True or Student.

Spinach.— Long-standing and Round for

summer, with Prickly for winter.

Tomatoes.—Red : Any good form of Per-

fection for exhibition, with Sunrise for the general

crop. Outdoors : Holmes' Supreme and Up-to-

Date. Yellow : Golden Perfection and Golden

Nugget.

Turnips.—Snowball and Long White Forcing,

with Early Red and White Milan for summer.
Ail the Year Round and Orange Jelly for winter.

Peas.—First early : Early Giant, Pioneer,

May Queen, The Pilot and Improved Ringleader.

Second early : Duke of Albany, Edwin Beckett,

Quite Content, Stourbridge Marrow, Perfection

and New Model. Late : Autocrat, Ne Plus

Ultra, Gladstone, Late Queen and Goldfinder.

Swanmore. E. Molvneu,x.

RETIREMENT OF MR.
EDWARD BULL FROM THE
NURSERY BUSINESS
A T one time the prominent nurseries of

/% London were many, being freely dotted

/ % around the outside circle of the great

^^% city. One by one, however, they have
* • gradually passed away, owing in a

great measure to the cultural cUfficulties becoming
year by year more pronounced. The last to dis-

appear is that which has for some time been
carried on under the title of William Bull and
Sons, but which was originally founded by the

late Mr. William Bull, sen., in 1861. On his

death in 1902 the business was left to the two
sons, William

and Edward,
but after a time

the elder retired

in consequence

of illness and
soon died. In

this way Mr.

Edward Bull
became sole pro-

prietor, and has

since then con-

ducted the nur-

s e r y business

with marked
success. He is,

however, retir-

ing therefrom,on

March 31, after

a sale of the

plants and most

of the structures

with which the

ground is fully

occupied. The
reason of his re-

tirement from

the nursery

business is that the firm's two speciaUties—Bull's

Food for Plants and Bull's Fumigating Com-
pound — are now so extensively used as to

require the whole of his time and energies to be

devoted to them. He will trade under the name
of Bull's Plant Food Company, and the address

will remain the same, namely, 536, King's Road,
Chelsea.

In announcing the passing of this great firm,

a word or two may well be given concern-

ing its earlier days. At first Mr. William
Bull, sen., largely specialised in soft-wooded

plants, and great numbers of new varieties of

Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Verbenas and similar

subjects emanated from the nursery. Fruiting

Aucubas and hardy Ferns were also early speciali-

ties, and then in the late sixties the demand for

stove foliage plants developed, and continued

for some years. Mr. Bull took advantage of

the popular taste, and through various foreign

correspondents, as well as through the energies

of his two collectors Shuttleworth and Carder,

he was the means of introducing a vast number
of different subjects, Crotons, Dieffenbachias

and Dracjenas in particular. Orchids, too, were
always favourites of Mr. Bull, and during the

early eighties his annual Orchid exhibition, opening

in May, was one of the features of the London
season. It was visited by practically all the

fashionable world. Since the death of Mr. Bull,

sen., the energies of the firm have been largely

devoted to the raising of seedling Orchids and
the development of the collection of Hippeas-

trums (Amaryllis), which represented a very fine

strain. Last year a charming group of these

magnificent flowers was awarded a gold medal at

the Chelsea Show.

Bull's Food for Plants was first manufactured by
Mr. William Bull, sen., twenty-six years ago, for

his use in the Chelsea Nurseries. It proved so

eminently successful that he decided to give his

clients the benefit of his experience and knowledge.

It was soon thoroughly appreciated, not only by
private gardeners, but by the largest and most
successful market growers throughout the kingdom.

Bull's Fumigating Compound was first manu-
factured by Mr. Edward Bull. Its rise to popu-

1 :

A HEAVY CROP OF TOMATO BIDE'S RECRUIT.

larity has been phenomenal, and has proved so

successful in the destruction of all insect pests

in houses that this speciality is now widely

distributed through the medium of seedsmen

throughout the United Kingdom.
We sincerely wish Mr. Edward Bull continued

prosperity in his undertaking.

A PROLIFIC TOMATO
It is an easy matter to raise a new Tomato, but

to raise a variety that will earn great praise from
both trade and private growers is quite another
thing. And yet this may be said of Bide's

Recruit, raised by Messrs. S. Bide and Sons,

Farnham, Surrey, by crossing two already

popular market varieties. The fruits are of

medium size, perfect shape and very fleshy,

averaging about eight fruits to a pound ; but
the remarkable feature is the immense crop that

each plant is capable of carrying. The variety

is being taken up extensively by market growers,

and this is a reliable sign of its quality and heavy
cropping propensities.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—T/w Editor endeavours

to make THE Gariies lidpliil to all readers who desire

wssistance, tio matter what the branch of gardening matj be.

and with that object makes a special feature of the ' Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the EDITOR of THE Garden, 20, Taristock

Street Covent Garden. London. ir.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
ADVICE ON VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS («. K..

Tokyo).—Too much artistic licence has been iiuliili-'cd in

for us to give the name of the variegated-leaved (irraiiium

which forms the subject of the illustration sent. Certainly

we have no Geranium—or, more properly. Pelargonium

—

with leaves showing both white and yellow variegation,

as in the picture sent. There is so little demand for these

plants that very few growers keep them in stock now.

Nurserymen from whom they can be obtained are Messrs.

H. CanncU and Sons. The Nurseries, Eynsford, Kent,

and Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton.

SUMMER-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHEMUMS (.Mrs.

B.),—Yes ; Chrysanthemums may be planted in the beds

after the spring-flowering subjects have been removed,

instead of the ordinary summer bedding-out subjects.

If the beds are free of plants, the end of April is a suitable

time for planting to be done : but a month later will do

nicely if you have strong young Chrysanthemums to put

out then' If pink colours are preferred, select Gertie

(salmon pink) and Provence (pink, with gold points and
centre) ; or you may have Early Buttercup (golden

yellow) and Tottio (reddish orange). Flowers would

develop late in August and continue till the middle of

October. The plants would cost about 2s. 6d. per dozen.

They may be obtained from Messrs. W. Wells and Co.,

Mersthani, Surrev ; Messrs. J. W. Cole aad Son, Peter-

borough ; Mr. H.'Woolman, Sandy Hill Nursery, Birming-

ham or any firm advertising the plants in The Gauden.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
SHRUBS AND GRASS SEED (Woodland).—The Berberis

sent for naming is B. japouica. It does not require regular

pruning and, in fact, is better left unpruned altogether.

When an occasional wild branch needs shortening, such

work can be done in spring. The other shrub sent for

examination is Mgle sepiaria. An ordinary hay seed

mixture would answer very well to sow on the rough

ground beneath your trees.

RHODODENDRON PRECOX (Mrs. J. 7?. B. F.).—
lUKKLudeiidrdU iir;iTox is ll^^l:dly met A\ith as a shapely

bush between 21 feet and 4 fret in height. It may, of

course, grow taller under certain conditions. E. dauricum
is one of its parents. It is a ranch taller and less bushy
plant, with smaller flow(^^s that begin to open about
Christmas, weU in advance of those of E. praicox. The
leaves of U. dauricum are deciduous, those of R. precox
strictly evergreen. There is, however, a variety of

B,. dauricum called titrovirens which has evergreen leaves,

but they are much smaller than those of E. priecox.

FLOWERING SHRUBS AND ASTERS (J. H. ,S.).—Of
the shrubs you might take Berberis Darwinii, Buddleia
variabilis Veitchiana, B. v. magnifica, Cerasus James
H. Veitch, Eueryphia pinnatifoha, Forsytbia intermedia,

Pyrus Neidwetzkyana, P. Seheideckeri, Spirsca Thunbergii,

Viburnum Carlesii, V. tomentosum Jlariesii, Philadelphus
purpureo-maculatus, Garrya elliptica and Buddleia
globosa. There are, of course. Lilacs, Woigclas and
Ehododendrons galore, but those named are good and
distinct. Wistaria multijuga. with 3 feet long racemes
of flowers, is a plant to ha%e if you have a place for it

—

pergola, bower or house wall. Good, early flowering

border Chrysanthemums are Bronze Goacher, Goachcr's

Terra-cotta, Goachcr's Crimson, Horace Martin (deep

yellow), Countess (purest white). Crimson Marie Mass6,
Framfleld Early White, Mme. Desgranges, Picrcy's

Seedhng (orange), Mme. E. Lcfort (orange and amber),
Roi dcs Blancs, Provence (pink) and Eoi des Pr6coces

<crimson). Some good tall Asters are Oimax, Eyecroft
Pink, William Bowman, Lil Fardell, Mrs. Kayner, Beauty
of Colwall (new, double blue), Hou. Edith Gibbs, Novi-
Belgii splendens, N.-B. Eobert ParTjer, N.-B. Triumph,
Top-sawyer and Thora.

ROSE GARDEN.
HOSE LADY WATERLOW (.1. de G. F.).—We are not

surprised to hear tliis Eose has done so well with you as

a standard, as, strangely, it blossoms more freely in this

way than as a chmbef. But it will yield a goodly number
of flowers grown as a climber, if you do not prune it much.
Spread out the ripened growlhs in a fanlike manner, and
out back any lateral or'side shoots to one or two eyes.

We advise you to withhold the fertiliser you name
until you get the plants into a good flowering condition.

When tlie flower-buds arc seen, you may then apply it

with safoty.

PRUNING VARIOUS ROSES (J. G. F.).—\i the varieties

are estabUshed, the following should have about 12 inches

to 18 inches of the ripened last year's growths retained :

.\voca, Hugh Dickson, J. B. Clark ; the following about
6 inches to 8 inches : Dr. O'Donel Bro^vne, George Dickson,

King George V,; and cut back the remainder to 3 inches

or 4 inches. Eayon d'Or, if its wood comes through the

winier uninjured, may be left practically unpruned, save for

just the extreme ends ; but if the pith of tlie wood appears

brown, then cut back until you come to sound, white pith.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF PLANTS.— jl/rs. M. M. G., Alloa.—Tulip

Safrano. .\s pale pink Tulips for forcing we advise :

Double, Murillo ; singles, Eosa-.Mundi and Eose Gris-

de-lin. F. H., Storrington.—Probably Tulipa Kauf-
manniana ; specimen too far gone to recognise. Nance,
Kent.—(^'ommon Lungwort (Pulmonaria offlcin:iUs).

H. E. B., Dorset.—Both forms of Narcissus tseulo-
narcissiis, the larger one being var. minor and the other
var. nanus. The blue flower is Seilla bifolia.

NAME OF FRUIT.—/). .1.—Apple Stamford Pippin.

OBITUARY
DR. MECKEL.

The death is announced of Dr. Edouard Heckel,

Director of the Colonial Institute and Museum of

Marseilles, at the age of seventy-three He was born

at Toulon in 1842, and began life as a chemist in the

Navy. From that calling he passed to Professor

of Botany at Nancy, Grenoble and Marseilles, and

was greatly interested in the culture of Colonial

plants. Among his other appointments he was

Director of the Marseilles Botanic Garden, and a

correspondent of many scientific societies. He was

also President of the Horticultural Society of

Marseilles. His contributions on the subject of

medical botany, &c., were numerous and of great

importance, his chief work being " L'histoire

medicale et pharmaceutiqne." For his valuable

researches and work in connection with these

subjects he was made a Commander of the

Le;;ion of Honour.

GEORGE S. TITHERADGE.
In the New Zealand Herald of January 24 we
read the sad news of the death of Mr. G. S.

Titheradge in his sixty-eighth year. Mr. Tither-

adge was formerly a member of the Narcissus

and Tulip Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and he will always be remembered as

the man who " made " the Daffodil in Australia.

To the outside world he was best known as an

actor. He was a great favourite in Australia and

New Zealand, where he spent most of his time

since he left England in 1908. His portrait

appeared in the " Daffodil Year Book," together

with an appreciation, in which he is referred to as

spending the afternoon of his life in his garden at

Sydney surrounded by the flowers he loved so well.

RICHARD H. MEMLIN.
Kent has lost a prominent amateur by the death

of the above gentleman on Friday, the 24th ult.

It was his great hobby and his delight to get all

the newest and best flowering shrubs, herbaceous

and bulbous plants that could be purchased. He
had an " eye " to spot any good thing, and that

magical love touch that made them succeed in

his gardens at Wateringbury. Here I first saw

Ostrowskia magnifica blooming freely and

Fremontia californica (hardy there) in full

bloom. The garden was originally an orchard,

and the old trees have been left and are draped

with all the best climbing Roses—simply beautiful

and unrestrained. In the grouping of herbaceous

flowering shrubs and bulbs he was a master artist.

Whatever season you called in, there was a

blaze, but so toned down that the eye rested

with pleasure at every turn.

He was a liberal supporter of the gardening

charities and threw his place open every Wednesday
to the public, making a point of being at hand

personally to answer questions and give informa-

tion. In the fifties and sixties he was a foremost

entomologist and one of the first to breed and

rear the rarest species, and often contributed

to the Ent07nologists* Intelligencer. As church-

warden, &c., he was a useful man in his

parish, and will be sorely missed by many,

including George Bunyard.

SOCIETIES
NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

On the 20th ult , at Can's Ee-taurant, Strand, Sir Percy
Cragg gave his lecture entitled "Raising Seedling Chry-
santhemums," which was, it will be remembered, one of
the series of three educational lectures organised for the
1915 autumn season, but which, so far as Mr. Cragg's

and Dr. Kcehle's were concerm-d, had to be postponed on
account of the police lighting regulations. The meeting
opened at 7 p.m., and the first business was the moving
of a vote of condolence by tlie chairman, Mr. D. B. Crane,
to the family of the late :\Ir. William Wells, an old and
valued supporter of the National Chrysanthemum Society
for many years.
The lecturer then began his remarks with a very inter-

esting and lucid account of the botanical structure of the
Clirysantlienuim and its reproductive organs. He then
showed in a practical manner the preparations necessary
for getting the tiower-heads to seed, the means by which
the seed could be matured and sown. He strongly urged
the amateur to enter upon the fascinating work of seedling

raising. Details were given sho\\ing how the singles were
to be treated for this purpose, and how the other sections,

notably the Japanese and Anemone, were to be dealt

with. As a result of his own experience, many references

to the various crosses he had liimself made were given,

and certainly excited the keenest interest among the
audience. It would be impossible in the small space
at our command to do full justice to JMr. Cragg's essentially

practical and interesting paper, and in the subsequent,
discussion many questions were raised by quite a number
of speakers, to'each of whom the lecturer replied in the
most satisfactory manner. Among the chief speakers
were Mr. MiUs of Croydon, Mr. Thomas Stevenson, BIr.

Lingwood, Mr. Uunciman, Mr. Rogers, Mr. Leech and
air. T Bcvan.

Arising out of the discussion was the possibihty of

raising by seed sweet-scented varieties, o'd Progne being
particularly refcrnd to, a variety well known for

its violet-scented odour. Several other subjects to which
we cannot now refer were broached, and altogether the
meeting must be regarded as one of the brightest and
keenest horticultural gatherings of the kind we have
ever attended.
A vote of thanks to the lecturer was proposed by Mr.

Harmau Payne, who commented upon tlie paper from the

purely histiirieal pnint of view and showed the imposL^i-

biiity of olit:iiniii'i tiic older forms of the Chrysanthemum
from which the pn'sent race had sprung. The motion was
carried unanimously, and in returning thanks Mr. Cragg
expressed the hope that any member who made experi-

ments in the direction he had suggested should give the
society at some future date the result of his knowledge and
experience.

HIGHCUFFE GARDENERS* ASSOCIATION.

A VERY interesting lecture on Professor \X. B. Bottomley's
Researches on Bacterisod Peat was given by Mr. A.
Machcn, Windsor, before a good attendance of memlx^rs
of the alK)ve association at a recent meeting. Mr. J. B.
Luckham, a vice-president, presided. Many photographs
of plants treated with the peat, and others gro\\Ti in the

ordinary way, were shown on the screen ; these were
dealt with in detail by the lecturer, who explained the
conditions under which they were grown by disinterested

cultivators. The following were some of the main points

of the lecture : The bacteria was easily killed and easily

multiplied, and the aim of the cultivator should be to

make the soil conditions suitable for their development
and work. After tlie crops were put in, the garden hoe
was the most valuable instrument to use, and it should
be plied regularly to keep the surface soil loose and
ventilateit, as wellasto kill weeds. Chemicals should not be
used alone without anima 1 manure. Humus was necessary

;

a soil rich in organic matter was never so cold as one
full of mineral matter. Humus acted like a sponge and
held the moisture in a dry season. Nitrogen was to

plant life as brandy to human beings. Organic acids

not taken up actt-d as poison to plants, but when Ume
was present all this was altered. Lime was the second
essential in fertility, and a small annual dressing was
much better than a large one at longer intervals A
number of questions were ably replied to by tlio lecturer,

who, with the chairman, received cordial votes of thanks.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
Hyacinths at Vincent Square.—There has

been greater variety than usual in the Hyacinths

shown at the fortnightly meetings of the Royal

Horticultural Society. Quite a new shade of

colour was seen at the last meeting in the variety

Orange Boven, shown by Messrs. Barr and Sons.

The flowers are of a delicate salmon rose, shading

to buff. It is one of those pleasing art shades

which create so much enthusiasm from the fair

sex.

Many-Flowered Hyacinths.—What are known
as many-flowered Hyacinths, in which six to ten

or even more spikes are produced from and around

one bulb, are becoming very popular. Any
Hyacinth may be converted

to " many flowered " by
scooping out the base of a

well-grown bulb in its third

or fourth year. The bulb then

splits up into bulblets, pro-

ducing many flowers in the

second year after cutting the

parent bulb. This practice

has long been known to

Dutchmen, who frequently

increase their stocks of Hya-
cinths by this means.

Gardeners' Royal Bene-

volent Institution.—At a

recent meeting of the com-

jaittee of the Gardeners'

Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion, sums of money, varying

from £3 los. to £to each,

were voted from the Vic-

torian Era Fund to those

luusuccessful candidates at

the last election who
were formerly subscribers

to the Institution. By
this means no less than

thirty-six applicants are
^iven assistance this year,

and a sum of £246 has been devoted to a good
cause.

Sex in the Lombardy Poplar.—The observa-

tions on this subject and the illustration of

pistillate catkins of the Lombardy Poplar in a

recent issue have crsated a good deal of interest.

The female form may be very rare, but the

following record by Loudon indicates that it was in

existence at least a century ago: " Plants of the

jnale are plentiful in England. The female is

known to be extant in Lombardy, whence we have
received dried specimens and seeds in November,
1836. Mr, C. A. Fisher, inspector of the Uni-

versity Botanic Garden, Gottingen, found, in 1827,

a single plant of the female, after having many
years before sought fruitlessly for it among many
thousands of plants around Gottingen." It would
be interesting to know if Lombardy Poplar has

ever been increased from seeds, and, if so, what
was the character and sex of the seedlings.

Transplanting Hollies.—Any movement of

Hollies should be undertaken this month, as they

can be transplanted more successfully at this

than at any other time. The shedding of a con-

siderable quantity of leaves need not cause alarm

even in the movement of large specimens ; indeed,

this is a sign of success in the operation. If

hot, dry weather follows in May, the plants

THE TEMPLE OF THE SUN AT KEW WRECKED BY A CEDAR OF LEBANON
IN THE SEVERE STORM ON MARCH 28.

will be the better for a dampmg wun the

syringe daily.

Armorial Carpet-Bedding.—A favourite plan

for filling one or more beds in public gardens and
parks is the adoption of some heraldic device,

such as the arms of the town, the local regiment

associated with the district, or the Royal mono-
gram. The idea is by no means a new one. As
long ago as r640 a plan for filling a bed with

crossed keys in a garden dedicated to Saint Peter

may be found in Castelli's " Hortus Messanensis,"

which was published in the above year at Messina.

The little quarto contains fifteen plans for laying

out gardens, each one dedicated to an apostle

or saint. There would, however, be this differ-

ence from modern carpet-bedding : whereas now
a varied selection of plants would be used, then

there would be but one tonsile herb or dwarf
shrub employed for the whole design.

The Effects of the Storm at Kew.—There is

evidence on every hand at Kew of the severity

of the storm which swept over London on the

evening of March 28. Between twenty and thirty

large trees were blown down, while many others

are very much disfigured, some so badly that it

will doubtless necessitate their removal. One
of the oldest Lebanon Cedars fell on the

Temple of the Sun, completely smashing

the structure. The last re

maining Elm of the Seven

Sisters group was uprooted,

and close by, measuring their

length on the lawn, are a

large Willow and another

Cedar of Lebanon. The Cedars

appear to have suffered

severely, a Deodar and two
Atlas Cedars also falling

victims to the gale. By the

riverside five Lombardy
Poplars were uprooted, fall-

ing on the boundary wall at

the back of Kew Palace.

Numerous other trees were

razed to the ground, while

large branches and many
trees with a decided tilt

remain to tell the tale of a

storm more severe in point of

damage than any within

the memory of the oldest

workmen.

Acanthopanax leucorrbi-

zum.—This interesting shrub

belongs to the Aralia family,

and was introduced from

Central China by Mr.

igor. A deciduous • bush at

present 5 feet high, it will probably grow taller.

The plants have an open, elegant habit, with

three or five parted leaflets. The greenish white

flowers are closely arranged in a ball-like umbel,

up to 2 inches across, during July. In autumn

and early winter the jet-black fruits are very

striking. It is an effective subject for the shrub-

bery border and pleasure grounds. Well-drained

ordinary garden soil of a light rather than a heavy

nature is suitable. Seeds provide a ready means

of propagation. Eleutherococcus leucorrhizus is

another name given to this shrub, which is one

of the most ornamental of the genus.

E. H. Wilson
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Violets Changing Their Odour.—A most

curious thing has happened to my Violets this

year, and I wondered if any of your readers have

ever met with a similar case. I planted the

Neapolitans in a frame which had held Cucumbers

during the summer, adding a little fresh soil. The

Violets have almost entirely lost their natural scent,

and smell quite strongly of Cucumber. This is

particularly noticeable after they have been in

water a day or two.—K. B. [Before attempting

to accotmt for it, we would like to assure ourselves

of the change of scent in the Violets. Lady

gardeners—among whom is our correspondent

—

are bringing quite a new set of interesting

problems."

—

Ed.]

Lenten Roses as Cut Flowers.—In reply to

" A. La T.'s " question (issue March 25, page

144) about persuading Lenten Roses to last in

water when cut, I find they must have their stalks

slit up with scissors or knife as far as possible,

and be pltmged " up to their chins " in cold

water directly they are gathered, and left thus all

night. Trey will then last (in water) for two or

three days, and, when floppy, a few hours'

soaking in cold water will bring them round again.

I have made mine last for a fortnight. Of course,

they should be in as deep water as possible

when arranged in their glasses.—E. F. C.

In The Garden of March 25, " A. La T."

asks how to preserve Lenten Roses as cut flowers.

If she will split the stems up for 2 inches, not bruise

them, and again insert the knife above the split

for another inch or so, and put them in plenty of

plain cold water, they will last for quite three

weeks as cut flowers. They are sure to flop ii

put in shallow bowls in the Japanese manner, as

they seem to require water high up the stems.

If for any reason they do get soft, if they are laid

quite overhead in cold water all night they will

revive.—M. A. P.

Perpetual-Flowering Carnations.—Although I

have given up growing Perpetual-flowering Car-

nations, I tried them for at least ten years in the

nearer suburbs of London, and found, after taking

every precaution, that the blooms in winter

in the London suburbs are poor in the extreme.

This I attribute almost entirely to the absence

of sunshine, especially in the months of December

and January, and as I much prefer the border

Carnation in summer, I gave up growing Perpetual-

flowering varieties entirely, as I wanted what

I could not get, namely, good blooms in winter

and spring. Also, it is my impression that no

one will succeed satisfactorily with Perpetual-

flowering Carnations in winter who tries to grow

them wi^'iin at least fifteen miles of Charing Cross
;

but I know this is a point which many will contend

is not right. As regards Mr. L. J. Cook's article

on page r5i of yoiur issue of March 25, I think

that even such an able exponent overdoes the

amount of sand he gives as necessary to grow

the freshly rooted plants in 3-inch pots. He

says :
" Use a compost of four parts loam, one

part sand and another part either of leaf-soil

or well-rotted stable manure." I have nothing

to say about the leaf-mould, but consider one bushel

of sand even to five bushels of loam, &c., much

too great, and would feel very much inclined to

halve if not quarter it. Sand is almost exclusively

used by Perpetual fanciers nowadays for striking

their cuttings, and sdthough I am not prepared

to say it is wrong in principle, I still think that

there is much too little nourishment in sand alone,

seeing that the cuttings are really growing in the

said substance for often two or three weeks before

they get their first shift. Possibly, seeing that

the cuttings are propagated in such hungry stuff,

Mr. Cook thinks it necessary to give a fifth part

of his entire compost for their first shift ; but I

should be sorry to give such a proportion to such

hardy-growing plants as Carnations generally.

Sand, I admit, is a useful adjunct to mix with

soil for any plants, either for pots or outside work,

but, all the same, I consider many seem to err

in the proportion they use of it, and, after all,

it should only be used for keeping the soil open

and porous ; it has no other real property.

—

North Middlese.x.

Firming the Soil after Seed-Sowing.—I think

Mr. Cecil Bartlett misses a point in his interesting

note. I also am a strong believer in firm soU for

plants to root into, therefore I make the seed-

bed firm before sowing the seed, afterwards raking

the surface over very lightly, and when any further

covering is given I scatter fine soil loosely over.

I may mention that my garden is very light

sandy soil. If I were working with a heavy soil,

inclined to stick together, I would treat it quite

differently. There are no hard and fast rules

in gardening. I am now experimenting with a

rock (?) garden made from peat blocks instead of

stone.—J. Lytle, Dunbryan, Formby.

In reply to Mr. Cecil Bartlett, I would say

that I, too, do not hold with pressing the earth down

on seeds, as a rule (for my guide, Dame Nature,

does not), but in my orchard I do so to protect

them from the fowls, which will trespass there.

Usually I only sijt fine earth over seeds, especially

over Parsley, which I always grow most success-

fully, doing nothing that gardeners generally

recommend, neither digging nor enriching the

soil, but simply scratch the border lightly with

a rake, scatter the seed thinly, and crumble some

dry earth over the seeds, and I have always a

speedy and satisfactory result.

—

Anne Amateur.

Narcissus Sparkler, which obtained an award

of merit as a market variety when shown by

Messrs. Barr at the Royal Horticultural Society's

meeting on March 14, was pretty obviously one

of the extensive series of telling flowers which

have been raised from the cross M. J. Berkeley

X Poeticus. In this race come Brilliancy,

Flame, and a number of other brilliant and showy

things, all excellent as market cut flowers, but

lacking somewhat in substance and sufficient

symmetry and quality to attain to eminence on

the show bench. All this class ot flower is well

worth breeding, however, as there is bound to

be a demand for them for decoration. The public

takes to thern by reason of their smart and perhaps

rather garish combination of red and yellow,

and a real " topper," picked out of a big breadth

of seedlings from this cross, is just as likely to

bring success to the raiser as is one of different

parentage which possesses all the perfect points

of a show flower.

—

Ornatus.

The Phenomenal Berry. — Respecting the

enquiry as to the origin of this berry, it was intro-

duced, if memory serves me aright, in 1900 or

1901, the raiser being Luther Burbank, the much-

talked-of Californian plant breeder. Burbank

described it thus: "A hybrid between the Rasp-

berry and Blackberiy, and is larger than the

largest berry known hitherto. It has a bright

crimson Raspberry colour, is as productive as

could be desired, and the most delicious of all

berries for caimiug and drying. The fruits grow

in clusters of five to ten or more, the individual

berries measuring 3 inches around one way by

4 inches the other, and weigh one quarter of an
ounce each, occasionally larger. The flavour dis-

tinctly partakes of both Raspberry and Black-

berry." As the Phenomenal Berry was in existence

long before the Newberry, which it so much
resembles, perhaps it would clear up matters

if the raiser of the latter woiUd say how, when
and where he developed the berry in question.

—

T. A. W.
Gardening "Out Back."—At Christmas-time

I made an enjoyable trip to the mountains in

North-West Tasmania, and in the cours? of it

gained some impressions which may possibly

be of interest to the gardening fraternity at home,

as it is unlikely that they all have a vast store of

knowledge about this colony. Although a small

place, a good deal of it is uninhabited and almost

unexplored. Certainly the maps are very favflty.

We took a motor-car further along a rudimentary

track than a car had ever been before, and then^

not attempting the passage of a particularly

rocky stream, left it in the Bush until our return a

week later. En route it was interesting to see the

progress of civilisation in the newly opened up

districts. Potato-growing is an important industry

in North-West Tasmania, and it was novel to

witness this crop growing all among gigantic

standing ring-barked Eucalypti. To appreciate

the enormous labour of clearing such country,

one requires to go there. Unfortimately, a variety

of troubles soon hamper the pioneer. Probably

two seasons after disposing of the scrub and lower

branches by fire, " Fire Weed," a tcill-growing and

robust, yellow-flowered weed, quite new to the

land, appears in great profusion ; how it gets

there is not easy to determine. Familiar English

weeds, such as Blackberries, Docks, Charlock.

Nettles, Scotch and Yankee Thistles, quickly

follow. I even noticed Verbascums here and there

—most unexpected plants to see. Rabbits also

appear and, later, starlings and, maybe, sparrows.

I fancy that Tasmanians are keener gardeners than

the majority of colonists. An attempt at orna-

mental gardening is general, even at remote places

in the Bush. Among the flowers most likely to be

seen are Madorma Lilies, Crimson Rambler Roses,

Spanish Broom, Honeysuckle and Tree Lupines,

and in older places Cordylines are favomrites.

The European trees usually earliest planted are

Weeping Willows and Poplars. The moimtain

flora is most interesting. It was quite nice to

get among King William Pines (Arthrotaxis

selaginoides). Mountain Grass Trees (Richea

dracophylla). Beech (Fagus Cunninghamii) and

flowering Tasmanian Waratah (Telopea truncata).

not to mention more miniature beauties, after so

much of little relieved Gums and Wattles down
here in the South. I was fortunate in having the

company of the Government Botanist. Tasmania

does not run to employing the entire energies of

such an official ; he is also a dentist, and popularly

credited with the perhaps tuiique ability of being able

to set teeth to rights with one hand and at the

same time work with liis other hand and a portioa

of his mind at botany ! The Apricots are now
ripe here. They are almost as much grown in this,

district as Apples, and are profitable at ijd. or

rjd. per lb. It makes me think they might also-

be cultivated in large orchards in Devon and Corn-

wall.

—

Arthur Garnett, Cambridge, Tasmania.
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Women's Defence Relief Corps.—Last year

we started trying to supply farmers with casual

labour for harvest, and the work grew so much that

this year we are being applied to for gardeners,

stock women, poultry and farm hands. Our

endeavour is to put the labour in touch with those

who want it, and Lord Selborne says he " appre-

ciates highly the work the Corps is doing." We
must rely on the Press to make our organisation

known, and I am therefore writing to you, for

we are enrolling numbers of women (all sorts,

from college women to housemaids !), and we
want the employers of farm labour to know
where to apply. Our plan is to send them in

bands into any district short of labour. We
send an organiser first to arrange with

farmers with regard to housing, payment,

&c., and then the women go under a

forewoman. Those interested or requiring

labour should write, enclosing stamped

addressed envelope, to the Hon. Secretary,

10, Abbey Road, London, N.W.—C. A.

Dawson Scott.

Peacti Blossom in an Orchard near

Suez,—" It is something gained, once in

the twelve months' round of common-
place, if only for a moment to stand

beside a Cherry tree in blossom. The
blue sky looks infinitely far off, seen

through such a maze of flowery myriads."

Thus " E. V. B." in " Days and Hours

in a Garden." What must it be to see

the lovely pink Peach blossom against

the glorious blue of an Eastern sky

!

" Health to the body, peace to the mind,

and thankful worship to the soul "...
after the storm and stress of the Gallipoli

campaign.—W. D.

Another Good Maincrop Lettuce.

—

I was greatly interested in Mr. C. Turner's

note on Eckford's Cabbage Lettuce

Wonderful in the issue of The Garden
for March 25, page 144. From his

description I should imagine it is well

worth growing, and I for one should be

inclined to give it a trial but for the

fact that I am more than satisfied with

the variety I have grown for the past

two seasons to yield a midseason and

autumn supply. My desire to recom-

mend this particular Lettuce to all those

who are not already acquainted with it

prompted me to write this note. The
variety I refer to is known as Sutton'

Supreme, and it possesses all the virtues

Mr. Turner attributes to Eckford's Won-
derful. Under good cultivation it attains

gigantic dimensions without the least sug-

gestion of coarseness. It forms a very solid

heart, is of fine flavour and colour, and, best of

all, it seems very reluctant to " bolt." On
second thoughts I will give the variety Mr. Turner

recommends a trial this season side by side with

my own pet variety. If Wonderful wins the

trial, I shall consider it truly wonderful ; but I

have a feeling that somehow Supreme will emerj^e

supreme.—F. W. Miles, Ware Park Gardens, Ware.

New Hyacinths.—Apart from the general

excellence of the cultivation and the merit of the

individual varieties staged in Messrs. R. and G.

Cuthbert's gold medal display of Hyacinths at

Vincent Square on March T4 and 15, there were
three new seedlings in the collection to which
I would like to call readers' attention. King
Alfred, the oldest, has been in commerce for some

years now. It is a deep lilac blue, paler in the

centre of the flower than at the edges of the petals.

The spike is somewhat slender, but it is well

covered by the bells. Duchess of Westminster,

which is quite new and not in commerce, has a

short spike resembling that of Perle Brilliant,

with large, purple blue bells which are lighter in

the centre than towards the circumference, the

back of each being a vivid electric blue. Coral

Queen in its general appearance features the well-

known Moreno, with the glaring defect of that

fine variety remedied ; in other words, it has a

good strong stem. The spike is longer and the

bells are rather more pointed, of very much the

same warm pink colour, but, if anything, somewhat

lighter in tone. Coral Queen should have a grand

SOME BULBS FOR SPRING
PLANTING

I

PEACH BLOSSOM NEAR SUEZ.

future before it. When it is better known and

can be sold at the same price as Moreno, it will

totally eclipse this popular variety. Messrs.

R. and G. Cuthbert are to be congratulated on
their fine display, which was made additionally

interesting by the introduction of novelties.-

—

Joseph Jacob.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
April II.—Royal Horticultural Society's Meeting

and Exhibition, i p.m. to 5 p.m., Vincent Square,

Westminster.

April 14.—National Rose Society's Spring Rose
Show, I p.m. to 5 p.m., in the Royal Horticultural

Society's Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster.

N a great many country gardens there is a

demand for plants that flower in early

autumn, and although there is a goodly

host of herbaceous kinds that naturally

flower at that season, those with bulbous

or tuberous roots are more or less neglected. If we

eliminate the Montbretias, Gladioli and late-

flowering Lilies such as speciosum, very few of

the kinds that can be, and often are best, planted

in spring will be found in most gardens. One

cannot help thinking that this is a mistake.

Montbretias and Gladioli, to which

reference has already been made, are

too well known to need extended

,
comment ; it will suffice to remind

those who would grow them that the

end of March or early in April fs a

good time for planting. There are

many beautiful varieties in each

family, particulars of which can be

obtained from any bulb catalogue,

and they ought not to be placed

directly in contact with raw manure

at the time of planting. Those who
appreciate blue flowers in autumn should

get the varieties Blue Jay and Baron

von Hulot, which are the best Gladioli

of this colour. One of the best

bulbous flowers to put in just now
is Hyacinthus or Galtonia candicans.

The bulbs can be purchased quite

cheaply, and should be placed from

4 inches to 6 inches below the surface.

If the soil is mainly clay, it is advis-

able to spread some sharp sand under

and around the bulbs, and this applies

to most of er kinds mentioned. Hya-

cinthus candicans altains a height of

4 feet to 6 feet, and the upper portion

of the flower-stem is bespangled with

glistening white, bell-shaped blossoms.

Massed in an open spot in the shrub

border, in the herbaceous border, or

in beds of Azaleas or other spring-

flowering shrubs, this plant is very

effective, and it is equally good for

cutting.

The Peruvian Lilies, or Alstroemerias,

are bulbous flowers that we see too

little of. It is true that they are not well

adapted for very cold soils or situations,

but in all modera'ely warm gardens

such kinds as chilensis and aurantiaca,

with their several variations, will give a

good return in the way of curious-shaped and
wonderfully mottled flowers. The bulbous roots

need to be planted at least 9 inches deep and sanded

around as advised for Hyacinthus. In warmer dis-

tricts Alstrcemeria pelegrina, a very beautiful species,

may be grown. The Belladonna Lily, with its

large, rose pink flowers, is always greatly admired
when seen in flower, and spring is a suitable time

for planting the bulbs. These need to go at least

9 inches below the surface, and must be accommo-
dated under the south wall of a warm greenhouse.

When visiting Carrow Abbey during the autumn
I saw a fine display of this noble plant in a

narrow border under the wall of one of the plant-

houses, and the dainty little Zephyranth:s Candida

was used as an edging. This is a low growing
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bulbous plant with dark green leaves and fairy-

like white flowers, and the effect created by the

Belladonna Lilies and these was very charming.

As the Zephyranthes can also be planted now,

those who have suitable borders may care to

arrange for a similar effect next autumn. I

ought to mention, however, that the Belladonna

Lily does not usually flower well the first year it

is planted.

Although the corms of most hardy Cyclamen
are planted in autumn, there are two which may
be put in now, viz.. C. neapolitanum and C.

europEEum. The former has rosy pink or white

flowers, and the latter dainty

little blossoms of crimson purple

hue. Both flower in autumn,

appreciate overhead shade, and

some old mortar or similar lime-

containing material in the soil.

Two inches is quite deep enough

to plant these. Ranunculuses, at

one time the treasures of many
of our best gardens, are seldom

seen nowadays, yet they embrace

such vivid Oriental colours as we
get in few other autumn flowers.

The grotesque-looking roots are

best planted in March or early

April, in an open spot towards

the front of the border, and it

some well-decayed cow-manure

can be mixed with the soil, the

plants will greatly appreciate its

cool and nourishing properties.

Poppy Anemones may also be

planted at this season where

late flowers are desired, although

many prefer to consign them to

the earth in autumn for an early

summer display. For a sunny

bed or border, and where the

soil is well drained but of a

nourishing character, a few at

least of the Tigridias ought to

find a place. They have gorgeous

flowers, of many bizarre hues,

those in which yellow predomi-

nates being, perhaps, the most

effective of all. The bulbs ought

to be planted about 3 inches

deep early in April, and lifted

again after all the leaves have

faded. H.

SOME UNCOMMON BORDER
PLANTS

Eremostachys laciniata.—Considering the vast

number of plants described in Nicholson's

Dictionary, it is to comparatively few that the great

botanist afiixes the term " pretty" or " beautiful."

This genus, however, is so favoured. It is a reason

for surprise that this fine border plant, introduced

in 1 73 1, is so seldom seen in gardens. It is a true

perennial and quite hardy. Its handsome, finely

cut leaves are rarely absent from the plant, as

NARCISSUS POTENTATE
This is a fine, bold flower of

two shades of soft yellow, featur-

ing in its general appearance

Henry Irving, only considerably

lighter in colour. It is a flower of great

promise, and when better Imown I am sure

it will be widely grown. The outstanding

feature of the bloom is its great wide

trumpet, emphasised by the broad expanding

brim. The perianth is a little too uneven
to altogether please me, but this may come
better another time. Anyhow, it is a fine,

noble-looking flower, and was well shown in

a collection of choice Daffodils by Messrs.

J. R. Pearson and Sons of Lowdhsmi, Notts,

at the recent Spring Show of the Royal

Horticultural Society at Vincent Square, West-

minster, S.W.
"

J. J.

THE NEW AND NOBLE-LOOKING N.\RCTSSUS POTENTATE.

throughout the winter considerable growth is

made. The flower-spike in a strong plant will

reach a height of 2 J feet to si feet. The individual

flowers are arranged in whorls and, as in some

species of Verbascums. the display is kept up

over a long period. The colour is a pale primrose

yellow, the lip of each flower being marked by

a chocolate brown blotch. The flower-spikes

are clothed with a white tomentose covering,

which makes the flowers look as if packed in

cotton-wool. Owing to the fleshy nature of

the roots, division is not easy, but the plant can

be raised from seed. It is w^U to mention perhaps

that patience is required, as three or four years

may elapse before the flowering stage is reached.

Eremostachys is a genus comprising about thirty

species, and we wonder what other members
of the family are like. E. laciniata is figiured

in the Botanical Register and also in a much more

accessible book, namely, " Wild Flowers of the

Holv Land," by Mrs. H. Zeller, 1875.

Cacclnia strigosa.—^This plant would, no

doubt, be more popular if it had a better habit

of growth. Unless early attended to with stakes

it is rather untidy. It is a favourite of mine.

Its glaucous foliage and fine blue flower-heads

are suggestive of the sea, and though a far-removed

relation, it always reminds me of

ilertensia maritima, the most

beautiful of all British plants,

which appears annually in a

spot on the North Sea coast

known to me since boyhood. I

read lately that a schoolboy had

defined an annual as a plant that

died once a year, and a biennial

as one that died twice. My plant

of C. strigosa may be said to

have accomplished the latter feat.

During last May the plant gave

promise of a fine display. It had

been, early staked and well

watered, but one fine morning

it looked sad, and before noon it

had wholly collapsed. Knowing

that the soft, succulent growths

issued from a thick rootstock like

its near relation Anchusa, I dug

up the root, assuming that it

would be increased in the same

way as the Anchusa. Determined

on having a large stock, I cut

the root into many parts, but

neither the blandishments of the

open ground, the cold frame, or

the heated house would induce a

single piece to grow. Left with a

small seedling or two, its only

offspring of a previous year, I

mourn the loss of this fine plant

so foolishly led to the slaughter.

From the " Kew Hand List " we

learn it is a native of Persia.

Urospermiim Dalechampii.

—

This is a very old plant, and

was figured in the Botanical Maga-

zine a century ago. It may not be

admired by everyone ; few plants

are. It is, however, superior to

many plants seen in gardens.

It is of low stature, about i J feet,

and in both the leaves and the

pale lemon yellow flowers resem-

bles a Dandelion. Now, the Dande-

lion is despised only because it

is common. Urospermum is not common, and

when a good-sized plant is seen in a mass of flower,

it is not without merit. It has fleshy roots that

do not divide easily, and gives no seed, much as

I should like it to. Nicholson says it is a biennial.

It is with fear and trembling that I contradict

so great an authority, but my plants are now

preparing to give me pleasure for the fifth time.

Geum alatiun.—This is the most elegant member

of the genus that I have met with. It has an

aristocratic air entirely lacking in its at present

most popular relation G. coccineum flore pleno,

even when that showy species is named after a

lady called Mrs. Bradshaw. G. alatum is a rare
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plant. The price, as Geums go, for this plant

is high. It is from the far Himalayas, and has

resided with us since 1880. From a small tuft

of beautiful foliage, dainty flower-stems arise,

on which are borne the charming flat yellow

blossoms. It is a plant always admired, has an
" aloof" look about it, increases slowly, and gives

seeds but seldom.

Epilobium macropus.—This dwarf carpeter,

with its small, shining, shrub-like leaves and

multitude of starry white flowers, is a gem for

rockwork. Coming from New Zealand, it is not

overhardy, and is often lost during the winter.

A fellow-countryman of mine (Scotch) says it

should be liberally distributed among friends,

so that it can be called back when required.

Thus, as my friend put it, you fulfil the Biblical

injunction, " Cast your bread upon the waters,"

but with a string attached.

Brittonastrum lonocalyx.—Although in posses-

sion of an ample stock of this Mexican labiate,

I have not bad any great success with it, though

elsewhere I have seen it in good form. It is a

most attractive plant when happily placed, some

3 feet to 4 feet high, with Salvia-like spikes of

rich rose pink flowers. The exact colour is difficult

to describe. It seeds freely, and may also be

propagated by division or cuttings.

Clematis coccinea alba.—It would be interest-

ing to know if any Garden readers are in possession

of this lovely albino, which I have only seen in

Holland, when on a visit there in 1913. I was
informed it had appeared Jn an importation of

C. coccinea received from the United States.

Mr. Bean, in his recent book on " Trees and Shrubs,"

says that the colour of the flowers in C. coccinea

varies, but he does not record a white form. The
plant, I am lately informed, has proved most
difficult to propagate. It is also worth mention-

ing that the summer of 1913 in Holland was a

very wet one. The soil in which the plants were

growing was moist peat, and, strange to say,

a long row of C. coccinea looked a picture of

vigorous health, altogether different from the

rather poor, unhealthy samples met with at home.

It is possible we treat this plant wrong. Instead

of a wall or sheltered corner, the plant might be

more happy in a moist, dank spot, with the roots

adequately protected from severe frosts in winter,

of course. Another plant in Holland that im-

pressed me fa\'ourably was
Veronica virginica alba magniflca. In general

appearance it is a fine companion to the Japanese

V. longifolia subsessilis—a plant always admired

—

dwarf and sturdy, with massive spikes of pure

white flowers. This plant when offered is sure

of a good reception.

Lactuca perennis.—In the stately language

of a bygone day, the Lactucas " elevate them-

selves majestically—like a Hollyhock." Tall

and slim of habit, they probably look best when
planted in the centre of a broad border, so that

their charming blue flowers rise above the sur-

rounding plants. L. perennis may not be a rare

plant, but I have had a difficulty in finding it.

It really is a dwarf species, and may be grouped

at the front of the border. It has a long blooming

period, and the flowers have that shot-silk effect

common to the latter species. Another fine

Lactuca- is L. grandiflora, which has lately come
from China. The flowers of this are remarkable

for their size. L. repens is the pigmy of the race,

and is a new plant a few inches high, with glaucous,

three-lobed leaves and yellow blossoms.

Greenwich Park. T. Hay.

NARCISSUS CYCLAMINEUS
Bv THE Rev. Joseph Jacob.

EREMOSTACHYS LACINIATA (bUNGE).
From an illustration in Mis. Zellcfs Book.

ON
se\eral occasions, both in this

k year and last, I have noticed

I excellent little pans of this most
' distinct Daffodil exhibited at the

Royal Horticultural Society's fort-

nightly shows in the early months of the year.

From my own experience I can say that it is

very amenable to pot culture in cold frames or

quite cool greenhouses. It seems to do just as

well there as it does under more natural conditions,

as, for example, in thin woodland. There used

to be a splendid patch of it growing under the

above conditions in the late Mr. Andrew Kings-

mill's garden at Harrow, and it may also be seen

growing very luxuriantly in a similar position in

the Rev. W. Wilks' garden at Shirley, near Croy-

don, where it is increasing in numbers from self-

sown seed every year. It likes a damp subsoil, for

it is said to be found by the sides of streams in

its native haunts. A picture of it growing under

such conditions used to ornament Barr's cata-

logue some years back.

One point of immense interest in regard to this

species is that had it been a human, it would have

been able to do something very like reading its

own obituary notices. On page 305 of Dean
Herbert's " Amaryllidacete " we read as follows:
" N. Cyclaraineus (Rudb. Theat. fior. 20 called

there N. Hispanicus minor, luteus, amplo calyce,

foliis reflexis) is another absurdity which will

THE LITTLE NARCISSUS CYCLAMINEUS.
Excellent for pans and naturalising in thin woodland.

never be found to exist. It is probably an
execrable representation of Ganymedes capax
with the margin of the cup incorrectly given

;

and looking at the rest of Rudbeck's figures, I

have no hesitation in rejecting it as a nonentity.

There is no account of the quarter from which

it was obtained." That was putting the extin-

guisher on with a vengeance. Rudbeck (?) had
invented it or had made a bad drawing of Gany-

medes capax, which we now know as triandrus

oalathinus.

The sequel is one of the many instances which

gives point to the aphorism, " It is as well not

to prophesy unless you are sure." N. cyclamineus

was no myth, as the good Dean imagined it to be.

" It bobbed up serenely " from Portugal in the

eighties of the last century, and by its appearance

proved the engraver of the " Theatrum Flors

"

and Pierre Vallet of " Le Jardin du Roi Henry IV."

(1608) to have been right, and Herbert, in his rash

surmise, to have been wrong.

A point of interest in the above quotation from

the " Amaryllidaceae " is the statement that the

figures in the "Theatrum Florae" were Rudbeck's.

I feel sure this is an error, unless there is another

Rudbeck beyond the three mentioned in the

bibliography of Seguierius (1740). In this book

the earlier of the three Rudbecks was only born

in the year 1630I while the "Theatrum" was
published in 1622, or, if we take the second

edition, in 1633. This, however, does not do

much to improve matters unless little Olaus

Rudbeckius was one of those infant prodigies

which startle the civilised world from time to

time, and was able to produce the beautiful work

of this fine book at the mature age of three—

-

which proceeding, I venture to think, is far more
unlikely than the Dean's cyclamineus.

I have dragged Vallet's name and his work- in

because, incidentally, his books appear to fix the

date for the introduction of N. cvclamineus into
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gardens. In " Le Jardin du Roi Henry IV."

(1608) there is no figure of N. cyclamineus, whereas

in " Le Jardin du Roi Louis XIII." (1623) a

plate is introduced with an excellent representa-

tion of this quaint Daffodil upon it. The plants

in these books were supplied by Robin, who was

the head of the " hortus botanicus" of Paris.

It seems, therefore, a reasonable surmise to put

the date of the introduction of N. cyclamineus

into garden cultivation somewhere between the

years 1608 and r623. Its disappearance is easily

accounted for, as it is one of those Daffodils that

ordinary rich cultivated soil seems to poison.

It is a fighter and does not seem to be

happy in the open ground unless it has

to battle for its existence among roots, or,

if cultivated in pots, only given fresh, extra

well drained virgin loam to live upon.

To refer once again to the " Theatrum

Florae." The name of the engraver is,

as far as I have been able to ascertain,

unknown. Whoever he was, he was a

clever and good artist, for his pictures

of plants are exceedingly well done. In all

the lists that I have seen it is catalogued

under the " opera anonyma." The 1633

edition was published by the famous Paris

firm of publishers Mariette et fils, and was

bound in that curious, rough-looking mot-

tled calf which marks some other books

which came from this ancient house.

THE ETHICS OF ROSE
PRUNING

(Continued from page 152.)

R
OSES which have become sickly both

in growth and in bloom can be assisted

by severe pruning ; aU shoots are cut

away to within two eyes from the base,

and the result will frequently be sur-

prising by its rejuvenating powers—for the bush

will often take on a new lease of life, when the

MICHAUXIA TCHI-
HATCHEFFII

Some eighteen years ago the Gardeners'

Chronicle announced the introduction

of a grand new biennial plant which

was to be a noble addition to our

collection of hardy plants. Walter

Siehe had the previous year written

enthusiastically in Gartenflora of the

same plant, prophesying a great future

for it as a plant for grouping. His

excellent photograph, taken in its

native habitat in the Cilician Taurus,

appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle

The plant flowered at Kew in 1876,

when it was figured for the Botanical

Magazine, but was not published until

1900. This plant died after flowering,

and I believe it has only been repre-

sented at Kew once or twice since. I

have never met with it in any garden

either in England or on the Continent,

and it is scarcely known even by name.

The late Canon EUacombe grew it for

some years in his garden at Bitton, but

it never flowered and he discarded it. I

exhibited some fine flowering spikes in

July, 1914, for which an award of merit

was given by the Royal Horticultural Society. The

exhibit attracted much attention, and was regarded

as a fine novelty by all who saw it.

The photograph accompanying this note was

taken from my plants at Warley, which flower

profusely every year in June and July, seedlings

coming up all around the parent plant. I have

distributed well-established plants as well as

seed among friends, but they have never succeeded,

although I was told that the conditions under

which it thrives here had been imitated as far

as possible. In light soil, in an open, sunny,

well-drained border, it ought to thrive elsewhere

as well as it doe? at Warley. E. Willmott.

MltHAUXI.\ TCHIHATCHEFFII, A RARE BIENNIAL

following season it can be pruned in the normal

way.

The usual periods selected for the spring pruning

should be adhered to, irrespective of the weather

at the time selected, whether that be April or

March. Frost will not damage much a newly

pruned tree in spring, as it is the frosts that may
occur three or four weeks after the operation is

completed that we have to fear. With regard to

summer pruning of bush Roses, this can be accom-

plished very satisfactorily by disbudding ; that is,

rubbing out the eyes which tend to break and

unduly crowd the centre of the bush. One word

in passing deserves attention, and that is, in cutting

the blooms, cut to an eye pointing outwards
;

but the length of stem allowed to be removed

with each bloom depends largely on the relative

vigour of the tree and the general amount of

foliage it possesses. For instance, Roses such as

La Tosca and Mme. RKlanie Soupert, which make
long stems crowned with flowers, and yet such

stems bearing few leaves or dormant buds, may
be cut with long stems, as their removal is not

detrimental to the health of the tree. We can

now leave this portion of the subject, and consider

the latter one.

On Ripening the Wood.—This refers more par-

ticularly to the rambling and . landent

Roses, whether they be perpetual and

autumn bloomers or summer ones only.

It is essential that the young wood
retained for the following year's bloom-

ing be well ripened, so as to successfully

withstand the sudden climatic changes

of winter and early spring, and three

questions arise on this : (i) What is

meant by ripening ? (2) Why is it so

necessary to thoroughly ripen ?
( 3) How

is it best accomplished ?

(i) In the first place, it may be

stated that a natural change in the

physical condition of the shoots occurs

during the autumnal months ; and the

new soft and sappy ones of the summer-

become more woody in character,

generally changing to a brown or

brownish red, or, perhaps, greenish

brown or red. The thorns then become

more firmly attached to the bark, and

are brownish or even more or less

blackish in tone. Finally, the bark

itself becomes firmer and drier in

texture.

The young and sappy shoots, in an

active condition, contain a considerable

and appreciable proportion of aqueous

fluid, which exists therein in two forms.

Primarily, there is the unattached

water saturating the cell walls, the

body of the self-same cells, and which

renders the sap in a very fluid condi-

tion. Secondly, there is the water

within the cells themselves ; and this is

probably in chemical or, at least, very

intimate combination with the proto-

plasm itself. Over this latter the

protoplasm possesses exceptional powers

to increase or diminish the supply, ac-

cording to its individual requirements.

Immature, that is, unripe, wood is

very easily destroyed by frost ; or it is

so seriously damaged that the ultimate

blooming is decidedly poor. The prin-

cipal object of this ripening is to get rid

of as much as possible of this free water,

the same time, to harden and dry theatand,

bark.

(2) The first effect that frost has on the shoots

of a Rose is to freeze the water in the empty
spaces between the cells. But, in more mature

wood, these intercellular spaces are filled with

air. In the protoplasm, as soon as the cold

is felt, exosraosis of the cell water occurs ; and as

soon as a thaw takes place, endosmosis—that

is, in plain language, the getting rid of and the

reabsorbing of this cell water. The sap in the

cell being less fluid, and consequently possessing

a higher percentage of salts, is less likely to freeze

and the cell walls subsequently to burst. Ii,
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however, the cell has to remain turgid, and the

water cannot pass into the intercellular spaces

as they are already fully choked with water, the

sap is naturally more inclined to freeze, or the

protoplasm of it is so much disorganised as to

forfeit its proper functions, and therefore the

shoot becomes black and frozen, or, at least, the

upper and less mature portions of it do. As with

watei -pipes, a sharp thaw is considerably more
dangerous than a slow one.

In a thoroughly mature shoot, where this

exosmosis of the water from the cell into the air-

fiUed intercellular spaces has occurred and then

even frozen, this self-same ice acts as a protective

substance to the living portions of the cells which

cell walls, becomes frozen, then all hope of the

shoot, or that portion of it, is lost, for the cells

break and the shoot is frozen to death. The less

tender and more susceptible Roses may experience

this to such a degree that the budded plant,

to the very bud itself, may be thus destroyed. As
is well known, the cells of the plant contract under
the influence of cold, causing the water contents

of them to filter through the cell walls, congealing

in the intercellular spaces if such are previously

empty, or practically so, of aqueous fluid—that

is, in those cases in which the wood is thoroughly

mature.

In tender Roses, that is, those with very thin-

walled parenchyma in particular, these extremely

PRETTY EFFECTS IN THE GARDEN
New effects, many of them rendered all the more
charming because of their simplicity, are always
being created. For instance, one of the simplest

and most pleasing that we have seen for some
years was the result of an accident. Some
lavender mauve May-flowering Tulips were planted

close to a colony of blue German Irises, and when
the two flowered the effect was delightful. Pink
Mallows sown between white Japanese Anemones
form a combination that must be seen to be
realised, yet it is quite simple and inexpensive

to obtain where the Anemones are already in situ,

the sowing of the Mallow seed thinly early in

THE MOAT AT GREAT TANGLEY MANOR, SURREY.

it surrounds. The ice has more space to form

larger crystals ; and the only real damage it can
do is a physical and not a mortal one, seeing that

the protoplasm of the cell itself is not damaged.
Moreover, in the course of ripening, some chemical

change takes place in the constitution of the

protoplasm itself, which renders it more resistant

to the surrounding cold. Thus a plant can be

frozen, and yet not frozen to death, as long as the

molecular and chemical activity of the protoplasm

itself is unimpaired. But if, on the contrary,

this protoplasm becomes disorganised so that it

cannot reabsorb this water as it thaws, or if the

cold be so intense that the proportion of water,

however small it may be, remaining within the

thin walls are dislocated with facility by the

accumulation of the ice formed in -the filled- up
intercellular spaces, and its elements are deformed

and very often crushed—the cells losing all

their water. This, fortunately, is rarely complete
;

the pericyclar parenchyma, the endoderm, and
the perimeduUary zone all persist, even if that

is only partially ; and the liber and ligneous par-

enchyma practically undergoes but little change.

So that to say that all plants must perish on thaw-

ing, as then no living elements survive, is incorrect,

though the danger is naturally more increased

as the susceptibility of each individual variety of

Rose is increased in its sensibility to cold, w hether

that be dry or wet. Torbav.

spring being all that is necessary. Pink China

Roses and Sweet Lavender, and pink Shirley

Poppies in large drifts, with smaller colonies of

pink Virginian Stock between, but sown about

a month later, are other simple and effective

floral combinations that we have in mind.

In the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens
at Wisley may be seen a drift of Polyan-

thuses nestling under the branches of some
rather rough bushes of rugosa Roses, the green

foliage of the latter making a delightful foil for

the rich hues of the Polyanthuses. We hope,

therefore, that readers who may come across

these pleasing combinations will, for the benefit

of others, send notes of them to us for publication.
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THE MAKING OF
GARDEN S—V.

Bv G. DiLLISTONE.

HAVING described how the measure-

ments are to be taken, it will be well

to go carefully along the survey lines,

as I laid them down in Fig. i, and

give some general advice as to the

sort of things it is important to notice. For this

purpose it is as well to carry in the pocket a small

notebook. This prevents overcrowding the field

book with notes, and the consequent risk of its

becoming indistinct.

I will proceed from A and make such notes

as I should probably do on the site were I

surveying it.

" Cottage garden fence crossing line A at

163 feet requires replacing.

" The hedge between cottage and road is much
too high and overgrown.

" The trees are all well grown and worthy of

preservation, except where marked for removal

in field book, several Oaks being particularly fine

specimens.
" Along line C the bridge is a very picturesque

stone one, but it is not seen to

best advantage owing to the broken

banks, and untidy growth that has

been allowed to accumulate. N.B.

—If an entrance gate is decided

upon at this eild, there is a fine

opportunity about this point for

pretty developments.
" Where the line C crosses

the stream the banks are very

steep.

" At first glance it looks as though

an imposing entrance could be

made through the trees on the

west side of the stream, in which case a

portion of field No. 3 would have to be

taken into the scheme. In any case, the

whole of the hedge dividing fields Nos. 2

and 3 is bad, although the trees therein

are all

q. CONTINUING THE CH.\IN LINE ,\CROSS A POND.

The foregoing is an example of the notes

that should be taken on the site.

The spread of overhanging trees should also

be carefully noted, and can be entered in the field

book thus : " Oak spread 20 feet from centre,"

quite definite. The banks may slope steeply

to a certain point and then drop away
abruptly to the water, as shown in the

section Fig. 8, in which case it should be

entered in the field book as follows :

'CU

yy.

%
^^zz^z^y

AND d TOP OF banks; 6 AND C POINT AT WHICH
BANKS FALL ABRUPTLY TO WATER LEVEL.

Top of bank

Bank

Stream

564-0

555-0

546-0

Bank
520-0

Edge of stream

(water line).

Top of bank.

a dotted line being sketched in to represent the

spread.

The beginner w.ll find a few difficulties will

occur as to how certain entries or measurements

should be made under the circumstances. For

instance, the w.dth of the stream may not be

10. CHAIN LINE PASSING CLOSE TO A POND.

If a chain line should cross an

area of water too wide to measure

(such as a pond) and it is desired to prolong

the line, it can be done as follows : Extend
the line right up to the edge of the water,

as shown in Fig. 9, place a stake at the end

of it. Si,, then on the opposite side of pond
place another stake, S2. Now set off at right

angles to the chain line, and joining it at Si

another line, placing a stake at S3 at any con-

venient distance. Midway between Si and S3

place another stake, S4. Now from S3 set off a

line at right angles to the line from Si to S3,

which will cross a line drawn from S2 through

S4 at S5. The distance from S3 to S5 will be

the width of the pond. This can be proved by

setting out Fig. 9 to any scale, and it will be found

that the triangles Si, S2, S4, and S4, S3, S5, are

equal.

It will be seen by reference to Fig. 10 that the

line E passes close to the pond. It will be a simple

matter to set off other lines from this as shown,

in which the firm lines are chain lines, the dotted

ones offsets. Do not, however, forget that the figure

must be tied in with a triangle at some point, as

showni by line T1-T2. Frequent measurements

should be taken to the edge of the pond, being

very careful to keep them square with the chain

line.

Numerous other little difficulties will occur,

but none which cannot be overcome by applying

the general rules I have laid down, viz., straight

lines, plenty of triangles, accurate and careful

measurements and booking.
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NOTES FROM THE RIVIERA
By Edward H. Woodall.

Tulipa saxatilis.—Among the more recently

introduced Tulips, I think Tulipa saxatilis, the

pretty soft pink Cretan Tulip, is one of

the most satisfactory. It reminds one so

much of a larger and brighter T. sylvestris ; its

way of running at the root and popping up in

unexpected places is so amusing when left to

itself in a dry, rocky soil. Here it enjoys cal-

careous clay, but I fancy it thrives in sandy

soils also. The pretty way its buds and half-

opened flowers hang their heads is most original,

and the tender pink of the widely

expanded bloom is very pleasing,

especially when three or more
flowers are open on one bulb.

Altogether it is a great gain to the

spring garden, and it is best when
left to take care of itself—another

great merit, as it can cover a con-

siderable area. A great contrast

is the native Tulip, T. Oculus-solis,

which flowers at the same time

and can take care of itself evea

when the border is rudely dug over

in summer ; but it will not stand

the wet of an English summer as

well under such conditions ! Its

upright, rigorous flower- stems and

broad glaucous foliage are a strong

contrast to the bright glossy green

of T. saxatilis, and its pointed

petals rise on stems fully a foot or

more above the flowers of T. saxa-

tilis clustering below. In the full

sun the black eye of T. Oculus-

solis is very evident, but I am not

sure that this Tulip is not prettiest

when shut up and pointing like

flames through the springing com.

How piteous it is to see the way
it is plucked up every spring ; but

still, though lessened, it refuses to

be entirely destroyed. Both of

these Tulips are among the earliest

bloomers, and herald the first days

of March andwarm spring sunshine.

This spring the charming Capri

Lithospermum rosmarinifolium

is in most abundant bloom. I am
not sure that its clear blue

clusters of flower are still brighter

and more abundant than the

familiar L. prostratum, but it

iias the merit of growing in

calcareous loam, which is fatal to L. pros-

tratum, and, moreover, flowers all the winter,

which is a great merit on this coast. I wish some
clever hybridist would furnish us with a hybrid

between the two that would take after L. ros-

marinifoliiun and grow on limestone, while retaining

the hardiness of L. prostratum. It would indeed

be a plant for everyone. Saxifrages are being

Jiybridised every day ; why not Lithospermums ?

There is much variety among them, and some
useful garden plant may well be evolved. The heavy
-and persistent rains have dashed many things,

notably the Freesias, which vie with yellow Oxalis

in ubiquity, covering the ground under the Orange
trees, now being pruned and relieved of their

;golden fruit ; but I never saw the bloom of the

Double White Peach so superb in every way.

The double crimson has soon been spoilt, and the

double pink Clara Meyer, which flowers so well in

England, has suffered most of all. The substance

of the double white petals must be much more

substantial and resistant to rain, and it is worth

making a note of it, especially as it is the most

beautiful flower of all.

Aloe Dyckiana.—The flowering Aloes are in

their fullest beauty in the month of March, and

of the many fine species and varieties there is

congratulated on having a miniatiire and paler copy
of it in our autumn gardens, but those who know
Aloe Dyckiana will be tempted to say it is even
more glorious and splendid.

Kennedya Comptoniana.—Another great beauty
at this season is this well-known climbing plant,

which goes also by the name of Hardenbergia
(I forget which name has precedence), and it cannot

be left without a word of praise. So kindly

that it grows in stiff calcareous loam or lighter

and sandy soils, it has earned itself the name of

the Evergreen Wistaria; its sprays of purple.

Pea-shaped flowers are so profuse and so elegant.

For covering wire screens or trellises it is indis-

pensable, and lasts quite a month in beauty
before the Wistaria comes out to join it. Were

it a long-lived climber it would be
in every garden, but it is not a

long-lived shrub, and after five

years it is apt to die suddenly
from exhaustion. Those, however,

who are careful to relieve it of its

abundant seeds and prune back
some of the luxuriant growth will

have the satisfaction of keeping it

in health for a considerable number
of years, and so avoid the annoy-
ance of a blank space on their

trellis. Happily, it succeeds well

under glass, so nobody need despair

of growing it in a cool greenhouse.

THE EARLY FLOWERING TULIPA SAXATILIS, NATIVE OF CRETE.

none so handsome as this. We know so well in

England its hardy congener Tritoma Uvaria and

its varieties that I need merely say that Aloe

Dyckiana surpasses the finest Tritomas by a very

large margin, so that may give a faint idea of its

splendour. Thick, fleshy, glaucous leaves crown a

sturdy stem of perhaps a yard high, and out of

this giant rosette spring at this season two or even

three great candelabra of brilliant red Tritoma-

like spikes of bloom, five or six heads branching

out from one stem, the flowering portion being

2 feet long at least in the best varieties, so that

you have sometimes eighteen brilliant spikes of

flower on the three branching flower-stalks. Cer-

tainly it is the most striking and " African

"

looking flower at this season. We are to be

PLANTING STRAW-
BERRIES

It is a waste of space and also of

labour to retain old Strawberr>'

plants when their fruiting powers
are on the wane. Strong runners

are produced freely enough in

season, and these should be rooted

in sufficient numbers to enable the

cultivator to keep up the supply

of frviiting plants. This is best

done by destroying a number of

rows of old plants and planting a

similar number of young ones.

When a time for planting can be
selected, August is the best month
in which to do the work.

About the middle of March in

light, dry soils, or early April

in wet and heavier loams,

may be selected for planting.

Strong, autumn - rooted ruimers

should now be planted. This wiU
be better than waiting until next

August or later in the autumn to

do the work, as a few fruits may
be gathered this coming summer, and the following

year a very heavy crop of berries will result.

With the object of retaining the plantation for

at least three years, the Strawberries should be

planted 2 feet apart in rows 2 feet 6 inches apart.

I name the variety Royal Sovereign as the one

suitable for planting at the distances here given,

but less robust growing sorts may be planted a

few inches closer. The soil must be deeply dug
and, if poor, enriched with some rotted manure,

well mixed with the soil. In lifting the plants,

retain as many roots as possible, spread them
out evenly and cover them well with soil, but

do not bury their crowns. Give a good watering

if the soil is very dry, then put on a substantial

mulch of half-rotted manure. G. G.
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MANURIAL EXPERIMENTS IN THE GARDEN
By F. J. Chittenden, F.L.S.

M
[ANURIAL experiments may have

at least fom: different objects, wiiich

ought not to be confused. Their

purpose may be to ascertain either

(i) Whether the substance tried

has any manurial value
;

(2) How its value, if any, compares with that

of other manures :

(3) Under what conditions it has the greatest

manurial value ; or

(4) To what its value, if any, is due.

The first of these objects is one which the

gardener often desires to test ; the second is a

very pertinent question for him to answer ; the

third is only partially within his power to ascer-

tain ; the fourth involves tests quite beyond
the range of garden practice and enquiries of the

greatest subtlety which require the knowledge

and mental resources of chemists, physicists

and biologists, and the conveniences of the most

thoroughly equipped laboratories for even their

partial solution.

Every worker with the soil realises the value

of lime, but in spite of that (and the knowledge

rests on the accumulated results of long experience)

and in spite of repeated endeavours of soil investi-

gators to ascertain exactly where the value of

lime lies, and how the good results achieved by
it are attained, we have only recently learned

important facts with regard to it, while yet other

hypotheses remain to be fully tested, and doubt-

less fiurther scientific research will open out new
views and show where new lines of research may
be developed even with so common a thing as

lime.

Thus the fourth object, desirable as its attain-

ment is—and no one with the interests of progress

at heart can deny the imperative necessity of

the endeavour to attain it—must perforce be left

by most. All, however, may gain valuable

information, so far as their own circumstances

go, by the earnest pursuit of the other three.

The word "experiment" is not intended to be

understood in the loose way in which it is often

used. How often one finds a manure, say, used

on a crop and praised because the crop was good,

while the grower of the -crop congratulates himself

(and, judging by pubhshed testimonials, the

vendor of the manure, too) upon the value of his

" experiment " ! He has nothing whatever to

congratulate himself upon, for he does not know
that the manure played any part whatever in

the production of the result, We can only say

a manure has a certain result when we know by
actual trial under precisely similar circumstances

the results obtained would have been different

without it. It is just the difficulty of securing

conditions, differing only in the presence of the

manure in one case and its absence in the other,

that makes field and garden experiments difficult

to devise and carry out, although at first they

. seem so simple. Of the two the field experiment

is the easier.

Let it be supposed that the object of the experi-

menter is to see whether the material to be experi-

mented with will give a larger yield than was
obtainable without it. We might complicate the

matter by introducing other questions, such as

the economic one as to whether the increase

obtainable is commensurate with the expense

of the manure and the trouble involved in applying

it ; or its influence on time of maturity ; or its

effect with regard to the constitution of the plants

grown or their quality, and so on ; but it is better

to have one clear question to answer. We shall

get a reliable answer by accurately comparing the

crop from the plot which received the manure
with that from one which received none, but

which was like it in every other particular and
different in that way alone. Any other method
will be guesswork and not worth a moment's
serious consideration, because the answer will

not be dependable. The " nothing " plot is

known, in the language of the professional experi-

menter, the man of science, as the " control

"

plot ; and his is the most scientific, that is, exact,

reply who has been most successful in making
the control and the experimental plots differ in

only one thing, the thing experimented with. He
will put a clear-cut, unequivocal question, and he

will receive a truthful, unequivocal answer.

It is perhaps necessary to point out that the

answer received will be the same only when the

question is asked {i.e., the experiment tried)

under precisely the same circumstances, but if

none of the conditions is varied, the answer will

always be the same. It is obvious that in a garden

experiment, soil, climatic conditions (light, tem-

perature, water supply, air supply), seed (kind,

variety, vitality), incidence of pests, quantity of

manure used, details of cultivation, and so on,

may well vary from time to time and influence

the answer we receive ; but we will consider only the

details to be kept in view in endeavouring to obtain

an answer under one set of conditions.

Climatic conditions must be dismissed as beyond
our power to govern, but we must see to it that

the control plot has the same aspect, elevation

and exposure as the experimental plot. The
soil must be the same on both. The two plots

should have borne the same crop and have received

the same manuring and cultivation as one another

in previous years, and they must have the same
cultivation as one another in the year of the

experiment; the depth and time of digging, &c.,

must be alilce on both. The crop to be taken

must be one whicli can be accurately measiu"ed,

not judged by the eye alone, but weighed.

At least a foot should be left between the plots

themselves, so that the influence of the manure
put on the one plot should not extend to the

other.

The plots should be of the same size, and tlie

same weight of seeds (or same number and weight

of tubers, or number and sizes of plants) must be

sown or planted on the plots. The arrangement

and spacing must be the sarne on each plot, e.g.,

if one has two outside rows, so must the other.

If the plants are thinned, they must be thinned

to the same distance apart on each plot, and the

same number of plants should be left on each.

The seed should be sown on the same' day and
at the same depth on the two plots, and the thinning

done on the same day. It may be necessary to

weigh the thinnings.

The hoeing, &c., carried out on the one plot

should be repeated on the other on the same day,

and every operation must be the same on both plots.

Either the whole of the crop should be weighed
or a portion of the one plot should be taken and
a portion occupying the same relative position

on the other, and the whole crops weighed from
these portions ; the former is generally the better

method. The crops must be harvested on the

same day under the same conditions and weighed
under the same conditions ; that is, for example,
one lot must not be wet with dew while the other

is gathered later and is dry. The proper stage

of growth at which to harvest must depend upon
the crop grown, and it may be necessary to extend
the harvesting period on one plot beyond that

on the other. This must be taken into con-

sideration in estimating the results.

Even with all these precautions differences

are likely to be found between the crops on the

two plots, not due to the manure used, but to

some cause it has not been possible to foresee.

It is, therefore, best to have several plots of the

same size receiving the same treatment precisely,

and an equal number of control plots. By this

means the " experimental error," which is large

when two plots only are under consideration,

may be materially reduced, and the larger the

number of plots the smaller the experimental

error.

Large plots are not to be recommended. A
multiplication of small plots is more likely to

avoid error due to differences in soil than in the

case of large plots, and they are more amenable
to management and similar treatment.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Odontioda Gladys (Odontoglossum Pescatorei

X Odontioda Bradshawse).-—Without doubt one
of the most handsome and distinct yet seen.

The well-grown example bore a twenty-flowered

raceme, all save five buds at the tip being well

expanded. The prevailing colour is rose, irregu-

larly blotched on a white ground. In the lip,

which has a conspicuous white tip, the rose shade
merges into crimson. The flowers are large and
highly attractive. Exhibited by G. W. Bird,

Esq., Manor House, West Wickham ^(gardener,

Mr, H, Reddun).

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Laelio-Cattleya Verdun (L.-C. Violetta x
C. Schroderae).—The flower is of large size, with
pink suffused sepals and petals and handsome
purplish crimson coloured lip. From Messrs.

Flory and Black, Slough,

Lycaste Skinneri variety Mrs. G. Hamilton-
Smith.—^Three well-flowered examples of this

excellent variety were on view. It is at once the

boldest and most richly coloured of its set. The
sepals are rose pink, petals of a deeper shade,

lip crimson scarlet, freckled with white. It is

very handsome. Shown by Cyril Maim, Esq,,

Ravenswood, Bexley.

Primula Crispii. — A remarkable seedling,

obviously of hybrid oriein, from the Caucasian

P. Julice, from which, however, it is distinct

both in foliage and flowers. The latter are of rosy

crimson hue and as large as those of a good P.

acaulis. The foliage is thick, roundly cordate in

form. The new-comer has yet probably to de-

velop considerably. From Messrs. J, Waterer,

Sons and Crisp, Bagshot and Twyford,

Carnation Grisel.—This distinct novelty is

remarkable for petal texture and fragrance,
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and not less so, perhaps, for colour, which is

reddish purple. In the perpetual-flowering set

we believe it to be alone of its shade. From the

Misses Price and Fyfe, Birchgrove, East Grinstead.

Saxifraga Sundermannii, — This hybrid

resulted from the crossing of S. marginata and

S. Burseriana, the greater leaning of the flowers

being towards the first-named species, both in

the reflexing character of the petals and the three

to four flowered heads. The habit of growth

is intermediate, the pointed leaves suggesting

Burseriana influence. From Miss Willmott, V.M.H.,

Great Warley.

Narcissus Cymry.—Briefly, this is a rather

large and somewhat inferior-looking Tenby
Daflodil (N. obvallaris). Minus the latter's sturdy

set and its heavily flanged rim, it also lacks its

good colour and its distinctly ovate, well imbricated,

erectly held perianth segments.

The new-comer is rather larger

than the Tenby variety, with

longer, less well expanded trumpet.

The award was made for " garden

decoration." Shown by T. Batson,

Esq., Beaworthy, Devon.

Narcissus Centurion.—A beauti-

ful and graceful bicolor incompara-

bilis whose ivory white, overlapping

perianth segments and longish

lemon yellow, primrose shaded cup

—in reality a shortened trumpet-

—

render it very distinct. Recom-

mended tor pot cultivation. Shown
by Messrs. R. H. Bath, Limited,

Wisbech.

All the foregoing were shown

before the Royal Horticultural

Society on March 28, when the

awards were made.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Seakale.—Thongs should be prepared if not
already done, and planted in rows 2 feet apart
and I foot between the plants. The top of each
thong should be an inch or so below the surface.

Roots that have been covered with pots must
be examined occasionally and the heads cut as
they are ready.

Asparagus.—Seeds of this desirable vegetable
may now be sown in lines r8 inches apart if it

is to be permanent. Three or four rows would
be ample for one bed, and a 4.-foot alley should
be left between the rows.

Onions.—If seed was sown early as advised,
the seedlings ought now to be ready for planting
out. Care must be taken not to injure the stems

CARNATION ALICE

The subject of our illustration is

the latest creation of one of the

world's foremost Carnation raisers,

who is also celebrated for having

given us Mrs, T. W. Lawson,

Enchantress, Beacon, Benora and

other varieties. It received an

award of merit from the Royal

Horticultural Society last October,

when it was exhibited by Messrs.

Stuart Low and Co. of Bush Hill

Park, Enfield. Although the flowers It is

are not larger than those of

Enchantress, the colour is deeper and more con-

stant, and there is more substance in the petals,

which causes it to last longer in a cut state.

The importance of this is much better appreciated

to-day than ever before, especially in private

establishments, where gardeners have to send

flowers, packed, to the town houses of their

employers and to the hospitals.

The chief interest in Alice, however, lies in its

freedom of flowering. It is claimed by the raiser

that it produces more flowers than any other

variety, and this has been proved to be true. At the

Carnation Show held at the Royal Horticultural

Hall on March 29, plants were exhibited which

had been in flower since October. Some eight

flowers had been cut from these plants, which were

struck last spring. They were already in bud for

flower this spring, and other growths promised an

ample crop to follow later on.

Plants Under Glass.

Bouvardias.—Young plants should be potted
on as they fill their receptacles with roots, and be
grown in a warm house near the roof glass. To
keep the plants bushy, the tips should be pinched
out at every second pair of leaves during the
early stages of the plants' growth. A further
batch

.
of cuttings may be inserted and placed

in a warm, close frame. When the plants are
transferred to their flowering pots, cool treatment
should be given, and eventually thev may be
plunged in ashes in a cold frame.

The Plant Stove.—Numerous cuttings that
were taken last month will have now rooted, and
should be potted off. Crotons need plenty of
light to get them well coloured ; then they are
useful for decorative purposes later on. Such
plants as Panicum, Fittonia and Pilea may

now be propagated.

The Flower Garden.

Phloxes.—The herbaceous kinds
may have their growths thinned
where they are too thick. Such
work may be carried out at any
time this month, and if it is desired
to increase the stock of any special
variety, the young shoots may be
utilised for this purpose. They will
soon form roots if placed in a close
propagating-frame, but they must
receive cooler treatment directly
they have rooted.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Apricots.—All useless and badly
placed shoots must be removed
directly they are large enough to
handle; but the disbudding of
Apricots is not so severe as that
practised on Peaches. Where there
is space on the wall, shoots must be
left to cover it, but many of the
other shoots should be pinched to
three or four leaves with the idea
of producing fruit-spurs. If the
fruits have set freely, some may be
pulled off ; but it is not advisable
to proceed with such work until it

can be ascertained which fruits are
likely to develop.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow.

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION ALICE.

claimed to produce more flowers than any other variety.

or disturb the roots more than possible. Further
sowings of Radishes and Lettuce may be made.

Leelfs.—Where fine Leeks are required, the
earliest batch can be transplanted in prepared
trenches and treated similarly to Celery. This,

however, is not necessary for ordinary use. A
hole may be made with a crowbar and the plants

placed in the hole. If given a good watering,

no further attention will be required beyond keeping
weeds in check.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—It is now much easier to force

Strawberries than earlier in the year, as the plants
are naturally on the move, and respond readily
when placed in a house where there is both a little

heat and moisture. The fruits on the early plants
are swelling freely, and may be assisted by some
stimulant at alternate waterings until the fruit

begins to colour. Keep the plants well supplied
with water and spray them, especially the under
sides of the leaves, twice or thrice each day. Plants
still in cold frames must be examined occasionally,

and may be given liquid manure at intervals.

FOR NORTHERN
GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Broccoli. — Most people have
their own particular times for sow-
ing seeds of the various winter
crops, and rightly so, as this impor-
tant work depends in a great

measure on the situation and nature of the
soil. In our climate the time most suitable for

sowing, I think,* is from now til! the middle
of April. In many districts it is found of little

use to sow varieties that come to maturity in

the middle of winter. The earliest and the latest

varieties of Broccoli generally give the best results.

The variety known as June King or Vero Defiance

is a very hardy dwarf kind which comes in useful

at the beginning of May. Two other varieties

that never fail to stand our severest winters are

Purple Sprouting and White Sprouting, which
come into use a month earlier than June King
and provide a good picking for six weeks on end.

Salads.—Where a regular supply of small
salads is required, a start may be made with plants
outdoors, choosing a position where the}' can be
supplied with water during dry weather, as, being
shallow-rooting, they soon suffer from drought.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Midseason and late Vines now require

attention to disbudding and tying down. The
disbudding should be accomplished as soon as
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it can be determined which are the strongest and
best-placed shoots. These should be stopped

at the second or third leaf beyond the bunch.

The removal also of a considerable number of

the bmiches can be done when pinching the shoots.

During the flowering period the temperature

may be kept a little higher and the atmosphere

less moist. Some shy-setting varieties will require

artt&cial pollination, using pollen from free-

setting varieties.

Peaches.—A close watch must be kept on

those trees swelling their fruits. During the

stoning period the fruits, having attained about

a third of their size, perceptibly stop swelling

for about a fortnight. This is a critical time for

them, as if any great fluctuations have been

allowed, either in regard to temperature or water,

many of the fruits will drop. When the stoning

period is over, the fruits swell again rapidly,

and pressure can be safely given to hasten the

ripening of the fruit by liberal supplies of water,

rational doses of liquid or artificial manure, and

the early closing of the house.
Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

CROPPING THE GREEN-
HOUSE.

WHERE the greenhouse is fitted

with side or central stages, the

space underneath these may be

utilised for the growth of Seakale.

Rhubarb and the blanching of

Endive, with the aid of some temporary arrange-

ment for the exclusion of light and to prevent

soil and water dripping on to the plants from above.

In a similar way the ordinary field or garden

Swede may be brought into useful service, it

giving quantities of blanched tops which some

persons prefer to Seakale. It is surprising what

a quantity of shoots can be obtained from a dozen

good-sized roots. If the roots are stood on the

greenhouse floor and covered with any light com-

post, such as old potting soil, and again covered

with freshly gathered leaves or straw, only a

short period is reqmred to obtain crisp, succulent

shoots in large quantities. A daily sprinkling with

tepid water accelerates the growth. If the green-

house floor is not suitable, an ordinary packing-

case some 18 inches deep will sufiice. The lid will

save the trouble of using leaves or straw to exclude

the light. A similar box i foot deep will answer

well for blanching Endive, assuming that full-

sized plants are available.

Cucumbers can be quite easily grown in the

warmest corner of the greenhouse as the summer

advances. One 12-inch pot or a box of similar

size will sustain one plant the whole of the summer

if properly fed, and will produce a quantity of

Cucumbers suitable for salads, cooking or pickling.

Telegraph is a desirable variety.

Much additional space can be provided in the

greenhouse by suspending shelves from the rafters

by means of strong wire and screws. The shelves

may be about 9 inches wide, according to circum-

stances of roof space, light.and general convenience.

On each side of the shelf there should be a groove,

to run the water off to one end, which can easily

be done by allowing a slight slope in fixing the

shelves. Any plants standing underneath the

shelves are not then splashed by the water given

to the plants overhead. Such shelves are ex-

tremely useful for raising plants from seed, and

provide a suitable site for so many subjects after

they are pricked off from the seedling stage,

such as Onions, Celery, Leeks and Cauliflowers.

Swanmore. E. Molyneux.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS

TREES AND SHRUBS.
CUTTING CONIFERS (['eHumrre).—It does not follow

that thu roots oi Cupifssus macrocarpa will rot it tlie

branches are pruned. You may reduce the height and
tlie width of the trees at ouee if you so wisli, but it

would be advisable to dress the wounds %\ith coal tar

as soon as they are made, it is not possible to remove
the tops of Fir trees with a view to getting them to form
new heads, as can be done with Elms, Oaks and Chestnuts.

Neither Firs, Pines nor Spruces respond to such treatment,

and cutting them back would simply mean rumlug the

trees. The Cupressus, however, can be cut back with

a good hope of new branches being formed.

alone without horse-manure, we cannot give a definite
opinion. "Why not try it on a small scale ? They grow
in loam alone out of doors. We do not think that leaves
would help you. You can make the boxes of any size

convenient to the position. A good size, we think, would
be 3 feet by 2 feet, and 11 inches or a foot deep. Leave
open spaces at the bottom, placing broken potsherds on
the same, an inch deep, for drainage. Plant the spawn
5 inches apart in pieces the size of a small hen's egg,
covering over half an inch deep only. Kam the soil

very firmly before and after planting the spawn, and
cover the surface with littery straw in rather a moist
condition, to prevent the surface soil becoming too dry
and to secure perfect darkness. Give a good watering
(applying It gently through a rose) at the end of a month
or live weeks, and Mushrooms should appear at the end
of from six to eight weeks.

NAMES OF FRUIT.— Cotistant Reader. — 1, Bess
Pool ; 2, Old Uoyal ^'ousueh ; 3, Boston llusset.

ROSE GARDEN.
CLIMBING ROSES NOT FLOWERING (i. B. B.).—

\"ou were badly advised to plant such Hoses as climbing
La Fiance, Mme. Alfred Carri^re, Climbing Carohne
Testout, lleve d'Or and CUmbiug Souvenir de la Mal-
maison upon a 6-feet wall. Such kinds require a 20-feet

to 30-feet wall to do them justice, and we really should
advise you to replace them with Roses more after the
style of Mme. Abel Chatenay, Marie Van Houtte and
White Maman Cochet. If you do not care to do this,

you had better cut clean away some of the growths that
appear weakly and also all sappy growths made in the

late autumn of last year. Then nail out the remainder In

a palmate form, some growtlis even horizontal. Any
lateral growths springing from the main brandies reduce
to from 3 inches to 12 inches, the strongest being retained

longest. If it is possible, to add lattice-work above
the wall, do this by all means, carrying it even to a height
of 12 feet or more ; then you will get some bloom. Such
Roses as the.se require very Utile pruning, save the shorten-
ing back of laterals and cutting away some of the oldest

g^o^vtlls occasionally, but the spreading out will induce
blossom as mucli as anything.

BLACK SPOT ON ROSES (Mmia).—We have no
experience of copperas as a preventive of this trouble-

some fungus, but possibly if you -write to Messrs. Townson
and Mercer, 34, Camomile Street, London, L.C., they would
inform you as to its uses. Our American friends have
great faith In Cupram as a preventiie, but there is no
known cure for diseased leaves, and therefore it Is best

to have these gathered up and burnt. Cupram consists

of carbonate of copper dissolved in ammonia, and is

somewhat similar to Bordeaux mixture. The materials

required for malcing it are strong ammonia (Liquor

Ammonia! fortiss) and carbonate of copper. Measure half

a pint of the ammonia and add it to two quarts of water.

Weigh out an ounce of the copper, wrap it m a piece of fine

copper gauze, and suspend it by a copper wire in the

ammonia liquor. After standing one night, most of the

copper wiil be dissolved, prodiiemg a bright blue Uquid.

Dilute vvlth nine to twelve gallons of water, spray your Roses

with a fine sprayer, and repeat at intervals of about
ten days until new gro-wths appear. You may also spray

the foUage when it becomes fairly hard.

SO C I ET I ES

MISCELLANEOUS.
BIG-BUD ON BLACK CURRANT (K. M. J.).~Yes

;

the big-bud mite is pre;=ent in tsomc oi the buds of the

Black Carraut, but not to any great extent. Perhaps,

while tlie bushes crop well aud give you large berries,

it would be best to leave well alone, especially as no cure

for big-bud is known. JMeanwliile, some of the oldest

brandies might be cut right out and room made for young
growths. Autumn is the best time to move Lupines

and Phloxes, though they may be moved any time up
to the end of March ; but you speak of bushes of Lupines,

and may, perhaps, refer to tue Tree Lupine (Lupinus

arboreus), wiiich does oot always take kindly to trans-

planting. It comes very freely from seed and the seed-

hngs grow rapidly, so that new plants are easily obtained

and new positions filled. Prune out the old wood of your

York and Lancaster llose.

GRUBS FOR IDENTIFICATION {R. E. C.).—The grubs

are the larvse of the liaspberry weevil or of tlie clay-

coloured weevil. They are exceedingly troublesome as

pests, attacking the roots of a variety of greenliouse

plants, including Begonias, Cyclamen, Pelargoniums,

Gloxinias, Crassulas, Ferns, &c. They will soon be turnmg
into chrysahdes, wnich later become beetles (about the

end of April or in May), and tliese feed at niglit on the

foliage of various plants, or even attack young trees and
damage the bark seriously. The beetles may be caugJit,

when dark by taking the plant and sliaking it nvrr a piece

of newspaper or the like, and killed by dropping into

boiling water—they cannot Hy. Besides puking the

grubs out, the only method of dealing with them
will be to make a hole in the soil of tlie pot and pour

tiierein a few drops of carbon bisulphide, immediately

iilling tlie liole again,

« MUSHROOM-GROWING IN LOAM WITHOUT THE
AID OF HORSE-MANURE {J. Q.).—U you can maintain

a temperature averaging from 55* to 58° l''ahr. in the

shed, you would be more likely to succeed by laying your

box or boxes on the lloor—near the pipes, but not too

near—than you would by placing tliem over the pipes.

The position would be too dry and arid. As to the

chances of success in the growing of Mushrooms in loam

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION SOCIETY.

The twentii-tli exliibition of the above society was held
at the Uoyal Horticultural Hall, Westminster, on March 29.
Of the flower itself, and from the competitive standpoint
in particular, only a small exhibition was got together^
the two sections C and D, devoted to amateuj" members,
being entirely unrepn >ented. Generally, too, the classes
were not strongly contested, and the flowers, doubtless
as the direct result of the long spell of uncongenial weather
recently experienced, were not up to their usual high
standard of merit. At the same time, there were many
good vases of Carnations on view. No novelty received
any award. No exhibitor competed for the Bruaton
Challenge Cup or Lord Howard de Walden's Challenge
Vase, Classes 2 and 8 respectively. Many of the best
exliibits remained from the previous day's meeting,
a good display resulting.

Section A.

—

Open to All Members.

The premier class in the show, the George Monro,
jun., Silver-gilt Challenge Cup, value fifty guineas, for
twelve vases of Carnations, twelve varieties, twenty-
five blooms of each, brought two competitors, the Clury
Carnation Company gaining the coveted award with an
excellent lot of flowers. The set comprised British
Triumph, White Enchantress, Baroness de Briencn,
Enchantress, Lady Meyer, Beacon, Sunstar, Gorgeous,
Mrs. C. W. Ward (four magnificent vases), Lady North-
cliffe, White Wonder and Enchantress Supreme, the last

the weakest vase of a fine lot. There was room for con-
siderable improvement in arranging the flowers, and the
background was not, we thought, a happy choice. Messrs.
W. Wells, Limited, Merstham, was second with a less

weighty lot of flowers generally. Lord Kitchener was
the finest deep pink, and with strong stems, which so many
varieties lacked at this meeting, stood up well. In this

respect Laura Webber (pink) and Aviator and Champion
(scarlets) deserve special mention. Pink Sensation
was very good. Mrs. George Lloyd-Wigg (white) required
a few days longer to expand.

Messrs. Wells won the challenge cup presented by
the American Carnation Society for three vases, twelve
blooms each, of American novelties distributed since

January, 1913. Their set comprised Aviator (scarlet),

Pink Sensation and Good Cheer (cerise) a rather full-

centred flower whose outer petals bleach rather badly
at the edges. No other exhibitor staged.

Mr. J. C. Jenner, Itayleigli, won first prize for seven
vases of Carnations in as many varieties, twenty-fiw
blooms of each. He staged Jfary Allwood, White Wonder,
C. F. Raphael, Enchantress Supreme, Satin Robe, Salmon
King and Carola, the last the finest of the set.

Mr. H. T. JVIason, Hampton Hill, took the lead in a
similar class for five vases, having Enchantress Supreme,
Warrior (crimson, good), Beacon, White Enchantress
and Lady Fuller (deep pink). Mr. J. C. Jenner was second,
the whole lacking colour.

Section B.—Gentlemen's Gardeners and Amateurs.

No competitor appeared in the Lord Howard de Walden
Challenge Vase class for a group of Carnation plants in

fiower.

For a dinner-table decoration of Carnations, JUjs.

Alex. Robinson, Park Hili, Carshalton, was a good first,

using Carnation Lady Northclilfe in conjunction with
Thorn twigs, Salix sprays with catkins, old Blackberry
foliage and Ivy in miniature sprays. The dark bro^^n

wicker baskets, too, were a feature. It was quite the

best, while displaying originality of thought. Mr. W.
Heath, The Gardens, Hylands, Chelmsford, who was
second, used the same Carnation with Asparagus and
Cytisus sprays. The exlnbit lacked finish.

For a decorated vase or epergne of Carnations, Mr.

W. Holder, Englefleld Green, was first ; and Major Sir

Randolf Baker, Bart., M.P., Blandford (gardener, Mr.
A. E. Usher), second. Tlie arrangements were far from
good.

In the decorative basket class there were three com-
petitors. JMrs. A. B. Bide, Farnliam, led, having the

scarlet and white fancy Carnation Fanny (very good)
with Croton and other foliage. Second, filajor Sir R.
Baker, Bart., M.P. (gardener, Mr. A. E. Usher). In a
rather heavy arrangement, Enchantress, Circe and Mikado
were used with Asparagus.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society.—

A

meeting of the Council of the Royal Caledonian

Horticultural Society was held in Edinburgh on

April 4, when full consideration was given to the

question of the holding of the usual autumn show,

remitted to them by the annual meeting. After

consideration, it was agreed that the show be

held as usual this autumn. The dates fixed

were September 6 and 7.

Raspberry and Blackberry Hybrids.—in our

next issue we hope to commence a short series of

articles, by Mr. W. F. M. Copeland, on Raspberry

and Blackberry hybrids. It is not too late to

plant these berries with the fair prospect of getting

some fruit this year, providing that it is taken in

hand at once. Mr. Copeland, who is growing these

berries on a very extensive

scale, considers the Newberry
" by far the best of the berries

on the market."

The Campernelle Jonquil.

—

This wilding from France, with

Rush-like foliage and bright

yellow flowers, is one of the

glories of an English garden in

spring. It grows to a height

of about 18 inches, and the

fragrant flowers are borne

very freely. Our illustration,

from a photograph taken in a

Claygate garden, shows how
delightful it is when naturalised

in thin woodland or in the

wilder parts of the garden.

Cabbages Between Roses.

—

Quite a number of horticul-

turists are following the Rev. W.
WUks' example of planting

rows of Cabbages between
Roses. Doubtless the Cabbages
will render a good account of

themselves in beds which have
been heavily manured and
liberally treated in past years, but, in most
instances, it will be found advisable to prune
the Roses with unusual severity.

Roses in Winter in Ancient Rome.—It is

known that rich Romans in the times of

the great Emperors were able to procure Roses
in winter when the occasion demanded them.
We believe that the method of their transportation
has always been something of a mystery. We
lately came across the following suggestion of

the plan adopted in Egypt, which was the source

they were despatched post haste to Rome, so that

on their arrival there they at once commenced
expanding. It would be interesting to know if

this supposition is generally considered to be the

true one by our classical scholars.

The Heathery in 1838.—The Heathery in 1916

means a small bit of rocky moorland introduced

into a modern garden in the same sort of way as

a rockery—if such an out-of-date word may be

used—and for a similar purpose, viz., to contain

hardy Heaths of all kinds. In the year when the

great Queen ascended the English throne, the

word had a different meaning. Cape Heaths
were then all the rage. Every self-respecting

garden grew some. The more important had
houses built expressly for them, just like our

THE CAMPERNELLE JONQUIL N.\TURALISED IN THIN WOODLAND IN
A SURREY GARDEN.

Carnation and alpine houses, and these erections

were called Heatheries. " Chelsea " eighty years

back would have had a great part of its mammoth
tent filled with Ericaceae. A few solitary speci-

mens were the only ones to be seen there in igrs.

The " Horfus. Ericeus Woburneusis " still exists

to tell us. what a sunjptuous collection of a

century ago was like; • and we may still read

McNab's treatise to show us how they were
then grown.

Mr. George Forrest's Lecture.—Readers who
of the supply. The Roses were planted in vases 1 attended the fortnightly meeting of the Royal
and boxes and grown on until the plants were ! Horticultural Society on March 28, hoping to hear
well in bud, which were just about to break, when ' the lecture by Mr. George Forrest on his

explorations in China and Tibet, will be interested

to know why he was not present. As the chairman
anticipated, the storm which was then raging was
responsible. In passing Stafiord the storm zone
was entered. All telegraph wires were down on
both sides of the line, and as a result the train

had to be flagged into and through each section,

and it did not reach the City till 9.30 p.m.

His inability even to send a wire added to

his sense of discomfort. He hopes it will be
possible to arrange for the lecture to take place

on another date, either later on this year or

early in 191 7.

Transplanting Herbs.—The present is a good
time to look over the herb garden, transplanting,

where necessary, those raised from seed last*

season. Sage and Thyme are

in demand in most places,

and it is best to raise a few

plants from seeds annually.

Mint and Tarragon are better

for being broken up periodi-

cally and transplanted in

fresh soil. We have found

Tarragon, however, to lose

all its flavour when left a

long time in one place, and

when this occurs a fresh lot

should be raised from seed.

There are also spurious forms

of Mint in cultivation, which

an observing cook will soon

detect.

Sowing Onions.—The main

crop should be at once sown.

James' Long - keeping and

Brown Globe are excellent

sorts, giving a maximum crop,

the bulbs keeping a long time.

The soil should have been

deeply dug in the autumn and

forked over since to obtain a fine

surface, choosing dry weather

for the work. Rake over the surface evenly and

smoothly, so that the drills can be drawn at a

uniform depth of an inch or so and i foot apart.

Sow the seed thinly and cover lightly with wood

ashes ; afterwards fill in the soil from the drills

and rake smoothly over. In light or sandy soil

the surface, before sowing, should be made quite

firm either by treading or with a roller, as the

bulbs mature more regularly in firm than in light

soil.

*** cing to the shortage of paper, readers who have not
already done so are asked to order THE G.iRDEN to be
delivered regtlarly btj their )iewsagent. Readers icill thus
obviate the naste conseq cent on the issic of papers for chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Sparrows and Polyanthuses.—Last spring 1

had similar trouble with sparrows eating the

flower- trusses, and found that, as you advise in

The Garden for March ii, a few short

sticks with cotton criss-crossed, placed among the

plants, is an effective preventive. The birds

when folding their wings just before alighting

touch the cotton, which they apparently have

not seen, and this alarms them, as they evidently

fear it is a trap. — Cecil

Bartlett.

Apple Claygate Pearmain.—
I was exceedingly interested and
pleased to read the remarks con-

cerning this variety, and also to

see the photograph of some old

trees growing at Claygate, issue

March i8, page 135. This

variety when seen at its best is,

in my opinion, one of the most

worthy dessert Apples in culti-

vation. I can remember this

variety as far hack as I can recall

anything about fruit, as there

were, in the gardens of which

my father had charge, two par-

ticulEurly fine trees, which were

always held in high esteem. I

knew the trees at Claygate quite

well—they were then under the

care of my old friend, Mr. J.

Child. These were remarkable

trees in those days and produced

fruit of the finest quality, but I

think your correspondent " C."

must be %vrong as to the date

(1849), when fruit was first shown
at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Fruit Show ; it must,

I think, have been many years

later. Unfortunately, trees erro-

neously labelled Claygate Pearmain

are not uncommon, but in my
opinion the genuine article is well

worthy of extended cultivation.

By the way, when talking of

the late Mr. Child, I well re-

member seeing what seemed to

me an exceedingly fine tree of

Blenheim Orange growing close

by the variety which I have just

mentioned. It was symmetrical

in form and, being just about in

its prime, carried no less than

forty-two bushels of magnificent

fruit, the like of which I have seldom seen.—E.

Beckett, V.M.H. [Mr. Beckett will be interested

to learn that the grand old tree of Blenheim

Orange to which he refers is still standing, and

that, despite its great age, it continues to bear

crops of remarkably fine fruit. The older in-

habitants of Claygate regard this tree, together

with the veteran trees of Claygate Pearmain, with

profound respect that one might almost call

reverence."

—

Ed.]

Anemone caucasica.— The " Kew index"
states that A. caucasica, Willd. , is A. blanda,

and if this is Willdenow's plant, it certainly is

related to the better-known Greek species, for

although above ground it looks more like a

nemorosa form in its leaves ; its underground

portion is a solid little tuber and not a running

rhizome. The result of one's order for roots

comes as round, black nodules no larger than

a peppercorn, yet this tiny thing can produce

two or more flowers and a leaf or so. Of

coiurse, one would not expect them to be very

large, and I find the fully open, starry flower is

just the size of a sixpence. It is of a lovely blue,

not quite so piurple on the back as when open,

and stands above a dainty little involucre of three

five-fingered leaflets, which are tinged with red

and purple tints. It would not make much show

in a large herbaceous border, or as part of a

THE VETERAN BLENHEIM ORANGE AT
SURREY.

THE FIRS, CLAYGATE,

colour scheme ; but on a level ledge of the rock

garden, between miniature cliffs of choice Saxi-

frages and Primulas, it is a lovely little gem.

—E. A. B.

Synthyris reniformis.—This beautiful North

American plant appears to be little known by the

majority of rock gardeners, but it is of very con-

siderable value, since it flowers so early in the year.

Its spikes of dainty bluish mauve blooms begin

to open early in March and remain attracti\e for

several weeks. The somewhat leathery, dentate,

bronze green leaves are remarkably handsome,

especially when they first unfold. This Synthyris

is absolutely hardy, but should be given a rather

sheltered nook lest piercing March winds nip the

young foliage. It appreciates a half-shady position

in good loamy soil not too dry, and soon forms

a handsome but not a rampant plant. It

is so distinct from all the small Saxifrages and
bulbous plants that bloom at the same season.

Another point in its favour is that it is apparently

distasteful to slugs and receives no attentions from

them.^N. G. Hadden.
Rose Gloire de Chedane Guinoisseau.

—

With regard to the flowering powers of this Rose,

perhaps it is one of the Hybrid Perpetuals that

likes a Tea Rose soil, as Frau Karl Druschki.does.

Mr. Drew of Longivorth (whose Tea Rose soil is

par excellence) can grow it and show it to stand

first of twelve of one variety. I

am not sure if Mr. Prince has

done so, but I think he has.

With regard to Frau Karl

Druschki, I grew a dozen plants

of this a few years ago in a bed

made for exhibition Tea Roses,

and was able to cut fifteen

blooms to take to a show, and

only had to untie and open eight

blooms to be an easy first in a

class for six of one variety,

against eight competitors. As the

bed these flowers were grown on

was made up specially for the

benefit of Tea Roses, which did

remarkably well, I think the

results prove that the white Snow
Queen liked ber quarters.

—

North
O.XFORDSHIRF.

As a reader of your

vaduable paper, I should like

to say how pleased I was with

the excellent article on that most
beautiful Rose Gloire de Chedane

Guinoisseau, issue April i, page

i5i. I do not profess to be a Rose

grower of the "National" order,

as I have only been Rose grow-

ing for the last three years, but

one of the first Roses that I

obtained was the variety naiaed,

from w hich I had only nine blooms

the first year from a plant cut

down to three or foiu: eyes. The
next year I cut it back again,

with about the same results ; but

last spring when I was pruning, I

thought why not try these good

shoots, about 4 feet high, pegged

down. So I pegged the three

best shoots down and cut the rest

to within three to six eyes, with

the result that I cut ninety-four

blooms from one tree last year,

85 per cent, of which were good

enough for local showing. I cut one bloom,

6 inches across, on August Bank Holiday, and

three more over 5 J inches—and our show cancelled

owing to the war ! To anyone who wants a good

Rose I recommend Gloire de Chedane Guinoisseau,

pegged down.—W. Coupe, hi, Nottingham Road,

Mansfield.

Freesia Purity.— 1 was pleased to observe

the reference to and illustration of this Freesia,

for I have long been waiting to learn how this

American variety succeeded over here. Purity

has for three or four years been the recognised

leading Freesia in America, for when first exhibited

all the leading Aanerican commercial growers

recognised its value, so much so that the raiser

I
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arranged for the rapid development of his stock

in California. There is, by the way, an improved

Purity, and within the past month a still greater

improved form has been brought to light by a

Long Islctnd grower named Allan. This latest

comer is said to be very strong, growing over

2 feet high.—T. A. W.
Rosa rugosa alba.—I do not think any of

your correspondents, in mentioning rugosa alba

as a pure white Rose, have noted the peculiarity

of this Rose, viz., that its buds are not white at all,

but a unique and extraordinary very pale pink.

As seen against the lovely green of its foliage,

these (almost transparent) long, pale pink buds

present a very remarkable effect, and one which

cannot be forgotten.

—

Boris.

Narcissus W. P. Milner Grown in Fibre.—
The show in Vincent Square on March 14 only

strengthened my opinion that the smaller Daffodils

are by far the more graceful and dainty. The

monster trumpets, like Van Waveren's Giant and

King Alfred, are essentially a man's flower, and

have too much the look of prize cattle in a show

ring ; whereas such dainty flowers as W. P
Milner, Queen of Spain and the lovely little

Hoop- Petticoats might be "The Ladies of St

James' " themselves. On my return home 1

found my own little bowl of W. P. Milner ii

perfect condition. The whole flower, with itf

deliciously crinkled trumpet, is the same loveh

primrose shade as the trumpet of Mme. de Graafi

(that peerless flower), and it keeps its colour well

I was greatly pleased to find Mr. Pearson (in

The Garden of March 25) advocating the use

of the smaller Daffodils for pot culture, and

W. P. Milner in particular.—W. D.

Templetonia retusa.—This Australian legu-

minous shrub, which is alluded to by Mr. Woodall

in his " Notes from the Riviera," page 127, issue

March ir, used to be at one time grown in

this country far more than it is now. It belongs

to the fast dwindling class of hard-wooded plants,

whose growth in most cases is far too slow for

present-day ideas, while considerable care is

necessary to keep them in a flourishing state.

In my young days this Templetonia was, with

Hovea Celsii, regarded as a good test of the culti-

vator's skill ; that is, to obtain a good, shapely,

yet healthy and weU-flowered specimen. In

colour the blossoms of the Templetonia are very

distinct. Mr. Woodall regards them as Indian

red. The glaucous tone of the leaves is also very

pretty. In order to succeed in its culture under

greenhouse conditions, this Templetonia needs

much the same treatment as a Chorizema ; that

is to say, a compost made up of peat and loam

with a good sprinkling of silver sand. Potting

should be firmly done, and care taken not to bury

the stem deeper than it was before. Effective

drainage and careful watering are also essential.

—

H. P.

Gas Lime and Club Root.—About twenty-

two years ago I first used freshly slaked lime and

salt as a preventive of club root in a large garden

I had then taken charge of. The treatment

was quite successful, and afterwards I sent remarks

on the result to the gardening Press, and have

had occasion to do so several times since. Perhaps

the friend referred to by Mr. E. T. Ellis in The
Garden of April i, page 15.1, adopted the plan

after reading my notes on the subject, as many
others have done, as the quantities and dates

of application referred to are identical to those

I recommended. Winter greens suffered most

in my case. This family of plants had been grown

in (he same position, for a special reason, for

nearly a hundred years, and consequently club

root was very prevalent. I had rather more than

an acre of such greens, and so the remedy was

an important one and simple to apply. It has

been successful ever since. The soil was of a

light nature, and the salt tended to keep it moist

during the summer months. Of late years I

have found unslaked lime more efficacious than

slaked. It should be broken rather fine, so as

to ensure an even distribution. Two pecks ot

unslaked lime per rod is quite sufficient, and an

application should be given in alternate years

The peck of agricultural salt per square rod should,

however, be applied every year in the case of

light land.

—

George Garner.

A War-Time Vegetable.—Shall I—dare I—
risk the disdain of the ducal gardeners who peruse

The Garden ? Yes ; I will chance it ! For

some of The Garden readers know that I am
(so my nieces say) " frightfully faddy " about

vegetables. " Now then, out with it, Aunt

Anne!'' We
have been eating

Swedes (!) this

winter, cooked in

several ways—to

wit, plain boiled

and served in

round slices,
mashed with
butter, puree in

^ 12- »
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it too smooth and solid, and I find it does not

cause the soil to cake. One great point in seed-

sowing is to catch the soil in the right condition,

and I would rather defer the work for a week or

two and chance being a little late than risk

sowing when the soil was too cold or over-moist.

Now a word as to the best method of sowing

the seed or dribbling it into the drills. After

trying a number of ways, I have found it easiest

to sow out of the seed packet. Cut the flap

through with a knife so as to make a straight

edge ; then, holding the packet at right angles to

the drill, give a series of gentle shakes, at the same
time moving the packet along the

drill. I think seed can be more
quickly and evenly distributed in

this way than by most of the

methods usually employed.

J. Duncan Pearson.

The Nurseries, Lowdham, Notts

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING
CARNATIONS

* PR

A;
PRIL, like March, is a busy month, and

more so during the present season,

because the midwinter conditions and
weather of March have put things

back a good month. Young stock

was standing still, or at least marking time, for

a large portion of the month, when duller and
colder days were experienced than during December
and January. Like the sailor who is reputed to

THE 1915 "DAFFODIL
YEAR BOOK"

Mr. Engleheart's final remarks

might well have been left un-

noticed by me, and would have

received no reply were it not for

the travesty of the real position

which, on retiring, he places

before your readers. It is the

reverse of the fact that I have
" swept away "—as well as Mr.

Engleheart — the views and

opinions of the array of big names
which, more suo, Mr. Engleheart

seeks to bring up for his assist-

ance. With the sole exception that

I had to point out that Korner and
Oliver's laboratory experiment with

the pollen grains excluded the

practically important matter of

getting rid of superfluous mois-

ture, I have not sought to " sweep

away " the dicta of these very

competent authorities, but have

simply shown that Mr. Engle-

heart's misunderstanding of them
led him into the error of supposing

that they supported him.

Yes; even thirty years of " dab-

bling " may leave a person still

in the position of a learner, how-

ever unwilling one may be to

realise it.

And anent White Emperor and
its ancestry, I notice that Mr.

Engleheart does not contest the

main point, namely, that rever-

sion may, as I indicated, be not

only, in this case, to an Ajax

ancestor, but also may be to any
variety, not Ajax, the pollen of which had
affected any of the ancestors of -the immediate

Ajax parents, even in a comparatively remote
past. Mere reiterated assertion that a variety

is an Ajax will not make it one.

Lastly, as to the status of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Code of Measurements, the

question still remains : Is the system to be

the real, authority, or has it to be diluted

by what the raiser happens to think a

"common-sense certainty"? This must be for

the Council ol the Royal Horticultural Society

to decide. A Novice.

semi-established—that is to say, when their roots

reach the sides of the pots—shading is not neces-

sary, and full air (of course, avoiding draughts
from the side ventilators) may be given them.

When in a semi-established condition, care must
be given to watering, a daily sprinkling overhead
in sunny weather being better than much water at

the roots. Of course, April is a fickle month. We
may have full and warm spring conditions or

quite wintry weather. One must treat the

plants accordingly.

Potting On, before anything, must be con
sidered, for just as one knows the futility of shutting

a stable door after a horse has

escaped, so should the cultivator

of Carnations realise that it is of

the utmost importance to keep
his young plants on the move, so

as to avoid all risks of them
becoming hard through being

kept in one pot too long and
starved.

How to Avoid Stem Rot.

—

In winter, and sometimes, in-

deed, before then, plants may
die off for no apparent reason.

Sometimes only part of the stem
will die off, but at other times,

and more frequently, it appears

to rot off at the surface of the

soil. This is known as stem rot,

and it may be caused by too moist

an atmospheie and a lack of

sufficient ventilation. The most
fruitful reason for stem rot, how-
ever, is a too deep potting of the

young plant, which frequently

commences when potting the

young cutting for the first time

from sand. The young cutting

should not be placed more than

half an inch in the soil. Some-
times one sees a young cutting

I J inches in the soil, and then

when subsequent pottings take

place it is put lower and lower

until, when placed into its

final pot, the bottom of the

stem whence emanate the roots

is 2 inches to 3 inches deep.

This is quite wrong and is often

the cause of trouble, for while it

is by no means certain death to

a healthy plant, it is likely

to cause stem rot, a most

distressing malady ; hence now
is the time to guard against it

and to avoid potting plants too

deeply.

Fumigation for Fly. — That

little pest the aphis or green fly

does not always get the full

have answered, when asked what he would like most
j

credit for the mischief that he not only does

of all in the world, that he should have " all the
j

but originates. The green fly should be destroyed

beer and all the baccy," and then, when given one
]

by fumigation immediately he is noticed, for

more wish, said, "a little more beer and a little more
I
already he has done damage to the young, un-

baccy," sun and fresh air are the desire and essen-
|

developed growth. It is ad\isable to fumi-

tials for the life and development of the Carnation, gate twice in a week to make certain of destroy-

be it of the young plant or plant of flowering size. ing all the fly, choosing evenings when there is

Shading.—In view of the foregoing remarks little wind, because the first fumigation seldom

it may sound inconsistent to shade from the health-
;
eradicates the pest entirely, and, by fimiigating a

giving rays of the sun, yet it should he borne in second time, any that escape the first operation

mind that freshly potted young stock, and especially are killed. It is a good plan at this time of year

NARCISSUS JONQUILLA SIMPLEX,
BEAUTIFUL PHINEAS.

ONE OF THE PARENTS OF THE
(Described on page 182.)

cuttings, are in a weak state through the process

of propagation. When, however, they are only

to thoroughly syringe the plants the day following

fumigation. Laurence J. Cook.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. A. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

THE foretaste of spring, ushered in by

St. Patriclv's festal day, was soon spent,

and, as most of us know to our cost,

was followed by cold rains, sleet and

snow. Tliese were bad enough to bear

with, and robbed the early Daffodils and the late

Crocuses of much of their beauty, but then came

Tuesday night's blizzard. In half an hour the

windward side of every unprotected thing was

coated with thick ice, formed out of the large

snowflakes hammered together by the tremendous

force of the vnad. The following half-hoiu: brought

gusts of wind of such violence that more damage
was done to this garden than a century can repair.

The grand old Cedar was torn up by its roots

at the same time as its lifelong neighbour, a very

handsome Robinia. The two lay side by side,

their branches intermingling for the first time,

and I suppose ought to suggest all sorts of beau-

tiful ideas about being united in death, and so

forth. But all such thoughts are driven out of

my head by the horrible fact that these two giants

crashed right into one of my most protected

borders containing many good specimen plants.

It was bristling with promising crowns of Eremuri,

red shoots of Lilium Henryi, and many a treasure.

Three days of hard work have enabled us to clear

off the boughs from this bed, and the general

appearance of the plants is appalling. Some
Eremurus leaves look more like boiled Spinach

than their own stately selves. A tall Azara

raicrophylla and a fine standard Ceanothus Gloire

de Versailles might be anything between a broken

clothes prop and a stick whittled by a blind idiot,

and the whole border looks as thougli the contents

of a giant's salad bowl had been poured out on it.

Crown Imperials, Daffodils, Tulips, Lilium testa-

ceum all minced fine, and garnislied witli Cedar

cones. Tliis, then, is not a very propitious

moment in which to sit down and write notes

from IMyddelton House Garden. Every way one

looks fresli damage may be discovered. Three

of the limbs have been wrenclaed out of my fine

Acacia dealbata, only leaving the two weakest,

and they are scarred and torn so badly I doubt

whether they can heal up and live. There is

quite a bright red tint on the ground for many
yards in front of a Cydonia japonica, that has had
its buds torn off, and large branches have fallen

from the old Scots Pines, and have splintered and

torn the bushes and plants they fell on. However,

down in the rock garden, on the southern slopes

protected from the wind and ice, some plants

look as though they knew only halcyon days.

Anemone blanda scythinica is one of them, and

in to-day's iirst sample of April sunshine is the

most beautiful thing in the garden. It generally

ilowers a little later than the typical A. blanda,

and its first ilowers appear very little earlier than

tliose of its Italian relative, A. apennina. Tlicir

great charm lies in the wonderful contrast of the

outer and inner surfaces of their sepals. In bud,

and when closed after sunset, the flowers appear

to be rich sappliire blue, but when fully expanded
in the sunshine, pure white. Individual plants

show much variation, and the forms I like best

have the six or eight outermost sepals backed

with blue, and those of the inner whorls pure

white, or but little streaked with blue, ^^^len

such flowers are half expanded the effect of

contrast is exquisite. In some forms all the sepals

are backed with blue, and if seen at the right

angle, so that the back is most in evidence,

and only one or two recmrved tips show the

white upper siurface, quite a distinct effect

is obtained. Scythinica is a very free seeder,

and when grown close to the typical blue forms

many of the offspring are dark or pale blue on the

upper surface, and some of the latter with the

characteristic dark back of the scythinica parent

are very beautiful. It is spreading freely in one

the twoj there is."no excuse for destroying the
precious Anemones, in the love of tidiness that
demands instant deatji for such weeds as those
annual Veronicas.

Scilla bifolia carnea is especially good tliis season
Possibly the sunless days of the last fortnight
have helped to preserve its delicate flush of pink,
which is generally so fleeting that it is only seen
on the buds and newly opened flowers. This
year the spikes are unusually full of flowers,

and the soft salmony pink of the anthers adds
a delightful touch of colour to the delicate rosy
tints, shell phik on the buds, and like the whitest

part of a very fair baljy's eyelid on the open flowers.

This variety and the charming rosy lilac one
called rubra flower much later than other forms

.\NEMONE BLAN
[Fyom ci drawing

part ot the rock garden, and self-sown plants

appear in all sorts of places one would never

dream of planting them in. Some have even

grown in narrow cracks of big rocks, and, of course,

look extra beautiful arching out from the rock

face. Tlie seeds are mature and fall while still

green, sometime in May, and if left alone will

sow themselves and appear in quantities round
the old plants too thicldy to thrive. To prevent

this crowding, it is well to gather as many as

possible and scatter them further afield. The
young plants look very much like some of the

annual Veronicas, but the cotyledons of the

Anemones are more glossy and pointed than

those of the Veronicas, and once one has compared

DA SCYTHINICA.
by E. A. Bowles.)

of bifolia. They do not seed here, and are so

slow of root increase tiiat I have very few of either

after carefully nursing tliem for a score of years.

Few people grow the Dentaria group of Carda-

mine, but all its species are very worthy of places

in cool borders. The " Kew Hand List " decrees

that we should call them Cardamine, as though

they possessed no interesting scaly rhizomes

and shot up their flower-stems in the ordinary,

straight- ahead fashion of Lady's Smock and

that pestilential weed Cardamine hirsuta ; whereas

they arch through the ground, first the bent stem,

then the nearly mature flower-spike pidled up

after the manner of Winter Aconite and Wood
Anemones. So, for these two marks of originality
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and because Nyman in liis as yet unsurpassed

Conspectus allows the Linna;us genus of Dentaria

to stand good, I choose to do so too. With me

Dentaria polyphylla is always tlie first to hook

itself out of the ground, and is one of the best,

its creamy yellow flowers distinguishing it from

any other I grow. They have the look of a rare

plant, whereas the somewhat magenta pink

ot D. digitata gives it rather a common air

—

that of Honesty, some Clarkias and Godetias,

and other flowers of thin substance. I always

feel the same about Epilobium luteum. Its

flowers are really very pale and poor as a 3'ellow,

but in a family with so many members garbed

in crude bluish reds it seems a gem, an original

genitis. Then again, D. polyphylla has associa-

tions for me, reminding me of tlie day I saw i!

growing in the woods on the Brenner among a

glorious form of Soldanella montana. I still

regret that after a long day's collecting among

the melting snow above, I was weak enough

to yield to the discomfort of a hat that leaked

and streams of rain-water running down my
neck, and hurried down to a fire and food instead

of diligently digging a larger store of this delightful

pale yellow Tooth-Cress.

DAFFODI L NOT ES
Bv THE Rev. Joseph Jacob.

Daffodils Before the Royal Horticultural

Society's Narcissus Committee on March 28.—
Attei the blizzard of Monday night, it was a cheery

AN INTERESTING LITTLE HYBRID FROM OPORTO :

N. cyclamineus y. N. SoleiL d'Or.

sight to find a fair assemblage of flowers and

members in the committee room when our chair-

man, Mr. E. A. Bowles, took the chair. Two
awards were given and one recommended. To deal

with the recommended one first. What happened

was, two jolly little plants in 3j-inch pots, looking

so smart and well groomed, stood before us on

the table, and announced, in the way all these

claimants for honours do, that they were small

Portuguese people who had been sent over by

Baron de Soutellinho of Oporto, to be brought

up by Messrs. Barr and Sons, and that their

mother was Mrs. Cyclamineus and their father

Mr. Soleil d'Or. " That is most interesting."

said Mr. Engleheart, " the pollen of Soleil d'Or

is practically infertile with me. I have gi^en

up trying it." This experience was corroborated

by both Miss 'Willmott and Mr. Leak. It was
evident we had a very uncommon stranger in our

midst, and whether it was the more genial climate

of Portugal, or whether it was some strange turn

of the wheel of fortune, there was a unanimouf

feeling that nothing fiut a botanical certificate

would meet the case ; and so, up it was sent to

the Lords of the Scientific Committee with a

strong plea that they would grant this favour.

The illustration shows the habit of the plant and

the contour of the flower, which it is only necessary

to say had a deep yellow perianth and quite an

orange-toned cup. The Scientific Committee

gave a botanical certificate at their afternoon

meeting, when, in company with another pale

yellow and white hybrid (calathinus x cycla-

mineus), from Mr. Herbert Chapman, it was
placed before them with the Narcissus Committee's

recommendation.

To come now to the a^\'a^ds. One was given

to a very refined bicolor giant incomparabilis,

Centurion, for growing in pots. I particularly

i
admired the symmetry and elegance of its cup,

which, opening a good yellow, changes with age

I to a deep primrose. It, as it were, stood on such

nice small feet. The perianth was round in

contour and nicely imbricated. It was raised by

Mr. Worsley of Clifton, and exhibited by Messrs.

R. H. Bath. It gained the first prize at Birming-

ham in 1913 in the bicolor incomparabilis class

when shown by Mr, .\. M. Wilson.

Cymry was the second variety to receive an

award. It is a yellow Ajax, quite a self, with the

same stiff, starry and symmetrical segments that

distinguish the smaller Tenby, of which it

might be described as an enlarged replica. It

was raised by Mr. T. Batson, and in his garden

at Beaworthy, North Devon, it blooms, just before

Golden Spur, on nice long stems from 18 inches to

20 inches in height. The award was given for

" garden" purposes.

Before the general business of the meet-

ing commenced, Mr. Engleheart produced one

of his well-known boxes, neatly lined with

\ white tissue paper, wherein was a little bunch of

the pinkest trumpets that I lia\'e e\'er seen.

Afterwards I begged hard to be allowed to iia\'e a

I

coloured lantern slide made of them for a lecture

on Daffodil developments which I am " down
for " at a certain Tuesday meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society in May. But no. They
were not up to the mark. I must wait until

another year. We were told that there were now
about twenty bulbs of it ; so, all being well with

England and Engleheart and myself, I hope not

to wait in vain.

Fusarium.—The following resolution, which

was proposed l)y myself and seconded by Mr.

THE PALE YELLOW NARCISSUS CYCLATHINUS
{N. calathunis x .V. cyclamineus). Slightly reduced.

C. H. Curtis, was unanimously passed at this

committee meeting :
" The Narcissus and Tulip

Committee, realising that Fusarium is steadily

increasing among Daffodil bulbs in both private

and trade gardens, hereby requests the Council

of the Royal Horticultural Society to cause in-

vestigations to be made at Wisle\' with a view to

the publication of a report dealing with the nature

of the fungus and its attacks, and, if possible,

suggesting methods of combating its ravages."

This means we have given Dr. Keeble and the

scientific side of Wisley somelhing to do. Com-
paratively little is known for certain about its

way of life and its subtle methods of attack, and
as a natural corollary we are very much in the

dark as to the best means of defence. Blessings

upon the Doctor's and his assistant's head should

they develop into St, Georges and slay this

menacing dragon.

Ban's Groups.—Were it not war-time I would
have unhesitatingly have written that this great

Daffodil firm is waking up " like a giant refreshed

with wine." Perhaps, however, they ha\'e copied

Samson, according to the following little refrain

on an old christening cup in ray possession :

" Drink from the bubbling fountain, drink it free
;

'Twas Samson's drink, 'tis good for thee."

The wine or the bubbling fountain (only I do not

expect it was a free drink) is their Cornish garden

at Penzance, once the home and workshop of Mr.

Charles Dawson. It was a bull's-eye when the

firm acquired this pint of ground in the English

Riviera.

I look forward to silver-gilt Flora medals being

to them like gold in the days of King Solomon.

The procession of flowers has begun : Yorick

:

then Brian and Sparkler ; then, on the 2Sth ol

last month (i) Phineas, a very shapely Jonquil

hybrid of delightfully .smooth texture, which, were

its parent.ige not known, might pass as a short,

Nelsoni-eupped yellow incomparabilis; (2) Golden

Sun, an .\ja,x variety, whiih, notwithstanding
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its poor perianth stood out because of its

wonderful deep orange yellow colouring
; (3)

Dom Pedro, a squat yellow Ajax of great substance.

(A well-known market grower sampled it as I

was standing by. He felt the tips of the segments.

They were hard and firm. " That will make a

grand market flower," was his comment. The
same might be said of it for show.) Lastlj', there

was Isis (3A), a flower very much after the style

of the Dutch-raised Miss Willmott. The yellow

cup has a narrow edge of red, and the segments are

yellowish white. If the stricter requirements of

the showman postulate a pure white perianth,

PLANTING FOR AUTUMN
EFFECT

Bv Gertrude Jekyll,

T
autumn.

of these

HERE would still be time, if the work
is taken in hand at once, to make some
arrangements of plants that would
give beautiful effects of colour com-
bination for the late summer and
Some of the most refined and effective

tone pictures are those that are in

colourings of pink, white, lavender and purple.

some groups of the purple Gladioli, such as Blue

Jay and Baron Hulot, and for pale pink the

lovely America.

Within the first fortnight of jVIay should lie

sown some pink and white annuals. For whites,

Gypsophila elegans, white Jacobea and white
Linaria ; for pink, best of all, Godetia Double
Rose, a plant that is not only beautiful in the

border, but of great value for cutting. Then
among the Asters of medium height nothing
is better than Lavatera trimestris of the old,

pure, tender pink colouring, avoiding the so-called

improved variety, whose colour, though stronger.

there is no denying the fact that very many of the

public like those which are not.

CIMICIFUGA RACEMOSA
This is one of the floriferous hardy plants greatly

utilised in gardens. It is a handsome North Ameri-

can species with beautiful foliage and long spikes

of white Spirsea-like flowers, which are very at-

tractive in July and August. It grows from 5 feet

to 6 feet high, and is well suited for planting near

the back of the border. David Armstrong.

AUTUMN FLOWERS ,\T KELLY HOUSE.

with grey foliage. Where the work of prepara-

;
tion has been done in the autumn, there will be

Lavender and China Roses, with Gypsophila, Japa-

nese Anemones and Echinops as a solid founda-

tion, and where these occur it is easy to add some

I
summer flowers and annuals. But if the com-
bination has to be made afresh, it may best be

done by transplanting some autumn-divided

roots of some of the September-blooming Michael-

mas Daisies, such as the strong-growing Robert

Parker for tallest, with F. W. Burhid(,e and
Margaret for medium height, and Amellus and
acris for the front. With these there may be '

has a suspicion of rank quality from which the

older one is quite free.

Then of half-hardy annuals there will be the

best of the purple and white China Asters, choosing

them within the Ostrich Plume, Comet and Victoria

classes, with the taller Mammoth, formerly known
as Vick's White. Heliotrope and Ageratum, both

tall and dwarf, will come in the front of the border,

and it is well to leave places for dropping in pots

of Lilium longiflorum. If the border is of some
width. Hollyhocks, white and pink, should have

been provided in the autumn, with white Dahlias

planted this spring.
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NOTES FROM THE RIVIERA
By Edward H. Woodall.

The Seeding of Ophrys.—There are, I see,

some ingenious theories about the seeding of

Ophrys, and it is said that a small insect is required

to fertilise these quaint blooms which so mimic

a bee or a drone, a fly, or even a little looking-

glass, that one is lost in conjectures as to the

purpose of these " impersonations." In my
valley, which has been left to Nature for now

fifty years at least, there are many of these quaint

flowers, which year by year puzzle and delight

me. Which are species, which varieties, wliv

do they appear in quantity for one, two or three-

years perhaps, and then disappear sudderdy ?

either to turn up some hundreds of feet away,

or to remain dormant for years, and then appear

again in quantity. Scarcely ever do 1 find a

fat, fidl capsule of seed, yet evidently they do

propagate themselves far more successfully than

I can understand. The spring before the war

I found a nice group of a very pretty Ophrys

more like the Bee Orchis

than anything else, but

pinker and creamier in the

sepals, and lighter in the

lip than that Avell-known

species, which does not

flower here till the month

of May, while this flowered

in March. This year 1

went to look for my friend

towards the end of March

and could only find a

iniserable remnant of one

or two spikes, and supposed

that either it was over or

that it had not reappeared.

Then came a week of

deluging rain when nobody

passed that way. On the

lirst fine day, however, I

took some quick - eyed

friends down to see what

had happened, and on a

plateau some distance

off—say, 10 yards or

12 yards— one of my
friends exclaimed : " 1

never saw such quantities

of Bee Orchis in all my
life !

" and there I found

in quaitiilies this creamy

white and piidi sepalled

Ophrys, with the velvety

liee-like Up, but red rather

than brown in colour.

Ophrys Arachnites, with

its green sepals and

petals and black-brown lip, was there also in

plenty, but this was in groups of six or ten, enough

to make patches of colour. In sixteen years I

have never once seen it before, and yet this year

it is abundant. It can hardly be a hybrid, as

no Bee Orchis will be out for some weeks, and

yet it seems too distinct to be a mere variety of

Arachnites, which is much taller and more

This, at least, I have found out : that if I wish

its seed-capsules to be full and fertile, I must

break off the flower-spike before it fades, and

leave only six or seven pods to mature. In that

way the seeds seem to gain in vitality, and a

quantity of seedlings are sure to spring up another

autumn, though not

necessarily near tlie

parent spike. No
doubt the seed is

'^^~^ scattered during the

hay-making process in

the month of Ma\',

very free flowering, in this climate at least, and
has the merit of having its flower-buds bright

rose before they expand. For a day or two it is

exceedingly pretty, but sadly fleeting. 1 find

it does not like calcareous soil and needs leaf-

mould to help it, but in soils free from much lime

it grows easily enough. In England it needs

exposiu^e to the sun ; here it needs shade and

some water during the long, hot summer.

THE ETHICS OF ROSE
PRUNING

(Concluded from page 171.)

{liXOCHORDA GRANDT-

whu h faiilitates the dispersion of the chaff-like

seeds.

Exochorda Albertii magniflca deserves a word

i,[ commendation, as it is freer flowering than

the well-known Exochorda grandiflora, and,

moreover, thrives in calcareous clay, which is

deadly to E. grandiflora. The flower-spikes are

both more abundant and longer in the raceme,

so it is a very desirable shrub for this coast and

elsewhere. It flowers at the same time as Acacia

verticillata or pinifolia. which is a great contrast

to it in every way and should be in every garden.

Viburnum Carlesii now fills the air with its

powerful scent, rivalling the Incense Tree, Pitto-

sporum undulatum, in its penetrating power, but

.igorous -so I hope someone mav give me a clue, more refined, perhaps because one has not so

The handsome, though rather coarse-growing
I

much of it !
There are two types of it-one

Orchis longibracteata has been less abundant ,
quite strong growing and rapidly mal<ing stifl,

than usual this season, but a few spikes have woody shoots crowned with pure white flowers,

size anything I hove ever seen, I The second form is much less vigorous, but is
exceeded

In the thicker wall cells of the more hardy

\'arieties of hybrid and specific Roses, certain cells

may be discovered that have

survived even in the most dis-

integrated tissues—after thaw-

ing is taking and has taken

place. Such cells are capable

at times of recovering them-

selves, owing to their power

of reabsorption of the water in

the intercellular spaces ; and

this is why such plants do not

immediately perish when ex-

periencing the evils of frost

within themselves. Even in

the more tender varieties they

may survive for several weeks,

even if, owing to their great

lack of hardiness, death even-

tually takes place. With the

more hardy Roses the tree may
gradually resume vitality ; but

it is only gradually, and that

cell by cell ; and even then

the wood is, unhappily too

frequently, too much damaged
to give a proper display of

adequate bloom the succeeding

season. This is why the old

and frost-damaged shoots arc

the better for removal, allowing

the newbasals or the new laterals

lo form in their stead. To the biologist, Ruzicha's

est, which gives a red colouring with living

protoplasm, is of interesting importance.

3. Therefore it is essential that the shoots

should, by every means possible, be encouraged

to ripen thoroughly and early, and to reach a

high state of maturity before the frosts of winter

arrive in real earnest. A milder frost of late

autumn assists maturity in this. As regards

outdoor Roses, thorough ripening is of much

greater importance than artificial protection.

The writer may be permitted to add, by way of

parentheses, that, when he cultivated Roses

on a cold and heavy clay soil, with such Roses

as Beaute Inconstante, although he never went

or goes in for protection, he has never lost a

tender Tea Rose, and very seldom the tip of

a slioot. How best to assist this ripening can

be readily recognised by looking at the wild

Dog Roses of our hedgerows. There, on the

approach of winter, the long and sappy summer

basals will be seen to be bending over more and

more in an arc-like fashion. The consequence

is that the amount of water in the sap is decreased,

as the flow from the roots is restricted in quantity ;

and tlie shoots from the tips downwards fall over
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and the basals cease to grow in length. To prove

this, an experiment, easy in itself, can be tried.

If, instead of allowing Nature to take her usual

course, a basal is tied in an erect and vertical

position to a tall Bamboo cane or other suitable

support, the tip of this basal continues to grow,

the fall remains longer thereon, and the shoot is

by no means properly prepared to withstand

the stress of severe and changeable windy weather.

Even if the winter should prove to be a mild one

and the basal escapes unscathed, the blossoms

will be comparatively few in number and poor

in quality.

In this lies the fact that we must allow the

basals on our scandents to bend over and

struggle about as in a state of Nature, and defer

the actual tying up until they are thoroughly

mature and ripened. Certainly it presents,

for the time being, a somewhat bedraggled appear-

ance to the look of our gardens ; not the tidy one

recognised by the worthy jobbing gardener,

who would, if he did not tie these shoots up

.securely, remove them altogether. Naturally,

the autumnal gales have to be considered. Other

Roses in the close vicinity of the swaying branches

may be damaged thereby. Therefore, when the

winds are expected, tie in the lower portions of

the basals, allowing the upper to bend over to

restrain the flow of sap. When such, as seen by
their physical condition, are fully mature and

THE SPIDER ORCHID (OPHRYS ARANIFERA) WITH GREEN SEPALS
AND DARK BROWN LIP.

thoroughly ripened, these self-same upper por-

tions can then be finally securely trained in to

stand tlie winter. Five points may now
be mentioned, points which tend to lessen

the amount of immature wood during the

winter months.

1. Roses are not Cabbages, and there-

fore do not require the large amount of

nitrogenous manures usually given, though

repeated mild doses in spring and early

summer are an advantage.

2. No manure should be given after

July, especially the easily convertible forms

of nitrogen.

3. Phosphates and magnesia, possibly with

a fair percentage of lime under certain con-

ditions, given in July and August will tend

to assist the early maturity of the shoots.

4. Perhaps the early defoliation, partially

performed, of the Teas and other more

or less tender Roses may assist in the good

work; that is, when, owing to a very mild

late autumn and early winter, the Roses

are still in an actively growing condition.

This defoliation should be carried out by

easy and gradual stages.

5. Allowing the basals to incline or droop

over at their own sweet will.

The writer, by early attention to these

few details, can obtain the most promis-

ing results. He
may also be

allowed to
add that, although

at times he
indulges in a

little . earthing -

up, yet he most
con scientiously
abstains from
degrading the

surface of the soil

throughout the

winter by mulch-

ing it with straw

or other organic

manure. It is

essential for the
friendly reader to

remember that all

ramblers, whet her

summer, autumn
or perpetual, for
an adequate d i s -

play of rich blooms

the following
season, must have
their wood in a

sound and mature
condition, for all

pruning operations

of these ramblers,

whether of Multi-

flora or Wichurai-

ana blood, means
a corresp onding

loss of ill-spared

bloom, and par-

ticularly so with
I he purely summer
bloo mers, when
these same prun-

ing operations have

to be renewed
the following spring,

THE FREE FLOWERING AND FRAGRANT
FORM OF VIBURNUM CARLESII.

owing to the losses caused during the pre-

ceding winter. Toreay.

THE WILD OLIVES
Among the shrubs commonly known as wild

Olives or Oleasters, and botanically as Elasagnus,

are several very beautiful varieties with ever-

green foliage. They are excellent for growing

as isolated bushes on lawns, where, especially

during the winter months, their handsome foliage

attracts much attention. Once planted they

require very little in the way of culture, and though

a good depth of well-worked loam is to their liking,

they will grow very well in the poorest soil.

Cuttings of half-ripened shoots, taken from the

plants in late summer and planted in perfectly

drained pots of sandy soil, root moderately freely,

providing the pots are plunged to their rims in

Cocoanut fibre refuse, and a few may be also

rooted if planted in sandy soil in the open garden

during the autumn months. One of the prettiest

wild Olives is that known under the unwieldy

name of Elasagnus pungens Simonii aureo-varie-

gata, a name which should not, however, prevent

its being planted. It forms a roughly pyramid-

shaped shrub about lo feet high, the centres of

the leaves being a rich golden hue and the margins

deep green. Grown on a lawn as at Kew, this

is a most attractive shrub. E. pungens aurea

is another partly golden-leaved variety' of merit.

E. macrophylla is the Fon Gumi of Japan, and

has silvery evergreen foliage of an ornamental

character. It usually grows about 8 feet high

in this country. The above constitute the

best of the wild Olives which are evergreen in

character ; but where space will allow it, the Silver

Berry Tree of North America (E. argentea) should

also be included. This loses its foliage in winter,

but during the summer months it is covered with

attractive silvery leaves.
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A BLUE BORDER

ONE of the most severely criticised

, subjects of present-day gardening

I enthusiasts is the definition of colours,

and the fair sex are usually the most

severe critics. I well recollect an
argument by two lady gardeners and a grower

regarding the colour oi that well-known favourite

bedding Viola Maggie Mott. One des:ribed it as

pale blue with deeper centre, the other as soft

lavender, and the grower as mauve. Personally,

I think the grower was right. The colour that gets

the most abuse is magenta, usually termed " horrid "

by the ladies ; but with careful consideration

as to position very pretty eiJects may be achieved.

For instance, the Willow Herb, Epilobium angusti-

folium, planted in an isolated spot where very

few subjects will thrive, produces a pretty and
pleasing display from July to September, a good
subject to associate with it being the Goat's-

beard, Spirjea Aruncus, with bold masses of

creamy white flowers.

Now as regards our particular subject, " A
Blue Border." This is. I believe, the most popular

shade for a separate colour scheme. Very careful

selection when deciding upon the subjects to

plant being essential for a satisfactory result, in

Irises, " the Orchids of the garden." contain many
charming varieties, none more beautiful than the

sibirica section, the blooms of which are borne

on tall stems well above the grass-like foliage,

thriving in almost any soil. Eryngiums (Sea

Hollies) are useful in any border, blue or other-

wise. In addition to the bracts or heads of blue,

the stems of some varieties are also of the same
colour, and, if desired, may be cut and dried for

indoor decoration when flowers are scarce. The
Sages, Salvia uliginosa, S. patens and S. virgata

neniorosa, are very effective, being rich in colour,

easy to grow, and compact in habit. The variety

patens forms tuberous roots, which are likely to

be injured by frost if left in the ground. They
should, therefore, be lifted and stored in sand

during the winter mouths. The blue Cupidone,

Catananche cserulea, is pretty with its niunerous

heads of Everlasting-like flowers, and are useful

for cutting. No blue border would be complete

without a few carefully chosen Campanulas,

ranging in height from the small-growing varieties

in the front row to the tall Chimney-flower,

C. pyramidalis, in the back row. When the border

is being arranged, a space may with advantage

be left for that charming blue annual, Nigella

Miss Jekyll. This is easily raised from seed.

Sow under glass, and when large enough to handle

prick off into small pots and grow on until May,

summer or smnmer and autumn, unless, of course,

one has tmlimited facilities at his disposal for

removing faded plants and filling up the gaps
with pot-grown subjects.

The initial expense may be the first and last.

It is as well, therefore, to thoroughly prepare the

ground by trenching, adding well-decayed manure
if the soil is in any way poor. Purchase the plants

from a firm of repute, and, given ordinary

care and attention, the blue border adds to the
many fascinating sides of gardening " a colour

scheme." J. W. Ford.

NOTES ON VEGETABLES

THE month of April is the most im-

portant of all during the year in the

sowing and planting of vegetable crops

and the preparation for subsequent
details of auttmin culture.

Asparagus.—No time should be lost in removing
the winter covering of soil and manure. The
alleys between the beds shoufd be first deeply

dug over, as this is a good site for Cauliflowers,

Cabbage or Lettuce. The manure from the

Asparagus beds may thus be economically used to

the advantage of these successional crops. If the

f r^a

fa I

I Catypafula •
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PLAN FOR A BORDER OF BLUE FLOWERS.

the plan shown I have selected subjects that one

may safely term " blue " with the slightest stretch

of imagination. The plan shows a single border

with a wall at the back, and a grass verge round

the front and sides. Some prefer borders without

the grass verge, but it is certainly very cool and

restful looking during the hot summer months
and, I personally think, enhances the general

effect. Delphiniums occupy the major amount
of space in the back row, where they are indis-

pensable, commencing to flower in June and

continuing until July. It is impossible to exag-

gerate their value and beauty. To extend the

period of flowering, one may cut away some of

the larger spikes, thereby inducing numerous

smaller spikes to form, giving the plants a light

and graceful appearance. The Monkshoods, Aconi-

tum Wilsonii and Spark's variety, with Campanula
pyramidalis help to make up the back row. The
Michaelmas Daisies, Asters Climax and Feltham

Blue, are two of the tallest and most effective,

and a stake in time will save a lot of trouble with

these and the other robust-growing subjects. In

the next row Anchusas take pride of place. Drop-

more variety, which commences to produce its

brilliant porcelain blue flowers in June and con-

tinues until September, always commands a word

of appreciation. The varieties Opal and Lissadell

are other effective forms and very free flowering.

when they will be strong enough to plant out.

Veronicas are showy and pleasing with their

elegant spikes of bloom, and continue their display

quite late in the season. Omphalodes cappado-

cica and O. verna are two rare bits of blue, and the

Forget-me-not-like Anchusa myosotiflora worthy

of its place. It will be noticed that Artemisia

Palmeri is shown in various positions on the plan.

This is one of our best silvery-foliaged plants, and

shows up the colour of the other plants very

effectively. It is a matter of opinion if this is

included in the border, but personally I think it

adds considerably to the general effect.

As regards planting, it is well to bear in mind
that a good clump of each subject will give far

more satisfaction than a single specimen, and by

planting some of the taller subjects boldly to the

front and allowing a few of the dwaifer kinds to

recede into the border, bays are formed, which is

far more pleasing and graceful than regular rows

rising from front to back. It will be noticed

that several of the early flowering families of

plants are not included, such as Lupines and the

Flag Irises, the object being to get a good blaze

of colour in the summer and autumn. Personal

taste may, however, wish a display during the

spring, summer and autumn months, but the

result is generally a patchy one, and a blue border

should either be arranged for the spring and

Asparagus beds are liable to heavy crops of weeds,

a dressing of fish salt will aid in checking the early

growth of such and assist the " grass."

Broad Beans.—Sow seed for successional

crops, especially of the Longpod type ; or where
quality rather than quantity is prefeixed, sow

Green Windsor.

Seakale.—A first plantation should now be

made from the cuttings taken from the old roots,

to provide next season's supply of crowns. Any
site fully exposed that has been deeply dug and

manured will suffice. Plant the roots i foot apart

with a dibber, in rows 15 inches wide, just covering

the crowns.

Tomatoes.—Sow seeds for succession under glass

and a main batch for out of doors ; Sunrise and

Holmes' Supreme for the latter purpose are

desirable. More failures in outdoor Tomato
plants are traceable to late sowing than to any

other cause. Plants should not be less than

I foot high, and should be sturdy, having been

brought along under light conditions with

abundance of air. Perfection is the best variety

for indoor cultiure, where exhibition fruits are

required ; but for a general crop. Sunrise is

desirable. Plants now opening flowers should be

daUy fertilised, and, when a crop is assured, the

plants will be all the better if given some stimu-

lative food, either as a top-dressing or in liquid
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form. Continue to remove all side or superfluous

shoots, thus concentrating the whole energy of the

plant into the swelling fruits.

Potatoes.—Proceed as fast as possible with the

planting of all sections
;
generally the middle of

April is a most suitable period. Give ample

space to aid a free development of haulm and

foliage. Insufficient space is false economy.

Maturity is the main point to study, not only

in obtaining a bulky crop, but in warding off

disease also. In the case of sprouted sets, the

latter should be limited to two growths.

Peas.—Sow fortnightly for succession such

sorts as Duke of Albany, Quite Content or any
other favourite sort. Do not overcrowd the

rows or the plants. Some persons, with the aim

of having all their Peas on one plot, sow the rows

with only 4 feet of space between. This is a method
not to be recommended, as the haulm grows

weakly owing to want of light. It is far better

to grow three rows of Potatoes between two rows

of Peas, and, where possible, arrange for the rows

to run north and south, so that equal light is

assured to all sides.

Mint,—As the new growth shows through the

soil, cover the whole with decayed leaf-mould or

very short manure, which acts as a stimulant to

the surface roots, enabling the plants to throw up
large, succulent stems, which means a better type

of leaf. Now is a good time to make a new plan-

tation. Quite small pieces of the rhizomes,

planted 2 inches deep in deeply dug soil and
6 inches apart, and given a top-dressing of leaves,

will quickly give a full bed, especially if not cut

severely the first year.

Cauliflowers wintered in frames should be put

out into their permanent quarters, lifting each

with a trowel with a view to retaining a ball of

soil to the roots ; this will not check their growth.

If possible, protect the plants with some form of

shelter from east winds for a time
;
green boughs

answer well. The cold easterly winds often check

the growth of the plants when first put out.

Swanmore. E. Molyneux.

DWARF BUTTER BEANS
I OFTEN wonder why Butter Beans are not

more commonly grown, as rarely a season

passes but what I hear of their appreciation

by those who have tried them. When gathered

and cooked whole they ar^very delicious, and
the same applies to much older pods when cut up.

It may be that the golden colour is not so pleasing

to the eye of some people as if green, but they are

none the less excellent, and make a nice change.

I do not think the plants are so hardy and depend-
able in adverse weather as the many green-podded
French Beans, but in the majority of seasons

the yield is equally as heavy ; at least, that is my
experience with the variety Mont d'Or. Some
years ago I grew the tall-growing Mont d'Or,

a very good, prolific climbing variety, and was
more than pleased with the quality, and when
gathered quite small and cooked whole they were
much appreciated ; but as the dwarfs require

no staking, I now grow only these for our
requirements. Alarge quantity of pods can be grown
with very little trouble and attention on plants

occupying only a small space of land. I would
advise those who may not have given them a

trial (having depended entirely on the green-

podded dwarf varieties) to do so.

Wrotham Park, Barnet. H. Markham.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Dwarf Beans.—These crop earlier than the
climbing varieties, and, if space permits, a sowing
may be made in pots under glass, read> for trans-
ferrinf? to a sheltered spot next month. Osborn's
Forcing or Canadian Wonder may be chosen.

Broccoli and Kale.—Seeds of these, with Savoy
and all winter greens, should be sown at the first

opportunity in lines i foot apart. Protection from
birds will be necessary in most districts.

Salsify.—During the next fortnight both
Salsify and Scorzonera can be sown. It is never
advisable to sow this crop too early, or many of
the plants will flower. Thin sowing must be the
rule if good roots are desired.

Celery which has been raised in boxes must
be pricked out in frames or boxes before the
seedlings become weak and spindly. When they
have recovered from the transplanting, every
endeavour must be made to encourage sturdy
growth by admitting a.ir whenever possible, while
the lights can be entirely removed when the
weather is mild. Afford liberal supplies of water
as root action increases.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Grapes that are showing signs of
colouring require a free circulation of air, but a
cold draught passing through the house must be
avoided. Moistmre should be reduced gradually
as the berries approach maturity. The shoots on
midseason Vines will need frequent attention in
regard to stopping and training. Such work ought
to be done on dull days or late in the afternoon.
If the shoots are allowed to extend too long,
there is always a possibility of them snapping,
especially if tied down when the weather is bright.
When the fruit has set, all surplus bunches must
be removed, and the berries thinned before they
become too crowded. The extent of the thinning
will depend upon the vigour of the Vines, as the
berries on strong, healthy rods will swell much
larger than on those in a weaker state. Examine
the borders, and, if needed, give a good application
of diluted liquid manure and a dressing of Thom-
son's Vine Manure.

The Flower Garden.

Evergreens.—Such trees as Hollies, Box, Yew
and various conifers may be transplanted if

necessary. There are few failures when such
work is done just as new growth begins.

The Rock Garden.—At present there are many
plants in bloom, and constant attention will be
needed to keep the rock garden clear of weeds.
During late summer and early autumn, flowers are
rather scarce, so it is advisable to sow a few
annuals where there is sufiicient space. Phlox
Drummondii is excellent for this purpose, and a
quantity should be pricked off in boxes in readiness.

Plants Under Glass.

Begonias.—The tubers that were started early
will be ready for potting on, but, until a moderate
growth is made, the flower-buds should be removed.
The later batch started in boxes may also be
potted off. A warm, buoyant atmosphere must
be maintained to encourage healthy growth.
Gloxinias may be treated likewise, but they should
be placed in their flowering pots at the first potting.

Chrysanthemums.—if large blooms are desired,
the plants should be placed in 6-inch pots, using
a mixture of three parts loam and one part leaf-
mould, with a moderate sprinkling of manure from
an old Mushroom-bed. Pot firmly and put the
plants in a cold frame. Careful watering must
be practised, and both green and black fly destroyed.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pests.—A sharp look-out must be kept for
Apple sucker and aphis, and immediately they
are detected the sprayer must be got to work, or
the young growth will soon be crippled. Red
spider and thrips are sometimes troublesome,
and the Gooseberry caterpillar must be searched
for and destroyed. There are several good insec-
ticides available which will keep the trees clean
if used according to instructions.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Caslleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—Those sown in heat early in the
year should now be ready for planting out
although if the weather is unsuitable thev may
be safely left m the boxes for another fortnight
but the sooner they are planted now the
better. Lift the plants carefully with a hand
fork to preserve as many of the roots as possible
and do not expose them to bright sunshine or
drying winds. The ground should be made
moderately firm, and a perpendicular niche
cut out with the spade deep enough to allow
the roots to hang straight down

; firm nicely up
and smooth the surface with the rake and pro-
ceed W'lth the next line. From 15 inches to
IS inches between the lines and 6 inches to
9 inches from plant to plant should be sufiicient
to grow fairly large bulbs. If the weather should
prove dry directly after the planting is finished,
sprinkle the plants with rain-water daily until thev
are quite established

; but if thev can do without
watermg, it is better not to commence.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Disbudding Wall Trees will now call for some

attention. A commencement should be made as
soon as the shoots are large enough to handle con-timimg the process at intervals until onlv the
requisite number of shoots for the correct main-
tenan-e of a well-balanced tree is left. Remove
all outgrowing shoots and those growing towards
the wall, and endeavour to retain one or two
well-placed shoots at the base of each branch
Avoid severe thinning at one time ; it is safer
to go over the trees at intervals until the work
is completed. Peaches and Apricots are the
hrst to need attention, and as the fruits will now
be set, it will be quite safe to remove a portion
ot these by way of thinning.

Black Currants.—Where big- bud is trouble-
some and not severe enough to warrant the de-
struction of the plantation, hand picking may be
sufiicient m small establishments to keep it in
check. The bushes may also be sprayed with the
Irme and sulphur wash.

Gooseberries.—Another application of lime
and sulphur should be given these before thevcome into flower, to further check American
Gooseberry mildew. Like most other garden
pests, this can be attacked with better prospects
of success at this season than when in the dormant
stage.

Raspberries.—Remove all suckers produced
at a distance from the stools, unless young canes
are required for a fresh plantation: and these
should be at some little distance from the stools
so that the roots of the fruiting canes will not be
unduly disturbed when removing the young plants
Raspberries remain a very long time in a fruitful
condition in some gardens without requiring
renewal, but these should be well attended tom the way of top-dressing and doses of liquid
manure. Moss litter manure from the stable
yard makes an excellent top-dressing for these
as well as other bush fruits where annual digging
is not practised.

Plants Under Glass.

Azaleas.—As these pass out of flower all the
seed-vessels should be removed, the plants laid
on their sides, and given a thorough wash with
the syringe and some insecticide. The plants
should now be encouraged to make strong growths
by giving frequent doses of liquid manure and
syringing the plants daily. Repotting may also
be done at this season where necessary, using a
fair quantity of good peat in the mixture.
Amaryllis.—When the plants have finished

flowering they should be given some stimulant
to finish their growth, after which they may be
gradually brought to a resting condition.

Lilium Harrisii.—The flowers of this beautiful
Lily are always in demand, and the earhest batch of
plants should now be encouraged to grow freelv
in heat until the buds are almost opening, when
they should be removed to the greenhouse. Weak
liquid manure ought to be given when the pots
are well filled with roots.

Tho.vias Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Caslle, N.B.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
LILY WITH BROKEN STEM (T. P. ^.).—It is not

possible to n-coj^nisp the species of Lily described as
" Apricot," It may be L. monadclphum, T.. testaceum,

L. Batemannia%oroneof themany varieties of umbellatum.
lu any case, the destruction of ttie new stem will almost
certainly prove fatal to any blossom next summer,

FERTILISERS FOR ROSES (La Poy(i).—Vic have had
no experience of " Bio;;ine." If it contains a pood per-

centage of phosphates, potash and ammonia, it should

be good for your Roses. It is an excellent plan to top-

dress or mulch with AVakeley's Hop Slanure after prnnins.

This manure is rich in potash anJ phosphites. You will

find a dressing of lib. to the square yard ample. We
find bone-Hour excellent to aid the bloom, as also is Peru-

vian Guano or sulphate of ammonia. If you iiavc a little

of either of these to Rose Lady Waterlow when the buds
are seen, you will help them considerably ; but if appUed
now to such a vi£?orous grower, you would encourage
growt:h at the expense of bloom. Yon might with advan-
tage <rive the trees at once a good shovelful or two of cow-
manure. Clep.r the soil away a little, lay manure around,
then cover the latter with the soil. The rains take down
the nourishnient in small and helpful quantities.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CHRYSANTHEMUM: YELLOW SPORT {R. B.).—

We think the variety a very pood one and well worth
general cultivation. The petals are firm and possess

plenty of substance ; the colour also is rich. Some
very late varieties do not develop full blooms from buds
formed as late as yours were ; this is another point in its

favour. The sport is evidently well fixed, and as the
plant has a dwarf habit—under 3 feet in height—it will

be useful for amateurs who have small greenhouses, as

^\ell as market growers. We are pleased to learn that you
find THE Garden so helpful.

AGATH^EA CCELESTIS NOT FLOWERING PROPERLY
<C. ./.).^There was nothing in the specimens sent to

account for your plants failing to properly develop their

blossoms. The shoots were perfectly healthy. We think

that the trouble is caused by the wintry change in the

weather, and probably the pots are full of roots and
would be benefited by an occasional stimulant. Given
this, and with the improvement in the \\eather such as

one may reasonably expect at this season, we do not
think that you will have any further cause to complain
of the behaviour of your plants.

BEGONIA TUBERS DISEASED (IF. H. £.).—You tell

us nothing as to the treatment the Begonias have received

or the conditions under which they have been kept, henc^
we are greatly handicapped in answering your question.

One of the tubers sent is attacked by dry rot, which would
suggest that it has been parched up; while in the other
the decay has spread over the greater part of the tuber,

but a small portion is still firm. Appearances suggest
that they were badly ripened off, and kept too dry since.

It must be borne in mind that Begonia tubers need only to be

kept quite safe from frost, say, in a minimum temperature
of 45°. If your Begonias were grown out of doors, there

is another possible reason for the trouble, namely,
they may have been caught by frost before lifting, as the
injury seems to have commenced in the centre of the

tuber, that is, at the base of the old flower-stem. They
may have been wintered near the hot-water pipes, a very
unsuitable position for them.

TREATMENT OF CANNAS {A. M. £:,).—The rhizomes
of Cannas should on no account be dried off now, as the
root action will be resuming its normal activity. They
should be at once potted in some good soil, placed in a
greenhouse, and watered sparingly at first, then, as

growth develops, an increased quantity must be given.

The plants will then grow away sturdily and form effective

specimens by bedding-out time. You mention nothing
of the convenience you have for keeping the plants until

that period comes round, but we presume that you have
a greenhouse. We are frequently handicapped in answering
questions by the lack of information furnished by tlie

querists on matters like this, which we have, of course,

no means of knowing. It will certainly not be safe to

plant them in the open during April, as, apart from
probable frosts, the ground would be so cold that most
of the rhizomes would in all likelihood perish. The
middle of May is quite early enough to plant out Cannas.
If you have no greenhouse, there may be a frame available,

in which case it must be covered in the e\ent of frost.

Failing this, perhaps you have favourable space in a window,
where the plants may be grown till it is safe to venture
them out of doors.

FRUIT GARDEN.
CATERPILLARS ON LOGANBERRIES (Peroola).—

We do not know what they would be. Arsenate of soda
is the only thing that will kill such biting insects.

SPRAYING APPLE TREES WITH PARAFFIN EMUL-
SION (C. T. A.).— It is now too late to apply paraffin

emulsion as a winter dressing for the destruction of pests

on Apple trees. If you will let us know the nature of

the pests you wish to have destroyed, we may be able

to help you to do so with another mixture which will do
no harm to young gro\vth.

BIRDS AND FRUIT TREES (Ortolaii).—You would
probably be able to procure bird-lime from a manufac-
turing chemist such as Messrs. Voss of >[ilwall, but, in

using it, would you not be likely to capture and injure
birds of all sorts, goo'l as well as bad—the bad are few,

the useful many. Have you tried paraffin emulsion and
lime wash or lime-sulphur spray ? The position of your
trees suggests that black thread might be run over the
trees in places, and this woidd probably help to scare the
birds.

PLANTING A VINEYARD (Bourbon).—Yon would be
able to get hardy Grape Vines from Messrs, G. Bunyard
and Co., Maidstone, who make a speciality of hardy
varieties of Grapes. The following varieties are all of
proved merit in Britain, viz., Gamay Koir, Brant, Black
Cluster, Beine Olcra and Chasselas Rose. The first two
named were especially esteemed at Addin^ton. Wisley,
and also at the Marquis of Bute's vineyard in Wales.

AN OLD STANDARD PEACH TREE (W. F. W.,
Warwirk).—The best stock for the Peach is the Plum.
Buddine. rather than grafting, is the usual method of

propagation. Buddimi should be done from the middle
to the end of July, when 'he sap is running freely. Any
fruit tree nureeryman would supply you with young
stock. It is now rather late for planting this year. In
ordering, you had be.ier ask the question if it is so or
not. Any responsible nurseryman would, at little cost,

bud you as many as you miiht require by your sending
him a few cnttin!7s at the right time, if you desired. It is

unusual for the Peach to bear satisfactory crops in the
open ground, and especially on cold clay soil. We would
appreciate a short note relative to the groivth and bearing
of your old tree.

RHUBARB THE FIRST YEAR AFTER PLANTING
(Egdon).—You should not have covered your Rhubarb
roots ^vith manure and boxes, thus forcinc it into gro'wth
early the first year after planting. It will weaken and
throw back the usefulness of the roots. You should have
left' them alone and allowed them to grow naturally.

The following year they would have been ready for

moderate forcing and would have given you a fine return.

The best thine you can do now is to allow the Rhubarb
to crow slowly, taking the boxes off in the daytime and
putting them on in case of frost at niiihl, until the leaves

are nuite hardened, when they vnl) neerl no protection
It will be better for the roots and crowns of the Rhubarb
if you refrain from pulling any sticks this year ; you will

reap the advantage in next year's crop.

MISCELLANEOUS.
LEAF-CUTTING BEE (M. L. M.).—The curious cells

you send are those of a leaf-cutting bee. This bee
uses the leaves of Roses and other trees, cutting out
circular pieces wherewith to eonstriict cells in which it

lays its eugs, together with the fond upon which the
young will feed. They are often found in rotting wood,
but we have never before beard of them in a flower-pot.

BOOK ON TUBEROUS BEGONIAS (IF. C, Kent).-
We are sorry that we do not know of any recent book
giving the historv of the Tuberous Beconia. The best

work on the subject that we are acquainted with is

"The Tuberous Begonia: Its History and Cultivation,"
by Brian Wynne, published by the GartJemtifj Wnrtd in

1888. It is now out of print, biit you midit lie able to
obtain a copy throucrh a secondhand bookseller.

PATENT MANURE FOR VEGETABLE CROPS (C.

McD.).—The intrredients of which you say your patent
manure is compopcd are excellent substitutes for

ordinary manure. But tl^ere is no manure so effective

in its results in the growth of vegetables as good farm
or stable yard manure. Mix the ingredients well together
(possibly they have been mixed—you do not give the
proportions), spread the manure over the ground before
sowing or planting your crops (on a dry day), and fork it

into the surface of the soil 6 inches deep, well mixing it

with the soil, applying it at the rate of three quarts to
the rod or perch . Apply it also as a top-dressing to Potatoes
and other crops before earthina them up, spread it

lightly over the surface of the soil above the roots of the
plants with the hand, and hoe it into the ground before
eartbinET-up takes place.

ABOUT A PROPAGATOR (F.V—It is not possible to
give you definite information regardintr your propagator,
as we do not know what it is like. As a rule,

the makers supply all necessary information. It is

usually advisable to insert cuttings in a proper mixture,
althoush many can be rooted in sand. The temperature
must depend largely upon the kind of cuttings inserted.

In the ease of most propairatincr-frames the lights are
kept closed, except for half an hour or so each day, when
the gla«s is wiped and the atmospheie allowed to dry a
little. Occasionally, however, a little ventilation may be
left on a frame permanently. All these particulars can
only be learnt by evprrience. We presume that your
propacator will be kept in a i:reenhouse.

BLACK FUNGUS ON FLOWERS OF CHIONODOXA
(TV. F. M. C).—The flowers of Chionodoxa are discoloured
because the anthers are filled with the dark brown spores
of the fundus Uromyces Vaillanti®. This fungus lives

in the bulbs, or rather in the base of the corms. through
the summer and grows ijp the stem as the inflorescence
develops, forming its spores only in tln^ anthers. It is

perennial in the plant, so tliat, once attacked, the plant
(and proT)ably any offsets formed) is always attacked.
The fungus is not likely to spread to other plants, but
seedlintrs produced in its neighbourhood are likely to be
affected. Some of the Scillas, p q.. S. bifolia, may also

fall victims. It was first introduced to this country

from Asia Minor by a well-known bulb exporter, who mis-
took the diseased plants for a new variety and sent them
over to be tried !

NAMES OF PLANTS.—K. M. T., Datilish.—'PiitG-
spomni tenuifoliuui. Arbor.—Cupressus mafrocarpa

H. O., Kirkcaldy.—Anemone Hepatica (Hcpatica
triloba).

SOCIETIES
BOURNEMOUTH SPRING SHOW.

The ninth exhibition of spring fiowers was held in the
spacious pavilion of the Winter Gardens on April 4 and 5,

and was a success in every way. The weather was fine

;

the exhibits, staged both by private and trade growers,
and the attendance of the public were very satisfactory.
Among the groups of miscellaneous stove and green-
house plants, tliose arranged by Messrs. G. Watts and
Sons and The Park Nurseries, Bournemouth, were
exceptionally fine. Messrs, Stuart Low and Co.,
Bush Hill Park, Middlesex, had an effective display of
Perpetual-flowering Carnations ; Messrs. R. V^eftch,

Exeter, one of flowering shrubs and Carnations ; Mr.
Maurice Prichard, Christchurch, a charming table of
rock and alpine plants in pots ; Mr. Reginald Prichard,
West Moors, Wimborne, a fine representative collection
of rock and alpine plants, naturally arranged in rocks
and moss ; Messrs. W. H. Rogers, Limited, Southampton,
staged Heaths, Azaleas and alpines ; and Mr. T. K. Ingram,
Parkstone, Dorset, Tulips and a group of miscellaneous
plants.

CoiiPETiTivE Classes,

In the class for a group of miscellaneous plants and
bulbs in pots, Mr. G. H, Heath, gardener to G. G, Russell,
Esq,, Glenfallock, Bournemouth, was the winner ; he
had fine Primulas, Tulips, Narcissi, Spirseas and Lily
of the Valley in his group. Mr. W. Weaver, gardener to
Major Tinker. Ch'Wtim (ili-n, (h^t^t^llu^ch, was second ;

Schizanthus wisi-toninsis. Cyclamen and Hippeas-
trums were the principal plants used. Mr. Weaver had
the best six pots of Cineraria stcdlata. Mr. V. Galpin,
gardener to Mrs. C. Telfer, Bourmmouth, had the best
three pots of Mignonette.

In the class for plants, flowering or otherwise, Mr.
Weaver was flrst, second lionours going to Mr. Galpin,
and third to Mr. Heath. Mr. Galpin had the best three
plants of Genistas, well-flowered sp<'cimens ; and Mr,
Weaver scored in the class for three plants of Schizanthus
wisetonensis, Jlr, Heath second. The prizes for one
specimen greenhouse flowering plant went to Messrs.
Weaver, Galpin and Heath in the order named. The
classes for cut fiowers of Narcissi and Tulips were
well filled with good produce. Miss A. M. Wilson,
Bournemouth, was the winner in the class for a dinner-
table decoration, closely followed by Mr. G. Barge.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

Gold MedaU.—Mr, Maurice Prichard for rock and alpine
plants ; Messrs, Stuart Low and Co. for Perpetual-
flowering Carnations and Orchids ; Mr. Reginald Prichard
for rock and alpine plants : Messrs. II. Veitch for flowering
shrubs and Perpetual-flowering Carnations ; Messrs. G.
Watts and Sons, Limit i-d, for miscellaneous greenhouse
plants and Tulips ; The Park Nur.seric5 (Mr. F. M, Welch,
manager) for miscellaneous greenhouse plants.

Silver Medals.—Messrs. W, H, Rogers, Limited, for

Heaths, Azaleas and alpine plants; Mr. T. K Ingram
for Tulips and miscellaneous greenhouse plants ; Mr.
Pursglove for bulbs and greenliouse plants.

Bronze Medal.—Mr, H. M. Elford for Perpetual-flowering
Carnations.

HIGHCLIFFE GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

The assistant secretary of the Bournemouth Gardeners'
Mutual Improvement Association. Mr. C. Nippard of
Ashton Court Gardens, gave a very instructive lecture

before tlie members of the above society on April 3. The
subject was " Pot Plants and Some Causes of Failure."
Only a few points in his exhaustive lecture can be referred

to. Mr. Nippard said it was very essential to success to
have plenty of light, ventilation, cleanliness, suitable
potting composts, and to avoid overcrowding. It was
customary in days long past for gardeners to cut and stack
turves with layers of manure and other ingredients between
them, and then to cut down the whole, as requh-ed. and
use it for nearly every kind of plant. Now. we stacked
the turves alone and added suitable ingredients when
mixing composts for the different kinds of plants. All
successful cultivators should be good propagators in these
days, so as to keep up a regular supply of plants for decora-
tive purposes. With regard to Azalea indica. he recom-
mended the retention of the plants under glass till the new
gro\\'ths were perfected and the buds formed, then
jtlacing the plants in the open air, fully exposing them
to the sun, but plunging or otherwise screening
the pots from the sun's rays. He said Cinerarias were
usually grown in too rich a compost ; seedlings raised
in the open air were the hardiest. Celoslas and Cyclamen
should be grown in a fair amount of heat during the early
stages. The first week in April was a good time to sow
seeds of Cclosias. and the latter part of July and early in

August for sowing Cyclamen seeds. Many other kinds
of plants were dealt with, and a free discussion then took
place. Mr, Nippard ably replaying to many questions.
Both the lecturer and Mr. W. Marjoram, the chairman,
were heartily thanked at the close nf the meeting.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
A^Patrlotlc Flower-Bed.—Nine persons out

of ten if they set themselves the task of making

a spring red, white and blue fiower-bed would,

in all probability, produce a very unhappy result.

It is not an easy matter to find flowers even of

these primary colours that bloom at the same

time and give a natural effect when grown together.

On a rocky bank in a garden near Weybridge we
lately saw an uncommonly beautiful association

of these three colours, comprising the glowing

scarlet of Anemone fulgens rising from ground

patches of the pure white single

Arabis (not the double, which is

later to flower and not such a

pure white), and the bright blue

spikes of Muscari Heavenly Blue.

This is a delightful association of

rock plants, in no way stiff or

formal, and all flower together with

charming effect.

Garden Allotments in Scotland.

There are signs of increased activity

among allotment holders in all parts

of the country, and rightly so, for it

is the duty of every citizen to grow

as many vegetables as possible.

Apait from patriotic motives the in-

creased cost of food necessitates a

more extensive cultivation of the land.

The efforts to secure increased food

production in Scotland are giving a

great impetus to the allotment

movement there, and gardens are

being provided in many places. The
200 allotment gardens at ToUcross

Park, Glasgow, provided by the

Corporation, have all been taken up.

Pailsey Town Council is meeting a

good demand for such gardens by
providing them at Barnshaw Park.

Clydebank has formed an association

for garden allotments and has secured

some land. Portobello has had a

preliminary meeting in connection

with the same movement, and

has agreed to proceed forthwith.

Maxwelltown has given its borough

workmen gardens at the sewage purification

works, with liberty to use manure from the works.

Scottish Reformatory Bulb Exhibition.—The
other day Mr. Spielman of the Home Office

opened a show of bulbs grown by the young
people of Scottish reformatories, the first of its

kind in Scotland. It was a successful beginning,

and the flowers were mostly well grown. The
first prizes for Hyacinths and Narcissi went to

the Stranraer Reformatory for Boys, an institution

which makes a speciality of horticulture. Those
for Tulips went to the Dairy School for Girls at

Loanhead. Although the competition was com-
paratively limited, the prospects for a larger

show next year are most promising. Mr. J. W.
.M'Hattie of the Edinburgh Parks acted as judge.

Polygonum vaceinifolium.—Few Polygonums
are suitable for the rock garden, and perhaps,

excepting the one noted above, they are

of no great value. P. vaceinifolium produces

spikes of bright rose-coloured flowers in great

THE NEW GARDEN ROSE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR
RECOMMENDED FOR BEDDING AND MASSING.

profusion, especially in the autumn, when they

are doubly welcome on account of the scarcity

of showy patches in the rock garden. It is an
excellent subject for covering large stones or

rocks, owing to its neat trailing habit and rapid

growth. It will thrive in almost any soil or

position, but the best results are obtained when
the soil is fairly good and the position not shaded

in any way. Propagation is effected by division

in the spring.

Rose Hon. Mrs. R. C. Grosvenor.—Messrs,

B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester, send blooms

of this new Hybrid Tea Rose, which is being sent

out this spring. The blooms are fragrant, the

outer petals being porcelain flesh toned off to

orange yellow, flushed with rose in the centre.

The blooms, which open well, are of fair size

and substance, carried on long, stout stems,

and accompanied by a healthy look about the

foliage which is so much admired by all keen

rosarians. When full blown the blooms are of a

beautiful suffused colour reminiscent of

Gloire de Dijon. It is said to be good

in the autumn, and this being so, it will

undoubtedly prove a favourite variety

for bedding and massing.

Glass-houses : Old and New.—
When Sir Hugh Plat wrote in'; his

" Garden of Eden" (edition of 1659,

page 5r) that " Master Jacob of ihe

Glasse-house had Carnations all the

winter," he meant one thing. When
we nowadays tell a friend that

.

So-and-so has " a jolly fine glass-

house," we mean something quite

different. The old knight's " Glasse-

house " was a glass manufactory

;

whereas ours is a greenhouse. It is

one of the many instances, like

" prevent " in the Church of England

Prayer Book, of a word which, with

the passing of time, has changed its

meaning. According to the Oxford

Dictionary, the word was not used

in its new and now usual sense until

1838. It is a curious coincidence

that what may be called one of the

beginnings of the modern greenhouse,

with its system of artificial heating,

was the warming of a room at the

back of a fire in a glass manufactory :

and that the very name glass-house

was destined to have with the ex-

tended manufacture, improvement,

and cheapening of glass, an entirely

new meaning, but one, as luck would

have it, so strangely in sympathy with

the past. " Glass-house " is something of a pitfall

when we come across it in old books of gardening

and travel (e.g., Hentzner, "A Journey into England

in rsgS "), unless we remember that it was origin-

ally used to describe a glass manufactory.

*** Oiling to tlw. shortage of paper, readers who have, not

already done so are asked to order THE G.lEDEN to be

delivered regularlu by their neifsagent. Readers will thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Michauxia campanuloides.—^Two years ago

I saw flowering in an Oxfordshire garden near

here the most beautiful group of Michauxia

campanuloides, a variety which, to judge from

Miss Willmott's M. Tchihatcheffii, is far the more
lovely of the two. I was, however, promptly

discouraged from trying to grow it by a nursery

gardener to whom I applied for plants, as he said

it was " disappointing and only a biennial " (sic).

Evidently it, however, and Miss Will-

mott's M. Tchihatcheffii are alike in

being " difficult," and I see no mention

of the latter in Robinson's " English

Flower Garden" (fourth edition), per-

haps for this reason ; but I wonder the

lovely M. campanuloides is not more

often tried.—A La T.

Pulmonaria angustifolia.—Flowers

of the end of March and earliest days

of April are none too many, and still

less frequent are flowers of a pure and

intense blue. Yet the Narrow-leaved

Lungwort, or Blue Cowslip as it is

sometimes called, which has both these

merits—and, though a rare native, is a

thoroughly good garden plant—is not

often seen in cultivation. It is delight-

ful to group with Scillas and Chiono-

doxas, others of the pure blues of the

season. Unlike its near relative P.

officinalis, which seems only to do well

on chalk, it flourishes in any soil, even

the poorest.-—G. J.

Epilobium birsuta variegata.—

Those fond of variegated border plants

might well secure this very old variety

It is an attractive plant, stately and

erect. It is what the early writers on

horticulture would term an " abiding
"

plant, for if introduced into the border

it soon claims much space for its

abode. E. hirsuta is a common
British plant, but I have not seen the

variegata form wild. It is not rare

on the marshes of Holland, however.

—T. HaV.
Perpetual-Flowering Carnations.^

In the issue of April 8, page i66,

your correspondent " North Middlesex "

suggests that no one will succeed in

winter who tries to grow these within

fifteen miles of Charing Cross. I am
prepared, if necessar_y, to produce many
witnesses to prove that reasonable

success is obtained at this address,

reckoned to be thirteen miles from Hyde Park
Corner. I admit some extravagance. Every
spring a fresh stock of young plants, once broken,

is purchased from Mr. Burnett, Mr. Allwood or

other first-class grower, and this stock, carefully

watched and potted on in the summer, invariably

produces an unfailing crop of flowers in November,
December and January. From loo to 150 plants

are grown at this address, and during the months
in question the average yield is, I am sure, over
twenty good blooms per week. If the above
method is adopted, I am satisfied, after some
years' experience, that there is no difficulty.

early cuttings for propagation can be relied on so I pheasant was seen busily clearing up what few
near Town. On this point, my experience is practic

ally nil.

—

Charles Martineau, Littleworth, Eshcr.

Narcissus cyclamineus, DC—With reference

to the Rev. J. Jacob's article in The Garden
for April 8, pages 169 and r70. it must be

admitted that Dean Herbert blundered badlv

bulbs remained. Can it be that patriotic

pheasants now refuse to eat Mangel-Wurzel ?

Have any of your readers had a like experience ?

—E. A. B., Maidstone.

Pretty Effects in the Garden.—In reply to

your interesting article on pretty effects in the

" Theatrum Florje." This book was published in

Paris in 1622 (De CandoUe, Pritzel) or r628

(Dryander), and the re-issue in 1633. I can
only suggest this as a possible explanation :

Herbert had been citing Rudbeck's " Campi
Elysii " twice on page 305 of his " Amaryllidaceje,"

But—and "there's the rub," especially in these 1 small, round hole. I concluded at once that rats
hard times—I very much doubt whether strong, I had been at work, until a few days ago a hen

when he cited Olaf Rudbeck as the author of
i
garden, I have specially noted the following as

an edging to the herbaceous border : Crocus
vernus aureus coming up through the common
Pink, the silvery foliage of the latter enhancing
the yellow of the Crocus. A happy accident in

planting on the rock garden created a pretty

effect in several clumps of Hyacinthus azureus

being recently planted over some
yellow Crocus. The twain being in flower

together, the exquisite blue of the

Hyacinthus shows more caerulean than
ever against the golden yellow of the

Crocus. Again, I noted a small bed
of the common blue Hepatica angulosa

planted about 6 inches apart, and the

spaces between filled with clumps of

Galanthus Elwesii. The effect of

the white bells hanging slightly above
the Hepatica was charming, and lasted

in effect for some time. It is obvious

that the above early spring effects

can only be obtained by planting

in sheltered nooks and beds.—W. D.,

Bex hill.

Shakespeare and Contemporaries.
" It is not known if Shakespeare was
acquainted with Turner and Gerard; but

as they were contemporaries, it is more
than probable they may have met."

Thus Miss Willmott in your issue of

March 25. Turner died in 1568 when
Shakespeare was four years old. The
Dean must therefore be left out of this

interesting speculation. But I have

always cherished the idea that Gerard

and the poet did meet. Dr. Wallace

discovered Shakespeare's close acquaint-

ance about 1598-1604 with the Mount-
joy family, dwelling at the corner

of Monkwell and Silver Streets, with

whom he may even have lodged for a

while. In Monkwell Street stood the hall

of the Worshipful Company of Barber-

Surgeons. Gerard joined the court

of this company in 1595, becoming

Master in r6o7, and coming from liis

house in Holborn his way lay past the

Mountjoys' door. Another suggestion.

In 1599 Gerard dedicated to Sir Walter

Raleigh the second edition of the cata-

logue of his famous garden in Holborn.

Whether Raleigh was or was not about

the year r6o4 the or a founder of the

society which met at the Mermaid Tavern in

Bread Street, it is pretty certain that many dis-

tinguished men of his acquaintance in various

walks of life (he would appear to have known
everybody worth knowing) visited the Mermaid.

Why not Gerard ? Elizabethan London was a very

little great place, and it must have been dififtcult

for prominent men not to have met. Please excuse

the digression. It may be of some interest as we
are about to celebrate the tercentenary of Shake-

speare's death.—O. S.

Muehlenbeckia complexa and Lenten Roses.

I read with iutciest the remarks made in The
Garden, issue March II. A small slip I gave of

this New Zealand plant many years ago is now

MICH.-kUXIA CAMPANULOIDES. A LITTLE KNOWN BIENNIAL
THAT IS DIFFICULT TO GROW.

and then, proceeding on the same page to discuss

N. cyclamineus, he, by some curious slip of the

pen, wrote " Rudb." in front of his reference to

the " Theatrum Flora?," whose author is still

unknown.—B. Daydon Jackson, General Secretary,

Linnean Society.

Pheasants and Tulips.—Though unwilling to

contravene in any way the party truce, I should

like to call your readers' attention to the following

circumstance. A bed of Tulips planted in a

remote spot was found to be attacked; the bulb''

had been dug around and apparently eaten on
the spot, and the remains were left, each in a
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above 12 feet high, lamping over wire netting,

forming quite a wall to a tennis ground, on a hill

facing east, looking seawards across to Exmouth.

My Lenten Rofes have been very fine in a sloping

border facing north, under Apple trees, with

Daffodils, Primroses, small early dwarf Rhodo-

dendrons, spring Magnolia, Ferns and Flag Irises,

1 find the Lenten Roses last longer when picked

with short stems, which should be split up and placed

in some moss in a soup plate, or, better still, a green

Wedgwood dessert dish, with plenty of water.

The tall stems in a glass droop so much that the

beautiful centres are never seen.

—

South Devon.

Rhododendron praecox.—This charming hybrid

Rhododendron, the subject of many notes in

The Garden, furnishes a good illustration of the

fact that a most desirable subject may be grown

for some years before its merits are fully recog-

nised. It was raised by the late Mr. Isaac Davis

of Ormskirk, the parents being R. ciliatum and

R. dauricum. Shown by the raiser at a meeting

ot the Royal Horticultural Society on March 12,

1861, it was only commended. Strange to say,

at the same meeting a first-class certificate was
awarded to the variegated-leaved form of Agathaa
coelestis, a plant of no merit whatever. Variegated-

leaved subjects were, however, about that time,

and for some years after, exceedingly popular.

This is shown by the fact that at the International

Horticultural Exhibition of 1866, in Class 25

a substantial prize was offered for fifty hardy

variegated alpine and herbaceous plants, distinct.

Such a class would not find much favour to-day.—

H. P.

"Wedding-Cake Flower."^—Those who grow
Arabis alpina in the conventional manner will fail

to see the appropriateness of the common name
given it by cottagers in the West of England. To
appreciate " Wedding-cake Flower " the plant must
be grown in some such circular receptacle as a

vase, tree stump, or even a drain-pipe stood on
end, and then, when the growths encircling it

are smothered with white flowers, the likeness to

an iced cake is at once seen. Time was when
it was the fashion to ban white flowers in the

garden in quantity on the grounds that white

was " cold and insipid," but to me white flowers

in the spring have a deal of charm, and every

year at this season I renew with much pleasure

my acquaintance with a generous bed of the

common Arabis in a friend's garden. It is one

of those " lucky accidents " which, if only we
were sufficiently honest to admit them, play such

a big part in the success of gardening. In the

first place, the Arabis was planted as an edging

to a semi-circular bed at the end of an Ivy-clad

shed wall on the way to the kitchen garden, and
as the position was of no particular importance

in the garden scheme, the Arabis was permitted

to spread until it has now long filled the whole

of the bed and makes a charming effect. Towards
the end of the season two or three stray Honesty
plants which generally spring up among the Arabis

begin to flower, and the association of deep lilac

and white flowers gives an added value.

—

Cecil
Bartlett.

Exhibition Vegetables v. Utility.—I am glad

to see such an exponent of vegetable culture

as Mr. E. Beckett replying to my previous enquiries.

I did not attack any method of production, but

simply asked for guidance in the future as a means
of arranging schedules with a view to combining
what is known as utility with an exhibition

standard, and also with a view to guiding exhibi-

tors and judges alike. I do not think I am wrong

in saying that judges would be much perplexed

in dealing with collections of vegetables such as

shown on the occasion alluded to last September

as staged in the respective classes by Messrs.

Beckett, EUwood and Janes, if they were all

entered in one class for nine dishes of vegetables

without any definition of their requirements.

For this purpose I penned my note of enquiry.

I agree with Mr. Beckett that it is much easier

for an exhibitor who cultivates his vegetables

in a superior manner to arrange collections of

both types than the ordinary person who
cultivates all in a similar manner, and that of

quite an ordinary character. It is with this view

I asked for information, not expressing my
personal opinion upon either of the methods

noted.

—

Observer,

Hardy Palms in the Open.—Chamasrops

Fortunei is not considered a hardy plant, except

on our Southern coasts and other favouied

positions in the British Isles ; but here in Dulwich

it has proved itself as able to withstand the

RASPBERRY AND BLACK-

BERRY HYBRIDS

SOME time ago I thought I would like to

grow " Berries" in my garden, some of

those long, prickly stemmed gentlemen

that you sometimes see advertised in

nurserymen's catalogues, so I made a

start, but I had no idea what I was going in for,

nor the length of the list that it entailed, if I were

to have a representative collection. The following

is a list which is probably very imperfect :

Loganberry, Phenomenal Berry, Newberry,

Lowberry, Laxton Berry, King's Acre Berry, The
Mahdi, Japanese Wineberry and Strawberry-

Raspberry, these two latter being species.

Then there are a lot of American hybrids of

Blackberries with Raspberries, also the Hailsham-

berry, which is really a Raspberry, and, in addi-

tion, numbers of interesting and new up-to-date-

CHAM/EROPS FORTUNEI GROWN WITHOUT PROTECTION FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS
IN THE GARDENS AT WOOD HALL, DULWICH.

severest frosts, plants having been growing in

the same position without any protection for

over twenty years. The accompanying photo-

graph was taken during an interval in the stormy

weather experienced during March, and although

a few days previous the plants had been buried

in snow, with their leaves bent to the ground,

they did not show the slightest trace of injury
;

indeed, the common Laurels and Aucubas looked

more distressed than did the Palms. Strong

winds are more detrimental to their welfare than

are the frosts, and a position sheltered from the

former should be found for them. Here they

add a tropical touch to the garden equal to any

of the tender plants generally used for that

purpose.—R. B. Leech.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
April 26.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland

Show (two days).

April 27.—Midland Daffodil Society's Show at

Birmingham (two days).

Raspberries. Finally there are the Blackberries, of

which the following, 1 think, are the best known :

Rubus lanceolata, or Parsley-leaved Blackberry,

Wilson Junior, Newman's Thornless and many
others, including a most interesting new one called

Himalayan Giant.

THE LOGANBERRY.

Everyone who is fond of fresh or stewed fruid

ought to grow the Loganberry. Four years ago I

planted one under a very tall old Apple tree,

with branches only high up ; last year it gave me-
about 61b. of fruit, worth at least 6d. a poimd.
On rare occasions I gave it a little water, and
sometimes, what one might call in polite language^
" clear soup," which also produced a marvellous
iicrease of fruit from the old Apple tree. The-

Loganberry may be grown against a wall or hedge

;

any aspect will suit it, but, of course, good sun-

shine is the best for most fruits. On hot sandy
or dry ground it is advisable to dig in some turf

;

four good spadefuls should be put under eacb
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alba which was a favourite ia English

gardens in Shakespeare's time. . . .

I have little doul)t that this is the

White Rose of York ; it is not the R.

alba of Dr. Lindley's monograph, but

tlie double variety of the British

R. arvensis." On the other hand,

Folkard, who is generally well in-

formed, tells us in his " Plant Lore,

Legends and Lyrics " that " A White
Provins Rose was the emblem of the

Stuarts upon the accession of the

Duke of York to the throne of Eng-
land. ... It was said to come into

flower on the loth of June, a day

interesting to Jacobites, as being the

birthday of the Chevalier St. George."

In that delightful little book, " Stray

Leaves from a Border Garden," there

is nothing to identify the particular

Rose in the reference :
".

. . there is

a beautiful bush of ' Prince Charlie '

White Roses in bloom by an old mossy
tombstone, the White Rose which

used to be so common in Scottish

gardens long ago." R. alba is still a

common plant in Scottish gardens,

but the double white R. spinosissima

is scarce. Scotch Rose.

THE WALLFLOWER

THE SINGLE WHITE AYRSHIRE ROSE (rOS.A ARVENSIS).

plant. Should anyone wish to grow a row, the

new shoots of the plants should be bent down and

the tips planted in the soil slantwise. This

should be done in September. In November

they will be found to be well rooted, when they

can be cut off about i8 inches from the ground and

planted in a row. If the cane is still very long,

the tip can he again inserted in the ground, as in

September, and by the beginning of April there

will be another rooted plant ready to cut off,

when the rest of the cane may be tied up in its

proper position for fruiting.

In this way enough plants can be procured to

make a long row. or even to give some to friends.

To make a support for a row, use old gas pipes.

S feet long, and some galvanised wire, and a perma-

nent support can be easily put up in .i few minutes.

At the end of August, when the fruit is over, all

the old fruiting canes must be cut out, and all the

side shoots may be cut back to about four eyes

from the main stem. Some people let all the side

shoots remain, with the result that they form a

hopeless tangle, preventing the sun from getting

on to the stems and so being ripened, for if they are

not thus ripened they will not give the fruit ex-

pected the following year. The shoots must be

tied up with strong string to the wire, for the

prickly stems being blown about by the winter

"winds will cut through thin string.

The proof of the pudding is in the eating, and

to be successful the fruit must not be picked til!

it is really ripe. When it is ripe it turns a plum
colour ; when unripe it is the colour of Raspberries.

A Loganberry is peculiar in this respect: it will

not carry at all if it is ripe ; from the garden to

the kitchen is quite far enough for it. Nursery-

men who want to sell the fruit in the market

must pick it before it is really lipe. A more
sour fruit, picked thuf, can hardly be found, and

DO amount of sugar will make it sweet in tarts.

Half Loganberries and half Raspberries, stewed,

are better than Loganberries alone, and Loganberry

jam is tip-top. W. F. M. Copeland.

PRINCE CHARLIE'S ROSE

SIR
HERBERT MAXWELL, in the issue

of March i8, page 135, is quite right in

emphasising the necessity of employing

Latin names for plants where exactness is

required. I am interested in his reference

to my remark about Rosa alba being called Prince

Charlie's Rose. He tells us that " in the South-

west of Scotland we call the double Burnet Rose

(Rosa spinosissima) Prince Charlie's Rose." I

do not question his statement, as it refers to his

own district, although it is new to me, but in

other parts of the South-West of Scotland it is

Rosa alba which goes under the name of Prince

Charlie's Rose.

In discussing the point some time ago with a

member of an old Jacobite family which was

in close association with the Stewarts at the

times of the attempts to recover the Crown,

I was shown a form of R. alba as being Prince

Charlie's Rose. This agreed with the general

tradition in at least a great part of the South-

West, and is quite in accord with most of the

available literature on the subject. All the

probabilities would point to its being the White

Rose of York, which was the badge of the armies

of Prince Charlie. It is true that there is some

doubt as to which was the true York Rose. As

the late Canon EUacombe remarked in his " Plant

Lore of Shakespeare"; " The White Rose of York

has never been satisfactorily identified. It was clearly

a cultivated Rose, and by some is supposed to have

been the wild White Rose (R. arvensis) grown in

a garden. But it is very likely to have been the Rosa

This old-fashioned flower is still

one of the best and most popular

of garden plants, and as it will soon be at its

best in many gardens, most people are inclined

to consider its virtues. The Wallflower is to be had
in a variety of colours and shades, and it is not

only a free-flowering plant, but a very accommo-
dating one, for with proper cultivation it can be

persuaded to bloom at any season of the year,

though the spring and autumn are the natural

flowering seasons. Although not ordinarily looked

upon as an indoor window plant, the Wallflower

can be turned to such purpose during the winter

months, and will bloom profusely just when
flowers are most needed. The bloom pro-

duced by the Wallflower is not only fair to

the eye, but is deliciously scented, so that the

plant is worth growing for the sake of the scent

alone, even were the blooms as insignificant

as those of the Mignonette. Although there

is a wide choice of colour and shade in Wall-

flowers, it seems a pity that a white-flowered

strain cannot be evolved. Is such evolution

impossible ? Perhaps some scientific reader will

state his or her view of this particular matter.

April is the best spring month in which to sow
Wallflowers in the open, which is the natural

and popular method of rearing, and the land

should be clean and rich, with a fine surface.

With a fine seed-bed practically every fertile

seed will develop into a plant, while a knotty

surface means that many of the seeds will perish.

Some advise the sowing of Wallflower seed broad-

cast ; but my experience is that, no matter what
the habit of the particular variety favoured may
be, to sow in rows is the best plan, running the

rows north and south if possible. The seedlings

may be bedded out when 2 inches or so high

in rows 18 inches apart, and the plants at 12 inches

or so—according to variety—from each other.

The richer the bed in which they are planted

the better will be the progress made. [We do
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not advise very rich soil ; the growth made under

such conditions is too soft to stand the winter.

—

Ed.] It pays to mulch if very dry weather is

encountered.

A word concerning the choice of varieties may,

perhaps, be useful to some. The taller sorts usually

carry the best spikes of bloom, while the stocky

sorts are the most fragrant and cover the surface

more effectively. For ordinary window use, pot

up the plants in good time, the latter end of August

for preference. Keep them out in the open until there

is frost in the air or the month of November is

reached, and then promptly take them indoors.

When in the house, treat them upon the ordinary

window plant lines, and do not keep them too dry at

the roots. There is an aspect of the Wallflower

that is frequently lost sight of, and that is that

the plant will grow in odd positions, such as

crevices and crannies that are thought to be

suited to out-and-out rock plants.

Bromsgrove. J. T, B.

COLOURED FREESIAS
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

T:
I
HANKS to the advice and encourage-

ment of Sir Frederick Moore, I took

up the culture of Freesias about five

six . years ago. Thanks largely to

the kindly offices of my old Haarlem

friend, Mr. C. G. Van Tubergen, I was enabled to

make a good start. I am now, as it were, in the

thick of the fray, and I confidently hope that every

February I will have a batch of unbloomed seed-

lings to whose flowering I may look forward.

The purpose of this article is to draw the attention

of our scientific and " high-l'arn'd " readers to the

peculiar and aggravating behaviour of some of

my rapidly growing family, and to ask them if

they can account for it ; also to

enquire from fellow-workers—Mr. Van
Tubergen, Messrs. C. Smith and Sons,

Mr. F. Herbert Chapman and others

—if their experience has been at all

like mine.

The Lying Dormant of the

Bulbs.—I have repeatedly found in

time past that a certain number of

bulbs failed to produce either leaves.

stems or flowers as they should have

done, but that they remained below

ground seemingly doing a season's

rest cure, for as I have proved, when
they were again planted, they grew

all right. I mentioned this in The
Garden a few months since and
asked if anyone could offer some
explanation. None has appeared, but

1 think my bulbs must have seen the

little paragraph, for in several cases

they have apparently made their way
to the surface as if to tell me what was
going on, and exposed a new buUi.

or sometimes two, growing out of

the old one—neither old nor new
had roots or leaves This was new
to me, and I presume it is to be
compared to the behaviour of Tulip

bulbs, which do much the same thing

it kept out of the ground for twelve

months. At any rate, it has proved
that the bulbs that do not appear
are not exactly " Weary Willies

"

or " Tired Tims," as I once thought them to be, but
that they have been really very busy. All the

same, I do not understand their behaviour. Will

someone please explain ?

The Breaking of Freesias.—What my head
man and I have long suspected, I think I can say
after last February's experience is a fact. Coloured
Freesias share with Tulips and English Irises

the peculiar and unfathomable property of
" breaking." Whether this strange phenomenon
is precisely the same in all the cases I must leave

botanists " of high degree " to explain, as I sincerely

hope they will. It will doubtless be as interesting

to them as 'it is aggravating to the gardener
As one of the best-known merchant princes of

Liverpool in the seventies of last century once
said to my father in retailing his experiences of

my barn-door tactics at cricket, " It is enough
to make a saint swear." Yes ; coloured Freesias

have this tantalising habit. " We may call it

only pretty Fanny's way " (Pamell), but a dis-

tinctly upsetting way, all the same. Mauves,
heliotropes, roses, pinks and various indescribable

combinations all do it. Whites, creams and
yellows, on the other hand, do not. They are

either proof against it or they have not as yet

learned or developed the bad habit. It would,
again, be most interesting to learn what the

experience of others is, and also it would be a

kindly act if one of the afore-mentioned botanists

would in a simple way enlighten those who do not
know as to whether this strange change or develop-

ment (?) of the flowers of coloured Freesias is

akin to what happens in Tulipdom and also among
the English Irises. Up to the present I have seen

no record of its having been observed.

Good Varieties.—Van Tubergen's yellows are

distinctly good. Apogee (darker) and Canary (paler)

for later and Buttercup for earlier flowering are

each of them good. Of the coloured ones, give

me Contrast (white, with deep orange blotch),

Dainty (good shaped, tall, pale mauve and rose),

La Charmante (new, orange salmon rose or some
such indescribable conglomeration^of colours),

Robinetta (deep rose) and Bluebeard (a dwarf
purple blue). I have one or two very nice ones
of my own raising " coming on." A remarkably
good deep mauve or purple blue which has been
named Whitewell will certainly take "a lot of

beating." I have also a grand early white which
I believe must be a self-sown seedling, found in

my squire's garden, and which I have called

Iscoyd. I have tried a good many strains of

whites, but taking one thing with, another, none
of them is its equal. One has to winter and
summer Freesias two or three times to find out

what they are like.

BORDER CARNATIONS
By J. L. Gibson.

M
Y recent article on Picotees has

evidently stirred up a deal of criti-

cism and interest among Carnation

lovers. Since I wrote last, Mr. Keen
of Southampton has favoured readers

with his selection of Picotees. He particularly

gives an extended list of white ground sorts which
will interest exhibitors, though hardly appealing
to the ordinary grower. I cannot help com-
menting at some length on Mr. Keen's article,

which is so mosaiced with contradictions that,

had this been merely a matter of argument, he
lays himself open to rather severe handling.

At the outset he considers the heading I used,
" Border Carnations—Picotees," a misnomer,
because cultivators rarely think of planting out
Picotees as they do self and fancy Carnations.

All my articles have been written under the

A lAR OF THE DOUBLE BURNET ROSE (pRINCE CHARLIE'S ROSE OF SOUTH-WEST SCOTLAND)
A Spray 0/ the native Burnet Rose (Rosa spinosissimn) lies on the table.
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primary heading of " Border Carnations," and the

sub-heading talien exception to was deliberately

chosen ; indeed, none other could have been

used, as, in spite of Mr. Keen's assumption of

the contrary, many growers plant out yellow-

ground Picotees in the open border, and very

successfully grow them there. White ground

sorts I would not recommend for this treatment,

and I think 1 specially mentioned that they

should only be tried by those who possess a cold

greenhouse. Mr. Keen says he can grow the

latter out of doois better than the yellow grounds,

liut I think this can only be a

very extraordinary exception

lo the general experience. It

would be ii>teresting to know
if he has ever tried Eclipse in

tl>e open border, and if so,

whether the plants looked

strong and healthy.

Reverting to this much
talked of variety, Mr. Keen

says if I could only see Mr.

Douglas' plants of it, or Mr.

Morton's, or his own, 1 would

not consider it of weakly

growth. Well, I have seen

Mr. Morton's stock, and I took

a special journey to Bookham
to see Mr. Touglas and have

his views. It can hardly be

disputed that Mr. Douglas

specially excels in the fine

growth of his Carnations, and

be takes pride in keeping his

stock up to a very high stand-

ard of health. The result of

my visit there is that 1

emphatically repeat all I

formerly said of Eclipse. It

is a beautiful flower, but the

plant a miserable " doer," and

no good for the grower of

border Carnations.

Jlr. Keen says that if Eclipse

were planted out in the open in

April be thinks it would give

as good results as the more

hardy selfs and fancies. Wh\'

not try it ! And why April ?

.Any tender child of the sum-

mer bedding-out family would

stand the same chance of doing

well under these conditions as

Eclipse would. Hardy border

Carnations are not things to

coddle and play at bedding-out

with ; if they caimot stand the

strain of the British climate

during the months they are, or

should be, establishing them- THE
selves in the ground, then they

are not border iiowers. A Carnation cannot grow

robustly and give good grass for propagation if it

is planted out nine weeks or so before flowering, and

I think Mr. Keen must know this very well.

Before leaving this correspondent's criticism,

a word must be said about his selection of

varieties. It mystifies me to see an experienced

grower recommending Picotees like Zena Dare

and Corona in preference to Agnes, Peter Pan

and Margaret Lennox. But there again, of

course, the writer is thinking solely of the show

board and not at all of the flower border. Had
I been writing for those who cultivate the

Carnation for the purpose of mutilating the blooms

so that they can lie flat on a paper collar, these

notes would have been deceptive and incorrect

to a degree, and 1 have but scant sympathy
with any Picotee which is useful only for that

purpose.

THE WATER LIL'i' TULIP
I.v many gardens this beautiful Tulip is the first

to open. The flowers are slightly fragrant and

THE BEST HARDY BROOMS

\vat];r lily tuluj (IULIP.V KAUI'M.\NNI.\

of delightful colouring, \-arying from deep cream

to a rich golden yellow centre, while the exterior

is frequently striped rich carmine. It is botanically

known as Tulipa Kaufmanniana, but in gardens

it is more often referred to as the Water Lily

Tulip, from the obvious resemblance of the half-

opened flowers to those of the Water Lily. It

is by no means a difficult Tulip to grow, for the

bulbs do well in almost any soil if planted in

September about 4 inches deep. There is a very

beautiful variety named aurea, of a ricli golden

yellow and handsomely feathered on the exterior

with scarlet.

DURING the month of May, when
most spring flowers are at 'their best,

it is diffictilt to imagine a more

beautiful sight than a deep railway

cutting, the banks of which are

clothed ^\itb the semi-pendent, golden-wreathed

shoots of the common Broom, Cytisus scoparius.

On waste land, wherever the soil is poor, this

beautiful wild shrub will be found, usually in

clusters of varying size,

sometimes scarcely exceeding

a yard in diameter, and at

others extending for many
times that distance. It is

from this grouping of Nature

that we should take a lesson

when attempting to cultivate

shrubs of this kind ; isolated

bushes, beautiful as they are,

do not give us the same bold

effects as colonies of three or

more, according to the size of

the garden and the space to

be filled. Although the wild

Broom is a very beautiful

plant, there are a number of

others, some varieties, some

'^ f / species, and others hybrids,

that are perfectly hardy in

our gardens. These vary in

dimensions from almost pros-

trate-growing kinds, suitable

for the rock garden, to others

that form small trees ; hence

their value for different

positions in the garden can

scarcely be over-estimated.

Soil and Cultivation.—To
those whose gardens are com-

posed mainly of sand or very

poor soil, these hardy Brooms
are of the greatest value.

The more starved they are,

the better they seem to flower,

although growth is not, per-

liaps, quite so rapid as where

the diet is rather more
generous. For the wild garden,

where there are rugged banks

to clothe, or large, irregular-

shaped beds to fill, no better

plants can be found. It is,

howe\er, always advisable to

keep them clear of weeds

until they have attained

goodly dimensions, so that

they are able to fight for

N..\). themselves in the great battle

of the survival of the fittest.

Young plants in pots should be purchased, as

Brooms resent serious disturbance of their roots,

Most of the species can he raised from seeds sown in

pots or boxes of sandy soil in autumn or spring,

but the varieties and hybrids are usually propa-

gated by means of cuttings. This, however, is

work for the nurseryman to undertake.

Pruning.—Young plants should be cut hai 1<

rather severely for the first year or two after

planting, so as to induce them to form a bushy

habit ; hut once the foundation is laid for this,

little use need be made of the knife. The purple-

flowered Broom, Cytisus purpurmis, however,
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differs from others in tliis respect, as it benefits

considerably by being cut bacli nearly to the

ground level each year after flowering, young
shoots springing from the base to take the place

of those removed. The following Brooms are May
flowering except where otherwise stated :

CytiSUS aetnensis is the Mount Etna Broom
and one of the latest to flower, being at its

best usually in August. It eventually makes a

small tree with pendulous. Rush-like shoots,

whence its golden flowers are produced in

abundance.

C. albus.—This is the white Spanish Broom.
It forms a semi-pendulous bush from 4 feet to

8 feet in height, and flowers freely.

an erect bush several feet in height, and produces

curious purplish-coloured flowers.

C. decumbens is a native of Europe, and like

Ardoinii is best suited for the rock garden. It

rarely exceeds 6 inches in height.

C. kewensis.—This is a beautiful little hybrid

that was raised at Kew some years ago. Owing
to its prostrate habit it is well adapted for the

rock garden. At Friar Park, Sir Frank Crisp

has it planted in colonies at the summit of large

boulders, so that its shoots hang partially sus-

pended over miniature precipices. The plants give

one the impression of a cascade of flowers.

C. nigricans.—This is a late-flowering European
species, its deep yellow blossoms opening in July.

andreanus being most frequently met with. It

has the same^habit and freedom of flowering as

the type, but each of the wing petals is heavily

blotched with warm brownish crimson. The
Moonlight Broom, C. scoparius sulphureus, is

another beautiful variation of the wild Broom.

THE GARDENS AT HATFIELD
HOUSE

A GARDEN that has been a garden for three centuries

and more has a quality that no new planting,

however skilful, can give. There are trees here

which foreign Sovereigns sent oversea to the great

EiiiS^tiSS

THE OLD MULBERRY TREE AT H,\TFIELD HOUSE.

C. Ardoinii.—A dwarf species from the Maritime

Alps. It rarely exceeds i foot in height, and is

therefore a good shrub for the rock garden.

C. Beanii.—A dwarf hybrid raised at Kew
and named after the Assistant-Curator, Mr.

W. J. Bean. It is a gem for the rock garden,

its golden yellow flowers being freely borne.

C. biflorus.—This makes a neat shrub almost

5 feet high, and is one of the earliest to flower,

its small yellow blossoms being produced in pairs

in April. ,

C. Dallimorei is another hybrid raised at Kew
by Mr. W. Dallimore, after whom it is named.
Its parents are C alba and C. scoparius andreanus.

and it is intermediate between the two. It forms

It makes shoots 4 feet or rather more in height,

and flowers on the current year's wood ; hence

as much old growth as possible needs to be pruned
away in winter or early spring.

C. praecox.—One of the prettiest of the early

flowering Brooms. It grows from 6 feet to 8 feet

in height, and flowers when quite young. Its

blossoms are creamy white, and usually open
during the last week in April.

C. purpureus.—This is a dwarf-growing species

when pruned annually as already advised. It

produces purple flowers.

C. scoparius is our wild Broom and is well

known to every lo\'er of the country. There are

several beautiful varieties of it, the one named

Secretary—the old Mulberries are among the

most aged in England. The privy garden keeps
its arcaded hedge south, east and north for shelter,

the grass plots follow the lines laid down by
philosophers who planned gardens for their

meditations. The maze and other toys of the

topiarian artist are not wanting. Beyond all

this is the great park to give the gardens their

due remoteness from the world, the park with
its legends of great Elizabeth's quiet days. For
his empaling Hatfield Wood as a park a doggerel

rhyme remembers the Earl who, after building

Hatfield and laying out its gardens, found that

a narrow chamber in the parish church would
ser\e ail his need.
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AUBERGINES OR EGG
PLANTS

A
RECENT issue of The Garden contained

an illustration of an Egg Plant and

a brief note on the cultivation. As

i one who had struggled for three or

^ four years to try to get effective

plants from a culinary point of view, it came

as a painful shock to find that their culture

was so easy. When the order to grow them

for cooking was received, it was taken as a

matter of course ; and after reading the instruc-

tions on seed packets and elsewhere, the work was

put in hand gaily, and certainly some fruits were

obtained ; but our good friend the chef was very

sarcastic. He said, " They vas full of peepsh

[pips] and bitter as gall," and made an especial

point at all seasons of the year of asking how

they were growing. This became monotonous,

and so did the failures.

The first and second batches were grown in pots,

and then it was decided to grow some in a small

Continent and in the East, some of which are

Mad Apple, Jew's Apple and Brinjal. They are

all forms of Solanum Melongena. The Aubergine

is extensively used as a vegetable, and when
well grown and cooked it jnakes an excellent

autumn dish.

The seeds may be sown in the middle of March

or early April, unless very early crops are required.

Sow thinly in pots or pans in moderate heat, much
in the same way as Tomato seeds, and the aim

should be to secure a stout, sturdy growth.

The seedlings should he potted into small or

large 6o's containing loam, leaf-soil and rough

road sand ; then on into 48's or 32's in the same

compost. For the final potting 24's or 8-inch

pots will be required, and the compost should

be rough loam, spent Mushroom-bed manure,

and a good dash of some patent fertiliser with not

too much nitrogen in it. (Our own preference

for this particular crop is Chelsea manure.) The

final potting should be done very firmly, and a

stout 3-feet or 4-feet stake inserted.

A moderate temperature is needed during the

early stages of growth, ventilation being increased

that the plants will give a succession of fruits over
a long period. The best varieties for cooking are
Perfection and Early Long Purple, but Purple
Tokio is a very heavy cropper. The white varieties

are not considered so good for cooking, and the
scarlet should only be used for decorative purposes.

Red spider is the worst pest, but the syringe,

used intelligently, will keep this enemy at bay.

Anyone who has tasted Aubergines when
well cooked will not want to grow them to

look at. George Cradduck.
Bisho/i's Hall Garden;;, Romford.

THE DUCHESS' GARDEN
AT BELVOIR CASTLE

A SPRING SCENE IN THE DUCHESS' G.\RDEN AT BELVOIR CASTLE.

border inside and some outdoors; but the results

were even worse. The growth that was obtained

was splendid, and if they had been grown as

foliage plants the results would have passed all

expectations ; but it was fruits that were required.

This year, however, our disappointment was to

some extent softened by being told by our employer

that the late King Edward had said that no

English gardener could grow Aubergines. That

was certainly consoling, but not very satisfying.

At last the one little thing that was essential

was discovered, and all the difficulties vanished.

It was so simple that one could hardly think it

would make all the difference ; but it did.

The Aubergine or Egg Plant is variously known

in different forms under several names on the

later, until in July or August a house thrown open

day and night suits them admirably. Stop the

plants when 6 inches high, and again if the

flowers do not show fairly close to the main stem.

The flowers should be pollinated as for early

Tomatoes, but later in the season this is not so

necessary.

The little thing that made all the differcnie

comes in at this stage. As soon as the flowers

are seen, stop the growth at one leaf beyond the

flower, when, after that is set, it will send out

another growth, which must be treated in a like

manner, and so on until the end of the season.

For cooking, the fruits should be gathered when

they have attained their full size but before the

seeds have formed very much, and it will be found

EVERY lover of a beautiful garden should
take the opportunity of visiting the
Duchess of Rutland's garden at Belvoir.

It is mainly devoted to spring gardening, and
from now forward the flowers gradually unfold

their petals, and there is quite a

blaze of colour in the early months
of the year. The garden is set like a

gem in the Belvoir Woods, sheltered

from the cold blasts and exposed to

the warm rays of the sun. The belt

of sombre trees which hem it in on
all sides but the south makes an
ideal setting for the garden, and by
contrast throws up the delicate

colouring of the spring floweis.

Quite early in the year there is an

exquisite display of the vari-coloured

Aubrietia, relieved with Arabis alpina,

Saxifrages and large-flowered pink

Daisies. The bedding scheme takes

the form of a floral cascade on a

sloping terraced bank, the water being

represented by the Aubrietias and
the foam by the white Arabis. the

whole being flanked by large-leaved

Saxifrages, &c. The rock garden,

down which a cascade of water flows,

is gay with Polyanthuses, Primroses

and Daffodils in a natural setting,

with no attempt at formality.

On the grassy slopes there are well-

arranged beds in which the Belvoir

Castle Wallflower is conspicuous. One
huge bed, in the shape of a horse-shoe,

was filled with Myosotis (Forget-me-

not), out of which Tulips of various

colours reared their heads. Another

bed had an edging of pink Daisies,

backed by a ribbon of white Poly-

anthuses, and the centre filled with Wallflowers.

Dotted about the garden are fine clumps of the

sweet-smelling Azalea, and on the fringe of the

woodlands Rhododendrons of \'arious coloin*s and

of enormous size complete the picture.

At the entrance to the Duchess' garden there

is a rustic pergola, and here and there along the

terrace are cosy arbours which command compre-

hensive views of the garden on the slope below.

If the walk is continued through the woods beyond

the Duchess' garden, the visitor will arrive at

the water garden at Frog. Hollow. Here a beau-

tiful view presents itself—a large lake, with islands

gay with Azaleas and Rhododendrons, backed

by a sombre belt of trees. Delightful walks

wind here and there about the islets, the air is
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redolent with the sreiit of the Syringa and pink
" May," and wildfowl disport themselves in the

lake. It is a scene that lingers long in the memory.

Through the courtesy of the Duke and Duchess

of Rutland, the gardens are open to the public

every weekday without charge, and anyone who
appreciates floriculture will be well advised to

.spend a day at Belvoir. During the season

conveyances meet the trains at Bottesford and

Redmile, and there is excellent accommodation to

be had at the Peacock Hotel, just below the

Castle at Belvoir.

Legbourne, Louth. Henry Walker.

to attempt to grow C. excisa. This is that it abhors

lime in any shape or form. To succeed with this gem
is to achieve a success which is ample recompense

for many disappointments and discouragements.

Dumfries. S. Arnott.

APPLE GROWING IN
NOVA SCOTIA

CAMPANULA EXCISA

ONLY those who are well acquainted

^ with the smaller Campanulas or

I Harebells can fully understand the
* warmth of pleasure their flowers

bring to those who love them and

have learned to appreciate the many points which

constitute their fascinating beauties. Some of

these Campanulas are so rare in gardens that they

come but seldom within the ken of the average

lover of flowers. Among these is Campanula

excisa, a charming minute species. The accom-

panying illustration gives an excellent idea of

the main features of the plant It shows, for

example, one of the distinctive features of the

species, the holes which appear as if they had been

bitten or punched out of the blooms, and the

slender, graceful, wiry habit of the deep green

stems and leaves which accompany the flowers.

C. excisa has a somewhat rambling habit which

increases by means of underground shoots, sending

up little growths as the plant spreads.

It must not, however, be concluded that this

habit is dangerous to the welfare of other

flowers in the rock garden. The truth is that C.

excisa has a singularly provoking way of dying

off at its original source and appearing—should

it appear at all—quite near and not in a trouble-

some fashion for other plants. Provoking as this

is, it is as nothing compared with the fact that

too frequently the Harebell does not reappear

at all, but has to be written off as a total loss.

It is not easy to account for this, although, as I

have found, the attacks of slugs may haVe some-

thing to do with it. Plants which appear to be

established and which have survived for a series

of years desert us in the most irritating way,

and we are left lamenting our favourites.

To cope with this, various attempts have been

made, more or less successfully. Moraine treat-

ment seems as successful as any, although a cool

spot in loam, peat and sand appears to be excellent

(so far as anyone dare venture to speak) on a level

part of the rock garden where it is well drained.

By far the finest C. excisa I have ever seen

was in the garden at Wennington Hall, where

Mrs. Saunders grew so many charming alpines.

At Wennington Hall C. excisa was cultivated in

a sort of raised artificial moraine surrounded by

a kind of "box" of rubble, which gave ample

drainage to the plants. C. excisa was there a

little picture, spreading freely and perfectly

delightful in its way. With too many, however,

the experience is the same as that given by Mr.

Reginald Farrer in one of his latest pronounce-

ments, in which he says :
" With me it dies off

everywhere and never comes up anywhere else."

One point should be observed by all who may desire

w E are pleased to publish the

following letter from an old

contributor, Mr.

A. C. Wyatt,

whose present --_^'^r
address is The Grove, Wikuot,

King's County, Nova Scotia,

and we hope the prospects

that he holds out for fruit

growing in the land of his

adoption may prove helpful

to others

:

" Some three or foru: years

ago you advised me to go in

for fruit farming. Well, I have

done so, and have two farms,

one of 100 acres and another

here, very choice, of 40 acres,

with a young orchard bringing

in 500 barrels, and will be 1,000

barrels soon. I am desirous of

knowing how the following

Apples are selling : Cox's

Orange, Worcester Pearmain,

St. Edmund's Pippin, Crimson

Bramley's Seedling, Lane's

Prince Albert, Lord Derby and

Newton Wonder. I root-

grafted 1,000 of the above

Varieties last winter, and

propose to graft 3,000 this,

on Broad - leaved Paradise

stock. I have made the selec-

tion on the advice of the Royal

Horticultural Society, but now
I want to know which realise

the highest prices and are most

profitable. Cox's Orange is

generally a shy bearer in

England, but here it might do

better on my warm, light soil.

Crimson Bramley's Seedling I

am told is fetching higher prices

than any Apple— $8 to $12 a

barrel—but I think there must

be a mistake, as it is not a

table Apple. Ribston Pippin

on my farm is a great bearer
;

in England it is the shyest of

bearers, and as Cox's Orange

is said to be a seedling from it, I think my soil

would make it profitable.

" I am anxious to grow only one, two, or three

of the best sorts that are most profitable. I realise

that a heavy bearer may be more profitable than

a higher-priced, shyer bearer. It seems likely,

however, that Crimson Bramley's Seedling will

prove both the heaviest bearer and highest priced.

Newton Wonder seems likely to be a rival. On
the North Mountain, where my other farm is,

Blenheim Orange grows to greater perfection

almost than any other ; hence it is almost certain

that Crimson Bramley's Seedling will succeed, as

it is looked upon as a seedling from it. If any

of your friends wish to try Apple growing, the

Annapolis Valley offers advantages which British

Columbia cannot. A farm, with bearing orchard,

plenty of land, and a comfortable house and

outbuildings, can offen be bought for less than

the price of raw land in British Columbia, it grows

better-flavoured Apples, is right on the seaboard

for shipment to England, and 3,000 miles nearer

market than British Columbia. I should be happy

to answer any enquiries."

Unfortunately, it is not possible to give reliable

information on the market prices of Apples.

Market values vary from week to week, sometimes

CAMPANULA EXCISA. (Life size.'

from day to day. One thing is certain, and that

is that high quality and good-flavoured dessert

Apples in fine condition will command good

prices at aU times, and the same with cookers.

Why not stick to Cox's Orange, Ribston Pippin

(these, we think, would not canker on a com-

paratively light, warm soil), Newtown Pippin,

Blenheim Orange, and, for latest of aU, Annie

Elizabeth, one of our grandest late dessert

Apples ? There is no variety more handsome

or better and it succeeds well near the sea. It is

good for cooking or dessert.

Of cooking varieties, the best of all is still the

old variety Wellington. True, ,the tree is more or
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less subject to canker in this country, but on

warm land it would, no doubt, be free from this

blemish. Good samples of this variety command

a higher price than any other sort. We should

say that Schoolmaster would be the next as

regards quality, and Newton Wonder next, one

of our most valuable Apples, a cross between

Blenheim Orange and Wellington. Crimson Bram-

ley's Seedling, it goes without saying, is indis-

pensable (the green variety is better liked in London

than the red). Lane's Prince Albert, Tower of

Glamis, Alfriston and Northern Greening are quite

among the best ; and for early marketuag, Potts'

Seedling takes a lot of beating.

The great fault we have to find with most of

the imported Apples into this country is that

their flesh is comparatively dead, with its juices

and flavour mostly evaporated. They generally

compare very unfavourably with our own grown

in this respect.

THE M AK I N G OF
GARDEN S—VI.

By G. Dillistone.

MEASURING SMALL AREAS.
ALL the instructions I have hitherto given

/-% refer to areas of considerable extent, and
^ X. although the principles can be applied to an

estate of a square mile, or a few square yards, there

are simpler methods of measuring very small plots,

such as shown in Fig. ii, which represents a plot

of land surrounded by a fence, with a shed in the

12.—SHOWING HOW TO MEASURE A CURVED BORDER
FOR THE PURPOSE OF PREPARING A PLAN FOR

PLANTING.

corner. In this case the shape can

be seen at a glance, and the best

method is to make a sketch

plan on the site and proceed as

follows : First measure the length

of all the outside lines, A to B,

B to C, C to D, D to E, E to F,

F to G, G to H, H to A. This

is where most people stop, and

the subsequent plan is therefore

inaccurate. There are no tie

measurements in these. If, how-

ever, the line E D is extended

to K, and a dimension taken,

and another taken from K to C,

the plan will be acciurate for this

end of the plot, and if one

more dimension is taken, D
to F, the whole will be infallibly

correct.

One frequent requirement in

gardens is to know how to

measure a broad curve, and of several methods

the following (see Fig. 12) will generally be

found the most useful : Let A to B be the

curved edge of a shrubbery, and it is desired to

know the length of the margin from point to

point. Measuring along the curve is not sufficient,

but if a line be laid down C D with a fixed dimen-

sion of, say, roo feet, from a point E, first measure

E to A, then from E through points advancing

5 feet along C D, each time as shown by dotted

lines to the edge of the border. The dis-

tance at which C D crosses E A and E B will

require to be known, and the curve can

then be set out with accuracy on paper to scale.

I have already given the method

of finding the areas of triangles

;

but for the purpose of estimat-

ing the quantity of material

required, such as turf for a

lawn or the number of plants

required, it is often necessary

to find the area of beds of

other shapes, and the follow-

ing particulars may prove use-

ful : For a square or quad-

rangular figure with two equal

sides, multiply length in feet

by breadth in feet, and the

result will be square feet. If

it is a quadrangle of which

the sides are unequal, measure

the diagonal and sides and treat

as two triangles, adding the

results together. To find the

number of square feet in a

circle, measure the diameter and

multiply by three, which gives

the approximate circumference.

Multiply the length of the

circumference thus found by

half the diameter, i.e., the

radius ; this divided by two

wiil be the area in square

feet. If, therefore, the bed is

to be planted with anything

requiring to be a foot apart, it

will take approximately as many
plants as there are square

feet, less the number of feet in

the circumference, which, being

the outer edge, cannot be

planted. This brings the articles

dealing with the taking of

<

(T

II.—SHOWING HOW TO MEASURE SMALL PLOTS FOR
THE PURPOSE OF PREPARING PL.\N OF SAME.

measurements to a close, and the reader should

now be in a position to make a detailed survey of

any reasonable area of ground for the purpose of

preparing a plan of same.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Laelio-Cattleya Britannia Blenheim Variety

(Laelia Canhamiana alba x Cattleya gigas Frau

Melanina Beyrodt).—The sepals and petals are

pure white, long, and almost lanceolate in outline-

Lip purplish crimson, with yellowish tube. From
His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim,

Woodstock.
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Cypripedium W. Lloyd variety Negro.—The
varietal name is suggestive of a singularly dark

form, whose glossy, maroon crimson flowers appeal

by reason of their distinctness. The dorsal sepal

has a faint mottling of white. This sturdy and
good-looking Cypripedium came from Messrs.

Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

Odontioda Joan Bryndia Variety (Odontioda

Charlesworthii x Odontoglossum ardentissimum).

—The whole flower is of rich ruby red colour,

save for the white mottling on the lip. From
Dr. Miquel Lacroze, Roehampton Lane.

Odontoglossum illustrissimum Shrubbery
Variety (O. ardentissimum x O. Lambeauianum).

—A particularly handsome and attractive variety,

whose ovate, broadly overlapping petals of

clouded maroon tone are relieved by the faintest

white margin and a pronounced white lip.

Shown by F. Menteith Ogilvie, Esq., Oxford.

Odontioda Prince Albert (Odontioda Zephyr

X Odortoglossmn percultum).—.'\. strawberry red

tone dominates the flowers of this excellent novelty.

The lip has a ground colour of magenta, witb

yellow disc. A variety of exceptional petal

quality. From Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough.

Narcissus Poetry.—Theie is something in this

novelty which in a measure recalls Miner\'a of

the Poetaz set, though it is greatly superior to that

variety and far more refined. The perianth is.

white, the flat cup of lemon yellow tone. Several

of the scapes were two-flowered. It is shapely

and good. Award recommended for the rock garden

Froni F. Barchard, Esq., Uckfield, Sussex.

Narcissus Ozan.—A bicolor incomparabilis of

exceptional merit. The variety has perianth seg-

ments of creamy white, and a rather long crinolines
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formed cup of lemon and sulphur colour. Award

granted for show purposes.

Narcissus Palmero.—This striking novelty is

of the yellow Barri set, having full yellow coloured

perianth segments and rich orange scarlet crown.

Award for show purposes. These two were from

the raiser, Mr. Alex. M. Wilson, Shovell, Bridgwater.

Narcissus Double Sir Watkin.—This excep-

tionally handsome double incomparabilis originated,

it is said, as a sport from the well-known and justly

popular Sir Watkir ; hence its name. In the

doubling all trace of the original has gone. What

remains is an imposing double Butter and Eggs

—

yellow, with gold interspersed—invaluable for any

purpose for which Daffodils are cultivated. For

the moment, however, and for technical reasons,

the award is granted to it for show

purposes. It came from Messrs. R. H.

Bath, Limited, Wisbech.

Primula Zuleika Dobson (P. viscosa

X p. Auricula).—The most handsome of

the blue-flowered hybrid Primulas yet

seen, with blossoms rf inches in

diameter. The evidence of the first-

named parent is not seen, the greater

leaning being to the Auricula in size

and form of flower, and also of leaf.
'

Indeed, it might easily pass for an

alpine Auricula. Shown by Mr. Clarence

Elliott, Stevenage, Herts.

The whole of the foregoing novelties

were before the Royal Horticultural

Society on April ir, when the awards

were made.

Hotbed Materials should be collected and
a hotbed made at the earliest opportunity. This
will be useful for striking cuttings, and for a later
crop of Melons or Cucumbers.

The Flower Garden.

Violets.—Preparations must uuw be made to
secure plants for next season, and healthy, vigorous
runners should be selected, not the old crowns
which are occasionally recommended. A border
or piece of ground that is partially shaded should
be chosen, and the single varieties planted i foot
apart, while the double kinds do not require quite
so much space. If the weather is dry, give a
good watering, and protect from strong sunshine
with a few stout branches of evergreens. The plants
must never suffer from drought, and during hot
weather they should be sprinkled with water in

the evening. This will prevent an attack of

red spider, and an occasional dusting with well-

Coleus may be inserted in sandy soil. They
soon form roots if placed in a warm house. Pot
off when rooted and grow in a warm house, say,
one with a temperature of 60', keeping the plants
near the roof glass. They may be stopped once
or twice during their early stages. Cuttings rooted
later in the season may be placed three in a pot
and grown on without any pinching. These
generally prove very useful.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght. Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Glouccslershirf.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

French or Dwarf Beans.—A few rows
may now be sown in the open ground,
selecting a sheltered position if possible.

Both Cos and Cabbage Lettuce, Endive,
Radishes, Mustard and Cress should be
sown for succession.

General Reminders.—Good Friday
and Easter Monday are, at any rate in

normal times, two busy days for the
amateur gardener, and this year he
should make every endeavour to get
the maximum quantity of vegetables
from his garden. Many seeds quoted in

previous calendars may still be sown,
and Potatoes in particular must receive
attention. Beds of Cabbage now fit

for use may be cleared directly the crop
is cut, and Potatoes planted. Later
beds must be hoed and kept free from
weeds. Winter Greens can be discarded
directly they show signs of flowering

;

Brussels Sprouts and Spinach may be treated
likewise. Dig the ground at the first opportunity.
Second-early Peas may be sown either in pre-

pared trenches or on the flat surface. A number
of Vegetable Marrow seeds should be sown in pots
for planting out directly all fear of frosts is passed.

Fruit Under Glass.

Cucumbers.—These are often in great demand,
and fruiting plants will require frequent attention
in regard to stopping, to prevent them becoming
non-productive. The fruits must also be cut
when large enough, and if placed in water in a
cool house they w*ill remain in good condition for

some days. Encourage side growths and stop
each shoot at the joint beyond the fruit. Syringe
the plants liberally during bright weather and
close the house early. Keep them well supplied
with water, and an occasional dose of liquid
manure or some other stimulant will be beneficial.

THE NEW HYBRID PRIMULA ZULEIKA DOBSON.
Which received an Award of Merit from the Royal Horticultural Society.

seasoned soot will not only promote healthy
growth, but also have a tendency to keep the
red spider down. Good culture throughout the
summer months is the forerunner of an excellent

crop of flowers next winter.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries.—The young canes will be pushing
up from the base, and in most cases a certain

amount of thinning will be necessary. The
number of canes to be left will depend upon the
space to fill and the distance between the clumps.

Loganberries and the various other hybrids
in commerce may receive similar treatment.
A mulching of manure should be given if su;h
work has been omitted.

Plants Under Glass.

Coleus thyrsoideus.—When they are avail-

able, ciittings of this beautiful blue - flowered

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Early Cabbages.—Stir the soil between the
rows of autumn-planted Cabbages, and dust
some artificial manure among them to hasten

them to maturity as quickly as possible.
Make fresh plantations as soon as the
spring-sown crop is ready.

Brussels Sprouts. — Besides the
plantations made from those sown in
August, a spring-sown batch should be
planted as soon as the plants are ready.
A supply of Brussels Sprouts cannot
be depended on in these Northern
districts from sprin.g-sown plants alone,
so it is advisable to have a portion of
both ; the spring sowings generally
give a good supply at the end of the
season. A sowing in heat early in the
year may also be made to take the
place of autumn-sown plants, but this
requires room under glass, which is

generally in demard for other subjects.

Onions, Carrots and Parsnips.

—

The outdoor sowings of these will now
require thinning. This should be done
as soon as the plants are large enough
to handle, allowing about a foot between
the Parsnips, 6 inches between the
Carrots, and 3 inches to 4 inches be-
tween the Onions. The Early Horn
varieties of Carrot do not require so
much thinning, and these should not
be sown alongside the main crop as it is

claimed that the daily pullings en-
courage attacks of the grub. Batches
of Early Horn Carrots should therefore
be sown at intervals to keep up the
summer supply, leaving the main crop
undisturbed until matured. The Dutch
hoe must now be used frequently
among these and all other garden crops.
A useful labour-saver will be found in
one or other of " The Planet Junior."
garden hoes.

The Flower Garden.

Half-Hardy Annuals.—The most
forward of these should be moved to
cold frames to harden off, making
room for those not so far advanced.
Continue to piick out the remaining
seedlings before they become over-
crowded. The beds may be prepared
now in view of commencing to plant
soon such subjects as Antirrhinums,
Pentstemons, and others of the hardiest
nature. Transplant the East Lothian
Stocks into cold frames or into boxes
again, giving them more room. This

second transplanting ensures them having a mass of

fibrous roots when they are put in their flowering
quarters.

Gladioli.—Those bulbs that have not beeri

put in pots to start should be planted out of

doors now without delay, putting them about
3 inches deep with a little sand at the base
of each bulb, especially if the soil is stift' and cold.

Certain ^•arieties reciuire a much longer season
than others to come into flower. This can be
easily ascertained from the catalogues of specialists

if not from the grower's own observations. Those
needing the longest season would require starting

in pots in a little heat, but a good selection for

cutting purposes or for a display can easily be
obtained from bulbs requiring no protection under
glass to start. Brenchleyensis is hard to beat as

a bright - coloured and inexpensive sort. Gan-
davensis hybrids are also useful for a mixed dis-

play. In Baron J. Hulot we have the nearest
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approach to blue obtainable, while Halley and
Pink Beauty are lo\ely shades of salmon and
pink.

General Work : Lawns. — Renovate bare

patches on lawns either with fresh pieces of turf

or by sowing seeds. Trim the grass edges neatly

and prepare the lawn for the mowing-machine by
brushing and rolling carefully, for if this is not

well done, the cutting blades will be damaged
at the first cutting. During hot, dry weather the

collecting box should be removed from the machine,

leaving the cut grass to form a mulch and pro-

tection from drought, besides improving the surface.

Walks should be hoed or have weed killer put on
them, and rolled on every favourable occasion to

keep them firm.

Yew Hedges.—The clipping of these may now
be proceeded with, as well as all other formal

evergreens. Where the Yew hedges are showing

any signs of exhaustion, they may be assisted in

various ways : a top-dressing of farmyard manure
may be laid on and covered with soil, bone-meal

might also be lightly forked in on the surface, or,

where convenient, liquid manure or sewage may
be given liberally.

Wall Gardening.—Walls that have been

established for a considerable time will now
require some attention. Some free-growing

subjects need to be curtailed to prevent them
overgrowing small specimens. Any spaces re-

quiring fresh plants should be filled up. This

needs careful handling as the roots require to be

placed well towards the interior of the wall, where
they will get sufficient moisture. The soil should be

picked out with a sharp instrument to the desired

depth, and the plant inserted with some fresh

soil, which should be packed tightly, finishing

with a wedge of stone to keep all in position. A
good deal of discretion is necessary in selecting

suitable subjects for the wall garden, as some prove

veritable weeds and usurpers when once they get

a hold, and onlv a (omplete reconstruction of the

wall is sufficient to get rid of some of these objec-

tionable little pests. In a weak moment I put

in a small piece of the common Toadflax when
building and planting a waU, and I have ever

since been trying to keep it restricted. It,

however, is gradually gaining, and the only con-

solation to be looked for is that if the wall should in

the futm-e be neglected, the Toadflax will soon clothe

it from end to end. A good plan for renewing the

occupants of the wall is to sow seeds, and this can

best be done by rolling a ball of soil into a damp and
plastic condition, into which seeds have been
mixed, then placing it in small pieces into the

crevices where it has no chance of falling out.

The moisture is generally retained long enough
for the seeds to germinate, when their young roots

will soon find congenial quarters by clinging to the

stones. If the base of the wall happens to be a

gravel path, many self-sown seedlings will be

found there, which can be successfiflly transplanted

when in a small state.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

OBITUARY
JULES GRAVEREAUX.

The lovers of the Queen of Flowers the wide

world over will deeply regret to learn of the death

of M. Jules Gravereaux, the eminent French rosa-

jrian, which took place recently. This sad event is

not only a loss to French horticulture, but to the

Rose world at large, for M. Gravereaux may be

considered the most widely respected amateur of

that very popular flower.

His famous Roseraie de I'Hay is of universal

repute, and an excellent account of it, written by

himself and translated by the writer of these

notes, was published in the Rose Annual for 1914.

The article was accompanied by some interesting

illustrations, to which we refer the enquiring

reader. We regret that pressure on otir space

precludes any detailed account of the life and

labours of the deceased. He was indeed a notable

figure in French horticulture by reason of the

creation of his garden and its wonderful coUection

of Roses. From every point of view, botanical

and commercial, he was directly or indirectly

responsible for the great progress his favourite

flower has made.

He was consulted as an undisputed authority

when Bagatelle, La Malmaison and the Elysee

Rose gardens were laid out. Those visitors to

Paris in the spring of 1910 who remember the

Retrospective Rose Exhibition need no reminding

of the perfect museum of curiosities, literary,

historical and artistic, which he exhibited on that

occasion, and the wonderful variety of valuable

objects he then showed from his remarkable

collection. It was a unique sight, save for the

Chrysanthemum Retrospective Exhibition held at

the same place two years before, and a kind of

display never attempted in this country.

Many distinctions, of course, were conferred upon

him. He was Honorary President of the Societe

Franca ise des Rosieristes, and President of Honour

of the Rose Committee of the National Horti-

cultural Society of France. As an author he was

responsible for a good deal of literary work, of

which we may mention " La rose dans les Sciences,

&c.," " Roseraie de I'Hay Catalogue, 1900,"

" Les roses cultivees k I'Hay en 1902," and others.

He was a Commander of the Merite Agricole and

an Officer of the Legion of Honour.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

THE GREENHOUSE.
PROPAGATING BEGONIA GLOIRE DE LORRAINE

(A Constant Jieiidtn.^When Begonia Gloire de Lorraine

lias uonu flowering, the plants should be partially cut

down to within a few inches of the pot, and be kept some-

what drier than before. Then, alter three weeks or a

month of this treatment, they must be put into a warmer

structure, say, with a temperature of 60° to 70 ,
given

more water, and encouraged to grow by an occasional

syringing overhead. This will lead to the production

of young shoots near the base of the plant. These form

the best of cuttings, and a suitable time to put them in

is as soon as they are about 2 inches in length, ror

striking the cuttings the soil should be of a hght, open

natiue, such as e(|ual parts of loam and peat or good

leaf-mould, with about half a part of silver sand, ilie

cuttings should be put singly into small, well-drained pots,

and placed iu a close propagating-case in the same lem-

perature as that in which they have been grown, while,

if available, a httle bottom-heat wiU be beneficial. 01

course, tliey wiU need to be shaded from the sun.

CULTURE OF AMARYLLIS {Mrs. E. P. A'.).—With

regard to the culture of AmaryUis in a cool house^, they

should, commencing from the present time, after Uower-

ing be placed in the warmest part of the structure

in order to make their gro-wth. Tliey must be kept

watered, and if the roots are in good condition an occa-

sional dose of liquid maniure will be beneficial. So treated,

good sturdy groivth wiU be the result, and a corresponding

increase iu the size of the bulbs. In June the plants may,

if there is a cold frame available, be removed thereto,

just shachng them a Uttle during the hottest part of the

day. Air must, of course, be given on the frame in the

daytime, but if the plants arc syringed and the frame

shut up before the sun is quite olf it, tlie plants will be

greatly benefited thereby. As the summer advances,

shading must be discontinued, as full exposure to the sun

wiU ensure a thorough ripeiung of the bulbs. As the

leaves tm'n yellow, less water should be given and the

syringing omitted altogether. WTien quite dormant,

water must be discontinued, and during the winter the

soil should be kept quite dry. They must at that time

be placed in a greenhouse where, if possible, the tempera-

ture does not fall below 45°, tor though we have had an

instance of the thermometer falling to 32° without injury

to the Amaryllis, this entails a certain amount of risk,

particularly in the case of the choicer and more delicate

varieties. About the middle of February they may be

placed under conditions favourable to gro^vtli and given

a httle water, to be increased as the fiower-spikes push

up. Before starting them, it is good policy to examine

the condition of the roots, and if any arc in a bad state

they should be shaken clear of the old soil and repotted.

If there is no frame available for them during the summer,

the plants may be kept altogether in the greenhouse,

treating them, as far as possible as bcloie advised. Amaryl-

Us can be readily raised from seeds, which should be sown
as soon as ripe aud grown on freely. The first two winters

they must not be dried otf in any way. As a rule, bulbs

take three years to flower from seed, but some reach that

stage earlier than others.

TREATMENT OF BEGONIA GLOIRE DE LORRAINE
(B. G. L.).—The main essential in tlie propagating of

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine is to obtain good cuttings.

It is quite useless to strike the tops of the plants that

have flowered, as they will never form satisfactory speci-

mens. In order to obtain the best cuttings, the plants

that have flowered should be cut back to within 6 inches

of the pot. Then they must be partially rested by -being

kept rather drier for three weeks or a month. This docs

not mean that thev are to be parched up. When resting,

a temperature of 50° to 60° will be very suitable. At
the expiration of the time mentioned, the plants should

be kept warmer, say, 60° to 70°, and given an increased

quantity of water. This will lead to the production of

short, sturdy shoots from the lower part of the plant,

and when these are about 2 inches in length they form

good cuttings, which will quicklv root if taken off, inserted

into pots of sandy soil, and placed in a close propagating-

case where there is a gentle bottom-heat. Tliey iviU also

root without the bottom-heat, but will take a little longer

to do so. You ask whether it is better to strike them in

a close propagating-case or in a box on the staging in

order to avoid rust as far as possible. We are not sure

that we quite grasp your ideas, as if the box has a pane

of glass laid on the top it is virtually a propagating-case.

The rust alluded to by you is caused by a very minute

insect. Too dry an atmosphere is very favourable to its

development, and to keep it in check the plants should

be occasionally dipped in a mixture of nicotine, soft

soap and water, care being taken not to use it too strong.

An occasional vaporising with nicotine will also have

the same effect. It may also be noted that this Begonia

can be readily propagated from single leaves, by taking

them off with the entire leaf-stalk attached, dibbling

them into pots, and treating as cuttings of the shoots.

Some cultivators prefer leaf cuttings, but the majority

like the shoots best. The plants must not be potted

too firmly. This particularly applies to the first potting.

Throughout the summer the plants should have what
is termed an intermediate temperature; that is to say,

tiiough fire-heat may be dispensed with, yet the structure

must alwavs be kept closer and moister than an ordinary

greenhouse". In hot weather the plants are benefited by

being syringed ; but not in the winter. Old plants may
be grown on for the second year if cut back as above

recommended. When the new shoots make their appear-

ance, the plants must be shaken nearly clear of the old

soil and repotted. A mixture of loam, leaf-mould and

sand, with a little bone-meal tor the last potting, wlU

suit this Begonia.

KITCHEN GARDEN.

SCAB ON POTATOES (E. B.).—Treatment with formalin

is the best.mode of freeing seed Potatoes from ordinary

scab. No remedy is known for black scab or wart disease.

The tubers should be put in a loose canvas bag and steeped

for two hours in a bath made by mixing lib. of formaUn

(40 per cent, formaldehyde) in 32 gallons of water. They
must be aUowed to dry before planting.

CARROT FLY AND OTHER PESTS (Learner).—The
Carrot fly cannot be killed by watering the soil, but treat-

ment with lime will often do something to check its attack.

The tliiiinin"s should not be left near the Carrots, and
the soil should be made firm about the plants after the

operation. Vaporite and Apterite are said to check the

attack, as will sprinkhng paralfin-damped sand along the

rows. 'The same mav be said with regard to the Onion

maggot, but autumn-sown Onions rarely suffer. Mildew

of Onions is avoided by ha^^ng well-drained soil, practising

rotation of crops, and destroying by fire all refuse of

Onions (not digging it iu or prrmit ting it to flnd its way
on to the rubbish heap). If uiihlew shiuild appear, spray

the plants ^vitli liver of sulpliui iit tlie rate of loz. to 3

gallons of water. We alwavs (hhl)le our Onions in, making

iihe soil about tliem ver\' rtnu afterwards. Steep the Celery

seed in liydro"en peroxide for a eoiiplr- of hours to kill the

spores of the Celery fungus, ami spray the plants with

Bordeaux mixture from .May onwards.

HOW TO PLANT ASPARAGUS (BfuAr.).—As you do

not appear to liave added manure when double digging

the plot, you shmild fork it over again when dry, adding

freely half-deeayed stable manure underneath the tod

spit Leave the surface soil quite rough ; the wmd and

rain will pulverise and render it quite friable by planting-

tjme—in the spring. Your bed 6 feet wide would

accommodate three rows quite easily ;
two rows only

is a waste of space. Down the centre of the bed shovel

out a trench 4 inches deep and 1 foot wide. Assuming

the two year old roots are 2 inches deep in the crown

when they are placed flat in the trench, 15 inches apart,

spreading out the roots, the crowns will be covered 2 inches

deep with the soil returned. Open a second trench on

each side 18 inches from the centre of the bed, and plant

the roots as advised. Wlien they commence to grow,

should the weather be hot and dry, a 2-mch mulch of

half-decayed horse-manure, decayed leaves or vegetable

refuse, to which is added old potting soil and wood-ashes,

will aid in conserving the moisture in the bed and save

the trouble of watering. Should, however, a long spe>U

of drought occur, water should be freely given, cspeciaUy

as the subsoil is sandstone, and the plants sprinkled over-

head nightly. Giant French is a good variety.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
Narcissus Seagull.—The illustration does not

flatter this charming variety. For three or four

years it has been left undisturbed, and each spring

it has flowered profusely. It belongs to the

Barri or short-cupped section, the perianth being

pure white and the cup canary yellow, while the

foliage is remarkable for its blue-green tint.

Altogether it is splendid for cutting. It was one
of the first varieties sent out by the Rev. G. H.
Engleheart, who, by the way, always selects

such delightful names for his Daffodils.

Pink Grape Hyacinths.—Almost everyone ad-

mires the pretty conical flower-heads of the Grape
Hyacinths. Few, however, are aware that there are

pink varieties. There

is a pretty variety of

Muscari botryoides with

the flowers of white,

charmingly flushed with

rose. It is called M.

botryoides c a r n e u m.
There is also a deep pink

variety of M. racemosum,

which is quite a beauty,

but very difficult to

obtain. M. Masseyanum
is one of the latest re-

cruits to our gardens, and

is as yet a little high in

price. It, is A good

one, however, with
flowers of a nice rose

or pink.

Meeonopsis x decora.

At a recent meeting of

the Scientific Committee
of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, Mr. T. Hay
of Greenwich Park sent

a plant of Meeonopsis x

decora with white
flowers. Several plants

had been raised, some

having white, some blue flowers, and after being

cut back they freely produced flowers again. No
seed was produced. The plants were raised from

seeds obtained from India and from the Botanic

Gardens, Edinburgh, under the name of M.

Wallichii, but those raised proved to be some-

thing different. Sir D. Prain named it M. decora

{see Kew BuUelin, No. 4, rgr5), but subsequently

came to the conclusion that it was a hybrid. It

has appeared in several gardens, but whether the

seed in this case came from India or from Edin-

burgh cannot be stated.

Great Red Cross Sale of Plants, &c.—Fellows

of the Royal Horticultural Society and others are

appealed to for plants and bulbs, including Orchids
;

horticultural books, paintings, photographs and
Japanese prints, cut flowers and bouquets, to be

sold by auction on June 28 and 29 to help the

funds of the Red Cross Society. Offers should

reach the Royal Horticultural Society's Secretary,

Vincent Square, Westminster, S.W., on or before

May 27, in order that they may be duly entered

in the catalogue, and the objects themselves

must reach Vincent Square early in the day on
Tuesday, June 27. Cut flowers will only be sold

on the Thursday, and must be brought on the same
morning before 10 a.m. .Plants growing in the

ground will, of course, not be brought at all, but

NARCISSUS SEAGULL, FINE FOR CUTTING AND A GOOD GARDEN FLOWER.

the donors of such will undertake to lift them at

the proper season and pack and despatch them
to the purchaser, who will himself defray the cost of

carriage. Donors are particularly requested to

give beforehand a short account of the plants they

are going to send (especially if of any marked
interest), for publi;ation in the catalogue. Paint-

ings of plants not in flower will, when available,

be exhibited by the auctioneer. Donors are re-

quested to lend such paintings, which will be re-

tiurned if the name and address of the lender

is written on the back of them. Donors should

understand the importance of only sending things

of some real value.

A Souvenir Catalogue.—As the catalogue will

in itself be an interesting and valuable souvenir

of a unique occasion, it is suggested that all

Fellows and others interested in the object of the

sale should secure one or more copies of the cata-

logue, whether they are able to attend the sale or

not. Any unable to attend may send orders to

the auctioneers to bid for them. The catalogue

may be obtained from Vincent Square, or from the

auctioneers, Messrs. Prothero and Morris, 68,

Cheapside, E.C., at a price of 2S. 6d., post free. It

will also be on sale at the door. Each catalogue

will admit one person to the sale. Admission by
catalogue only. Profits arising from the catalogue

will be added to the

proceeds of the sale.

Necessity is the

Mother of Invention,

or How to Grow Medi-

cinal Herbs Without

any Land : A True

Tale.—.4. partner in one

of the very largest drug

firms in the British Isles

recently told vs the

following tale, which, as

there is so much interest

taken in herb-growing

just at present, seems

eminently seasonable.

For a considerable num-
ber of years a poorly

dressed man used to

offer the firm Hemlock
seed at half the price

generally asked. At

last the partner
questioned him as to

how he managed to sell

it so cheaply. " It is in

this way," he said.

" Early in the year I

fill my pockets with

into the country, and

a good wide hedgerow.

Later in the year.

seed and then go out

whenever I come across

I sow the seed all along it,

when the plants have grown and seed has been

formed, I again visit the hedges and call the atten-

tion of the farmers to the weed, at the same time

offering to cut it and take it away at a shilling a

hedge. So you see I get my land for nothing,

and in addition get paid for cutting my own
harvest."

*,* 0?cing to the shortage of paper, readers who have not
already done so are a^Jced to order The G.\RDEN to be
delU'ered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus
obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for ihc opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

The Dwarf Anchusa.—The flower-spikes of

this plant are fast lengthening and the lovely

Forget-me-not blue flowers almost daily unfolding.

The first flowers—^just a few—actually opened in

January, as it was so mild ; but since then they

have had to " lie low " owing to the spell of rigorous

weather we have had. For though quite hardy

as regaids living out through the winter, yet the

first young leaves and now and then an occasional

spike appeal to resent hard frosts. A box,

basket or some evergreen branches will, however,

meet this difficulty, which is worth while doing

if only on account of the plant's early flowering

tendency. We grow it in the rock garden, but,

judging from its habit and hardihood, it would be

equally at home in the flower border. It is some-

Specularia :
" Sed nibilo minus specularibus integi

debunt, ut etiam frigoribus severis diebus to-to

producantur ad solem." Macrobius, who lived

probably about the fifth century, refers to the

mdulgence which demands " Snow in Summer

and Roses in Winter." But even the Romans

were not the first to produce such luxuries. Florus,

the Roman historian, speaks of the refinements

of civilisation enjoyed by Antiochus the Great

among which were Roses in winter. A full dis-

cussion of this matter will be found in Charles

Daubeny's '" Lectures on Roman Husbandry

"

(1857) and in a paper by Sir Joseph Banks in

Vol. I. of the Transactions of the Royal Horti-

oiltural Society.—E. ,A. Bunv.\rd.

Primula Jullae not Flowering.—While there

are several types of the charming little Primula

Juliae, some of which flower much more freely

than others, there appear to be certain conditions

of culture under which all of these may fail t"

bloom satisfactorilv. This has been brought

PRIMULA JULIAE OF A FREE-FLOWERING STOCK.

what of a bushy nature, and the loosely formed

racemes grow from i foot to 18 inches high. Its

specific name is Anchusa myosotidiflora, and seen

out of flower a casual observer might easily

mistake it for an old rootstock of Hollyhock. I

do not know whether it is want of popularity,

but this dwarf Anchusa is not catalogued b\

many nurserymen.—C. Turner.

Forced Roses in Roman Days.—While making;

no I laim to classical scholarship, I can perhaps

aid the querist on this subject by a few references

\vhich will put him in the way of further infor-

mation. It is reported by Martial that Roses

were brought from Egypt in winter and also forced

in Rome. The Romans knew all about flue

heating—witness their baths; and the use of

Specularia," probably a kind of "talc, makes
an easy transition to the construction of green-

houses. Columella in his eleventh book speaks

of forced Cucumbers grown in baskets and wheeled

out into a warm corner by day and covered with

home to me by seeing some plants in a good garden

the other day. They had been planted in a

moraine, with some rather good compost below

the gravel, and nit a plant had bloomed well,

although one, at least, of the forms was from a

free-blooming stock not known to fail in ordinary

circumstances. It appeared to me that all

of these plants were suffering from overfeeding.

My own, which rise but little above the surface,

flowered very _freely in different positions

—

moraine, bog and dry soil. I think this note

may be of some service to those who have been

disappointed with P. Julias, which many of us

have found so satisfactory. I have always

advocated P. Juliae in its free-flowering form,

so that I have been surprised and annoyed to

find that even it will not prove satisfactory under

every condition likely to suit other Primulas.

—

S. Arnott, Dumfries. [In the rock garden at

Wisley we have noticed two plants of this

Primula one being shaded the greater part

of the day and the other fully exposed !• th'-

Sim, though growing w'ithin about iS inclv s

of each other. The one exposed to the sun floweri d

much more freely than the other.

—

Ed.]

Scarlet Geraniums.—I am very fond of scarlet

Geraniums, although I suppose it is very Victorian,

according to modern taste, to say so. 1 take a

delight in looking out of my "taxi" at the Paul

Crampels, in all their blaze of brilliance, whenever,

in summer-time, I pass the great' Queen's monu-

ment in front of Buckingham Palace. Imagine,

then, my pleasure to find someone with a fellow

feeling who could sing of them as Isidore G.

Ascher does in one of his " One Hundred and

Five Sonnets" (B. H. Blackwell, Oxford, 1912).

He addresses them as

" Children of ardent suns and lavish light "
:

and in their " crimson blaze " he sees

" the vi\'id glance

Of love, whose course is hardly yet begun.

When young hearts beat and maddening

pulses dance !

"

Not for the first time has the pure, unadulterated

magnificence of brilliant and flaming colour been

in man's mind the silent spokesman of early

savage love. Selim and Fatima understood it

quite well at Constantinople when a gorgeous

Tulip passed between them. The meaning was

well understood in Persia and the Near East.

But I did not intend to write all this when I took

up my pen. It was to be but a sentence or

two by way of preface to another sonnet on " -A.

Bulb," which was the unconscious cause of my
being in possession of the tiny volume/ A friend

chanced to come across it, and it so charmed

him that he passed it on to me. I have read it,

and it has so charmed me that I, in turn, pass

it on to others.

A BULB.

" 1 placed it in the earth—this bulb of mine

—

And from its narrow prison-house of night.

It struggled forth to reach the air and light :

And hidden in its heart, of fair design,

A lovely secret wondrous to define.

Was wrought and garbed in purity of white.

And as it rose and blossomed to the sight.

Its absolute perfection seemed divine !

cumbrous flesh beneath the sleeping soul !

Hedged in obscurity and loneliness,

Planted in darkness on this sorrowing earth,

Struggling to reach an unknown, unseen goal.

Shall Heavenly light and beauty greet and

bless

The silent mystery of your waking birth ?

"

Daffodils " bowing and swaying to the giddy

breeze" ; Roses " the very acme of things pure

and sweet "
; Crocuses which " woo the nipping

air " ; White Jasmine " spotless as dreams of

love in youthful eye " ; Violets and Ramblers

keep company with the scarlet Geraniums and

give the little book much interest for the lover

of flowers.

—

Joseph Jacob.

Firming the Soil after Seed-Sowing.—Tiie

note by "Anne Amateur" is very interesting,

and no doubt following Dame Nature is good

advice up to a point—that is to say. in the selection

of a situation or a soil for a plant ;
but the highest

cultivation of plants will not follow by this simple

treatment. In fact, this is where the art of

gardening comes in ; it is an extension of this rule.

.\fter all, mankind is given a higher intelligence

by which he is expected to greatly improve on

Nature's methods ; he makes experiments, mixes

up different composts, tries many devices which
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Nature never bothers with in her rough and ready

methods ; so I am afraid " Anne Amateur's

"

methods would not give more than useful house-

hold vegetables. Firming the soil after sowing

seed is, I think, desirable, for several reasons,

one of these being that the plant roots more firmly

in the soil, and the seed in bursting does not

bring the root to the surface ; secondly, the

firm, smooth bed attracts the sun-heat and retains

it ; and although I am an admirer of Dame Nature,

yet 1 prefer her educated by the art of gardening
;

in fact, I prcfet the finished article. " This is an

art which does not mend Nature, change it rather,

"but the art itself is Nature." Therefore anything

done which improves cultivation is desirable, and

firm potting and planting is one of these things,

as it leads to more energetic rootlets and gives

much more material for them to work in, thus

making a stronger and more robust plant.

—

Walter Smyth, Holywood, County Down.

Narcissus triandrus albus in the Rock Garden.

Of the many charming dwarf Daffodils, there

is none more precio\is for the rock garden than

Angel's Tears—Narcissus triandrus albus, to give

it its full title. Moreover, it has an additional

attraction in wartime, and that is its cheapness.

The bulbs are very small and should be grouped

in one clump rather than scattered about pro-

miscuously. A sunny situation is advisable so that

the bulbs may be thoroughly ripened after the

foliage has died down. It does not seem to be

N.\RCISSUS TRI.\NDRUS C.\L.\THINUS IN DEM

fastidious as regards soil, providing the drainage

is really good. A gritty loam suits it admirably, with

a surfacing of coarse gravel chips to prevent the

lovely white flowers being bespattered with soil in

stormy weather. The first year after planting,

the Angel's Tears often produce only one or two
flowers on each stem ; but when well established I

j

have often had them bearing five, six, and even
j

eight flowers on one stalk. They produce seed

abundantly, and self-sown seedlings crop up all

round the old plants like tiny Onions. Crossed with

some of the large trumpet Daffodils, N. triandrus

albus has given us a number of most exquisite

seedlings, and for this purpose alone it is worthy of

every care. N. triandrus calathinus is even more
valuable for hybridising purposes, but is too

expensive for most of us to grow in any quantity.

I regard Angel's Tears as the most indispensable

of all rock garden bulbs.—N. G. Hadden.
Narcissus Flies.—Merodon equestris.—Since

sending you my note on Merodon equestris, which

appeared in your issue of April i, I have come
to the conclusion that probably what I found

in the neck of the bulb was the pupa, and it

therefore appears to me that probably the pupa-

tion takes place in the neck of the bulb when
the larva has eaten all he can get. Enmerus
strigatus.—I never thought to rejoice on finding

Merodon equestris, but on April i (All Fools'

Day !) I formed the opinion that if an affected

bulb is light and found to contain Merodon (as

I put it now, " to

have been Mero-

doned "), it is better

than finding it

affected with
Enmerus, both as

regards the par-

ticular bulb and the

fact that Enmerus is

by reason of its

habits, 1 think, far

more to be feared

than Merodon. I

only made acquaint-

ance with Enmerus
last August. I then

found it between the

scales of what ap-

peared to be diseased

bulbs. This first

week in April I

lifted some bulbs

which had not
thrown up healthy-

looking foliage, and
I found the outside

scales brown in

colour, very wet and

decaying, and after

stripping off two or

three layers I noticed

some minute white

spots on the next

scale. They sug-

gested to my mind
that they might be

the spores of some

fungoid growth, and

I thought I would

examine them under

a microscope.
When I got a

pocket lens on the

AND FOR HYBRIDISING. white spots, lo and

Larva Pupa • Fly.

THE NARCISSUS FLY (MERODON EQUESTRIS)
WITH LARVA AND PUPA.

behold ! they were minute white transparent

grubs and, I assume, Enmerus strigatus.

Under the lens I could see two dark internal

marks in the grubs, such as I had seen in

the larger grubs 1 found in August. Having
thus accustomed my eyes to the infantile enemy,
I found that I could detect him easily in subsequent
bulbs I lifted. In most cases there were the same
symptoms of a diseased bulb, the outside scales

brown, the main flower growth apparently died

off as if frost-bitten, the next foliage either very
poor or died off, and the foundation of the growth
brown, with the brown colour going down into

the bulb. I found the small grubs in the neck
and also at the base or lower part of the bulb,

and in one case in the brown decayed part of the

base. The presence of Enmerus, according to

my present experience, seems to me to be in

conjunction with decay. It occurs to me whether
the grub carries a secretion which is capable of

rotting the scales and base of the bulb, and so

provide suitable food for itself. This is only

a mere surmise, mentioned for the purpose of

putting others on the qui vive to find evidence

to confirm or refute. Mr. J. C. F. Fryer very

wisely recommends the destruction of all bulbs

affected with Enmerus, and my short experience,

having regard to the minuteness of the grubs,

would confirm such advice as good in regard to

bulbs of well-established varieties ; but what
about a bulb that has cost you £5 and which
still shows likelihood of making good if the grubs

are got rid of ? To put it in the fire goes some-

what against the grain ! In such a case, after

discovering the minute white dots and identifying

them, I am experimenting on three lines: (i)

Stripping off the scales down to second ones,

minutely inspecting the bulb under the lens,

and then replanting loosely with a view to further

examination.' (2) Stripping the bulb and putting

it in water, where I propose to keep it for several

days. (3) Immersing the bulb in hot water

kept at rro° Fahr. for an hour. I know that

stripped bulbs will grow, as I stripped several

last autumn, and they are growing well now.

I venture, therefore, to suggest to growers who
have valuable bulbs, to lift them at once if they

show the slightest sign of not being in vigorous

growth, and if found not to have Merodon, but

to be diseased, to examine them under a lens for

Enmerus.—C. Lemesle Ad.^.ms.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
May 2.—Royal Horticultural Society's Meeting

and Exhibition, also National Auricula Society's

(Southern Section) Show, at Vincent Square,

Westminster. Scottish Horticultural Association's

Meeting.

Mav 5.—Linnean Societv's Meeting.
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THE POLLINATION OF PEAR FLOWERS
By F. J. Chittexdex. F.L.S.

THE time which elapses between the

flowering of the earliest Pears and the

latest is a good deal shorter, as a rule,

than that over which the flowering of

Apples is spread. The earliest varieties

are rarely out of flower before the latest, growing

in a similar position, are well forward, but in some
seasons a cold spell after the earliest varieties are

in full flower may delay the flowering of the latest.

This may result in the failure of both varieties to

fruit, and it is important from the grower's point

of view to have more than one variety in flower

at the same time and near one another.

Except for minor variations in size and tint

of petals and other parts of the flower, and in

The process of fertilisation is really less simple

than it seems, for, strangely enough, the pollen of,

say. Doyenne d'Alen(;on is not capable of causing

the production of seeds in that variety. That is,

if, as may easily happen, the pollen finds its way
to the stigma of the same or another flower in

that variety, no result follows ; the variety is

self-sterile
; why is unkno\vn. Only when pollen

is brought from another variety and placed upon
the stigma of Doyenne d'Alen?on are seed and

fruit produced.

On the other hand, several varieties fruit without

seeds being produced when no other pollen but

their own has access to their stigmata. This is

the case in the variety Conference, but such fruits

EARLY PE.\RS IN FLOWER, J.\RGONELLE, E.\STER BEURRE AXD LOUISE BONNE OF JERSEY.

length of flower-stalk and number of flowers in

a cluster, the structure of the Pear inflorescence

is the same for all varieties. These minor varia-

tions make considerable differences in the general

appearance of the trees when in bloom. For

instance, the short-stalked, close clusters of small

flowers of Beurre d'Anjou, with their creamy

tint, contrast with the long-stalked, floppy clusters

of large white flowers of Jargonelle and with the

splendid vigorous appearance of the fine flowers

of Pitmaston Duchess. The dark anthers of

Williams' Bon Chretien give a distinct appearance

to the close clusters of that variety, as does the

deep yellow pollen of Doyenne du Cornice, and

so on. In spite, however, of these variations,

in essentials the structure of the flowers of the

different varieties is the same.

are always narrower in proportion to their length

than are those of the same variety which contain

seeds. Varieties which fruit without the inter-

vention of foreign pollen are said to be self-fertile,

and may be expected to fruit (provided no other

factor interferes with the fruiting, such as bad

weather, fungi, insects, insufficient ripening,

bad pruning, youth and so on) when planted with

no other variety near them. Among them may
be included Conference (ah'eady mentioned),

Durondeau, Pitmaston Duchess, Hacon's Incom-

parable, Beurre Dumont, Doyenne Boussoch,

Marguerite Marillat, Petite Marguerite, Pr&ident

d'Osmonville and Williams' Bon Chretien. It

is, however, doubtful whether so many fruits

are set even in these varieties when pollen from

another variety does not reach the stigmata. To

obtain a definite answer to this question is by
no means easy, nor is it easy to ascertain whether

a variety is entirely self-sterile. Negative evidence

is never altogether satisfactory, and although a

great deal of experimental work has been done
at the Royal Horticultural Society's gardens at

Wisley and elsewhere, it is probable that many
varieties at present regarded as self-sterile will

I

prove to be more or less self-fertile.

The evidence we have, the result of experi-

menting with many thousands of flowers, points

I
to the desirability of planting two varieties which
flower at approximately the same time close

; together. Whether the pollen of any variety

will induce fertility in every other is a question

to which we have, as yet, no definite answer

;

but it seems probable that it will in most other

varieties, provided they flower at about the same
time.

We may group the following well-known Pears

among the earliest in flower : Doyenne d'Alengon,

Doyenne Boussoch, Knight's

Monarch, Doyenne d'Ete, Jargonelle,

Easter Beurre, Beurre Hardy, Beurre

Diel, Thompson's and Conference.

Brown Beurre, Winter Nelis, Beurre

Superfin, Duchesse d'.AjigoulSme,

Souvenir du Congres, Colmar

d'Ete, Charles Ernest, Durondeau,

Beurre Clairgeau, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Clapp's Favourite, Emile
d'Heyst, Catillac, Fertility and
Josephine de Malines may be called

midseason fiowerers ; while among
the latest are Hessle, Williams' Bon
Chretien, Beurre Bosc, Marie Louise,

Doyenne du Comice and Pitmaston.

A fuller list is given in the Journal

of the Royal Horticultmral Society,

Vol. XXXIX., pages 370 and 371,

which may serve not only as a guide

to the varieties which it is well to

plant near one another, but also as

to the planting of Pears for suc-

cessional flowering as ornamental

trees, and few trees are more
beautiful on a lawn than well-

selected, well-trained pjTamid Pears

in flower and autumn foliage.

Where it is impossible to grow

more than one Pear tree, two

courses are open. One is to beg

a flowering branch of another

variety when the tree is in flower
;

the other and more satisfactory way
is to graft in the branch of another

variety which flowers at the same

time.

There still remains the question of the carriage

of the pollen from the flowers of one variety to

those of another. This may, of course, where

only a small number of trees are concerned, be

done on a dry day by means of a rabbit's tail

on a stick; but if bees can be kept, they will

save much time and trouble.

Pear flowers have a somewhat fishy odour,

like those of Hawthorn, and consequently

attract a good many two-winged flies, which

are usually more abundant in the Pear

flowering season than are any but the very

useful humble and other w.ld bees, and these,

too, do much to carry pollen from one tree to

another. The wind cannot be depended upon

to carry the sticky pollen for more than a foot

or 2 feet.
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DAFFODIL NOTES
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

Fusarium and Wisley.—It fell to my lot at

the Daffodil committee meeting on the nth inst.

to perform the pleasing duty of proposing a vote

of thanks to . the Council for having so readily

promised to undertake the investigation of Fusarium

at Wisley. Partly owing to the depletion of the

staff by war exigencies, their mycologist is " full

up " with work for the best part of two years, but

the Director is doing his best to find a suitable

man who could take on the job. Everyone who
has the interest of the Daffodil industry at heart

must hope that someone capable of

undertaking it will soon be found.

It was incidentally mentioned in

committee that the Cambridge
University School of . Agriculture

are on the war-path and are about

to visit Wisbech, which, as readers

know, is one of the great bulb-

growing districts of the British

Isles. This means a second and in-

dependent attack on the fungus.

May this deputation be able to

say in two years' time, " We came,

we saw, we have conquered."

There is, too, it is very probable,

a third assault being made on its

insidious inroads. At Lisse in

Holland there has recently been

built a fine large building, which is

a sort of school or university for

everything connected with bulb

growing. Here, it is presumed,

Fusarium will be studied ; and
should this meet the eyes of those

who know what is going on there,

it would be of considerable interest

if they would tell us, through The
Garden, what is being done.

What it Takes to Supply a

Show.—I recently compiled a list

of all the varieties that w'ere staged

at London and Birmingham inigis,

in the first and second prize exhibits

of all the sections except that

devoted to seedlings and new varie-

ties. It will surprise a good many
people to be told that there were,

in round numbers, 320. It is just

as well it is so, for otherwise what

willbecomeof thetens and hundreds

of novelties which are being turned

out of goodness knows how many
seed-beds here, there and every-

where ? Baths are getting into their

stride, as was to be seen on the

nth inst. ; and Barrs, Wilson and

Chapman are still going very strong. Yes ; Wilson

minimus (for there are at least three Wilsons in our

Daffodil world : Wilsonmajor, whowrote that charm-

ing book of his experiences in Daffodil growing in

the Antipodes ; Wilson minor, whom everyone

was delighted to see again looking the picture of

health after his winter in Southern Europe, and

who once again provided a feast of good things
;

and Wilson, the bright little Irishman, who gave

us that A I article in our last Year Book). Yes
;

my kind friend, if you do not find that Sunday
evening wish of yours fulfilled and " Daffodils

in Heaven," it will not be because none has been

made on earth. Well, well ! Who knows what

may not be there ? Every cross successful ; and
" G. H. E." and "A Novice " like the prophet's lion

and lamb lying down in perfect peace and harmony
within the glorified corona of a Dinton Ajax !

Actualities at Vincent Square on April 11.

At a Fishmongers' dinner in the City, a stranger

guest found himself seated beside a genial-looking,

white-haired and rosy-cheeked old gentleman,

with whom he several times tried to enter into

conversation. At last the old gentleman turned

and said, " Young man, I have come here not for

conversation, but to dine." I must begin my
descriptions. The most talked of flower in the

hall was the large white Leedsii called Mistral,

on Mr. A. M. Wilson's interesting stand. It

THE LARGE WHITE LEEDSII MISTRAL.

measured 4! inches across and had wide, over-

lapping perianth segments, the outer three per-

fectly flat and the inner three somewhat undu-
lating. The cup was on the small side ; in fact,

this was the "fly in the ointment." I heard the

most conflicting opinions expressed about it. Some
gazed in wondrous awe and wanted to annex it.

"Howmuch?" " Twenty pounds." Otherssaid,
" More of a curiosity than a beauty." A great

horticulturist, arboriculturst and breeder of sheep

came along, and after delivering himself of the wise

remark, " Size is the curse of horticulture," was
attracted by it and I think would like to have given

it a trial. The best of men are generally illogical.

Mr. Wilson had fine vases of Crcesus, Marshlight

and Gadfly on his top tier. The last named has
some very rich deep red in the outer part of its

rather wide and shallow cup, and is well described

in his list as a " very striking flower." Marsh-
light was as charming as ever. It might be called

a white\vashed understudy of Robespierre, that

super-magnificent villain. Two flowers in this

collection received awards for show—Palermo, a

pale yellow perianthed and widely expanded orange
red cupped bloom ; and Ozan, a pale bicolor incom-
parabilis, which in the 2A Class holds an analogous
position to that of Conqueror in the bicolor trumets
(ic). The flower, that of all others appealed
to me in Mr. Wilson's group was the exquisite

rich yellow, short trumpet Ajax
Cranbourne. If the two blooms
staged were a fair sample of what
the plant can do, it will be heard

of at shows for a long time to

come. In texture, in shapeliness

and in deep rich colouring it stood

out among all the numbered and
named beauties in this select col-

lection. Take a King Alfred, cut

off its perianth and the lower part

of its trumpet, place the remainder

on an enlarged Tenby perianth

of equally deep colouring and with

a diameter of 4 inches, and you

have Cranbourne.

Messrs. R. H. Bath had some
splendid blooms on their stand.

The gem of their whole collection

was the vase of four blooms of

White Knight. No white, in-

cluding Mrs. E. Krelage and White
Emperor, has anything like the

exquisite refinement of this old

stager. It is still supreme when
well grown, and I am more than

glad to see that it has got a home
it likes at Bath's Floral Farms. No
show person should be without it

in his collection.

Messrs. Herbert Chapman,
Limited, had several good yellow

Ajaxes, one of which. Dominion,

was quite early in the day annexed

by Mr. Leak—no mean pat on the

back for a flower to get, I can as-

sure you. The big bunches of

Shrove looked very nice, but before

the man in the street can use it in

such a profuse manner, it will have

to come down in price. " Every-

thing comes to him who waits."

I am waiting. Barrs, in the reign

of Peter the Second, are certainly

keeping up their old reputation.

Space compels me to hold over my
remarks on some of their cynosures till my next

notes. Before I close I have only room to congratu-

late my friend Mr. F. Barchard on his jolly little rock

plant. Poetry, which deservedly received an award

of merit. If I mistake not, it is the first time he

has placed anything before the committee. Those

who know the charm of Dawn, and can picture

in their mind's eye a somewhat smaller and more

symmetrical bloom, will have a good idea of what

this beautiful little variety is like. The two

pots gave one the impression of its being a good

doer. All the plants looked the picture of health.

I have done. I trust I have done enough dining

without too much talking.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

IT
is no light matter now, in mid-April, to

choose the plant most fitting for an honoured

place in the pages of The Garden. Every

way I look the beds are full of claimants

—

Sanguinaria canadensis is at its best, and
a clump a foot wide, with scores of flowers widely

open in the sunlight, is as good a sight as the

garden gives at any time of year. The flowers

have a look of a very superior Anemone ; but,

of course, belong to the Poppy family, and it is

a pity so few of their relations take after them
in the substance of their petals. One is so accus-

tomed to connect Poppies and their kin with

petals thin as crumpled silk that the Blood Root's

Magnolia-like texture of flower suggests another

family. No other flower of the season is so purely

and radiantly white as these open flowers and
those of Magnolia stellata.

Different forms of Wood Anemones are opening

every day, and each has its own charms that I

should like to record. The semi-double A. ranun-

culoides is charming, and half as large again as

the ordinary form. It has four ranks of bright

yellow sepals round a neat and regular circle of

stamens, and in the centre of all a bright green

boss of carpels as perfect as though the flower

had not taken to doubling. It has much brighter

green leaves than the ordinary small-flowered type

generally found in gardens, and each is divided

into three long lobes, that are much less cut and

subdivided than in the older form. In this they

resemble a larger form I have received from two
or three friends, and which I believe is found on

Monte Baldo and in other Italian localities,

whereas the smaller form, with bronzed leaves, is

a more Northern variety.

Erythronium Hartwegii is exquisite in

a shady border among choice Ferns. Its

leaves are beautifully marbled with

many shades of green and burnt sienna,

and the stems and buds are also tinted

with various depths of orange and red-

brown. Just now only the terminal

flowers are open, delicate cream-coloured

stars with soft orange eyes, and stand

well above the half-dozen rich brown

buds springing from the lower portion

of the stem. When fully open the flowers

reflex like a Cyclamen, and have such a

look of good breeding and rarity that

one marvels they should grow so strongly.

Here I have found it one of the easiest

to manage of the American forms.

Prunus subhirtella also cries aloud for

a sitting, for the portrait of its stiff,

upright-flowered form as shown in the

Botanical Magazine (t. 7508), and the

much reduced outline drawing in Bean's
" Trees and Shrubs," give no idea of

the grace and beauty of the living

shrub. Mine is now 7 feet high, has

slender. Birch-like twigs, and now,

befote the leaves make any show, it

is covered with pendent blossoms.

These are Cherry blossoms made into

a star without becoming spidery, and

therefore the perfection of grace. They
white, tinted throughout with rose colour,

especially on the outside of the tips of

petals, and thus the buds are almost crimson.

The flower-stalk, long narrow ovary and sepals

are of a rich crimson-brown, brighter than brown-

/
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when I saw Fritillaiia obliqua in full flower

by the side of one of these small Daffodils,

1 gathered it instead, and now 1 have finished

drawing it, am happier again, but for the

last hour have felt sorry I chose such a

difScult subject. Each flower is in certain lights

two shades of black. Outside it has the bloom of

a ripe Sloe, and so looks almost blue when well

lighted ; while the interior is either the blackest

of red-purples or the most purple of blacks, according

to the light or shade falling on it. It is nowhere

really black, but, for all that, as seen growing in

the garden it looks as black as anyone could

wish a flower to be, and is so distinct that,

once seen, it is not likely to be forgotten.

Unfortunately it is not a common plant, and

[ do not know of any nurseryman's list that

contains it. I first saw it growing in the

south border in front of the long stone wall in

the late Canon Ellacombe's wonderful gai'den

at Bitton. It has grown well there for many
years, but was very slow of increase and set no

seed, so I had to remain content with admiring

its beauty year after year when the three plants

of the little clump were in flower. Then one

autumn I was staying at Ludgvan Rectory, and
talking over good plants with my host, Mr. Arthur

Boscawen, we came to mention Fritillaria obliqua,

and I said how much I wished I could get a bulb

of it. He answered that it did well there and
he had replanted his clumps a few days before,

and in his generous way, lest we should forget it,

he went out into the garden, at ten o'clock at

night, and by the light of a candle dug me up a

couple of roots of the coveted treasure. They
still grow and flower to remind me of his kindness,

and have lately had enough companions added

to them to form a good clump, part of a rich collec-

tion of rare Fritillaries given to me by the only

man in England who could give away such a

number of good kinds, Mr. Elwes. Thanks to

these two good and generous gardeners (all really

good gardeners are generous, of course) I can

gather two sprays of the Violet-flowered Fritillary,

as the Botanical Magazine called it in 1806, without

destroying the beauty of my clump. I have dis-

covered while drawing it that, in addition to its

other charms, it possesses a delicious fragrance, like

that of a Maiden's Blush Rose, which strikes me as

very exceptional for a flower so dark in colour,

most of which possess offensive odours, if any.

Directly I turn to my books to try to give an

authentic account of this beautiful plant's native

home, I find a fresh crop of difficulties, for opinions

differ so widely about it that the " Index

Kewensis " enters it as a true species from Greece,

while Baker makes it to be a robust garden form

of the wide-leaved F. tulipifolia from the Caucasus
;

and Sir Joseph Hooker, in the Botanical Magazine

for 1872, says F. obliqua has nothing to do with

it, and is probably a form of F. persica.

Now my black but comely favourite obliqua,

as you may see by my sketch, has its stigma

divided into three fairly long arms, and the

Botanical Magazine plate 5969 of F. tulipifolia

shows a plant with what the accompanying

text describes as a " style gradually thickened

upwards to the obscurely three-lobed stigma."

Here I must leave its relationship to other

Fritillaries until I can spend a day in a good

herbarium ; but wherever it comes from, F.

obliqua, with its black bells, looking more as

though made of metal by some Japanese artist

than real living flowers, is a beautiful plant for

a warm, sheltered border.

RASPBERRY AND BLACK-
BERRY HYBRIDS

LOGANBERRY SEEDLINGS.
The Phenomenal Berry.—There are several

interesting Loganberry seedlings on the market,

and I would deal this time with one called the

Phenomenal Berry.
From some catalogues

before me I am told

that the Phenomenal

Berry is darker and

sweeter than the
Loganberry, and in

another list that it has

the flavour of the

Raspberry. 1 have

had three plants in my
garden for a sufficient

time to test it, and in

different aspects, and

this is what I have

found : First, the fruit

is a trifle larger, say,

an eighth of an inch

or a sixteenth of an

inch longer than the

larg est Loganberry,

but, on the other

hand, it is not nearly

so prolific in fruiting.

Again, after many
tests last summer, it

tastes to me more sour

than the Loganberry,

though tested when
really ripe. In contrast

to this I see some
catalogues say that the

Phenomenal Berry is

identical with the New-
berry (which latter is

much sweeter than

the Loganberry). It

is quite possible some
nurser y m e n have,
mixed up these two

and sent one out

under the other's

name. There may be

some people who think

I am quite wrong over

the above remarks. In

a different part of the

country and with a

different climate the

Phenomenal Berry'may

bear differently, and I

am sure the Editor will

not mind if what I

have said so stirs

readers up that they

will also tell of their

experiences, as in this way we who are amateurs
can find out what a plant is really worth. The
Phenomenal Berry ripens with me about three

days after the Loganberry.

The Newberry.—This plant, I am told, was
introduced by Messrs. Whitelegg and Page of

Chislehurst, and in my opinion it is by far the best

of the berries on the market. It is said to be a

cross of a Loganberry with the Superlative Rasp-
berry. Now, this is an interesting statement,

because, in the history of the Loganberry, Judge
Logan has stated that he has never succeeded

in crossing the Loganberry with either of its

parents (Dewberry x Raspberry), nor with seed-

ling crosses of the Dewberry, from whiclr it was
raised. The only appreciable difference between
the Newberry and the Loganberry is to be found

where it is needed, that is, in the fruit, which
has a much greater sweetness and tastes much

FRITILLARIA OBLIQUA,

THE VIOLET-FLOWERED

FRITILLARY.

(From a drawing by E. A.

Bowles.

)

more like a Raspberry, though in every other

respect, both as to size of fruit, length of shoots

and time of fruiting, it is like the Loganberry.

As a hybridist one can tell from the foliage

also that it is a real cross with a Raspberry, because

the foliage is a little more after a Raspberry
leaf than is that of the Loganberry. I noticed also

that there is another good point about it, and that

is that the fruit does not go so mouldy as the Logan-
berry in show-ery weather.
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The catalogue does not state concerning the

Loganberry that should a shower of rain come

when the fruit is nearly ripe, it will he found that

when the fruit is dry again one in every ten fruits

will have gone mouldy. The Newberry is much

better in this respect, though I do not say that

it is altogether free from it. I have often wondered

where this mouldiness originates from, for if (as it

has been previously discussed in The Garden)

the Loganberry is a descendant from a Dewberry

with a Raspberry, neither of these fruits shows

such a tendency to go mouldy as its progeny.

Before I close I cannot help saying to all who

are lovers of fruit that they should have a bottling

apparatus, I can strongly recommend that of

Messrs. Fowler Lee of Reading. We have had

one of theirs for years. The season of the fruit

is so short, and many of these berries ripen almost

at the same time ; also one may be

. away from home when they ripen,

and what, then, is the use of having

so many of these berries in the

garden ? Well, the bottling
apparatus supplies the answer.

We fill the bottles with the fruit,

fill up with water, adjust a rubber

ring in the groove in the neck of

the bottle, fix the cover, put on a

clip, place the bottles in a sort of

large saucepan with a thermometer

provided for the purpose, and de-

posit it on the kitchen range or

gas ring, and in a little over two

hours there will be seven or ten

bottles (according to the size of

the apparatus bought) ready to

store for winter use. Newherries

mixed with Apples are delicious in

a tart. W. F. M. Copeland.

this variety will be a most valuable addition to

our collection.

W. C. Gaunt (H.T.) received an award of merit,

and was also exhibited by Messrs. Alex. Dickson

and Sons. It seems to come midway in colour

between Richmond and Hugh Dickson, but we

can quite believe that outdoors this Rose would

be far richer in colour than either. The blooms

are borne on rigid stems, and the plant is not too

t,iU in habit, so that it will make a perfect bedder.

The flowers are very shapely, with handsome

guard petals.

Clarice Goodacre (H.T.) was passed on this

occasion, but we ran quite imagine it will receive

high honours at the Summer Show, for it possesses

a most exquisite form. The colour is ivory white,

suffused with biscuit chrome, a shading that will

intensify outdoors. It is very fragrant, and also

SPRING SHOW OF
THE NATIONAL
ROSE SOCIETY

NEW ROSES.

PERHAPS one could

hardly expect a very

good display of novelties

considering the sunless

days we have had this

spring, and it must be admitted

there was nothing startling on view.

Unless a novelty is exhibited at the Spring Show

for its special value as an indoor Rose, we feel

more convinced than ever that awards should not

be made, or, if made, they should be conditional on

being ratified at the Summer Show. So many

Roses may be fine as grown under glass, but

totally useless for our outdoor climate. Messrs.

Alex. Dickson and Sons obtained a gold medal for

Mrs. Bryce Allen (H.T.), which gave rise to

some cominent and criticism afterwards. There

is this to be said : When the judges view them

the blooms may be bright and good, but the

exposure to warm air, and taking into considera-

tion their long journey in many cases, they

quickly lose their beauty. Mrs. Bryce Allen is

deliciously fragrant, and it possesses a beautiful

form and fulness, with a length of stem that will

make it a grand indoor flower for cutting. The

colour is a very lively carmine rose, and we believe

Hon. Mrs. R. C. Grosvenor, and we thought

it to be an excellent Rose, The outer petals are

porcelain flesh, with an orange yellow centre to

the flowers. It will be a grand decorative Rose.

Sallie, Autumn Tints and Augustus Hartmann
are now well known, and they will sustain the high

reputation of Messrs, B, R. Cant and Sons. This

firm also had on view a fine bunch of

Silver Moon (Hybrid Wichuraiana), one of the

loveliest of the large-flowered single ramblers

that should be in every garden. Its buds are as

shapely as those of a Tea Rose, and look like a

miniature Mme. Hoste before expanding. It is a

most rampant grower. It was raised in America

by Dr. Van Fleet. A Rose that attracted much
notice was

Mme.'Colette Martinet (HT), a grand introduc-

tion of M, Pernet-Ducher's, and well exhibited

by Mr, Walter Easlea of Eastwood.

This Rose also won first prize as a

table decoration for Mrs. Bide. It

is a glorious bit of colour, remind-

ing one of the perfect rich shade

of William Allen Richardson in a

fine big flower nejirly as large as

Le Progrfes. This is going to he a

very popular variety.

THE NEW GOLD MEDAL ROSE MRS. BRYCE ALLEN.

possesses a fine sten^. We believe it will be an

exhibition Rose of great merit.

Donald McDonald (H.T.).—Personally, we

were attracted to this Rose more than any other

staged. It reminds one of a deep Lady Battersea

which has a lovely suffusion of orange at the base.

The flowers are of exquisite form, medium in size

and abundantly produced, A lovely Rose in hud

form, and one with a great future. A bunch of

Red Cross (H.T,) showed its wonderful colouring,

and will be welcome as a brilliant bedder. All

of these varieties were exhibited by Messrs. .\lex,

Dickson and Sons of Newtownards,

Mr, E, J. Hicks staged a very nice Tea Rose named

Lady Sydney Eardley-Wllmot. It was like

a very pale, almost white Mme, Hoste, and no

doubt will be shown better later on,

Messrs. B, R, Cant and Sons were showing

-heir fine novelty

PLANTING ALPINES IN

SPRING
The winter is frequently chosen

as the most convenient time

for forming the rock garden,

and with reasonable care plant-

ing may be performed with perfect

success in the spring.

Where the plants are in pots,

few precautions are necessary, as

they may be placed in position

with the ball of earth intact. If

the ball is filled with roots, some
of the latter should be dis-

entangled, so that they may obtain

a ready hold of the earth. Fill

up with soil, making sure that it

is well rammed in and firm, yet

not solid, A good watering will

settle the plant down.

Plants which are not in pots and

come without a good deal of soil

about the irroots require more care-

ful treatment. Unless the weather

should be wet or with heavy

showers, the following practice

should be observed. Make the

holes large enough to spread out the roots without

cramping them, fill in some soil just to cover

these, and pour in sufficient water to fill up the

hole, .After this has drained away, put in the

remainder of the soil and then water again. If

bright and sunny or there is much wind, such

as we often have in April and May, shade the

plants for a few days until they can get hold of the

soil and draw from it nourishment to maintain

them against the loss caused by the drought

or drying winds, A flower-pot tilted to one side

is a good protection for single plants ; but for

large clumps an excellent method of shelter by

means of canvas stretched on frames may be

employed. If hand-lights or cloches are used,

these should be shaded. With a little care of

this kind the lives of valuable plants may be

saved at a critical stage in their establishment.

Dum/rics. S. Arnott.
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THE SNAKE'S-HEAD
FRITILLARY

» BOUT this time last year I awoke one

/\ sunny morning to find myself in a strange,

/ % but none the less comfortable, bed in

/~^^ the Military Hospital at Oxford. Never
* can I forget the wild and garden flowers

, that were brought into the ward that morning.

To the accustomed eye there may not have been

anything uncommon about them, but they, like

the ever-cheerful nurses themselves who cared

for the needs of the suffering, brought gladness to

the hearts of those who had spent long weeks and

months in the war desert of Flanders. The first

flowers to catch the eye were those of the wild

Fritillary (Fritillaria Meleagris), that abound in

the meadows around Oxford. These modest
flowers recalled to the writer more vividly than
ever before Matthew Arnold's exquisite lines :

" I know what white, what purple fritillaries,

The grassy harvest of the river fields

Above by Eynsham, down by Sandford

yields."

It soon became apparent that Fritillaries had
many times been employed in the decoration of

the hospital, and my heart sank when 1 heard the

Sister of the ward exclaim : "I hope the Snake' s-

heads will never be brought into the ward again."

Oh ! Sister Hamilton-Watts, how could you

!

But, after all, Fritillaries should be seen growing

to be fully appreciated, and other species are so

evil-smelling that they are the very last things to

bring indoors. Exception, however, must be

made to F. obliqua, so delightfully portrayed on
another page, for it possesses a sweet fragrance

which is very uncommon, particularly among
flowers of dark metallic hue.

This spring I have watched the development of

the Snake's-head Fritillary, from the bud to the

full-blown flower, with more than usual interest.

Two flowers are usual to an inflorescence, although

cultivation may increase the number to five or six,

as was demonstrated by Mr. Elwes in his inter-

esting exhibit at the last meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society, with bulbs that had pre-

viously been collected from Thames-side meadows.
The accompanying photographs were taken at

intervals of three days. At first the two flower-

buds appear united, next we see them separating,

then the leading bud shows signs of chequered

colouring around its square shoulders, and, even-

tually, we see it expanded. The development is

accompanied by a lengthening of the flower-stem.

and, in this case, by a gradual change from

a forward incline to a vertically upright position,

while the upper pair of leaves at first bend forward,

but by gradual stages eventually assume an
opposite position.

The manner in which the flower-stalks bend
over before the flowers open is a point of interest,

for it is Nature's means of protecting the pollen

from wind and wet, and the flowers retain this

position so long as the pollen is in need of pro-

tection. The observations made by Kerner and
Oliver regarding the similarity in the fertilisation

of Fritillaria and Narcissus are both interesting

and opportune. These two flowers, we are told

in the " Natural History of Plants," present

simple instances of autogamy.

The flowers open, revealing the stigma stationed

in front of the entrance to the receptacle and
already mature : while the anthers, closely adherent

to the stigma, are still closed. Autogamy for a

time is impossible, whereas cross-pollination may
be effected through the intervention of wind or

insects. In the second half of the flowering

period the anthers adjacent to the stigma open,

and the stigma is instantly covered with the

pollen set free irom them. These are matters

we may observe for ourselves now that the season

of Fritillaries and Daffodils is with us. H. C.

t

In bud. The buds separating. Showing colour.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SNAKE'S-HEAD FRITILLARY.
The flower unfolded.
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CROPPING AN ALLOTMENT

THE accompanying plan has been pre-

pared with a view to cropping a lo-rod

allotment to the best advantage. In

actual practice, however, it will he

possible to grow more crops than are

shown in the plan ; for example. Lettuce plants

can often be planted along the edges of paths or

on the sides of Celery trenches.

It will be seen that no space is reserved for

winter greens, this crop being treated entirely as

a succession crop to Peas and early Potatoes. In

order to be successful with winter greens treated

as above, it is essential that the seedling plants

should not be allowed to become starved in the

seed-bed before transplanting between other

crops. As soon as the seedlings attain their

second leaf they should be transplanted 2 inches

apart in a small patch of ground, when they

will continue to grow unchecked till they are

finally transplanted to their permanent quarters.

Furthermore, the intermediate transplanting

of seedlings produces an abundance of roots,

which enables the plants to become more

quickly established when finally planted than

would be possible if they were allowed to

remain in the seed-bed till required for their

permanent quarters.

Broad Beans should be sown as early as possible

to enable the plants to become well advanced in

growth before the black aphis makes its appear-

ance. The rows should be 2 feet apart, and the

CEOPPING PLAJs- OF lO-ROD .\LLOT-MEXT, SHOWIKG SYSTEM OF INTEECPvOPPlXG .i.VD SUCCESSION.'.

BRCiD BE.VNS (2 rows).

Herbs and Rhubarb.

Srussels Sprouts to follow.

PE.\S, E.IKLY, SECOND-E.\ItIY

AND Late (1 row each)

WiNiER Lettuce (1 row).

Early Potatoes (7 rows).

ArTrMK-PLAXTED CABBAGES (3 rOWs).

DWAr.F FKESCH BEAN'S (2 lOWs).

Early CArLiFLOWER (2 rows).

Shallots (4 rows).

ArTCMS-sows Onioxs (3 rows)

Spkisg-sows onions (5 rows)

Long ok Ixtekmediate Carrot (5 rows).

SHORT HoRX Carrot {i rows).

ROCXD BEET (2 rows).

Loxg Beet (4 rows).

PAE5Xirs (2 rows).

Early Torxips (2 rows).

RrxxEK Beans (1 row)

Radish and Spinach to be sown same time as Peas.

Celery and Leeks or Winter Greens can be planted a few weeks before

Peas are gathered, between the roivs^

Winter Greens to be planted between rows as soon as early Potatoes

are earthed up. Potatoes to be lifted as required in .June aiiTl

July.

Runner Beans for succession, dibbled in between the Cabbages in June

Cabbages to be removed as soon as ready.

Broccoli to follow Beans

Celery or Leeks to follow early Cauliflower.

Short Horn Carrot, Lettuce or Turnips to follow Shallots.

Onions to be lifted as required in July, followed by late Turnips.

Colewort to follow.

Cokwort to follow.

Late CauliflowiT or Broccoli to follow Lettuce, Radisli or Spiuach.

Marrow Bed.

Brussels Sprouts planted between a fortnisiht

before the Beans are gathered. As soon as the

pods are gathered, the stems should be removed

to allow the light to reach the Brussels Sprouts.

If

Celery or Leeks are grown after Peas, the

trenches should be prepared as soon as the Spinach

and Radishes are gathered. The Celery or Leek

plants could be planted in the trenches three

weeks before the Peas are removed. Seedlings

of Celery and Leeks should be raised in March
and transplanted in the seed-boxes as soon as the

plants are large enough to handle, and later be

planted out 2 inches apart in a patch of ground

to keep them growing sturdily till required for the

trenches. Seedlings half starved in seed-boxes-

will not succeed well when treated as a succession

crop.

Runner Beans should be sown in May, and will

produce an abundance of pods in July and August,

but the plants usually become somewhat exhausted

by early September. In order to obtain a good

supply during September and October, a second

sow-ing should be made in June, and this can be

done without waste of space by dibbling the seeds

between the autumn-planted Cabbage. This

second sowing need not be finished with sticks,

but the plants should be constantly pinched

and treated as dwarfs. As soon as the Cabbages

become ready for use they should be remo\'ed,

and the stalks lifted to give the Beans the necessary

space to develop.

Early Cauliflowers can be obtained in June

by sowing in autumn and transplanting into cold

frames for the winter, finally planting out in the

open ground in April. The seeds may also lie

sown in gentle heat in January or February

;

such varieties as Walcheren, Early London,

Early Mammoth or Earliest of All. Celery or

Leeks can follow early Cauliflowers if the seedling

plants of the former are treated as described

above.

Shallots should be planted in February and

lifted in early July for harvesting. The ground

should be immediately prepared and sown with

the Short Horn type of Carrot, Lettuce, Turnip,

or other quick-growing crop.

Spring-Sown Onions should be lifted for

harvesting when fully grown, generally in mid-

August, and the land be immediately planted

with Winter Spinach.

When only lo rods of land are available, it is

doubtful whether it is advisable to grow late

Potatoes, as these can be purchased at a reason-

able price from a farmer in the autumn ;
but if

the land is planted as shown in the plan, a supply

of fresh vegetables can be obtained from April

to late autumn, the land producing for the most

part two crops and sometimes three. Inter-

cropping between strong-growing late Potatoes

is not recommended, as this usually means

overcrowding.

Cropping a 20-Rod Allotment.—Ten rods

should be cropped according to the plan under

discussion. The remaining ro rods should be

planted as follows : 7 rods of late Potatoes

planted i6 inches apart in the rows and the rows

28 inches asunder ; i rod of second-early Potatoes

(intercropped with winter greens) ; i rod to be

used as a seed and nursery bed for pricking out

seedlings, &c. This space to be used for growing

late Turnips or salads after the seedlings are

removed. The remaining space to be used for

Spinach, Beet, Tomatoes, Salsify, .-Artichokes and

other small crops. .^- E. Burgess.

I
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Narcissus Coral.—A triandrus hybrid of good

size.

Narcissus Wllite Pearl.—Another fine triandrus

hybrid of almost Leedsii size. A superb variety.

Narcissus Phyllida.—.A pale bicolor ipcom-

parabilis and a particularly good ilower. These

three were from Mr. W. F. M. Copeland, Shirley,

Southampton. .AH received the award for show
purposes.

Narcissus Wliite Pennant.—A fine Leedsii,

though it appears as much a white Ajax. The
large pointed perianth segments render it striking

and distinct. Shown by Messrs. R. H. Bath,

Limited, Wisbech. (For show.)

Androsace Laggeri Warley Variety.—Those

who know the typical pale pink form will appreciate

the new-comer with its rosy red flower clusters.

A gem among inch-high alpines not easily over-

praised.

Armeria caespitosa.—Another inch-high alpine

of quite easy culture. The examples shown
were crowded with flower clusters. These were

from Miss Willmott, Great Warley.

Primula nutans.—A lovely new species from
Western China, where it was found by Mr. Forrest

in shady woodland. This intrepid plant hunter

is to be congratulated for giving to lowland gardens

this unique species. Flowers lavender blue, in

a drooping umbel, and delightfully fragrant.

Stems rather mealy. Shown by Messrs. R, W.
Wallace and Co., Colchester.

•AH the foregoing were shown before the Royal
Horticultural Society on April i8, when the awards

were made.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—The main crop of this important
vegetable must be planted as soon as possible.
For most varieties a distance of 30 inches between
the rows will suffice, while 18 inches should be
allowed between the " sets." Shallow trenches
or fairly deep drills should be made so that the
Potatoes are at least 3 inches below the surface.

Carrots.—The long-rooted kinds may be sown
in ground previously trenched, but the seeds ought
to be sown thinly ; this will prevent the necessity
of thinnuig to any great extent. This should be
borne in mind, especially where the maggot is

troublesome.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines.—In the early houses
the fruits will be swelling, and careful attention
must be paid to such cultural details as watering
and ventilation to prevent the trees receiving a
check. To get the best possible colour and flavour,
the fruits must be fully exposed to the sunlight,
and to this end any foliage covering the fruits must
be removed. Close the house early in the after-
noon, and syringe the trees freely with water of the
same temperature as the house. Where it is

thought desirable, the border may be given some
liquid manure about once each week, or a mulch
with partly decayed manure. When the fruits
begin to colour, less atmospheric moisture is needed,
and whenever the elements are favourable more
air can be admitted, but cold draughts must be
prevented. At this stage, providing the weather
is mild, the back or top ventilators may be left

open an inch or so throughout the night.

Successional Houses.—Proceed to thin the
fruits, and tie in the shoots required for next
season. Keep insect pests, especially black and
green fly, in check.

The Flower Garden.

Bedding Plants.—These will require a lot of

attention just now in keeping them well supplied
with water. Those in heated frames must be
hardened gradually, and some of the Geraniums,
Lobelias, Fuchsias, &c., may be transferred to

cold frames. This will make it convenient to

pot up other plants, such as Jresine and some of

the larger subjects, of which Maize and Cannas
may be cited as examples. Dahlias may also be
potted ; the old stools should be fli\'ided, and placed
in a frame until it is safe to plant them in their

summer quarters. Lobelia cardinalis Firefly may
be planted out, unless it is required for bedding
purposes. Calceolarias should be put out without
delay ; then they will become well rooted before
they begin to flower. Pentstemons may be
treated likewise.

Plants Under Glass.

Azaleas have now finished flowering, and when the
blooms have been removed, they should be placed
in a warm house to make some growth. Repotting
is not advisable where the soil is in good condition,
but a few plants may have become loose at the
base, and these must be made quite firm with fresh

peat. Syringe the plants liberally when the
weather is bright.

Cytisus racemosus.—When the flowering period
is passed, any necessary pruning may be done.
Unless the plants are too large or require putting
into shape, very little cutting back will be needed.
Small examples can be potted on. and cuttings
made from the new growths will root if placed
in a close, warm frame. Give the same treatment
as advised for Azaleas, and when the season's
growth is made, the plants may be stood in the
open for the wood to ripen.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Newly Planted Trees.—These must be examined
occasionally and the soil made firm about the
roots if from any cause it has become loose.
Should the weather be very dry, the soil will

crack, especially that of a heavy nature. The cracks
must be filled by forking up the surface, and a
mulch of manure given. Late-planted trees may
require water, and in such cases a syringing over-
head late in the afternoon will be beneficial.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Seed-Sowing.—With the sowing of Beetroot,
Salsify, Scorzonera, and any herbs required,
seed-sowing of the main crops may be said to be
over for the season. Of course, a continuance
must be made with successional crops of Peas,
Spinach and salads to keep up a constant supply
of fresh and tender vegetables. Beetroot for winter
and spring supplies should not be sown earlier,

as early sowings invariably' run to seed ; indeed,
if much pressure of work is felt at present, the
sowing of this crop may safely be left till the
middle of May.
Kidney Beans.—A sowing of these may now

be made outside in favourable localities, which
may succeed well if no late frosts occur, although
in many districts it is not considered safe to have
any such tender plants above ground earlier than
the second week of June ; so that where such late
frosts are experienced regularly, it is soon enough
to sow Kidney Beans outside about the middle
of .May.

Vegetable Marrows.—To ensure a crop of this
vegetable it is necessary to have the plants well
advanced in frames on a slight hotbed before
exposing them to outside conditions in June.
Seeds should therefore be sown now and placed
in heat to germinate, and as soon as the seedlings are
through the soil the pots should be placed on
a shelf near the glass, and before they get pot-
bound should be planted in frames.

Tomatoes.—The earlier batches should now be
well ad\'anced. Those having a quantity of fruits
set should receive some stimulant occasionally,
but this must be given sparingly, or rough fruits
of poor quality will result. Plants showing flower
should be brushed daily to assist pollination.
Very large trusses should not be encouraged, or

many of the fruits will be undersized and of little

use. Keep the plants to single stems by suppressing
all side growths, and remove a part of the foliage
where it becomes too dense, not by removing one
or two leaves entirely, but by shortening those
overshadowing the fruits.

The Flower Garden.

Dahlias.—Young plants which have been
raised from cuttings and are now well rooted
should be potted on. This involves extra labour,
but as the season is all too short for these plants
out of doors, it is advisable to have them well
advanced before planting out. The earliest
plants may be moved to cold frames to become
hardened. The old stools should be divided up
and potted into 6-inch pots, retaining one shoot
only, which must be supported with a stake.
Their respective heights and colours having been
classified when in flower last autumn, there will
be no confusion at planting-time.

Chrysanthemums.—If properly hardened, these
may now be planted out in their flowering positions.
There are few more useful autumn-flowering
plants than these, and any surplus plants may
find a place in the herbaceous border

; or they
may be planted in a position from which they
could be moved, either to take the place of some
early flowering subject in the flower-beds or
moved under glass to provide cut blooms at a
time when outside flowers begin to get scarce.

Begonias.—Bulbs of bedding Begonias should
now be started. It is not recommended to start
these too early nor in too warm quarters ; we
find cold frames suit them well. If damped and
shut up early in the afternoon, and protected
with mats on a cold night, they make good, sturdy
growths, which transplant well. A proportion
should be grown annually from seed to replace
old, worn-out bulbs. After a few years the bulbs
begin to lose vigour and the flowers get smaller.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Some varieties are very liable to have
their foliage scorched when sudden bright sun-
shine succeeds a period of dull weather. E\-en the
most careful ventilation fails to keep the leaves
from becoming damaged ; the injury can sometimes
be traced to faulty glass. The variety Gros
Colmar seems to suffer most in this respect, and
as a precaution the glass should be lightly obscured
with a weak preparation which will get washed
off before the autumn.
Plums and Cherries in Pots.—These require

careful watching for attacks of green fly, and when
it makes its appearance fumigating or syTinging
with Quassia should be resorted to. The trees,
being restricted in root room, require regular
supplies of stimulants. Syringe the trees twice
daily with tepid water and shut up the house
early.

Peaches and Nectarines in Pots.—The fruits
will now be approaching ripeness, and the atmo-
sphere should be kept less moist. Ventilate freely
iri mild weather and discontinue the supplies of
liquid manure.

Plants Under Glass.

Cinerarias.—A sowing of these may now be
made if they are required to be in flower about
the beginning of next year. Very little heat is
necessary to germinate the seeds ; indeed, a cold
frame with a cool ash bottom is the best place
to put the seed-pan, pricking out the young plants
as soon as they are large enough to handle.

Humea elegans.—Plants that are now in
.^-inch and 6-inch pots should soon be ready for
moving into larger sizes ; 8-inch or 9-inch pots
should be large enough to carry good-sized plants
through the flowering season. Soak the balls
well on the day previous to potting on, and dailv
dampings will be suflicient water for therii
until the roots have penetrated the new compost.
Those required for planting out in the flower
garden may also have a shift at this time.

Carnations.—The Malmaisons are now pushing
up their flower-stems, and should be supported
with stakes and the plants given a little more
room. AH side buds should be remo^'ed, and the
plants given an occasional watering with weak
liquid manure and soot. When the flowers are
openmg they should be shaded from bright
sunshine. Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)
Glnviis Castle, N.B.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Evenj department of horticulfure is represented in The
Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in qitestions

relating to matters upon which the!/ wish expert adiice.

The Editor tvelcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he tvill not be responsible for their sate return. All

reasonable care, however, ivill he taken, and ivkere stamps

are enclosed, he ivill endearour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards pTioiographs, if payment he desired, the Editor

asJcs- that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It mtfst be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

nrnpker or oivner of the copyright will be treated ivith.

The Editor will not he responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and

the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
aiiicle is accepted. Publication in The Gareen ii^ll alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Coveni Garden, W.C.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.— T/(e Editor endeavours

o make THE Garden helpful to all readers ivho desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Ansivers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to tlie Editor of The Garden. 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-icool, and floweiing

shoots, where possible, should be seM. It is useless to send

small scraps that are twt characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should he sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
SUPPORT FOR SWEET PEAS (M. L. E.).—By using

SimpUcitas ncttinu you -would avoid all the inconvenience

of sticks, which are inchned to rot and harbour vermin.

It may be used either for rows or circles, and it can be

taken up year by' year, rolled easily into a small compass,

and stored in a slied for future use. It is made by the

Boundary Chemical Company, Limited, Cranmer Street,

Liverpool.

TULIPS FOR BANK (Sojourner).—For purposes of

naturalisation vou would find the varieties of Gesneriana

the more suitable, particularly such as lutea, major and
aurantiaca. To these may be added sylvestris, Mauriana,

macrospeila, Bouton d'Or, elegans, e. alba and tliose

inimitables among yellow-flowered Cottage Tulips, Leghorn
Bonnet and Mrs. Moon. If very early and dwarf-gromng
kinds find favour, these may be had in biflora, Kaufman-
niana, the most beautiful of early flowering species, and
persica, among many. There is an inimitable beauty in the

brilliant, if small, T. linifolia, a real gem among the dwarf-

est sorts. Other bulbs should include Narcissus pallidus

precox, N. Queen of Spain, Anemone blanda, A. Robin-
soniana, the three best Chionodoxas, C. Lnciiiw, C. sarden-

sis and C. Boissieri, with Muscaris and others. Hyacinth
icing of the Blues is pertiaps the finest dark blue in culti-

vation. Perle Brilliant, porcelain and sky blue, we think

one of the most charming. Grand Maitre and Czar Peter

are both good. If you wish for planting hints, kindly

Avrite again atating the extent of bank, aspect and other

thincs.

TREATMENT OF BANK (Herbert C. Wettern).—It is

always a little difficult to ad\ase as to the treatment of

an unseen site, and the best—often, too, the simplest

—

way of dealing with it could only be determined after

inspecting it. Environment naturally plays a large part

in such things. Wliether the cutting is straight, fully

exposed or shaded, you do not say. We gather, however,
that the position is not important, and that you do not

wish to incur much expense. In these circumstances
planting with *St. John's Wort, *Butchcr'B Broom,
double Gorse, *Mahonia Aquifolium, *Flag Irises, Berberis

Darwinii, Lilacs, Bosa rugosa, Aucuba, Guelder Hose
and others might meet the case. Disposing of these

thinly at intervals in small groups, the intervening spaces

could be occupied with Foxgloves, Honesty, Evening
Primroses, \vith, in autumn. Wood Hyacinths, Narcissi

and other cheap bulbs. Or, by taking from the above list

those marked with an asterisk, plantings of Wichuraiana
Hoses, Clematises and perennial Peas could be introduced

to trail and clothe the bank. Probably^ too, if it was not
desired to encourage grass, the hardy Heaths may be

planted, orthe more common London Pride and Saxifraga

cordifolia purpurea,

LEUCOJUMS VERNUM AND CARPATICUM VAGNERI.
—Tliis is more an en<iuiry about tliese than a criticism.

but nomenclature is evidently a Httlr mixed, and as one
of tlieni is now blooming, your readers may help. 1

planted some plants of Leucojum vernum ten years ago ;

they did not bloom for two years (Mr. Sanders in his

excellent little Encvclopsedia mentions this) and that

sparingly. I shifted" them to what I thought a better

site ; same thing occurred ; they bloomed in January,
beautiful little green-tipped white hoop petticoats, single

or twins, no triplets ; stem round, blunt, and foliage streaky.

I got some fifty plants of vernum carpaticum Vagneri
from Barr. These did not come up for two years, but
are doing better now ; they are just through the ground.
As Barrs said, they bloom a month later than vernum,
but are of the same type. In The Garden, March 13,

1909, Mr. S. Arnott says Vagneri is earlier than ordinary
vernum; in The Garden, February 26, 1910, " W. I."

says Vagneri is a month later and is yellow tipped
;

Jlr. Bowles in " My Garden," Vol. I., September, says

Vagneri is earlier and green tipped. Mr. Arnott says,

in the " Book of Bulbs," that Mrs. Hope's is the latest

spring one. Among 100 roots of sestivum I planted some
ten years ago, one clump has always bloomed in January
(i.e., three months before the rest of the line) with my
vernum, but the foliage and gro^rth are that of sestivum,

and it bears on each pointed, flattened stem three to five

blooms which are green tipped, lax, and without the
character of vernum. Pulchellum least of all merits its

name.—G. J. Padbury, M.B., Coombefields, Axminster,
East Deion. [To this enquiry Mr. W. Irving of Kew
replies :

"' With all deference to Messrs. Bowles and
Arnott, my version of Leucojum vernum and its *-ariety

carpaticum is correct. L. vernum, figured in the Botanical

Magazine, t. 46, has green tips. L. v. var. carpaticum,
in the Botanical Magazine, t. 1993, has yellow tips. The
name Vagneri has no standing; it is only a synonym of

L. carpaticum. Our plants of L. vernum v^r. carpaticum,
obtained by Messrs. Ware from Transylvania in 1877,

I think, are always a month later than L. vernum itself.

Both often have more than one flower on a stem, but the
variety is usually more robust, with more flowers on
each stalk. L. v. carpaticum as sold is not always true.

We recently purchased some which turned out to be
only L. vernum."

—

Ed.1

TREES AND SHRUBS.
YEW HEDGE AND WALL GARDEN (E. E. K. C.).—

It is probable that as your Yew hedge becomes well rooted
it will have the etfect of drying your wall beneath con-
siderably, thus preventing the plants growing among the

stones from obtaining the necessary moisture. A Lavender
hedge ought to answer well in the position ; the ordinary
Lavandula Spica should be used. The Yews could be
transplanted in May and would be likely to tlirive in the
soil described, but the occasional flooding would not be

good for thern. If anytliing is possible to prevent
the flooding, it ought certainly to be done. Rosemary
would also make a good hedge, but the Lavender is hardier.

NANDINA DOMESTICA (Subscriber).—Nandina domes-
tica ought to grow very widl out of doors at Sidmouth.
Give it a position sheltered from cold winds but exposed
to lull sun. Loamy soil into which a little peat or leaf-

mould has been mixed will answer admirably. A \'ery

suitable position would be the angle of a wall facing west
or south, the plant to stand well away from the wall ; but
it may also be expected to thrive in the open garden if

sheltered from cold winds. Calceolaria violacea can be
pruned at once. Shorten the injured shoots and remove
some of the oldest wood, that appears to be getting worn
out, right to the base. A little manure placed about the
plant will have beneficial results.

PROPAGATING THE DOUBLE-FLOWERED DAPHNE
(W. F. W.).—We presume that you refer to the white-
flowered form of Daphne Mezereum (D. M. album), and,
that being the case, propagation can be easily effected

by means of seeds. Collect the fruits when ripe, or when
quite yellow in colour, and rub them in sand to clear the
flesh from the seeds ; then sow in a box or bed of sandy
soil, covering the seeds about a quarter of an inch deep.
If you like, the box can be stood in a cold frame, but the
seeds will vegetate in the open ground. Should you
refer to the dwarf white-flowered Daphnes, sometimes
grown in rock gardens, some are increased by grafting
on stocks of D. Mezereum, others by layers, and all by
seeds when such can be procured.

FRUIT GARDEN.
CLAY OR WAX FOR GRAFTING (Quince).—Good

grafting wax is certainly better than poor quality clay

to which you refer. In any case, grafting wax is much
easier to use and it saves a great deal of time. It is quite
eft'ective and is now used by the leading fruit growers.
You should try " Tenax " Grafting Wax; it may be
obtained from Corry and Co., Limited, Bonded Chemical
Works, Shad Thames, T-ondon, S.E.

GRAFTING A TWELVE YEAR OLD APPLE TREE
WITH TWO YEAR OLD SHOOTS (L. IT.).—No ; two
year old shoots will not do. The scions to be grafted
should have been cut from the tree some months back,
and the bottoms buried 4 inches deep in soil until required
for grafting, as they must be perfectly dormant at the
time". The sap is active in shoots cut now, and they would
be of no use. Y'ou might be able to procure from fruit

tree nurserymen prepared cuttings of the variety you
wish to graft, if you knew its name.
SELECTION OF CHERRIES (Anne Amateur).—Black

Heart is one of the oldest and best ; Early Rivers, an
excellent early black variety ; Frogmore Bigarreau,
a delicious and prolific yellow variety ; Guigne d'Annonay,

early black variety of great excellence ; Knight's Early
Black, one of the "earliest and sweetest, good all round :

Napoleon Bigarreau, briUiant scarlet, heart-shaped,
and good in all respects, much prized as a market Cherry ;

Florence, a grand late Cherry of large size, flrm flesh,

deliciously flavoured, pale yellow with red markings

:

Governor Wood, moderately early, a golden lieart-sbaped
variety of the greatest excellence ; Noir de Guben, shining
reddish brown, rich and sweet ; May Duke, dark red,- a
well-known and approved sort; Waterloo, deep black, large,

flavour superb, fruit haugs on the tree a long time after

it is ripe.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WIREWORMS (Anxious).—Yes ; wireworms \\'ill be

likely to damage the Tomatoes very seriously. Your best

plan, as you have the loam stacked, will be to make holes

at intervals and pour into them carbon bisulphide at the
rate of about 3oz. to 4oz. to the cubic yard. The depth
of the holes will depend upon the height of the heap, of

course. The botes must be filled again immediately after

the carbon bisulpiiide has been poured in, and no flame

must be allowed to come near the sul)stanee, which is

extremely poisonous to animal life, very inflammable ani
very evtl-smelling.

CELERY LEAF-SPOT (H. S. P.).—The best treatment
for the Celery leaf-spot disease is to spray the plants

from May onwards with Bordeaux mixture. The disease

spreads by means of the seed, and we fear that many
samples on the market are affected by it. Steeping the
seed for an hour in hydrogen peroxide is a preventive
measure of value, and better still would be the saving of

seed from plants free from the disease. Care should be
taken to burn all parts of diseased plants, instead of digging

them in or putting them on the rubbish heap.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS (Miss A. I. Savage).—Trees and
shrubs cannot produce seeds without first bearing flowers

The flowers may, however, be so small as to escape notice.

Growth of Bhiibarb is more rapid in the dark than in

the Ught : hence the practice of placing the roots in a
dark building. Seakale plants from which good heads
have been cut will not yield a sufficiently heavy crop of

young shoots to warrant keeping them in the forcing-

house, although some new shoots will be borne. We do
not know of any way of growing Mushrooms without
manure ; they can, however, be grown in quite small tubs

and boxes if manure is used. Ferns, Palms, Fuchsias,

Cinerarias and Primulas can be used for house plants

after the end of the bulb season. Such plants should
be purchased, as it is too late to prepare them in time
for the present season. It is probable that the lecture

to which you refer will be published in the society's

journal.

PLANTS FOR ROCK BANK (Amateur).—It the plants

are to be associated with stone, we should arrange such
things as Hehanthemums (Rock Roses) in variety close

to the border at the top, so as to trail down. They are

continuous bloomers and may be had in pink, white,

orange, yellow and other shades. Other important
groups are subulata Phloxes Vi%'id, Model (pink), Nelsonii

(white), atropurpurea and G. F. Wilson (lilac) : Aubrietias

Dr. Mules, Prichard's A 1, Moerheimii, Peter Barr and
Lavender; Campanulas Sliss Willmott, G. F. Wilson,

muralis, pusilla alba, garganica, g. hirsuta, cgespitosa and
raddeana; Saxifragas Clibranii bathoniensis, Wallacei,

Arkwrightii, sanguinea superba, oppositifolia alba, o. major,

o. pyrenaica, apiculata, sancta, Burseriana major, B.
Gloria, Aizoon rosea Mrs. Leng, Haagii, pectinata, lingu-

lata supeiba. Dr. Ramsay, aizoides atropurpurea, mus-
coides atropurpurea and Bhei. In addition, Silene

alpestris, Saponaria ocymoides, Achillea Clavcnna), A.
tomentosa, A. umbcllata, A. Kcllereri, Gentiana septemfida,

G. acaulis, Gypsophila prostrata, G. cerastioides, Pulmo-
naria aziurea. Polygonum affine, Iberis Little Gem, Dianthus
deltoides Brilliant and Aster alpinus might all be used
with advantage. Those named would give a long season

of flowering and much variety, tliough whether you have
room for all would depend upon the character of the

arrangement adopted. You really require some help

on the spot.

MEDICINAL PLANTS (D. IF".).—The land you describe

is not suitable for the cultivation of medicinal plants

without being properly prepared, which would mean
trenching and manuring. Even then it would be neces-

sary to consider wliether there would be a local demand
for the produce, or whether you would need to send a
considerable distance to a market. It is probable that

druggists in Liverpool might purchase your crop, but

the leaves, &c., would have to be very carefully dried

before you could offer them to a likely purchaser. A
few subjects which are in demand at present arc Bella-

donna, Digitalis, Chamomile, Peppermint and Henbane.
Before commencing the culture of medicinal plants,

it would be wise to apply to the Secretary, Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries, 4, Wliitehall Place, London.
S.W., for the number of the Journal of the Board of

Agriculture containing tlie special article on "The Culti-

vation of Medicinal Plants," or the special circular issued

on the subject ; the price is 4d. It would be well to

remember that a crop could not be gathered at the earhest

before the summer of 1917, and as many people are now
planting medicinal herbs, it is probable that in two years'

time the present high prices obtained for certain drugs
will have disappeared, and a very small return will be

obtained for the present outlay You would doubtless

find that vegetable cultivation would prove a greater

financial success, considering the character of your soil.

NAME OF PLANT.—C. D., Cheadle.—Chionodoxa.
Lucilite gigantea.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
Narcissus with Divided Corona.—Messrs.

Carter Page sent a Narcissus to a recent meeting

of the scientific committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society which for the second time was

producing flowers with the corona deeply divided

into six segments almost equal in size to the

perianth segments, opposite to them, and lying

upon them.

Varieties of Anemone nemorosa.—^At a recent

meeting of the scientific committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society, Mr.

E. A. Bowles showed a series of wild

forms of Anemone nemorosa illustrat-

ing the wide variation this species ex-

hibits. The series included the form

known as Robinsoniana, which was

probably introduced from Norway ; a

beautiful blue form with prettier buds

than has Robinsoniana, called pur-

purea, found at Pan by Grant Allen ; a

bluish early form, earlier than AUenii,

and a form from the Lismore woods

collected by Miss Currey ; Lady Done-

raile's form, which appears to be

common in Ireland, with pinkish flowers

of large size and good substance ; a

pink form from the Cotswolds with pink

buds ; a fine white form with pink

back and purplish leaves ; an early

pink form and a late one, and a pure

white form with round flowers. He also

•showed A. ranunculoides and a pale form

of it called pallida.

Royal Horticultural Society's Lindley

Library.—^The Lindjey Library of the

Royal Horticultural Society has been

presented with a magnificent collection

of books from the library of the late

president of the society, Sir Trevor
Lawrence, Bart., K.C.V.O., V.M.H.,

whereby many gaps which previously

existed on the shelves are now filled.

The volumes are beautifully bound in

half calf, are all valuable, and in

many cases rare. They bear a book-

plate inscribed :
" Presented to the

Lindley Library of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society in memory of Sir J. J. Trevor
Lawrence, Bart., K.C.V.O., V.M.H., President

of the Society from rSSj to rgrs, by his cliildren,

rgre." Among the books may specially be
mentioned H. C. Andrews' " Coloured Engravings
of Heaths," four volumes ; H. W. Bates' " The

» Naturalist on the River Amazon," two volumes
;

J. Conder's"The Flowers of Japan"
; J. Curtis'

'" British Entomology," eight volumes ; Mrs.

T. J. Hussey's" Illustrations of British Mycology,"

two volumes ; T. Moore's " Illustrations of Orchida-

ceous Plants"; R. Warner's "Select Orchida-

ceous Plants"; Lindenia, " Iconographie des

Orchidees," seventeen volumes; " L'Orchido-

phile," ten volumes ;
" Journal des Orchidees,"

seven volumes ;
" La Belgique Horticole," thirty-

five volumes ;
" Revue de I'Horticulture Beige,"

twenty-five volumes ;
" Journal of Botany,"

forty-five volumes. This welcome addition

A WELL-GROWN DRIFT OF OUR NATIVE SAXIFRAGA
OPPOSITIFOLIA.

enhances the value of a library already rich in

botanical and horticultural works.

Magnolia soulangeana.—This Beautiful tree,

now flowering in many gardens, is generally

considered to be a hybrid between M. con-

spicua and M. purpurea. It flowers about three

weeks later than M. stellata, and in con-

sequence it has a better chance of escaping the

early frosts at the time of flowering ; it has large

white blossoms, deeply flushed with purple on
the exterior. These are produced in abundance,
and a well-grown tree, some 15 feet to 20 feet

in height, is as charming a picture as one could

wish for in early May.

A Fine Mass of Saxifraga apiculata.—Those
who have only seen an isolated plant or a

moderately sized patch of this atractive

Saxifrage must use their imagination if

they would at all adequately realise

the effect produced by a mass of it ex-

tending to quite 60 square feet and
smothered with its lemon flowers, as we
saw it in the rock garden in the Royal
Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, the other

day.

Saxifraga oppositifolia.—One so often

sees clumps of this fine plant which as

the summer progresses look very woe-
begone. The bright flowers and green

foliage have given place to a brown,

dried-up appearance, which unmistakably
shows that the plants are not happy.

The secret of success seems to be a

systematic working in of fine leaf-soil all

over the clumps about every three weeks
during the period of growth. This pro-

vides a medium into which the new roots

may penetrate, and if the initial position

chosen is one which is screened from
the hot midday sun of summer and
autumn, the results will surprise those

who only know S. oppositifolia as a

difficult subject. This is, we believe,

the reason why it always looks so

well and thriving at Earlham Hall,

near Norwich.

The White Form of Chionodoxa
sardensis,—Frequently white forms of

well-known flowers are anything but

satisfactory, or white. Take the so-

called white ScUla sibirica or the white

perennial Delphiniums, with one notable

exception. Neither of these is quite what
the public expects when they read of a

white flower. The white form of C. sar-

densis is, however, a pure white, and as it

is in all other respects the exact counter-

part of the well-known deep blue variety, it is

one of the most desirable of all spring flowers.

It is perfectly hardy and very free blooming,

and is a plant to remember when the next bulb

order is being made out.

*t* Owing io the shortage of paper, readers who have not
already done so are asked to order The Garden to be
delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus
obviate the ivaste consequent on the issue of papers for chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
[The Editor is not rcsponsihle joy the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Violets Changing Their Odour.^I see you
" turned down " the enquiring lady who discovered

that stale Violets smell like Cucumber (issue

April 8, page i66). Why not be frank and tell her

that they always have done so ?— Gilbert
Summers, Honnsloit!.

Lenten Roses as Cut Flowers.—Lenten Roses

are splendid for cutting, especially when forced
;

but you must not cut them off until the stalks

have become hard, which will not be the case

until the first flowers have dropped their anthers.

—I. S. Rus, Kvaerkchy, Denmark.

Pheasants and Tulips.—Having read with

interest '' E. A. B.'s" remarks on "Pheasants

and Tulips " in The Garden for April 22, I may
say that I have had a similar experience this

winter, but in this case it was Lilium bulbs instead

of Tulips. I had a lot of Liliums of different

varieties planted throughout the

herbaceous borders, and they were

all dug out (with the exception of

one or two which were apparently

missed) in exactly the same manner
as " E. A. B." describes. I do not

know if there are any means of

prevention other than shooting or

trapping, which is not lawful at

this season of the year.—J. C,
KinlocMeven.
—'— To " E. A. B.'s" enquiry

about pheasants eating Tulips, we
have had a like experience this

spring, having had a large quantity

of Crocuses eaten by partridges

and pheasants, not in a remote

spot, but on the lawn near the

house.—P. H. A., Bulstrode.

Regarding the note by
" E. A. B." on the abovf;,

my recent experiences have been

so similar that I feel bound to relate them.

Beds of Tulips in the pleasure grounds were

attacked and devoured by pheasants in exactly

the same way as your correspondent describes.

I at first thought it was rats which had done

the mischief, but was not long in discovering

my mistake. However, on drawing the attention

of the head-keeper to the mutilated beds and
informing him that pheasants were responsible,

he, at the conclusion of my remarks, said " Rats"
in such an abrupt manner that I really thought

for the moment he was using the word as

an expression of contempt for the views I had
put forward on the subject, but further conversa-

tion elicited the fact that he, too, thought rats

had been at w ork, I ma^ say that up to the present

I have not succeeded in convincing him to the

contrary, although 1 suspect he is quite aware that

pheasants really like Tulips, but will not admit

that the birds undei his charge could so far forget

themselves as to take the bulbs without permission.

It is, at any rate, interesting to note that as he
walked away, he remarked with some considerable

heat, " I have heard people talk about pheasants

eating Mangel-wurzel, but Tulips " and here

words failed him. Unfortunately, so far as pro-

tective measures are concerned, one is forced

to become a " conscientious objector," as

pheasants' lives are, generally speaking, sacred.

—

F. W. Miles, Ware Park Gardens, Ware.

Rare Fritillarias.—Many of the Fritillarias

are flowering with uncommon freedom this spring,

and this may account for the great interest now
taken in the genus. The series of Fritillarias

recently shown b^'

Mr. H. J. Elwes,

F.R.S., at Vincent

Square attracted a

great deal of atten-

tion. The series

included a fine
form of F. imperi-

alis with very large

orange flowers,

called grandiflora

maxima), but

distinct from the

maxima of many
nurseries, and of

slow increase ; the

inodorous form,
and several fine

variegated v a r ie-

FRITILLARIA ELWESIl.

A RARE SPECIES

WITH NODDINGAND

USUALLY SOLITARY

FLOWERS.

ties. F. latifolia was
represented by a long

series of colour forms and,

unlike F. Meleagris, ap-

parently always one-

flowered. The latter, under

cultivation in good soil,

often bears several flowers.

F. obliqua (see The
Garde.n, issue April 29,

page 207), with very dark

purple flowers, was also

exhibited. It is remark-

able among flowers of its

colour for its sweet scent.

F. Elwesu, illustrated on this page, was collected

by Mr. Elwes in the rocky woods of Caria in Asia

Minor. It is one of the earliest to open. The flowers

are nodding and are borne either singly or in

pairs on stalks about iS inches in length. The
outer segments of the flowers are green, edged with

purple, while the inner segments are of a deep

uniform purple. Although not a showy plant, it

is interesting, and well worth a place in gardens

where species are cherished and given the preference

over garden varieties.—Q.

Fritillaries at Oxford.—I hope that Sister

Hamilton Watts will not only keep these flowers

from the ward, but from the City of Oxford,

unless in very small quantities. As " H. C."

cares for Fritillaries, I hope that he will persuade

the owners of these fields where they grow to do
something to preserve them. At present marauders
from Oxford and village children almost strip

the meadows, and we can never have the keen,

delight of seeing a meadow nearly full of bloom.

If they were allowed to seed freely, they would
increase. A friend of mine living in the neigh-

bourhood tells me that he fears they will diminish

and in time disappear if the reckless plucking of

;he blooms goes on. He is an expert in plant

growing.—F. A. Sturge.

Campanula excisa.—Referring to Mr. Arnott's

note on Campantila excisa in The Garden of

April 22, it may be interesting to know that,

in spite of the definite statement to the contrar}^,

this Campanula will flourish in lime. Two
years ago 1 planted a small plant in the portion

of a small built-up moraine which is filled in with

practically nothing but limestone, and it is now
coming up more freely than ever on an arta ex-

tending about 14 inches one way by 8 inches the

other. I counted between fifty and sixty

separate shoots that have appeared above the

surface up to now. [After all most Campanulas are

found growing on limestone formation.

—

Ed.] The
plant flowered fairly well last summer, but when any-

thing fragile is in bloom we generally have heavy

thunderstorms here. It has suffered badly from this

cause both years that it has flowered with me.

The greatest enemies to this Campanula, so far as

my experience goes, are slugs. If there is one

anywhere in the district, it seems to make a point

of going for this particular plant in preference to

all others.—T. A. L., Middlesbrough.

Narcissus Poetry.—In The Garden for

April 22, page 198, N. Poetry, which gained an

award of merit on April 11, is said to be like the

Poetaz Minerva. May I say that I have never

heard of any Poetaz of that name. Minerva is a

fairly well-known Poet with a rimmed eye, intro-

duced into commerce in 1910. Moreover, Poetry

is a triandrus hybrid and not a Poetaz at all. It

has not the least resemblance to Minerva,

except in so far as there is a corona and

a perianth in both.

—

Joseph Jacob.

Leaf-Cutting Bees in Flower-Pots.—

I

see in a recent issue a note on the leaf-

cutting bee, in which you state
.
you

have never before heard of these bees in a

flower-pot. It may interest you to know

that every year I have at least five or

six or more pots in which they make

their cells. They are very fond of a Cycla-

men pot and burrow in under the conn.

They also invariably attack a hanging pot

I have containing a dwarf Campanula, mak-

ing their entrance from underneath. They

also annually go for some Cacti I have of the

MammUlaria type. I have never scientific-

ally studied the insect, except watching it at

work on the Roses and in the pots, and I only

know it as an insect that nests in pots.—T. Ran-

DOLPH-SvMMONS, Kelvcdon.
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" Apricot " Lily.—If I had to guess the name
of the Lily described as " Apricot," which is

referred to. in " Answefs to Correspondents,"

page r88, April 15, I should suggest Lilium elegans

alutaceum.—H. P.

The "Breaking" of Freesias.—In answer

to the Rev. Joseph Jacob's query of April 22,

although I cannot claim to be a botanist of " high

degree," may I, nevertheless, put forward the

following suggestion ? The original Freesia from

which our greenhouse varieties came was, I believe,

white. The coloured varieties, which are produced

by man's selection and breeding, considered from

Nature'spoint of view are abnormalities and possess

in all probability a tendency to reversion. May
it not be possible that these breal<s are only
" partial " reversions to some ancestor

of the flower in question, showing its

tendency to "total" reversion to a

type which the plant had found in

the course of many generations most
suited to its safe preservation ?—H. D.

Murray, Lightwood, Kenley, Surrey.

A Letter from Japan.—I left

England on January 31 and reached

Japan on February 19, travelling via

Scandinavia, Finland, Russia, Siberia,

Manchuria and Korea. It was an

adventure, but a very interesting

journey. It is getting warmer now
(March 10), but the temperature goes

down below zero every night. Still

we have Prunus Mume in full flower.

In three weeks' time we shall probably

have the famous Cherry blossoms, It

is very difficult to grow alpine plants

in Japan, but I have a very keen

friend not far from my home. I have
a young Gorse plant in my garden

which I raised from seed. It flowered

last year for the first time, and is going

to have a good many flowers this

year.—H. Takeda, Fujimicho Shichome

6, Kojimachi-ku, Tokyo.

The Seeding of Ophrys.—In Mr.

Edward H. Woodall's " Notes from the

Riviera," page 184 of The Garden,
April 15, he asks the question, in con-

nection with " The Seeding of Ophrys,"
" Why do they appear in quantity for

one, two or three years perhaps, and
then disappear suddenly ? " I noted
something of the same thing in con-

nection with the Lesser Butterfly

Orchis (Habenaria bifolia). Here, at

a rather open part of a young planta-

tion, and where old stumps of trees

crop up among the grass, &c.,

quite a large number of Habenarias
flowered in the year 1914; but the following
year, 1915, very few, either plants or flower-
spikes, could be seen. This year, if all goes
well, I intend to make a survey of the place
again and see what occurs. Now the same thing
does not seem to happen with the Spotted Orchis
(Orchis maculata), as one bed I know if the
use of that term may be allowed—contains quite
a large number of plants, and these have been
very floriferous for the past three years in suc-
cession. The height and vigour of the "plants
varied considerably, but no doubt this may
indicate that there are younger and older plants
in the bed. The bed is surrounded by trees and
shrubs, and from their healthy appearance it was
quite apparent that these Orchis plants have

found the situation and damp loamy soil very
congenial.

—

David Armstrong.

Michauxia campanuloides.—If " A. La T."

will take ordinary care, she will find no difficulty

whatever in growing this beautiful plant. Intro-

duced from the Levant in 1787, it is a well-known
plant, and is to be found flourishing in most gardens

where hardy plants are grown. I have never
found it difficult, and even if it were to require

any extra care it would be well worth it. It has

often occurred to me that there is a rather wide-

spread impression which assumes that because

a plant is classed as hardy, it may be roughly

treated with impunity, planted anywhere and
anyhow and left to take care of itself, and then

if it dwindles and dies it is at once set down as

THE LESSER BUTTERFLY ORCHIS (HABENARIA BIFOLIA
AN UNCERTAIN PLANT TO FLOWER.

" miffy." There are " miffy " plants, of course,

but the cause can generally be traced to wrong
position, unsuitable soil, neglect or injury.

Genuinely "mifly" plants are much rarer than
is supposed, and there would be fewer still if a

little more thought were to be given to their

requirements.—E. Willmott.
I do not suppose it was in my Oxford-

shire garden that your correspondent " A. La T."

saw Michauxia campanuloides growing, though
she could certainly have often done so.

But I should like to aver that there is

really no difficulty about growing it. It should

be sown now, planted out from the seed-pan

as soon as the plants are large enough, and
removed to the border in the autumn or early

spring. This Michauxia is a singularly graceful

and beautiful plant. It is a pity it is not more
often grown. I find it just as hardy as the Wall-
flower.—R. W. Carew Hunt, Albury, Oxon.

A Productive Apple.—From a standard tree

of Apple Beauty of Kent we gathered in the
autuiim rather more than ijcwt. oi fruit. The
tree was planted, I believe, about twelve years
ago. and its dimensions, roughly, are 14 feet from
the ground to the topmost branches and ir feet

across, the tree being practically of a perfectly

balanced growth all round. In 1913 it also carried

licwt., but last year the crop was small, the tree

probably resting from the previous year's heavy
cropping. Up to the year r9i3 the crops had
always been very good, likewise the quality.

Naturally, the yields of 1913 and r9i5,

being so prolific, contained a larger

percentage of smaller fruits thjin is

customary, indication, of course, that

thinning should have been more
rigorously practised. From the fore-

going it will be seen that Apple Beauty

of Kent is a thoroughly reliable variety^

and intending planters will never regret

it if they give it a place in their planta-

tion. The fruit is an excellent cooker, and

we have had it in good condition in early

May.—C. T. [On April 25 we received

from our correspondent an excellent ex-

ample of this long-keeping Apple.

—

Ed.]

Prince Charlie's Rose.—I think

Sir Herbert Maxwell is right in stating

that Prince Charlie's Rose is the double

form of the Burnet Rose (R. spinosis-

sima), and it is known as such in many
districts of Scotland besides the south-

western portion of the country. Long
as Rosa alba plena, the double white

alba Rose, has been in cultivation in

Scotland, many double forms of R.

spinosissima have been grown still

longer. In Prince Charlie's day many
double Scotch Roses were in cultiva-

tion, and several of those varieties are

still in existence. In the gardens of

one great Scottish nobleman there are

some ninety Scotch Roses in his col-

lection ; they are very old Roses, sur-

vivors of the days when the little double

native Roses were highly popular and
greatly esteemed North of the Tweed.

In one ancient catalogue of an old

Scottish firm of nurserymen, over 300

varieties of Scotch Roses are listed.

Many of them must have been very

similar and differed in name only. I grow

twenty-two varieties which are quite

distinct, but no doubt more could be

collected throughout the country if one took the

trouble to do so. In a certain village in Scotland

—the scene, by the way, of one of the principal

events in the life of Prince Charlie—there is a very

ancient garden. In it, handed down from sire to-

son with that veneration for tradition so peculiar

to some districts, there is a plant called Prince

Charlie's Rose. It is the double form of the

Burnet Rose. In that garden there is also a

very old plant of the true Scotch yellow single

Rose, now so rare, and perhaps the finest of all

the single yellow Roses. I have often been asked

for Prince Charlie's Rose and never had any

hesitation in suppling the double Burnet variety,

and that, I believe, is. the correct one.

—

George
M. Taylor, Midloihian.
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NOTES FROM
By Edward

THE RIVIERA
H. WOODALL.

Prunus Mume.—On one of the many wet days

that March gratified us with, I happened to take

up an old, old volume of The Garden of the

year 1896, and there 1 found a coloured plate of

Prunus Mume, of which I wrote the other day.

It must, however, be a very inferior form that is

depicted there—^it is in no way comparable with

the brilliant rose red, semi-double form that

flowered with me here, and if that is the form

grown in England, the sooner it is discarded for

a better plant, the more will it be planted in the

futture. Not that I think so early a flowering

plant can ever be depended on for outdoor

flowering in the English climate. 1 see there are

both white and rose red varieties mentioned as

being then in cultivation at Kew. I hope they

are still surviving, even if neglected by the public.

In that volume is also a plate of the now well-

known
Dendromecon rigidum, taken evidently from

very yotmg plants not fully developed in any

way, and giving so inadequate an idea of what

it really is that I hope some day a more worthy

presentment may be given us. The flowers here

are at least three times as large, and the petals

round and cupped and full, not starry as in the

plate. Moreover, there are ten to fifteen flowers

on each branching-headed shoot, crowned with

these bold flowers. It is the peculiar " besom-

headed " flowering growths that are so distinct

with their clustering flowers at the tips. Owing,

I suppose, to the genial and moist spring, Den-

dromecon rigidvmi has surpassed itseli and

crowned itself with glory. The dead old leaves

are entirely hidden by the mass of flowers and

young flowering growths. As in the case of

shrubby Spiraeas, the moment to prune this hand-

some and strong-growing shrub is shortly after

ihe flowering period in spring. At a given point

half way or more below these mop-headed

flowering shoots a strong young growth appears.

Then is the time to cut off and eliminate the

forest of old flowering shoots, and throw strength

into the new growths, which will in their turn

split up at the end into a number of small flowering

shoots that will give flowers more or less all the

winter, and a luxuriant mass of bloom in spring.

Xanthoceras sorbifoliais, as

usual, in great beauty now,

with an abundance of finely

developed racemes of its

crimson-eyed white blossoms

hanging from its sturdy, well-

ripened shoots. Here if has

the bad habit of seeding much
too freely, and it is quite

necessary to go round and cut

off the fading flowers before

the seed-pods are much grown.

One of the pith-boring cater-

pillars is also a great enemy,

and generally destroys a fine

branch or two each year, so

that it never achieves a really

big bush'sgrowth as in England,

but the extreme abundance of

its beautiful flowers makes it

a very desirable thing.

Staphylea colchica, on

the other hand, grows so

1 confounded with it, and so it is not considered

! worth planting in fairly sunny situations. The
leaves smother the flowers in S. pinnata, but in S.

colchica the flowers are set off merely by the

I
less profuse leafage, as well as being larger and

tall that it requires constant cutting back to more abundant altogether. Each spring the desir-

keep it within arm's reach. Its long sprays, with ableness and beauty of the

bunches of its elegant creamy, sweet-scented Wistarias strikes one more forcibly, and the

flowers at every joint, are

excellent for house decoration,

and look particularly well with

the salmon rose blooms of the

Tree Paeonies, now in the zenith

of their beauty. Though much
used for forcing purposes in

England, I think it is not as

much grown in the shrubbery as

it should be, because the coarser-

growing and much less orna-

mental Staphylea pinnata is

PRUNUS MUME FL. PL.,

SEMI-DOUBLE FORM OF
THE
THE

BRILLIANT ROSE-RED
JAPANESE APRTCOT.

deluging rains of March ha\e
made the flowering in April

more luxuriant and beautiful

than ever. Wistaria chinensis

has the most solid and prc-

fuse clusters of bloom, but

it will not thrive on dry and
calcareous soils ; even in this

climate it only exists where
the dry limestone soil pre-

vails. Here the long, elegant

Japanese Wistaria multijuga

comes in, and will clothe the

most arid limestone hillside

with beauty ; it is hard
indeed to decide which is the

more beautiful when seen at

its best. There is this differ-

ence, however ; that while

the. Chinese variety never
varies from the type, as far

as 1 have seen, the Japanese
Wistaria multijuga varies

very greatly. There are good
and there are bad varieties,

and I need hardly say the

very good varieties are scarce.

If one could be sure of getting

only the very longest and
deepest coloured forms, I

think I should give the palm
to W. multijuga, and I think

it is the most fragrant of the

lot. When you do find the

yard-long racemes of richly

coloured flowers you see in

some Japanese temples, it is.

a thing nobody can forget

;

but when you buy a dozen

or more
plants in

Europe, it

is a chance

if you get

one fairly

good variety

out of the

lot ! Those

who live on

dry, chalky soils should, however, bravely

invest, in the certainty that whether they get

the very best or no, they will still be sure of

getting an abundant growth and flower glory.

The two white varieties are most beautiful,

of course ; but in this case I am sure I prefer

the Japanese wlute multijuga, as it flowers

three weeks later, and with its leaves, so that the

fragile blooms are not so easily destroyed by

rain or wind, and the length of the racemes is

not to be believed when there is sufficient heat

and moisture at the moment of their first flowering.

The Japanese forms seed quite freely, so much so

that I have seen the next year's blossom much
diminished by the abundance of the seed-pods of

the previous year. That is probably the reason

why there are so many varieties. The Chinese

form seeds \'ery sparingly, and, as far as I have
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observed, the white form is much more given to

bearing seeds than the mauve.

This year, however, I think there cannot be

much seed, for on the night of April 11 a very

severe storm of thunder and hail visited this

coast, and in a little more than ten minutes de-

stroyed the flowers of Wistarias, Judas Trees,

SpirEeas, Pjeonies, Tulips and Roses—the hail

lying some inches deep in places. So the ground

is carpeted with the shattered remains of flowers,

and we must now wait some days before anything

else can expand and help to hide the sad damage.

But we shall have to wait long before such a

perfect feast of bloom can repeat itself. As one

said, the day before the storm, " it is too beautiful

to last !

"

RASPBERRY AND BLACK-
BERRY HYBRIDS

LOGANBERRY SEEDLINGS.
The Lowberry.—Anyone who has been a

faithful reader of The Garden for years will

remember that this berry was described, and an

interesting coloured plate of it enclosed, in the

issue of The Garden for September 26, 1908 ;

also, on July 7 of the same

year, at Holland Park, it

received from the Royal

Horticultural Society an award

of merit. It was introduced

by Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.

of Bush Hill Park, Enfield, who
cfu*istened it Low Junior. This

being, however, a rather diffi-

cult name to express with the

word " berry" after it, it was

rechristened Lowberry. In a

letter to me from Messrs. Low,

they say that the Lowberry is

the result of a cross between

the Blackberry and the Logan-

berry, but it was the only one

of man}' that they raised from

seed which was of any com-

iiiercial value. What we want

in these berries is a real

succession of them. Now here

in the Lowberry, at least, we
have a beginning, for it does

not ripen for nearly a fortnight

after the Loganberry, while the

latter ripens at the same time

as many of the Raspberries.

nF.NDROMECON RIGIDUM.
A shrubby Poppy of doubtful hardiness from the mountains of St. Barbara.

FLOWERING SPRAY OF XANTHOCERAS SORBIFOL7A.
A hardy shrub from China.

When 1 first pro-

cured the Lowberry

a few years ago I

was full of enthu-

siasm, and when it

fruited my enthu-

siasm was greater

still, for the fruit

proved to be an

inch and a half

long, as big in

diameter as the

Loganberry, with a

similar core, soft

and eatable, but

with the fruit as

black as ink and
having exactly the

flavour of the Black-

berry.

From my one
plant I made a row
20 yards long.
Last year, however,

there were many
showers when the

fruit was ripening,

and this has left me
with very mixed

feelings. 1 will

try to give readers

a descriptiori of

what 1 found." The growth of the plants was

enormous ; the prickles on the stems seemed to

be more numerous and longer and sharper than

those of the Loganberry ; the growth seemed to

be quite out of proportion to its fruiting capacity

compared with that of the Loganberry; and the

strange thing was that the fruit, while longer than

the Loganberry, though not fatter in proportion,

ripened sometimes at one end of the berry and

sometimes at the other, leaving one half quite

uneatable or unstewable. Also, many of the berries

were fasciated ; by " fasriated " I mean that two

berries seem to have been born as twins, but not

parted. And 1 found that many of the twins,

dying when quite young, left their unmatured dead

bod.ies fast attached to their ripening better

halves. Now one year, when we had a lovely

sunny, hot season, the fruit was picked in excellent

condition ; but last year I found that after a shower

of rain something like two-thirds of the ripe and

half-ripe berries went mouldy at one end or

the other. .As a consequence ot this and the

above-mentioned defects, the quantity of fruit

produced was very much less than in previous

years.

A nurseryman told me some time ago that some
baskets full of the Lowberry had been picked on

his property and were put in his shop window
overnight, and in the morning they were found to

be nearly all a mass of mould, showing that in

showery weather this berry is a very doubtful

acquisition to the garden.
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It may be, however, that this berry requires some

special soU, treatment and climate, but if it can

be made to grow well it is really a splendid thing.

When stewed it has a flavour much more like a

stewed Loganberry ; when raw it tastes almost

exactly like a sweet, juicy Blackberry. If it is

necessary to remove a plant, great care must be

exercised in taking out every little root, because

every bit wUl subsequently grow and send up a

I note the colour of the blossoms is much deeper

than usual, in consequence, no doubt, of the cooler

treatment accorded the trees. We still depend

upon the fertilisation by means of a hive of bees.

I am quite sure that this pays in our case with the

lesser amount of sunshine which we obtain. So

far I note that the trees require more water

than usual, simply because the roots have not

been disturbed from the sides of the pots. 1

fruit keeps so well when ripe. There need be no
fear of splitting, which sometimes gives trouble

when the trees are against a wall outside. We
find the best Cherries for dessert uses in pots to be

Guigne d'Annonay and Early Rivers as black

varieties ; Governor Wood and Frogmore Early

Bigarreau as light-coloured sorts. May Duke
is also grown so as to flower at the same
time, for the sake of its pollen. In about a

week our Cherry-house will be a

mass of bloom. Not a tree

appears to be missing this spring.

Under usual circumstances we
arrange for a few pot Cherries to

be started in a smaller house, so

as to have the first ripe fruit

from the middle to the end of

April.

I might add in conclusion that

I still adhere to the top-dressing

of all fruit trees in pots. It is

a great assistance to them from
the stoning period onwards until

the ripening is completed. For

this I use Wakeley's Hop Manure,
with some good turfy yellow loam
and old or spent Mushroom-bed
manure. About one third of each

is the proportion, but the greatest

benefit accrues from the Hop
Manure. The other two ingredients

help to give consistency to the

mixture, which is built up in a

ring around the top of the ball.

This rests in part upon the rim of

the pot. The roots quickly find out

and appieciate this aid.

A FLOWERING SPRAY OF MAGNOLIA STELLATA.

shoot, which will entail much extra work in weedin;.'

them out. W. F. M. Copeland

NOTES ON FRUIT TREES
IN POTS

By James Hudson, V.M.H

IN

consequence of a shortage of labour I

had last autumn to forego the repotting of

our stock of fruit trees in pots. I am some-

what curious to know what the ultimate

result will be this coming autumn. Will

they make as good a growth as in past years,

or will there be a weakening ? We shall see in

good time, no doubt. All that we could possibly

do last autumn was to rake off the top-dressing

and the surface soil of the previous autumn,
and then give them some good loamy soil, and
crushed mortar, as a surface dressing. Personally,

I do not fear the result. So far none could

possibly look better than our stock of forced

trees does this spring. We are not forcing at all,

but they would not be kept back any longer. All

we have done has been to exclude the frost and
keep the earliest trees in a minimum temperature

of 40° at night. These are now just about setting,

although many flowers are not yet open. These
later flowers will not be so much depended upon.

calculate that our earliest fruiters will ripen their

fruits about the middle of June, i.e., of such as

Nectarine Cardinal and Peaches Duchess of

Cornwall and Duke of York. Plum Early Rivers
will possibly be ripe a week earlier, and Plum
Early Transparent Gage about ten days later,

or before the end of June. This early Reine
Claude Plum of the French is highly appreciated
for dessert. The second and third batches are

now passing out of flower. Until within the
past few days these have not had any heat. At
the flowering stage we only aimed at 40° at night.

Our large stock of Cherries in pots has not
thus far had any heat applied. The house is

simply closed fairly early in the day. Even
with this treatment the trees are a few days earlici

than last year, when I noted the first flowers

were open on March 4. This year there is a gain
of nearly a week. The earliest to open its flowers

is Early Rivers, but Guigne d'Annonay, if a

few days later in flowering, will be ripe about ten
days earlier. I calculate the third week in May
for this first-early Cherry to be ripe this year.

When first we begin to pick Cherries from trees

in pots, we keep up a constant succession until the
first-earlies are ripe on the open walls. Here there
are sufficient of those trees to keep up the supply
until the middle of August, on the average. I do
not think any other dessert fruit pays so well for

pot culture as the Cherry. The amount of fire-

heat required is infinitesimal, and in addition the

A BEAUTIFUL MAGNOLIA
The Magnolia illustrated herewith

is a beautiful variety suitable for

nearly all gardens, and one has

no hesitation in recommending it to all who
_

appreciate spring flowers. M. stellata, as its

name implies, has star - shaped, pure white

flowers, and is usually the first to open its

blossoms, these generally unfolding about the

first week in April. In one respect this is a

drawback, -as they are liable to get damaged by

early, morning frosts. However, it is such a

beautiful shrub that this risk is \veU worth taking.

Unlike most of the tribe, Magnolia stellata

never attains a great size, forming at its full

development a close spreading bush 6 feet or

so high.

Magnolias appreciate deeply cultivated and

well enriched loamy soil to which some peat

and leaf-mould have been added. They can be

successfully planted either iii September,

March or April ; but as they are impatient

of disturbance, they should be left alone as

much as possible. Most nurserymen supply

young plants in pots, and these are the best

to purchase. Magnolias are seen to advantage

when situated in front of dense belts of

trees and shrubs. These answer a two-fold

purpose—they provide shelter from north and

east winds, which mar the flowers in spring, and

form a dark background, which emphasises the

glistening purity of the blossoms. These are

points that ought to be remembered when it is

decided to plant and grow the deciduous

Magnolias.
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LENNOXWOOD, WINDLE-
SHAM, SURREY

A
SAD interest belongs to the house now

illustrated. It was one of. the last to

be designed by the late Charles Edward
Mallows, who died a few months ago.

^ Few architectural draughtsmen of his

time had a greater power of combining in a perspec-

tive drawing the accurate representation of the

facts of the building, which truth demands, with

an overveiling picturesqueness which commended
the design to the observer. This very facility

with pen and pencil somewhat obscured apprecia-

tion of his original gifts of design, but, as Lennox-

wood shows, they were of no mean order. He
had been in independent practice for nearly thirty

years at the time of his sudden death, but had never

lost the fresh enthusiasm and faculty for constant

work which mark the life-long student. The
revived art of towu-planning had no more strenuous

supporter, and he put much ingenious thought

into schemes which he prepared for the remodel-

ling of St. James' Park and the Horse Guards

Parade and for a great embankment on the south

side of the Thames. His eye for the picturesque

found him at his best in the invention of garden
designs. At Lennoxwood the steeply sloping site

gave good opportunity. The cruciform house
plan which he adopted not only gave a round
hall and rooms of attractive shape, but created

two corners at the north-east and south-east which
lent themselves well to geometrical design. To
the south-east Mallows laid out a paved pool

garden, to which the symmetrical angled front

of the house makes a pretty background. I,. W.

THE TIME TO PLANT HOLLIES
Although the various Hollies lend themselves

so well to general cultivation, they are decidedly

difficult to establish unless a few points regarding

transplanting are observed. When the roots are

to be pulled about to any considerable extent,

it is necessary that transplanting should be done
either during late April or early May, or in August
or early September. At these times the vitality

of the plants is most pronounced and Nature
commences at once to repair injuries ; whereas,

if the roots are disturbed in the depth of winter,

they lie dormant for several months in cold soil,

and the plants often suffer severely. Another
point which is worth considering at planting-

time is the reduction of the branch system to

counterbalance the injury done to the roots, and
it will be noticed that if a few branches are

removed or shortened, the plants will be greatly

benehted. Deep planting must also be avoided,

for the most vigorous plants are those which have
their feeding roots near the surface of the soil.

One of the greatest mistakes imaginable is to

bury the stems of trees, even to the depth of a

few inches
;

yet it is often done with the idea

that the plants will better withstand the effects

of wind, an altogether erroneous conclusion.

Should the weather be dry at planting-time, the

trees must not only be well watered when planted,

but syringed overhead twice a day for a few weeks.

A surface dressing of decayed leaves will also do
good. If by any means a large ball of soil can
be moved attached to the roots, the work may
be done at almost any time ; in fact, plants can
be moved any month in the year, but in such a

case the roots are scarcely disturbed.

THE PAVED POOL GARDEN AT LENNOXWOOD.
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DAFFODIL NOTES
By the Rev, Joseph Jacob.

At Barr's at Vincent Square on April 11,

and at Tewiiesbury on April 13.—I must copy

the little boy who remarked, when his mother

called him extravagant for eating butter with

his jam, " Why, mother ? The same bit of

bread does for both," and make the same note

do for both the above displays. Both were

excellent and contained flowers of high merit,

both for the show tiers and for house and garden

decoration. For cut flower arrangements I

cannot imagine any combination which would

be more charming than a mixture of Coral Queen

(white perianth and flatfish, pale lemon cup,

picoteed with pink), Chamois (a small Leedsii

with a pinkish eye), and the old Salmonetta (with

its long, narrow petals and goblet-shaped, salmon

pink cup). These are essentially varieties to

grow for house decoration, but their delicate

colouring is fragile and needs careful protection

to preserve it. The Hon. Mrs. Yorke, who opened

the Exhibition and Sale of Garden and Farm

Produce for the Red Cross at Tewkesbury, admired

Chamois particularly. She pointed it out as one

of the prettiest flowers in the whole collection.

She also highly approved of the other two. It is

always interesting to know what those who do

not specialise in Daffodils think of the various

FIRST PRIZE GROUP IN' CLASS VI., CONSISTING OF TRIANDRUS,
JONQUIL AND CYCLAMINEUS HYBRIDS.

// K'as staged by Mr. A. M. Wilson at llic R.H.S. Daffodil SJimv. and slioifs

the varialion «/ jorm in Ihv Daffmlil fiimily.

varieties. These beautiful, frail coloured cups

are well worth the trouble of some sort of shading

when the buds are just opening, and they should

be cut before they are fully expanded and allowed

to develop in a comfortable temperature.

Both in London and at Tewkesbury Carmenta

attracted attention because of its immense gramo-

phone trumpet-shaped cup. According to my
measurements at both shows it is an iucompara-

bilis and not a " trumpet," the segments being

longer than the corona ; but in the new Classified

List it is down as ic, that is, a bicolor trumpet.

In this particular case it will not matter very

much, as the variety is " more of a curiosity than

a beauty " and is not likely to appear on the

tiers. The corona is a pale lemon and gradually

expands from the base to the brim, where it ends

with a wide flange.

A little time at Tewkesbury before I was called

upon to begin judging gave me an opportunity

for a leisured inspection of the following red eyes

or cups : Nyssa, Ruby, Charm, Messina, Red

Beacon and Red Chief. The last named is a very

useful second-class sh'ow flower and has a distinct

red band round the cup, whereas the others

are all red. Messina is classed as a Poet, and is

only mentioned here because of its general simi-

larity to the others. Nyssa is a new flower ; it

has a white reflexing perianth in which the indi-

vidual segments incurve, and a flat . orange red

eye of much the same shade as in Charm. In

Ruby the colour is

a trifle brighter,

and the perianth,

although tending to

reflex, is smoother

and certainly very

much flatter. It is

the pick of the

quartet (Nyssa,
Charm, Ruby and

Red Beacon) for

show purposes.

Battleaxe is a

flower of the type

of Helios, which in

its turn may be said

to be somewhat
similar to that grand

old show variety

Gloria Mundi, but

considerably larger

in all its parts. The
cup is goblet-shaped

and of a pleasing

reddish orange shade,

but not so deep in

tone as in Gloria

Mundi, or in Ixion,

which is another of

these giant red cups.

The perianth is flat

and of pale yellow

colouring, while the

flower as a whole

stands up well and

looks you in the

face. Lord French

is a good, first-rate

yellow show trumpet,

almost a self, but

the perianth, which

is very smooth and

nicely imbricated, is

slightly deeper in

colour. Amor, a good, round-shaped bicolor

trumpet, and Anzac, a two-shaded yellow, must
not be omitted.

The London Show.—Page 247 of Punch for

April 12, 1916, contains a very clever skit on
"Economy in Dress: the New Smartness."

1 like the lady passing her " uncle's" shop window
and saying to her friend, " Come along, Mabel.

Don't make your mouth water looking in there.

Old clothes are not for the likes of us."

The covering of the Royal Horticultural Society's

staging on this occasion must have made anyone
connected with other exhibitions positively mad
with envy. None but millionaires and great

wealthy societies could afford such luxuries now.

It was a worthy setting of the latest fashion for

the many and beautiful flowers that graced the

long rows of tiers in the Hall at Vincent Square
on April 18 and 19 last. Notwithstanding the

very trying weather of the past month and a

considerable shortage of labour, there was a fine

assemblage of flowers in the competitive classes,

and in the two amateur, the single bloom, and
the new varieties sections there were good entries

and keen competition.

The outstanding feature of the show were the

flowers sent from Cornwall by Mr. P. D. Williams.

The twelve that won him the Engleheart Cup
were one of the best, if not the absolute best,

twelve that have ever been staged in the British

Isles. One might be tempted to say that the

pure white Leedsii on the top row, or the refined

bicolor trumpet at the end of the middle one,

or the four grand deep ted cups and eyes, are

"the last word" in their respective types, did

one not know how dangerous it is to prophesy.

Mr. John Jones, who many will know as Mr.

Eckford's right-hand man, and who has been

with the firm all its life, having come to Wem
with the old Sweet Pea King, came to see my
flowers last Good I'riday, and in the course of

conversation he told me how, many years ago,

at Shrewsbury Show old Mr. Laxton exhibited

a "blue" Sv/eet Pea and informed everyone

that it was " the last word." History has proved

him wrong. It would almost certainly put me in

the same boat if I were rash enough to say the

same of this wonderful twelve, for events are

moving apace in the seedling community, and
the top-dogs of one year are very likely to be

outclassed when the next arrives.

Mr. A. M. Wilson and Messrs. Barr and Sons

have had the floral factories, working under skilled

experts for many years, and they are able to

turn out many very high quality blooms every

year. As I am confining my remarks this week
to the competitive part of the show, I can only

congratulate the latter (Messrs. Barr) on their

gold medal. They put up a fine exhibit. Mr.

Wilson's twelve that won him the silver-gilt

cup of the Royal Horticultural Society for flowers

raised by the exhibitor were a good lot, but some-

how I was more attracted by those which won
him the first prize in Class 3.

The incomparabilis is a section which lends

itself to effective display, and when such a master

in the art puts forth his best, one can be sure of

something striking. The almost pink-edged 727,

with its good, rich-looking white perianth, was a

very uncommon and high quality flower. Person-

ally, I am most keen on the more or less out-of-

the-usual styles of Daffodils, those, for example,

which come under the following sections : V.

(Triandrus hybrids), VI. (Cydamineus hybrids) and

VIL (Jonquilla hybrids). Mr. Wilson staged an
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interesting collection, in which the majority were

delightful Jonquil hybrids shown under nimiber.

Beryl, the bottom right-hand flower, is one of

the cyclamineus hybrids, and makes an excellent

little rock plant ; while Dawn, in the centre of

the middle row, is a delightful flower with its

violently recurving perianth and flat lemon eye.

The Editor has honoured White Mere, which is

a Leedsii {4A) of great refinement, by having its

photograph taken. On page 3 of the 1915 " Daffodil

Year Book " it is called " one of the most beautiful

and distinct flowers seen" that season.

My selection and short descriptions of what 1

conceived to be the best blooms, and my comments
on the trade groups and some individual blooms,

I must leave till my next notes.

MISS LAWRANCE'S ROSES

READERS of The Garden should be

grateful to " White Lady " for giving

us on page 146, issue March 25, such

a delightful account of the charming
* Roses once so well known, but now

so little cultivated. Would that one could learn

where the lost varieties could be found ! Like
" White Lady," I have searched for them in

•catalogues and have turned away disappointed.

The disappointment is now all the greater after

leading " White Lady's " delightful article.

Little can be added regarding their origin, but

Mrs. Gore in her " Rose Fancier's Manual,"

published by Colburn in 1838, adopts the view

that they were " natives of the Isle of Bourbon,

where they were obtained by cultivation, or

perhaps from China." Loudon gives the date

•of introduction as 1810, and refers to Sweet as

the authority, giving China as the place of origin.

"White Lady" quotes Mr. William Paul as

giving in his " Rose Garden " a list of nine

varieties. Mrs. Gore names and describes twelve.

The first of these is " The Single Lawrance Rose."

This is " from 3 inches to 6 inches high, forming

a close bush." The flowers were pink. The
next is the " Dwarf Lawrance Rose or Lawrance
of Chartres." It is described as from 2 inches to

5 inches high, with very double flowers of pink

and the size of a shilling. The third is the " Double
Bengal Lawrance." " It is larger than the pre-

ceding and less bushy." The flowers are " very

small, full ; of a deep lilac pink." No. 4 seems

a doubtful one. It is the " Bengal Pompon

;

Dwarf China Rose," and from i foot to 2 feet

iigh. The light pink flowers are semi-double.

No. 5 is the " Unguiculated Lawrance Rose
;

La-wranceana Unguiculata." It is 4 inches or

5 inches high, with very double, bright red flowers

the size of a shiUing, in clusters. " Lawranceana
Mouche " is 3 inches or 4 inches high, with small,

-flat, well-formed flowers which are flesh coloured.

The " Caprice des Dames, or the Lady's Whim "

•of Mrs. Gore, 5 inches or 6 inches high, had red

purple flowers. That of Mr. Paul is described by
" White Lady " as rose. " Belle Lilliputienne "

is probably minima of others. It is said to be
" very small," and the flowers " extremely small,

full and vivid pink." The " White Lawrance
Rose " has small, full flowers of white, slightly

tinged with flesh colour, but no indication of

its stature is given. Of the " Bi-coloured Lawrance
Rose " we are informed that the flowers are
" small, full

;
pink, spotted with lilac." The

"Crimson Lawrance Rose" has flowers ivhich

are " very small, double or full

;

of a deep crimson," and, finally,

we have " Lawranceana k

Rameaux Horizontaux," which

has small flowers " fragrant ; of

a bright flesh colour."

In 1844-45 a leading firm of

Scottish nurserymen offered,

under the name of " Rosa
Laurenceana, Miss Laurence's

Fairy or Miniature China Rose,"

ten varieties. These included

Caprice des Dames, Lawrance de

Chartres and Lilliputienne of

Mrs. Gore ; with Gloire de

La-wranceana, Fairy and Retour

de Printemps of those named by
" White Lady." The others

were La Lapone, brilliant pink
;

multiflora, pinlf, very small, and
an abundant bloomer ; nigra,

very deep crimson, small and
handsome ; and pallida, white,

changing to flesh colour. Possibly

the latter may have been Mrs,

Gore's alba.

I am grateful to your con-

tributor for once more drawing

attention to a charming class of

Roses, some of which may have

been too tender for general

cultivation, but which could

possibly be accoiiimodated in

our rock gardens of the present

day. Would that we could re-

cover a few more of these

old varieties of Miss Law-
rance's Roses from old gar-

dens in which they may still

exist ! Scotch Rose.

FLO WERI NG
SHRUBS FOR
HOT SOILS

IN

many gardens the natural

soil is so hot and dry that

the ordinary flowering shrubs refuse to

grow, or, if they do exist, they only form
miserable specimens that are a perpetual

eyesore. A race of flowering shrubs that

is but little known is the Cistus family, various

members of which will soon be producing their

lovely crimped - petalled flowers in profusion.

These shrubs are adapted for a hot garden,

as they will live and thrive in positions where
the majority of shrubs would perish. Their
culture is simple, providing the soil is warm and
rather poor, and for filling in beds or blank spaces

in somewhat sheltered borders they are most
valuable. Propagation is readily effected by
means of seeds, which should be sown in early

spring in a warm frame, the seedlings being potted
up singly into small pots in soil containing a good
proportion of sand and peat, and then gradually

inured to cooler conditions. In the autumn the
plants may be transferred to their permanent
quarters, but a better system is to keep them in

cold frames for the winter and plant them out the
following spring. They are also propagated by
means of cuttings and layers, but seedlings are

usually more satisfactory. The best-known Cistus

is the Gum Cistus (C. ladaniferus), which has

WHITE MERE.

A very refined and distinct giant Leedsii with an absolutely flat,

imbricated perianth and a long, narrow cup. Quite a new

type. Second prize in the single bloom class.

large white solitary flowers. A beautiful form 0;

this is known as maculatus, and differs from the

type in having a dark blood-coloured spot at the

base of each petal. The Laurel-leaved Cistus

(C. laurifolius) has white flowers with a yellow

blotch at the base of each petal. A plant that is

of economic value, and has beauty, too, is C.

creticus, a native of Crete, with purple flowers,

yellow blotched at the base. This produces the

resin knovvn as labdanum, and used during the

Plague as a medicine, but at present its chief value

is as a perfume. To collect it the plants are beaten

with thongs, to which the resin adheres. The one

weak point about these Cistuses is that the flowers

are soon over, the individual blooms seldom lasting

more than two days, but others quickly take

their place. These plants are often alluded to as

Rock Roses ; but this popular name really belongs

to an allied family known botanically as Helian-

themum, of which the pretty little yellow-flowered

British Rock Rose (H. vulgare) is the principal

member. Nurserymen have during recent 3'ears

given us some beautiful varieties of this, the colours

of which include various shades of orange, crimson,

scarlet and white, besides several sorts with double

flowers. These plants will grow and thrive in the
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hottest and poorest position in the garden, and as

they only attain a height of from 8 inches to a

foot, they are excellent for the fronts of borders.

A beautiful effect is obtained by planting the Cistuses

at the back of the border, and so form a background

for the dwarfer Rock Roses. The latter are usually

propagated by cuttings taken in August and rooted

in a cool frame. H.

CAMPANULA PUSILLA
MISS WILLMOTT

HINTS ON VEGETABLE
CULTURE

By Edwin Beckett, V.M.H.

IF
there is one little Harebell which is more

popular than all the rest, it is Campanula
pusilla Miss Willmott. On several occa-

sions we have dra^vn attention to the merits

of this charming, low-growing Campanula,

IN
all probability there has never been

a time in the history of our country

when people needed so much to be

engaged in this important branch of

horticulture—vegetable cultivation. I am
not so much in favour of utilising every particle

of pleasure ground for the purpose of cultivating

the various kinds of vegetables, but I am more
concerned as to the use to which the many idle

plots one meets with nearly every day in various

parts of the country will be put.

Fortunately, the past winter has proved to be

an exceptionally mild one; consequently many of the

so far as possible, to take out trenches for nearly

everything which is likely to benefit by such
treatment, and to grow shallow-rooting crops

between. Here we raise an unusually large number
of early crops under glass, which has proved again

and again to be of material advantage on our
heavy, cold land. During the next three weeks to

a month we expect to be busy getting them into

their final quarters. These include several sowings
and varieties of Peas, Broad Beans, Onions of

sorts. Leeks, Parsley, Cauliflowers, Brussels Sprouts,

Cabbage (both red and green). Vegetable Marrows,
Celery and so on. I am convinced that when
treated in this way the anxiety attending the

cultivation of these early crops outside is very
much lessened and the success of the crops

practically assured.

It behoves all cultivators, from the cottager

to the market gardener, to see that every foot of

ground is fully occupied with some
crop or another, and no pains should

be spared to produce the fullest re-

turn for the coming autumn and
winter.

I was much interested in a

lecture recently g^^•en in Elstree by
one of our most eminent farmers,

who for many years past has

devoted much time and care to the

cultivation of vegetables. He very

strongly emphasised the fact that

to be successful—and there is no
doubt as to his success—deep cul-

tivation must be insisted upon, a

liberal supply of inorganic manures
must be forthcoming during the

growing season, and every op-

portunity taken of keeping the

surface soil well stirred. This is, no
doubt, sound common sense. The
gentleman to whom I refer is not

only a most practical tiller of the

land, but possesses also sufficient

scientific knowledge to ensure his

meeting with the success which he
has undoubtedly gained.

CAMPANULA PUSILLA MISS WILLMOTT IN THE ROCK GARDEN.

which bears a profusion of flowers of the softest

silvery blue shade. It is admirably suited for

making drifts of colour in the rock garden, and
if grown in pockets it will quicldy spread over

the surrounding rocks covering them with masses of

dainty flowers as shown in the accompanying illus-

tration. It also makes a charming crevice plant

on old walls, while it is one of the most effective

plants we know for the paved garden. We
remember seeing it between the flagstones in a

paved Lavender walk a few summers ago, when
it created one of the most pleasing effects in grey

and blue that we have ever seen. It may be raised

from seed, although the better plan is to procure a

few plants, for they quickly spread and soon come
into flower. Like most other alpine Campanulas
it appreciates a little lime rubble, for it is on
limestone formation that many of the dwarf Cam-
panulas, like our native Harebell, for instance,

grow freely and flower in wild prolusion.

." green " vegetables are fairly plentiful, although

in nearly every case they command high prices,

but roots more particularly so, especially Onions

and Carrots. During the season of rgrs the Potato

crops were, fortunately, good, but sound samples

at the present time command high prices. Strange

to relate, King Edward is undoubtedly the most

popular variety of the day, although I am inclined

to think there are many others superior to it in

quality. Few of us, I suppose, can claim to have

our work in this department well in hand. Add
to the shortage of labour the unusually wet winter

and spring, and we have an explanation of the

formidable arrears of work which we shall have to

make up.

I am bound to confess that this is the first

season out of many I have had to give up the idea

of trenching, but as the ground has been deeply

worked for many years, I venture to think the

crops will not suffer to any extent. I intend.

A PROMISING CAULI-

FLOWER : STANDWELL
Good varieties of Cauliflower are

none too plentiful, and those who
find the ordinary autiunn varieties

of the " giant " type a trifle too

late in the season should make a note of the abo\'e.

Certainly, the raisers have ample justification

for all the merits they claim for Standwell, as four

seasons' successive trials, from seeds sown at

various times from January until nearly mid-

summer, have proved that not only is the name
thoroughly descriptive of the variety, but in it

we find each of those other qualities we look for

in a good Cauliflower, one of the best of them

being that notwithstanding its large size and

heavy weight, the heads are borne upon very

dwarf stems, well protected from the sun. The
large, extra fleshy leaves, which I have noted

distinguish the variety from most others, grow

much more erect than we usually associate with

Cauliflowers. This enables planting to be done

more closely than would be wise for many others.

Seeds sown on May 13 in the open air gave us grand

heads throughout September, a sowing ten days later

fonning a good succession. F. R. Castle.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Disbudding Wall Trees.—Disbudding should
be carefully followed up as soon as the shoots are
sufficiently forward. The growths towards the
top of the trees will be found the most advanced,
and these should be gone over first. Great care

is necessary in disbudding, as the future balance
of the tree depends on the correct distribution of

the shoots at this season. The fruits on the most
advanced trees should also be further thinned out,

and the ground round the roots of each tree should
receive a coating of artificial manure and be lightly

forked or raked on the surface.

Mulching.—Recently planted fruit trees, if

suffering in any way from drought, may be greatly

assisted by giving a fresh mulch of well-decayed
manure. A good soaking of water at the roots
before placing on the mulch will also help to bring
the trees through a critical period.

Hoeing.—^The hoe should be in frequent use
among the fruit trees and bushes. A medium
dressing of superphosphate should be applied to

established trees, which will greatly assist them in
swelling and maturing their fruit.

Strawberries.—The early varieties of Straw-
berries in some low-lying districts are frequently
destroyed by frosts, the damage being done when
the plants are in flower. To avoid this, a temporary
framework should be erected, on which can be
stretched two or three thicknesses of old herring
net or a light scrim at night when frost threatens.
A soaking of liquid manure at this date greatly
assists the plants to swell the fruits to full size.

Planting.—The later batches of forced plants
that have not been subjected to much artificial

heat may be planted out on well-manured ground.
These will sometimes provide a few late fruits in
autumn, and will give a full crop ne.xt season.
If the soil is dry for a time after planting, they may
require a soaking of water, as the balls being a
mass of roots, the plants may suffer readily from
drought.

Fruits Under Glass.

Young Vines.—Plants raised from eyes in
February for planting out should receive a shift

to keep them growing on steadily, preparatory to
planting them out in their permanent quarters next
month. Growers who prefer planting canes of
their own ' growth frequently start the eyes on
squares of turf. This is generally a very success-
ful method, as they can be transferred to the
prepared border without receiving any check. It

is essential to have the soil in good condition and
thoroughly warmed before planting out.

Pineapples.—Fruiting plants that were potted
on some time ago will now have, their pots well
filled with roots, and in this condition regular
stimulants may be given them. If too many
suckers appear, these should be reduced to two, or
three at most. Frequent dampings of all surfaces
and early closing of the house should be observed.

Figs.—The earliest crops should now be ripening,
and as soon as all the fruits are gathered the trees
should receive a good wash with the syringe and
plentiful supplies of water at the roots. Regulate
and tie up the young growths, and if these were
pinched as previously directed, a second crop of
fruit should soon be on the way. Attend regularly
to stopping all subsequent growths when they are
about 6 inches long, as next season's first crop
depends much on these details being carefully
observed.

The Flower Garden.

Mildew on Roses.—Some varieties of Roses,
particularly the ramblers trained on walls, are
very liable to attacks of mildew, and if this is not
checked in time the plants will be defoliated and
the blooms crippled for the whole season. On the
first appearance of mildew, or even anticipating
it, the plants should be sprayed with one of the
advertised mildew specifics. Green fly is almost sture
to make its appearance, too, especially on the
walls, and for this a spraying with Quassia generally
proves an efficient remedy.

Anchusa italica.—^This provides one of the
finest subjects in the flower garden among blues,
and can be had in flower for quite a long time if

provision is made for a succession^ Proving as

it does doubtfully hardy, the plants should have
some protection during the winter ; a mound of

coal ashes placed over the crowns will serve in

most winters. The plants then start early into
growth and provide a wealth of lovely blue at the
beginning of summer. Cuttings taken from, side

growths and placed in cold frames during autumn
ensure a good stock for planting out. Should the

winter prove too severe for those out of doors,

root cuttings or thongs from the fleshy roots, made
in the same manner as those used for propagating
Seakale, should also be put into cold frames in

autumn, and these will provide a later batch of

flowering plants. For continuing the flowering
period of this lovely plant from early summer
till late autumn, Dropmore, Opal and Pride of

Dover are all good varieties differing but slightly

in habit and shade of colour.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Richardias, or Arum Lilies.—Plants which
have finished flowering should be arranged in a
cold house or pit to be hardened off gradually,
when towards the end of the month they may
be placed in a sheltered spot outside. There is

a difference of opinion among gardeners as to

whether the plants should be dried off or planted
out in the open ground. Personally, I favour the
former method, and good results have always
followed such treatment.

Camellias that have finished flowering will

comntence to make new growth. They should
be sprayed over frequently, and a congenial atmo-
sphere maintained until their growth is finished.

Alternate waterings with weak liquid manure
or soot-water will be beneficial. Later on they
must be given more airy treatment, and afterwards
stood in the frame ground.

Campanula pyramidalis.—If not already done,
seeds of both the blue and white forms must be
sown in boxes of fine soil. Prick off the seedlings
when large enough, and gradually expose thenr
to more air preparatory to being planted out on
a warm border already enriched with manure.

The Flower Garden.

Pentstemons.—These plants have become more
popular of late years, and large batches are raised
annually from seeds and cuttings. The present
is a suitable time to transfer them to their flowering
quarters. They appreciate good treatment, but
as a general rule they will succeed in any ordinary
garden soil or any situation, except in dense shade.
Give the plants ample ^pace to develop, but a foot
apart will suit the majoritj'.

Bulbs.—These should be examined occasionally
and all the dead flowers removed to prevent the
formation of seed-pods, which would naturally
weaken the bulbs. They must remain in the beds
until the end of the month, while the late-flowering
Tulips may be lifted about the third week in June.

The Kitchen Garden.

Early Potatoes.—These will need to be closely
watched, at least until the end of the month,
as we may get a frost, which would prevent
securing an early supply. Those that are well
advanced should be earthed up without further
delay, and any just through the ground may be
covered with a little soil, which would be sufficient
to protect them from frost. A little tiffanv,
litter, or any light material may also be used.

Turnips.—Make occasional sowings until the
beginning of August, selecting, if possible, showerv
weather for the operation. If the fly is troublesome,
give a moderate sprinkling of wood-ashes or soot.

Beetroot.—Make the main sowing of this desir-
able vegetable, selecting such as Dell's Crimson.
Tomatoes.—Plants for the open ground must

now be placed in cold frames, and after a few days
the lights should be removed whenever the weather
is favourable. Attend to staking and rub off all

side shoots. The plants will requi're plenty of
water, and may be given liquid manure twice or
thrice each week.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches and Nectarines.—^The protecting
material should now be dispensed with, and in most
instances a good set of fruit will be secured. Where
the crop is a heavy one. some of the fruits should
be removed at once. All those at the back of the
branches and beneath may be taken off first.

Continue the work of disbudding, and overcrowding
must be guarded against,

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FLORAL MEMORIES OF
MATTHEW ARNOLD.
By the Rev. David R, Williamson.

WHEN I went to visit Mr. Matthew
Arnold, the greatest of all my
literary friends, at Pain's Hill in

Surrey, I usually fotmd him
earnestly engaged in the art of

horticulture. One could easily have anticipated

this from an intimate acquaintance with his

poems, and especially his immortal " Thyrsis

"

and " The Scholar Gipsy." Like Tennyson, whom
I only knew by correspondence, he was intensely

fond of flowers. In one of his many kind letters

to myself, he says :
" I am not aware that I have

ever mentioned the Snowdrop in my verses ; but

I have been planting it about my shrubberies, and
admire it greatly." Soon after%vards, however,

I had the satisfaction of quoting to him the fol-

lowing lines from his " Tristram and Isenlt," a

poem in which the most admirable simplicity is

combined with emotionality :

" Who is this Snowdrop by the sea ?

I know her by her mildness rare.

Her snow-white hands, her golden hair
;

I know her by her rich silk dress.

And her fragile loveliness
;

The sweetest Christian soul alive,

Iseult of Brittany."

I have an idea that the humbler beauties of the

field, such as the Wood Sorrel and the graceful

Geranium Robertiantun (of the former of which,

he once told me, he was extremely fond), were
those which the " Poet of light and sweetness "

loved the best. Niphetos was, in those days, his

favourite Rose, though there were others that

he almost equally admired, such, for example, as

Duke of Edinburgh and Beauty of Waltham,
natives of Cheshunt and Waltham Cross ; Charles

Lefebvre, and the beautiful and fragrant >Vhite

Bath Moss Rose.

It has been observed by cultured florists and
naturalists who have read Mr. Arnold's great

Grecian drama entitled " Meropf," almost worthy
of Euripides, which has been characterised by
Swinburne as " A work of severe and sustained

success," that there is not a single flower delineated

in the pages of that remarkable poem that does not

grow in Greece. This intense conscientiousness is

expressive of all his inspirations, and reaches its

culmination in that most Homeric of all his poems,
" Sohrab and Rustum," perhaps the nearest

approximation to the spirit of Homer discoverable

in our literature.

The following memorable passage, descriptive

of the exquisite flowers of midsummer, occurs in

his " Thyrsis," a marvellously impressive poem.
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to the memory of his gifted friend. Arthur H.

Clough. Addressing the early departing cuckoo,

he sings :

" Too quick Despairer, -wherefore wilt thou go ?

Soon will the high Jlidsummer pomps come on
;

Soon will the musk Carnations break and swell

;

Soon shall we have gold-dusted Snapdragon,

Sweet William, with his homely cottage smell,

And Stocks in fragrant blow
;

Roses that doivn the alleys shine afar,

And open. Jasmine-muffled lattices ;

And groups under the dreaming garden trees
;

And the full moon, and the white evening star."

The Crocus, the Bluebell, the white and purple

Fritillaries (which grow quite luxuriantly in the

Oxfordshire fields), the Primrose, the Narcissus,

of which one of the latest and loveliest in the

" Poetic" section now bears his name; and many
other familiar wayside and woodland flowers,

glorify on almost every picturesque page the

inspirations of his Muse. What could he more

expressive than the picture so musically depicted

in a single line :

" Dark Bluebells, drenched with dews of Summer
eves " ?

Seldom indeed 'in the fair domain of English

poetry have the singer of Nature and the poet

of culture been so grandly combined.

Shortly after the sudden death of Mr. Arnold,

1 wrote the following stanzas, in a moment of

intense emotionality, to his memory :

" Singer of English birth, of Grecian heart.

For ever from our presence passed away,

Leaving to men the greatness of thine Art,

To lead them upwards to a larger da}'

;

I cannot comprehend that thou art gone
;

Still do I feel thy fervent hand in mine
;

Thy gracious form is near, yet greater grown
;

For Death has made thine aspect more divine.

O sweet Consoler of each sorrowing life,

That, 'midst its darkness seeks the light of God

;

Assured that thro' this aimless, earthly strife.

No path is peace, save that which Love has trod
;

How fondly did'st thou linger o'er the dead.

And bless the loved ones in their lonely grave
;

While thy meek Muse a fadeless fragrance shed,

.Ground the memories of the pure and brave !

The reverence of that Spirit which did raise

From death a mortal friend, abode in thee
;

Now that thou art beyond all reach of praise,

May Christ, Who died for men, thy comfort be !

Soft be thy sleep, O lover of mankind.

Far from those storms that rave around us here
;

For when thou dost awake, thy soul shall find

That Love whose strength has conquered every

fear !

"

SOCIETIES

EDITORIAL NOTICES
Every department 0/ horticulture it> fepresented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon which they vAsh expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he toill not he responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and ivhere stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contrihutio7is

.

As regards photographs, if payment be desireA. the Editor
asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or oumer of the copyright loill he treated ivith.

The Editor will not he responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Gae,den zvitl alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE MIDLAND DAFFODIL SOCIETY'S SHOW.

It is only stating a plain, bare fact to say that " Birming-
ham " has been in the past, and still is, the leading Daffodil
show in the world It is a large claim to make, but I fool

certain that, by those whose opinion counts, the statement
will be allowed in full. Actions speak louder than words.
The Rev. G H. Engleheart. who. unfortunately for all

lovers of the Daffodil, is not enjoying the best of health,
was saving himself for this exhibition, and fully intended
to occupy his old position on the west side of the com-
mittee room : but, alas ! it was not to be. and on April 27
he had to send me a letter, which must have cost him
something to ^STite. and from which I quote the follow-
ing :

" 1 couldn't come up to the scratch after all ; not
very fit the last few days. . . . Just that T may have a
flower In the show, I send a Leedsii or two of our neurst
lot. Even in this weather you will see they have much
stiffness and substance."

Four magnificent blooms arrived early in the afternoon
of the second day. One was hurried off instanter to have its

photograph taken with a view to its figuring on a coloured

MR. CRANFIELD S PINK-EDGED GIANT
LEEDSII, MISS E. M. BOWLING.

lantern slide for the lecture on "The Development of the
Daffodil " which I am down for at the Royal Horticultural
Society on the 16th of this month. This ordea! over, it

joined its travelling companions in forming a true multum
iniparvo exhibit in a small gap that might have been
left on purpose between the iricomparabilises and the two
Barri groups. There were three flowers of the purest
Eucharis white—giants in size, gentlemen in their bearing,
and, if one may take a simile from finance, absolutr Iv^th-
schilds in their substance. The largest of tlie thrif \aiiirii:-s

measured a good 5 indies from tip to tip of the perianth.
The fourth bloom had a distinct pink tinge, and had it

not been that there happened to be a July sun at Dinton
when it was expanding, the colour would have been
' quite a pretty rose pink." As it was. the charming
flower from iVIr. C'ranfleld stood alone in its blushing
beauty. The illustration will show the ab.solutely flat

imbricated perianth and the rather long pink ruflle-Iikc

edged cup of Miss T.. M. Bowling. It had such a nice,

clean, prim look that 1 am sure were it a human it would
be certain to have a good spring cleaning, even were the
German guns within earshot. Unfortunately, Mr. Cran-
fleld is lying ill at home and he could not see the success
of his seedling, which gained the first jirize in the Giant
Leedsii single bloom class It is tlie result of a cross
between the delicious Anthra and Lord Kitchener. I

hope my friend will soon be about again : it is hard luck
for a Daffodil man to be laid uj' in Oalfodil time.

After these Lecdsiis mention must be made of a wonder-
ful bloom called Fortune. It is the last word in red-
cupped giant incomparabilises, and was the centre of
attraction in the first prize twelve, staged by Mr. Walter
Ware for the Bourne Cup. The old war-horse had scented
Daffodils in London the p^e^iDUs week, and notwith-
standing his resolution to keep out of things until he
felt himself stronger and better, his visit to Vincent Square
was too much for him, and enter he must for the blue
ribbon of Birmingham. My sincerest congratulations
to him on his pulling it off and defeating such a competitor
as Mr. A. M. Wilson. It is sometliing to the credit of
the Midland Show that it can attract such men as he
from their enforced retirement. May I hope no ill results

have manifested themselves, not only in his case, but
also in that of the grand old veteran. Mr. George Stocks
of Doncaster. He, too, had to come. The Daffodil is a
most powerful magnet, so stop quietly at home and nurse
himself he could not when the call came from Birmingham.
I am glad he saw the show, and I congratulate him on
carrying away the Silver Rose Bowl in Class 57 Fortune
is a large, striking flower with a yellow, somewhat pointed
perianth and a bold, glowing red cup with a curious
thick-looking top, in which the colour is much more intense
than it is towards the bottom. The diameter of the
periantli measured 4^ inches, and that of the red corona
1^ inches. A very brief summary of the prize-winners
must suffice.

In the Group A open classes for a collection of fifty

varieties and for tlirees, sixes or nines of the different

sections. IMiss Wilson won one first prize, Mr. A. M. Wilson
one. Mr. C. Bourne six and myself five, including the
" fifty " (Class 1). I have turned up my old schedules,
aud I find I was the winner of this same class at the first

show of the society in 1899 ; but whereas there were six

groups staged in 1916, there was but one seventeen year.'?

ago.
In the single bloom division Mr. Herbert Chapman

and Sir. A. M^ Wilson each scored three wins ; Mr. W. B.
Cranficld and Dr. Lower, two each ; and Captain Hawker.
Mr. Cave and Mr Copeland, one each. Crimson Braid
(;ib), Miss E. M. Bowling (4a), Venetia (5) and Dulcimer
(9) were the flowers I would pick out as the one^ to under-
line as being especially noteworthy.

In the new section the Bourne Cup was won by Mr.
Walter T. Ware. Included in his twelve were Fortune,
already mentioned ; Pax, a distinguished-looking Giant
Leedsii with a somewhat drooping poise; and Sumerin.
a yellow Ajax with a perianth like a double triangle and
of "such a deep, dark shade of yellow that Buttercup looked
quite pale. I do not think even the experts realised

what a depth of colom: was there. It astonished Mr.
Mudge of Barr's when compared, at his suggestiori. vrith

the other deep-dyed blooms, and found Sumerin an easy
flrst ; Mr. Wilson was a close second. In racing parlance
the verdict would have been " won by a head." Witli
the sole exception of Elfin, all his blooms were under
numbers ; but ISl. a splendidly refined 3b (or possibly 4b)
which reminded me of White Star ; 926, a pure white
Leedsii with a good-sized eye " as flat as a pancake '*

:

and 333, with a long chalice-shaped cup of a deep rich

apricot yellow with a paler shade round the brim, wen-
remarkably good flowers.

The names of Dt. Lower, Mr. Wilson, Miss Wilson,
the Rev. J. Jacob and Mr. Chapman occur as prize-winners
in this group, but special mention must be made of .Mr,

C. L. Adams, the esteemed treasurer of the society, known
to many as the raiser of King Cup and "the man in the
ditch."' "The proof of the pudding is in the eating."
My friend's original method of cultivation has so abundantly
justified itself as a bene esse in tlie piping times of peace
that an account of the system will appear in the 1916
" Daffodil Year Book," while in wartime, were we to adopt
it. it would save a good deal of trouble if we ever had to
entrench ourselves in our own special " Cabbage patch."

The advanced amateur group was well filled, and in the
majority of the classes competition was keen. MLss
Warren* Mr. H. R. Darlington, Canon Fowler, the Rev.
T. Buncombe. Mr. T. Eatson and Mr. G. Stocks all won
firsts, and some of them as many as three and four. The
Barr Daffodil Vase went to Mrl, Buncombe, with Mr. T.

Batson as runner up.
In the beginners' section most classes filled; unfortu-

nately, when I got there with my notebook, most of thi-

cards had been removed, so ] have to leave the prize-

winners here in oblivion, but it will not be long befort

some of those wlio got firsts come into the limelight;

for example, Mr. G. Stocks and that keen grower and
seedling raiser. Mr. J. H. Padley. were in it only last

year, and it was here that Dr. Lower flrst put his foot on
the rung of fame.

I must leave a detailed description of the best varieties

according, as my late gardener used to say, " to my foolish

opinion," to another time. I liavc the records safe in

my notebook. By the way, note takers have a wonderful
power of good in their hands. I never realised it until a
certain Royal Engineer Lieutenant, on the first day of the
show, graced the hos)iitable tea table of his "uncle," Mr.
Thomas Humphreys, with his presence. As an Enirinecr he
knew how to build a bridge and blow up a house, but (so

he said) lie did not know a Dandelion from a Daisy. How-
ever, as he observed the notebook habit in strong evidence
among the visitors, to bo in the fasliion out came his doctor's
bill, as the only paper available, and on the back thereof
he made notes". That precious document I have now in

my possession (I took care to see the bill has been paid),

and I found the effort of note taking had taught lum
much. He recognised Messrs. Barr and Sons' grand gold
medal exhibit at the far end of the concert hall us one of
Daffodils, and he did not make a very bad shot when he
put Gladiator down first, although I would like to add
St. llya. Dosoris. St. Sennra. Minerva and Whisper.
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N OT ES OF TH WEEK
The Creeping Willow (Salix repens).—This

pigmy Willow is seen to best advantage in the

rock garden, where it should have a northerly

aspect to ensure moist and cool conditions at

the roots, and these conditions will be more fully

ensured by an admixture of peat in the rooting

medium. The chief attraction of this plant lies

in the silvery sheen of the expanding flower-buds

thrown into strong relief by the blackish wiry

stems. There are several forms of this species,

the most common being S. r. argentea, also known
as S. sericea argentea.

New Rose Donald McDonald.—We were
attracted by this new Rose more than any other

shown at the National Rose Society's Spring

Show this year. It is a seed-

ling Hybrid Tea from Messrs.

Alex. Dickson and Sons, New-
townards, of good habit and
•evidently a fine garden variety.

The blooms are of medium size

.and of a glowing cherry rose

or very deep rose du Barri,

paler towards the edges. It is

free flowering and lovely in bud
form.

The Kew Guild.—The annual

general meeting of the Guild will

be held in the Lecture Hall,

Chelsea Physic Gardens, on

Wednesday, May 24, at 6 p.m.

The hall is within five minutes'

walk of the Chelsea Show grounds.

Tea and coffee will be provided

'from 5.30 p.m. Members are re-

quested to inform the Secretary,

191, Kew Road, Richmond, before

May 20, if they intend to be

present.

Daffodil Diana.—Among the

.infinite varieties of modern Daffo-

dils, there are some which have
still to come into their own. The
beautiful Leedsii Diana is one of

ithem. As a pot plant to bloom
'from mid-February onwards it is

•second to none where flowers of

the type of the better-known

Minnie Hume are wanted. It has

not the length of stem so dear to

the market grower for cut bloom,

but this is no detriment to

its use in pots ; in fact, it is

quite the reverse, for, as in the

•case of Victoria, its shorter

stature can bear the forcing pro-

•cess better than some with longer

stems, while the yellow of the cup' becomes more
delicate and charming for the friendly covering

of the glass.

Practical Guide to Kew Gardens.—Under
the authority of the Board of Agriculture, and
upon the recommendation of the Director of the

Royal Gardens, Kew, ladies and gentlemen
interested in horticulture will be conducted over

Kew Gardens on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays in each week by Mr. John Weathers,

who will deal with the most seasonable and inter-

esting features. Parties will meet at the principal

entrance on Kew Green at 3 p.m. on the days
mentioned, and a fee of 2S. 6d. will be charged

to each person to prevent overcrowding and incon-

THE NEW ROSE DONALD MCDONALD.

venience. Further particulars may be obtained
from Mr. J. Weathers, Park View, Isleworth.

A Useful Booklet.—One of the series of booklets
issued by the London General Omnibus Companv
and Underground Electric Railways deals with
Kew Gardens. It is a well-compiled and useful

publication, containing in its dozen pages a great

deal of valuable information, while the ' illustra-

tions are good and lifelike. It deals, first, with
the early history of Kew ; then, in a few words,
its imperial character is touched upon. Under the
title of " Garden Hours " some of the floral features

of the Gardens are briefly dealt with. Lastly, in
" A Little Calendar of Kew," the most prominent
features of each month are given. The inside of

the cover gi-ves the various

means of access, times of opening,

fees, &c., while on the back is

( a very clearly printed map, on
which the main features of the

Gardens are well shown. This in-

teresting publication is issued free

of charge, and may be had on
application at any Underground
station, or at the headquarters.

Electric Railway House, Broad-

way, Westminster, S.W.

Pteronia incana.—Mr. E. H.
Woodall, La Selva, Brancolar, Nice,

sends a specimen of tins charming
South African shrub, which, un-

fortunately, is too tender for

general outdoor culture in the

British Isles, although it grows
satisfactorily in the South of

France. It is a small shrub of

rather loose habit, with slender,

wiry branches bearing silvery,

linear leaves, the largest of which
are scarcely half an inch long, and
terminal heads of golden flowers,

the whole shrub having a deli-

ciously fragrant odour. To culti-

vate it successfully in the British

Isles it should be potted in a com-
post of light sandy loam made
moderately firm about the roots,

and be placed in a sunny green-

house. In the South of Europe it

coiild be grown with success upon
rockwork, and it is probable that

it might be grown successfully in

a similar position in the warmer
parts of Cornwall and in the Scilly

Islands, although, as before stated,

it is too tender for general culture

here.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible tor the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Synthyris reniformis.—An interesting note in

The Garden regarding ttiis charming spring plant

induces me to say something about its cultivation.

It is a native of the western side of North America,

and some time ago I read an account of where it is

found in a wild state. It stated that it grew among

good, for Human Nature's daily food." But—to

leave joking—I seriously suggest that at the present

time, at any rate, gardeners should make an effort

(albeit " wi' deefeculty") to lift their short-

sighted eyes and look beyond the show table,

and cease awhile to be what athletes in my youth

contemptuously called " pot - hunters." Were

it not better to consider the need of the nation

and give up growing " show " vegetables for a

season, and turn their attention to providing an

ample supply of the despised " useful household

vegetables" ?

—

Anne Amateur.

Cornus Nuttallii.—There are not many of thegrass in moist places. In consequence I have been

e\Derimenting, and find that this beautiful little .,,„-, a

plantTmore vigorous and happier when it receives Cornels that can be constdered really good flo---

a good share of Loisture, although it is not impera- mg shrubs, but the subject of this note as both

tive in its demands. I grew it very well on ordinary 1

uncommon and ornamental when flowering m

raced rockwork, and also in a low peat bed
j

late Apnl and through May. It ts perhaps a

which was kept moist. Last year I planted this' misnomer to call atteutton to the flowers of th,

Synth,-ris in a low part of one of my moraines, Comus, as these are home ma round, compact

where its "feet" were constantly touching the cluster of mmute mdividual blossoms; but the

water This spring S. reniformis 'there has been large, pure white bracts which surround them

THE SPRING FLOWERING CORNUS NUTIALLII.

more vigorous, has given finer flowers, and has

looked happier in every way than under ordinary

conditions. If anyone has planted it by the

side of a stream, it will be a favour to have

the record of experience under such conditions.'

—

S. Arnott.

Useful Household Vegetables.—With pitying

contempt Mr. W. Smyth writes :
" I am afraid

' Anne Amateur's' methods would not give more

than useful household vegetables." He rashly

jumps to the conclusion (generally counted a

feminine failing, by the way) that because I do

not firm the soil after sowing, I also do not

prepare the ground in any way, nor make

experiments. I always thought the chief aim

and end of exhibitions and shows was to encourage

the growing of " useful household vegetables."

But it appears such is not the case. Gardeners

grow vegetables for some greater purpose, pre-

sumably, than to produce vegetables " not too

are very showy, and attract attention by their

uncommon appearance. These bracts are 4 inches

or more across, and open out flat when fully ex-

expanded. There are usually five arotmd each

cluster of flowers, the upper being nearly twice

the size of the others, the remaining four being in

two pairs, the lower of which is somewhat

smaller than the pair above it. The plant is

a native of Western North America, and forms

an upright shrub 10 feet or so in height. The

leaves, which appear after the flowers, are

ovate in shape, shining green above and wooUy

beneath.—J. C.

Coloured Freesias.—The foundation of the

different coloured Freesias now in cultivation

(referred to recently in The Garden) was laid

about eighteen years ago, when the pink-flowered

F. Armstrongii was sent to Kew. The discoverer

of it was Mr. W. Armstrong of Port Elizabeth,

who found it growing wild at Hermansdorp, Cape

Colony. Up to then the Freesias in cultivation

consisted of white or yeUow flowered forms,

varying from the pure white of F. refracta alba to

the rich yellow of F. aurea, whose flowers are smaller

than those of F. refracta and without their charac-

teristic fragrance. The main features in which
F. -Armstrongii differs from F. refracta are the
colour of the blossoms and the fact that they are

almost devoid of scent. The flowers of F. Arm-
strongii have a light tinted tube, with a splash of

orange at the base, while the major portion is of

a rich rose colour with just a suspicion of purple.

By the crossing and intercrossing of this rose-

coloured SDecies with the different forms of F.

refracta as well as F. aurea, Freesias with flowers

of various tints have been obtained. The first

cross to flower was, I believe, F. kewensis. but of

late years various raisers have been at work, with
very successful results. The typical F. Armstrongii

does not appear to be offered by dealers, so it has,

I presmne, been superseded by some of its own
children.—H. P.

English Apples in Tasmania.—When in

England I was rather interested in the more
celebrated American and Continental Apples
unfamiliar in British gardens, and used to wonder
whether all of them had received a sufficiently

thorough trial. My acquaintance with Tasmanian
Apples is still in its infancy, but it is interesting

to find that several of the first favourites are of

British origin, and much more eminent in the
country of their adoption than in their native

land.

To name three Apples that seem more
grown in Tasmania than any others—New York
Pippin (Cleopatra), Scarlet, and Stunner Pippin.

It may be my ignorance, but the first was unknowo
to me in England ; the second I take to be Scarlei

Nonpareil ; and the third is a Susse.\ Apple with

so many good qualities as to make me wonder
why it is not more extensively grown at home.

It would be easy to name favourite English .Apples

which apparently do not thrive here. On this,

occasion, however, I will confine myself to some-

of the sorts which have the honoiu: to have gained

appreciation in two hemispheres. First and'

foremost comes Cox's Orange Pippin, an ideal

Apple, one would think, for the mild climate-

of Southern Tasmania. I was interested to-

ascertain what Cox's Orange Pippin might be

like out here, and it is my opinion that, whUe
still an excellent Apple, it has somehow or other

lost just a little both in flavour and appearance

on the voyage. One of its progeny, AUington

Pippin, has been planted of late years ; but my
favourite, James Grieve, appears unknown in

this district. Ribston Pippin and Dtimelow's

Seedling (Wellington) are thoroughly established

favomrites, and Beauty of Bath is coming into

favour.

More English sorts are to be found in

this orchard than in most local ones, because

its owner is well acquainted with British orchards.

My praise of it in letters is responsible for a trial

of Bramley's Seedling, but the trees have not

yet reached the fruiting stage, and, strange to-

say, this champion variety does not appear in

one of the leading Victorian fruit tree raisers'

lists. I am anxious to meet with London Pippin

(an English Apple) in fruit, because, in additioi*

to being much thought of here, I have heard it

praised by Frenchmen, Germans and Austrians ; but

in the twentieth century it appears to be without

honour in the country of its birth. American

Apples do not appear to be very successful
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here, but several have glowing descriptions

attached to them in the new sorts offered for

sale in lists ; and it may be of interest to mention

that Australian, Tasmanian and New Zealand

raisers are constantly bringing out new sorts.

Are English nurserymen sufficiently enterprising

to introduce and try these ? There would at

least appear a prospect of their being amply

rewarded.—A. Garnett, Canibridge, Tasmania.

A Letter from Salonika.— A
few notes taken in the intervals

of digging in the valley to the

north of Salonika may be of interest.

The foothills in places are one sheet

of Anemones of various shades of

purple. The white Wood Anemone
is also very common, as is also a

flower much like the Swan River

Daisy ; but, being a very amateur

gardener, I cannot name it. Slightly

lower in the valley appear thousands

of clumps of some bulb bearing

clusters of yellow flowers. They
are not yet out, but appear like

Narcissi, though the leaf is larger and

ranker, and the bulb is much more

elongated. Roman Hyacinths are also

very common. Thous^pds of other

wild flowers, among which the rock

plants are particularly fine, make the

valley one of the most beautiful

places I have ever seen. The best of

all is hidden in the woods at the edge

of the lake and low-lying parts,

where the ground under the trees

is one huge Violet bed. Various

species of Blackthorn, the Traveller's

Rest (which grows higher than I have

ever seen it in England) and many
other climbing plants make the wood
a perfect paradise, the only nuisance

being the anopheles (malaria) mos-

quito, whose habits one has ample

opportunity of studying. Perhaps the

most important part of " our garden"

is the vegetable patch. The soil is

rich loamy leaf-mould for ij feet,

with about 6 inches of sand under-

neath. When this is thoroughly

trenched over and the seeds planted,

the effect is positively remarkable
;

they do not " come up," they grow

like weeds. So far Radishes, Onions,

Broad and French Beans, Tomatoes,

Cabbages, Spinach, Carrots, &c., have

been tried. All have beaten every

record in growing. 1 am afraid the

ants ijiay be a trouble, but do not

know how much damage they do.

We have plenty of water near by
from a well which we sunk, and,

judging by the average weather, we
shall need it. One other small item

of interest is the swarms of tortoises

which keep appearing out of the

ground everywhere. At the same

time, one misses the homely Nasturtium and Wall-

flower, so to complete the picture I have written

post haste for a few English flower seeds. No
doubt we shall all be in Kamtchatka when the

plants come up. I should be delighted to

answer anyone who would care to know more

of the place.—C. E. Tinne, Lieutenant, Royal

Field Artillery, 39th Battery, 19th Brigade,

27th Division, S.E.F.

THE HEPATICAS

T
and

are

their neighbours, and, given their simple re-

HESE old-fashioned plants, seldom planted

in modern gardens, are always much
admired when seen in good condition,

certainly merit wider culture. They
early, free flowering, do not overrun

Ranunc. silvan pleno Acre purpurasc

CLUSIUS WOODCUT OF THE DOUBLE PURPLE WOOD
ANEMONE.

quirements, easy and long enduring. I know of

plants of the old single blue that probably have

not been moved for twenty-five or thirty years,

and yet are flowering yearly and extending by

self-sown seeds. That the plants can be grown

over a wide area and under different conditions

is proved by the fact that I have seen them doing

well in the North of Scotland and on the hills of

Surrey. They do well in any moist, well-drained

soil, made rich for preference, and a cool aspect.

I have them doing well in strong loam and in

sandy peat. The commoner sorts seem to have
been grown at a very early period, for Gerard in

his Herbal mentions the single blue, white, red,

and a double form called multiflora lobelis (pro-

bably double blue). Crisp Pass in his " Hortus
Floridus," published at Arnheim in 161 4, mentions
double blue, single white, single yellow, and

single blue. Parkinson describes,

pretty fully, ten sorts, as follows

:

The great single blue (angulosa), the

small single blue, the purple, the

lesser white, the great white, the

ash-coloured, the white with red

stamens, the red, the double purple,

and double blue. It will be noticed

that he omits all mention of the

double white or double red. [Parkin-

son in his " Paradisus" has copied

Clusius' figure and description of

the double purple Wood Anemone.

—

Ed.] The double white is mentioned
by Rea in his- " Flora," by Gilbert

in his " Florists' Vade Mecum," and
by Miller in his " Gardeners' Diction-

ary." But none of these writers

seems ever to have seen it.

The double white as grown to-day

is said to have been found wild by
an Italian shepherd boy. The stock

worked from this small plant passed

into the hands of a Dutch grower,

who told me that he sold it—a small

boxful—for £30 to a fellow Dutch-
man. The latter, endeavouring io>

increase it, cut the plants up too

small and lost the greater part of

them. Whether the constitution is

feebler than that of others, or whether
it is the result of over-propaga-

tion, the fact remains that the plant

tends to become steadily scarcer. 1

have a few plants that seem quite

established in the drier part of a
half-shady bog in sandy peat.

I have never been able to hear of

the existence of the yellow, but have-

got together the following sorts

:

Hepatica acutiloba, with small,

sharply cut leaves and small pale-

lilac flowers, late flowering ; H. angu-

losa, fine large blue ; H. a. alba,

pure white ; H. a. rosea, pale rose ;

H. a. lilacina grandiflora, large lilac ;.

H. a. atrocaerulea, dark blue ; H.
triloba, single blue ; H. t. alba,

white with pink stamens; H. t. a.

plena, the rare double white ; H. t.

Barlowii, soft blue ; H. t. bicolor,

opens white and changes to pale-

blue ; H. t. purpurea pi. (acutUoba

pi.), the large deep violet double

;

H. t. plena, the old double blue ; H..

t. rosea, single rose ; H. t. r. plena,,

double pink or rose ; H. t. major,

large light blue ; and H. t. variabilis, blue with

the foliage marbled with brown. I have found

that they move well either now or, perhaps safer^

in July during showery weather.

I give the foregoing list to convey an idea of the

selection of varieties available, and also in the-

faint hope that someone can tell me of the exist-

ence of others, especially of the yellow. I have-

not done much with raising them from seed, but
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1 know that there is always more or less variation

in the ordinary seedlings from the blue. I was

surprised, though, a few years ago to notice that

a number of self-sown seedlings from the bicolor

form came identically like the parent plant in

every way. Does. this point to that variety being

a wild type, or was it chance ? Who can tell us ?

Carlisle. J- Stormonth.

PRIMULA NUTANS, FR.

By George Forrest.

THE Soldanelloid group of Primulas is

one of the most interesting, and contains

what might be called the gems of the

Prunula world. The best - known

members are Himjilayan, from which

region we have such beauties as P. sappharina.

Hook, a ; P. Reidii, Duthie ; P. uniflora, Klatt

;

P. Wattii, King ; and P. soldanelloides, Watt, all

dainty alpines with blooms of the most charming

shades of pale purple or blue, in P. Reidii (white)

additional charms being found in the glistening

silvery white meal with which most of the species

are powdered and the delicious fragrance of the

flowers.

In recent years, from that little-known region

of China, North-West Yunnan, many superb

species have been added to the list of the Himalayan

plants, the most noteworthy being P. penduli-

flora, Fr., 4 inches to 8 inches in height, robust

in habit, with few large, pendulous, deep blue,

fragrant blooms ; P. spicata, Fr., than which no

more dainty or graceful Primula exists ;
and that

here illustrated. P. nutans. Fr.

Though associated by Pax in his monograph

of the genus with Primulas Giraldiana. Vialii

and others of the Capitate group, P. nutans rightly

has its place in the Soldanelloid section, as may

be readilv seen from the formation of the blooms,

as well as other points.

It was first discovered br Pfere Delavay, fully

thirty vears ago, on the mountainous plateau

forming part of the divide between the Lang-

kong and Hoching valleys. In 1904, on the

Sung-kwei Pass, in the same region, I rediscovered

the species, but in no great quantity ;
while in more

recent years I found it in several other localities.

The most luxuriant form of it met with grows

abundantly on an isolated mountain peak named

the Ghi Shan, several days' journey north-east

of the Tali Lake, close to the borders of Szechuan.

There plants were seen with scapes attaining

2 feet in height, the spikes of flowers fully 2 inches

in extent, with correspondingly large blooms.

Of the Chinese Primulas it is one of the latest

to flower, never reaching its full beauty until

the beginning of September. It is a plant of the

woodlands, luxuriating in half shade on the

margins of and in scattered Pine forests, generally

with a southern exposure, situations on the dry

side and more or less sheltered from strong ail

currents, the soil a light, rich humus ! As with

most Primulas, the species is gregarious, but is

one of the least common of representatives of the

genus in Yunnan.

Individual plants range from g inches to fully

20 inches in height, with foliage strongly resem-

bling that of P. Littoniana, ohovate or oblanceolate

with an attenuate base, not cordate, and both

surfaces more or less shortly hirsute. Two or

three scapes may be produced by one plant

;

they are erect and rather stiff, are glabrous

at the. base, the upper portion powdered with a

dense white meal.

According to locality there is much variation

in the size of the inflorescence and number of

blooms, the average length of the spikes being

about I J inches, though in strong plants it may be

double that. All the parts, the bracts and calyces

as well as the exterior of the corollas, are heavily

dusted with silvery white meal, which forms a

most fitting contrast to the beautifully clear

pale blue of the flowers. These are sessile,

pendulous, and of large size ; the tube fully

three-quarters of an inch ; the limb concave,

three-quarters of an inch to 1 inch in diameter.

They are strongly and deliciously fragrant. The

capsules are large, flatly ovoid; the seeds minute.

Horticulturally, it is a most desirable species.

Seeds were collected in quantity in rgis and again

in 1914, and now Messrs. Wallace and Co. of

Colchester, by whom a plant was exhibited at the

Royal Hoiticultural Society's meeting on April r8,

hold the stock, which it is hoped will shortly be

placed on the market.

defying rain, frost

.

wind and snow,

and, indeed, one

may regard it as

perpetual.

With the seed-

lings, which are

partly of hybrid

origin, we get a

range of diverse

forms, very
quaint in their

markings and
hues, just suited

to a qtiiet rock

garden or an

old-world garden

where one asso-

ciates quaintness

and beauty with

q u an t i t ies of

blossoms.

The latest

variety to

hand is the

deep golden

yellow Golden

PapUio. This,

when ready,

will clothe the

rock garden

and the sunny

slopes of the

wild garden with

drifts of beauti-

fully fragrant

flowers. The whole race is fraught with interest

and charm. P. S. H.

PRIMULA WATTII.
(Natural size.)

PRIMULA NUTANS.

A fragranl species, native of Chinese woodlands.

THE PANSY OF THE ALPS

The possibilities of the alpine Pansies have never

been fully realised. The success of Viola gracilis

and its delightful varieties has tended to displace

thealpine Pansyfrom its position in the rock garden.

But of late so many charming seedlings have

arisen, awakening new interest in this floriferous

subject. The Pansy of the Alps is rarely out of

flower. All through the winter I can find blossoms

RASPBERRY AND BLACK-
BERRY HYBRIDS

LOGANBERRY SEEDLINGS.

The Laxtonberry.—-A friend of mine who was

discussing with me some time ago the merits of

these various berries said he had grown a number

of them in his garden, and then, with evident

gusto, said " he had scrapped the lot " ! Of

course, I thought then he had not given the plants

a fair trial, or had not found out the best way to

grow them. By what I am going to say, I do not

want it to be thought that I wish to condemn the

berries, but I merely give my experience of them.

The Laxtonberry is a most interesting plant,

raised by Messrs. Laxton of Bedford. In their

catalogue they write quite a lot about the plant,

the gist of which is that it is a cross of a Logan-

berry with the Superlative Raspberry. It is,

therefore, rather an interesting example of Men-

del's law, in which several characteristics of one

of the plant's parents are shown and oiily one of

the other. The plant grows like a Loganberry,

with even thicker stems, but less prickly and very

red ; the fruit grows on it in clusters like the Rasp-

berry, and has the same shape and size as a good

big, round, plump Raspberry. It has a hard core

like the Raspberry, which pulls out, and not like

that of the Loganberry, which stays in. The fruit

is not at all sour, but just the same as a good

Raspberry, the drupes being, if anything, a bit

larger and more juicy ; and from the length and

size of the canes it will be imagined (rightly or

wrongly) that there will be basketfuls of fruit.
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I had the pleasure of going over Messrs. Laxton's

nurseries last summer, and can quite bear out

what they say as to the number of seedlings that

they .have raised of the Loganberry crossed with
the Raspberry, and to the extraordinary number
that come so much the same, most of them sour,

and of no commercial value whatever. I have
grown this Laxtonberry in my garden in some
five different aspects to give it a good trial, and
this is what I have found : It will grow very

well in any position, but, like a Raspberry in our

gravelly soil and sunny climate, it does best in a

northern aspect and where the soil has lots of mois-

ture in it. I was led also to a discovery of a fact,

new to me, which greatly puzzled me the year

before, when a whole row of Parsley-leaved Black-

berries failed to give as much as half a pint of fruit.

It was in this way : One of these Laxtonberries
was in a very sunny position, thrived splendidly

and was far ahead of the others, but when the

fruiting time came on, to my dismay there was
absolutely no fruit on it, though there had been
masses of flowers ; and seeing that

another plant in a later fruiting posi-

tion was going the same way, I pro-

ceeded to give it lots of water, with
the result that these flowers, which
were in bloom at the time of the

watering, bore fruit well, but those

that were over failed entirely. So I

found that in order to get fruit, the

plants must be in a really damp
situation, or watered freely when in

bloom. Watering when the flowers

have faded is too late ; this latter

had been the case with my Black-

berries the year before. Messrs,

Laxton claim that it is a great

advantage to have the core of the

Laxtonberry like a Raspberry and
not like a Loganberry. The old say-

ing, however, is " The proof of the

pudding is in the eating," which

does not hold good, unfortimately,

in the case of this fruit, for, accord-

ing to another proverb, you must
" First catch your hare, then skin

it," and in this case the proof is

in the picking.

If a nice dessert dishful of berries

is wanted, the best way is to

go with a small basket and a

pair of scissors, and holding the

basket under the fruit (if pos-

sible) remove it with the scissors,

letting it fall into the' basket,

because the stalk is so tough

(much tougher than that of the Raspberry)

that it can only be severed from tlie stem with

the greatest difficulty. It may be said that the

core is got wanted, though, of course, it

will make good weight if one wishes to market

the fruit. However, one of the points Messrs.

Laxton explain is that the fruit pulls off the

core with your fingers ; but it is rather like tlie

hare above mentioned, for when the berry is touched

it falls all to pieces in a most mysterious way.

Some of the drupes (as the little juicy globules are

called that carry the individual seeds) will probably

find their way up your sleeve, some will slip out-

wards between your finger and thumb, and the

rest will double off on to the ground in the opposite

direction ; and so, when all the fruit has been

picked, you will find that a good proportion of it

is like seed sown all over the ground—truly a feast

for blackbirds and thrushes, but not for you-

This peculiar behaviour is a little less pronounced

in the second crop of fruit, which I found

comes on those plants that are in the dampest
and most northern aspects. Personally, I do
not think that feeding blackbirds on Laxton-

berries is a good education for them, so that

I also have practically " scrapped the lot " of

this berry. W. F. M. Copeland.

S PRAY I N G ROSES
By Edward Mawley, V.M.H., President

OF THE National Rose Society.

NOW that the pruning time is over,

or should be over—for the pruning

of a large collection of Roses this

year in such cold and uncertain weather

as we rosarians have recently experienced has

will, as the saying is, take an ell ; whereas, ou
the other hand, if the amateur rosarian will only

begin bombarding them in the first instance

directly the plants have been pruned, and renew
his attacks without fail at intervals of, say, ten

days throughout the rest of the Rose season, he

will so dishearten these enemies that, although

they may persist in trying to regain some
of their lost ground, they will never again

in the same season obtain any footing worth

mentioning.

Now all this is well known to most lovers of

Roses, but how comparatively few appreciate the

necessity of faithfully following such simple

directions as I have indicated. In other words,

it is far easier to prevent these attacks than to

cure them. Before spraying is begun it will be

well not only at the outset, but also throughout

the rest of the season, to lightly fork over the

surface of the beds previous to spraying the

plants, so as to keep them in a growing and

healthy condition.

PRIMULA REIDII, ONE OF THE BEAUTIFUL SOLDANELLOID GROUP.

been by no means an easy or pleasant

task—our thoughts should at once turn to

spraying. For the mistake too often made is

in deferring this important operation until the

new shoots have made their appearance and

green fly and mildew are aheady in evidence

;

whereas every day lost after the plants are pruned

is a day gained by such persistent enemies of the

Rose.

There are now so many helps in the way of

syringes and spraying liquids that there should

be little difficulty in getting to work at once.

It must never be forgotten that these enemies

of the Rose, and more particularly mildew, are

most fertile in, resources as regards their subtle

methods of defence and most persistent in their

onward movements ; so that if at any time an

inch of ground, as it were, is given them, they

As regards the best preparations to use when
spraying, I will only mention those I have myself

employed and found reliable, although there are,

no doubt, others equally eflicient. The best

known is, perhaps, Abol. This I have found

true to its name—at all events if used according

to the directions given with it—as it will, sooner

or later, abolish green fly and mildew on Roses.

Our local Berkhamsted remedy is V2K, which

I have used more than any other and which has

proved with me a very reliable preparation.

XL All can likewise be recommended. If it

does not excel all other fungicides, it has, at all

events, few equals. Jeyes' Summer Wash I

can recommend on excellent authority as a most

reliable spraying liquid.

But, after all, wherever any of the above

remedies are used, we are compelled to go back
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to the well-lmown dictum that as much, if not

more, depends on the man who uses them than

on the particular liquid he sprays with.

Rememher that the spray should be distributed

as equally as possible over each plant, and no

part qf any plant sliould be allowed to escape.

With this object I find it an excellent plan to

spray down one side of each bed, and then turn

. round at the end of it and spray down the other

side. In this way with care no part of any of

the plants will be overlooked. I do not recommend

home-made spraying fluids, as it is so easy, without

the necessary technical knowledge, not to main-

tain the proper strength throughout, or in

some other way make it either too strong or

too weak. When spraying in the middle of

the summer it will be found a good plan to

keep the centre of each plant fairly open by the re-

moval of some of the shoots in the middle of it.

iBTHIONEMA A M (E N U M
For dry, sunny positions on rocky ledges in the

rock garden, or for walls, many members of this

genus are very useful and attractive. There

are several kinds in cultivation, most of them

being natives of Asia Minor. In severe winters,

kinds like JR. pulchellum are apt to suffer unless

protected.

One of the oldest and best known kinds is

JE. grandiflorum, a native of Persia. This grows

into a sub-shrubby hush a foot or more high,

each branch terminating in a long raceme of rosy

pink flowers. Of much smaller and neater habit

is /E. armeuum (not to be confused with the

subject of the illustration), which grows only a few-

inches high, with smaller flowers of a more purplish

rose shade. Warley Hybrid is a selection or

hybrid of this, with brighter rose coloured flowers.

M. coridifolium, the Lebanon Candytuft, is a

THE NEWEST FORMS OF

VIOLA GRACILIS

A DELIGHTFUL ROCK PLANT FROM ARMF.NIA, yETHTONEMA AMCENUM.

Just a few words of caution as to when it is

inadvisable to spray Roses. They should not be

sprayed when the sun is shining brightly in the

middle uf the day during the late spring or in the

summer, as the delicate foliage may be injured,

nor should they be sprayed in the evening when
the atmosphere is very cold and calm and

the sky unusually clear, for fear of injury by-

frost.

Now, as to the sprayer itself. The greatest

care should be taken of it, or it will, sooner or

later, cease to be thoroughly efficient, besides

which much valuable time will be lost. At the

beginning of the spraying season it should be

overhauled, if possible by an expert, and put

into good working order. Then, after the spraying

is over for the day, clean water should be sprayed

through it, and it should then be hung up in a

clean place till again wanted for use.

charming little plant, forming small bushes only a

few inches high, the numerous stems clothed with

glaucous leaves, terminating in heads of rosy

pink flowers. It is a plant for moraine treatment.

Very distinct is M. iberideum, which forms tufts

of wiry stems in the way of Aubrietia, covered with

white flowers in early summer. JE. pulchellum

grows about 6 inches high, with very glaucous

leaves and rosy pink flowers. It is one of the

choicest members of the genus. Like the above

in general habit, JE. amcenum, a native of Armenia

(here illustrated), has rather broader leaves, and

much larger pale pink flowers produced in long

racemes. Most of the different species produce

seed freely, and plants may be easily raised by

sowing the seed in spring in light soil with a little

heat. Once planted out they do not like dis-

turbing, so it is best to grow them on singly in small

pots to a good size before planting out. W. I.

THE interest vouchsafed 10 the new rock

Violas is so intense that the ^vriter may
be pardoned for adding a little to the

general knowledge upon so popular a

subject. There are many good rock

Violas in commerce now, but the few that I am
going to mention for the first time are certainly

the latest and among the most charming of the

varieties hitherto noted.

They are of the approved small, neat-habited

type and very floriferous, and judged upon their

merits they give one the idea of making popular

varieties. One cannot get too many forms of

Viola gracilis, as long as these forms are all

good. The newest yellow, Colleen,

is exceedingly pretty, of charm-

ing habit, with beautiful blos-

soms of a clear, soft shade of

yellow. It is quite distinct from

every other yellow yet raised and,

though displacing none, it will

nevertheless win plenty of apprecia-

tion when shown.

Very different is Perdita, with

a nice habit, but rather more
spreading than the preceding. It

is very free. The upper petals are

of the deepest velvety crimson

colouring. The other petals are

cream, deepening to yellow at the

eye and banded with crimson

towards the petal edges. It is,

indeed, a striking variety.

One of the daintiest varieties

yet to hand is Lady Lavender.

Here we have an ideal variety

of the gracilis type, very flori-

ferous, with dainty, well-held blos-

soms of a pleasing rosy lavender

shade. This should make a good

contrast plant, and its colouring

will go well with any other Viola

hues, the soft colouring blending

especially well with pale blues or

whites..

Almost identical in form, with

foliage and blossoms closely follow

ing the same type, is V. gracilis

rubra, which gives a warm
reddish tone in its flowers. The
shade is most difficult to describe,

but it is the nearest approach to a rosy red that

we have in the mountain Violas, yet, on the

other hand, far removed from those varieties

which have velvety crimson among their

colourings. ,

Very dwarfj^and neat is Dawn. This variety

has rather more rounded foliage, and the blossoms

are generally on slightly shorter stems. The
colouring is primrose, deepening to a rich yellow

eye. The flowers are rayless, and this seems to

add to their delicacy.

Lastly, I must note Milkmaid, a creamy white

which makes charming low hillocks of foliage,

smothered by hosts of pale " moonlight " blossoms.

Milkmaid is very pleasing for eft'ect, and doubtless

will be valued for making drifts of pale colour

between deep-hued Violas or Aubrietias ; and in

rock gardening these pleasing contrasts afford

many delightful studies. P. S. Havward.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON
By E. a. Bowles, M.A.

HOUSE
F.L.S.

GARDEN

SINCE I wrote my last notes, jDaftodil-

time reached its high tide in this garden,

and is now ebbing fast under the influence

of hot sunshine and dry days. It would
be sad to see King Alfred and Homespun

losing their solidity of substance and becoming

transparent, like butter on a hot plate, if there

were not so many good later varieties to come to

their best as the earlier ones fade. Even now, at

the very end of April, Seabird, Bianca and Valeria,

with their pure white perianths and neat, clear

yellow cups, are freshly blown. Amber is a fine

late variety for cutting and also very handsome as

a garden plant. It is a large bicolor Peerless

(I prefer Parkinson's form of the word to Incomp.)

of good substance, and a long cup of a soft orange

that is very striking against the white perianth.

It is the high-water mark of my year's joy in the

Daffodils when I can fill one of my vases with

my greatest favourites. They are some pure

white Minnie Hume and triandrus seedlings given

me by Mr. P. D. Williams, mixed with the love-

liest of all Daffodils for grace of outline, to my
thinking—the twin-flowered white and yellow

Dawn. The flatness of its lemon yellow cup and

the reflex of its perianth form a wonderful con-

trast of stiffness and airy grace that pleases me
so much that 1 never tire of twisting the vase

round and round to catch the various outlines

seen in different positions. Each flower is like

a white butterfly dancing on a widely open Butter-

cup flower. My little sketch of it will not give

the length of stem, and consequently much of its

grace is lost. I want to see it scattered rather

irregularly on an upper ledge of the rock garden,

with choice Epimediums and Phlox divaricata

for companions ; but at present I have not enough
bulbs to try such experiments, and Dawn lives

in the cosy border in front of the Peach-house,

where great treasures are thought to do best and
multiply well.

The rare white form of the Pyrenean Narcissus

muticus has been very lovely on its ledge, rising

above the brilliant young green leaves and small

yellow flowers of Agrimonia agrimonoides from
Montenegro. This plant used to be considered

the only representative of a genus Aremonia,

but Linnffius brought it into the genus Agrimonia,

carrying its specific name with it, and that is how
we get the present ridiculous combination. It

would, however, seem still worse if anglicised and
made into the Agrimony-like Agrimony. I am
hoping that I have found a happy home for the

lovely Narcissus triandrus calathinus, the best of

its race. It is in the sand and grit portion of one
of my so-called moraine beds, that one with a pipe

buried in it. Anyway, the Angel's Tears has

appeared in increasing vigour each season since

the first in which it bloomed there. Sharp
gritty soil round 'the bulb and plenty of moisture

below for its roots seem to be its requirements.

The tiny Pyrenean Jonquil, N. juncifolius, also

looks happy a few inches away in the same bed,

and is just the right size to grow among the choice

Drabas, Androsaces and Campanulas that meet
there.

Ever since cloudless days of warm sunshine

became the rule, the Wood Anemones have formed
the chief sovurce of interest in the garden. I have
kept an ever open eye for varieties of these, both

|

in gardens and in looking over nurserymen's lists,

and the result is a rather large collection in many
shades of blue, mauve, pink and white. I have
written much already of many of these, so will

only mention a few that are new or have developed
extra charms lately. Among these last are the
forms Miss Currey kindly collected for me in the
Lismore woods. They have now become estab-
lished here, and are taller and more graceful in

outline than most other forms, with longer and
narrower sepals and somewhat more trifoliate

leaves. A very soft bluish lilac one, and another
that is soft rose colour with a suggestion of lilac in

NARCISSUS DAWN

[Life size. Front drawing by

Bowles.)
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its shadows, are very lovely things. A new form I

got last autumn from Mynheer C. G. Van Tubergen

as Royal Blue is certainly the deepest in colour of

any of the blue nemorosas, deeper even than

Celestial, but there is more red in the blue and

it may be described as a mauve shot with blue.

Royal Blue is a fine thing when open, but the backs

of the sepals are pallid, so I still consider nemorosa

purpurea the best of the vigorous blue forms for

a telling mass. The rosy purple of its closed

flowers is as beautiful as the mauve of the open

open white and flush to a somewhat crude cerise

in their old age. 1 have both an early and a

late form of this last type.

Then I have flowered for the first time

here a magnificent white form given me by

Mr. WUks. He raised it at Shirley and I

think considers it has Robinsoniana blood in it.

It flowers early, is very tall, and larger than

my favourite old white form that came from

Leeds' garden, and though, like it, the open

flower is pure white, the backs of the sepals

have a decidedly creamy tint, which

the kind donor described to me as

reminding him of flannel that had been

washed a great many times. Flowers of

two marvellously beautiful Anemones

came to me by post, so far beyond

any others of their kind I had ever seen

that 1 felt they might almost have come

front another planet. One was a very

fine, globular form of A. patens ochro-

liuca, and the whitest and largest I

A. fulgens grseca. It is impossible to describe the

colour clearly ; it is not far off a soft scarlet

shaded with rosy crimson, but the whole thing

soft and delicate, as if seen through a rose-coloured

cloud. A creamy buS eye tmder the ring of

stamens gave a charming finish to a very beautiful

flower. It carried my memory back to the road

to Kephissia, where, a few miles from Athens,

I saw a bank of graeca forms, of every shade from
scarlet through salmon to pmre white. Of the

many I sent home, only the scarlet and some
rather too sharp cerise forms remain with me.

To return to my own garden, I am delighted

with a little bush, planted last autumn, of Fother-

gilla Gardenii. It is a relative of the Witch
Hazels, but very unlike them in appearance,

being a low, rounded shrub ; and while the leaves

are still small, but clothing the twigs with green-

ness, it bears little white bottle-brushes rather

more than an inch long. These are composed of

bunches of white stamens and remind me. of a

male catkin of the Goat Willow, but made in silver

instead of gold. They have another charm in

a pleasant scent, like that of a Pansy. That
reminds me of my Viola calcarata, many prett5

forms of which are flowering well here for the first

time. I believe I owe this profusion of bloom to

two gardening friends, for one told me of Alphol

as a good destroyer of appetite in slugs, and the

other pointed out to me that V. calcarata forms

its buds in autumn and slugs eat them during the

winter, as they do those of Soldanellas.

THE MARSH MARIGOLDS
(CALTHAS)

m.

THE BEAUTIFUL MARSH MARIGOLD OR KINGCUP, C.ALTHA POLYPETALA.

Stars AUenii is very good just now and has have ever seen. Softly silky on the backs of the

flowers larger than all the rest ; they are almost
j

sepals, set in the halo of a silver-haired involucre,

crimson when closed and a very soft rosy shade and wearing a crown of golden stamens, it was

of mauve when open. The most astonishing ! altogether of such a pearly delicacy it looked

Wood Anemone I have ever seen is a form sent ethereal enough to be a spirit Pulsatilla returned

me by Captain Pinwill, who raised it in his won- to earth from Anemone Paradise. I should like

derful Cornish garden. It opens a deep rose , to have seen the plant it was gathered from, which

colour, deeper even than Almond blossom, and the
|

the happy owner describes as a silvery haze of

colour grows richer as the flower ages till it be- twenty-two blossoms

comes as brilliant as a red Rosa rugosa. It is a

far more lovely thing than the older forms that

The other was an immense bloom with sepals

OST of the members of this small

family of plants greatly resentblc

one another in habit and flowers.

They are spread all over the north

temperate regions, usually growing in

damp meadows and waterside places. In our

native Marsh Marigold we possess one of the

brightest and best of early flowering bog plants,

and those who are considering the formation of

a bog garden will do well to make free use of this

when planting. Its favourite position, where it

grows most luxuriantly and produces the largest

flowers, is in valley bottoms of black muddy soil,

on the edges of streams, or often partly submerged.

Under these conditions the golden yellow flowers

are particularly attractive, and fully justify a

pro-niinent position in the bog garden. Calthas

should also be employed in beautifying the edges

of lakes and other ornamental waters, by being

planted in large groups. Once established, the

plants increase freely by means of self-sown

seeds, which germinate readily. Plants may also

be increased by division of the roots in autumn or

spring. There are at least six recognised species

in cultivation, which are given in alphabetical

order.

Caltha biflora is a small-growing plant only

about 3 inches high, with reniform leaves and white

flowers, produced generally in pairs on a short

scape. This choice little bog plant comes from

Noith-western America, and, although it has

been in cultivation for a century, it is still rare in

gardens. The flowers are about i inch in diameter,

with broad petals, and open in April.

C. elata.—This is a tall-growing plant found in

quite 3 inches in length, a seedling form of the Himalayas. Seeds were first received at KVw
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.ill 1800 from Saharanpur Botanic Garden under

the name of Caltlia sp. When it flowered in tlie

rock garden in June, 1904, it turned out to be a

most distinct plant, and was described as a new

species under the name of C. data. It reaches a

height of 2^ feet, with leafy branching stems and

.golden yellow flowers, rather smaller than in our

native plant. A distinct character is found in

the round petioles of the leaves, while the orange-

coloured fiiaments and black anthers are a pleasing

feature of the flower.

C. leptosepala is a native of the Rocky Moun-
tains of North-western America. It grows about

9 inches high, with somewhat oblong, radical

leaves and leafless scapes, bearing a solitary pure

white flower in May or June. It thrives well on

the edges of the bog garden among smaller-

growing plants.

C. palustris.—Of this plant there are many
varieties, including alba, with pale flowers

;

flore-pleno, with double flowers ; minor, a minia-

ture form, only about 3 inches high ; mon-

.strosa plena, with very large double, flowers;

pallida plena, with pale double flowers ; and

parnassifolia, a North American form, with

broadly reniform leaves and yellow flowers

'On stems about 4 inches high. The most

effective, however, for general purposes is our

native plant, with its large golden yellow

flowers.

C. polypetala.—The subject of the illustration

is a native of the Caucasus and Asia Minor. It

was first found by Dr. Radde at an elevation of

.6,000 feet to 9,000 feet in the Caucasus on the

Turkish frontier. He sent seeds to the St.

'Petersburg Botanic Garden, from which plants

were raised and flowered in 1894. It was figured

the same year in Kegel's " Gartenflora," t. 806,

under its present inappropriate name ; but there

the figure shows the flowers with eight petals or

sepals, while in cultivation here it only produces

the normal number of five, with occasionally

six. It is a very robust plant, growing about

z feet high, with handsome rich yellow flowers

nearly 3 inches across. Under favourable con-

ditions the leaves attain to a large size,

approaching 1 foot in diameter. Spreading

rapidly by means of arching stolons, which root

at the nodes, it will soon cover a large space.

When growing side by side with our native C.

palustris, it is at once recognised as a most distinct

plant.

C. radieans is a rare Scotch plaiit, found on

the moors in Forfarshire at an elevation of

2,000 feet. It is procumbent in habit, only a few

inches high, with small bright yellow flowers.

NOTES FROM THE RIVIERA
By Edward H. Woodall.

Rosa gigantea.—This Rose, from -which so

much was hoped, has, on the whole, disappointed

expectations on this coast, where it has proved

both shy of flower and uncertain in its growth.

This year, however, it is flowering in several

gardens, where its beautiful growth and foliage

had for long been its only merit. I confess to

being unfavourably impressed by its large and

rather flimsy flowers. A really fine form of

Rosa sinica is much better than those I have

seen of R. gigantea. It has, however, the repu-

tation of being a good seeder and lends itself to

hybridisation, so that there are several desirable

seedling forms which should, when given to the

world, prove of value in Southern gardens. But

it will take a good deal to beat a fine mass of

R. sinica Anemone, which is both larger and

more beautiful than any child of Rosa gigantea

that I have heard of. A really good single yellow

fragrant, so that it is only a plant for the specialist.

About the same time another friend sent me
from Florence four seedling Banksian Roses he

had himself raised from hips from the paler

double yellow form. I am surprised to see that

two that are now in flower are quite identical

with the parent, i.e., double, and scentless, like

it. It is almost disappointing that there should

be no variation ; the type is so firmly fixed.

Just now, perhaps the most beautiful of spring-

flowering evergreen shrubs is in flower in the

shrub border,

Sophora secundiflora is its name, and under

glass in a cool house, not too near the light, I

cannot imagine a more delightful plant. Of

good and branching habit, with firm pinnate and

glossy evergreen leaves, each branch is now
crowned with a closely packed one-sided raceme

of Pea-shaped flowers shading from light to

NARCISSUS NANUS
So many differently shaped and sized forms have
come to me under this name that it would appear

to be an extremely variable plant, or are the

larger kinds garden hybrids ? What I have as

nanus varies from only a little larger than N. minor
to nearly the size of N, Pseudo-narcissus, and in

colour from deep to middle yellow, one example
being almost a bicolor ; but the one that seems
to have most character is quite small and of

a deep yellow colour. Many people mix up
nanus and minor, but true minor, with its wide-

mouthed trumpet, its narrow, twisted perianth

segments, its starry full face and aspect of

twinkling audacity, when once known cannot be
mistaken. G. J.

ROSA GIGANTEA, THE PARENT OF MANY PROMISING SEEDLINGS.

form would, however, be welcome when it does

at last appear, and, if of hardier constitution

and root growth, it will add yet a new charm to

gardens on this sunny coast. Several years ago

I had the privilege of receiving through a kind

friend a number of young seedling Roses raised

from Mr. Wilson's seeds. They have all flowered

now, and not one is of any garden value or of

remarkable beauty. There is one of interest,

however, for it has proved itself . a true single

Rosa Banksiae, but with some variation from the

type. The stems are dark brown and thickly

covered with very wicked hooked thorns. The
leaves are decidedly narrower, smaller and more
solid in texture. The flowers are rather yellowish

white and in smaller corymbs than in the type.

Side by side with the single form I found eight

or nine years ago on the walls of Megginch Castle,

it is very different, but it is a question which is

the more ornamental, and I do not think it as

deep lavender blue. Its scent is faintly remi-

niscent of the Wistaria, which in a degree it resem-

bles. It is essentially a well-dressed shrub fit

for any company, and has a charm such as a "well-

grown Luculia can give, or, better still, a Franciscea

bush in healthy growth and flower. Why it is

not in every good garden is more than I can say.

My plant came from La Mortola, that treasure-

house of good things, and it has presented no

sort of difficulty so far, but I have not tried to

strike cuttings, hoping for seeds to set. Like

the Templetonia, it requires a dry soil and partial

shade. The hardy deciduous

Sophora viciiflora is now in full bloom, and

though not a shrub of the first importance, it

has decided merit—it is so free growing and free

flowering. It flowers like a Deutzia all down
last year's shoots, and the short clusters of white

flowers, tipped with blue, are very attractive

among the light green pinnate foliage. In this
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climate it is inclined to be thorny, and would make

an ornamental hedge on occasion.

Osteomeles anthyllidifolia is also in flower,

and with its pinnate-looking leaves and clusters

of Hawthorn-like flowers makes a pretty companion

to the Sophora, hut I fancy it is not thoroughly

hardy in England. Where it will thrive it is

worth growing, but it is not a plant for every

garden if it needs a special place.

Raphiolepis rubra is also one of the very

desirable evergreen shrubs now in flower ; it has

superseded the well-known Raphiolepis salicifolia

with its smaller flowers and paler colouring. If

it is as hardy as R. japonica. which thrives so

well in England, it is a shrub that is well worth

planting and taking care of.

Roses are now in great abundance and beauty.

It is always difficult to determine the real quality

of a Rose at first ; there are so many things that

must be taken into account. Ten years ago

nobody would have been more surprised than I

to hear that the Tea Rose Comtesse de Leusse

was of the first importance in the winter garden.

Yet so it is, and I venture to recommend it to

all who want a very hardy,

strong-growing, free-flowering

Tea of bold size with Camellia-

like petals. It is thornless, like

G. Nabonnand, but much
stiffer and brighter in colour as

well as larger, and it stands

more winter frost than even the

old Safrano of pious memories.

On a wall in England it should

give better Christmas buds than

any Rose I know. In spring,

as now, one may cut long stems

and bold, bright pink blooms

stiff in stalk and with fine

foliage, a joy to the gardening

mind. Warrior is a better Rose

in the garden, I think, than

Papa Gontier : not so stiff in

growth and deeper in colour!

Its foliage is particularly good,

but it is merely a winter Rose

here, as it is too thin to stand.

High up in the Olive trees

nothing is more effective than

the starry blooms of Dr.

Rouges, which is the first and

the last in flower ; but for

grace and beauty of colouring

Souvenir de Leonie Viennot

carries off the palm. Were it

sweet-scented, I think it would

be at the head of climbing

Roses now that it has developed

a winter-blooming habit. For

several years it refused to

flower in autumn, however

carefully it might be pruned,

but in mature age it flowers as

well in autumn as it does in

spring, and seen from below,

growing on an arch, it is in the

first rank of beauties. It is the

custom of Rose-growers to bud

their stocks of Rosa indica

major in August to give them

blooms for the winter market

at Christmastide. Thousands

of "Druschkis" are budded

annually for this purpose, and

1 ast autumn a few buds of that

strong-growing climber. Lady Waterlow, were put

in at a lady's request. To my great surprise,

instead of long climbing shoots, there came up

stout stems each bearing an enormous bloom,

which, before being fully open, exceeded any

summer bloom of this Rose I ever saw—and the

lady was jubilant ! I wonder if it was a happy

accident.

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING
CARNATIONS

THE final potting must be taken in hand

at once (if the intermediate potting

into a 5-inch size has not been done),

as young plants in 3-inch pots so soon

become starved, and even plants in

5-inch pots are as well if repotted by the end of

the month.

The compost for the final potting should be richer

and coarser than that employed before. When a

IN KE.VDINliSS FOR THE SECOND STOPPING

good loam—that is, when it is neither very heavy
nor very light—is available, take four parts of it

;

sand, a quarter part ; mortar rubble, a quarter

part ; and stable manure, well rotted, one part. To
each barrow-load of compost add an 8-inch potful

of wood-ashes or two of bonfire rubbish and a

6-inch potful of Carnation Fertiliser. This compost
should be sufficiently open to permit of fairly

firm potting without running the risk of bad
drainage.

Further Stopping.—When once the first stop-

ping has been done, the second stopping will have
to be considered ; but it is early yet to do it. Many
people will perhaps have only just completed the

first stopping, and it is only when the secondary

shoots are 5 inches or 6 inches long—that is, when
the young plants' longest shoots are about six

or eight joints long—that one must think about

further stopping. When it is done, break the shoot

off at about the fourth joint. If done in the early

morning before the heat of the day, it should

snap off " like a Carrot." Never pull out the

soft tip of a shoot, so that the shoot is stopped

at a very soft, sappy part of its growth, as further

shoots produced from this

point are neither so strong nor

break so freely as if the break

were made lower down.

It is not easy to exactly

indicate in writing the proper

position at which the second

stopping should he given. The
common mistake is to break

out the soft point, but some
stop too low, and the accom-

panying illustration will give

the best idea of how it should

be done. It shows the result

of the first stopping and a

plant ready for the final

stopping. The ties on the

shoots of the larger plant

indicate where it is rather too

high to break them oft

the correct position being

indicated by the arrows point-

ing to a dot on the stems.

By observing the illustration

it will be seen that one shoot

is much longer than others.

Such shoots as these are ready

to be broken back or stopped

two or three weeks earlier than

the others, and consequently

will flower earlier. The dates

for the final stopping are varied,

according to the varieties. The
slower-growing ones, such as

Baroness de Brienen and Carola,

should not be stopped after

May ; the ordinary growers not

after the end of June ; whereas

quick growers, such as Alice

(which is exceptionally free

flowering). May Day, Salmon

King and Enchantress Supreme,

should not be stopped later

than the end of July. This

does not mean that all the

shoots would be stopped as late

as this for autumn flowering,

but only a few of the longest,

which, if allowed to run to

bloom, would flower in August

before they were wanted.
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The operation of stopping is so interesting

that I will gladly answer any points not clear

to readers of The Garden if they will indicate

what they are.

Bush Hill Park. Laurence J. Cook.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

NOTES ON VEGETABLES

T
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Ribes cruentum.—A beautiful and highly orna-

mental flowering species, having maroon crimson

reflexing sepals and pink corolla, an unusual

colou? combination, wedded to flowers above

average size and which, withal, are abundantly

produced. A plant both of merit and distinction.

Shown by Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage.

Carnation Lord Kitchener.—A first-class variety

in every way, and one that will take some beating.

Almost of Pink Sensation size and deeper in

colour, the shapely blooms, borne on stiff, erect

stems, are endowed with a rich and pronounced

Clove fragrance. From Messrs. W. Wells, Limited,

Merstham.

Primula Conlca.—This is one of the muscarioides

set, and another of Mr. Forrest's introductions

from Western China. The flowers are purplish

violet externally, paler and with a white eye within,

drooping, and produced in a cone-shaped umbel

on nearly foot-long stems. The leaves and stems

are downy hirsute, the species, already proved

to be hardy in the open, giving promise of con-

siderable vigour and freedom of growth. It is,

too, as beautiful as it is interesting. Shown by

Messrs. Wallace and Co., Colchester.

Dianthus microlepis rumelicus.—A very

beautiful and distinct 2-inch-high alpine Pink.

The flowers are rosy red, more rounded than

in the type owing to the obtusely formed petals.

Its freedom of flowering is remarkable. Exhibited

by Messrs. Tucker and Son, Oxford.

Tulip Samson.—Though shown at this late

date, this variety is regarded as an " early single."

It is very showy with its orange red, salmon

and gold shaded flowers. From Messrs. Carter

and Co., Raynes Park, S.W.

Odontioda Aurora.—A very striking novelty

of Odontoglossum size. The colour is reddish,

freckled with white. The crest is pale golden.

From Mr. G. W. Bird, Manor House, West

Wickham.
Miltonia vexillaria Lyoth (chelsense x G. D.

Owen).—A most handsome variety, the sepals

and petals of rose pink colour, strikingly blotched

with crimson maroon at the base. Exhibited by

Mr. F. M. Ogilvie, Oxford.

Odontioda Gratrixise Bryndir Variety.

—

Sepals and petals of intense velvety maroon,

with lip of lighter hue. The crest is of clear yellow.

Quite one of the darkest forms yet seen. From
Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough.

Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Queen of the Belgians

Bryndir Variety (Brasso - L^lia Veitchii X

Cattleya Mendelii Princess of Wales).—Surely no

Orchid or, indeed, any other flower novelty

could be more heavily handicapped on its first

appearing in public than this one. Obviously

it is a plant with a " past." The sepals and petals

are very pure white ; the pale rosy purple lip is

not very striking. Shown by Dr. Miquel Lacroze,

Roehampton.
All the foregoing were shown before the Royal

Horticultural Society on May 2, when the awards

were made.

HE month of May is an important

period in the kitchen garden. The crops

and weeds alike grow freely, needing

much attention. Carrots, Parsnips and

the like need prompt attention in thin-

ning. Where the seedlings are allowed to grow

too thickly, they never succeed in the same

manner as when given ample space at first.

The stirring of the surface soil about growing

crops, too, is important, as by the admission of

air to the roots the growth is accelerated, weeds

are kept down, and a neat appearance is main-

tained. No tool answers better than the Dutch

hoe in careful hands, except where the soil is of

a heavy, close character ; then a fork does better

work.

The mulching of Peas and other such crops is

a distinct gain in the event of a subsequent drought,

and is a saving of labour in watering such crops.

Mulching a foot wide on each side of a row of

Peas or Beans prevents the evaporation of moisture

from the soil. Too often, though, it is put on too

late, and thus fails to do the amount of good

intended. The best mulching material is half-

decayed stable manure and leaves, although

decayed vegetable refuse is valuable.

Brussels Sprouts may now be put out in their

permanent quarters. Plants recently pricked

out in frames, if lifted with a trowel and

carefully planted, will not feel the check of

removal. Abundance of space should be

allowed, to induce a full and free development,

resulting in tall plants with closely set Sprouts.

A liberal manuring and deeply dug soil will add

to the result.

Turnips.—Sow frequently for succession in

drills 15 inches apart. Cover the surface with

short lawn grass as a preventive of Turnip fly

ravage. If the soil is dry at sowing-time, it is

a good plan to well soak the drill after it has been

drawn and before sowing the seed. By this

means a quick germination is assured.

Potatoes will need constant stirring of the surface

soil, not only to keep down weeds, but to hasten

growth and improve the tilth preparatory to

earthing up the haulm. Where the latter promises

to be too thick, reduce the number of stems to

three at the most. If extra strong, two are ample.

No time should he lost in completing the planting

of those varieties that are scarce in tubers and

which may have been propagated by the severe

division of tubers, eyes, or cuttings.

Lettuce.—Sow fortnightly in small quantities

for succession. Thoroughly soak the soil before

sowing, and thin and transplant early, as less check

is given the plants in that stage than later. A
similar remark as to sowing applies to

Radishes. As yet no variety is better than

a selection of French Breakfast, which grows

quickly, is firm in flesh and mild in flavour.

Spinach.—Sow summer kinds frequently for

succession, and plant the New Zealand variety

on a warm, sunny border.

Vegetable Marrows planted on hillocks

should still receive nightly protection from frost.

Hand-lights, where available, should he used,

as they hasten the growth, which cannot be too

rapid.

Beetroot should be sown for the latest batch.

Keep the previous sowing Well hoed and thin

gradually as the plants progress. The same

fqr a special purpose, eventually leaving one

plant in each hole.

Peas.—^Earth up and stake the rows as fast

as they become ready ; in fact, it is better to be

in advance, for if Peas are allowed to fall over

while growing they seldom cling to the supports

again naturally. Too many persons aim at

staking their Peas neatly by having the tops of

the stakes too near each other at the apex,

and in the case of tall-growing sorts especially

the haulm is not so well supported in consequence.

The supports should be thrust into the ground

almost perpendicularly, or with quite a slight

leaning inwards at the top. No obstruction is

then given the haulm, which takes possession of

the supports at the top quite firmly.

Swanmore. E. Molyneux.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Runner Beans.—Where the soil is in good
condition, it will need no further attention beyond
drawing a wide drill in which the Beans are to be
sown. These should be from 6 feet to 8 feet apart.

Spinach, Lettuce, Radishes, or Turnips may be
sown between the rows. If the ground has
recently been occupied by winter greens, a
trench may be prepared, incorporating a liberal

quantity of rotted manure as the soil is returned.
If the weather is dry, the space between the rows
should be mulched with manure, or grass from
the lawn.

Peas.—Continue to sow maincrop varieties

until the end of July, allowing 6 feet or 7 feet

between the rows. If the season proves dry,

the plants should be watered liberally, but
mulching between the rows before the soil becomes
dry will be beneficial.

Lettuce.—Fortnightly sowings must be made,,

to maintain a continual supply.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—The beds may be mulched with
clean straw when an opportunity occurs, and
a wooden framework arranged for covering the
plants with netting to protect the fruits from
birds. All weeds should be removed. Plants
that have been forced and duly hardened off

may be utilised for making new plantations.

The ground should be deeply dug and well manured.
Such kinds as Royal Sovereign can be planted
2 feet or 30 inches apart. There is no necessity

to disturb the roots, but the hall of soil must be
moist when planting, and it ought to be placed just

below the surface. Make the soil fairly firm

and give a mulching of short manure.

Plants Under Glass.

Streptoearpi.—Seedlings that were pricked off

some two months ago should now be ready for

transferring to small pots. They enjoy a warm,
moist atmosphere, and should be protected

from bright sunlight. Old examples beginning

to push up a few flower-scapes may be fed

slightly with some reliable fertiliser and clear

soot water. A cooler temperature will suffice for

these plants.

Gloxinias.—Seedlings raised from seed sown
in January may now be potted off singly, using a,

compost of leaf-mould, loam and sand. Firm
potting is not advised, and they should be grown-

on in a moderately warm house.

Coleus are among the easiest plants to culti-

vate, and cuttings root readily in a warm house.

Seedlings and rooted cuttings may be potted on
as required. When established in their final

receptacles, feed the roots liberally and expose
the plants to plenty of sunlight.

Fruit Under Glass.

Tomatoes.—Plants now fruiting freely should

be assisted with a little hone-meal or Thomson's
remark applies to those growing in bored holes Manure, especially if they are in a restricted root
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run Remo\e all side shoots and maintain a

free circulation of air. A pinch of seed should be

sown for a later supplv. If any plants are attacked

by disease, sprav them with Coopers Tomarite

directly it is seen. This is an excellent remedy

for any fungoid disease connected with the

Tomato.

The Flower Garden.

Climbers.—These will need attention from

time to time until the end of the season. If they

are dealt with in the earlv stages, much labour

will be saved. Wherever possible, such subjects

as Solanum, Lonicera and Clematis should be

.allowed to grow naturallv. but when planted on

the walls of dwelling-houses this is not possible.

Chrysanthemums for the Border.—Where a

batch of cuttings were inserted for an outside

display, thev must be now hardened off prior t<i

planting them in their flowering quarters. Pinch

out the points of the shoots to induce a bushy

growth, and no further stopping will be required.

A border of early flowering. kinds is very effective

and useful for house decoration in early autumn.
T. W. Briscoe.

(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

cuttings, as seedlings are less liable to attacks

from fungus. To secure strong plants for flowering

next summer, seeds should be sown now and germi-

nated in cold frames, pricked out in due course,

and later potted on. These come quite true to

colour if secured from a reliable source, and can
he had in many distinct shades, including pure

white, yellow, crimson, red, pink and rose.

Climbing Plants.—Many of these are rank
growers, and if not attended to in time get hope-

lessly intertwined, which under some conditions

mavbe what is desired, but in others their beauty
is thereby lost. The autmnn-flowering Clematises

and climbing Roses usually need some thinning

out and tying in the right direction.

The Rock Garden.— Many of the small

occupants have now passed out of flower,

and some dividing or taking of cuttings will be

necessarv to provide a stock of young plants.

Divisions or cuttings of quick-rooting subjects

taken at the present time make excellent material

for planting in the rock garden during July and
..\ugust. If planted at that time, they become
well established before winter sets in.

Plants Under Glass.

Fuchsias.—Young plants raised from cuttings

early in the year must be kept growing on

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Turnips.—-A sowing of garden Swedes should be

made about this time to provide a suflicient supply

of roots for winter use : these require a richer

soil and more room than other varieties of

garden Turnip.

Cauliflowers.—The earliest batch of these

which were wintered in cold frames, if planted

out, should not be allowed to suffer from want of

water at the roots. .A spell of dry weather soon

after planting or a check by frosty weather

causes them to button or bolt prematurely. These

plants must be kept growing continuously without

a check from start to finish. .As growth advances,

liquid manure may be given frequently.

Runner and Kidney Beans.—The main sowings

•of these mav now be made with comparative

safety. This crop, however, is regarded in many
Northern districts as a rather speculative one.

The short time that elapses between our late

spring and earlv autumn frosts must prove warm
and genial, otherwise the plants are crippled

either in their earlv stages or when they are just

coming into bearing. A selection of varieties

that come quicklv to maturity is therefore desir-

able. Veitch's climbing and Sutton's Evergreen

are good representatives of their respective classes.

Broad Beans.—.A further sowing of these may
be made about this time, which should prolong

the supply till the end of the season.

Lettuces.—The earlier outside sowings should

DOW be ready for thinning and transplanting.

If slugs are troublesome, a dusting of soot or lime

ihelps to keep them in check.

The Flower Garden.

Spring-Flowering Plants.—Many of these may
now be propagated for next season's flowering.

Sow such seeds as Wallflowers, Polyanthuses,

Pansies and Forget-me-nots. Wallflowers are best

sown outside and twice transplanted before finally

planting in their flowering quarters. Polyanthuses

are better sown in boxes or pans and placed in

cold frames. The choicer varieties of Aubrietia

should be propagated from cuttings, also double

and single varieties of .Arabis. The present is

a suitable season for sowing hardy perennials for

future use on the herbaceous borders.

Violas.—The Viola beds ought to be examined,

and if it is desired to retard the flowering season,

the plants should be cut over or pinched to make
them branch out freely. A top-dressing from a

spent Mushroom-bed at this time greatly assists

them to withstand drought. Surface roots soon
penetrate the fresh material, which gives them
renewed vigour with a pi'omise of abundant flower.

Among the Violetta type I note one this season

named Splendida, which for colour and free-

flowering properties has far excelled any of the

others, and which in future will be grown in place

of gracilis.

Hollyhocks.—These should be raised annually

from seeds in preference to propagating from

gMit.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.— J'/ic Editor endearoms

to male THE G.\RDEN helpliil to all readers who desiie

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may bei

and with that object makes a speciai fealure of the "Atiswers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications shouid he

clearly and concisely written on. one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the EDITOK of THE GiRDEN, 20, Tavistock

Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

.''hoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

.\N UNCOMMON SPORT : BRUSSELS SPROUTS
GROWING OX A SAVOY PL.\NT.

steadily and be potted on before they get pot-

bound. The compost should be a rich loam,
leaf-mould and sand. Side growths niust be
pinched to produce well-furnished plants.

Chrysanthemums.—The main batch of these

for pro\iding cut flowers during the winter should
now be ready for their final potting. The compost
must be rich and made moderately firm, leaving
sufficient room for top-dressing later in the season.

Arum Lilies.—These should now be placed
outdoors and the moisture gradually withheld.
Repotting ought to he done during July or August.
The best way to increase the stock is to break
up the plants into single crowns and plant them
out for the summer on a warm border in good
soil, lifting and potting them up early in

autumn,

Malmaison Carnations.—Before these come into
flower it may be necessary to slightly obscure the
glass if blinds are not in use. as direct sunshine
on the opening flowers spoils the colour, especially

those of pink and salmon shades. All side growths
and buds on the flower-stems must be carefully
picked out, so as to direct all the energies of the
plants to the production of large flowers. As soon
as the plants have finished flowering, they may be
exposed to full sun and air in the open until

layering is commenced.
Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)
Glamis Castle, N.B.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
VARIEGATED LEAVES ON COMMON HOLLY (Egdon).

—It is not unusual for branches bearing variryated leaves

to occur on common Hollies, especially when the plants

have been raised from seeds ripened by varieties grown
in gardens. Such an occurrence is loss common on
perfectly wild plants, although variations from tfje type
do occur in a state of Nature. Shoots with \'ariegated

leaves are technically known as '* sport.«," and from them
the numerous variegated kinds grown in gardens have
been raised. The variegated shoots are either inserted

as cuttings under a hand-hght or in a cold frame in July,

or are budded or grafted upon stocks of the type. The
value of such a variety is determined by its colouring

and the stability of the colour. Some variegated varieties

are constantly producing branches uith green leaves.

This is especially the case when the variegation is confined
to the middle of the leaves and the margins are green.

Those kinds with green margins and coloured centres

are less liable to revert to the type. Varieties cannot, of

course, be produced true from seeds. A whole bush
does not as a rule become suddenly variegated, but
isolated examples of wild plants assuming a distinct

habit have been recorded. ^Mien a branch or two of

a bush become variegated, it is unlikely that the whole
bush will behave in the same way.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE SHOOTS DISEASED [M. E. K. C.).—The Rose

shoots are apparently attacked by the fungus Botrytis
cinerea, causing them to die-back, especially in

sappy gro-wths. Are the bushes in a place where they
can ripen up well ? The affected shoots should be cut

out below the point at which they are attacked, and new
-TOWths tied in well apart so that they get sufficient

light and air.

STRIKING ROSE CUTTINGS IN WATER (Mttida
Vale).—It is necessarj' to obtain gro^rths that have just

tlowered. and unless you have Roses growing under glass

or you piuchase blooms with growth and foliage, you
would have to wait until June before attempting the
work. The cutting is made from a piece of ripened
growth having two eyes. The top leaflet is retained, and
the cutting must be cut with a sharp laufe close to the
bottom eye. The jars of water must stand in a warm
place. Rose prunings from outdoor Roses are useless

for this mode of propagation. The best time for amateurs
to strike Rose cuttings is in September and October,
making the cuttings from the matured wood of the same
season's groi\'th and inserting in gritty soil in the open
garden.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
BRUSSELS SPROUTS ON SAVOY PLANT.—Referring

to your reply (issue March 11) to my enquiry and to previous
eorrtspondence, I have pleasure in sending you herewith a
photograph of the plant. It is in excellent condition anii now
getting on towards seeding. I have accidentally noticed in

the " Calendar of Garden Operations," pubUshed by the
Gardeners' Chronicle, Edition 1910, Fig. 10, an illustration

of a " Cross between a Brussels Sprout and a Savoy."
It would be interesting to know wliat, if any, result was
obtained from the experiment, ^yith thanks for your
kind attention,—A. T. Hotvell. [In some experiments
made by Mr. A. W. Sutton about ten years ago, where
various varieties of Cabbage, Brussels Sprouts and so

on were planted near one another and allowed to cross

promiscuously, a form very much like the one of which
a photograph is sent was produced. It was probably a
cross between the Brussels Sprout and Savoy, but it is

probable that in such a cross other forms would arise

as well, if not in the first generation, certainly in the

second. Tlu^ form raised by Sir. Sutton, illustrati-d in

thi' Journal of the Linnean Society for 1908, was found
to breed true. The origin of the Brussels Sprout is

comparatively modern, but Gerard figures some forms
with a few buds on the otherwisf l>;irr slcni";, and a form
was raised a few years ago bj' -Mrssrs. I'arter, called a
Cabbage-Sprout, by crossing tlie Winningstadt Cabbage
with the Cambridge Champion Brussels Sprout, as de-
scribed and figured in tlieir cjitalogue for 1007.—ED.]
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
OUR next issue, dated -May 27, will con-

, tain a full and profusely illustrated

I report of the Royal Horticultural

Society's Spring Show, to be held

in Chelsea Hospital Grounds on

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday next. This

number will contain a special supplement entirely

devoted to the exhibition, wTitten by experts who
are recognised as authorities in the sections en-

trusted to them to describe. The demand for

our " Chelsea " Number increases every year, and
readers who have not already done so are strongly

advised to order their copies in advance. The
price, as in previous years, will be 2d.

Trial of Myosotis at Wisley.—A trial of

Myosotis of all varieties will take place at the

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Wisley,

Ripley, Surrey, during next spring. One packet

of each variety to be tried should reach the

Director, from whom the necessary entry forms

may be obtained, not later than Monday, June 5,

Vacation Land Workers.—An organisation

has been formed for supplying harvest workers

for fruit picking, &c., by arrangement between

the Board of Trade and those colleges and schools

of the University of London which include women.
The scheme covers past students, and these are

asked to apply immediately to their college or

to the chairman (Dr. E. N. Thomas) at Bedford

College, Regent's Park, marking communications

in all cases " Women on the Land."

Tlie Normandy Cowslip.—.A very pretty

Primula under the name of Normandy Cowslip

is just passing out of flower at Wisley, where it

is growing luxuriantly in the bog at the foot of

the rock garden. Its delicate primrose yellow

flowers are borne in great freedom, and it has the

appearance of a very refined Cowslip, of which
it may be a geographical form. There is a wealth

of bloom at Wisley now, while Primula japonica

in large stretches through the woodland and in

the ditches will keep up a wonderful display of

colour for weeks to come.

Clianging German Names More than Matched
by the Dutch.—in certain bulb catalogues we
find the well-known Tulip Keizerskroon now
called Emperor's Crown, and in Rose lists Frau
Karl Druschki changed to White Queen. Per-

sonally, we agree with Mr. George Prince of Oxford,

who condemns the practice. To us it seems

petty , but what of the good people of Holland,

who just before the era of the French Revolution

at the end of the eighteenth century, had such a

dislike to the House of Orange that grave Burgo-

masters not only eradicated Marigolds from their

gardens, but also prohibited the sale of Oranges
and Carrots in their markets on accoun*: of their

aristocratic hue ! Could anything be more
ridiculous ?

Seakale Flower as a Vegetable.—Besides the

Seakale in regular cultivation, patches of it often

establish themselves in various places in the

kitchen garden ; also, those who care for fine

effects of colour plant it in ornamental ground
and flower borders, in combination with pink
and purple flowers, for the sake of its fine glaucous

foliage. It will be well to remind readers that

the flower in the early stage, when it is like Broccoli,

THE NORMANDY COWSLIP IN A BOG
GARDEN AT WISLEY.

is an excellent table vegetable ; but it must be

used quite young. Especially now, when every-

thing in the way of wholesome vegetables is of

more than usual value, this good thing should not

be overlooked.

The Potato Market.—In view of the high

prices for Potatoes, the following e.xtracts from

the Return of Market Prices issued by the Board
of Agriculture for the week ending May ro will

be read with interest : Imports last week,

r,709 tons ; in corresponding week, igrs, 1.321 tons.

Imports during April, r,9o8 tons, against 3,671 tons

in igrs and 10,636 tons in r9r4. Bristol.

—

Arrivals again on the light side and demand good
at recent quotations. Canary Potatoes more
plentiful, while first arrivals of outdoor Jerseys

were on ofier. Lancashire (Ormskirk District).

—

Prices showed a reduction on the week. King
Edwards making i6os. and Up-to-Dates rsos.

per ton. Leeds.—Ample supplies, but demand
very poor at less money. Liverpool.—^Trade

easier owing to liberal supplies from Ireland and
also to a less active demand, prices being fully

los. per ton lower than last week. London.

—

Trade dull, quotations in some cases being rather

easier

.

How Old Books are Mended.—Buyers of old

gardening books, and, of course, of other books

as well, must often have wondered how torn and
defaced leaves have been mended ; not, perhaps,

so much at the marvellous precision with which
the missing words or figures have been copied,

as at the truly uncanny way in which the paper

itself has been pieced. There are, at any rate,

two expert firms in London who specialise in this

work—Riviere, and Sangorski and Sutclifie. We
have been told that the work is done by girls,

and that the first job they have to learn is how
to split cigarette papers ! In the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Library there is a Catalogue of

Gerard's Garden which has been very much mended,
but the work has not been particularly well done.

In a good example the only way to detect the

new addition is by holding up the page to the

light.

Carnation " Yellows."—Investigations are

being conducted by Professor George L. Pelteir

of the Horticultural Department of the University

of Illinois at Urbana, Illinois, U.S.A., into various

diseases of the Carnation. Professor Peltier is

anxious to know if any grower of Carnations in

the British Isles has had any experience of the

disease commonly called " yellows." His inves-

tigations lead him to believe that it is a physio-

logical complaint not connected with any insect,

fungus, or bacteria, and is not transmissible from

one plant to another, but is carried from season

to season by means of infected cuttings. He
would be glad to have any observations from

readers of The Garden with reference to

" yellows." The trouble first starts as small

pale green areas on the leaves, varying in size

and shape, which become more distinct and

turn yellow, while the tissue beneath collapses.

In some varieties, particularly red Carnations, '

this spotting coalesces and turns quite brown.

In some respects the disease resembles bacteriosis,

which is well enough known in England.

L
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editoy is jiot responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Primula Winter!.— I am sending you a photo-

graph of a plant of Primula Winteri which was
planted out last August on my rock garden in a

snug little spot facing north, with a large stone

overhanging it. It has had no special treatment,

but a pane of glass has been put in front of it in

very bad rainy and windy weather. It has had
twenty-two blooms on it, and has been a beautiful

sight for ten weeks.—Sydney Morris, Earlham
Hall, Norwich.

The Boyal Horticultural Society's Classi-

fication of Daflodils.—There is urgent need of

a revised Royal Horticultural Society's Classi-

iioation of Daffodils. There are many obsolete

varieties which are no longer migrants to the

shows, serve no intelligent purpose where they

are, and it woiJd facilitate research if they were

dropped out of the ne.xt issue. Division IV.,

Leedsii, needs the subdivisions A and B placing

after the division, the same as the Barri class. The
chaiacter " pale citron " needs definition ; exhi-

bitors would receive great help if varieties are

specified. I think the time has arrived to make
characteristic subdivisions to the triandrus

hybrids.—G. Stocks, Doncaster.

Cinerarias from Cuttings.—Cinerarias are, as

a rule, so readily raised from seed that the fact that

they can be easily propagated by means of cuttings

is frequently overlooked. It was not always so,

for in bj'gone days, when named varieties of

the ordinary florists' kinds were kept in stock

by our nurserymen, they were increased by
means of cuttings. A very pretty variety

raised some years ago at Kew and named
Mrs. Thiselton-Dyer does not, as far as my

experience extends, ever bear good seeds, but

as a set-off it can be very readily propagated
by means of cuttings. If, after flowering, the stem
is cut down to within 6 inches or so from the

ground and kept in a greenhouse or frame, young
shoots will be quickly pushed up, which, taken

off when about 3 inches in length, will root quickly

if put into pots of sandy soil and placed in a close

propagating-case. A short time since it was
toy pleasure to see a large group of a fine

blue-flowered form, which I learnt had all been

obtained as cuttings from a single plant.

—

H. P.

Pheasants and Tulips.—In The Garden of

May 6 I see three different complaints by corre-

spondents of pheasants eating Tulips, Our garden
is in the Park here, only divided from it on one
side by a low Laurel hedge. The pheasants come
in freely, as much as they like, and look very

handsome on the lawn in the early morning. I

have a good many May-flowering Tulips and
other bulbs, also different kinds of Lilies—none
has ever suffered in any way from the pheasants.

Some small mice have lately been busy with the

Crocus bulbs, and two years ago we had trouble

with rats, which burrowed about in the borders

and ate some of the Tulip buds. We have

several cats, and 1 consider they are the best

cure ; one, a Siamese cat, has caught many of

these mice lately.

—

Agnes Hussey-Freke, The
Cottage, Goodwood, Chichester.

The Spraying of Roses.—^All Rose-growing

readers of The Garden will appreciate the article

on " Spraying Roses " by so great an authority

as Mr. Edward Mawley (issue May 13, page 229),

and will no doubt profit by his timely advice

as to the importance of early and regular spraying
;

but spraying with the present remedies is at

the best only a necessary evil, as I am sure the

PRIMULA WINTERI IN THE ["rOCK GARDEN AT EARLHAM HALL.

President of the National Rose Society will be

the first to admit and lament. At present when
we spray our Roses we pollute the atmosphere

of the garden in its summer fragrance with evil-

smelling decoctions, and when Roses are in bloom
even pollute the Rose itself. When a Rose,

however beautiful and perfect its form, exhales

the smell of sulphur or, worse still, liver of sulphur,

instead of its own sweet perfume, it has become a

whited sepulchre. A hunch of Roses gathered in

the early morning from trees which have been

sprayed the evening before bear sad evidence

of their overnight libations. I expect many Rose-

growers like myself have been put to shame and
stood speechless, caught sjTinge in hand or sprayer

on back, ffagrante delicto, convicted by one's

family of polluting the joys of the garden on a

summer evening with our evil-smelling nostrums

for preserving our Roses from what they, no
doubt, think to be imaginary evils. I wish

to enquire if there is no known remedy which
will keep down the disease germs which attack

Roses without destroying one of the chief charms
of gardens and flowers ? Surely in these days,

when so many germ killers and antiseptics are

being tried, there must be something if only it

were tried and proved. Perhaps when happier

times are restored and men beat their bayonets

into priming-knives, some scientific Rose enthusiasts

will give this matter their attention and find

something, because it really is a very important

subject in connection with Rose-growing and the

pleasures of the garden and flowers—two subjects

which, to an amateur at all events, cannot be

separated.—C. G. B.

Black Spot on Roses.—This, the worst of all

the ills that Roses are heirs to, has become
increasingly prevalent in this part of Hampshire,

and it is much to be desired that a remedy
or, better still, a preventive be

found. It is only the last three years

that the disease has appeared in this

garden, and the first attack was the

worst. It started with the Pemetiana
Roses, and for some time was con-

fined to them only ; ultimately,

towards the end of the season, spread-

ing to other Roses. Beyond picking

off the unsightly foliage I did nothing.

The following spring it earlj' made
itself apparent, and by spraying

once a week with the 40 per cent,

solution of formaldehyde I think I

checked it. In the autumn I burnt

all my trees of Lyon, Rayon d'Or,

L. C. Breslau, Beauts de Lyon, and
any Rose that had it badly. Last

spring, by again syringing with the

formaldehyde, I kept the trees free

until after the second crop had gone ;

but in August, towards the end of

the month, I detected signs of it, and
although these were destroyed as

soon as noticed, it never left me. I

tried permanganate of potash as

well, but came to the conclusion that

it was not so satisfactory as the

formaldehyde. I do not think any
fungicide sprayed on will be found a

cure, for it is not only on the leaves,

but in the plants and in the soil.

There is a small fortune awaiting the

man who can provide a remedy that

is ef&cient.

—

Herbert E. Moly-
NEUX, Southampton.
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The Grading of Thermometers.

Fortunately, many of our thermo-

meters bear double grading—Fahren-

heit and Centigrade, yet there must

be Inany readers of The Garden
to whom the peculiEirities of the

latter are unknown. Mr. Takeda's

letter from Japan (issue May 6,

page 2t5) brought this to my mind.

He writes :
" It is getting warmer

now (March lo), but the tempera-

ture goes down below zero every

night." Although familiar with both

scales, I was at first rather startled

and imagined it a misprint, until I

realised that freezing point is the zero

of the Centigrade thermometer.-—W.
BoTTiNG Hemsley, LL.D., V.M.H.

Leaf-Cfitting Bees in Flower-

Pots.—With regard to leaf-cutting

bees making their nests in flower-

pots, the following note may be of

interest : Last summer a leaf-cutter

bee made her nest in a pan of

Sempervivum triste standing on a

window-sill in front of our house.

She completed two tunnels, burrow-

ing under the Sempervivum and
making several cells in each. When
she had finished, she filled in the

holes and levelled the soil, so that

it was impossible to tell that it

had ever been disturbed. In excavating the

tunnels the bee carried away the earth in her

mandibles and dropped it outside the pan on the

window-ledge. The leaf-cutters in my garden

have a decided preference for green - leaved

Roses. The bronzy leaves of Rose Reve d'Or

are never touched, while those of La France

and Mrs. John Laing are cut to pieces.

—

M. Randoll, Fulham.

Magnolia and Carolina Allspice at Goodwood.
I enclose a photograph of an old Magnolia

conspicua tree in this garden ; the bush on the

lawn neat it is a very old plant of the Carolina

Allspice (Calycanthus floridus) with dark red

flowers, very aromatic, and just coming into bud.

The Magnolia began to flower this year the first

week in April.

—

Agnes Hussey-Freke, The

Cottage, Goodwood, Chichester.

Record Crops of Apples.—In reference to an

article of a correspondent in your issue of April 15,

with a photograph of a veteran Blenheim Orange,

we are told that the particular tree in question

once bore forty-two bushels of fruit. Are we to take

this as a " tall " story, or with a grain of salt ?

I must plead ignorance of the quantities of fruit

picked off some of the largest fruit trees in Wor-

cestershire, but I have picked about five bushels

off some big trees in my own garden, which appear,

from the size of the trunk in the photograph, to be

nearly as large ; but to be told that such a tree

can bear over eight times the amount that I have

picked off my own trees—well, it is hard to believe.

Perhaps some of the readers of The Garden could

tell us of record crops and how much they measured.
—^W. F. M. C, Southampton.

The Seeding of Ophrys.—^All through the

winter I have been particularly interested m
Mr. E. H. WoodaU's " Notes from the Riviera,"

as they seemed to bring us a gleam of Southern

sunshine I was particularly pleased to see his

paragraph (issue AprU 15, page 184) on " The
Seeding of Ophrys," having given that genus

much study while on the Mediterranean coasts.

MAGNOLIA CONSPICUA AND CAROLINA ALLSPICE IN A READER S GARDEN.

He asks several difficult questions. As to which

are species, which varieties, and which hybrids,

I think he will not have much difficulty in finding

out from Camus' fine monograph. The kind he

describes seems to me like the arachnitiformis

of aranifeia, which I found at that season in

similar quantities and in the same way about

Rapallo. If he cares to send me some spikes

(I foimd these Orchid wildings travelled splen-

didly trom Corsica in a small tin cigarette box,

if registered) I will endeavour to identify them

with the help of my dried specimens.—W. Herbert
Cox, 9. Gray^s Inu Square, W.C.

Using Old Bulbs.— I write this note just as

a reminder to readers not to throw away the

bulbs they take out of the borders during the

present month, according to the popular idea

that when bulbs have once flowered they are

done for. If there is a piece of wild garden, this

is a place they will revel in. Those we have

naturalised are never disturbed, and get better

and better each year. They can be planted in

the wild garden as soon as they are taken out of

the borders, and better results are obtained in this

way ; or they can be dried off and planted next

September. It is a great mistake to plant them

thickly. Thin planting is in every case to be

recommended, to give them room to spread. If

economy must be practised, then the bulbs can

be sorted and the best replanted in the borders

next autumn, and they will do fairly well. But

it pays to naturalise all that come out of the

borders, if possible, for in the spring of the year

a wild garden full of naturalised bulbs is a real

joy.—E. T. Ellis, Weeiwood, Ecclesall, Sheffield.

"The So-Called White Scilla sibirica."—

This derogatory description in The Garden for

May 6 of one of my favourite flowers stirs me up

to say a good word for the little Scilla. I have

grown it for many years in the rock garden next

to, and mingling a little with, a rather large and

wandering colony of the early flowering variety

S. sibirica multiflora. The white one comes into

flower before the blue has finished its season's

show, and each sets off the other in a very charm-

ing way. I can easily imagine that a circular

dab of the white Scilla in a flat bed of bare brown
soil would not be very attractive, and though it

might not look so white as such a Crocus as C.

vernus Kathleen Parlow, if growing beside it,

yet in the bosom of its family, mixing with the

blue forms, it is quite white enough to please my
lather fastidious flower eye. I think most white

fprms look best when planted rather sparingly

and irregularly among or alongside a larger colony

of the typical form. Then thej' give one the

impression of being white seedlings, and remind

one of lucky finds of such treasures on far-away

hillsides.—E. A. B., Herts.

The Gooseberry Caterpillar.—The time is at

hand when the little green caterpillars will begin

denuding our Gooseberry trees of their leaves,

and therefore I trust you will allow me to tell

your readers of an easy and certain way of getting

rid of them. For many years after I came to

live here they were a great trouble, and all hands

used to turn on to picking them off the trees,

until one day I noticed that after a picking there

were as many on the ground as had been picked

off. I therefore said no more picking off was to

be done, but the stem of each bush was to have

a ring of soot put on the 'ground round it. Then
each morning the gardener went with a forked

stick and gave each bush a shake. The cater-

pillars fell off it in such numbers that sometimes

a bridge was made over the soot by their dead

bodies, and fresh soot had to be put down. By
keeping them killed down in this way there have

been but few moths, and for the last few years

the trees have been almost free from the pest.

There is one thing worth noting. It is only the

first shake which is of any use, as they hold tight

after that. We tried if ducks would eat the

caterpillars, but theu: disgust on tasting them

leads one to believe that no bird will eat them.

—

Thackeray Turner, Wesibrook, Godalming.
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THE ORCHIDS OF ITALY
By \V. Herbert Cox.

E^

VEN the traveller most ignorant of

flowers is, when wandering about the

' Italian countryside, impressed with the

variety to be seen there, so that to the

' botanist the whole peninsula is a para-

dise, to the Orchid-hunter in particular, owing to

the variety of forms of this remarkable family.

It seems as though in every part of Italy, where-

ever it is possible for them to find root room,

there they flourish. My own experience is chiefly

confined to the sunny Tuscan hills which surround

the City of Flowers, wonderful Florence, " the

home of all Art yields or Nature can decree," as

Byron sang. Among these hills 1 have found as

many as thirty-eight varieties. Without doubt

the most interesting group of them all is the

Ophrys, each of which simulates some insect.

We see the Bee Orchis (Ophrys apifera) in plenty,

and I have found its beautiful golden variety

chlorantha, which is constant, for I came on it in

the same spot two years in succession. Both

the Spiders (arachnites and aranifera) are common,

the latter sometimes showing a pink variety,

Specularia.

Another pink variety of the Early Spider is

arachnitiformis, very common in the Chestnut

woods around Rapallo, on the Genoese Riviera,

in March. The Little Bird looking at Itself

in a Mirror, which is a rough translation of

the peasants' name for Bertolinii, is a charming

THE TONGUE ORCHID SERAPIAS LINGUA
IN ITS NATIVE HABITAT.

plant with a large pink flower, on which a little

bird seems to perch and 'peep at itself in a glass.

The Bumble Bee (O. bombylifera) is rather rare,

for I have only seen its tiny form in the park of

the Royal ViUa of Petraja; but the very dark

funera is far commoner. The largest and perhaps

most beautiful of this group is the Sawfly (O.

tenthredinifera), which may be found above

Capri's famous Blue Grotto. The very rare

exaltata also blossoms on the same island. None

of the Serapias is found in our islands ; they

belong to the Mediterranean flora. Of these,

by far the handsomest is the Heart-shaped cordi-

gera, the large chocolate-coloured lips being very

effective. The Tongue (S. Lingua) is very common,

the tongues of all shades of purple being every-

where in the bush. The small-flowered occultata

is rare in Tuscany ; so, too, is longipetala, which

prefers higher hills, as by the Lakes at Laveno,

though I have found it at Certaldo, the home of

Boccaccio.

One of the rarest of all the European Orchids

I met with in these hills was Orchiserapias

complicata, which made some sensation when my
photograph of it appeared in several of the papers.

No one recognised this lovely blossom, rich maroon

with a three-lobed lip, till Mr. R. A. Rolfe, the

great Orchid authority, identified it as an inter-

generic hybrid between the Orchis and Serapias

families, and my dried specimen was gratefully

accepted at the Kew Herbarium. The largest

group of the European Orchids—the Orchis

—

has numerous representatives in Italy. Of the

kinds we have at home, I have noted our Dead

Man's Fingers, as Shakespeare calls mascula,

the Monkey (0. Simla), Meadow (O. Morio),

Spotted (O. maculata), the lordly Dark-winged

(O. fusca), and the Marsh (O. laxiflora), only

known here in the Channel Islands. Of the

foreign kinds, I met with the Bug (O. coriophora),

rather a pretty, late-flowering kind with small,

tightly packed, dingy blossoms ; the graceful

pink tiidentata ; the soft primrose yellow pro-

vincalis with its spotted leaves ; and the Elder-

scented sambucina, of all shades of pink, purple and

yellow, but the last only on the famous Vallom-

brosa, so in consequence at a great altitude. A
beautiful plant is the Pink Butterfly (O. papi-

lionacea) with its pink, fan-shaped lip and dark

maroon hood. It is seldom found in the north,

though of such frequent occurrence on the island

of Capri, on the hottest slopes. On the far more

delightful and less tourist overrun sister island,

Ischia, too, it is common, though Romana is

more frequent, in very many colours and shades

which I have not met elsewhere. A near relative of

the Monkey grows on these islands as well as on

Procida, O. italica, the chief distinction being that

the leaves have prettily undulated edges. I also

found a near relative of Morio calles longicornu,

a slight plant, on Iscliia, a small island, but

very rich in flowers. The great Limororon

abortivum is frequent among the Cistus bushes and

Heather, reaching a height of nearly 4 feet, with

large flowers, but absolutely leafless, all one shade

of purple.

One of the most fascinating of the Tuscan

kinds, and a common one, is the Lizard

(Loroglossum hircinum), which should be sacred

THE BROAD-LEAVED HELLEBORINE,
EPIPACTIS LATIFOLIA.

to the great god Pan from its strange formation,

its goat-like odour and its fondness for dim woods.

Our bright P>Tamid (.Anacamptis pyraniidalis) is

also common in Italy, and both the White Butter-

flies (Platanthera bifolia and P. chlorantha); but the

Bird's-nest (Neottia Nidus-avis), the sweet-scented

Gnat (Gymnadenia conopsea) and the Twablade

(Listera ovata) are fairly rare, though the last

may often be seen above Lake Maggiore. Two
little things, one pink, the other white—Neotinea

intacta, fairly common, and Bicchia albida, only

on Monte Matterone—grow far apart, but for their

similarity in growth should be companions. On
our rock gardens the Cephalantheras should be

grown largely, the red and the sword-lea\ed

together.

In certain seasons rubra is common around

Florence, and I have also found it by the frowning

fortress-castle of Angera, above Maggiore ; the

white ensifolia is of frequent occurrence ; the

other member of the family, C. pallens, is less

interesting. The final group to be mentioned is

Epipactis, of which I have found two kinds in

Tuscany : latifolia, and the rare microphylla,

with its diminutive leaves and pendent flowers,

which blossoms earlier. Seldom a week passes

throughout the year without one or another of

the Italian Orchids being in blossom, for Orchis

Romana appears as early as mid-Februai'y and the

pretty little Lady's Tresses (Spirauthes autumnalis)

goes on nearly up to Christmas.
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THE PLANTS IN BETWEEN
By Gertrude Jekyll.

WHERE flower borders are care-

fully arranged for colour, the

whole effect may be greatly

enhanced by a clever use of

subdued but harmonious foliage

plants. Where a garden of spring flowers can be

devoted to this alone—and it can often be done
by having it in a place somewhere outside the

general garden plan—there will be the great

advantage of having a good proportion of per-

manent plants, some of them of large size. It

is just this want of rather important plants that

makes spring gardens generally uninteresting,

and, though beds of Hyacinths, Tulips and other

good flowers are pleasant enough in themselves,

yet a well-arranged garden with good use made
of more solid and .important plants

will be not only less commonplace,

but will make pictures of flower

beauty in April and May as beauti-

ful as any of the later year. Thus,

towards the back of the borders there

will be the grand plaited leaves of

well-established clumps of Veratrum

and large Fern-like masses of Myrrhis

odorata, whose pretty Old English

name of Sweet Cicely makes it all the

more desirable ;. both, plants of a

strong, vivid green that harmonises

well with the tall Doronicums, the

pale yellow Crown Imperials, pale

Wallflowers and Daffodils. Then,

coming to the parts of the border

where the colour is strong and rich,

there are three kinds of " between "

plants of special value : the Satin-

leaf (Heuchera Richardsonii) , red-

dish coloured, with a dull gloss some-

thing like satin ; the purple-leaved

Sage, and, for the front, the red-

foliaged Ajuga. For the purple Sage

there can hardly be too much praise
;

its low-toned coloturing seems to suit

everything ; whether passing from

the bright lilacs and purples of

Aubrietia to the deeper red-purples

of Wallflower and the dark Honesty

or as a setting for rosy and deeper

red Tulips, it seems to be equally

beneficial. These " between" plants

are placed in bold drifts. Where the grand red of

the Gesneriana Tulips, grouped with red-brown

Wallflower, rises from the setting of Heuchera, a

splendid and sumptuous effect is gained
;
just that

desirable quality of noble splendour, in pleasant

contrast to the usual mere garishness.

In the later year the same thing is carried out

with different plants. A part of the garden that

is devoted to tender and other simamer flowers

—

Dahlias, Cannas, Geraniums, Pentstemons, &c.,

has near its culminating point of splendour a

backing of the reddish-leaved Ricinus Gibsonii

with a dark-leaved Canna intergrouping and

coming forward, and towards the middle and

front the fine Amarantu's sanguineus and Achy-

ranthes. It may be a useful warning to anyone

who may wish to put in practice the suggestions

in these notes that the seedsman should be

clearly made to understand that Amarantus
sanguineus is the plant needed, for almost invari-

ably the common Love-lies-bleeding, Amarantus

candatus, is sent instead, a plant of green

leaves and virulent magenta bloom, quite unfit

for the use advised. The best kind of Achyranthes
or Iresine is also difficult to get, for though a

rather dark one commonly in cultivation, whose
special name I do not know, will serve, there is

a much better one named A. Wallisii, of splendid

rich blood-red colouring. I have as yet failed

to obtain this plant, and should be greatly obliged

if any amateur or gardener would kindly put

me on the track of it. A. Verschaffeltii, a well-

known kind, is too near a magenta colouring to

be pleasant or to be possibly admitted in an
arrangement of careful colouring.

Where the summer flowers are white and
yellow, the "between" plants are Striped Maize

at the back, and, nearer and against the path,

that useful and much neglected plant Variegated

Mint (Mentha rotundifolia), whose foliage, plenti-

fully parti-coloured with yellowish white, makes

DAFFODIL NOTES
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

Novelties at the London and Birmingham
Shows.—Readers who follow my " Daffodil

Notes" will naturally e.xpect me to carry out the

promises made in The Garden for May 6 and deal

with some of the best novelties exhibited at the

above shows. Following chronological order, I

will discuss London first. Here, as I have already

said, the outstanding feature was the splendid

collection of twelve single blooms which were
staged for the Engleheart Cup by Mr. P. D.

Williams of Cornwall. Among these, as individuals

of great merit I singled out 422, which was a

pure white Giant Leedsii of excellent shape and
substance with a rather drooping poise, and 335,

a fine example of a "2a" or yellow-perianthed

incomparabilis. The pale yellow perianth is

A SPRING BORDER AT MUNSTEAD WOOD WITH VERATRUM, SWEET CICELY, HEUCHERA
RICHARDSONII, AJUGA AND PURPLE-LEAVED SAGE AS " BETWEEN " PLANTS.

it of great value for such use. It should have
the blooming shoots pinched out. Quite to the

front and partly inteigrouped with the Mint
comes the useful but much misused Golden
Feather Pyrethrum.

VERBENA ERINOIDES
What a splendid stmimer and late summer flowering

annual we have in this plant ! It is wonderfully free,

while in colour it much resembles V. venosa, but the

individual flowers are larger than those of the latter.

The foliage of V. erinoides is perfectly distinct,

being much like that of the scented Geraniums.

Do many readers know or grow this variety ? It

would be interesting to know, because I have only

been able to find it in one catalogue. Perhaps it

has a synonym. If so, some reader might give it.

We raise it and bed it out in the same manner as

the ordinary bedding Verbena. The flower-heads are

about as large as those of V. venosa. C. T.

quite flat, and the somewhat long cup is all red

to the bottom, and has a diameter at the top of

I i inches. It might be called an improved Croesus.

Two from Mr. Williams in other classes must
also be noted : (a) the flower, 851, which won the

first prize in Class 45 for incomparabilises with
white perianths. It was a large bloom with a

diameter of 4i inches, very flat, well imbricated

and of a rich ivory white. The cup was of a rich

deep orange, three-quarters of an inch long, and
seven-eighths of an inch in diameter at the top.

(6) The delicate pink-rimmed 540, of which three

blooms were staged in the seedling " bantam

"

class. The perianth is pure white and reflexing,

while the large flat eye has a weU-defined ribbon

edge of pink.

Mr. A. M. Wilson had some good new varie-

ties among his many exhibits. I was glad to see

three stems of the fine Poetaz Kingcraft, which
was figured in the 1915 Year Book; Stheno,

a grand example of a rich yellow perianthed
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incomparabilis with a deep orange cup with a re-

flexed brim ; and Grenadier, a soft deep yellow

trumpet, quite a self. I must also mention Ban's
Queen of Beauty, a most distinct and novel type

of a pale bicolor Ajax, inasmuch as the whole
perianth is very distinctly refiexed towards its

circumference. The trumpet is of a pale lemon
colour and on the narrow side.

Lady Swetenham is one of Mr. W. F. M. Cope-
land's newest doubles, which are, like Mary Cope-
land, characterised by great evenness and symmetry
of petal. The split-up corona bits are a pale

citron. Then, a seedling of my own with a large

cup of rich warm buff called forth many enquiries

as to its parentage, which on my return home
I foimd to be Thora (the Giant

Leedsii with the deep bufi cup) and
Bernardino. I have called it

Burma. Duessa, a bicolor incom-
parabilis with a deep yellow cup

;

Suilven, a large yellow incom-
parabilis with an orange cup and
recurving brim ; Marseillaise, a

lovely flat-rimmed Poet, which is

one of the best, if not the best, of

all that Mr. Chapman has raised
;

Tamora, a white trumpet with

pointed segments and a broad and
boldly flanged corona ; Lady
Wolseley, a refined white Ajax
after the style of White Knight and
Pizzicato, a striking flower with

a mdely expanded soft red cup and
a broad and flat, much-reflexed

perianth, are my other selections,

and comprise nearly all of the

most striking flowers to be found
on the show tiers at London.

I now pass on to Birmingham.
Fortune, Mr. W. T. Ware's im-

mense red-cupped incomparabilis

;

Miss E. M. Bowling, the prim
Giant Leedsii with its pink-edged

cup, from Mr. W. B. Cranfield

;

the never to be forgotten Giant

Leedsiis of the parest white, from
the Rev. G. H. Engleheart ; and
the dark yellow Ajax Sumerin have
been described in my general ac-

count of the show. Were I to be

asked which of the four was
the greatest or most uncommon
novelty, I am disposed to say the

last, Sumerin, on account of the

intense deep shade of its perianth.

Before I begin with the strictly

florist types, let me draw my
readers' attention to a bright and
delightful bit of colour in Mr. C.

Bourne's trade group, called Fiery

Star. A bunch of fifteen to eighteen showed its

adaptability for cutting for vase decoration,

and as such I recommend it. The flower is

much the same size as Firebrand, with an equally
deep red cup, but with smooth, flat segments
of a good yellow, not unlike in their tone
and shape those of Occident. As this is a good
increaser and has a strong constitution, it

should soon become very popular with private
people for growing in pots and for cutting.

A highly refined flower with flat, pale cream
segments of beautiful texture and smoothness
and a large, flat, soft red eye, from Mr. Hemy
Backhouse, named Knight Templar, was most
attractive. It is the result of a cross between

Will Scarlett and a seedling of his own. Court
Beauty. Crimson Braid, another of Will Scarlett's

progeny, Poeticus vernus being the other parent,

appeared in several of Mr. Chapman's exhibits.

It has a very pronounced deep red band round its

eye, and the broad segments of the perianth
slightly reflex. It is a trifle hard-looking, but it

makes a grand show bloom. It received an award
of merit. Two good deep yellow trumpets were
to be seen in Mr. C. Bourne's Mohur and in Mr.

J. Mallender's Churchwarden. They both belong
to the stiff, short trumpet type of flower, and are

characterised by rounded segments.

Lady Mine, which appeared in two vases in

Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons' collection, is a

told me in London that they are now appearing
in considerable numbers among his seedlings,

and his remark is borne out by foiu" of them of

varying shades or tones being staged by Miss
Wilson in Class 34 for small blooms. They are
certainly beautiful things, and are worth taking
trouble with. Barr's St. Hya has a pale pink eye.
In fact, these little pinks arc becoming so numerous
that it struck me whether we might not trv a
class for them at the Midland Show next year.

Among the other good blooms, mention must
be made of White Coat, a very pretty white Ajax
raised by Mr. C. L. Adams ; Dulcimer, to me the
best Poet in the show ; Mrs. H. A. Debenham, a
long-stemmed %vhite of Class i, with a starry

pointed perianth; Middleton

Favoiu'ite, an extra smooth looking

bicolor trumpet shown by Miss

Pope ; Bridget, a fine rim-eyed
Poet from Mr. Wilson ; and, lastly,

two tmder numbers from the same
gentleman, a wonderful red-edged

variety in the Barrii class and a

pure white, small refined bloom
with a large white, flat eye, which
was one of the gems in. the twelve

thatwerestagedfor the Bourne Cup.

MAGNOLIA
SOULANGEAN A

T

THE BRIGHT-COLOURED NARCISSUS FIERY STAR

bicolor Ajax of rare beauty and refinement. The
trumpet is narrow, shapely, and of a pretty

tone of lemon, while the perianth looks particu-

larly white and has pointed segments. It will

make a grand show bloom. Golden Perfection,

one of the much wanted yellow-peri anthed incom-
parabilises, was also in this group, and is an
attractive-looking, clean-cut show bloom on
account of its very flat perianth and rather long-

shaped cup. It is an Autocrat style of flower,

and, like Lady Mine, was raised by Mr. Duncan
Pearson. Pinkie, of which three delicious little

blooms graced Dr. Lower's second prize " fifty,"

is one of the chic pink-edged Poets, which seem
to be rapidly coming to the front. Mr. Wilson

HE short note on page

213, issue May 6, bearing

the above heading re-

minds me that when I

first saw the flowers of

this tree it was in the company of

a well-known horticultittal writer.

I enquired if there was any con-

nection between it and the eminent

Chevalier Soulange-Bodin, one of a

brilliant constellation of early nine-

teenth century French horticul-

turists, among whom might be

mentioned Cels, Noisette, Boursault,

Poiteau, Abbe Berlf'se, Comte
Lelieur, &c. My friend knew
nothing of the great man ; and yet

Soulange-Bodin was the raiser of

the tree that bears his name. In

a review of the Annals of the

Paris Horticultural Society for

1827, John Claudius Loudon says :

" Soulange-Bodin having fecund-

ated Magnolia Yulan with the

pollen of M. obovata var. discolor,

Dec, the M. purpiurea of the British

nurseries obtained a magnificent hybrid named
M. Soulangiana, and which is to be had in the

Clapton and other nurseries."

In another volume of his Gardeners' Magazine

(1829) there appears a short account of a visit

to the Epsom nursery, then carried on by Messrs.

Young. We there read, " Messrs. Young liave

bought the entire stock of Magnolia Soulangiana

from M. Soulange-Bodin for 500 guineas, in

consequence of which that fine tree will soon be

spread over the country."

Like my friend already mentioned, there may
be readers of The Garden who know nothing of

Soulange-Bodin, and so with the Editor's per-

mission I venture to add to the aboN-e remarks
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a few brief notes about this eminent amateur, who
subsequently became a professional horticultiurist

of the highest rank. Like Captain Bernet of

Chrysanthemum fame, ' the Chevalier Soulange-

Bodin was an officer in the French Army.

In accepting Loudon's invitation for him to

become a contributor to the Gardeners' Magazine,

the Chevalier speaks of gardening in France at

that time. " It is," says he, " to this that I

cheerfully devote the remainder of my life. It

m.ust be confessed that for the last thirty years

great obstacles have presented themselves to the

simple care which the earth demands. I shall

not retrace the sad picture of the past—alike by

the beaters and the beaten, the statues of Flora

and Pomona were quickly thrown down, and

substituted by that of Bellona. The Germans

iave encamped in my garden. I have encamped

in the gardens of the Germans ; and it was with

sword in hand that I visited the botanical collec-

tions of Schonbrunn (Vienna), Schauenburg

'(near Minden), Stuttgard and Petrowskoi (Moscow).

I have said of others, as they have said of me,

Barbarus per segetes ! It had doubtless been

better for both parties to have staid at home and

planted their Cabbages. We are returned there,

and the rising taste for gardening becomes one of

the most agreeable guarantees of .the repose of

the world."

After the peace of 1814, Soulange-Bodin gave

himself up to the delights of his garden. In 1822

he transformed it into an extensive and richly

planted niursery of choice plants. It was situated

at Fromont, not far from Fontainebleau. It

comprised an exotic nursery and a villa, and,

as Loudon tells us, its proprietor was at once a

nurseryman and an accomplished gentleman and

scholar. The place was laid out in English style,

for Soulange-Bodin had visited England on a

horticultural tour, and its extent was about

100 acres. As his ideas developed, a school for

young French gardeners was organised. There

was a library and a museum, and a monthly journal

called the AnnaUs de Fromont was published.

It was in the grounds at Fromont that Soulange-

Bodin gave a grand f6te to further one of his pet

ideas, viz., that France should have a horticultural

society. The outcome of this brilliant gathering,

at which he entertained some hundreds of visitors,

was the foimdation of that body which we now

know as the National Horticultural Society of

France. That to-day is all that remains of

Soulange-Bodin's horticultural efforts. Fromont
is no more, the gardeners' school is gone, but

Magnolia Soulangeana perpetuates his name, one of

the greatest perhaps in its own way that French

horticulture knows of. C. Harman Payne.

AN ANCIENT APRICOT TREE.
Although Apricot trees are known to live to a great

age, it is somewhat uncommon to find one very

old that produces a successful crop yearly. In the

gardens attached to the Palace House, Bishop's

Waltham, there is a tree growing which is said to be

200 years old. In the gardens of Penrhyn Castle,

North Wales, a tree of Moorpark, eighty years old, is

growing in a healthy condition on a south wall, and

this hears a full crop of fruit yearly. This variety

—one of the best—was known about the end of

the seventeenth century ; its origin is, however,

obscure. There are several claims for its intro-

duction ; -the late Dr. Hogg says it was in 1788

when it was first called -Moorpark. E. M.

MAGNOLIA SOULANGEANA, A BEAUTIFUL HYBRID THAT PERPETUATES THE NAME OF AN OFFICER IN THE FRENCH ARMY.
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MUNICIPAL ROSE GARDENS
II.—SOUTH PARK GARDENS, WIMBLEDON

By a Member of the Committee of the City of London Rose Society.

TO
the majority of people outside the

district, probatly the chief association

with Wimbledon is the famous Common,
but this magnificent " lung " of Outer

London by no means exhausts the

amenities of this favoured district in the way of

open spaces, and among them South Park Gardens

is in some respects unique. It was formed some
fifteen years ago in a part of the town which has

since grown very rapidly, and it now provides a

most welcome beauty spot, not only for the

immediate neighbourhood, but easily accessible

from all parts of the district, the main tram

route running close by and the station being a

short five minutes walk away.

Playgrounds there are elsewhere, but this is

a flower garden pure and simple, and how

after a wet season, and the conditions were aggra-

vated by the atrocious weather of February and

March. Heavens ! how it rained ! day after day

and week after week, with the Roses crwng out

to be planted, and the fateful middle days of

April drawing ever nearer—planted after which

no self-respecting Rose plant should be asked to

succeed. However, Nature, as usual, rebuked

our lack of faith by drying the ground just in

time, the planting was taken in hand in earnest,

and on the day that Sir Stuart Coats was
returned to Parliament the last Roses were safely

in, with kindly friable Mother Earth tucked round

their waiting roots. All, of course, were pruned

before planting, a very important point when the

work is, from any unavoidable cause, deferred

until so late in the season.

plan was adopted—a central circle of pillar Roses
on poles and ropes, and radiating therefrom wide
balloon-shaped beds, each planted, as far as

possible, to tone with the climber at its rear.

These beds are numbered on the plan, and are

ftirnished as follows (the second Rose mentioned
in each case being the climber on the pillar at

the rear) : No. i, Mrs. Cutbush and Papillon

;

No. 2, Ellen Poulsen and Dorothy Perkins ; No. 3,

Mme. Ravary and Shower of Gold ; No. 4,

Lady Pirrie and Joseph Lamy ; No. 5, Ecarlate

and Minnehaha ; No. 6, Mrs. .Alfred Tate and
Lady Godiva ; No. 7, Mrs. Herbeit Stevens and
White Dorothy ; No. 8, Mme. Pernet-Ducher

and Aviateur Bl^riot ; No. 9, Jessie and Excelsa
;

No. 10, Orleans and Lady Gay; No. rr. Prince

de Bulgarie and Francois Juranville ; and No. 12,

General Macarthtu: and Hiawatha. This year,

of course, no bloom can be expected on the

climbers, these having been cut to the ground
in the usual way, in order to obtain strong

growth, and, we trust, a profusion of flowers

in future years.

Much of the success or otherwise of the whole

scheme of municipal Rose gardens must necessarily

depenc on the man on the spot, and at Wimbledon

T R I

PLAN OF ROSE GARDEN AT SOUTH PARK GARDENS, WIMBLEDON.

much the delightful enclosure of cool grass and

glowing bed and border is appreciated is testified

to by the throngs of visitors on fine spring

days and in the long summer evenings. Withal,

there is plenty of space and opportunity

for further beautifying, and our proposals for

the addition of a Rose garden to the other attrac-

tions met with a most friendly reception from the

Municipal Council and the sub-committee appointed

to discuss and arrange the details with us, for

whose kindly co-operation and assistance we

hereby render grateful thanks. Apart from the

unavoidably late start—it was December before

we got to work—other reasons obvious in these

days of stress and strain decided us here, as

elsewhere,' to be content with a modest begin-

ning; but a reference to the plan will show

that enough has been done to provide a

fairly representative example of bedding and

climbing Roses, in various forms of growth and

treatment, while great possibilities remain for

future improvement and extension.

Many adverse factors have been up against us

in the planting of the Wimbledon Rose Garden
;

the nature of the soil—a heavy mixed soil on a

basin of clay—is not a kindly one for late planting

The plan shows the east end of the gardens,

to which at present our efforts have been confined.

Facing the entrance from Trinity Road is a broad

central walk leading to the bandstand, and here

are planted on each side a series of Blush Rambler,

later to be connected with poles and ropes, to

form an open avenue. The two half-circle beds

at the entrance are filled with those fine bedders

Mrs. E. G. Hill (on the right) and Lady Alice

Stanley (left). On the four arches spanning the

side walks ruiming at right angles The Garland

and Diabolo will be trained, and on the wide

stretch of tiu"f between the walk and the band-

stand circle two large circular beds have been

formed, the one on the right being planted with

Frau Karl Druschki. and that on the left with

Hugh Dickson, and it is hoped that these beds

will provide an example of the wealth of bloom

these two fine Roses can give when pegged down.

Behind each of these beds are planted four weeping

standards. White Dorothy flanking the Druschki

bed, and Excelsa the bed of Hugh Dickson. The
treatment of the two large corner circles required

some consideration, as six specimen shrubs were

already planted in each, and these it was desired

to retain. Eventually the design shown on the

we have been fortunate in having such a capablt

superintendent as Mr. Boreham. All through the

trying days of preparation and planting, when
" the rains descended and the floods came," he

has worked—in spite of a much reduced staff

and many other handicaps—with a perseverance

and an optimism which nothing could daunt, and

has displayed a keen interest which augurs

well for the future of the Roses under his care.

And fortunate as we have been in the hearty

co-operation of the Council and its representatives,

we were equally fortunate in obtaining the plants

from one of the finest nurseries in the country

—

the famous Braiswick Rose Gardens at Colchester.

Mr. Frank Cant, the genial head of the firm, whose

name is a household word wherever Roses are

grown, has not only evinced the keenest interest

in the scheme in general, but has demonstrated in

the most practical manner possible his belief

in its soundness and success by presenting the

whole of the plants—nearly 1,800—to this garden.

We hope that our efforts will show something of

what Braiswick Roses can do, and that not alone

in South Park Gardens, but in many a " garden

of delight " around they may make a glory oJ

bloom in years to come. Hortulus.
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RASPBERRY AND BLACK-
BERRY HYBRIDS

THE KING'S ACRE BERRY.

I

AM told that this berry has been on the

market for some years, and that fourteen

years ago articles appeared in The
Garden concerning it. It was raised by
Mr. John Ward at Shobdon, near Hereford,

who sold the stock to the King's

Acre Nurseries ; hence its name. f\

On July II, 1911, it received

an award of merit from the

Royal Horticultural Society, and

in the above society's Journal,

Vol. XXXVII., Part 11., page

124, there is a short account

concerning it. Mr. Ward has

kindly furnished me with all the

available information possible

concerning its history, which is

that he raised it from seed

and that it is a chance seedling

of a Loganberry. It can now
be obtained from various nursery-

men.

It is to all intents and pur-

poses a Blackberry, having very

plump, long, jmcy berries of

an excellent flavour, and large

pips. The fruit readily parts

from the core, and with me it

ripens very early-—three or four

days before any Raspberry or

Loganberry that I grow.

It has several peculiarities

which make it quite distinct.

The foliage is the most handsome
of this series of berries. The
leaves are very deep J green,

incised and almost evergreen.

The canes seem very weak
and short the first year after

planting, but when the plant

is established they will grow over

6 feet and bear a heavy crop.

Mr. George Pyne of Topsham
Nurseries has written me to say

that with him the canes grow

to 9 feet.

I would like again to refer

here to some remarks of Judge
Logan in his history of the

Loganberry : " One remarkable

fact is that out of thousands of

plants grown from seeds of the

Loganberry, not one has ever

shown, so far as I am aware,

any of the distinct characteristics of either parent,
not one has gone back to the original type of

either the Raspberry or the Auginbaugh (Dew-
berry)."

There is no proof, as stated by Mr. Ward,
that the King's Acre Berry was the result of a
direct cross. The Loganberry which produced it

might have been pollinated by a bee carrying
the pollen of a Dewberry. Mr. Ward tells me that
Blackberries abound in his neighbourhood. Also,

while certain results are obtainable in California,

it is quite possible that in this part of the world
we may obtain quite different results. For example,
some Daffodils which never seed and whose pollen

is infertile in this country readily seed in Spain or

Portugal. However, to me it looks most evident

that this King's Acre Berry is a unique example

of a partial going back to one of its parents, viz.,

the Dewberry. Its extreme earliness of fruiting,

its almost evergreen foliage and peculiar shape,

the weak, trailing habit of the canes, and the

big pips, are all strong points of the Dewberry.

I can strongly recommend anyone fond of

Blackberries to procure a plant of the King's

Acre Berry, especially for the sake of its

earliness in fruiting. The Journal of the Royal

they be fortunate enough to see a well-grown
specimen in a botanic garden in England. It

is usually grown under glass, although we have
seen it flowering against a sunny south wall in

the open. This plant is readily raised from seed,

but it quickly succumbs if given too much moisture.

It is so fastidious about moisture that it is

customary in certain gardens to graft the seedlings

on to seedlings of the Bladder Senna (Colutea

arborescens) when the plants are less liable to damp
oft at the root. This operation is of interest, as the

seedlings are grafted when only a few inches high,

and kept in a close propagating

frame until the union has taken

place.

THE TREATMENT
OF YOUNG VINES

V

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI OR THE AUSTRALIAN GLORY PEA, WITH
GORGEOUSLY-COLOURED FLOWERS.

Horticultural Society says that the fruit is delicious

in tarts. W. F. M. Copeland.

THE AUSTRALIAN GLORY PEA
(Clianthus Dampieri.)

This remarkable plant, with its soft silvery grey

leaves and brilliant scarlet flowers, each with a

black blotch at the base of the standard, must
be counted as one of the most difficult plants

to cultivate in this country. It is well known
in its native land, and Australians invariably

display an uncommon interest in this plant should

HE ultimate success of

Vines depends to a large

extent upon their treat-

ment during the first few
years, and every, atten-

tion should be given them to

encourage the production of sturdy

rods, evenly set with spurs. Young
Vines are now in active growth,

and must be kept well supplied

with moisture at the roots. When
water is given, let it be sufftcient

to thoroughly saturate the border

to the drainage, while it is

essential to see that it is in a

tepid state when applied. It is

an excellent plan to stop young
Vines just above the point where

it is intended to prune them back

in the winter. As a result of this,

the lower parts of the rods plump
up and develop in a more
satisfactory manner than if the

canes are allowed to grow until

the top of the house is reached.

It is desirable to stop the leading

growths a second time after a foot

or 2 feet of growth has been made,

and the laterals that form should

be stopped at the first leaf. By
these means full, plump buds are

developed, and these invariably

break freely the following year. It

is not desirable to continue to

syringe the young canes all the

summer, as such treatment is liable

to encourage sappy, rank growth

which is not so easily ripened

;

moreover, under such conditions

the coarse wood that is made is

liable to shrink owing to a slight contraction of

the cells. It is important, however, to keep the

atmosphere suitably charged with moisture by

damping down the paths and walls of the house

frequently in sunny weather. Proper attention to

this, will prevent the appearance of red spider.

Ventilation demands much care, especially

early in the season, when cold winds prevail. A
little air may be given by the top ventilators

when the temperature reaches 75°, and this should

be increased or removed according to the sun's

power. If the house is closed in the afternoon in

time to permit the temperature to rise to 90°

by sun-heat, all will be well if sufficient moisture
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exists in the air. Later in tiie season apply front

air when the outside conditions permit. It is

desirable to take advantage of this as soon as

possible, so as to get the foliage hardened, in which

state it will resist the attacks of insect pests. After

this, to ripen the canes thoroughly, more air and

less moisture should be the aim ; in fact, during

August and September ventilation can be per-

mitted all night. As to the Grapes young Vines

should be allowed to carry, it depends entirely

on circumstances. If the canes are not over-strong

the second year, they should not be cropped

;

but if they are inclined to be very vigorous, a

bunch or two on each will do no harm. This

matter, however, must depend upon the judgment

of the man on the spot. Winter pruning is of

great importance, and in this work it is easy to

be in error. To obtain sturdy rods with spurs

of uniform strength at regular intervals, it is a

safe plan to cut back the canes to a length of

3 feet each year. Such treatment will assure

the desired result. Of course, a hard and fast

rule cannot be formed, but it is important not to

leave the canes too long, or they may not break

well towards the base, which would result in weak

places on the rods in future years, defects that

cannot be remedied. When it is considered that

well-developed Vines, planted in first-class borders,

will continue to produce Grapes of good size and

quality over a period of thirty years or more, it

is well worth an extra >-ear or two in building np

the rods to attain this end. J. G.^rdner.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries.—As a general rule the canes
produce a number of suckers, and it will be neces-

sary to remove all those not required for next

season. At present any that are pushing up
between the rows and are some distance from the

parent plant must be cut off directly they are

seen.

Wall Trees.—Most trees growing against walls,

especially Peaches, Nectarines and | Plums, will

be benefited by a good syringing each day when
the weather is fine. Newly planted trees must
not suffer from dryness at the base, and if the

weather is dry, a mulching of short manure may
be given.

The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—The first lot of Celery may now be
planted out. A quantity of rotted manure should
be placed in the bottom of the trench, and the
soil made tolerably firm before planting. Lift

the plants with a good ball of earth, and give a
thorough watering when planted, while it will

be necessary to keep them well supplied with
water throughout the season.

Sage.—A few cuttings of this useful herb may
now be inserted about a foot apart.

Seakale.—New plantations should be examined
and any necessary disbudding done, leaving, as
a general rule, one crown to develop.

Carrots.—-Directly the plants are large enough,
thinning must be carried out ; but this need not
be too severe, as many of the roots will be required
in the kitchen at an early stage. Hoe the ground
frequently, and give occasional dustings of soot
or wood-ashes in the early morning before the
•dew evaporates or during showery weather.

Plants Under Glass.

Clivias.—Plants that have finished flowering
will require copious supplies of liquid manure
until they have finished their growth.

Cinerarias.—A sowing of these desirable plants
may be made, placing the seed-pan in a cool
greenhouse until the seeds have germinated. Pot
off the seedlings when large enough and grow them

in a cold frame. In addition to the stellata and
the larger-flowered group, the Cactus blue should

also be grown.

Primulas.—^The principal sowing of these

ought to be made before the end of the present

month. Arrange the seed-pans in slight warmth,
and directly the seedlings appear give cooler

treatment. Pot on as desired, and when established

in their flowering pots they may be placed in cold

frames which are partially shaded from strong

sunshine. A charming Primula in the stellata

section is Coral Pink, and it should certainly be

given a trial.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines in Pots.—When the

fruits have been cleared from these trees, all the old

and useless wood may be removed ; this will give

the new growth more space and an opportunity

to ripen. Cleanse the trees and see that they

do not suffer from dryness at the base. Liquid

manure may be given at frequent- intervals.

Strawberry Runners for Forcing.—Where
earlv fruits are required, it is advisable to secure

the first batch of runners from plants grown
specially for that purpose. Such plants should

have their flower-spikes removed directly they

appear, and stronger runners will be the result.

The Flower Garden.

Sweet Peas.—These should be carefully staked

soon after they are through the soil. Dry weather
may set in at any time, so it is advisable to give

a mulching of rotted manure.

Summer Bedding.—The various beds ought
now to be prepared, and it the weather is suitable

a beginning can be made with the mixed border,

which usually contains such subjects as Asters.

Verbenas and Salpiglossis. The work should be
proceeded with as fast as possible, and every man
that can be spared may be called in to assist.

Canterbury Bells and Sweet Williams.—Seeds
of these useful biennials can now be sown either

in prepared beds outside or in a cold frame. Give
the ground a good watering before sowing the

seeds, and prick off the seedlings when large

enough to handle. A partially shaded position

should be chosen.
T. W. Briscoe.

(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

CasUeford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—The earliest batch of Celery should
now be ready for planting out in the trerLChes.

The plants must be lifted with good balls attached,
and if the soil is at all dry, a good soaking of

water should be given immediately after they
are planted. It may he necessary at this season
to place a few Spruce branches among the plants
as a protection on cold nights and from strong
sunshine during the day until the plants have got

a good hold. It is better to plant Celery when
the plants are short and sturdy than to wait and
allow the plants to become drawn.

Broad Beans.—The earliest sowings of these
will now be well advanced, and they should have
their points pinched out as soon as sufficient

blossom is showing to ensure a crop. The points
of these are often attacked by green fly, and the
operation of pinching is generally sufficient to

clear it away.

Spinach.—Any sowings of this vegetable that
are made at this time should he in a cool, moist
position, preferably on an east or north border.
A sowing of New Zealand Spinach may also be
made, selecting a warm and dry position. A
good plan is to sow a few seeds in small pots,
planting the seedlings out afterwards on a prepared
site. This variety comes in useful when ordinary
Spinach fails owing to hot, diy weather.

Lettuce.—Regular sowings of the Cos varieties
should now be made. The Celery ridges may
be utilised for this crop, as it vvill be cleared off

before the soil is required for earthing up.

Leeks.—The main plantation of Leeks for

ordinary use from outside sowings should soon
be ready to handle. The ground for Leeks requires
heavy manuring when trenching, and a good
proportion of the manure put towards the bottom,
as Leeks are deep rooters and gross feeders.
Eighteen inches between the lines and a foot
between the plants is ample room to grow fair

samples ; in fact, they may be grown closer

with good results, but room is necessary for the

free working of the hoe between the lines. When
planting, deep holes should be made with a

good-sized dibble, and only a little soil dropped
in to cover the roots.

Peas.—Successional sowings of maincrop N-arie-

ties should be made for some time yet. On light

soils it may be necessary at this season to dig

out trenches rather deeper than usual, so that

when the seeds are sown and covered, the lines

will be slightly lower than the surrounding ground.

For latest supplies we usually sow an early variety

from June 10 to June 16.

The Flower Garden.

Forced Plants.—Now that the forcing of

hardy plants is almost over for the season, no
time should be lost in getting these plants outdoors.
Ghent and mollis Azaleas, Lilacs and Rhododen-
drons take some time to recover after having been
forced ; but if these are planted out in suitable

soil they soon make good growth, and may be
used again and again for forcing if two or three
years are allowed to elapse between. Bulbs of

Narcissi, Tulips and Hyacinths, especially of the
former, should not he destroyed after forcing,

as they will serve to brighten some spot in the
grounds if planted out ; this may be done while
the foliage is still green.

Summer Bedding.—Some preparations should
now be made in view of getting the tender subjects

placed outdoors soon. The beds ought to be forked
over and the surface raked smooth, the grass
mowed and the edges trimmed, and all made in

readiness to proceed quickly when once a com-
mencement to plant is made. The beds contain-
ing Tulips and Hyacinths will require to be left

as long as possible. These make good forcing
material for cut flowers next winter if the bulbs
are lifted and laid out on a dry, sunny position
to ripen. The beds from which they have been
taken will require some well-decayed manure dug
in before being replanted.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Vinery.—When the Grapes are colouring
admit plenty of air. Open the ventilators more
or less according to the weather, and maintain a
warm, drier atmosphere. A final watering at

the roots with clear tepid water should be given,
afterwards covering the surface with some loose,

dry material, such as meadow hay, which will

act as a mulch and retain the moisture at the
roots while avoiding excess of moisture in the
atmosphere.

Successional Vines.—A brisk heat should he
maintained in those houses where the bunches
have been thinned. Close the ventilators early

in the afternoon to obviate the use of much iire-

heat. A night temperature of about 70° should
be aimed at. With the increased sun-heat and
more ventilation, large quantities of water are
required to create a moist atmosphere by frequent
sprinkling of the paths and borders. Vines carry-
ing heavy crops of Grapes will require liberal

feeding if they are to finish the bunches properly.
One of the standard Vine manures should be
given in regular small doses, and, if possible to
secure it, give a soaking of liquid manure from
the farmyard, properly diluted with clear water.
All water given to inside borders should be heated
as most water supplies are too cold for use direct

from the pipes.

Peaches.^The early Peaches should have the
syringe withheld as soon as the fruits show signs
of ripening, and air given in abundance on hot
days, bringing this condition on gradually, of

course.

Mealy Bug on Vines.—If this pest has obtained
access to the vineries, it is difficult to eradicate,
as, no matter how thoroughly the winter cleaning
has been done, there are generally a few left,

which multiply so quickly that if not checked in
time they will overrun the whole house before the
fruit is ripe, and if ants are present as well, matters
become worse. A sharp-eyed assistant with a
small brush and methylated spirit can often find
the survivors of the winter in time to check their

career ; but if this fails and the pests overrun the
house, then they should be fumigated with one of

the nicotine compounds. This, if carefully used,
will kill them without any injury to the Vines.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.
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ALLOTMENTS AND
WASTE LAND

IT

is of no use to sit in an easy chair and wait

for the Government to take a lead in every

movement that is in the best interests

of the State. It is high time that we should

all be up and doing, and yet it is only too

obvious that we at home are not doing our utmost.

Waste land and building sites are lying idle in

almost every town and village in the country,

and yet the price of the food of the people is going

up by leaps and bounds. We have yet to learn

that the first step towards economy is to prevent

waste.

But what is the use, the reader may say, to

advocate tilling the land when labour is not to

be had. This may be a real difficulty in some
localities, but certainly not in all. Allotments,

unlike farms and small holdings, may be worked

in spare hours, and there are thousands, even in

munition areas, who could spend a few hours

daily on their allotments. The time would be

spent profitably to themselves and to their families,

while the allotment workers would be better men
for the health-giving exercise. Men in other

employments, especially railwaymen and police-

men, are as a rule only too glad of a chance to work

on the land and cultivate their own vegetables.

In many towns and villages, particularly in

the outer suburbs of London, land is held up

for building sites where there is little prospect

of houses being erected during this year at least,

and unless steps are taken to bring the land under

cultivation, it will probably remain idle for years.

A few months ago the writer, together with

another resident of Claygate in Surrey, approached

the trustees of building land in that village. We
found the trustees very considerate, allowing us

to rent land for allotment purposes at the rate of

£1 per acre. A meeting was called of working-

men and artisans who were likely to make appli-

cation for land, when it w^as decided to commence
with one acre. The land was accordingly marked
out into plots of ten rods each, and the allotment

holders agreed to pay at the rate of 6d. per rod.

The whole of the land was quickly taken, and
there is every prospect of- entering into further

negotiations with a view to acquiring more land.

This is very satisfactory, our only regiet being

that the matter had not been taken in hand much
sooner.

A committee has been formed and two wardens

appointed to give practical advice and instruction

to any allotment holders who may be in need of

it. The lents from the allotments are placed to

the common fund to pay for fencing and any other

general expenditure that is likely to accrue. Each
man clears away the Brambles and Briars from

his own plot ; and as the ground was waterlogged,

the bushes have been laid in the ground for drain-

age along one side of the land. This is an excellent

mode of drainage, and, incidentally, the land is

vastly improved, -even as a building site.

Many of the allotment holders are wiselj' devot-

ing most of their ground to Potatoes. I have
lately heard it expressed that Potatoes are cheaper

than bread. Who knows what next winter may
have in store ? Apart from the national importance

of Potatoes for the food supply, this crop is rightly

regarded as the best for cleaning the land. When
the Potato crop is lifted, the soil will be in a friable

condition and comparatively free from weeds,

as the result of constantly tilling the ground in

planting, hoeing, earthing up, and eventually lifting

the crop. The two varieties that find most favour

in this locality are King Edward and the much
older and better-known variety Up-to-Date.

The former is one of the best Potatoes on heavy

land ; for this purpose it is probably better than

any variety in cultivation. This village is typical

of thousands, and if only responsible persons

will interest themselves in a scheme such as this,

many acres of land now growing crops of Briars

and Thistles may be utilised for the cultivation

of wholesome vegetables. H. C.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAe Editor endeavours

to make THE Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers

tlie right kind of plant, and it bliould be borne in mind
that cuttings made this season arc practically useless.

The best plants are, those about a year old, i.e., those
rooted last April or May, which, grown in an unhealed
greenhouse or frame and stopped in September or October,
are now bushy plants that will soon be running off to form
a bud. Tlie next step is to well dig the bed in which it

is intended to plant. If the soil is poor, it should be
manured, and a heavy dressing of soot is a great advantage.
Jf the soil is known to be deficient in lime, a further dressing
of this or powdered chalk is advisable, because the Carna-
tion is a lime-loving plant. Medium-sized plants, say,

from 5-inch pots, may be planted 1 foot to 18. inches
apart, thus leaving room for the use of the Dutch hoe,

the employment of which every three or four weeks adds
materially to the well-being of the plant. It is far better

to stake and secure .by a tie or more easily adjusted plant
support at the time of planting.

The Time to Plant.—One of the great advantages of

the Perpetual-flowering Carnation as a bedding plant
is that it is a useful subject to follow bulbs or even as late a
plant as the Wallflower, but many people leave the planting

of them too late. Even a common plant like the Calceo-

laria is best established before the hot, dry weather comes
in; therefore it is advisable to plant in April or by the end
of RIay. To get the best results from the old type of

border Carnations, they are planted in autumn; thus the new
type—the Perpetual-flowering Carnation—has a distinct

advantage, in so far as that one can plant later and after

a crop of spring flowers. Moreover, they are supreme
with their perpetual-flowering habit, for instead of flowering

during the month of July only, they literally perpetually

continue to bloom until the cold weather arrests growth

;

and just as one may during a mild winter cut Roses on

ALLOTMENTS IN THE MAKING ON WASTE LAND AT CLAYGATE, SURREY.

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side' of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Gauden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps thai are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATIONS (Lieutenant-

Colonel J. J. H.).—Bedding Out and Planting Out.—
Although " bedding out " and " planting out " are simple
expressions with apparently the same meaning, they are
also technical expressions conveying totally different

sense and operations. By " bedding out " a professional
gardener means the planting of Perpetual-flowering
Carnations in tlie open border for flowering outside from
May to September or until the frost stops gro^Hh. When
a gardener uses the expression " planting out," he means
the planting of Carnations in a bed or bench under glass,

where he blooms them for a year or two.
Perpetual-flowering Carnations for the Open- — It took

some years for the public to generally recognise that
these Carnations were hardy and that they excel as outside
plants for summer blooming. The first step is to secure

Christmas Day, so one may do the same with the Perpetual-
flowering Carnation.

What to Do with Old Plants.—About this season, when
room under glass is required, one is naturally lo ith to throw
away one's old plants while they have yet plenty of buds
to open and promise to flower well throughout the summer.
A good plan is to bed these out in the same way as has
been indicated, except that they require a little more room.
If made into complete beds, or if planted in clumps, these

plants may present a somewhat leggy appearance ; but
this may be avoided to some extent by placing a few younger
plants around them. At the time of bedding out, the
shoots should be well secured and the balls of soil some-
what broken. Firm planting in well-dug, well-manured
soil is essential.

Planting Out.—Just as the " doctors never agree,"

so, too. even with professional gardeners, we have differ-

ences of opinion on the expediency of planting Carnations
out under glass. It is a system which is more successful

in America than it is in this country, because with the
greater amount of sunshine enjoyed in that country
during months when we in the United Kingdom see it

only for a very few hours, the plant grows and flowers more
readily. Many market growers in this country grow their

plants planted out under glass, because they are less

expensive to cultivate in this way. and during the spring

and summer months actually give more flowers. When,
however, an early autumn crop of flowers is desired,

the pot system is" better, as with restricted root room the

plants flower more quickly. Of course, just now, when
labour is so scarce, the planting-out system has the great

advantage that they are less trouble. Nevertheless,

for autumn blooming and for an ample supply of flowers

for Christmas, they must be planted during April, May
or early in June. The benches may be made of tiles
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slate, or similar material. \Vc do not like wood, as
this does not give the tirm foundation so necessary, and
it is liable to create fungoid growth. The depth of the
soil should not exceed 5 inches, and the same compost
as used in the final potting is good, viz., four parts fibrous
loam, one part well-rotted manure, a. quarter part sand
and, if the soil is at all deficient in humus, a quarter part
of leaf-soil is a fine addition, although if the loam is turfy,
with plenty of fibre in it, the leaf-soil is not necessary.
Other flue ingredient are a (5-inch potful of. bone-meal
and an 8-inch potful of wood-ashes to the barrow-load of
soil. If wood-ashes are not available, burnt bonfire
refuse will answer the same purpose.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAME OF FRUIT.— Mrs. L. £.—Apple Bramley's

Soedhng.
NAMES OF PLANTS.

—

E. E. J.—Only a form of the
Cowslip, Primula ofBcinalis. E. M. B.—Alpine Barren-
wort, Epiniedium alpinum. G. Y.—Asarum europaeum,
Asarabacca, a native of this country. Egdon. —
Sa.xifraga peltata, a native of California, called the
Umbrella Plant.

SOCIETIES
GARDENERS' PROVIDENT SOCIETY.

The monthly meeting of the United Horticultural Benefit
and Provident Society was held at the Eoval Horti-
cultural Society's Hall on Monday, May 8, Mr. Charles
H. Curtis in the chair. Before the commencement of
business the chairman moved that letters of sympathy
be sent to the families of the late Mr. J. Wheeler, Mr. J.
Wright and Mr. Gurney Fowler, and to Mr. Stanbridge
on the death of his wife. Three new members were
elected. Two members were allowed to withdraw suras
amounting to £83 Is. 5d. from their deposit accounts. The
death certificates of foiu- members were produced,
and the sums amounting to £140 lis. 9d. were duly passed
for payment to their nominees. Tlie sick pay for the
month on the private side amounted to £65 lis. 4d.,
on the State section to £32 lis. 6d., and maternity claims
to £10 IDs. The treasurer, in giving his financial state-
ment, reported that the tru.stees had purchased a further
£500 War Loan. Mr. W. J. Penton was co-opted a member
of the committee in the place of Mr. E. Burge. The next
meeting of the committee will be held on June 5 instead
of June 12 (WUit Monday).

EAST ANGLIAN HORTICULTURAL CLUB.
At the May meeting of this club, held at Norwich, a very
good attendance of members above and below miUtary
age were present. The president, Mr. T. Notley, read a
letter from the secretary, Mr. W. L. WaUis, regretting,
through illness, his inability to be present. Owing to
pressure of work and shortage of labour, Mr. A. G. Stark
could not attend to give his promised paper upon " Sweet
Peas." Mr. Herbert Perry stepped into the breach and
read a paper upon " The Polyanthus." He dealt with
the supposed first break of the flower being a natural
hybrid .between the Primrose and Coftslip, also the deriva-
tion of the name from two Greek words meaning many
flowers. The characteristics of the pin-eyed and thrum-
eyed flowers were alluded to as a provision of all-wise
Nature to ensure fertility and subsequent seed. Cultural
remarks on seed raising, division of the old plants and
subsequent planting out were all dealt with.

Mr. John Clayton, in opening the discussion, thanked
Mr. Perry tor introducing such a seasonable subject.
Incidentally, Mr. Clayton said that with the new order for
the prohibition of the importation of Dutch bulbs, the day
for such spring Bowers as the Polyanthus was dawning
again. A large number of members took part in the dis-
cussion, which was of an animated and practical nature.
The exiiibition was very fair. Strawberries, Apples

and Pears represented the fruit; flowers were very
bright, and Asparagus was exceptioniiUy fine. Mr. W.
Shoesmlth brought up from Mr. F. W. Harmer's garden
at Cringleford a flne piece of Cattleya. Mr. A. Talbot,
with his exhibit of 570 queen wasps, recently killed,
received commendation for the good service he had
done.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE

Aubrietia Miss Jekyll.—From Messrs. R.

Wallace and Co., Kilnfield Carders, Colchester,

we have received two plants of a new Aubrietia

of theii raising. It is earlier than Lavender,
and a brighter and better colour than that

variety. Moreover, it is, happily, more of a

self colour, and without the conspicuous white
eye. Miss Jekyll thought very highly of the

variety when first submitted to her two years

ago for her opinion of its colour value, and she

still considers it a very beautiful and desirable

variety. With Miss Jekyll's permission it has
been named after her, and we are sure that it is

a variety with a great future for spring colour

effects.

" London Past and Present."—This is a

large quarto volume published at the offices of

the Studio and edited by Charles Holme. It is

divided into ttiree parts, " London Before the

Great Fire," " Eighteenth Century London "

and " Modern London," with subsections dealing

with the Thames and its bridges, the churches,

streets, houses, public buildings and monuments.
It includes nearly r50 full-page illustrations

(eight of which are in colour) and maps and draw-

ings of sixteenth and seventeenth century London,
every one of which is sute of an appreciative

welcome from all true lovers of London.

War News from France.—that gardeners,

in spite of their peaceful calling and training,

can be just as heroic in warfare as men reared in

other and more strenuous walks of life has been

proved on many occasions in this great war.

The fact is brought vividly to our mind by a

letter recently received from Paris from a friend

of one of the young members of the French Horti-

cultural Society of London, of which, as our

readers are well aware, Mr. George Schneider,

for many years with Messrs. Veitch of Chelsea,

is the president. And in passing let us pay
homage to him as one of the French gardeners

who fought through the campaign of t87o-7r.

The spirit that animates our gallant French
Allies is one that must be admired by every

Britisher. In the letter referred to we learn that

this young French gardener left for the Front

towards the end of 1914, and practically every

one of the French and Belgian gardeners in England,

members of that society, has done the same.

Although he has been seriously wounded, this

young French gardener his now but one desire

—

to get back to the Front and make the Germans
pay for what' they have done to him. In

July, of that year, when Mr. N. N. Sherwood
entertained the society so hospitably at his resi-

dence at Kelvedon, how little we dreamed that

within three weeks that happy party would be

dispersed and its members called to the Colours

to engage in the greatest struggle the world has

ever seen ! Another member—and there are

probably others of whom we have had no tidings

—

is Mr. Schneider's son-in-law, Emile Ripard.

^Everyone who has attended the Cafe Royal
banquets of the society remembers him and the

great artistic talent he always displayed in the

floral decoration of the tables. M. Ripard has

been serving in the Engineers, and for his gallantry

at the Front was recently awarded the new French

War Cross. As is customary when such honours

have been awarded, he was allowed four days'

leave to rejoice over the event with his family,

and has now returned again to the muddy trenches

where he has been so long confined. M. Rene
Moser of Versailles is another member of the

French Horticultural Society of London. He
was secretary of it and a contemporary of M.

Louis Gentirin 1896, and had for his assistant

sei retary M. Leon Pynaert of Ghent. M. Ren4
Moser has been twice wounded in the war, and has

been recommended for the Medaille Militaire. His

brother and partner, M. Marcel Moser, has also

distinguished himself, and has been promoted to

the rank oi captain. We have on former occasions

placed on record some of the doings of our French

horticultural friends.

The War Office notifies that from now oninnd all papers
posted to any neutral European coitiitr;/ will be stopped,
except those sent by publishers and newsagents ifho have
obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to TUE Gardkn, and sub-
scribers who send to friends in Denmarl- , Tlolland, Norioay,
Sweden. Switzerland. Spain, Portugal, Oreece, and
Rotimania should order copies to be despatched by the
Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

**• The Yearlji Subscription to THE GARDEN is : Inland,
6s. Orf. ; foreign. 8.s. Srf.

sxrruAmoii^s 'VR.CR.'VfT.

Our charge for advertisements under the above heading is

9d. per line, consisting of eight words to the line. Press
day Friday.

GARDENER WANTED.—Single-handed for
vefzetables, fruit, flowers and lawns, small greenhouse; good
references essential; small cottage on place; suitable for

married man. — Write stating wages and experience to
Mr. Howard Talbot, Chalfont St. Giles;. Bucks.

CANNELL'S
BEDDING PLANTS

We offer the foUowing special

lines suitable for present planting.

Asters, Stocks, Antirrhinums, Nemesias, and
other Choice Seedling Annuals

6d. per doz., 3/- per 100
Carnations, choice border kinds. 5/- per doz.

Geraniums in great variety. 3/- and 4/- per doz.
Leuoophyton Brow ni, silver foliage. 3/- per doz.
Lobelia Kathleen Mallard. 9d. doz., 5/- per 100

,, Crystal Palace Compacta.
6d. doz., 3/- per 100

Marguerites. 4/- per doz.
Violas in variety. 1/6 doz., 9/- per 100

The Nurseries, EYNSFORD

MANY YEARS REPUTATION.

WEED
KILLER

LASTING RESULTS -NO NEW EXPERIMENT .

"^ LABOUR SAVERS.- EUREKA- uwn sand. ^
SoiLFUME. Nicotine, insecticides Fumers.
Sprays. AND other chemicals & Sundries
See List Please asr your agent for the Eureka

' ARTICLES - They are always satisfactory If any
'

Idifficulty in obtaining we send direct, carriage paid

,0«lYA(ldrK5T0MUNSOH&HAYWARD t» LINCOLN.

BEGONIAS
for Exhibition, Greenhouse, Bedding,
Hanging Baskets, etc. Awarded 44
Gold Medals. Illustrated Catalogue free.

DELPHINIUMS
from our unsurpassed Gold Medal
Collection, choice named varieties in

strong ground roots, 12/-, 15/-, 20/-,

25/- and 30/- per dozen.

other specialities :

CARNATIONS, CYCLAMEN, POLYAN-
THUS, BLUE PRIMROSE, VIOLETS, &c.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH.

THE "COUNTRY LIFE" LIBRARY.

THE tJNHEATED
GREENHOUSE

By K, Ii. DAVIDSON.

260 pagea and nearly 60 lUustratloDB.

CHEAP EDITION, 5/- NET, BY POST. 6/5

Published at the Offices of " Codntrt Life," Ltd.,

20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London, W.O.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
WE are very pleased to hear that

Mr. F. J. Hanbury has been

elected a member of the Council

of the Royal Horticultural Society,

and readers will join us in con-

gratulating him upon his election. His beau-

tiful grounds, including a magnificent Heath

and rock garden, have made Buclchurst, East

Grinstead, Sussex, famous among the gardens

of England. Mr. Hanbury holds a recognised

position in the Orchid world, while the strain

of devotion to natural science so characteristic

of the Hanbury family has led him to collect a

wonderful herbarium and to publish " The Flora

of Kent " and the seventh edition of the " London
Catalogue of British Plants." Mr. Hanbury fills

the vacancy on the Council caused by the recent

death of Mr. Gurney Fowler.

Paris Spring Show.—The arrangements for

holding this show have had to be altered owing
to difiiculties in covering in the usual site on the

Cours-la-Reine. Instead of the dates formerly

mentioned, the show will be held on June 3, 4, 5

and 6 in the Society's Hall, 84, rue de Grenelle. The
price of admission varies from three francs on the

first day to one franc on the last, and the takings

will be given to a fund for wounded French soldiers.

Thinning Gooseberries.—A regular system of

thinning should be practised in the Gooseberry

quarter. The gathering of about half ot the

crop in a green state has much to recom

mend it, as, besides providing a dainty addition

for cooking in various ways, it relieves the bushes

from a considerable strain and tends to produce

in the Gooseberries retained large fruits of finer

flavour, as well as giving the buds for next season's

cropping a better chance of success.

Double Varieties of Deutzia crenata.

—

Deutzia crenata flore pleno is quite an attractive

shrub, but it is far siuT)asSed by some of the more
recent introductions. At the time of writing

the three following are specially attractive in the

collection of Mr. Alexander Porter, florist, David-

son's Mains, Midlothian : D. c. magnifica has

large flowers of purest white, and one of its chief

attractions is the Snowdrop-like appearance of

the large, unopened blooms. D. c. insignis is of

erect habit, with numerous slender laterals growing

almost horizontally, and on these the small flowers

are freely borne on very slender stems, giving the

whole a very graceful appearance. D. c. formosa

is a quite distinct variety. The large double

flowers are in the form of dense cylindrical panicles,

the panicles, 24 inches long, occurring in pairs

at about 3 inches apart along a branch of 2J feet

or more. Grown cool, they all stand quite a week

in the cut state.

Chestnut Sunday at Hampton Court.—There
was an unusual number of visitors to view 'the

famous Chestnut Avenue in Bushey Park on May 21,

which, being the third Sunday in May, is popularly

known as Chestnut Sunday. For the past week
the blooms have presented a magnificent sight,

and the whole avenue was in the height of perfec-

tion by the appointed time.

Gay Flowers on a Dry Bank.—Tritonia
crocata, mixed with tufts of the cream-
coloured hybrids of Gazania that were sent

out by Lemoine about twenty years ago, is a
striking combination when used together for

MR. F. J. HANBURY.
A new Member of the Council 0/ the Royal

Horticultural Society.

edging a rustic path at this season, especially

when there are behind it masses of the blue Daisy,

Agathaea ccelestis, and plenty of Centaurea
candidissima or C. Clementei ; most useful for

any dry bank that can be left to itself till they
have grown into irregular masses and clothe

the whole ground.

Anemone His Excellency.—A gathering of

this magnificent Anemone reached us early in

May from Messrs. W. Manger and Sons of Guernsey.
It is well named and is excellent. The beautiful

royal scarlet petals are excellently set off by a
dark central boss and a circle of rich blue anthers,

which are emphasised by the white claws of the

petals ; in other words, by the white ring under-

neath them. We have never seen a richer and
more charming effect than these brilliant flowers

made when we just carelessly placed them in

water and left them to arrange themselves. His
Excellency is one of the conoraria section.

Ixiolirion Pallasii.—This is a plant seldom
met with in gardens, but is well worth a place

in even the smaller ones. It is a bulbous
plant hailing from Central Asia, and the fact

of its being only half-hardy probably accounts

for its scarcity. It is really best treated as a

greenhouse plant and rested during the autumn.
The pale blue flowers, measuring about 2 inches

across, are in panicles on a stem about 1 8 inches

in height. They are very suitable for filling

vases and last a good while in the cut state.

The plants like a sandy loam.

Sale of Plants, Books, &c., in Aid of the
British Red Cross Society.—The sale of plants,

bulbs, horticiiltural books, paintings, prints.

&c., which is being organised by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society in aid of the funds of the British

Red Cross Society and the Order of St. John,
to be held in the society's hall on Wednesday and
Thursday, June 28 and 29, promises to be a great

success, and there is a steady flow of offers of

objects for the sale. The catalogue will be issued

on June 17, and will contain a list of all the gifts

received under the names of those who have
given them. All entries must be received by
May 27. The title cover will be designed by Mr.

Byam Shaw, the Punch artist. It has been
decided that the donors of Orchids and other

objects of exceptional value may place a reserve

price upon them, should they wish to do so.

Anagallis Monellii Parksii and A. JM. Phil-
lipsii.—If only we had perpetual sunshine, these

two beautiful Pimpernels would be in every garden
in the land ; they are so striking and beautiful in

bright sunny weather. Parksii is a magnified form
of our own wild " Poor Man's Weather-glass,"

and its replica in colour. Phillipsii is its counter-

part, with deep rich gentian blue flowers ; if

anything, of an even deeper tone than that descrip-

tion usually calls up in our minds. Both are

hardy annuals, and may be sown in the usual

manner where they are to bloom. They grow
about 9 inches in height and branch freely.

As sure as ever " Old Moore " foretells a real

sunny summer, do liot forget to add a packet or

two of these splendid annuals to the seed order.

*** Owing to the shortage of paper, readers who have not
already done so are asked to order The Garden to be
delivered refjularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus
obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Formal Gardens in War-time.—1 have been

privately asked what is the best thing to be done

with formal beds when it is impossible, owing to

the shortage of labour and scarcity of the usual

materials, to fill them in the wonted manner. 1

have prescribed annuals, with some of the cheaper

bulbs, such as Montbretias and scarlet Gladioli

(brenchleyensis) planted to come up through them

and break the levels of the masses. This, howevei,

is not absolutely necessary, and as it is getting

late for bulb planting, it might be better to rely

on the choice of annuals of varying heights and

habits of growth. Then again, if earlier and latei

flowering ones are selected, there will be a contrast

between the green of those which have not reached

their flowering stage and those which ha\e. Of

one thing I feel certam : no one who goes in for

formal beds and borders must expect the same

display with none of the usual material at hand

and with but a tithe of the manual labour avail-

able to look after things. If 1 were a peison who
had to fill formal beds somehow, I would send

, to Thompson and Morgan of Ipswich for cue of

their seed lists, in which all the information about

heights and colours is very concisely given, and

where an abundant choice will be found. It would

be a good opportunity to try things we do not

know. How very many annuals may be para-

A PERFECT BLOOM OF ROSE L.\DY URSULA

do.xically described as well known
yet unknown I Now is the time to

make a "plunge."

—

Joseph Jacob.

Tomato Sutton's Early Market.

Wanting an early fruiting Tomato,

and acting on advice, I have this

season given the above a trial. The

seed was sown in October, and the

fruit commenced to ripen at the end

of April under ordinary greenhouse

treatment. The fruits are not large,

but are produced in good trusses,

and are perfectly round and smooth

and of good colour. The particular

point, though, that strikes me—

a

point that will ensure Early Market

being grown here again—is the very

excellent flavour of the fruit. It

is exceptionally^ choice and dainty,

and I can confidently recommend it

for that reason to those who possess a discriminat-

ing palate.—F. H. C.

Erica australis.—Quite the best thing in the

Heath garden just now (mid-May) is the fine

Spanish Heath, Erica australis. It grows in

lather dense bushes—already over 4 feet high,

though only two years planted. The whole bush

bears a profusion of pale pink bloom, the indi-

vidual flowers being about a quarter of an inch

long. The whole mass, seen from a little dis-

tance, looks of a deeper colour than one would

expect from a close examination—one cannot

tell why. It is one of the many pleasant

mvsteries of the garden. —
v G. J

Rose Lady Ursula.—Sent

out by Messrs. Ale.x. Dickson

as far back as 1908, this Rose

can hardly be classed among
the new Hybrid Teas

;
yet it

is not too often seen, and one

feels that its merits are hardly

recognised either as a garden

or exhibition variety or toi

growing under glass. Perhaps

its colour, a pale flesh pink, has

something to do with this—and

it must be admitted that there

are, possibly, too many Roses

of this prevailing . shade—but

with Lady Ursula the tint is

so refined, and the deUcate

veining and deep flush at the

base of the petals make up

such a beautiful flower, that it

is hard to find fault with it on

the score of colour. It is quite

a good doer under most cir-

cumstances, with particularly

fine foliage, and when well

grown the flowers can be very

large. Grown under glass it

is excellent, and may be

strongly recommended. The
bloom illustrated, which was

taken from a pot plant in mid-

April, measured nearly 7 inches

across, and could have been

cut with a stem a yard long.

HORTULUS,

Rose-Growing.—May I give

your readers my experience of

Rose-growing ? My remarks

will probably be of but

little use to anyone who has

EARLY MARKET, A TOMATO OF EXCELLENT FLAVOUR .

not similar soil to that on which this garden is

situated, and therefore I will begin by saying

that we are on Burgate stone, so that our soil,

although fairly deep, is sandy. We have been

here sixteen years, and at first wasted much
money on buying Roses, sometimes English,

sometimes French grown. They were all on
Briar stocks and did well the second year,

not so well the third year, and after that were
only fit to throw away. I then noticed that all the

plants of Zephyrine Drouhin flourished, and as

they were all on their own roots I decided to try

growing all Roses on their own roots and to abandon
such as would not grow in that way. The trial

of the last eight years has convinced me that

for this garden it is the only way to grow Roses.

We strike the cuttings under bell-glasses. A
good mud pudding is made and the cuttings

pushed into it. The bell-glass is turned down
over the cuttings and also pushed into the mud,
and is there left until the following spring. I doubt

if it is necessary to prune Roses which are on
their own roots as hard as those which art on
stocks. May I add (although I have already

given the information in The Garden) that we
are now never troubled with mildew, because

we always sprinkle the ground with quicklime

before the trees come into leaf. It seems possible

that mildew spawn lies on the surface of the ground

during the winter. On the other hand, this

soil is very short of lime, and this extra lime added
in this way may be sufficient to make the Roses

grow strong and resist the mildew. There can
be no doubt that green fly cannot live on any
plant which is healthy and growing strong. If

anyone doubts it, let him try watering with liquid

manure a Rose tree which has green fly on it, and
he will see the fly die in a day or two. I have never

known the experiment to fail on this soil, although

sometimes more than one dose is needed. —
Thackeray Turner, Westbrook, Godalming.

A Preventive Against Slugs.—I believe I have
discovered a very effectual preventive against

slugs. It is common rock salt, preferably broken

in pieces about the size of a thumb joint. I made
experiments by surrounding some slug traps

baited with bran with the salt, and leaving others

not surrounded. The traps that were not sur-

rounded had plenty of slugs in, and those that

were surrounded had hardly any in. I have

tried various other experiments, which all go to

show that slugs will not face this. I am writing

to you as I think that for gardeners, both amateur
and professional, it will be a decided boon. The
advantage is that in wet weather, when slugs are
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more active, the rock salt is not destroyed like

lime and soot. I am not sure, of course, what
effect salt would have if permanently left on the

ground ; but there is no need to do this, as it

could be taken off when the plants were out of

danger, and during that time the amount dissolved

and entering the soil would be very small. I

shall be glad to hear what other readers think

of the idea, and, if they make any experi-

ments with it, what the result is.—T. Fred
Haigh, 7, Friar Lane, Leicester.

"Daffodil Year Book."—In view of the

very great increase in the expense of paper and
printing, and of the laboui difficulties attending

it, the Council of the Royal Horticultoral Society

have resolved to suspend the publication of this

year's " Daffodil Year Book." In coming to

this resolution they are not wholly uninfluenced

by the fact that the Year Book has never paid

even half its cost, and last year, 1915, the sales

of it only amounted to one-ninth of its cost.

—

W. WiLKS, Secretary, Royal Horticultural Society,

Vincent Square, Westminster, S.W.

Allotments and Waste Land.—To me it was
extremely interesting and gratifying to read the

remarks of " H. C." on the above question in the

,
pages of The Garden for May 20. I have long

been much concerned about the vast extent of

uncultivated land in this country, and I have
over and over again advocated the breaking up and
cropping of such. We as a nation have been

far too content to take it easy so long as we could

get what we wanted, in the way of vegetables

and fruit especially, from any source. There

are tens of thousands of acres in this country of

ours, which are practically lying idle, capable

of growing produce of the very -best, and it is

these small patches of which your correspondent

speaks that I am most concerned about. The
trustees of the building land in question are to be

congratulated on their patriotism and foresight,

as they can plainly see that they are not only doing

a national service, but are unquestionably improv-

ing the land for the future. I trust that the advice

given and the example set will prove to be an

incentive to many other bodies in various parts

of the country.

Record Crops of Apples.—In reply to your

correspondent " W. F. M. C," in your issue for

May 20, page 239, in which he questions my figures

in relation to an Apple Blenheim Orange growing

at Claygate, in the first place let me say I had not

the slightest reason for exaggerating the quantity

picked, and to which 1 still adhere, though it is

now, unfortunately, nearly forty years since. The
tree then was, as I stated, in the pink of condition,

probably from forty to fifty years of age, and I

understand there are members of the late Mr.

Child's family still living who can bear out my
statements. I imagine your correspondent has

something to learn in the way of Apple culture

if his big trees will only produce about five bushels.

Two years ago we picked from two Blenheim Orange

Apple trees between forty and fifty bushels.

These trees were planted between thirty and forty

years ago and in another ten or fifteen years should

be about at their best, and there is no reason

why, with proper attention, they should not

double their yield by that time. Should nothing

unforeseen occur and your correspondent will do

me the honour of a visit towards the end of the

coming September, I feel sure I shall be able to

convince him that he would be able to relish such

facts without the aid of " a grain of salt."

—

EpwiN Beckett, V.M.H., Aldeiiham.

NOTES FROM THE RIVIERA
By Edward H. Woodall.

THERE is always a demand for blue-

flowering shrubs and tall-growing plants

on this coast as well as at home, and as

we cannot grow Delphiniums here we
are glad to possess that fine shrub

Echiuni fastuosum, often called the Pride of

Madeira. It is a short-lived slurub and generally

dies suddenly in its fifth or sixth season, but

when full grown and crowned by a scoie or more

of its splendid blue thyrses, it is a noble plant

indeed. As, however, it does not seem ever to

show itself to any advantage as a pot plant in

England, I should like to recall to memory an

excellent blue-flowered shrub,

Solanum lanceolatum, which has been

almost forgotten. It is so easy to grow,

either by seed or cuttings, that nobody

of last year. There are a good many " ifs " to

be considered before this can be fully recom-

mended to the garden lover. If there were three

flowers or more together, as in other Jasmines,

and if the rich colour were not so fleeting, it would

be quite an addition to the garden. Perhaps there

are better varieties, from seed than that which

is now flowering so freely here ; but if not, I

should hesitate to say it is worth growing except

as a curiosity. Perhaps a cross between it and

Jasminum revolutum, which flowers at the same

time, might produce a more ornamental garden

plant, and when that appears I hope I may
be here to praise it. Those of the Chinese Honey-

suckles also that have flowered with me are

decidedly disappointing. The good old Dutch red

Honeysuckle is superior to all of them as a garden

VERONICA HULKEANA IN AN IRISH GARDEN.
IN THE RIVIERA.

IT IS A J<AVOUkirE PLAN 1

has taken any care of it, and yet it is a

very useful and desirable blue-flowered shrub.

Though not quite hardy, save in the extreme

south-west country, it is so vigorous and hardy

as well as beautiful that I hope some English

gardeners will again give it a place. Here it

thrives quite as well in shade as in the sun—indeed,

it grows much faster in shade—30 it evidently

would enjoy an English summer, and would need

no more care than a Fuchsia in winter. However

miserable it might look in the spring, it would

rapidly push out its growths and handsome blue

flowers, which are produced throughout the whole

summer. Here it is perhaps over-luxuriant, and

needs severe repression once or twice a year to keep

it within bounds. Every stranger I notice is filled

with admiration at its vigorous growth and abun-

dant blue flowers. The berries are yellow when ripe,

and are quite ornamental for many months.

Jasminum Beesianum.—This climbing shrub

is flowering very freely with me now. The small

crimson flowers come singly on short stalks from

the axils of each joint on the long, twining growths

plant, especially when one has a preference for

a fragrant flower. The many varieties of the

Cape Pelargoniums of the old show type are so

beautiful at this season that they really deserve

a space apart in gardens on this coast, and this

genial winter season has suited them exactly.

What a pity they do not bloom till the month of

May ! The glories of the old shows at Chiswick

and the Royal Botanic Gardens might easily be

revived in gardens on this coast were they in

beauty earlier in the year !

Veronica Hulkeana makes fine bushes in this

climate when cut back directly- after flowering.

I always regret that the scarlet Heuchera sanguinea

does not thrive on this coast ; these two would

make such a brilliant contrast. I had planned

an effect of that sort by planting a group of Echiuni

Wildpretii near it, and I suppose my seed was

not true, for all the tall spikes are bright pale

blue instead of the rosy red ; while in a friend's

garden on this coast this Echium is brilliant rose

red. as it should be, and there is nothing near it

to set it oft.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a, Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

off of their wicked heads seems to lessen the annual

crop among my choice flowers. I had struggled

with the little green Columbine for years, and only

by careful seed saving and sowing in pots could

I keep a plant or two, until by some happy chance

I planted a few seedlings in this rather unwhole-

some bit of soil. It evidently approves of it, for

there it sows itself so freely that I have generally

a spare babe or two to give away to its admirers.

I have had a great affection for it since I first saw
it at Bitten, something like twenty years ago. This

affection was strengthened when I happened upon
the beautifully drawn figure of it in Jacquin's
" Icones Plantarum Rariorum," though he

shows us a rather taller, coarser plant than

any form I have seen, and his queer faded

tones of green do not flatter it. As a fact,

the green of its leaves and stems is of a

particularh clear and bright tone, and the deep

THE garden is full of coloiu: from end to

end. Tulips, Beorded Irises, Magnolias,

Cherries, Lilacs and most of the May-

flowering delights are doing the best

they can duiing one of the cold spells

that try to snub them every May. The colour

effects of gardens have so much said and written

about them nowadays that I shall leave the plant-

ing of Clara Butt Tulips with Iris germanica,

and Tulipa Gesneriana or fulgens with Iris floren-

tina, to be discussed by others, and lead you to

one of the quietest-coloured flowers of the year,

Aquilegia viridiflora. It grows well in a little

bed of rather stiff clay at the foot of one slope

of the rock garden. Sir Hugh Myddelton con-

structed this bank of clay 300 years ago, when

he was bringing the New River along the upper

edge of our valley. For gardening purposes

it is a nasty, sticky sample of soil, and so full of

the roots of Equisetum that no amount of pulling
1
brownish purple of the petals which form its

neat, circular petticoat is changed

by Jacquin, or age, into a dull, pale

buff. All the same, his beautiful out-

line gives a delightful portrait of the

plant. The light emerald green of

its five sepals lying on the purple

petticoat of the corolla makes a charm-

ing contrast by artificial light as well

as by day. It is, however, one of the

plants that one must look at closely

to appreciate its beauty.

The long, slender spiu's are gradually

shaded fiom a greenish grey at their

knobbed tips until they merge into the

deep purple of the petticoat. They
are not so much hooked as in many
Columbines, but bent into 'a graceful

curve that re-

minds me of a

snail's horns when
the animal is in

doubt and making
observations to

guide its further

progress. The
whole plant is such

a delightful series

of graceful curves

that I have
greatly e n j eyed

making the accom-

panying sketch of

it, and while so

doing discovered

a fresh charm in

it — a delicious

fragrance that re-

calls Chimonan-

thus fragrans.

In the matter

of graceful curves

even Aquilegia

viridiflora is surpassed by a very

slender and dainty Columbine, now-

flowering here for the first time. It

is one of the plants collected by Mr.

Farrer in 1914 in China, and promises

to be a charming species for the rock

garden. Its leaves alone are beautiful,

being finely cut with red stalks.

and in some forms their brilliant green lobes

are edged with red. The flower-stems are slender

as a thread and twist about in every direction,

but always in graceful curves. Only one plant

has fully opened its flowers as yet, and they arc

of a peculiar soft shade of puce. I should say

brown madder, crimson lake and perhaps a touch

of cobalt would produce the colour. The petals

have no spurs, but \eiy small knobs, as if to mark

THE NEW

CHINESE

AQUILEGIA.

/|i; (From drawings

by E. A. Bowles.]

AQUILEGIA VIRIDIFLORA

^About life size.)

the place where spurs ought to grow, like the

first appearance of a knob of horn on a calf's head.

Other plants are full of buds, and promise flowers

of a warmer, browner shade. The buds are

richly colouied, even in their smallest state, weeks

before they open, and make the plants very

attractive. I find that their scent is unpleasant,

a poisonous, bitter smell not unlike that of

laudanum and ladybirds.

The question of scents recalls to my mind
Corokia Cotoneaster, wliich is now a mass of

yellow stars among its twisted wiry growths.

My largest bush is about 5 feet in height, but

forms rather a narrow pillar, as it has to be cut

in severely on account ot its standing by the
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side of some steps in the rock garden. It now
stands out as a golden pillar, built up of the flowers

of Sedum acre, and scents the rock garden with

an odour much like that of Gorse. /Egle sepiaria,

the hardy Chinese Orange, is unusually fine this

year a few yards away from the Corokia. 1

have had to cut up ray two trees lest their sharp

spines should put out the eyes of those using the

path, and now they are high enough to be allowed

to spread over the heads of the passers-by. When
we are lucky enough to get a background of blue

sky for them, the hundreds of starry white flowers

on the leafless but bright green twigs are a very

goodly sight.

I cannot quite understand the ways of Camassias,

especially C. Leichtlinii, as to opening and closing.

It seems as complicated as the early closing days

in neighbouring townlets, and just as one always

forgets which is the shutters-up day in which

.place, so 1 can never exactly predicate the

afternoon on which no Camassia

bloom will be open. I think each

flower lasts two days, but it seems

as though fresh flowers open daily

for periods of two or three days to-

gether, and then comes a day on

which there are only tightly closed

buds above and faded flowers

beneath them on every Camassia in

the garden. It is, of course, very

aggravating if 01; such a day of early

closing one wants to show the

newest and best seedlings to visitors.

It is net easy to arouse their

enthusiasm over a spike of greenish

buds and browned has-beens. Then,

half an hour after the visitors have

left, rich blue or snowy white stars

will spring open on every spike.

This closing day does not seem to

depend on weather conditions, and

yet is universal for each plant, even

in far distant beds. Has anyone

else observed this queer behaviour,

or is it just a meaningless coinci-

dence that has happened to bother

me once or twice, and so impressed

itself on my mind ?

THE BEST HARDY
BAM BOOS

HARDY Bamboos are among the most
graceful and ornamental plants that

have been introduced to our gardens

during comparatively recent years.

In the winter months they possess a

charm quite their own, for it is at that season

they are most appreciated. They can be

grown successfully in most parts of the country,

provided that they are planted in positions

sheltered from the biting north-east winds, and

they are seen to great advantage against a back-

ground of evergreens. Well-grown specimens

are characterised by their elegance and natural

beauty, and if appropriately grouped amid suitable

surroundings they add a decidedly tropical aspect

to the garden. In spite of the heavy falls of

able until the plants attain a large size. Those

who have to grow their Bamboos on light, sandy

soil should never neglect this. By these means

more vigorous culms will be produced, and by

inducing growth to commence early in the summer
the canes will be in a better condition to withstand

the rigours of winter. There are probably over

three dozen hardy Bamboos grown in English

gardens, but it is only intended to write of the

best varieties.

Among Bamboos which are natives of China

and Japan, whence we have received most

of the best varieties, Arundinaria japonica

(Metak^) is one of the best known and most

useful for planting by the waterside. Owing to

its exceptional hardiness and robust habit, it

should be included in every garden. A. nitida

is one of the most distinct and beautiful species,

with purple black culms and narrow, lanceolate

leaves. It makes a lovely specimen for the lawn.

CHINA ROSES
It is specially delightful when

indoors to see the clear pink

bloom of the China Rose close to

the window ; the charming colour thus seen

against the more distant greenery of the garden

landscape seems to have its natural purity much
enhanced. Even if the China Rose had not the

merit of continuous bloom, there is no other Rose

that gives one just that sentiment of beauty

with constant friendliness that makes it, wiien

growing outside a window, just the right thing in

the right place. The planting of narrow borders

against houses often misses this kind of oppor-

tunity ; but where there are such borders one

may safely advise that on the sunny side of

the house a planting of Rosemary, Lavender

and Olearia Gunnii, with a liberal interplanting

of the common pink China Rose, will never be

regretted. Moreover, the permanent bushes are

in character with the solidity of the house walls.

Also—a matter of importance in these days

of scanty labour—such an arrangement saves

much work of preparation, planting and

maintenance. G. Jekvll.

HARDY BAMBOOS IN THE CAMBRIDGE BOTANIC GARDEN.

snow late in the winter. Bamboos have suffered

very little this season, and the foliage is compara-

tively fresh, with few exceptions. They succeed

best in a deep, loamy soil, preferably in moist

surroundings, and by the banks of a stream or

lake they not only luxuriate, but create a telling

and pleasing effect.

IVIay is a good time to transplant, and it is also

a suitable period to plant out specimens from

pots. We have also obtained excellent results by
moving the plants in September. Probably the

worst time to transplant Bamboos is from Novem-
ber until March, and it is, of course, inadvisable

to move them while in active growth. Whenever
the work is done, however, prepare the ground

thoroughly, incorporate some decayed farmyard

manure with the soil, mulch with similar material

after planting, and give abundance of water.

Indeed, it is necessary to supply the plants with

plenty of moisture at the roots all the summer,

and an annual mulch of manure will prove invahi-

as it is symmetrical in habit, and under favourable

conditions attains a height of quite 12 feet.

In A. nobilis we have a grand Bamboo ; it

attains a considerable height and is very hardy.

A. Simonii is a free-growing plant that merits a

place in every collection, and A. Hindsii graminea

deserves inclusion. Among dwarf varieties, A.

,

auricoma, with golden variegated foliage, is very

attractive and is quite suitable to plant in the rock

garden. A. Fortunei and A. disticha are good

companion plants, and A. Veitchii is more suitable

to grow in the wild garden, where it spreads freely.

Bambusa palmata should be planted where it has

space to extend, as it increases rapidly. Its large

leaves, which are of a vivid green above and a

glaucous hue beneath, render it a conspicuous

object.

There are many beautiful Bamboos in the

Phyllostachys section, and of these P. viridi-

glaucescens is one of the most distinct and hand-

some. It is particularly hardy and the foliage
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rarely suffers during the most severe winters,

while it often attains a height of 18 feet. In

P. Henonis we have a most beautiful Bamboo
;

its graceful stems, bearing masses of delicate

green foliage, when waving in the breeze give it

an elegant appearance. P. Boryana somewhat

resembles the above, but should always be given a

place. P. aurea is very well known, but to see

it to advantage it should be grown in a large

bed of fully a dozen plants
;
probably it is the best

variety for this mode of planting. The black

stems of P. nigra render it very distinct. In

P. Quilioi we have a handsome species of vigorous

growth and distinct character. The culms attain

a considerable height, a characteristic that marks

the lesser-known P. sulphurea, a very fine Bamboo.

P. rugosa (Marliacea) is a distinct acquisition ; it

is especially vigorous in habit, and the stems

arch in a pleasing manner. We now come to

what is the most noble of all the hardy

Bamboos, P. fastuosa. Its vigorous culms are

elegant and beautiful species. It reaches a height

of 12 feet under favourable conditions and spreads

rapidly, while its plumose growth is a distinct

characteristic. A. spathiflora is very similar

;

in fact, it is doubtful if it is a distinct variety,

so closely does it resemble A. anceps.

In conclusion, it maybe well to mention that the

Arundinarias flourish in partial shade, but the

Phyllostachys group prefer more sunshine, points

it is well to remember at planting-time.

GloucesiersJiire. G. B. M.

NOTES ON HARDY AZALEAS

CONSIDERING the unequalled part the

Ghent or American Azaleas can play in

enriching the landscape of the garden

and woodland, it is strange how seldom they are

foinid in such associations. Indeed, there are

HARDY AZALEAS AT HIGHGATE.

erect and well furnished with foliage, and under

congenial conditions will reach a height of

20 feet. P. mitis also produces robust growths,

and a well-grown plant is a fine sight. The
attractive striped stems of P. Castillonis render

this species very distinct, and the deeply marked
canes of P. violascens are almost equally unique.

P. flexuosa is another Bamboo of this section

quite worthy of inclusion, but it does not grow
very tall.

The handsome Bamboos which are natives of

I be Himalayas are among the most desirable

of aU. Foremost among them we have .''jrundi-

naria aristata, a very distinct species. It has

purplish branchlets and tessellated leaves, and
sometimes attains a height of 12 feet. A. race-

mosa is similar to the above. One of the finest

Bamboos for general planting is A. anceps, an

pleasure grounds of recognised good gardens

where they find no place in beds or shrub-

beries, yet in those self-same gardens the

mollis section will be made much use of

in the greenhouse. To say the least, this

exclusion of such a valuable hardy bedding

plant is remarkable, as there are no other hardy
subjects so well fitted for imparting gorgeous

beauty and telling effect to the outside garden

in mid-spring as the Ghent Azaleas, besides

which they have considerable beauty in autumn
owing to the high colouring of tlieir foliage.

Whether planted in beds, irregular groups, or

interspersed on the outskirts of shrubberies,

the rich colours are alike outstanding and impres-

sive. Lavish, too, is the production of blossom,

except, perhaps, when the buds get damaged
by late frosts, which happening, luckily, is

rare. Their fragrance is a further charming

quality.

Planting can be done in a mixed arrange-

ment or in separate colours. Either is equally

beautiful, especially when the flowers are viewed

in conjunction with the tender greenery of wood-

land trees or lawns. But if a suggestion for plant-

ing may be hazarded, perhaps the distinct colour

method could be better followed in the garden of

ample space, while for the small garden a few

colours could be chosen for blending en masse.

In neither case, however, should planting be

overdone, proportion and general effect being

kept in mind. The future development of the

shrubs must be allowed for also, and not only

immediate results remembered ; otherwise there

will be an unnecessarily early overlapping of

plant upon plant, a condition that can only be

cured by much pruning or the complete removal

of some of the plants to fresh ground.

A word as regards soil and position may not

be amiss. At one time peat was

thought an absolute necessity for

the well-doing of these plants,

and while they would unquestion-

ably thrive most perfectly in sucli

a compost, it is now known that

satisfactory results can be obtained

without a particle of peat.

Given ordinary garden soil,

trenched, with a mixture of leaf-

soil and common sand incor-

porated, first-class results can be

depended upon. Should the sub-

stratum soil be on the moist side,

•"•i , so much the better, providing

*. '^^ the drainage is thorough, for

most of these American plants

like a cool root basis. Where a

clayey subsoil has to be dealt

with, such as tliat in which the

plants illustrated are growing, the

preparatory work is more arduous.

.\ certain deplli of the clay

must be removed, the bottom

layer made loose, some rough

drainage material placed on it,

and the bed made up as already

mentioned. No manure need be

added, this being more beneficial

when applied as a mulch, par-

ticularly so if the soil be of

a poor nature or where plants

are placed on sloping ground.

Of the two positions—full sun

and semi-shade — the latter is

better, because the flowering-time

is prolonged thereby, and the buds, in seasons

of late spring frosts, get some protection from

surrounding trees, which trees also afford just

the background for the many brilliant tones

of the Azalea.

Though botanically known as Rhododendrons,

it is probable that practical gardeners will always

cling to the name Azaleas ; but this point and

the enumerating of varieties it does not seem

necessary to enter into here. They are so numerous,

and any good nurseryman would gladly supply

a list, while unnamed seedlings from a reliable

source invariably give satisfactory results and

harmonious colours. A more important tlu'ng is

to emphasise their easy culture, usefulness and

grandeur, and so bring about their greater usage

wherever outdoor gardening is seriously practised.

Ken \'iew Garden, Iligligale, N. C. Ti'RNek.

i
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REVIEW OF THE
SPRING SHOW AT CHELSEA

THE Royal Horticultural Society
is to be complimented on the
success of the great Spring Show
which was opened in glorious

weather on Tuesday last and
will be continued on the two following
days in the grounds of the Royal Hospital,

Chelsea. It was very fitting indeed that
Queen Mary should have graced the show-

by her presence on the morning of the
opening da)'.

In many ways the show has quite
exceeded the most sanguine expectations.

The outstanding feature of the exhibition
is unquestionably seen in the great wealth
and unusual splendour of hardj' garden
flowers. We all miss the rock and water
gardens in the open which have enhanced
the beauty and interest of bygone shows,
and although the exhibition is shorn of

much of its splendour in this respect, it

is partly atoned for by the wealth of

colour and variety seen among the hardy
flowers.

Apart from the imposing colour displays,

there are many interesting species, hybrids
and varieties that should be searched for.

This is particularly the case among Irises,

Primulas, Lilies, Roses and Rhododen-
drons, and it is hoped that the following
report will prove helpful to readers who
are eager to see the recent introductions
from far-off lands, notably China and
Thibet, and the results of hybridising
and selection of plants under cultivation.

In some directions very little progress has
to be recorded on that of recent years. This
is particiilarly the case among such green-

house flowers as Streptocarpi, Glo.xinias,

Fuchsias and Pelargoniums,, which show
little or no improvement over those
exhibited at the Temple Show ten or

twelve years ago ; while the large specimen
stove and greenhouse plants appear to

have dropped out altogether.

Our thanks are due to the society's

officials, who so kindly gave every assis-

tance and enabled us to present this report

of the great Spring Show. The unfailing

courtesy of the Rev. W. Wilks (secretary).

Mr. S. T. \yright (the genial superinten-

dent), F. Reader and A. J. Gaskell has

been of great assistance, and to them we
tender our gi^ateful appreciation.

HARDY PLANTS
These, despite the limitations of space and

other things, are to be seen in almost bewildering

variety and beanty, and though on some formei

occasions we have witnessed more imposing dis-

plays, we have rarely seen the plants presented

in a higher degree of perfection than now. For

the above-named reasons not a few of the hardy

plant groups are arranged at intervals in the

more spacious tents, which renders the inspection

of thenx at once easy and convenient. We do not

say that in all cases the restrictions tend to the

better displaying of some of the exhibits. That,

in the circumstances, is a matter over which the

IRIS BRACTEATA.
An old species which received an"award of merit.

THE NEW PRIMULA HELADOXA.
Shown by Messrs Wallace and Co. Award oj merit.

exhibitors have not the least control, and for

which our readers will doubtless make due allow-

ance. The plant lover and enthusiastic cultivator

does not greatly mind such things, but is concerned

with the plants themselves, and, appreciating their

importance, promptly gets the garden value of

the subject before him Happily for such and

many besides there is ample to admire, and while

we might without fear of contradiction regard

the exhibition now open to be of quite a repre-

sentative character, there will also be found Chinese
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novelties and other plants of considerable garden

interest and importance that are being exhibited

for the first time. Both in iVIessrs. Wallace's

group and in that from Messrs. Bees are new

plants to be found, and our readers should not

miss the opportunity of seeing them.

The groups—for there is more than one

—

arranged by Messrs. Wallace and Co., Colchester,

are singularly rich in new and choice things, a

remark which applies with equal force to the

Iris as to the miscellaneous group. In that

wholly of Irises many fine hybrids are to be seen,

liyV>rids of the Oncocyclus and Bearded sections,

which, embodying the quaint—almost grotesque

—

and the beautiful, give as a result a quite remark-

able series. To do them justice would require

a small volume, but some of them, Dilkash, Dorak

and Shiren, all iberica crossed with pallida hybrids,

are particularly striking. Don Carlos is a neat

blue flower, a Cengaltii hybrid. Mrs. Allan Gray

(rosy) is Queen of May x Cengaltii, and a lovely

thing withal. The Dove (Lupina x Cengaltii)

is a singularly quaint clouded flower with much
of the colour of the first named in it. These are

by Mr. Forrest and which will greatly add to the

beauty and interest of the garden at honre. Of

particidar interest here will be found the new

yellow-flowered Primula heladoxa, a golden yellow

flowered species which, with its seven or eight

whorled inflorescences, promises well as a good

garden plant. It woidd appear to be the Chinese

representative of the Java Primula imperialis,

more self golden and decidedly more hardy than

that kind. Then there are such as conicum,

Beesiana, membranifolia, nutans (lavender), rufa

(yellow), and much else that must be sought for

by those who delight in plant interest and novelty.

Adjacent to Messrs. Wallace's exhibit may be

seen a remarkable exhibition of a model Japanese

garden, by the artist-gardener Suzuki, who, in

m'niatiu-e, has faithfully reproduced a rock garden

with all its many associations.

Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield, stages a sumptuous

arrangement of the best hardy things, a group

replete with choice and interesting subjects. Tree

PiEonies alone are a great feature here, and a

semi-circular arrangement of these gorgeous

1
subjects will be found to contain the choicest^^H
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Messrs. Godfrey and Son, Exmouth, stage,

among other things, a lovely lot of the Oriental

Poppies, all forms of P. orientale bracteata.

Gorgeous in the extreme and odourless also,

we select Princess Mary (a delightful soft rosy

mauve, probably the largest of its class extant)

and Sandringham (rosy claret) to be among the

best. These Poppies, however, merit garden

cultivation.

Mr. G. W. Miller, Clarkson Nurseries, Wisbech,

is displaying an extensive exhibit of herbaceous

plants, among which the very fine double pink

Pyrethrura Princess Mary is very good. P.

Albert Victor is a single crimson of note, while

Violas, Oriental Poppies, Larkspurs, Verbascums

and others each play a part. Heuchera tiarel-

loides, of a pleasing rose shade, is very beautiful and

worth noting, while among the two

dozen Globe-flowers (Trollius) on view

everybody will be able to select their

favourite shade of yellow or orange.

Rather removed from hardy plants

as a whole, yet of the utmost service

and importance in the garden, is the

exhibit of grasses from Mr. James
MacDonald, Harpenden, and which

our readers will find in the upper

part of No. 2 tent. Mr. MacDonald
is an expert among grasses, growing

to perfection the finest of them on a

specially treated patent fabric to show

their worth. In addition, many good

sorts will be seen to be on view, such,

for example, as Agrostis nebulosa, A.

stolonifera canina, Aria atropurpurea,

Elymus glaucus, Phleum pratense

aureo-lineata, Glyceria spectabilis,

Arrhenatherum bulbosum and many
others. This interesting exhibit merits

much study and attention.

Messrs. Reamsbottom and Co., Geas-

hill, Ireland, near by are exhibiting

their wondrous strains of St. Brigid

Anemones, rich and beautiful in shades

of blue, violet, royal purple, rose,

white and other shades. Among the

most easily cultivated of hardy

flowers, whether from seeds or plants,

they are satisfying in the highest

degree.

Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon,

Bath, in No. 3 tent are giving a

foretaste of the richer feast to follow

later of their superb collection of

Larkspurs (Delphiniums). In this

instance the plants supply the central

feature to other surroundings, and

for May are exceptionally well

grown. From out of a goodly set we select

Mrs. A. J. Watson, of mauve and blue tone ; the
' Rev. E. Lascelles, perhaps one of the indispensables

;

Lizzie Van Veen, fine blue ; King Bladud, a deep

blue sport from D. Rev. E. Lascelles, and ex-

cellent withal ; Glory, distinct lilac mauve

;

Ampere, blue, edged mauve ; and Lavanda, deep

heliotrope or mauve, a remarkable bit of colour.

There are others, however, and in shades sufficient

to satisfy even the most exacting requirements.

In No. I tent Messrs. George Jackman and
Sons, Woking, have set up a rather sumptuous

group of good herbaceous plants with a margin

of alpines in pans—Lilies, Verbascums, Irises and

Lupines in great variety, of which Lilac Queen

is a good one. Geum Mr. J. Bradshaw, a fine

orange, should be sought for ; while Campanula

macrantha Brantwood (deep violet) is also good.

Lavatera Olbia (pink), Primula BuUeyana,

and Cypripediums pubescens and parviflorum

are in useful colonies. Acantholimon venustum
and Onosmas are attractive among choice alpines.

Mr. J. Forbes, Hawick, is showing excellent

Pansies and Violas, together with Stocks, Auriculas,

and a variety of Primula species and hybrids.

Mr. B. Ladhams, Shirley, Southampton, has set

up a goodly bank of Verbascums, single and double

Pyrethrums in the best varieties. Poppies, Lupines
j

and the like. A fine group, too, is formed of

Thalictrum aquilegifolium purpureum, which is

one of the best of its class.

Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Limited, Dover, have a

great bank of hardy flowers, in which the more showy
Poppies reign supreme. Mrs. Marsh, Mrs. Perry,

with Tree and other Pasonies encompassed by

alpines.

Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot and

Twyford, have a great showing of Lupines in

rose shades, also L. polyphyllus Moerheimii (rosy

white) and others. Verbascum Mrs. D. A.

Lascelles, Iris Mrs, Alan Gray (rosy lilac) and

Pa?onies are all showy and worth noting.

CA RN AT IONS

THE NEW PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION LOUVAIN.

Queen Alexandra (salmon) and Goliath (a brilliant

red) are all very fine. Of single Pyrethrums, J.

Malcolm (deep pink) and Margaret Moore (palest

pink) are good and distinct. Eremuri tower above

all else, and will not readily be overlooked.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited, Feltham, have
a massed group of hardy things on the turf in

No. 2 tent. Paeonia officinalis rosea plena is very

fine here ; it is certainly one of the best of the

old-fasWoned Pjeonies. Irises, Lupines, Gillenia

trifoliata, Verbascums and Columbines are all

showy. A fine grouping of Dodecatheons is

worth noting. Cypripedium macranthum is very

choice and good ; while Senecio aurantiacus,

with silvery foliage, is all too rarely seen.

Messrs. W. Artindale and Sons, Sheffield, have

a showy group of Eremuri, Trollius Goldquelle,

In the exhibition there are six flowers which

are considered by the Royal Horticultural Society

authorities to be of sufficient importance in present-

day gardening to warrant them having a special

set of judges to weigh their relative merits. The
Carnation is one of these, but it is not the old

Gilliflower that has been the " pride

of the summer " for a countless

number of generations. Mr, James
' Douglas of Great Bookham alone dis-

plays a type which may be compared

to the ancient denizens of English

gardens. They are called to-day
" border " varieties, and their end is

the flower border Like everything

else, they have in the course of time

been improved ; and could such an old

florist as John Woolridge, who wrote

in the last quarter of the seventeenth

century, pay " Chelsea" a visit, as it

were, from Mars, he would be very

surprised at the type of bloom that he

would now see for garden decoration.

The round, smooth-edged flowers that

visitors may see in this select group are

extremely beautiful ; but such blooms

as he would find on the Misses Price

and Fyfe's stand in their own home-

raised seedlings Malcolm (cherry pink),

Kenneth (pink, flushed with heliotrope)

and Cara (a very sad-coloured pink)

would be much nearer what the old

florist would have been accustomed

to see when he was an inhabitant of

our earth. We have singled these out

because of their si4e. They are not, as

visitors to No, 2 tent may see, of that

enormous size which is so beloved

of the market man, who, naturally,

follows the public taste and wishes

to supply " a lot for their money,"

which has somewhat overcrowded

us with big blooms which, although

magnificent from the point of view

of the modern cultivator and

hybridist, lack some of the charm

which is so frequently inherent in

the smaller ones. But we are forgetting Mr.

Douglas. Everyone should see his unique Sweet

Anne Page, a well-set-up bloom with a pale canary

ground, heavily and regularly striped or streaked

with a blue heliotrope. Nothing quite like it

has ever been produced before, and we are sure

it will appeal to the ladies. Bookhanr Clove (an

Old Clove in scent and shade, but with smooth-

edged petals). Miss Rose Josephs (a very curious

grey pink or rose) and the ever-pnpular Elizabeth

Shiffner are some of his others.

Mr. A. F. Dutton of Iver has a tip-top variety

in his home-raised salmon cerise Louvain, and in

a grand white. Snowstorm, and the rose Picotee

Chelsea, two worthy associates of tliis line novelty.

We notice a large exhibit from Messrs. W. Cutbush

and Son. It is the only one arranged on the
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ground, and although some of the varieties have

obviously felt the intense heat, the whole

makes a brave show. King Arthur (a fine

red self) and Highgate White (a Perpetual

Mahnaison) must not be overlooked when tour-

ing the tents.

As was to be expected, Messrs. AUwood Brothers

have one or two good novelties. Their Nora

West (a lovely silvery pink) and Highland Lassie

(a striking red-edged Picotee which in its marking

is after the old show type) lend point to a remark

dropped in our hearing by a member of the firm :

" We can beat the Americans." He may be

right ; they do seem to be taking

things lying down just at present
;

but he must beware.

Appearances are deceptive, and

when we move on and see what
the States can do in Messrs. W.
Wells and Co.'s collection—for

example, in the bright rich scarlet

Aviator, in Pink Sensation and in

Lord Kitchener (after the well-

known Mrs. Burnett)—we almost

prefer to wait and see before we
endorse that remark in its entirety.

Guernsey people are not on the

spot as of yore, A small group

from Mr. Burnett, which includes

Nikko, tlie cerise sport from
Mikado and Raphael, is the solitary

rem'nder that there is such an

island.

We have left till the last a

most distinct departure in the

way of Perpetuals, namely, the

Perpetual - flowering Malmaison
Princess of Wales. That well-

known variety is one of its

parents and a Perpetual flower

the other, and the offspring par-

takes of the character of them
both. In scent, form and colour

it features its namesake
;

perhaps

tlie shade of rosy pink is a trifle

deeper and the delightful Clove

scent a little more pronounced,

but these differences do but en-

hance its merits, Messrs*. Stuart

Low and Co. of Bush Hill Park
are the raisers, and we con-

giatulate them on their achieve-

ment. It fills a long-felt want.

have been impressed by the success which attends

Lilacs in standard form, for as such the trusses

are very numerous and of great size. It is the

double white varieties—Jeanne d'Arc and Miss

Ellen Wiilmott—that are, if possible, the most

beautiful. Then in popular estimation come the

very dark sorts, of which Congo, Reaumur, Charles

Joly and Souvenir de L. Spath are the very best.

Other sorts well worth growing are Mme. A.

Chatenay, Marie Legrayc, Mme. Lemoine, Belle

de Nancy and Mme. C. Perri&re, and these may be

found among the ample cut bunches of Messrs.

W. and J. Brown, Peterborough,' Messrs. Paul

TREES AND
SHRUBS

These occupy their a''(U5tomed

prominence, and whatever falling

off there may be in other

sections, the generous displays of

hardy flowering and ornamental
trees and shrubs are worthy of

the best Chelsea traditions. Opinions are divided
as to whether the gorgeous and fragrant Azaleas
or the wonderful Lilacs deserve the higher praise
of being the very best of this splendid section.

.Although not so numerous as the Azaleas, we
feel that the pa'm must be given to the Lilacs,

which, in our opinion, have never before been
shown in suih excellence. Those who despair
of their Lilacs—and there are many such—can only
look upon the magnifii ent standards and hushes
which Mr, R, C, Notfutt has brought from Wood-
liriclKc with enviable admiration. Elsewhere we

RHODODENDRON B.\GSHOT RUBY.

Which received an award of merit.

and Son, Cheshunt, and .Mr. C. Turner, Slough.

Tiu'ning to the Azaleas and Rhododendrons,
one is almost dazzled by the glowing colours in

the two groups set up by Messrs, R, and G, Cuth-

bert, Southgate, who always bring these shrubs

in great excellence. Our old favourite Ghent
varieties are present in a fascinating variety of

colouring, as also are the rustica sorts. Several

new varieties of occidentalis, superba and clelica-

tissima are very charming in their delicate tints,

though it is a mass of mollis in the middle of one

of the groups that draws and hnUls attention.

Messrs. Piper and Sons of Bayswaler are making
a novel display with a great mass of Azalea amoena,
lightened by variegated Maples.

Messrs. Carter and Co., Raynes Park, have a

small but attractive group of Rhododendron
Pink Pearl and hardy Azaleas.

Beautiful and magnificent Rhododendrons are

being shown by Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp

from Bagshot. One group features the popular
Pink Pearl with corona of tantalising hue and
the blush Mrs. E. Stirling ; while the chief variety

in the other, the gorgeously brilliant Bagshot
Ruby, cannot fail to receive everyone's admiration.

In the open >Ir. L. R. Russell,

Richmond, has two large groups

which well repay the critical study

of the tree and shrub lover. Be-

sides many named varieties of

Japanese Maples he has a basket

of seedlings which we are in-

formed give quite 60 per cent, of

well-coloured forms, and they are

all of interest. Acer vitifolia, a

green-foliaged species, is at once

uncommon and ornamental. The
Golden Elms are very good in-

deed, and close by is a fine

specimen of Alnus laciniata mag-

nifica, a desirable cut-leaved form

which becomes at maturity a tree

suitable for the smaller garden.

Flowering shrubs, such as Ceano-

thus, Olearias and Ozothamnus, are

also prominent, though these, and

especially Ceanothus Veitchianns

and many Brooms and Cytisuses,

are even better in Mr. Russell's

tent group, which includes a beauti-

ful Rosa Moyesii.

."Mongside the outdoor groups is

an immense collection of Japanese

Maples by Messrs. W. Fromow
and Co. of Chiswick, who are

showing these desirable shrubs in

every possible variety of colour

and leaf form, all being of high-

class cultivation.

Messrs. J. Piper and Sons,

Bavswater, have a great variety

of Chinese shrubs. Many of them

we have already admired at

previous Vincent Square shows,

but all are of interest and value

and illustrate the wealth of the

Chinese introductions.

Messrs. Wallace and Co., Col-

chester, include such as Javenia

americana, some charming Wis-

tarias and many Brooms in their

collection ; and Mr. Notcutt also

has an attractive selection of

the two last named adjoining his

Lilacs.

Chief in Mr. Reuthe's group are various Rhodo-

dendrons, though all are not generally hardy, but

they serve to show the variability of the genus

and its possibilities in a warm climate. Other

varieties include Fagus fusca, Abelia florilnmtla

and Embothrium coccineum, the Fire Bush,

which tJirives so well in favoured districts of

our islands. Viburnum plicatimi, associated

with many Azaleas, Cytisus .\ndreanus and C.

Dallimorei and tlie rarer Leptospernum NichoUii

are well set up by Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons ct

Crawlev.
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. Clematises are very delightful and in great

merit. IWessrs. G. Jackman and Son, Woking,

are showing them in fine plants bearing very

large flowers, and of these Lasiirstern, Mrs. George

Jackman, Ville de Lyon, the gorgeous Crimson

King and the popular Nelly IMoser are the very

best.

Adjoining the Chinese shrubs Messrs. J. Piper

and Son also show Clematises, and although these

are as smaller plants, they are very beautiful

and in a great variety.

Pigmy trees are displayed by Messrs. Barr and

Son, Covent Garden and the Yokohama Nursery

Company from their Kingsway branch. Both

exhibitors have sent charming little gardens,

which are complete with bridges over ponds

and quaint little trees, and also show perfectly

formed m'niature Cypresses and Larches of

apparently great age.

Cut bushes are not so numerous as usual, but

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son, Highgate, and

Messrs. J. Piper and Son are showing them in

perfect form and very many designs.

ROCK GARDENS AND
ALPINES

Rock gardens this year are chiefly conspicuous

by their absence ; there is none, indeed, in the

open, where in former years they have constituted

so fascinating a feature and done so much to

encomage alpine gardening generally. Undei

canvas, and of a smaller type, they will be found

in plenty, and, by reason of the limitations of

space, the choicer items will be seen in greater

force than ever before. There are novelties of

importance and value, and these we commend to

the notice of our readers.

Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, have some

very , choice things associated with rockwork.

Pentstemon Davidsonii (red) is charming, as

is also the dwarf-growing Iberis jucunda. Other

things of interest include Anemone narcissiflora,

A. alpina. Campanula cenisia, C. Allionii, Linum
capitatum (rich yellow, the best of its set), Oxalis

enneaphylla rosea, Pinguicula Reuteri, Silene

alpestris grandiflora plena, and Anthyllis montana,

with rosy heads of flowers. Many other alpines

of miniature growth are in this group.

THE M,\GNIFICENT DISPLAY OF DELPHINIUMS SHOWN BY MESSRS.
AND LANGDON.

BLACKMORE

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, has a collection

singularly rich in choice alpines. Iris cristata,

H.aberlea Ferdinandi-Coburgii, Erinacea pungens

(mauve blue flowers on a miniature bush), Coty-

ledon simplicifolia, Ramondia serbica, Dianthus

cal-alpinus, D. frigidus, Oxalis enneaphylla grandi-

flora, O adenophylla, Pentstemon Menziesii,

Pinguicula Reuteri and Primula capitata erosa

are all choice" and good. Lewisias in three

distinct kinds are well in flower ; Cypripedium

Calceolus is very beautiful.

The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton, have a table

of alpines with rockwork in the open. Sedums,

Cytisus ardoinii, Ajuga Brookbankii and alpine

Phloxes are freely shown in variety. Erodium
corsicum is noteworthy.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, in No. 2

tent, have a mixed display of alpine and other

hardy flowers. The alpine Phloxes are here

in capital array, Onosma taurica (Golden Drop)

is excellent, and, among other good things,

Antherais Aizoon is worth noting.

Mr. Reginald Prichard, West Moors, Wimborne,

is in the same tent and stages some of the choicest

things in this great exhibition. The group,

indeed, teems with rare plants, to which here we

MESSRS. CARTER AND CO.'S DELIGHTFUL EXHIBIT.

cannot possibly do justice ; hence a close inspec-

tion is needed. The hybrid Dianthus Lansdallii

is most brilliant here (Sweet William x Chinese

Pink), the result a glorified D. Atkinsonii of

intenser colour. Sedum humifusum is a golden

carpeting kind of rare merit and . distinction.

Galiimi olympicum (white) is also choice and
rare. Edraianthus Pumilio, Dianthus alpinus

albus. Phlox Douglasii, Hypericum Kotschyanum
(yellow) and Dendriura (Ledum) prostratum
(white, with chocolate anthers) are others of

note to be sought out in this group.

Messrs. Whitelegg and Page, Chislehurst, have
produced a particularly striking effect by grouping

alpines with Yorkshire limestone on low-placed

tabling, the bank of colour being especially good.

Ourisia coccinea (scarlet) and Silene acaulis flore

pleno will please everybody. Helichrysum
frigidum, .^thionema Warley Rose, Geum Boisseri

and Anthemis Aizoon are among the notables.

The new Saxifraga calabrica, with white plumes,

is a plant for all. We strongly recommend it

to notice.

Messrs. Piper, Bayswater and Barnes, are at

the end of No. r tent, and have arranged a sump-
tuous alpine corner, one rich in free-growing

subjects as Lithospermum, the pretty .^sthionema

Warley Rose, Viola gracilis. Phlox canadensis

Violet Queen, Pentstemon Scouleri (rosy lilac),

Onosma taurica and the new Primula Lady
Pilrig (Bulleyana x Beesiana) all being worthy
of close study.

iVlrs. Lloyd Edwards, Llangollen, shows in con-

siderable numbers her hybrid Mossy Saxifrages,

some of which are very bright and good.

Burgundy, oculata rosea, sanguinea superba,

Red Dwarf, Diana (big white) and Mrs. R. T.

Wickham (starry rose-coloured flowers) we con-

cluded were the best.

Mr. James Douglas, Great Bookliam, stages

some excellent Am-iculas in No. 2 tent. Lady
Veitch, Othello (very dark). Dean Hole (red and
gold). Glow (fine red), Argus and King George

are a selection ; though Pinto, Shirley Hibberd,

Gretna Green, William Smith (superb green-

edged variety) and Smiling Beauty are equally

good and worthy of notice.

Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, is in No. 4 lent

and his notable exhibit must be sought out by
all alpine plant lovers. He scores greatly with

a brilliant lot of Pentstemon Davidsonii which has
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never before been seen in such prodigal perfection.

P. Roezbi is also good. Geum Boisseri (pale

orange) and Auricula Mrs. Robinson (yellow) are

very fine. Aquilegia glandulosa (blue and white)

crowns a rocky crest, and is goodly to look upon.

Primula pinnatifida, Silene acaulis fl.-pl. and the

almost Polemoniura-like Pteridophyllum race-

niosura with white flowers are among other

desirables in a fine lot.

Another important alpine group, rich in novelty

and variety, is that from Messrs. Bees, Limited,

Liveipool. It will be found at the end of No. i

tent, Group 39, and is worth studying from end

to end. Singularly rich in novelties, the new
hardy Primulas are things to be sought after,

and such as P. conspersa (rosy lilac), P. Smithiana

(a new yellow), P. Menziesiana (blue) and the

rosy miniature P. tibetica are things to search for.

Clematis chrysocoma (pinky white). Primula

Rusbyi (rich red), Oxalis adenophylla, Primula

Reidii, Weldenia candicans (a lovely white-flowered

alpine), Roscoea Humeana (red), Malvastrmn
coccineum and Kohleria Forrestii (Ramondia-like

in foliage and with yellow tubular flowers) are

Ramondias and Cotyledon simplicifolia, a novelty

among rock-loving alpines.

TULIPS
The date of this show is always on the late side

for Tulips. In a backward season they are to

be seen in all their glory, but not so iu the average

year. They are then past their best and the

displays give no index of their magnificence

The Tulips this year are no exception to the rule

—they are not up to the mark. Curiously enough,

the cleanest and least-marked lot were from the

neighbourhood of Dublin. It would appear from

this—were we to generalise in a globe trotter's

way from this solitary instance—that Tulips,

at all events, are less affected by an insurrection

than by the weather.

Messrs. Hogg and Robertson have a good

display, and the flowers are not the less in-

teresting because Mr. Taylor, who is with them,

was present at the historic show at Ballsbridge

when, as we are privately informed, fighting was

going on within 25 vards of the exhibition tables.

A GROUP OF HIPPEASTRUMS SHOWN BY MR.
(See page x.)

R. L. MOND, SEVENOAKS.

things worth noting. There is much else of

interest, the novelties chiefly being noted.

Mr. Maiu-ice Prichard, Christchurch, Hants,

displays a delightful lot of hardy things, as rich

in variety as in novelty and beauty. Two of the

miniature-growing Fuchsias are here, Venus

victrix and microphylla. Both are very charming

plants. Dianthus alpinus albus, D. neglectus x

c.innabarina, Smilacina racemosa (a lovely foliage

]ilant with white flower-plumes), Androsace

Watkinsii (rich dark red), Pjconia lobata (a lovely

plant), Iris gracilipes (very dark form), together

with choice groups of Dodecatheons, Primulas

in variety and other choice things. Edraianthus

Punrilio and Veronica bombycina are choice

subjects worth noting in this group.

Bakers, Wolverhampton, are showing Haber-

leas, Pentstemon glaber rosea, Lithospernium

intermedium, with Primulas, Saxifrages and other

tilings. Dianthus Freynei is very beautiful

among miniature alpine Pinks. Bletia liyacin-

Ihns and albus are very beautiful.

Messrs. Thonr=on and Morgan, Bushey, Herts,

are showing Lewisias, Daphne Cneorum major,

Gennr Bori^ii, Pentstemon iieterophyllus, with

We are glad to see the fine breeder, Louis XIV.,
in such condition, also the white-tipped, slaty

purple Ronald Gunn, and the far too little known
rich crimson Millet. We often wonder why this

is not more to the front. It wants someone
to rediscover it, and then it will go. Mr.

Farncombe Sanders is very fine in this

collection.

The only other Irish firm represented is that' of

Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons of Newtownards,
but their blooms are from their English nursery

at Mark' s Tey . This favoured spot in Essex seems
able to produce giants, for Bouton d'Or and
Clara Butt are all that the most ardent lover of

size could wish for. The depth of colour, too, is

very marked. One of the few Tulip novelties

in the show is to be seen here—the deep ruby red

Eclipse, which is a prominent feature on the top

row. It resembles in colour The International,

whicli we caU to mind caused some sensation

at the trials at Wisley last year, and it has a

base similar to Isis—deep blue, circled with white.

We also notice Greuze (a red purple), Melicette

(a pretty pale heliotrope), and the indescribalply

shaded Cottase variety John Rnskiii.

Tulip mountains are associated with Chelsea
;

if we remember rightly it was here they had their

origin at the International Show held a few years

back. They are pyramidal in shape and solve

the problem of how to expose the largest number
of flowers on a given ground space. This style of

display is made use of by Messrs. Barr and Sons,

R. H. Bath and John Waterer, Sons and Crisp.

Each mount is a veritable " magazine of varieties."

We are at a loss which of them to single out for

approval and for suggestions to a buying public.

We have, however, selected the following on

Mount Barr : Mrs. Potter Palmer (ruby), Corydon

(smoky mauve), Inglescombe Yellow (a grand

yellow, on the late side), and Gesneriana spathulata

(the brilliant scarlet with the rich blue base, old,

but still in the very front rank). On Mount Bath,

intermixed with a varied assortment of Wood
Hyacinths, are to be foimd The Fawn, Bleu

Aimable, Flambeau (very bright and striking) and

Baronne de la Tonnaj-e. On Mount Waterer and

Crisp the remarkable deep yellow Walter T. Ware,
Zulu (one of the very best of all the very dark

shades, and we believe one of the small company
least affected by bad weather), the bright yellow

and red edged Billietiana Sunset, and the popular

late deep mauve double Blue Flag.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons favour a low circular

bed for their display. Here are to be seen a good

sprinkling of rather uncommon varieties, such

as the old maize-coloured Plutargus and the deep

crimson Arizona ; but better-known ones like

the gran4 bronze brown Dom Pedro and the rich

dark red King Harold are not wanting.

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co. of Colchester, as

is customary with them, go in for an art display,

and have associated in a bold and daiing manner
a few pink and other coloured Poppies with the

Tulips. Mr. Wallace apologised for their presence

to our representative, but he need not have done

so ; it is a very happy hit, and when Tulip bloom

is scarce an expedient not unworthy of imitation
;

but they must be introduced with circumspection.

Here are to be seen vases of Pride of Inglescombe

(white-edged and flushed rose). Sunset (large

orange and red), Jules Favre (a delightful brownish

Dutch breeder, reminding us in no small ineasm"e

of the similar toned Lord Cochrane) and Boadicea

(the magnificent russet brown and dull orange

Cottage which was unearthed in the beginning

of the present Tulip fashion from an old vicarage

garden in Lincolnshire). We cannot too strongly

recommend this to our readers. It is in a class

by itself. Its nearest colour relation is probably

Quaintress. A large bed we saw in a garden last

week where Tulips are largely grown was a revela-

tion. May 1917 be in every way a more pro-

pitious season for this " Glory of Nature" !

SWEET PEAS
Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Newtownards,

Cotinty Down, well maintain their reputation as

Sweet Pea specialists in the pretty group of thirty

vases, containing blooms of superb quality.

Especially noteworthy is the new President, a

beautiful geranium scarlet. Fiery Cross, Orchiil

(a lovely lilac mauve), Phyllis, Melody (charming).

Old Rose, Margaret Fife, Wedgwood, Constance

Hinton (white), Debutante, Hawlmark Cream.

Sincerity (superb). King White .ind May Unwin

are a beautiful series that cannot fail to appeal to

the Sweet Pea lover.

Tile Chelsea Show would be imoinplelc without

a display of Sweet I'cas by Messrs. Dobliic ;ind Co.,
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Messrs. J. Cypher, Cheltenhaiu, have a lovely

lot of Miltoiiia vexiUarium, M. v. bleuana, Masde-

vallia Harryana, Dendrobiuni Wardianuni, Renan-

thera Imschootiana, the useful CypripediuniMaudia;

and Brasso-Cattleya gigas Digby.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, are showing

the pretty pink-flowered Dendrobiuni Loddigesii,

Cattleya Dusseldorfii Undine (a fine white) and

C. Naidia var. luniinosa (with rosy sepals and

crimson lip), which gained an award of merit.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. have some lovely

hybrids — Odontioda Gladys, Lailio-Cattleya

Luniinosa var. aurea, Eria latifolia, Phalaenopsis

Rimestadiana (white) and many otliers of note.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells,

are showing CcKlogyne pandurata, the only green

and black Orchid extant. La::lio-Cattleya Sir

Edinburgh. Here ai'e to be seen about three

dozen vases of the better, newer and more inter-

esting Sweet Peas. There are also growing plants

as a background, and in association with the vases

of blossoms are Ferns and dainty foliage. The

better Sweet Peas are Debbie's Orange (glorious),

Debbie's Frilled Pink (very dainty), Henry Ohn,

Old Rose, Melba, Dobbie's Scarlet, Inspector,

The President (very striking), Dora, Anzac and

Tea Rose, all conspicuous for their beauty.

In No. 2 tent a pretty table group of Sweet

Peas is set up by Messrs. Bide and Sous, Farnham,

Surrey. The flowers are attractively arranged in

stands and vases, with small Ferns interspersed

for effect. We like the beautiful rosy salmon pink

Ruth Bide, Lady Hunter (salmon buff, new),

Farnham Lavender, Attraction, Mrs. R. Hallam,

Princess Mary (Bide's), Scarlet

Emperor, Dick Bide (unique

colour), and President, all good

sorts.

Rober't Sydenham, Limited,

Birmingham, have a display of

Sweet Peas and Tulips, the former

giving a pleasing effect to the

group as a whole. R. F. Felton,

Hercules, Royal Purple, Edward

Cowdy (fine colour), Edrom
Beauty, Tennant Spencer and

Lady Miller are the more note-

worthy varieties in this

collection.

A large and attractive table

group of Sweet Peas is displayed

by Mr. J. Stevenson, Wimborne,

Dorset. This exhibit is note-

worthy for its colour, and is made
especially attractive by its arrange-

ment. Golden Glory (very rich

orange salmon). Faith (lavender),

Hope (rich rose), Charity (crimson).

Peace (soft pink), Honour Bright

(bright, as the name implies).

Warrior (very dark maroon), and

Stevenson's White are a few of

the novelties in this highly

coloured exhibit.

Another remarkally handsome

exhibit of Sweet Peas is shown

by Messrs. John Piper and Son,

Bayswater, W. The flowers,

which are of good quality, are

charmingly disposed in stately

vases and represent both new and

standard sorts of merit. This is

the first exhibit of Sweet Peas by

this firm, and augurs well for A RARE AND INTERESTING ORCHID, CATASTUM RODIGASIANUM
the future of this firm's operations.

The better sorts are Sincerity, Constance Hinton, Merwyn Buller, Miltonia J. G. Fowler (the only

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath,

are showing a fine group of Miltonia vexillaria

Lyoth (very dark variety), M. Charlesworthii,

Odontioda Brewii cupreana (dark orange) and
O. Florence (rose and white).

Orchids of botanical interest are not so numerous
as usual, although an e.xcellent specimen of Catase-

tum Rodigasianum is shown by Messrs. Sander
and Sons. This same species (see illustration) was
shown at the last meeting of the society by Mr.

T. J. Finnic, Claygatc (gardener, Mr. Frogley).

The spikes carry about thirty flowers of densely

spotted greenish brown colour.

Edward Cowdy, The President, Don Alva,

Margaret Fife, Lady Miller, King Alfred, Fiery

Cross and Margaret Atlee.

one with black mark), M. Frank Reader (a fine

rosy form), Odontioda Seymouriae and O. Anzac

(a fine rosy kind) are others of note to be sought

after.

_ Sir Jeremiah Colnian, Reigate, has a group rich^"'*'"'"® in good things. Miltonia Lambeauiana (white),

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridgc, are : Odontioda Colniania; (gold and red), Odontoglossuni

showing for the Davidson Cup, offered for the
j
Pride of Gatton, Odontioda Bradshawias Gatton

best Odontoglossum crispura, the fine rich dark variety, Cattleya Skinneri alba and Lajlio-Cattleya

variety Aldworthii, which is attracting much
attention. The white Dendrobium Sanderia is

here, with Odontoglossum crispum, Xanthotes

and others.

Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher, York, are showing

finely of Miltonias, Odontoglossums, Coelogyne

pandurata and others.

Golden Glory are other notable things in a good

lot.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, show
Odontoglossum Crispum Millicent, Miltonia Hyeana
variety Sunrise, M. Charlesworthii, M. vexillaria

scintillans (a fine rosy form), Cattleya Magali

Sander (white) and Cattleya citrina among others.

ROSES
Roses, as usual, form a leading feature of this

fine exhibition. Perhaps the groups suffer

somewhat by their restricted

dimensions, and there is not

that absence of overcrowding

_as one experienced last year in

the large marquee, which,

owing to scarcity of labour,

has been superseded this year

by a number of smaller tents.

However, the Rose groups are

well disposed and, happily,

they are not placed near garish

groups of Azaleas, as we have

deplored in the past.

What is rather lacking at this

exhibition is the absence of origi-

nality in grouping the Rose. We
see the same arrangement in

Messrs. Cutbush's group every

year, and we think this might

be said of most of the other Rose

groups. It may not be the ex-

hibitors' fault ; indeed, with the

small space allotted to each, we
think they have made the most
of it

;
yet there can be no question

but that the Rose, with the

weeping and pillar forms now
so evident, could be more
artistically displayed if the

grower had more space at his

disposal.

No one should miss seeing the

fine mass of Paul's Scarlet

Climber, one of the brightest bits

of colour in the whole show.

Certainly this Rose will supply a

long-felt want, and cannot fail to

become popular. Another good

thing is Messrs. T. Rochford and

Sons' White Flight, a snow white

sport of Mrs. F. W. Flight. As a

pot rambler for market it will be good, and would

group splendidly with Paul's Scarlet Climber.

How these Roses will behave outdoors can only

be ascertained by experience.

Messrs. Ale.x. Dickson and Sons, Newtownards,

County Down, have a small but very choice

collection of their own introductions, and one of the

loveliest blooms received an award of merit. It is

named Molly Bligh. The flower is of magnificent

form, high-centred and large. The colour is

midway between Mme. Abel Chatenay and Mrs.

Grant, but there is a distinct orange shading

at the base of the petals. Janet is a fine Rose,

reminding one of the old Tea Rose Jean Ducher,

but without the reddish shade. Mrs. Campbell

Hall is a splendid new Tea Rose that we shall

all want, especially those who exhibit. Margaret
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Dicksou Hiiiuill is of a very rioli golden colour.

Mrs. Wemyss Quiii, Mrs. Bryce Allen, Lady

Plvmouth, Red Cross, Donald McDonald, Edward

Bohane, Mrs. S. T. Wright and Mrs. McKellar

are all excellent, and are good additions that will

be much sought after.

Undoubtedly Messrs. William Paul and Son

of Waltham Cross have the best display, and

their ramblers and weeping standards are very

fine. We notice also such fine things as Willow-

mere, Mrs. A. Ward, Mrs. C. Hunter, Ophelia,

Mme. L. Crette, J. L. Mock, Marcella and Mrs.

E. Powell, and the new American Roses Mrs.

Moorfield Storey and Hoosier Beauty.

Messrs. Cutbush are very

strong, as usual, in Polyanthas,

Slowing grand masses of Ellen

Poidsen (the best of all pink

Polyanthas), Orleans, Erna Tes-

chendorff. Baby Tausendschon,

Jessie, Mrs. Cutbush and Jeanne

d'Arc, with well-flowered pillars

of ramblers and dwarf standard

Polyanthas.

Mr. Charles Tmner of Slough

has a beautiful group, among
which are some fine standard

Teas and Hybrid Teas, also a

quantity of beautiful ramblers

and Polyanthas. When one re-

members the difficulty of bringing

these standard Roses, also the

great heat of the last few days, the

wonder is they are so fine.

Mr. G. Prince of Longworth is

well represented by some splen-

didly flowered ramblers and weep-

ing standards, the whole making

a gorgeous show. Messrs. Cannell

and Son of Swanley also have

ramblers, of whiih American

Pillar, which they first introduced

fi'om America, is seen to great

advantage.

The Rev. J. H. Pemberton is

showing his White Rambler, and

it certainly is a dead white, well

set ofi by bush plants of Jessie. He
would have brought some of his

beautiful seedlings, only that the

hot weather was too much for

them during the last few days

We shall have to be content to

wait until the summer shows

before we see them, and

doubtless they will then exhibit

themselves in -their true

colours.

Messrs. Piper and Sons of

Bayswater are making a most

original group of Polyantha and Monthly

Roses, showing us how wonderfully decorative

these lovely Roses are for our gardens as well as

for conservatories. Masses of the pretty species

Rosa Hugonis are very beautiful. This Rose is

now opening outdoors, and is a real gem among
early flowering kinds.

In the group of Messrs. T. Rochford and Sons,

which contains the White Flight already alluded

to, there are some beautiful clumps of the best

market Polyanthas, and all will agree that Ellen

Poulsen is one of the best. We notice some

of the fine specimens of Orleans contain five

plants in one pot, a hint gardeners might profitably

remember when potting up next autimm.

Messrs. Barnes and Son of Malvern have a

mass of American Beauty, with small pots of

Mme. E. Herriot and others.

Messrs. Paul and Son of Cheshunt have, as

usual, a very fine display, but the group is much
too crowded. The main beauty of using rambler

and weeping Roses in groups is lost unless they

stand out elegantly among the dwarf plants of

the superb Hybrid Teas. These latter are really

good, and include such well-known kinds as

Souv. de G. Prat, Mme. E. Herriot, Rayon d'Or,

Edward Mawley, Magnolia, General Janssen and
Mme. C. Chambard, a fine newish Rose of excellent

habit. Paul's Lemon Pillar is also very beautiful,

THE NEW ROSE C. E. SHEA.

It promises well as a market and garden variety.

colour of Hugh Dickson. Beulah is a showy
Pteony-like Rose of deep pink colour, loose

in form but very fragrant. The standard weep-

ing Roses and also the pillars are splendidly

flowered, and all exhibit the highest degree of

culture.

Mr. Elisha J. Hicks of Twyford has a lovely

lot of good things, a prominent feature being the

dazzling scarlet single Rose Princess Mary. This

delightful Rose is so very fragrant and so free that

it must become a great favourite. Mr. Hicks is

also exhibiting a new Rose raised by Messrs. Lowe
and Shawyer and named C. E. Shea in honoin-

of the respected rosarian who is vice-president of

the National Rose Society. This

Rose reminds one of Mrs. George

Shawyer in colour, but there is

also a suspicion in form of bud of

Lady Battersea. That it will be

an ideal market Rose is certain,

and we should say it will be a

capital garden variety. King

Edward VII. is a lovely Polyantha

of dainty blush colouring. Rosa

Moyesii is a'so a charming species

everyone should grow. Fine

masses of Mrs. George Norwood,

Lady Hillingdon and other well-

known sorts are splendidly repre-

sented in this group.

Messrs. Burch of Peterborough

have some magnificent cut blooms,

notably of Mrs. Foley Hobbs
(really superb), J. L. Mock, Mrs.

Maynard Sjiton, W. Shean,

Margaret, Florence Pemberton,

Alice Lindsell (much finer than

we get it outdoors), Mrs. G.

Shawyer, Mabel Drew, Mrs. J. H.

Welch, Old Gold and other good

things. It is a pity space is so

limited for this exhibit, for it could

well have occupied double the area

to great advantage.

Messrs. Hobbies, Limited, of

Dereham have, as usual, an im-

posing group, well arranged wilh

weepers and pillars, a specially fine

pillar of Excelsa being quite a

feature. Polyanthas in masses are

most effective and display their

wonderful decorative value. Ellen

Poulsen is grand ; so also arc

Annie Miiller, Dewdrop, Jessie and

others. There are also some goc d

varieties of Hybrid Teas.

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons,

the Old Rose Gardens, Colchester,

are in grand form, many of the

'^&.^^»>»»fiji

blooms being quite equal to summer
and will be welcomed by those who prefer hand- . flowers. Augustus Hartman is intensely brilliant,

some flowers on pillar Roses as a foil to the and another fine novelty of this firm's raising is the

rambler race.
|
Hon. Mrs. Grosvenor. Autumn Tints is of lovely

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Braiswick Nurseries

Colchester, have put up one of the best groups

in the whole exhibition, when one considers the

quality of 'the individual blooms. We consider

this exhibit one of the best arranged, there being

that freedom from overcrowding that is only too

evident in some of the other groups. We notice

some very interesting novelties, among which we
may mention Zulu, a very dark bedding Rose of

port wine colour. If it turns out to be a true

bedder, it will be invaluable, Rosalie Walker is

another brilliant decorative Rose of the

colouring ; George Dickson quite up to silver

medal quality, a most gorgeous bloom, massi\'c and

bright. Large masses of most of the popular

Roses are here represented, such as Lady Hillingdon

,

Mme. E. Herriot, and a most beautiful climber is

Silver Moon, a Rose for every garden.

Messrs. S. Low and Co., Enfield, have cut blooms

of fine quality, such sorts as Sunburst, Mme. E.

Herriot, Mrs. C. Russell, Mme. Abel Chatenay,

Molly Sharman Crawford, Ophelia, Fran Karl

Druschki, Richmond and Mrs. John Laing.

(Continued on page t.

)
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Carnation J. G. Fortescue.—A white ground

fancy with scarlet markings, a showy and distinct

variety of considerable petal substance and rich

Clove perfume. The flowers are of large size.

Shown by J. B. Fortescue, Esq., Dropmore,

Maidenhead (gardener, Mr. C. Page.)

Rose C. E. Shea (H.T.).—A shapely Variety

of good appearance, the tapering buds being

also of considerable length. Rosy peach in colour

with salmon shading and possessed of a pleasing

Tea perfume, it should become popular. Strong-

habited and with excellent stems, it promises well

as a market variety. (See illustration on opposite

page.) From Mr. Elisha J Hicks, Twyford, Berks.

Daphne Verlotli.—An exquisitely beautiful

kind with waxy pink heads of fragrant blossoms

terminating the stems. Briefly it may be likened

to an elegant-habited, dwarf-growing D. Cneorum,
quite free and charming in every way. An ideal

rock garden plant. Exhibited by Messrs. J.

Waterei, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot and Twyford.

Auricula Edith.—A distinct and beautiful alpine

variety with sulphur-coloured centre and rosy lilac

to purplish body colour. The individual flowers are

large and of fine form, the variety being also a

splendid trusser. From Mr. Charles Turner, Slough.

Pyrus Malus aldenhamensis.—Quite a good
addition to its set, having dark-coloured stems

and flowers wholly red. It is showy and a profuse

bloomer. Sent by the Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Alden-

ham House, Elstree (gardener, Mr. E. Beckett).

Saxifraga J. C. Lloyd Edwards.—We count

this a jewel among hybrid Mossy Saxifrages.

Of miniature muscoides habit, the large circular

flowers of reddish carmine—the opening colour

is rich crimson—on 3 inch high peduncles are

particularly good and effective.

Saxifraga R. T. Wickham.—One of the most
distinct of hybrid Mossy varieties. It is free

flowered and grows 9 inches or so high, with
large starry-petalled flowers of reddish plum colour.

Shown by Mrs. Lloyd Edwards, Llangollen.

Miltonia Hyeana F. M. Ogilvie Shrubbery
Variety (M. Bleuana x M. G. D. Owen).—The
flower is large, lower petal pure white with con-

spicuous maroon crimson blotch, upper petals

white, flushed with rose. Shown by F. M. Ogilvie,

Esq., The Shrubbery, Oxford.

Tulip Lady Love.—Externally the colour is

of two shades of canary yellow, internally the

petals are coloured rich golden yellow. A large

and handsome varietv.

Tulip Inglescombe Mauve.—The name is

somewhat suggestive of a shade of colour by no
means common in the Tulip. The variety is as

good as it is distinct.

Tulip Zovilla.—Of carmine colour without,

this handsome variety is of orange shade internally

and with golden base.

Tulip Asturias.—A large globular-flowered

variety of rosy lilac-colouring and clear white base.

These were shown by Mr. Walter T. Ware, Bath.

The foregoing novelties were exhibited before

the Royal Horticultural Society on May 16,

when the awards were made.

CYTISUS PR/ECOX
This is one of the prettiest of the early Brooms,
and its masses of creamy white flowers all through

May are so well known that it hardly needs further

description. It is seen to best advantage when
planted in large masses in the wild garden, or

when grown upon a bank as seen in the accom-
paning illustration. Established plants resent

hard pruning, otherwise there is no difficulty in

their cultivation. Cytisus praecox grows to a

height of about 6 feet and flowers when quite

young, even on waste land where other shrubs

would probably fail.

A BANK OF THK EARLY BROOM, CYTISUS PR.^COX.
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WISLEY GARDENS IN MAY

VISITORS to the Chelsea Show would
be well advised, if they have the time

to spare, to pay a visit to the Royal
Horticultural Society's Gardens at Wisley,

for there are many beautiful plants

now flowering in the rock and wild garden. The
border of spring flowers which comes suddenly
in view in passing from the Rose walk to the

rock garden is exceptionally bright this year,

and quite a delightful colour scheme is created

with Forget-me-nots, St. Brigid Anemones, a

few small plants of hardy Azaleas, Saxifragas

decipiens and bathoniensis. Grape Hyacinths and
Alyssum, against a dense background of Berberis,

Pernettya and other flowering shrubs. It is remark-
able how clear and beautiful the blue flowers are

in the pure atmosphere of Wisley. The Myosotis

and Grape Hyacinths have that clear, pure and
refined look that one usually associates with these

Rhododendrons and Azaleas in the woodland
and the wide expanses of Primula japonica, which
grow like Cabbages under the trees and choke
the surrounding ditches, make a grand display not

easily forgotten. C.

BORDER CARNATIONS
By J. L. Gibson.

DURING the past few weeks outdoor

Carnations have needed but little

attention beyond an occasional hoeing

of the beds to aerate the soil and
destroy weeds. Under glass the plants

have already begun to spindle, and staking must
be no longer delayed. If green fly is troublesome,

fumigation is the most effective method of destruc-

tion. My own experience is that aphides will stu'-

vive even repeated shower baths of the well-known
insecticides, though each application appears

A MAY BORDER AT WISLEY.

blue flowers in their mountain homes. Then
again, the Gentians are really wonderful, and the
large patch of Gentianella (Gentiana acaulis), just

before entering the rock garden by the upper
path, and the little round bed in the grass, are

worth going many miles to see.

Bright patches of coloin are seen here and
there all through the rock garden. Phlox subulata
Model is particularly good, and Saxifraga bathoni-
ensis stands out among a host of others as one
of the very best. Myosotis Rehsteineri, a dainty
l"orget-me-not from the Lake of Geneva, forms a
low spreading carpet among the rocks ; it is

really a variety of M. cespitoSa, so named from
ihe turf-like patches in which it grows. Caltha
polypetala—it is hard to tell where its specific

name comes in, for it has no more petals than
fither Calthas—is a most handsome Kingcup or

Marsh Marigold, and it looks particularly

happy near a pool with the Creeping Sandwort
(.Arenaria balearica) draping the rocks at the
edge of the pool. Bold masses of IJthospermum
HeaNfiily Blue may be seen from afar, while Ihe

to stupefy them for a time, and doubtless kills

numbers of the pest. Fumigation is more drastic

in effect, but I cannot think the plants can be

entirely unaffected by such an unnatural environ-

ment as the choking fumes give rise to, so it is

just as well to be careful that the doses are not too

strong. I have tried with excellent effect a good
spraying with Abol, followed, as soon as the foliage

dries, with fumigation rather under the pre-

scribed strength, and can recommend this process

wherever green fly has begun to get the upper liand,

Last year a friend sent me a sample box of wire

rings to be used instead of tying the flower-stems

to the Bamboo stakes which I always use under
glass. They proved an excellent time saver,

and I am adopting them for all my Carnation

plants this season. Half a dozen of them could

easily be fixed in the time it takes to make one
tie with rafiia, and they are just as good for the

purpose intended
; moreover, they are practically

imperishable, which is a distinct point for economic
days. I do not know the makers, but presume

I

they may be had from any well-known simdries

dealer, the cost being is. a box of some 500 or
r,ooo

; I forget which.

Where seedlings are raised, the young plants
will want pricking out about this time if the sowing
was made in March or early April; but it is 'not

too late even now to sow for next summer's
' display. With warmer weather germination will

;

be quicker and more regular, and the little seedlings

Will quickly make up lost time and be strong plants
before autumn, when they can be placed in

their permanent quarters. It is very important
that only the highest class seed should be used,
for growing Carnations in this way is little better

than waste of time otherwise, so great is the pro-

portion of single flowers obtained.

The beds in which these seedlings are to be
planted later on should, if possible, be prepared

j

during the summer and turned over once or twice
before planting-time in September or October.

^

On clay soils leaf-mould and mortar rubble can
!
be used freely with advantage, together with
half-decayed stable manure and a sprinkling of

basic slag. If this work can be
done now, the soil should be in

good condition by the autumn,
and—an important point where
firm planting is essential—the beds

will have settled down to their

natural level.

Coming back to the plants in-

doors, the pots ought to be well

filled with roots now, and a mild
stimulant once a week or so will

help on towards good-class blooms.

Weak soot-water, well-diluted liquid

row-manure, a sprinkling of Clay's

I'ertilizer or guano, or bone-flour

—

all these are useful as changes of

<tiet alternated with clear rain-

water
; but little and often must

lie the motto, with the emphasis

on the " little " during the first

few weeks till it is quite certain

the roots are ramifying strongly

through the whole ball of soil.

I'eeding should be discontinued when
tlie first or top flower begins to

show colour ; if continued, the

texture of the bloom is liable to be

TTtade coarse, and the grass for layer-

ing purposes becomes gross and soft.

Very shortly disbudding will need

attention—indeed, in a few of the early varieties,

such as Ellrn Douglas, this process has already been

started—and when the buds are forming freely

dtu'ing tlie next three weeks or so a little attention

to this work every day will be well repaid. For

exhibition purposes heavy disbudding is resorted

to, some cultivators leaving only the crown bud
an'd the third to develop ; others retain the crown,

third and fourth ; but a deal depends on Ihe indi-

vidual variety. Some of the multi-petalled flowers

burst badly if too severely disbudded. For

ordinary culture seven to nine buds will not be

loo many to leave on the plant ; but all auxiliary

buds which usually cluster round the larger ones

must be removed if good-sized blooms are to be

expected ; likewise all side shoots which spindle

should be stopped or cut right out unless where

a long succession of flowers is wanted, but these

as a rule are not first class, and by the time they

are mature the layers will want all the available

space in the pots, so that this method of extending

the Carnation period of bloom is not to be highly

recommended
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IN A HAMPSHIRE GARDEN

NOTES ON SOME OF THE NEWER
ROSES.

REQUESTS from more than one quarter,

kindly conveyed to me by the good

offices of tlie Editor, tfiat I should

again contribute to The Garden
^ notes under the above heading,

I'oupled with the assurance that they had

been found helpful to some of those who had

read them, is quite sufficient encouragement,

if any were needed, to recommence the series ;
but

in addition one cannot but feel one ought to do

all one can to help on the cause of the Rose, and

all those connected with it—in these times.

Ordinary Rose production is not an operation

that can be stopped or created at will, but is a

lengthy process, spread over two or more years ; but

when one comes to producing and distributing

seedling Roses, the period required from the sowing

of the seed to the working up of a stock after

you have obtained the desired article is still

longer ; so it is not surprising that, notwith-

standing the times, new Roses were still sent out by

all the leading raisers—in fact, rather more than

the average number have been distributed during

the seasons r9i4-i5-i6—but unfortunately they

have not passed into general cultivation in anything

like the usual niunbers. Signs, however, I am
glad to say, are not wanting that that state of

affairs has seen its worst days, and I hear on all

sides that this season has been much better than

the previous one ; and as there is still time

to plant pot Roses and to obtain- good results

this summer, those who have not yet sent an

order should hesitate no longer. Last year's crop

of Rose trees throughout the country was a

particularly good one, and it is by no means yet

exhausted, so one can still be certain of obtaining

good plants if one goes to a reliable firm and resists

the temptation of buying the cheapest.

Now to get to our newer Roses. As I have

already stated, British productions are as numerous

as ever, and I propose for obvious reasons to limit

ray remarks to varieties of native origin and also,

I trust, to only the best of the varieties introduced

since rgis.

As to order, it is impossible to make it qne of

merit. I will therefore deal with the Irish-raised

MYOSOTIS REHSTEINERI, A PRETTY CARPET PLANT FROM THE
LAKE OF GENEVA.

It is a dwarf, compact grower, aftei the

style of Dr. Campbell Hall, and its medium-
sized, well-shaped flowers are borne in clusters

of five, which can be advantageously disbudded to

three. There will then be enough left on the

plant, so free growing is it, to make a complete

nosegay that would have delighted our grand-

mothers and will delight those of this generation

who care for these things. It is deliciously scented,

very free and continuous flowering, and an excellent

bedding Rose.

Southampton. Herbert E. Molyneux.

CALTHA POLypETI,A ON THE EDGE
WISLEY.

Roses first, and in

this connection one

naturally turns to

the firm of Messrs.

Alexander Dickson

and Sons. For' the

season I9r3-i4the\'

sent out six new
seedlings. Two of

them I dealt with

at some length in

The Garden last

year, so will now
only name them

—

Queen iVIary and

Irish Fireflame.

Both Roses have

added, if possible,

to the high opinion

I formed of their

inerits, and they

should certainly

both find places in

thegardenof
every Rose lover. Of the other four (I will

take them in alphabetical order), only one has any,

pretension to exhibition form, and the three

decorative varieties are each of a distinct type.

Chrissie McKellar, a Hybrid Tea, is, I think,

likely to becoine the most popular. It is of

unusual colouringj which is all the more helpful

if it is at the same time beautiful, as in this case.

The new Roses must be constantly adding fresh

terrors to those who have to describe them. There

are no names in any colour scheme to meet the

case, and coining fresh ones seems impossible, so

curious combinations are evolved in the endeavour

to meet the difficulty, and one reads descriptions

like " ochrey madder" and "orangey pink,"

which I interpret as various shades of pinkish

apricot yellow, which is as near as I can get to,

but recognise that it is totally inadequate as an

accurate description of the colour of Chrissie

McKellar. It is a vigorous, free-growing plant,

sending up strong shoots carrying numerous

flower-buds that should be thinned to five or

seven, and then the whole shoot can be cut in its

entirety and will fill a good-sized vase or make
a fine centre-piece for a dinner-table. It is delight-

fully fragrant, semi-double rather than full, and

has been a source of much pleasure to all those

who have seen it

growing here.
Many a less de-

serving Rose has

been awarded the

gold medal.

Hilda Richard-

son (Hybrid Tea)

is not a Rose that

will appeal to

everyone, but those

who place dainty

elegance before

voluptuousness will

fall in love with

it. If it is possible

to refine the old

Maiden's Blush,
here it is. In
colour it is an

entirely delightful

milk white flesh,

flushed delicate
loft rose pink.

HARDY RHODODENDRONS

D

OF A poop i»^K

URING recent years a great deal of

attention has been given to hardy

Rhododendrons, stimulated, no doubt,

by the numerous seedlings that have

been raised in many gardens and

nurseries from seeds sent home from China by

Wilson and other collectors. Already a number

of these have flowered, and a few promise to make
really good shrubs for garden purposes, whi'e

others would seem to be of botanical interest

only. However, we need to know more about

these before any definite statements can be made.

Apart from these, however, we have a great many
beautiful species and varieties that have been

tried in our gardens, and which, during May and

June, impart to their surroundings rich Oriental

effects such as cannot be obtained from any other

shrubs. In the favourable climate of Devon

and Cornwall a number of beautiful species, such

as Falconeri, argenteum and arboreum, can be

grown successfully in the open. At Tregothnan

there is a wonderful specimen of Falconeri, which

is a native of Sikkim. This plant has been known

to carry as many as 1,200 of its large trusses of

white flowers in one season. But these are not

Rhododendrons for exposed gardens and less

generous climates.

Fortunately, our hardy Rhododendrons do not

impose any severe tax on the skill of the cultivator.

It is true that in a few gardens the best skill does

not prove effective, but this is the exception rather

than the rule. What the majority do demand,

however, is soil that is well drained, practically

free from lime, and preferably of a light, sandy
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and peaty character. This must not, however,

be taken to mean that peat is essential for their

well-being. The statement so often made that

it is necessary has been exploded in many gardens,

though no one would deny that the plants like it

when it can be afforded them. But peat is not

always easy to obtain, and, given a moderately

light soil, this can be made quite suitable by
adding to it liberal quantities of top spit from
an old pasture, decayed leaves and thoroughly

decayed manure, that from old Mushroom-beds
being ideal. In a great many gardens where the

natural soil is a friable sandy loani, it is quite

suitable for Rhododendrons without any more
than ordinary preparation. The ground beneath

the bushes should be carpeted with decayed
leaves, so that the surface roots are protected

from fierce sun.

Although spring, early April, is the Season

most favoured for planting Rhododendrons,

favourable localities that it is exceedingly difficult

to make a selection of the best. It is doubtful

if any two persons would draw up lists alike, as

personal taste differs so widely. The following,

however, are all good. Unless otherwise stated,

they flower during May or June. All are ever-

green. The height of garden varieties varies

considerably, according to circumstances.

Alice.—A beautiful new \-ariety, very compact,

with rich, clear pink flowers. Too expensive for

general planting yet, but is undoubtedly one
of the Rhododendrons of the future.

Countess of Clanearty.—A charming Rhodo-
dendron that bears large trusses of light rosy

crimson flowers.

Cinnabarinum.—A charming species from the

Himalayas. It should not be planted in very

cold, exposed positions, though it is quite hardy
at Kew. It makes a rather upright bush, and
produces its curious, pendulous, bell-shaped

A VIEW IN THE RHODODENDRON DELL AT KEW.

especially the evergreen species and varieties,

they can be successfully moved at the end of

September and during October, or even later

if the weather is open, though there is always
an element of risk should severe frost set in

directly after the work is done. Deep planting
must be strictly avoided, an inch of soil over the
uppermost roots being ample. If early autumn
or spring planting is adopted, heavy waterings
must be given to thoroughly soak the soil, and
o\'erhead syringing or sprayings, daily for a fort-

night should the weather be sunny and dry.

Rhododendrons need but little, if anv, pruning
;

but it is very important to remove all seed-pods
as soon as the flowers have faded. If this be
neglected, the chances of getting a display of

flowers the following year are small.

As already pointed out, there are now so many
beautiful species and varieties that can be success-
fully grown in gardens situated in reasonably

flowers fairly freely. These are of orange, red

or crimson colour, and usually open in June.

Compactum multiflorum.—This is a dwarf
variety, often below 2 feet high. It is of compact
habit, with rather small leaves, and bears a pro-

fusion of white, pink-flushed flowers during April

or early May.

Cornubia.— .\ hybrid that is being very

largely planted in gardens. The flowers are large

and clear, and of a rich tint of glowing scarlet

crimson. Very erect habit. It is more suitable

for the warmer parts of the country than for

general cultivation.

Fortunei.—This is a Chinese species of vigorous

habit which bears large, delicate pink, fragrant

blossoms, which are distinguished from other

kinds by their greater number of petals. A set

of garden hybrids has been raised between it

and other hardy kinds. They are free flowering

and usually fragrant. Good ones are Miss E. A.

Boulton, Mrs. Thiselton-Dyer and Duchess of

York.

Caucasicum, an early flowering species from
the Caucasus, is recognised by its compact habit

and early flowering qualities. The flowers, of

different forms, may be white, or %vhite heavily

flushed with pink. It is one of the parents of

the garden hybrids, The variety pictum is

worthy of special note.

Doncaster.—A very compact growing Rhodo-
dendron that produces its flowers in great abun-

dance. These are glowing scarlet crimson in

colour, and as they stand the sun well, it is admir-

ably adapted for massing in beds.

Gomer Waterer.—This is a very beautiful

variet\-, the flowers lieing freely produced on a

bush of good habit. They are white, with a

faint tinge of pink, and the trusses are very large

and pleasing.

John Waterer.—This is a very fine variety,

the flowers being of good form
and very freely produced in large

clusters. They are intense glowing

carmine in colour.

Lady Clementina Mitford. —
Although some have a difficulty

in cultivating this variety, it

ought to be tried if only for the

colour of its blossoms, this being

a charming shade of peach.

The trusses are very large and

shapely.

Mrs. E. C. Stirling.—This is a

variety of great promise. It

has a good, compact habit, and

the flowers are freely produced in

medium-sized trusses. They are

unique in colour, inasmuch as the

delicate pink flowers are quite free

from spots.

Nobleanum.—This is perhaps the

most interesting of all the outdoor

Rhododendrons, as it is frequently

in full flower at Christmas. It

makes a tall, spreading bush, and

the blossoms are of a pleasing shade

of bright red. They are often

damaged by frost. The best of all

for forcing.

Pink Pearl.—It is quite safe

to assert that there is more
of this beautiful Rhododendron

grown than of any other variety.

It has very large flowers, borne

in large trusses, of flesh pink -

colour, the delicacy of which it is impossible to

describe. The habit is not quite all that one would

desire, but it is a very beautiful and charming

variety.

Racemosum is a very beautiful species from

Western China, which was introduced about a

quarter of a century ago. Of dwarf habit, it

takes many years to attain a height of 3 feet.

It differs from most other kinds by its small

rose-flushed flowers being produced in axillary

as well as in terminal clusters. The flowering

time is April.

Campylocarpum,—This Himalayan species is

worth attention in the milder parts of the country,

for its large yellow flowers are distinct among

those of the taller-growing kinds. Although

usually considered a tender kind, it grows and

flowers freely in sheltered positions in the

neighbourhood of London. It is at its best

in May.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Flower Garden.

Wallflowers.—These beautiful plants are almost
indispensable for spring bedding, and always

. prove effective, whether planted alone or associated

with tall Tulips or Forget-me-nots. The end of

May or early in June should be chosen for sowing
the seed in shallow drills. When large enough
the seedlings may be transplanted in a piece of firm

ground, which will produce short-jointed plants

that will lift with a good ball of soil in the

-autumn. Four excellent kinds grown here are Fire

King, Giant Blood Red, Cloth of Gold and Orange
Bedder, the first two being special favourites.

Other Seeds to Sow.—Aubrietia, Arabis, Alys-

sum, Erysimum, Violas, Pansies, Forget-me-not and
double Daisies should be sown now. They may
be sown in boxes and placed in a cold frame,
but a sheltered and partially shaded border will

also suffice.

Flowering Shrubs.—Plants that flower on the
previous year's wood must be pruned and put
in shape directly they have passed the flowering

stage.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Midseason and late varieties will now
require attention, and superfluous growth and
bunches must be removed to prevent any waste
of the Vines' energies. The worli of thinning
must be resorted to before the berries become
unduly crowded, and the shoulders of large

bunches will need support by tying them up to

the wires. Examine the border to ascertain
whether water is needed ; a properly drained
and constructed border will take copious supplies
when the berries are swelling. Watch for mealy
bug, and directly any are seen apply methylated
spirit with a small camel-hair brush to the affected

,
parts of the Vine. The inside of the vinery may
be damped down with weak liquid manure each
evening.

Plants Under Glass.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—Early struck
cuttings must be potted on and all flower-buds
pinched out as they appear. Another batch of

cuttings may be inserted to fmruish plants for

small pots. These will be useful in various ways.
Cuttings of B. Optima and B. elatior may also be
inserted, placing the pots in a close propagating-
frame.

Cyclamens.—Plants raised from seed last

autumn may be placed in their flowering pots,

using a rich, light compost. Grow them in an
intermediate house and keep them free from insect

pests. The foliage may be syringed daily.

Calceolarias.—A small sowing may be made
if an early batch of plants is required. The
seed will germinate best in a cold frame on a north
wall, and the plants must be grown quite cool.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cauliflowers.—Plants raised early in the season
are growing freely, and must be encouraged by
frequent hoeing and liberal quantities of water
if the weather is dry.

Beetroot.—Seeds sown early have germinated
freely, and the seedlings will now require thinning.
This remark also applies to Parsnips, Turnips,
Onions and Carrots. This is an important point
in the cultivation of all such crops.

Brussels Sprouts.-—^The main crop must be
planted without further delay, selecting a piece
of rich ground which has been made moderately
firm. Water the plants until they become re-

established, then keep them free from weeds.

Aspar^US.—^When cutting the shoots care must
be taken not to injure the crowns, while the growth
on weak and new beds ought not to be removed.
Weeds are often troublesome, and must be pulled
up by hand. Where liquid manure is available,
the present is a suitable time to apply it, and, for

preference, select showery weather. A dressing
of salt may be given, also a little artificial manure
if the liquid form cannot be procured.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Grafted Trees.—Examine all grafted trees,

and where the scions are growing freely the clay

may be removed and the ties loosened. AH
shoots below the graft must be rubbed off, a

remark that also applies to trees grafted last vear.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Thinning Apples.—The earlier varieties that
have set their fruits should be examined and, as

soon as possible, thinned out. It is a mistake to

leave large trusses of fruit, as many of these will

never develop. A few good specimens are always
more acceptable than a large number of under-
sized fruits. Young bearing trees, especially those
on the Paradise stock, will be much benefited if

time will allow of an occasional application of

liquid manure.

Cherries.—These also require thinning if fine

quality fruits are desired, but this should not be
done until they begin to swell. Cherry trees are

frequently attacked by black fly, which is very
troublesome and should be treated with an
insecticide as soon as it is noticed. Some dis-

budding is also necessary to keep the foliage from
becoming overcrowded, and the fruits should be
protected from birds before they begin to colour.

Gooseberries.—Guard against attacks of cater-

pillars by treating the bushes with a dusting of

Hellebore powder. There is also a caterpillar

wash on the market, which, if the attack be-
comes general, is perhaps more efficacious when
properly applied. As both are poisonous, the
fruit should not be used until the preparations
have been washed off by rain. When all the
green fruit has been gathered, the bushes, where
American mildew has hitherto been troublesome,
should receive a final spraying with the summer
wash, and if this pest has been kept in check till

,

now, some prospects of a good gathering of sound,
ripe fruit may be anticipated. Some risk is

attached to the application of the lime wash
;

I find the formula supplied by the makers too
strong for some varieties.

Hoeing.—Continue to keep the hoe going
frequently on the fruit quarters. Whether weeds
are present or not, its continuous use tends to

bring the surface soil into the best condition for

retaining the moisture and conserving the food
of the plants.

The Flower Garden.

Hardy Annuals.—Where these have been sown
either in lines or in patches on the borders, they
should be thinned out. It is almost impossible
to sow these thinly enough, the majority of the
seeds being so small, and if allowed to grow without
being thinned, the plants make poor, crowded
growths, producing much smaller flowers which
do not last long.

Herbaceous Borders.—A considerable amount
of attention must now be given to the staking
and tying amon,g the herbaceous plants. Do
not hesitate to thin out the growths, as those
remaining will grow stronger and furnish much
finer heads of flower. Use the minimum number
of stakes, and place them so that the foliage will

soon cover them. A knowledge of the height to
which each subject will attain is necessary in order
to use stakes of the correct length. When this

is done, weeds removed, and the borders generally
made tidy, a top-dressing of moss litter manure
from the stables is about the best additional treat-
ment that may be given a herbaceous border.
Spring-flowering bulbs that have now finished their
growth should not have their foliage removed until

it is quite ripe.

Hydrangea paniculata.—This plant is not so
frequently used in the flower garden as it deserves
to be, proving as it does one of the noblest plants
when in flower, and perfectly hardy in the coldest
districts. Standards about 4 feet high in large
beds, with an undergrowth of Gypsopliila pani-
culata, have been much admired for several
seasons. The standards should be pruned hard
back in spring, and when growth commences
these should be thinned out if large heads of
flower are desired. The Gypsophila should have

its growths thinned out, too, and each remaining
shoot secured to a stake.

Plants Under Glass.

Bouvardias.—These should now be shifted into
their IJowering pots. When the loam is of a
heavy nature, it may be necessary to add a
proportion of peat to the mixture along with
leaf-mould and sharp sand. The plants should
be grown on for some time yet in an intermediate
house, afterwards moving them to cold frames
during the summer. Pinch the plants regularly in

order to have them well furnished with numerous
flowering shoots.

Cyclamens.—If the plants that have finished
floweiing are intended for use again next season,
they should be turned out of the pots and planted
in cold frames for the summer months. Provide
a rich, open mixture in which to plant them.
Those raised from seed last autumn should now
be ready for potting on

;
5-inch pots ought to be

large enough for these. The pots may be plunged
in ashes in cold frames near the glass and kept
fairly close for a time; afterwards the lights may
be entirely removed. Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)
Glamis Castle, N.B.

EXHIBITION ONIONS
Hints on Planting.

A GOOD many indoor-sown Onions have already

found their permanent quarters, and the

planting of them may have a great deal to do
with the ultimate weight and shape of the bulbs.

Assuming that it is uimecessary to warn readers

of the defects of the dibber as a planting tool

for young Onions, 1 will draw attention to the

danger that exists, when planting with a trowel,

of getting the young plants in too deeply. Only

the roots should be allowed below the surface

of the soil, otherwise there will be pressure

on the bulb as it develops, resulting in an uneven

and defective Onion. The difficulty of keeping

the young Onions in an upright position when first

planted may be easily overcome by mounding a

little loose soil around each after firming the

soil at the roots. This loose soil, however, should

be removed as soon as the Onions are fairly estab-

lished. Provided the bed has been well prepared

by deep digging and liberal manuring, nothing

.but clear water will be required for the first month.

From that time onward feeding should be regular

and systematic. Soot, superphosphates and good

concentrated fertilisers should be used ; but

neither sulphate of ammonia nor nitrate of soda

should be largely used, as the result would be soft,

flabby bulbs that fall an easy prey to disease, and in

any case do not keep long. Heather Bell.

LIME-SULPHUR v. BORDEAUX MIX-

TURE AS A SPRAY FOR POTATOES
The results of experiments recorded in Bulletin

No. 397, issued by the New York Agricultural

Experimental Station, agree essentially with those

previously obtained. They show that lime-

sulphur is harmful rather than beneficial to

Potatoes. Bordeaux mixture prevented tip-burn

to a considerable extent, made the foliage a darker

green, prolonged the period of growth and increased

the yield.

Lime-sulphur, on the contrary, aggravated

tip-bum, dwarfed the plants, shortened the period

of growth and reduced the yield.

As neither early blight nor late blight appeared

in the experiment field during the season, nothing

was learned concerning the comparative value of

the different spray mixtures for the control of

these diseases.
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THE COMMON CHICORY
AND SOME CONTINENTAL
VARIETIES

THE use of these plants for salads and

vegetables is more practised on the Con-

tinent than in England. Nearly every

cottager grows a small plot of Barbe de

Capucin for salad in winter, and in

summer to provide food for his rabbits. In large

gardens and for market a lot is grown ; and it is

very useful indeed in winter, when salads are

scarce, to have four or five varieties of these

Chicories 'that one can be quite certain will give

good results. In the country markets one can

always find Barbe de Capucin during December

and January. For those who require a variety

of good salads, the following are among the most

useful plants to grow.

I have grown five varieties, and Messrs.

Vilmorin catalogue six distinct varieties (excluding

the Chicoree k Cafe). Of course, the most im-

portant variety is the Brussels Chicory, or Witloof,

as this is used as often as a vegetable as for salad.

This requires far better culture than the other

varieties if grown for a vegetable as well as for

a salad. It is cooked and served in a similar

maimer to Seakale, and in other ways, and is

very nice indeed.

Soil that has been trenched in autumn and

first used for an early crop gives the best results.

If lightly dug over, the ground is usually quite

suitable. Seed should be sown in May, and for

a later crop in June, either where the crop has to

stand or in seed-beds, transplanting the seedlings

later. Of the two ways, I found the latter gave

the best results. The roots were rather smaller,

but the crowns were larger and firmer when lifted,

and they threw up stronger growths when forced.

When the seed is sown in either way, the seedlings

should be thinned, and those required to be trans-

planted should be lifted on a dull day, have

the taproots shortened, and the leaves shortened

slightly as well.

They are then planted in drills about 15 inches

apart, and a foot apart in the rows. They are

watered until they become established, and the

culture then consists of hoeing to keep weeds

down and watering when very dry. In July or

August the plantations will be getting well

covered with foliage. They are then cut over with

a knife or small reaping-hook to about 2 inches

from the crowns of the plants, and cleared off.

Men on the estate usually have the cuttings with

which to feed rabbits and chickens. In about a

month a second cutting will be necessary. This

improves the roots for throwing up strongly

when forced.

After cutting over, a good watering is usually

given. Artificial manures do not seem to improve

the plants very much. The plants will then be all

right until the end of November, when they should

be lifted and laid in ashes until wanted for forcing.

To force them I consider a cool house the best.

They should be placed under a stage (at the back

of a three-quarter span for preference) away from

hot-water pipes, bedded in sand after being

trimmed ove'r, and the growth cut to about an inch

from the root. They should have about a foot

of sand or fine soil placed on top of them. In

a cool house a month or five weeks will be neces-

sary before they are fit for use, and then the sand

should be carefully removed and the growths cut

when about 8 inches or 9 inches in length and

quite solid to the touch.

Another way is to place them in a frame and

put soil or sand over, covering all with warm

manure. They are frequently forced in this way,

but I found the flavour better from plants in

the cool house. If a supply is put in about every

week, one can be sure of obtaining plenty of

good heads. In winter, after forcing, the roots

are sometimes used for feeding rabbits.

The other varieties of Chicory do not require

so much care. They may be sown in ordinary

soil in May in drills a foot apart, and raked down

and rolled. Seed will germinate readily, and

should be sown thinly. The plants should be

kept free from weeds and cut over about twice

in the same way as the Witloof, and can either

be lifted in November and plunged, or lifted as

wanted.

These varieties force better in a warm house

or forcing-pit near to the pipes if kept sufSciently

moist. A closed-in arrangement or box is necessary

to exclude all light. These roots should only be

covered to where they have been cut off. Varieties

to be treated in this manner are Barbe de Capucin,

pale yellow when forced ; Rouge de Lombardie,

having leaves of a blood red colom: when forced
;

Panachee Venetienne, red, splashed with yellow

under the same treatment ; and Panachee k feuille

rouge, which forces a very pretty mixture of yeUow

and red. It is curious that these plants do not

show nearly so much difference before they are

forced, as when forced they make as pretty a

salad or garnitiure as can be wished. The taste

of Barbe de Capucin is slightly bitter, but the

brighter-coloiured ones are not so bitter. All are

well worth growing, and where dainty-looking

salads are appreciated are sure to be welcomed.

Barbe de Capucin can be left in the forcing-pit

so as to receive three cuttings, as it throws up as

wen the third as the first time. For the colomed

varieties this cannot be managed, as the first

growth is the only one worth cutting as far as I

could see when trying them all together. L. L.

that sulphuric acid injected deeply into the crowns wiU

kiU them outright, but our experience sugsests that the

most efficacious means is to puU them up bodily with a

tool such as the Champion Daisy Lifter. Grass badly

infested with Plantains ought not to be mown, after the

weeds begin to flower, M-itliout a collecting box on the

machine.

NARCISSUS LEAVES TURNING BROWN (.M. M. KO)-
—The bulbs sent appear to be thoroughly sound, and it

seems probable that the foliage has suffered, first, from the

weakening ellects of bad weather, and, secondly, from

the attacks of one or two fungi, such as Botrytis. We
think you wiU be well advised to cut off the parts of the

foliage aifected at once and burn them, so as to avoid the

spread of the fungus downwards to the healthy part

of the foliage.

TRANSPLANTING MONTBRETIAS (C. B. fi.).—Had
you anticipated the overcrowding of these and hfted the

clumps last October, separating and keeping them -in the

dry state tiU March last, the shift might have done great

good. Now, however, it is late for the work, and unless

you arc prepared to face partial or complete failure of

flowering this year—much will depend on the season,

however—the clumps had better remain as they are tiU

autumn. The advantages of Ufting and dividing now and

replanting in a fresh site and soil are that the bulbs (corms),

being individuaUsed by the operation, mU gain considerable

sticiiirth as a result of this season's gro-n-th and develop-

mentj and a far better flowering would result in 1917

than would be possible otherwise. If you decide to do this,

Uft them without delay, separate and only retain the

best, and replant the indi\idual pieces

—

do not rearrange

in small dumps— 2. inches apart in well-prepared and

moderately manured ground. With the ground prepared

the plants arc easily bedded out with a hand-fork or trowel

over.any size area you please. A httle attention may be

necessary in ivatering and the like at the start. Where
these plants increase freely, this method of replanting

should be indulged in every third year. Finer growth

and spikes follow as a result.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—T/ie Editor endeavours

to make THE GARDEN helpiul to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter ivhat the branch of gardening may be,

and with thai object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely trritten on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Gardes, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should he on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

snmll scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.

THE GREENHOUSE.
INSECTS ON CINERARIAS (A. H.) —Your Cinerarias

are attacked by a leaf-burrowing insect popularly termed

the Marguerite flv, owing to these favourite plants being

very prone to its" attacks. The original insect is a small

fly which deposits its eggs in the substance of the leaf.

The tiny grub eats its way and thus forms the markings

such as are on the leaves sent. When fully fed it turns

into a small larva, from which in time the fly makes its

appearance. Nothing can be done to restore the leaves

to their original condition, but the worst leaves should

be picked ojf and burnt, while the larvsc may be killed

by pinching between the finger and thumb. Fumigation

with Auto Shreds, to be obtained from any horticultural

sundriesman, is the best thing to keep thtm in check,

but the remedy must be resorted to before the damage is

done.

PALMS TURNING BROWN (.1. A. T.).—The reason

of the leaves of your Palms turning brown is undoubtedly

some error in their culture. What that is we are quite

unable to say, as it may be owing to several and diverse

causes. In the first place, there arc many kinds of Palms,

and some require very different treatment to others.

As Kcntias are more grown than any other Palm, we
will assume that your specimens belong to that genus

A very likely reason for the trouble is that the structure

in which they have been growing has been at times during

the winter kept too cold ; a minimum temperature o£

60° or thereabouts should be maintained. Again, the

roots may have been kept too dry or too wet, but this

last is not so likely, as the strong roots of the Kentias

curl round the bottom of the pot and thus tend to keep

the drainage open. Wlien repotting your specimens,

the gardener would have an opportunity of observing the

condition of the roots. Wlien a Palm of any kind falls

into ill-health, it takes a long time to restore it to its

previous state. If small, the better plan is to place it

in a warmer structure and keep it freely syringed ; but

we question if you have a house sufficiently lofty to nurse

your specimens in. All that you can do is to keep your

plants as free as possible from draughts, shade from the

sun, and syringe frequently. Do not give any stimulant

till the roots have taken possession of the new soil.

IXIA VIRIDIFLORA NOT FLOWERING (Maure
Poppy).—We much prefer a compost made up of loam,

leaf-mould and sand, to moss flbre for growing this dis-

tinct and pretty Ixia. The reason of your non-success,

both in moss fibre and ordinary soil, is impossible to

state positively. The behaviour of the bulbs would
suggest that they had been kept out of the ground too

long, or stored in too dry a place previous to potting.

We prefer to pot the bulbs at the latest by the end of

August, and place them in a cold frame, giving just enough
water to keep the soil shghtly moist until the young leaves

make their appearance, when more must be given. Tliey

are wintered in a structure safe from frost, and flower m
due course. With regard to the new bulbs, it is not

likely that vou would meet with any measure of success

in keeping them. At all events, they would take some

OROBUS VERNUS (J. M.).—Material insufficient to

identify plant with certainty, but probably Orobus vernus.

Divide and transplant as soon as It dies down in autumn,
i ^—5, -- .-

The principal ingredient of lawn sand is sulphate of ' time before thcv attained flowering size, and the most

ammonia, of wliicli there are abundant supplies in the ' satisfactory plan will be to purchase "good, wcU-ripened

country. ' bulbs in the autumn and pot them as above directed.

PLANTAINS IN LAWN (D. T. E., Yorks).—T\v only
j
Salt and water is very effective when put into the trough

.^ ^.,11 ti.^T^ „r, )»F I

of the slug traps. It should, of course, be strong—brine,

in fact—and the slugs will not long survive therein. Wowa"y~to'get"r'id ofPlantains in lawns is to pull them up by of the slug traps. It should, of course, be strong—brine.

the roots. If they are simply cut olf with a spud, new
heads are formed. As a rule, salt and other weed kiUers

kill the tops without killing the hard, underground loot-

stocks, and new plants appear in due course. It is said

have had no experience of Shigene mixed ivith water for

the purpose. Of course, you could try it and see if it is.

effectual. Bran is put on the top for bait.

I
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THERE was a good attendance at the

annual general meeting of the Kew
Guild, held on May 24, the second day

of the Chelsea Show ; but it was in

many ways unlike the gatherings of

years gone by. Over 100 members of the Guild

are now serving with His Majesty's Forces, and

three—Messrs. C. F. Ball, H. J. Loughurst and

W. H. Morland—have fallen in the service of their

country. No dinner was held this year, but the

meeting was preceded by a tea in the Lecture

Hall of the Chelsea Physic Garden. Many ladies

were present, including Miss Smith, the Lady
President. The new members of committee are

Messrs. E. J. AUard, J. W. Camp-
bell, A. D. Cotton and J. Marks.

Mr. J. Coutts was re-elected

treasurer, and Mr. A. Osborn

secretary. In addition to the

annual publication of the Journal,

the Guild continues, as far as it is

able, to do excellent and practical

work in making grants to desers'-

ing aged and infirm Kewites.

The Spring Garden at Mun-
Stead Wood.—The illustration on

this page shows a glimpse within

a garden that is known to many
of our readers. It is a corner in

Miss Jekyll's delightful old-world

garden at Munstead Wood, where

Tulips, Iberis, Myosotis, Wall-

flowers and Sweet Cicely are grown
together in perfect harmony and

good taste.

The Fream Memorial Prize.

—

The Board of Agriculture and

Fisheries have awarded a Fream
Memorial Prize of the value of

£7 2S. 3d. to Mr. Robert C. Broad-

foot, Nether Cairn, Kirkconnel,

Dumfriesshire, a student of the

West of Scotland Agricultural

College, Glasgow, who obtained the highest marks
in this year's examination for the National

Diploma in Agriculture.

British Red Cross Sale of Plants, Bulbs and
Horticultural Objects.—The Great Red Cross

Horticultural Sale, which is being organised by
the Royal Horticultural Society and will be held

in the hall at Vincent Square on June 28 and 29,

has received the gracious recognition of Their

Majesties the King and Queen, who have most
kindly consented to be patrons.

Trial of Autumn-Sown Onions at Wisley.

—

The Royal Horticultural Society will carry out a

trial of autumn-sown Onions at Wisley during

the ensuing season. Seeds for trial (one packet

of each variety) should be sent so as to reach

the Director, Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Wisley, Ripley, Surrey, from whom the necessary

entry forms (one for each variety) may be obtained,

on or before Monday, the 19th inst.

Early Cabbage Flower of Spring.—This early

Cabbage is increasing in favour in the South-West
of Scotland, and is finding general approval for its

earliness and good quality. In many of the best

gardens it is much favoured, and, late as the

season has been, it was being cut at the end

of April and in the first week of May, even

in the colder districts of Dumfriesshire and

IN THE SPRING GARDEN AT MUNSTEAD WOOD.

Kirkcudbrightshire. It hearts well and is of

excellent flavour.

Increasing our Food Supply.—We cannot

urge upon our readers too strongly the importance

of growing vegetables to the utmost capacity of

the garden. It is too much to expect the whole

of the flower garden to be devoted to the growing

of vegetables, but many flower beds and portions

of flower borders might be given up to vegetables,

and we have already referred to the practice

of growing Cabbages between Roses, which has

met with success in many gardens. Although

the season is well advanced, it is not too late to

plant Potatoes, or sow Peas, Runner Beans,

Carrots, Lettuce, Beetroot and other vegetables

for this year's use. Last year we recorded excel-

lent crops of vegetables at Reading from seed

sown on the last day of July. Incidentally,

the frost on the night of May 26 has damaged

Potatoes over wide areas in Cheshire and other

counties. Shortage of labour on farms and in

gardens and the difficulties of obtaining imports

make the food question more acute than ever,

and we urge readers to increase the output of

vegetables as far as they are able and before

it is too late. ' A

An Ingenious Bowl Arrangement.—To those

who grow bulbs and other plants in bowls without

drainage, the following novel

and very pleasing arrangement

will be useful to be put down to

be tried another year. In a

lo-inch or 12-inch bowl plant a

clump of Spiraja Queen Alexandra

in the centre, and round it,

about I J inches from the edge, a

row of the bright red-cupped

Daffodil Lucifer, or, if there is suffi-

cient room, a double row zigzagged

one with the other. The flowers

look very pretty with their setting

of feathery leafage, and then

when faded they can be cut away
and a second display of the

plumes of the Spirtea will follow.

Plant both bulbs and clump at

the same time.

Foliage for Tulips in Vases.

—

Theoretically, every flower looks

best in vases when arranged with

its own foliage. In practice there

are numerous exceptions, for, when
all is said and done, we must re-

member that it is an unnatural

way for a plant to show its

supreme beauty to the world. The

new conditions seem to demand

in many cases new greenery. After this little

bit of what we may call theory, we would like to

say how well the foliage of the common Solomon's

Seal suits the blooms of Tulips. To those who
grow these flowers for cutting, we would advise

the planting of a patch in some inconspicuous

place for cutting from. On May 16, at the Royal

Horticultural Society's fortnightly show, Messrs.

R. H. Bath of Wisbech had their Tulips arranged

with this greenery, and it looked very well.

*** Ou'itt^ to the shortage of paper, readers who have not

already done so are asked to order THE GARDEN to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Dafiodil Diseases.—Iq examining some bulbs on

May 20, I found under the top scale in two cases

small pure white spots, which under the pocket

lens looked as though they might be the source

of fungoid growth. The surface on which these

white spots were was "gummy" to the touch.

The white spots were of irregular shape and

fairly firm to the touch, but easily broken up.-

—

C. Lemesle Adams, Pendeford Hall, Wolver-

hampton.

Pheasants and Bulbs.—In this garden the

pheasants are so destructive to Tulip bulbs that

we are obliged to net the beds. Even so, we see

them from the windows trying to get through the

nets. Last year one old cock

pheasant was so active that I

offered my son 2S. 6d. if he would

bring him in alive or dead.

Within an hour the boy appeared

with the bird under his arm, caught

in the net. The bird was quickly

despatched, and in his crop were

two whole Tulip bulbs, besides

several fragments. We planted

the bulbs again and they flowered

in due course. I enclose a photo-

graph of a corner of the garden.

Five years ago it was an old dog

yard and chicken run..—F. Blois,

Cockfield Hall, Yoxford, Stiffoik.

Our experience of these is

very different to that of Miss

Hussey-Freke. We have quantities

of Darwin Tulips of all the best

sorts. Last year the pheasants

used to jump up and cut the heads

off ; whether trying to catch some
sort of fly on the bloom or not I

do not know. This year there are

very few heads to cut off, as they

now dig up and eat the bulbs, even

when protected by wire-netting.

They scratch underneath like

rabbits, and nothing will drive

them away. They do not care

for man or dog, and, if driven

off, soon retiuTQ. Of coturse, they

eat to the ground all Peas, both
Sweet Peas and culinary, also

Spinach, &c. I am not writing

with a view to show my dislike to pheasants,

but more to show their vagaries, as before the

war we had ten times the nimiber there are now,

and they did no harm to speak of. On a farm
they do good, particularly where there are

leather-jackets, but, like peacocks, they are bad
gardeners.

—

Austin Mackenzie, Carradale, Argyll-

shire.

Useful Household Vegetables. — " Anne
Amatem- " apparently considers that any vegetable

which is grown for exhibition must necessarily be

coarse and only second rate as an article of food ; and
further, judging by her latest observations, she

is under the impression that in growing for exhi-

bition we do not produce the same amount from a

given plot of land. It was my privilege the other

evening to visit some allotments, about twenty-one
acres in extent, where several of the holders are

growing vegetables with the intention of competing
at the forthcoming show to be held at Richmond.

It needed only a casual glance to see which allot-

ments would produce the heaviest and best crops.

On the plots which had been deeply cultivated and

ample room allowed for the crops to develop, one

could see the prospect of good, heavy crops of

serviceable vegetables, much superior m quality to

those grown on the moderately worked land. When
we as gardeners are told to lift our " short-sighted

eyes," I think it is time to look around - and

ascertain how much of the practical part of the

business the person has attained who is giving us

this advice. I have read each letter of " Anne

Amateur's" upon this question as they have

appeared in The Garden, and I must confess she

has not yet convinced me that she has grasped

the practical part of growing useful household

vegetables. I have always been taught that to

obtain the best results, both as regards weight of

crop and the quality of vegetables, deep cultiva-

A READER S GARDEN IN SUFFOLK MUCH FREQUENTED BY
PHEASANTS.

tion or trenching should be resorted to, and
plenty of room allowed for the crops to develop

;

but according to "Anne Amateur's" teaching

these methods are wrong if one desires vegetables

suitable for household purposes. — Edward
Montague, Richmond, Surrey.

Rosa Willmottiae in the South of Scotland.

—

Rosa Willmottiae is very charming in the garden

of Mr. Robinson-Douglas at Orchardton, Castle

Douglas. It is planted near R. Moyesii, which

is also doing well, and the contrast between the

dark flowers of the latter and the bright, yet soft

pink ones of R. Willmottiae is very pleasing.

Miss Willmott's Rose seems to flower freely here,

and the beautiful foliage and attractive habit

of growth make a picture one is unwilUng to pass

by without a prolonged study of the Rose and its

points of beauty. It is amazing, however, to find

that the number of admirers of single Roses,

especially of the species, is so limited. It does

not speak well for the kno^Vledge of the commimity
when vn: find such good single Roses as Willmotti«,

altaica and the like contemptuously referred to

as " these wild Roses !
" as one has heard said

by many.—S. .A.RNOTT.

Gooseberry Caterpillars.—My experience with

these pests is as follows : Some years ago-

my bushes were infested with caterpillars. There
were some days' delay in attending to them,

and I at length got some Hellebore powder,

intending to treat the bushes with it. To my
surprise I found in the meantime the caterpillars

had nearly all disappeared, and I saw a blue-

titmouse flinng away with one to its nest. A
pair of these little birds actually cleared my
bushes without our taking any further trouble.—
J. H. W. Thomas.

Scilla sibirica alba.—The laudatory note

anent this little spring-flowering plant which,

appeared in The Garden for May
20 is signed " E. A. B., Herts." I

fancy the signature is only my
good friend Mr. E. A. Bowles' writ

small, and if so, as I know what a.

keen observer of small differences

he is, it is difficult for me to fit in

my estimate of the plant with his.

I have grown it by itself and in a.

long line in alternate clumps with

the old blue variety, and in neither

case did it appeal to me. Perhaps

there are several "forms" of

it in commerce. This would

account for our different opinions-

of S. sibirica alba, for 1 1 am
quite sure that if there is a
" better and a worser " form, it

wUl be the former and not the

latter that will be grown by
" E. A. B., Herts." Have any

readers noticed any variation ?

—

Joseph Jacob.

Perpetual Carnations at Castle

Milk, Lockerbie.^Carnations are

leading features in the gardens of

Sir Robert W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart., at Castle Milk, Lockerbie,

and they are excellently cultivated.

Among the whites, White Wonder
is the most appreciated, being

preferred to Matchless, White

Perfection and Snowstorm, all

of which are grown at Castle

Milk. Among other favourites

are Baroness de Brienen, the

pretty rose Philadelphia, a promising cream-

coloured seedling raised at Castle Milk but not

yet named, the fine terra-cotta Bella, La Rayon-

nante, Mikado, Unique, Mrs. A. F. Dutton (which

is too light coloured in winter, but is fine in May)

,

Sunstar, Yellowstone (one of the finest of its

colour) and R. F. Felton (rather pale in winter).

Among others there is a nice stock of young plants

of the new Violetta, which is a near approach in

Carnations to the colour indicated by the name,

with Cinderella, Britannia, Rose Dor6, Empire

Day, Mary Allwood and many others. Mr.

Jeffrey, Sir Robert Jardine's gardener, is an

expert in the cultivation of the Carnation, and

the plants give evidence of the highest skill.

—S. A.

The Origin of the Moorpark Apricot.

—

Id

reference to the note by " E. M.," issue May 20,

page 243, I possess a history of Moor Park, Herts,

published in 1871. It states that Lord Anson
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•owned Moor Park from 1754 till his death in

1762. He made many alterations and improve-

ments under the direction of "Capability''

Brown, laying out the present kitchen garden,

-and introduced the Moorpark Apricot ; the

parent tree lived on till 1840.

—

George Benning,

New Marston, Oxford.

The "Daffodil Year Book."—If the suspen-

-sion of the publication of the " Daffodil Year

Book '

' is part of a general scheme for reducing

the publications of the Royal Horticultural Society,

I suppose the Daffodil world must not complain
;

but if the Daffodil world is the only section

of the society which is to suffer during these

times, it is up to the Council to justify its action

by showing that other publications of the society

which are to be continued justify their continuance

both on the score of economy in production and

•of demand.—C. Lemesle Adams.

Mr. Wilks' letter, in your issue of

May 27, page 25 r, seems to me to require ex-

iplanation. I have no idea of all the

details to which it refers, as the

Council keeps the entire management i

0/ the book in its own hands. So far

as I know, it has done nothing in

any way to push the book or make
it Imowu in Daffodil circles, and

then, because it has not sold so many
•copies as it thinks ought to have

.been sold, the Council complains

and refuses to bring out any annual

at the very time when of all others

it seems most important to do so.

Would any large publishing house

bring out a book and do nothing to

promote its circulation, but leave it

on their shelves ?

—

Joseph Jacob.

Record Crops ol Apples.—Your
correspondent " W. F. M. C," in

your issue of May 20, page 239,

.finds it hard to believe that a fruit

tree can bear forty bushels of fruit.

Wliat will he say to seventy bushels

from one tree ? There is a large

Apple tree growing here which in 1911

bore just over seventy bushels of

.^ood fruit. Care was taken to see

what the crop was, and I have

every reason to believe that the

quantity is correct. In previous years

it had borne forty and fifty bushels,

and last autumn it had about fifty.

I am enclosing a photograph of

the tree, but I very much doubt if it will be

,good enough for you to reproduce.

—

Herbert
Goatcher, Rock Nurseries, Washington, Sussex.

Plants for Dry Soils.—Having a very hot,

•dry corner backed by a brick wall and faced by

a paved brick path, beneath which are some

18 inches of sand, clinkers and stone, it may
interest some of your readers to know which plants

Teally seem happy under such trying conditions.

Lavender, Cistus and Brooms are, of course,

well known to adjust themselves to drought,

but besides these I find the hardy Fuchsias and

Pentstemons of Newry Gem types are equally

happy. Lithospermum prostratum has made

a strong clump in a few years. Liliuiu candidum

even manages to make itself at home despite

the fact that no water is given. Pentstemon

Scouleri holds its own in a tangle of Cotoneaster

horizontalis and hardy Pinks. Pyrethrums and

Polyanthuses complete the tale. The latter in

the autumn seem baked to death, but recover

and flower well in the spring. Of all these the

Fuchsias and Pentstemons are most valuable

on account of their long flowering season.

—

E. A. BUNVARD.
Waste Land in War-Time.—The article by

" H. C." in The Garden of May 20, page 247,

points out how scandalous it is to let waste land

bring forth crops of Briars, Thistles, weeds, &c.,

when it might be giving good crops of vegetables.

I was down in Surrey only a month ago, and there

is in that county much land bought for build-

ing but remaining unused. Moreover, this is so in

many other counties. Yorkshire is by no means

an exception. Weeds are bred by the million

—

no ; more likely by the billion—and are blown

into gardens from these waste pieces. Something

ought to have been done. Surely there is a society

interested in using waste land all over England

for growing food. Well, if there is, what is it

doing ? Very little indeed, because there is so

much to do. I am glad to learn that some of the

the first class. To begin with, the tree attracts

notice at once by its remarkably clean and smooth
bark and its very upright and regular growth,

the branches standing almost straight up, with a

slight outward leaning, like pins in a big pincushion

or the shoots of a well pruned and tended standard

Rose tree. The fruit is of good size, sometimes

very large, coloured and lined rather like Wel-

lington ; but the great point about it is that it keeps

till " Apples come again," as the local people sa^',

and now, seven months after picking, it is in its

prime. Many fruits are stiU even green and hard,

and at the beginning of April they would hardly

cook ; they were not ripe even then. Now they

are in their prime, getting a nice ripe yellow tint,

flavour delicious, very juicy and a distinct Pineapple

taste. As a stewing Apple it is second to none
;

the quarters never break. It is a prolific bearer.

From a standard about seventeen years old I

picked, at the end of last October, ri pots (a pot is

6olb.), that is nearly 7oolb. of fruit. The harvesting.

AN APPLE TREE IN SUSSEX WITH SEVENTY BUSHELS OF FRUIT.

land in Surrey is to be cultivated. Gardening

is a fine antidote for the grime and oil of munition

works, and with the aid of the Daylight Saving

Bill there are lighter evenings in which to do it.

I suppose the vast difficulty of doing anything

big in the way of cultivating waste land all over

the country is because everyone is so busy and

will not stop to realise how valuable the addition

to our food supply would be.—E. T. Ellis,

Weetwood, Ecclesall, Sheffield.

Apple Annie Elizabetli.—Those of us who
know this Apple greatly appreciate its recom-

mendation by you a few weeks ago, in reply

to youi reader in New Brunswick. It seems to be

essentially a Midland fruit, though, knowing the

South and West country sorts fairly well, I never

heard of Apple Annie Elizabeth till I came into

this district about two years ago. Mr. Bunyard,

1 think, says it is a " favourite in the Midlands."

Well, it may be ; there are few better grown.

In my modest opinion it should be placed in quite

however, must be done with care ; every fruit

handled and graded into a box or basket and carried

to the storing room, and each fruit placed out again.

Fruit will not keep if thrown about like coals into

a sack or coal-scuttle. I am not writing these

notes as an expert—simply as a practical amateur,

but it strikes one very forcibly this is an Apple

that should be in every garden and orchard in

the land. I consider its many good qualities

make it invaluable.

—

Agricultural Labourer,

North Oxon. [The note was accompanied by a

first-rate sample of unblemished fruits, and we
had never before fully realised the excellence

of matured fruits for dessert at this time of year.

Although its season is usually regarded as March

and April, it will obviously keep until long after

midsummer. It is an Apple that travels well,

and some of the fruits—our correspondent •will be

pleased to hear—are now on their way to the

Front, where they will be appreciated more than

words can tell.

—

^Ed.]
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SOME DELIGHTFUL SPRING SHRUBS.— I.

By H. Avray Tipping, M.A., F.S.A.

IT

has been war-time with early flowering

shrubs this 3^ear. There was no hard

or prolonged winter spell, but frost made
sudden and unexpected raids immediately

after rain, when all was wet and sappy.

But wind has been the chief foe. The Christ-

mas gales occasioned a good deal of wreckage to

shrub as well as to tree. That seemed visita-

tion enough, and a well-behaved equinox was
surely our due. Evil communications, however,

corrupt good manners, and passing across Germany
it drank in the doctrine of frightfulness. I

remember getting down from town to my Mon-
mouthshire garden towards the end of March
and enjoying the outlook from my window next

morning. The sun shone upon an undulating

sea of the hybrid Mediterranean Heath in full

bloom, out of which rose a golden island of the

intermediate Forsythia. Other pictures of prosper-

ing early effort met me when I walked roimd.

But two mornings later what a change ! Prone

trees, riven shrubs, scattered boughs, crushed

growths shared the landscape with snowdrifts.

Then, after a day of thaw, came a night of frost, and
every Forsythia bloom was blasted and browned.

Such disaster to its neighbour increased the already

great reputation of the Heath, which passed

through the ordeal unscathed. Though not so

bright in colouring as its progenitor, Erica

carnea, the cool purple tinge makes it a more
harmonious companion to flowers of other colours,

rich yellow especially, and its blooming season

is more prolonged. I can always fill a bowl

with it at Christmas-time, and this year it has

maintained its colouring tUl now (mid-May), whereas

E. camea turned brown before the month began.

Though they suffered, the Pliuns did not give

in entirely to the blizzard and its following frost

as did the Forsythias. The earliest and best

with me was Prunus Bleriana. Its boughs were
freely dotted with good-sized buds when the year

opened. Set in water in a warm greenhouse,

the first picking of twigs developed flowers by the

end of the month, and by repeating the operation

I maintained a succession for six weeks at least.

Placed in a Japanese bronze, the leafless boughs,

set with the double pink expanded blooms and
the pink pearl-like buds, are a charming decora-

tion. Outdoors the young trees were in flower

when the blizzard fell on them ; but though the

fully expanded blossoms were torn and bruised,

the buds were unhurt, and a fortnight later made
a brave appearance. Prunus Pissardii flowers

with Bleriana, while triloba and Moseri flore

pleno follow on, and when they are over, the

Cherries begin and carry one to mid-May. By
that time there is a good display of less known
and more tender subjects. In favoirrable years

Coronilla glauca may almost be described as a

winter rather than a spring flowerer, for if the

weather be open its golden flower-heads begin

to stud its grey-green foliage in February. All

through March and April it is a sheet of gold,

and even towards the end of May it keeps company
with Clianthus puniceus as a mass of colour.

The Clianthus, of course, is rather delicate, and
can only be a successful outdoor subject in somewhat
favoured regions. Here it needs wall treatment, but

in a nook facing south it is exhibiting its rich and
manifold clusters of Cockscomb-like flowers ro feet

up the wall. But the Coronilla is quite hardy. It

might not everywhere bloom as early as it does

SOLANUM CRISPUM ON A NORTH WALL.

here, but the plant itself will stand hard frosts,

and will flower freely, if late, where springs are

cold. Its relative, Medicago arborea, is now almost

a sheet of orange. Its special quality is as an
all-the-year-round bloomer. For three years here

it had never been a day without some flower,

but it got so straggly that I cut it back in the

winter. The result has been excellent. The
side shoots started to grow, and there is now a
much fuller display of bloom than it has ever had
before. Few plants have flowers that will endure

winter frost so bravely as this subject from Greece,

and its hardiness and perpetual blooming quality

have not been enough recognised. Mr. Gauntlett

—

from whom my plant came—marks it as delicate,

and speaks of it as flowering only from August
to December. Give it an airy, sunny position

against a wall, and it will do much better than

this.

On the question of the hardiness of certain

shrubs, the opinions expressed by authorities

often need revision. Choisya ternata used to

be classed among the delicates. But in sheltered

nooks it does well, even in the Midlands, while

here, in the open and in half shade, it is fully

as hardy as the common Laurel, and is at this.

moment covered with its " Mock Orange" blooms,

although the bushes were much broken, split

and mutilated by the blizzard. As to Azara
microphylla, we were bidden to set it against a

south wall. But here its one desire is to shoot

above the top of any wall and enjoy the north-

east gales. I have hardly ever seen its clean,

glossy evergreen leaves seared by the frost, though

most of the upper ones have this year been bodily

blown away by the winter gales. It grows into

a small tree, spreading out its light and graceful

boughs all around, and in March or April its

inconspicuous golden flowers perfume the air

with vanilla. I have set it largely as a standard

in the woodland. Solanum crispum is another

plant which loves to peer over the

wall top. I remember a dozen years

or more ago, when I still thought

it of a half-hardy nature, planting,

it on the south wall of a pergola on
high ground in Wiltshire. I recom-

mended it to the owner of the

garden with some misgiving. I told

him he must keep it on the wall,

that the growth on the top of the

pergola would help to shelter it, and
that this prudent placing would
ensure its precious survival. When
I visited him two years later, at the

end of May, I found it had scorned

the wall, had set itself on the top

of the pergola, and there rose as a

great dome of lilac-coloured blooms,

braving the east winds that thiew

themselves down upon it from the

chalk downs. I now grow it in the

coldest shrubbery I possess, and the

storm and stress from which we have
suffered this year left both its young
leaf and flower buds unscathed. The
example illustrated is one I originally

planted against a wall, but, like the

Wiltshire plant already alluded to, it

rises many feet above the wall and
shoots out its great boughs as freely

on the north as on the south side. It

is, indeed, the north side that is

here depicted. But, after all, even
to those whose climate is really
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cold and no home for delicate sub-

jects, there is a vast variety to

choose from. It is not everyone

who can succeed with Exochorda

grandiflora. Not only is it rather

delicate, but it dislikes anything

approaching a limestone formation.

But our hybridisers have come to

our aid, and have delightfully

enriched our shrubberies with

Exochorda Albertii macrantha. With

me the old grandiflora is a bit

yellow in the leaf, grows poorly and

flowers sparsely. But the hybrid

throws out vigorous shoots, of which

the rich green foliage is smothered

with the long racemes of fine

flowers. It is as hardy as the one

and as beautiful as the other of its

parents. Close by a group of it, that

has grown 7 feet or 8 feet high.

Clematis montana has occupied the

roof of a long shed, and thus con-

tinues the note of white. But it is

very easy to get too much white in

the garden, and the warm tone of

the newer C. montana rubens is

welcome in May. » It is very beauti-

ful as it twines about the balustrade

of a bridge over the little stream,

with one or two of its delicate

flower-bearing stems hanging down
and reaching the water. The colour is not very

bright or pure, but as the edges of the petals

are violet-purple, wheieas their centres are light

rose, the effect is fascinating. Still, the hybridisers

should work away, and get something of a richer

pink for us to enjoy. It is greedy, perhaps, to

ask for it, for have we not already almost a greater

wealth to select from than we can easily manage ?

Groups are so much better than single specimens

that restraint has become one of the virtues

which gardeners should largely practise.

CLEMATIS MONT.\NA RUBENS IN A MONMOUTHSHIRE GARDEN.

TULIP NOTES
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

This Abominable Season.—The Tulip must

have been painfully aware this year that it is,

notwithstanding the many generations that it

has been with us in England, still only a stranger

in a foreign land. Could anything be more un-

like the sunlight, calm and warmth of those

Eastern lands of Mid-Asia, which are one of the

reputed homes of this brilliant flower, than the

cold and rain and wind which have been its

portion here in 1916 ? If we think the followers

of Moses a mean crowd because of their whining

for the flesh-pots of Egypt, we must not so readily

condemn these followers of Busquecquius if, in

a season like the present, they show their resent-

ment of the conditions of life here imposed upon

them by fungus-eaten leaves and spotted flowers.

Let us remember it is only their way of doing a

good British grumble about the weather. "Oh,
Mr. Jacob, will my Tulips ever come right ?

What must I do ? Shall I dig them all up and
burn them ? " " No," I reply, " don't be too hard

on them. Pick off the decaying flowers and cut

away as much as possible of the damaged leaves.

You will find their bark has been worse than their

bite ; in other words, it is quite worth while

saving all except the very cheap varieties, and if

the importation of bulbs is entirely prohibited, I

would save even these."

There was a great assemblage of blooms at

Vincent Square on May 16, but with the two

exceptions of those which composed the fine

group of Messrs. Dobbie and Co. and the small

seedling display of Mr. W. T. Ware, all the flowers

bore unmistakable signs of the very unfavour-

able weather through which they had recently

passed. In a way this was a good thing, for

as visitors walked round and noticed other

Tulips just like their own, it brought them a

certain amount of cold comfort. After all, it

was not the bulbs, nor that the growers had

failed in giving them proper cultivation, but the

weather.

Why Such Havoc ?—There is no manner of

doubt about the season. It has been a bad one.

I have only had one entirely good report from any

grower (trade or private) about the condition of

their Tulips, and that was from the Rev. RoUo
Meyer, who, in a letter received on May 16, writes :

" My Tulips are this year as good as any that 1

have ever seen at any of the shows, and are not

spotted at all. But the heavy showers the last

two days have broken off some of the biggest

heads. Their heads are so big and the stems so

long that, although sheltered from winds, they have

suffered." Watfon Rectory, near Hertford, is a

highly favoured spot. .Were not my own Tulips

spotted, and had I not heard from Canon Fowler

of Reading that his were too, and did I not know
that the age of miracles was past—at least in

England—I might have been disposed to attribute

the immunity at Watton to its being rectorial

land, just as when I was iu Morocco some twenty

years ago the people accounted for the Shereef

of Wazzan being able to drink champagne (al-

though, of course, like all strictly religious Moors,

he was a teetotaller) in this charmingly unso-

phisticated way :
" When it touches the holy lips,

lo ! it is water." A few words from Mr. Mever,

should these lines catch his eye, about how he deals

with the wind and cold would be of great interest

and utility to many a Tulip grower, I am sure.

As far as I am concerned, I must candidly confess

I am baffled as to what are the secondary causes

of spot and " fire." There is probably but little

doubt that if it were possible to exterminate

all the countless myriads of spores of the enemy—

•

Botrytis parasitica—the winds might rage and

the rains descend and the air get as cold as cold

can be without any damage being done ; but 1

fear that task is beyond the power of man. What,

then, is the steriliser par. excellence ? What gives

the mnch-wished-for exemption from the annoy-

ances of Botrytis ? Echo answers, " What ? " Will

our Editor kindly admit suggestions to our pages ?

[Certainly ; helpful suggestions from others

are most welcome, while another matter of

perhaps secondary importance is the remark-

able way in which Tulips have " broken " this

year. Clara Butt, for instance, has produced

anything but harmonious variations at Kew
this spring, and we have recently heard of a

bed of Pompadour in a Weybridge garden in

which two-thirds of the bed are of the true glowing

crimson and the remainder " broken." The most

curious point about this instance is that all of

the " broken " flowers are together at one end

of the bed, and yet the bulbs were all from the

same source and leceived the same cultural

treatment. Can it be that the complaint is

catching, or what oth^r explanation is there ?

—Ed.] I would like to know " how to touch

the spot," and I am sure the knowledge would

be a boon and a blessing to many another sorely

distressed grower.

I am rather like the leaves in autumn, blown

hither and thither by the fresh experiences of

recurring springs, for last year it was that, and

this year it is something else. After I9r6 I feel

disposed to plump for too early planting, possibly,

but certainly wind. A visit that I recently paid

to Mr. J. Malleuder, who grows a good many
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Tulips at Scroob}', near Doncaster—the English

home of the Pilgrim Fathers-—put as it were

the cap on to my latest idea. Where the plants

were exposed, as in the field hard by the Great

Northern Railway line, spot and fire were rampant

;

but in a more sheltered orchard garden half a mile

away the smaller self-same bulbs (excuse the

Irishism) were blooming in spotless glory. Only

in one small area of, say, 4 yards by 3 yards

was there anything KTong. It would be worth

a king's ransom to know for certain the cause

of this. Was it the one unprotected part, or

were the Botrytis spores more aggressive just

there ? How one would like to know !

Our Friend "Glass."—A bit of an experi-

ment made at Whitewell this spring leads me to

make a suggestion which, perhaps, may be of

some use in these times, %vhen in many establish-

ments heat in the houses is reduced to a minimum.
We grow " early " Tulips in pots. We grow

Darwins in pots. Why not make the experiment

with the strictly florist varieties ? Those splendid

old kinds like Sir Joseph Paxton, Dr. Hardy,

Goldfinder, Annie Mac and others, which are the

glory and pride of every Englishman as being

so essentially a native production, all need some

protection to enable them to appear at their very

best. Pot culture in a perfectly cold frame or

house suits them admirably, and if six bulbs are

put in a /-inch pot and well looked after

until they are

thoroughly
ripened, they

should be available

for another year.

There are two vital

requisites for

growing these

gems successfully

under glass—
plenty of air and

no heat whatever

except what is

absolutely neces-

sary to keep out

hard frost. All

the same, pro-

vision should be

made for staging

them so that
their beautiful
interiors and their

spotless white and

yellow bases can

be seen ; and to

lengthen their

period of bloom-

ing, provision
should be made
tor some sort of

midday sun.

ROSES FOR THE ROCK GARDEN

o
N all but the smallest of rock gardens

a few dwarf shrubs placed here and

there among the creeping rock

plants will be a welcome addition

and will certainly contribute to the

beauty and interest of the rock garden. Some of the

dwarf Brooms, such as Cytisus kesvensis, schip-

kaensis and Ardoinei, with their masses of cream

or yellow blossoms, are very delightful in spring,

and these may well be followed by the little Scotch

and other low-growing Roses, many of -which

begin to bloom before the end of May and some

continue in flower almost till Christmas.

Our little native Burnet Rose is quite worth a

place on the rock garden, as the pretty single

milk white flowers are abundantly produced and

the habit is exceedingly dwarf. I first made

MISS LOWE'S SINGI-E

CHINA ROSE.

\'

N

shade to temper the hot

ROSE COMTESSE.de TURENNE.
This Hybrid Tea Rose is seldom referred to by

writers, but it is an extremely beautiful flower. I

can trace it only in one or two lists, and there it

is given as an ordinary Hybrid Tea, but our plant

seems to have assumed a climbing habit, for it

must be nearly 10 feet high. The bulk of the

growths spring from one extra strong growth

sent up four or five years ago. The flowers are

good in the bud and develop large and full, the

colour being a satiny flesh pink. C. T.

acquaintance with this Rose on the Aberdovey

Golf Links, where at one of the holes a clump of

these flowers made a particularly seductive bunker.

It says something for their vigour that they stood,

apparently without much detriment, many fierce

onslaughts from heavy mashies and niblicks. Our

own plant was sent to us by a friend from the

Seascale Golf Links ; as it flourishes on those

seaside links one may, I think, conclude that

light sandy soil will suit it. A variety of the

Burnet Rose called Brightness has deep rose-

coloured flowers.

The Scotch Roses, garden varieties of Rosa

spinosissima, make an excellent little hedge or

screen on the north side of a rock garden. If

kept well trimmed they grow into compact bushes,

which in the latter half of May are covered with

sweet-scented and many-coloured blossoms.

Mr. Rivers mentions in the " Rose Amatemrs'

Guide" that in some of the Scotch nurserymen's

catalogues two or three hundred names of Scotch

Roses are given. This must ha^e been early in

the nineteenth century ; now we seldom find more

than ten or a dozen. When planting a hedge of

these Roses on a low earth wall we were content

to buy unnamed varieties, with the result that

the hedge is chiefly composed of a blush pink

variety with a delicious scent. If the flowers

open in fine weather, they are wonderfully pretty

for two or three weeks ; but if there is much
rain just as the buds are opening, they are apt

to turn brown ; and, except in the case of Stanwel!

Perpetual, there is no second bloom among the

Scotch Roses ; the tiny leaves, however,

are pretty in all their stages—^in the

vivid green of May, or the russet brown

of October. The Scotch Roses are apt

to encroach somewhat rapidly by
means of their underground stems if

the suckers are not kept down. The
double yellow variety is not so

vigorous as the pink and white ones.

._

,

Mr. Rivers describes the true yeUow
^ as a hybrid raised in France. They all

produce plenty of berries, and according
~

—

to Mr. Rivers, if the seeds are sown
in October in pots, the resulting seedlings

^ should flower the following spring.

The Miniature Provence or Pompon
Roses, great favourites in our grand-

fathers' gardens, may well be

brought back to our own, and if

considered too small and insignificant for the

Rose garden proper, will adapt themselves well to

the rock garden if given some rich soil to start in.

Of these,' the rosy lilac and the white de Meaux
and the pale pink Spong are the best. The deep

red Burgundy I only Imow by repute, as the plant

sent to us under that name has developed into

quite a big bush with pink flowers. These

"kindly and gracious baby" Roses, as Dean
Hole calls them, should be pruned in the late

summer, for if pruned in March or April they lose

their right to the title of "spring gladdening"

given them by Mr. Rivers. They will stand close

pruning ; indeed, all Roses for the rock garden

should be those that can be pruned fairly severely,

otherwise they might become imshapely and take

up more than their due amount of space.

Miss Lawrance's Roses are, however, so dwarf

naturally that even if not pruned at all they remain

quite small and compact bushes. As I wrote of

these in a recent number of The Garden, I will

only say here that there are no Roses more suitable

for the rockery than these, as besides being so

tiny in all their parts they are in flower all the

summer through. Our plants of Lawranceana

minima are now (May 15) covered with buds,

and a few days of sunshine will soon bring them
out, I was interested to read in The Garden
of May 6 the references made by " Scotch Rose "

to Mrs. Gore's detailed account of the various

Rosie Lawranceanas in her " Rose Fanciers'

Manual," and am glad to Imow that others

besides myself would like to see these little Fairy

Roses once more grown in our gardens. In com-

mercial matters the demand is said to create the
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supply, and I hope it may be so in the case of IWiss

Lawrance's Roses. Rosa indica Miss Lowe is a

pretty single China Rose of a bright crimson red

shade and of dwarf habit. Any of the Polyautha

Pompons may be grown on the rock garden, but I

prefer to see them in masses in beds. The only

exception I would make is in favour of the sweet-

scented Anna IVIarie de Montravel. This has beau-

tifully shaped, miniature white flowers, and it is

naturally smaller in all ways than most of this

class.

The Pompon Wichuraianas introduced by
Messrs. Paul and Sou of Cheshunt make very

pretty little rock garden plants. There are, I

think, some half a dozen varieties, of which Ice-

berg, with glossy evergreen foliage and well-

formed pure white blossoms, and Seashell, with

nearly single white flowers, terra-cotta buds and

pretty ruddy foliage, are the best. They seem to

need very little attention in the way of. pruning, and

they flower well on into the autumn. Schnee-

zwerg, a rugosa crossed with bracteata, makes
quite a dwarf bush if kept well primed, and its

very beautiful snowy white, semi-double

blooms are produced rather late in the

sununer and in the autumn.

Another hybrid, rugosa crossed with foliolosa,

makes a good bush, with warm rose-coloured

flowers which are sweet-scented and very per-

petual ; but this requires more room than all

rock garden lovers would be disposed to give

it. Foliolosa itself, though not so perpetual, is

a better rock garden plant. It has very distinct

foliage, smooth pointed leaves, practically no

thorns, and rose pink blossoms which are delight-

fully scented and are produced rather late in the

summer. It grows from 6 inches to i8 inches

high.

The little Corsican Rose Seraphini is an

attractive low-growing plant for the rock garden.

Its stems are very prickly. In the simimer it

is covered with single bright pink flowers ; these

are succeeded by pretty round red berries. We
have found more than one self-sown seedling of

this variety springing up near the old plant.

Rosa Nitida, from North America, is perhaps the

most beautiful of all the dwarf species. The

flowers are rosy pink and very fragrant ; the

foliage is dark green and shining in the summer,

turning in the autumn to a brilliant scarlet. The

stems, which are covered with tiny piicldes,

also become bright red ; whUe the round, polished

berries are deep bright crimson, the whole having

a wonderfully cheerful effect when lit up by the

winter sunshine. Like the Scotch Roses, nitida

increases rather rapidly by means of stolons

;

these must be removed if there is any fear of

smaller rock plants being choked by them. The
old wood should be cut out every autumn, and

the young stems, where space allows, pegged

down, for they are far more brilliantly coloured

than the older ones, and much of the interest

of nitida lies in the brightness of its autumn and

winter colouring.

This is by no means an exhaustive list of Roses

suitable for the rock garden ; many others will

doubtless occur to my readers, and those who
are fortunate enough to possess a large rock garden

can plant on it such interesting species as sericea

pteracantha, with its wonderful thorns and four-

petalled blooms ; alpina pendulina, with rosy

magenta blooms and pear-shaped berries ; and

Soulieana, with glaucous foliage. White L.\dy.

A DRY-WALL GARDEN
The flowers in the accompanying illustration are'

not uncommon—the blue of the Aubrietia, the

yellow of the Alyssum, and the pure white of the

Arabis, a trio of lovely flowers that curtain the

surface of the wall with a profusion of strong and

refined colours. Wall gardening is easUy accom-

plished, and the illustration is convincing proof

of its beauty. Apart from the commoner flowers,

there is no reason why a wall garden should not

give as much pleasure, and impart as great a

knowledge of alpine plants, as most rock gardens.

After all, the home of many alpine plants is on the

almost perpendicular surfaces of rocks, with their

roots deep down in the natural crevices.

A WALL GARDEN IN SPRING.
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PRIMULA CONICA
(BALF. FIL.)-

By G. Forrest.

THE Muscarioid section of the Primulas

is a large one, containing some of the

most beautiful and interesting species,

all of which, with one exception, i.e..

P. hellidifolia (King), from the Sikkim

Himalaya, are natives of the Alps of North-West

Yunnan and South-East Tibet.

The name given to the section is derived from

the form of the inflorescence, the aggregate blooms

being pendulous in a more or less elongated

capitulum or spike, akin to that seen in the common

Muscari or Grape Hyacinth. The prevailing

colour of the blooms, usually some shade of pure

blue or purplish blue, strengthens the suggestion.

Year by year as exploration is extended beyond

the north-western frontier of Yunnan the

number of species is added to, and there is

every indication that the list is still very

far from complete. A few of the most

charming species, such as P. Giraldiana.

P. Littoniana and P. pinnatifida, are

already well known in cultivation, while stil 1

others of the section will shortly appear.

Most, if not all, of the species known are

meadow plants, luxuriatmg on moist, even

boggy, open pasture or in open thickets by

the margins of streams. In some regions

they form huge colonies acres in extent, and

to see such a species as P. Littoniana in all

its glory of crimson and purple colouring

dominating a meadow is a sight ever to be

remembered. An equally glorious scene is

that of masses of P. Giraldiana in company

with P. sikkimensis on stream banks in

Tibet. The combination of colouring is

marvellous, the clear green of the pasture

throwing into relief the beautifully soft

shades of yellow and blue. An added

attraction to most of the species is their

delightful fragrance, while most of them

are perfectly hardy and easily propagated.

The most recent addition to those already

in cultivation is P. conica (Balf. a.), shown

on May 6 at the Royal Horticultural

Society's meeting, when it received an

award of merit.

In- general appearance it somewhat re-

sembles P. Giraldiana, but is a plant of

lesser stature, more robust habit and finer-

coloured flowers ; also it is more amenable

to cultivation. The species was discovered

in 1914 on the Chungtien plateau, North-

West Yunnan, at an altitude of fully

11,000 feet, its habitat open, moist, stony

meadows, principally by the sides of

streams, and it flowers from early July

through August. The average plant is

9 inches to 10 inches in height and

completely farinose. The foliage J forms a

fairly dense rosette. The leaves are spathulate

and softly hirsute, in form and character much

like those of P. Littoniana. The flowers are

pendulous, forty to sixty in number, in a

moderately compact head, and sweetly fragrant.

The corollas are fully half an inch in length

by one-sixth of an inch in breadth, the limb

bell-shaped, one-quarter of an inch to one-

third of an inch across, deeply divided, the

lobes ovoid-rotund and notched at the apex.

In colour they are blue-purple, the tube darker

than the limb, in bud the deepest shade of all.

The calyces and bracts are a deep ruddy purple.

The fruits are globose, the seeds minute.

It is a distinguished and attractive species,

likely to prove a iirst-rate garden plant. The
stock is in the hands of Messrs. Wallace and Co.

of Colchester.

NOTES FROM THE RIVIERA
By Edward H. Woodall.

c
ERTAINLY one of the pleasures of

a garden here and elsewhere is the

unexpected, more particularly when
the surprise is a pleasant one. Years

ago, not long after the introduction

of that fine autumn flower.

Hemerocallis aurantiaca major, 1 brought

out a plant in the month of October that had

THE NEW PRIMULA CONICA FROM YUNNA
The flowers arc blue purple and sweetly fragrant.

been newly imported. The plant grew away at

once, flow-ered before Christmas, and was duly

admired. The next autumn, when I returned,

I found the plant had not stirred all the summer
(that year was a \'ery dry one), and it only

started to grow freely in November. That winter,

however, there was a sudden and severe frost

in January, and to my great surprise the plant

was cut down to the ground in its fullest growth.

It made no sign the following spring, and there

were several severe Avinters in succession, so that

the plant did not flower, and at last I transferred

it to another part of the garden as a plant that

did not prove a success, and forgot all about it.

It never disappeared entirely, however, as so many
plants do after a few years of unsuitable climate,

and perhaps it may have bloomed in the |ummer
or autumn when I was not here. Staying on

later this year, I was one day surprised to see an

enormous orange flower almost as big as an

Amaryllis appearing among a tangle of Acanthus.

Oxalis of sorts and straggling Geraniums. On
going up to it I saw at once what it was, and had

the strong tuft of leaves and flowering stems

freed from its neighbours, so this fine plant is

now in its fullest beauty and expansion, far finer

than I have ever seen it in England. Surely this

plant must demand quite different treatment

to the ordinary Hemerocallises, which all die down
in winter here just as they do at home. It must

come from a much warmer climate than they do.

Now that I have seen of what the plant is capable,

I should, in any English garden, take up

my plants in October, pot them, and keep

them in any cool and airy house all the

winter, only encouraging them with some

heat and moisture in the spring: Then
they would, as my clump has done, flower

with the Amaryllises in May and make the

most gorgeous contrast possible to their

crimson or white beauty. Judging from

the effect here, a group of these flowers

that are so alike and yet contrast so

strongly would make a sensation anywhere,

and I commend it as worth a trial by all

plant-lovers. I shall certainly hope to pot

up a bit to contrast with my Amaryllises,

which I grow in frames and bring into the

porch when they bloom, now that I see

what it likes best. This mild season, with

no frost at all during the winter and the

heavy rains in spring, has produced such

growth and vigour as has greatly surprised

me, showing clearly what best suits its

constitution, i.e., a dry and warm period

of rest in the autumn, followed by more

heat and moisture in spring than a Northern

climate can afford, thus maldng it a spring

and not a late summer flower.

An enthusiastic friend who has made a

week's excursion in the Maritime Alps

thought to do me a kindness by bringing

down from the mountains a quantity of

the finest sky blue form of Gentian I ever

saw, and also, to my great regret, a quantity

of Saxifraga lantoscana and other well-

known alpines, which cannot, 1 fear,

suTi'ive even one summer in this situation

and climate. However, to please him 1

have planted them in the most (com-

paratively) suitable place I could offer

them, and favoured by this still genially

[^
moist and growing season they are flower-

ing away as if nothing had happened to

them. The surprise caused by them to

flower-loving friends is amusing, and the beauty

of these Belladonna blue bells and the sprays

of Saxifrage on the bank close by is a curious

surprise to the eye dazzled by the gaudy

masses of Geranium, Streptosolen, Petunias

and other Southern flowers not so very far

away. What a pity . that under war con-

ditions there is so little chance of sending such

alpine beauties to a Northern climate !' Yet

another sirrprise awaited me the other morning.

Convolvulus althaeoides (major form) is a very

abundant and beautiful weed on dry and sunny
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banks here, and is in full flower now ; but generally

the blooms, though large, are too purplish in

their pink tones to be beautiful at close quarters.

There are, however, several shades of colour

in various parts of the valley, and one has so large

and dark an eye as to be quite a garden plant.

Some years ago I planted little bits of a good

deep blue form of C. mauritanicus to take their

chance, and I suddenly came across a dense mass

of these two Convolvuluses fully open in the

morning sun. The blue of C. mauritanicus

quite neutralised the purple in the pink trumpets

of what was, luckily, this finest form of C. althas-

oides, and produced a " shot " effect which was so

beautiful that I shall try, I hope some day, to

reproduce it in England on a dry, sunny bank, as I

think this can easily be achieved. Here, however,

a moist season much enhances their beauty,

while in England rain produces too great a growth

of leaves. The gorgeous masses of

Bignonia Tweediana, now in flower on many
high walls, is one of the surprises of this season

to those who usually have left these shores before

it has burst into bloom. Its large

golden yellow flowers, open nearly

flat to the sun, are in such masses

that the foliage almost disappears,

and the hanging garlands of its slender

shoots and neat foliage are quite

models of elegance and beauty. As

one is often tempted to say, what a

pity it does not bloom earlier ! Its

season of flower is, however, short

though so abundant, and its

slender growths and numberless

seedlings must constantly be kept

in check, or it would prove a

veritable weed. That, no doubt,

is the reason one does not see

it in English cool greenhouses, but

it is indeed a lovely climber.

Tritonia croeata, so gorgeous

in its orange tones, is one of the

beauties of the day, and its effect

is singularly enhanced by a few

chance seedlings of a pale blue •

shade of Nigella that have sprung

up and are making a blue mist

over the orange blaze underneath.

A plot of the white Omphalodes

or Venus' Navel-wort, not quite over, close

by, adds an additional grace to the chance

combination.

sepals and petals are purplish rose, the pronounced

and handsome lip of rich purplish crimson. Much
above average size, the variety is also of exceptional

colour richness. From Messrs. Armstrong and

Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

Miltonia Frank Reader.—This remarkable

novelty is named in compliment to Mr. Frank

Reader, the popular chief cashier of the Royal

Horticultural Society. The variety is of large

size, wholly rose coloured save for a singularly

clear and pronounced butterfly-like mask of

maroon crimson. From Messrs. Armstrong and

Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

Cattleya Naidia luminosa (C. viridescens x

C. Hardyana).—A medium-sized flower of rare

quality. The sepals and petals are salmon and

rosy salmon respectively, the self crimson lip

having a tube of golden yellow. Very distinct.

From Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough.

Odontioda Florence.—The whole flower is

copiously blotched with reddish chestnut ; the lip

also is similarly marked. The plant carried a

handsome arching raceme of flowers.

robust constitution. The almost capitate heads

of scarlet flowers, the latter rounder in form

and more brilliant in colour than Kalanchoe

flammea and erectly held on 6-inch-high pedujicles,

place this new Chinese species on a pinnacle of

its own. So distinct and good-looking a plant

will assuredly receive a warm welcome.

Primula conspersa.—This is also of Chinese

origin, and quite distinct and pretty as well as

most profusely flowered. The lilac, yellow-

centred flowers are in whorls erectly poised or

pressing the stem on nearly 2-inch-long pedicels,

the position of the flowers and their abundance

rendering the species very ornamental. The
small ovate-acuminate leaves are obscurely

notched. Height 15 inches. These two were

from Messrs. Bees, Limited, Liverpool.

Lilac Reamur.—A single-flowered variety of

deep lilac colour. From Mr. C. Turner, Slough.

Primula heladoxa.—One of the most remark-

able species sent home from China by Mr. Forrest,

where it is known as the Glory of the Marsh,

a phrase not a little suggestive of its requirements.

MESSRS. DOBBIE AND CO. S ANTIRRHINUMS AT THE CHELSEA SHOW.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Brasso - Cattleya - Laella Joan var. Verdun
(Brasso-Laelia Gratrix x Cattleya Octave Doin).

—

Virtually a pure yellow Cattleya and a variety

of handsome proportions, the longish lip less broad

than is usual in a pure Cattleya. Quite an

acquisition. Shown by Messrs. Charlesworth and

Co., Hayward's Heath.

Odontoglossum ardentissimum Memoria J.

Gurney Fowler.—The upper sepals, save for a

faint rose tint, are of purest white, those of the

side conspicuously and clearly marked with almost

heart-shaped blotches of reddish crimson. Lip

crimson in the upper half, lower half pure white.

From Miss Louisa Fowler, Brackenhurst, Pembury.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Laelio-Cattleya Sir Mervyn Buller (La^lio-

Cattleya Mrs. Temple x Cattleya Mossiae).—The

Odontioda Brewii cupreum.—One of the most

distinct Orchid novelties in the show, both in

colour and form. The dominant colour tone

is from reddish to tawny orange, clouded

occasionally with bronze of middle age. The

feathered lip and crest are also a feature. These

two were from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.,

Hayward's Heath.

Odontoglossum crispum Aldworthii (O. c.

Favourite x O. c. Rossendale).-—Almost a self-

coloured crimson, the blotches so completely

occupying the sepals and petals, which have a

faint white margin. The lip is of reddish carmine.

Shown by Messrs. J. and A. McBean. Cooksbridge.

Astilbe (Spiraea) Princess Mary.—The colour

is rosy red and very effective. Shown by Messrs.

T. Rochford, Broxbourne.

Carnation Sweet Anne Page (Border variety).

—

A remarkable fancy with creamy yellow ground,

heavily marked lilac purple. Of handsome size

and rare petal quality, the variety is also sweetly

scented. From Mr. James Douglas, Bookham.

Androsace coccinea (BuUeyana).—The most

conspicuously beautiful alpine novelty of the

meeting ; one also apparently endowed with a

Bearing seven whorls of its clear yellow. Auricula-

like flowers on stems 3 feet or more high, it promises

both a giant stature and great vigour approxi-

mating in more than one respect to the Java

P. imperialis, though of even greater magnificence

and distinction. It has, we are informed, pro\ed

hardy at Edinburgh.

Iris bracteata.—The best of the yellow Cali-

fornian species, rather difficult to cultivate, and

of uncertain flowering in this country. As shown

it was exceedingly beautiful. We have never

before seen it in such perfection. These were

from Messrs. Wallace and Co., Colchester.

Sedum humifusum.—Quite unlike any other,

this half-inch-high golden-flowered Stonecrop

seemed to catch everybody's eye. We
know of nothing so dwarf or so telling. Shown
by Mr. Reginald Prichard, West Moors.

Wimborne.

Papaver orientale King George.—^The most

gorgeous of the fringed or laciniated Poppies.

The colour is intense crimson scarlet. From
Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield.

Clematis Crimson King.—A particularly good

\-ariety, though not of crimson or even allied
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colour. As shown it was of reddish hue. From
Messrs. George Jackman and Son, Woking.

Rose Molly Bligh (Hybrid Tea).—A globe-

formed Mme. Abel Chatenay, the refle.xing petals

later favouring La France. Its rich pronounced

fragrance will alone ensure it a welcome. From

Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Newtownards.

Rhododendron Bagshot Ruby.—One of the

most gorgeous varieties yet introduced. Its

great trusses and freedom of flowering are well

shown on page 258 of our last issue. Ruby red

externally, the flowers are paler within. Shown

by Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot and

Tw\'ford.

Lilae President Fallieres.—A quite double

form with excellent truss. The flowers are

coloured pale lilac. From Mr. R. C. Notcutt,

"Woodbridge.

Sweet Pea Dora.—A waved bicolor of pink

and cream colouring. Shown by Messrs. Dobbie

and Co., Edinburgh.

Paeonia Ceres.—A single-flowered officinalis

similar in its cupped formation to P. lobata, and

not far removed from it in its intense red salmon

colour. Exhibited by Messrs. Barr and Sons,

Covent Garden, W.C, and Taplow.

The whole of the foregoing novelties were

before the Royal Horticultural Society at the

Chelsea Show on May 23, when the awards were

juade.

BEST PEAS AND DWARF BEANS
FOR LATE CROPS

M.\XY writers on the subject advise the sowing

of an early variety of Peas for latest supplies,

but after repeated experiments I liave come to

the conclusion that this is a mistake—in Scotland,

at all events. Most early Peas leave something

to be desired in the way of flavour, even early

in the season, while in late autumn they are almost

without this important feature. After fairly

extensive trials I can find nothing quite so good

as Royal Salute, Rearguard and The Gladstone.

The last two are somewhat similar in appearance,

but Rearguard is much superior, having larger

pods and carrying, as a rule, a heavier crop. Royal

Salute is not exactly a very late variety, but is

so dependable that I always use it for latest sow-

ings. It invariably fills well, even in a very bad

season. Carter's Latest Giant is another very

good Pea, a week or ten days earlier than Rear-

guard or The Gladstone. Autocrat, while of very

fine quality, I have had to discard owing to its

poor setting qualities in wet weather.

In this and similar late districts I find it useless

to sow Peas later than June 3, and usually the

last few days of May are chosen for this work.

The Dwarf Kidney or French Beans are not

nearly so extensively grown as their merits deserve.

Speaking generally, no other vegetable produces

a better return if conditions are favourable.

Had I to confine myself to one variety, I could not

pass Sutton's Reliance. It is good, early or late,

and carries a remarkably heavy crop of first-rate

quality. If planted in the last half of June and

no unduly early frosts appear, fine pods will be

available quite late in the season. Canadian

Wonder is the only other variety worth growing

here, and it also is of great value. It is naturally

later than Reliance, and must usually be sown a

week or so earlier. Rich, well-tilled ground in

a sunny position gives the best results with this

crop. C. Blair.

The Gardens, Preston House, Linlithgow.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Wall Trees.—At this period of the year,

especially if the weather is at all dry, trees growing
in close proximity to walls will need copious
supplies of water, or a quantity of the fruit will

fail to develop. Liquid manure may be given,

but it ought not to be applied when the border
is in a dry condition. Continue to syringe the
trees daily, and the fruit must be thinned in

accordance with the vigour of the trees. Mulch
the roots with decayed manure.

Strawberries.—These may also require water,
but it should be discontinued directly the fruits

begin to colour.

The Kitchen Garden.

Ridge Cuciunbers.—These may now be planted
out either on slight hotbeds or in ordinary soil.

Keep the plants supplied with water, and, if time
permits, syringe them twice daily.

Broad Beans.—Where a late supply is desired,

a sowing may be made in the coolest part of the

garden. Remove the tops of the early plants;

this will encourage the pods to mature. If

black fly is prevalent, spray with a weak
solution of some insecticide, or dust the plants

over with soot before the dew evaporates.

Vegetable Marrows.^Seiect a sunny position

for the main crop of these useful vegetables, and
make the soil fairly rich. The plants should have
been hardened, and may be planted out forthwith,

while a few seeds should be sown for succession.

Where plants have been growing in frames, the
latter can be removed and the roots top-dressed

with soil and decayed manure. Give liberal

quantities of water during periods of drought.

Chicory.—Salads are always appreciated, and
seeds of Chicory may be sown in lines i foot apart.

When large enough, thin the seedlings, leaving

8 inches or 9 inches of space between the plants.

The Flower Garden.

Plants in Tubs.—Specimen plants, such as

Fuchsias, Hydrangeas and .Myrtles, should be
placed in position on terraces and drives

;
but

before doing this they may be top-dressed with
new compost or be given a little artificial manure.
Tubs or boxes filled with Pelargoniums such as

Paul Crampel or Marguerite Mrs. Sander are

also effective. Some of the Japanese pigmy
trees are very quaint, and are suitable for a raised

terrace near the dwelling-house.

Herbaceous Borders.—Many of the tall-

growing herbaceous plants will require staking,

and all such work ought to be done as neatly

as possible. The hoe should be used frequently to

keep weeds in check.

Plants Under Glass.

Primula obconica.—Last year a pinch of seed

was sown about this time here, and from February
to the present the plants have produced a wealth
of bloom. They are ideal dwelling-house speci-

mens, being in 4j-inch pots, with plenty of foliage.

.4fter the seed has germinated, the seedlings must
be grown quite cool.

Double Primulas.—These are valuable for

cut flowers, and the present is a suitable time
to divide the old plants. For a week or two
a close propagating-frame will prove the best

position, and the plants, must be shaded from
strong sunlight. Add a little peat to the usual
compost.

Gardenias.—Cuttings inserted last spring will

require more root space, and should finally be

placed in pots 6 inches or 7 inches in diameter.

Grow on in a warm bouse where a moist atmosphere
is maintained, and stop all shoots that are likely

to make an unshapely plant. When the pots

are full of roots, liquid manure and soot-water

will be beneficial.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—Plants whose fruit is now approaching
maturity should be given more air and less moisture

in the atmosphere, but it will be necessary to

still water the roots to prevent the foliage from
shrivelling. When the stalk parts readily from
the fruits, remove them to a cool fruit-room until

required. Later plants may be top-dressed and
the growths regulated in such a way as to obviate
overcrowding. Close the house early in the
afternoon and give a thorough syringing.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castlefoyd, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Bedding Out.—From the present time all is

activity in the flower garden, bedding out tender
plants or making preparations for this important
work being general at this date. In some districts

a lowering of the temperature and even 1° or 2°

of frost are not unknown about the beginning of

June, and those who have had experience of it

will postpone the work until the visitation is past.

Generally speaking, however, bedding out in

Scotland commences early in June, and no time
is then lost in getting everything planted out.

Those who have prepared a plan of arrangement
in advance will have no difficulty in carrying the
work through with despatch. The best plan to

adopt is to settle the bedding-out arrangements
the previous autumn when the beds are in full

flower, and propagate the stock accordingly.

A less ambitious display will be the rule this season,

owing to labour difftfulties ; but it is hoped that

most gardeners will be able to create a few bright

spots of flowering plants, even if the bulk of the
flower-beds have been given over to vegetable-

growing, as is the case in many places.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches.—As soon as the trees in the early

house have been cleared of fruit, they should
be gone over, removing all the wood that will

not be required for laying in for next season. This
thinning out allows the free access of sun and air

to the young wood which is destined to carry the

next year's crop. When this is carefully done,
little, if any, pruning will be required during the
winter cleaning. As the roots have been kept
somewhat drier during the ripening of the fruit,

they ought now to receive a good soaking of water,

repeating this at intervals as they require it.

The foliage should also receive a good washing fre-

quently with the garden engine to check any
likely attack of red spider. The house must be
given full ventilation when the trees are ripening

the wood.

Late Peaches.—All the fruits having now set,

timely attention to watering and liberal swinging
of the foliage is essential. Lead in the yoimg
growths as they develop and pinch out the lateral

shoots. Fire-heat may now be discontmued.
unless a cold, wet period should occur.

Plants Under Glass.

Nerines.—Few plants can compare with Nerines

for the decoration of the greenhouse in auttmin.

There are now many new hybrids of varying
shades of colour, but none more serviceable than
the brilliant Nerine FothergiUii major. The
plants have now quite finished their growth,

and water should be entirely withheld, allowing

the bulbs to ripen in their pots. They should

be given a dry position in an unheated pit or

frame, with the lights kept on to protect them
from rain until thev again show signs of making
fresh growth in August. Repotting should not

be too often practised, every third or fourth year

being generally sufficient.

Liliums in Pots.—Lilium auratum, L. speciosum
and other autumn-flowering varieties are now
making good growth, and these should be supported

with stakes before they are in danger of getting

broken or twisted. Numerous roots will now
be noticed at the base of the stems, and if the

pots were only half filled with soil at the time

of potting up, these should now be filled with

a suitable top-dressing. Some lumpy loam and
pieces of half dry cow-manure make an excellent

rooting and feeding medium, which will soon

be taken possession of by the stem roots. A
portion of these bulbs ought to be plunged in

ashes in a cool place to provide a late autumn
display. Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.
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SPRING SHOW
CHELSEA

AT

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE.
The following was unavoidably left over from

our last issue :

A magnificent bank of tuberous-rooted Begonias

made a beautiful group of this highly coloured

subject. This was shown by Messrs. T. S. Ware,

Feltham, Middlesex. Good quality characterised

the flowers, and the plants were well grown and

also staged in a pleasing way. All the flowers were

double, and the better varieties were Miss Vance,

Iris Strover (rose), Mrs. Canfield (clear rose pink).

Lady Gladstone (soft yellow), Lord Derby, Gladys

Valentine (soft salmon). Marchioness of Bute

(rich salmon) and Empress Marie (white). Ferns

were used as an embellishment.

Show and fancy Pelargoniums are always

associated with the name of Messrs. Godfrey and

Son, Exmouth, Devon, and on this occasion the

group was interesting, displaying as it did a number
of the better varieties, though not

quite so attractive as usual. Bystock,

Vivid, Betty, Mrs. Stanley Thomas,
Captivation, Charmer, Reginald God-
frey and Prince of Orange were a few

of the better varieties.

Streptocarpi and Gloxinias from
Messrs. John Peed and Son, West
Norwood, S.E., made a table group,

filling in the western end of No. 2 tent.

They were all good and showed a

great diversity of coloration, divided

up into masses of colour.

Zonal Pelargoniums, shown in

bunches by Messrs. Jarman and Co.,

Chard, were very bright with their

rich colours. Both double and single

forms were shoivn, and all were very
clean and nicely finished.

A pretty table group of Schizan-

thuses set up by Mr. Alfred Dawkins,
Chelsea, S.W., was highly commend-
able. The plants were dwarf and
freely flowered, and represented a

wide range of very pleasing colour.

It was a distinctly pretty exhibit.

Double-flowered tuberous Begonias

and Delphiniums were well shown by Messrs.

Blackmore and Langdon, Twerton Hill, Bath. The
Begonias were especially noteworthy, some of the

more attractive varieties being Betty McDougall,

General Joffre, F. W. Walker, S. W. Sutton,

Princess Victoria Louise, Royal George, Lord

Methuen, Lady Cromer, Grand Monarch, Christabel

Spry and Kennerley Rumford.

Pigmy trees were well shown by the Yoko-
hama Nursery Company, Limited, Cromer House,

Kingsway, W.C. Exceptional specimens in this

group were Thuya obtusa, of which there were

many examples, and Wistaria chinensis. The
ages of the trees varied considerably, a fine Thuya
obtusa being _r75 years old. It was a most
interesting exhibit.

Japanese pigmy trees from Messrs. Barr and
Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, were

capitally shown, embracing quite an interesting

series. Some of the smaller specimens were very

quaint, and for lovers of this method of culture

there was much to interest and please.

A unique group of the new Senecio multibrac-

teatus was exhibited in No. i tent by Mr. R. C.

Notcutt, Woodbridge, Suffolk. This plant should

prove a useful greenhouse subject for flowering

during May and June. It is of South African

origin, and was exhibited for the first time at the

show in 191 5.

VEGETABLES.
As is their usual custom, Messrs. Sutton and

Sons, Reading, staged a really valuable collection

of vegetables representing the highest culture, and
remarkably good for so early in the season.

Broccoli Late Queen, Cauliflower Magnum
Bonum, Tomatoes Eclipse, Satisfaction, Invicta,

Early Market, Princess of Wales, Abundance,

Magnum Bonum, Best of All, Winter Beauty and

Dessert were all excellent. Peas, Turnips, Marrows,

Potatoes, Carrots, Cucmnbere, French Beans, Let-

tuce and many other subjects were superbly staged

in this large and comprehensive collection. Tliis

was the only exhibit of vegetables in the whole show.

SUNDRIES.
Notwithstanding the strenuous times through

which the country is now passing, there was a very

S.E., which consisted entirely of their patent Hoi'

Manure. This well-known article, which consists

of a waste product carefully and scientifically

treated with suitable chemicals, is somewhat in

the form of a leaf-mould, and is the best-known

substitute for stable manure at present on tlie

raarket. It is a valuable top-dressing for a I

kinds of plants and fruits.

Some good examples of fibrous yellow loam were

shown by Mr. A. B. Johnston, Cranleigh, Surrey.

On a well-arranged stand the various insecticides

compounded by Price's Patent Candle Compan>',

Limited, Belmont Works, Battersea, attracted the

attention both of amateur and professional

gardeners.

Spraying machines, syringes, manures, insect.

-

cides, cS:c.,were displayed on a large central stand

by Messrs. Walter Voss and Co., Limited, Glengall

Road, Millwall, E.

A selection of appliances necessary for the

well-being of lawns, both large and small, was
shown by Messrs. H. Pattisson and Co., Greyhound

Lane, Streatham, which included the famous horie

boots, turf renovators, brooms and,weeding tools.

MESSRS. SUTTON AND SON'S VEGETABLES AT THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SPRING SHOW.

creditable display of implements and other

appliances necessary for conducting a well-ordered

garden. A portion of these were staged in a special

tent set apart for the purpose, and the remainder

were in the open.

An interesting exhibit of sprays and washes for

insect pests was shown by Jeyes Sanitary Compound
Company, 64, Cannon Street, E.C., together with

a useful spray syringe.

Adjoining the above, Messrs. J. Weeks and Co.,

Victoria Street, S.W., showed an excellent geared

arrangement for ventilating greenhouses, together

with wood lath blinds, an iron staging, and speci-

mens of their well-known heating apparatus.

Trugs fitted with garden tools were shown by the

Garden City Trug Company, Fleet, Hants.

An attractive display of powders and fluids for

disinfecting purposes was staged by the Sanitas

Company, Limited, Locksley Street, Limehouse, E.

Folding garden tables, seats, &c., were shown by
Messrs. Abbott Brothers, Southall.

One of the most interesting displays in the

sundries sectionwas contributed by Messrs. Wakeley

Brothers, Limited, Honduras Wharf, Bankside,

Mushroom spawn. Orchid peat, fumigators, &c.,

were sho^vn by Mr. James George, Redgrave Road,

Putney, S.W.

Weed killers, insecticides and spraying pumps
formed the most interesting features of the exhibit

of Messrs. Cooper and Nephews, Berkhamsted,

among their specialities being a recognised cure

for mildew.

The Molassine Company, Limited, Greenwich, had

a stand consisting entirely of " Rito " fertiliser. Its

use is followed by most gratifying results and in some

instances it has doubled the produce of the land.

The well-known Fame's Fertiliser and Ichthemic

Guano were brought to the fore by Messrs.

Prentice Brothers, Limited, Stowmarket, Suffolk.

One of the most interesting exhibits during the

present spell of dry weather was that of Mr. J.

Haws, Clapton Road, N,E., who had a large and

varied display of his improved watering cans.

Messrs. E. A. White, Limited, Paddock Wood,
Kent, had a well-arranged stand devoted to Abol

preparations, very useful to all gardeners to

enable them to completely conquer their life-

long enemies.
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Fumigating compounds and horticultural sun-

dries were shown by Mr. Percy Bunyard, Kidder-

minster Road, Croydon.

The Acme Chemical Company, Tonbridge, Kent,

showed samples of their well-loiown lawn sand,

weed killers, &c., so often required for the garden.

Examples of their well-known Teak-wood
furniture were shown by Castle's Sliipbrealdng

Company. Limited, Millbank, S.W.

Old garden ornaments, figures in stone, lead

and marble, garden seats, &c., were shown by
Messrs. T. Crowther and Sons, North End Road,

Fulham.

The United Brassfounders and Engineers

Company, Limited, Birmingham, had a varied

exhibit of syringes and sprayers in all sizes.

One of the features of the stand of the Four
Oaks Company, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham,
was the "Little Wonder" powder distributor,

which is a thoroughly effective machine, and
sprayers in all sizes, from 3 pints to 25 gallons,

and of the highest possible pressure required.

The Holder-Harriden pneumatic sprayers in

a great variety of sizes, suitable for either large

or small gardens and fruit plantations, were shown
by Messrs. H. Hartjen and Co., London,

Well-made span-roof glass houses specially

adapted for various kinds of plant culture were
shown by Messrs. Pearce and Co., Holloway Road,

London, N., together with the " Ideal" summer-
house, also garden seats and hot-water apparatus.

A large display of summer-houses, garden

tents, seats and varied sundries was shown by
Messrs. Gamage and Co., Holborn, E.C.

The Dryad cane garden seats and furniture,

including tables, baskets, &c., were staged by the

Dryad Company, Leicester.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
*' FIRE " IN TULIPS (E. A.).~The Tulips are attacked

by the disease called " fire." Every piece of the affected
plants should be collected and burned, and if they are
very bad it would be as well to dig them up with the soil
about them and burn the whole. The trouble is due to a
fungus called Botrytis parasitica, and is carried over
from year to year on the bulbs or in the soil in the form of
small, hard, black, resting bodies.

INJURY TO PHLOX (Mrs. R. H.)-—Tlie Phlox is

attacked by the stem eelworm, a very difficult pest to
combat. It infects the plants from the soil, and plants
in infested soil are always liable to suffer. Unfortunately,
a large number of different kinds of plants arc attacked
by this pest, which renders it more difficult than usual
to prevent its attacks. All pieces of the Phlox showing
the curling of the leaves and the curious malforma-
tion due to the pest should be burned, and the plants
propagated only from healthy pieces. Keep the plants
well supplied with water during the growing season, and
try the effect of one of the soil fumigants, which should
lie hoed in about the plants.

LILIUM AURATUM {T. ^.).—To your enquiry, *' Cail
the bulbs of these be saved for another year by lifting
them after they have flowered ? " the direct answer is that
the lifting alone wiU avail them nothing, the plant (bulb),
buried 5 inches or 6 inches in the ground, being perfectly
hardy. The thing that matters is whether the bulb in
the year of planting has produced any basal roots, i.e.,

roots emitted from the base of the bulb, which are more or
less of a perennial nature, as opposed to those produced
on the stem, which, like the latter, being annual, perish
when their function has been fulfilled. In hundreds of
instances these latter are the only ones produced, and
the flowering, should it amount to this, so completely
vxhausts the bulb that the latter perishes as a result of
it. Where basal roots arc formed, support is given to the
bulb from the soil, and, the embryo of a new bulb core
being formed, there is hope of a permanent colony being
established. The guiding sign to the latter would be a
good flowering, coupled with the retention of the leaves
on the greater part of the stem of the pLant. Should
such be present, do not interfere with the bulbs, but

—

" wait and see." When the opposite is the case, the
<-iianccs of continued success are practically nil. Generally
it will be found that the variety of L. auratum known

as platyphyllum is better than the type. The subject,
however, is so full of interest to the amateur at this season
that we may find space to refer to it in fuller detail in a
subsequent issue.

TREATMENT OF HYDRANGEAS {B i.).—The reason
of Hydrangea flowers turning blue is somewhat obscure,
as in some soils practically all of them are of this tint.

It is generally supposed that it is due to the presence of
iron in the soil, and attempts to turn them blue by mixing
iron with the potting compost has met with a certain amount
of success. Watering with a solution of alum water has
also at times been successful. By far the most satis-
factory way, however, is to use one of two preparations
which are sold for the purpose. The first is Cyanol,
which can be obtained from horticultural sundriesmen.
The plants must be watered with a solution of this once a
week during the first part of the growing season until
the heads of bloom are 3 inches or 4 inches in diameter,
after which apply every two or three days till tlie flowers
are quite open, when once a week will sxiffice. It is very
essential that the water and soil are free from chalk—rain
wateris preferable; and no artificial manure must be applied.
The second, Azure,isaspeciality of Messrs. WiUJam Cutbush
and Sons of the Highgate Nurseries. Their instructions
are: " One heaped teaspoonful (half an ounce) of Azure
placed on the surface of a 32 or 6-inch pot just when the
bud is showing is all that is needed. The usual watering
completes the treatment." The plants in pots and tubs
do not need repotting every year, but they should, during
the growing season, be \vatered once a week with liquid
manure, or be given one of the many plant foods that are
now on the market. In the case of small plants that are
intended to be kept dwarf, they may, after flowering, be
cut back to within two or three eyes of the base. All
the pruning that large specimens need is to cut out any
weak and exhausted wood in the centre.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE FOLIAGE BLIGHTED {J. L.)—The leaves sent

have been badly infested with red spider. You should
be careful to syringe more freely on sunny mornings,
taking care the spray is well directed upon the under side
of tbe foliage. If taken in time, any of the well-known
insecticides, such as Abel or Jeyes' Horticultural
Wash, would enable you to keep the pest in abeyance.
You should spray with one of these at once and repeat
at frequent intervals, only now it would be best done in
the afternoon about 5 o'clock. Doubtless the old foliage

vfiW fall early. If you examine the foliage with a powerful
magnifying-glass you will see the red spiders.

GLOIRE DE DIJON AS A WEEPER {Maida Vale).—
This fine old Rose can be trained as a weeper if the long
gro^vths have string attached to the ends and are gently
bent over archlike, securing the string to the stem of the
standard. By so training you will have blossom aU over
the growths. To induce the tree to make long growths
annually, you should cut away some of the old wood each
spring quite close to the base of the head, and, of course,
the tree must be well nourished with liquid manure when
gro'U'th is active. One of the freest purple Clematises is

Jackmanii Star of India, and Gipsy Queen is a little

darker in colour. Either would be suitable for a London
garden. It is best to obtain two year old plants, if pos-
sible, and of extra size.

MARECHAL NIEL AFTER FLOWERING (Cambreyisis)

.

—The best treatment for your jjot plant of this Hose would
be to cut back all the growths to within 6 inches of the top
of the pot, but this would necessitate giving the plant
abundance of solar heat and moisture until August. If

you are able to do this, then cut back at once. You will

soon see new growths push out, and if these are kept well
syringed in the morning about 9 o'clock and in the after-

noon about 3 o'clock, and the house is kept as close as
possible, giving a little air on the top ventilators only,
then growth should be rapid, and you may have shoots
12 feet to 20 feet long by August. After this, gradually
harden off so that the gro\rths become well ripened, and at
the end of September give all the air possible. You must
bring the pot down from the stage as new gro^vths develop,
so that they may be trained upon the roof. They must
not be bent down as at present. When the new growths
are well advanced, good liquid manure should be civen
once a week.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GRUBS IN THE SOIL {H. 0.).—The yellow grub is one

of the wireworms which become click beetles later on.
The others are grubs of the garden swift moth. They
are unlikely to do much harm to Potatoes, as they will

very shortly turn into moths. These caterpillars feed
mostly on roots of Pceonies, Daffodils and so on, and
do considerable harm among tliese.

SULPHATE OF IRON (J. E. TT.).—Sulphate of iron
has little manurial value, except where the foliage of
plants fails to become of tbe normal green colour. Then
it may be used at the rate of about loz. to 2oz.
to the square yard with advantage, but in the powder
form. It has some fungicidal value, but is far less useful
than copper sulphate for the purpose of spraying.

A SAMPLE OF MANURE (Chemical).—The material
sent appears to be nitrate of potash, a very expensive
manure just now. We do not think it will be wi'^e to
give it to Tomatoes or Cucumbers at all, as it is likely to
induce too active gro'wth ; but if used at the rate of
half an ounce to the two-gallon can when watering plants
that need to be encouraged to produce leafage, you will

find its effects useful.

GARDEN PESTS (Mawby).—The damage is due to
the insects sent, Kaspberry or clay-coloured weevils,
which do much damage in their mature state, while in
their grub state they feed on the roots of various plants.
They are best caught now and when they are feeding
at- night. They may also be killed by laying traps of
poisoned bait, say, a handful of Clover which has been
dipped in Paris green or lead arsenate.

CROCUSES AND CELERY CABBAGE (Enqidrer).—
We do nut know of any Crocuses that are really immune
from the attacks of mice, and the onlj' safe way would
be to trap the pests. In some localities the latter abound,
and generally on light soils they are more or less trouble-
some. For autumn flowering C. speciosus and C. nudi-
florus would be among the best for grass, both being taU and
free and increasing well. For spring effect you had better
resort to the bedding sorts, most of which are free in
gro^vth and bold. Kathleen Parlow, Carohne Chisholra,
White Lady and Snow White are the best whites ; Maxi-
milian, fine mauve; Mammoth Yellow, the best
golden ; and Mikado and Albion, the finer striped sorts.

All are hardy, and would be likely to succeed in ground
not infested with mice. Celery Cabbage is more
or less a misnomer, though it has been boomed as such
recently in America. As Chinese Cabbage it was kno^vn
thirty years ago. Botanically, it is recognised as Brassica
sinensis. Its habit of growth is not unlike that of a Cos
Lettuce, and both leaves and stems are eaten. As an
article of food, however, it possesses but small value,
and, not being hardy, is unsuited to cultivation generally
in these islands.

War News from France.—If there is one thing

more distressing than another in connection with

the great war, it is the fact that ot many of oui

old friends living in the invaded territories no

news can be obtained at all. There are many
well-loiown Belgian horticulturists at Ghent,

Brussels and elsewhere who have friends

in England, and of those practically no

news, either direct or indirect, can be gleaned.

In the North and North-East of France we
have also horticultural friends whose homes lie

behind the German lines, and from whom it has

long been impossible to hear. M. Henri Fatzer

of the Forceries de I'Aisne, a sturdy Swiss residing

at Quessy, has not been heard of since the war

began, and his friends in London are naturally

anxious about him. His friends in Paris

appear to be also in the same predicament

.

M. Albert Maumene, a distinguished writer on

horticultural subjects and the able editor of our

French contemporary, La Vie d la Campagne,

was wounded early in the war, and all our efforts

to obtain news concerning his condition have

proved to be in vain. The son of our old friend

M. Henri Martinet took part in a charge on the

German trenches some months ago, and has never

been seen or heard of since. He was a well-

educated, gentlemanly youth who finished his

education at Cambridge University, and his loss

is greatly to be deplored. M. Henri Martinet,

it will be remembered, is the editor-in-chief of

OUT Parisian contemporary and namesake, Le

Jardin.

TRADE! NOTB
We learn that Mr. Herdman Thomson has joined the

old-established and well-known firm of Messrs. Thomas
Methven and Sons, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Edinburgh.
For the past eleven years Mr. Thomson )u\s been
associated ^vith the business of the hito Mr. David W.
Thomson, Nurseryman and Seeilsmtin, 113, George Street,

and Grantou Road Nurseries, Edinburgh but owing to

Mr. Thomson's death his business is now being wound up
by his trustees. Wc wish Mr. Thomson and his new firm

every success in the future.

The War Office notifies that from now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country wUl he stopped,

except those sent by publishers and newsagents ivho have

obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
permisftion has been granted to The Garden, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain. Portugal, Greece, and
Boumania shotdd order copies to be despatched by the

Pvblisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

*#* The Yearly Subaeription to THE Garden is : Inland,

Os. Qd. ; Foreign, '^s. 9d.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK

C;S
made an unusual show at the

recent exhibition held at Chelsea. Two
varieties, one single and the other double,

were given awards of merit, namely,

Reaumur, with broad panicles of large

purplish carmine single blossoms ; and President

Talliferes, a large double flower of a pale lilac

pink tint. Magnificent double whites are Miss

Ellen Willmott and Jeanne d'Arc, while Mme.
Lemoine, which remained the best double of that

colour till the advent of the two preceding, was
also well represented. The creamy white Mme.
Casimir-Perier, which forces so readily, is also

very fine when allowed to come on at its normal

season. Of single kinds, special .

mention may be made of the

popular Marie Legraye, pure white
;

Souvenir de L. Spath, rich purple

carmine ; de Miribel, dark bluish

violet ; and Reaumur.

The New Malmaison Carnation

Mrs. Myles Kennedy.—The floral

committee of the Perpetual-

Flowering Carnation Society met
on May 23 and passed the

society's award of merit to the

new Perpetual - flowering Mal-

maison Mrs. Myles Kennedy, a

perpetual - flowering form oi

the well- known Malmaison
Princess of Wales, possessing the

flower of this variety with the

habit of a Perpetual - flowering

Carnation. It was exhibited and

raised by Messrs. Stuart Low and

Co., Bush Hill Park.

L n i c e r a syringantha.

—

Although this Honeysuckle was
introduced from North China in

1892, it does not appear to be

widely distributed. It has only

to be seen and its fragrance per-

ceived, however, to be prized. It is

a tall-growing shrub, but is quite

anrenable to the pruning knife. Its pale pink,

tubular flowers are less than an inch in length,

but are produced in great profusion. One of

the recommendations of this among the many
Honeysuckles is that it is early flowering.

Investigation of Narcissus Disease at Wisley.

Growers of Narcissi ha.ve suffered during the last

few years from the loss of a considerable number

of bulbs owing to the attack of a disease which has

so far proved impossible of cure. We are relieved

to learn that the Royal Horticultiual Society

has just appointed an investigator to study the

disease and, if possible, to devise means of checking

it. The Director of the Royal Horticultural

Society's Gardens, Wisley, Ripley, Surrey, would

be glad if any having the disease in the foliage

or bulbs of their Narcissi would send specimens

to him with as full particulars as possible.

Rose American Beauty.—The obituary notice

relating to the late M. Ferdinand Jamin serves to

remind us that the Rose so famous throughout the

United States of America as American Beauty is in

reality Mme. Ferdinand Jamin. Like the newer

red Prince de Arenberg, Mme. Ferdinand Jamin
has never proved of much value for outdoor

blooming in this country. Just when it made
its way to the United States of America and changed

LILAC MISS ELLEN WILLMOTT.

its name to American Beauty we cannot say,

but for the last twenty years or more American

Beauty has been the supreme red Rose for forcing,

and its prestige has only just recently been really

challenged.

The Royal Horticultural Society's Red Cross

Sale.—Her Majesty Queen Alexandra has most

graciously extended her patronage to the sale of

Orchids, plants, horticultural books and other

objects, which is being organised by the Royal

Horticultural Society to be held in the Hall at

Vincent Square towards the end of June. The
number of entries received far exceeds that

anticipated, and the catalogue will be a heavy

one. Magnificent offerings of rare plants of

every description, valuable books, paintings, and

furniture for gardens will be submitted to

auction. As a result, it has been found necessary

to extend the sale beyond the two days oiiginally

intended. The days of the sale are June 27, 28

and 29, at ri.30 and 2.30 respectively on each

day.

The Crystal Palace.—While the memory of

the great Spring Show is fresh in our minds, and

while we are wondering if we really did miss the

mammoth tent which hitherto we have inseparably

connected with " Chelsea," it is interesting to

recall the origin of the Crystal

Palace. Everyone knows that the

great building owes its existence

to the genius of Sir Joseph

Paxton, but few probably aic

aware that the waiting-room of

the Midland Railway Company at

Derby Station was its birthplace.

The great gardener had seen the

advertisement for plans, and here,

while waiting for a train, he made

his original sketch upon some blot-

ting paper which chanced to be on

the table. " This first rough sketch

indicated the principal features of

the building as accurately as the

most finished drawings which were

afterwards prepared."

New Laboratories at Wisley.—
The new laboratories at Wisley

are now approaching completion,

but owing to the war and to the

absence on active service of several

members of the staff, the Council

of the Royal Horticultural Society

does not propose to hold a formal

opening ceremony at present.

Members of the staff will, how-

ever, have great pleasure in

showing visitors over the building

and in explaining to them the work which is

going on and the purposes for which the several

laboratories are destined. Although visitors will

be welcome on any day on which the gardens

are open, the most convenient days are Mondays

and Fridays, in the afternoon, and during the

months of June and July the Director and the

staff will hold themselves at the disposal of visitors.

*,* Oioing to the shortage of paper, readers who have not

already done so are ashed to order THE GARDEN to he

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus

obviate the was*e consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Aquilegia Ecalcarata.—I note in your issue

of May 27, page 252, a note and an illustration by
Mr. E. A. Bowles of an Aquilegia to which he

gives no name, but states it was collected by
Mr. Farrer in 1914. The description and illus-

tration seem to me to be identical with the plant

I showed at Chelsea in 1915. This at Kew was
named Aquilegia ecalcarata, and was put before

the committee as such, but received no award.

I thought you would like to see this, and should

be glad to know if you think it is the same as

the one illustrated ; it was sent home by Purdora.
•—J. C. Allgrove. [This plant proves to be

identical with the unnamed species described and

figured by Mr. E. A. Bowles in The Garden,
May 27, page 252. It is again referred to on

page 285 of this issue.

—

Ed.]

Roses on Their Own Roots.—It would be
interesting if Mr. Thaikeray Turner would give

a list of the Roses that he finds ?row and flower

so well on their own roots. I know of several that

will do so, but, alas, there are many that will not
;

and I fear that by only growing them on their

own loots very many of the most beautiful Roses

would have to be discarded. I know of one that

grows on its own roots like a weed with me, and
that is, strangely enough, a variety catalogued

as an exhibitors' Rose only, viz., Gustave Piganeau,

and a lo\ely Rose it is. I have had some forty

years' expetience of Rose-growing on various

soils—on the poor yellow clay of the western edge

of the Weald, on the poor white sand on the Hind-

head Hills, on the rather better sort of clay at

Haslemere, and, for the last three years, on a

soil of very similar nature to that of Mr. Thackeray

Turner's. I have not found much difference in

the growth of my Roses in the \arious soils. Some
Roses will deteriorate in a few years, and this is

more especially the case with the newer Roses of

weak constitution. I note Mr. Turner's cure for

: mildew, which sounds almost too good to be true.

—Allen Chandler, Kimbers, Haslemere.

Aquilegia and Columbine.—The beauty of some
of the newer garden hybrids, with their elegantly

elongated spurs, hides very effectively the origin

I

of their name. They bear no lesemblance to

I

either the eagle of their botanical name or to the

I

dove of their popular one, and one has to turn

to a flower of the species Aquilegia vulgaris before

: one can recognise in the shortened petal and the

blunted spur any resemblance to either bird. And
it is perhaps, after all, to the conventional eagle

of some of our older church lecterns rather than to

the real king of birds that a likeness (with a slight

I

effort of the imagination) is apparent. But how

1
comes it that one and the same flower should have

I

two such opposite and unlike birds as the eagle

and the dove as its prototype ? It is one of those

things that the ordinary mortal cannot understand,

and I suppose it must be left to the imagination

of the poet to find a solution.

" One said it was an eagle
;

.A.nother he said. Nay,

'Tis but a cooing turtle dove.

That has gone and lost its way.

Look ye there !

"

—H. E. Molyneux.
A Frame of Strawberries.—It may interest

your readers to know of an experiment I have
tried, and my gardener has taken great pains to

bring it about. I suggested to him that we grew

a frame of Strawberry plants (no heating power

but the sun), and last autumn he planted Roya'

Sovereign, with the result that we have some fine

fruits, and I had a fair-sized dish of them on the

table last evening (May 29). I wonder if this plan

has been tried before ; but as far as I am concerned

it is original. People who have been in the garden

during the last few days have been greatly sur-

prised at the frame with its beautiful contents.

—

(Miss) H. C. Philbrick, The Cedars, Halstead,

Essex. [Although there is nothing new in growing

Strawbarries in a frame, we are, nevertheless, pleased

ECHIUM WII.DPRETII SUCCESSFULLY GROWN FROM SEED IN A CORNTSH CVRDEN."

to publish this

note, and we
congratulate our

esteemed corre-

spondent on the

success of her ex-

periment.

—

Ed.]

EchiumWild-
pretii in the

Open in Corn-

wall . — Mr

.

Tyringham and

1 send you the

enclosed photo-

graphs of
Echium Wild-

p r e t i i, the
plants of which

we grew from

seed, and they

are, I believ( ,

very fine speci-

mens for out of

doors. The
single one i-

7 feet 6 inches

in height and

2 feet 8^ inches

in girth. The
variety of

shapes are
owing to frost,

which injured

the tops, and

the consequence

is they branched

out. — Diana
T V R I N GH AM,

T r ev e t h e.

Lelanf, R.S.O..

Cornwall.

New Varieties

of D e u t zia
crenata.— Tin

three varieties

referred to in

" Notes of the

Week," in the

issue of The
Garden for

May 27, were all

raised and distributed by that celebrated hybridist,

M. Lemoine of Nancy. According to the raiser

they all resulted from the crossing of Deutzia

crenata candidissima with the comparatively

little-known D. Vilmorinae, a native of China.

M. Lemoine sent out no fewer than eight varieties

of this cross, all of which should in time be gener-

ally grown. With regard to D. Vilniorina?, it forms

a vigorous shrub 6 feet to 8 feet in height or even

more, and is of somewhat erect habit. The

flowers, which are borne in broad panicles, are

individually about an inch across and pure white

in colour. Concerning D. Vilmorina;, Mr. Bean

says ;
" Next to Deutzia scabra (crenata), this

species, I think, promises to be the most valuable

of Deutzias. It is a rapid grower, and its fine

flowers escape damage by late frosts better than

those of most Deutzias do, and usually make a

good display. It is allied to Deutzia discolor."

As all of these Deutzias are readily struck from

cuttings of the half-ripened shoots, put into pots

of sandy soil in July or ."August, and placed in

a frame kept close and shaded, they will doubtless

before long be more generallv met with.

—

H. P.

A GIANT ECIIIUJI WILD-
PRETII.

Height, 7 feet 5 inches ; girth,

2 feet 8J inches.
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Tulip Bulbs Eaten by Pheasants.—The
illustration that accompanies this note represents

a bed of Tulips and double Arabis at Bawtry
Hall, Doncaster, in the spring of 1915 after being

visited by pheasants. Mr, Hogbin, the head-

gardener, told me that fifty bulbs had been

planted in this particular bed, and that of this

number only five remained to flower. On more
than one occasion in an evening he had actually

come upon the birds when they were rooting

them up. About three years ago I offered to

give some Tulips to a market grower who had

taken the kitchen garden of a large private house

which was then unoccupied, but he said they

were no good to him as the pheasants (of which

there were plenty) would get the benefit of them
and not himself. Evidently the taste for Tulips

is pretty universal among these birds.

—

Joseph
Jacob.

Green Fly on Roses.—Few, I fear, will agree

with Mr. Thackera}' Turner when he argues that

green fly cannot live on healthy plants. When
one surveys American Pillar over 18 feet high

with shoots as thick as one's

thumb and a mass of laterals

full of bud, and notes aphis

at every point, we cannot

convince ourselves that the

plant is not healthy and
strong growing, Would that

I could keep down fly and
other pests by manuring
alone ! And what of the

Apple aphis ? Trees in lull

vigour and pictures of health

may in a week be plastered

with aphis on every leaf.

Sm-ely it is a delusion to

imagine that ill-health alone

governs the attack of aphis

or other pests ! [Unhealthy

plants are invariably the first

to be affected by green fly.—
Ed.] Can anyone explain the

awful visitation of cater-

pillars this season ? Go where
one may they swarm every-

where. Green and brown,

hairv and non-hairy, loopers

and every other lorm, are

sweeping Kent and presum-

ably elsewhere. Oaks are

almost defoliated ; Poplars, the common " May,"
Apples, Pears, Plums and even Black Currants all

carry their quota ; and, owing to lack of labour,

many growers have had to see the promise of a

great Apple crop swept away in a few days. With
so much to do I could only deal with my own few
trees after the pest had done much damage, but

neighbours near by have nothing left. The trees

look as if fire had passed over them.

Tulips Millet and Eclipse.—These fine varieties

were specially noted by the enthusiastic scribe

deputed to deal with Tulips at the Chelsea Show,
and in doing so he certainly demonstrated that

The Garden really does control a staff that

knows its business. Millet I tried for the first time

this season, and it is truly a grand variety,

although of rather medium height. Personally,

I cannot quite reconcile myself to its being a

true Darwin, although listed by Krelage and Son
as such. The form is rather more globular and
less square- shouldered than the average Darwin.

Respecting the variety Eclipse, there seems to be

some doubt as to what this variety is really like.

It flowered for the first time with me in 1914,

and it impressed me as being the finest of the

deep red shades, and only rivalled by Isis. My
notes 'on them, however, were lost, and by the

usual way of things both these varieties were so

badly damaged by the frosts last March that neither

gave me a flower. Consequently I was not able

to confirm the impression held by two or three

firms which bought a fairly large number of what

was declared to be Eclipse, but which was believed

to be something else, although unknown. Both

Alex. Dickson and Sons and Dobbie and Co. have

shown this remarkable Tulip this season, and

R. Wallace and Co. also, I believe, their stocks

being alike. Maybe their doubt as to its correct

name is due to the Dutch description, which is

" uniform velvety maroon," and to me this de-

scription is erroneous, the colour being much too

fiery for a maroon. At all events, Eclipse as

offered by the Dutch firms is certainly not new
in the true sense of the word, for in r9r4 it was

quoted at 4s. per dozen retail. It gained an

award of merit at Haarlem that year^ and a first-

FOR
AN NVI ALS
FORMAL BEDS

Ti

A PHEASANT-EATEN TULIP BED AT BAWTRY HALL,

class certificate at Amsterdam in 191 5. Wonderful

to relate, the price did not advance after these

awards. Personally, I cannot but think there are

many synonymous varieties listed, and it is not

easy for the small grower to place them with

certainty. My own red varieties did so badly

this season that it was impossible to compare

them. I am, however, pretty well convinced

that Leopold de Rothschild and Paris are the

same. Both broke this season, very dark flakes,

invisible save when closely examined. Feu

Brilliant is a good red, while among the lighter

or cherry red shades I consider King George V.

ahead of many. It is a marvellous grower, as is

Prince of the Netherlands. I was pleased- to

note the reference to Greuze also, for I look upon

it as the most satisfactory of all the purples I

grow, despite its breaking. This season Greuze

was -particularly fine, whereas Morales, Sir T.

Lawrence, Purple King, Giant, Vespuccio, Viola,

Zulu, Miss Potter Palmer, Charles Marot and

Gryphus were either very poor or broke up so badly

that scarcely a true bulb remains.—T. A. W.

HE Rev. Joseph Jacob raises an inter-

esting question fe annuals for filling

formal beds in the summer-time. Havinp,

tried most of the annuals mentioned

in Messrs. Thompson and Morgan's and

other catalogues, my experiences may be of some

interest to others. Having no glass houses, it

was for years a problem how to fill certain formal

beds with plants which needed very little attention

in winter, and at the same time to conform with

certain lines in the beds. Soon after taking charge

of these gardens I was desired by my employer

to solve the problem. I tried many things,

but that which gave most satisfaction and least

trouble was a combination of blue and white

Larkspurs (Stock-flowered) and Violas, the Lark-

spurs being sown the preceding autumn in time

to be pricked off a few inches apart before winter.

In all schemes of this kind

there is one serious draw-

back, one that cannot be

easily got over where a dis-

play is required throughout

the summer. I refer to the

comparatively short life of

most annuals. I managed
to get over the difficulty by
duplicating the plants used

by a second and later sowing.

It is an interesting fact

that annuals can be trans-

planted to beds at any time

with perfect safety if grown

on in soil containing plenty of

humus. I have sometimes

been obliged to use a spade

in the operation. But as

this article is intended to help

those whose staff is somewhat
reduced, it cannot be enter-

tained. With regard to the

kinds of plants used, I would

.give the palm to East Lothian

Stocks. Sown in February,

they can be relied upon as

to colofir, and would yield

anything above 50 per cent,

of double flowers. There is also another type of

Stock I would highly recommend. It is French

raised in the vicinity of Nice, and is known af

Beauty of Nice. This can be had in several

colours. The one I prefer is salmon pink. It is

superior to any Ten-week Stock that I have

tried, and in many respects superior to the East

Lothian variety.

Antirrhinums are excellent for the pm-pose
;

they can be had in all heights and colours.

Nemesias are the best subjects for groundwork,

and Blue Gem the best varietj' I know. This

should be sown the latter part of March, otherwise

it will flower too soon.

Godetias never fail to give satisfaction, but

are somewhat short-lived. G. Schaminii flore

pleno is the best absolutely, and may be had

3 feet high ;
moreover, the plants can be raised

where they are to flower.

Nicotiana affinis hybrida raised in March does

well for the purpose, and when mixed with Clarkias

a most charming result is obtained. With regard

to the last-mentioned plant, it is apt to be
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disappointing if the soil is rich or if it happens

to be a wet summer. Sahuon Queen is the variety

I use, and can be sown in the beds direct.

Kochia tricophylla is a handsome foliage plant,

and quite in keeping with the most formal beds

sown in February.

Zea japonica might be useful raised in late

March.

There are many other varieties of plants that

could be tried, but my experience is that most

of them win be found wanting in some par-

ticular or another ; among others, DrJphinium

Blue Gem, Petunias, Asters, Salpiglossis, Phlox

Drummondii, Impatiens Holstii, Salvia Blue

Beard, Scabiosa, Schizanthus pinnatus, S. retusus

and Stevia Lindleyana.

With regard to sowing direct in the beds, this,

to my mind, is not practical. A far better plan

would be to prepare the necessary number of

boxes and prick out the plants direct in the beds

Lupinus Hartwegii, blue and white, 2 feet 6 inches
;

L. luteus, yellow, 2 feet 6 inches ; and L. mutabilis,

cream, 3 feet. S. G. Smallridge.

The Gardens, Battledeiie, Newbury.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE
Paeonia officinalis lobata.—Seldom indeed

has the Editor's table looked so bright as it has

done during the past week or so. Mr. F. Gifford,

Hornchurch, Essex, sends a box of that delightful

PiEony known in gardens simply as lobata. It

is a real gem among hardy flowers, and a handful of

cut blooms placed in a bowl makes a most pleas-

ing picture. The great point about this Pseony

is the rich colour quality of its cup-shaped flowers.

The colour is variously described as coral

red, glowing orange scarlet and rich tomato red ;

but even these descriptions fail to convey in

A GEM .\MONG HARDY FLOWERS, P.EONIA OFFICINALIS LOBATA.

when ready, a good deal of such work being done

by boys or women.
A list suitable for sowing either way is as follows.

I need hardly say I have grown them all, and
they can be relied upon to create a display up to

the end of August, if not later : Alyssum mari-

timum nana and A. m. Thorburn's Bouquet,

sown in April for preference, height 3 inches
;

Brachycome iberidifolia, blue, i foot ; Dianthus

Heddewigii var. Pink Beauty, i foot ; D. laciniatus

Salmon Queen, i foot ; CoUomia coccinea, red,

I foot ; Bartonia aurea, yellow, 2 feet ; Lepto-

siphon androsaceus, lilac purpls, 6 inches

;

Lavatera splendens rosea, pink, 3 feet or more
;

Gypsophila elegans, white, i foot ; G. e. rosea,

pink, I foot ; Dimorphotheca aurantiaca, bur-

nished copper, I foot
; Linaria Maroccana Excel-

sior mixed, i foot ; L. M. White Pearl, i foot
;

Iberis Snow Queen, 2 feet ; I. Rose Cardinal,

lose. 1 foot 6 inches ; Tagetes signata pumila,

yellow, I foot ; Viscaria csrulea, blue, i foot
;

anything like adequate terms the refined colour

and grandeur of this beautiful Paeony. The charm
of the flowers is greatly enhanced by their clusters

of bright golden anthers. It seems incredible

that tlris glorious Pseony, which was known in

gardens at least eighty years ago, should almost

have dropped out of cultivation. For the last

three years at least it has given a wealth of bloom,

but it is not every year that it flowers with the

same freedom.

Erica australis.—Miss Jekvll kindly sends

a spray of the bright pink Southern Heath (Erica

australis), which grows and floweis so admirably

in the Heath garden at Munstead Wood. This

Heath, like the better-known E. lusitanica, or

codonodes as it was named by Lindley, grows

wild in Spain and Portugal. E. australis is worthy
of extended cultivation by virtue of the brightness

of its colouring when seen in a mass from a little

I

distance, a point referred to by Miss Jekyll in

our issue of May 27, page 250. Unfortunately,

it is not sufficiently hardy to withstand the winter

in all parts of this country.

A Grand Strain of Primula obconica.—From
Adeline Duchess of Bedford's garden at Woodside,

Chenies, Bucks, we have received a box of

flowers of Prunula obconica, which reflect great

credit upon Mr. John Dickson, the able and well-

known gardener, who for many years has wrought

great improvements in this greenhouse flower.

Some of the flowers are of a clear blue colour,

others fiery red, salmon red, and crimson, but

all are remarkable for their immense trusses and

large flowers. For some years past Mr. Dickson

has been trying to obtain hybrids between this

and other species, and from the leaves and flowers

we have seen, the influence of P. sinensis certainly

appears to be present. So far the alleged crosses

have been obtained with P. obconica as the seed-

bearing parent. It would be interesting to hear

If the reciprocal cross has ever been made, or rather

attempted, for the opinion is held

among the leading authorities on

genetics that P. obconica has never

yet been successfully crossed with

any other species. The question

is an interesting one and whether

Mr. Dickson has a hybrid or not, he

is to be highly complimented on the

excellence of the strain he has

obtained.

Hardy Primulas from Duns.—It

is a great pleasure to once again

receive hardy Primulas, some of

which are not often seen, from Dr.

Macwatt, Morelands, Duns. Here are

the names of some of the most in-

teresting : Single and double green

.Auriculas, a large bunch ; very fine

double Auriculas, blues, good reds,

yellows, tortoiseshell, maroon and

many other colom'S ; P. x Lind-

sayii ; P. x Marv'cn, rich purple

blue ; P. hirsuta var. Balfouriana,

crimson, clear pale primrose eye ; P.

ronspersa, after frondosa ; P. x

N'enusta ; a cross between P.

niarginata and a border Auricula
;

P. officinalis var. pannonica ; single

green Primrose, with petals as green

as the sepals ; the old Hose-in-hose

Cowslip of Parkinson ; P. Parryii,

rich purple black calyx ; Bracteate

Primroses, including blues ; and P.

marginata var. Linda Pope. Dr.

Macwatt also has the two rare species Primula

glutinosa and P. nipponica in flower. The
latter we hope to illustrate in our next issue.

NANDINA DOMESTICA
This graceful and interesting small shrub, »

native of China and Japan, is hardy in sheltered

places anywhere near or south of London. It

enjoys a warm place near a wall, where it produces

its large panicles of white bloom, although it

does not ripen berries as it does in the South of

France and possibly in our extreme soutli-wcstern

counties. The Chinese call it the Sacred Bamboo.
and plant it close to their houses, when it is supposed

to bring good luck. It is not a Bamboo, but is

allied to the Barberries. Just now, in early June,,

the young foliage is developing, and is of a fine

deep red colour. It gro^vs into neat, well-filledl

bushes about 5 feet high. G. J.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN

By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

I

OWE an apology to Mr. Farrer s little spuriess

Aqu;iegia. I drew it from the first-opened

bloom and, I now see, too early in its Kle

to catch it at its most pleasing moment.

When fully blown the sepals are raised

away from the petals, and stand out in a way

that saggests the arms of a Dancing Dervish

in full twirl, while the little bell formed by the

long pet.nls represents his skirt.

A score or more of these floral Dervishes are

produced by each tiny plant at a time, with

plenty of understudies in unopened buds to follow

when the elders go giddy and drop off, so that a

group of them is a pleasanter sight to me than

the real Dervishes I once watched in a Cairo

mosque. Those I hope never to see again ; but

the little Columbine is very welcome to prolong

its dancing season in my rock garden. I learn

that this Aquilegia is the same as that sent earlier

from China by Purdom, exhibited

at the Chelsea Show in 1915 by Mr.

AUgrove. It was referred to Kew
and declared to be A. ecalcarata.

One of the surprises of the

garden was the flowering of /

some Aquilegia alpina plants

1 collected two years ago

at Le Lautaret. I have never

been in the Alps late enough to

see this fine plant in flower, so

have only collected plants at a

venture, hoping to get a good

form. Hitherto all those that

survived have proved disappoint-

ing, mifiy creatures, shy of bloom-

ing and short-lived. Even those

that bloomed disappointed me,

for they were of thin substance and poor colour,

a sickly green, shot with a leaden blue.

This season two of my four Le Lautaret plants

sent up flower-stems, and I anxiously watched

the large green buds as they began to take on a

tinge of blue. The sepals sprang apart while

still too pale and greenish to take a higher place

than the faithful and easily grown A. Reuteri

from the Roja Valley. But a day's sunshine

changed everything, and one morning last week

I found the most glorious blue Columbine I have

ever seen waving against a background of the

grey-green heads of a pretty viviparous grass

collected during the same season, but at La
Madone de Fenetre. The two plants that have

flowered differ widely. The finer form has wide,

flat sepals that keep in good form till they drop,

and so go to make up a fine well-filled flower,

what Daffodil people would wish to call a broad,

flat perianth. The other has charms in a deeper

shade of blue on spurs and sepals, and, in the

young flowers, a white edge to the petals ; but,

sad to say, those almost gentian - blue sepals

" buckle "—to drop into Daffodil lingo again

—

before they have been open many hours, and

the result is a starry flower that looks poor beside

its handsomer sister. Most of the flowers have

fallen to pieces now, and sturdy seed-heads are

swelling out with promise of a rich harvest of

seed. I saw to it that pollen went from one plant

to the other, and must hope that no interfering

bee will have helped to bring about morganatic

matches with the many forms of A. vulgaris

growing close by.

Some of these last are hideous enough to ruin

any type of family beauty, should an alliance

with them come about. I try to go over them

annually and root out all the double and liver-

coloured specimens, yet still too many appear

each season. The doubling may result from

MECONOPSIS

HETEROPHYLL.\

From a

drawing by

Bowles.

my tolerance of a soft salmony pink form that

inhabits one mound, and is very pretty there

rising up around a silver-leaved Tree Ivy, a red-

leaved Japanese Maple, and some crevices full of

a pretty fine-leaved form of Asplenium Adiantura

nigrum from Spain, Saxifrages and other shade-

lovers. In the spring this Columbine produces

golden leaves that are very effective.

One of the brightest bits of colour in the garden

is provided by Meconopsis heterophylla. Its

brilliant scarlet-orange is only a shade or so paler

than the orange - scarlet of Geum Borlsii, yet

I think most people would agree with this division

of colour names, and declare the Poppy orange

and the Avens scarlet.

The Meconopsis is a glorious thing when it

can be induced to sow itself and live through the

winter. Its young rosettes so nearly resemble

that wicked Cress, Cardamine hirsuta, that it

is not easy to distinguish them if they are inter-

mingled ; but the Poppy is of a lighter green,

and if looked at closely has a great diversity

of pattern in its tiny leaves. It is a bad-tempered

thing if sown in pots and turned out, however

carefully it is done, the result generally being

yellow leaves and fewer and smaller blossoms

than on a self-sown plant. Unlike the rest of

its family, this and a very closely allied species,

M. crassifoha, have zygomorphic flowers—that

is to say, in botanical parlance, lop-sided or

uneven flowers. The stamens often gather to

one side of the capsule, as if to give the rich crimson-

purple eye a chance to show itself, for their filaments

are of exactly the same colour. M. crassifoli^

has not yet been introduced, so this heterophylla

is the only American species in European gardens.

I longed to pick and make a drawing of Glau-

cidium palmatum, but, having only three stems

and only one that flowered, I was afraid of weaken-

ing such a precious possession, as the two large

leaves must have been taken away from their

useful work for the plant. I had always longed

to see and grow this strange member of the

Ranunculaceoe ever since I saw its coloured portrait

in Miyoshi's " Pocket-Atlas of Alpine Plants

of Japan," but could never hear of its existence

in European nurseries. Two years ago Mr. Amos

Perry came to see me and, among other treasures,

brought me a young plant in flower of the long-

coveted Glaucidium. Last year it made two

'stems, but failed to flower, though the leaves

were large and healthy, showing it liked, the cool

peaty bed I had given it. This year came yet

another shoot and the one flower, twice the size

of the last one, and more beautiful than the

pictures in Miyoshi's book and the "So Moku "

led me to expect. Can you imagine a plant

suggesting a light and graceful Podophyllum,

the upper of whose large palmate leaves makes

a background for a large lilac flower with four

petals, a bunch of golden stamens, and two green

carpels like a pair of fairy opera glasses ? Such

is Glaucidium when fully open, and as it is about

4 inches across and much the same lovely colour

as the lilac Abutilon vitifolium, it is a very beautiful

and striking plant. The flower is rather boat-

shaped, two of the petals being longer and more

pointed than the others, and it lasted in full beauty

for more than a week.

BUDDLEIA GLOBOSA
How seldom one comes across an old tree of

this Buddleia, even in this county, where it

thrives amazingly for a few years, but does

not grow into a tree in the same way as some

I knew forty years ago. Trees I knew then had

large stems some 30 feet high, and, being well

branched, made a fine sight when in blossom.

Succeeding severe wmters killed the old trees back,

making them unsightly ; and although many have

been raised and planted since, not one has attained

anything like the size of those noted. It may be

that the extra luxuriant growth due to cultural con-

ditions, is much more susceptible to injury from frost.

South Hants. E. M.
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SOME DELIGHTIFUL SPRING SHRUBS.— II.

By H. Avray Tipping, M.A., F.S.A.

IN
May The Garden illustrated three shrubs

which I value, and of which I have flourish-

ing specimens. One is Cornus Nuttallii, oi

which it is said (IWay 13) :
" It forms

an upright shrub 10 feet nr so in height."

That applies to its young state only, and my
example, which only began to flower last year,

is now quite 12 feet high, while in its native habitats

on the Pacific shores of North America it is a

big tree, a specimen crowded with its showy
inflorescence and reaching a height of 90 feet

being illustrated in last year's Journal of the

Royal Horticultural Society. The inconspicuous

flower-heads appear in the autumn, with little

work, facing south, indeed, but fully exposed.

It grew rapidly, flowered all the summer of i9r4,

and was still forming flower-buds when winter

came. A frost of 15° did not hiu"t them, and
last ]\Iay they began expanding. For months
the flowering continued, and the bush ended

by being 7 feet high. But this winter the gales

have evilly entreated it. They shook it at the

root, they broke its tallest shoots, they seared

or blew off its leaves. So I have cut it back

to about 4 feet, and do not expect the new growths

to develop blooms until summer is well on. Three

or foiu- younger examples did not catch the winter's

various inclemencies so badly, and one of them

RUBUS DELICIOSUS GROWING WITH STEPHANANDRA TANAK^.

green points at their base. These begin to grow
out in the spring. The green tinge gives way
to white, so tliat in May the appearance is of

white-petalled flowers 4 inches across. The true

flower is the closely packed centre, the showy
white growths being a corona of bracts. Their

number is uncertain, sometimes as many as six,

in which case they are all much of a size ; sometimes

five, and then one is often broad and two-pointed

—

a soii of Siamese twin. The points retain the

green with which they began five months before

the period of fullest inflorescence, which is mid-May.
In another number (May 6) was shown a flowering

twig of Dendromecon rigidum, and under the

title were the words " a shrubby Poppy of doubtful

hardiness." Though with me it does not flourish

as exceedingly and flower at the same period

as it does on the Riviera, where Mr. E. H. Woodall
describes it, yet so far it has proved perfectly

hardy. I began tliree years ago with a very

minute plant, and I placed it on the open rock-

was in flower on May 20. The flowers are golden

and cup-shaped, from 2 inches to 3 inches across,

and contrast delightfully with the cool grey

lanceolate foliage. I confess the success I have
had with it is not universal. Mr. Peto of Iford

Manor and Mr. John Williams of Llandaff tell

me their plants have succumbed. A high, open
situation with good chrainage and abundant air

and sun appear to me to be the conditions that

fit it to go through the ordeal of winter.

In the same sort of situation, but with a wall

backing, I succeed admirably with the third

shrub recently illustrated, Veronica Hulkeana
(May 27). In a shady, sheltered spot it goes

leggy and weak, often dying away, and creating

the idea that survival does not greatly interest

it. But give it all the air as well as all the sun,

so that it grows hardy and stocky, and it will

acquire a healthy habit, with every shoot vigorous

and passing from deep evergreen leaves to long,

loose tresses of pale lavender-coloured flowers.

each one nearly half an inch across. After flower-

ing the bush should be thinned out and cut back.

In the autumn sufficient new shoots should be

tied in against the wall, and thus the tresses of

bloom, often 18 inches long, form a cascade falling

from a height instead of sweeping the ground,

as they are apt to do if tying in has been omitted.

This Veronica, which is at its best during the

second half of May, consorts well with the darker

blue of the evergreen Ceanothuses. Of them
the earliest to bloom with me is rigidum, which

was a sheet of blue when May opened. The
continuous line of inflorescence along its straight,

rigid shoots gives it a marked character of its

own. It is followed by dentatus and divaricatus,

while Veitchianus delays a while so as to continue

the family's blooming season well into June,

when the deciduous section, such as Gloire de

Versailles, takes up the running.

A shrub, or small tree, seldom met with is

Edwardsia McNabiana. Edwardsias

grandiflora and microphylla .are

better known. Both of these I have

growing against south walls, but so

far neither of them has shown signs

of bloom. This may be a fault of

youth, but I hear the same story

from friends who have specimens

of these shrubs as old as my
McNab. That is now a tree 15 feet

high, standing in the open, but

sheltered from north and east winds.

I am fortunate in having, as a wood
and water garden, a portion of a

limestone gorge, of which the steep

banks afford many a choice site for

tender subjects, yielding as they do
as much protection as a high wall,

and yet allowing of free and natural

growth. In such a spot the little

tree rises out of rocks and spreads

around its boughs of elegant ever-

green Acacia-like foliage, from among
which, and especially at the. tips

of the boughs, hang clusters of sub-

stantial butter-coloured flowers dur-

ing some three weeks of May. It

first flowered fom: years ago. The
display was then modest, but in

the next two years very profuse,

and this year decidedly good. It

always ripens its seeds, which

hang in brown tassels all the

winter. If sown in moderate heat

they readily germinate, and I have been setting

a batch of young plants in likely positions in

the wood, as well as distributing them among

my friends, to whom I recommend it as a thing

which gives good results with little trouble in

any Southern garden where there is a fair amount

of shelter.

" What Rose is that ? " is a question I am apt

to be asked as we pass by a bush of Rubus dcliciosus,

and certainly its white five-petaUed blooms

3 inches and more across are not unlike those

of such type Roses as Brunonis or Wichiuraiana,

though the habit of the plant is that of the Rasp-

berry. It should be more used, having every

virtue except length of flowering season. There

is a bed of it in a quite open and exposed spot

at Kew, which proves its hardiness and power

of withstanding cold winds, but a sheltered spot

adds to the beauty of its appearance. The canes

arch over very gracefully, as the illustration

shows, and on this depends much of its charm.
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The canes, therefore, should not be too numerous,

and should not be curtailed. It the plant is doing

well, enough canes will be thrown up from the

rootstock yearly, in which case all older ones

should be cut down in the winter.

If there is a shortage of such shoots, the

newest and strongest of the previous year

should be retained and just sufficiently pruned

back to ensure the growth of side shoots

few but strong. This matter of thinning

out shrubs to get a loose and graceful effect

at the period of bloom is one that calls for

much attention and some practice. It is often

either neglected or ill done, and the result is a

dense, formless mass. An even and general

shortening back is exactly what is not wanted,

but rather the complete removal of a consider-

able number of boughs. The freer the blooming

habit, the more drastic the thinning, so that the

rich tresses of flower may show something of

their individual form and character. The young
tree of Pyrus Malus floribundus, some 12 feet

high and across, that is illustrated is a

successful example. It was put in as a bush
and not as a standard, and last winter was a

dense mass of intertwined boughs. I attacked it

vigorously, and removed quite one-half of the

wood.

I could see by his expression that the

gardener thought 1 had quite overdone it and
spoilt one of his best trees. But the result dis-

proves this. There are glimpses of the anatomy
visible through the flowering boughs that fling

themselves freely about and give an effective
" skyline." The knife and the saw should be

wielded persistently in the winter by a resolute

but experienced hand.

ROSE-GROWING IN TOWN
GARDENS

Caterpillars.—Of the many pests that render

the Rose-grower's task difficult, the hardest to

deal with are caterpillars. The only way to cope

with them effectually is by hand picking, and this

must be done continuously. If the trees are kept

clean, it is easy to detect the damage in its early

stages ; whereas, when once the leaves have been

allowed to become riddled, it is hard to tell when
the mischief was done, and much time may be
lost in looking for a grub that has already been
dealt with. Unfortunately, there are many different

species of moths, in addition to sawflies and other

insects, which have a preference for the Rose, and
as their seasons vary, the larvae of one kind or

another are practically always with us.

Those known as Rose maggots (the larvae of the

Tortrix moth) are among the most harmful

because their earliest attacks are upon the buds,

which are ruined completely if the insects are not

detected at once. These insects seem to have a

preference for those Roses of which the foliage

has a Briar-liHe scent. Formerly, when growing

Penzance Briars, I noticed that almost every shoot

of these was infested with maggot, while the

adjacent Rose-bed had escaped the attack almost

completely. One cannot grow Briars for the sake

of the insect, but observation will show that it has

a marked preference for certain kinds, which
should receive extra careful scrutiny. The injury

caused by caterpillars and the iarvEB of the

Tortrix moth is all too apparent among Roses
this year, and in many gardens in the South the

damage is almost irreparable. As Mr. Edward
Mawley pointed out in his timely article on
" Spraying Roses " in The Garden, issue May 13,

page 229, it is far easier to prevent these attacks

than to cure them.

Rose Leaf-Scorch is not usually regarded as

one of the most serious fungoid pests, but it is

very necessary to deal with it in good time, or a

great deal of the foliage may be ruined. The
disease is indicated by yellowish patches on the

leaf where the fungus has killed the tissues, and
sometimes these patches will fall out. Leaves
that are seen to be affected should be removed
and burned, and the tree thoroughly sprayed
with fungicide. Any good preventive of mildew
is equally effective in treating leaf-scorch, liver

of sulphur being perhaps one of the best. I find

certain trees especially liable to attack. Griiss

an Teplitz is affected year after year, hut the

disease can usually be got under very quickly by
taking prompt measures.

Whoever plants Noisette Roses must wait for

several years before he sees them at their best,

yet they are worth waiting for. W. A. Richardson,

Alister Stella Gray and Mme. Alfred Carriere

are kinds that do well in town gardens, and when
once they have settled down in their surroundings,

there are no Roses that can give them points as

regards freedom of flowering.

The Exhibitor should now be giving his plants

regular supplies of weak stimulant, but, whether
he intends to show or not, the trees will benefit

very considerably, and both quantity and quality

of bloom will be enhanced, if the grower can find

time to soak the beds well with diluted manure
water, but care must be taken to see that they are

not dry when this is applied. P. L. Goddard.

PYRUS MALUS FLORIBUNDUS SEVERELY THINNED.
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MERODON EQUESTRIS
DAFFODIL FLY

A
FEW years ago this fly was known

only to a select few, and some of our

cleverest Daffodil-raisers were unable to

identify it. It was quite amusing to

^ those in the know to receive humble-

bees, mason bees, drone flies and a variety of

others, including even the yellow dunghill fly.

Since those days the fly has forced its identity

on all the principal growers of that most delightful

of all spring flowers, the Narcissus. Most growers

now know Merodon equestris, and only those

recently commencing lack knowledge of its identi-

fication. The fly is not very demon-

strative, for you can spend hours in

close company with it and not be

aware of its presence. Those who

can "spot" the fly at sight have a

great advantage over those not so

fortunate, because they can, on its

first appearance, get their net and "B

wits to work and destroy it as fast,

or nearly as fast, as it arrives.

Those who have sharp ears may
distinguish that peculiar droning

whistle which indicates tire flies'

maturity and the perilous season to A
the grower.

The Season.—The season up to

the present has been cold and wet

and is consequently late, and. so far

as Yorkshire and the North are con-

cerned, the fly up to this date has

not been seen. But there is evidence

of an early change, and when warmer

weather establishes itself, then the

Merodon will metamorphose rapidly.

Where no check has been exercised

it will appear in vast numbers, and

the faint-hearted may fear they are

too many and conclude it is useless

to struggle. My advice to such is

:

Remember the fable of the frogs in a

bowl of milk, put on a cheerful

optimism, get out your net and set

about their extermination. The first

duty is to prepare at once and put up

a good fight.

My object in this article is to put

you on your guard. Be prepared
;

you cannot lay the matter on one

side, as you do a favourite novel, to

be picked up when fancy wills
;
you

must be ready and anxious to bag

your quarry. From now to July the

fly will be strongly in evidence and will

need daily attention. If you are careless and

indifferent, you will have to sufler later in an

increased loss of bxflbs. Let me tell you that

Merodon equestris seems to know which are the

most expensive bulbs, and appears to take a

fiendish deUght in attacking them.

My object now is to help you to identify Merodon

equestris and to point out the best means for its

destruction during the growing season. For your

better assistance I have furnished an illustra-

tive plate which belonged to the late Mr.

Robert Sydenham. From it you will trace the

development of Merodon from the egg to the fly.

Let me, then, assume you are on the watch among

your Daffodils with a Daffodil fly net, or a butterfly

net, in your hand, the sun shining beautifully

clear overhead, and your wistful eyes glance along

your beds. The fly is lively, flits and darts with

startling rapidity, and your eyes are unable to

keep the trail. Do not watch the fly which

rushes madly about ; keep your eyes on the

bed before you and watch the fly that rises

and settles again. It is this one you must
manoeuvre for.

Now refer to Fig. i in the plate ; move gently to

the spot located with net e.xtended as in Fig. 2
;

as you advance, poise the net ready to strike.

Having located the fly and got within striking

distance, gently extend your net over it about

2 feet from the ground. Do not get flurried, but

move your hand as though you were attempting

the destruction of a wasps' nest. When you

THE DAFFODIL FLY IN VARIOUS STAGES.

feel sure, strike, pinning your catch to the ground.

Now is the time to hurry (see Fig. 3). You see

the quarry through the net ; squeeze out its life

by pressing the net on to the soil, or foliage, as

the case may be, with the fly as a sandwich. Do
not strike where the foliage is dense or the ground

very uneven ; rather allow the fly to move again.

Do not alarm it ; above all, exercise patience

The fly seldom goes far, unless alarmed, and will

soon present an opportunity for another shot.

You will probably say I have not described its

colour ; no, but you can now refer to Fig. 7,

which is a very good natural-sized drawing. The
ground colour is black with markings very similar,

both in shape and colour, to a worker, i.e., a small

humble-bee. The likeness is most striking, but'

the method of flight is radically different. The
bee seeks a flower and dashes into the

trumpet ; the fly—I was going to say never,

but I may say confidently—I have never

seen one do so. It may alight upon a Daffodil

flower, but will not "partake of the Daffodil pollen,

which the bee gets dusted with in its search for

nectar.

Figs. 8 and 9 are magnified sketches to give a
better illustration of visual appearance. The fly

is half an inch to five-eighths of an inch long, and
the extended wmgs are an inch across. The female

is the larger of the two and can be easily dis-

tinguished by its ovipositor. The most helpfu)

method of catching the fly is to examine . any
b'eadths of blossom. Though it will not eat

Daffodil pollen, it visits nearly all

other kinds of flowers for farina.

When you h.ive discovered one or

more of these rendezvous, keep diligent

watcn, and you will be able to catch

them in greater numbers and in less

time than on the Daffodil beds.

The Apple blossom is a great favourite,

and where the trees are low there

is ^rexy little difficulty in capturing

the enemies. Here do not strike; cover

them gently with your net, press them
on to the blossoms, and pick them
from behind the net. This is the

easiest of all ways. Other flowers

will provide variation in the methods,

but you soon acquire proficiency and
become expert. Sometimes you wilt

see flies in wild pursuit on nuptials

bent, two or more, like fighting

sparrows. .\t such times a good
catch can be made. I have taken

many in the net that have rushed up
against me and clung to my clothing.

The next best method at this time

of the year for extermination is to

examine the Daffodil beds.

Where a bulb has failed to come
up, or where the foliage is weak or

deformed, careful search at the bulb

should be made. Having exposed

the bulb, press it with finger and

thumb ; if soft and hollow there

has been a grub at work. If the

bulb is a valuable one, open it

with a penknife by cutting away
the neck. The pupa should be in

the neck ; if it is not, cut out the

inside of the bulb and search further.

If it cannot be traced, it is in the

soil or has metamorphosed, and you
can leave the bulb or bulblets to take

their chance.

Another way is to search the beds for defective

foliage, which is a sign of the grub's presence. In

this case search the top soil for the pupa, and if

not thus found, bare the bulb and ascertain if

it has been occupied by the Merodon lar\a. Early

in the mornings, when the temperature is low,

search the beds for recently turned out flies, which

may be found on the foliage waiting for sunshine.

My garden is only one-eighth of an acre, yet I have

caught as many as io.| flies in one season. Other

Daffodil friends by using the Merodon net have

quickly made up their century. This time of the

year has many and great advantages for destroying

this terrible pest. It is not easy to find the small

larva in the dried bulb, and thousands undoubtedly

pass the most expert examinations ; but where
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the fly has been living for a couple of months,

detection is easy by reason of the pulpy mass

inside the bulb. So take my advice : let your

principal effort be against the fly from now till the

end of July.

In conclusion, let me urge that this subject

is of vast importance ; the longer it is neglected,

the more powerless growers become. One

man's indifference adds to another man's labour

and sorrow. Exercise the golden rule, " Do unto

others . .
.'' If I keep my garden free, it is a

distinct injury to me if flies from the garden of

my neighbour, who is careless, come and breed

among my Daffodils.

Remember that each fly is charged with sixty

ova, hence fifty females may deposit eggs among
your Daffodils to the nrunber of, say, 2,000. Thus
you will perceive that for each female killed before

ovipositing, something like twenty to thirty bulbs

are saved from larval depredations, which, I

think you will be prepared to admit, is an un-

answerable argument in favour of my method of

extermination. If, therefore, you will clear your

own patch, you will have done your duty, and you

can then urge your near neighbours who grow

Narcissi to go and do likewise.

Before lifting- time I will furnish instructions

to assist in getting rid of the larval grub

during the time foi lifting, cleaning, packing

and planting. G. Stocks.

THE SUNDIAL IN THE
GARDEN

" Serene he stands among the flowers.

And only marks life's sunny hours.

For him dark days do not exist

—

The brazen-faced old optimist."

IN

this strenuous age it is idle to hope for

the return of those halcyon days of leisure

enjoyed by our forefathers, when hunger

sounded the dinner bell and drowsiness

rang the curfew—days of which the sundial

is a mute memorial. As Charles Lamb, in his

inimitable way, wTote :
" It was the measure

appropriate for sweet plants and flowers to

spring by ; for the birds to apportion their

warblings by ; for flocks to pasture and be led

to fold by. The shepherd carved it out quaintly

in the sun, and, turning philosopher by the very

occupation, provided it with mottoes more touch-

ing than tombstones."

At the present time there is a welcome revival

of interest in the sundial, and it is being largely

utilised in the scheme of decoration in many a

garden, or, occasionally, leaded into the windows
of the homestead. Many of the newer dials are

being constructed after the style of the older

examples, which speaks volumes for the artistic

taste of the workmen of the fifteenth and sixteentli

centuries.

There is nothing more depressing than to see

a sundial shrouded in the fog and smoke of a

large city, with scarcely a gleam of sunshine to

oast a shade upon the " figured plain." Under
such circumstances the words of Richard Jefferies

are very appropriate :
" Let the shadow advance

upon the dial. I can watch it with equanimity

while it is there to be watched. It is only when
the shadow is not there, when the clouds of winter

cover it, that the dial is terrible."

The mottoes to be found upon the dials are very

interesting. As a rule they are quaintly beautiful,

occasionally dictatorial, but always to the point.

A sundial motto should be as short as a poesy

on a ring, as clear as the sun that shines on the

dial's face. The following are typical examples :

" I count time !—dost thou ?
"

" Light and shadow by turns but always love."

" Come light ! Visit me !

"

" Begone about your business."

" I count the bright hours only."

" Haste ! oh haste I thou sluggard haste

The present is already past."

Sundials are the only instruments which give us the

correct time, and clocks and watches are but make-

shifts which an Act of Parliament can alter and re-

alter as its authors think fit. Henry W.\lker.

THE SUNDIAL AT BUTTON- IN-THE-FOREST, CUMBERLAND.
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MUNICIPAL ROSE GARDENS
III.—PARK HILL, CROYDON

By a Member of the Committee of the City of London Rose Society.

CROYDON, the well-known sleeping-

place of London, has long held a

reputation for the number of its open

spaces and recreation grounds, and

was one of the first of local authorities

to give support and encouragement to the estab-

lishment of a municipal Rose garden. In the

autumn of 1915 the Croydon Horticultural Society

approached the Parks Committee of the Croydon

Council with a view to obtaining permission to

form a Rose garden in the Park Hill Recreation

Ground. Consent was readily given, and no

time was lost in preparing the plans, making the

beds, and planting the Roses. An offer from the

City of London Rose Society to co-operate with

the Croydon Horticultural Society was accepted

by the latter, and under the joint a?gis of the

two societies this Rose

garden should be well

cared for. v
TheParkHill ^

Gardens, consisting of q
'

about eight acres of

undulating land, are • .-- y^ j

situated in a high-class

residential district

manure was added, and the beds filled up to the

required level with good and well-matured top

spit material. The old e.xisting Rose-beds, which

were in too close proximity to the trees, were

turfed over, and the new beds cut towards the

centre of the site and as far as possible away
from the trees.

while four plants of a different variety will ramble
unchecked over the ground. Gardenia with
Minnehaha in the one bed and Alberic Barbier

with Dorothy Perkins in the other will, in a couple

of years hence, give a grand display of bloom.

Sufficient space has been left for these beds to be

enlarged to 30 feet diameter.

Round the central shrubbery, weepeis of Dorothy
Dennison have been planted alternately with
Evangeline, the latter to be trained up to each

weeper in the form of festoons. Nine arches of

American Pillar cross the subsidiary avenue,

and in front of the back hedge a row of Tea
Ramblers has been planted to be formed into

tall double pillars. In the shrubbery bed, running

parallel to the road, spaces were found for many
Rose species, Penzance Briars, &c., with a view

to making the whole scheme instructive as well as

beautiful. Only a few nurserymen were approached

for plants, and their hearty

response proves how the

trade appreciates this novel

way of educating the public

as to the best varieties and

methods of culti\'ation.

Some 300 plants in all were
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Morello Cherries.—The new shoots must now
be finally thinned or stopped. Do not overcrowd
the wall, and while the fruits are still green attend
to cleansing the trees, as aphides soon obtain a
good hold and do irreparable damage.

Apples.—In some instances there is a heavy
crop of fruit, especially on some young trees.

Such examples ought never to be allowed to
produce a large quantity of fruit, so if fine fruit
is required, a certain amount of thinning must
be resorted to. Moreover, the young trees will
also benefit.

Summer Pruning.—Both young and trained
trees will need a little summer pruning or pinching.
The shoots that are necessary for extending the
tree shoiild be left intact, but side growths may
have their tips removed.

The Kitchen Garden.
Potatoes.—Keep the soil between the rows

well hoed, and continue to earth up any plants
that are sufficiently advanced.

Runner Beans.—These will now require staking,
and the space between the lines must be kept
free from weeds. A mulching of long manure or
lawn grass will tend to keep the soil moist.

Parsley.—This is needed almost daily, and
a sowing should now be made for producing a
winter supply. It must be sown so that a fraine
can be placed over it later on, especially if we
experience hard weather. Cut out the flowering
stems of old plants, but directly the spring-sown crop
is ready for use the old plants can be destroyed.

Celery.—^This should be planted out when
large enough for removal from the nursery bed.
Select, if possible, a showery period ; but if the
weather is dry, water the roots freely. To prevent
an attack of the Celery fly, give the leaves an
occasional dusting of soot or well-slaked lime.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—In the Rose garden a watch must be
kept for maggots and aphides. The best method
of destroying the former is to press them between
the finger and thumb, and the latter must be
destroyed with some insecticide. We use Cyllin
Soft Soap, and if the plants are sprayed late in the
afternoon, no harm will accrue. It is also an
excellent specific for mildew. All suckers must
be removed, and the beds mulched if the weather
is exceptionally dry and hot.

Plants for Spring Bedding.—In addition to
seeds, many plants utilised for spring bedding may
be increased by means of cuttings. They embrace
the double Arabis, Aubrietias and perennial
Candytuft ; while double Daisies and some of
the Saxifrages may be propagated by division.
Hand-lights or cold frames in which some sandy
soil has been placed are ideal for rooting the
cuttings, which should be shaded for the first

few days. Polyanthuses may be transplanted on
a partially shaded border.

Plants Under Glass.

Salvia splendens.—The plants are almost ready
for their flowering pots, and a fairly rich compost
should be employed. For a few weeks arrange
them in a cold frame, and afterwards plunge
the pots in ashes outside. Do not pinch the
shoots after this date, or the flowering growths
will be small. When the pots are filled with
roots, feed the plants libera'ly.

Zonal Pelargoniums.—For producing a fine
display throughout the year Zonal Pelargoniums
have few equals. Those in the show-house ought
not to be heavily shaded, and they must be
kept well supplied with water. Young plants
propagated last March must be moved on into
larger pots, making the soil quite firm. They
should be grown outside during the summer months,
selecting a sunny position. Remove all. buds
as they appear, and pinch the shoots to encourage
a bushy growth.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Peaches.—The fruits will now have
been gathered from some of the permanent trees,

and the borders should be given a thorough water-
ing. Where red spider is present, it will be neces-
sary to give the trees a spraying with some reliable
insecticide and a daily washing from the hose-pipe.
All the ventilators must be kept open both dav
and night. T. W. Briscoe.

(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)
Casilclord, Chepstow. Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Seakale.—Young plantations of Seakale for
use as forcing roots next winter ought now to be
far enough advanced in growth to require attention.
The crowns will have produced numerous small
growths, and these should be reduced to one
on each crown. Stir the ground between the
rows and give a dressing of artificial manure.
A light dressing of common salt is also of some
advantage.

Chicory.—If this is required for winter salads,
seeds may be sown now in rows about i8 inches
apart, and the plants afterwards thinned out
to about 9 inches ; these will produce good roots
for forcing.

Endive.—The present is also a suitable time for

sowing the main batch of Endive. This succeeds
best if the seed is sown on a light, sandy soil, and
when thhming out the plants a portion may be
pricked off ; this gives a longer succession of crisp
heads from one sowing.

Coleworts.—Sow seeds of these on a cool
border. The small, fresh heads will be much
appreciated in late autumn after the Peas and
Kidney Beans are over for the season.

Cauliflowers.—The main batch of the autumn
varieties should now be quite ready for planting
out. Autumn Mammoth is our best main crop
variety, producing immense heads of the finest

quality. To obtain the best results, they should
be planted on a deep, rich soil. It is a mistake
to suppose that during showery weather is the
best time to plant out this or any other of the
Brassica family. They invariably succeed best
if planted during dry weather, and if after twenty-
four hours they have not had a shower, a little

water applied to each plant will give them all the
start they require. The earliest batch should soon
be ready for cutting, and successional batches
growing freely ought to have the soil frequently
stirred between the lines. Before the leaves have
quite met between the rows, the soil should be
drawn up towards the necks of the plants. Those
possessing one of the "Planet Junior" combina-
tion implements will find it a good labour-saver.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—A careful watch should be kept on
these for any appearance of aphis or mildew, which
must be checked at once. Recently planted Roses
may require a mulch of short manure if the weather
foutinues dry. Climbing varieties should have
their growths thinned and regulated. Free-
flowering varieties of the China section used for
bedding purposes, if required only for an autumn
display, must be pinched or cut over before their
usual flowering period.

Herbaceous Borders that are well filled with
established plants will require liberal supplies
of water during any protracted drought, and if

no top-dressing of manure has been already given,
some liquid manure should be applied along with
the w^ater.

The Rock Garden.—During hot, dry weather
many of the occupants of the rock garden will
suffer unless given w ater frequently ; this is best
applied towards the e^•ening. As the spring-flower-
ing subjects become exhausted, many of these will

not be required for another season, and should
be pulled out and their places filled with summer
or autumn flowering subjects, or the soil renewed
to accommodate young, fresh plants from the
reserve frames. Strong-growing plants must be
kept strictly within bounds, or they will smother
their weaker neighbours. Remove all weeds and
decaying flowers, and sprinkle fine soil among
those plants that are alwaj'S showing roots near

the surface. Small stone chips should be on the
surface of dwarf flowering subjects, otherwise the
flowers will get splashed during heavy rains.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—The latest batch of these in
pots will require but little artificial heat to ripen
them at this date, cool houses or frames giving
sufficient shelter. Preparation should now be
made for securing runners for early forcing next
yeai. The earlier this is done the better to secure
strong, plump crowns thoroughly established.
The best runners for the purpose are those secured
from plants put in either last autumn or early
this spring for the express purpose of providing
runners. All the flowers should be removed
from the stock plants. The runners may be
layered in small pots filled with good loam and
plunged at convenient places between the lines, and
held in position by means of pegs or stones. The
pots ought to be watered daily, and as soon as
they are well filled with roots the runners should
be severed from the parent plants and potted
into their fruiting pots.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

PERPETUAL SPINACH
Although still unknown to many gardeners, in

some districts this is a well-established favourite

vegetable, and for all-the-year-round results I

question if a more profitable one could be named.
It gives satisfactory results on soils of almost anj

description, a compliment it is not possible to pay
to either of the Round-seeded or Prickly varieties

;

in fact, after a trial of almost every so-called

variety which finds a place in seed lists to-day, I

am of opinion it is almost a waste of time and seed

to sow these for summer use on our hot, dry, sandy
soil, for, unless the season is exceptionally showery,

it is very rare we gather more than a single picking

from these. On the other hand, no matter when
the seed is sown, the above is certain to give good

results. In fact, three sowings invariably sufiice

for a whole year's supply for a family whose liking

for this is more pronounced than for almost any
other green vegetable; and although visitors are

numerous, it is very rare we get one having anything

but praise for a dish of this when properly handled

by the cook. Seed may be sown any time from
March to September. A highly manured soil,

although not absolutely necessary, is recom-

mended. The distance between the rows

should be not less than 15 inches, and after

the final thinning of the young seedlings

(which make an excellent dish) the plants to

form the bed should be at least 9 inches apart

in the rows. F. R. Castle.

EDITORIAL NOTICES

Every department of horticulture is represented in The
Garden, and the Editor invites readers io send in questions

relating to matters wpori ivMch they wish expert advice.

The Editor ivelcoines photographs, articles and notes

^

but he unll not be responsible for their safe return. At

reasonable care, fioivever, ivill be taken, and u-here stamps

are enclosed, he ivill endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks thai the price required for reproducti^yn be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or oumer of the copyright will be treated icith.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof inust not be taken as evidence that an

article is accepted. Publication in THE Garden uill alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, TaHstock Street, Covent Garden, TT.C.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
VERONICA TO NAME {M. T. E., Surrey).—Yo^ :

the flower vou send is that of the beautiful Veronica
Hulkeana, recently illustrated in The Garden. Wu arc

not certain if it is" now flowering at Wisley, but we tliink

it very probable. In any case" it flowers well in many
Surrey gardens, and we recently saw it in full flower

against a wall on a south slope in a garden at Ewburst.
lYom the flowering spray you send, we think the plant
must be doing well. It seldom makes luxuriant growth,
but it likes a sunny spot, and you might with advantage
remove some of the surrounding shrubs.

ENGLISH IRISES (A Lancashire Reader).—There are two
well-marked types of bulbous Irises—those known as

I. Xiphium or Spanish Irises, and I. xiphioides or En-hsh
Irises. The first named are the earliest to flower—early June
usually—and are characterised by quite small bulbs,

rather grassy foliage, sparsely produced, flower -stems
from li feet to 2^ feet higli, and shapely flowers embracing
white, pale and deep yellow, blue of several shades:, bronze,
&c. The English Irises have much larger, rougher-coa' ed
bulbs, sturdier stems, decidedly stronger, arching, pro-

nouncedly channelled foliage, bolder, broader-petalled
flowers, and a colour range largely in blue, purple, reddish
violet and shades akin, with not a few whose flowers are

splashed or marbled. These succeed the Spanish kinds
by about a fortnight ; hence both arc valuable. The
English Irises prefer a stiffer, moister soil than the Spanish,
the latter being the most popular in decoration. Then
there is a modern set of bulbous Irises called " Dutch
Irises," whicli, while earlier than either of the others

named and embracing a flue colour range, are likely to

take a leading place in the garden. These precede the
Spanish in flowering by ten days or so, the flowers, of a
glorified Spanish type, lieing very handsome. Early
autumn is the best time to plant them, when they are

best obtained in the dry state from tlie dealers in bulbs.

They are quite hardy, but generally are best if lifted each
year in July and cleaned and rested for two or three
months.

OBITUARY

THE GREENHOUSE.
BULBS ON THE STEMS OF FREESIAS (A. L.).—

The formation of bulbs on .tin- sti'rns of Freeslas is not
very unusual, as we have known of other varieties some-
times doing the same. If, liowever, your white one
invariably does so, it is certainly very much out of the
common. We cannot tiuite make out from your query if

this is so or not.

ANOPLOPHYTUM KRAMERI NOT FLOWERING
(A. de G.'V,).—This, which is by some authorities included
in the genus Tillandsia, and by others in Vriesia, is a native
of Brazil, and requires the teiiiperature of a warm house for

its successful culture. It should be potted in a comport
mainly consisting of fibrous peat, with a little sphagnum
moss and silver sand. Tlic pot in which it is planted must
be well drained. It needs to be freely watered, especially

during the growing season, but at all timc^ the soil must be
kept moist. Water will freqiuntly collect in the cup-like

centre of the plant formed by the vasiform-shaped leaves,

but it need not be emi)tied out except in the depth of
winter. The probable cause of your plant not floweriuL'

is that, being susptmded from the roof without anything
in which to root, it does not receive sufficient nourishment,
and is therefore too weak to bloom. In a si:ate of Nature
it is found most frequently as an epiphyte on the branches
of trees, in which case the roots run in the vegetable
debris collected in the forks and similar places. If you
treat your plant in a more liberal manner, as above advised,
it will, in all probability, gain strength and flower in due
course. It may also be successfully grown in a suspended
basket, in wliich case the same compost and treatment as

recommended for pot culture should be followed.

GEORGE WYTHES, V. M. H.

BY
the death of George Wythes, which

occurred recently at Folkestone, where

the funeral took place, we mourn the loss

of a well-known and highly-respected

British gardener. For many years his

energies were devoted to the upkeep of the historic

gardens at Syon House, where he carried out

many great improvements. He was very skilful

in management and in the raising of new vegetables,

and was an accomplished judge. Mr. Wythes

retired from the management of the gardens at

Syon House in the autumn of 1906.

At one time, when he enjoyed good health, he

was a regular contributor to these pages, and his

notes on vegetables, of which he was a recognised

authority, were greatly appreciated. He was also

part author of " Vegetable Growing Made Easy,"

an authoritative work published by Cottntry Life

MISCELLANEOUS.
MANURE FOR POTATOES (H. B. J/.).~-Wt^ arc glad

of the opportunity of hfipin*! you in a small way in the
Rood work yon arc propo.-iint; to do for the Rod Cross.
It will be an advanta;j:c if you can spare a little of the
manure you mention lo place at the bottom of the trenches
hefore planting begins; it ^\ilI help to give the Potatoes
a good start. ^ The following has 'been proved to be one
of the best special manures for Potatoes, and is recom-
mended by Dr. Tiriffiths : Superphosphate of lime, 71b. ;

nitrate of soda. 3.Ub. ; kainit, :J.Ub. JEix well together
and scatter half of it over the bottom of the rows
before planting. Scatter the second half on the surface
of the soil round the plants when they are about 5 inches
high and just before they are earthed rp. The above
Kjuantity is sufficient for a rod or perch of soil.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—£. H., Hereford.— 1, Iris pallida

;

il, I. tlavisrrns ; ;i, too much faded to recognise ; 4,

Boronieum planfagin<iiin : 5, D. ColumuEe ; 6, Armeria
maritima Laucheana ; 7, Veronica cinerea ; .8, T.imnanthes
DoULdasli : fl, garden Pink, probably Mrs. Sinkins ; 10,
Saxifraga granulala flore plena: 11, Cerastium Bieber-
steinii ; 12, Sa\ifraga eanaliculata. E. ilf. M. H —
Primula involucrata (Himalaya). H. 6'., Sussex.—
Keottia Nidus-avis (Bird's-nest Orchis). This is the
normal condition of the plant. E. E. T.—1, Cytisus
sessilifolius; 9, Ero'lium Manescavii.

and included in the Country Life Library. He was

the raiser of many Potatoes, including Syon

House, Prolific, English Beauty and Main Crop,

also Beans Progress and Early Favourite, and

the autumn Cabbage St. Martin. At one time he

had the management of the gardens at Alnwick

Castle as well as those at Syon House, and previously

he was gardener at Teddesley Park in Stafford-

shire. By perseverance and true devotion to

duly the deceased did an immense amoimt of

useful work, particularly in connection with the

improvement of kitchen garden crops. He was

a Victoria Medallist of Honour, a member of the

fruit and vegetable committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society, and for many years a

member of romniittee of the Gardeners' Rnya]

Benevolent Institution.

time, was compelled by illness to retire a short

time ago, and went to reside at Terraughtie

Cottage, on the estate. He was gardener tc Mr.

Herries Maxwell at Terraughtie before he succeeded

to Munches, and was so much esteemed by his

employer that he remained in charge during the

time the mansion was occupied by successive

tenants, who held him in equal esteem. Mr.

Scott was an able, all-round gardener, but took

special interest in florists' flowers, which he cul-

tivated with much success, and of whi' h he was

a highly competent judge. He took a warm interest

in local horticultural movements and was a member
of committee of several. He was much si ught

after as a judge at local and other flower shows.

In other circles Mr. Scott was highly respected for

his sterling character, and this was shown by the

large attendance at his funeral at Troqueer

Churchyard on May 30.

SOCIETIES

CHARLES SCOTT.
We regret to annotince the death, on May 26,

of Mr. Charles Srott, head gardener at Terraughtie,

Dumfries, in the en\ployment of Mr. W. J. Herries

Maxwell of Munches for a long series of years.

Mr. Scott, who had been in failing health for some

WAR HORTICULTURAL RELIEF FUND.

Mkkting at the Spe.\ker's House. "Westminster

Pai.ace.

In aid of the FundbeinK raised by the Ladies' Committee
on behalf of the horticulturists of Belgium, Northern
France, Serbia and Poland, Mrs. Loi\i:her most generously
offered to hold a meeting by invitation at the Speaker's
Hou^e, and undertook to make the necessary arrange-
nu'nts. The meeting was held on May 24 at 5.30 p.m.,
and was attended by such a large number of visitors that
it Avas necessary to hold an overflow meeting as well as
that wliiclt was originally arranged.
The Right Hon. Lewis" Hareourt kindly took the chair,

and in appealing on behalf of the object of the meeting
drew attention to the skill of the Belgians in horticulture

and to the indebtedness of British gardeners, both of the
liii'serit and of the past, to the horticultural enterprise

of Brlgium.
The President of the I.adies' Committee, Lady Northcote,

C.T., appealed on behalf of the Fund, and in the course

of her speech showed, by reference to Belgium, the high
degree of perfection which the horticulture of our Allies

had reached when war broke out. Each part of Belgium
spcciahses in some branch of horticulture, and the inter-

ruption of the trade, and the damage done to horticultural

>tocks and plant, is so widespread and grievous that
unless help is forthcoming when peace is restored, the
countryside will be faced with ruin. No help can be
given which is mo're likely to be productive than that
which enables the small cultivators to re-start their

industries at the earliest possible moment.
Sir Harry Veitch, V.M.H,. in supporting the appeal,

expressed tiie gratitude of the Council of the Royal
Horticultural Society to the Ladies' Committee and the

President, Lady Northcote. for the splendid ser\-iccs

which they were rendering in connection with the Royal
Horticultural Society's AVar Horticultural Rchef Fund.
He drew attention to the fact that the Council nf the
Royal Horticultural Society was by no means confining
itsencrcics to obtaining funds for the relief of horti-

culturists in the countries of our AUies. aiany months
ago. the Council, reahsing what a large scope exists for

growing vegetables and flowers in the groimds attached
to the hospitals and base camps in Flanders, entered
into communication with the Commanding Officers of

the hospitals and camps and olFered to supply them,
free of chartre, with tlie merssjuy seeds and plants. The
olfer was accepted entliusjastieally. and during thi^ last

few months many hundreds of consignments of vegetable

seeds, flower seeds, flowering shrubs, evergreen shrubs,

Roses, A'c., had been sent to over fifty of the largest

hospitals and base camps. He read communications
from the Commanding Officers showing how greatly

these gifts are appreciated and how much the seeds and
plants are doing to provide convalescent soldiers and
others with occupation, enabling the camps to obtain
adequate supplies of fresh vegetables and beautifying

what would otherwise have been barren and desolate

tracts of country. He ventured to think that with the
knowledge of these facts bi-fore them, the visitors at the
Speaker's House would be encouraged to contribute to

the full extent of their powers to the object for which the
meeting was called.

A vote of thanks to the chairman and speakers was
proposed by Fuld-Marshal Lord tirenfell. G.C.B.,

G.C.5T.G., who referred to his visit last autumn to the

Front. He found that the nfficers in cluirge of the c^amps

were most anxious to do something to improve the
grounds under their ehari'e, and accordingly the Council
of the Royal Ilori icultural Society issurd an appeal for

bulbs to the horticultural tradi'. As a result of that
appeal, upwards of a ton and a half of bulbs wore
despatched for planting in tlie hospital grounds in

Flanders.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK

THE Crop Reporters of the Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries, in reporting

on agricultural conditions in England

and Wales on June i, state that Potato

planting has been very late, and is not

yet completed in the North. Very little of the

main crop is as yet showing above ground, but

what is up appears to be satisfactory, and the

early kinds are looking well. Very little damage
from frost is reported. The area planted is some-

what below last year' s acreage—perhaps by nearly

5 per cent.

The Prevention of American Gooseberry
Mildew.—We direct the attention of readers

to Dr. Home's report on page 302 on the preven-

tion of the early summer outbreak of this disease.

The Wisley experiments have this year given most
striking results, which ought not to be overlooked.

The exhibit of sprayed and imsprayed Goose-

berries at the last meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society was most instructive in teaching

the great value of early spraying with the modified

form of Burgundy mixture recommended by Dr.

Home.
Employment of Soldiers on Agricultural

Work.—We are asked by the Secretary of the

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, 4, Whitehall
Place, to make the following announcement :

Farmers who desire to obtain the assistance of

soldiers for work on the land are reminded that

they should apply to the local Board of Trade
Labour Exchange (the address of which can
be obtained from any post office) for the necessary

application form. A soldier cannot be released

to work continuously on a farm, and not more
than four consecutive weeks' furlough will be given

to any one man. If a farmer lives in the neigh-

bourhood of a military station, there is no objec-
tion to his applying direct to the Commanding
Officer for the soldiers whom he requires at

short notice and for a period not exceeding six

working days.

Horticultural Club.—The members and friends

of the Horticultural Club will visit Friar Park,
Henley-on-Thames, on Thursday, June 22. The
party will leave Paddington at g.rs a.m., and
proceed to Marlow Station. A launch will be
waiting at Marlow to continue the journey to

Henley, where the President, Sir Frank Crisp,

Bart., will entertain the members at lunch.
An inspection of the gardens at Friar Park
will afterwards be made. Members who
may wish to get back to town early will

return to Paddington by train from Henley,
but the rest of the party will proceed by the
launch to Reading for the return journey to

Paddington.

Lily of the Valley Grown on Board H.M.S.
" Roxburgh."—^The accompanying illustration of

a bowl of Lily of the Valley is prepared from a

photograph taken on board H.M.S. Roxburgh and
sent to Robert Sydenham, Limited, Birmingham,

and the firm very kindly forwarded it on to us.

The photograph was accompanied by the following

note from Mr. George Wilson, dated May 11 :

" I thought you might like to see a photograph

I had taken on board this ship of the Lily of the

Valley crowns you sent us some months ago,

which I consider, having been grown in ray cabin,

to have been very successful. The crowns were

ordinary ones, I believe ; not retarded. The
Begonias are only just beginning to come up.

LILY OF THE VALLEY GROWN ON
H.M.S. "ROXBURGH."

Is this an unduly long time to take ? " There

is no need for our naval friend to grow impatient

with the Begonias, which are showing themselves

and doubtless growing nicely by this time. We
hope that he will be as successful with these as

he has been with the Lily of the Valley.

Rose Prince de Arenberg.—This variety,

long since discarded by many gardeners, made
its way to America two or three years ago, and

has, since come to the front as a great forcing

variety, which goes to show that one can never

safely write down a Rose as a wastrel. Some-

where on the earth there is a spot where certain

Roses prove supreme, and it is interesting to note

that many which prove useless here are great

favourites in America. George Arends, for

instance, a poor thing here, is a gem for Ameri-

can gardens, and many others are in a similar

category.

The Bog Bean (Menyanthes trifoliata).

—

Summer is generally near at hand before the

flowers of many of our water plants appear, and

one of the first to greet us is the Bog Bean.

Although one of our native plants, its beauty is

to be compared with many choice exotics. It

delights in the bog garden where it can send its

rhizomes into the soft mud. Its great trifoliate

leaves are pretty, but much more so is the spike

of white bearded flowers, every petal being covered

w'ith little hairs.

Indigofera australis.—This leguminous shrub

is very suitable for training on a balloon trellis,

or for training up the wall of a corridor. Grown
as it should be in a cool structure, it will yield

a plentiful supply of its rosy purple. Pea-like

flowers during the month of March or April. The
plant is not very particular as to soil, but turfy

loam with the addition of some good flaky leaf-

mould and sand suits it well. Care should be

taken that the wood is well ripened.

Pentapterygiura serpens.—This dwarf evergreen

shrub, hailing from the Himalayas, is well worth

a place in the conservatory, even in these days

when hard-wooded plants generally are taboo.

The shiny, deep green leaves are attractive at

all seasons, and the wax-like, tubular flowers, of

brightest red with green calyx, and freely borne

along the under side of the slender, recurving

branches, Solomon's Seal-like, remain in good

condition for a long time during spring. The
plants should be grown in peat.

"Those who Live in Glass Houses."—Seeing

our notice in a recent issue of The Garden
about the term " glass houses," a correspondent

writes to say that the origin of the saying has

nothing to do with greenhouses, as many might

easily think was the case, but that it arose out

of an episode in the reign of James I. Buckingham,

who had a large house in St. Martin's Fields which,

from the number of its windows, was called the
" Glass House," seems to have instigated certain

persons to break the windows of some of the

Scots who came to London with the King.

They, in turn, retaliated on the courtier, who
thereupon complained to James. " Steenie," he

said, " those who live in glass houses should be

careful how they throw stones."

Owing to the sliortage of paper, readers who liace not

J done so are asked to order The Garden to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers mil thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign, ^
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Epipactis latifolia.—In your issue of May 20,

page 240. you have an illustration of Epipactis

latifolia. I found a specimen of this in West
Somerset, three years ago, in a narrow comhe
on the south side of Dunkery Beacon. Is it often

found growing in England ? I could not find

out that anyone in the neighbotirhood had ever

seen or heard of it before.—H. H. P.

BouvERiE. [Epipactis latifolia,

otherwise known as the Broad-

leaved Helleborine, is fairly well

distributed all over the country,

Tisually growing in woods.

—

Ed.]

Solanum crispum Clothing a

House.—Mr. Avray Tipping in

his article on shrubs, in your
issue of June 3, does not mention
Solanum crispum as anything but

a good shrub for growing as

such, or on a wall or pergola. I

find it wonderful for clothing a

house, as here one planted in the

courtyard, in a south aspect, is,

after a little over a year and a
half, 20 feet or more high, and
has been one solid sheet of mauve
flowers since the first week in

May. It is now throwing out

such enormous shoots that it will

shortly, like the white one of which
I sent you a photograph in the

winter, reach the roof. The leaves

remain fresh and green all the

winter.—A. La T., The Old Hall,

Filkins, Oxon.

The "Daffodil Year Book."—
In the Prefatory Notice to the

1913 issue is the following: "The
President and Council have
spared no expense in the pro-

duction of this issue, and it now
remains to be seen whether the

Daffodil fraternity will support

the first attempt at a Year Book
devoted to their favourite flower

in such a manner as to make
an annual repetition of it

possible . . . they consider that

any
,
such publication devoted

to the interests of one particular

flower should come within reason-

able distance of proving self-

supporting." In Notice 32 on
page xciii. of the Journal of the

Royal Horticultural Society for

August, 1 91 4, appears the following statement
" The Year Book for 1913 is already sold out." Yet
the Rev. W. Wilks in his letter states " the Year
Book has never paid half its cost." Would an>
publisher expect any other if he fixed the price of

his books at less than 50 per cent, of the cost of

production ? Clearly the blame does not rest with
the " Daffodil fraternity," as the following table

will show :

Year. No. of pages. No. of plates. Price.

1913 •• 91 •• 17 •• IS. 6d.

1914 . . 140 . . 37 . . 2S. 5d.

1915 • 135 • . 33 •. 2S. 6d.

Agreeing that the piice of the 191 3 book should

have been 3s., " the President and Council of the

Royal Horticultural Society willingly consent to

repeat the experiment " of selling a book 50 per

cent, below the cost of production in the hope

that the book " should come within reasonable

distance of proving self-supporting." Taking the

cost per page as the same in each case, a simple

rule of three sum would have proved the " experi-

ment " a failure. I note that a Prefatory Notice

is absent from the volume for 1915.—^G. C,
Alverstokc.

I notice that in this year's Report of the

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, the
\

SOLANUM CRISPUM CLOTHING A HIGH WALL

society's " Daffodil Year Books " are specially

" commended to the notice of Fellows for their

practical information on all matters connected with

the Daffodil." And yet without, as I understand,

any previous communication with the society's

Narcissus committee—thereby affording an oppor-

ttmity for considering whether the present increased

cost of production might not be sufficiently met
by a temporary reduction of extent and, conse-

quently, cost of the Year Book—it is suddenly

announced by the Rev. W. Wilks that for the

current year the book is to be totally suppressed,

and this solely for financial reasons. As Mr.

C. l.tmesle Adams has pertinently suggested

in his letter, in common fairness all other sections

of horticulture involving also the increased cost

of printing, including, obviously, much of the

contents of the Journals of the society, already

hoveling on the edge of necessity, and sometimes
even of utility, should sufier similar treatment.

And how rich a field for saving is furnished by the

Orchid section of the Journals ! Examining
recent issues of the Journal, one is struck by the

enormously disproportionate amount of space

—

due doubtless, in a measure, to the extended
period of blooming of that flower, but always
calling for serious ciu-tailment-—accorded to the

Orchid, with nimierous illustra-

tions, costing more money than

mere printing, compared with

that devoted to the Daffodil

;

and yet for every single grower
of the Orchid there are through-

out the country probably 10,000-

growers of the Daffodil. Will the

Council accept and act upon this-

indication of a field where much
saving might be effected, and

especially in the matter of illus-

trations, which, under existing

conditions of financial stress,

might usefully be altogether

omitted ? Future issues of the

Journal will be regarded with

special interest in this connection.

.And on the question of finance it

would be interesting to know-

how many copies in each case were
printed, and how many now re-

main unsold, of the issues of the

Year Book for 1913, 1914 and

1 915 respectively. The Fellows

have the right to this information.

Will the Rev. W. Wilks kindly

supply it ? In my judgment the

Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society will be well advised to

reconsider the hasty and ill-judged

decision announced by its secre-

tary, and to seek, with the assist-

ance of its Narcissus committee,

some vid media, short at any rate

of total extinction, by which the

continuity of the publication may
be preserved, for, as the Daffodil

has no special society with its

own literature, as has the National

Rose Society, the Year Book
affords to the Daffodil community
the only nteans of intercommuni-

cation of ideas, and valuable

advice based on experience,

which are so necessary for the

advancement of the flower;

and I am sure that these com-

plaints will be echoed from Australia and New
Zealand. As it is a long time befoie the next

annual meeting of the society, it remains to urge

these points through the valuable medium of the

horticultural Press.—F.R.H.S.

Large versus Small Vegetables.— I cannot help

being amused at seeing that tlie controversy /

started in The Garden a year or more ago, re

large versus small vegetables for the house, is

still being hotly carried on between " Anne
Amateur " and others. I have taken no further

part in it. though I still maintain that large

vegetables for small houses and gardens are a

curse, not a blessing,'and the fact remains that one
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is uot always at liberty to choose small sorts, if

forced by hard times to buy " collections " instead

of shilling packets. In my own garden I gaze

sorrowfully at a row of Leeks, more fit to be a

hedge planted for protection from the wind than

a vegetable, which I certainly never chose nor

would ha\e grown of my own free will. They
are coarse, rank-tasting things, and spoil the

soup.

—

A.. La T.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Mecoifopsis simplicifolia Bailey's form.

—

A most glorious plant, well worthy of the high

of a Lily. These unique plants came from the

Edinburgh Botanic Garden. We should like to

know much more about the last named, and
probably Professor Bayley Balfour will kindly

send us the information we seek for the benefit

of our readers.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Odontoglossum Gatton Prince.—A very hand-

some chestnut-blotched variety chequered with

white and faintly bordered with the same colour.

From Sir Jeremiah Colihan, Bart., Gatton Paik.

Wilsonara insignis (Oncidioda Charlesworthii

X Odontoglossum illustrissimum). —• A most
remarkable trigeneric hybrid and the first of its

race, having in its veins the blood of Cochlioda,

Oncidium and Odontoglossum. The general flower

Iris laevigata.—The true Japanese species

so often confused with L Ka^rapferi, from which,

both in foliage and flower, it is quite distinct.

Of graceful habit and free flowering, the dominant
colour tone is deep violet blue, the clear white,

spear-shaped mark upon the upper portion of

the falls rendering it quite distinct. Plants of

this rare species, we are informed, are to be included

in the Royal Horticultural Society's Red Cross

Sale. E.xhibited by Mr. W. Christie-Miller, Sonning.

Rhododendron Donald Waterer.—The colour

is rosy white, freckled with yellow. A very

handsome variety.

Rhododendron Duchess .of Teck.—This is

lovely rose pink in colour, with yellow markings

at the base of the petals.

Monocharis pardanthina, a Liliaceous plant

from China. First-class Certificate.

award accorded to it. From a rosette of greenish,

lance-shaped leaves the scape rises to i8 inches

or so high, bearing at its summit a solitary saucer-

formed flower, 3 inches or more across, of a blue

tone so exquisite that all else in the genus of

this shade pales before it. The fine tuft of golden

anthers more strongly emphasises the beauty of

the flower. Other flower scapes and buds were

showing from the base of the plant.

Monocharis pardanthina.—A quite unique

plant, the pendent, saucer-formed flowers approxi-

mating in form to those of a shapely Lenten Rose,

though of greater substance. The flowers exter-

nally are coloured rosy purple ; internally they are

of rosy pink and freckled with crimson. The

8-inch-high stem was very suggestive of the growth

.'d.'A .'i\>i
'

THREE RARE AND INTERESTING PLANTS.

Iris Icevigata offered for the Red Cross Sale.

Award of Merit.

Meconopsis simplicifolia Bailey's

form. First-class Certificate.

effect is that of a starry-shaped Odontioda, the

flowers opening a reddish crimson and later

toning down to ruby red. The Oncidium influence

is not apparent in the hybrid ; the pseudo-bulbs

and growth approximate to Odontoglossum.

From Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's
Heath.

Iris Rembrandt.—This is one of the new
Dutch bulbous Irises, and probably the finest

of its set, being bold and handsome in all its peurts

and of good colour withal. The broadly ovate

falls are light striated blue, upon which rests a
great blotch of richest orange yellow. The
standards are of clear violet blue colour. A most
effective plant. Shown by Messrs. Dobbie and
Co., Edinburgh.

Rhododendron Diphole Pink.—This is of full

rose pink tone, a very handsome variety with

splendid truss. ' All are characteristised by free

flowering. Shown by Messrs. Waterer, Sons and

Crisp, Bagshot.

The foregoing novelties were exhibited before

the Royal Horticultural Society on June 6, when
the awards were made.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
June 20.—Royal Horticultural Society's Meeting

at Vincent Square, Westminster, S.W.

June 21.—Croydon Flower Show in the Park

Hill Recreation Ground.

June 22.—Royal Jersey Horticultural Society's

Show.
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YOUNG H EAT H
GARDEN

By Gertrude Jek\'ll.
^

IT
is not yet three years since the ground was

cleared, and already the Heath garden

has a look of young maturity. Its site

was a woody place with a thin sprink-

ling of Oaks ; the soil is sandy, and there

is a natural undergrowth of Heath, Bracken

and Whortleberry. The space cleared of trees

measures about 300 . feet one way by 200 feet

the other. All around is the natural woodland

of Birch, Oak, Holly, Juniper and Spanish

Chestnut. The part where the Heaths were to

he planted was cleared of all other roots and

dug over—not trenched ; trenching would have

next. The general form of the groups is that of

longish drifts following each other in a quite

uneven succession, varied by thicker or thinner

patches, and here and there entirely broken by

the projecting promontories of natural Heath

and Whortleberry. Near the front are rather

extensive patches of the beautiful white variety

of Menziesia, the Irish Heath, followed by the

rather rare native E. ciliaris and its Portuguese

congener, E. maweana.

E. ciliaris is one of the best of Heaths,

with its large pink bells and downy foliage

with ciliated edges, and has the further advan-

tage of a long succession of summer blooms. It

is so good that it is remarkable that it should

be so generally neglected in gardens. Also in

front are the varieties of E. ciuerea, pale pink

and white—the white very good. These are

followed by the Bell Heather or Cross-leaved

Heath, E. Tetralix, in Nature growing preferablybrought pure sand to the top, whereas plain

digging kept the thin skin of peaty soil within
j

in wettish ground, though fairly contented in

root reach, and provided depth enough for the ! dry. These are backed by a good planting of

leeds of the Heaths. In some places, tongues I the Cornish Heath (E. vagans) in three varieties

or promontories of the natural growth were left ; 1 that will form thick, bushy masses z feet high,

they are of long shape, running down obliquely 1 At the further end of the Heath garden are

with the line of the path. Their \alue is apparent
:
several of the many varieties of Calluna, of which

in that they so well connect the wild ground with the tall whites, Hammondi and Searlei, are of

the planted that no line of junction can be seen, special beauty.

the planted Heaths having the appearance of
|

When the Heaths were placed, the ground was

being there naturally. by no means covered with the nursery plants,

A careful selection of cultivated kinds was
j

but, e.xcept for some spaces left for other suitable

made, of not too many varieties. For winter
I
growths, it was more or less filled with young

bloom there is Erica camea and E. hybrida,
[

plants of the three wild Heaths common in the

and near them the tall lusitanica and arborea

and the fine hybrid Veitchii with the rather

tall growing E. stricta. The carneas are planted

so that they will shortly form a continuous

mass ; the others are in informal groups, one

district. Places in the neighbouring widespread

heathy wastes, where four years before there

had been a great Heath fire, were newly covered

with a prosperous growth of young plants, and

by the permission of a friendly Lord of the Manor

group thinning out at the edges to join in to the 1 we could collect what we might want. In this

way delightful young tufts of

,
E. cinerea, E. Tetralix and Calluna

could be had, and were filled

in between the nursery plants.

There are some wild tilings com-

mon to heath land that we thought

it desirable to add. These are

the Wood Sage (Teucrium Scoro-

donia), with small Sage-like

leaves and spikes of Mignonette-

coloured bloom ; Harebells, and

the very pretty blue Sheep's-bit

Scabious (Jasione montana). These

give just such points of interest

as constantly arrest attention

and compel admiration when
passing over the natural wastes.

For the rest, any remaining

spaces of ground are toned down
into harmony with the whole by

a short, furry growth of moss.

The paths are covering them-

selves with seedling Heaths and

Thyme and the natural peat-

loving grass Aiia. flexuosa, whose

tufts of hair-like foliage soon tread

down into a short, close turf.

THE BEAUTIFUL WHITE HIPPEASTRUM FROM NORTH
MYMMS PARK, OFFERED FOR THE RED CROSS SALE.

HIPPEASTRUM
S N O W D O N

A VERY fine vase of this unique pure

white Amaryllid was sent by Mrs.

Burns. North Mymms Park, Hat-

field, to the last meeting of the Royal

THE RARE PRIMULA NIPPONICA FROM JAPAN.
Now flowerhtg for the first time in this country.

Horticultural Society, when it was deservedly

awarded a silver Banksian medal. The variety

received a first-class certificate in April, 1904,

and is without equal to-day. We refer to it

again with pleasure, as the raiser has generously

offered eight bulbs of it as a contribution

to the forthcoming Royal Horticultural Society's

Red Cross Sale of plants. So unique a plant

will doubtless be eagerly sought after.

For a long time a good white Hippeastrum had

been the dream of hybridisers, and it was only

after persistent cross-breeding that Mr. C. R,

Fielder, then gardener to Mrs. Burns, North

MjTums Park, Hatfield, managed to secure this

end. Snowdon was the first to make its appear-

ance, and many will recall the great interest it

created when it was brought before the Royal

Horticultural Society in the spring of 1904. Apart

from its colom', the flowers have a refined appear-

ance and good form that are often lacking in blooms

of large size.

PRIMULA NIPPONICA
This is a Japanese Primula which, so far as I

know, has never before been illustrated, and as

I have at the present time several plants in flower, I

thought it might interest some of your readers

to give a simple description of this Primula,

which Miss Amy Cameron has kindly photographed.

P. nipponica is farinose and glabrous ; leaves

spathnlate with a broad petiole, anterior margin

serrate-dentate, r inch to r J inches long, a quarter

of an inch to half an inch broad. The scape rises

well above the leaves, and bears an umbel of from

one to five piu-e white flowers. The bracts are

awl-shaped, calyx campanulate, lobes bifid lanceo-

late, acute ; corolla lobes heart-shaped, deeply

emarginate or bifid.

Morclands, Dun~, N.B. John Macwatt.
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NOTES FROM THE RIVIERA
By Edward H. Woodall.

IN
an old-fashioned Italian garden, once the

pride of its owner, there is a raised semi-

circular water basin and tiny fountain

against a retaining terrace wall that enchanted

me so thoroughly the other day that I will

try to put it on paper. The semi-circular basin

set in the wall is filled with the blue Nymphaa
scutum, the hardiest of blue Water Lilies, which

is now in full flower. At its feet, on either side,

is a huge mass or bush of the brilliant Strelitzia

Reginae bristling with its spikes of bird-like flowers

in orange and blue. The wall behind, of con-

siderable height, is hung with Thunbergia lauri-

folia, which is so happy in a moist and sheltered

place. Owing to the moist and favourable season,

its luxuriant panicles of blue grey or lavender

blooms are hanging in profusion from the wall,

clothed with its handsome foliage. I never saw

spring-flowering plants and shrubs. PImnbago

capensis is also another old-fashioned shrub just

coming into good bloom that is very useful for

toning down the aggressive and hot colouring of

the Zonal Pelargoniums which so revel in the clear

air and hot sunshine of early June.

I am strangely reminded of the well-known

Asphodelus ramosus, so common on some parts

of this coast, by the long-stemmed sheaves of

blossom of a small-flowered and branching white

Ixia which is grown near Ventimiglia for the

market. Never having seen it in England, or

in any garden in this part, it has greatly surprised

me by its decorative beauty. Its long-stemmed

sprays of blossom are over a yard long, and the

individual blooms are so small and so dainty

that, as I say, it recalls the Asphodels rather than

the Ixias. With the early blooming Gladioli now

To see Lilium candidimi, the Madonna Lily,

growing apparently wild on rocky knolls in the

partial shade of the Olive trees is a sight that de-

serves recording. Beautiful as these Lilies are in

the garden, they are still more exquisite when shoot-

ing up tall and strong among lentisk or other

scrub growth. The size of the petals and the purity

of the white blooms must be seen to be ftilly

appreciated. It is to be noticed they are always

growing in partial shade on dry limestone, rocky

soils, and evidently prefer the severest drought

to anything like a moist soil or atmosphere. No
wonder they so often suffer from the Botrytis

fungus in Northern lands where dews are heavy

and sunshine scarce, more especially in wet

seasons

!

That rather weird and uncanny shrub,

Feijoa Sellowiana, is now showing quantities of

its curiously bicolor flowers bristling with red

stamens tipped with black, and with a pistil that

is as stiff and as hard as any pig's bristle. The

first day the flower opens, the petals are a rich

deep red, very much like a big Myrtle blossom

that has gone red in the face ; but by the third

LILIUM CANDIDUM IN A SOUTHERN GARDEN.

the blooms finer than they now are, as there was

no cold to check them in winter, and both the

size and the colouring of the flowers struck me
as being finer and brighter than in autumn, when
it is usually at its best, as it is often cut down in

spring and not allowed to flower so early. There

could hardly be a more charming combination

of beauty, form, and of colouring for a raised

tank in airy and warm Northern greenhouses,

and would last for a long time in beauty.

The eye at this time of year is so fatigued

by the enorm.ous masses of pink Ivy-leaved

Pelargonium which hang in such profusion from

every balustrade or garden wall that the soft

lavender blues and restful greens of the Thunbergia

are particularly welcome. It is hardly an exag-

geration to say the effect is as if miles of hot pink

blankets were hung out to air in the sunshine !

The bushes of white Lantana are also very welcome

and beautiful when seen growing near ; it is not

a common shrub in modern smart gardens,

where everything is sacrificed for the sake of

so abundant, the big " gerbes," offered for almost

nothing in the market these hot mornings, give

a beautiful effect in the house now that Roses

and Carnations are at an end. Other Ixias have

been over for so long, and all others are compara-

tively so small in growth and stature, that I shall

hope some day to come across this plant in a

growing state ; it is so very different from the

florists' type.

The hillsides are now a mass of the Spanish

Broom (Spartiura junceura), and starring the

ground underneath on rocky and dry hillsides

Aphyllanthes monspeliensis makes an ideal

ground covering with its dainty little blue stars.

Both plants are almost impossible to transplant,

except in a very young stage ; but where a good

mass of Aphyllanthes can be planted on a dry

bank, ba?ked by a few bushes of Spartium junceum,

an effect will be obtained that is worth an effort,

especially to those who suffer from too much
Arabis or Saxifrage of sorts and sigh for something

unlike their neighbours.

day the petals have curled in on themselves till

you only see the pale flesh colour of the backs of

the petals, so the old flowers are pale pink and
the newly opened ones are a rich red. As a fruit

the flavour is delicious—like a highly flavoured

Custard Apple ; but though it sets abundantly

each year, the fruit drops off so persistently in

August that it is rarely seen in perfect maturity.

It is a native of Brazil, and belongs to the Myrtle

family. In England it is seldom seen except

as a greenhouse subject. However, it has been

grown in the Southern English counties against a
wall, and in view of the fact that other Brazilian

plants are successful in English gardens, it would
be interesting to know how this shrub fares.

I fancy it needs much moisture and liquid manure
in August when the weather is warm, but if the

temperatiu'e is rather below the average at that

season, the check causes all the fruit to drop off,

so that it can only be considered as a curiosity

on this coast when, by happy chance, an odd
fruit or two does come to perfection.
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TULIPS IN THE MOUNTON HOUSE GARDEN
By H. Avray Tipping, M.A., F.S.A.

THE REV. J. JACOB ushered in his

" Tulip Notes " in the issue of June 3

with the heading " This Abominable
Season,*' and spoke despairingly of the

prevalence of " fungus-eaten leaves and
spotted flowers." He has all my sympath}',

but I cannot myself join the chorus of wailing.

1 will not say that we have been entirely

immune from diseased foliage and spotted

blooms, but these have been very much the

exception to a golden rule, and the gardens

here had a better display of Tulips than

in the previous years of their short existence.

of the upper gardens at Mounton House did not

suit Tulips, and yet was all that could at first be

given to them. So in 1914 there was a poor show
wherever new ones had not been put in. Mean-
while, however, the work of lightening and enriching

the soil had been undertaken, and the west garden

laid out after the last wing of the house was com-
pleted at the end of 191 3. That and the pergola

garden, both of which are now illustrated, have

their parterre of beds set with Tulips and an
undergrowth of Violas, principally Maggie Mott

and Royal Scot. Whether they were bulbs put

in in 1914 and left, or whether they were new ones

m>.M
Zr'
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IN THE WEST GARDEN AT MOUNTON HOUSE.

The builders occupied — and how sordid an

occupancy is theirs !—the ground round the house

until the autumn of 1912, and it was only then

that work on the formal gardens could begin.

Mountains of rubbish had to be carted away,

possible soil brought, levels taken, flags laid,

beds and borders formed all in a hiurry. Yet, so

far as Tulips were concerned, the show of them
in the pergola garden the following spring was

very creditable. The well-worked soil at Mathern

Palace, where I had grown Tulips for years and

with results that have been illustrated in The
Garden, had accustomed me to leave bulbs where

they were, bed over them for the summer, and ex-

pect good results the next spring. The fact that

some bulbs fail while othersmultiplygives a natural-

ness to the effect which I much prefer to the even

spacing that is apt to occiu' with yearly planting.

But the rather heavy and none too good
soil of the arable field which was the origin

planted last autruun, all the Tulips have this year

done equally well. The object is to have a show
in May, and therefore only late Tulips are used

in these sections of the grounds. The site being

high and open, stiff stems are desirable, and chief

reliance is placed on the Darwin group. Some
thousands being needed and cost an object, the

best of the older varieties are selected, but among
them Clara Butt, now supplied at 40s. per thousand,

is now happily included. There is no better pink,

but Laurentia and Baronne de la Tonnaye are

also used for this coloiu'ing, while the light silvery

rose of Margaret combines well with them. For

full reds Orion and Princess Juliana, Talc van

Poortvliet and Ripperda are a good selection.

The latter attained the height of 2 feet q inches

here this May, and yet stood erect in a rather

windy place. Rev. H. Ewbank is perhaps the

best lilac, Mendelssohn being rather hot in tone

and Lantern almost too pale. Maroons, purples

and other very dark varieties I leave alone, except

for a few in a shady shrubbery, for the midday
Sim scorches them the very day they expand,

so that they look as if a lighted match had been

run round their edges.

If Darwins hold the first place among May
Tulips, they have to share the ground with worthy
competitors. Their cup-like form and even edge

are excellent, but so also are the longer petals

and recmrving tips of other families. Gesneriana

spathulata is a splendid Tulip and carries its big

crimson scarlet blooms sturdily. So does its cousin

lutea, which should not be omitted from the yellow

section, well filled as that is. For a full yellow Mrs.

Moon cannot be beaten, while the paler Solfatare

and still paler Vitellina are admirable in form and

tone. Some of the yellows are the latest of

Tulips, Miss Wilhuott and Parisian Yellow ending

the season with me. True, Isabella—known also

as Shandon Bells—is almost outstay-

ing them, but that is because she fills

a shady bed, and the burning sun that

has held sway so often while the late

Tulips have been blooming this year

greatly shortens their season. Isabella,

like the rather earlier Golden Crown,

is one of those Tulips which change

colour most completely during the

days of inflorescence ; the latter has

yellow buds, along the'edge of which

a slight crimson feathering appears as

the flower forms. That increases and

runs down the petals till the yellow

is almost banished when the petals

fall. Isabella has a pale, almost

cream yellow bud, on which splashes

of cerise soon appear and gradually

dominate the bloom. The earlier

phase made the bed interesting as

early as May 13, and now (June 3),

tliree weeks later, the blooms are

still fresh and shapely.

I must certainly develop the use

of north borders for late Tulips and
thus prolong the period of enjoyment

^3 which began with Kaufmanniana
^ expanding in March, followed by

Clusiana and prajstans. Such types

j
I set in the rock garden, and many

J

varieties I use to brighten border,

i slurubbery and even woodland. The
^ various species and their endless

garden hybrids give such variety of

colour and form as well as length of

season that a general use produces no
sensation of weariness and siurfeit. It is, however,

for parterres and formal beds that the Tulip is

most apt. Yet, even-so placed, avoid planting with

a 2-foot rule. The effect of little groups and slight

gaps, if not over-done, is more satisfactory, for

flowers should never look like chessmen set out in

preliminary array. That is why—apart from the

saving of labour and new bulbs—I cling to the

system of leaving the bulbs in the ground. But

in that case some under work is needed, and, as

already suggested, nothing surpasses Violas for

this use. When they do well they continue

blooming the whole summer and live into another

year. So that when the Tulips are over and can

be cut down, Snapdragons—pretty much in the

same colom" scheme as the Tulips—can be intro-

duced among the Violas. A well-chosen contrast

rather than a sameness of hue between Tulip and

Viola appeals to me ; such combination, for

instance, as Clara Butt with the pale pinky

~*^'
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lavender Mrs. Pat, the lavender Rev. H. Ewbank
with the pale yellow Ardwell Gem, and the pale

3'ellow Solfatare with the lavender Maggie Mott.

White Queen, on the other hand, is the Darwin

Tulip I should select to rise out of a rich bed of

Royal Scot Viola, while Swan would be a good

white background for rich red Tulips such as

Ripperda or Orion.

The popularity of the Tulip will surely increase

and endure, so that its successful propagation

and market production in those districts of England

and Ireland that suit it as well as does Holland

is greatly to be welcomed and should become

—

indeed, almost is already—a crop of national

.importance.

CLIFTON DOWN:
R ET ROS P EOT

By H. Stuart Thompson, F.L.S.

A LTHOUGH as a suburb Clifton cannot

/\ rank with Edgbaston and perhaps one

/ % or two other suburbs in the matter

^~'^\ of fine roads and large gardens, it is

* * certainly unique in its beautiful Downs
4ind magnificent Avon gorge. Whatever Clifton

iacks as an older suburb in regard to artificial

splendour is more than compensated for by its

superb natural surroundings.

Apart from the grandeur of the stiipendous

limestone cliffs, the windswept expanse of Clifton

and Durdham Downs bedecked with Hawthorns,

and the beautiful wooded slopes on both sides

of the Avon, spanned by the famous suspension

bridge of Brunei ; the flora of the immediate neigh-

bourhood of Bristol is one of extreme interest

and variety, as every botanist knows. So rich

in rarities is Bristol that probably "no district

in England has been visited so frequently or by
so many botanists during the past three and a half

centuries. Not a few uncommon British plants

were first recorded here, as can be seen in " First

Records of British Flowering Plants," by W. A.

Clarke.

In all probability the natural beauty of Bristol's

surroundings was as much appreciated in the

Middle Ages as it is to-day, and, as Mr. J. W.
White says in his admirable " Flora of Bristol

"

(rgia), " We find indeed that the primitive British

herbalists, with successive writers of eminence

in later years, and scientific men from other

lands on their visits to this country—^in fact,

nearly every botanist of note from the foundation

of the British Flora down to the present time

—

all made the pilgrimage to Bristol as to a botani-

cal Mecca, attracted by the fame of her scenic

loveliness and the rarity of her limestone

plants."

The earliest original botanical work produced

in this country was Turner's Herbal, published

in 1551. William Turner, Doctor of Physick,

was for some time resident in Bristol before he

became Dean of Wells. The majority of the

238 native flowering plants first described by

Turner are common species, but he tells us that

twelve of the rarer ones were collected near Bristol

and Bath. The local plants included Linum
angustifolium, Sinapis alba, Prunus insititia,

Smyrnium, Trinia, Colchicum and Blechnum
boreale. Of Trinia he said : "I found a root of

it at Saynt Vincentis rock a little from Bristow."

Trinia still grows on these famous rocks and on

the broken limestone ground nearer the " Sea
Walls." The district of the Bristol coalfields,

based upon William Sanders' geological map,
includes all the British stations for this rare plant

except the one at Berry Head in Devon. Apart

from Turner, it is associated with Bristol also by
Lobelius (rg7o), Gerard, Johnson, Parkinson

(1640) and Sir Joseph Banks.

In rsSr Lobelius was accompanied to Bristol

by the celebrated Clusius, who was then making
a long stay in England. This we learn from
Professor Ed. Morren in " Charles de I'Escluse,

sa Vie et ses CEuvres, r526—1609" (Liege, 1875).

IN THE PERGOLA GARDEN AT MOUNTON HOUSE.
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The first account of a botanical excursion ever

printed in England was Thomas Johnson's " Iter

plantarum investigatione a decern sociis in agrum

Cantianum " (r629). Johnson was a Yorkshire-

man, who became a London apothecary, and

later, M.D. of Oxford. He edited and largely

rewrote a new edition of Gerard's Herbal, and

added to it 800 new plants and 700 figures. His

botanical visit to Bristol is described in the

" Mercurius Botanicus," which, together with a

tract on Bath and its hot springs, was published

in r634. In that work he also records a list of

ri7 plants obser\-ed in July in the garden of

George Gibbs at Bath. In Johnson's " Catalogus

Plantarum" 8r6 names of plants are re:orded,

many of the early flowering ones having probably

been noticed during his two months' stay at Bath.

Most of the limestone rarities of Bristol are also

recorded. Johnson noted in his various publi-

cations, including his edition of Gerard's Herbal,

about 170 flowering plants not hitherto published

as British. Among these are some first observed

at Bristol and Bath, such as Cardamine impatiens,

Arabis hirsuta. Geranium sanguineum, Hippo-

crepis coniosa, Vicia sylvatica, Veronica hybrida

and Ornithogalum pyrenaicum. Fortunately, these

still exist in the same localities.

Mr. White, whose knowledge of the Bristol

flora is greater than that of any man who ever

lived, agrees with Ray, who lived a generation

later than Johnson, that this otherwise careful

observer was probably mistaken in recording

Arabis stricta (the Bristol Rock Cress) from Bath,

and that A. hirsuta may have been taken for it.

Arabis stricta of Hudson (A. scabra of Allioni)

grows on the limestone rocks and broken ground

and turf on both sides of the River Avon, and also

about a limestone quarry in Gloucestershire

half way between Clifton and the Severn Sea.

Before 1894, when specimens were forthcoming

from Radnorshire, this plant was not known
elsewhere in these islands. I have seen it

very rarely in Switzerland and South-Eastern

France, and it is recorded from Spain. On the

Saleve, near Geneva, it can be seen in places very

similar to those at Clifton on the carboniferous

limestone. Like many plants peculiar to a certain

rock in Nature, A. stricta will grow on other soils

in cultivation. It is, however, a difiioilt plant to

grow in gardens. The radical rosettes of hispid,

shining leaves are evergreen, the flowering stems

are produced annually', and the ordinary limit of

age is probably four or five years. However,
Mrs. Gregory, when living at Weston-super-Mare,

succeeded in keeping a specimen alive twelve

years.

John Ray (1627—1705) visited the Bristol

district several times, and in his " Synopsis

"

are several of the rarer Bristol plants which had

escaped the notice of the earlier botanists. He
discovered Erodium moschatum at Clifton, Vicia

hybrida on Glastonbury Tor, and Euphorbia

platyphyllos near Keynsham ; while Arabis stricta,

Hutchinsia petrjea, Helianthemum polifolium (on

Brean Down), Allium Ampeloprasum and the

Cheddar Pink were reported to him by others.

Ray was the first to notice Scilla autumnalis on

St. Vincent's Rocks, where it was seen afterwards

by Banks, Lightfoot, Hudson, Withering and Smith,

but where now it is extremely scarce.

Ray's keen observation can be well illustrated

by his acciurate description of the rooting habit of

the barren stems of Lithospermum purpureo-

c^ruleum, which he had seen in Somerset, *' not

far from Taunton." This was probably on one

of the oolitic hills just south of the area on Mendip
which forms the centre of distribution in England

of this rare and beautiful plant. This remarkable

feature in a Boraginaceous plant remained un-

noticed by authors until J. W. White published his

interesting paper thereon two centuries later, in

the Journal of Botany (r884), page 74.

Of Dillenius, Hudson, Withering, Banks,

Curtis, Sole and more recent botanists and their

connection with Bristol botany I have not

space in this short article to make further reference.

Those who desire to do so will get a fascinating

and detailed account in the " History of Bristol

Botany," which forms so interesting a chapter

in Mr. White's " Bristol Flora."

Since reviewing that work the present writer has

had ample opportunity of using it and of testifying

to its great worth, and he would like further to bear

witness not only to its excellence and thoroughness,,

but to the numerous illuminating notes it con-

tains. Many of these notes have a very human
interest, and sometimes reflect in the most charming
manner the nature of the man who wrote them.

It stands to reason that I am indebted to the

historian of "Bristol Botany" for much of the

matter now mentioned.

RHODODENDRON LODERI AT LEONARDSLEE, HORSHAM.

RHODODENDRON LODERI

WE owe this beautiful hybrid to

a doubt felt by Sir Edmund Lodei;

as to the parentage of Rhodo-

dendron kewense, raised at Kew
many years ago from R. Grifiithi-

anum and R. Hookeri, the latter being a small-

leaved, close-headed species with bright crimson

flowers. The cross was made by the late William

Binder at the suggestion of the late Mr. J. H.

Mangles, who was among the Rhododendron

cult what the Rev. G. H. Engleheart is among
Daffodil fanciers—a breeder of champions. So

Sir Edmund mated R. Fortunei with R. Griflithi-

anum, and from them he obtained a hybrid of superb

quality like, yet unlike, R. kewense. I saw a

number of plants of it in flower at Leonardsleee

in June, 1911, and gave it a name, at the same
time expressing the opinion that it was the loveliest

of all the Griffithianum crosses (one wants to write

Aucklandii every time), and after five years I

am certain I was right.

Sir Edmund gave a plant of his hybrid to Kew,

which'Svas in flower a few weeks

ago, when the photograph reproduced

on page 301 was taken. This is not

one of the best of the Loderi batch,

among which there was variety in

size and in colour, some having

ivory white flowers 6 inches across,

others being rose coloured, crimson

in the bud stage. They all showed

six or seven segments in the corolla,

and they were all as fragrant as both

the parents.

So far as I know. Sir Edmimd's

plants have not yet got into the

nurserymen's hands, but I was

delighted to see in Mr. GiU's nursery

at Falmouth last year a batch of

seedlings of the same cross, raised

by Mr. Gill in ignorance of what

had been done at Leonardslee, and

some of these have flowered true

R. Loderi.

R. Fortunei, a Chinese species-

introduced in 1859, is quite hardy

in most parts of the British Isles.

In my opinion tlie plant called R.

decorum is only a form of this. R.

Griffithianum is too tender to grow

happily outdoors except in the

most favoiu'ed parts, such as South

Cornwall. It is, however, a parent

of many first-rate garden hybrids.
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and in this respect is by far the most important

of all the Himalayan species, except R. arboreum,

which is not exclusively Himalayan. W. W.
[For the illustration of Rhododendron Loderi

growing at Leonardslee we are indebted to Sir

Edmund G. Loder, who also sends the following

note concerning the size and remarkable freedom

with which the flowers of this beautiful hybrid

are produced :
*' I have lately measiured a bloom

6| inches in diameter, and I have also counted

thirteen blooms in a truss. Two years ago 1

counted fourteen in a truss, none of the blooms

less than si inches to 6i inches in diameter.

Leaves of 12 inches in length have been formed,

and leaves of 10 inches can commonly be found

on a healthy plant."

—

Ed.]

CHOICE DAFFODILS AT
BRODIE CASTLE, NAIRN

FOR the past three years I have had the

privilege of visiting the gardens at

Brodie Castle, where the Brodie of

Brodie has an unrivalled collection

of Daffodils. No doubt many readers

of The Garden are aware that he is a skilful

Daffodil hybridist. Many of his flowers have

been honoured by awards of merit from the Royal

Horticultural and the Midland Daffodil Societies.

Some of his latest successes are Cairngorm, Morven
and Mozart. He is now serving his King and
country, like thousands of others who follow

Adam's profession, and who are out to destroy
" Kultur " instead of staying at home to keep

alive the peaceful cult of the gardener.

In spite of this late and unpropitious season

and the vagaries of our very uncertain Scottish

climate, the Daffodils were a blaze of beauty
at the date of my visit (May ir). Three days
previous they had borne the brunt of thirty-six

hours' continuous rain, mixed at intervals with

snow, hail and sleet, in addition to a blustering

wind from the north-east.

Wliite trumpets were represented by White
Emperor, Mrs. E. H. Krelage, White Maximus,
Florence Pearson, Mrs. R. Sydenham, Ailsa,

Potent and White Knight, in addition to many
excellent seedlings not yet in commerce. As
regards refinement and purity of colour, White
Emperor is far superior to Mrs. E. H. Krelage.

The latter is very free flowering. When first seen

in 1914 the bulb threw two flowers ; in 1915
there were five ; and this year there are seven

of medium size and with stiff, erect stems.

The soil evidently suits King Alfred, as it was
in the pink of condition. Of even stronger growth

was Ben Avon, a Brodie Castle seedling raised

from King Alfred and Glory of Noordwijk. ' The
bloom is of perfect form, combined with great

substance, and golden yellow in colour. Some of

King Alfred's seedlings had foliage as broad

as well-grown Leeks. The finest bicolor trumpet

was Conqueror. It has a stiff habit and is well

proportioned. The same may be said of Morven,

for which the Brodie received an award of merit

in I9r4. It was the result of a cross between

Victoria and Mme. de Graaff. The perianth is

creamy white, and the trumpet pale primrose.

The flowers in the incomparabilis section were

especially fine. Croesus was of large size and
great substance. Helios was nearly over. Morn-

ing Glory (Brodie, 1913) is a fine pure yellow of

A NEARER VIEW OF THE TRUSSES OF RHODODENDRON LODERI.

King Alfred colouring. Other good blooms were

Queen of Hearts, Macebearer, Pedestal, Whitewell,

and Bernardino, which, without doubt, is one of

the finest Daffodils ever raised. There was a

large break of this sterling variety. Blooms with

red eyes were gorgeous in their colouring, such as

Jasper, Cossack, Firetail, Challenger, Dorothy
and Miss Willmott. Mozart, for which the Brodie

received an a\\5ard of merit last year, is a fine

shallow-cupped flower. The perianth is of a

pleasing shade of primrose. The cup is widely

expanded, and has a deep yellow centre with a

red-edged margin. It is a remarkably good

grower and very free flowering, eleven blooms
being noted on one plant.

The elite of the Leedsii were to be seen nodding
to one another in the gentle breeze. Emerald
Eye, Empire, Hypatia, The Fawn, Ivorine, Loch
Fyne (Brodie), Mrs. W. O. Wol^eley and Moon-
beam were all blooming well.

The Poeticus section included Hildegarde,

Kestrel, Kingsley, Nightingale and Socrates,

the latter being especially well coloured.

Seedlings were in all stages of development,

from the Rush-like foliage of the first year to plants

seven years old. It would require the Rev.

Joseph Jacob's facile pen to describe the word-

pictures of the flowers and his keen acumen to

" spot" the winners ; but I made a note of the fol-

lowing blooms, which seemed to me to approach

perfection. The gem of all was the result of a

cross between Bernardino and Will Scarlett.

The perianth was 4 inches in breadth, the crown
rj inches broad and three-quarters of an inch deep.

The segments were broad and overlapping, of a

light lemon colour. The crown was of Bernardino

shape, extra well frilled, and stained right down
to the base with orange scarlet, almost as deep

in colour as the crown of Will Scarlett. It was
a five year old seedling. Another grand flower

was a cross between King Alfred and Pilgrim.

It was a giant among its fellows in size, form and
refinement. The perianth was light yellow,

and the crown of King Alfred colour. There

were some outstanding flowers, as the result of crosses

between Giraffe and Bernardino, Minnie Hume and

Empire, and Minnie Hume and Conqueror.

On the day of my visit the sun was shining

from a cloudless sky, and Nature was in its

kindliest mood. It was therefore very sad to

see, on such a day, destruction hovering over

beauty, in the shape of Merodon equestris. The
flies were seen trying to settle on the flowers.

On attempting to catch them, they flew off with

lightning rapidity, only to return in a short time

to find an opportunity to perform their dire work.

Although this evil pest was present, I did not see

the least sign of disease.

Should any readers chance to be in the North

of Scotland in Daffodil-time, they should make
a point of visiting the lovely garden at Brodie

Castle. They will be heartily welcomed, and

will be rewarded by seeing the choicest collection

of Daffodils in Scotland. J. G. W.

ROSE PUISON.
(WiCHURAIANA.)

This is a very beautiful addition to a most popular

tribe, and one that cannot fail to find many admirers.

The blooms, when fully out, are quite 4 inches

across, which is a large size for a Wichuraiana,

and as they are produced in clusters of seven to

ten flowers, the effect of a plant when fully out

is very charming. The colour is a chamois yellow,

turning to flesh white. The buds are of a coppery

rose. They are not so pretty as those of Leontine

Gervaise, a Rose it somewhat resembles, being

from the same cross, namely, Wichuraiana type

and Tea Rose Souvenir de C. Guillot, but the

expanded flowers are superior. The growth is

very free, and altogether it is a fine addition to a

group which Messrs. Barbier and Co., its raisers,

have done so much to create. Their Desire Bergera

is another most lovely thing. In this case the half-

open flowers are an intense coppery red inside. It

is one of the best of the whole tribe, and I feel

sure will be in much request. Danecroft.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

The Loganberry and its Allies.—These are

glowing freely, and the young shoots must be made
secure to the trellis-work or other supports.

Remove all the shoots not required for next year's

crop.

Currants and Gooseberries.—All suckers form-

ing at the base of Gooseberries and White
and Red Currants must be removed, but the

strongest of the basal growths from Black Currants
should be encouraged.

Vines.—Where Vines are growing in the open,

the surplus bunches must be cut ofi and the growths
regulated. Expose the bunches to full sunshine,

and all superfluous growth should be removed
every ten days.

The Kitchen Garden.

Spinach.—During hot, dry weather it is some-
what difficult to keep up a supply of Spinach

;

but if a cool, shady part of the garden is chosen
and the crop is well supplied with water, a fairly

good supply can be maintained.

General Reminders.—Peas should be given

water liberally, and later crops must have sticks

placed to them soon after the plants are through
the soil. Lettuce seeds may be sown ; old

frames are very useful for grow-ing this crop
during the hottest part of the year. Make a small
sowing of Turnips at frequent intervals and thin

the seedlings early. This remark applies also

to Short Horn Carrots. Tomatoes planted out
will require to be kept moist at the roots, and the

main stem must be made secure to a strong
stake and all side growths removed. Radishes,

-VTustard and Cress, and Endive can also be sown.
Continue to plant out Brussels Sprouts. Keep
the ground hoed and stirred about, and after

heavy rains it is always advisable to get the hoe
to work before the surface .becomes hard.

The Flower Garden.

Rhododendrons.—Many of these beautiful

plants have passed the flowering stage, and it

,vill be necessary to remove the trusses of decayed
bloom to prevent the formation of seed-pods.

This will allow the new growth to dexelop, and
also give the plants a better appearance. Azalea
mollis in variety may be treated likewise.

Carnations.—The staking of these will now
require attention, especially the Perpetual-flowering

kinds, which will need Bamboo canes. For the
border varieties supports made of wire wdll suffice.

Both will pay for a little disbudding.

The Flower-Beds.—If the weather is dry,

the plants must not be neglected as regards water-
ing. Give the beds a thorough soaking ; then for

several days afterwards a sprinkling overhead
each evening will be sufficient to encourage root

action..

Fruit Under Glass.

Pot Trees from which the fruit has been gathered
may be placed in a sheltered but sunny position

outside, plunging the pots in ashes, to complete
the ripening of the wood. Syringe the trees

daily and keep the roots well supplied with water.

Plants Under Glass.

Plumbago rosea.—This is a delightful plant
for winter work, and cuttings rooted last April
must be potted on as the necessity arises. They
will thrive in a warm house where the atmosphere
is not overmoist and the roof glass not heavily
shaded. Old plants that were cut back may have
most of the soil shaken from their roots and then
be repotted in 8-inch pots.

Gesneras.—Tubers of the winter-flowering
varieties may now be started into growth. Do
not pot too firmly, and use the soil in a more or

less lumpy coridition. A night temperature of
60° will suffice, and shade them from strong
sunlight.

Primula sinensis.—The seedlings having been
pricked off into boxes and small pots, the most
forward plants should now be placed in pots

4 inches and 5 inches in diameter. Careful water-
ing must be the rule, and a close watch should be

kept for green fly, which will soon do irreparable

damage. Good turfy loam, decayed manure
and partly decayed leaf-mould make an excellent

rooting medium. Grow the plants in a cold frame
until the autumn. If a batch of plants are required
to bloom late in the spring, a little seed should
be sown without delay.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Bedding Out Tender Plants. — The time
has now arrl\ed for finishing this work, those
usually left till the last being plants that are

easily damaged by frost, such as Dahlias. Bego-
nias, Heliotropes and Ageratum. Stout stakes for

Dahlias should be placed in position before planting.

The plants, having grown to a good height, will

require tying to the stakes at once. The ties

ought to be made quite loose, to allow of plenty
of room for the main stems to de\'elop without
restriction. The Begonia beds should have been
prepared previously with good supplies of well-

decayed manure, as these plants require a rich,

moist position to develop properly, and if an
effective display is expected, the plants must be
placed close enough to each other so that, when
fully developed, the foliage will entirely cover
the beds. Begonias are best planted in masses
of one colour, and if one does not care to raise

from seed and classify his own seedlings, dry
bulbs can be purchased in all shades at a very
moderate price. Some of the double-flowered
varieties, such as Lafayette and Major Hope,
are more expensive ; but the careful propagator
can soon increase his stock by cuttings taken soon
after the bulbs have started into growth. The
double varieties are of neat and compact growth
and very floriferous, and I have seen them used
with excellent effect as an undergrowth to some tall-

growing subjects.

Heliotropes.—One or two beds of Heliotrope
should be included in most flower gardening
schemes. These look especially well if a few
standards are dotted throughout the beds and
stand clear over the dw'arf plants. The variety'

Lord Roberts is 51 general favourite, being dwarf
in habit with immense flower-heads.

Fuchsias.—These are not so much used as

bedding plants in Scotland as in the Southern
Counties, but they are well worth giving a place
in the flower gai'den, and a bed may be made up
either of spring-rooted cuttings or of plants dis-

carded from the greenhouse. Even old, scraggy
plants from pots will rejuvenate wonderfully
after being planted out, and flower the whole season
Where Fuchsias are used regularly for bedding
out, a selection of the freest-flowering varieties

should be made.
The Frames.—With the clearing out of all

the bedding plants the frame ground will assume
a less congested appearance, and many plants
from the houses badly in need of more room and
air can be accommodated in cold frames. All the
soil and weeds being cleared away, a fresh

coating of ashes should be given where it is intended
to place those in pots. Primulas, C'inerarias,

Cv^lamen, Bou^ardias, Geraniums for winter
flowering, Poinsettias, Tuberoses and Cypjipedium
insigne are a few of those annually placed in cold
frames as soon as the bedding out is finished.

Ventilation, shading and protection at night must,
of course, be attended to with discretion.

Seedling Begonias. — Those sown early in

January having been pricked out twice and now
growing freely in boxes should be planted out in

one of the cold frames, giving a light, open mixture
composed of loam, leaf-mould, sand, and some
manure from a spent Mushroom-bed. The frames
ought to be kept moderately close for a time, damp-
ing and shutting them up early in the afternoon
until the young plants have made a good start

again, after which cooler and more airy conditions
should be provided, and by the autumn every
plant ought to have formed a good-sized bulb
and be in full flower, when they should all be

marked in their colour group for use as bedding
plants next season.

Plants Under Glass.

Azaleas.—These, having now completed their
growth, should be placed outdoors for the summer.
The pots ought to be plunged to the rims in coal
ashes, the foliage syringed twice daily in hot
weather, and the pots given an occasional stimulant.
A position where they can be partially shaded
from the hottest sun suits them best. The same
remarks apply to greenhouse Rhododendrons.

Gardenias.—When these have finished flowering,
the plants should be examined and cleaned if

necessary. They may also be trimmed into shape
by the free use of the pruning-knife, for they soon
become unshapely if not trimmed annually. Cut-
tings root easily at this season if placed in a
close propagating-frame, and it is desirable to
always have a few young plants coming on.

Begonias Gloire de Lorraine.—A portion of

these should now be ready for potting into their

flowering pots, or into baskets for hanging from the
roof of the greenhouse. The soil must be light

and sandy, and made only moderately firm. The
temperature and partial shade afforded in a Melon-
house suit them well at this season.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

PREVENTION OF AMERICAN
GOOSEBERRY MILDEW

Experiments which have been conducted during

the last three years at Wisley on the American

Gooseberry mildew have this year been productive

of striking results. By the use of a modified form

of Burgundy mixture an early outbreak on the

foliage and berries of over one hundred bushes,

comprising several varieties of Gooseberry exposed

to infection, has been completely prevented.

The mixttrre was used according to the following

formula : Strength I.—Copper sulphate, 8iJoz.
;

washing soda, gijoz. ; soap, 100 oz. ; water

100 gallons. Strength II.—Copper sulphate,

4oioz. ; washing soda, 45J0Z. ; soap, 100 oz.
;

water, 100 gallons. The chemicals were dissolved

separately, the solutions mixed when quite cold,

and the soap added last. Both strengths proved

effective.

Spraying took place on May 20 at 6 p.m. (Willett's

time) when the bushes were just dry after gentle

rain in the afternoon.

In the critical experiment the sprayed and

tmsprayed bushes were situated in a square of

100 square feet area, outlined at the angles by old

bushes to provide sources of infection. There

are within each square three unsprayed bushes

and one sprayed bush of the same variety. Of

the sixty squares, over forty are now infected with

mildew, some very heavily, the outbreak occurring

chiefly in the berries. At the time of WTiting no

mildew has been detected in any of the sprayed

bushes, even when completely surrounded by

infected ones. Whereas all the berries on the

sprayed bushes are absolutely free from m'ldew,

many on the unsprayed bushes are heavily infected

with the early " white " stage of the disease.

In a further experiment all the bushes in a small

plot adjacent to the main experimental area were

sprayed, and are now also free from mildew.

Burgundy sprays leave a fine deposit on the

berries, consisting of a mi.xture of the precipitates

of copper carbonate and sodium sulphate. But

since nearly the whole of this deposit can be

removed by a sharp rinsing in tap water, there

should be no difficulty in devising a plan for

thoroughly cleansing the berries. Dr. Horne.

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Wisley.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES

Every department of horticulture is represented in The
Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he mil not he responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, hoivever, will he taken, and zvhere stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

4s regards photographs, if payment he desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plaiidy stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or ownei of the copyright juill be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden unll alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Coveni Garden, W.C

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAe Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and ivith that object makes a special feature of the "Ansivers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should he clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

STnall scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
SWEET PEAS (Regular Reader).—If, as we imagine,

you are growing tlie plants for exhibition purposes, or,

indeed, for any special purpose requiring the largest and
best-formed flowers on the longest and straightest of stems,
all side shoots should be discouraged from the start.

If taken quite young they are easily rubbed out -with the
finger. Equally important is the early removal of the
tendrils, as these, if allowed to remain, not infrequently
coil round the stem or flower, to the disfigurement of both.
Moreover, crooked stems would be quite unsuited for
exhibition work, or, at least, would stand but little chance
of winning a prize. With the tendrils removed, early and
continued attention to tying the main growths is most
important.

TULIPS WITH MORE THAN ONE FLOWER (A.
Swann),—There is nothing unusual in the Tuhp pro-
ducing more than one fiowcr to a stem, though so many
as five on the Darwin Flambeau, or, indeed, any sort,
is less frequent. This prolificacy of blossoming is not
easily accounted for, and may he due to exceptional bulb
vigour or development, or partial reversion to some long
ago ancestry of the race from which they sprung. At
the present time we have several Cottage and other Tulips
each producing two and three flowers on a stem, and rarely
a year passes without evidences of a like nature. In
this connection it is interesting to recall that several
species of Tulipa—e.i/., persica, bjflora and dasystemon,
among others—all produce two or more flowers on a stem,
and, that being so, it is just as Ukely that some of the
early progenitors of the present races may have been
similarly endowed. If so, the flower prodigality of which
you \irite would be more easily explained.

A DAFFODIL QUERY.—" G. A." enquires whelher the
"picking of the flowers of DaflodiLs conduces to or takes
from their flowering in the following year—does it

strengthen or exhaust them ? " This is" the answer.
The exhausting processes in the case are those of flowering
and seeding, the latter more particularly ; hence a plant
or bulb early reUeved of its flower would be enabled to
direct its whole energies to the building up of a new
and, in the circumstances, probably a better bulb in
some respects than could have been possible otherwise.
In this way the early gathering of the flower should go
to strengthen the bulb to be. In the Daffodil and some
other bulbous plants a new bulb centre or core is built
up each year, the embryo flower-bud the result of the
development of a season's growth or work. Thus the
germ of the flowers we saw recently was laid so long ago
as July, 1915, or even shghtly before this; the flowering
of the present year, while exhausting the centre, creating
the need for a new one to repeat the process. A good
flowering in the Daffodil is much assisted by autumn and
winter wet, in conjunction with a genial and moist spring,
with early summer warmth to ensure complete maturity
and ripening.

THE GREENHOUSE.
ADVICE ON A GREENHOUSE (H. B. /'.).—You are

not likely to meet with any great measure of success in

growing a collection of decorative plants in a structure

devoted to Tomatoes. The Tomatoes will require all

the sunshine they can get, whereas plants grown for

decorative purposes need more or less shade. Chmbing
Roses would be sure to be a failure, as they would be ruined

bv insect pests, and besides, during the summer months
Rnses are plentiful out of doors. Furthermore, the

Tomatoi^s would be trained up the root, and climbers

would then be totallv out of place. You speak of orna-

mental grasses for table decoration. If you mean using

them for cit purposes, we may point out that most of

these rrrasses may be sown in the open ground, which

should" however "be done as soon as possible. If the

Tomatoes are planted in a border and tramcd up the

roof, you will And that there is not much space for other

plants as. of course it wiU be necessary to get about

underneath for training, Ac. In the autumn the house

might be useful for protectmg Chrysanthemums and

other plants. Should vou decide to heat your structure,

such subjects as Zonal Pelargoniums, which may be

grown outside during tlie summer, will yield a profusion

of blooms during the dull season. We are handicapped

in answering vour ouerv bv a total absence of particulars

a.s to any other convenience that you may have tor growing

plants.
" At all events, do not aim at deahng with too

many subiects.

LEUCOPHYTA BROWNII (F. W. H.).—This Leuco-

phyta, which, by the way. is also known as Calocephalus

Brownii, will grow during the summer out of doors in semi-

shade. Under such conditions, however, the intense

silvery whiteness which forms its most prominent feature

is less marked than if it is fully exposed to the sun. It

belongs to the vast Order CompositEe and is a native of

Australia, where other species of the genus are found,

but this is the only one in general cultivation in this

country. After the bedding season is over, and before

frosts make their appearance, the plants should be care-

fully lifted and potted in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould

(or peatl and sand. They must then be kept in the green-

house during the winter, giving enough water to keep
the soil moderatelv moist, but not watered overhead.

Propagation is effected by cuttings. They may be taken

from the old plants in spring, or from those in the open
ground in August. A length of 2 inches to 2J inches is

very suitable for the cuttings, which should be dibbled

into well-drained pots of sandy soil passed through a
sieve with a quarter of an inch mesh. Those taken in

spring should be placed in a close propagatjng-case in the
warmest part of the greenhouse, and be kept shaded till

they are rooted. Tlie August cuttings, on the other

hand, will strike in an ordinarv garden frame out of doors.

Of course, they must be kept close and shaded : but should
any signs of decav set in, a little air must be given at times.

If potted off when sufflciently rooted, and wintered in the

greenhouse, they will form nice little plants by the spring.

FRUIT GARDEN.
INJURED VINE LEAVES (.-1. O. IF.).—The Vine

leaves are attacked by a mildew% Eotrytis cinerea, which is

common on a large variety of plants. It is probably
encouraged by the house having been kept too moist and
close, and to avoid its recurrence it wiU be well to see that
ventilation is properly attended to, and possibly sulphuring
the pipes may be a help.

GOOSEBERRY BUSHES DISEASED (Mis.'! I. R.).—
The Gooseberry shoots are dying from the base. The
specimens sent are insufficient to enable us to say what
the cause of the trouble precisely is, but it is in all proba-
bility due to a fungus, Botryosphseria ribis. It will be
best to cut out all the affected branches completely and
burn them. IVtanure the bushes so as to induce new
growth.

GRAPES WITH BUNCHES GROWING UP TO THE
GLASS (C. W.).—This is the first time we have heard of
Cirapes growing up to the ulass. The natural way is for

them to hang down from the branches on which they are
growing. The way to summer prune a Vine is to cut
back the end of the shoots on which the Grapes are erowing
to the base of the third leaf situated higher up, or beyond
where the bunch of Grapes is growing. Subsequently,
all the vounp shoots which may show on tlie branch so
cut back during summer must be stopped as soon as a
third leaf has been formed. Stopping means the pinching
off with the finger and thumb of the young centre or
top of such young shoots as soon as they attain this size.

Doing this ,vill keep the growth under control and prevent
its overcrowding with useless young or lateral shoots.

PEACH TREES FAILING TO FRUIT (fl. £.).—You
say the trees bloomed freely but that there was no pollen
on the anthers of the bloom. There is no doubt, we
think, but that the cause of the failure of the trees to
set a crop was due to the absence of pollen on the flowers,
and not to bad weather, especially as vou had some heat
in the pipes. We think that the soil of the border has
become exhausted and more or less worn out of the
essentials necessary for the production of fruit, and
especially of lime. It is too late now to take up and
replant the trees, but not too late to give them a top-
dressing of good fibrous loam, adding ll gallons of lime,
3 pints of bone-meal and the same of soot to every barrow-
load of the loam, also adding a bushel of brick-ends,
broken small (size of Walnuts), to the same quantity.
Take off the surface soil deep enough to expose a few
roots and then add the top-dressing 6 inches deep, treading
it down firmly. Apply while fairly dry and water after-

wards. The trees, you will find, will root freely into this

mixture during summer, be greatly benefited as a result,

and we hope will fruit freely next year.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BIRD FOR IDENTIFICATION (.J. L., Atherstone).—

The bird which has been accidentally shot is a female
red-backed shrike or butcher-bird (Lanius collurio). It

is most plentiful in the south-eastern counties, rarer In the
north and west, and does not breed in Scotland or Ireland.

VARIEGATED WOODY NIGHTSHADE (S. W. O.).—
A variegated form of the Woody Nightshade, Solanum
Dulcamara, has been known and grown here and there

for a long time. It occasionally appears in catalogues

under the name of S. Dulcamara variegata, as, for instance,

in Messrs. Loddiges' catalogue, edition 1836. The name
'vas used long before that, however—by Tourncfort, e.g.,

in 1717.

BOOK ON DAFFODILS FOR EXHIBITION (T. W.).—
We advise you to get " The Book of the Daffodil,"

by the late Rev. S. E. Bourne, and " Daffodils," by the

Rev. J. Jacob. The first named was published by John
Lane, London, and the second by T. C. and E. C. Jack,

Edinburgh. From these volumes you wiU get a great deal

of rehable information. The "Daffodil Y^ear Book" of

the Royal Horticultural Society for 1915 should also be
obtaine"d. It gives lists of winning flowers in London and at

Birmingham.

SEED OF UNCOMMON PLANTS (J. H. S.) —It is

improbable that tlie seed of the various plants about

which information is souglit could be procured from
ordinary seed establishments, but it might be worth

while to try Messrs. James Carter and Co., Raynes Park,

Surrey, England ; or Messrs. Vilmorin and Co., seedsmen,

Paris." Cyt.isus Dallimorei is a hybrid, and a small per-

centage only of the seedlings come true to name, the

remaining seedhngs bi'ariiig flowers of all colours, from
white to yellow and purple. Perhaps the United States

Bureau of' Plant Industry could assist you as to the means
of securing seeds. Try the Department ;

you will have

no difficulty in obtaining the correct address, as the office

is in Wasiiington, D.C.

INSECT PEST ON A TIME-HONOURED PLANT.—
I enclose these leaves of " Our Saviour's fiannel " to ask,

Wliat is this blight on them ? I have known tlie plant

for forty years, and always thought it free from any form

of insect or other plagues, and as my mother loved it I

planted it as an edging round her grave. But on going

there last week to plant the grave with flowers for the sum-
mer, I found to my dismay that the edging was infested

in this manner. What is it. and how can it be got rid of ?

—ANNE AMATEtm. [The Stachys is attacked by the larvae

of a moth, which have rolled themselves up in the leaves

and are thus protected from the action of most insecticides.

Next to hand picking, we think sprinkling the foliage with

a solution of lead arsenate or Paris green, or dusting it

with Hellebore powder as from a pepper caster, would be

the best means to adopt in order to check the ravages of

the pest.—Ed.]

NAMES OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS (M. J.).—The name
of the white incurved Chrysanthemum to which you refer

is Mrs. George Rundle, the yellow variety being Mrs.

Dixon. There is also a light yellow or primrose-tinted

kind of the same section, known as Mr. George Glenny.

They are well suited for growing into specimen plants,

and at one time trained examples of all three were to be

met with at many of the Clirysanthemum shows. In

order to form a plant such as you require, it wiU need a

pot 10 inches to 1 foot in diameter for its accommodation.

Such being the case, you are not hkely to meet with any
measure of success in attempting to grow it in a large

pan. Furthermore, you will be late in starting, as a

plant intended for training should by now have attained

a good size. In order to form such a specimen the young
plant should be taken in hand by the beginning of JIarch,

and must be stopped three times while growing in order

to form a bushy specimen. From the small pot in which

it is at first, it must he put into one 6 inches in diameter,

and, after that, shifted into the pot in which it is to flower.

It may be stood out of doors during the summer. As
the buds show, the wire support should be put in its place

and the shoots secured thereto. Previous to that, the

shoots must be staked out into the position they are to

occupy later on. If the gas cooking stove is used,

Cucupjbers and Tomatoes will not succeed in the green-

house.

WINTERING GERAN1UMS(C. B. B.).—If you followed

the advice given vou last autumn to pull up the Geraniums

when they had done flowering and hang them up in an

outhouse, you may depend that they have aU quite perished

by now. "Y'ou ask if the dead stems should be left on.

To this we answer that if you examine the plants you

will most certainly flnd not only the stems, but also the

roots quite dead. Geraniums, or, more correctly. Pelar-

goniums, should not be planted out at the earliest before

the latter part of May. Before treating Pelargoniums

in the drastic manner suggested, it should be borne in

mind that the original species whence these garden
varieties have sprung are all natives of South .Africa,

where there is but very little frost and the atmosphere

is very much drier than it is in this country. Although

vou have no greenhouse, a spare room or window mfty

be available. In this case a fair measure of success in

wintering the plants may be obtained by pulling them
up, shortening anv long, stragghng roots and tall shoots,

and at the same time cutting off some of the larser leaves.

Then plant them thickly into shadow boxes of fine, dry
soil,'and stand (hem in a position where they can get as

much Ueht and air as possible. They will require scarcely

any water throughout the Minter, but with the return
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of spring a little moisture must be piven. In severe

woather cover with newspapers, and take care to pick off

any decaying leaves.

ADVICE ON HANGING BASKETS (Ivy),—Yon give us
no iniormation whatever concerning the position the
hiin'j;ing baskets are intended to occupy. It may be they
are for a verandah or similar position out of doors, for a
greenhouse, or even for a warmer structure. It is evident

that different plants are required for tliese various posi-

tions, though for a summer display in tl;e verandah and
in the j^eenhouse much the same plants may be used.

Desirable subjects for growing in suspended baskets in

the greenhouse are I\'y-leaved Pelargoniums, loose-

growing, single-flowered Fuchsias, Petunias, Campanula
isophylla, Lobeha tenuior, Tropseohim Lobbianum, and
the drooping or partially drooping varieties of tuberous-

rooted Begonias. These will keep up a display of bloom
throughout the summer months and well on into the

autumn. Other suitable subjects are Lachenalias, which
if planted in August will flower in the spring, while per-

manent plants which depend for their beauty upon their

foliage are Asparagus deflexus, A. Sprengeri, Chlorophy-
tum elatum and its variegated-leaved variety, as well as

Stenotaphrum glabrum variegatum, a rapid -growing
Grass. All of the subjects above named will succeed in

what is regarded as ordinary potting compost, say, two
parts loam to one part of well-decayed leaf-mould and a
sprinkling of silver sand. The main essential in planting
hanging baskets is to see that they are thoroughly hned
so that no loose soil can escape. In some woodland dis-

tricts large flakes of moss can be obtained, and when this

is the case they form an ideal lining for baskets. FaiUng
these, very thin turves may be used, but they are not so

well suited for the purpose as flakes of moss. In planting,

care must be taken that the lining material is well knit

together, and then the selected subjects must be planted
in the basket in the same manner as if they were being
put in pots. The soil must be kept just below the rim of

the Uning, otherwise it is liable to be washed off when
watering. A thin flake of moss on the top, held in position

by a few pegs, is an advantage. Hanging baskets must be
kept well supphed with water in order to ensure a good
display of blooms. With regard to the Kose, you do
not tell us anything as to the condition in which it is

now in ; hence our advice can only be taken as general.

This Rose must not he pruned hard, otherwise growth and
not flowers will result. It blooms on short laterals from
the shoots of the previous year. The main object in

pruning is to preserve as much of the good wood of the
previous year as possible, cutting away as much of
the old and exhausted portion as can he spared. If under
glass, pruning is best done early in the year before growth
recommences, while in the open ground it should not be
done till spring. In any future questions it would be a
great help in answering them if more details were given.

NAMES OF PLANTS.— Cttfl.—Streptoso'en Jamcsonii

;

it is a native of Columbia. Torquay.—Rose Fortune's
Yellow.

SOCI ETIES
GARDENER S' PROVIDENT SOCIETY.

The monthly meeting of the United Horticultural Beneflt
and Provident Society was held at the Royal Horticultural
Society's Hall on Monday, June 5, Mr. Cliarles H. Curtis
presiding. One new member was elected. One member
withdrew from his deposit account the sum of £105 12s. 7d.,

still leaving a balance of £10 to his credit, and one member
was allowed to withdraw a double amount of interest, viz.,

£2 10s. lOd. The sums of £47 Is. 6d. and £5 17s. respec-
tively were passed for payment to the nominees of two
deceased members. The sick pay for the month on the
ordinary side amounted to £43 Is. 8d. and on the State
side to £19 Os. lOd., and maternity claims to £10 10s. A
copy of the Interim Report of the Departmental Committee
on Approved Societies was read, and it is lioped that the
recommendation by them will be carried out, viz., '' That
all societies of over 1,000 members will not have to
associate with other societies for pooling surplus funds."

HIGHCLIFFE GARDENERS* ASSOCIATION.

Mr. J. J. Kettle of Corfe filuUen, Dorsetshire, who is

well known in this and foreign countries as a grower of
Violets on a large scale, gave a very interesting and
instructive lecture on their culture before the members
of the above association on June 5. The lecturer said
Violets liked chalk, aud wliere soil was deficient in lime
some should be added to it. They also did well where
there were decaying tree leaves and potash ; and
did well in land, even if of poor quality, if it was deeply

, tilled and dressed with kainit. He had grown some
of his finest crops in newly broken heath land that was
very poor, after well breaking up the subsoil and using
kainit. He preferred horse ^to cow manure. But he
had found the plants to do well in all kinds of soil—that
which was of a deep black, sandy nature and that which
was clayey. If the clayey soils were kept open and porous,
the stems of the flowers were extra strong, also the leaves
grew strongly, and without good foliage it was not
possible to have fine flowers. IMarch and April were the
best months in which to plant out, and October tlie best
in which to lift the plants for flowering under glass, as
they made such excellent growth in September and it

was unwise to disturb them then. In planting allow a
space of 1 foot between the plants and 2 feet between the
rows, so that the roots would not entirely occupy the

soil between the rows and suffer if a dry spell came late

in summer. For this reason, too, the manure should be

well buried, so as to keep the roots away from the surface.

Hoeing the soil between the rows early in the morning
while the leaves were moist with dew was a good preventive

of red spider, as the dusty soil adhered to the undersides

of the leaves and was distasteful to the spider. He grew
many of his Violets between rows, wide apart, of Black
Currants, Pears, Gooseberries, Asparagus, Peas, Ac, and
was now intending trying Sage, as the latter retained

its leaves during the winter months and formed a good
shelter. Violets' required shelter from cold winds, but

not necessarily much shade. He advocated close

planting under glass, and very frequent light watering

till the'^new roots were active. The soil must be flrm,

and air very freely admitted except in frosty weather.

There was a good discussion, the lecturer replying ably

to many questions. He was very heartily thanked as

was also Mr. Cuell, who presided.

Military Service Act and Friendly Societies'

Contributions.—As a large number of your

readers who belong to a friendly society will be

called up under the new Military Service Act, the

following questions and answers asked in the House

of Commons may prove instructive to them as to

their position. Forms may now be obtained from

the post office to be filled in for claims. On
May 24 Mr. Montague Barlow asked the President

of the Local Government Board whether the

relief scheme for men called up to join the Forces

Jii^-Liaj®

(^liOjtizJed

" ABOL " SYRINGE OF THE LATEST PATTERN,

THE PATENT NOZZLE, AND HAND SPRAYER
DE LPXE.

contains any provision covering the liability for

friendly societies' contributions, and, if not, whether

he will consider extending the provisions of the

scheme so as to cover this liability ? The Parlia-

mentary Secretary to the Local Government

Board (Mr. Hayes Fisher) :
" Yes, sir. If a member

of a friendly society is unable by reason of under-

taking military service to pay his contributions

to the society and is thereby in danger of forfeiting

his rights to benefit, he may apply for assistance to

enable him to continue his contributions. The

form of application provides for an entry in respect

of expenditure of tliis nature." Mr. Barlow ;
" I

take it it will apply to applications under an insur-

ance with a friendly society ? " Mr. Hayes Fisher:

"All obligations connected with insuran('e."—^A. C

Hill, Secretary, United Horticultural Benefit and

Pr'tv if.lcnt Sciciety.

War News from France.—At Lille, long

held fast in the grip of the Germans, there

is an excellent horticultural society. The Van

den Heedes (father and son), Emile Mulnard,

the Comte Mery de Montigny, Oscar Fanyan and

others in the vicinity are names that occur to us

as friends who have oflered us a friendly welcome

in days gone by, but of whom we can now learn

nothing. We can but hope for the best. And
as we sit and linger over otrr reminiscences of

past happy days spent in joyful surroundings

beneath the sunny clime of France, at gatherings

from Lille in the North to Biarritz in the

South, we cherish the hope that some day

—

the sooner the better—there will be a joyous

reunion of all the old friends who are spared,

when the horrors of war are over and peace shall

reign once more over the devastated country,

Roubaix we know, too, and have pleasant

memories of a visit there many years ago. But
the Germans hold that town also. Bailleul, not

far away, is fortunately clear, although the Germans
have been through it twice. The famous Grapperies

du Nord, owned by M. Anatole Cordonuier, are still

being worked, and we were pleased to notice that

at one of the recent meetings of the National

Horticidtural Society in Paris some fine bunches of

Black Alicante Grapes from that establishment were

exhibited. Bailleul is a quiet little old-world village

on the Calais-Lille line of railway, and here we once

passed a pleasant Sunday in the autumn time,

when M. Cordonnier's famous Chrysanthemums
were in full bloom. At present Mr. Thomas
Atkins is there in full force, little dreaming, perhaps,

that in the days of Edward III. the English

troops in their invasion of France pushed on as

far. But that was in the days of Crecy and

Poitiers, and the old-time enemies are now fast

friends and allies fighting in a com-

mon cause. Tempora mutaiitur, nos

et mutamur in illis. Our latest news

is from the Parisian region. M. S.

Mottet, who is a well - known
horticultural %vriter, has his son,

Sergeant Paul Mottet, on the

Verdun front. This young man has recently been

promoted to the rank of sous-lieutenant for the

part he has taken in the heroic defence of that

great French stronghold. Then we are pleased

to record that om: dear old friend Jules Vacherot,

the genial-hearted and capable landscape gardener

who has designed and laid out French gardens at

Brussels, London, Ghent and other places besides

Paris in great number, has had his son-in-law,

M. Raymond Sou, mentioned in the Order of the

day. We offer our hearty congratulations to

him and to M. Mottet on the occasion.

TRADB NOTB.

The Necessity of Spr.iying.

Time has proved the necessity of sprajing, but this year
it has been brought home to us more forcibly perhaps than
ever before. Seldom has there been occasion for the
very frequent use o!' sjTinge and sprayer owing to the cater-

pillar and fly pests on fruit trees, Roses and other plants.

Many readers are already aware of the great value of

the " Abol " syringe and insecticide for cleansiuj; their

plants. We cannot speak too highly of them, and trials

have proved their efficiency. The Hand Sprayer dc
Luxe is particularly useful at the present time, since it

may be used with ease by anyone who is not accustomed
to Inanual work. It is a perfect hand machine, with an
automatic valve giving instant control of the spray. It is

simply charged with tliree or four pints of liqiiid and
pumped about sixty strokes, when it gives a mist-like

spray easily controlled and unsurpassed for economy and
cfflciency. It is one of the best labour-saving appliances

with which we are acquainted.

The War Office notifies that Irom mil) onward all papers

posted to any neutral European country ujill be stopped,

except those sent by publishers and newscujents who haee

obtained special permission Irom the War Office Such
permission has been i/ranted to The Gauden, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway.
Sweden, Switzerland. Spain. Portujal. Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched bit the

Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

*, The Yearly Subscription to THE GAKDEN is : Inland-

6s. M. ; Foreign, 8s. 9rf.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THE great event next week is the Royal

Horticultural Society's sale in aid of

the Red Cross Society, to be held at

Vincent Square, Westminster, on June

27, 28 and 29. Magnificent gifts of

pla,nts, books and paintings are being offered,

and the sale is certain to be of exceptional interest.

All that is needed to make it a great success is

a good attendance. The hours of the

sale are from 11.30 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.,

and from 2.30 p.m. onwards, and admis-

sion will be by catalogue only, price

2S. 6d. , to be obtained from the

Secretary, Royal Horticultural Society,

Vincent Square, S.W.

The National Rose Society.—We
hear with pleasurS that the takings

at the Great Summer Show of the

National Rose Society, to be held in

the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's

Park, on Friday, June 30, will go to

the funds of the British Red Cross

Society. A large attendance is antici-

pated, and it is expected that a

very substantial sura will be secured

for this excellent object, which appeals

to all at the present time.

Plants tor Hanging Baskets and
Vases.— Ivy - leaved Pelargoniums,

Fuchsias and Begonias are suitable

fo'r this purpose, and the best results

are obtained when the basket or

vase is filled with one subject and
of one colour. This work should be

done as early in the season as possible,

so that the plants may become estab-

lished before it is necessary to place

the baskets in position. Tropseolums

are useful plants for this purpose,

and have the advantage of growing

quickly. Fireball is a beautiful variety

for filling large baskets, and is un-

surpassed in colour.

A Hybrid Viola from Knapton.

—

At a recent meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society, Mr. Murray
Hornibrook sent from his garden at

Knapton, Abbey Leix, Queen's County,

a Viola named knaptonensis. Although
it had not travelled well, it nevertheless promises to

become a great favourite. It is a hybrid between
V. bosniaca and V. tricolor, having the colour

(but richer) of the former and the " velvet " of

the latter. Its flowers usually have lemon
yellow blotches on the lower petals, but sometimes,
especially in full sun, the flowers are altogether

crimson'rose. '

Tweedia caerulea.—Those who grow stove

plants should not neglect this South American
Asclepiad, on account of its rare and remark-

able quality of colour. Habit is its weak
point ; it is leggy and inclined to twine.

No doubt in its native home it grows up
through other plants ; but the clever gardener

will accept this as an indication of the way in

TWEEDIA C^RULEA, A LITTLE-KNOWN STOVE P

WITH TURQUOISE BLUE , FLOWERS.

which he can best display it. The colour is a

blue of a light turquoise quality when the turquoise

has the slightest tinge of green. From this it

passes to its own pure blue of the tenderest kind,

finishing with a faint toning towards lilac. It

seeds freely in cultivation, when it displays another

kind of beauty in the mass of softest, glossiest

silken appendage which is attached to the seeds.

It is best known in gardens by the name Tweedia,

though the synonym Oxypetalum is preferred by
botanists.

Volunteers and the Country's Food Supply.^
Regarding the shortage of labour on the land, a

suggestion has been made to the War Office and

the Board of Agriculture that they should utilise

the services of the hundreds of thousands of men
who are over military age who enrolled

themselves at the commencement of the

war in the various volunteer regiments.

These men are eager to increase the

food supply by working on the land.

Asparagus Beds.—The cutting of

Asparagus must now be discontinued,

as a portion of the growths should

always be allowed to come to maturity

for the purpose of forming good crowns

for next season. These growths must
be supported, as they are liable to be

blown about and broken by strong

winds. A few stout stakes should be

driven in at intervals, with wires or

twine stretched between, to which the

shoots can be fastened. Plants which

are intended for forcing should

receive every encoiuragement to de-

velop strong growths, stirring the

surface soil frequently and giving an

occasional dressing of salt or artificial

manure during showery weather.

Pink Lily of the Valley.—One of

the small novelties which probably

ninety-nine out of every hundred
visitors to the Chelsea Show missed

was the small pink Lily of the Valley

which was exhibited by Mr. Miller of

Wisbech. The colour was rather dull,

withal quite pleasing, but it was a

decided pink. In size, fragrance and
habit the plant was in every way an

exact counterpart of the wild British

variety ; in fact, this sport or seed-

ling was found nine or ten years ago

in a wood in Norfolk. We think

there can be no doubt but that it

.A.NT originated from it either as a vegeta-

tive sport or as a seedling. For the

information of those who only know
" Berlin crowns," which are the Lilies of the

Valley of the shops, our wild form is smaller, but

it has a much stronger fragrance.

*** Owing to the shortage of paper, readers who have not
already dotie so are asked to order The Garden to be

delivered regularly by their newsa^erU. Readers loUl thus
obviate the waste conse4uent on the issue of papers for chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Perpetual Spinach.—I have read with interest

Mr. Castle's remarks on the above in The Garden

of June 10, page 291. I also have to cater for a

family whose liking for Spinach is more pronounced

than for any other vegetable, Peas perhaps

excepted. Their opinion, however—with which

I quite agree—is that Perpetual Spinach, or,

more properly. Spinach Beet, is much inferior

^o real Spinach. It is quite true that real Spinach

is out of the question during the hot summer

weather, but why not substitute New Zealand

Spinach (Tetragonia expansa), with its thick,

succulent leaves and a flavour closely approxi-

mating to that of the true Spinach ? Raised in

heat in March, potted off into 3-inch pots, duly

hardened oil, and planted 3 feet apart in rich

soil, a score of plants will yield an almost un-

limited supply during summer and autumn. If a

liardy plant is preferred, however, then I would

advise sowing Silver or Seakale Beet, the leaves of

which are superior to Spinach Beet, and the leaf-

stalks of which furnish a second dish little inferior

to Seakale. It is specially welcome dtuing the

late spring of the year following that in which it

is soivn, the date for sowing being early May.

—

Caledonia.

The " DalJodil Year Book."—It will come as

a considerable blow to many lovers of the Daffodil,

both in England and abroad, to know that the

" Daffodil Year Book " is to be suspended. Letters

have reached me from several different parts of

the world during the past year or two showing

how much the publication was appreciated. It

is not svuprising that during this last year there

has been a considerable loss on it, but that does

not justify its being dropped, even for a time.

A peculiar futility seems to dog the footsteps

of the Daffodil in the attempts made by the Royal

Horticultural Society to do justice to it. The

Royal Horticultrual Society's Daffodil Show-

is a most wretchedly mismanaged affair, and it

is withal so unhappily engineered that its numerous

mistakes and omissions appear to be traceable

to no one. What a contrast to the Birmingham

Daffodil Show, which is run by a business-like

man (Mr. Herbert Smith) on business-like lines !

We do know where we are with him, which is more

than can be said at Vincent Square.

—

Narcisso-

PHILE.

Ridding Lawn of Plantains and Dandelions.—

I have been most successful in ridding my lawn

of Plantains and Dandelions in the following

manner : With a sharp knife I cut off the plant

level with the soil ; then one drop of paraffin

on the exposed cut surface of the root does the

rest. For holding the paraffin I find a cycle oil-

can excellent. This method is very quick and

absolutely successful. It also makes no holes

in the lawn or one's temper.—L. F. Barton,

The Retreat, Woking

I have just noticed your answer to a

correspondent on this question, and with all due

respect I beg to state that Plantains can be

destroyed by the use of common salt. I have

proved it on my own lawn, but the work must

be properly done. Put a teaspoonful of salt in

the centre of each crown in dry weather. The

weed is killed in forty-eight hours, and does not

return the following year. Of course, all the

Plantains cannot be destroyed in one season.

There are numerous small ones almost impossible

to see, besides seed in the ground ; but anyone

who will take the very slight trouble to salt these

weeds for a few seasons will clear his lawn. I

tried acids and various other methods with no

success. Even digging them up is difficult, as

one is very likely to break off a small portion

which becomes a large weed by the next or the

following season. The only objection I know to the

remedy suggested is that it makes the lawn look

spotty for a time, and for this reason it should

be done early in the season when the Plantains

are first seen. The grass then soon covers up

the bare spot.

—

Heatlev Noble, Temple Combe,

Henley-on-Thames.

Roses on Their Own Roots.—I wish I could

give Mr. Allen Chandler the information he asks

for, but my gardener, Mr. Harry Farr, has joined

the Army, and I do not kno^v the names of the

A GENERAL VIEW OF THE OPORTO ROSE SHOW.

different Roses he has succeeded in striking.

But I do know that he hardly had a failure last

year. The method he adopted was to make a

mud pudding, push the cuttings into it. and cover

them with a bell-glass, which was not remo\'ed

until all chances of a frost coming had passed.

Before striking our owti cuttings we used to buy
Roses on their own roots from Mr. J. J. Marriott,

East Croft Nurseries, Sutton Coldfield. I do not

doubt that Mr. Chandler is right in thinking

that there are Roses which will not grow on their

own roots. The note on green fly by " T. A. W."
in yovu: issue of June 10, page 283, is

written by one who does not believe that giving

guano-w'ater to a Rose bush will kill the green

fly on it. This may be true if it is on a Briar

stock and growing as a standard. This I have not

tried, but with bush Roses I have never known it

to fail, although sometimes it has been necessary

to give three or foiu: doses. I do not think that

the strong growth of the American Pillar Rose

is a proof that it could not be given greater strength

to resist the green fly if guano-water were given

to it. We know that a growing lad is often in

a very weak state and in need of extra food.

Guano-water is of no use in helping plants to throw

off black fly, as far as my experience goes.

—

Thackeray Turner.

Aquilegia and Columbine.—Mr. H. E. Molyneux
asks (page 282, Jtme 10), with reference to the

Latin and English names of this plant, how it

came to be named after two " such opposite

and unlike birds as the eagle and the dove."

It is easy to see why the flower was named from

cohimba, a dove ; a good single form is extra-

ordinarily like a cluster of doves or pigeons sitting

in a ring. But there is no resemblance to an

eagle, and it is probable that the name. Aquilegia

is not, in fact, derived from the Latin aquila.

That excellent scholar, my old and much-missed

friend, Charles Wolley-Dod, long ago pointed out

to me what I think to be the true etymology,

namely, aqua and lego. The name, then, means
" water-gatherer," and refers to a characteristic

not of the flower, but of the leaves. This will

be understood by anyone with an appreciative

eye who will look at a Columbine plant, preferably

before blooming, while it is yet a compact tuft

of its exquisite foliage, after rain or

even a heavy dew. He will then

see that the Columbine gathers and

holds the moisture in the form of

round, shining diamond-drops more
strikingly than almost any other

plant. A cmious cofroboration of

this etymology may be added. In

country places in Hampshire and

Wiltshire, to my knowledge, and

perhaps elsewhere, the wild Colum-

bine still is a reputed medicine for

the dropsy. Now the old herbalists,

as is well lmo%vn, held the doctrine

of signatures, i.e., that curative

herbs bore outwardly a sign or

guide to their proper employment.

Thus Hepatica or Liver-wort indi-

cated by the form of its leaves the

organ of the body for which it

was remedial ; and very many
other instances could be given.

The Aquilegia then was reputed

to gather water or humours from

ii, the human body, just as its foliage

collects the raindrops. — G. H.

Engleheart.
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A Rose Show in Portugal.—At a time when
Portugal, the old Ally of England, is busily pre-

paring its contingent to the army of the Allies,

it may prove of interest to some of your readers

to know that we also cultivate the arts of peace

and have our horticultural shows. I send

by this post photographs of oirr Rose show,

which was very successful. The striking group

of more than two hundred Juliet Roses was very

fine, and was shown by one of our leading gardeners,

Mr." Moreira da Silva.

—

Baron de Soutellinho,

F.L.S., F.R.H.S., Oporto.

An Alpine Pansy.—In a recent issue of The
Garden there was a note on Alpine Pansies, which

reminded me of a patch of Viola gracilis Valderia

in my own rock garden. I sing the praises of this

little Alpine Heartsease, which I have found to

be one of the most truly satisfactory of alpiues.

I base this claim on the facts of its neat, low-

growing habit, its wealth of flowers, the no-trouble

it gives, and its perpetually clean, cheerful appear-

ance even when no blooms are to be found. It

never grows rank in foliage like other Heartseases,

but contents itself with spreading gradually into

a soft, dense mat of tiny leaves absolutely covered

for weeks with the pretty flowers of soft bright

purple blue, and of comparatively large size. It

also refrains from seeding itself in the troublesome

marmer of the wild Heartseases ; in the five or six

years I have grown it, it has produced a few seedlings

round about, but only sparingly. Surely it deserves

to be more appreciated.

—

Frances E. Walsh.

The National Rose Society's Classes.

—

^The

schedule of the National Rose Society calls for

some comment as regards the Tea Rose classes.

In Division II. (any number of plants), in Division

III. (under 500 Teas), and in Division IV. (under

200 Teas) are Classes, respectively, 80, 82 and

84 for six blooms of any variety. This seems to

be a very unequal arrangement. Why, in Class

83 (under 200 plants), is the strength of exhibitors

supposed to be the same as in Class 85 (under

100 plants), viz., six blooms, distinct varieties;

why has the class for nine blooms (under 200 Teas)
f' disappeared ; and why is there a class for six only

in this division ? Last year there were classes for

nine blooms and six blooms, a much more equit-

able arrangement. In the general classes. Section

IX., Classes 63 and 64, what is meant ? Do
the words in parentheses mean the exhibitor is

not to employ a gardener ? as twenty-four blooms,

distinct, is rather a tall order for a pure amateur.—
Agricultural Labourer.

Medicinal Herbs.—The movement for the

promotion of the cultivation of medicinal herbs

in this country should be developed on sound

business lines and with a full knowledge of the

pla'nts which are really required. Some of the

herbs that have been suggested for cultivation

are not in general use by recognised manufacturing

chemists, and are only employed in what are

called "quack" medicines. One great difiiculty

in many districts lies in the inability of the few

who are willing to take up the cultivation of

medicinal plants to produce a sufficient quantity

of any one herb to make it profitable to consign

their crop to a manufacturing chemist. The
latter will not deal with small quantities, and if

the movement is to be a success in many districts,

especially where a long railway carriage is necessary,

co-operative effort is necessary. In the event of

there being a number of small growers without

glass or an open, sunny shed, it is also imperative

that a central drying place should be secured,

such as a large greenhouse, together with some

sni-^ljif

A GROUP OF ROSE JULIET AT OPORTO.

person to act as secretary or manager, who would

receive the undried herbs, weigh them, see to their

being dried, packed and despatched, and would

allocate the proceeds in due proportion to the

growers ; in fact, to carry through all business

arrangements and to work on even more detailed

lines than the manager of a co-operative fruit

farmers' association. I have no desire to throw

cold water upon a movement such as this, but if

success is to attend it, business methods must be

followed. I would suggest that those endeavouring

to begin such a movement in their own districts

should call a meeting of all interested to discuss

such points as these.

—

Scottish Grower.

LOVE-IN-A-MIST.

It chanced on a day, full long ago.

When the wind blew high, and the sun shone bright,

That Nature called on the flowers to know
How they paid the world, for its warmth and light.

Some by their rare and grateful scent,

Some by their beauty and slender grace,

Some only for useful tasks were meant.

And each was assigned its rightful place.

One after another, she passed them by.

With a kind and a grave " Well done " to all.

Till she came at last to a tiny flower.

Misty, and shy, blue-eyed, and small.

" And what have you given the world," she said,

" In return for the rain, and the sun above ?
"

And sadly the little one drooped her head.

As she answered :
" I've nothing to give but love."

Then Nature smiled at the wistful face.

As stooping, the timid flower she kissed,

And softly answered with tender grace,

" Thy gift is the best, sweet Love-in-a-Mist !

"

Lois Payne, in Country Life.

Tulips and the Season.—Tulips have been as

good as usual in this district this season, although

the later varieties suffered from a storm on the

night of May 31, when in exposed positions. I

have not observed any special prevalence of

fungoid or other diseases.—S. Arnott, Maxwell-
town, Dumfries.

I was sorry to find the Rev. J. Jacob writ-

ing (issue June 3) in such low spirits about this

season's Tulips. For once we in the North

must have scored through being a few days later,

for mine have never been better, in spite (or is it

because ?) of the fact that owing to the prolonged

frost in November it was impossible to plant them
until the middle of December, when, on the first

possible day, they were got in with some difiEiculty,

as they had sprouted very much. We had

execrable weather in March and the foliage suffered,

as always here. But April was on its best

behaviour, and the flower-buds developed well

on old and new bulbs alike. I have no disease

and no spotted blooms. The varieties in my
long raised border sloping to the north are Erguste,

Vitellina, Grand Monarque, Mrs. Moon, Bleu Aim-

able and Bouton d'Or, in the order named, and

planted in well-separated groups among a mass of

Myosotis. The background of Lilies, Grasses and

shrubs affords them some slight shelter. They are

very strong and erect, and no sticks are necessary.

As I write (June 2) Grand Monarque is still as

beautiful as ever. Apparently it is sunproof,

and I love to see the sun shine through its rich

red plum coloured flowers. With me all bulbs

do very much better in raised positions than on

the level. They like very good drainage—^not a

water-logged soil. I think the old Tulip growers

realised this to the full. It does not seem at all

necessary to lift the May-flowering Tulips, for a

bed which 1 planted four or five seasons ago

in my old garden (now in the hands of non-

gardening strangers) has never been touched

since, yet it has been more beautiful than ever

this 3'ear and excited the admiration of all who
passed by. The varieties there are Professor Raw-
enhoS, Morales, Clara Butt and Mrs. Moon. The
position and aspect of the border are much the same
as those of my present one.—W. D., Cheshire.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
June 24.—Windsor, Eton and District Rose

Show on The Slopes, Windsor Castle.

June 27.—Royal Agricultural Society's Show at

Manchester (five days).

June 30.—National Rose Society's S..10W,

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park-

July 7.—^The City of London Rose Society's Show
at Cannon Street Hotel, E.C., in aid of the funds

of the British Red Cross Societv.

t
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THE ROSES OF MAY

" A maiden is his guide

Lovely as Spring's first Rose."

SO
^^^:ote Wordsworth in liis little-read

tragedy, " The Borderers." Nowadays
we are so accustomed to think of the

Rose as pre-eminently a summer flower

that the mention of the " Spring's first

Rose " reads almost strangely. Some may say

that 'ie seasons have changed since the days of

Wordsworth, but I do not think this is the case
;

it is rather that many of the old-fashioned early

flowering Roses have given place in our gardens

to the Hybrid Perpetuals and Hybrid Teas. The

majority of these Roses require more or less hard

pruning if they are to produce the perfect flowers

of which they are capable, and this naturally

tends to retard their flowering. The early flowering

for much of its characteristic beauty lies in the

translucency of the red thorns on the young wood.

Sericea itself is more graceful if allowed to grow

as it will, and where room could be spared would

make a handsome isolated specimen on a lawn.

The spreading branches are produced well down
to the ground, and in early autumn the flowers

are followed by bright orange or scarlet berries.

The Spinosissima group yields many May-flower-

ing Roses, of which Rosa altaica, from Central Asia,

is perhaps the most lovely. It has large cream-

coloured single flowers very freely produced,

and if the shoots are tied down will grow into a

good hedge, though I think the effect of a free-

growing bush is more graceful and pleasing.

Hispida is a pale lemon, and spinosissima lutea

and xantliina are bright yellow varieties ; while

THE PALE LEMON FLOWERS

OF ROSA HISPIDA.

bush Roses, on the other hand, rest their chief

claim to beauty on masses of bloom mingled with

the brilliance of fresh green foliage, and this can

usually he best obtained by little or no spring

pruning. May is the month of flowering shrubs,

of the fragrant Lilac, the golden Laburnum, the

white, crimson and pink Hawthorns, and if we
plant the right varieties May will add to her

attractions by giving us in our gardens great

bushes of crimson and white and pink Roses.

As I write to-day (May 31) I can find some
fifty difierent varieties of Roses in bloom, some
already passing away, others in full bloom, others

with their first buds just bursting.

Rosa sericea. from the Himalayas, is usually

the first Rose to come out in this garden. It

grows into a huge bush with very distinct Fern-

like foliage and white four-petalled blooms. 1

noticed the first flowers this year on May 6. A
few days later the variety sericea Pteracantha,

with larger and purer white flowers and brilliant

red thorns, was also in bloom. Sericea Ptera-

cantha should be pruned hard back after flowering,

the more tender but very beautiful Hugonis has

cup-shaped, soft yellow blooms. All the Scotch

Roses are garden varieties of spinosissima, and
most of them come into bloom in May. Stanwell

Perpetual, a very fragrant and pretty blush

Scotch Rose, is usually the earliest of these garden

varieties, and, unlike the others, it goes on flowering

quite late into the autumn.

In these days of diseases and pests, of black

spot, red rust and mildew, which play such havoc

among the Hybrid Teas and Teas, it is refreshing

to turn to some of those hardy bushes which are

seldom seriously affected by any of these evils

;

even green fly would appear not particularly

partial to the thorny sericeas and the exceedingly

spiny spinosissimas I This remark does not by
any means apply to all the so-called species of

Roses. Many, such as canina, are very susceptible

to red rust, and are, alas ! by no means distasteful

to the various objectionable sawflies ; and the

Rugosas, which make some of our finest bush
Roses, seem peculiarly attractive to green fly

and caterpillars of every description. Their

growth, however, is so rapid and strong that the

plants do not suffer to the same extent, even when
attacked by these objectionable pests, as do the

less vigorous Hybrid Teas and Hybrid Perpetuals.

Many of the Rugosas, though perpetual and excel-

lent autumn bloomers, come into flower in May.
The single rosy magenta America is usually the first,

and was flowering this year on May iS. It was
soon followed by the almost snow white Blanc

Double de Coubert, the creamy Mme. George

Bruant and the crimson Mrs. Anthony Waterer ;

while pinks in many shades and shapes are repre-

sented by Delicata, Conrad F. Meyer, Thusnelda,

Rose Apples and others. Nearly all the Rugosas

are so deliciously fragrant that they are worth

growing for that quality alone. The double

crimson Rose ^ parfum de I'Hay, which is also

in flower this month, was considered by M. Jules

Gravereaux to be the sweetest of all Roses.

The Chinas are another group which, if not

pruned in spring, will flower right through

May and thence onward to

Christmas. The first to flower

here is the tiny minima, one of

Miss Lawrance's Roses, and the

old Pink Monthly is not far be-

hind it. Comtesse du Cayla,

too, is already showing many of

its bright coppery rose buds.

Rosa alpina, or the Thomless
Rose, a native of the Alps, as

its name suggests, should be
welcome in the garden on
account of its earliness. It

makes a dense, rather low-grow-

ing bush, covered during May
with bright rose pink blooms.

Its variety pendulina has pure

carmine flowers. The scent is

resinous and most refreshing.

Rosa nipponensis, with larger

and looser blooms, is also worth

a place among May-flowering

shrubs. The buds are crimson,,

opening to magenta ; while R.

rubella, a hybrid of alpina

crossed with spinosissima, with

pretty light green foliage and
glowing rose-coloured blooms,

is an altogether desirable plant.

The bright pink pillar Rose,

R. inermis Morlettii, with per-

fectly smooth red stems, is also related to the

Alpina group. If we want climbers that flower

in May, we can find plenty of Roses ready to-

give us early blooms. The old Dijon Tea Gloire

de Dijon and the Noisette R6ve d'Or are among
the earliest of Roses to flower.

The Hybrid Teas provide us in May with the

brilliant Carmine Pillar and the softer-coloured

Sheilagh Wilson (this is a perpetual-flowering

variety) ; while on a south wall Lady Waterlow

and Climbing Papa Gontier are full of bloom.

The most beautiful of May-blooming climbing

Roses, and, indeed, quite one of oxu- loveliest Roses

at any time, is R. sinica Anemone. It is a hybrid,

of R. sinica, and, though very much hardier

than its parent, certainly appreciates the shelter

of a south wall. It has dark brown woody stems,

from which appear short twigs bearing shining

green leaves composed of three leaflets. The

flowers are large and perfect in shape for a single

Rose, and are produced in great profusion. They
are of a wonderfully beautiful soft pink shade^

veined and flushed with rose colour, the outside-
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of the huge shell-like petal being much paler than

the interior. The golden anthers are abundant,

much enhancing the beauty of the flower. They
last in good condition for an unusually long time.

The flowers keep well when cut and put in water,

which is not always the case with single Roses.

While in bloom there is nothing in the garden

that can rival the beauty of the corner of the

south wall where the rose pink blooms of sinica

Anemone mingle with the deep crimson flowers

of the old Hybrid Tea Bardou Job. Sinica

Anemone needs very little pruning, and that

little should be given when the

plant has finished flowering.

Two of the Multifloras may be

relied upon to bloom in May.

These are the honey-scented, white-

bloomed Griiss an Zabern and the

pale yellow Aglaia.

Some brilliant-coloured flowers of

Mme. Edouard Herriot (the Daily

Mail Rose) in a bed on the lawn

remind me that the Fernet

group is a comparatively early

one, and will soon be in flower.

Both the Pernets and Multi-

floras, however, really belong to

June, and I have written enough of

May Roses to show that it is our

own fault if our gardens are desti-

tute of Roses during that month.

A visit to the Rose Dell and the

shrubberies filled with Rose species

in Kew Gardens is interesting at

any time during the summer, but

it is never more lovely nor more
interesting than during the month
of May, and lat that time may be

seen many early Roses of which I

have made no mention, most not-

able of all, perhaps, the brilliant

nasturtium-coloured Austrian
Copper, which was magnifi-

cently exhibited at the National

Rose Society's Spring Show this

year. White Lady.

was the bone of contention between North and

South sixty years and more ago. And the spotless

ground people won.

" ' But wliat good came of it at last ?
'

Quoth little Peterkin.

' Why that I cannot tell,' said he
;

' But 'twas a famous victory. '

"

Ask, however, Mr. Bentley, ask Mr. Hall, ask

Mr. Needham, our most prominent exponents of

the cult of the English florist Tulip, and they

will make answer that purity of base and interior

OLD TU LIPS

THE Royal National Tulip

Exhibition at Chelsea was

an imperium in imperio.

I wonder how many of the

huge crowd of visitors were aware
of its existence, and, further, how
many there were of those who
found . it who entered into its

spirit. Said one lady to her friend

in my hearing, after looking at

the stands of bloom, " Something
new, I expect." Little did she know that she

was in the company of one of the very oldest,

if not the oldest, man-made flower in existence.

If the flamed bizarre in one of Mr. Bentley's

exhibits called San Jose was identical with Captain

White, it was certainly in existence in 1798 ;

while the very next bloom, called Victoria Regina,

dates from Early or Mid-Victorian times, as

the yellow stains in its interior would not be
tolerated in a new flower nowadays. What
battles royal, what heart burnings, what invectives

its presence there calls up ! Must the ground
colour be pure, or does it not matter ? That

general and loose way, it was these discarded

selfs that gave a send-ofi to the Tulip boom
of to-day. Some were there on Messrs. Hogg
and Robertson's solitary exhibit of " May
flowerers," just to remind us, it seemed, that,

thanks to the fastidious tastes of the fancier,

we have the beautiful and indescribable John
Ruskin

; the brilliant red coat, Caledonia ; and that

rich brown, superbly clad Hammer Hales. These

probably are, with many another, old-time

veterans newly found. These might have been
there even if they were not. One striped form

there was, however, which amply
made amends for any that were

not—Zomerschoon, the marvellous

pink-striped belle of pre-Waterloo

days ; the very same flower that

;
Maddocks of Walworth put in his

catalogues in the last decade of

century number eighteen. "Some-
thing new, I expect " I As well

call Apples new at the next fruit

show. Joseph Jacob.

VIOLAS FOR
BEDDING

I

ONE OF THE, LOVELIEST OF ALL ROSES: ROSA SINICA ANEMONE,

means brightness and life, and that without that

purity the colour is duller and sadder. I heard
at this show of the death of poor old Knowles
of Stalybridge. He had shown Tulips for fifty

years and over, and belonged to the straightest

sect of the fanciers, for on no consideration would
he show a breeder (a self-coloured flower) nor
admit one to his garden. History does not say
who he expected to grow them until, as he would
have put it, they had learned better ways. We
are, however, greatly indebted to these particular

people, for their cast-offs found their ways in

numerous gardens and, speaking in a somewhat

T is difficult to Conceive a

more beautiful picture than

the grouping of Violas at

intervals throughout a long

and attractive border of

hardy flowers. To make an

effective use of this subject, the

colonies or groups should vary in

size in proportion to the size and

depth of the border in which they

are planted. Groups varying from

six to twenty-four plants in each

make a most effective display, and

if the colours are carefully chosen,

so that they run in pleasing

sequence right tliroughout the

length of the border, the effect is

distinctly attractive and pleasing.

Striking contrasts may also be

arranged with considerable effect

if the more pleasing tones of colour

are utilised. I was recently look-

ing through a large and compre-

hensive display of Violas, in which

the planting in effective contrasts

was the object aimed at, and one

particularly attractive and striking

picture was that of the beauti-

ful rich mauve purple Winch-

more Bedder planted between

two masses of the rich yellow

Moseley Perfection, and May, an even richer

coloured variety and especially fragrant withal.

This is just one instance of the way in which this

subject may be used when planting in masses,

either in beds by themselves, or as an edging to

large borders, or in colonies at intervals throughout

large borders of hardy plants.

There are other ways, however, in which the

Viola may be used effectively and with considerable

advantage to those who will break away from

what has been regarded as orthodox in the past,

and that is to utilise it as a groundwork

to other subjects of tall and stately character,
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and in this connection I may mention just two
instances where the Viola excels. The Viola is

now not infrequently utilised as a subject for

planting between Roses and Carnations, and there

are a host of other places where it serves an
equally useful purpose. The advantage of using

Violas in this manner is that they maintain a

display of their ever-welcome blossoms over quite

a long period, during which the other occupants

of the same beds and borders are not in blossom.

Apart from their usefulness in this connection,

they also have a value for contrasting with the

same subjects w^hen they come into flower, pro-

vided proper care be observed in the grouping of

the respective colours. Where the beds of Roses

or Carnations are of mixed colours, this point

need not be observed ; but where the beds

are of one variety or of one colour only,

it should not be a very difficult matter to

plant Violas of a colour that will pleasingly

to time varieties of coarser growth should have
their old and somewhat elongated shoots cut out
to make way for fresh young growths, each of

which will flower in its turn, thus maintaining the

display.

Frequent appUcations of liquid and other manures
that it is customary to apply to the Roses or what-
ever subject may be planted in conjunction with
the Violas afford the necessary stimulus that

the Violas need to keep them in good health through-

out their long period of flowering, and tliis is always
reflected in the beauty and charm of the flowers

of the latter.

The advantage of planting in the autumn, say,

the early days of October, is that the display begins

earlier in the succeeding spring ; but where growers
are anxious to fork over their beds of Roses, &c., in

the spring, and cannot do so where planting the

Violas in the autumn is practised, spring planting

has its advantages. At this time it is safe to say that

THE OLD DOUBLE PINK P.EOXY.

contrast or happily harmonise with the Roses or

Carnations. The \vriter has in his mind's

eye a garden in whicli there were about twenty-

four large beds of Roses, having one distinct

variety in each bed. The beds of Roses were

planted with one variety of Viola only in

each bedj and, due care being observed to prevent

the clashing of colours, the result was a charm-

ing association. In the very early spring, long

before the Roses put forth their leaves and buds,

the beds were ablaze with colour from the Violas,

and this continued right away through the summer
until the autumn. The effect was very fine

indeed, and many who visited the garden in ques-

tion were so convinced of the value of the Viola

in this association that the method came to be

adopted in many other gardens as a consequence.

It is necessary to point out liere that spent

blossoms and seed-pods should be persistently

removed regularly and systematically tliroughout

the whole of the flowering period, and from time

beds and borders planted with Violas forthwith will

very quickly adjust themselves in their new quarters

and in a comparatively short time, and will make
a display that will exceed the expectations of

many.

Varieties, of course, vary considerably both in

character and colour, and for this purpose the

self-coloured sorts are more often in demand, but

some of the edged and fancy Violas are very beau-

tiful when utilised in this way. A few good
sells are the following : Mrs. E. A. Cade, a very

early bright yellow ; Moseley Perfection, rich

jellow, large and strong growing; May, rich

yellow, sweet scented, slightly rayed, early, ray-

less in warm weather ; Wiuchmore Bedder,

mauve purple, very effective ; W. H. Woodgate,
the nearest to a pale blue of all tlie Violas ; Archie

Grant, rich purplish violet (some say indigo blue)
;

Cream King, cream ; Swan, white ; Seagull, white
;

J. B. Riding, rosy purple ; Kitty Bell, Ulac

;

Maggie Mott, pale mauve blue
; John Quarton,

light mauve blue ; Mrs. J. H. Rowlands, rose
;

Primrose Dame, primrose ; White Empress,
creamy white ; and the following edged sorts :

A. S. Prater, white, edged mauve ; Duchess of

Fife, primrose, edged mauve blue ; Kathleen,

white, broadly edged purplish red ; and Lark, white,

edged blue. Fancies are Dr. Macfarlane and Mrs.

Chichester.

Highgate, N, D. B. Cr.^ne.

THE OLD DOUBLE P^EONY

Very old dwellers in our gardens are these hardy
European Paeonies, and among the most beautiful,

too, with their handsome heads of blossom so

freely produced. Though most often thought of

in association with old. gardens, yet there are no
plants better adapted for making an effective

show in tlie modern garden than a few clumps of

one or other type of Pffiony—European or Chinese.

By using both l<inds the flowering season wiU
be prolonged, as the Chinese flower after the

European. Planting can be done any time from

September to March, the earlier the better.

Practically any ordinary garden soil will grow

Pa?onies, providing it be deeply worked and, if

poor, well eiu'iched. It is time well spent to

thoroughly prepare the ground, as the plants

may then be expected to remain and be a success

for several years. Particularly, my experience has

taught me, does this apply to the European

section. I have in mind a clump of the old double

red that never fails to flower in a garden in this

district, and, so far as I can gather, it has not

been disturbed for fifteen to twenty years.

Pasonies will grow well in sun or shade, but in

the former position much more water will be

required by them, while, of course, the flowers

fade much quicker. An ideal position is that /

where the sun is not on the flowers continuously,

being broken by some trees or a hedge ; or such

position as occupied by the plant in the illus-

tration, namely, an east border backed by tall

flowering shrubs.

Highgate, N. C. T.

TRIALS OF AUTUMN-SOWN
CABBAGES AT WISLEY, 1915-16

The following awards have been made to autumn-
sown Cabbages by tlie Council of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society after trial at Wisley :

First-class Certificate.—No. 85, EUam's Early

Dwarf, sent by Messrs. Barr and Sons.

Awards 0/ Merit.—No. 33, First and Best,

introduced by Messrs. Hurst and Sons, sent by
Messrs. Barr and Sons ; No. 29, Barr's Eclipse,

introduced and sent by Messrs. Barr and Sons
;

and No. 73, Sutton's Harbinger, raised, introduced

and sent by Messrs. Sutton and Sons.

Highly Commended (***)—No. 22, Flower

of Spring, sent by Messrs. R. Veitch and Son
;

No. 71, Sutton's April, raised, introduced and
sent by Messrs. Sutton and Sons ; No. 102, Spring

Beauty, raised, introduced and sent by Messrs.

Bath, Limited ; No. 24, Sutton's Flower of Spring,

introduced and sent by Messrs. Sutton and Sons
;

and No. 34, First and Best (Hurst's), introduced

by Messrs. Hurst, sent by Messrs. Barr and Sons.

Commended (**).—No. 30, Early Favourite,

sent by Mr. J. P. Farr ; and No. 31, Sutton's

Favourite, raised, introduced and sent by Messrs.

Sutton and Sons.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

CAMPANULA PATULA is one of the

pleasantest weeds of this garden.

It would like to fill every half-shaded

corner with its flat, lively green

rosettes in winter, and masses of large

starry blossoms from June to December. It is

so charming among Ferns, Lilies, Bamboos and

nrost plants that like the same cool and moist

quarters, that I leave it to cover the ground they

<lo not whenever it is not too pusliing and greedy

a neighbour for a choice and delicate treasure.

It has to be pulled up when it crowds up such

plants as Kirengeshoma palmata and Deinanthe

bifida or choice alpine

Primulas, and therefore is

often treated as a weed. It

is easily pulled up, for, being

an annual, it has no tricky

underground ways, no brittle

rhizomes, or easily detached

bulbils to produce a dozen

or more wherever one is

destroyed, and the scent of

the young rosettes is rather

like that of Lamb's Lettuce,

so that, whether in the right"

or the wrong place, it is

quite a pleasant weed.

It is a native plant and

recorded from many counties,

but I have never seen it

growing in any quantity

except in Monmouthshire,

where it is very abundant

in hedge banks between

Tiutern and Monmouth. I

am often surprised to find

how few of the many good

gardeners who come here to

see my plants know or grow

this one. In one portion of

the garden where good forms

of British Ferns and Lilium giganteum are specially

catered for, the Campanula introduced itself, but

made itself so agreeable that it is now welcomed
and reckoned as an abiding guest there. Most of

those who see its carpets of blue stars in June
and July beg for plants of it. I believe one

reason for this neglect is the fact that seeds of the

greatly inferior Campanula Rapunculus have been

widely sold under the name of C. patula. I grow
both plants, but greatly prefer patula. Its freely

branching, slender stems and upright, widely

open flowers would be sufficient to make it superior

to the Rampion, whose pendent flowers are arranged

in stiff, closely packed spikes. Also patula's neat

and narrow winter leaves take up less room than

the coarse tufts of Rapunculus, but it is by the

wonderful colour of its flowers that my pleasant

weed delights all who see it. In the bell of their

throat they are a beautiful pale shade of cobalt

blue, but the widely spreading petals that give

the plant its specific name of patula, spreading,

or open, are of such a warm rosy shade of mauve
that in some lights they look almost crimson.

Not the least of their charms are the conspicuous

purple veins, three to each petal with a few

branches from the outermost, that run from base

to tip inside and outside, reminding one of those

on Crocus pulchellus. Once it gets into the

garden and finds a cool spot, it is sure to seed

itself about and appear rather too freely,

but young plants are easily transplanted,

and the flowers open freely and last a long

time when cut and brought into the house.

Therefore I advise everybody who has a

garden with a yard or two

of shade in it to let Cam-
panula patula share those

cool places with their pre-

sent occupants. I have

given up struggling to

PATULA.

(Two-thirds

natural size.

)

From a drawing

by E. A. Bowles.

grow the perverse and shy-blooming C. abietina,

since I found out that C. patula was so

much like it in flower and so much easier

to please. This second week of June is rather

early for Campanulas, so that some of the

first comers that are alreadv in bloom are

all the more welcome. C. pulla is one of them,

and I have never had it so fine before. I saw it

spreading into yard-wide masses in Mr. Horni-

brook's marvellous Irish garden, and begged

for a piece tn case it was an especially vigorous

form ; and the plant he kindly gave me has

in one year spread out into a square foot

of solid greenery, and is still pushing out in all

directions. The central por-

tion is covered with the dark

reddish purple bells, which,

both by this depth of coloiur-

ing and the peculiar angle

of their downward pose,

are unlike those of other

Harebells. On a ledge of

the opposite bank of the

rock garden is a rarabhng

drift of the beautiful little

Campanula Mr. Farrer gave

me as C. csespitosa Miranda,

though I believe he has

some other name for it now.

Its bluish grey, chubby
bells on 4-inch stems make
such a delightful contrast

for the dark sombre ones

of pulla as I have them
gathered and lying before

me as I write, that I

want to try to grow them in inter-

mingling patches.

The hay meadows of the Roja

and Vesubie valleys of the Maritime

Alps are gay in June with a very

fine form of C. Trachelium, which

varies from purple to lavender,

with occasionally a pure white form.

I was so pleased with the lavender

and white forms that I brought some

home, and now wish I had collected

many others, for I find these forms

are not only taller and larger

flowered than my older forms of

Trachelium. but, also, they flower

quite a month earlier, and if cut

down throw up fresh flower-stems

in a surprisingly short time. They
are beginning to seed about after

the manner of the old and some-

what troublesome C. TracheUum of

our gardens, and I hope some day

to see our hay meadows enlivened

by hundreds of their large bells. I

have just measured one flower, and

find it is over 2 inches from base of cup to tip of

petal

One of the most striking plants now in flower

IS a good clump of Vicia gregaria argentea. Its

pinnate leaves are even more downy and silvery

than those of Cerastium tomentosum. and they

heap themselves up into a mound of brilliant

whiteness, with here and there a spike of ros}-

lilac flowers, whose colour is delightful against

the silvery leaves. So many grey-leaved plants

have white or yellow flowers that these look

strange as well as beautiful in their silver

setting.

Luzula nivea is a thing far too seldom planted.

It is common in many sub-alpine districts, and

always pretty when its light stems arch out from

the rocks and its heads of white chaffy, starry

flowers are open. In the garden it soon grows

into a larger tuft than I have seen on the rocks,

and the whole plant seems to gain in vigour.
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1 have one in which the stems are a yard high,

bending out all round. Each one bears four or

five of the long grassy leaves, and is terminated

by a branching cluster of Rush-like flowers of

snowy w^hiteness. Seen from a little distance

it looks as though the blossoms of some especially

charming Thalictrum or Spiraa had. been trans-

ferred to the stems of a graceful grass. Of course,

it looks its best arching out from an upper ledge

of the rock garden, but is by no means to be

despised in an ordinary herbaceous border among
such showy things as Geranium platypetalum

and Lilium croceum, both of which are making

a grand show of purple and orange just now,

WEEPING TREES CLIFTON DOWN: TO-DAY

THERE is nothing in the garden capable of

affording efficient shade from the hot rays

of the sun during the summer months so

pleasantly as a well-grown tree of weep-

ing growth ; and although this fact

appears to be well realised, it does not seem to

be generally known that there are other weeping

trees than the Ash and Willow. Apart from its

usefulness, a well-grown weeping tree is decidedly

ornamental, but to show its good points to advan-

tage it must be strictly isolated. A weeping tree

By H. Stuart Thompson-, F.L.S.

ASARUM GR0WI>:G IN THK JOINTS OF STEPS.

and to my idea always look the better for something

grassy ard cool in colour tone close beside them.

ASARUM EUROPy^UM IN WALL
JOINTS

The glossy-leaved Asarabacca is one of the best

of plants for accompanying flowers planted in

the cool sides of walls ot in the joints of pave-

ments. In the latter case planting is often much
overdone, especially in the way of having too

many different kinds of plants in sight at the

same time. Such gardening is best of all when
it is done by the plants themselves—as when a

flower grows in a pavement trora seed shattered

by a plant above it in a wall or beside it in a border.

Such was the case with the Asarum shown in

the illustration. It was planted at the edges

of the borders adjoining, and crept at its own will

from both sides along the foot of the step. It

is puzzling to know how it can have found root-

hold or nourishment, for the steps had not been

intended for planting and the joints were

cemented. G. J.

placed among others of a normal character is quite

out of place, and those intending to plant should

be fully alive to this small but important point.

Generally speaking, weeping trees are not so

vigorous as normal specimens, but the same soil

will grow them very well indeed.

On one of the lawns in the Royal Gardens,

Kew, a very fine weeping Holly may be
seen, this being known to botanists as Ilex

Aquifolium penaula ; it has the usual deep
green coloured foliage. A variegated Holly of

pendulous character is known as I. A. p.

tricolor, the leaves having a combination of

three colours. The weeping Elms are distinct

and frequently form large specimens ; the best

are Ulmus montana pendula and U. campestris

pendula.

Among the Birches are to be found the most
graceful of all weeping trees, those known
as Betula pendula Youngii and B. alba pendula

being exceedingly beautiful. Weeping Beeches,

Thorns, Poplars and Plums are also obtainable,

whUe the lovely weeping Roses have so often

been described that anything more than mention
of them is not needed here.

Lme now briefly indicate some of the

chief features in the vegetation and
natural flora of Clifton Down and Avon
Gorge as seen to-day, and in so doing
confine my remarks strictly to the Downs,

cliffs and adjoining woods on both sides of the

river.

It is a matter of great satisfaction that not-

withstanding the large numbers of persons

—

botanists, plant lovers and
others —• who visit the Downs
and Leigh Woods opposite, and
although much quarrying of lime-

stone has been done in recent

years, remarkably few species of

plants have entirely disappeared

from this area, so that the general

character of its flora doubtless

remains much as it was when
visited by the early botanists

three centuries ago. Indeed,

thanks to the spread of botanical

science and of edupation generally,

a greater number of plants can

usually be seen in the Clifton

district by observant field botanists

than* was Icnown to Ray or even

Hudson.

Nevertheless, it behoves all col-

lectors of plants to take from

Clifton as little as possible, and
to leave certain rarities severely

alone. Allium sphserocephalum,

for example, grows nowhere
else in Britain, and as it is a

conspicuous plant it suffers

enough damage from ruthless

boys and other thoughtless

persons. The Bristol Rock Cress

(Arabis stricta) is in much less

danger, because of its insignifi-

cant white flowers and the

fact that it is somewhat widely

spread, especially on the Clifton

side of the Avon. Hutchinsia

petraea is another rare Crucifer found on the

steep slopes of the Downs ; but being one of the

smallest and most difficult plants to find, its

chief danger may be from boys and girls scrambling

about the screes where it loves to hide. The

handsome blue Veronica hybrida is a Bristol

treasure always in some danger from the careless

or selfish gatherer of wild flowers ; but Mr. J. W.
White thinks it may be more plentiful now than

in the time of Lightfoot and Sir Joseph Banks,

when quarrying of ballast for the West Indian

sugar ships had laid bare much of the cliff face.

This fine Veronica, which I observed grew rapidly

under cultivation twenty-five years ago, has now
been noticed in one or two places on the Somerset

side of the river. It is a larger, more robust

species than the little V. spicata of East Anglia,

which formerly was confused with it.

Of Orchids, no fewer than fifteen kinds have been

found in the vicinity of the Avon, most of which

still exist in small quantity, and more than any

other plants should be left alone. Orchis ustulata

is probably extinct, but O. pyramidalis still

lingers close to the promenaders, as do the Greater

Butterfly Orchid, the Fly and the Bee ; whereas
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the rare Wasp Orchis (Ophrys Trolii), a variety

of O. apifera, has been seen on certain occasions

on both sides of the river since 1787, when Michael

CoUinson had three specimens sent him from

Clifton, of which one root flowered finely in I79'-

" The lip," he says, " is very narrow, yellow and

streaked with dark purple, very analogous to the

insect ,it is named after." Spiranthes autumnalis

and Neottia, together with Epipactis latifolia,

still,grow in the district. It must not be forgotten

that the West of England is not rich in Orchids

like some of the South-Eastern Counties ; but of

the two dozen kinds found in the whole area

of the Bristol coalfields, all but six grow within

easy walking distance of the city.

Besides those plants already mentioned, the

St. Vincent's Rocks or adjoining limestone ground

produce Aquilegia vulgaris, Viola calcarea, one

of iVIrs. Gregory's determinations, which when

put under cultivation at Kew " could not be

prevailed upon to change its characters "
;
quanti-

ties of V. hirta in various forms, Cerastium pumilum,

Hypericum Androsaemum, H. maculatum, H.

montanum. Geranium sanguineum, G. rotundi-

folium, and most of the British species of Gera-

nium ; Erodium moschatum, E. maritimum,

Hippocrepis comosa (the Horse-shoe Vetch),

Vicia sylvatica, Trigonella purpurascens, Medicago

maculata (a beautifully marked species of some

persistency about Bristol), Spiraea Filipendula,

Pyrus Aria, P. latifolia, P. torminalis, Potentilla

verna in abundance, Sedum Telephium, S. rupestre,

Rubia peregrina in quantity, Orobanche Hederae,

Allium vineale and many others.

Last July I was in an old garden on Stapleton

Hill, close to Bristol, where Orobanche HederjE

was a great pest, notwithstanding that the occupier

was frequently pulling it up. In this garden it

attacked other plants besides Ivy.

In May and June some of the limestone cliffs

and rocks about the Avon are bedecked with the

purple blue flowers of Calamintha Acinos, which

I am inclined to consider distinct from the ordinary

smaller-flowered C. arvensis Lamk., which is

usually annual and has hitherto been thought

synonymous. A preliminary note on the subject

was published in the Journal of Botany, 1915,

page 217, pointing out certain characteristics

of the Bristol plant, and these are still under

consideration. Its early flowering is peculiar.

This year expanded blossoms were seen on May 7.

On the Continent and, indeed, nowhere beyond

Bristol and Somerset have I seen quite the same

Calamint ; and it is almost as handsome as C.

alpina, so common in the Alps.

Clifton is also rich in Sedges and Grasses.

Among the former may be mentioned the rare

Carex humilis, which forms a veritable turf in

places at the edge of the Downs ; and C. digitata,

which is confined to a much smaller area and

requires more looking for. These are both early

Sedges, and usually the short curved flowering

spikes of the former have vanished by May i,

when the fruit is often quite difficult to find.

Of Grasses, the most interesting and uncommon
are Bromus madritensis, B. erectus, Festuca

Myuros, Triodia, Gastridium australe, Kceleria

gracilis and K. britannica. Very possibly K.

Vallcsiana, recently added to the British flora

from Somerset, is awaiting to be discovered

in some of the similar broken limestone

ground about Bristol. The figure of Gastri-

dium, together with those of other local

species which illustrate Lowe's '' Natural

History of British Grasses," was drawn from

Bristol specimens.

Space precludes the mention of any Composites,

except a beautiful white variety of the Greater

Knapweed (Centairrea Scabiosa), which Johnson

first noticed on his western journey in 1634.

The variety remains constant to this day, and

the present writer has seen it nowhere else in hi^

wanderings at home or abroad.

Of trees, the banks of the Avon are clothed

chiefly with Oak, Ash, Lime, including Tilia

cordata, Wych Elm, Sycamore, Silver Birch, Haw-

thorn, Holly, Yew, Whitebeam, Aspen, Hazel,

Beech and several planted conifers. In many
places the wild Clematis makes great tangled

masses about the smaller trees and shrubs.

ENTRANCE TO THE KITCHEN GARDEN AT MUNSTEAD WOOD.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Autumn and Winter Vegetables.—Most of

the Cauliaowers having been planted, also a bed

of Brussels Sprouts, continue planting all knids

of Kales, Savoys and Broccoli. Select, if possible,

showery weather, and keep the plants well supplied

with water until they are re-established. Cauli-

flowers for autumn use should have a rich piece

of ground on which to grow, as their growing

season is very short.

Cabbage and Coleworts.—A sowing of a small

kind of Cabbage and Colewort should be made
for use in winter. Where the ground is dry,

the drills must be well soaked with water before

sowing the seed. Both should be planted rather

thicldy, and soil in good heart selected.

Asparagus.—It is not advisable to continue

cutting Asparagus after this date, or the crowns

will become weak and next year's supply will

be small. Give the bed a dressing of salt if not

already done, and a quantity of liquid manure
will be beneficial.

Peas.—For present sowing, varieties not liable

to mildew should be chosen, and Gladstone,

Ne Plus Ultra and Autocrat are excellent.

The Flower Garden.

Flowering Shrubs. — Specimens that have

finished flowering should be pruned forthwith,

especially such plants as Weigelas, Deutzias and

some of the Spiraeas ; while Lilacs are also improved

by having some of their old wood removed to

the base. Encourage vigorous young shoots by
exposing them to all the sun and light possible,

and strong flowering growths will be the result.

Brompton Stocks.— Seed may now be sown

in the open ground, but it is advisable to

purchase it from a reliable source, or the majority

of the plants will produce single flowers. When
large enough the seedlings should be pricked out in

nursery beds, and finally transplanted in a well-

drained border or bed.

Plants Under Glass.

Streptosolen Jamesonii.—This is an excellent

subject for treating as a standard, and from the

batch of cuttings inserted last March a few of the

most promising examples should be chosen for

this purpose. All side shoots must be pinched

back near to the stem, which should be securely

tied to a neat stake. Other plants may have

their growths pinched to secure an even and well-

balanced specimen. Pot on as required, and

give the plants a light position.

Chrysanthemums.—These should now be placed

in their flowering pots, using a fairly rich compost.

The plants mav then be arranged in lines, and

after being staked should be made secure to wires

or some other support. For a week or two

careful watering will be necessary, but at no time

must they suffer from dryness at the roots.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—It will now be necessary to

procure runners if it is desired to force any plants

next season. Three-inch pots should be filled

with soil and the runners placed upon it. Keep
them well supplied with water.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Caslle/ord, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Herbs.—All seedlings in the herb garden should

be transplanted as soon as they are large enough

to handle, allowing sufficient room between the

lines for the free use of the Dutch lioe.

Broccoli.—Plant out Broccoli as soon as the

plants are of suitable size. Plant also small

batches of early varieties of Cauliflower for succes-

sion. These often come in useful when a break

in the supply is likely to occur. Walcheren is a

very useful variety for summer planting.

Rhubarb.—The crowns intended for forcing

should always be selected early in the season, and

marked with stakes so that no pulling from these

plants will take place during the summer. Remove
all flowering stems as soon as they appear.

Potatoes.—Earlv Potatoes must be frequently

stirred between the lines with the hoe or cultivator,

and earthed up before the haulm closes in the

lines.

General Work.—The hoe should be in daily

use among the growing crops. Provide stakes

to Peas as they come through the ground, and

sow further batches, also of Kidney Beans,

Spinach, Lettuce and small salads.

The Flower Garden.

Gladioli.—These must be staked and tied up

before they become high enough to receive any

damage from the wind. Let the stakes be of the

correct height, so that they will not interfere with

the free development of the flower-spikes, and

keep them as invisible as possible. Where much
staking is required in the flower garden, it is a

good plan to use green-painted stakes or dyed

canes and green raffia or twist.

Wallflowers.—Prick out these as soon as the

seedlings are large enough to handle. They may be

put in fairly tliickly in nursery lines for the present,

as it is advisable to transplant them a second

time, when more room is then available after

some of the early vegetable crops have been cleared

off the ground. Numerous other seedlings will

also need attention in the matter of pricking out.

Many of the perennials sown last month are now
coming on rapidly, and should not be allowed to

remain too long in the seedling boxes.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Young Fruit Trees on Walls.—Those that

have not yet covered their allotted spaces should

have sufficient young shoots laid in for extension.

Other growths ought to be pinched at the third

or fourth leaf, subsequent growths being pinched
at the second leaf. Any further thinning of fruits

required should be carefully attended to, balancing

the crop according to the variety and strength

of the tree. Watch carefully for aphis, and
svringe with Quassia as soon as it is discovered.

Trees carrying full crops of fruit must be liberally

supplied with liquid manure, and the roots mulched,
especially if the soil is of a light nature.

Woolly Aphis or American Blight.—Guard
against the attacks of this pest on the Apple
trees, as from now onwards it spreads very rapidly.

Check it if possible before it becomes general

over the whole of the trees. Methylated spirit

applied with a stiff painter's brush checks it in

its early stages. An orchard spray fluid we have
recently used also checks the spread of this

pest at a time when its de\'elopment seems most
active.

Strawberries.—Provide nets for the Straw-

berries before the fruits show signs of colouring,

as the birds often commence to eat these before

any colour is apparent, and when once the taste

has been acquired, their attentions to the Straw-

berry quarter are very persistent. If not already

provided, clean straw should be laid between the

rows to prevent the fruits becoming splashed and
gritty. Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

A LAND OF
RHODODENDRONS

RHODODENDRONS AT BAGSHOT.

IT

was our great pleasure to see the Rhodo-

dendrons at Bagshot in the early part of

June, when they were flowering with that

wonderful freedom unsurpassed by any

other plant. The Rhododendron' has been

described as by far the most beautiful of all hardy

evergreen flowering shrubs ever

introduced. It . is saying much,

but those who have seen a good

collection at flowering-time will

not disagree with the high praise

that is bestowed upon these

flowering shrubs. Viewed from

a high point, the 'vast collection

at Bagshot presents a scene of

such splendour that it quite

baffles description. It is a land

of Rhododendrons, broken here

and there by undulating ground

and large specimen trees, in-

cluding Copper Beeches, Tulip

Trees and many conifers. Seen

on a bright stmny day, the

gorgeous masses of flowers are

captivating in colour and beautiful

in the extreme, while the air is

laden with their delicious odour

and there Is a perpetual hum of

bees on tlje wing. TThe scene calls

to mind the oft-quoted lines from

Xenophon's " Retreat of the Ten

Thousand," which are singularly
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appropriate now that so much prominence is

given to Trebizorid :

" those bees of Trebizond,

Which from the sunniest flowers that glad

With their pure smile the garden romid,

Draw venoms forth that drive men mad !
" •

The lines refer to the alleged poisonous property

of the honey made from Azalea pontica, and

Xenophon relates how his soldiers became stupefied

and delirious as if intoxicated after eating the

poisonous honey. We can picture the ancient

port of Trebizond on the Black Sea, seated at the

foot of a very steep hill and in the midst of woods

and gardens, a quiet enough place in times of

peace, where Rliododendrons and Azaleas form

the leading vegetation.

But we are digressing ; let us return to

Bagshot. A? most readers are aware, this is the

liome of the old firm of Messrs. John Waterer

and Sons, one of the largest firms in existence. In

recent years this time-honoured firm amalgamated

with the 'Wargrave Plant Farm, Limited, and

now trade as Me5sr.s. John Waterer, Sons and

Crisp, Limited. The new combine is in the happy

position of having three important branches,

tor in addition to the Bagshot nursery there is

the nursery at Hare Hatch, Twyford, Berks,

where rock alpine plants and hardy herbaceous

perennials are grown ; and the well-known London
establishment in Liverpool Street Arcade, where

cut flowers and rock plants from the nurseries

are always to be seen.

To return once again to the Rhododendrons at

Bagshot, it will perhaps be as well to single out

some of the varieties for their effectiveness. One
of the first to catch the eye is R. odoratum, a

delightfully scented and dwarf-growing species

which is as old as the hills. We have seen it

flowering in wild profusion at Wislej, but, sad

to relate, it is unknown in most gardens. R,

myrtifolium, with pretty, delicate rosy flowers

is seen near by, but Waterer's hybridum, though

much like it, is rather better in colour. We had
always looked upon Sappho as the best of the

heavily spotted whites, but Mrs. Russell Sturgis,

a clear white with chocolate maroon spots, appealed

to us as a more beautiful variety. Other varieties

of outstanding merit were George Hardy, witli

magnificent trusses of white blooms—it is quite the

best white to accompany Pink Pearl and Alice
;

Gomer Waterer, white, slightly blushed, and Ted
Waterer, which continue to flower over a very

long season, and both have exceptionally strong

and healthy foliage. By the way, good foliage

and hardiness of constitution are considered most
important points in the Bagshot nurseries, and
no varieties are sent out unless they possess these

important qualities. Joseph Whitworth, a variety

with dark purple lake blooms, is evidently a warm
favourite, for it is grown in very large quantities.

We stopped to measure some of the individual

blooms, which were over 4 inches across. In

Viscount Powerscourt we have a magnificent red,

deeply spotted white. Fastuosum flore pleno, a

semi-double lilac purple, although not everybody's

colour, is certainly the best of its shade. What
a handsome trio is seen in the new Donald Waterer,

Duchess of Teck and Diphole Pink, all of which
received awards of merit from the Royal Horti-

cultural Society recently, and were referred to

in our last issue, page 295. Beautiful as they

were at Westminster, they looked far better at

Bagshot, and the full rose pink tone of Diphole Pink
will not easily be forgotten; it has come to stay.

THE NEW RHODODENDRON DIPHOLE PINK.

To alba elegans belongs the distinction of being

one of the tallest, if not the tallest growing of all

Rhododendrons. It is particularly well adapted

for growing in the background with mauve

varieties to the fore. When seen in the

evening light the colour effect is most pleasing.

Seedling Rhododendrons are there in vast stretches

almost as far as the eye can see. This is not

surprising when we consider that such extremely

beautiful and distinguished varieties as Alice,

Pink Pearl, Bagshot Ruby, Brilliant, Mrs. E. C.

Stirling, Lady Decies and Corona have all been

raised in these extensive nurseries.

There are other trees and shrubs besides Rhodo-

dendrons at Bagshot. Maples and Golden Oaks

in brilliant foliage are there in endless quantity.

Peat-loving shrubs, like Kalmias, Ledums and

Ericas, are naturally quite at home in the soil

of Bagshot. Among the choice flowering shrubs

of which this firm makes a great feature, we

noticed Berberis, over ninety species and varieties,

including brevipaniculata, acuminata, aggregata,

nepalensis, Stapfiana and verruculosa ; Berberi-

dopsis corallina, Buddleia nivea, Carpenteria

californica, Cedrus atlantica aurea, Crinodendron

Hookeri, Daphnes (including Verlottii), Davidia

involucrata, Desfontainea spinosa, Drimys Winteri,

Embothrium coccineum, Eucryphia pinnatifolia,

Exochorda Albertii, Fremontia californica, Hollies

in great variety (including Pernyii, Fargesii and

others), Lonicera Mackayii, L. nitida, Magnolias

(a good collection, including glauca, Lennei,

parviflora and stellulata), Osmanthus Delavayi,

Philadelphus (including purpureo-maculatus.

Rosace, Virginal and many others), Piptanthus

nepalensis, Pittosporum Mayi Silver Queen,

Rubus (including Bambusarum, deliciosus, Veitchii

and Giraldianus), Robinia Kelseyi, Spirsas in

large quantities, Styrax Obassia, Viburnums
(including Carlesii in -quantity, Henryi, macro-

cephalum, Mariesii and rhytidophyllum, some

plants of the latter nearly 6 feet high), Syringas

in large quantities, Vitis armata, Coignetia?,

Henryana, Leeoides, Thomsonii, Thunbergii and

several others, Veronicas (a large collection), and

Weigelas Dame Blanche, Eva Rathke, Saturn

and among others, a good yellow seedling.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—Tfte Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers ivho desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communication^ should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-ivool, and floivering

shoots, u'here possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
LILY OF THE VALLEY AND '* GROUND ASH"

{F. M. Glossop).—There are two plants popularly known
as " Ground Ash,*' but from your desicription we take it

you are referring to the Goutweed (iEgopodium
Podagraria), one of the most insidious weed pests of the

garden and one of tiae most difficult to eradicate. At
the moment the only thing you can do to discourage it

is to pick otf every atom of leaf growth as it is produced,

than which nothing is so fatal to its existence in positions

where more drastic measures are impracticable. Then,
in September or October, we advise lifting the whole
bed and thorouglily overhauling it. As the weed
grows again from every scrap of its root, it would be
advisable to make a fresh bed elsewhere for the Lilies.

Equally desirable, so as to free the Lily from the weed
pest, would be the separation of the plants of the Lily

of the» Valley to single crowns, making your now bed with
the strongest of these. The Lily of the Valley may readily

be distinguished from the weed by the bluntish, cartridge-

like crowns—the weed has a quite distinct growth

—

which form near the surface, the root fibres being also

distinct and less brittle. The operation is of necessity a

tedious one, but you will find the weed so embedded with
the matted root gro^vth of the Lily that in no other way,
save making a bonfire of the whole, is the pest to be got

rid of.
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TO ENCOUBAGE MOSS GROWTH ON STONE (fi. B. M.).

n you treat tbe stone with a not too thick solution

of cow-manuie and soot, with which also is incorporated

a little
" water glass," obtainable at any stores, you will

find this will have the desired effect in the course of two

or three months. You do not say to what stone you

refer, and the above does not apply to such stone as tufa,

for example ; while all exclusively absorbent stone would

be assisted if first saturated two or three times wnth water.

Moisture and shade hasten growth in such cases ;
sun

and excessive drought rather repel it, at any rate for

the moment. Should this occur, give a second apphcation

a week or two after the first.

TDLIPS NOT DOING WELL (Dorset).—The TuUps are

suffering from a bad attack of " fire," which is caused by

a fungus gron-th. This does not destroy the bulbs, but

it weakens them very much when it is as bad as that on

the foUage sent. The bulbs look like those of Erguste,

which always seems rather subject to this fire. Ecmove all

bulbs when the fohage has died do\™, that is, about mid-

June, and do not put any Tulips in the same places next

season. If you are accurate in saying that the two clumps

were dug up in autumn, it is very probable that new roots

had formed. Were this so, the wretched and poor look

is accounted for. Tulips ought to be hfted as soon as the

foliage has become withered in a normal manner, and then

dried and stored in a dry place till planting-time lu

November.
DAfHNE AND ANTENNARIA (J. 0.).— The shrubby

plant is Daphne Cneorum, the other is Antennaria dioica.

The scrap of Daphne sent suggests that the plant has

been starved, and probably the position on the rock

garden is far too dry and tcie soil unsuitable. The plant

g^o^vs well in cool, sandy peat, or this with a third of loam

added. It does not object to a fairly sunny spot, provided

a generous depth of soil, say, 18 inches, and root moisture

during times of drought are assured. These are the more

important cultural essentials. It is one of the most

beautiful of shrubby alpines, and one upon which you

cannot lavish too much care. The other plant is quite

tractable, growing freely and soon fonning a carpet of

gro^^th if given a moderately cool position in rich, sandy

loam. In sun-baked positions which are very hot and

dry, or where drainage is excessive, progress is much
slower. Division of the root in early spring every second

year wiU assist progress.

" FIRE " IN TULIPS (J/rs. E. M., Kent, and Miss

E F , C/icshire).—The Tuhps are attacked by the disease

known as " fire," caused by the fungus Botrytis parasitica.

This fungus is a very troublesome one to deal with, for

it passes the summer in the form of black resting bodies

about the size of a Pea in the soil or about the neck of the

bulb. It is encouraged by the presence of organic matter

in the soil, and the plants are laid open to its attack by

exposure to frosts or cold winds. The best treatment

is to collect and burn the affected fohage and search the

bulbs carefully for any sign of the resting bodies of the

fungus when they are lifted. From what you say con-

cerning the behaviour of other plants in the garden,

we should- imagine your soil to be lacking in lime, and

if this is the case, we should give it in autumn a dressing

of about half a bushel of powdered quickUme to the square

rod of soil, hoeing it in or digging it in in the autumn
digging. The LiUes from Cheshire are in all probabihty

attacked by a similar pest.

eggs are laid on the leaf. The grey larvae may be seen when
the leaf is unroUed. Try spraying mth some good

nicotine wash. It is tliought that the pest is introduced to

the beds in cocoon form, the latter adhering to the roots

of the Briars. It is a good plan to well wash the roots of

affected plants in the autumn, and remove them to

another part of the garden.

LEAF-ROLLER SAWFLY {F. N.).—The Rose is

attacked bv the leaf-roller sawfly. This pest appears

to cause the rolling of the leaf merely tlirough the laying

of its eggs, and this being so it frequently liappens that

the grub, the discovery of which is dilBcult on account

of the similarity of its coloiu-ing to that of the under

surface of tlie leaf, is not found when the leaf is unrolled.

The treatment which succeeds best is applied in winter,

and is the removal of the top 3 inches or 4 inches of soil

from about the bases of the affected bushes and trees.

In this soil the pest hibernates, and it may thus easily

be destroyed Burning the infected soil is a wise measure,

or it may be deeply buried. Spraying with lead arsenate

is of some value, though contact washes are quite useless.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
LILAd FLOWERS DROOPING (^jifon)-—The cause

of the flowers of your IJlac drooping is doubtless that

the plant is not very well rooted into the new soil, as

transplanting took place so recently as last January.

It is improbable that the flowers will droop in the same

way another year. A mulch of decayed leaves and manure
applied to the ground immediately over the roots would

do good. The old flower-heads ought also to be removed

as soon as the flowers fade.

PRUNING KERRIA AND CHOISYA (Har).—Choisya
ternata does not require regular pruning. If, however,

it is becoming overgro^\•^l, it should be pruned as soon

as the spring crop of flowers fade. It must not be pruned

after the later flowering period. Kerria japonica may
have some of the older wood cut out as soon as the flowers

fade, but do not upon any account prune it during winter,

nor yet after the early part of June, or you will cut away
next year's flowering wood.

CHERRY FLOWERS TO NAME (M. 0. F.).—JlK
flowers of the Cherry had fallen on arrival, but it appeared

to be a form of P. Avium, perhaps typical P. .Avium or

maybe a garden form. It is impossible to suggest a

good reason for its not fruiting. Perhaps the roots may
have penetrated into very wet or poor soil, or it may be

that it is very near the wild Cherry, and if such is the case

the fruits will never become very large, although they ought

to ripen in the same way as the garden Cherries. By
digging il deep hole near the tree the condition of the sub-

soil could easily be ascertained, and if it is very wet, an
attempt might be made to drain it.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CULTURE OF GERBERAS (G. //.).—Wlien Gerberas

are raised from seeds a certain number are very liable

to die off during their earlier stages, and occasionally an

established plant or two will follow suit. As a^ rule,

however, the mortaUty among established plants is bitt

small They succeed best in a mixture of loam, leaf-

mould and sand, and when kept indoors should be grown

in a sunny structure. In winter enough water should

be given to keep the soil fairly moist, but an excess must

be strictly guarded against. The temperature of the

structure in which they are grown should not, even m
the depth of winter, be allowed to fall below freezing point.

With the return of spring, more water will, of course, be

required. As far as our experience extends, strong chemical

manures are verv injurious to Gerberas in general. Very

weak liquid manure and soot water combined may, how-

ever, be given during the gromng period, that is if the

planiS in the pots are well furnished with roots. It will be

noted that the roots of the Gerbera are of a deep descend-

ing nature, with comparatively few fibres, for which

reason the plants do better planted out than when confined

in pots. Gerbera Jamesonii in a narrow border in front

of the hothouses at Kew forms quite a feature of that

portion of the Gardens during the flowering period. It

must be borne in mind that South Africa, whence the

CJerberas come, is a land of sunshine, hence they do

not require shade, while a free circulation of air is also

beneficial.

ADVICE ON AMARYLLIDS {E. £.).—If you have an

ordinarv garden frame In a sunny spot, it will be better

to place vour AmarylUds therein for the summer than

in the summer-house. Briefly, the treatment of Amarylhds

after flowering is, as soon as the blossoms are past, to place

them in the warmest part of the greenhouse, keeping

them supplied with water and giving them an occasional

stimulant. Thev may be shaded during the very hottest

part of the day, but at the sainr time they enjoy a reason-

able amount of sunshine. By AiiL'Ust tliiy may be fully

exposed to the sun, giving them at the same time plenty

of air As the leaves begin to ripen, which is shown by

th<ur turning yellow, less water must be given, and when
the bulbs are quite dormant it should be discontinued

altogether. During the winter the plants must be kept

in the "reenhouse; where, if possible, the temperature

should not faU below 45°. By February a httle water

may be given, and the plants wiU then start into growth.

As the leaves and stems develop, an increased amount

of water is neccssarv. If the roots are in good condition,

annual repotting is not required. During the winter

when in the greenhouse they must not be stood under-

neath the stage, but should be given a good position

thereon. We do not know of any work dealing with

their treatment under such conditions as those named

by you Formerly known as Amarylhds, these bulbs

are now by botanists included in the genus Hippeastrum,

but the older name is still in general use.

FRUIT GARDEN.

ROSE GARDEN.
RUST ON ROSES (ilii»s (.'. M. T.).^\'oa should spray

at once with some good fungicide, such as Nicotyl

Fungicide, to be obtained from Messrs. Voss and Co.,

Carlton Works, Millwall, London, E.

ROSE LEAF-CURL (T. W.).—There are many conflicting

opinions as to the cause of this curling of Bose foliage,

but most rosarians beUeve it is caused by a sawfly. Our
common wild Koses may frequently be seen attacked in

this way. The sawfly appears in May and June and the

INJURY TO PEACH LEAVES (Tor?ua)/).—The cause

of the blister on the leavis of Nectarines and Peaches

is the attack of the fungus Exoascus deformans. This

is most frequent on trees exposed to cold winds and late

frosts, but can be kept in check by spraying with Bordeaux

mixture or Burgundy mixture in February.

APPLE SHOOTS FOR INSPECTION (E. M. jl/.).—The

Apple shoots have probably bien attacked by the Apple-

twig cutter, a weevil known scientiflcally as Khynchites

cffiruleus This ix'st is best dealt with by shaking the

boughs over a slieet. It is a small beetle of a bright

blue colour.

SILVER-LEAF ON PEACH TREE (G. B.).—The Peach

tree is badly attacked bv the disease called silvor-leaf,

caused by tiie fungus siir.uui purpureum. It is incur-

able and the part attacked slenild be cut out of the tree

beyond the point at wlifeli a brown discoloration appears

in the wood. If most of the tree is diseased, it would be

well to destroy it utterly. Burn it. The fungus Iruits

on dead branches, and is thus likely to spread to hi'althy

trees if these are left. Attacked branches die m a year

or two and rarely or never fruit.

PEAR LEAF-BLISTER (.Mrs. M.).—Tlie Pear leaves

are badly attacked by the Pear leaf-blister mite. Nicotine

spraying might do some good during summer, but the

most important measure is spraying with what is called

the Oregon wash—lime, salt, soda, sulphur—during the

winter. A recipe for this wash has been given several

times in the "Answers to Correspondents" columns.

The mite spends the winter hiding under the bud scales.

This wash is better for the purpose than the ordinary

caustic soda spray.

PEARS TO STORE (Captain E. H. Verschoyle).—Our

correspondent savs he is obhged to pick his fruit before

it is flt to gather'to save it from birds, and he finds that,

when stored, the fruit decays instead of ripening. He
wishes to know how such fruit can be stored to secure its

proper ripening. Our correspondent will have to leave

the fruit on the trees until it has completed its growth

and is ready for gathering before he can hope to ripen

it properly, however carefully it may be stored. Repairc-d

herring netting is cheap, as advertised in our pages. It

will last for years, with care. Wliy not protect the

fruit ' Home-made scarecrows of many kinds are avail-

able and easily made, and are effective in keeping away

birds. The best place to store and ripen Fears is a

cellar or a cool room on the north side of a house, wliere

the air is not too dry, and where the temperature does

not fall below 47° to 50° Fahrenheit. Lay the fruit in

single layers on paper (on boards). Do not use hay or

straw on which to lay the Pears, or it will communicate

its musty flavour to the fruit.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
TO GROW AND BLANCH SEAKALE IN THE OPEN

GROUND (A'. J/.).—Yes ; this is an excellent way of

growing Seakale, but it is too late to attempt to plant

now for this purpose. The root cuttings should be planted

early in March in beds of four rows at a distance apart of

15 inches, the same distance separating plant from plant

in the row. At the end of the foUowing March the beds

sliould be covered with soil to the depth of 15 inches.

A month aftem-ards the Seakale wiU have grovra through

this soil, and thereby become beautifully blanched a

pure white. It is a delicious and valuable vegetable at

that time of the year.

WIREWORMS IN A POTATO PLOT (B. fl.).—Broken

up turfy soil is always infested with mreworms, which

play havoc with flrst crops planted, whether of

Potatoes or any other vegetables. The best treatment

to adopt is to burn such soil before planting, thus destroying

the wireworms and the seeds of weeds together. The pest is

such a wiry, tough creature that no insecticide can be

applied strong enough to kill It without doing senous

injury to growing crops. In your case, the best thing

you can do is to fork the ground over carefully between

the rows of Potatoes, and pick up the wireworms and

destroy them. Let this be repeated several times until

they are got rid of.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WATER RATS i.M. E. L. Jiidie).—Water rats can

be destroyed by shooting, trapping, or by poisoning

them. Poisoned food may be placed on the bank of the

lake, or bisulphide of carbon may be injected into the holes,

carefuUv closing each hole afterwards. As the chemical

is verv inflammable, it must not be used near a naked hght.

Pour it upon pieces of wadding or tow, and poke it into the

holes.

SPINACH BEETROOT (J. M. £.).—Cut down the

seed-stalks, or the plants will exhaust themselves in

bearing seed and will be of little use aftera'ards. The

roots mU then throw out more leaves. You had better

at the same time sow more seeds ; the resulting plants

will five you better returns during winter, spring, and

early^snmmer than the old plants could do. The plant

is sometimes called the " Perpetual Spinach.'

HOUSE REFUSE AS MANURE FOR THE FLOWER
GARDEN (Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. P.).—All vegetable

refuse, such as Potato pceUngs, Cabbage leaves, &c., as

well as tea leaves, when properly rotted down, make

exeeUent manure and add useful substances to the soil

;

but are worse than useless if applied in a raw state. Ihc

way to treat such is to dig a deep trench (2 feet) m the

soil of the garden and bury the stuff, well mixing at

the same time with its own bulk of soil, and let it remain

undisturbed for a year.

WEED KILLER (IFeerffess).—Hot brine (lib. salt to

1 "allon of water) may be used as a weed kiUer, or lime-

sulphur (10 gallons water, 201b. quicklime, 21b. sulphur,

boiled together in an iron vessel and the clear liquid used),

or loz carbolic acid in 1 gallon of water. Any of these

may be applied with a well-painted water pot. The

various proprietary articles are even more effective i£

apphed according to directions, and they are less trouble

to prepare. Moreover, there is great difficulty now m
procuring salt for brine.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—J?. iSf.-Ceanothus Veitchianus.

Miss M. ii.—Cassandra calyculata. Torquay.—

Clivia miniata. Boris.—Claytonia perfoliata. Although

a native of North-West America to Mexico and Cuba,

it is naturalised in many parts of Britain. We have seen

it in ipiantity hv the sides of Surrey lanes, and it is a

common annual weed in many gardens, Guelder.—

1, Claytonia sibirica ; 2, Luzula maxima; 3, Saxifragu

trifurcata ; 4, Silene maritima flore pleno. G. I.—
1 Tolmeia jMenziesii ; 2, Scmpervivum arboreum varic-

"atum 3. Carex brunnea variegata ; 4, Clilorophytum

elatuin -E. U.—l to 6, apparently Saxifraga umbrosa,

Init caiuint iil.utifv without leaves : 7, Myosotis cespitosa
;

8 Jliiiiuliis Int. us inaculatus ; 9, Mimulus moschatus ;

10 Nepela Aliissiiiii ; 11, Helenium Bolanden ; 12, 13,

15! 18 and 17, seedling forms of CTirysanthemum cocci-

neum—they have no distinctive names ; 14, Chrysanthe-

mum maximum: 18, Polygonatum multiflorum.

iossifmowtt.— Scrophularia aquatica.
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ON Tuesday, July ii, the National

L Sweet Pea Society is holding its

I
sixteenth annual show in the Royal

Horticultural Society's Hall, Vincent

Square, Westminster. The show will

be open from 12.30 to 7 p.m. As in former

years, a visit to the Sweet Pea trials has been

arranged to take place on the day following,

full particulars of which may be obtained from

the secretary, Mr. H. D. Tigwell, Greenford,

Middlesex.

Palms Flowering in Ayrshire.—^The congenial

climate of the Ayrshire coast is highly favourable

to many subjects not commonly seen in the

open in Scotland. The Fan Palm, Trachycarpus

€xcelsus, is hardy in several dis-

tricts, but it is not everywhere that

it flowers. It blooms well in the

noble gardens of the Marquis of

Ailsa at Culzean Castle, Ayrshire,

where it first came irito bloom
about igro, so far as we can ascer-

tain. There are some good speci-

mens of T. excelsus at Culzean,

where the sheltered gardens afford

it a better opportunity of retain-

ing its foliage unscathed than in

more wind-swept places.

A Good Late Lilac.—Those

who appreciate Lilacs over a long

season, either in the garden or for

cutting, would do well to make
a note of Philemon. It is single-

flowered, with a thick, closely set

panicle of flowers that are very

fragrant. In colour the buds are

pale claret, opening blue, with a

pink reflex.

Plants of Special Interest

at Cambridge.—Among plants of

special interest that have flowered

in the Botanic Garden, Cambridge,

during the year ending June
are Acantholimon venustum
Ohvieri, a new variety of a charm-

ing rock plant ; Tritonia Pottsii,

T. lineata and Watsonia Meriana,

South African plants contributed

by Miss Mason ; Eucomis punctata

concolor, a much larger plant

than E. punctata ; Arisaema con-

sanguineum, a curious Axoid, native

of the Himalayas ; Berberis levis,

one of the new and desirable Chinese

species ; Anemone caftra, rare in

cultivation ; Acanthus species from the NEW
Abyssinia to be described as new

;

CLIMBING

Crassula pallida, a fine South African species

;

Cattleya superba, a fine Orchid contributed by
Professor James Ward ; and Indigofera pseudo-

tinctoria, a new species from China.

Genista cinerea.—This is one of the most
attractive and desirable of all the Genistas, especi-

ally as it blooms when the majority of Brooms
are over, its long, slender, pendulous branches
being now covered with bright yellow flowers,

forming quite a graceful object. It is a deciduous

shrub from 8 feet to 10 feet high, a native of

South-West Europe, especially Spain, where it

grows at an altitude of 6,000 feet on the Sierra

Nevada, and closely resembles G. virgata, but may
be distinguished from it by its longer, more slender

branchlets and by its flowers being mostly pro-

duced in small lateral clusters instead of racemes

The Normandy Cowslip in Denmark.

—

Referring to this dainty little plant, figured in

a recent issue, Mr. I. S. RUs, Kvaerkeby, Denmark,
says that " the Normandy Cowslip might as well

be called the Selandia Cowslip. It is abounding
here in the woods in Seland, Denmark. I have

crossed it with yellow Polyanthus Primulas, and

have obtained a splendid lot of improved Cowslips,

well adapted for cutting and for the wild garden."

The New Rose Lucy Williams.—For many
years rosarians have looked upon Dr. Williams

of Harrow-on- the- Hill, a vice-president of the

National Rose Society, as one of the best

authorities on Wichmraiana Roses.

His new climbing Wichuraiana

Rose Lucy Williams, of rich rose

colour, large and full, is an ex-

tremely beautiful garden flower.

Moreover, it is very hardy, free

flowering, handsome in its glossy

foliage, not liable to disease, and,

above all, of pleasing fragrance. It

reaches a height of 20 feet, and
is certain to be in great demand
for pergolas and walls. When
shown at the last meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society it was

unanimously granted an award

of merit. It was raised from

Jersey Beauty crossed with the

newer variety Edward Mawley.

Strawberry Runners.—It is

advisable to renew the beds of

Strawberries from time to time,

and with this object in view

preparations must be made for

securing the necessary runners.

Each runner should be pegged on

a small pot filled with soil imtil

rooted, when they can be severed

from the parent plant and the pots

plunged in ashes. The plants

should be well supplied with water,

and transferred to their permanent

positions before they become

starved. The ground should be

dug deeply and given a good

dressing of manure several weeks

in advance of planting.

WICHURAIANA ROSE LUCY WILLIAMS. IT IS A
VARIETY WITH FRAGRANT ROSE PINK FLOWERS.

*,' Owing to the shortage oj paper,

readers who have not already done so are

asked to order The Garden to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent.

Readers will thus obviate the ivaste eon-

sequent on the issue of papers lor chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy
campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions,

expressed by correspondents.)

Deutzia Wilsonii.—This promises to be one

of the most beautiful of the Deutzias, judging by

a yoimg plant that has bloomed with me for the

first time this spring. It is evidently a strong

grower and a very free bloomer. It has been in

bloom for about a fortnight, and a large proportion

of blooms have still to open. It is considerably

in advance of D. crenata.—C. E. F., Kent.

Rose Mme. AHred Carrlere.—This grand Rose

is once more in flower, and with good treatment

will continue to give flowers for months to come.

It remains one of the best of the white climbing

Roses for a wall, arch, trellis or arbour. It is a

free and constant bloomer, giving an abundance

of its large white flowers, just tinged with the

merest shade of blush at times. I have met with it

in many gardens in the three kingdoms, and every-

where the same encomiums were pronounced upon

its value and beauty by its owners.

—

Scotch Rose.

London Pride : A Neglected Flower.—By
virtue of the fact that London Pride is so easily

grown, its value in tlie garden is often overlooked.

It grows freely in sun or shade, and when mixed

with Aubrietia makes a delightful edging to a

garden path. If London Pride were a new intro-

duction from the Chinese Borderland, it would

be hailed with delight, whereas it is now uncared

for and usually relegated to an obscure part of

the garden. After all, common flowers are usually

the .most beautiful. London Pride is a native

of Ireland, and around Killarney it may be seen

by the roadside growing on the tops of old stone

walls. Here it is known either as St. Patrick's

Cabbage or Fox's Cabbage, while another name
by which it is known is None-so-pretty, and this

seems far more appropriate to this good-natured

plant.—C. Q.

Flora of Kent and Bristol.—The botanical

wealth of the Bristol district, referred to in The
Garden of June 17, page 299, and in the issue

following, throws light on the species of native

plants there found. Our primitive flora must
always be found most abundantly in districts

with the greatest extent of uncultivated land.

It may be a service to many London readers of The
Garden and others to state that, for botanising,

Kent is unsurpassed by any county in England.

With an immense area of primitive woodland,
it also has everywhere much ground of various

kinds never under cultivation. "The Flora of

Kent," by Hanbury and Marshall—rather a rare

work—gives r,i6o species as Kentish. Rochester

recently published a guide to its flora and fauna,

which gives 783 as native of its district. This
interesting guide was compiled by Mr. Hepworth,
an enthusiastic local naturalist, and issued by the

Corpoiation. So little has it been appreciated

by the local public that in default of sale, copies

may now be had free on written application to

Mr. Edwin HaiTis, Old Curiosity Shop, Eastgate,

Rochester, Readily accessible from London,
with downs and salt marshes, woodlands and
chalk hills, ancient manors and churches every-

where, and the almost unrivalled Cobham Park,

Rochester and its district has an interest for the

botanist and Nature-lover which few localities

can equal. Most of the species referred to in

the article in question are to be met with in this

district.

—

Hurstcot.

"Witch's Broom" on the Willow.—This
curious growth, which is caused by the insect

Eriophyes triradiatus, is, unfortunately, more

plentiful this season than ever before. Go where

you will in the London area. Willow trees suffering

severely from repeated attacks are to be found,

and nowhere probably is it more plentiful than

in some of the larger parks and on Hampstead

Heath, where hardly a tree has escaped. Willow

trees that were quite free from the insect last

season are now seriously damaged, and two at

least of those on which the growths appeared

nine years ago have succumbed to the annua

attacks. With the exception of the Goat Willow

(Salix Caprea), most others, both species and

hybrids, are attacked, and not only in the metro-

politan area, but far into the coimtry as well.

Spraying with several kinds of insecticides has

done little good, but pruning off and burning all

attacked shoots in the autumn has been followed

with good results. This is a difficult matter,

especially in the case of large trees, but at

present is the only known way of keeping

the insect in check and is to be recommended.

—

A. D. Webster.

Perpetual Spinach.—With the present-day

scarcity of green vegetables, the note on Perpetual

Spinach, issue June 10, page 291, is particularly well

timed. The value of this Spinach is ignored by

many, yet I consider it one of the most remunera-

tive of all green crops. For the amateur with but a

small garden it is much to be commended, as it

will yield a continual picking over a lengthened

period. My suburban garden is situated on a

dry southerly slope, where it is useless to expect

the ordinary Spinach to give satisfaction. I,

however, am particularly fond of it, and tried

as substitutes both the Perpetual Spinach, or

Spinach Beet as it is often called, and the New
Zealand Spinach (Tetragonia expansa). Both

are good, but we prefer the flavour of the first

named, though this is a point on which, no doubt,

differences of opinion would be found. The New
Zealand Spinach is, however, so tender that the

first frost settles it, whereas pickings from the other

may take place all the winter. Early in the spring

the plants may be cut over, removing all old

leaves. If the soil is then loosened with the hoe

and a dressing of some quickly acting concentrated

manure given, the plants will grow away freely

and yield a good crop of leaves before the spring-

sown ones come in. It will be found that a distance

of 18 inches between the rows will not be too

much.—H. P.

I have been most interested in the article

on the above by Mr. F. R. Castle in The
Garden of June ro, page sgt, and can heartily

endorse his words of praise. It is a vege-

table that should be grown by everyone, instead

of only by the few who are fond of trying the less

common vegetables. Our own soil is of a heavy

nature, but this Spinach does equally well on a very

sandy soil if the ground is well prepared, and, as Mr.

CasLle says, it does not run to seed readily. We
use it chiefly as a winter and spring •^egetable,

and for this purpose sow in July or August. We
sow in drills 18 inches apart, and plant a row of

Lettuce between the rows at the time of sowing

to economise space. Our Perpetual Spinach comes

into bearing in the late winter and continues till

the present time. We shall pull it up shortly.

This must not be confounded with Spinach Beet.

Both are most useful and long-standing vegetables,

but the Spinach Beet gets coarse much sooner and

runs to seed a considerable time before the Per-

petual Spinach, though sown about the same time

and grown in the same manner.—[We have
always regarded Perpetual Spinach and Spmach
Beet as one and the same thing. They are

certainly sold- as such.

—

Ed.]—E. T. Ellis,

Weetwood, Ecclesall, Sheffield.

Useful Household Vegetables versus Exhi-
bition Ones.—1 am somewhat severely criticised

by Mr. Montague (page 270, issue June 3),

who assumes that I do not have my vege-

table plots properly trenched and prepared.

As a matter of fact, I am ver}' particular

on this point, and also study the rotation, for

both are necessary to the attainment of good
crops. As to the " practical part," which he

thinks I have " not yet grasped "—well, I am,
of course, only " Anne Amateur," but I have
grown vegetables for some forty years, and my
aim has ever been to provide a good variety, in

constant succession, all the year rotmd, of " useful

household vegetables," and (say what gardeners

may) this is not possible in a moderate-sized

garden if vegetables are grovm for exhibition

purposes. Also I have (as probably Mr. Montague
has not done) superintended the cooking and
afterwards observed at the table which kind

and size of vegetable is preferred, and it is

almost invariably the smaller ones. With regard

to his remarks re allotments he has visited, /

have visited the wives of prizewiuning allotment-

holders and " could a tale unfold " concerning

their opinions on this subject, as follows :
" ' Bother

they blessed shows !

' say I, fer one dtirsen't

ask fer a bit o' kitchen stuff till after the show,

and then all the things be gettin' old. and he

wants them e't up all at once to clear the ground."

So, though well meant, the show often seems to

result in " vanity " as regards the prizewinner

and " vexation of spirit " for his wife ; and, as

I have heard their complaints, I hug myself to

think of the many varieties of vegetables I am
in the habit of enjoying daily from my non-

competitive plots of " useful household vege-

tables." Nevertheless, I am not too old to learn,

and as a thrifty woman who endeavours to follow

the Scriptural example and " look well to the ways
of my household " I shall be grateful to Mr.

Montague if he will tell me how I may obtain

more in quantity, in a given time and space, of

small, choice vegetables, such as are required,

and approved, by the members of my household.
—Anne Amateur.

Tulip Failures and Successes.—I was going

to begin by saying that I was glad to see

that other people's Tulips had suffered especi-

ally this season ; but that would be an unkind

way of expressing ray appreciation of the
" cold comfort " offered by your correspon-

dent in the interesting article in The Garden
of June 3, page 273, on this subject. As he
invites others to give their experience, I venture

to write. I cannot lay claim to be a " Tulip

grower," but I have had Tulips in my garden

for many years, and my experience is that where

they are planted in borders by themselves they

invariably show signs of " spot " after the first

season. Where grown among other bulbs, such

as Daffodils, or among herbaceous plants, they

are distinctly less liable to disease, and in grass

almost always immune, even in the worst seasons.

This seems to be abundantly borne out by the

experience of the writer of " Tulips in the Mounton
House Garden" in yotir issue of the 17th ult.,

page 298. He apparently always carpets his

Tulip beds with Violas, which afford them the
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protection they seem to crave. This year I had

a bed of Tulips (which were left in the ground

all last year) practically destroyed by fungus

;

but immediately opposite, not 6 feet apart, where

a former bed of Tulips had been some years ago

and had suffered _so much that I had taken up,

as I thought, all the bulbs and had planted Daffo-

dils, a few stray Tulips (Clara Butt and Europe)

appear each year in perfect health. Also the

diseased bulbs were replanted in grass, and come

up free from spot year by year. I find much the same

with Lilium candidum, which sufiers here terribly

unless coming up through other herbaceous plants,

I do not know what the true explanation is, but

it seems to me to be either that Tulips object to

the sun baking on the soil, or that the other

plants receive the fungus spores without injury to

themselves and thus act as a shield to the Tulips.

—S. Prendergast.
' Dianthus alpinus.^The patch of Dianthus

alpinus shown in the accompany-

ing illustration measures about

6 feet by 5 feet, with a fair-

sized boulder in the middle. I

started with one bought plant about

twelve or fourteen years ago, and as

I am told the patch is an unusually

large one, I venture to send details

as to the treatment it receives. In

April I top-dress it with finely riddled

potting soil, right up to the tips of

the shoots. As soon as the flowers

are over, the dead heads are cut off

and another top-dressing of soil and

granite chips, about half and half,

is applied. In October the third and

final top-dressing is given, this time

granite chips alone, to keep things

warm and dry for the winter. The
rockwork is limestone, facing nearly

due west, and gets sun on that end

all day, and also plenty of wind.

The clump in the foreground is

Dianthus c^sius, about eight years old.

I have also had for si.x years a very

good clump of D. Napoleon III.

which received the same treatment

as D. alpinus, but rabbits and mice

have nearly destroyed it, while leaving

the others untouched.

—

Isabel A.

Dent, Ribston, Yorkshire.

The "Daffodil Year Book."—
The two letters in The Garde.n'

of June 17 deal with important

issues, and would seem to challenge some explana-

tion from the Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society. There are two points which I think

very pertinent to the matter at issue, which I

understand to be that, owing to depressed times,

the Royal Horticultural Society cannot aiiord

to pay for the publication of a " Daffodil Year

Book," and I have reason to believe that such

decision is influenced by the fact that the " Daffodil

Y'ear Book " only caters for a section of the Fellows

of the society. Taking this last point first. I

find that in Vols. XXXIX. and XL. the amount
of space given to Orchids and Daffodils, respec-

tively, is as follows: Vol. XXXIX. (igia-rj)

—

Orchids, photographs, 21
;

pages, 32 ; Daffodils,

photographs, nil
;
pages, 13. Vol. XL. (r9r3-r4)

—

Orchids, photographs, 20
; pages, 27 ; Daffodils,

photographs, 4 ; pages, r6. Taking these two
years together, Orchids had approximately 1,000

per cent, more photographs and roo per cent,

more page space devoted to them than the

Daffodils. Is there not something owing to the

Daffodil section to square the account between

the two sections ? With regard to expense, I

find that the income of the society and the balance

over expenses for the years 1912, 1913, I9r4

and tgrs appear to be as follows : igr2—Income,

£27,201 ; balance carried to balance-sheet, £9,104.

I9r3—-Income, £32,668 ; balance carried to

balance-sheet, £8,938. 1914—Income, £32,293 ;

balance carried to balance-sheet, £14,135. igrs

—

Income, £27,130 ; balance carried to balance-

sheet, £10,536. I would therefore ask, Is it

really necessary for a "going concern" like the

Royal Horticultural Society to be hoarding up

its money by incidentally cutting down the

expenses in regard to the legitimate and proper

work of the society ? We do not want to hand

down £ s. d. to posterity, but records of the work

done by the society. Daffodil-lovers form no

small part of the Fellows, and it would be inter-

A DRIFT OF DIANTHUS IN A RE.\DER S ROCK GARDEN

esting to know what number of the Fellows grow

Orchids and what number grow Daffodils.—C.

Lemesle Adams, Pendeford Hall, Wolverhampton.

The letter of your correspondent " G. C."

places the responsibility for the financial

aspect of the matter upon its correct basis.

The Council,- having within its control the

three factors dominating the financial result,

namely, the. cost of production, the number
of copies to be printed, and the price of issue,

knew beforehand exactly what, at its best, the

financial result must be, and yet, with that know-

ledge, allowed its Secretary to " hope that the

book would come within reasonable distance of

proving self-supporting," when it was obvious that

it could not possibly be so. A leading aspect

making financial failure inevitable was the strange

miscalculation on the part of the Council as to

the number of copies which would be required,

and it decided upon a limited number which,

having regard to the price charged, made a financial

loss certain. And it need not have been so but

for this miscalculation, for it is almost certain

—

looking at the sales in 1914, when, as the Council

tells us, although the number was actually

doubled, "only a few copies remain unsold"

—

that had there been sufficient copies printed in

1913, and the price charged 2S. 6d., or even 2s.,

instead of is. 6d., there would have been no loss

whatever on the 1913 issue. I personally applied

for two additional copies to give to friends newly

interested in the Daffo4il, and was met by the

answer, " All sold." And, so, in 1913 the Council

inaugurated a system of finance which rendered

loss inevitable, and, strangely, now turns round

and would apply the ill results of its own peculiar

financial methods as a reason for suspending the

issue of a book which has proved of the

greatest value, and which' has been specially

commended to the Fellows by the Council

itself. It is curious to note that in the May
volume of the Journal of the society,

just issued, there occurs on page

ccxxxiv. the following : " The
' Daffodil Year Books ' of the Society

are amongst the most interesting

works on Gardening. The first issue

(1913) was sold out within a month of

publication." More curious still, the

Council goes on to say, " The 1916

Edition will be ready in August

next." This statement, the expressed

decision of the Council, made when
the financial results of the previous

issues were known and the increase

in the cost of production realised, is

preceded a little earlier in the same
month by the Rev. W. Wilks'

announcement that the 1916 edition

will not be published. One is begin-

ning to wonder what is the real

reason for this remarkable volte face.

On the question of finance, surely

a society which has just announced

that it has completed a laboratory

at Wisley "at a cost approach-

ing £20,000 " cannot be seriously

concerned by the trifling outlay

needed to preserve to us one of the

society's most useful publications

from the effects of the Council's

own financial miscalculations. The
effect of the suspension of the "Daffo-

dil Year Book " upon the trade has

not, apparently, been considered. We
amateurs who cannot visit the big Daffodil shows

have largely relied on the " Daiiodil Year Books "

to guide us in the matter of the newer varieties

in the selections and purchases which we make,

and especially must this be so to our friends in

Australia and New Zealand. This guide and

stimulus to purchasing is to be withheld, and

thus another blow to the already hard-hit bulb

trade is dealt by the hand of the Council of the

Royal Horticultural Society. May I conclude by

suggesting to the Council that it is never too late

to retrace a step too hastily taken?—F.R.H.S.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
July 4.—Royal Horticultural Society's Summer

Show at Holland House, Kensington (three days).

July 7.—City of London Rose Society's Show

at the Cannon Street Hotel, E.C., in aid of the

funds of the British Red Cross Society.

July II.—National Sweet Pea Society's Show
at Vincent Square, Westminster.
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BORDER CARNATIONS

BY
the time these notes appear, the most

interesting period of the year for

Carnation growers will have arrived.

I The season has been backward, and

that most persistent pest, green fly. has

done its best to harass the plants ;
but, so far as

I have seen, the prospects for good quality blooms

are quite up to the avefage. The last few weeks

have been employed in tying, disbudding and

keeping the plants clean, and where cultivation

is done in pots under glass, a gentle stimulant,

such as weak liquid cow-manure, can be given

with advantage tace a week till the colour shows

through the calyx. This will improve the flowers

and strengthen the grass towards making strong

layers. In the open borders, provided these were

properly made, no further manuring is necessary
;

but if weak soot water is available, it should by

all means be applied in showery weather, or at

any time when the soil is not too dry.

The question of disbudding is one on which

experts differ, and a good knowledge of the named

varieties is of great assistance in coming to a

decision as to how one should set about it. For

instance, thin flowers of the Miss Willmott, Maud

Allan and Mrs. Henwood type will stand severe

disbudding ; if for show purposes, only the crown

and third bud should be retained. To secure

excellent blooms, but not for show, I should leave

the crown, third and fourth buds, but these must

be clear individual buds ; all the auxiliaries which

cluster close against the base of the calyces of

these must be removed as soon as they are large

enough to get away. A deft little sideways push

with a pencil point or a piece of wire gets rid of

them when they are in a quite incipient stage of

growth. The meditun full flower, of which

Bookham White, Mrs. George Marshall' and Pasquin

are typical, can carry three blooms to a stem on

well-grown plants, though two would still be

safer if highest quality is desired with maximum
size. Multi-petalled specimens, like Liberty, are

often spoiled if too severely disbudded, and,

naturally, the tendency to burst is increased if

the sap is concentrated into only two or three

blooms. Seedlings, again, require quite different

treatment ; healthy plants will throw up any

number of flower-stems up to a dozen or even

more. My own custom in dealing with these

is to leave three flowers on each stem, as I consider

they will then give a very fair example of what

the bloom might be like if it subsequently proves

good enough to be given a further trial by layering

the plant.

The Carnation Show this year is on July 20,

and all who desire to start a collection for next

season's bloom, or those who intend adding to

their existing collections, should make a point

of being there; not that I should recommend

beginners to make up a list of plants for purchase

with the winning blooms as a guide, but the large

dealers who show in the professional classes are

always willing to give hints to novices as to making

selections of plants for particular soils and aspects,

when to plant, how to prepare the ground, &c.
;

while, of course, seeing the flowers themselves in

their prime glory is a strong incentive for the

amateur to do his best with his own bit of ground

or his own greenhouse.

I think every Carnation lover should have a

corner of his garden or a border edging devoted

to Pinks. The other day I went over to Mr.

Douglas' nursery at Bookham to have a look at

these old favourites while in flower. This eminent

grower has recently added largely to the well-

known varieties that have so long done service

with the public, and I often wonder why the " old

stagers" have" so tenaciously kept their pride of

place—Mrs. Sinkins especially. I have never

seen a perfect flower of this variety ; every calyx

seems destined to burst, so that the petals flop

about in the wind and the bloom is spoilt and

gone long before the snowy whiteness is tainted

with decay. Both

Albino and White

Queen I consider

are great improve-

ments among the

whites, but the

coloured flowers

ought to be much
better known than

they seem to be.

The laced forms par-

ticularly appeal to

me, and among
them I should
choose Aviator (a

\'ery striking flower),

Bookham Gem (one

of the very best),

Border Chief, Hercu-

les, Jean Douglas

(fine salmon with

darker lacing and

excellent dwarf

habit), J. L. Gibson

(very beautiful and

profuse bloomer).

Princess Mary and

The Rajah. Among
the newer sorts,

General Joffre and

Charm are particu-

RARE EXOTIC CLUSIA GRANDIFLORA. larly good, and a new

seedling provisionally named Radiant is perhaps

the most charming laced Pink ever produced. A
grand self-coloiu-ed one called Jasper has a flower

as big as a Carnation, the coloiu: something between

heliotrope and rose, which shows up most beauti-

fully in artificial light. All these sorts do well

either on rockwork or the open border, and will give

delight to all who grow them. J. L. Gibson.

CONSERVING HUMUS
It is very important to conserve all pos-

sible himius in the form of garden lubbisb

this stmuner to meet the scarcity of stable

manure next winter. Lawn mowings should

have first attention. Instead of throwing them

on to the heap of hard rubbish to be burnt, as

many gardeners do, for they consider them of

little value, they should be emptied into a pit

by themselves. Despite all that is said to the

contrary, I find lawn mowings a most valuable

manure ; they supply very valuable hmnus to

the soil, which is alike valuable for binding sandy

soils together or for breaking up clayey soils.

Experiments with mowings show that it is better

to shoot them each week into the pit and let

them heat up naturally. This will take several

days, and the heap will decrease in bulk by at

least one-half, if not more. Some gardeners

attempt to prevent violent heating by mixing

the mowings with leaves and turning them over

every day for a week. But this is waste of time

and does not give such good manure. I leave

the pit of mowings severely alone from the

time we start throwing them in until the

last lot of mowings are added in the autimin.

No stirring or forking up of the manure is done

during the siunmcr, for tliis only makes a smelJ

and does not, I find, improve the manure. Late

in the autumn or in the early winter the whole

of the contents of the pit are turned out, broken

up with a fork and mixed together, and the material

used for deep digging of herbaceous and Rose

borders prior to planting or replanting these

subjects. Lawn mowings after they have been

kept a year can be safely forked into the beds of

most delicate plants. They are then more valu-

able than old cow-manure.

Weetwood, Ecdesall, Sheffield. E. T. Ellis.

CLUSIA GRANDIFLORA
This is one of the most beautiful as well as one

of the special plants of the Cambridge Botanic

Garden where it has been successfully grown

for over twenty years. It is now over 10 feet

high, and for several years has produced its very

large and beautiful white, rosy-tinted flowers

during the early summer.

It is a native of Guiana and is of an epiphytic

nature, embracing other trees and often ultimately

strangling them by means of its roots. The
flowers, which measure from 7 inches to 8 inches

across, are waxy in appearance, with a delicate

white fringe surrounding the centre, which adds

to their beauty. The thick, handsome leaves some-

times measure 18 inches in length and 7 J inches

across. Its cultivation is not difficult, providing

it has a warm greenhouse with moisture at the

roots and in the atmosphere.

It canbe propagated from cuttings, although they

are often slow in rooting ; six months may be neces-

sary to establish a specimen. It is a plant that is not

susceptible to insect pesls. F. G. Preston.

i
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RAMBLING THOUGHTS
ABOUT ROSES

By Edward Mawley, V.M.H,, President

OF THE National Rose Society.

The Present Rose Season.—The time of

Roses has come and, judging by those in my own

garden, the Rose season of 1916 promises to be

an unusually good one. Whether it will be as

early a season as it at one time promised to be

remains to be seen. I only know that a large

bush of the wild Dog Rose growing on one side

of my Rose garden first showed an open flower

on May 28, which is five days earlier than its

average date for the previous thirty years and

seven days earlier than last year. Since then,

however, there has been a good deal of cold and

dull weather, which, if it continues, cannot fail

to retard the general flowering period, unless

there be at once a return to warmer conditions.

Up to the time of writing (June 24) there has

not been a single seasonably warm day this

month, and there have been several slight frosts

on the grass. One thing, however, I can say

with confidence, and that is I seldom, if

ever, remember my Rose plants generally—and

I have between r,ooo and 2,000 of them

—

presenting at this time of year such a promising

appearance. Their growth is satisfactory and

their foliage singularly free from all fungoid or

insect pests. I have, of course, sprayed them

for mildew ; but even this seemed unnecessary,

for there was only here and there the slightest

trace of that almost ever-present pest. Then,

again, there has been virtually no aphis, while

grubs and caterpillars have been equally con-

spicuous by their absence. When recently visiting

a large and open garden on Berkhamsted Common,
the Roses, of which there are a large number, pre-

sented an even more vigorous and healthy appear-

ance than in my own. I did not see there a speck of

mildew or any green-fly or other insect pests.

What, however, I am just now most proud of are

my dwarf maidens (Roses budded last summer),

mostly new varieties, which are all equally strong

and present a most promising appearance. Some
are on the seedling Briar and other son the Laxa

stock.

Early Flowering Roses.—Last year I recom-

mended your Rose-loving readers to plant some

of these, as few Roses afterwards are ever quite

so much appreciated, owing to their flowering

before their larger and more imposing brethren

are in bloom. For instance, the Austrian Roses

here have been much admired and appreciated,

not only because of their being among the first

to bloom, but also because of their free flowering

and distinct yellow and orange shades of colouring.

I need only mention a few of the best : Austrian

Copper, Austrian Yellow, Harrisonii and Persian

Yellow. The latter was the only Rose I could

not grow in my garden at Croydon, and this was
said to be on account of its town atmosphere.

Gloire de Chedane-Guinoisseau.—This beauti-

ful crimson Rose, which I, among many other

rosarians, both nurserymen and amateurs, have

hitherto found such difficulty in flowering, promises

this year with me to be even freer flowering than

its neighbours. I have a fine dwarf plant of that

variety in my Rose garden, which I this year pruned

very late and very lightly, simply shortening back

its tall, upright shoots about 6 inches. At the

present time there are no fewer than twenty-six

trusses of flower-buds on this one plant. Whether

this success is due to the method of pruning I

adopted or to the exceptional character of the

season I, of course cannot say. Last year I

budded this variety on a standard stock, and

now each shoot is crowned with a flower-bud.

ROSA HUGONIS

THIS beautiful single yellow Rose was

introduced into England from Western

China by Father Hugh Scallan in 1899.

He sent seeds to Kew Gardens, and
it appears to have been brought into

commerce by Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons in 1908.

Besides the attraction of the soft yellow flowers,

R. Hugonis has very beautiful Acacia-like foliage.

The young thorns and stems are bright red.

As the stems get older and harder, the thorns

tend to disappear. There are both thorns and
sets.

The bush from which the photograph was taken

has been growing at the edge of a shrubbery

of Roses for some years. It is about 5 feet high.

In a hard winter it suffers somewhat severely,

and has been cut right down to the ground by frost

and has grown up again to the same height. This

year it is doing well, and has been in bloom since

May 18. Commenting on this variety in the

National Rose Society's Rose Annual for 1915,

Mr. W. Dallimore gives the height as 8 feet, and
mentions that there appear to be two forms

of Hugonis, one denser and less free flowering

than the other. Our plant must be the second

variety, for it is difficult to imagine a more free-

blooming Rose ; but, of course, it does not flower

again in the autumn.

In the first number of the American Rose Annual
published this year, Dr. W. Van Fleet has an
extremely interesting note on Rosa Hugonis.

He writes of its freedom in seeding and the ease

with which it may be hybridised with wild

and garden Roses. His seedlings of Hugonis
crossed with a white variety of rugosa, and
those crossed with altaica (creamy white), have
already given him some flowers, and both
have the yellow colouring of Hugonis. His

illustration of this Rose shows long sprays of

closely packed flowers looking like spikes of

single Hollyhocks. White Lady.

ROSES OF REGENT
ORI G I N ATI O N

By the Rev. David R. Wiluamso.n.

* MONG the new Roses that have been
/% recently introduced by eminent rosarians,

/ % those are especiallj' conspicuous that

/ % have come to us from Waltham Cross

;

* » from Newtownards, Belmont and Porta-

down in Ireland ; and from Vennissieux-sur-Lyon

in France. The special varieties that I have had
the great privilege of obtaining direct from that

consummate rosarian, M. Pemet-Ducher, are

Constance, Totote Gelos and Admiral Ward,
also Sunburst and Willowmere, of which the

latter have for the last two years at least been
exceedingly popular with British cultivators.

Constance, which "is unquestionably one of the

ROSA HUGONIS, A SINGLE YELLOW ROSE.

OF GREAT VALUE FOR HYBRIDISING,

very finest creations of M. Pernet-Ducher, is-

generally regarded by those who have seen it

in its perfect beauty as a greatly improved version

of Rayon d'Or, which was superbly beautiful

in Logan Gardens, in Kirkmaiden, last year.

The former is a stronger grower, with even larger

and fuller flowers. Admiral Ward is distinctive

in its colouring, an invaluable addition to the

crimson Hybrid Teas. Totote Gelos is creamy
white in its aspect, with a delicate suffusion of

yellow in the refinedly coloured central petals.

Those precious Roses from Southern France,

though manifestly grown in strong clay in their

native regions, succeed admirably in ordinary

garden loam, slightly fertilised.

Of recent introductions from the celebrated

nurseries of Messrs. William Paul and Sons at

Waltham Cross, a great firm that has given us
some of the noblest Roses that adorn our gardens,

three of the finest are Queen of Fragrance, which
won the Clay Cup at the National Rose Society's

exhibition ; the charmjngly coloured Imogen

;

and Titania, salmon red, shaded with yellow
when fully expanded, an invaluable addition to

the China varieties,' which are now quite as

valuable for artistic effect in our gardens as the
most intensely coloured Hybrid Teas.

The Irish rosarians have sent out many Roses
of the greatest conceivable fascination this year.

From Messrs. Alex. Dickson we have the brilliant

Edward Bohane, G. Amedee Hammond (unique

in its coloiuring), Margaret Dickson HamiU (a

.

splendid acquisition), Mrs. Mackellar (canary

yellow, softening into pale primrose) and Mrs.

Maud Dawson, none of which, however, I venture

to predict, will quite efface from our re-

membrance the serene beauty of Mrs. Wemyss
Quin, and the beautiful Lady Plymouth, sent

out last year.

Mr. Hugh Dickson's latest introductions, viz..

Gorgeous (well worthy of such an expressive

name), Mrs. Bertram J. Walker (cerise pink in

colour), Mrs. George Gordon, and, above all,

Mrs. Hugh Dickson (with marvellous colouring

and charming perfume) and Muriel Dickson (a
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Hybrid Austrian Briar of the greatest attractive-

ness) will far more than sustain their great raiser's

reputation.

There are not many rosarians who have risen

to greater eminence within the last decade than

Mr. Samuel McGredy of Portadown in Ireland.

He has given us of late years some of his most

precious creations, supreme among which are

lona Herdman (of brightest orange complexion,

in form and perfect colouring rivaUing the great

Frenchman's Rayon d'Or), National Emblem
(of deep velvety crimson hue), Mrs, F. W. Vander-

bilt (which equals in beauty and impressiveness

the famous Lyon Rose), and especially Mrs.

Franldin Dennison (porcelain white, veiled primrose

yellow, of relined characteristics, vigorous in its

growth and grandly floriferous)

.

Lemon Pillar, palest citron in colovu:, a dis-

tinguished emanation from Mr. George Paul's

nurseries at Cheshunt ; and Autumn Tints

and Augustus Hartman, acquisitions from

Colchester, are also Roses of great charm

and abiding fascination.

THE YELLOW TIBET
POPPY

(Meconopsis integrifolia)

No one can have read Mr. Wilson's charming

account of the masses of this lovely flower in its

native wilds without wishing to grow it. Luckily

MECONOPSIS INTEGRIFOLIA. (Slightly reduced.)

it can be grown in England with little difficulty,

and is well worth the small amount of trouble

which is necessary for complete success.

First of all, it is important to secure well-ripened

and fresh seed, which will germinate quickly

if given slight bottom-heat. The tiny seedlings

must be pricked out carefully before they suffer

at all from overcrowding. Single plants thrive

well in 2j-inch pots, and are easily

liandled at this stage. As it is

inadvisable to risk the little plants

outdoors the first winter, they

should be housed in a cold frame

or light, airy greenhouse. Fre-

quently all the leaves die off, and
nothing is left but a dead-looking

little rosette in the middle of the

pot ; but on the approach of

spring, tiny green leaves, densely

hairy, push their way up and

rapidly attain their full length.

The plants must never be over-

watered ; damp is fatal to them, as

the water gathers on the hairy leaves

and the crown is apt to rot ofi. Bj

the end of April the seedlings should

be ready for transplanting to their

flowering quarters, though by no

means all will bloom the first season.

In this, as in other points, the plants

vary considerably. Some behave as

annuals, most as biennials, while

others only .flower in the third or

even fovnth year. .Ml, unfortunately,

expire when once they have produced

seed. It is this monocarpous habit

which will prevent the_ Tibet Poppies

from ever becoming really popular

garden flowers. A well-drained

position is essential to success, so

the rock garden will probably

offer the most congenial home for

the plants. The soil should be a

light loam, with a liberal mixture

of peat and sand added. The

surface should be covered with

coarse gravel chips, which will

help the drainage and conserve

moisture. In the South of England

a half-shady position is advisable,

but in the North the plants

would doubtless appreciate more

sunshine.

The huge crinlded flowers of

lovely primrose yellow are borne on

softly hairy stems sometimes a foot

high, sometimes little more than an

inch. They may appear at any season

—even in winter—but May and June

are the usual months. When many

are flowering at the same time, the

effect is delightful, each bloom last-

ing for several days, in spite of its

delicate appearance. The blooms

also last well in water indoors, an

unusual virtue in the Poppy tribe.

Seed does not seem to ripen well

in all parts of England, but, when-

ever sound capsules are formed, the

seed should be carefully collected

and sown as soon as ripe to

ensure perpetuation of the stock.

Old seed germinates irregularly,

and a larger proportion will be

sterile. Norman G. Hadden
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NOTES FROM THE RIVIERA
By Edward H. Woodall.

Viburnum Awafuki.—Memory clearly resides

in one's nose, it seems to me. The other day,

before leaving Nice and its too fierce sunshine,

I was walking in my garden when a most subtle

and delicious smell greeted me, and I stood to

collect my thoughts, for they went back so far

as to recall a deliciously scented big bush of this

fine evergreen shrub or small tree that stood

near the club on the seashore at Yokohama in

Japan. Then I remembered I had planted one

which had never flowered while I was at Nice,

and it had got grown up and almost smothered

between a Judas Tree and an excessively aggressive

mass of the Macartney Rose (Rosa bracteata).

There it was at last with big panicles of greenish

white and most fragrant flowers,

which would certainly have gone

unobserved were it not for its

fragrance. Does it ever flower in

England, I wonder. Though not

strictly beautiful in flower, its scent

has a peculiar charm that would

appeal to many, I think.

Yucca Blossoms.^Again I had

the pleasure of seeing the Yucca

blossoms wide open to the moonlight,

a startling effect to eyes accustomed

to see the pendent bells and some-

what flacrid petals that the daylight

shows. But the fruit is not abun-

dant, even here, on Yucca gloriosa.

Though other forms seed quite freely,

I fear the Daylight Saving Bill

will have no effect on this lovely

nocturnal flower that shines ivory

white in the summer moonlight,

waiting for the fertilising influ-

ence that comes in Europe so

rarely. Its beauty would be the

more appreciated if seen more

frequently.

WAYSIDE BLOSSOMS IN ITALY
By W. Herbert Cox.

AS we stroll along our English b- ypaths

/\ and quiet roads we see all kinds of

/ % pretty little flowers, and we learn

/ % thereby under what circumstances they
^ *• grow—which like sun, which shade,

which prefer dry soil, which moist. If we were

able to walk along the waysides and woods of

other countries, how much we might learn which

would be helpful to us when we work in our gar-

dens at home. Though botanists describe exotic

plants with such wealth of detail, they seldom

tell us of the plants' surroundings.

Wandering along past the Italian hedgerows,

one occasionally sees charming pictures which

grass slopes under the fallen petals of the Black-

thorn, and H. fcetidus along the stony strearasides.

Then come the Anemones. WTiat a riot of

colour ! The first is A. hortensis. How strange

that this pretty little thing is never seen in England !

But perhaps it is because it will only grow in the

rockiest and stoniest places, and here it is attempted

in ordinary garden soil. It is charming, rather

like A. fulgens in shape, magenta coloured, but

not ugly, the white variety being charming.

Our Wood Anemone, A. nemorosa, comes next,

and with it A. apennina of all shades of blue to

white and odd-numbered petals, and our own
homely Primroses and Violets. The Poppy

CLEMATIS VIRGINIANA
This species, popularly known as

the Virginian Clematis, is a native

of North America, being a common
climber in Virginia, Carolina and
Canada. It must have been one

of the first species of Clematis brought to

this country, as 1767 is given as the date

of its introduction into Europe. In habit the

plants are robust and free in growth, but
not so gross and vigorous as C. montana and
C. Vitalba, for instance. It attains a height of

12 feet to 15 feet or more, and is thus a very suitable

subject for verandahs and pergolas. Perhaps it

is seen to the best effect when clothing a group
of rough stakes set up in the pleasure grounds
in the form of a pyramid 6 feet or 8 feet in height.

The leaves are light green in colour, and consist

of three coarsely lobed leaflets. The panicles of

flowers are very freely produced and give the plant

an attractive appearance, although the individual

blossoms are slightly less than an inch across.

The flowers are white, not exactly a dead white,

as there is a creamy shade in it, but hardly sufii-

cient to say the flowers are creamy white. The
flowering season is late summer, which, with favour-

able weather, extends into October. A. O.

IVORY WHITE YUCCA BLOSSOMS THAT SHINE IN THE SUMMER MOONLIGHT.

I

might be copied here. I remember, near Florence,

I
seeing a field in which was a vast mass of pale

I

mauve Iris pallida, through which hosts of common
red Poppies were blooming. No one can realise

the beauty of Tulips until he has seen a field of

Tulipa oculus-solis holding up their pretty heads

I

among the sprouting Com, looldng no longer stiff

and tame as they do in our parterres.

In Italy we see many more bulbous plants

than herbaceous ones (just the reverse from here),

so it is mainly with bulbs this article must deal.

Bulbs blossom everywhere, from the end of winter

till the blazing summer comes. The first to

appear is generally the Winter Aconite (Eranthis

hyemalis), which puts forth its yellow cups and

frilled collars quite happily in spite of the fact

that the plough has torn it from the ground.

It is always in the open, never in woods. By the

]
lakes up in the hills the Christmas Rose (Helleborus

niger) shows through the snow under the trees.

' Firrther South its relations appear, H. viridis on

Anemones cannot be depended upon to come at any

fixed time, though they are at their best in April

in the cornfields under the Olives. The flowers,

when wild, seem to prefer to keep their colours

distinct, seldom growing mixed. For instance,

round Florence, on the Certosa side of the town,

they are usually bright scarlet ; whereas at Settig-

nano pale blue is prevalent, and about Castello

queer yellowy, greeny, brown forms which seldom

reach here. The wonderfully marbled leaves

of Arum italicum, which grow under every hedge

and resemble our Lords and Ladies, set off the

bright blossoms. With the Anemones come the

Bunch Narcissus (N. Tazetta), early or late

according to the locality. Sometimes they are in

rich fields, sometimes in solid rock. Later still

the Poet's Narcissus (N. Poeticus) appears on the

grassy hillsides. In the mountains the flowers

are so thick that from a distance the hills seem

to be snow-capped. In the open they are, while

just under the bushes are Lilies of the Valley
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with the dainty little Maianthemum bifolium.

Under the Cistus bushes, Brooms and Heather

are divers Orchids, or in the woods massed with

the charming Balm (MeUttis IVIelissophyllum) ; but

those I have dealt with on page 240, issue May ::o.

The starry Scilla bifolia seems to take on the

colour of the sea when it grows along the cliffs

under the great white Tree Heath (Erica arborea),

as it does near Ste. Marguerita. A near relative

is decidedly common by damp waysides, Hyacin-

thus romanus (very different from the " Roman
Hyacinth "

), a somewhat dingy thing, caused by

the lower blossoms of the long spike having died

before the top ones open. Near Sesto I saw a

large pasture field—a rare sight in Tuscany—so ftill

of it that there was scarcely room for any grass.

In the cornfields, separated from the roads by

hedges of the remarkable Christ's Thorn (Paliiurus

aculeatus), all prickles and queer buckler-shaped

fruit, grow the dainty little Lady Tulips (Tvilipa

Clusiana), red and white striped, which are such

favourites that they every year become rarer.

In the same places and at the same time the bright

yellow clumps of Gagea lutea shine. A very

early blossom is also fotmd in such spots, one of

the wondrous Iris family, Hermodactylus tuberosus,

usually to be found in March. The peasants call

it " the Beautiful Widow," for, apart from the

green, there is no colour visible but a shiny black.

Muscaris, too, are happy, the queer tasselled M.

comosum and the sweet-scented M. racemosum

under clumps of handsome golden Thistles with

variegated leaves (Scolymus hispanicus).

Though the Cornfield Gladiolus (G. segetura)

is described as " rose coloured," I have never

found it thus, but always of the somewhat un-

popular magenta shade.

Bulbs are seldom gro^vn on our dry- wall gardens

here, yet in Italy they grow on walls and seem

perfectly happy peeping out of masses of Sedums,

Campanulas, Rusty-back (Ceterach of&cinalis)

and Spleenwort (Asplenium Trichomanes). The
blue Grape Hyacinth peeps forth, the Spider

Orchid (Ophrys aranifera). Narcissus Tazetta

and Anemone stellaria. Frequently the autumn
Cyclamen europaeum will cover an old wall with

its Ivy-like leaves and pink-bossed blossoms

from top to bottom, such walls being quite a

feature of the Italian landscape.

As summer draws nearer, the Everlasting Pea,

Lathyrus latifolius, twines up the. Oak and Chestnut

saplings, showing its bright red flowers. Wandering

down from the hills we look regretfully at the

divers Broomrapes (Orobanche), noting their

beautiful colours and wonderful shapes and pining

to introduce them into oiu: gardens, but realise

that they are parasites, and that the conse-

quences to otlier plants would be disastrous.

The tall spires of Ornithogalum pyrenaicum

stand rigid, and the laxer ones of the St. Bernard

Lilies (Anthericum Liliago) wave in the breeze

above a carpet of round blue Globularia.

Summer arrives and we travel northwards.

On the moimtain heights, such as Matterone, you

may find the spotted leaves and purplish blossoms

of the Dog's-tooth Violet (Erythronium Dens-

canis) among the coarse Veratrum leaves.

Near the frontier are many clumps of bright

scarlet Lilium bulbiferum by the waterfalls,

which are overhung with the great saucers and
white pyramids of Saxifraga longifolia, Primulas,

and shimmering patches of Pinguicula vulgaris,

all blue.

I have not dealt with rarities, but with the

plants you may see as you stroll along.

ARCTOTIS GUMBLETONI

IN
January of this year I received seeds of

tliis remarkable species from W. Willoughby,

Esq., of Blackheath, who had them sent

from a friend in South Africa. Unfortu-

nately, two plants only were raised, but

these have flowered well, and hopes are entertained

that seeds may be produced. This fine species

is figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 7796,

and was flowered by Mr. Lynch of the Cambridge
Botanic Garden in 1901. The plant is con-

sidered to be the most beautiful species yet intro-

duced. At Cambridge the plant did not prove

easy of cultivation, as Mr. Lynch mentions that

ARCTOTIS GUMBLETONI.

the stems are apt to decay and rot right through.

The plants showed the same tendency here so

long as they were grown in a warm, moist house.

When removed to dry and cool conditions they
became strong and healthy. The seeds were sown
early in January, and the two plants flowered

about the middle of May. It looks to be of annual

duration only, and in general appearance resembles

the popular A. grandis. The flowers are of a

brilliant orange, with a dark disc and ring of

reddish brown, and are quite 4 inches across.

They are borne on naked stems 2 feet in length.

The leaves are from 8 inches to 10 inches in length,

and are clothed with white tomentum. Should
this species prove as amenable to cultivation

in the open air as A. grandis, it will be a rich

addition to the flower border and a brilliant

ornament for tlie greenhouse. It is a native of

Namaqualand. Readers of The Garden inter-

ested should communicate with Messrs. Sutton

and Sons, who are also growing the plant.

Greenwich Park. T. Hay.

FRUIT BOTTLING
WITHOUT SUGAR

THIS method of preserving fruit, though

by no means a matter of very modern
discovery, is one that is far from widely

known. If the value of this branch of

preserving was realised by more people,

we should hear fewer complaints from growers

of gluts of fruit which they are unable to utilise,

and less bottled fruits would require to be imported

from foreign countries.

It should first of all be realised that this method
is only a means to an end, the ultimate aim being

to preserve fruit in a wholesome manner so

that a supply may be ready to hand at such times

when it is impossible to obtain fresh fruit for culi-

nary purposes. Thus, by being able to refer to

the stores cupboard, the advantages of such fruit

out of season is enjoyed and the utilities of our

fruit crops greatly increased, a matter of consider-

able importance in times such as we are now
experiencing, which call for economy. It also

enables demands to be met when fruit crops fail

or are deficient in quantity.

The economic feature which interests us chiefly

in this method of preserving at the present time

is that a large immediate outlay on a considerable

quantity of sugar is obviated, as the sugar required

in cooking fruit can he added to the preserved

fruit as and when required for use, and at possibly

lower prices than at present ruling.

The principle involved in this preserving is

that the bacteria which ripens and ultimately

decays fruit is destroyed by sterilisation, and, by
preventing the air coming into contact with the

fruit, so preserving it for future use.

Preserving without sugar may be divided into

two classes—first, that required for de: serf purposes,

such as Nectarines. Peaches, Apricots, Plums,.

cScc. ; and secondly, those fruits chiefly used for

general cooking purposes. The principle is the

same in either case, the difference between the

classes lying in the selection of the fruit, it being

essential that the fruit with the best appearance-

should be set on one side for des ert purposes.

In considering this form of presers'ing, let me
first of all say that it does not necessarily involve

any great outlay, and can be employed by those

of limited means as much as by those who can

afford more elaborate methods.

To make the subject quite clear, we will

consider it under the three following headings r

1. Apparatus required.

2. Selection, treatment, and varieties of fruit.

3. Method of working.

1.—Apparatus Required.—Where economy in

outlay is not a point of importance, it is more-

convenient to purchase a good outfit comprising a

round or oval boiling tin, with cover, and a number
of bottles, complete with stoppers, rubber bands-

and spring clips. It is possible to obtain a very

complete outfit with useful accessories for prices

ranging from 25s. to 50s.. according to the

elaborateness of the apparatus.

This cost, however, need deter no one from

preserving, for extremely good and useful work
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can be done with far simpler and inexpensive

articles. Ordinary glass jars can be used, and in

place of stoppers, bands and clips, two good sub-

stitutes can be utilised for keeping the preserves

air-tight. The first of these latter are bladders,

bought at any butcher's and cleansed with salt

and water. They should be soaked in cold water

for an hour before using, so as to render them supple,

and after they have been tied over the jars it will

be found that they have shrunk while drying and

made a tight, air-proof cover.

The second substitute is to reduce some mutton
fat, suet, or lard to the consistency of oil,

and pour it while hot on top of the steam-

ing hot preserve to a depth of about half

an inch. This will in no way affect the flavour

or appearance of the preserve, and is quite easily

removed when the fruit is required for use. It

makes the bottle quite air-tight, and it only

requires to be tied down for the sake of clean-

liness.

Again, in place of the round or oval boiling tin,

any form of boiling utensil can be used, such as

a casserole or a saucepan ; or even the domestic

copper can be used for boiling in.

The proper vacuum preserving jars can be
purchased complete at a very reasonable price.

There are a considerable number of different

makes of jars on the market, all of which are so

good that it is not necessary to particularise

any special sort.

2. Selection, Treatment, and Varieties of

Fruit.—Where it is possible to do so, the fruit

should be gathered fresh, at its perfect stage of

ripeness. It should be chosen slightly under ripe

rather than over ripe. An exception to this rule

is the Gooseberry, which may be bottled in the

unripe, or green, stage.

Next prepare the fruit as is usually done for

cooking, i.e., it should be stalked, washed where
necessary, and in any case should be perfectly

cleansed, a remark which also applies to the bottles,

lids and rings to be used, as these articles should

be as thoroughly sterilised as the fruit.

Peaches, Apricots, Green Gages and Plums
are the best fruits to preserve for dessert purposes,

while fruit of the Rubus family, such as Raspberries,

Loganberries and Wineberries, are the best for

kitchen use. Red, White and Black Currants,

Gooseberries, Cherries, Damsons and 'all stone fruit

preserve excellently. Large stone fruit should be
cut in half, preferably with a silver knife to

prevent discoloration, and the stones removed.
Cherries and Damsons are the two fruits that retain

their freshness and flavour best ; in fact, they can
very rarely be detected from fresh fruit months
after bottling.

Among the best varieties for use are the fol-

lowing : Peaches Royal George, Dymond and
Sea Eagle ; Apricots Moorpark and Breda

;

Gages Old Green Gage and Transparent ; Plums
Rivers' Early, Victoria and Monarch ; Raspberries

Superlative Red and Guinea Yellow ; Damson
Prune and the common Damson ; Gooseberries

Warrington and Whinham's Industry ; Cherries

May Duke and Morello ; Pears Louise Bonne of

Jersey and Josephine de Malines.

Plums for culinary use need not be stoned,

it being sufiicient to thoroughly wipe and prick

them before they are put into the bottles.

3. Method of Working.—When the fruit is

cleaned ready for bottling, fill the bottles with
it and then fill up the remaining space with
cold water. Where proper bottles are used,

next place the rubber ring in position, having

previously soaked it in cold water, and then

put on the lid or stopper, securing it with a

spring clip. (The substitutes are employed after

the fruit has been through the sterilising

utensil.) The bottles should then be placed in

the boiling vessel, which should be filled with

cold water to within about 2 inches from the top

of the bottles, and then brought to a temperature

of about 160° to 180'' Fahr., and gently simmered
until the fruit is cooked. It greatly improves the

appearance of the fruit if it is removed before the

skin is broken.

The bottles should next be removed from the

boiler to a place where they will not be disturbed

and allowed to cool, care being taken to keep
them away from draughts. Where oiled fat is

used as a substitute for glass stoppers and rings,

it should now be poured on and allowed to cool

with the preserve. Bladders should also be tied on
after boiling and before cooling.

Where vacuum bottles are used, when cooled

the lids should be tested by gentle pulling, and if

not fixed quite air-tight, a new ring should be
inserted and the bottle and contents re-treated in

the steriliser.

The fruit is now ready for use at any time for

cooking in the same way as fresh fruit, but will

require less cooking on account of being partly

cooked in the sterilising process. It will keep
for a considerable time, but is apt to become
slightly acid if kept too long.

The bottled preserve should be stored in a

cool, dark room, to efficiently add to its keeping

properties. (Mrs.) E. J. Beckett.

A TRAP FOR TURNIP FLY

M"
Any are now sowing, or have sown,

Turnips, and it is probable that

the young plants may be attacked

by flea-beetles (Turnip fly), These

are very small, bluish beetles, that

jump nimbly like fleas, eat small holes in the

young leaves of the plants^ from the time that

they first come up, and check the growth of the

seedlings very considerably.

The following simple device, invented some
time ago by Professor Lefroy, serves as an

efiective trap for these beetles. To a frame

made of six pieces of half-inch deal 20 inches

long, two pieces of thin board (20 inches by

5 inches) are fixed so as to slope outwards and
upwards on the sides of the frame. These sloping

boards are held apart by a cross bar and an end

piece, so as to have 4 inches clear between them
at the bottom. The two bottom outer pieces

of the frame are made half an inch deeper than

the inner pieces, the whole trap riding on the outer

pair as a sledge on runners. The ends are rounded

off to help this. The sloping boards, the end

pieces facing them, and the cross piece between

them are greased. From the cross bar between

the sloping pieces hangs a loop of stout string,

and strings 4 feet long are attached to the front

top comers.

If now the trap is drawn down each row of

Turnips so that the young plants pass under the

cross bar and are brushed by the string loop,

the beetles leap up and alight on the sticky boards.

There they perish.

If made of deal, this apparatus is so light that

a child can draw it along the rows. It is best

for two persons to draw the trap and for them

to walk a few feet away on each side so that

the beetles are not disturbed until the sticky

boards reach them. If two persons are not avail-

able, one can work the trap, drawing it with

outstretched arm, and walking so that the shadow
falls on rows already done.

Satisfactory sticky substances tested include

Messrs. Wood and Son's Currant Gall Mite Grease
and Smearing Grease (is. 3d. a tin), and The

AN EFFECTIVE TRAP FOR THE TURNIP
FLEA-BEETLES.

S. P. Charges Company (St. Helens) " Morlar

"

Hop Wash (is. a tin).

This little device was designed to deal with
the hordes of flea-beetles on the Turnips at Wisley.
It works so pleasantly and there is such a charm
in eradicating the flea-beetles that the foregoing
description is published. The method may, no
doubt, be adapted to large cultivations by making
a number of sledge traps in series, so as to do,

say, five rows at once ; but the present pattern
is intended for garden use.

NOTES ON VEGETABLES

THE month of June has been an excep-

tionally busy period in the kitchen

garden ; the crops generally are growing
away freely, requiring much attention

in the regulation of their growth and
attention to the many details necessary to ensure

success.

Hoeing is one of the most important of all

details in kitchen garden management, not only
for the sake of keeping the crops free from weeds,

but in stirring the soil on the surface. The growth
of all crops is accelerated by the admission of

air to the roots. Hoeing, too, is one of the best

means of conserving moisture in the soil during

dry weather, because it prevents the cracking

of the surface soil, and it is through these fissures

that the moisture is extracted by the sun. Amateurs
would do well to pay attention to this detail in

managing their vegetable crops.

Watering such crops as Peas, Beans, Onions,

Lettuce, Cauliflowers, &c., should receive much
more attention during dry weather than is

customary in many gardens. Cultivators of

little experience too often entertain the notion

that if they commence to water certain crops

they must continue to do this regularly, or they

will do more harm than good if they cannot

continue. This is not correct in practice. One
good soaking to the roots of any crop will do
much more good, if the after details are properly

carried out, than none at all. The salient point

to observe is, directly after watering, to apply

some mulching material to the siurface near the

growing crop to prevent the evaporation of moisture

from the soil. The best mulching material is
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half-decayed stable manure, decayed vegetable

refuse, leaves, or even straw, anything that will

shade the surface, thus keeping the roots cool and

generallv preventing the extraction of moisttu-e.

Runner Beans.—Where extra large pods are

desired, thin these out to one or two in a cluster,

thin out tlie laterals, water the roots freely, and

mulch between the rows with strawy manure.

French Beans.—Continue to make thin sowings

of these in drills previously well soaked with

water if the weather is dry at the time, as this

added moisture hastens germination.

Coleworts.—Make a sowing of these to succeed

the Cabbage in the autumn.

Cabbage.—When cutting the heads, leave the

stems growing, as they sprout freely, each giving

from two to four compact, succulent heads later

on which are quite equal to those early cut.

Broccoli, Borecole, Savoys, &c., should be

planted as fast as the land becomes vacant, or

even between rows of widely planted Potatoes,

early Peas, &c. So many of these valuable

winter crops are ruined by allowing the plants

fo remain in the seed-bed before finally putting

them out in their permanent quarters. Choose

showery weather and small, sttudy plants, and

give them reasonable space so that robust yet

mature growth is made before the winter comes

along.

Endive and Lettuce should be sown at frequent

intervals ; on the ridges between the Celery

trenches is a convenient and economical site.

Directly the plants are large enough to handle,

thin them to induce stocky growth.

Onions need attention in thinning the spring-

sown batch where larger bulbs are required, though

in the case of varieties like James' Keeping

or Brown Globe no advantage is gained by thinning

at all, as the bulbs grow large enough for ordinary

use without this operation. Give occasional

dustings of soot, choosing showery weather, and

where larger bulbs are wished for, give weak liquid

manure.

Turnips should now be sown in quantity where

ample supplies are needed. Sow in shallow,

well-soaked drills, and cover them afterwards

with short grass as a protection against Tiurnip

fly.

Peas.—Make a last sowing of late varieties in

well-prepared, moist soil. Attend well to them

afterwards in the matter of moisture and mulchings,

or mildew may prove troublesome. Continue to

earth up and stake all previously sown rows.

Keeping them moist at the roots is important for

their future welfare.

Radishes should be sown at frequent intervals,

well watering the soil first if the weather is dry.

Shading the surface until the plants show through

the soil will be a great help to success.

Potatoes are variable this season in their

growth ; some are vigorous, others are ex-

ceptionally weak and irregular. Late-planted

batches may need some assistance. Where they

promise weakly growth, a sprinkling of sulphate

of ammonia on each side of the row previous to

earthing up will aid growth considerably. Where

too many shoots promise, it is well to reduce

them to two or three at the most, removing, of

course, the weakly haulm.

Parsley for winter use should now be sown on

well-prepared soil on a southern slope, if possible,

to obtain all the advantages of what sun is

possible during the winter and early spring. Thin

the seedlings freely to induce a sturdy growth.

Swanmore. E. Molyneux.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Figs.—The young growths of Figs should be
thinned forthwith, retaining those that are of

moderate strength. By removing all the shoots
not required for the future welfare of the tree,

both the fruit and remaining growths will benefit.

Trees bearing a heavy crop must be assisted with
liquid manure or some reliable fertiliser.

Peaches and Nectarines.—if mildew appears,
the affected parts should be dusted over with
flowers of sulphur without delay.

The Kitchen Garden.

Shallots.—The crop may be lifted if the foliage

lias died down, and after the bulbs have been
thoroughly ripened and dried they should be
stored in a cool, dry shed. If the weather is wet.

they can be placed in a cold frame.

Winter OTlions.--These are approaching maturity,

and should receive similar treatment to Shallots.

Carrots.—Another sowing of a stump-rooted
kind may be made for supplying young roots

during late autumn and early winter.

Vegetable Marrows.—During dry weather
IMarrows must be afforded copious supplies of

water. Remove useless shoots and feed the
roots with weak liquid manm'e.

Lettuce.—Continue fortnightly sowings of this

desirable salad. Thin out and transplant other
seedlings as they become large enough. Select

showery weather if possible.

The Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Borders.—These must be gone
over from time to time, and any plants that

need staking or tying should receive attention

without delay. The soil between the plants

must be hoed occasionally, and if the weather
proves dry, such subjects as Phlox and Delphinium
will require watering.

Violets.—The welcome rains that we had in

May gave the Violets an excellent start, and now
they are growing freely, A watch must be kept
for red spider ; but if the plants are sprinkled
overhead each evening with clear water (more
especially after a hot day) and given an occasional
dusting of .soot, this pest is rarely very troublesome.
Keep the ground free from weeds and remove
all runners as they appear, which will assist the
plants in building up strong crowns. If the soil

is at all poor, frequent applications of weak liquid

manure will be beneficial.

Hollyhocks.—These will require staking and
mulching with manure if the weather is dry.

The disease is generally present and sadly detracts
from the beauty of these plants. I have tried

various remedies, hut so far Carmura has given
the best results.

Plants Under Glass.

Cinerarias.—If it is desired to perpetuate
any special variety of Cineraria, cuttings should
be inserted during the present month. They
may be placed singly in small pots filled with
sandy soil, and for a few days they will require
a close frame until roots have formed. The
subsequent treatment is similar to that of other
seedlings. For producing a late supply of flowers

a little seed must be sown now.

Malmaison Carnations.—Now is a suitable

time for layering Malmaisons, and a cold frame
should be utilised for that pui'pose. It must be
partially filled with a gritty compost, in which the
old plants should be arranged. Spread the growths
evenly, and after the work is accomplished give
the plants a good watering. The lights should
be kept more or less closed and the plants shaded
from strong sunlight until the layers have formed
roots. The foliage may be sprayed over occa-
sionally, and, directly growth begins, more air

must be admitted, in a week or two the stem
can be severed and the layers potted off.

Calceolarias.—Another sowing can now be
made, and the pan containing the seeds should
be placed in a frame at the base of a north wail.

Fruit Under Glass.

Late Vines.—The final thinning of late Grapes
should be finished as early as possible. Each

berry that is left must have ample space to develop,
especially in the centre of the bunches. The
pinching and removal of lateral growths should
receive attention regularly. During warm weather
ample ventilation must be given, and particularly

while the berries are stoning.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castle/oid, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Grapes.—The crops that are now swelling

and approaching the colouring stage should be
looked over, removing a few berries where they
are likely to be too tight. Do not hesitate to

remove a faulty berry, even if by so doing a gap
is caused in the bunch, for the space will soon
fill up, whereas if left it would have to be removed
at a time when swelling had ceased, and the
vacancy would always he noticeable. Abnormal-
sized berries should also be removed, retaining
only those of uniform size. The shears must
be carefully handled at this time, as the least

touch with the sharp points on the berries will

cause them to burst. During the ripening period
the roots are very active, and they must on no
account suffer from lack of water ; but the tempera-
ture should not be allowed to rise too high, and
where the vineries are exposed to early morning
sunshine, a little top air should be put on the
last thing at night. Healthy foliage is necessary
before good colour and flavour can be obtained, so

that every effort should be directed to this end.

Pinching of lateral growths should be regularly

attended to before they become rank, tying in

here and there a shoot where the foUage seems
scarce. It may be advisable to lightly fork over
the surface of the borders at this time before

applying water or liquid manure.

Peaches.—The Peach trees growing on trellises

near the glass demand frequent attention in keep-
ing down lateral growths, as these would soon
develop strong shoots and di\ert the sap from
the main ones intended for next season's fruiting.

Tie the young wood into position as it develops,

leaving the swelling fruits fully exposed to the
light. Some of the fruits that would otherwise
be shaded by the foliage can be brought into an
exposed position by the help of a short strip of

lath or a wooden label. Reports from various
widely scattered districts show that the main
crop of Peaches under glass is much below the

average this season. With us it is no exception, the

crop being a very partial one. Trees in early houses,

however, from which we commenced to gather

on May 24, are carrying heavy crops, but owing
to the absence of sunshine the flavom- is deficient.

Pot trees from which the fruit has been gathered
should now be fully exposed to sun and air in

the open. Plunge the pots to the rims to economise
watering, and see that the drainage is correct.

Frequent applications of liquid manure should
also be continued and the foliage kept clean.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—These should now be staked

and placed in position for the summer. The
pots ought to be stood on boards, and the stakes

secured to a temporary fence so that the plants will

be secm'e against wind. They should be given

a position fully exposed to the sun. Earwigs
are often troublesome among the Chrysanthe-
mums when outdoors, and these must he trapped
in small pots inverted on the top of the stakes

and having a tuft of green moss packed in the
bottom. If the points of the shoots are attacked

by green fly, a dusting of tobacco powdei will

clear it off.

Malmaison Carnations.—As soon as the blooms
are cut, those intended for layering should be
stood outdoors for a time to haiden the growths.

Meantime prepare a cold frame with a light,

sandy compost, enough to cover the balls when
laid on their sides, and when proceeding to layer,

only the strongest and best shoots must be selected,

clearing the others away, Gi\e a good watering

to settle the soil round the layers, and keep the

sashes closed for a time, shading them from bright

sunshine, A portion of the plants may be selected

for potting on to provide large specimens, as well
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as retaining a few without repotting. These
latter, if liberally fed and placed in heat early
next year, will provide a good cutting of early
flowers when Carnation blooms are otherwise
scarce. Of course, these plants cannot be again
used, as Malmaisons, when once subjected to heat,
never again recover their healthy colour and are
subject to disease.

Calanthes.—Growth is now rapid in this useful
class of Orchid, and the plants should be encouraged
by frequent waterings of liquid manure as soon
as the roots are seen in quantity over the surface
of the compost. Sheep-manure and soot placed
in a tub and properly diluted form an excellent
liquid manure for this and many other plants of
soft growth.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—Plants of this
should be provided with neat stakes before the
shoots have time to become beat.
Thin Bamboo tips suit admirably,
being stronger and less conspicuous
than wood. Keep the plants
growing freely in a moist, wai'm
house and give liquid manure once
or twice weekly.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Eail of Strath-

more.)
Glamis Castle, N.B.

It is a handsome and distinct sort, with deep
purplish violet falls bordered with white ; standard'-

bluish white. Valuable for its late flowering.

From Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield.

Olearia semi-dentata.—A New Zealand species

imported by Major Dorrien- Smith. The florets

are palest lilac, disc purplish, leaves dentate,

glossy green above, whitish beneath. In the

grounds of tbe Donard Nursery Company, County
Down, it has stood two winters without protection,

having made a bush 3 J feet high and carrying about

fifty of its exceedingly beautiful flower-heads.

The flowers emit a pleasing odour. Obviously

a good plant for favoured gardens. From the

NEW AND RARE
PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Tricuspidaria lanceolata. —
From time to time this remarkable

Chilian shrub—almost small tree

—has been also known as T.

hexapetala, and even more fre-

quentlj' as Crinodendron Hookeri-

anum, under which name it was

illustrated many years ago in The
Garden. Unhappy usually in

inland gardens and not content

to be coddled in glass houses, it

is seen at its best in Ireland, the

Isle of Wight and like favoured

parts, where it often reaches

12 feet or' more high and as

much through, being a picture of

beauty for a long period when
loaded with the drooping reddish

crimson flowers, which appear on
long peduncles from the axils of

the leaves. It was first flowered

in this country by Messrs. Veitch

about the year 1877, and the wonder
is that so unique a subject was
not honoured long ago. From the

Donard Nursery Company, New-
castle, County Down.
Rosa Moyesii.—This unique

species was introduced from
Western China by Messrs. James
Veitch and Sons, and received an award of merit

eight years ago. Beautiful in leaf, brilliant in

flower and attractive in fruit, it is a plant of high

ornament at any season. The flowers are single,

3 inches or so across, and coloured a brilliant

red of very exceptional hue. The colour beauty
is enhanced by the tuft of golden anthers. This

fine plant was admirably shown by Mr. J. C.

AUgrove, Middle Green, Langley, Slough.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Iris germanica Richard 11.—A late-flowering

Bearded Iris said to be a seedling from Black
Prince, and, if so, would, we imagine, be more
correctly grouped with the I. neglecta varieties.

from the crossing of Beesiana and Bulleyana,

and embracing flame orange, reds of many shades,

and delicate lilac on whorled inflorescences with

considerable freedom. The plants, lifted and
shown from the open, were of quite exceptional

vigour. These two were from Messrs. Bees,

Limited, Liverpool.

Deutzia crenata magniflca.—The best and
purest of this set. The snow white, semi-double

flowers in pyramidal trusses are produced with

great freedom. From Messrs. George Paul and
Son, Cheshunt.

Iris Asia.—A plant of giant stature of the

Trojana set and reaching fully 4 feet high. The
handsome flowers are in propor-

tion, the outstanding purplish falls

being of considerable size. Shown
by Mr. G. Yeld, York.

Sphaeralcea canescens.— We
could not find this plant when
taking our notes. Memories of

it recall a foot-high sub-shrub,

probably of the Mallow tribe,

bearing orange-coloured flowers

from the leaf-axils. The stems

and leaves are whitish. A lovely

plant if quite hardy. From
Mr. Sydney Morris, Norwich.

The whole of the foregoing

were before the Royal Horticul-

tural Society on June 20, when
the awards were made.

ANSWERS TO
CORRESPONDENTS

OLEARIA SEMI-DENTATA. A DELIGHTFUL PLANT FOR FAVOURED
GARDENS.

Donard Nursery Company, County Downj
Ireland.

Rose Mrs. A. W. Atkinson (Hybrid Tea).

—

A big, full and solid flower of ivory whiteness

and slightly fragrant. .Quite a good addition.

From Messrs. Chaplin Brothers, Waltham Cross.

Delphinium tanguticum.—An alpine species

collected by Mr. Farrer in China. As shown the

plant is tufted, about 6 inches high, bearing

solitary violet blue, long-spurred flowers from a

tuft of leaves akin to a small, close-growing

Ranunculus aconitifolius.

Primula Hybrids.—The award in this case

was granted to a very remarkable strain resulting

SWEET PEAS ATTACKED (G. T.).

—Your Sweet Peas have apparently
been attacked and almost devoured by
slugs. Dust them over with soot and
lime, and in the autumn give the
garden a dressing of lime.

. POPPY BLOOMS PUNCTURED {J.

R. D.).—A small bug punctures the
stem or the blossom of Poppies at

times, and a fly lays its eggs in the
flowers. It is worth while trying to
check this pest by spraying with a

paraffin emulsion just as the buds begin
to come up above the fohage.

DOUBLE WHITE NARCISSI NOT
FLOWERING (R. B. 5.).—The double
white Xarcissus very frequently goes
blind, and, as far as we know, this

behaviour has never been satisfactorily

explained- A cool, deep, and not too
heavy a soil, which keeps fairly moist
in March and April, is generally said to

be the most favourable to its ttowering

well ; so if your garden does not provide
these conditions, we advise you to give

up trying to grow it. We have lately

seen it stated that successful flowering

depends on the extra ripening off of

the bulbs, so you might try this with
your hundred bulbs this summer, replanting in early

September. We cannot, however, guarantee it, but should
you try it, it would be most interesting to hear next year
how it has answered,

HEN AND CHICKEN DAISIES (C. C. i?.).—The curious

flower-head you send is very interesting, the whole having
gone mad, as it were, in the direction of branching, so

that very numerous narrow petals are produced as well

as lateral branches—the chickens. Wbat precisely

causes these freaks is unknown, but they no doubt follow

some definite law which has so far eluded man's powers
of discovery.

SAXIFRAGA CORSICA (Guelder).—The correct name
of this is S. glaucescens. It is a South-West European
form of our native S. cernna and more freely flowered

than it. The white flowers are produced on freely

branched stems. It belongs to the granular (Nephro-
phyllum) group of the genus, the best-known form of

which is the double white-flowered S. granulata plena.

The other plants you enquire aljout should be gro\vn in
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a half suuny situation in your district, and all except the

Thymus -would do well in gritty or sandy loam. That
named prefers a more loamy soil. The Schivereckia
may be Krown from seeds in rock wall or crevice, or any
sunny position in rockwork. Very gritty soil or one
freely charged with old mortar suits it well. As a border
subject it is less well suited.

INJURY TO CHRYSANTHEMUM LEAVES (S. E. D. T.).

—The Chrysanthemum leaves are not attacked by a
fungus, but are sutTering from something amiss ^nth the
watering. This frequently causes the foliage to die,

especially under the changed conditions induced by re-

potting.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
HOLLY LEAVES FOR EXAMINATION (K. jV.).—The

marks on the Holly leaves are due to wounds made by
their neighbours as they are blo-mi against one another
by the wind; not to any insect or fungus attack.

DISEASED ALMOND LEAVES (A- fi-).—The Almond
is attacked by the same disease as is common on Peaches

and Nectarines outdoors.
It is eauseri by a fungus
called Exoascus defor-

mans, and is always
most prevalent when the

trees are exposed to
checks through cold
winds and the like. We
think, in addition to

picking off the affected

foliage and burning it,

so far as possible; you
would find spraying in

February, before the buds

^ ^ burst, with Bordeaux
SECTION OF PART OF "^ > .

ALMOND LEAF.
Spore-cases on surface

highly magnified.

PRUNING RHODODENDRONS (B. 7. S,).—It would
be advisable to cut your Rhododendrons back to induce
them to become bushy at the bottom. As they e\idently
require fairly severe pruning, we ad\ise you to leave them
alone until next April, for, if pruned now, they would not
have time to make very good young shoots tliis year and
would probably look ucly all the winter. If. however,
any of the bushes only need moderate pruning, such
work may be done before the middle of July. The appli-

cation of cow-manure water two or three times during
the gromng season will do good, while a good surface-
dressing of decayed leaves beneath the bushes will sreatly
assist the plants. Next April the bushes can be cut
back into quite old wood.

THE LEAF-CURL FUNGUS.

mixtiu'e or Burgundy mixture the best means of pro-

tecting the trees from attack another year.

HYDRANGEAS AND SPIRffiAS NOT FLOWERING
{Peter Pan.).—It is not unusual for Jlydraimi ;ls to
flower sparsely in some seasons, the causr luinu tlie too
late growth of the previous year's shoots and the conse-
quent shortness of time to form and ripen flower-buds.
You do not say which variety of Spirsea it is that ha?
failed to flower. However, it does not matter much.
They are all of so free flowering a nature that with ordinary
care in their culture they seldom fail to flower freely.

RED GROWTHS ON LEAVES OF LIME TREES
{M. B.).—The peculiar reddish grbwths on the Lime haf
are due to the presence of mites, wliich cause irritatioji

to the plant and induce the formation of galls having
the curious *' nail-like " appearance and the red coloration
which these show. The mite is called Eriophyes tiliae,

and is fairly common. The mites may be seen if the
gall be cut open (and magnified) living among the hairs

in the interior of the gall. They do little harm ; but if

it is desired to try to free the tree of them, spraying with
Oregon wash, which has been referred to in these columns
several times, would no doubt be as effective as anything,
as the mites pass the winter in the buds. If attempted,
the spraying should be done only while the tree is dormant
in winter.

THE GREENHOUSE.
ABOUT ORCHIDS {L. F. B.).—Renanthera Imschooti-

ana.—The cause of the gro^'ths turning black at the top
is an excessively moist atmosphere when the temperature
is bolow normal. A dripping of water from the roof may
also cause the trouble, but this would only affect one or

two plants. The decayed part must be cut off, and in

your case it would be best to sever the stem immediately
above the new groivth. Overwatering, of course, must
be guarded against, but this would cause the roots to

decay, and not the tops as you suggest. An average
temperature of 60° suits this Renanthera, but with sun-
heat it can go 10° or 20" higher, and no harm will accrue.

2. Epidendrum prismatocarpum.-—When the new pseudo-
bulbs are fully gro-\\Ti, they must be properly matured
by exposinsr the plant to a little more light and keeping
the roots slightly on the dry side. Perhaps you grow it

in a warm hoiise. It will succeed in an average tempera-
ture of 50° to 55°. This treatment should induce the
plants to flower. 3. Dendrobium Phalaenopsis.

—
"When

thr' flower-scapes appear, arrange the plants in a tempera-
ture of eo'', and only aive sufficient water to keep the
compost just moist. Tlie atmosphere must be on the
dry side, and a little top ventilation may be applied

during mild weather, if only for an hour or so. This
appears to be a ease of a low temperature, a too moist
atmosphere and lack of ventilation. We are glad to learn

your plants are in good condition, and have made a note
of your suggestion.

TREATMENT OF PRIMULA OBCONICA (E. M. ff.).—

If you intend keepina the old plants of Primula obconica,

all the flowers should now be picked off and the plants

repotted. A .suitable compost may be formed of two
parts loam to one part good leaf-mould, and a fair

sprinkling of silver sand. Before repotting, a great

deal of the old and exhausted soil may be taken away,
but care must be exercised not to carry this to the extreme.
By thus redurjng the ball of earth it will be possible to

put the plant into a pot of the same size as that it was
in before. If the same pots are used, care should be

taken that they. arc thoroughly washed and dried before

they arp auain used. The pots must, of course, be
effectuallv drained, and, in potting, the soil should be
pressed do^%m moderately firm. In the case of some of

the older specimens it is an advantage to put them rather

doeper in the soil than they were before. The best place

for this Primula during the summer is stood on a bed
of ashes in a cold frame, so situated that it is shaded from
the sun during the hottest part of the day. As the plants

grow and the pots get well furnished with roots, an
occasional stimulant, either of weak manure water or

one of the many plant foods now on the market, will be
beneficial. Plenty of air must be given on the frame.

We would rather stand the plants outside during the

summer than place them in a sunny greenhouse, where
they would most likely be attacked by red spider. Many
ciiltivators raise this Primula annually from seeds, and
do not keep the old plants. It is, however, too late now
to sow the seeds for next winter's display.

so frequently proves fatal to the Plum and the Peach,
namely, the silver-leaf disease. So far as we know,
there is no remedy for its cure. The best thing you can
do is to at once root out the tree and burn it, roots and
all, as well as 2 inches or 3 inches of the top soil, addintr

afterwards a liberal quantity of lime to the soil to purify

it before planting another tree in autumn.
PEACH TREES AND STRAWBERRIES GONE WRONG

(Peter Pan).—Could we have seen the Peach trees and
the conditions under which they are growing, no doubt
we could have given a fairly accurate diagnosis of the
cause or causes of failure. The failure in the case

of the Peach trees is very likely dut^ to more than
one cause. If it was due solely to an attack of green

fly, then all we have to say is that the green fly should
have been destroyed long before it had attained to this

strength. It not'infrequently happens that an overdose
of some insecticide applied to kill the pests iii.csting the
trees is itself responsible for such mischief. Artificial

manure applied in too strong a solution has also often

been the cause. Let the cause be what it may, the thing

to sec to now will be to bring the trees round to fair health

again as early as possible. The likeliest treatment to

brine this about is by doing everything possible to encour-

age the new growth of shoots by syringing the trees mornina
and afternoon, and by taking' off a few inches of the old

surface soil and substituting a new top-dressing of loam
and a slight addition of bone-meal, mixing it with it and
treading it douTi firmly. The cause of the glazed appear-

ance of your forced Strawberries was no doubt an attack

of red spider.

SILVER - LEAF IN PLUM TREE, AND OTHER
QUESTIONS (A. J. 5.).—Once a Plum tree is stricken

with this disease it may linger on for two or three years

but it will do no good. Better grub it up root and branch
and burn tocether, and plant another tree in autumn,
but not in the same place. The soil would be poisoned

as well as the tree roots if poison were injected. Cropping
a bed 110 feet by 6 feet with winter and spring greens.

—

The way you are preparing the soil is quite correct.

Husband all the opening material you can lay your hands
on during the year and store ready for digging in at digcing-

time ; we mean such material as road scrapings, bits of

turf cut from roadsides, finely sifted coal-ashes—anything,

in fact, that will permanently hght*n and aerate such

heavj' soil. Below we give you a hst of what and when
to plant, and when to sow others. As to the quantities

of each to plant, you will be the best judge. Plant the

following now : Leeks, Cauliflower, BroccoU and Lettuce

for autumn supply. Early in July plant Brussels Sprouts,

midseason, late and spring Broccoli (do not manure the

ground for Broccoh), and Sprouting Broccoli for late

spring. Of Coleworts (curly greens), plant Sutton's

Al Kale, Cottagers* and Dwarf Green Curled, and dwarf
Savoy Cabbage. Also sow the following seeds on August 12 :

Spinach for %vinter supply, Turnips, Cabbage for spring

use, and Cauhfiower and Lettuce. Sow Carrots, Beetroot

and Witloof Chicory now ; also Parsley and Coleworts.

The latter should be planted out early in August 10 inches

apart. They will form delicious heads of Cabbace by the

end of November. Do not hesitate to ask further

questions when in doubt.

ROSE GARDEN.
ABNORMAL ROSES (H. i.).—The Roses are becoming

proliferant—that is, the stem is growing on through the

flower. The occurrence is quite a common one, but
what causes it is obscure. Probably a check during the

development of the flower is the inciting cause, but
whether this is so or not is far from certain.

FRUIT GARDEN.
GOOSEBERRY BUSHES ATTACKED ( Pitchford).—

Yniir Gooseberry bushes are attacked by the red spider

and by the Gooseberry scale (L^canium ribis). Spraying

with paraffin emulsion as soon as the berries are picked

will do something towards checking these pests, and
after the bushes have gone to rest for the winter and
pruning has been done they should be sprayed with

caustic wash.

PEST ON YOUNG APPLE TREES (il/ercf/r.v).—The
prsts complained of are no loiiirrr thrre, hut were in all

probability cat ei-pi liars, which have been extremely

troublesome almost all over the country this season.

Several kinds attack trees, and the best thing to do is.

as soon as their presence is suspected, to spray with lead

arsenate at the rate of lib. to 15 irallons of water. It

is too late after the damage is done, the beginning of

April being the best time to spray, as a rule.

MORELLO CHERRY TREE ON BACK WALL OF
KITCHEN GARDEN DYING (T. ]\Iurray).—Yo\\T Cherry

tree is evid<'ntlv suffering from the same disease which

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOTTLING PEAS AND BEANS (M. S.).—The above

vegetables are generally among the most unsatisfactory

to keep good after bottling, though with great care a
certain percentage will do so.

~ When treated in the ordinary

way, by using chemicals (which we do not advise) this

can be "overcome, and it will be found that Peas and
Beans can be kept perfectly and also made to retain a
good colour and fresh appearance. An article on "Fruit
Bottling without Sugar" appears on page 324 of ihis

issue.

GOLDFISH NOT THRIVING (E. H T.).—lt is impossible

to say why your goldfish are not thriving. Perhaps they

were kepb in a warm atmosphere before being placed in

the tank and have had a chill, or there may have,been a
considerable quantity of lime in the water, which might
have an injurious eiffect. We do not see that you can

do anything more than you are doing at present. It is

probable that the fish will soon become acclimatised.

USES FOR TOBACCO ASHES (J. A. G.).—The advice

to save the ashes was based on their manurial value,

which is reaUy no better than other burnt vegetable

substance. As' the amount of Tobacco ashes that could

be saved would be so small, it is scarcely worth considering.

A fair quantity, say, a hundredweight, would be of value

to furnish potash to soils in which it might be lacking.

Scattered over the surface it would tend to keep off slugs

in the same way as soot, while it might be dusted on to

plants as an insecticide, but for this purpose it would hi-

creatly inferior to Tobacco powder, as this last contains

the full amount of nicotine, which the ashes do not.

AQUILEGIA SEEDLINGS (.4. Campbeir).—It is only

possible from the material you submit to say that con-

siderable colour variety was apparent. The flowers were

so completely withered on arrival that no opinion

could be formed as to their individual merit or that of

the strain. Moreover, 2-inch long tips of the flowering

shoots, even thouch they had reached us perfectly fresh

and good, could never afford the least clue as to the

garden value of these Columbines, and which, of course,

is the all-important point. Of the long-spurred Columbines
there are to-day, as for years past. cxeoUent strains in

commerce, and you would better judce the vahn* of your

own by obtaining seeds of tlie best of thes(( and cultivating

them on equal conditions for comparison.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
ALTHOUGH the actual balance-sheet

of the Royal Horticultural Society's

Red Cross Sale is not prepared at the

k time of going to press, yet we are pleased

^to record a most successful sale. The
total receipts amount to nearly £3,000, and far

exceed even the most sanguine expectations. The
expenses to be deducted are necessarily heavy,

and amount to about £500. A remarkable feature

of the sale was the very small attendance ; but,

fortunately, it was attended by the right people,

with the result that the best plants, books and
paintings sold well. Mr. Dykes' " The Genus
Iris" was sold for £11; Veitrh's Catalogues of

Plants for 1862 onwards for £3 155. ; Curtis'

"Flora Londinensis" for £9; Curtis' "British

Entomology " for £7 ; William Robinson's " Flora

and Sylva " (three volumes) for "

£2 2S. ; Miss Willmott's " The
Genus Rosa " for £6 ; and

Gerarde's Herbal for £4. Narcissus

bulbs contributed by Mr. A. M. Wil-

son and Paul's Scarlet Climber Rose

sold remarkably well. Sir George

Holford's magnificent specimen

Orchids realised £275, 50 guineas

being given for Brasso-Cattleya

The King, arid 32 guineas for

Cattleya Warscewiczii Loos variety.

Codonopsis ovata.—This little-

known plant is now flowering

in Sir Frank Crisp's interesting

rock garden at Friar Park,

Henley-on-Thames. It is in every

way a desirable plant the flowers

being of a beautiful steely blue

— a rare colour quality in

alpine flowers. At Friar Park

it is sheltered and somewhat
shaded by overhanging rocks,

conditions which are obviously

well adapted to its welfare. It comes from the

Western Himalaya and belongs to the Campanula
family, as its generic name implies, being derived

from " kodon," a bell, and " opsis," resemblance.

Sophora viciifolia.—Among the newer shrubs

this is one of the most useful, for it blossoms

freely and is at its best after many others are over.

Moreover, it is perfectly' hardy, and thrives under
a variety of conditions. Growing at least 5 feet

high, it develops as a fairly open bush with small,

light green, pinnate leaves, and bears clusters

of white, violet-tinted flowers freely from most
of the buds on the younger wood. Planted in

the open it forms a shapely bush with little atten-

tion to pruning, and pruning is not required

in order to obtain a regular supply of flowers.

It must be planted in a permanent position while

very small, for large plants are difficult to trans-

plant. Loamy soil suits it.

Hybrid Briar Rose Una.—Of all the June-

flowering garden Roses, the variety Una, with

Briar-like growth and clusters of large, creamy
white flowers, must be regarded as one of the best.

Our illustration on page 338 shows a fine plant of

it, about 20 feet in height, in the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Gardens at Wisley, quite close

to the new laboratory. Una is a delightful Rose

to mingle with Carmine Pillar, and if planted on

a raised bank and allowed to run wild it will make
an informal but none the less pleasing hedge.

Erigeron B. Ladhams.—^This Erigeron, which

received the Royal Horticultural Society's award
of merit in 1914, is a plant to be desired. Some

CODONOPSIS OVATA IN THE ROCK GARDEN AT FRIAR PARK

describe the colour as soft pink, but we detect a

suggestion of delicate purple in it. Again, we see

the unopened flowers described as salmon pink, but

orange salmon is, unquestionably, a more accurate

description ; in fact, they remind us somewhat
of the unopened flowers of Erysimum Perovski-

anum, only more beautiful. Those who possess

Erigeron Quakeress and this variety ha\'e a pair

of floral gems.

Two Good Oriental Poppies.—A packet of

seed of Papaver orientale, obtained from a reliable

source, nowadays yields such a variety of really

good flowers that it is not worth while buying

named varieties unless they possess exceptional

merits. This distinction may however be

safely claimed for the two following varieties.

Perry's White, which received an award of merit

from the Royal Horticultural Society, it is not a

pure white, having a suggestion of pink and
it is enhanced in beauty by its silvery sheen.

Each petal has the characteristic black spot

near the centre, and a splash of purple towards

the base. Mrs. Marsh is tomato red, freely flaked

with white and slightly flaked with black. The
colom-ing of this latter is quite unique.

Rliododendron discolor.—Among the many
species of Rhododendron that have been introduced

during the present century, several appeal to us

as being likely to prove worthy companions
for the best of the older introductions, the one

under notice being a case in point. It appears

as if it will grow Into a very large bush, and as

an immature plant it commands attention by

reason of its sturdy, bushy habit,

vigorous shoots and handsome leaf-

age. Its affinity to such species as

R. Fortunei and R. decorum is

apparent in the large, fragrant,

rose-flushed flowers with seven

petals, but it blooms later than

those species, being at its best about

the middle of June. As it is late in

commencing growth, it escapes in-

jury by late frosts, and is thus

hardier than many of the newer

species. As the flowers are borne in

large, shapely trusses, it might well

be used by the hybridist for crossing

with R. catawbiense forms.

A Suggestion for 1917.—The
popular way of eating Strawberries

is with cream. " Strawberries and

cream " is an invitation to conjure

with. Take the votes of those present

at an ordinary drawing-room after-

noon tea-party, " with or without."

The teller would almost certainly

say the " withs " have it. The writer would,

however, be in the minority. What he would

like would be some good Burgundy. " Straw-

berries and Burgundy"—how very seldom is

the offer made—yet it is " food for the gods,"

and, moreover, it is the old and very likely the

original English way of eating this toothsome

fruit. The custom dates, at all events, from the

middle of the sixteenth century, when, " for a

more delight in eating they dresse them with wine

and suger."

#* Oivinff to the shortage of paper, readers wlio have not

already done so are asked to order THE Garden to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus

oM'iate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Another War-Time Vegetable : Broad Bean
Pods Cooked as a Separate Vegetable.—Live

and learn ! I have just been told by a very

clever cook that the pods of Broad Beans make
quite a good dish of vegetable, of entirely distinct

flavour from the Beans. The woolly lining should

be scraped off and the outer part well washed
;

then sliced and cooked like Runner Beans. I

am going to try them at the first opportunity,

and meantime pass on the information for the

benefit of others who may also

like to make the experiment.

—

Anne Amateur.
Birds and Fruit Nets.—Will

you allow me to suggest to the

bird-lovers among your readers that

during the summer months they

should make a point of periodically

visiting their fruit nets, and so

ensure against such of our little

songsters who may have been

caught there dying a slow death

by hunger and thirst. It is quite

a common thing to find the dead
body of a bird entangled in the

meshes of a Strawberry net, and
one does not like to think of the

lingering death by which the little

thief has atoned for his very

natural greediness.-—Z.

Pink Lily of the Valley.—On
page 305, issue June 24, of The
Garden it is smmised that this

was " one of the small novelties

which probably ninety-nine out of

every hundred visitors to the

Chelsea Show missed." As I did

see it, I was therefore one of the

exceptions. I was also consulted

about it at Vincent Square at an
earlier meeting, and at once sup-

plied its name. The variety is.

however, in no sense a " novelty."

It is very old, and by reason of its

inconstancy to colour has, prob-

ably, in the main, vanished from
gardens. I have repeatedly had it

in collections of hardy plants in

the past, and it is included in two
hardy plant catalogues now before

me, respectively as " rosea " and
" rubra." One of the catalogues

referred to cannot, though not

dated, be less than forty years
old ; the other was issued in ij

mentioned by Loudon in " Hortus Britannicus"
(1830), the varietal name "rubra" being there
employed.— E. H. Jenkins.

In " Notes of the Week " of your issue of
June 24 a paragraph appears re pink Lily of the
Valley. May I say that I saw a large patch of
this plant in the garden of the late Sir John
Hibbert at Hampsfield, Grange-over-Sands, at
least twelve years ago, and have had it myself
ever since then. It is one of those plants,
along with Arum proboscideum and other
out-of-the-way subjects, one grows to excite
the curiosity and interest of visitors to my
little garden. I also grow a rather good and
free-flowering Lily of the Valley with foliage

bordered with a band of gold. By the way,

one seldom reads anything of the pretty crimson

berries that often follow in a good season.—^T. O.

Walker, Cranforth, Lanes.

Wichuraiana Rose Francois Foucard.—This

is indeed a glorious pillar Rose. Its early lemon

yellow flowers are borne in great profusion right

down to the ground. Last year it gave us a

pleasant surprise by flowering as well in the

autumn as it did in June. I suppose that no

development in the Rose has been so much appre-

ciated from the garden point of view as that of

the Wichuraianas. They are all so clean in growth

and are seldom attacked by mildew and other

fungoid pests, even when other varieties around

A GOOD SCREEN AND PILLAR ROSE: FRANCOIS FOUCARD.

It is also them are eaten up with diseases. [ have heard

it stated that the wild and beautiful species Rosa
Wichuraiana is quite immune from attacks of

Rose mildew, and I have never seen its shiny

foliage attacked by any fungoid disease. The
type plant is of creeping habit, with single white

flowers and yellow anthers, and it was first

discovered in i860 by Dr. Wichura in Japan.

—

Clayhurst.

A White Form of Meconopsis Wallichii.—

I

have now in flower two plants of Meconopsis

Wallichii, of which the flowers are white with a

very faint tinge of cream. As I cannot find any

reference to the flowers of this species ever being

white, I should be glad to know whether any of

your readers have observed a similar variation.

The plants were purchased from one of the well-

known nursery firms two years ago.—A. B. Bruce,
[We look forward with much interest to replies

which readers may send on the subject of white-

flowered forms of M. Wallichii. So far as we
know, it has not been definitely recorded before.—Ed.]

A Toad in the Strawberry Bed.—Having been
much annoyed lately by having my Strawberries

damaged, I quite thought it was done by mice
(not birds, as the bed is securely netted), but to

my gardener's great surprise he found that a toad
was the culprit, as he caught it in the very act with
a piece of the fruit in its mouth. As I have never
heard of those reptiles attacking Strawberries,

would you kindly, through the

medium of your valuable paper,

inform me if the occurrence is

unusual ?

—

Edgar Hanbury, PaX'

ton Hill House, St. Neots. [W e

have ne^'er before heard of toads

eating Strawberries, and shall

be interested to hear what
readers have to say on the

subject.

—

Ed.]

Ridding Lawn of Plantains

and Dandelions.—The following

method of destroying Plantains,

Dandelions, and other deep-

rooted weeds in lawns is very suc-

cessful : One or two drops of

strong nitric acid or sulphuric

acid (oil of vitriol) are run into

the centre of the crown of the

weed, and in a short time the

leaves of the weed wither away
and the plant is no more. \
convenient way o{ dropping the

acid on the weed is to put a

length of glass tubing in the bottle

containing the acid, close the upper

end of the tube with the finger,

remove the tube from the bottle,

and allow the acid to flow on to

the weed as desired. The advan-

tages of this method are that only

the weed is killed and none of

the surrounding turf, and also its

convenience in operation.—F. H. G.

Papaverpilosum.—TheSummer-
Time Act appears tohavebeenlhe

means of introducing some owners

of gardens to beauties, not hitherto

fully realised, by their earlier rising

leading them mto their gardens

when many flowers are at their

best, before the sun robs them
of their freshness and some of

their beauty. Papaver pilosum

is not, in the strictest sense of the term, a morning

bloomer, but in dry weather its fugacious flowers

often drop their petals early in the day, and they

are never so beautiful as just after they open

in the early morning, when the sun reaches the

expanding buds. This was the thought that

struck me one morning when I went out to the

garden and saw the large flat, salmon-coloured

blooms glowing in the sunshine. It is a brilliant

perennial Poppy, and the flowers and pilose

grey leaves and stems go well together. A word

of warning may, however, be given. This is to

beware of allowing too niany seeds to ripen, or

the number of plants will increase in a ratio far

beyond the reasonable requirements of the average

garden.—S, Arnott.
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THE ROSES OF JUNE

" The morn is merrj' June I trow

The rose is budding fain."

—Sir Walter Scott.

A LL Englishmen and Englishwomen,

/% and still more, perhaps, all English

- / % children look upon June as the great

^^^^L month of Roses ; and no matter what
• * early or late flowering groups may be

introduced into our gardens, June will always

stand first in our thoughts as connected with

Roses. For in June, _when the lovely Dog Rose

(Rosa canina) decorates the hedges with its

sprays and wreaths of exquisite single blush

rose blossoms, the countryside becomes a Rose

garden, and the tramp along our English high-

on the rock garden the little Rosa Seraphini,

which has the charming habit of seeding itself

around the parent plant, makes bright little

patches of rose colotu: among the grey stones.

The Rugosas and Chinas mentioned among
the May-iiowering varieties are some of our best

garden Roses in June, and the early Wichuraianas

are usually in flower about the middle of the

month. Alberic Barbier and Gardenia (two excel-

lent yellows), Frangois Juranville and Paul Transon

(coppery pink), and the single deep crimson Diabolo

are some of the Wichuraianas now in bloom.

The Penzance Sweet Briars and such varieties

of Hybrid Briars as Janet's Pride (a very strong

growing kind) and the lovely creamy Una are

at their best throughout June.

pruned last April, is now full of bloom ; it was
spared the hard pruning given to most of the

Polyantha Pompons because its ruddy foliage

at the time was so beautiful a contrast to some
Leedsii Daffodils growing among it that I could

not bring myself to cut it away. The flowering

seems to have been in no" way affected by this

leniency, except in the matter of earliness.

Some Tea Roses not far from the protection

of a south wall are beginning to show some
blossoms. Mrs. Herbert Stevens and the Pink

Maman Cochet are both in flower; and if this

June had been a little more liberal in the matter

of sunshine, no doubt a good many more of the

Teas and Hybrid Teas would have been out.

Usually, the exquisite Mme. Melanie Soupert is

quite at its loveliest about the last week in June,

and such early varieties as Lady Battersea,

Mme. Jules Grolez and Dr. Campbell Hall are

distinctly June-flowering varieties, though, like

all Hybrid Teas, they persist more or

less throughout the summer.
The newer group of Pernet Roses

began to put forth flowers even in

May this year, but they seem to have

made very little advance in the last

three weeks. Here and there is a

bloom of Rayon d'Or, of Arthur R.

Goodwin, and, earliest of this group to

flower, Mme. Edouard Herriot ; but I

think they particularly dislike the cold

nights and the sunless days that have

been their lot, of late.

The shadow of the great war seems

to be cast over our gardens as well

as over our homes. Though many
find consolation and fresh courage in

tending their flowers, yet June itself

has not brought the light-hearted

joyousness that was ours in the sum-

mer days before the war, those far-off

days when
" The Roses made the world so sweet

The Bees, the Birds had such a tune

There was such a light, and such

a heat

And such a joy in June."

White Lady.

MME. ALFRED CARRIERE, A GRAND OLD ROSE FOR CUTTING IN EARLY JUNE

ways, if only he has eyes to see, may enjoy a

lovelier picture than the owner of the most

elaborate Rose garden can construct for himself.

This year it was on June 8 I noticed the first

wild Rose on a bush just outside our garden, a few

days earlier than the date Mr. Mawley gives as

usual for its -first appearance in Hertfordshire;

now, on June 21, the wild Roses are at the

height of their beauty.

, Just inside the garden a big bush of Rosa scabrata,

a variety of canina with larger and perhaps some-

what pinker blossoms, is very attractive.

Many of the wild Roses of other countries

flower with us in June.- Rosa Webbiana, from
the Himalayas, with its pale pink blossoms and
delicate, refined foliage ; Rosa Fedschenkoana,

with white flowers looking wonderfully dainty

and fragile against the glaucous leaves ; and
Rosa O.xyodon Haematodes, with light rosy

crimson flowers and soft strawbeiTy-hued shoots,

are all flowering in the Rose shrubbery ; while

The Noisettes, Mme. Alfred Carriere (flesh

white and very delicately scented), Alister Stella

Gray (yellow) and the well-known orange- coloured

William Allen Richardson, all make excellent

pillar Roses and begin to flower in June

;

fortunately, they are more or less perpetual.

Other good June-flowering pillar Roses are to

be found among the vigorous Hybrid Teas. Of
these, Florence H. Veitch (dark crimson) and
Sarah Bernhardt (light crimson scarlet) are now
very effective, clothing their 6-feet posts all the

way up with bright and fragrant blossoms.

Many of the Multiflora Ramblers are in full

bloom by the middle of June. The lovely coppery

pink Tea Rambler, the delicate rosy pink Ariel

with its beautiful ruddy foliage, and many another

of our best climbing Roses are at the height of

their splendour on Midsummer Day.

Among the beds and borders of dwarf varieties,

1 notice a little round bed of the white Polyantha

Katherine Zeimet, which was rather lightly

A NEW HARDY HEATH
Erica australis " Mr. Robert."

The hardy Heaths are now a

family of such popularity in gardens

that an addition to their number is a matter

of wide interest. This new one is a white-

flowered variety of Erica australis, itself one

of the most attractive of the group. 1

saw a flowering shoot this last spring which

came from a plant in the collection of Mr. J. C.

Williams at Werrington Park, Laiinceston. It

was discovered on the mountains of Southern

Spain, near Algeciras, and introduced to cultivation

by his son, the late Lieutenant Robert Williams,

in 1912. Lieutenant Williams was one of five

brothers, all in His Majesty's fighting forces.

He belonged to the 3rd Grenadier Guards, and

was killed in the hard fighting near Loos on

October 8, 1915. He was an ardent lover of

plants, and it took him ten days' hard searching

before he found this new variety. As a boy and

young man at home he was called " Mr. Robert,"

and it is proposed that this Heath, which our

gardens will owe to his enthusiasm, shall bear

that name. W. J. Be.vn.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

o
XALIS LASIAXDRA is not often

seen in English gardens, yet it has

so many good qualities that it is a

pity it is not more widely grown.

It is quite

hardy, although a Mexican

plant, and was introduced

as long ago as 1840, when

it was sent from Berlin to

the Edinburgh Botanic

Garden. Then again, it

does not wander and ramp,

nor does it shoot seeds into

its neighbours after the

manner of so many mem-
bers of its family ; but it

is a good, steady, stay at-

home plant that can be

reckoned on to appear

above ground annually in

mid-May and die down with

the first severe frosts. There-

fore it is a very useful thing

to plant among early spring-

flowering bulbs, as it takes

the stage at the moment
they are ready to make their

exits. It stands about a

foot high, and its leaves

alone make it worth

growing. They all spring

from the root, and stand

up stiffly on tall stems,

bearing from five to nine

leaflets at the top. These

leaflets are curiously jointed

on round a little cup-like

hollow at the top of the

stem, reminding one of

those of a Lupine. Just at

the junction with this cup

there is a reddish cushion,

a pulvinus as it is called,

that gives a pretty touch

of colour in contrast with

their rich green. It is there

for use as well as ornament,

though, and is the organ

which, by becoming turgid

or flaccid, lifts or depresses

the leaflets for their day

position of an open star, 01

the closed umbrella effect

they assume on dull days

and ior their nightly rest.

The pedicels of the flowers

are also jointed on to little

cushions at their base, and

are ctiriously sensitive to

light and heat. In the little

sketch the left-hand flowers

and leaf were drawn first, and in the positions

in which they were when I gathered them
this morning in the sunshine; the right-hand

ones I drew in the positions they
_ had

assumed by the time I had finished shading
the other two. Now as I write in the evening,

flowers, buds and leaflets are all drooping down-
wards with such a distinct expression of determi-

nation that one can surmise from it the plant is

careful to guard against radiation of heat from

its surface, by exposing only the cushions of its

leaflets and the bases of its woolly sepals, to

the zenith. This surely proclaims it a plant

OXALIS LASIANDRA.

Slightly reduced. From a drawing by

E. A. Bowles.

fitted for great changes of daily temperature,

heat by day and cold by night.

It has certain other curious structuies worth

noticing, as, for instance, the brilliant orange

spot at the tip of each sepal, a family feature

in many species of Oxalis, but 1 have.no idea as

to what is the meaning of it. It has ten stamens,

of which five are twice as long as the others.

The filaments of the longer ones are covered with

glandular hairs, whence the plant gets its name
of lasiandra, the woolly-stamened, and near their

base each one bears a curious little projection,

the like of which I do not remember in any other

flower, and cannot hazard a use for.

The flowers are coloured bright rosy carmine,

which is the most flattering colour term I can

think of for them, for it must be confessed they

are a trifle bluish and harsh in tone, and must

not be placed near pure scarlet. They have a

white eye and a very prettily striped greenish

yellow throat, and are very bright and effective

when wide open in the sunshine and rising above

the handsome leaves.

The most beautiful bit of colour in the

garden just now is provided by a 4-feet-high

spike of Meconopsis latifolia. Its large, pen-

dent Poppy flowers are a wonderful greenish

shade' of turquoise or Cambridge blue, and

their golderi stamens on reddish purple fila-

ments are astonishingly beautiful against such

a background, while the finishing touch to the

picttrre is given by a stigma of deepest purple

velvet, almost black. This lovely thing rises

up out of a colony of good forms of British Ferns,

and when the sunlight

catches its bells it stands

out from afar as a most

lovely beacon that attracts

everyone who gets a glimpse

of it to steer straight to it

for a nearer view. There

is also another very good

blue plant, but one requir-

ing space, in a form of

Symphytvmi asperrimum

that has been grown for

many years in the Cam-
bridge Botanic Garden. I

have just been admiring

the effect of its hundreds of

Cambridge blue bells where

it has made a sea of green

with blue ripples all over it

under a big bush of Bud-

dleia globosa. The Comfrey

had climbed a good way up

among the Buddleia's lower

branches, and where its

azure bells are close beside

the rich orange balls of the

Buddleia the effect is as

delightful as any I have

seen for a long time.

There is a very pretty rosy

pink form of Geranium

pratense in full blow this

week. I am very fond of

the soft pink flowers of G.

angulatum, , which appear

in the end of May and are

now beginning to wane

;

but this form is more beauti-

ful still. It gains in beauty

by possessing the larger and

rounder flowers of pratense,

but is of quite as charming a wild Rose shade

of pink as angulatum, and the deeper rose veinings

of the petals are clear and distinct. It reproduces

itself fairly truly from seed if kept isolated, but

even then bees interfere, I expect, for a certain

number of very pale starch-blue forms appear

among the pink ones from time to time.

A fine old bush, almost a tree, of Rosa scabrata

is just at its best, and is bearing hundreds of its
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large, deep pink, single Dog Roses. It is a seed-

ling form of R. canina, but its flowers are twice

as large as those of the wilding, a fully expanded

flower being over 4 inches across and of a warmer
and more uniform shade of pink. . It is the best

single pink Briar Rose I know of to form a large

self-supporting specimen in the grass, either on
" a lawn or in the wild garden. All the attention

it requires is the removal of some of the oldest

wood now and then to allow the long arching

shoots room to develop. Then throughout June

they should be covered with the shell-pink flowers,

and in autumn and winter, until the birds feast

on them, the large hips are very ornamental.

Salvia Grahamii must be my last subject

this time, but deserves a meed of

praise as it is now covered with the

first crop of its flowers, and my oldest

bush, with stout, woody stems and

branches, is singulSrly beautiful. It

always makes a better show in its first

flowering than younger specimens,

because it then has fewer and less

vigorous leafy shoots, and the flowers

are given freer play. It stands a good

deal higher than I do and is as wide as

high, and just now bears hundreds of its

glowing rosy scarlet flow'ers, generally in

pairs.

It has the beautifully designed

mechanical arrangement of leaves on the

filaments which is best seen in Salvia

patens of all the Sages. In patens you

should push a pencil down the throat

to cause the* anthers to bend out ; in

Grahamii the head of a pin will set them

in action perfectly, and they will dart

out to dust pollen on the insect visitor's

back directly the pin-head presses the

levers downwards.

I notice that many of the flowers

have holes gnawed through the side by

some bee that feloniously steals the

honey ^without going to the front

door for it and so collecting and

distributing pollen in return for his

drink.

[Since the foregoing notes were

written we have had the pleasure

of visiting this famous garden and

seeing the plants which Mr. Bowles

describes in his interesting way.

Rosa scabrata, the single pink Briai

Rose referred to, is the most beauti-

ful seedling of R, canina we ha^ e

ever seen. A magnificent weeping

standard of Rosa rugosa repens

alba, with vigorous trailing branches

and somewhat starry flowers, brought

to mind another single Rose worthy of special

attention ; but the finest of all the single

Roses was seen in a remarkably fine bush oi

R. Moyesii. We were pleased to see so many
old-fashioned Roses, like the free flowering crim-

son Craraoisie Superieure, still one of the most

beautiful of Roses ; also Maiden's Blush and

the sheU-pink Celestial, two varieties of R.

alba which for fragrance it would be hard

to beat. We were also pleased to see the true

Seven Sisters Rose and the true York and Lan-

caster. The charm" of these pretty old names
has led to them being rather loosely used,

and this may explain why it is that Felicity

et Perpetue usually passes for one and Rosa

Mundi for the other.

—

Ed.]

THE TREE MALLOWS

F
EW flowers have the fresh, winsome

beauty of the Tree Mallows, which make
brave masses of colour in the border at

this season. Lavatera trimestris is one

of the most beautiful flowers in the

garden of the writer at the present time ; but,

unfortunately, as a correspondent wrote us some

time ago, we see little of thera, but they are

flowers worth care, creating effective pictures at

the cost of sowing a few seeds in early spring.

Only two kinds are realfy of much value in English

gardens, although the Mallow family is a large one,

* •

*'

l>^ '

'^'
.. .
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FRUIT PROSPECTS IN THE NORTH-
EAST OF SCOTLAND

If the saying be true that " a dripping June
keeps all things in tune," dwellers in the North-

East of Scotland ought to be rewarded with a

bountiful harvest from the garden and field.

Since the first day of June 7i inches of rain

have fallen, and good King Sol has only showed
his smiling face for fifty-six hours.

Fruit trees and bushes of all kinds presented

a remarkable appearance when in bloom, but

the good prospects have not altogether been

realised. ' Gooseberries, Red and Black Currants,

where the latter are . not affected by big-bud,

are bearing excellent crops. It is time the

A N OLD FARMHOUSE GARDEN
SUMMER FARM, WEST CLANDON.

w:
HEN Summer FarnT came iutu

the possession of its present

owner, Mr. Arthur Wood, it , was

Summer's" Far:a, a name which

doubtless enshrined the person-

ality of some long dead farmer. The growth of

the fabric is admirably typical of the life-history

of a Surrey yeoman's hom.e. Late in the sixteenth

century, someone, possibly the mythical Summer,

built a cottage which probably covered the space

THE FARMHOUSE AND GARDEN FROM UNDER THE CLOISTERS.

Government made the presence of this pest a

notifiable disease ; there is scarcely a clean

bush in this district. In spite of all protesta-

tions, people will not pull up and burn their

bushes.

Strawberries and Raspberries are smothered with

bloom at the date of writing (June 26). Cherries

have set badly, but Plums are promising. Apples,

in spite of a great show of bloom, will, compara-

tively, be a failure, the only exception being the

dessert Apple James Grieve. This variety never

fails to set in the North. It should be noted by

all growers. The size of the fruit would even

please " Anne Amateur," and the flavour is

first rate.

If warmer conditions prevail soon, the out-

look for good fruit crops in the North is by

no means bad, but they will be very late in

ripening. J. G. W.

now occupied by the workroom, pantry and hall.

Before very long, however, Summer increased

in prosperity, and added, perhaps about 1620,

what is now the dining-room. His descendants

waxed fat on farming and made additions to the

south-east corner, consisting of the staircase,

and what is now a drawing-room with a bedroom
above it. Both these rooms retain well-designed

panelling of typical Queen Anne character. Then
the farmliouse had peace for nearlv two centuries,

but peace brought with it slackness and dilapi-

dation, and the farm, with its cowsheds,

barn, farmyard and the necessary surroundings

presented possibilities, but not much more.

Mr. Lutyens, never more skilful than when he is

dealing with a vernacular Surrey building, added

a music-room, adopting rather the eighteenth

than the sixteenth century tradition to inspire

its form. At the same time the old farm building

was remodelled for use as a kitchen and the various

adjacent ofiices were added. It need scarcely be

said that Mr. Lutyens left the original building

untouched, save for the necessary repairs. The
hall and dining-room are exactly as they were,

except for the removal of modern grates, with

which the old openings had been blocked, and

for the cleansing of the ceiling beams from a

modern plaster ceiling. This was revolution

enough, but the results achieved in the garden

are even more noticeable. The old

farmyard was bordered by a low

weather-boarded building containing

pigsties and cow .stalls. The
weather-boarding was stripped away,

and the posts now form the piers

of a cloistered loggia, the attractive-

ness of . which is clearly seen in

our illustrations. The other main
feature was the horse watering

pond, which consisted of an old

brick tank very much dilapidated.

This was repaired and now gives

hospitality to many water-loving

plants.

Mr. Arthur Wood has clothed the

bones of his re-created garden with

a wealth of growing things. It

would have been an easy matter to

have swept away the disused barn,

granary and cowsheds, and to

have made a new and modern
garden in their place. But it was
a happy idea to retain the old

characteristic features of the farm- .

stead, to repair the farm buildings

where they needed it, and then lay

.)ut the garden to fit in with the

I iriginal surroundings. By tliis means
an atmosphere of age prevails, and
I he old farmyard has been con-

\ erted into a beautiful garden, com-
prising lawns and flower borders.

The pond, at one time useful for its

water supph-, now makes a charming
home for aquatic plants, such as the

Water Hawthorn (.Aponogeton dis-

tachyon), the Flowering Rush (Buto
mus umbellatus), Pickerel Weed ( Fon-

tederia cordata), the Water Buckbean
(Menyanthes trifoliata), the exquisite white Water
Lily (NymphiTa Marliacea albida), Lysimachia

punctata and the Deciduous Cypress (Taxodium
distichum) by the water edge. A drinkhig-trough.

still in its accustomed place, is no longer used b\

horses and cattle, but is surrounded by a wealth

of blossom afforded by Anemones, Irises, Lupines

and bowers of Roses flowering in wild profusion

all through the summer months. The right

plants are everywhere given their right places.

The low farmyard walls are mainly clothed with

Roses of the William Allen Richardson type.

Flowering clunbers growing over the old farm

buildings make one of the most picturesque

features of this garden. Among the beautiful

flowering and berried shrubs to be found are the

Sea Buckthorn (Hippophafi rhamnoides) with

immense clusters of orange berries in December,

the sacred Tree of Heaven (Ailantus glandulosus).
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THE POND AND GRANARY.

shrubby Spiraas and Lilacs in great variety,

Catalpa and Liquidambar, Magnolia Soulangeana,

the Smoke Tree or Venetian Sumach (Rhus

Cotinus), Choisya ternata, Abelia triflora and

the Snowball Tree of China (Viburnum, plicatum).

The less common shrubs include Tree Purslane

(Atriplex Haliraus), Teucrium fruticans, Stepha-

nandra flexuosa and S. Tanaka?, Clethra alnifolia,

Indigoiera floribunda, Hercules' Club (Alalia

spinosa), Osmanthus iliciiolius purpureus, Rhamnus
Alaternus, the late blue - flowering Caryonteris

Mastacanthus, Gleditschia triacanthos, Colutea

cruenta and Lonicera Ledebouri, a variety of

L. involucrata. The beautiful white-flowered

Clematis montana might well be taken for a

native climber, considering the grace and freedom

with which it is seen growing over walls and

gateway pillars. It also creates a charming

effect flowering on the roof of the barn, against

a background of fine old Elms. An aged Wistaria,

remnant of the old farmstead, is unsurpassed for

beauty and effect growing around the walls of a

disused granary. A quick-growing and rampant

climber, having the misfortune to bear the name
Polygonum baldschuanicum, grows wildly over

the roof of a large barn, and produces masses of

its pink-white flowers m June and again in

September.

artisan and the collier are entering the field as

cultivators of the Narcissus, and local week-end

shows find it in successful competition. A wider

knowledge becomes daily more necessary.

Whoever grows the Daft'odil ought to know
what a dreadfully destructive, ubiquitous pest

the Merodon fly really is, and that knowledge

ought to spur every individual grower to keep

vigil, watch every move and process, hunt it

while upon the wing, and carefully search the

bulbs in every operation as they pass through

his hands. Once get thoroughly impregnated

with the spirit of the chase, it is wonderful how
fascinating the hobby becomes. " Terribly excit-

ing," as the old lady said in relating the story

of a hive of bees falling from the seat of her

governess car. " The escaping bees stung the

pony and then myself. I tried to get out, but

the pony galloped away, and we all came to grief

over a heap of stones."

Several methods for its destruction may
be adopted whereby great numbers may he

destroyed. Some strange theories are recom-

mended by people without practical experience.

Several of our most eminent entomologists are

not so fully acquainted with the subject as they

might be, and I regret to say that a quantity of

their literature is composed of quotations from

unauthenticated sources. I wish the readers

of this paper to understand that such thereotical

suggestions are valueless. Practical experience is

here put within your reach. If you accept my
methods and put them into practice, you will

become expert destroyers of this terrible pest,

Merodon equestris.

It is now time for lifting Daffodil bulbs. Nature's

indications are to be seen in the seared leaf and

fading foliage. These symptoms indicate the

rest period for the Narcissus. Some bulbs you

will not want to lift, and to afford protection to

these from the marauding Merodon, run a

small hoe or rake rather deeply between the

rows of plants and bank up the soil against

the Daffodils just as you draw it against

the Potatoes. By so doing the fly is prevented

from getting down to the bulb, and as

75 per cent, of the eggs are laid direct on

to the bulb, the great benefit wiU at once be

apparent. None is laid above the soil. Other

bulbs you will want to lift for sale or replanting.

MERODON EQUESTRIS
DAFFODIL FLY.

THE Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

have scheduled Merodon equestris as

a pest, but they have taken a very

long time to gain an appreciable know-
ledge of its life-history. This subject,

which is of national importance, concerns a growing

industry, and it is most essential that every-

one interested should know the best time and

means to check the spread of the pest. The THE SITE OF AN OLD FARM YARD
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Lifting the Narcissus Bulbs.—in the process

of lifting, tile raiser must keep a watchful eye

and pick out all deformed, faulty, diseased bulbs

and those affected by Fusarium, as well as those

showing signs of Merodon. Put such into a basket

kept handy for the purpose. The person taking up

the bulbs must be on his guard, and watch, search,

examine and press every suspicious one. Where
liquid exudes or a hole is found or suspicion is

aroused, that bulb should go into the basket.

The contents of the basket can be re-examined

and finally burnt. Generally speaking, there is

one hole about a quarter of an

inch in diameter if a Merodon

grub is, or has been, present.

There will be a number of bulbs

affected by very j'oung larvse

which you will fail to find at

this stage, even with the help

of a microscope. So do not

trouble about these at the

moment ; another opportunity

will present itself. The bulbs

are generally put into boxes

and housed for drying.

Cleaning Process.—If put

into paper bags without drying.

Narcissus bulbs would mildew

and consequently perish. Hav-

ing been dried they are ready

for the cleaning process. In

this process every bulb is passed

through a pajr of hands and

overlooked by vigilant eyes,

many faulty ones being cast into

the " condemned cell." It is

advisable to detach the roots
;

this gives a clear view of the

base of the bulb. All dirt and

superficial faults are removed,

and the bulb develops a beauti-

ful chestnut colour, which,

psychologically, is of as much
importance in the eyes of the

buyer as the tint of a Cochin

China egg to a conscientious

housewife. During this cleaiiing

process the best possible op-

portunity is afforded for a more

minute examination. The search

should be most drastic. The grub

having been at work all the time

the bulbs have been drying, its

presence can be more easily

located. The larval breathing

holes have become enlarged in

most cases and detection is

easier. The eye gains experience

and symptoms become more con-

spicuous, but the search must

be sustained and all doubtful

cases investigated. Larvae less

than one-eighth of an inch may be picked from > which keeps

hands he should drop the suspicious ones into

the special basket. By doing this his work is

not. delayed, and he thus has opportunity for

subsequent examination. The sorting being com-
pleted, the packer takes the ware, or marketable
bulbs, counts them, and packs them into paper bags
or boxes, according to orders received. He needs

to exercise great care, because preceding examina-
tions will not have discovered every affected l)ulb,

and it is his employer's credit that is at stake.

The Buyer and the Planter.—The buyer
is the most interested party. He finds the cash

or two as a, test. If affected by Merodon, the
bulb will be hollow, and the cavity full of excretions

and most obnoxious. When you have got all the
affected bulbs together, return them to the
nurseryman with a request for their replacement.
It is the nurseryman's wish to give satisfaction,

and he will undoubtedly do so with pleasure. It

pays, but all nurserymen are not gifted with
tact. It is amusing to read the excuses some
vendors make, and sometimes they are hoist

with their own petard. Here is a dele table

case in point. A customer bought a high-

priced bulb which did not
grow, so he removed the soil

and found a pupa in the neck
of the bulb. He returned '

it

to the vendor, and recei\'ed a

courteous reply with a promise
to replace it in the autumn,
adding, by way of excuse, " We
ran out of this particular sort

and bought a few from Devon-
shire, and yours was one of

them. We would point out to

you that our nursery is too far

North for the fly tolive." "But,"
the suffering buyer replied.

" that is most remarkable, as my
garden is 150 miles further JS'orth

than yours, and yet I am never

free from it." Of corurse, a full

stop follows the nurseryman's

letter, and I have no clue as to his

cogitations. George Stocks.

BLUE WATER
LILY

T

BLUE WATER LILY (NYMrlLIlA STELLATA, BERLIN VARIETY).

the trade alive. He desires, and
the base of the bulb by the use of a needle, and

by this operation the bulb may be saved. It

will be seen how important it is that this search

must be systematically maintained if a proper

recompense is to be gained.

Sorting and Packing.—The bulb has again

rested a few days, but any undiscovered larval

grub will have continued its labour of destruction.

The sorter as he carefully singles out thp ware,

flowering and small should maintain most careful

search. He needs quick vision and a sensitive

thumb and finger. As the bulbs pass through his

really ought to have, ample Satisfaction. He
must remember that if he wants a thing done well

he must attend to it personally. Ke should

open every package of valuable bulbs and per-

sonally make a careful examination, picking out

all that 'are holed or are cracked round the base

rim. The latter are affected by Fusarium.

In handing the stock over to the planter, give

the most definite orders for every bulb to be

pressed into the soil with thumb and finger, and

return into the paper bag any that yield to pressure.

Go over these again personally and cut open one

HE blue form of

Nymphar'a s tell at a,

known as the Berlin

variety, is beyond

doubt one of the most

exquisite Water Lilies in culti-

vation. The clear sk\ blue

flowers are seen to advantage

as they rise on slender stems

at least 18 inches above the

surface of the water. It has

one fault only, namely, that it

is not hardy, and in this respect

it just misses being an indis-

pensable subject for English

gardens. In the gardens at

Gunnersbury House it has for

some years been successfully

grown in a little sheltered pool

where the temperature of the

water is kept about 65° Fahr.

by means of hot-water pipes placed low in the

water. From Gunnersbury this blue Nymphaea
has been sent to Wisley, where each summer
the plants may be seen fliowering with great free-

dom in an open tank. It was in late April that

the plants were first taken to Wisley, and, within

four days from the time of planting, the first

flowers made their appearance. Since then

there has been a constant succession of flowers

through each succeeding summer until the end

of September. "The Nymphasas are planted

between bricks in a mixture of sand, leaf-mojld

and loam. The tank, which is protected from
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the north and north-east, has been specially made
to accommodate the Blue Water Lily. It contains

about 4 feet of water and is supplied with hot-

water pipes, although no heat is applied in the

warm summer weather. It is thought that so

long as the ice is kept away in winter, the

plants will come to no harm. Although in- a

sheltered position, the plants receive full benefit

from the sun. This is as it should be, for an

e.xcess of shade is prejudicial to all Water Lilies,

while the flowers always look their best when the

sun shines upon them.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Small Fruits.—In some gardens various small
fruits, such as Red, White and Black Currants,
are plaiited against a north wall,
whereby the fruit supply can be
maintained over a much longer
period. When the fruit is nearly
ripe, it should be covered with thin
canvas or muslin.

Late Strawberries.—Plants grow-
ing on the north side of a wall should
be given a thorough watering if dry
weather exists, and then some light
strawy material may be placed
around the plants to keep the fruit
clean.

The Kitchen Garden.
French Beans.—Another sowing

of Dwarf Beaiis may be made for
producing a late supply, and those
already yielding pods should be ex-
amined at frequent intervals, remov-
ing all that are large enough. This
will prolong the productiveness of
the plants.

Turnips.—If the ground is avail-
able, a liberal sowing of Turnip seed
should be made in shallow drills

T foot apart. Select a rich piece
of the garden, and make it fairly
firm. To prevent the Turnip fly

from attacking the plants, they
should be dusted over with soot or
wood- ashes in the early morning
before the leaves are dry. Snow-
ball, White Model and Early Milan
are excellent for sowing at the pre-
sent time.

The Flower Garden.
Wallflowers and other Spring-

Flowering Plants.—These are now
sufficiently advanced to prick out
into nursery beds or in the reserve
garden about r foot apart. Make
the ground fairly firm, and, if pos-
sible, select showery weather, other-
wise it will be necessary to keep the
plants supplied with water until they
become re.established. The Wallflowers should
have their centres removed to encourage bushy
specimens, but the plants must not be pinched
again. Other subjects which require transplant-
ing are Alyssum, Pansies, Aubrietias and Arabis.

Hedges.—The clipping of hedges and topiary
work will require attention this month. The sub-
jects embrace Box, Yew and Privet, while shrubs
employed for covering banks, slopes, &c., must
also be examined, and the tall, vigorous shoots
cut down. If time permits, the pruning knife
or secateurs should be used in preference to the
shears, the latter giving the hedges a very formal
appearance.

Climbers.—Many of these plants, particularly
those not self-supporting, will need tying and
thinning, but care must be taken not to cut away
large quantities of flowering shoots. Vines and
other climbers may be allowed to ramble undis-
turbed in the wild garden, but on pergolas the
growth will require regulating. Wistarias produce
a number of long shoots, and any not needed for
extension may be cut back to within 6 inches or

8 inches of their base. This will induce the buds
to swell and mature, and will invariably produce
bloom next season.

Plants Under Glass.

Seeds to Sow.—.Mignonette may be sown to
furnish plants for early winter work. Double Wall-
flowers may also be sown, their delightful fragrance
being always acceptable. Stocks, such as Beauty
of Nice, Ail the Year Round and the Ten-week
kinds, should be sown from now onwards ; while
Canterbury Bells are also useful. The above
must receive cool treatment throughout, with
plenty of light ; then sturdy plants and strong
spikes will be the result. Humea elegans may
be sown in pans, placing them in gentle heat.

Chrysanthemums.—Cuttings that were struck
late will now be ready for their flowering pots,
usually 5 inches or 6 inches in diameter. Use a
rich compost, and then stand the plants in a shel-
tered position outside. Do not pinch the shoots
after the end of the month.

Fruit Under Glass.

Tomatoes.—Plants required for fruiting in the
winter should be raised from seed sown at any time

should have the hoe used between the plants,

as frequent waterings cause the soil to become
caked.

Carrots.—A sowing of stump-rooted Carrots
may be sown about this date to provide roots
for winter and spring. Make also a further small
sowing of the Early Horn variety, which will

be useful during autumn and a saving of the
main crop. A dusting of fresh soot occasionally
between the lines during showery weather will

help these greatly.

Onions.—The plants that were raised in heat
anrl set out in April for supplying large bulbs
should now have a liberal supply of liquid manure.
It must be applied weak and often rather than
in a few strong doses. The drainings from the
farmyard form the best feeding agent for these
vegetable crops, and should on no account be
allowed to run to waste. Soot is also a good
stimulant. Stir the soil with the Dutch hoe
soon after each watering.

Shallots.—These, having now completed their

growth, should be lifted and laid out to ripen
on a dry position, exposing them to full sunshine
Turn them frequently during the process of drying ;

THE BARN GARDEN AT SUMMER FARM, WEST CLANDOX.

this month, selecting a free-setting kind. Raise
the seedlings in gentle heat, and after placing
them in small pots they should be arranged close
to the roof glass.

Midseason Vines.—Grapes that are ripening
require plenty of air, and if the weather is favour-
able, fire-heat will not be necessary. A light

shading should be placed on the glass when the
bunches are ripe. This remark applies also to

.Muscat Grapes, the foliage of which is liable to

get scorched diu'ing hot weather.
T. W. Briscoe.

(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)
Castleford, Chepstow, GloticestersJiirc.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—Later batches of Celery may still

be planted, giving them the same treatment
as recommended for early plantations. Watering
must be carefully attended to until the plants
become well established. -The earlier plantations

their keeping properties depend very much on
their being thoroughly ripened.

Globe Artichokes.—When the main heads
have been cut, a further supply will be obtained
from buds lower down the stems. These should
be encoinraged to swell by giving liberal soakings
of liquid manure, which will also assist the push-
ing up of the young crowns. A top-dressing of

manure, if it can be afforded, will also be beneficial.

Cucumbers.—Plants of these in full bearing
require liberal waterings of weak liquid manure,
and when the roots are seen in quantity on the
surface of the beds, a top-dressing of fresh loam
and thoroughly decayed manure may be given.

Cut the fruits as soon as they are fit for use. Stop
the shoots regularly, keep the growths well thinned
out, and remove decaying foliage. Further planta-
tions may be made for supplies in autumn.

Tomatoes.—Remove the fruits as soon as they
have colom'ed. If left on the plants till fully ripe,

they become soft and useless. Pinch out all side

growths as they appear, leaving only the main
stem, and admit abundance of light and air by
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removing a part of the foliage. Feed liberally

Avhen the fruits are swelling. A poor soil with

stimulants given at the proper time is better than
growing in a rich soil. Sow a batch of a free-

setting \ariety for winter fruiting. Keep the

seedlings near the glass and pot on as they require

a shift. For winter fruiting I find they do
better in pots than when planted out on a bed.

The Flower Garden.

Replanting Narcissi.—it is advisable to replant

Narcissi from time to time, for if left too long in

one position many of them will deteriorate. Some
varieties increase much more rapidly than others

and reqtiire breaking up oftener. The bulbs should

be lifted as soon as the growth is fully matiured

and beginning to turn yellow. They must not

be left until all the foliage is quite withered, as

root action will have again commenced. The
bulbs can be left for a considerable time to dry

in the sun before being replanted. If they are

to occupy the same piece of ground again, a

quantity of fresh loam should be mixed in along

with some hone-meal. A large

surplus of bulbs is sure to accumu-
late, and these may be planted in

the grass, or, as bulbs for forcing

will this season be limited, a portion

may be potted or boxed up to

supplement the cut-iiower supply
in winter and early spring.

Pinks.—It is advisable to raise

a fresh stock of these annually, as

the clumps soon become untidy. It

is, however, a good plan to retain

a portion of these for a second year

to form bold masses. Cuttings or

pipings root freely if placed in a

frame with a little bottom-heat, or

an ordinary cold frame kept close

for a time. I have also seen them
successfully rooted without any
protection, being dibbled in in a

partially shaded spot. If frames
are used, it will be found most con-

venient to put the cuttines into

pots, pans or boxes. Cuttings of

the tiny varieties of Dianthus from
the rock garden may.be inserted

riow, also a few of the precocious

Napoleon III. andbarbatus (double

dwarf crimson), two varieties of easy

growth under suitable conditions,

hut very liable to get lost for want
of timely attention to propagate. .

Double Rockets.—These are f,

other subjects which soon die out

if not given some attention at the j^
right time. As soon as the flowers

are past, the plants should be cut

over ; this will encourage them to

branch out and grow freely. Cut-

tings may be taken in the autumn,
or the plants divided and replanted.

Owing to their exquisitely sweet
scent, these plants are well worth
the little extra care required to

keep them in good condition.
Thomas Wilson.

Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.
Glamis Castle, N.B.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
STACHYS LANATA (E. C. C.).—" Our Saviour's

Flannel" does not appear to be a commonly recognised
vernacular name for Stachys lanata, and books on plant
lore at our command do not mention it ; therefore we
recret to say that we are unable to give an account of its

origin.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
TREES DISEASED {W. 31. Eiven). — We regret

that in the absence of .specimens we are unable to say
what may be the matter with your trees, but if specimens
could be pent we should be pleased to have an examina-
tion made with a view to discovering the nature of the
disease. It may be that some root fungus is at work,
and to discover'that it would be advisable to dig a tree

up carefully and send a portion of the diseased area.

TREATMENT OF CLEMATIS MONTANA {M. J-
Teesdale).—It would probably improve your plants of

INJURY TO ROSE JULIET (-Vf«. P.).—The hss bad
foliau'e apprurs to ha\e bet^n damaged by frost, but is

possibly the early stage of the same disease as is attacking
the worse—blotch duf to the fungus Actinonema rosse.

All the foliage which has fallen should be burned, and
the bushes attacked sprayed with Bordeaux mixture or

r.urgundy mixture.

EDITORIAL
NOTICES

Every department of horticulture is

represented in The Gakden. and the
Editor invites readers to send in questions relating to matters
upon ivhich thei/ vnsh expert advice.

1

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes, I

but he vnll iwt be. responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and ivhere stamps
are enclosed-, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
co7itributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor
asks that the price required for reprodiiction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or oivner of the copyright will be treated ivith.

The Editor will not he responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions ivhich he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted Publication in The Garden idll alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistoclc Street, Covent Garden. W.C,

ROSE UNA, NOW FLOWERING AT WISLEY.

Clematis montana and induce them tti flower more freely

if you were to thin the branches out well, remo^^ng as

much as possible of the dead wood ; then each year in

future, as soon as the flowers fade, prune the flowering

shoots well back in order that vigorous young branches
may be formed, which by exposure to light and air will

become thoroughly ripened. The soil conditions ought
to be quite suitable.

ROSE GARDEN.
ABNORMAL ROSES {W. <1. 0.).~Thc Rose shows

what is called proliferation—that is, the growing out of

the stem through the flower and the consequent mal-
formation of the bloom. The cause of this is unknown,
but probably it is the result of tlie flower sufl'ering a
check during its development.

MISCELLANEOUS.
INJURY TO LEAVES (il/r'. I*.).—Wr think tjie bad

appearance of your trees is the result of the cold, wet
season, and that attention to shelter (if they .nre in a
draught) and to drainage of the soil would reduce the

damage to a very small amount in another season.

TOMATOES FAILING TO SET {R<^'torK—\\v think the

cause of this is due to the energies; of the plant for the

moment being so much laken up v-ith the swelling fruit

of the first truss that there has not been sufficient left

to nourish and perfect the flovrer.H on the second

truss. Sometimes an excels of vigour will cause

this. ^Ve do not think it is a disease, and believe

the next flower truss will set all right. The pre-

caution must be taken of cutting away all side shoots

as they form, and of giving ample ventilation, when the

weather is favourable, while the plants are in bloom.

PLANTING BULBS IN DRIVE (B. C.

Leese).—Datfodils are not the best of

bulbous plants to long succeed—if

at all—in the vicinity of Beech trees
;

indeed, few plants of a bulbous nature
will thrive, ihe dryness and poorness
of the soil, in conjunction uith the
shade, being against them. Batfodik
very largely have a preference for

cool, moist ground, and, given this.
'

may generally be counted upon to
succeed in woodland or like places.

If the shade was of a distant nature
the chances of success would be greater,

but in ground " overhung by Beech
trees " we cannot hold out much hope
of success, itoreover. the addition of
" leaf-mould and peat " to a soil already
"light" would be a fundamental
error. In the light soil as it now
obtains, we think' you might succeed
hotter by carpeting the ground with
Winter Aconite, Anemone blanda,
hardy Cyclamen, Do^'s-tooth Violets,

Fritillaria Meleagris, Snowdrops,
Heavenly Blue Jluscaris, Bluebells and
the like, grouping Lenten Roses,
Butcher's Broom, St. John's Wort,
and such Ferns as the common Polypody
and' Nephrodium Filix-mas to afford
viiriety.

MAKING A LAWN TENNIS COURT
(An Old Reader).—^The actual size of

the playing area for a full-sized la\vn

tennis coxirt is : Length, 78 feet

;

width, :36 feet. The net is fixed exactly
in the centre, or 39 feet from each
end. The outer margin at each end
is called the base line, and the side

margins are the side lines. Each base
line is thus 36 feet long and each side

line 78 feet long. From the side line

^ at eacli side mark off a point 4i feet

away from each side line at each end,
and run lines parallel with the side

lines. Then on these inner lines mark
olf points IS feet from each end, and
mark off lines between them parallel

to the base lines. This will leave the
net in the centre of an inner area

i 42 feet long and 27 feet wide. The
*» 1 ines IS feet from the ends are the

service lines, and in a game of singles

V, ^% , jj
the play is kept within the width of

'g*^ ' -q the 27 feet base lines, the whole 36 feet

^ -JW^ -^ being used except for service in a
doubles game. Outside the area of
actual 1 lay there should be a nm back
vpacr at tach end of at least 21 feet

from the base line, and a clear space
of 12 feet should be available along
each side line except when several
courts are arranged side by side. In
marking out, fix the corners and centre
lines correctly by means of squares

;

then prove the centre by the junction
of diagonal lines run between the

eorneis. Once the ground has been properly marked out,
the marking can be tasily retained throughout the season.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—--1. F. R —The white Rose (No. 1)
is Rosa sericea, the " Silkj' Rose " from the Himalayas
and from Tse-chuan in Western Cliina—it is the first

Rose to bloom in our garden early in May ; 2. the yellow
Rose, is Rosa Hugonis Miss Longhursty Leominster,—
Campanula Portenschlagiana maiior. On Sick Leave.—
3, Alnus glutinosa ; 2, Populus alba; 3, Lomaria
Spicant : 4, Teesdalianudicaulis ; 5, Conopodium denuda-
tum ; 6, Rhinanthus Crista-galli ; 7, ViTonica officinalis ;

s, V. ser])yllifolia ; 9, Saxifraga, too scrappy to identify;

10. .Myosotis arvensis (?) ; 11, Lathyrus palustris.

E. //.—Cannot name seedling Delphiniums or Ppeonies ;

1 to 6j forms of Saxifraga umbrosa. which are very
numerous ; 8 and ft, Campanula latiloba : 10, C. rotundi-
folia variety; 11, C. Portenschlagiana; 14. Spinea
Aruncus ; 19. Campanula ]tersieifolia alba plena.
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NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY'S SHOW
No event iu the Rose world is lookfrt forward to with

greater interest than the annual exhibition of the above-

named society, which took place on Friday, June 30,

in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park. Patronised

by Royalty for many years, and invariably visited by
members of the Royal House, it was on the present occasion

graced by the presence of Queen Alexandra, who has

ever taken a keen interest in the society and its e.xliibitions.

Xhe selecting of two of the finer baskets from the collec-

tion of Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Newto^vnards,

and takina them away with her demonstrated Her Itajesty's

special fondness for the flowers, the varieties being

Margaret Dickson Hamil! (a lovely golden variety) and
Donald McDonald (a new and attractive scarlet).

Generally, the show was smaller than usual, and the

quality of the flowers, on account of the weather, below
the usual standard. This notwithstanding, there was
much to admire, the amateurs displaying even greater

enthusiasm and skill than their professional brethren.

An item of importance worth noting is that the proceeds

of tbe show are to be devoted to the Red Cross Society.

The arrangements were excellent throughout, and we
desire to express our indebtedness to the hon. secretaries

for the facilities afforded us in making our report.

Nurserymen.—Exhicitioh Roses.

Seventy-two blooms, distinct varieties (Nurserymen's
Champion Class) : Five collections were staged, the premier

prize—a champion trophy, gold medal and £7 in cash

—

Ijeing awarded to Messrs. A Diekson and Sons, New-
townards, Ireland, for a magnificent lot of blooms, in which
freshness, size and colour were dominant features. Among
the best were Mrs. Stewart Clark (rich yellow), Mme.
M61anie Soupert, Avoca (reddish scarlet). Red Cross

(fiery crimson, very telling colour), J. L. Mock (pink),

Lady Greenall (cream and gold base, a lovely Rose),

William Shean (handsome pink), Mrs. Maud Dawson
(rich scarlet of good form), Bessie Brown, Mrs. J. H.
Welch (cherry pink), Joseph Hill and Mildred Grant,
perhaps one of the finest in the collection. Second,
Messrs. D. Prior and Son, Colchester, whose H. V. Machin
(biilKant scarlet), Medea (soft yellow), Mildred Grant,
Mme. Jules Gravereau.x, Mrs. C. Reid (blush), Mrs. Foley
HobbE, Mrs. Charles Russell (cherry red), Mrs. George
Norwood (pink, very fragrant). Dean Hole, Margaret,
Lieutenant Chaiirfi and Mrs. Dudley Cross were among
the best. Third, Messrs. R. Harkness and Co., Hitchin,

their weightier blooms including (3oUeen (lovely shell

pink). Lieutenant ChairrS, George Dickson (intense

crimson colour), Mrs. George Sha-wyer, Edgar M. Burnett
(a charming pink). Cheerful (clear rosy salmon, a most
distinct shade) and Queen Mary (an exquisite mingling
of yellow and pink, which renders it unique).

Forty distinct varieties, three blooms of each, brought
four collections, Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons, New-
townards, Ireland, again leading and staging a particu-

larly good lot. Red Cross (a glorious crimson) was a
great attraction ; while Blargaret Diclison Hamill (of

unique golden colour), Mrs. J. H. Welch (cherry red),

Mme. Mfilanie Soupert, Mrs. George Shaivyer, Dean Hole,
Lady Inchiquin (pretty pink novelty), William Shean,
H. V. Machin, Caroline Testout, Alexander Hill Gray
(cream), Mrs. Andrew Carneffie (white) and Augiistus
Hartman were the best. Mrs. Arthur E. Coxhead
(cherry red) was also fine. Second, Messrs. D. Prior
and Son, Colchester, whose Lady Helen 'Vincent, H. V.
Machin, Richmond, Medea, Mrs. Charles Russell, Mrs.
W. J. Grant and Mrs. Arthur Coxhead were the best.

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Colchester, who were awarded
third prize, had trios of Lieutenant Chaur6, Caroline
Testout, Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Mrs. W. J. Grant,
Hugh Dicl^on, St. Helena, Mrs. Foley Hobbs and Lyon
Rose in their collection.

For forty-eight blooms, distinct varieties (China Trophy
Class), three collections were staged, Messrs. Hugh Dickson,
Limited, Royal Nurseries, Belfast, taking the lead with
one of the finest collections in the show. Their best
varieties were Gorgeous (salmon and cream), Sirs. Charles
Russell (cherry), Snow Queen, Mrs. Hugh Dickson (yellow
and cream), Nelly Parker (fiesh white, one of the gold
medal Roses), Jo.seph Hill (blush), George Diekson (grand),

Mrs. R. D. McClure (soft pink), Lyon Rose, William Shean
(very handsome pink), Archie Gray (red) and Mrs. John
Jamieson (salmony pink). Second, Mr. Elisha J. Hicks,
Hurst, Berks, whose best were G«orge C. Waud,
Margaret D. Hamill (golden). Prince Arthur (very dark
maroon), H. Y. Machin (scarlet) and Sarah Bernhardt.

For twenty-four distinct varieties, three blooms of each,
Messrs. G. and W. H. Burch, Peterborough, were fir.st,

having Queen of Spain, Augustus Hartman. Lyon Rose
(very good), Wilham Shean, Mrs. A^anderbilt, Margaret
and Lieutenant C!haur6 as their best ; second Messrs.
J. Burrell and Co., Cambridge, whose best were Lyon
Rose, William Shean, Alexander Hill Gray and Mrs.
Theodore Roosevelt. Most of the blooms in this collec-

tion bore traces of bad weather conditions.
Twenty-four blooms, distinct varieties, brought a keen

competition, the premier award going to Messrs. Jarman
and Co.. Ciiard, for a capital lot. Notable sorts were
Medea, Mamie, Augirstus Hartman, G. Dickson (a grand
flower), Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Mme. J. Dupuy (gold
and pink), Mme. C. Soupert and Dean Hole ; second,
Messrs. Chaplin Brothers, Waltham Cross, whose exhibit
was tilted at such an angle that only with diflaculty and
considerable inconvenience could the names be seen.

fl. V. Machin, Elizabeth, Dean Hole, Mrs. Chaplin (new
white seedling), Mrs. J. H. Welch (peach), William Shean

and Mrs. C. E. Russell were the best. Third, Mr. Harry
Richards, Warsash, whose Lyon, Florence , Forrester

and Mrs. Edward Mawley were very fine.

For twelve distinct varieties, three of each, Messrs.

Jarman were again first with not very high quality blooms.
St. Helena, Mrs. Foley Hobbs and Mrs., C. E. Russell

were the best. Mr. Henry Drew, Longworth, was
second, George Dickson and Lyon Rose being the more
notable sorts.

TE.4.S AND Noisettes.

Twelve blooms : First, Mr. J. Mattock, Headington,
Oxford, who had good Molly Sharman Ciawford, Mrs.
Foley Hobbs, Medea and Muriel Grahame in his lot

;

second, Messrs. J. Burrell and Co.; Cambridge, who had
in very good condition White Maman Cochet, Mrs. Myles
Kennedy and ]\[rs. Dudley Cross ; third, Mr. H. Welter,

.\shtead, Surrey.
Twenty-four blooms, distinct varieties (D'ombrain

Cup) ; First, Mr. Henry Drew, Longivorth, I'aringdon,

Berks, whose best blooms were "White Maman Cochet,

Souvenir de Pierre Sotting, Comtesse de Nadaillac,

Mrs. Mawley (silver medal) and Maman Cochet. Molly
Stiarman CraSvford (white) was also in fine torm. Second,
Messrs. D. Prior and Son, Colchester, who had Kood
flowers of Mrs. Dudley Cro.ss, Mme. Jules Gravereaux,
Nita Weldon and Molly Sharman Crawford. Messrs.

F. Cant and Co., Colchester, were third.

For sixteen distinct varieties, three blooms of each,

Messrs. D. Prior and Son. Colchester, were first, having
The Bride, Medea, Mrs. Dudley Cross. Mrs. H. Stevens
(fine white), Molly Sharman Crawford and Nita Weldon
among good sorts. Mr. Henry Drew, Longworth, was
second, his better trios being 'White Maman Cochet
and Molly Sharman Crawford.

Perpetual-flowering Decorative Roses.

The basket classes are invariably among the most
attractive of the whole show.

For nine baskets, nine distinct varieties, Messrs. Hugh
Dickson, Limited, Belfast, were first with a splendid lot.

Ulster Standard (single crimson), Mme. Edouard Hcrriot,

Ethel Malcolm (blush), Mrs. George Slia-wyer, Irish

Elegance, Mrs. James Lynas (blush), Mrs David McKee
(cream) and Lady Pirrie (a lovely basket) were in-

cluded. Second, Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Ncw-
townards. County Down, whose lot comprised Irish

Fireflame, Mrs. H. Stevens (white). Lady Pirrie (a feast

of colour), Donald McDonald (a fine red), Margaret Dickson
Hamill (slorious yellow), Red Letter Day, Lady Hillingdon,

General Macarthur and Chrissie Mackellar.

Groups of Roses.
- For a representative group of cut Roses, space allowed
20 feet by 3 feet (Nickerson C<ip Class), Messrs. B. R.
Cant and Sons, Colchester, were first, having lona Herdman
(rich golden). Queen Mary, Mme. Edouard Herriot, Cupid
(single pink), Gerbe Rose (blush), A. Hartman and Una
(a grand semi-double white) among many good stands.

Second, Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.. who had fine basket

groups of Molly Sharman Crawford, Mrs. F. W. Vanderbilt,

William Shean, Chateau de Clos 'Vougeot (very intense

in colour). Rayon d'Or, Lyon Rose and Mrs. Charles E.
Pearson. Messrs. Jackman and Sons, Woking, were
third. Mr. E. C. Notcutt, Woodbridge, also showed
well, the whole constituting a formidable display and
materially assisting the show from the spectacular point

of view.
For a representative group of Roses on the floor, space

not exceeding 2S0 square feet, Messrs. William Paul and
Son, Waltham Cross, were placed first with a grand lot,

a great centre-piece being formed of the brilliant Paul's

Scarlet Climber, which has rarely been better shown.
Included in the group were Queen of Fragrance, Lady
Pirrie, Titania (apricot), Mme. Alfred Carri^re (white

climber) and Elise Robichon, which in bud and blossom
and dark glossy foliage makes a charming picture.

Messrs. Hobbies, Limited, Dereham, were second.

For a representative group of cut Roses on staging,

space not to exceed 33 feet by 3 feet, Messrs. W. and J.

Brown, Stamford, were well in the winning place vdiix

a grand display. The pillar Rose Mrs. Rosalie Wrinch,
a rose pink sort, was a great feature in the centre, other
notable sorts being Marquise de Sinety, Moyesii, Pharisaer.
Sunburst, Comtesse du Cayla, Edith Part, Mme. Melanie
Soupert and J. B. Clark ; quite one of the best displays

in the show. The Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Havering-atte-
Bower, was second, showing many of his own seedlings

in a nice group.

Amateurs.

Twelve blooms of any Rose except Tea or Noisette :

First, Dr. T. B. Pallett with H. V. Machin (rich scarlet)

;

second, Mr. H. L. Wettern, Oxted, with William Shean

;

third, Mr. A. Hill Gray with Mrs. A. Carnegie (white).

The Rev. F. R. Burnside took first for twelve exhibition
Teas and Noisettes, havinc very fine Mme. C. Soupert,

Maman Cochet and Mrs. Edward Mawley.
. Dr. W. Panckridge took first prize for one basket of

exhibition Roses, one variety, staging Mme. Jules Graver-
eaux (creamy blush), which also gained the silver medal

;

second, S. "W. Burgess, Esq., Tonbridge, with Lady Ash-
town (very beautiful) ; third, G. A. Hammond, Esq.,

who had Gloire de Ch^dane-Guinoisseau (a grand red).

The last-named gentleman staged the only exhibit

of three baskets of cut Roses and aained first prize,

having Irish Elegance, Lady Pirrie and Irish Fireflame

(all very fine).

One basket of Roses : Three exhibitors staged, the

first prize being awarded to Sirs. Bcville Fortcscue for

Jtiss Amy Hammond ; second, Miss B. H. Langton
with Pharisaer.
The class for thirty-six blooms, distinct vaiieties, was

strongly contested, no fewer than eight collections being

staged. The first prize—a champion trophy, gold medal
and £'i in cash—was awarded to Mr. Hcrtx-rt L. Wettern,

Oxted, for a fine lot, Lyon, Mrs. H. Stevens, William

Shean (silver medal), Mildred Grant, H. "V. Machin and
Dean Hole being some of the best ; second. Dr. Lamplough,
Alverstoke, whose George Dickson, Horace Vernet (silver

medal), Mrs. Myles Kennedy, iVIrs. T. Roosevelt, Mrs.

Foley Hobbs, Mrs. Amy Hammond, J. B. Clark and JIme.

Jules Gravereaux were excellent. Jlrs. Josepli H. Welch
(a good pink) was very fine. At 5 p.m. this was much
the fresher of the two exhibits named. This was qiute

an imposing class, doing infinite credit to the amateur
grower.

Seven competed in the class for six blooms of any
Rose save Tea or Noisette, the first prize going to Mr.

H. A. Reeves, Gosport, who staged the blush white Mrs.

Cornwallis West ; second, Mr. F. C. Padn-ick, Petersfleld,

with Mme. M61anie Soupert ; third, Mr. A. Arkwright,

Windsor, who had a good six of William Shean.

H. L. Wettern, Esq., Oxted, took first prize in the

Alfred Tate Memorial Challenge Cup Class for twelve

bunches of decorative Poses, Red Letter Day, Mme. L
Pain, Moonlight, Una, L. C. Breslau, American Pillar,

Nita Weldon and General JNIacarthur being the best in

a lot of which .any amateur might be proud. At 5 p.m.

the blooms were perfectly fresh and good. Mr. Con-way

Jones, Hucclecote, Gloucester, was second, his best being

Gustave Regis, Irish Glory, Irish Fireflame and Bardou
Job.

, „
For four distinct varieties, three blooms of each, air.

F. G. Padwick, Petersfleld, was fir.st, staging Mrs. A. E.

Coxhead (cerise red). Lady Ashtown (lovely pink), Mrs.

Stewart Clark (pink) and Mrs. Amy Hammond (blush).

Ladies' Artistic Classes.

'There was a distinct falling off in the number of exhibits

in this extremely interesting section, which must in a

large measure be attributed to the season and the

war. There were, however, many beautiful exhibits. In

Class 96, for a basket of Roses, there were five entries,

first prize being awarded to Mrs. G. C. Sawday, Beechfleld,

Weybridgc, who had a beautiful basket of double and
single Roses of yellow and apricot tones of colour, daintily

disposed.
Class 97 had six exhibits, and thif was for a vase of

cut Roses. A superb e.\hibit gained first prize for Mrs.

Colston Hale, Warminster, for charmingly arranged

Roses of the warmer colours. Chaste indeed was the

second prize display of Mrs. Panckridge, Petersfleld,

iVIrs. Herbert Stevens being the Rose employed. Third

prize was awarded to Mrs. Courtenay Page for a vase of

Irish Elegance.
A dinner-table decoration of cut Roses, Class 98, found

five entrants, and first prize was won by Sirs. R. Allen

Hope, Addlcstone, Surrey, for a fair decoration of Irish

Elegance, in v/hich there appeared to be too few open

flowers.
Class 99 was for a dinner-table decoration for any Roses

except single-flowered kinds and there was a good contest.

The decoration that attained premier honours came from

Mrs. Courtenay Page, who had a lovely table of Sunburst,

very deftlv set up and with exquisite taste.

The seven entrants in the class for a bowl of cut Roses

made a verv interesting display Here Mrs. Colston

Hale gained the leading position with an extremely elegant

arrangement of Mme. Jl^lanie Soupert.

In Class 103 there were six entries, the competition

being tor a hand-basket of Roses, lightly arranged. A
beautiful flesh-coloured Rose, rather formally set up,

won first prize for Mrs. A. E. Brown. Second prize went
to Mrs. Colston Hale. Third prize was secured by Mrs.

Oakley Fisher with Old Gold, and a lovely basket of Melody

from ilrs. Courtenay Page deserved a better place.

Class 105, for a bowl of Wichuraiana Roses, found only

four competitors. First prize was won by Miss J. B.

Langton, Raymead, Hcndon, for a beautiful vase of

Francois Juranville. With the same variety ilrs. E. M.

Biu-nett was placed second, and again with this useful

Rose Mrs. R. Allen Hope was third.

There were four exhibits in the table decoration for

those ladies who had never won a prize at these shows

before. With a supeib exliibit, using Irish Elegance,

AKss C. Hale, Warminster, -n'as a grand first, and -with

a less attractive exhibit of the same variety Mrs. N.

Johnson, St. Margarets, Hornchurch, was placed second,

and again «ith the same variety Mrs. Wiseman, Faversham,

was third.

Nurserymen's Artistic Classes.

Of the six dinner-table decorations in Class 2.5, a bright

and clean display of Irish Elegance gained first prize for

Mr. Henry Drew Longworth, Berks. With Autumn
Tints and Irish Elegance, Mrs. May (Messrs. Chaplin

Brothers, Limited), Waltham Cross, was placed second,

and with a gloriously rich table of Princess JIary (a grand

crimson single) JNIr. Elisha Flicks, Hurst, Berks, was,

for some reason unknown, placed in the third position

Tlie six entrants for a bowl of Roses made a beautiful

display. First prize was won by Mrs. A. Bide, Farnham,

with a warm-toned exhibit, rather too compactly arranged.

With a boivl of the richly coloured Rose Mme. E. Herriot,

Mr George Lillev, Yiewsley. Middlesex, secured second

prize; and with a"fiesh-coloured Rose Mrs. May was third.

*,• Descriptions ol the iieu: seedling Roses leill appear in

our next issue.
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HOLLAND HOUSE SHOW
The great summer exhibition of the Roval Horticultural
Society, held in the aroiinds of Holland Park by the
kind permission of Mary Countess of Hchester, opened
on Tuesday, July 4, and continued for the two following
days. Favoured by brisht summer weather, a show of
considerable matrnitude was presented to view, despite
the exceptional times. Roses, Sweet Peas, hardy plants,
Ferns and Begonias have rarely been seen in finer con-
dition, and if in lesser decree than on some former occasions,
the reduction certainly favoured quality rather than
otherwise. Orchids have been seen on "a much more
pretentious scale, though from leading growers many fine
novelties were seen.

Hardy Herbaceous Plants.
These have ever constituted a great and an imposing

feature at the summer show of the society, and this year,
despite the strenuous times and regardless of the limita-
tions of space they occupy^ if in lesser degree than in
former years, the just measure of prominence their popu-
larity deserves. In each of the big marquees there were
to be seen large banks of them, each group having a
character of its own, suggestive in some measure of the
particular lines most favoured or specialif^cd in by its
owner. For the greater rock, wall and water garden
displays, for which for years this summer show had
become famous, there was not room this year ; hence
in their stead exhibits on a less lavish scale, thoutrh
equally suggestive, were the order of the day.

Quite at the entrance of one of the" lamest tints
Messrs. J. Piper and Sons. Bayswater. had iirraimed
amid rock boulders a meandering streamlet witli shrubs
in the background, and Iris Keenipferi and such Primulas
as Bulieyana and Beesiana in the moister places. Bock
banks were draped \Wth Gentiana frigida and G. Prze-
walskii, the latter a lovely shade of blue. A couple of
dozen examples of Lilium regale in flower made a fine
display of this best of all trumpet Lilies. Bletia hyacin-
thina and a great mat of J^ertera depressa were "other
features of the group.

Messrs. George Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, had a
superb show of Delphiniums, arranging a great centre
of their new Queen Mary, a brilliant sky bure with con-
spicuous white eye. Exquisite in itself, it appeared to
dominate the group, so good and clear is the colour.
It is said to be of almost Belladonna freedom, and there-
fore doubly valuable. As a irood companion to the indis-
pensable Kev. E. Lascelles, "which was also well shown,
nothing could be finer. Alake (rich purple) and Jessica
<pa]e blue, dark eye) were others of note. Iris Shelford
Oiant, a vastly improved I. ocliroleuca. was most telling.
Alpines in variety constituted a good margin.

Messrs. Blackmorc and Langdon, Bath; had some
lovely Delphiniums, one of their specialities. "We selected
Mrs. A. J. Watson (deep mauve), Turquoise (light blue),
King Bladud (a remarkable dark double spbrt from
Kev. E. Lascelles minus its white centre), Mrs. Colin
Maclver (self-coloured heliotrope mauve, very distinct)
and Mrs. Shirley (pale heliotrope, serai-double).
A great feature of a large and comprehensive grouping

from Mr, G. W. JMiller.^Clarkson Js^urseries, AVisbech,
was some six dozen or so spikes of Lilium giganteum,
many of which towered to 7 feet or S feet high.
Never before has this giant of its race been exhiltited
on.so imposing a scale. Delphiniums Alake (rich purple),
Kev. E. Lascelles, Lavender, Hiaucer (dark blue), Gloriosa
(azure) and Wisbech (semi-double sky blue with white
eye) were excellent among others.

Blr. J. Box, Lindfield, had a great centre-piece of
Delphinium Hev. E. Lascelles, encompassing it with
Erigeron B. Ladhams. grouping freely Lilium Hansonii
and L. Grayii (a brilliant and graceful species) among
others. Campanula glomerata superba is a great advance,
Betonica grandiflora robusta being also distinct in the
rosy hue of its flowers. A bright lot of Nymphseas
associated with water were very good.

Messrs. Barr and Sons. Co veiit "Garden. W.0„ staged
sumptuously of Delpluiiinms. King of Delphiniums,
Capri, Duke of Cnminimht. Moerlieimii (white) and
Masterpiece (dark blue) beins some of them. Earlv
Gladioli Crimson Queen, Fiery Knight and Peach Blossom's
were, with others, making a goodly show, the EiiL'lisli

Irises being also of conspicuous merit. 'J'ritonia Prince
of Orange was very striking, the dwarf golden-flowered
Genista dalmatica dowered with its brilliance. It is a
most elfcctive plant.

Messrs. GeorL'e Jaeknuin and Si.n, AVokiiiL'. contributed
freely of Delphiiiiuiji-^. iniviim t]v hnelv I'uie ]jhir C.-iitrl.

Rev. E. Lascelles, King of Delpliiniums. True Jihir and
others Lavatera Olbia (clear rose colour) and Astilbe
gloriosa (the ricJicst coloured of its set) were also noted.
Acantholimon venustum was a notable alpine.

Messrs. Harkness and Co., Bedale. liad some brilliant
Gaillardias, notably Mrs. Mackellar (crimson and gold)
and Peter Brownridge (almost wholly golden, with fiowers
of great size). Verbascums were a great feature. Harkness'
Hybrid, Britannia (br.onze). Joss Richardson (gold and
bronze) and Lady Allison (rich golden) being good. Thi'
Queen Oriental Poppy (a fine pink shade) was excellent.

Messrs. Wallace and Co., Colchester, were this year
filling about one-half of their usual .space, and beeausi-
of the recent cold and sunless weather were unable tn
display the sumptuous wealth of Iris Kniiipferi wr knnw
they possess. This notwithstanding, thev tilled itoO s((iiare

feet with a great array of hybrid Kreniuri. logethrT witli
such as E. Warei, E. Buuuei iijaL'nilii;i ami uuieh be>t(b'^.

A water pool, suitably surrouudrd witli loliai-'e and lltiwer.

was brilliant with the choicest Kymphieas, such Lilies

as pardalinum Johnstonii and others appearing in the
background. Elsewhere Lilium Hansonii was finely
grouped. In addition a rich assortment of Irises was
seen, I. Shelford Giant, I. M.>n-aurea (rich golden). J.

Delavayii (intenst royal purple, quite a graceful species)
and I. spuria Lilacina'beiu'j notaliles in the lot. Fronting
the water pool a brilliant int of hyl>rid Primulas (Bulieyana
X Beesiana) and a deligtiltul margin of alpines were seen.
Showy groups of Larkspurs and much else were on view,
but lack of space preclude,-, mir givinu tin ui in detail.

Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield, ^fiddh-sex, had without doubt
the most sumptuous grouping of hardy plants^herbaceous,
bulbous. Water Lilies and Ferns—the show contained,
the 1,400 square feet occupied with the choicest and best.
Lilies were seen on a lavish scale, and in a group alone
demonstrated—if in a fractional degree—somewhat of
the wealth this unique genus contains. The hybrid
Marhan set (Martagon x Hansonii) was well represented
by iliss Willmott and G. F. Wilson. The graceful
golden-flowered, freely spotted Lilium Roezlii was very
beautiful; it has a great charm. Interestingand beautiful,
too, was I,, washingtonianum. of chameleon proclivity;
while others of note included the lovely new golden Amos
Perry (certificated a year ago). L. cernuum (virtually a
red-flowered tenuifolium). the lovely Krameri, Jlartagon
album and a lovely lot of the easy-doing—a rare attribute
in Lilies—L. Hansonii. Great masses of Delpliiniums,
amid winch the exquisite sky blue beauty of D. Belladonna
semi-plena appealed at a "glance, and" Dianthus Gladys
Cranfleld (single pink with crimson centre) were other
things of note. The rich collection of hardy Ferns we
cannot do justice to; it was practically alone. Poly-
stichum angulare divisilobum plumosuni Perry's No. 1
is so beautiful that we found ourselves mentally wondering
whether No. 100—when it comes—will be blessed, or
otherwise, with a string of names in proportion. Three
superb forms of Athyrium were plumosum divaricatum,
p. superbum Druery's variety, and todeaoides. Scolo-
pendrium crispum nobile was very fine.

Phloxes for years past Messrs." H. J. Jones. Limited.
Lewisham, S.E., have made their ovm, and on this occasion
they were showing them well again. A year ago they
staged the finest collection of pot-gro^^m plants evet seen
at an exhibition. This year they were content to display
a fine series in the cut state. Well done, as of yore, the
finer things included Mrs. H. J. Jones (light rose pink),
Mrs. Alder (pearly pink, very beautiful), Mrs. John
Meakins (salmon), Doris Meakins (white, pale pink eye),
Violet Guest (deepest salmon), G. A. Strohlein (scarlet).
Rose Queen and Rev. Gilbert Eayner (fine salmon red
and very di.'^tinet).

Mr. J. C. Allgrove, Middle Green, Langley. Slough,
had a table group rich in Primulas, such as Bulieyana
rosea, capitata. Poissonii, Beesiana and pycnoloba/ the
last named very curious and interesting. Other notables
in an exhibit of nmch excellence included Lavatera Olbia
trrandiflora, Eremurus Warei. Trollius pumila jiinnanensis
(rich golden). Rodgersia sesculifolia (with white plumesj,
Trollius Ledebouri (orange). Polygonum sphserostachyum
(brilliant red) and Epilobium obcordatum. Choice
flowering trees included the rarely seen Fremontia cali-

fornica (rich golden yellow) and Magnolia parviflora,
whose creamy, saucer-formed flowers, while emitting a
grateful perfume. ar<' in striking conti-ast vith the maroon
crimson anthers No member of the genus is more richly
endowed, none certainly more welcome.

Messrs. G. Stark and Son, Great Ryburgh, contributed
a nice lot of double and semi-double SViirley Poppies in
several attractive shades of rose and pink.

Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Dover, in addition to a good
display of Delphiniimis in leadincr sorts, had a particularly
fine plant in Iris spuria F. W. Tate, very pale blue.
Campanulas and Geums were showy.

Mr. Maurice Prichard, CHiristehur'ch, Hants, had many
good things, alpine and herbaceous. Prominent items
were Campanula macrantha Maurice Prichard, of rich
purple and white ; C. mirabilis, a rare species not often
seen ; and C arvatica, a gem for the moraine. Very brilliant

was Geranium hybridum Russell Prichartl, virtually a
brilliant G. sancruiueum. Orchis foliosa. AlstroennTia
revoluta (rich red). Genista tinctoria humifusa (golden),
and Eryngium Vinletta (a deep-coloured E. Olivierianum)
were among other good things in an interesting lot.

A showy group from Messrs. Ti S. Ware, Limited.
Feltham, included several handsome Verbascums, notably
Lady Allison (golden, bronze centre) and Lady Haveloek
Allen (fuller bronze). These are noble-looking subjects.
Delpliiniums in variety, Paeonies, Heucheras, and Erigeron
Etlina (white) were amonn other good things in an extensive
grouping

Messrs. Watcrer. Sons and Crisp, l^\'T,'ford, arranged
a background of Delphiniums and Erigerons, separating
a rock bank from tliis by a narrow path. Tn the latter
were Campanula pulloides, C. G. F. Wilson. Spiriea
diifitata nana (a pretty plant less than 8 inches high),
with Nepeta Mtissinii and Linaria Vulgaris Peloria.
Campanula persicjfolia Wargrave Blue is a very showy
plant.

Messrs, Bakers. Wolverhampton, bad a great showing
of Geums, Lychnis "N'iscaria splendens ])lena, Scabiosa
caucasiea. Achillea alpina and Pseonies. together with
a water group in which many good Nymphaeas were seen.

Messrs. Godfrey and Sons, Exmouth, Devon, showed
well of their superb Cup and Saucer strain of Canterbury
Bells, which in pink, white, blue and other shades, witli

tlie excellent cultivation received, were most attractive.
]\Iessrs. Kelway and Son, Langport, sent a big assort-

ment of Delphiniums, from out of wbicli we selected

Du>ky Monarch. Effective (mauve), Rev. E. Lascelles,
Star of Langport (pale blue, white eye). Lord Holland
(deep mauve, dark ci-ntre) and Smoke of War (a densely
filled spike of some shade of purple). It is distinct, though
not. in our opinion, attractive).

Jlessrs. John Forbes (Hawick), Limited, had in the open
an exhibit of Phloxes, Pyrethrums, Pentstcmon^, Del-
phiniums and Violas of exceptional freshness and bright-
ness, a tribute to good culture and a favourable locality
for these best of hardy flowers.

Messrs. It. H. Bath. Limited, Wisbech, had a showy
exhibit of Pa-'onies, English and Spanish Irises, early
Gladioli and Delphiniums. In the latter, Le Danube,
Resplendens and Ceres (deep mauve) were among the
more distinct.

Mr. B. S. Ladhams, Shirley, Southampton, made an
imposing display of hardy Pinks, from out of which we
selected Inchmery (pale pink), Elsie and Nellie {deep
rose shadfs), Jlrs. Prior (white, -crimson base), .\urora
(pink, crimson base) and Favourite (semi-double pink
with crimson centre). In bold trroup- they were most
effective. Gaillardia I^dy Rolleston, a "self yellow,
disc and all, was also good.

Mr. A. D. Thompson, successor to Messrs. Thompson
and Charman, Bushey, had good examples of Pteouia
lutea sj)l(ndens (rich golden), Lilium regale, together
with Geiiins. Nerfera depressa and a good batch of seedling
Delphiniums.

Messrs. Whltelegg and Page, Chislehurst. arranged a
big arch of the Losranberrv Newberrv, and on either side
carpets of Campanula Miss Willmott, C. pulla, C. G. F.
Wilson and the lovely l)lue and white C. garganica W. H.
Paine, an indispensable plant to all who have rock
sardens. Epilobium obcordatum (rose coloured) was of
exceptional beauty.

_AIes5rs. Lilley, Guernsey, had one of their charming
groups of Ixias. Sparaxis and other bulbous plants.
Sparaxis pulcherrima was most graceful. Gladiohis
insignis made a good scarlet centre. Brodisea peduncularis
is an ever-fiowering plant having blue flowers. Mora?a
iridioides is of great charm in white and blue, and a plant
of exceptional merit and beauty.

Hardy Trees and Shrubs.

Excluding Roses, which form a section by themselves,
the exhibits of shrubs at Holland House are never so
numerous or so large as at Chelsea, where they form a
very important feature of the show. But, while the
relative groups of shrubs were full of interest, the Donard
Nursery Company, Newcastle, County Down, Ireland,
brought their customary contribution of shrubs, which
espi^cially appealed to the lovers of rare and uncommon
species. Perhaps the finest specimen was an immense bush
of Tricuspidaria dependens, more generally known as
Crinodendron Hookerianum. This bears quantities of
fascinating deep red flowers. But the outstanding
feature was the masses of Leptospermums, wonderfully
beautiful little shrubs which bear a profusion of bright
flowers and are much hardier than is generally supposed.

Jilr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, grouped outside tlie

large tent a splendid collection of hardy trei's and
shrubs, arranged with great skill. The o"ld favourite
Erythrina Crista-galli was very prominent, as also were
Escallonia philip7)iana and E. langleyensis. The Golden
Ivies, for which .AEr. Russell is justly famed, were also
reitresented, and brigliter colour was provided by many
ornamental Vines and Japanese Maples.

In the exhibit from IVtr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent,
Rhododendrons out of flower, but illustrating a great
diversity of foliage, form and hue, were the outstanding
features. Besides these, there were rare deciduous
shrubs, which were of much interest.

In the tent JMessrs. J. Piper and Sous. Bayswater. had
a splendid set of Chinese and other shrubs. Potentilla
\ilnioriniana, Cistus algeriensis (especially dainty and
charming), Clematis Campanile and Juniperus pacliyphea
eJcirantissima were also of more than ordinary merit.

Jlessrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley. L'a\e particular
prominence to an interesting and valuable assortment of
shrubby Veronicas, and also featured the rare Clematis
integrifolia cserulea, Escallonia Edinburgh (hybrida)
and good sorts of Pliiladelphus.

Japanese dwarf trees of great fascination were staged
by JMessrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, and the
Yokohama Nursery Company, Kincsway, London

:

while Messrs. John Piper and Sons and Messrs. J. Cheal
and Sons showed perfectly trained specimens of the
topiarist's art.

Alpines.

These were in far fewer numbers than we before remember
at any of these gatherings, though many interesting
plants were staged.

Of special importance were some choice things from
Rtr. Reginald Prichard, West Moors, Wimborne, par-
ticularly Silene Prichardii, hybrids between S. Hookeri
and S. virginicus, which have a lovely range of colours
in salmon and scarlet. Campanula Kolenatiana has
great expanded bells on an S-inch high plant, and is highly
ornamental.

Jtr. J. Box, Lindfield, Sussex, had the beautiful Anemone
demissa (bluish white flovTrs on pubescent stems).
Campanulas of the garganica class and C Rjiddeana
were also well shown.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited, had a pretty array of
Sedums, Thymus Scrpyllum coccineum. Cobweb Housc-
leeks and Epilobium obcordatum among many things.

Afessrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, arranged nice
groups of dwarf Campanulas, Androsace lanuginosa,
Hyiierieum fragile. Dianthus deltoides in variety Thymus
Serpyllnm eocciueum and many other things in front of
Delphiniums and other sho^vj' subjects.
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THE National Rose Society has been

able to hand to the British Red Cross

Society the sum of ^'76, being the

whole of the gate receipts at its Summer
Show held on June 30. Owing to the

war the Council has decided not to hold the

usual provincial show this year ; but in order that

raisers of new seedling Roses might have an

opportunit}' of staging their productions, a special

exhibit of new seedling Roses will be held, by

kind permission of the Royal Horticultural Society,

at the Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,

Westminster, on Tuesday, July 18. The Roses

will be judged and the awards

made by the new seedling Rose

committee of the National Rose

Society. A limited number of

admission tickets have kindly been

placed at the National Rose

Society's disposal, and any mem-
ber is entitled to one on applica-

tion to the hon. secretaries.

An Attractive Dianthus.—One
of the most striking bits of colour

for the rock garden at the present

time is Dianthus deltoides Bowell's

variety. It is equally as flori-

ferous as the well-known Maiden

Pink, but the colour is a rich deep

red, with a darker ring round the

centre, and as the majority of

alpine Pinks are more or less of a

light colour, this rich-coloured

form is a fine acquisition.

Weeping Standard Roses.—The
question is often asked. What
should be the height of a weeping

standard Rose ? Some will answer

S feet or 10 feet, or the higher the

better ; but we have a great liking

for the low standard, say, about

4 feet, so that one may look down
on the top of it. At Wisley

such standards are a great success.

The varieties there are Wichuraianas of French
origin, and include Francois Guillot, cream and
pink, shown in the foreground of the illustration

;

Elise Robichon, blush and pale yellow ; Leontine

Gervais, apricot and salmon rose
; Joseph Lamy,

white, edged mauve pink
; Jean Guichard, coppery

carmine ; .\delaide Moulle, pink ; and Joseph
Billard, single, deep pink, centre rich yellow.

William Kelway, J.P.—^We are interested to

learn that Mr. William Kelway, eldest son of the

late James Kelway, the founder of the well-known
nursery firm, has been made a magistrate for the

County of Somerset'. He was the originator.

together with his foreman, the late Peter

Drummond, of the present-day form of florists'

Delphinium and of the perennial Gaillardia.

Stall-Sergeant J. Giles.—We were recently

very pleased to meet Mr. J. Giles, who was for

three years sub-foreman of the Orchid Department
at Kew. In 1907 he was appointed Assistant

Superintendent of the Parks of Shanghai, after-

wards taking up landscape gardening in Victoria,

B.C. On the outbreak of war he joined the Colours,

and he is now in England with the 88th Bat-

talion, Canadian Expeditionary Force. His ambi-
tion, when war is over, is to go back to China

LOW STANDARDS OF WICHURAIANA ROSES AT WISLEY

German Nitrogen Industry.—A recent article

in the Daily Chronicle gives some idea of the

e.xtraordinary rapidity which the Germans have
imparted to the nitrogen industry with reference

to its bearing on the future of agriculture. It is

pointed out that Germany cjn produce from the

air synthetic nitrogenous fertilisers in the form of

sulphate of ammonia by the Haber process so

cheaply and in such quantities that the

market in nitrogenous products throughout the

world may be as seriously affected as the in-

dustry in dyes was some years since by the same
people.

Our Natural Resources.—The Haber process

is a jealously guarded secret, and so far alljour

efforts to produce similar results have failed.

Sufficient water power to develop comprehensive
quantities of electrical energy withiii the German
Empire is one of the few things lacking among
its natural resources, and the fact that the United
Kingdom is more favourably situated in this

respect suggests that if we utilise our water power
the country could be equipped with an effective

competing organisation for the production of

nitrogenous manures. Scotland, Wales and Ireland

are the principal areas in which water power
could be made available. Unless

the State takes up the question,

private enterprise will be found

hopelessly inadequate to cope
with the carefully prepared

State-aided organisation of

Germany.

Employment for Women on
the Land.—The Board of Agri-

culture and Fisheries understand

that fees are being asked for by
certain agencies as a condition of

offering to find employment for

women on the land. The Board
wish it to be clearly understood

that such payments are unneces-

sary in view of the arrangements

made under their authority for this

purpose.

Exhibitions of Home-Grown
Fruits and Vegetables.—.\t the

Holland House Show of the Royal
Horticultural Society a particu-

larly attractive and useful exhibit

of fruit and vegetables was put up
by the Market Gardeners', Nursery-

men's and Farmers' .Association.

The collection was a most repre-

sentative one, and the vegetables

and fruit were in excellent market
condition. It received a highly

commended award. It is gratifying to learn that

similar exhibits are to appear at the society's

fortnightly exhibitions at Vincent Square, for

which special arrangements have been made in

the society's programme, to demonstrate the

home production of fruits and vegetables, and for

further encouraging the industry among home
growers.

*** Owing to the sJiortage of paper, readers who have not
already done so are asked to order The Garden to be
delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus
obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Rose Princess Mary.—Those who saw this

handsome single Rose as exhibited by Mr. Elisha J.

Hicks of Twyford at the Holland House Show
are not likely to forget it. A lavish gathering

of it was dexterously placed in the centre of his

beautifully arranged group, and it was impossible

for the attention of passers-by not to be arrested

by its splendid rich deep crimson colouring and the

pose of the shapely flowers. To my mind it is

the most telling of all the singles, and, as shown,

it was undoubtedly a feature of the show.-

—

F. H. C.

Ozotbamnus rosmarinifolius on a Warm
Wall,—I enclose a photograph of a good plant

for a warm wall—Ozothamnus rosmarinifolius,

hoping that it may be of use in The G.\rden.

The plant was quite a small one when planted

out just over four years ago ; it has now growm

to 10 feet in height, and is well furnished to the

ground. For graceful appearance I think it

difficult to be matched. The weight of the

flowers causes each shoot to ciurve in a very

pleasing manner, the whole plant appearing as

if covered by snow. It is preferably planted out

from a pot, and should be placed in its permanent

quarters when quite young.—C. Wakely.

A HANDSOME SHRUB FOR A WARM WALL ;

OZOTHAMNUS ROSMARINIFOLIUS.

Escallonias in Soutli-West Scotland.—

I

have lately come across my memoranda relating

to the Escallonias in the wonderful gardens

of the Marquis of Ailsa at Culzean Castle. I

see in these notes the following mentioned as

being cultivated at Culzean : Coquimbensis,

exoniensis, illinata, Ingrami, langleyensis, ma-
crantha raontevidensis, philippiana, pterocladon,

punctata sanguinea, punctata alba, punctata

rubra—all of these were doing well, with the

exception of coquimbensis. At Barskimming,
which is some distance inland in the same
county (Ayr), both macrantha and philip-

piana were noted as not doing well. — S.

Arnott.

Eucryphia pinnatifolia and E. cordifolia.—In

the neighbourhood of London E. pinnati-

folia is quite hardy, though in a young state

somewhat liable to die off suddenly. It was
introduced by Richard Pearce of tuberous

Begonia fame, and, up till the dispersal of the

Coombe Wood collection, one of the original

specimens used to form a delightful annual feature.

The specimen was about rs feet in height, and
used to bear hundreds of blossoms. E. cordifolia,

on the other hand, has simple instead of pinnate

leaves, while the petals are five in number, instead

of four as in E. pinnatifolia. The most important

feature, however, from a cultivator's point of

view is that it is far more tender than E. pinnati-

folia, and at Kew it will not withstand the winter.

It is also strictly an evergreen. According tp

Mr. Bean, there is a fine specimen some i8 feet

high and 6 feet through at Handcross in Sussex.

—

P. H.

Asphodels.—Enclosed is a photograph [Unfortu-

nately, not suitable for reproduction.

—

Ed.] of

Asphodels found in Corsica, where the picture

was taken. It may interest those of your readers

who are only familiar with the two English kinds.

This Asphodel adds greatly to the picturesqueness

of the Corsican landscape, and brings to mind the

lines of the poet Pope :

" By the streams that ever flow,

By the fragrant winds that blow
O'er the Elysian flow'rs

;

By those happy souls who dwell

In yellow meads of Asphodel.

Restore, restore Eurydice to life
;

Oh take the husband, or return the wife !

"

(" Ode on St. Cecilia's Day.")

—M. L. P.

The Bee and the Wasp Orchises.—in my
article on " Clifton Down : To-day," issue June 24,

page 312, it was stated that the extremely rare

Wasp Orchis (Ophrys Trollii) had been known in

the Bristol district since 1787, when Michael

Collinson had three roots sent from Clifton. The
photograph is of a plant growing close to a " Bee,"

which 1 fomrd on June 25 within sight of the people

on Durdham Down that Sunday evening. I

carefully cut the stems and left the tubers, for

very few of these Orchids are now seen, though

the " Bee " is frequent enough on limestone or

oolitic soil further afield. A correspondent to-day

tells me that in one. of Miss Edgeworth's stories,

" L'Amie Inconnue," a character is represented

as bringing in a basketful of Bee Orchis from

St. Vincent's Rocks. The Wasp Orchis is a good

variety of the Bee ; and the central lobe of the

lahellum presents from the front a long triangular

form, much narrower than that of the Bee, and
tapering to an attenuate, slightly 'eflexed point.

THE BEE AND THE WASP ORCHISES.

It is pale yellow and purple-bro\vn, and the

sepals are longer and more pointed. A good

drawing of the complete plant appears in

Mr. J. W. White's " Flora of Bristol."

Interesting notes on O. Trollii were published

in the Journal of -Botany, 1907, by Messrs.

J. W. White and E. S. Marshall.—H. Stuaft

T HOMPSON-

Toads and Strawberries.—in my opinion it

is a libel on this useful reptile and gardener's

friend to accuse it of eating Strawberries. My
acquaintance with toads extends hack for many
years, and their mode of feeding is so well known
to me that I cannot understand their interfering

with anything that remains motionless. The
toad, as is generally recognised, lives on insects,

worms, slugs [We have recently heard from

a reliable source that toads never dine on slugs.

—

Ed.], &c., and, as far as my experience goes, ifwill

not touch its victim as long as it keeps still. At

the least sign of movement the glutinous tongue

of the toad darts out and the insect is transferred

to its mouth. The toad cannot breathe if its

mouth remains open, and this makes the Straw-

berry story very difficult to swallow. I have

noticed that in the case of a toad attacking a

worm it will often seize its victint in the

middle, so that it is got rid of in two or

three spasmodic gulps. This, however, is

not always the case, for if it takes hold of

the worm by one end, it drags it in as soon

as possible in order that its normal respira-

tion may be again resumed. The toad has been

blamed for many things, but this is the first time

that I have heard of it being accused of eating

Strawberries. Of course, w'e know that animals

have before now acquired strange tastes in the

matter of food, but such is scarcely likely in the

case of this useful reptile, the specimen of which

was most likely hunting for food in the

Strawberry-bed.'—H. P.
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Brodiaea Congesta.—This plant is somewhat of

a weed here, and once it gets among Crocus patches

is hard to get rid of. I dislike its long, fleshy-

leaves when they appear among choice and delicate

plants ; but where they can be tolerated and

their place taken late in June by the yard-high

slender stems and round heads of violet flowers,

it is worth encouraging. I find it a charming

flower for cutting, or rather pulling, for it comes

away from its bulb at the slightest pull, and in

a tall vase the effect of a dozen or two is very

graceful, and they last for more than a week

if cut before all the flowers of the head are

open.—E. A. B., Waltham Cross.

Rosa scabrata.—-This beautiful seedling from

the wild Dog Rose is worthy of the praise bestowed

upon it by "White Lady" and by Mr. E. A.

Bowles in The Garden of July 8. A few days

ago 1 saw with great joy, just inside the garden

at Myddelton House, the large bush referred to.

It is all that is claimed for it, a glorified Dog Rose

with flowers much larger and of deeper pink than

the wilding. There is something uncommonly
bright and fresh looking about its large roundish

flowers. It is quite the best single pink Briar

Rose I have seen, and it is self supporting, which

is a great point in its favour as a garden plant

It would, of course, look out of place in a very

trim garden, but in those of less formal character

it brings with it one of the great charms of our

neglected hedgerows, both in flower and fruit,

only in a greatlv improved form.-—C.

London Pride.—1 was pleased to see that

" C. Q." has drawn attention to this delightful

Saxifrage, and can support all he says in its

favour. Here we have two or three large patches,

and last year two beds were filled with it, with

Tulip La R6ve intermixed. The effect was very

pleasing, but it is advisable to have good clumps

with strong flowering crowns and to plant thickly

to secure the best results. Many of the common,
and consequently neglected, plants are most

beautiful, but, unfortunately, they have not the

hall-mark of China upon them and no one to

blow a fanfare of trumpets in their favour.

Numerous fine plants have been introduced from

China, of which Rosa Moyesii, Primula BuUeyana,

P. pulverulenta and various Buddleias may be

cited as examples, but I am inclined to think

that latterly the importations have been over-

done, and many plants only fit for the rubbish

heap have been brought before the public notice.

We want plants to possess a good constitution

and to produce at least a moderate display of

bloom.—T. W. B., Chepstow.

The National Rose Society's Classes.—In a

recent issue of The Garden there was a note

referring to the vague wording of the society's

show schedule. Classes 63 and 64 are rather

incomprehensible. If confined to those who
grow their Roses without assistance (mostly those

with under 200 plants), to exhibit decent blooms

of twenty-foiu: distinct varieties would be difficult

indeed, even if the show happened on that one

day of the year when one's Roses reach their

zenith. A class for unassisted growers would

be very acceptable to us minnows who now
compete with the Tritons of unlimited means and

men, but it must be smaller—not more than

twelve blooms in, say, eight varieties. Then as

to staging, a twenty-four box requires some

handling, yet apparently no help must be

obtained to put it on the stage. At the show the

judges evidently could not understand the new
wording in the decorative classes, as thev awarded

first prize for six distinct varieties to an exhibit

staged in thirteen receptacles, several being used

for each variety, yet the conditions say " each
variety to be in a separate receptacle."

—

Unassisted.

Early Flowering Roses.—Bardou Job, that

fascinating glowing crimson variety, should be

added to those named by Mr. Edward Mawley
in his interesting "Thoughts" by all who appre-

ciate early garden Roses. It is one of the first

Hybrid Tea varieties, if not the first, to open,

and its flowers are heralded by delightful reddish

purple shoots. Its only fault is that the serai-

double flowers do not last very long, but it is

vigorous and free, producing a goodly succession.

The official catalogue of the National Rose
Society states that Bardou Job is tender,

but I have never found it so, and in my case

any tenderness that may be inherent may be

circumvented by moderate drainage. The wonder-
ful golden Harrisonii has probably never before

War Funds, and though we have been working
only two months, we have been able to make
a donation of £50. We are, however, working
under great difficulties, as we are amateurs com-
peting against professionals with all their green-

houses, stock and knowledge, and we are trying

to capture the support of the neutrals so as to

gain more profits and get some of the money
that is at present going into German pockets.

It is imperative that we should have greenhouses

for our winter's stock, and negotiations are now
proceeding for the purchase of same. We appeal

to some of the owners of large gardens and green-

houses to spare us a few of their surplus stock of

bulbs. Cyclamen corms, Gloxinias, &c. ; such
would be of great assistance to us. To send us

a dozen or so of any of these, or other things,

would not- cost the owner a very great sum, as

they all travel well, packed in small wooden
boxes in sawdust, and can be sent by parcel post

vid Suez. But for us to order them in any quantity

THE BEAUTIFUL DOG ROSE, ROSA SCABRATA.

been so glorious as this year
;
perhaps the baking

in May, followed by the cool June, suited it.

—

Cecil Bartlett.

A British Flower Shop in Shanghai.—We
commend to the notice of readers the following

appeal for surplus plants, received from a constant

reader of The Garden in Shanghai :
" Before

the war started, all the florist trade in Shanghai
was in the hands of Germans. They had the

monopoly of all the best flowers, and made all

the wreaths, wedding bouquets and floral

decorations. After the outbreak of war this

state of affairs was most objectionable to the

British community. A small private company
was therefore floated, with some of the leading

men of Shanghai as directors, and a ladies'

committee, and we have now started ' The British

Flower Shop.' Its emblem is a red Rose, and
its motto ' Ut prosim.' Its Chinese name conveys

the meaning—' fragrant, all-pervading benevo-

lence.' All profits from the shop go . to Allied

is more than we can afford at present, as our

starting expenses are very heavy and freight is so

high. I am sure that, did a few generous people

in England know of our undertaking and our

desire to have as good flowers as the Germans,

they would spare us a few of the things that

they have in their greenhouses, which would
be considered novelties out here, though they

may be common enough at home. Ever so

small a contribution of bulbs, &c., will be gladly

received. ' The British Flower Shop,' Shanghai,

China, is sufficient address."

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
July 18.—Royal Horticultural Society's Meeting

and Exhibition at Vincent Square, Westminster.

July 20.—-Carnegie Dunfermline Trust's Show
at Pottencrieff Park, Dunfermline (two days).

Manchester and North of England Orchid Society's

Meeting and E.xhibition.
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NEW ROSES AT THE NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY'S THE TULIP AS A WORK-
MAN'S FLOWERSHOW

THE new seedling Rose tent was shorn

of much of its attractiveness this year

by the absence of two noted raisers

—

Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons and
Messrs. McGredy and Son—and although

there were a few good varieties shown by other

raisers, on the whole the novelties were disap-

pointing. Considering the season, this was to be

expected, and we shall certainly look for a more
imposing display at the Royal

Horticultural Hall on July i8,

when the National Rose Society

will be holding an exhibition of

new Roses in conjunction with the

Royal Horticultural Society.

Two gold medals were awarded,

one to

Nellie Parker (H.T.), a most

beautiful variety and one that

will be much wanted. Its colour

is pale creamy white with deeper

centre, and flushed with pale pink

at the tips of the petals. It is

freely produced upon strong, erect

growths, has most delightful foli-

age, is superb in form of flower and

sweetly scented. Shown by Messrs.

Hugh Dickson, Limited. The
other gold medal was awarded to

C. E. Shea (H.T.), a variety of

the type of Mrs. George Shawyer,

but not so full. The flowers have

a rich suffusion of salmon merging

into rosy pink. Tliey are of lovely

elongated form. As a market

variety for growing under glass it

will be most useful, and doubt-

less valuable for outdoor culture.

Exhibited by Mr. Ehsha J. Hicks

and raised by Messrs. Lowe and,

Shawyer.

Certificates of merit were

awarded to

Archie Gray (H.T.), which might

be described as a better-coloured

Mrs. Coxhead. It possesses a

grand form, and for the exhibitor

will be very welcome, but we fancy

it will turn slightly bluish as the

flowers age. From Messrs. Hugh
Dickson.

Mrs. A. W. Atkinson (H.T.) is a

bold flower of lemon white colour.

In form and fulness it is superb,

and to the exhibitor it will prove most valuable.

The growth is rather dwarf and very rigid.

Lord Kitchener (H.T.).—A fine bright red, of

free habit and good form. As an addition to red

Hybrid Teas it will be welcome. Both from

Messrs. Chaplin Brothers.

Emily Gray (Hybrid Wichuraiana).—A climbing

variety of great value. Its flowers are large,

generally borne in clusters of five, colour rich

golden yellow, the buds streaked with crimson

on the outer petals. The flowers are almost as

large as those of Rfive d'Or, and the plant

possesses lovely glossy foliage, larger, but other-

wise similar to that of Shower of Gold. From
Dr. A. H. WiUiams.

In the general show we noted a few fine

novelties raised by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and

Sons, one of the best being Margaret Dickson

Hamill (H.T.), a glorious deep golden yellow.

This will, in our opinion, prove to be one of the

best of its colour yet raised. C. V. Haworth

(H.T.), as shown, is a glorious rich crimson

and one that will certainly be in large demand,
j

Sir E. Carson (H.T.) is another fine crimson

GOLD MEDAL ROSE CH,4RLES E. SHEA.

We shall soon have a collection of really fine reds

and crimsons among the Hybrid Teas, which

hitherto have been much wanted. Miss Stewart

Clark is evidently a Pernetiana Rose, and, as

shown, resembles Constance, but doubtless will

be found distinct when compared in the garden.

David McKec is a splendid deep yellow. Clarice

Goodacre (H.T.) is a very lovely flower of distinct

shades and perfect form, and, judging from what

we have seen of this variety, it will prove to be

very fine. A table decoration of Isobel displayed

the lovely colouring of this fine single Rose to

great' perfection. In tint it resembles Cherry

Page, and might be termed a single form of this

fine decorative Rose.

VISITING a church recently in my
immediate neighbo^uhood—I reside in

the South Yorkshire Coalfield— I

was deeply fascinated by a magnificent

colour blending of three large vases of

Darwin and Cottage Tulips. The setting in each

case was'one of rapture, and my eyes feasted upon

them in a spirit of enchantment. In addition

to the glorious blend of coloiu', I was very much
struck by the size of the flowers—they were equal

to most show specimens—and I

erroneously came to the conclusion

that they had been imported from

some Southern ntu'sery. As a

matter of fact, they had been

grown within 200 yards of where

they were. The warm atmosphere

had caused them to open ; hence

their apparent extraordinary size.

I was not the only person attracted

by the beautiful sight, for there

were many admirers, and numer-

ous were the enquiries as to the

grower, who during the next few

days was so inundated with re-

quests for Tulips that it was a

matter of great difficulty for the

grower to preserve the few required

for the same purpose on the follow-

ing Sunday. This circumstance

prompted the present article, for

I asked myself why the working

classes do not more extensively

cultivate this beautiful flower.

The Tulip is a flower of wonder-

ful charm. A few such blooms as

Nauticus, Orange King, Mrs.

Krelage, Bouton d'Or and Euterpe

arranged in a vase with a dark

background produce a most

charming effect. If the flowers

are well grown and in good con-

dition, it is a sight not to be

forgotten. Against a light back-

ground such charming varieties as

Fra Angelico, Isis, Jubilee, Prince

Eugen, Glory and Nigrettc, with

corresponding shades added, make
a magnificent display. Tulips

thus artistically arranged generate

strong desires to become the

proud possessor of such stock.

I see no reason why such desires

sliould not be gratified. Tulips

are not e.xpensive, are grown
without much difficulty, are more easily kept

free from weeds than most kinds of flowers, and
the recompense for so small an expenditure,

both in cash and labour, is large. I know
of no flower so prolific in beauty requiring

so little attention. A cottager possessing a bed
of, say, 500 bulbs would be envied by all his

neighbours. It is true the plants are subject

to a few diseases, but the flowers do not bear

any particular traces of their effects as does the

foliage, so that such diseases are not an insuperable

calamity.

Another item of importance to the working

classes is that Tulips are a remunerative speculation

from a monetar)' point of view. As cut flowers
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they are in great demand, and customers will

not be denied. They will accept flowers of TuUps
which in most species they would reject if in any
way disfigured. As regards the colour breaks

which Nature produces with exceptional variation,

they are generally regarded as the most beautiful

and attractive, and are usually preferred to the

whole-coloured flowers.

The working man is educated by varied circum-

stances to overcome trials and difficulties, and
his will power and perseverance are such as will

help him to overcome any difficulty connected

with Tulip-growing. What he needs most is

encouragement and instruction to enable him
to compete intelligently and successfully with

his fellow cultivators. George Stokes.

{To be continued.)

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Lselio-Cattleya Isabel Sander Blenheim
Variety (C. Mossias Wageneri x L.-C, Canhamiana)

—A handsome, imposing-looking hybrid. Sepal;

THE HANDSOME CAMPANULA PERSICIFOLIA

TELHAM BEAUTY.

and petals white with faint pink blush, tube white

with feathered yellow throat, the frontal half ol

the heavily waved lip reddish purple. Sent by
Kis Grace the Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim
Palace.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Lselio-Cattleya Isabel Sander Gatton Park
Variety (same parentage as the foregoing).—Sepals

and petals are pure white, lip crimson purple ; very
beautiful form. From Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Mlltonia John Barker (parentage not recorded).

—The whole flower is of rosy white, save for the

distinctive butterfly-like mask, of crimson which
marks its centre. From Messrs. Sander and Sons,

St. Albans.

Brasso-Cattleya Ilene Low's Variety.—Sepals

and petals a warm tint of rose pink, lip heavih
fringed pinky white, with golden yellow throat.

From Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield.

Mlltonia Isabel Sander Charlesworth's Variety.

—Full white, with rosy-coloured, fan-like markings
below and faintly rose-painted in the upper parts

of the flower. Shown by Messrs. Charlesworth

and Co., Hayward's Heath.

Streptocarpus Rose Queen.—A large and
handsome rose-coloured form with white throat.

Streptocarpus Southgate White.—Pure in

colour, save for a green tint in the throat. These
were from Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, Southgate,

N., and represent a marked advance in these

flowers.

Leptospermum Donard Beauty.—Virtually a

rosy crimson Nichollsii, and a welcome addition to

hardy shrubs.

Escallonia Donard Seedling (langleyensis x

philippiana).—The star-shaped flowers are pinky
white, profusely distributed over a free-growing

bush of glossy green foliage. A charming plant.

These were from the Donard Nursery Company,
Newcastle, County Down, Ireland.

Begonia Mrs. C. F. Langdon.—A magnificent

double-flowered variety, coloured orange scarlet.

Delphinium Mrs. Shirley.—Pale heliotrope

colour ; semi-double.

Delphinium Mrs. A. J. Watson.—Double
variety, coloured deep mauve ; very handsome.
Delphinium Mrs. Colin Maelver.—Self-coloured

heliotrope mauve ; very distinct. The above are

great gains in the heliotrope or allied shades in

these flowers, and are most welcome additions to

the race. Shown by Messrs. Blackmore and
Langdon, Bath.

Cyananthus incanus leiocalyx.—This is likely

to prove a gem for the moraine, being, as shown,
very compact in growth. While very distinct, it

is, we think, less beautiful and attractive than its

congener, C. lobatus. .Quite of a carpeting habit,

the flowers are a peculiar indigo or violet shade,

heavily bearded within, the segments of the corolla

strongly recurving. It is oDviously a profuse-

flowering plant. From Mr. Reginald Prichard,

West Moors, Wimborne.
Trollius King Cup (yunnanensis x chinensis).

—Quite an intermediate hybrid, which embraces
the yellow colour of the first named and the

characteristically long, orange-coloured anthers of

the latter. Shown by Messrs. R. W. Wallace

and Co., Colchester.

Dianthus Gladys Cranfield.—A tall-growing

single Pink having rosy lUac flowers.

Polystichum angulare divisilobum plumosum
Perry's No. 1.—An exceedingly handsome form
which will be self-descriptive to all Fern-lovers.

These were from Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield.

THE NEW ESCALLONIA DONARD
SEEDLING.

Sweet Pea John Porter.—A pleasing variety

having pale orange standards and rosy salmon
wings. Shown by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and

Sons, Newtownards.

Gentiana Przewalskii.—A very pretty trailing

species with pale blue flowers. The plants had,

however, been forced, hence were not quite in

character. From Messrs. Piper, Bayswater.

Campanula persieifolia Telham Beauty.

—

Without doubt the finest herbaceous plant novelty

of the meeting. Of remarkable stature, reaching

upwards of 4 feet high, the huge single, pale blue

bells are in proportion and almost treble the size

of those usually seen. A great welcome awaits

this handsome form. Shown by Messrs. Barr

and Sons, Covent Garden and Taplow.

Rose Blush Queen.—The name is suggestive of

a charming new Hybrid Tea. Shown by Messrs.

Frank Cant and Co., Colchester.

Salvia warleyensis.—Of dusky purple colour

and deeper purple calyx, relie\ed somewhat by
the white protruding anthers. The pubescent

stems are purplish and furnished with cordate-

acuminate leaves.' Shown by Miss WUlmott,

Great Warley.

Rose C. V. Haworth.—A fine glowing crimson

scarlet Hybrid Tea which will be welcomed by all

lovers of the Rose. From Messrs. Alex. Dickson

and Sons, Newtownards.

The whole of the foregoing novelties were

exhibited before the Royal Horticultural Society

at the Holland House Show on July 4, when the

awards were made.

I
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PLEA FOR
IN OUR

MORE LILIES
GARDENS

H
fOW seldom one sees a garden with

really good collection of Lilies !

"

So once wrote the late Canon
Ellacombe. And it is such a pity

that it should be so, for, given a

right imderstanding of their needs, they are

reaUy quite easy to grow, and will thrive even
in a dirty smoky suburb where Roses refuse

to bloom. All bulbous plants should be largely

made use of in town gardens, for they very

sensibly disappear below

ground for practically the

worst half of the year.

From " the Fair Maids of

February " and the " Crocus

fires " one may have a long

succession of Daffodils,

Tulips, Irises and Lilies,

without dabbling in any
of the rarer or more diffi-

cult sorts.

The Lilies begin with L.

pyrenaicum, which opens

at the end of May as the

late Tulips are fading. And
the different varieties suc-

ceed each other all the

summer, only ending with

the magnificent auratum
in September and October,

a kingly clima.x to a won-
derful procession.

WHEN TO PLANT.

The first and most im-

portant essential to success

in Lily culture is to acquire

and plant yoiu: bulbs at the

right time. Nurserymen
issue fascinating bulb cata-

logues, and the uninitiated

take it for granted that the

Lilies have only to be

ordered and planted, like so

many Tulips, in November.

But here comes my point.

A Lily bulb, with its deli-

cate fleshy scales, each a

potential parent, is an
absolutely different thing

from a Tulip or an Onion.

It must never be dried off,

never shorn of its delicate

fibrous roots, and never

kept out of the ground

longer than is absolutely

necessary for its removal
from one home to another. To dry and clean up a

Lily bulb and keep it on a shelf, or expose it in an
open window for sale, is little short of murder. It

is a matter of physiology. All Lily bulbs, having
once reached maturity and flowered, renew them-
selves yearly in some way, either internally, like

excelsum, or sideways, like pardalinum, or by
offsets, like giganteum. Those in the first category

for quite nine months of the year contain three

generations—that is, the parent bulb which last

flowered, the young bulb inside it to flower the

following summer, and the seed-bud newly formed,

which is to be the flowering bulb of the year later.

The seed-bud is probably boi-n within a very few
weeks after the old flowers fade, and the bulb is

then too delicate to stand rough treatment. There-
fore, if you want your Lilies to be permanent, buy
and plant them certainly not more than a month
or six weeks after they have flowered. Better

still, if you see a clump of any good sort in full

flower, and know that it has flowered in that

position for at least two seasons, beg, borrow, buy
or steal it then and there, for my own experience

has been that those thus moved have done the

best. If you order from a nurseryman, ask for

your bulbs to be sent immediately after flowering,

with their flower-stalks on, their fibrous roots

undamaged, and all packed carefully in damp
moss. Szovitzianum. the beautiful canarv

SELECTION OF
IRISES

By F,. a. Bunvard

FLAG

F.r.s.

T

PART OF .\ SPIKE OF LILIUM SZOVITZIANUM.

coloured Lily with scarlet anthers, flowers at the

end of June. Eleven years ago I indulged in a

dozen bulbs, and had them delivered, at my
special request, early in August in this manner.

Should this meet the eye of the specialist who sup-

plied them, I should like him to know that " they

have never looked behind them," but have been

a source of unfailing joy to me. Some thirty fine

flowering spikes are flowering beautifully as I write.

Home-grown bulbs, too, are by far the most

satisfactory. They have had no long journey.

That it is necessary to send abroad for most of

them is quite a fallacy. Nearly all can be, and
are, successfiJly farmed in many districts of

England and Ireland. W. D.

HE number of the miscalled " ger-

manica " Irises has increased so rapidly

of recent j'ears that it becomes necessary

from time to time to review them as

a whole and to discard certain varieties

which the march of Progress has left behind.
Having recently compared and selected a large

number, it occurred to me that my notes might
have som'e interest for

readers just now, when
the plants move better

than in the later months
of the year. It will per-

haps be convenient to

take them iij the sections

now generally adopted, and
to begin with the ger-

manica types.

In the dark blue colours,

germanica atropiu'purea

and Trojana are the finest

for size and richness of

colour. Oriflamme is well

spoken of by some, but to

my mind it is not any-

where beside the two
named. Crimson King is

a distinct reddish blue, and
indoors shows its red tinge

more clearly than in the

border ; it is a very r ch

colour. Of the whiles,

albicans and Purity would
be my selection in the

order named.

The pallida section are

particularly beautiful, the

broad, glaucous leaves

being lovely in themselves,

and the flowers are mostly
of soft and delicate shades.

Princess Beatrice is still

one of the most notable,

with its large and sweet-

scented flowers of a true

lavender shade. A veiy
beautiful variety sent from
Shirley some years ago
(now named Rev.W. Wilks)

is a special favourite, and
should perhaps even be

placed first. In the rose

pink varieties of this class.

Rose Queen, Mrs. A. Gray
and Paquerette would be my selection in the order

named. In the so-cailed variegata section, with

yellow standards and red-brown falls, Mithras,

Ossian and Patti are the three best in my collection,

and there are not yet any, I fancy, to beat these.

King of the Iris (or Iris King) comes in this group,

but the standards are of a less clear yellow than

the three named above. For size and distinct

ness, however, it should be included in every well-

chosen collection. Of the pure yellows, aurea, with

standards and falls of creamy yellow untouched
with brown, stands also alone. Mrs. Neubronnei
is close, but not, I think, quite so good.

In the plicata section the Flag Iris has done
what it can to become a " florist's flower," and

I
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very successful is the result. The pale lavender

or blue edging of the white petals gives a charming

daintiness. Here for long Mrs. Reuthe and Mme.
Chereau liave held sway ; but a new-comer, Ma
Mie, still, alas !

" new and scarce," will, I fancy,

take first place when it becomes better known.

The well-named squalens family, with their

smoky yellow standards, has long been best

represented by Jacquiniana ; but a new-comer

from France, Prosper Langier, is an improve-

ment in every way, and will appeal to those

who appreciate the rather subtle effect of mixed red

and browns, flowers which require to be examined

closely, rather than in bulk at a distance.

In the neglecta group Black Prince is now well

known, and the rich purple of the falls contrasts

well with the lighter violet of the standards.

Monsignor, quite distinct in its colour scheme

of pale and darker violet, is equally good, and

I must put in a word for a great favourite of

mine, Comte de St. Clair, which I presume belongs

to this group. It is, however, rather different

in form, as the standards stand out rather in the

Kaempferi style and are veined with deep violet,

while the falls are white. The whole effect is

one of truly Gallic grace and neatness. With

these few remarks I leave the subject and await

the onslaughts of the experts.

THE "PETITS SOINS" OF A GARDEN
By Gertrude Jekyll.

T^HERE are many small matters about

the flower garden that may easily be

overlooked and neglected, especially

at this time when labour is so much
restricted. Some of them are so appar-

ently trivial that at any time it would seem waste

of labour to put a man upon them, and they would

be difficult to indicate because they depend much
on personal knowledge of the plant's needs and

on tasteful arrangement. I call them petUs soins

because they have a distinct analogy with what

we mean by that term in social life—little acts of

sympathy and considerate kindness. Moreover,

the doing of them just suits the capacity of the

present writer, whose burden of years and painful

sight make more active gardening impossible and
a sitting job more welcome than a stooping one.

Several small things may be done for the front

edges of the bit of garden given to the smumer
flowers that were put out in early June. Sitting

on a low stool, 2 feet of the front edge is within

reach, where—to the back and middle of the

border there are. pale yellow Cannas, striped

Maize and tall white and yellow Snapdragons

—

there is an irregular front edging of the fine pale

yellow Calceolaria amplexicaulis mixed with that

very useful plant, the variegated form of Mentha
rotundifolia. It is a delightful combination

;

the splashing of the Mint is of a yellow white,

whicli tones delightfully with the Calceolaria.

If the Mint were left to itself and allowed to flower

it would overpower its companion ; it has to be

topped two or three times. It has already been

done twice, and is now ready for its third and
last pinching. Quite to the front it is kept low,

while the plants further back are trimmed so

that they will stand from lo inches to a foot high.

The Calceolaria, which is grown from spring

cuttings, was struck full early and became drawn
and leggy—some is already in bloom. But it

shows- signs of some good breaks at the crown

and on the lower part of the stem. It is carefully

fingered and nicely arranged among the tufts

of the Mint, and fixed in place with pegs, made

FLAG IRISES IN A SURREY GARDEN.
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of Bracken last year. The blooming tips are

taken out, as the time of the garden's best display

is not yet, and their removal will encourage the

lower breaks and the growth of side shoots. There

are several of these groups, and, one after another,

they receive attention. The pegs are then taken

to another part of the same garden where there

is a low bank rising from the path by a few courses

of dry walling. The raised level is delightful to

sit at. Here there are pink Ivy Geraniums

—

Mme. Crousse and the paler Baden- Powell ; they

have an informal carpet of Sweet Alyssum, some

of it sown in place and some transplanted during

the wet weather of a fortnight ago. The trans-

planted seedlings seem to be forming a strong

middle bloom at the expense of the rest of the

plant, so these central flowers must be cut out.

The Geraniums are laid out into the best shape,

some of them to hang over the edge, and they

are pegged in place. This mixture of pink Ivy

Geranium and Sweet Alyssum has been made for

some years, with so good an effect that it may be

confidently recommended.

Now the pegging is done for the moment,

though some more may be wanted later in the

case of Verbenas and Heliotrope, and the exercise

of petits soins passes on to the August borders,

where there is a careful colour arrangement of

pink, white and purple with an accompaniment

of grey foliage. Of this grey setting the most

several groups in this border, it can be let alone

and allowed to flower, but its chief merit is the

beautiful silvery grey foliage, which can be

had at any height by suitable pinching. Some
patches towards the middle of the border are

shortened to about 2 feet where they frame the

delightful pink of China Roses, some to a foot

where they will accompany light and dark purple

China Asters, and some, quite to the front, which

are intergrouped with dwarf Ageratum, are kept

down to 5 inches. This fine plant should be

kept within bounds by yearly replanting, as it is

what gardeners call a great traveller. These

notes are only an example of some of the petits

soins that can be given early in July. A constant

succession of others will occur to the careful

observer and true garden lover both earlier and

later in the year.

BUDDING AND TRAINING A
WEEPING STANDARD ROSE

Bv Clarence Ponting.

THERE is an impression that budding

Roses is a somewhat difficult operation

for the amateur. This, however, is a

fallacy when dealing with the formation of

weeping standards, mainly because the chief

^_^
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With the aid of a pair of steps proceed to insert

the buds. This is done by cutting the bark

of the main stem, where it is proposed to insert a

bud, in the form of the letter T. This cut should

be about the same length as the prepared buds,

usually an inch long, by half an inch for the cut

which forms the top of the letter T. As the bark

on the stems of these stocks is rather thick, the

cut should be made rather deeper than when
budding on to side breaks. Next carefully lever

up the bark at the sides of the T cut with the

blade of the knife, which will exDose the wood
underneath. Push the lower end of the bud

into the opening so made and press down as far

as possible. If any bark should extend beyond

the top of the T cut, it should be cut off flush

at this point. Then carefully tie up the wound
with some i8 inches of raffia or greentwist. Some
six to eight buds should be worked on each head

and side branches (if of sufficient substance),

as one or two are certain to fail. The buds should,

of course, be spaced all round the stem so that

the buds will radiate in every direction when
they commence' to grow. That is all that is

necessary as far as the budding operation is con-

cerned. Should the weather remain dry for some

weeks after budding, it is advisable to spray the

head, say, twice a week, as this helps to keep

the buds moist.

If the buds are alive and green six weeks after-

wards, all will be well. The stock can then be

lifted during October into a permanent position.

The buds should appear exactly as they did when
inserted, except that they may be a little plumper.

The ties should not be undone until autumn
if budding has been done in the main stem, as the

buds do not join up quite so readily in this position

as those worked on side branches. Some of the

buds may have turned black and died, but this

is not likely with all of them. If only one remains

alive, this can be induced to form a head, but

three are better.

After - Treatment.—The writer's method of

securing the umbrella is to have a ij-inch square

stake (which has previously been treated with

a rot-proof composition), in which' is cut a groove

large and deep enough to take the stick of the

vuubrella. Two holes are then made on either

side of the stick with a bradawl at the top of the

stake, and two more at the bottom of the umbrella

stick. A piece of galvanised wire is then passed

through each pair of holes, which forms a loop

over the stick. The ends of the wires come out

at the back of the stake, and are then twisted up
tight with pliers and hammered flush with the

pole. This method of fastening makes the

"trainer" secure against the most violent wind.

The post should be quite ij inches square, as the

head when formed has to withstand considerable

wind pressure in exposed positions.

Training tlie Growths.—The spring following

the budding operation the buds will begin to

develop and form the true head. When some

3 inches of wood have been made, all the Briar

growth can be cut away above the cultivated

Rose. On no account do this before, as the Briar

growths are necessary to conduct the sap to the

Rambler buds. If these growths were removed
before the true Rose had commenced to make
wood, the buds would push out before their time

and probably become stunted by frosts or cutting

winds.

Allow the buds to make quite 6 inches of growth

before attempting to train them, otherwise they

may be torn away from the stock in the attempt

to bend them. They are not very strongly united

at this stage, and should be tied to portions of

the framework as soon as possible to prevent

wind blowing them out. This can be done very

simply by ties fastened to any convenient portion

of the umbrella, but the shoots are on no account

to be bent, for this is merely a temporary and

precautionary measure.

When the growths become a foot long (as they

will in about six weeks from the commencement

the head will form its first clusters of flowers.

Experiments in which these blooms have been

allowed to remain, and vice versa, showed little

difference in the subsequent growth, so that they

may be retained if desired, cutting out the

flowering portions after blooming is finished.

After this it is quite probable that new shoots

will emerge from the base of the bud itself. These

should be tied in as they become long enough.

The next spring simply cut off any weak shoots

and train in the growths as they develop. After

flowering, the older wood may be removed if

sufficient new wood has been provided to take its

place. Treatment for subsequent years is simply

a repetition of the foregoing remarks, by which

time the umbrella shape will probably have rusted

and can be removed, for the head will then have

taken a permanent umbrella or weeping shape.

These Roses pay for liberal treatment. A
good mulch of fat manure applied in the spring,

which should be covered with earth if neatness

is desired, will provide all the food necessary

to maintain healthy growth. Spraying to combat

green fly and mildew will, of course, be necessary,

as is common with all other Roses.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches.—With bright, warm weather these
will be making considerable progress, and the
early kinds will commence to change colour in

the near future. Remove any leaves that coyer
the fruits, and young shoots may be tied back
if they obstruct the sunhg-ht. It will be advisable

to see that the trees are free from insect pests prior

to the ripening period.

Strawberries.—Directly the crop is cleared from
the early beds, all the straw should be collected,

the runners removed (unless any are required
for making fresh plantations), and the beds made
clean and tidy. Hoe the beds at intervals and
keep them free from weeds.

Young Trees.—These must be examined from
time to time, and during periods of chrought give

copious supplies of water, especially to trees planted
against walls. A daily spraying overhead will be

of considerable benefit.

The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—Commence to earth up the early sorts,

and prevent any soil from reaching the

CARMINE PILLAR AS A WEEPING ROSE.

THE SPRING AFTER BUDDING.

of growth), they can be untied and their training

taken in hand. Carefully draw the shoots down

evenly all over the framework, endeavouring to

get the whole head nicely spaced out. This is

important, as the whole of the future formation

of the head depends upon this shaping of the tree.

If a growth is not long enough to tie down to the

umbrella without snapping, partially pull it down

in the required direction by a loop of raffia tied

to some part of the framework, completing the

operation as it grows, During July and August

hearts

of the plants. All weeds and decayed leaves

must be removed from the trench, and, if the
roots are dry, they must receive a thorough
watering a day or two in advance. If the planting

of Celery is not yet completed, no time ought to

be lost in finishing such work.

Kales.—These must be planted at once, and the

earlier beds of Brussels Sprouts, &c., may be hoed
at frequent intervals.

Parsley and Chervil.^Make a final sowing
of these, the former in a frame and the latter in

any convenient part of the garden.

The Flower Garden.

Propagating Shrubs.—Many shrubs can be
increased by cuttings from now onwards. The
cuttings are usually chosen when the wood is

partly ripe, and such plants as Spiraas, Lilacs,

Roses and many others may be propagated by ,

such cuttings. A cold frame containing sandy
soil will suffice. Shading from strong sunlight

will be necessary, and the lights should be kept

closed, except for an hour or so early in the

morning. When the cuttings are rooted, admit
air freely.

Roses.—The dead blooms should be removed
at least once each week, and the shoots of Tea
and Hybrid Tea Roses may be shortened slightly

to encourage a second crop of flowers. Aphis
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lias been rather prevalent, and mildew is sure to

appear on a few plants. A solution of Cyllin

Soft Soap and water is an excellent remedy for

both evils if applied late in the afternoon or

evening.

Plants Under Glass.

Hydrangeas.—Specimens that have finished

flowering should have the old decayed flowers

removed and the plants put into shape by a little

judicious pruning and thinning. New growth
must be encouraged, and a cool greenhouse is an
excellent place for the plants during the next month,
when they may be arranged outside. Feed them
with liquid manure or bone-meal, and, if

space permits, a top-dressing of rich soil will

he beneficial. For producing plants with large

single heads of flower, cuttings must now be
inserted. Place them singly in small pots and
plunge them in a propagating- frame until rooted.

Harden them gradually until they can be arranged
in a cool pit. Pot on as required.

Cyclamen.—These having been duly rested,

they are in a fit condition for repotting. Remove
a large portion of the old soil, and repot in a mixtiu'e

of loam and leaf-mould. A cold frame protected
from strong sunlight will meet their requirements
for the present. Water must be applied sparingly,

and vaporise the frame occasionally for green fly.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—Plants for early forcing must
be placed into 6-inch pots by the end of the month.
Turfy loam with a little decayed manure and
bone-meal added, made tolerably firm, is an excel-

lent rooting medium. Good drainage is essential.

When the operation is completed, stand the plants

on a bed of ashes, and spray them occasionally

when the weather is hot.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castlefoid, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Autumn-Sown Cabbages.—The results of long
experience in the growing of Cabbages' for early

spring cutting prove that in these Northern
districts the correct season for sowing the seeds

centres round the present week. Earlier sowings
grow too freely and provide large plants with soft

growth before winter, while if the sowing of

the seeds is left much later the plants will be
found too small for planting out at the proper

time, and will not have got sufficiently established

before the winter sets in. The selection of varieties

has also a considerable influence on a successful

crop. For several seasons past I have grown
three varieties only, viz.. Flower of Spring, Sutton's
April, and Harbinger, and it is difficult to choose
which is the better variety. The latter is perhaps
the smaller and more quickly closing variety

and ready for cutting slightly in advance of the

others, biit all are equally hardy and proof against

shooting in the spring. The plants should be
ready to be put out by the end of September or

early in October, but it ought to be decided now
where they are to be planted. The quarter from
which the Onion crop has been cleared here is

always followed by early Cabbages. No digging

is done ; the ground is simply cleared of weeds,
lines drawn, and the plants dibbled in. If the

ground is dry and the weather hot, the roots

should be puddled before planting, afterwards
giving a watering to each plant ; this will ensure

a good start. The hard ground enables them to

make sturdy growth, which is not so easily harmed
as is that of plants grown on soft, rich soil.

The Flower Garden.

Pegging Down.—Such plants as Petimias,

Verbenas and Nasturtimns require pegging down
as soon as they have made some growth. If

they are to form masses in the beds, this must
be done several times until the ground is quite

covered. The material for this operation will

be selected according to what comes readiest to

hand. Those who have access to a hill of Bracken
could not wish for anything better and easier

prepared.

Alpine Phloxes.—These lovely plants should be
propagated from cuttings annually, July and
August being suitable months for putting in the

cuttings, for if the old plants are retained until

they become too dense they are apt to damp off

during the winter. P. subulata and its varieties

G. F. Wilson, nivalis and Vivid are excellent
subjects for the rock garden.

Sweet Peas.—These are now flowering freely,

and to keep up a continuous supply of blooms
with long spikes for the flower basket, they must
not be allowed to form seed- pods. All the spent
flowers should be removed at once. The plants
should receive frequent waterings with liquid
manure to keep them growing strongly ; a top-
dressing of moss litter manure from the stables
is also of great benefit to them during hot, dry
weather. Those who intend exhibiting will, of

course, remove all the flower-spikes before they
develop, selecting only those that will open at

the correct time for the exhibition. The mistake
of setting up a too rank growth by overfeeding
must also be avoided, or the flower-spikes will

be gross and the blooms too far separated on the
stalks. Shading will also have to be provided
for, as many of the finest varieties will not stand
strong sunshine. A light tiffany capable of being
easily removed is the best for this purpose ; of

course, erections for the protection of blooms
for exhibition purposes will only be tolerated
where enthusiasm for showing is strong, and
would not have a place where tidiness is the first

consideration.

Plants Under Glass.

Flowering Plants in the Conservatory.—All
plants now in fidl flower, such as Geraniums,
Fuchsias, Begonias and Liliums, should be given
some stimulant regularly to keep them in a
healthy condition, as, their roots having by this

time thoroughly permeated the soil in the pots,
their sustenance depends entirely on what they
receive from the watering pot.

Clerodendron fallax.—This handsome flowering
plant is now showing bloom. The earliest batch
to flower will furnish seeds for next season's
supply. It is advisable to save one's own seed,
as it is sometimes difficult to procure and always
expensive. Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

EDITORIAL NOTICES

Every department of horticulture is represented in The
Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon which they wish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

hut he will not .he responsible lor their safe return. All
reasonable care, hoivever, will he taken, and ivhere stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment he desired, the Editor
a^hsthat the price required for reproduction he plainly stated.

Tt must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or owner of the copyright mil be treated mth.

The Editor will not he responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not he able to use, and
the receipt of a proof imist not be taken as endence that an
article is accepted. Puhlicaiion in The Garden will alone

be recoqnised as acceptance.

Offices • 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—T/^e Editor endeavours

to make THE Garden helpful to all readers ivho desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may he,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should he

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to he used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Platits for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-icool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
ROSE AND SWEET PEA LEAVES iL.).-~Tho leaves

have probably been injured by the recent hailstorms,

but, if the diseased cuuditiou spreads, please send other
leaves in a tin box.

ASTRANTIA CARNIOLICA (J. H. 5.).—This is the
name of the "quaint hardy perennial" which you send,
and which may be increased either by division or raised

from seeds. If the latter are freely produced this season,
these would constitute the better mode of increase, since

the divided plants, unless potted and framed to j^ive them
a start, are rather slow to re-establish themselves. Division
of the root is best undertaken in early spring when the
plant i^ restartin*:; into growth. At that time it would
be best to lift and wash away all soil from the roots, and
so get a clear idea of how to divide with a minimum risk

of loss. By potting the divisions and growing in a frame
for a time they would more quickly recover. You may,
however, purchase seeds cheaply and raise a stock in

that way, while retaining your original specimen. Astrantia

major is larger and with more rosy heads of flowers. There
is also a form with variegated leaves.

LILIUM LONGIFLORUM A SECOND YEAR (Rockbeare).

—It is waste of time to attempt to grow and flower the
bulbs a second year. It was so even before retardation

of the bulbs was the vogue, and to-day the chances of

success are decidedly reduced. We tried it on a large

scale years ago when growing them by the thousand, and,
finding outdoor and frame cultivation useless, resorted

to the heated greenhouse in order to see what could be
done. Here they were a fair success eventually, though
the time and cost and the devoting of a heated structure

—an essential in the case—for a couple or three years,

the time required to again produce flowering bulbs from
the remains of the fljst flowering, made the produce
almost twice the price of that of good flowering bulbs.

Your district might probably prove ratlier more favouraWe,
though, remembering the millions of bulbs that must
have reached these shores during tlie last quarter of a
century, it does not leave much ground for hope. The
only chance is a warm, dryish place, planted in a deep
drill of sand—and inexhaustible patience.

LUPINES CHANGING COLOUR {E. IF.).—We have never
known Lupines to change in colour from blue to white.

The only suggestion that we can make bearing on the
point is that some seedlings which did not flower last

year have done so now, and that they consisted mainly
of the white-flowered kind. Possibly, too. some of the

blue ones perished during the winter, and in this case

tlie preponderance of white flowers might be accounted
for. You give us no information with regard to the

condition of the Mar6chal Niel Rose, except that it has

a profusion of leaves and no sign of flowers. Probably
it is choked up with weak shoots, from which flowers

cannot be expected, or the greenhouse may be too shaded
for it. In pruning this Rose, weak and exhausted shoots

should be cut out, thus encouraging vigorous flowering

growths. An occasional stimulant is very helpful, espe-

cially if the plant is confined in a pot, but, at the same
time, feeding must not be overdone.

ROSE GARDEN.
CHINA ROSES DEFORMED (J/m. F.).—We believe

the shoots you send bearing small foliage are the stock
upon which the China Roses are budded or grafted.

Probably you obtained your plants from France, and
the nurserymen of that country employ Rosa indica as

a stock for many Roses. While this stock may be all right

for the South of France, it is of no use in England, as it

is so very tender. If you care to take up a plant that

is producing these malformed blooms and send it, we
might be able to inform you if our surmise is correct.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
TREES ON THEIR OWN ROOTS (M. A. C.).—It is

probable that you couid procure the desired trees from
Mr. A. Waterer, Knap Hill, Woking, Surrey, or from
Messrs. Dicksous, Limited. Chester, but many Thorns
and Pyrus are grafted or budded. Such trees give

excellent results when grafted or budded, and usually

bloom earlier in life than plants grown on their o\vn

roots. It is improbable tliat trees are sold from the

Arnold Arboretum, though many are distributed by
exchange. By writing to the Director you could find

out, Iiowever, whether surplus plants are sold or not.

We should have no hesitation in planting grafted or

budded trees of Crataegus, Pyrus, &c.

JAPANESE MAPLES (A. H. Ji.).—Japanese Maples
may be planted with advantage with Azalea mollis.

Acer palmatum purpureum, A. p. septemlobum, A. p.

tUicifolium and A. japonicum aureum are all suitable

varieties to plant. Azalea mollis may also be under-

planted witli dwarf Heaths, such as Erica carnea, E.

cinerea, Daboecia polifolia, or Calluna vulgaris varieties.

It is also a good plan to plant Lilies among Azaleas

leaving the bushes fairly wide apart so that tlie Lilies

can be planted in clumps. The Peacli leaves sent

for examination are infested with red spider, the pest

having doubtless been encouraged by keeping the house

and plants too close and dry. Leaves so badly infested

us those sent are certain to affect tlie health of a tree

adversely, aud the current year's shoots are likely to be

weaker than usual. Syringe the tree or trees with a
solution of soft soap water, into which half a pint of

parafiln and a handful of sulpliur have been added to

every six gallons. The syringing should be repeated on
alternate days for a week; then syringe well with clean

water. Well ventilate the house, and keep a strict

look-out for a return of the pest.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF PLANTS.—G. S.—The Peach-leaved Bell-

flower, Campanula persicHolia. The varieties grandiflora
and maxima are better, and a very wonderful form was
shown at Holland House. See page 346of this week's issue.

B. T.—Brunfelsia calycina. Propagated by euttin^s
planted in sand and placed under bell-glasses in moderate
heat. Now would be a good time, selecting young wood.

Mrs. 31. C.—Tbalictrum minus adiantifolium, a
perennial that may to obtained from any hardy plant
nursery. W. U. C.—The strong-growing variety we
believe to be one of the sempervirens Koses, such as
Leopoldine d'Orleans, and the other belongs to Rosa alba,
probably Mme. Legras. Colonel S.—We much regret
we cannot name the Kose. Probably it is a French
variety not generally grown in England. B. M.—
Hybrid or seedling of Campanula rotundifolia. B. T. W—1, Syringa Emodii; 2, Ceanothus Veitchianiis.
Geiilder.—1, Crataegus tanacetifolius ; 2, Brigeron phila-
dclphious; 3, E. Rusbyii.

SOC I ET I ES

HOLLAND HOUSE SHOW.
(Continued from last week.)

Orchids.
THESE, as we mentioned last week, were on a less la\ish
scale than usual, though some ten exhibitors brought
of their best. That first to band was a superb group
from Messrs. Charlcsworth and Co., Hayward's Heath.
Arranging a big centre of Miltonias Lyoth, spotted varieties
of Charlesworthii and Isabel Sander, these were surrounded
by PhalEenopsis Klmestadtiana, Odontioda Chanticleer
(one of the most brilliant ive have seen), the glossy maroon-
coloured O. Brewii callistoglossa, and others. Epiden-
drum vitellinum in orange scarlet was also shown.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park, E,eigate,
-had the new Ltelio-Cattleya Isabel Sander variety Gatton
Queen, a delightful lot of Disa Luna (of clear rosy tone),
Cattleya Mossiae Arnoldiana (white), Lselio-Cattleya
Phoebe Colmanise (orange and crimson) and the exceedingly
curious Nanodes Medusae, whose procumbent, flattish

pseudo-bulbs have at their extremities roundly formed,
maroon-coloured, hea^^ly fringed flowers, the whole
plant not more than 6 inches high. Sarcochilus Cecilia
was another dwarf kind with pearl pink blossoms.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, showed some
handsome Miltonias, notably M. Hyeana Colossus and
M. Isabel Sander variety Brilliant. Cattleya gigas
Sanderiana was very fine. Cirrhopetalum robustum
received a cultm-al commendation. Aerides Houlletianum,
Vanda Parishii and several Anguloas were noted,
A. Cliftoni being prominent.

In the group from Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield,
an imposing lot of the free-flowering type of Cattleya
gigas wore seen. These were of exceptional colour richness.
Renanthera Imschootiana (scarlet) and the pure white
Phalsenopsis Uimestadtiana, grouped together, were in fine
contrast. Dendrobium Victoria Regina, Cattleya "Warneri
alba and Lgelio-Cattleya tenera variety gloriosa, with rosy
sepals and self crimson purple !ip, were excellent. A big
lot of rose and crimson.

Ltelio-Cattleya Aphrodite dominated the group from
Messrs. Mansell and Hatclier, Kawdon, Yorks, in which
also Masdevallia Harryana, Miltonia vexillaria virginale
and Lselio-Cattleya Cora (yellow sepals and crimson lip)

were noted.
In that from Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Ck)oksbridge,

Odontoglossum Hye de Crom was a great feature. There
were many plants and much variety, one of crimson
maroon colour, gold lipped and gold tipped petals, and
bearing fifteen handsome flowurs, being grand. Otheis
were of lighter crimson hue, varying from palest primrose
to almost white in the markings. "

O. Leviathan and 0.
eximeum Xanthotes (white) were very fine.

A magnificent and well-flowered Epidendrum prismato-
carpum, 5 feet across, from Mr. F. Menteith Ogilvie,
Oxford, was awarded the Lindley Medal.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, "Tunbridge Wells, showed
Miltonia J. Gumey Fowler, the finest yet raised.

3W.KET Peas.
Atoneof theentrnnces to No. 2 tent Messrs. E. W. King

and Co., Coggeshall, Essrx, had a grand exhibit of this
fragrant annual, embracing all the better novelties and
standard sorts of to-day. A series of columns and a table
of vases made a unique display.

Extremely good was the large and comprehensive
table group of this fragrant subject from Messrs.
Dickson, Belfast. Masses of the better sorts were lightly
and artistically disposed in elegant vases and stands,
and the group formed a welcome piece of colour in the
third tent. John Porter is a very promising salmon
orange new Sweet Pea, as also is'Hawlmark Pink, a
beautiful true pink-margined flower.

Messrs. S. Bide and Sons, Limited, Farnham. Surrey,
had a very large representative group of Sweet Peas
in wonderfully fresh and clean condition. The colours
were very clear and distinct, and the blooms set up in vases
and stands in a very dainty and attractive style. Lady
Hunter (soft apricot), Farnham Lavender (lavender),
and Ruth Bide . (a beautiful cerise pink) were good
novelties.

Robert Sydenliam, Limited, Birmingham, had an
attractive series of vases of the more popular Sweet Peas,
which subject this firm has done so much to popularise.

Jtrs. Snietliurst, Lady Fisher and Lilian were notewortliy
varieties.

.A distinctly taking group of considerable dimensions
wan shown by Messrs. John Piper and Sons, Bayswater, W,
Bi'juitiful Sweet Peas, clean, fresh and of good colour,
eharactrrised the whole of them, and they wen- charmingly
displayed. General Townsend, Prince Albert, Mrs. Hugh
Wormald and Marvel were novel and beautiful.

Carnations.
Malmaison and other Carnations were well shown by

Messrs. "W. C'utbush and Son, Highgate and Barnet,
all set up in a most attractive way.

As usual, Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,
Enfield, Middlesex, had arranged a group of cut Malmaison
and other Carnations, set up in vases, stands and a variety
of other de\'ices to display this subject attractively.
The finish of the group with Ferns and other foliage left
nothing to be desired.
A small group of Bedford Belle, a useful salmon pink

Carnation, was shown by Messrs. Laxton Brothers,
Bedford. This is a variety of promise.

Mr. James Douglas, Edeuside, Great Bookham, at the
entrance to No. 1 tent staged a very fine collection of his
well-known border Carnations. They were a splendid
series and repT-e-sented the better sorts of to-day. Good
and distinct colours were beautifully shown, and there
were colours and quality to suit the taste of the most
fastidious.

A table group, carried up very high at the back, enabled
Jlr. A. F. Dutton, Ivor, Bucks, to show Carnations of
hich Quality in a most impressive manner. Baskets,
vases, bowls and other receptacles were filled with grand
blooms most artistically. Gorgeous, Triumph, Mary
AUwood, Mrs C. W. Ward, Scarlet Glow and Lady Meyer
were a few of the good things in this group.
A table group, largely composed of Malmnison

Carnations, came from Mr. Charles Turner Slouch
Princess of Wales was very aood

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
The new Ivy-leaved Pelargonium Radiance was well

shown by Messrs. Cutbush and Son, Highgate and Barnet,
and in conjunction with Hydrangeas, Fuchsia triphylla,
Streptocarpus, Coleus and other subjects made a pretty
group.

Messrs. John Peed and Son, West Nor\vood, S.E ,

as usual, staged a fine group of Caladiums in charming
variety, and being fronted with a fine strain of Strepto-
carpus, this firm made a group worthy of their fame.
An exceedingly beautiful group of Ferns and kindred

subjects was set up by Messrs. H, B. May and Sons,
Upper Edmonton, the front being finished off in a series

of semi-circular frontal groups, some containing British
and others greenhouse Ferns. A splendid effort.

'* Magnificent " aptly describes the group of double-
flowered tuberous Begonias exhibited by Messrs. Blackmore
and Langdon, Twerton Hill, Bath. The ])lants were
the acme of perfection in these flowers ; their colours w^ere
glorious and diverse, and their form exquisite. Crystabel
Spry is a flesh pink kind of great refinement.
One of the most attractive groups of hardy Ferns

set up for a long time past was shown by Mr. Amos Perry,
Enfield. Most attractively were the handsome specimens
staged, and the group contained many individual speci-
mens of great merit. Specially beautiful was Polystichum
angulare divitilobum plumosum Perry's No. 1,

A goodly number of Zonal Pelargoniums in bunches,
set up in vases, were shown by Mr. Vincent Slade^
Taunton. Scarlet Kintr, Pride of the West and Prince
of Wales were good singles.
A small collection of single, double and semi-double

Zonal Pelargoniums was set up by Messrs. Jarman and
Co., Chard. Quite a number of good things were included
in the collection.

Show and fancy Pelargoniums in pots, arranged in
a pretty way in round baskets and covered with moss and
interspersed with foliage plants, were show^n by iNEessrs,

W. J, Godfrey and Son, Exmouth. Some of the plants
were very freely flowered, and their quality was first class.

Gloxinias and Streptocarpi WTre exhibited in the form
of a table group in a groundwork of Ferns and with a
background of other foliage plants. Gloxinia ])istinction
was a very novel flower, and the Streptocarpi w"ere
well represented by w^hite, pale mauve, deep stripes and
blue colours. This exhibit came from Messrs. R. and G.
Cutbbert, Southgate, N.
Dwarf Japanese trees were exceedingly well shown by

the Yokohama Nursery Company, Limited, Craven House,
Kingsway, W.C. The dainty dwarf specimens were
shown growing in a variety of receptacles, all very
interesting.

Double Begonias w^ere show^n in a table group by
Messrs. John Peed and Son, West Norwood, S.E. Both
the colours and forms were varied.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Feltham, Middlesex, again excelled
in the superb quality of their Begonias. The
flowers -we^re in the pink of condition, and their colours
were charmingly varied and pleasing. The Hon, Mrs.
Maurice Glyn, Miss Ethel Deane, Mrs. R. Caulfleld and
Robert E. Hay were superb sorts.

Stove and greenhouse plants in great variety were
shown by Mr. L. R, Russell, Richmond, Surrey. The
wonderful array of subjects in this table group', which
was very tastefully set up, afi'orded considerable interest.

Cacti in limited variety w^ere shown by Messrs. John
Piper and Sons, Bayswater, W. Both large and small
plants were exhibited, and a plentiful array of Echinoeactus
arizonicus predominated.

Fruit and Vehetables.
These were not so plentifully shown as on some former

occasions, though the exhibits were of a high standard
of excellence

In the fruit section Messrs. Richmond and Sons, Limited,
Royal Nurseries, Feltham, showed a remarkably good
lot of pot-grown Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Grapes and
other fruits, the former, approaching ripeness, being
most attractive. Some seventy-five trees were staged.
Peaches Peregrine and Duke of' York in fan-trained and
pyramidal specimens finding the most favour. Early
Rivers Nectarine was also fine. Plums Dennlston's
Superb, Jefferson, Green Gage, Coo's Violet and Oullin's
Golden all carried fine crops of fruit. Grapes, Figs,
Gooseberries and Pears were also on view.

Messrs. Laxton Brothers, Bedford, showed an excellent
lot of Strawberries. The Admiral Ring George, a big,
handsome fruit of fine flavour; Laxton's Bountiful, a
fine round fruit; and The Laxton, a finely flavoured
dark sort, were among the best. Royal Sovereign was
freely shown. Laxton's Perfection Red Currant is a great
cropper, as the many fruiting examples demonstrated.

Messrs. George Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, showed
a good collection of pot-grown Cherries, Noir de Schmidt
(very dark), St. Margaret's, Napoleon Bigarreau, Governor
Wood, Black Circassian and Noir de Guben (large dark
red) were among the more notable in a particularly
good lot.

Sundry.

The Molassinc Company, Limited, of Greenwich showed
their new food for soil bacteria, Rito, which attracted a
good deal of attention. This article has only been on the-

market for about four months, although we understand
that some hundreds of tests have been made with it

during the previous twelve months, with very gratifying
results, horticulturists and market gardeners especially
being most enthusiastic about it. One plot of Potatoes
treated with Rito in the open produced 50 per cent, more
than the untreated plot, and in the case of Scarlet Runner
Beans the yield was even greater, the treated plot pro-
ducing 311b. 2oz. against 91b. 7oz. on the untreated plot.

This fertiliser has also been used with wonderful success
for Palms. Ferns, Cineraiias, Lilies, Chrysanthemums,
and many other plants. Extensive experiments are now
being conducted in various parts of the country with a
view to proving its suitability as an agricultural fertiliser,

and, so far as can be seen at present, th*: outcome of

these tests will be an entirely satisfactory one

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW AT MANCHESTER

(HORTICULTURAL SECTION).

THIS section of the Royal Agricultural Show at Jlan-

chestcr proved one of the most popular on record, and
the system adopted by the genial and esteemed secretary,

Istr. Peter Blair, was much appreciated by the exhibitors

generally, all classes putting up excellent displays to
acquire the premier position. The exhibits of Begonias,

Roses, Sweet Peas and fruit trees in pots were excellent

and much admired by the general public, the atten-

dance being above expectations.
For a group of miscellaneous plants, Messrs. Cypher

secured first honours, the arrangement comprising an
excellent collection of tasteful hues, consisting of

a well-set-up background of Palms, Crotons, Lilium

longifiorum, and other well-placed foliage and flowering

plants ; while the foundation was so tastefully arranged
that the whole proved a glorious combination of ^ivid

attraction. Mr. W. H. Holmes, Brampton, CTiesterfield,

secured second prize with a nicely arranged group practi-

cally on the same lines as the first-prize exhibit, using

well-grown and bright foliage subjects, as Caladiums,

Crotons, Dracsenas," and other stove and greenhouse

plants, with Orchids as dot plants, which proved a worthy
asset to this exhibit.

For a collection of Di^Iphiniums, Messrs. Blackmore
and Langdon of Bathe xtrlliil on this occasion by arranging
a most magnificent group nillu.-r liandsome border flowers,

obtaining awards of merit for i\rrs. A- J. Watfon and Mrs.

Colin Maclver, varieties possessing infinite beauty. The
well-formed fio%vers, which

,
are borne on a noble spike,

are shades of electric blue and mauve, novelties of excep-

tional raritv. Robert Cox, Glory. Lavanda, The Alake,

Queen of Bath, Lord Lansdowne, Lilacina and many
other beautiful varieties made up a display of mauve and
blue, a general consensus of opinion being that they
were the finest ever seen.

For a group of hardy plants. Bamboos, &c., Messrs.

Artindale and Son were first, obtaining a nicely balanced

effect by using Bamboos, Acers. Astilbes and other semi-

aquatic plants as a background, flanked by Liliums,

Grasses and herbaceous flowers, the w^ater cavity being

lightly arranged with Water Lily blooms, finishing with

a choice selection of alpines; a pretty and well-placed

exhibit. Mr. Gibson, I;ceming Bar, w^as second, using

unsparingly large bunches of herbaceous flowers, an
outstanding feature being a large bunch of Lupinus
Ruby King, this securing a card of merit. t W
For a collection of hardy perennial plants and cut

blooms, Messrs. Brown and Son, Peterborough, secured the
premier award with a tasteful setting of choice bunches
of herbaceous flowers, Lilies and Eremuri, in which the

interspersing of dark-coloured Delphiniums gave a
harmonious whole, the light and .<irtistic arrangement
bestowing much credit on this firm's abilities. A
beautiful border Carnation named 3Irs. George

Lovelock, colour satiny mauve, of large size and Clove-

scented, was much admired ; also a perennial Ver-

bena, colour vermilion, ^vas on view and much sought
after.

For a collection of cut sprays of Carnations, Mr. C. H.
Taudevin, Willaston, staged a nice, freshly coloured lot

of popular varieties, including Carola, Mary Allwood

.
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aiikado, Snowstorm, Sirs. Raphael, Rosette, Harlequin
and others, the first prize being worthily awarded.

For a collection of cut Roses, Messrs. Bro-R-n and Son
excelled in this particular competition, arranging a most
fascinating lot of blooms embracing all those art shades
in Roses now so much soiicht after, the adjudicators
being strong in their praise of this exhibit, airs. Rosalie
Wrmch, Irish Fireflame, Sunburst, Mme. Edouard
Hernot, Lady Mary Ward and other varieties were most
beautiful. The Rev. —. Rees, Helprineham \"icarage,
Sleaford, was second with small but nice'biooms.

For a collection of Sweet Peas, Mr. Robert Bolton was
flrst, exhibiting a nicely balanced and well-arranged
colour effect, an admired composition of new and choice
varieties. Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes, Constance Hinton,
K. J?. Felton, Jean Ireland, Ivory King, Clieerful, Margaret
Atlee and Bolton's Scarlet were especially noticeable.
Mr. J. Stevenson, Wimborne. was second with a unique
collection, consisting mostly of varieties of his o^ti
raising and varieties of marvellous beauty, Victory,
Chanty, Warrior, Peace, Hope and Honour Briglit being
most conspicuous; a pleasing exhibit. Mr. W. Bond,
Formby, was third, and Mr. R. Wright fourth, both
competitors having a nice selection of popular sort'^.

The King's Acre Kurseries, Limited, Hereford, staged a
\velI-grown collection of fruit trees in pots, nicely coloured
specimens of Xectarines, Peaches, Apples and Pears
standing out as a feature. Awarded large gold medal.

Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons staged a marvellous
collection of cut Rose blooms, embracing every colour
and shade; largo gold medal. The firm also secured a
large gold medal for a collection of Sweet Peas, such as is
seldom seen. All the choicest varieties were in evidence,
including President, Ivanhoe, Hawlmark Cream, Mark's
ley, Lilian, Fiery Cross, Constance Hinton, Orchid and
Barbara.

Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot, staged a
most pleasing group of Kalmias, Rhododendrons, Golden
Box, Abies pungens glauca and many choice conifers,
the group being well arranged and much admired. Large
gold medal.

The Studley Horticultural College gained a large gold
medal for a fine collection of Peaches and vegetables.
It was a nice, well-set-up exhibit.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co. obtained a large gold medal for
feweet Peas, a well-arranged and much-admired exhibit
comprising Bobbie's Cream, Bobbie's Orange, Jean
Ireland, Tea Rose, Old Rose, Miss Burnie, Thomas
fetevenson, Melba and other giant forms.

Messrs. Stuart Low, Jarvisbrook, Sussex, gained a
gold medal for a miscellaneous arrangement of cut blooms.
Carnations, Roses and Orchids.

Messrs. W. J. Godfrey and Son, Exmouth, staged a
worthy exhibit of Pelargoniums, Canterbury Bells and
Solanums. The plants were of dwarf habit and had
iarge blooms, well coloured, and were profuse fiowering.
Large gold medal.

aiessrs. Artindale, Sheffield, staged a nice collection of
violas in many everyday varieties, thoroughly sustaining
the reputation of these specialists. Silver misdal.

Messrs. Jarman and Co., Chard, filled a space with
Geramum and Rose blooms. Medal awarded.

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Wisbech, had a group of Del-
phiniums and Paeonics in choice varieties ;"

a beautiful
exhibit. Medal awarded.
M^srs. Cant, Colchester, had a nice arrangement of

cut Roses, well set up and consisting of many new and
choice varieties. Gold medal.

Messrs. Bruce, Cliorlton, drservedly obtained a large
gold medal for a noteworthy and artistically arranged
group of semi-aquatic subjects and Dwarf ' Polyantha
Roses, with a foreground of Sarracenias. consisting of
many quaint and choice varieties ; a unique and well-
constructed group.

Messrs. G. Broadhead and Sou obtained a gold medal
for their eminent skill in the construction of a small rock
garden, placing the alpine plants to great effect over the
whole, the exhibit being greatly admired by the general
public.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The monthly meeting of the ScottisJi Horticultural
Association was held in the hali, 5, St. Andrew Square,
Edinburgh, on the evening of July 4. Thore was a good
attendance, presided over by Mr. W. G. Pirie, The Gardens,
Dalhousie Castle. The paper of the evening was on
Some Scented-leaved Plants," and was given by Mr.

Charles Comfort, The Gardens, Broomfleld, Davidson's
Mains, It was illustrated by a number of specimens
of plants which have the virtue of fragrance, and gave
an excellent exposition of this class of plants, many of
which are so useful and popular. An interesting note
was given by Mr. A. D. Richardson, the secretary of the
association, on the Golden-leaved Elder. In this
Mr. Richardson pointed out that the Golden Elder,
generally attributed by works on such subjects to be a
variety of our common Elder, Sambucus nigra, is in
reality a variety of the Canadian species, Sambucus
canadensis. The point, which is an interesting one,
was admirably put by Ut. Richardson in his short note.

HIGHCLIFFE GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
A VERY pretty exhibition of Sweet Peas, Roses and
vegetables was held on Monday, July 3, bv the members
of the above society. In the evening filr. E. Griffin,
gardener to the president, E. Huntly Hooper. Esq., J.P.,
gave a lecture on " Hardy Climbing Plants."

Mr. Griffin was the successful exhibitor in the class
for six vases of Sweet Peas ; he had Royal Purple,
Hercules, Wedgwood, Dohbie's Cream, Rosabelle and

Norvic. Mr. W. Hodson, gardener to Mrs. Clcmson,
Hordle. was second; and Mr. W. Foskett, gardener to
Mrs. Ubsell, Great Ballards, Kew Milton, third. Mr-
Hodson had the best lot of Roses, T>ady Pirrie, Mrs. J-

liaing and Catherine Mermet being verj' fine. Second,
Mr. Foskett ; third, Mr. W. Weaver, jia'rdener to Blajor
Edward Tinker, Chewton Glen, :Milton.

Mr. Hodson had the best six dishes of vegetables

;

he staged Onion Ailsa Craig, Cauliflower Magnum Bonum,
Potato Carisbrooke Castle. Pea -ITp-to-Date, Carrot New
Red Intermediate and Tomato Perfection.

BOURNEMOUTH GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

By kind permission of Mrs. M. S. Casselthe members paid
a visit to the gardens of Branksome Dene, Bournemouth,
on Tuesday, July 4. They were met at the lodge entrance
by Mr. C. Stewart, the able and courteous heatl -gardener,

who conducted them round the gardens and pleasure
grounds, which extend to eighty-five acres. At one
point they witnessed a battle between a half-grown rat

and a male blackbird. They fought fiercely for about
half a minute, then disappeared from \'iew round a
shrubben;'. Neither of the combatants seemed to he
winning up to that stage, and neither was again seen.

There are beautiful sea and land scapes from the mansion
and grounds. Near the cliff edge, fully exposed to the
strong winds from the sea, and growing in drift sand and
peaty soil, Rosa rugosa was seen to be thriving and
flowering freely. The St. John's Wort and Gaultheria
were flourishing on dry banks, in the shade and under
Fir and other trees. There is a very fine specimen of
Cedrus plumosa in a glen, growing to a height of nearly
60 feet. There are only three or four known ST>ecimens
in this country. It appears to be a variety of Cedrus
Deodara.
Some rather poor crass land was ploughed up early

this Typar and planted with Potatoes. The varieties

King Edward VII. and Wliat's Wanted, a maincrop
sort, were doing well. One ton of soot per acre had been
given as a dressing, but no manure. The turf- portion
was buried and the Potatoes planted wide apart. The
vegetable crops Generally and Muscat of Alexandria
Grapes and Perpetual Carnations were in fine condition.

The members much appreciated their visit and the
courtesv extended to them by Mrs, Cassel and Mr. Stewart.

WINDSOR, ETON AND DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

This society was distinctly unfortunate with the twenty-
fifth annual show, which was held on the slopes of Windsor
Castle on June 24. The usual date, the last Saturday
in June, generally proves risrht for Roses, which are the
principal flowers: but this year it was- a week or more
too early for most trrowers, and the very hea'VT;' showers
of rain were responsible for a poor attendance.
The King's Cup, for forty-eight cut Roses, distinct,

was won by I\ressTs. D. Prior and Son, Colchester, with
a splendid collection, considering the season. The popular
Hybrid Tea varieties predominated, and all the blooms
were fresh, of full size and delightful colourintr. Special

mention must be made of Bessie Brown, Mrs. Walter
Easlea, Mrs. George Norwood, Cv'ntbia, Mrs. W. J. Grant!
Mrs. Himh Dickson, Merlea and Mrs. Amy Hammond.
Messrs. B. R, Cant and Co.. Colchester, who won the cup
three years in suceession, had to be content with second
place, though second in a class of eight competitors is

no mean honour. They showed a monster bloom
.
of

Mrs. Joseph Welch and very beautiful examples of

Souvenir de Maria de Zayas. Edgar M. Burnett, Edward
Mawley, Mrs. W. J. Grant and Auffuste Comte. Mr.
Elisha J, Hicks. Twyford. who was third, included an
enviable bloom of C. E. Shea, his new satiny rose pink
Hvbrid Tea. which, n-lso shown in other classes, was
decidedly the Rose of the show.

Tea and Noisette Roses generally showed thnir dislike

for the unseasonable weather, though there were many
fragrant and beautiful flowers. The best eiahteen by
Mr. Henry Drew were especially clean and good. His
very best were Aug\iste Comte. Mrs. Ufawley. Souvenir
de Pierre Nnttinr. Comtesse de Narlaillac. Mrs, Foley
Hobbs and Maman Cochet. Tn the second-prize collection,

from 'Messrs. iS. Prior and Son, there was a charming
bloom of 3Irs, Herbert Stevens without a tinre of colnur,

while the examples of Wliite IVEanian Cochet and Mrs.

C. Forde were f>,lso very fine. Mr. E. .T. Hicks w'as third.

Tn the class for twelve varieties, three blooms of each.

there was a close competition for first place, which was
won by Mr. E. J. Hicks, whn had splendid trios of Augustus
Hartman, C. E. Shea, Caroline Testout and Mrs. George
Norwood, Messrs. D. Prior and Son were second, and
their outstanding sorts were jVfargaret, Lady Ashtown
and Lohengrin.

RICHMOND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fortv-first show of the above societv was held in

the Old Deer Park on Wednesdav. June 28. Tliere was
no show last year, but on the strong representations of

the president, who felt that every incentive should be
given to the cultivation of vegetables, and that as the
Roval Boroush boasts of one of the best allotment gardens

in the kingdom, it would be right and proper to have the

show and he would be happy to give additional special

prizes for collections of vegetables, the committee decided
to hold the show. Their enterprise deserved better

results, as the weather was only moderately fine, and
the storms of the previous few days had damaged many
would-have-been exhibits.

Richmond is famed for the high quality of its Rose
exhibits, but very few growers were able to stage their
blooms. Messrs. D. Prior and Son, Colchester, were the
only exhibitors of forty-eight varieties, three blooms of
each, but it was an especially good contribution, and
they worthily received the Gunnersbury Park Challenge
Cup and first prize. The collection was chiefly of Hybrid
Tea Roses, and of these the rows of Mrs. George Shawyer,
Caroline Testout. St. Helena, Lieutenant Chaur6. La
France, Mme. Jules Gravereaux, Comtesse Icy Hardegg
and Mrs. Amy Hammond were very beautiful, showing
but faint signs of the stress of weather. Messrs. Prior
were fairly easy winners of the flrst prize for twelve Tea
Roses of any one variety, with splendid blooms of Mme.
Jules Gravereaux.
As in the big class, there was only one entry for twenty-

four varieties, three blooms of each, and here Mr. E. J.
Hicks, Twyford, was awarded first prize for an attractive
collection. The outstanding varieties were Mrs. W. E.
Miller, Caroline Testout, Augustus Hartman and Edith
Part.
The Marquis of Ripon was awarded a silver-gilt medal

for an excellent collection of ripe Melons, and won first

prizes for Cherries, Cabbages and Cucumbers.
Mrs. A. Robinson, Carshalton, was the chief prize-

winner in the lad'es' classes with very tasteful decorations
and buttonhole flowers.

During the afternoon flowers and plants were sold in

aid of the funds of the Red Cross Society and local military

hospitals, and the committee entertained 100 wounded
soldiers.

BOURNEMOUTH ROSE AND SWEET PEA
SHOW.

On Tuesday and Wednesday, June 27 and 28, a very
fine exhibition of these popular flowers was held in the
spacious pavilion of the Winter Gardens. The whole
of the accruing profits are being devoted to the Mayor
of Bournemouth's War Fund. It was a decided snccess

from every point of view, the public patronising it in

large numbers. Sir Merton Russel Cotes of Bournemouth
sent a valuable oil painting, and Miss Asnes Rooper
a charming water-colour, both to be sold by auction
for the benefit of the fund. -The Right Hon. the Earl

of Carnarvon, Highclere Castle, . Newbury (gardener.
Jlr. W. Blake), sent Grapes, Strawberries and Figs for

the same purpose. Noteworthy non-competitive exhibits

were those from Mr. M. Prichard, who had an extensive
collection of herbaceous flowers; Messrs. R. Bide and
Sons. Limited, Farnham. Sweet Peas ; Messrs. G. Watts
and Sons, limited, Bournemouth, and Mr. H. T. Sissons,

Bournemouth, Roses ; and Messrs. W. H. Rogers and
Sons, Red Lodge Nurseries, Southampton, Roses and
herbaceous flowers.

Competitive Exhtbit?.

The best single vase of Roses was staged by airs. J
Coopf'r Dean, Bournemouth ; the second by H. W. EUis,

Esq., Northleigh, Wimborne (cardener^ Mr, J. House).

Mi-s. Clemson, Hordle (irardener, BIr. W. Hodson),
staged the winning six vases of Hybrid Tea or Hybrid
Perpetual Roses, the varieties being Jcarmie Dickson,
Mme. Abel Chatenay and Lady Waterlow. J. J. Lane,
Esq. (gardener, Mr. J. Hayward) won second honours.

All except one exhibitor were disqualified in the class

for twelve Roses, Tea or Noisette, owing to their including

blooms of other sections.

Mr. Hodson won in the class for three vases of Ramblers^
distinct : second, the Rev. H. C. Palmer (gardener, Mr,
J. Watts).

Mr. House scored with a lovely basket of Roses, Sir.

V. de C. Hughes. Wimborne, bein^ a close second.

Mrs. J. Cooper Dean had the best howl of Roses, and
was closely followed by Mr. D. Lorriiner, Bournemouth.

In the class for a display of Sweet Peas on a table space

10 feet by 4 feet. Messrs. S. Bide and Sons, Limited,
Farnham,Were the winners, and also in the class for

six vases, distinct, having in very fresh condition Ruth
Bide, Mrs. Breadmorc, President, R. F. Felton, Constance
Hinton and Royal Purple. Second honours went to

Mr. Hodson, who was an exceedingly close runner-up.

The bouquets of Sw'cet Peas were numerous and charm-
ing. Mr. Hughes was first and Messrs. G. Watts and Sons
second.
The special prize offered by Messrs. E. Webb and

Sons, Limited, Stourbridge, for six bunches of Sweet
Peas was won by Jtr. Hodson ; second, H. A. Pearson,

Esq. (gardener, Mr. J. Sheldon).

For three novelties raised iu and after 1914, Mrs. M.
Fletcher, Wimborne (gardener, Mr. K. Cox), won flrst

honours, the second going to Messrs. S. Bide and Sons,

Limited.
Mr. Cox again scored iu the class for three vases of

pink Sweet Pras, distinct, with Mrs. H. Sykes, Hercules

and Mrs. Cuthbertson.
The Park Nurseries won with a lovely basket of Sweet

Peas ; second, Messrs. S. Bide and Sons, Limited.

NON-COJIPETITIVE EXHIBITS.

Gold Medals.—'Mv. BEaurice Prichard for Paconies,

Delp)iiniums and Campanulas ; the Earl of Carnarvon
for Grapes. Strawberries and Figs ; and Mr. H, T. S"issons

for Roses.
Silver Mednls.^yiv. Hughes for Tomatoes, Cucumbers

and Delphiniums ; The Park Nurseries for tuberous
Begonias and Gloxinias ; Messrs. S. Bide and Sons,

Limited, for Sw'eet Peas ; Mr. R. Cbainlierlain for floral

designs; Messrs. G. Watts and Sons, Limited, for Roses
and Tree Carnations: Messrs. W. H Rogers and Sons,
Limited, for Roses and herbaceous flowers: Mr. H.
Haskins for Roses ; and Mr. Arthur Radmorc for Roses.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THE prohibition of all importations of

foreign plants and bulbs, except those

which have been actually produced in

the countries of our Allies and for which

certain exceptions have been made, must
necessarily make a considerable difference both

to dealers and to purchasers. The ordinary Dutch
Hyacinths and Crocuses will be conspicuous by
their almost entire absence. Early Tulips will be,

comparatively speaking, " few and far between."

Spanish Irises, English Irises and many of the

smaller fry will be uncommonly scarce. Even the

supply of the cheaper Daffodils and the more
popular of the late-flowering Tulips, both Cottage

and Darwin, will not be as plentiful as in normal

seasons. Purchasers may be divided into the

wise, who buy at their earliest

opportunity; and the foolish, who
put off and off, until at last, when
the order is sent, the reply comes
back, asit assuredly will, " Too late.

Sold out." It must be so if there

are not enough to go round.

Readers are strongly advised to

make up their minds as to their

requirements as soon as possible,

and to order early. It is always

well to do so, but this year it

is more necessary than ever.

Cultivating Late Peas.—The
latest sowings should now be

ready for staking. These
require careful attention in dry

weather, as if allowed to get

too dry at the roots the crop

may be a failure. It is a good
plan to give them a top-dressing

of short manure for a space of

2 feet on each side of the lines,

and a good soaking of water

through this. If a vigorous

growth is kept up, there is not so much danger of

an attack of mildew, which so often ruins the late

crops of Peas.

Cistus purpureus (true).—This is one of the

plants to which it is advisable to apply the affix

" true " in order to denote the real thing, for,

unfortunately, there are many inferior forms
in cultivation imder the specific name purpureus.
The true species usually differs from others in

having a coilspicUous dark blotch at the base
of each rosy purple petal. It is by far the best

of its colour in cultivation, and our illustration

shows it in company with flowering alpines in

the rock g.irden at Friar Park, Henley.

A Beautiful Iris.—In Iris Monnieri we have
one of the most beautiful of all the Irises. Its

charming rich yellow flowers are carried on

bold spikes 5 feet to 5 feet high, similar to

I. ochroleuca, and it is a most useful plant for

the back of the herbaceous border, particularly

as yellow flowers in such a position are somewhat
limited at this season of the year. We recently

saw it growing on a large border mixed with various

shades of blue Delphinium. What a conspicuous

bed the two would make when mixed !

Wasps and Grapes.—If one may judge from

the number of queen wasps observed this year,

we are likely to be visited by an unprecedented

plague, and it would be well for the Grape-grower

to be prepared for emergencies. The best means
of protecting the Grapes is to enclose each

bunch in a bag of wasp-proof netting. These

CISTUS PURPUREUS (true) IN THE ROCK GARDEN AT FRIAR PARK.
It is one of the most handsome of the Sweet Cistinete.

bags can be bought ready made in different sizes.

Utilisation of Common Land.—In view of the

importance of increased food production, it may
be useful to call attention to the existing statutory

powers for the temporary use of land subject to

rights of common. Under Section 15 of the

Inclosure Act, 1773 (r3 George III., chapter 81),

it is competent for the lord of a manor, with the

consent of three-fourths of the commoners in

meeting assembled, to lease by auction a part

not exceeding one-twelfth of the common for

not more than four years ; and the net rent is

to be applied by the lord and the major part of

his tqnants in draining, fencing or otherwise

improving the residue of the common. In the

case of conunon land which is not at present

frequented by the public, it may be possible to

take advantage of this power of temporary use,

while at the same time providing for the eventual

improvement of the common.
A Novel System of Planting.—^The war has

been responsible for a good many violent changes

in the practice of gardening and farming, but

the following extract from a West Country paper,

referring to the " latest American idea," exceeds

any development we have yet heard oi:" A propos

of farming matters, in the latest American idea

the seed is sold already spaced and embedded
in a tape. This tape is composed of a special

fertilising material which, decomposing and asso-

ciating with the soil immediately contiguous

to the seed, assists its germination and growth.

The tape is sold in coils up to

40 feet or 50 feet long ; but it

can, of course, be cut to the length

required. All that it is necessary

to do is to plant the tape in

accordance with the directions

given. Sowing in this manner (as

the claim goes) can be carried out

rapidly and with the minimum
of physical exertion."

National Diploma in Horti-

culture.—The 1916 examinations

for the National Diploma in Horti-

cultiu'e—established by the Royal
Horticultural Society in con-

'

junction with His Majesty's

Government—were held at the

Society's Gardens at Wisley in

June. At their meeting on July 4
the Council approved the recom-

mendations of the examiners

that the Diploma should be

bestowed upon the following,

who have satisfactorily passed the

Final Examination : Section I.

—Miss E, H. Ekins, Studley College, Warwick

;

Mr. A. D. Turner, Madryn Farm School, Pwllheli,

North Wales. Section II.—Mr. J. Coombes,

Research Station, Long Ashton, Bristol. Section

VIII.—Mr. A. D. Turner, Madryn Farm School,

Pwllheli, North Wales. Nine candidates satisfied

the examiners' requirements in the Preliminary

Examination. These candidates are accordingly

eligible to take the Final Examination in 1917

if they have then spent six years in regular garden

woik, or as soon thereafter as they can satisfy

this requirement.

*** Owing to the shortage of paper, readers who have not
already done so are asked to order THE GARDEN to be
delivered regidarly by their newsagent. Readers wilt thus
obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
[The Editor is not responsible /or the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Zero Again.—In connection with the culti-

vation of Gum Trees (Eucalyptus) in the British

Islands, my attention has been called to the follow-

ing paragraph which appeared in a contemporary :

' It was pointed out by the late Mr. A. R. Wallace

that there are in the higher plateaux of Australia

large areas of country where the thermometer

not infrequently falls below zero, and where snow

often lies on the ground for weeks, and in Tasmania

there are extensive plains where the winter climate

is severer than this." I have not Mr. Wallace's

book at hand for reference, but I have no doubt

that his remarks were based on the

Centigraie thermometer, the zero of

which is the freezing point (or 32°) of

Fahrenheit, which makes a great difference.

As to snow lying for weeks, I can

imagine climatic conditions under which

this might be possible.—W. Botti.ng

Hemsley, LL.D., F.R.S., V.M.H.

Orchis maculata alfca.—An unusually

fine example of the chaste and beautiful

Orchis maculata alba is shown in the

illustration, reproduced from a photograph.

The plant has just bloomed on the fine

rock garden of Sir Frank Crisp at Friar

Park, Henley. The flowers are of the

purest white, and the best spike measured

6 inches long, the clump itself being 2 feet

high. O. maculata is of the easiest

possible culture, and only craves an open

situation on a border or rock garden where
its bulbs will remain undisturbed when
at rest. A carpet of some dwarf-growing

alpine affords a useful protection from
disturbance, and seedlings are occasionally

found in such situations, sometimes escap-

ing detection until they throw up a spike.

The white form is occasionally found in

a wild state among plants of the type,

and one such was grown in the collection

of the late Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bert.,

at Burford, many years ago. It should

be added that the Friar Park plant,

which is exceptionally strong, is without

the usual dark blotches in the leaves, a

character which 1 believe accompanies the

absence of purple markings from the

flowers in this species. It is a charming J

variety.-—R. A. Rolfe, A.L.S.

Rosa macrantha.—This is a Rose that

should be more seen, for there is beauty not

only in the flower—a soft pink with large shell-

like petals—but the growth is strong and the leaves

remain on the shoots far into the autumn. In

the desire to acquire novelties, many of our beau-
tiful older Roses are almost forgotten. Macrantha
in a garden of Roses has given as much pleasure as

any of those of vigorous growth. Here it is planted
close to the glossy-leaved, almost evergreen Jersey

Beauty, and on the other side is the pink and
white Leuchtstern. This tj'pe of Rose requires

drastic thinning out of worn or weakly growths

—

Jersey Beauty in particular—these, if not watched,
running into kinds near and spoiling their beauty.

The plants are fully exposed to wind and sun, and
the soil is light. Other kinds that are a pronounced
success under similar conditions are Bardou Job
(one of the deepest in colour of all the single crimson
Poses), The Garland, Longworth Rambler, Claire

Jacquier, the little-seen Stanwell Perpetual, Mrs.

Bosanquet, Lady Waterlow and Gustave Regis.

—

v., Bucks.

Cheiranthus linifolius.—This has been flowering

very freely for many weeks and is still doing so

(the end of the first week in July). It is one of Mr.

Clarence Elliott's recent introductions, and though

termed an annual, has with us behaved more like

a bieimial, as the following will show. Seed was
bought and sown early in tgis. The seedlings

were pricked out in the usual way, and finally

bedded out in two round beds in practically full

sunshine. For some strange reason scarcely any
of the plants flowered, though they grew to a

fair size. Late in the autumn I took up the

best roots and heeled them in against a west fence

to see whether and how they would stand the winter.

HANDSOME GROUP OF THE PURE WHIT
ORCHIS MACULATA ALBA.

The bulk of them did so remarkably well, with

the result above stated—a profusion of choice-

looking mauve flowers. So many of the Cheiran-

thuses—nearly all, one might say—are orange or

lemon shades that the above variety is the more

distinct and pleasing possession. This year we
have grown it in th'= rock garden, for which it is

well fitted.—C. T., HigJigate.

The Bee and Wasp Orchises.—In Mr. H.

Stuart Thompson's interesting note, page 342,

issue Jiily 15, with photograph, of the above,

reference might have been made to Mr. E. G.

Baker's summary of the forms of the Bee Orchis

at the Linnean Society's meeting on April 17,

1913. He there described and showed examples

of various forms which passed from t5'pical Orchis

apifera to the extreme O. TroUii from Bristol.

These intermediate plants occur at Reigate,

Lewes and Oxford. Those from Reigate (which

have been recorded as O. TroUii) are really much
closer to the Bee Orchis (of which it has the

colouring), but the lip is more tapering, its sides

are inflexed, and the appendage projects ; the

petals, too, are rather narrower. The Lewes

and Oxford plants ara a step nearer the extreme

Bristol form, and in colouring and shape ot petals

and labellum occupy approximately an inter-

mediate position between the latter and the

Reigate plant. Although this interesting Wasp
Orchis from Bristol is a good chstance removed
from the ordinary Bee Orchis in appearance,

yet it is not apparently identical with the true

O. TroUii of Hegetschweiler, but is the nearest

approach to it we have in these islands.—C. E. S.,

Pilgrim's Way, Reigate.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.—

It being deemed inadvisable to hold

the usual Festival Dinner in the present

circumstances, the committee of the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution

have issued the fpUowing appeal in

aid of the funds :
" May we plead

for your practical sympathy on behalf

of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent

Institution, a most deserving national

horticultural charity, the immense

benefits of which we can vouch for

to many most worthy and necessitous

men and widows. We hope you will

kindly cheer the committee by send-

ing a subscription or donation to help

them to maintain the good work which

has been of such great value during the

last seventy-eight years. The demands on

our resources are ever on the increase,

but never more so than at this present

crisis in our nation's history. We urgently

need funds to support the 265 annuitants,

and there are no fewer than forty-two

applicants anxiously awaiting aid, of

whom sixteen are widows, who cannot

be assisted for lack of means, and which

number is constantly being added to.

We therefore earnestly appeal for your

generous financial assistance.—We are,

yours very faithfully, Grenfell, F.M.,

President of the Royal Horticultural

Society ; Harry J. Veitch, Treasurer

and Chairman of Committee, Gardeners'

Royal Benevolent Institution ; George

J. Ingram, Secretary, 92, Victoria Street,

London, July 10, igi6."

Toads in Strawberry Beds. — Re
your note on toads and Strawberries in

yoiu: issue of July 8, I can give absolute

of the fact that toads—and frogs—eat

Strawberries. And I also can easily tell whether

the fruit has been touched by bird, slug or toad, as

the latter leaves a clean hole in the Strawberry

as though a tube had been inserted. I have more
than once seen a toad sucking a Strawberry

in my garden.—(Miss) A. L. Waud, The Haven,

Elstead, Godalmiiig, Surrey.

I should like to say, in answer to your note

and Mr. Edgar Hanbury, that the gardener was quite

right about the toad eating Strawberries. The gar-

dens here are very much enclosed by woods, and

both toads and frogs are very numerous—the latter

the worst. I like to see toads about, and if they

are found iu the Strawberries it is quite easy to

take them further away. But frogs are worse ;

they cleared all the Strawberries or spoilt them
as soon as they began to turn. When I had to

make away with them, this was done in the spring.

proof
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when the water was full of little tadpoles, which

turn to frogs, and I have not had any great trouble

since. But one can always tell if frogs or toads

are spoiling Strawberries by the appearance of

the damaged fruit, which is very pappy and smooth,

with no deep holes, like those caused by birds.

Even rats and mice dig large holes into them, quite

different to toads.—G. Andrews, Dane Court

Gardens, Tilmansione, Kent.

I hope no harm came to the toad

whose strange mouthful of Strawberry is

recorded in the issue of July 8. I kept tame

toads for many years, both native and foreign

forms, and never knew them to eat anything

that was not only alive, but also alive and kicking.

The toad will watch an insect for a long time

while it remains still, and never, to my knowledge,

darts out its sticky tongue to capture the dainty

morsel until the insect makes a move. I should

suggest, as the self-appointed counsel for this

accused toad, that in reality it gobbled up some

marauding insect that had gnawed the Strawberry,

and a loosened portion of the fruit had stuck to

its tongue, and so, against its will, found its way
into its mouth. I hope this will ensure the

accused leaving the court without a blemish on its

character, for the toad is far too good a friend to

get a bad name instead of praise.—E. A. B.

Spinach Beet.—^This coarse- growing, rather

useless sort of vegetable has little in common
with ordinary or Perpetual Spinach. It is grown

on the Continent to some extent and is often

termed Swiss Chard, one well-known variety

being the Lucullus. It is a rank grower, having

large leaves with thick ribs, which, according to

some imaginative people, is a substitute for

Seakale if freed from the foliage. To my way of

thinking. Spinach Beet is more suitable for large

borders, &c., where it gives a tropical effect.

As a vegetable, few care for it.—^T. A. W.
The National Rose Society and Northern

Growers.—Might I suggest that the name of

the National Rose Society be changed into the

Southern Counties Rose Society. I notice that at

the late show no prize was won with blooms grown

north of Oxford (with the exception of Peter-

borough). If the National Rose Society is to

be the society, the show must be at a later date

than June 30. I hear that the City of London

Rose Society's Show on July 7 was a fine one.

A date to suit all growers would be about the

second Friday in July. I should like to see a

Midland Counties Rose Society—we have a large

number of keen Rose growers—a society not in

opposition to the National Rose Society. Might

I ask your help.

—

Midlands. [Even allowing for

this exceptionally late season, we are still of the

opinion that the National Rose Society's show in

London is now held at least a week too early.

We speak from memory, but we believe that

better shows were held a few years ago at a later

date. A similar suggestion , has been made
regarding the National Sweet Pea Society's show,

and we quite expect to see this show held in the

North or Midlands for the next year or so.

Unless provincial shows are held, it seems only

fair to Northern growers that the London shows

should be held at later dates.

—

Ed.]

The White Form of Meconopsis Wallichii.—

A

pure white form of this fine plant was shown at

the meeting of the Scientific Committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society on June 22 last year, and

is recorded in the minutes of the committee in

the Journal of the Society on page cvi., Vol. XLI.,

Part 2, December, 1915. The pearly whiteness

of the flowers shown gave a good idea of how lovely

a good spike of that form would look among
those with blue flowers. I saw a very pale—nearly

white—form in Mr. Hyatt Baker's garden at

Almondsbury last autumn, but it had just too

much of blue in it to be truly called white. A
few days ago I greatly admired a grouping of

M. Wallichii in Mr. Elwes' garden. Most of the

plants were of the puce-coloured form known as

var. fusco-pirrpurea, but among them were two

fine spikes with flowers of a lovely peach blossom

shade that blended finely with the darker ones.

—

E. A. Bowles.

The Longevity of Verbena Chamaedryoides.—

The striking scarlet Verbena usually listed as

V. Chamjedryoides (or Chamtedrifolia), which is

now being offered as a rock garden novelty, is

one of the most brilliant plants in cultivation.

It is, I believe, a native of Buenos Ayres, and

considerable doubts were expressed as to its

HOW TO PRESERVE FRUIT

WITHOUT SUGAR OR ANY

SPECIAL APPARATUS

WITH reference to the article on

"Fruit Bottling Without Sugar"

in The Garden of July i, page 324,

it may interest some of your

readers who do not care to lay

out money on special apparatus to know that I

have used the directions given by " Anne Amateur "

in The Garden of August 22, ign, and have

found the result most satisfactory for Pears and

Blackberries (the only fruits I have bottled till

this year). The Blackberries, cooked after about

six months' bottling, were quite as good as freshly

picked fruit. The great advantage of the method

THE BRILLIANT SCARLET VERBENA CHAM^DRIFOLIA.

hardiness. It was brought to my notice a few years

ago by Mr. R. W. Wallace, and at that time was, I

think (with the exception of the few plants in

Messrs. Wallace's hands), confined t* a Kentish

garden, and was an unknown plant to catalogues.

Specimens which I brought from Colchester were

planted in our East Coast rock garden, where the

original plants are still thriving, and have with-

stood each winter without any shelter. Other

groups which were planted later, about three

years ago, have grown into large masses, which

are glorious throughout the summer-time with

their hosts of beautiful scarlet heads of blossom.

The fact that even during the late trying winter

we have not lost any of our plantings, even in

very exposed spots, speaks well for the hardiness

of this grand Verbena.—P. S. Hayward.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
July 28.—Midland Carnation and Picotee

Society's Show at the Botanic Gardens, Edgbaston

(two days).

is that it is quite simple, and may be used by

anyone who has some empty jam jars of glass

or earthenware.

Misbrooks, Capel, Sttrrey. H. Droop

For the benefit of new readers we have pleasure

in reprinting the very helpful directions referred to :

"Materials Needed in Readiness.—Boiling

water sufficient to fill the fruit bottles. Clarified

mutton fat, melted and ready to use. (Put this

in a jar, into the oven, while the fruit is cooking.)

Vegetable parchment covers to fit over all the

bottles, and fine, strong twine cut into lengths

to tie down each jar quickly.

Method.—Gather the fruit on a dry day, and,

having provided clean teacloths, very carefully

wipe the fruit, laying aside any that are over-

ripe, split or in any way imperfect. Place th?

clean, dry fruit gently in perfectly clean, dry,

wide-mouthed bottles or jars, such as old French

Plum bottles, good sound glass jaiu jars, &c.

(but do not use any that have contained pickles or

vinegar). After filling the bottles with the fruit,
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gently turn and keep patting the bottles. In

tills way the fruit settles down, so that 3'ou will

find you can add some more fruit to each jar after

it is apparently quite full. Next stand the bottles

in an open vessel, such as a large fish-kettle or any

large saucepan, &c., and put clean st^raw, hay or

rags between the bottles to prevent them from

shifting while cooking. Fill the large vessel with

cold water till it reaches to about 2 inches or

3 inches below the tops of the jars. Let it

gradually boil up, and keep it boiling till the fruit

at the bottom of the jars just bceins to show signs

of cracking. Then (' I can't be interrupted to

speak to anyone, not even the Queen if she should

chance to call') fill the bottles with boiling water

from the kettle, thoroughly covering the fruit

(as it often soaks up a little of the water), and

carefully and quickly add just enough of the melted

fat to entirely cover the surface of the water.

Tie the vegetable parchment covers over the jars

instantly. Set the jars to cool, and wipe every

one before storing, in case any of the fat should

be on the outside. Store on cool, airy shelves.

Fruit preserved thus will keep good for twelve

months.

—

^Anne Amateur."

GARDEN PINKS

ONE was reminded afresh of the

beauty and variety of the garden

I

Pink by a really remarkable collec-

tion of a modern race of these

plants shown by Mr. B. Ladhams of

Shirley, near Southampton, before the Royal

Horticultural Society recently. For some years

now Mr. Ladhams has specialised in these best

of all dwarf-growing early summer border flowers,

till now, as a result, he has gathered around him

a modern set which, if not entirely free from

the one great defect—-pod-bursting—of the older

types, display considerable immunity therefrom,

together with improvements in other directions.

In the past, despite the pod-bursting of so many

sorts, the Pink was welcome for those good

attributes, hardiness, simple cultural needs and,

not least, fragrance, and one closed one's eyes

to the defect of the moment. Happilj', much
of this has been deleted ; while those who knew

the older sorts, Anne Boleyn, Paddington, Mrs.

Sinkins and Her Majesty, will be pleased to know
that in the main these are to-day superseded by

others of superior form, more free and, in some

instances, perpetual flowering, without losing the

rich heritage of fragrance which rendered the older

sorts so deservedly popular.

On the occasion in question Mr. Ladhams
exhibited some three dozen or more sorts, from

out of which, in view of the interest taken by

readers of The Garden in easily grown subjects,

the following were selected. To assist those

interested I give them in colour groups. The

only pure white noted was Miss Vince—it might

well be called invincible, so ptu:e and good is it.

I know of nothing like it. It is fuller and piu-er

than Albion, which I grew many years ago. Of

whites with crimson or maroon coloured bases,

I give three in order of merit : Market Favourite,

Coronation and Mrs. Prior, that named first

being the fullest, the third the most perfect in

form with the least tendency to run, and therefore

affording a sharper colour contrast with increased

purity of white. In all probability many would

place Coronation first, but experience of Market

Favourite compels me to put it at the top. In

the deep rose shades there are two, Elsie and

Nellie ; both are first class. Elsie excels in size

and form, the other being the brighter coloured.

Both, however, are wanted. Of paler rose colour.

Rosy Gem is alone and very beautiful. The

finest laced white with crimson base was Joyce.

It is tall, handsome and a great bloomer. Inch-

mery, among pale pink selfs, attracted me on the

stand, as it does in the garden. It is very delicatir

and quite beautiful. A variety of great charm is

Favourite (see illustration). It is a semi-double

pink with maroon crimson ring, and is delightfully

fragrant. It must not be confounded with Market

Favourite; the two are quite distinct. In pink with

FAVOURITE, USEFUL FOR CUTTING AND GARDEN DECORATION.

PINK JOYCE, LACED WHITE WITH
CRIMSON BASE.

crimson base Aurora is at the top of the tree, and is

head and shoulders above all else. Harold deserve."-

honourable mention here, as does Alice, and both

are of merit. In the singles, a showy and attrac-

tive class that the modern raiser is making his

own, two stood out from all the rest, viz., Saros,

maroon crimson with irregularly white-blotched

petals, and Improved Morning Star, whose
deeply gashed, pure white, crimson-centred flowers

constitute the finest contrast that I know of in

these plants. E. H. Jenkins.

THE TULIP AS A WORK-
MAN'S FLOWER
(Contimtcd from page 345.)

THE working man particularly dislikes

those things he has chosen for display

and effect to come below the standard

of efficiency to be seen in the next

garden. What he needs is a few helpful

instructions ; but although there is a bond
of sympathy between himself and his neigh-

bours, who themselves may be very successful,

many of the latter are not adept in the art of

speech, and may be unable to put their advice

into words comprehensively. This article is

therefore written in the hope that allotment

holders and others who would like to become
successful cultivators may find a few words of

advice relative hereto.

Assuming the reader has accommodation and
has made up his mind to grow a limited quantity

of Tulips, he should set out a space 12 yards long

and 4 feet wide. This may be halved, quartered,

or multiplied to suit his wishes. The area men-

tioned would grow 252 bulbs, placed six in a
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row 10 inches apart, making forty-two rows.

Cultivation is not at all difficult. Almost any

kind of soil will be found suitable, although soil

of a sandy natiire is to be preferred. If you

possibly can plant the bulbs in ground from

which you have lifted your early Potatoes, give

a fair sprinkling of well-rotted manure strictly

in accordance with the following instructions :

From one end of the bed, for a space of 3 feet,

dig out a spit of soil and deposit it at the other

end. Fill your barrow with all the rubbish obtain-

able and manure, throw sufficient into the

space thus emptied, and dig all the rubbish and

manure into the second spit. Take the top spit

from the next 3 feet and throw it equally over

the prepared underspit. Repeat this process of

manuring and digging until the bed is complete
;

then fill into the vacant space the soil brought

from the opposite end. If a handful of bone-

meal is applied to every yard turned over, so

much the better. Rake level and straighten

the edges of the bed. Let the bed remain until

you are ready to plant it.

It, is essential that the bed be kept free from

weeds, and for this purpose a Dutch (push) hoe

is the best tool ; therefore get a board as long

as the width of the bed and 10 inches wide by
three-quarters of an inch deep and lay it upon the

bed about 6 inches from the end. With a wide-

mouthed shovel make a small trench of the

depth of three bulbs diameter, throwing the

lifted soil on to the 6-inch space. Take six

bulbs and plant them in the trench at equal

distances from each other, leaving about 2 inches

space at each end. Now turn the board over,

keeping it at right angles across the bed, and dig

out another trench along the edge of the board

(stand on the board) and cover the bulbs planted.

Repeat the operation until the bed is finished.

It should be raised about. 3 inches. Rake level

and keep it permanently free from weeds. If

you follow this plan I will guarantee you a bed

of Tulips fit for exhibition the following June.

Remember to label the Tulips correctly.

Now let us select a nice variety that will do

the grower justice. To give the proper fasci-

nating charm, a good blending of colour is of

first importance. Take, then, as follows and

Dlant in the order given—the prices are per

dozen : Glory, fiery scarlet, is. 3d. ; Harry

Veitch, dark crimson, 2s. ; Picotee,' picoteed

pink, lod. ; Fra Angelico, nearly black, is. 6d.
;

Princess Juliana, orange scarlet, is. 6d. ; Mar-

garet, soft pink, 2S. 6d. ; Bouton d'Or, yellow,

lod. ; Prince Eugen, reddish brown, is. 3d.
;

Nauticus, rich rose, is. 6d. ; Rev. H. D'ombrian,

bright scarlet, is. 6d. ; Sultan, deep purple lilac,

IS. ; Pride of. Haarlem, scarlet, is. 3d. ; Orange

King, orange, is. 3d. ; Farncombe Sanders,

carmine rose, 2S. ; Mrs. Moon, yellow, 2S. 6d.
;

Isis, deep scarlet, 2S. ; Mrs. Krelage, pink, is.
;

and Donders, crimson, is. 3d. These varieties

may be added to or selected from as fancy dictates

to make up the complement decided upon. 1

cannot guarantee prices. Those named have

been taken chiefly from 1916 catalogues. The

time of planting is varied by different growers

for various reasons. Some say October is best,

and others strongly advocate November. The

compilers doubtless could furnish convincing

arguments upholding their respective periods.

1 advise you to lift the bulbs when the foliage

shows signs of decay. Cut off the seed-pods to

strengthen the bulb. Clean, sort and stow away

ready to replant later. George Stocks.

ANTIRRHINUM NOTES

ANTIRRHINUMS are so generally grown

as annuals that we are apt to overlook

the fact that they are true perennials,

i though the improved varieties are not

^ always hardy perennials. Their relative

tenderness is largely a matter of cultivation,

for in our anxiety to get the most out of them,

by overfeeding and overwatering, we produce

somewhat soft plants which are not fitted to

withstand our trying winters. The original

Antirrhinum majus, which very likely the old

Romans brought over to " Angle-land," where
it is now naturalised, came from a rather dry
locality with a poor, stony soil, and under such

conditions it is a hardy, shrubby perennial.

Last autumn, when clearing the flower-beds

of their summer occupants, I selected about three

ANTIRRHINUM MAJUS HENDERSONII.
A Striped variety survival of the florists' flower.

dozen of the most stocky Antirrhinums and had
them potted into 6-inch pots with a view to obtain-

ing cut flowers in the spring. For a fortnight

these plants remained on the shady side of a hedge,

where they soon made new roots and became

established. Then they were transferred to a

warm greenhouse, and my expectations of an ample

supply of cut flowers during the early spring

were more than fulfilled. But as the season

progressed, these plants demanded more space

than I could afford—many other plants, all indis-

pensable, insisted on having their spring quarters

—

so the Antirrhinums were moved to an unheated

Peach-house. Here the shade soon . threatened

to become too dense ; but by this time they were

hardy and could go outdoors, so I planted them

in twos and threes, in their colours, in the her-

baceous border in place of the early Tulips. There

they are, splendid little bushes fully 30 inches

high. Since the middle of May each plant has

given a glorious display of vivid crimson, delicate

pink or soft golden flowers, brightening the border

to an unprecedented degree, besides giving a

quantity of useful cut flowers. These plants,

I hope, will prove capable of withstanding the

winters and become permanent.

It is interesting to recollect that although the

Greater Snapdragon has bfen in cultivation for

hundreds of years, it is only the present generation

that has fully realised its great garden value,

and now in place of varieties bearing either striped

or washy flowers the great seedsmen have given us

most lovely sorts of all possible pure shades of

colour. Cecil Bartlett.

ANTIRRHINUM MAJUS HENDERSONII
Raisers of what are termed florists' flowers

have seldom succeeded in producing any plant

that has proved a lasting memorial to their skill

and energy. Those who have had the privilege

of looking over some of the publications devoted

to florists' flowers, such as " The Florist," " The
Floral World," " The Floricultural Cabinet

"

and many others, must feel regret that all, or

nearly all, the beautiful creations so finely figured

should have passed out of existence. All the many
periodicals devoted to the doings of the florist

have ceased publication. Only in the library

can one inspect all that remains, i.e., the printed

page or coloured illustration. The regret inspired

by these defunct journals should not, however,

be allowed to linger. Getting rid of the arbitrary

demands and exactnesses of the florist has been

a great gain to horticulture, and no florists' flower

of the present day can be said to have deteriorated,

but the reverse. They are also grown in a more

natural way, and by a multitude whose numbers

are legion.

To the question, " What is the oldest surviving

variety of any florists' flower ? " I am not able

to give an answer, though probably some of

the Auriculas might have strong claims to the

honour.

The plant under notice, however, is a variety

of Antirrhinum which has been carefully preserved

for sixty-five years—surely a remarkable record

tor a garden or florists' flower. This lovely variety

was raised by the late Messrs. Henderson and

Sons, Wellington Nurseries, St. John's Wood.

It is described and most faithfully portrayed in

"The Floricultural Cabinet" for 1852. It is

still grown by Messrs. John Forbes (Hawick).

Limited. [The flowers shown in the accompany-

ing illustration were brought by Mr. Forbes to

the recent Holland House Show.—Eu.] This

Antirrhinum has survived for no other reason

than that it is an extremely beautiful plant.

It has, no doubt, become slightly weakened

in constitution from sixty-five years of pro-

pagation by cuttings, for, although it seeds

freely, I have never seen any of its progeny

remotely resembling the parent plant. Antir-

rhinum Hendersonii belongs to the striped section

so much admired by the florists sixty or more

years ago. The flowers are beautifully marked

or banded with a fine shade of soft pink and

white. The two colours so blend that a spike

of flowers particularly chaste and beautiful is

formed. The plant succeeds in the open border or

flower-bed, and requires treatment in no way
different from that of the many modern varieties.

Greenwich Park. T. Hay.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

CHOOSE Meconopsis chelidonifolia for my giant Clover with sulphur yellow flowers in heads

I

sketch because it is flowering here for the

first time, and there is still enough of the

baby in me to make me want to play with

a new toy. Also it is exceedingly graceful

and, I believe, still very uncommon in gardens.

It comes from Sze-chuau in Western China, and

has been distributed very generously from Glas-

nevin, where it first flowered in Eirrope, I think,

in 1914.

As it is quite hardy, a good perennial and,

moreover, very easily propagated, it ought to be

found before long in every good garden where a

cool, half-shaded position can be spared for it.

I brought home a tuft of young plants from

Glasnevin a year ago last April, divided it and

planted the resulting pieces in two clumps. Those

among some Ferns in rather rich, cool soil did

best and threw up slender, leafy stems, but did

not flower last year. The tallest of these stems

fell over, and I was delighted to find in the autumn

that where it touched the ground every axil had

rooted and produced a little

plant. This spring each

plant has shot up a stem,

and until the middle of .^c

June they stood up stiffly

and their alternate leaves

looked so unlike those of

a Meconopsis that I liked

asking visitors to guess

what the plant was. The

as large as a hen's egg. It is found in Eastern

Europe from Lombardy to Montenegro, and I

believe is used as a fodder plant ; but, neverthe-

less, it is a good thing in a garden. My plants

have not been disturbed—except to dig off pieces

for friends who longed for it—for seven years,

and show no signs of deterioration. I consider

any herbaceous plant that can be left alone for

such a period and yet will fill its place worthily

a real treasure, and one of such unusual colouring

CHELIDONIFOLIA.

Slightly reduced.)

From a drawing by E. A. Bowles.

most desciiptive answer I got referred it to the

Ribes family, and no one suggested its belonging

to the Papaveraceee. That is because, though the

lower leaves are mostly divided into three leaflets

and wonderfully similar to those of the Greater

Celandine, as its name implies, the upper ones

are very much like those of Ribes alpinum.

Now each of the purple-black stems arches

over with the weight of the many heart-shaped

flower-buds on the terminal shoot, and the lesser

zigzag sprays that branch out from the leaf-

axils of the central stem. I have drawn one of

these terminal shoots in its natural position

showing the drooping buds and erect, open flower,

which is much like a small Welsh Poppy, both in

shape and its bright yellow colouring.

Another plant I seldom meet with, but a very

ornamental one, is Trifolium pannonicum, a

and outline deserves a good place. To add to

its charms it has a very pleasant Cowslip-like

scent, and lasts well as a cut flower.

Centranthus angustifolius, a graceful Valerian

with salmon pink flowers, has pleased me greatly

this seasdn. I had always admired it as seen

from the train on the stony railway banks before

one reaches Modane, and again on the other side

of the Mont Cenis Tunnel, but could never fmd

it on the higher ground in which I collected in

that district. Then came a time when it was

so difficult to make the public motor-'buses and

trains fit in to bring us comfortably do\vn from

Le Lautaret to Grenoble that we settled to hire

a motor-car and take our time over the descent,

stopping to collect plants or to enjoy the

glorious scenery of that beautiful road as we

pleased.

I said when we started, " Now at last I may
get a chance of acquiring that Centranthus,"
and as soon as we reached a region of hot valleys

with rough stone slides I kept an open eye for

its round heads of soft pink flowers. A turn of

the road brought us suddenly into a region where
it grew in profusion, and I was soon scrambling

up the rattling stone slides to the ledges where it

flourished, disturbing the grey and green lizards,

which darted away into the crevices in every
direction. Old plants had such enormous roots that

I saw it was hopeless to attempt to dig them out, and
as no medium-sized ones were to be found, I began
prising out tender babes. How hot it was on those

rocks, and how quickly those little plants flagged

when uprooted ! I had left my vasculum in the

car, and there was no large-leaved

plant to provide them with a cool

wrapping, and the only plan I

could think of for saving their lives

was to put the little fleshy roots

into my mouth. Thus decorated

with a sort of green moustache X

returned in a speechless condition

to my friends. The youngsters

survived, and are now in full

bloom and very charming on the

top of a small excrescence of the

rock garden, with various kinds of

Thrifts, of all shades from cerise to

white, as their neighbours. I

expect this Valerian would be a

good thing for a dry wall, and
especially as a companion for grey-

leaved plants. The individual

flowers are small, but in young
heads they are packed so closely

that they suggest some pink
Scabious. In their old age the

branches of each head lengthen out,

and they then look more like some
small Statice. They have a pleasant

scent, reminding one a little of

Jasmine, and the very narrow,

small leaves make it a much
neater plant than the better-known

Centranthus ruber.

I am more than ever convinced of the wisdom
of bringing plants from many and diverse locali-

ties in the hope of discovering some inherent differ-

ences of habit among them. I have already

mentioned the variation in shape, colour and

season of flowering of the many forms of Anemone
nemorosa I have brought home to grow side by

side. Now I think and hope I have obtained

a race of Lychnis Flos-cuculi that will prolong

the season of rosy meadows for another montli.

The form indigenous to this neighbourhood is

now a mass of purple seed-pods, looking like some
large form of Quaking Grass ; but some I brought

from the Norfolk Broads are scarcely in their

full beauty yet. They are for the most part white

and flesh pink variations, but many of their seed-

lings have reverted to the common rosy form.

I had scanned marshes rosy with the Ragged
Robin for many years when entomologising

among them in the hope of finding a good white

form, but saw no variation at all. Then one day

I had a rare moth in my net, and looking througli

the gauze to box it, I saw a large clump of a good

white Lychnis, and before the moth was safely

in custody I noticed a flesh pmk form beside it.

Of course, both of them joined my other portable

property, as well as the moth, and returned home
with me, and their seedlings have given me great
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pleasure for over a dozen years, and have gone
forth to many other gardens. The white is far

more beautiful than one I had formerly, for my
own find has the crimson calyx of the ordinary

pink form, while my now despised and cast-away

form had a pallid green calyx that declared it a

pigment- deficient, weakling albino. I have often

noticed that when a white form shows a paleness

throughout flower and foliage, it is a poor thing

and lacks substance and vigour ; but if there is

deep colouring in leaf and stem, the whiteness

is of greater purity and looks solid and rich

instead of transparent and flimsy. It is markedly
so in the case of my white Ragged Robin, but
it is curious to note that the flesh pink form has

a light green stem and calyx that add a charm
to its effect of pallor. Both forms are now begin-

ning to spread in a damp meadow that is no longer

grazed, and only mown in portions among the

colonies of flowering plants.

A patch of seedlings of Lilium regale four years

old is one of the sights of the moment. A few
flowered last year with single flowers to the stem

;

this season several are bearing three. Still more
encouraging is a fine bud on one of a row of seed-

lings only in their second year. All who possess

this lovely and hardy Lily ought to save every

possible pinch of seed for their own use or to give

away, that in a few years' time every cottage

garden may be brightened with its lovely flowers

and scented by its fragrance, which combines
that of Honeysuckle and the Madonna Lily.

It is a wonderfully beautiful flower to look into

closely. The rich claret colour covers the entire

backs, save for a narrow margin of white, of the
three narrower outer segments, but only forms a

raised rib with a flush of colour on either side

down the centre of the wide inner ones, so that

seen from the back the flowers are a rich contrast

of white and claret. Their open face gets a flush

of red here and there when the light passes through
the claret back to the pure white surface ; but
its chief glory is the rich orange and yellow throat

that, together with the peculiarly brilliant orange
of the anthers, makes the flower look as though
made of gold and ivory.

THE TWELVE BEST
RAMBLER ROSES

A
FEW days ago, when judging Roses at a
show with a well-known Rose expert and
nursery grower, we started discussing the

, merits of Rambler Roses. Subsequently we
^drew up a list of what we considered the

twelve best, irrespective of the large-flowered sorts,

such as the climbing forms of Lady Ashtown
and Mrs. W. J. Grant, and for the benefit of others
these are now given in what we considered
their order of merit. Without exception the
Roses mentioned are weU-tried sorts, and the
list does not include new varieties, however
promising they may be, that have yet to prove
their worth in the outdoor garden. Considering the
important part that these Rambler Roses now play
in our gardens, it would be of considerable interest

and value if readers would send the Editor lists of

what they consider the twelve best. In making
selections, hardiness, freedom from disease, free-

dom of flowering and their general effect in the
.garden, and, in lesser degree, when cut, should
be borne in mind. First on our own list comes

American Pillar.—^This is a single-flowered

Rose of extraordinary vigour, the foliage being

large and glossy green. It belongs to the multi-

flora scandens group, was raised in America,

and was put into commerce in igocj. The colour

of the flowers is clear rose, with pale pink centre,

set off with prominent yellow stamens. The
blooms are borne in large clusters, and in a

normal season open at the end of June. This

year, like other Roses, it is flowering later, and it is

now at the height of its beauty in many gardens,

Tausendschon.—^This originated in Germany,
and first appeared in commerce in 1907. It also

belongs to the multiflora scandens group, and is

exceptionally beautiful. The charming rose pink,

semi-double flowers are produced in good-sized

clusters early in June, and last a long time.

Owing to its rather soft wood, it is apt to get

damaged somewhat in cold districts. It is not

so vigorous as most ramblers, but is excellent

for a pillar.

Excelsa.—A Wichuraiana Rose that is destined

to oust Crimson Rambler from our gardens. It

Minnehaha.— in general appearance this

American-raised Wichuraiana variety closely

resembles Dorothy Perkins, but usually the flowers

are of a more intense pink colour, and borne in

largpr clusters. It is very vigorous, easily grown,

and flowers about the second week in July. Put

into commerce in 1905.

Dorothy Perkins.—A Wichuraiana Rose that'

is too well known to need description.
. When

sent to this country from America in 1901, it

caused quite a sensation, its beautiful pink flowers

being produced so freely about mid-July. It

is a very good rambler for forcing.

Lady Godiva.—A very charming Rose that

originated in this country in 1908 as a sport from

Dorothy Perkins. It has a vigorous habit, and
the pale blush flowers are borne in profusion at

the same time as those of its prototype.

Blush Rambler.—A multiflora scandens Rose
that was raised in this country and put into

commerce in T903. One of the easiest to grow,

and always flowers well. The single blooms are

blush rose in colour, and are produced in large

TRIFOLIUM PANNONICUM, A GIANT CLOVER WITH SULPHUR YELLOW FLOWERS,
IN THE GARDENS AT MYDDELTON HOUSE.

is not subject to attacks by mildew to anything
like the same extent as Crimson Rambler. It

was raised in America and sent to this country

in igog. It has much the same habit as Dorothy
Perkins, and its bright rosy crimson flowers are

produced in abundance about the second week
in July. They do not turn blue in the sun.

Hiawatha.—Another Wichuraiana Rose that

was raised in America and sent to us in 1907.

Its single flowers are bright crimson, and each
has a white eye or centre. They are produced
in large clusters in mid-July, and last in good
condition for a long time. The plant is very

vigorous and easy to grow.

Alberlc Barbier.—A French-raised Wichuraiana
that came to us in 1900. It is a very vigorous

Rose, with beautiful glossy foliage. Always
flowers freely early in June, the buds being yellow,

changing to creamy white with age. In common
with other Wichuraianas it makes clean, healthy

giowth, which with the aid of little spraying is

able to resist fungus attacks.

clusters at the end of June. Very vigorous habit.

It makes a fine pillar Rose.

Climbing Aimee Vibert.—This was first known
as long ago as r84i, and is still one of the best

ramblers. It has a very vigorous habit and is

almost evergreen, the white flowers being profusely

borne in large clusters at the end of June. It

is classed as a Noisette, and often flowers in

autumn.

Goldfinch.—^This is an excellent English-

raised Rose, first put on the market in 1908.

The buds are deep yellow, but as they open,

about mid-June, the semi-double flowers change

to white. It grows freely and is not subject to

pests. Belongs to the multiflora scandens section,

and is excellent for cutting.

Paul's Carmine Pillar.—This, classed as a

Hybrid Tea, was raised in this country, and
first sold in 1895. The single flowers are large

and bright carmine-scarlet in colour, often opening

before May has departed. It is a beautiful Rose
for scrambling over old trees. . A. B.
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A PLEA FOR MORE LILIES IN OUR GARDENS
{Continued from page 346.)

WHICH VARIETIES TO PLANT.

Japanese and Eastern Lilies (Stem-rooting,

and many of them hate lime).—L. auratum
platyphyllum, L. a. p. virginale, L. Brownii,

L. giganteum, L. Hansonii, L. Henryi (likes lime),

L. speciosmn Melpomene, L. tigrinura splendens.

L. t. Fortunei and L. umbellatum (in variety).

North American (Like a

moist, cool, peaty site).—L. cana-

dense, L. Humboldtii magnifi-

cum, L. pardalinmn (Panther

and Lily) L. superbum.

European (Grow almost any-

where, and most of them like

lime).—L. candidum (Madonna
Lily), L. chalcedonicum (old

Scarlet Turk's-cap), L. crocetim

(Orange Lily), L. pyrenaicum
(Yellow Turk's-cap), L. excelsum

(Nankeen Lily), L. Martagon

(Purple Turk's-cap), L. Martagon

album (white variety), L. Marta-

gon dalmaticum and L. Szo-

vitzianum.

All the Lilies mentioned in

this list are perfectly hardy in

England, except possibly gigan-

teum, the luxiu-iant early growth

of which suffers sadly from late

spring frosts, even when pro-

tected by Spruce or other

branches, and I have abandoned

it. Possibly its failure was a

mute protest against being ex-

pected to unfurl .its glorious

beauty in such humble surround-

ings. I apologise, and confess

it is more in keeping with

one of " the stately homes of

England."

Neither have I succeeded with

Brownii. But the three bulbs

supplied were such poor things

that I had no hope from the

first. Perhaps, like the old Tulip

growers, one should see the

bulbs lifted.

" The right cultivation of all

plants has been amply written

about." In addition to Gold-

ring, Grove, and Miss Jekyll,

let all would-be Lily growers

study the very excellent

articles by Sir Herbert Max-
well, published in The Garden,

January and February, 19x5.

Nothing could be better. I tried Brownii some
time before these appeared. One of these days,

given one or two good bulbs, and by following

his instructions minutely as to soil, I still hope

to succeed with this exquisite Lily.

Good Drainage is quite as important as good

bulbs. I have nearly all these Lilies planted on
a long, wide border sloping to the north, 2 feet

above the level in front, rising to 4 feet or 5 feet

at the back. A low retaining wall in front makes
it into a kind of terrace. Here the bulbs are

fairly dry in winter ; the soil being of a light

sandy character, the natural drainage is good.

A few pieces of broken sandstone below the bulbs

are useful. The fibrous roots work their way
down among them and enjoy the cool root run,

especially if there be some old hotbed stuff below,

while the bulbs, packed in sand, above, are safe

from decay. The surrovmding and covering soil

should be prepared to suit the tastes of the different

the Mediterranean

recognise a home
its brilliant scarlet

THE PANTHER LILY, LILIUM PARDA-

LINUM. FLOWERS ORANGE AND RED.

varieties
;

peat and leaf-mould for one, nice

loam for another, clay and gravel with very little

humus for Humboldtii (Krelage), and so on. No
manure near the bulbs. But this, or leaf-mould,

should be applied as a top-dressing, after copious

rains, in May, to keep them cool in summer and
to feed the stem roots of those which have
them.

Low shrubs and tall grasses at the back of the

border shade the roots, another essential ; but the

flower-spikes shoot up and revel in the sunshine.

All seem quite at home here, even the Swamp
Lilies.

Chalcedonicum is at the south-east end on a

sunny knoll, and well supplied with the lime it

loves. These bulbs I brought away in ftill flower

from a cottage garden on the Yorkshire moors
in early September, 1914, and they have multi-

plied exceedingly. A native of Asia Minor and
the Eastern Mediterranean, it is probable that

some of our men with

Expeditionary Force will

face when they come across

flowers.

Candidum"^-'and excelsum (testaceum), the

beautiful Nankeen Lily, such a featiure of Messrs.

Wallace's group at the Chelsea

Show, prefer the sunniest

aspect you can give them,

especially the former.

" Boast not to me of yotu"

modesty

Big white Lily, for, list you,

I was hid by the Copper Beech

When the sun came out and

kissed you.

I saw him linger for long at

yotu: side.

Denials are useless, for, hark

you.

You asked for his kisses with

your tongue of gold

Oh ! 'tis naught to your

credit, so mark you.

What a jest 10 speak of your

pure cold lace

;

'Twere better in blushes to

lave you.

You are not cold, you are

white with heat

Of the passionate kisses he

gave you."
—Alice May.

The Propagation of Lilies is

effected in various ways. Many
varieties seed freely, Martagon

album and Szovitzianum par-

ticularly, and if seed be sown
as soon as ripe, or early in the

year, either in pans in a cold

frame, or merely in the open

ground, it germinates well, but

six or eight years must elapse

before the young plants vnU

flower. Individual scales
^
of

such bulbs as excelsum, if

detached and planted in sand

in a well-drained position in

the open, make flowering bulbs

in from tliree to five years.

I have raised numbers in

this way.

Excelsum and speciosum, possibly others, form

tiny bulblets round the base of the flower-stems,

particularly when well top-dressed. These, simi-

larly treated, very quicldy attain maturity.

Tigrinum splendens and t. Fortunei form bulb. Is

in the axils of the leaves, which, if planted as soon

as ripe, form flowering bulbs much sooner than

do seeds. Then in some bulbs more than one

seed-bud develops, which gives rise to twin bulbs.

This characteristic appears to be hereditary, and

provides a rapid source of multiplication.

In conclusion, when your Lilies arc doing well,

laizr them alone I W. D.
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PROSPECTS OF THE LILY

SEASON IN SOUTHERN
SCOTLAND

By THE Rev. David R. Williamson.

Cyear the growth of Oriental and

American Lilies was greatly restricted

by the long prevalence of an abnormal

drought ; this season it has been greatly

stimulated by an abundance of rain.

I have recently had the privilege of visiting

several notable gardens in Southern Scotland

where the finest Lilies are extensively and
adequately groivn ; among the most interesting

of these were those at Lochinch Castle

and Logan House, the latter in this

peninsular parish ; and in botli places

1 saw some splendid specimens of

Lilium giganteum.

Mr. McDouall of Logan is a great

admirer and earnest cultivator . of

Oriental Lilies ; he gives them,

personally, every possible attention,

and especially at present, when his

highly capable head-gardener, Mr.

Findlay, has gone to the great war.

Like the Countess of Stair, Mr.

McDouall now grows the majestic

Lily of the Himalayas in the centre

of a sheltering wood, right in front

of Logan House. Planted in fibrous

and fertile soil, they succeed admir-

ably there ; their growth—as in the

"wild garden" of the Countess at

Lochinch—is massive, and they flower

luxuriantly.

The Lilies that I chiefly grow in

my new garden (at Kirk House in

Kirkmaiden) are aiu-atura, giganteum,

speciosum, Martagon and longi-

florum ; I also have a consider-

able number of other varieties in a

small conservatory, where they usually

grow and flower more effectively

than even in the garden, which has

this special limitation—that it is

somewhat
^
exposed to the exacting

iniluence of east winds. The only

L;ly that has not succeeded well here

is Lilium auratum, which usually does

best in a peaty soil ; but, on the

other hand, such precious varieties

as speciosum magnificvun— a great

acquisition—and longiflorum Wilsonii

and giganteum are a great success. Towards the

end of October I hope to add Lilium regale and

L. Sargentias to my collection, through the kind-

ness of Sir Herbert Maxwell, who has grown these

glorious Lilies grandly at Monreith, where he has

a very extensive and famous collection.

I am gratified to find that, in Kirlonaiden

Manse Garden (even in the absence of my successor,

the Rev. James MacMorland, B.D., who has

joined the Royal Army Medical Corps), such

invaluable Lilies as Szovitzianum, speciosum,

eandidum and Hansonii promise to flower nearly

as effectively as in former years.

Owing to the sunless weather this is by no

means a good Lily year ; nevertheless, the hardy

L. Hansonii has been flowering exceptionally well

for the past three weeks in Southern gardens.

SUMMER PRUNING OF
HARDY FRUIT TREES

IN
response to many enquiries, we reprint

the following article by a Northern expert

in the hope that its timely appearance will

prove helpful to those who are in doubt on the

subject of summer pruning :

Long since recognised as an operation of prime
importance in the case of wall or similarly trained

fruit, there is yet some want of appreciation of

the usefulness of such work as summer pruning

where fruit in the open ground is concerned.

Many growers of small areas of fruit, though they

do essay to summer prune, are often at fault in

their method of putting the operation into effect.

summer pruning is not practicable nor necessary.

The following remarks apply to specimens trained

on wall or trellis, or grown in bush or pyramid
form in the cultivated open ground. From the

first fortnight in August in the South to the last

fortnight of the same month in the North of

England is the best time in normal seasons for

the work. The chief objects in view are the

economical and profitable use of space and the

maturation and full development of fruit-buds.

Most varieties of tree fruit grown in a trained or-

a bush form are very wasteful in the matter of

space. Examining an average extension or a

main lateral growth in the autumn, one invariably

finds the plump fruit-buds occupying the central

portion, and separated from the old wood from
which the shoot sprang by several inches of young
wood bearing small, flat buds. With these latter

LILIUM CANADENSE. FLOWERS YELLOW TO DEEP ORANGE.

Some prune too early, and cause the trees to waste

their vigour in secondary growth of a comparatively

weak and useless character ; others defeat their

object in a similar way by pruning too severely,

even going so far as to cut off a good part of every

shoot ; while others fail to discriminate in their

treatment of growths of varying vigour. Such

errors as these have in no small degree contributed

to the disheartening appearances many small

plots of bush Apples, and other fruits, present at

this time.

Summer pruning will not in itself cause an

unfruitful tree to become fruitful, but it will

contribute to symmetrical development and the

economical use of space and plant vigour.

Apples and Other Tree Fruit.—Where these

are grown as standards in the garden or orchard,

buds we are mainly concerned. If we neglect

to prune the shoot in the summer and winter,

these wood-buds will in all prohabiliti' remain

dormant, thus conducing to a loose and rampant,

even if fairly fruitful, bush.

Again, should summer pruning be neglected and

the grower, under the impression that winter prun-

ing is essential, prunes back to the normal 4 inches

or 5 inches, these basal wood-buds will almost all

produce strong shoots, which renders the tree a

veritable thicket the following summer. It is far

better, where summer pruning of open-ground

fruit is not attempted, to merely remove to the

base two-thirds of these growths at winter pruning,

leaving the rest to bear fruit. Some varieties

do, indeed, bear best when treated in this manner,

such, for instance, as Lord Derby, Domino, Irish
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Peach and Cornish Gilliflower. Coupled with

the removal of weak, useless shoots in the summer,

the method of merely thinning in winter may
be commended to market growers, with whom
shape and space are of less importance than the

saving of labour and early production of fruit.

With the exception of those varieties mentioned,

there are very few others which will not respond

successfully to simimer pruning as it is generally

understood and practised. At the time men-

tioned, all new growth except the main extension

growths must be cut or pinched back to an average

of six buds (generally approximating to 4 inches

to 6 inches from the base). In the case of Plums

on walls, &c., this may be slightly severer, and

where much breast-wood is made, preceded at

an earlier date by judicious wholesale thinning.

In clay soils and damp autumns the bud imme-

diately below the cut may "push" i inch or

2 inches. This does not matter, however, since all

summer-pruned growths are cut back one, two

or three buds further at winter pruning, according

to the strength or need of the growth.

The effect of this method of pruning is to cause

the basal wood-buds to develop the following

summer. One or two will produce wood growths,

while from one to three will produce short

fruiting spurs. The reader must bear in mind

that this severe method of pruning applies only

to lateral and other subsidiary growth. The

extension shoots are pruned only in winter, and

then only slightly, if there is ample room for

development.

Bush Fruit.—Under the influence of good

cultivation, bush fruit is prone to grow luxuriantly

and densely, such growth being in consequence

drawn and imperfectly ripened. The pruning

when grown on walls, or laterals vying in strength

with the leaders when grown in the open ground.

This superabundance must be removed by the

shortening of all but the extension shoots back

to within r inch or 2 inches of the old wood.

BRANCH OF APPLE TREE.
Spur-like growths at e, f, g, h, not to be

pruned; side shoots, i, to be shortened to the

point of pinching at j.

needed is more in the nature of thinning, and can

most advantageously be carried out from now
onwards as occasion requires, rather than be

performed at any special period.

Red Currants are generally the first to need

attention, producing abundance of breast-wood

A side shoot about a foot long (a).

Point of stopping at third good leaf (b).

(c) Not counting basal leaves.

This cutting back must be modified in those

instances where serious leaf reduction appears

possible under the full treatment.

Black Currants, when growing strongly, need a

slight thinning of the young shoots to admit of

short-jointed, well-ripened wood for fruiting

next year. A percentage of the old wood can also

often be advantageously removed as soon as the

fruit is gathered.

Gooseberries are prodigious shoot producers,

and even moderate pruning aggravates the evil.

The judicious thinning of entire shoots will,

however, do much
good and help to

prevent or repress

American Gooseberry

mildew.

Raspberries are
pruned when fruiting

is finished by the

entire removal of

old canes. Some-

times, however,
v^here the young
growth arises
thickly, much benefit

will accrue to the

elimination of the

weakest canes.

It should always

be borne in mind
that the Raspberry

fruits on the young
canes, i.e., those

which are pushed up from the base one summer,

fruit the next, and are then of no further use.

In established plantations more canes are pro-

duced than it is desirable to retain. Four of the

strongest and best to each stool or plant are ample.

As soon as all the fruit has been gathered, the old

canes which have borne that fruit should be cut

out right down to the base. At the same time

all superfluous and weak canes should be removed

so as to admit light and air to those retained,

which is essential in order that the canes should

be well ripened before the winter. All that is

then necessary in winter priming is to remove the

soft, unripe tops of the young canes, and by
shortening them to varying levels they wiU fruit

from the lowest canes to the very top.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches.—It will now be necessary to go over
the early trees every morning and gather the
fruits that will easily leave the tree. In doing
so care must be taken not to bruise the fruits,

and they may be placed in a cool room or store
for a day or two before sending them in for dessert.
Nets placed over the trees, if made secure at the
bottom, will catch any fruits that may fall during
the day. Traps must be set for earwigs and
wasps.

Budding.—Many trees, such as the Plum,
Peach, Nectarine and Cherry, are increased by
budding, and where stocks have been planted,
such work must now be carried out or directly
the bark will lift easily.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cabbage.—A sowing of Cabbage should be made
about this date, and another early in August.
Sow in drills i foot apart, and select an open
situation to prevent the young plants becoming
drawn. If the soil is dr>', it will be advisable to
water the drills before sowing. Three excellent
kinds are Harbinger, Ellam's Early and Wheeler's
Imperial.

Endive.—The principal sowing of Batavian
Endive should be made for a winter supply,
and in a few weeks' time another can be made,
which will furnish plants for early spring use. '

The Flower Garden.

AntirrhinuniS.—If any of these popular flowers
are required to bloom next May or June, the seed
ought to be sown at once in boxes of light soil.

Place them in a cold frame and keep them shaded
until germination has taken place. When large
enough, they may be pricked off in boxes or
in the niursery beds.

Gilia coronopUolla.—This is a delightful half-

hardy biennial which blooms about this time. For
next year's display seed should now be sown and
treated as advised for Antirrhinums. The seed-

lings should be placed singly in small pots and
arranged in a cold frame during the winter months.
Admit air on all favourable occasions, as the
plants are very liable to damp off. In the spring
they may be planted out in any well-drained
border, choosing a sunny position.

Carnations.—Directly the flowering period
is over, layering must begin. Select only strong,

vigorous growths, all weak and weedy shoots
being removed. The surface soil around the
plants should be loosened and a little light, sandy
compost added. Partially sever the growth,
and split the stem slightly in ari upward direction,

when it is pegged down on the soil. Give a
thorough watering, and if the weather is dry a
slight sprinkling each evening will assist in the

formation of roots.

Plants Under Glass.

Begonias.—-The early struck plants of the

Gloire de Lorraine type will need repotting and
staking. Pots 4J inches and 5 inches in diameter
prove the most suitable receptacles, and one thin

stake is usually sufficient, the growths being neatly

looped up with thin green raffia. The house
should be kept warm and a buoyant atmosphere
maintained. Other Begonias, such as elatior,

&c., which were rooted six weeks or so ago, can
now be placed in their flowering pots. Do not
pinch the growths after this date. The house
must be vaporised at least once a fortnight ; then

the mite is usually kept down.

Poinsettias.—The earliest-rooted cuttings can
now receive their final potting, employing pots

5 inches and 6 inches in diameter. Grow the

plants near to the roof glass in a temperature
of 65°, and expose thent to plenty of sunshine,

but see that the foliage is not scorched. Sufficient

ventilation should be given to promote short-

jointed growth.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Vinery.—The Grapes will now be cleared

from the Vines, and the rods should be thoroughly

cleansed. The foliage must be retained as long
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as possible, as the buds at the base will benefit

in consequence. Lateral growth must be kept
in check, but it is advisable to leave some of the

strong shoots at the top of the rods to encourage
root action. T. W. Briscoe.

(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Winter Spinach.-—A first sowing of Spinach
for winter should now be sown. It is advisable

to make two or three sowings at intervals of

ten days. The variety Prickly Winter is usually

recommended for sowing at this season, but we find

the Virofiay quite as reliable, and,
indeed, it is now used exclusively
for summer and winter crops. It

is not recommended to have the
ground too rich or too soft when
sowing, relying principally on
stimulating the crop in spring with
small doses of nitrate of soda.

Potatoes.—The digging of early
varieties of Potatoes will now be
general, and a sufficient quantity
should be retained for seed ; these,
however, must remain in the ground
until quite ripe. Selection of the
best types should be carefully
observed. Later sorts must be
examined when in flower, so that
rogues may be eliminated in good
time, as these will occur even under
the most careful management.

The Fruit Garden.
Wall Trees.—Attention must be

given to the stopping or pinching of
the shoots and the laying in of the
I eaders for extension or for covering
the walls. It will also be found
that a number of growths can still

be removed altogether unless the
previous disbudding has been
rigorously performed. - Hitherto
insect pests have not been trouble-
some on the walls, owing probably
to the prevalence of heavy rains
which have washed the foliage. If

greenfly still makes its appearance,
the trees should be syringed with
Quassia, which is the safest and
most effectual insecticide to use at
this season.

Strawberries.—If not already
done, no time should now be lost in
gathering runners for fresh planta-
tions outside. Each grower follows
his own system in this as in most
other crops ; but in one respect the
-majority are in agreement—that
the runners of this summer,
whether planted out in their per-
manent quarters this autumn or
next spring, should not be allowed
to fruit the first year. More for
convenience than for any other
advantage, I prefer planting out
in the spring—the latter end of
March or early in April—from
nmners gathered at the present
time and run into nursery lines for
the winter. Should I arrange to
plant in autumn, I would prefer to
secure the runners early in
small pots in the same manner
followed for forcing purposes, and get them planted
as early as possible, so that they would be well
established before winter frosts set in to disturb
them in the ground. Those, of course, who force
a large quantity will usually get all the plants
they require from that source ; and no better plan
can be followed than that of planting out from
the pots as soon as the plants have fruited.

Fruit Under Glass.

Midseason Grapes.—Great care is necessary at
this season with some varieties both as regards
watering and ventilation, as extremes of either
will cause cracking or splitting of the berries,
-especially of the Muscat varieties.

. Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis CasUe, N.B.

NATIONAL SWEET PEA SOCIETY'S SHOW

The sixteenth annual exnibition of this society was held
in the Royal Horticultural Hall on July 11, and Iromj
many points of view must be accounted a considerable

I

success. Though fewer competitors than ^usual took 1

part and a few more vacant spaces than is* customary
occurred in some of the cup classes, tliere was, notwith-
standing, a great feast of tlie flower presented to view ; i

while in quality of bloom nothing liner, probably, has
[

ever before been seen. This, in view of the uncongenial
weather conditions experienced during recent weeks,

i

is paying high tribute to the general excellence of the
flowers staged. Crossness, indeed, was almost con-

spicuous by its absence, and, replaced by refinement in

many instances it would make it appear tliat cultivators.

MR. J. STEVENSON S ROYALTY, REDDISH PURPLE AND VIOLET.

The most distinct of the new seedlings at the National Sweet Pea

Society's Show.
,

svith that fineness of judgment characterising the best
of them, are reducing to a fine art their knowledge of the
food requirements of the Sweet Pea, and are favouring
to-day a diet which, while nourishing and stimulating,
retains the best the flower contains, to the exclusion of
grossncss, which is a disfigurement to so elegant a subject.
In this way the show makes for a progress we are pleased
to note. Only one variety gained an award of merit.
As usual, the leading trade exhibitors contributed hand-
some displays, two large gold medals an'., four gold medals
being awarded in this section alone.

Generai Division.

In the Henry Eckford Memorial Class, for twelve
bunches of Sweet Peas, distinct, named varieties in com-
merce, the first prize is Ihe Henry Eckford Challenge
Cup, the gold medal of the society and 30s. in cash, and
this was awarded to Mr. W. H. Holloway, Port Hill,

Shrewsbury, for an admirable dozen, as follows : Audrey
Crier (pink). Warrior (maroon), Edrom Beauty (rose),

Melba (salmon), Jean Ireland (cream and pink;, R. P.

Eclton (mauve, two shades), Agricola (pinky white),

President (scarlet). Prince Edward of Wales (rosy pink).

Prince George (rosy mauve), Fchon's Cream and Royal
Purple; a really remarkably good and distinct tet.

Mr, r, W. Franks, loampits, Tonbridqc, Kent, was an

excellent second, Audrey trier, Jean Ireland, May Unwin,
Barbara, King Manoel, Hercules, Constance Hinton,

R. F. Felton, John Ingman, Robert Sydenham, EUrida
Pearson and Royal Purple ronstituting his set. Mr.

E. G. Mocafta, Woburn Place, Addlestone, was third,

showing a dean lot of flowers. Five collections were

staged. ^ ' ^
For thef Sutton Cup, eighteen bunchc?, distinct, two

collections^ were staged, the trophy, with gold medal

and a cash prize, going to Mr. H. H.

Lees, 61, Polsloe Road, Exeter, whose

well-balanced lot included Barbara,

Mrs A Ireland, Bobbie's Cream, Mark s

Tey, Dorothy, Prince George, King

Mauve, Elsie Herbert, King Manoel,

Edward Cowdy, R. F. Felton and Jean

Ireland; a fine assortment of a high

standard of excellence. Mr. L. Cookson,

Bryn-y-grog, Wrexham, was second.

Prince George, Barbara, King White and

Hercules being some of the finer sorts.

In Class 3 (Messrs. John King and Sons

Challenge Cup), for twelve bunches, dis-

tinct, Mr. W. Philip, Astley House-,

Astley, near Shrewsbury, was first with

a superb dozen, quality which has rarely

been surpassed. We give the best for

the benefit of our readers : Constance

Hinton (white). May Unwin (reddish

scarlet), Elfrida Pearson (pink), Agricola

(rose pink), Jean Ireland (red and cream),

R. F. Felton (mauve), Bobbie's Cream,

Mark's Tey (red and purple), Edrom
Beauty (orange and rose), Prince George

(rosy red). Duchess of Portland (cream

and pink) and Hercules (pink and white).

Mr. H. H. Lees, Polsloe Bead, Exeter,

was a good second.
For six bunches of new Sweet Peas,

distinct, three entered, two being dis-

qualified, one for a mixed vase, the

other for having one variety mongly
named, that whose name was chal-

lenged being labelled IVhss Burnie

(white). We think it a little unfortu-

nate that the disqualifying committee

(or judges) did not in such a case

supply the correct name and m this

way have clinched their decision m
the matter. In the circumstances the

first prize only was awarded, this going

to Mr. Thomas Jones, Buabon, for a

beautiful set comprising Jean Ireland,

Peace, Melody, Golden Glory (surely a

misnomer for an almost vermilion

scarlet coloured variety 1 ), Miss Burnie

and Victory. „ , ,.

The only exhibit in Oass 5 was dis-

qualified for being mixed.

In Class 6 (classification class, open

to all), for eighteen bunches, distinct,

three exllibitors staged, Mr. Henry D.

Tigwcll, Greenford, Middlesex, taking

the lead with a particularly good set,

Jean Ireland, Melba, Mrs. H. Sykes,

Royal Purple, Debbie's Cream, Hercules,

R P Felton, Illuminator and Hora

Unwin (white) being some of the best

;

second, Messrs. Piper and Sons, Bays-

water, whose flowers were very fresh

and good. Duchess of f'ortland, Don

Alva (blue-mauve), Hawlinark Gladys

(pink and cream), Hercules and

Constance Hinton (white) were some

of the best. Mr. R. Wright, Formby,

Liverpool, was third.

For twelve bunches, distinct, four

exhibitors set up collections the pre-

mier award being taken by Major
^ Molsom, Goring Hill, Goring-on-Sea,

Sussex, with a grand lot of flowers,

some of the finest, indeed, in the entire exhibition.

Rosabelle, Constance Hinton, King Manoel, Melba, R. F.

Felton, Jean Ireland, Agricola, Sunproof Crimson,

Hercules, Mark's Tey, itrs. Cuthbertson and Royal
Purple comprised the set. Jlr. F. W. Franks, Loampits,

Tonridge, was second with a capital assortment.

Seedling Class.—For three bunches of Sweet ' Peas,

distinct, Mr. J. Stevenson, Wimborne, w-as first with

Royalty (reddish purple and violet—see illustration).

Faith (sky blue and mauve) and Hope (scarlet).

Four •exhibitors staged in Class 9 for one bunch

of a novelty not yet in commerce, no award being

made.
In Class 10, for the E. W. King Challenge Cup, for

twelve varieties, distinct, in commerce, five collections

were staged. Sir. E. Broad, Trezinger, Fowey, being an
excellent^ first, ba-vinc Rosina, Mrs. Breadmore, B. F.

Felton, Debbie's Cream, Edrom Beauty, Elsie Herbert,

Lady Miller (palest salmon and cream) and Mark's Tey
in a capital lot. Mr. Alfred F. Blades, Reigate, showed
well and took second prize.
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Burpee Cup Class.—In this the challenge trophy,
together with the gold medal of the society, are offered
as first prize lor a display ol waved Sweet Peas on a space
b feet by 3 feel. Jlr. B. G. Mocatta, Woburn Place,
Addlestone (gardener. Sir. T. Stevenson), secured the
coveted honour against (our competitors for the finest
lot ever staged in this class. Thirty varieties were
employed, and, despite the limitations of space, which,
in the circumstances, rendered artistic effect a difficult
task, every vase held its own with telling eflfect. It was,
indeed, a table of Sweet Peas through and through, its
conception as admirable as its ultimate execution. Too
often—invariably, indeed—such exhibits resolve them-
selves into packed banks of flowers, all sides and ends,
as far removed from that " elegance of arrangement "

the committee seek to encourage as it is possible to be.
It is in these circumstances, therefore, that we con-
gratulate Mr. Stevenson, first, on his clever work, and,
secondly, for affording what we regarded as the most
"s?f"l object-lesson in staging the show contained. A
skilful cultivator, Mr. Stevenson also possesses artistic
ability as an e.\hibitor, and the two are rarely embodiedm a single individual. Messrs. E. \V. King and Co.,
Coggeshall, Essex, were second.
London Class, six bunches: First, Mr. W. Eavan,

Berkshire Gardens, Wood Green, his best being Margaret
Atlee and B. F. Felton.
The Scottish Class was unrepresented.
In the Irish Class nine bunches were required, the

first prize being awarded to Mrs. H. V. Macnamara,
Ennistymon, County Clare, who staged admirably
Margaret Fife, Hercules, Jean Ireland and Hawlmark
Cream.
The Welsh Class brought six collections to the front,

the whole making an admirable display, Mr. Thomas
Jones, Ruabon, being a good first with Melba, Peace,
Sunproof Crimson, Jean Ireland, Felton's Cream, B,. F.
Felton, Royal Purple, John Ingman and Hercules. Second,
Mr. 1. Webb. Lower Terrace, Welshpool.
Only one collection was staged in the Northern Counties

Class, Mr. F. J. Harrison, Ulverston, taking first prize.
The first prize in the Western Counties Class was won

by Mr. W. H. Holloway, Port Hill, Shrewsbury, who had
a verj' fine lot. Ivory King, Mav Unwin, Prince George,
Edrom Beauty, Warrior (fine maroon) and Austin Frederick
(mauve and blue) were the best. Second, Mr. H. H. Lees
Four competed.
The Midland Counties Class was less well represented,

the first prize being awarded to Mr. F. Carter, Thorpe
Mandeville, Banbury, for a not very good lot.
The Southern Counties Class contained an excellent

nine from Mr. F. W. Franks, Tonbridge, Kent, who took
first and the challenge trophy presented by the Boundary
Chemical Company, Liverpool. King Manoel, Barbara,
Royal Purple and Bobbie's Cream were the best ol those
sho^v^.

In the Eastern Counties Class, Mr. G. W. Baton, Malting
Farm, near Bishop's Stortford, was first with not very
high quality blooms.

In the Bide Challenge Cup Class only one collection was
set up. Miss R. Christy, Orchards, Chelmsford, securing
the first prize.

In the Perkin Challenge Cup Class three competed. Dr.
G. S. Leggatt, Harpenden, Herts, being the first prize
winner.

Five collections were staged in the Breadmore Challenge
Cup Class for six varieties, the leading place being occupied
by Mr. Richard Cox, The Vicarage Gardens, Wimhorni',
Dorset, who had Queen of Norway, Hercules, Clara Curtis,
King Manoel, R. P. Felton and Maud Holmes, all good.
Second, Mr. W. Philip, Astley House, Astley, near
Shrewsbury.

Speci.1l Division for Amateitrs.
New Hawlmark Challenge Cup Class.—The first prize

—

a silver cup. value twenty guineas, together with the
society's gold medal—was easily won by Mr. Thomas
Jones, Ruabon, who showed a superb dozen, which com-
prised Agricola, Melba, Elsie Herbert, Mark's ley, Felton's
Cream, Hercules, Jean Ireland, Lavender George Herbert,
Miss Burnie, Warrior and Elfrida Pearson; a very
telling lot.

'

Table Decoration and Epergnes.
Five entered for the dinner-table decoration, Mrs.

A. D. Ruff, Sharnbrook, Beds, being awarded the first
prize lor an arrangement of scarlet and pink and cream
Sweet Peas with Asparagus, grasses and light Maidenhair
Fern. The same e.xhibitor also took first prize for an
epergne, three competing.

Mrs. Alex. Robinson, Carshalton, was the winner of
the first prize for a vase of Sweet Peas, lor which five
others entered. No originality wras displayed by any
ol the exhibitors.

Award of Merit.
Sweet Pea Selected Old Rose.—The dominant colour

tone is rose, with lighter rose pink wings. Shown by
Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh.

Non-competitive Exhibits .

These, as usual, were in strong lorce, and were arranged
as in former years around the sides of the hall. 'Taking
them as we found them, we came first to that from Messrs.
E. W. King and Co., Coggeshall, who set up great columns
of leading sorts. Attraction (salmon and cream), Constance
Hinton (white), Anglican White, Progress (handsome
rose pink and white), Robert Sydenham and Farnham
Lavender were among leading sorts. Gold medal.
Robert Sydenliam. Limited, Birmingham, contributed

a large collection in silvered vases, Edith Taylor, Norvic
white). Lady Evelyn Eyre, Scarlet Emperor, Lilian
(rose) and Lord Nelson Spencer (violet and purple)
were of special merit.

Mr. J. Stevenson, Wimborne, showed fine pillars of
Warrior (maroon). Faith (lavender blue). Kin" Mauve
Constance Hinton (white). Golden Glory (almost vermilion
and of remarkable lustre) and Honour Bright (intense
reddish scarlet), and they were very attractively staged.
Large gold medal.

Mr, Robert Bolton, Warton, Carnforth, staged imposing
stands of R. F. Felton (two shades of mauve), Jean Ireland
(a lovely cream, pink-tinted sort), Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes,
Surprise (a novel shade, salmon with apricot), Felton's
Cream and Victory (blue and mauve). Gold medal.

Messrs. Hobbies, Limited, Dereham, displayed a collec-
tion of some thirty or so varieties of Sweet Peas in leading
sorts, though many bore marks of bad weather.

In a well-aisplayed collection Messrs. Piper and Son,
Bayswater, showed Jean Ireland, Lilian (pink), Constance
Hinton (very fine white), Bobbie's Cream, ID'S. C. W.
Breadmore and Elsie Herbert very finely. Gold medal.
Handsome vases and stands characterised an exliibit

from Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Belfast, one of the
gold medal collections of the occasion. Hawlmark
Cream, Blue Fcotee, Phyllis (bicolor), Hawlmark Pink
(a lovely shade). Sincerity (scarlet) and Cherub (deep
cream, shaded light scarlet) were notables in a superb lot.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, had a most imposing
exhibit, and staged it well. Royal Purple was under
Dobbie's Cream, Mrs. Cuthbertson below Edrom Beauty,
Lavender George Herbert over Miss Burnie (white),
Jean Ireland playing the same part to Dobbie's Eosabelle.
Lady Miller (softest apricot with cream) we thought one
of the most charming, Rowena, Tea Rose and Dobbie's
Scarlet being also very fine and attracting much
attention. A large gold medal was awarded this hand-
some exhibit.

Messrs. Bide and Sons, Farnham, showed such excellent
varieties as Farnham Lavender, Jean Ireland, Edward
Cowdy (scarlet), Ruth Bide, White Queen and Wenvoc
Castle in a capital lot.

Messrs. Jarman and Co., C^ard, also staged a good
assortment.

A COLLECTION OF VEGETABLES
AT MANCHESTER

At a time when the food question is causing
so much concern, the wonderful collection of

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
MARIGOLD AND FOXGLOVE (A. 0. 5.).—The Marigold

sent presents what is known as the proliferous state, a
term used to denote the occurrence of leaf or flower bud
in parts of a plant in which they do not naturally occur.
It is met with in many plants, one of the most frequent
instances being that of the Hen-and-Cliickens D.iisy,
where the inflorescence is usually the part atfected, as
in the case before us The same thing, in another form,
affects the Rose, in which case the flower-stalk is prolonged
through the flower, bearing a small, deformed flower at
its summit. The Foxglove takes a different form, the
corolla being of increased size, the anthers, twice the
usual number, being, in some instances, replaced by
petaloid filaments. Plant life takes on a variety of
peculiarities at times, but for what reason it is not easy
to say.

PYRETHRUM FOR NAME (S. B.).—The flower-heads
were much wilted on arrival, and it is difficult to be certain
respecting the name. We believe it to be, however, tl.e

old variety J. N. Twerdy, and if so, it is usually taller
and more vigorous in growth than the rest, the centre
petals also taking much time to open. The only variety
in the same way likely to come into colour competition
with it, but which is rather earlier in flower and perhaps
more free, is Emilie Lemoine. The first named is readily
distinguished, however, by its larger leaf growth, greater
stature, and the rich amaranth tone of its fiorets. Both
are very old, having been in cultivation to our knowledge
for about forty-five years, and, moreover, in some respects
unsurpassed to-day.

THE GREENHOUSE.
ABNORMAL FLOWER OF GLOXINIA (i.).—There

is no accounting for freaks ol Nature, which occur to a
greater or lesser extent in various classes of plant. The
Gloxinia is very prone to bear abnormal flowers, under
which heading yours must be included. Very frequently
a flower with an increased number of lobes may be found,
and occasionally there will be a complete fusion of two
separate flowers. It is very probable that your plant

PART OF THE GOLD MEDAL EXHIBIT OF VEGETABLES FROM STUDLEY
HORTICULTURAL COLLEGE.

vegetables recently exhibited in the Horticultural

Section at the Royal Agricultural Society of

England's Show at Manchester, and depicted

on this page, afforded an interesting illustration

of what can be done to add to the nation's

supply of food in the present crisis.

The display consisted of fifty dishes, all

first-class examples of the gardener's skill, and
comprised kinds of definite food value, such as

Potatoes, Peas, Carrots, Cabbages, Cauliflowers,

Onions, Lettuces, Turnips, Beet, &c., all of which
may be grown in every garden under suitable

conditions. The entire collection was the produce

of Webb's seeds, and included many of the famous

Stourbridge firm's well-known specialities. For this

display the exhibitor. Dr. Li 1 lias Hamilton, Studley

Horticultural College for Women, Warwickshire

(gardener, Mr. Gaiger), was awarded the Royal

Agricultural Society's gold medal.

will always retain this peculiarity, and a certain per-
centage of seedlings raised from it may be expected to
show this abnormal character to a greater or lesser extent.
As, however, this freak is by no means a desirable
leature, such an experiment would not appear to be
worth trying.

AMARYLLIDS AND CACTI (E. jB.).—Some successlul
cultivators ol Amaryllids make a point of plunging the
pots, not only when the plants are drying off , but in all stages
of growth. On the other hand, some, also successful,
do not plunge them at all. If they are stood in a frame
during the summer, the sun, though it shines on the tops
of the bulbs, has but little effect on the sides of the pots

;

hence that is the reason we said nothing about plunging.
They will go without water during the time we spocifled.
and the roots keep sound. Messrs. Sutton's advice, that
they are never to be desiccated, may be taken to imply
that they are not to be stood near the hot-water pipes
or in any abnormally dry place. They should be stood
on the stage of the greenhouse. With regard to tlio

watering of Cacti when in bloom, they must, of course,
be watered as before, but not overhead so as to wet the
flowers. II by Cacti you ref-T to the showy-flowered
Phyllocacti, which bloom at this time of the year, they
should, if well drained, be watered with moderate freedom
during the summer. Then, as autumn advances, less

water will bo needed, and in winter they must be kept
on tlie dry side, but not altogether without water.
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ON Tuesday, August i, the first

L exhibition of dry, British-grown bulbs

I will take place in conjunction with
'
the fortnightly meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society at Vincent

Square, Westminster. There are classes for

amateurs as well as for open competition. In

view of the fact that the Government has quite

recently forbidden any shipping being used for

the carriage of flower bulbs, it is the more neces-

sary to show to the public that thoroughly good

bulbs of almost all kinds can be grown in our

own country. The exhibition opens at i p.m.

and at 3 p.m. a meeting will be held in the

Lecture Room, at which prominent speakers

will emphasise the importance of this new oppor-

tunity for the further development of British

trade.

Three Great British Works on Gardening.—
If a newspaper took a vote of its readers as to whom
they considered the foremost

British gardener of all time, it is

very likely that Paxton would be

returned at the head of the poll.

The Crystal Palace was, and is, as

splendid an advertisement as ever

man had. Suppose now, putting

the never-to-be-forgotten Parkin-

son's " Paradisus" out of the run-

ning, what three works on British

gardening would probably be

selected as most worthy to have

the term " monumental " applied

to them ? We venture to suggest

" Miller's Dictionary," " Loudon's

Encyclopedia" and "Nicholson's

Dictionary." Every gardener

should have these volumes. They
represent strata of theory, and

practice and fact out of which

our gardens have been hewn.

They are the high-water marks of

their time.

War Horticultural Relief

Fund.—The ladies' work in con-

nection with the War Horti-

cultural Relief Fund is having a

good effect, and it is now possible

to report that the total amount
subscribed and promised reaches,

approximately, £9,000. As an in-

stance of the diverse ways in which

money is being raised, a cheque for

£ro has been received from Lady
Price-FothergUl, being the amount
collected for fishing in the grounds

of her residence, Heusol Castle.

Sundials.—^Those who take an interest in sun-

dials and who are not familiar with Maiurice Maeter-

linck's essays will be glad to know of one entitled

" The Measure of the Hours," which appears as

No. I in his " Life and Flowers," translated by
Alexander Teixeira de Mattos and published by
George Allen. Various mechanical means which
man has invented to visualise the silent imper-

ceptible, but in the bulk the all too obvious,

progress of Time are there discussed. The clock,

the hour-glass and the sundial are passed in review,

and their harmonies with varied life revealed or

suggested in that mystical and mythical way
which is so characteristic of the great Belgian

author.

Gilia coronopifolia. — In No. 4 Green-

house at Kew two groups of this striking

half-hardy biennial are a notable feature.

Each group consists of between forty and fifty

plants growing, singly in 6-inch pots, and

ranging [from 4J feet' to 5J feet in height.

Raised from seeds sown in July, tgrs, the plants

are models of good cultivation. The stems,

clothed with elegant Larkspur-like foliage, termi-

nate in long spikes of brilliant light scarlet

flowers.

Mulching Roses.—If not already mulched, the

dwarf Roses will be greatly assisted to develop

their later blooms if a top-dressing is given now.

It also saves much watering during hot, dry

weather. Climbing varieties that have now
finished blooming should have all the old flowering

wood removed, and the young growths from the

base of the plants given plenty of room to grow

freely and receive full exposure so that the wood
becomes thoroughly ripened and better able to

stand a severe winter. Continue to use the syringe

or sprayer to prevent attacks of mildew or aphis.

New Gold Medal Rose Emily Gray (Parentage :

Jersey Beauty x Comtesse du Cayla).—This

Wichuraiana Rambler, of strong,

vigorous, climbing growth, raised

by Dr. Williams, Harrow-on-the-

Hill, bids fair to prove itself the

finest of the yellow climbers. It

has strong, thorny wood, and carries

foliage and flowers from the base

upwards. The young shoots, which

spring either from the base or from

the stems further up, are a brilliant

deep bronzy crimson colour. The
foliage is exceptionally fine. The
leaves are large and of a deep, very

glossy, bronzy green colour—when
young the bronze is most marked.

it has shown no liability to attacks

of mildew or other fungoid pests.

The flowers are freely produced in

trusses on long, strong stems carry-

ing anything from one to fourteen

blooms. The flo-wers are of beauti-

ful form, lightly double, with

petals of fine substance. They are

of medium size—about 4 inches

across when fully expanded—ard

have a fine strong Noisette per-

fume. The colour is a very bright

deep golden yellow, which holds

well till the flower begins to fade,

better, in fact, than any other

vellow climber that we know.

THE NEW WrCHURAIANA ROSE EMILY , GRAY.

*»* Owing to the slwrtage of paper,
reaaers who hav& not already done 50 are

asl-ed to order THE Gabden to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent.
Headers will thus obviate the lemte con-

sequent on the issue of papers for chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy
campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Toads in Strawberry Beds.—In reply to your

question about toads eating Strawberries, this

being Ireland, we have, of cotu'se, no toads. But

for some years past I have found small frogs

very troublesome in this respect.—(Mrs.) E. A.

RiCAEDO, The Brae, Sion Mills, County Tyrone.

I well remember my father, when we
were living at Wootton-under-Edge Vicarage,

and I was about ten years old, showing me a

toad eating a Strawberry, and his saying, " He is

welcome, because of all the slugs he has eaten."

—T. T,, Godalming.

Miss A. L. Waud and Mr. G. Andrews,

pages 354 and 355, issue July 22, both seem quite

convinced that toads eat Strawberries. Probably

they do eat them, but I firmly believe that it is

because- there are some worms in the portions

eaten. Like " E. A. B.," page 355, I have never

seen a toad eat any insect unless it was alive

and moving at the time. In wet weather Straw-

berry fruits that touch the soil and remain in

contact with it for several days while in a ripe

state become infested with small, thread-like worms
almost of the same colour as the fruit. I have

seen as many as fifty to a hundred in a single

fruit, wriggling, and repulsive to look at. But

Master Toad would think (if he does think) other-

wise, and soon causes their disappearance and

the portion of the fruit with them.

—

George
Garner.

I should like to ask your correspondent

Mr. E. Hanbury if it is not possible that there was

a misunderstanding between the gardener and

the toad. It is generally understood that the

toad is one of our best friends, and if I found

toads in dozens in the Strawberry beds I would

STANDARD OF FRAU KARL DRUSCHKI WITH THREE
HUNDRED AND TWENTY-ONE BLOOMS.

not expect to find many beetles or slugs. It is

annoying to lift a fine Strawberry and find a small

slug biurrowing into it. Is it not possible that

the toad got the piece of fruit in its mouth while

fulfilling its appointed task and assisting the

gardener by devouring one of his worst enemies ?

In the vineries and other fruit-houses we always

have a few toads. Once the vineries here were

infested with Vine weevil. Now there is none,

and this I attribute entirely to the presence of

toads. We had a large black one which became

very tame and loved to be stroked on the back

or to have a douche from a watering-can. It

would take a beetle off the palm of the hand,

and it required a sharp eye to see the beetle

disappear, so quickly does the tongue dart out

and secure its prey. Possibly, however, the toad

may be indulging in a change of diet. Last 3'ear

we discovered squirrels eating Strawberries and

carrying them off wholesale in much the same

manner as rats do. Shooting is the best remedy

for them. Also this year I was much surprised

to actually see pheasants picking the fruit through

the net which was laid close down on the plants.

Rats and mice are very numerous this year.

The former bite off large pieces of the fruit, but

the latter usually nibble the seeds and cut the

fruit off at the stalk, gathering them into heaps

beneath the foliage, and in this way destroying

large quantities.-

—

Samuel Gordon, Monreith.

A Remarkable Standard of Frau Karl
Druschki.—From time to time I see in The
Garden and in other gardening papers illustrations

of trees of Rose Frau Karl Druschki, but I have
never seen one to equal a standard we have in

our kitchen garden, and I enclose a photograph
thinking it may interest you. The photograph

does not do anything like justice to the tree, for

it is planted in a flower border in the kitchen

garden where it is difficult to get at it fo photo-

graph. This photograph was taken last July

(1915). The tree then measured
8 feet high, 7 feet in diameter, and
had 32r blooms, nearly all of them

5 inches to 6 inches in diameter.

It was planted long ago, I believe

in rgoi, and each year it is the

same wonderful sight, and its

second blooming is just as pro-

lific. At the moment of writing it

is covered with great white Roses.

—

V. Wathen - Bartletp, Verelcy,

Burley, Hants.

Rose Margaret DiCKSon Hamill.

Of all the new Roses growing this

year in my garden, this variety

stands out in a class by itself. To
those rosarians I am afraid I must

say of an older generation than the

present the name of Margaret Dickson

was familiar as the best white Rose

of their day, both for show and

garden purposes, and it remained so

for a considerable period until the

advent of Frau Karl Druschki.

Margaret Dickson HamiU is un-

doubtedly entitled to the same proud

distinction of being the best Rose

of its colour now in commerce,

namely, a good deep cadmium yellow

that does not fade on the plant in

full sun. Lady Hillingdon was our

deepest yellow and our best bedder,

but the new-comer is a deeper shade

and has a better habit pf growth, Mrs.

pr"
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it cannot claim to be a native, it becomes more

interesting still to me. Referring to my only

book on the Viola genus exclusively (Mr. Cuth-

bertson's), I have thought that my plant resembled

V. gracilis, but seeing that this is a native of

Greece, and that the variety Valderia (heterophylla)

is from the Tyrol, I passed it by in my search after

identification. Yet my plant I took from a

number dotted about among mountain grasses

on our own soil, to all appearance a true British

native. I know how easily one may be deceived

over a garden escape, especially near the bed of

a stream ; but this is not quite the same thing as

the unenclosed lonely top of a Breconshire hill,

.far from any habitation. From there I brought

my plant, and for five or six years have grown it

labelled (for want of accurate

knowledge) V. LI an (its place

name, which I will gladly com-

municate to you, if desired). The
question still to be cleared . up in

my mind is this : Is Valderia a

recorded native of Britain, or is

my plant another variety of V.

gracilis ?

—

Frances E. Walsh,

Chelford. [The plant appears to

be true V. gracilis Valderia, but we
have never before heard of it grow-

ing wild in this country. We think

that some mistake has been made.

We have struck cuttings, and will

examine the plants further when
they flower.^ED.]

Proclaimed Weeds in Tas-

mania.—No doubt it has occurred

to nearly every gardener that life

would be comparatively Utopian

without the aggressiveness of

noxious weeds. Do gardens exist

in which they are not very

troublesome ? I remember one

large garden in which their entire

absence was singularly striking,

but that was the property of one

of the richest men on earth, and

it was unusually lavishly staffed.

Perhaps English gardeners will

regard it as rather cheering intelli-

gence that in even a slightly more

genial climate weeds are much
more troublesome. Further, in

England exotic weeds are a

comparatively trifling matter

;

but, so far as my small experi-

ence goes, in Australasia they

altogether exceed the native

plants in viciousness. Attempts

at weed suppression are an in-

teresting feature of Tasmauiau

legislation. The laws in force may be summarised

thus : Occupiers of land upon which Californian

Thistles, White Weed, Burdock, Onion Weed,
Cape Weed, Hemlock, Charlock, Viper's Bugloss,

Teasel, Stinking Weed and Slender Thistle may
be growing must cut them down so as to prevent

their blossoming, or they will be liable to a penalty

not exceeding £20. Such weeds growing upon
Crown lands must be cut down by the Crown.

Trustees of road districts must cut down all such

weeds growing upon all roads in their respective

districts. Inspectors and persons authorised may
enter upon land to search for such weeds, and if

the occupier fails to cut them down, the inspector

may employ persons for that purpose at the

expense of the occupier. Only the three weeds

first mentioned are proclaimed throughout the

State ; the others merely in certain districts. In

theory this is admirable, but, alas, apparently

the law is not sufficiently rigorously enforced for

the good effects to be very noticeable. At least

I can certify that Californian Thistles in Tasmania

defy the law even more successfully than the

rabbits, which have likewise been legislated

against ; but the law's attack on Codlin moth
proved very successful. Moreover, the selection

of proclaimed weeds is open to criticism. I was
surprised at the inclusion of Viper's Bugloss

(Echium vulgare), a plant which beautifies the

Dorset cliffs in early summer, and am told on

good authority that it is, in truth, a rare plant

in Tasmania. It is, however; certainly to the

PRIMULA HELODOXA
(HALF. FIL.)

By G. Forrest.

T:

PRIMULA HELODOXA IN ITS NATIVE HABITAT.

credit of this little colony to have at least officially

attempted to grapple with such a serious and
universal problem. It is my opinion that the

man who could initiate efforts which would rid

a country of even one weed would merit undying
fame. It is a thing which many people hanker

after, so here is an opportunity for them.

—

Arthur Garnett, Cambridge, Tasmania.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
August I.—Royal Horticultural Society's Meet-

ing and Exhibition of Home-grown Flower Bulbs
at Vincent Square, Westminster.

.'\.ugust 3.—Manchester and North of England
Orchid Society's Exhibition.

HE Candelabra section of Primula

has given us some of our most ornamental

and easily cultivated Primroses. Stately

in growth and rich in colouring, from
the deep blood crimson of P. anisodora

through innumerable shades of rose and orange

to the clearest yellow, they are wonderfully effective

when grown in masses. All of the species are

gregarious, plants of moist meadows, or even

marshland, in stony or extremely fibrous soil,

where there is a free percola-

tion of moisture. All are lovers

of bright sunshine. Most of them
have their homes in the mountains

and Alps of Central and West
China at altitudes of from

6,000 feet to 12,000 feet.

The latest addition, and one

of the finest, is P. helodoxa, from

the extreme west of the province

of Yunnan. It was discovered in

1912 on the foot-hills around

Tengjrueh growing in abundance

on gritty, clayey pasture land

by streams and marshy meadows
at about 6,000 feet altitude. It

grows in the most open situations,

wind-swept and unsheltered, and
is the dominant species of the

region, to the exclusion even of

the charming and most prolific

P. Poissonii. It is a local plant,

so far never having been found

elsewhere in the province.

The plants vary considerably

in height, from r5 inches to

30 inches. The foliage is freely

produced in loose rosettes, is of

a clear light green, and entirely

glabrous, as are all other parts

of the plant. The leaves are

large, 6 inches to 9 inches by
2 J inches to 3I inches, broadly

ovate or obovate, margins shortly

dentate, upper smface deeply

wrinkled, with the veining very

prominent on the under surface,

petioles broadly winged. The
scapes are stout, two to four, or

even a greater number, to each

plant, each bearing from four

to eight whorls of blooms with

from eight to sixteen, or even

twenty, blooms to the whorl. The bracts,

about a third of an inch to half an inch in length,

are awl-shaped, stiff and erect ; the pedicels

stout, from three-quarters of an inch to an inch.

Calyx widely cup-shaped, short, a quarter of an

inch or less, with narrow, short teeth, the exterior

sparingly coated with light yellow farina. CoraUa

tube five-eighths of an inch, somewhat widely

tapered from base ; the limb i J inches to rf inches

broad, deeply divided, the segments broadly

obcordate. Capsule flatly globose.

The flowers are of a most beautiful shade of

chrome yellow, soft and velvety, in substance

resembling that of an Auricula bloom. The

exact shade may be seen on Sheet 20, tone 3.

of the " Repertoire de Couleurs." They have a
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delightfully aromatic fragrance. Coming from

such a locality, almost on the fringe of a

subtropical region, for the Tengyueh basin

drains into the Irrawaddy, and from such

a low altitude, one would naturally have grave

doubts regarding the hardiness of P. helodoxa.

However, strange to say, it has proved one of

the hardiest, passing scathless through the ordeal

of the past exceptionally severe winter in the

PRIMULA HELODOXA.
Showing the habit of flowering.

most exposed situations of the Edinburgh Botanic

Garden, when others of its class, such as P. Beesiana

and P. BuUeyana, were severely shaken. The
species fruits freely, and there seems little doubt

that in a few years' time it will be widely established

as one of our most charming and hardy garden

plants. If it has any failing, it is that, if growr

in too rich a soil or under glass, it beconr^s

somewhat leggy. That, however, may be avoided

by planting it in a natural situation among grass

in the open where there is an adequate supply

of moisture. In its natural habitat the species

flowers from early April till June or even July.

The stock is held by Messrs. Wallace and Co.,

Colchester.

THE PICHE OF CHILE
(Fabiana imbricata.)

A plant that might be much more frequently seen

in gardens than is the case is Fabiana imbricata.

Especially might this be so in warm, sheltered

positions in other than oiu: Southern or Western

Counties, where the plant is not unknown either

as a greenhouse plant or for outside growth for

the sake of its free-flowering habit, which much
resembles that of a Heath both in flower and

foliage, though, in fact, it belongs to the Natural

Order Solanaceas, and is thus botanically related

to the Potato and the Tobacco. From its shrubby

habit it forms a very attractive plant for a sheltered

border, being of quick growth, with drooping,

pure white flowers. It thrives in almost any

soil and is readily increased from cuttings. About
five years ago I planted a small plant in a border

on the west side of an east wall. This plant has

now attained a height of about 6 feet, with a spread

of branches of about 3 feet, starting at about

2 feet from the ground, the whole mass having a

fine effect.

The plant is a native of Chile, Peru and

the Argentine Republic, and was introduced

to this country in 1838. In 1886 it attracted

some notice in this country as a new medicinal

plant under the name of Piche, being recom-

mended in the treatment of lumbago, sciatica,

rheumatic neuralgia, irritability of the bladder

and similar affections.

Claremont, Lympstone. John R. Jackson.

Those who can appreciate singularity in a

flower, and who wish to interest others in

botanical studies, should not fail to cultivate

this little South European Aroid, which is-

parfectly hardy.

Dumfries. S. Arnott.

DWARF POLYANTHA.
ROSES

ARISARUM PROBOSCIDEUM
In several parts of my garden the singular little

Aroid named Arisarum proboscideum has been

in bloom for some time. It cannot well be called

a flower for the many, yet it is one which invariably

attracts the interest of all. I first saw it many
years ago in the garden of the late Mr. John Wood
of Kirkstall, Leeds, father of the gentleman of

the same name now at Boston Spa, Yorkshire,

and it has been in my gardens ever since. From
the one little plant then secured I have now a

considerable niuuber here and there, and giving

me pleasure with their glossy green, arrow-shaped

leaves even when not in bloom. These are only

a few inches above the soil. From among the

foliage there rise curious brown thread-like fila-

ments, which, on investigation, guide one to the

singular flowers below, of which these are the

tail-like appendages. The bulk of the flower

is quite Aroid-like in its form, and is of chocolate

brown and white, with the long tails of deep

chocolate b^o^vn. For those who would like to

have a more playful yet graphic description

of the appearance of Arisarum proboscideum,

1 should recommend a perusal of Mr. Reginald

Farrer's notes on pages 148-9 of his " Alpines and

Bog Plants." This singular plant seems to be

almost eclectic in its tastes, as it will thrive in

the crevices of a wall or rock garden, is at home
in a moraine, and in the bog garden flourishes

as well.

RECENTLY a good deal of attentiou

has been given to the Dwarf Polyantha

Roses, a rice that is particularly

useful for filling large beds, owing tcv

'^ the fact that the plants make neat,

compact bushes, many of which are almost ever-

green, and their freedom of flowering. Some
time ago, when visiting some large Rose nurseries

in the Midlands, I was reminded of the value

of these Roses for autumn effect, row after row

of goodly length being almost hidden with the

large clusters of small, rosette-like flowers. Four

varieties were particularly noticeable, these being

Jessie, Phyllis, Orleans and Katherine Zeimet.

The first named is the most beautiful of all, the

blossoms being deep glowing crimson scarlet in

colour, yet not sufficiently glaring to be objection-

able. Phyllis has dainty rose pink flowers, a

colour that Orleans also shares, but in the latter

variety the blossoms are rather larger, and the

bushes a little taller. Although Orleans is very

beautiful in autumn, the blossoms bleach rather

badly during the hot days of a normal summer,

hence some care is necessary in using it in

very sunny districts, unless an autumn display

only is required. Katherine Zeimet has pure

white flowers, which are deliciously sweet-scented,

a character that the others named unfortunately

do not possess in any great degree.

Having once seen the beautiful colour effects

that these little Roses will produce, it is difficult

to understand why they are not more freely

used in large lawn beds in place of the hetero-

geneous mixtures of bedding plants that one too

often finds in many of our large gardens. A
circular bed some 10 yards or 12 yards in diameter

might be thickly planted with Jessie, leaving a

yard or so in width at the edge for Katherine

Zeimet. If ordinarily well grown the bushes

would commence to flower early in July and

continue right through the late summer and

autumn until frosts put a check on their

career.

In previous years I have gathered good

sprays from Jessie at the end of November, long

after the ordinary bedding plants had been

destroyed by frost. Phyllis or Orleans could be

planted in association with Lavender, either as

a margin to stone pathways, at the top of retaining

walls, or in large beds, in the proportion of two

Roses to one of Lavender, the latter to be the

common steel blue flowered variety. These colours

create a delightful harmony, which is scarcely

broken even when the Lavender flowers are past,

the glaucous grey tint of the foliage having an

almost similar effect. Although the initial cost

of planting beds with these Roses, or Roses and

Lavender, will be rather more than that of Gera-

niums and other soft-wooded plants, this will be

more than compensated by the number of years

that the Roses last in good condition. Apart

from aphides, the Dwarf Polyantha Rose is not
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THE HOLLYHOCK DISEASE
The dreaded Hollyhock fungus (Puccinia malva-
cearum) is, unfortunately, prevalent in many
gardens this summer. It is particularly notice-

able on old plants, while young plants, if

not entirely free, are certainly less liable to

attack. For this reason it is recommended
that plants should be raised every year. The
disease may be kept in check by spraying with

a solution of Condy's Fluid or permanganate of

potash, and also with a mixture of soft soap and
sulphur dissolved in water. Messrs. Webb and
Brand, the well-known Hollyhock specialists, use

the following mixture : Slake one peck of lime,

and when cool add one peck of soot, lib. of flowers

of sulphur and half an ounce of sulphate of copper

(finely powdered). Pass the mixture through a

fine sieve and dust the plants well over with it

three or four times during the growing season,

preferably early in the day while the dew is still

on the plants.

THE FRAGRANT LACHENALIA ORCHIOIDES GROWING
WILD IN SOUTH AFRICA.

sjiLy seriously affected by other ills that

the Rose is heir to, a point that is well worth

taking into consideration when planning a

Rose garden. A. B.

LACH ENALIAS
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

to go

saving

' There is a tide in the affairs of men.

Which taken at the flood, leads on to fortune."

" 111 blows the wind that profits nobody."

HERE are two facts. (i) The pro-

hibition of the importation of all

foreign-grown bulbs, except those raised

in the country of an Ally, must mean
that there ^^ill not be nearly so many

round, and even allowing for war-time

some buyers will very likely have to go

short of their old favourites. (2) There is a little-

known family of plants, the Lachenalias, which

have for years been patiently waiting .for admit-

tance into the charmed circle of bulbs in the general

bulb order. They are easily grown and propa-

gated. They have a quiet and pleasing beauty

of their own. They are Marathon runners in

their lasting powers in either a growing or a cut

itate—and yet they have never caught on.

1 plead for readers to give them a chance this

autumn and do them well. Pot up when the

grouse shooting season begins, or as soon after

as possible. Use a compost of old rotted cow-

manure, virgin loam, peat or leaf-mould and

coarse silver sand in equal parts. Stand in a

cold frame until mid-November, then place them

in an airy, cool glass-house with a temperature of

about 45° to 50°, and in February they will bloom.

Pendula is an exception in this

respect, as with similar treatment

it will flower about Christmas, when
its red, dark-edged bells are very

welcome. Everyone may safely start

with, Nelsonii, as it is the best of

the older varieties. Cawston Gem
and luteola maculata make good

companions. Among what may
euphemistically be called the newer

ones, I would suggest Brightness

(wide claret red edge), Ruth Lane

(red edge, late m flowering), Rose

Barton (very lovely deep shade of

yellow), and His Reverence (pale

yellow and green). Then for the

folk who like to please their noses,

both orchioides and glaucina should,

if possible, be included, although I

very much fear it will be a difficult

matter to meet with them in our

British bulb lists. The former has

flowers more or less of a yellowish

green shade, while in the latter they

run the changes in electric blue, and

their scent is like that of Lily of

the Valley.

Ii ought, perhaps, to say that, for

some reason or other, bulbs of

these species often refuse to stir

for a whole year ; hence it is well to

put m.ore in a pot than if every

- one could be depended upon to

come up. Another "tip" to remem-

ber is that while Lachenalias ivant

plenty of air, they dislike intensely

any draught, and special care must

always be taken to place the pots where none

will reach them.

Readers who are unfamiliar with these South

African plants—Cape Cow-

slips is their popular

name—may well wonder

why they have never

become better known.

The reply is the same

as that to Bishop Stubbs'

riddle after he had left

Chester and gone to

Oxford :
" Why am I,"

he said, " like Homer ?

Because I have suffered

by translation." Lache-

nalias suffer by transla-

tion. Only on rare

occasions is there an ex

hibit of them at Vincent

Square which does them

justice, and then it is of

Nelsonii, except once,
when it was of pendula.

A collection of the

very best varieties, well

grown, well staged, and

of sufficient dimensions

to create a sense of

becoming importance,

might so change things

that the poor little Cin-

derella of to-day might

afterwards be judged
worthy of a place beside

her haughty sisters
Hyacinthia, Tulipa and

Miss Daffadowndilly. ROSE GUSTAV GRUNERWALD.

A GOOD ALL-ROUND ROSE
I CAN safely say that no Rose has given me better

blooms this season than Gustav Grunerwald. Its

large, full, cup-shaped flowers, laden with the

richest and sweetest fragrance the Rose can

produce, have been, and are still, one of the great

joys of the Rose garden. I see that it is described

in one or two of the modern works as a yellowish

Rose, hut this must be a mistake. With me it

is a delightful clear pink, and the yellow at the-

base of its broad petals is quite hidden from view
until the flowers are full blown. It is a HybridJ

Tea that makes a splendid bush, and although it

may not be as free flowering as some bedding'

Roses, it should be grown in every garden for its

beautiful colour, form and fragrance. C.
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LILIUM GIGANTEUM & ITS

TREATMENT AT WISLEY

A T the present time an interesting and

/% necessary operation is being conducted

/ % with tliis stately I.ily in the Royal

A^^k Horticultural Society's Gardens at

^ * Wisley. As many readers of The
Garden are aware, this subject provides one of

the features of these picturesque gardens during

late June and early July, and is unequalled by

any other plant in its unique com-

bination of beauty and graceful

magnificence. The shady wild

garden and the well-drained peat

and leafy soil provide the exact

location for Lilium giganteum, where,

scattered among the innmnerable

plants of Primula japonica, the thick

undergrowth of light green foliage

shows up the flowers to the best

advantage. The soU is moist without

being stagnant, and under these ideal

conditions the spikes of blooms pro-

duce a most charming effect, while

the large trumpet-shaped flowers last

much longer than when the plants are

given a more exposed situation.

Directly the last flower fades the

plants are uprooted, as the old bulb

decays and disappears, leaving several

offsets. Each ofiset is provided with

two large heart-shaped leaves, and on

an average one specimen produces

about half a dozen bulbils. These are

severed from the parent plant and

placed at a depth of a few inches

in their flowering positions. Left

undisturbed, these plants produce

flowers in four years' time, when the

operation is repeated. Thus, when

this division is carried out annually,

as it is at Wisley, a display of fragrant

flowers is guaranteed for each year-.

It is the general impression that this

species is one of the most difficult to

cultivate. The reason of this, I think,

is because when one wishes to grow

this Lily the bulbs are not received

or planted until late autumn or early

spring. These bulbs often remain

dormant until the following summer,

because the basal roots on which the

flower-stem must depend entirely for

its support have been cut off or dried

up by exposure to air, and conse-

quently the bulbs are so weakened

that it takes a year or more to

recover new roots. It often occurs,

however, that a small, weak stem

develops the first summer, which soon perishes,

without flowering. Lilium giganteum is a non-

stem-roottng species and unlike the stem-rooting

species, such as L. auratum, L. Hansonii, L. regale,

L. croceum, &c., which throw out annual fibrous

roots from the underground stem above the bulb,

railed stem roots, in addition to the permanent

jnes at the base, called basal or bulb roots. Thus

these species usually bloom well the first summer

after planting, because, even if the bulbs do not

produce roots, they are formed at the base of the

stem, which is nourished and supported by them.

The key, then, to the successful cultivation of

L. giganteum is to take off the small plants pro-

duced at the base of the flowering stem and,

without allowing the bulbs to dry or the

leaves to wither, place them in their flowering

quarters. J. K. Ramsbottom.

there is a confused mass of greenery, chiefly Flag

Irises, from which the dead flowers have been

removed, and further back a Golden Privet and

a Holly hedge. Though the Geranium does

rejoice (as Mr. Bowles says) " in that awful form

of floral original sin, magenta." it is a fine plant

and dominates the situation. There is here no

jarring note ; the range of colour from this through

the Thymes, Pinks and Aubrietia is quite perfect.

Forbes Watson would tell us, could he open the

golden gates, that the rich soft green of the Rose-

The Editor has asked for notes of these (The mary is here the more satisfying because one is

Garden, April 8), and I venture to describe always thinking of the silvery under side of the

leaf, which tones so perfectly with

PRETTY EFFECTS
GARDEN

IN THE

the other grey-foliaged plants. There

is such a thing as overcrowding a

summer border with colour, and this

July effect .is very peaceful.

Quite difierent is the further end

of this long border, where masses of

LUium pardalinum and Delphiniums

in deep and paler blues, with Inula

grandiflora in the foreground, give the

necessary colour. For filling, there

are more Flag Irises and three or

four low bush Ivies of the golden

variety, whose note is repeated in a

creeping variegated Ivy which clothes

the rocky front, where it is here

drawn out into points. One or two

spires of Lilium Martagon albmn are

effective beside an Ivy bush, and I

should like to add, near the Inula,

some Dropraore and Opal Anchusas

as I saw them growing recently in a

beautiful Worcestershire garden, not

stiffly tied up, but in a loosely falling

mass. Their true blues would be just

right here. The low wall is here

chiefly planted with Campanula pulla

in blue and white, the white and

golden Stonecrops, and some silverj

Saxifrages. Though rich in colour,

this border, too, gains by a certain

quiet restraint, and is equally pretty in

early June, when the Irises, all pale

yellows or gold and browns, blend

equally well with the Ivies. W. D.

LILIUM GIGANTEUM IN THE SHADY WILD GARDEN AT WISLEY

one or two I have grown to love very much. In

front of a raised border, and at the edge of its low

retaining wall, is a large mass of Geranimn

armenum, a yard or more across, flanked by a

well-grown bush of Rosemary, planted at a

somewhat lower level. At its feet, and continued

along the wall for 20 feet or more, are masses

of Thymus Serpylliun, Sedum album, Aubrietia

Bridesmaid, Sea Pinks in two good shades,

rock and garden Pinks, Santolina, Actena

Buchananii, silvery Saxifrages, and, at intervals

of 3 yards or so, more bushes of Rosemary and

an occasional Lavender bush. For background

THE BOG-BEAN
Among plants for shallow pools and

bog gardens 1 have not yet found

one the flowers of which appeal to

me more strongly than those of the

Bog-bean (Menyanthes trifoliata).

HappUy, this modest-looking plant

is a native of this country, though,

owing to its increasing scarcity in a

wild state, its beautiful flowers are

not very familiar. When in a bog,

which appears to be more suitable

for it than a pool, the flowers are borne on

stout stems a few inches high, and the colour is

a charming combination of white and soft shell

pink. Added to this, the flowers are beautifully

fringed, and the stems are mainly underground,

stout, and of considerable strength. In early

summer this is a plant to look for in bogs and

pools, and, once found, it will be eagerly sought

for year after year. Fortunately, many plant

specialists now supply roots of the Bog-bean.

It spreads freely, however, when established,

and for that reason should not be planted close to

things of more weakly growth. H.
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THE HERBACEOUS BORDER IN THE TOWN GARDEN
By Norman G. Hadden.

THE smaller the amount of space at his

disposal, the more important is it for the

gardener to utilise it to the best possible

advantage and to grow only the best

subjects in each class. A small garden,

in which every plant has been selected for some
particular merit, undoubtedly affords its owner
infinitely more pleasure than the usual hotch-

potch of superfluous rubbish showered upon a

new tenant by kind friends. Elaborate colour

schemes or borders assigned to particular months
are rarely a success where space is a serious con-

sideration, and in a really small garden it is advis-

able to choose easily grown subjects likely to

provide flowers over as long a period as possible.

Most small gardens are laid out

with a narrow strip of border (too

often impoverished by roots of

Laurel or Privet) and a lawn which
is too small for either tennis or

croquet. Excellent use may be

made of this lawn by forming a wide

herbaceous border along two sides

of it, while the remaining turf will

make a capital • setting for the

flowers. Rather than fill up with

coarse, unworthy plants, it is better

to use only half the available space

the first season. Assuming that

hardy perennials are to be the

mainstay of the border, it becomes
imperative to exclude the very

rapipant and the capricious species

which are likely to disappoint.

Never buy an inferior variety if it

is possible to obtain a better ; the

best always pays in the long run.

Never dot the plants about

indiscriminately
;

group several

together whenever possible. This is

the golden rule for a successful dis-

play in the smallest as well as in the

noblest garden. Avoid the association

of flowers whose colours are likely

to clash ; for instance, Incarvillea

Delavayi and Heuchera brizoides

gracillima grown in proximity
produce a horrible discord, though either asso-

ciated with white flowers is exquisite. Do not
allow any of the stronger subjects to exceed their

allotted space ; overcrowding is fatal to success.

Sufficient space should be allowed between the
plants to keep the surface well hoed. Never
permit any plant to become a tangled mass of

stems ; the strong-growing Asters of the Climax
type do best when lifted annually and divided.

Each strong, young shoot may be separately planted
and the weak, old growths thrown away. The
small-flowered Asters of the cordifolius section

may well receive similar treatment every alternate

year. Phloxes also thrive much better when
young and vigorous ; the young shoots strike

readily in spring in a cold frame. Delphiniums
and Paeonies are better left undisturbed for several

years, provided they look healthy and are in

good soil.

Individual taste will naturally play the leading
part in the choice of plants for the small border,
and there are now shades sufficient to satisfy the

most critical in modern Delphiniums, Asters,

Chinese Peonies, Phloxes, Oriental Poppies, &c.

Among other very desirable subjects may be

mentioned Campanula persicifolia humosa, C.

lactifiora (a noble plant for the back of

the border). Anemone japonica Queen Charlotte

and Whirlwind, Heuchera brizoides gracillima

(very free flowering). Chrysanthemum maximum
Mrs. Charles Lowthian Bell, Incarvillea Delavayi,

I. grandiflora brevipes, Lilium candidum, L.

tigrinum, Pentstemon heterophyllus (lovely tur-

quoise blue), Iris pallida dalmatica, Phlox Laphamii
(invaluable for cutting in spring), the new Phlox

Arendsii hybrids, the double Scotch Rocket, and
Anchusa italica Dropmore and Opal.

a good instance of a happy association. While the

Lilies are in bloom the Gypsophila foliage breaks up
the outline of their somewhat bare stems, and no
sooner are they cut down than the billowy masses
of Gypsophila flowers completely conceal the gap.

Such plants as early Chrysanthemums, Violets,

Lily of the Valley and Carnations, which are grown
almost entirely for cutting, are not well adapted
to the mixed herbaceous border ; whenever
possible, they should be given separate beds.

Sweet Peas also are rather out of place among
hardy perennials, as they require so much attention

daily in removing dead blooms. It is more satis-

factory to dispense with these plants altogether,

rather than spoil the effect of a border solely

devoted to choice perennials.

THE SIB,ERIAN IRIS
Now that this charming Iris has passed out of

bloom, it may be successfully divided and

SIBERIAN IRISES BY THE WATER-SIDE AT FRIAR PARK.

Several groups of May-flowering and Darwin
j

Tulips should be included for spring effect ; they I

should be lifted at least every other year to avoid

overcrowding and deterioration. Pride of Haar-
lem, Inglescombe Scarlet, Clara Butt, Gesneri-

ana major, G. lutea and retroflexa are all

exquisite, easily grown and cheap." When the

Tulips die down, a light-growing annual may be

sown so as to conceal the bare soil. Such plants

as Campanula carpatica Riverslea, Pink IVIrs.

Sinkins and border Auriculas are precious for the

front of the border, especially if grown in large

groups. Where Gentian thrives it makes an
admirable edging to the border, though care

must, of course, be taken that it is never over-

spread by other plants. Once firmly planted, the

smallest bit soon forms a good clump.

Tall subjects at the back, dwarf ones in front,

must be the general rule, but stiffness should be

avoided at all costs. A group of Lilium candidum
at the back of the border, with Gypsophila pani-

culata fl.-pl. immediately in front of it, affords

transplanted. Although a moisture-loving plant

it prefers not to be planted in water, but rather on
the margin of stream or lake. It is a sun-loving

plant above all else, but it is not in the least

fastidious about soil. The greatest success, how-
ever, may be looked for in a rich, moist soil. In

association with water it makes a glorious display

from the middle of May till, late in June. The
usual method of propagation is to lift and divide

the clumps during July. These clumps should not

be divided with the spade, but with hand forks,

so that the roots are injured as little as possible.

The newly planted clumps require watering

several times a week after planting until estab-

lished.

The Siberian Iris may also be raised from seed,

which should be sown as soon as it is ripe. As
it takes about three years to flower from seed,

propagation by division of the- roots is generally

preferred. The accompanying iUustration shows
a delightful grouping of the Siberian Iris by the

water-side at Friar Park, Henley-on-Thames.
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PRIMULA OBCONICA
CHENIES GIANT STRAIN

w
as Chenies

E again have pleasure in referring

to the wonderful strain of Primula

obconica raised by Mr. John
Dickson, gardener to Adeline

Duchess of Bedford, and known
Giant Hybrids. The individual

blooms are more than 2 inches across and range

of bloom standing well above the foliage. One is

naturally led to enquire the means whereby this

strain has been brought to such a high standard

of excellence. Mr. Dickson explains that this

has been accomplished by continued efforts in

crossing P. sinensis with the improved forms of

P. obconica. This raises an interesting point,

for it has been stated on scientific grounds that

P. obconica has never been crossed with any other

species, and we must say that we have never

heard anyone claipi to have a hybrid by employing

AN ALLEGED HYBRID BETWEEN PRIMULA OBCONICA AND P. SINENSIS.

in colour from dark carmine to beautiful shell

pink, while there is also a grand strain known as

Chenies Blue, the flowers of which are of a delightful

mauve-blue shade and produced in great profusion.

A visit to the gardens at Chenies, Bucks, when
the Primulas are at their best, is quite a revelation

to anyone who is not acquainted with the develop-

ments of this greenhouse flower. The plants,

without exception, are compact and strong

growing, with very large foliage and huge trusses

P. obconica as the pollen plant. In the Chenies

strain P. obconica has been used as the seed-

bearing parent, and it certainly looks as though

P. sinensis has a very marked influence in the

development of this strain,

The illustration on the opposite page repre-

sents a typical plant of the Chenies strain, and
although it is thought to have in it the blood

of P. sinensis, yet it is possible to conceive that

this development in flower and leaf might be the

result from selection alone. In the illustration on
this page we have a plant bearing a strong resem-
blance to P. sinensis, and yet it was obtained from a
seed-pod of P. obconica. We shall be very much
srurprised if this plant is not accepted as a hybrid
between these two species, and if it is so, it will

be the first authentic instance on record. The
flowers of this plant resemble those of the garden
form of P. sinensis—they are borne in one whor>
and on a much thicker stem than is the case with
P. obconica ; while the foliage in many, ways,

resembles P. sinensis and is of the same texture.

Whether Mr. Dickson has or has not succeeded

in crossing these two species is a question we
hope will be cleared up before long ; but one thing

is certain, and that is, by continued efforts he
has succeeded in raising an excellent strain of

flowers. The strain has now been secured by the

wholesale firm of Messrs. Hurst and Son, and seed

may be obtained through any of the leading

seedsmen in any part of the British Isles.

YUCCAS FOR ENGLISH
GARDENS

GWING to a widespread belief that

i Yuccas are natives of dry desert

I and tropical regions, these plants
' are more often than not given the

driest possible position, and water

is strictly kept from them. Now, it is true we
are not likely to find a position too sunny for

them—a warm, sunny bank sloping to the south

is just an ideal place for them—yet in the growing,

season these plants most assuredly appreciate

copious supplies of water both overhead and at

the roots. When making growth Yuccas require

as much water as, for instance. Geraniums. It

is true that they will manage to exist, and perhaps-

look fairly happy, with very little water, and
the same may be said of Geraniums ; but how
readily both of these plants respond to a good

supply of water in the summer months, and how-

much better off they are for it !

Yuccas are very easily propagated frona the

sucker-like growths usually formed aroimd the

base of the plants. If these are detached

they root very well in a' shady place, although

the better plan is to give the suckers a little

bottom-heat in a propagating-frame and to-

root them in a soil mainly composed of silver

sand, the remainder being loam. Another mode
of increase is to partly break off these basa)'

growths and to then draw a light, sandy soii

around them. The young growths will quickly

root into this medium, when they may be severed

and established on their own roots. Seeds of

any of the species are rarely, if ever, produced

in this country, so that we have to resort to

vegetative means of reproduction. Root cuttings

form another mode of increase. This is accom-

plished by cutting into sections the thick, fleshy

roots and inserting them in sandy soil in

heat. The same method of propagation is often,

adopted for Dracffinas, to which the Yuccas are

allied.

Yuccas form a very imposing feature in many
English gardens. They are singularly well suited

for planting on sunny slopes in association with

the silvery Pampas Grass, New Zealand Flax

(Phormiura tenax) and Eucaljiptus Gunnii. with

its graceful silvery foliage. Some of the Yuccas,,

however, are probably hardier than any of the-
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plants here mentioned. We know of groups of

Yucca filameritosa that have stood 28° of frost

without the least sign of injury. This, by the

way, is the best of all the Yuccas for the flower

garden. Like all other members of the genus,

it does best in a rich, light soil and the sunniest

of positions. Its time of flowering is usually

August and September, but it flowers at a much
earlier age than Yucca gloriosa, and it is not

unusual to see quite young plants overburdened

with their load of ivory white flowers. The
leaves of this species have whitish margins clothed

with thread-like filaments ; hence its popular

name Silk Grass and its specific name filamentosa.

Yuccas have many popular names, the best known
being Adam's Needle, while in some parts they

are called Bear's Grass and Spanish Bayonet.

Yucca angustifolia, the Narrow-leaved Adam's
Needle as it has been appropriately named, is a

modest plant in growth, with long, narrow leaves,

and sends up a flower-spike about 3 feet in height.

It is seen to the best advantage when planted

in the rock garden. Y. recurva is perhaps the

most graceful of them all, and when grown in

groups upon a lawn it is very handsome, the

grfeen foliage being at all times very imposing.

Y. flaccida is looked upon as a variety of Y. fila-

mentosa. It is slenderer than the type and

flowers more freely. C.

POND WEEDS AND
COPPER SULPHATE

DURING the past two weeks we have

. received many complaints from

I various parts of the country about the

presence of a slimy-looking scum upon
the surface of ponds, lakes, tanks

and reservoirs. " Our pond," writes one

in great distress, " is this year invaded with a

hateful green slimy weed which grows upon the

bottom, clogging up a'l other plants, and gives off

a browny scum which smells vilely. I am told

that sulphate of copper will kill the weed, but do

not know what strength should be used or how
it will afiect the trout with which the pond is

stocked." The scum is caused by various kinds

of Algse, low orders of plant life allied to sea weeds,

and one common kind is popularly called Flannel-

weed, on account of its matted, thread-like growth.

This growth is sometimes raked out of the water,

'but this is only a temporary relief, for we have

known ponds to be as bad as ever after a few weeks
;

neither does cleaning out prevent the recurrence

of scum.

As the result of experiments it has been found

that copper sulphate is the most satisfactory

chemical to use. It must, however, be used with

care, for it is highly poisonous in its action ; one

part to 1,000,000 parts of water is sufficient to

kill the Algae, but one part in 750,000 parts of

water causes no injury to Water LiUes nor to

fish. In fact, a report from America states that

goldfish and minnows live indefinitely in a con-

centration of one part to 200,000, whereas' some
of the coarser fish will stand one in 50,000 con-

centration ; but this has proved too strong for

certain delicate kinds. Copper sulphate may be

applied in solution by spraying over the surface

of the pond, or by tying the crystals in a canvas

bag and dravring them through the water until

dissolved. In the first place, the holding capacity

of the pond must be ascertained—the weight of

the water may be taken at about 62ilb. to the

cubic foot—and the copper sulphate used in pro-

portion. On no account should it be used stronger

than one part in 750,000 concentration.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Lselio-Cattleya MomUS (Cattleya Octave Doin

X Laelio-Cattleya Lamheauianum).—A lovely

wholly pink save for the white centre and clear

yellow disc. Both of these were from IMessrs.

Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

Sweet Pea Crimson Queen.—The name is

descriptive of an e.xcellent variety and of a welcome

shade of colour. From Messrs. Hobbies and
Co., Dereham.

Campanula Waldsteiniana.—This alpine gem
from Croatia has long been known to gardeners

for its rare beauty and distinction ; hence its

recognition to high honour would appear to have

been rather long delayed. Three inches high or

so, the erect, pale violet flowers are rendered

A TYPICAL PLANT OF PRIMULA OBCONICA CHENIES STRAIN.

hybrid having exceptionally broad, ovate sepals

and petals of rich rosy hue, and purplish crimson

lip with yellow throat. From Messrs. Charles-

worth and Co., Hayward's Heath.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Cattleya Saturn Orchidhurst Variety (C.

O'Brieniana alba x C. Gaskelliana alba).—

A

well-set-up hybrid practically intermediate between
the parents and of pure white colour. It is very

chaste and beautiful.

Miltonia vexillaria Dreadnought.—A very

handsome variety, the flowers, 4 inches across,

distinct by the purplish-coloured ovaries, the

small, somewhat glaucous leaves all but hidden

by the crowd of blossoms.

Campanula Chastity.—As shown this is a dwarf

pure white form of C. carpatica. Both were from
Messrs. Grove, Sutton Coldfield.

Nemesia Orange Prince.—A very beautiful

addition, the intense orange-coloured flowers

being of exceptional size.

Sweet Pea Anzac.—This remarkable bicolour

is somewhat in the colour range of Mark's Tey,

though quite distinct therefrom. Standards

dark reddish lilac, externally maroon ; wings.
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mauve-blue. These were from Messrs. Dobbie

and Co., Edinburgh.

Sweet Pea Faith.—An exquisite shade of

lavender, practically all the sprays four-flowered.

Very beautiful and quite distinct.

Sweet Pea Honour Bright.—A brilliant and

striking variety of a salmon scarlet tone, of unusual

intensity in the standard. These were shown by

Mr. J. Stevenson, Wimborne.

Aconitum Napellus alta grandiflora.—A par-

ticularly tall and good white form of this well-

known plant.

Lavender Large-flowered Munstead Dwarf.

—

The name is partly descriptive of a good variety

which is also very free in floweririg. Shown by

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, W.C.

The foregoing novelties were exhibited before

the Royal Horticultural Society

on July iS, when the awards were

made.
GOLD MEDAL ROSES.

Emily Gray (Wichuraiana—decora-

tive or pillar Rose).—The colour

is canary yellow, and very welcome

in this section. From the raiser.

Dr. A. H. Williams, Harrow.

Donald McDonald (H.T.).—Colour

reddish scarlet, flowers fragrant.

Hardly up to gold medal standard,

we thought.

"K. of . K." (H.T.)—Semi-

^ double, intense velvety scarlet. A
glorious Rose worthy of the high

award.

Janet (H.T.).—.The raisers describe

this in elaborate detail, which we
cannot follow. It is double, buff

yellow, shaded pale apricot. These

three were shown by Messrs. Alex.

Dickson and Sons, Limited, New-

townards, County Down.

Miss Willmott (H.T.).—A shapely,

well-proportioned Rose of rich

cream colour, the rose-tipped petals

endowing it \vith great charm. A
variety of refinement and beauty.

Flame of Fire (H.T.) is the dis-

tinctive name to what at sight we
styled " a glorified Herriot." Its

raisers call it " pure orange flame,"

whatever that may be. The ex-

panded blooms are gorgeous in the

extreme, the golden bases to the

petals emphasising the
,
intense

colour prevailing. Scheduled as a

bedding and decorative variety, it

is a Rose for the million. It is

also fragrant.

Gladys Holland (H.T.).—Shapely

and beautiful, cream in colour,

reverse of petals salmon rose ; fragrant. Regarded
as a greatly improved Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt.

These three were shown by Messrs. Samuel McGredy
and Son, Royal Nurseries, Portadown, Ireland.

Mrs. Hugh Dickson (H.T.).—Cream colour with
apricot base. A very beautiful Rose.

Ulster Gem..—A lovely single of creamy white
with gold anthers, and very attractive. These
were shown by Messrs. Hugh Dickson and Sous,

Belfast.

The foregoing Roses were adjudicated upon
by the National Rose Society at its special

meeting held in conjuncticn with the fortnightly

exhibition of the Royal Horticultural Society

on July 18.

FIGS IN POTS
By E. A. Bu.vYARD, F.L.S.

A MONG the fruits which we gather in

/\ our gardens, the Fig shares with the

/ ^ Vine the honour due to the oldest

/ % inhabitant. We cannot but treat with
• respect a fruit which has seen the

pageant of the world's history pass by. Sen-

nacherib in his chariot, the Empires of Egypt and
Rome came and went their way while the Fig

looked on unmoved. It would be interesting to

collect instances where the Fig has been brought

into prominence in history. Cato's dramatic

production of a Carthaginian fruit before the

NEW GOLD MEDAL ROSE FLAME OF FIRE.

Senate, the basket of Figs in which Cleo-

patra's asp was concealed, its frequent use

as a vehicle for poison, are instances which

come to memory. But the object of these

notes is an attempt to bring the Fig home to

our "business and bosoms" — omitting, -of

course, the asp.

At a time when many greenhouses lack their

usual display, it may be of interest to replace the

banished flowers by a useful and healthy fruit.

The Fig is particularly happy under the restriction

of pot culture, and no more easily managed fruit

can be found for a cool house. ' One great fact

requires to be bturnt into the mind of the would-be

grower, a fact which is happily enshrined in an

Italian proverb which speaks of the Fig as

innamorata del pietre e citerne — stones and
water ! The necessary sunlight is taken for

granted in Italy, but here we must gather all we
can by placing the pots near to the glass. It is a

common mistake to think the Fig, coming from

a hot climate, does not require much water ; a

glance at its luxmiant foliage should show it is

a water-loving plant. Like the Date Palm it

likes its head in the sun and its roots in the

water.

A tiurfy loam with some mortar rubble serves

as a good potting soil, and rich manure should

not be added unless the growth is poor. A
hard, moderate growth is what is desired

for fruit production, and a cool greenhouse

where plenty of air can be given suits it

admirably Small, bushy plants

are best for the beginner, but

if the house is lofty, standards

will be usefid as a means of getting

near to the glass.

The varieties of the Fig are

numerous, 300 being described in

one elaborate monograph, but for

our purpose half a dozen should

suffice. For a good all round fruit

Brown Turkey still holds the first

place. As there is a great doubt

if it comes from an enemy country,

patriotic feeling need not be

violated. White Maiseilles comes
next in point of popularity, and
is generally the first to ripen

,

though called white it is really

pale green. It was for many years

a puzzle to me why Figs are so

often called black or white when
they are green, brown or purplish

brown. However, in a recent book
of Italian travel, I came across

a possible explanation. In the

South of Italy, the country par

excellence of the Fig, it seems that

the colour sense of the inhabitants

is extremely limited. Blue is out

of their range and dark colours

are generally called black, while

green and yellow are called white.

The Mediterranean blue is lost to

the native, who calls it lead colour !

As the Fig in its westward travels

passed from Asia to Italian shores,

it seems likely that here it found its

names of black and white. But to

resume. The two Ischias, Black and

White, should be included in every

collection ; " small but good " will

be the verdict of those who try

them. In my opinion there exists

nothing more delicious in the Fig realm, and

as they are both prolific croppers, they will

supply all needs save those of the exhibition

table, that altar to which so many good things

are sacrificed.

For two late varieties, Bourjasotte Grise, most

delicious in flavour and medium in size, a

regular and constant bearer, and Negro Largo, a

fine large fruit which is almost black and of

very rich flavoui, will finish the season. In

thus limiting myself to six varieties I shall

have left out many favourites, including some

of my own, but they are written in many
catalogues and books, to which the curious must

turn.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Early Potatoes.—^These will be ready for lifting,

and when such work has been carried out and
the ground cleared of weeds, it will be in excellent
condition for sowing Turnips, Spinach. Radishes,
and for planting out Coleworts.

Leeks.—The early plants are now growing
freely, and they should be encouraged by frequent
applications of liquid manure. The Leek is a
gross feeder and well repays for liberal cultivation.

Turnips.—A sowing of Turnips must now be
made for a winter supply. Draw shallow drills

about 15 inches apart. Green-top Stone, Red
Globe and All the Year Round are suitable kinds.

Herbs, such as Thyme, Mint, Sage and Marjoram,
may now be cut, and suspended in an airy structure
to dry. They will be useful for a winter supply.

Asparagus.—The beds should be kept free from
weeds, and. a -light sprinkling of bone-meal given
during showery weather. Support the growths
to preveilt injury from wind and heavy rains.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—Where Briars have been planted, the
present is a suitable time to begin budding, pro-
viding the bark is in a fit condition.
This will largely depend upon the
weather, and if we experience a dry
period it will be advisable to wait
for rain. Select plump buds only
and insert them close to the stem.

Pinks.—These can be increased
from cuttings, which may be inserted
in sandy soil placed in a cold frame.
In addition to the popular Mrs.
Sinkins, there are many beautiful
kinds suitable for the rock garden,
such as Dianthus neglectus and D.
alpinus. I have also raised a number
of these plants from seeds, which
were sown directly they were ripe.

Flower Beds.—The plants should
now be well established and making
rapid progress. To keep them tidy
it will be necessary to pick off all

dead leaves and blooms weekly,
while the grass must be kept short
and the edges trimmed. Where
carpet bedding is a feature, constant
attention will be necessary.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—Staking and
tying will now take up much time
where a number of plants are culti-
vated. Plants that were repotted
early may now receive an occa-
sional dose of weak liquid manure.
Syringe them regularly whenever the
weather is hot, and use some safe
insecticide at intervals to prevent an attack of
green and black fly.

Coleus thyrsoideus.—The early plants are
growing freely, and if their tops are removed and
made into cuttings, a useful batch of plants will
be secured for blooming in small pots.

Fruits Under Glass.

Early Pot Trees.—These may now be repotted
in a mixture of good fibrous loam, wood ashes
and soot, to which a little bone manure is added.
In most instances a larger pot will not be required,
so it will be necessary to reduce the ball of soil
somewhat, to allow space for the fresh compost.
Make it quite firm, and after giving one thorough
watering, moisture must be applied sparingly
until the roots are re-established.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

be weakened. Thin out the young growths,
leaving only a sufficient number for furnishing
and for providing next season's flowering wood,
which should be trained into its proper position
as soon as the plants have passed out of flower
and had all the old flowering wood removed.

Violets.—Those plants that have been grown
on with a view to supplying flowers during the
winter months should now have careful attention.
During hot and dry weather they are very liable

to attacks of red spider, which must be guarded
against in advance by frequent syringing and
dusting with soot. Stop all side shoots as they
appear, so that all the strength of the plant is

directed towards building up a strong crown.

Carnations.—A start ought now to be made
to layer the border Carnations, especially where
autumn planting is practised. The young plants
should be well rooted and planted in their per-

manent quarters as early as possible ; late-rooted
layers are best kept in cold frames all the winter.
It is always advisable to have a quantity of such
in reserve, for Carnations have many enemies
when exposed all the winter. They must, how-
ever, on no account be coddled. A framework
with wire- netting at the sides, on which sashes
are placed during winter to prevent excessive
soakings of snow and rain, is the best method we

they should be potted or boxed and plunged in
ashes or leaves until well rooted, when they may
be placed in heat in suitable batches.

Salvia splendens.—Plants for winter flowering
should now receive their final shift. If these
have been grown on steadily from early rooted
cuttings, 8-inch or g-inch pots will be required to
carry them through the flowering season. They
may be kept in cold frames imtil the weather
becomes too cold for them.

Humea.—Seeds of this plant may be sown
now in a moist, warm house. Afterwards remove
to a cool structure, prick out singly in small pots,
and keep them moving slowly in cool quarters"
all the winter. Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)
Glamis Castle, N.B.

GOLD MEDAL VEGETABLES
We have pleasure in illustrating on this page the

remarkable exhibit of vegetables sent by the

Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham House, Elstree,

to the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting

on July 18, when it constituted a chief attraction.

High-class vegetables from Elstree we have seen

for many years, but never before has Mr. Beckett's

skill been seen to greater advantage than on the

THE EXCELLENT COLLECTION OF VEGETABLES RECENTLY SHOWN BY MR. E. BECKETT.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

-

Standard Weeping Roses.—The stocks on
which these are budded, especially the rugosa
stocks, send up suckers very freely, and these
should be kept in check, or the Rose itself will

have found for keeping the plants healthy through
the winter.

The Rock Garden.—Many of the spring-sown
seedlings, also cuttings or divisions of early spring-

flowering subjects, are now in fine condition for

planting out. If to fill spaces where the plants
had become overgrown and been discarded, some
of the old soil should be removed and a fresh and
suitable mixture added. After being planted, a
good watering through a fine rose should be given
to settle the soil around the plants, and before
winter arrives they will have become thoroughly
established, with a good promise of a fine display
next spring. The propagation of later-flowering
subjects should be proceeded with as soon as
suitable cuttings can be obtained. These, of

course, will be kept in frames (with open sides,

as for Carnations) over the winter for planting out
as soon as the weather is favourable in spring.

Continuous renewing is necessary to keep the rock
garden gay and in a tidy condition.

Plants Under Glass.

Roman Hyacinths.—There is likely to be a
greater demand for these, owing to restrictions

on the import of Dutch bulbs, and intending
growers would be well advised to place their
orders early. As soon as the bulbs are delivered

occasion under review. The merit of the group

was to some extent reflected in the gold medal

in addition to the Lindley Medal—the highest

awards the Council has it in its power to bestow

—

granted it, and never were high honours more
fully merited. Equally well merited were the

eulogies of the best gardeners and the many
visitors to the show throughout the day. Com-
prising 90 varieties and 102 dishes, readers will

at once realise the comprehensiveness of the

display and how impossible it is for us to give

the varieties in detail ; indeed, when everything

is of the best, it is invidious to particularise,

though we cannot refrain from remarking upon

the columns of Quite Content and Edwin Beckett

Peas, Scarlet-podded Beans and the model

character of the Cucumbers. A background of

Sutton's Silver Seakale Beet, Celery, Cauliflowers

and the like was arranged. Mr. Beckett was

certainly in his best form, excellent taste in

arrangement being wedded to the highest cifltural

skill.
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OBITUARY
NATHANIEL N. SHERWOOD, V.M.H.

IT
is with profound regret that we record the

death of Mr. N. N. Sherwood, which occurred at

his country home, Prested Hall, Kelvedon,

Essex, on July 20 in his seventy-first year.

As head of the large wholesale seed firm

of Messrs. Hurst and Sons, of Houndsditch
he was one of the best loto^vn and most
popular men in the horticultural world. By
Ms demise British horticulture loses one of its

greatest workers. For many years we have known
Mr. Sherwood as a bluff, hale and heartj' man
of genial and extremely generous disposition

and the essence of kindness. His name will

long be remembered for his deep interest

in and generous support of the gardening

•charities. In the early sixties he entered

the firm of which he was destined to

become the 'principal. The firm had been

iounded nineteen years previously by
William Hurst and W. G. McMuUen, and
was therefore at that time in its

youthful stage. Six years later he was
taken into partnership, a happy social

ieature of his association with the firm

being his marriage with the youngest
•daughter of William Hurst. In 1890 he

became sole principal of the firm. In

•consequence of a serious illness in 1902,

he relinquished the entire manage-
ment of the business, which has

since been ably carried on by his

two sons. The volume of The Garden
for 1912 was dedicated to him, and a

•very pleasing feature of his business career

that year was the celebration at his

charming country home, Prested Hall,

Kelvedon, Essex, of his fifty years' con-

nection with his firm. When in 1897 the

Royal Horticultural Society decided to

institute a Victoria Medal of Honour in

horticulture, Mr. Sherwood was deservedly

one of the original recipients. He was an
active member of the Board of Directors at

the great International Exhibition at Chel-

•sea in 1912, and he has twice been Master of

the Worshipful Company of Gardeners, one
•of the oldest of the City of London Guilds.

Mr. Sherwood was a prominent Freemason,
and was one of the founders of the Hortus
Lodge. He was fond of art treasures and
had at his home, in Streatham a collec-

tion of paintings of great beauty and T.

value. Although he gave the closest

attention to his business, he was not unmindful
of others, for he was ever ready to lend a help-

ing hand for the alleviating of the distress of

those who had fallen on harsh times.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN-
PLANT FOR GRAVE (Xorth Cois>roM).~Vr(;. consider

that iu the circumstaDCfS Antcnnaria tomontosa would
be the most suitable plant. It is silvery, not ^rey; hardj',
a perfect carpetcT of the soil, and would be in pliarp contrast
with the fine cirass. You would require, probably, about
two dozen plants if immediate eUect is desired. The
plant is cheap, and any of the hardy plant dealers
advertising in The Garden could supply 'it.

DAMAGED PLANTS (Una).—The Viola is attacked
by the rust fungus, Puccinia violfc, wliich has doubtless
spread from Violets growing wild or cultivated in the
neiglibourhood. Attacked plants are best burned, and
the remainder sprayed so as to get a ck^an start next
autumn with healthy cuttings. The Antirrhinum is

attacked by the spotted millepede, Julus pulchellus.

EDITORIAL NOTICES
The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

'but he ivill not he responsible ior their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, vAll he taken, and ivhere stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.
As reqards photographs, if payment he desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.
It must he distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or owner of the copyright will he treated ivith.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic
or literary contributions ivhich he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in THE Garden will alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Ofjfices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covenl Garden, W.C.

IE LATE NATHANIEL N. SHERWOOD, V.M.H

Its presence suggests the need of lime in the soil. Soil
limed at intervals rarely harbours millepedes. The use of
crude naplithaline, wJiich can bo obtained from most
gasworks, lightly forked among the plants, would probably
drive away the pest. You do not send the roots of the Peas,
but, judging fr(5m the appearance of the plants, we suspect
the presence of the root-rot fungus, Thielavia basicola,
on the roots. Ill-drained soil and general sourncj^s of
the soil conduce to the attack of this fungus, and we
suggest attention to these points in cultivating the Peas
another season.

FRUIT GARDEN.
TOMATOES DISEASED (Liverpool).—The Tomatoes

are attacked by one of the bacterial rots, and the treat-
ment called for is the destruction of all the diseased fruits
by fire and the dressing of the soil wth a mixture of
wood-as}i('s and suiK-rphospliate. See also that insects,
whicti are likely to carry tlie bacteria about from plant
to plant, are kept down by fumigating.

A BAD ATTACK OF AMERICAN GOOSEBERRY
MILDEW (Sojourner).—The Gooscbi-rrirs arc, we regret
to say, badly attacked by American Gooseberry mildew.
It would be well to pick and burn them as soon as
possiJ)le, then to spray the bushes with Biu'gundy mixture
according to the recipe given in The Garden a week or

two ago. In addition to this, in the early part of
September cut otf the tips of tlie branches whore the
mildew may be lurking and burn them all, starting the
spraying again next Slay, ^fotice of the outbreak must
be given to the Board of Agriculture.

DISEASED BERRIES OF MUSCAT GRAPES {J. S.).—
The Grapes are suffering from a disease named scalding.
It is given this name because the berries appear as if

they were scalded or parboiled. The disease invariably
attacks the berries at the time of stoning, the cause of
the attack being too low a temperature and the absence
of a Iree circulation of warm air. To prevent an attack,
see to it that a little heat is provided by having the
hot-water pipes just warm nigi't and day while this
process is going on. Admit air freely night and day when
the weather is favourable. The air will then be warm and
buoyant and will circulate rapidly.

RASPBERRIES NOT FRUITING (B. Tro^ope) .—The
branches sent are perfectly healthy, and ^e can see no
reason why the flowers shoula not set and the fruit grown
in the usual way. In the absence of some local cause,
of which we know nothing, such as the closeness of large
trees and the robbing of the soil by their roots, or the

overshadomng of the Raspberries by their
branches, we should be inclined to think that the
variety is at fault. If you decide to replant, the
best red variety is Superlative. The Raspberry
enjoys a cool, deep, rich soil in whicl) to grow.
GUMMING OF PEACH FRUIT {W. M. and

Sons).—On cutting your sample Peach it was
found that the stone was ^vasting away and exud-
ing a sort of gum which found its way to tho
surface. That, of course, was the immediate
cause of the fruit dropping. The cause which
gave rise to the decay of the stone is involved
in considerable mystery. I^'o one, so far as we
are aware, can give a reliable and specific reason
or cause of its origin. We have found in our ex-
perience that large and later varieties are more
subject to the disease than are early and mid-
seasou ones. Some contend that the disease is

due to imperfect fertilisat ion of the blossoms. This
may have something to do with it ; therefore
let the flowers be artificially and carefully
fertilised next year with the pollen of another
variety. Others will tell you that the cause
is a lack of suflicient lime in the soil. It

is quite safe to make these or similar sug-
gestions; they are more or less guesses and
cannot be verified or contradicted. For our
part \\e believe that the presence of the disease .

points to the absence of more than one essential
constituent in the soil in sufficient quantity
for the proper formation of the stone, caused
by absorption of the trees over a series of
years. Acting on this belief we have invari-
ably lifted and replanted such trees in new
and proper Peach soil as soon after the fall of
the leaf as possible, and suffered no recurrence
aftenvards.
FIG TREES DROPPING THEIR FRUIT (Miss

W. G. B.). —This is an old complaint and general
at this time of year. It may, therefore, be
useful to other readers of The Garden, besides
our correspondent, if an endeavour is made to
throw some light on the cause of the trouble,
and to suggest means of obviating it. The direct
cause of the fruit dropping is its sterile con-
dition, no seeds having been formed, or formed
in insufficient numbers, to secure its fertility.

This bare statement does not carry us very far,

as it fails to explain the cause or causes of the
failure of the crop. It is important that the
grower should remember that the crop of Figs
to be borne next year must, as it were, first

be manufactured in the shoots of the present
year's growth. Bearing this in mind, the im-
portance of these shoots and the preparing
of them to produce such crops is obvious.
How is this to be done ? In the first place by
comiX'lling such trees to produce shoots of
such strength only as arc calculated to bear
substantial crops. In the second place by
subjecting such shoots during summer and

autumn to the maximum amount of sunshine and warm
air obtainable in order to bring about firm growth, ripeness
of the wood of the shoots, aud of their fruit-buds. It
will be useful to bear in mind that the fruit of the current
year's gro\\'th iu the Fig, as iu most other fruits, is chiefly
the result conserved up sunshine of the year before. Wliat
then, it may be asked, is the process a barren Fig tree
has to be subjected to in order to bring it to a state of
fertility ? The Fig tree is naturally of strong growth,
and this is especially true of seedling trees (as is our corre-
spondent's), and shoots of this character are difficult, if

not impossible, of being ripened and converted to fertility

in the course of our short and sunless summers. The
process is simply to root prune in autumn as soon as tho
leaves have fallen, and so bring about a more moderate
growth of branches; to confine the roots to a com-
paratively small border of not over-rich soil; also to
take care to thin out weak shoots in spring, so that
the slioots left will have ample room for full exposure
to all sunshine and warm air available, so preparing them
to bring sure and good crops the following year. Fig
trees belonging to amateurs are mostly too congi'sted
with branches in summer. Should this be the casc with
our correspondent's tree, let no time be lost in cutting
out the weakest aud tlie very strongest, in order to give
the shoots of moderate strength left a chance of becoming
well ripened iu tho course of the summer.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THE timely advice given by the Board

of Agriculture and Fisheries, impressing

Potato growers with the importance of

spraying their crops with a suitable

fungicide (Bordeaux or Burgundy mix-
ture), deserves the attention of all who possess a

garden. If not already done, the spraying should

be carried out as soon as possible, since the

recent rains are likely to lead to an outbreak of

Potato disease, which may seriously injure the

crop ; and should the weather continue to prove
unseasonable, the spraying should be renewed in

two weeks' time, or the loss may be considerable.

Trial of Winter-Fruiting Tomatoes at Wisley.
The Royal Horticultural Society will carry out

a trial of winter-fruiting Toma-
toes at Wisley during the ensuing

season. Seeds for trial (one packet

of each variety) should be sent

so as to reach the Director,

Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens, Wisley, Ripley, Surrey,

from whom the necessary entry

forms (one for each variety) may
be obtained, on or before Tues-

day, August r5.

Propagating Pentstemons. —
Some of our finest varieties of

Pentstem.ons are very shy in pro-

ducing cuttings, so that it is

recommended to commence pro-

pagating early. The shoots that

are being thus tipped for early

cuttings will branch out and
provide a second and third batch.

Place four or- more cuttings round
the sides of 4-inch pots and
stand them in a close cold frame.

Shade from the sun, when rooting

will soon take place.

A Curious Meconopsis.—At a

recent meeting of the Scientific

Committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, Mr. H. J. Elwes showed a
Meconopsis from the garden of Mr. Dimsdale of

Ravenshill, Eastleach, Lechlade. It was thought
to be a seedling which Mr. Elwes had given him
from Meconopsis latifolia, but had curiously

shaped leaves. Sir David Prain, to whom it was
referred, said it was a form which he had not seen
before, but save for the absence of bracts on the
pedicels it agrees in essentials with Mr. Hay's
M. decora, with blue flowers. It has the peculiar
hairs of M. decora, which look simple at first

sight, but which have very minute protuberances
as seen under a low power. Sir D. Prian considers
it probable that M. decora is a hybrid between

M. latifolia and M. Wallichii. Mr. Elwes wrote
later that he had seen a specimen in Mr. Grove's

garden which had thrown out side shoots very

like Mr. Dimsdale's plant, and the pistil resembling

that of latifolia.

A Pretty Campanula for Wall or Rock Garden.
The accompanying illustration depicts a fine

clump of Campanula garganica W. H. Paine

growing on a wall in Mr. John E. Williams' garden

at Hillside, Llandaff. It is an extremely pretty

variety, with a conspicuous light eye to its deep
blue flowers. In habit and freedom of flowering

it is typical garganica while its two colours, which
are nearly equally divided, make it a very
distinct and effective variety. Unfortunately,

CAMPANULA W. H. PAINE ON A WALL AT LLANDAFF.

the light eye was not shown in the photo-

graph from which our illustration was prepared.

It is rapidly becoming quite a favourite, and we
have seen it in many good rock and wall gardens

this summer.

The Opening of the Flowers of Lilium
giganteum.-—It is generally supposed that the

flowers of Lilium giganteum open from the bottom
of the spike upwards. This has, in fact, been

given as one of its specific characters. But Mr.

Elwes, who has raised the question, states that

at Wisley he had found that the bottom flower

did not first open as had been reported, neither

did_ il in certain other plants of this species.

Considering the enormous size of the flowers,

this interesting question should be settled without

much discussion. From the illustration of L.

giganteum at Wisley, issue July 29, page 370, it

appears as though the top and bottom flowers
*

opened at the same time, with the oldest flowers

in the middle.

"Exceptions Prove the Rule."—It must be

a very long time since British gardens had to do
without a supply of bulbs from Holland in the

autumn. We have no idea when the first Dutch
catalogue printed in English was issued, but we
.have seen a list of Hyacinths, Tulips,' Ranun-
culuses and Anemones which was issued in 1770

by the great Haarlem firm of Nicolas van Kampen
and Sons. Novelties then, as

now, were noted to catch the

cautious and the voracious buyer.
" Quite new," " very scarce,"

often appear appended to the

various descriptions. " Lak " is

explained as signifying " a peculiar

kind of old Tulips, almost entirely

purple, border'd with white."

It is rather surprising to find

no fewer than twenty-three pages

of Ranunculuses, compared with

thirty-five given to Hyacinths.

Of these latter, there are nine

pages of single varieties and
twenty-six of double.

Sir Arthur Church's Collec-

tion of Botanical Drawings.—The
water-colour drawings of plants

by various botanical artists in

the collection of the late Sir

Arthur Church have recently been

presented by Lady Church to

the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.
This interesting and valuable

collection, which includes ex-

amples of the work of the more im-

portant early flower painters from

the time of Simon Varelst, has been arranged at

the expense of Lady Church on the walls of the

small room, once Miss North's studio, adjoining

her gallery, and is now open to public inspection.

The drawing of Sedum Telephium bearing the

name of P. J. Redoute—^the Raphael of flowers—ds

somewhat doubtfully attributed to him. The
Kew Bulletin, No. 6, 1916, contains some

interesting particulars of the twenty-nine artists

and a list of the subjects of their pictures.

*** Ovdng to the shortage of paper, readers who have not
already done so are asked to order THE GiRDEN to be
delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus
obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Rose Paula Clegg (H.P.).—There are but few

exhibitors acquainted with this splendid new Rose.

I have had it very fine this season. It is some-

what after the style of A. K. Williams, but with

a growth almost as vigorous as J. B. Clark. The

flowers come of splendid form and rich bright

red in colour. Alas ! how seldom we see these

grand old Hybrid Perpetuals nowadays ; but it

will be a mistake if we allow them to be lost.

Just lately Charles Lefebvre, Louis van Houtte,

Commandant Felix Faure, &c., have been superb.

Paula Clegg was introduced by Kiese and Co.

in rgrs.

—

Danecroft.

The Oldest Surviving Florists' Flower.

—

The question raised by your correspondent

Mr. T. Hay on page 357, issue July 22, as to what

is the oldest surviving variety of any florists'

flower, is an interesting, although a difficult one

to answer. It could only be definitely answered

by an appeal to the cultivators of each different

kind of florists' flower to state the oldest one

they know in the various kinds, and then tracing

the origin of such flowers back to the date of their

being put into commerce. Without reference

and speaking solely from memory, I should think

Solomon Page's Champion in Auriculas would

be hard to beat if still in cultivation. It is not

so many years ago since it was referred to in the

columns of a contemporary as being still grown

by Auricula fanciers. Then in Chrysanthemums

it occurs to me that Salter's King of Crimsons

may still be grown in country gardens somewhere

in the United Kingdom. After a long period of

neglect it was rediscovered and made a fuss of

for a time. In Dahlias it was the same with

Picta formosissima, which Messrs. Cannell some

few years ago came across and reintroduced to

the public notice. These are the only three

aspirants I can think of for the honour, supposing

them to be still in cultivation, which it is not easy

to ascertain. I wonder whether some of the old

English florists' Tulips are still prized by old-time

cultivators. Then the Picotee suggests itself.

But on the spur of the moment, I should say if

Page's Champion is still in existence among
present-day Auricula fanciers, it woiild be an

easy first.—C. Harman Payne.

The Pure White Orchis maculata.—I was so

much interested in the illustration and note in yorrr

issue of July 22 of the pure white Orchis maculata

in the gardens at Friar Park, Henley-on-Thames,

as I have been collecting different varieties of

this plant for some years, So far I have only

found one specimen of the pure white variety,

which has increased nicely since planted in the

rock garden, but it has leaves with unusually

heavy dark blotches on them. One other plant,

found wild, has the flowers pure white when fully

expanded, hut the unopened buds are flushed

with mauve. This one has plain dark green

leaves. From its tall stature and early flowering

I suspect it to be one of the O. latifolia x maculata
hybrids. I know that some of these have been
sent out by nurserymen under the names of

Kilmarnock, Miss Hope and Mudeford Orchis.

I do not believe they are very uncommon where
the two species grow together

;
possibly some of

your readers interested in British Orchids could

tell us. It has always surprised me why such

showy and hardy plants have been so much

neglected in gardens.—H. M. B., Duns, Berwick-

shire. [A few weeks ago we saw a pure white

form of Orchis maculata in a Chelmsford garden,

and it is said to be a fairly common native in that

part of Essex. Unlike the plants at Friar Park,

it had dark spots on the leaves. The Kilmarnock

variety of Orchis maculata is a scarce but very

beautiful border or bog plant which is to be found

in very few gardens outside Scotland. It was,

we understand, found a good many years ago on

a moor in the Kilmarnock district, and has been

cultivated in gardens from that time. It has

densely flowered spikes of purple blooms and

ORCHIS LATIFOLIA X O. MACULATA IN

THE ROCK GARDEN 4T KEVV.

handsome spotted leaves. Whether it is a natural

hybrid between O. latifolia and O. maculata we
cannot say, although we should not be surprised

to learn that it is so, for it is well known that

these two species cross readily in cultivation.

For some years a hybrid between these two species

has flowered remarkably well in the rock garden

at Kew. When in flower the hybrid presents a

very striking appearance, for it is much more

vigorous than either of its parents. Fortunately,

nurserymen have very good stocks of most British

Orchids, so that there is no occasion for them to

be hunted down in their native habitats.—^Ed.]

Primula heleodoxa {?).—^There has been a

good deal of quiet banter and cba£E about the

correct way of spelling what, as a parson, I may
by analogy call the Christian name of this new
Chinese foundling. The exhibitor of this novelty

at the Chelsea Show thought he had got a well-

known, botanically-inclined gardener who, like

the weasel, is seldom caught asleep, on this occa-

sion on toast. The label read " helodoxa," for,

said the exhibitor with a sort of inward chuckle,

as much as to say, " I have got him at last," the

word means " glory of the marsh " and " helos"

is the Greek for marsh ; whereas, if it were " helio-

doxa," as the learned one insists it should be, it

would mean " glory of the sun." The glorious plant

with its tiers of Jersey butter coloured flowers

seems likely to suffer from a plethora of names.

It has been dubbed " heladoxa " in The Garden
on page 256, issue May 27 ; while the Gardeners'

Chronicle—like the old lady with the sweet stall

on the way to the 'Varsity boat, who always

decorated it with both dark and light blue ribbons

in quite a Vicar of Bray spirit—in its issue for

May 27, on page 286, has it " heliodoxa " and,

on page 29r, " helodoxa." Gardening Illustrated

on page 342 has it " helodoxa," and the same

name occurs in the Gardeners' Magazine on page

262. We get it in the Revue Horticole for Jtfly,

on page 113, under " Les plantes nouvelles ^

Londres " as " heliodoxa." Finally, last week
we had "helodoxa" writ large on page 367 with

the mystical letters (Balf. fil.) appended and

the imprimatur of its famous discoverer G.

Forrest. All which "progeny of learning" is

decidedly muddling. I do not profess to be

at all " high I'arned," as my old gardener

used to say, but I possess a Liddell and Scott,

and on the authority of that time-honoured

friend I am afraid it is a case of the biter being

bit, for although " helos " is the nominative

case, " heleos " is the genetive. I seem to hear

my old master saying, " Go up top ; of course it's

heleodoxa." There is a saying,' I think, about

fools stepping in where angels fear to tread.

Perhaps, Mr. Editor, some of the latter people

will now tell us what they think.

—

Joseph Jacob.

"The Twelve Best Rambler Roses."

—

" A. B.'s " suggestion contained in his article

on the above in the issue of July 22, page 359,

is an excellent one, and I have much pleasure in

adopting it and sending you a list. In drawing

up the list I have confined myself to such Roses

as will fall within " A. B.'s " limitations, or rather

qualifications ; but I might point out to " A. B.'*'

that the first essential of a Rambler Rose is surely

that it should ramble. Now no fewer than six

of his dozen do not ramble, but only climb,

and, I have, therefore, in compiling my list added
that as a qualification. The six that are thus

ruled out are American Pillar, Tausendschdn,

Blush Rambler, Climbing Aimfee Vibert, Gold-

finch and Paul's Carmine Pillar. I think American

Pillar is doubtful. To my mind there is sufficient

Wichuraiana blood in its composition to carry

it over the border line ; but he himself calls it

a Multiflora scandens, so I have excluded it rather

than run the risk of being " hoist with my own
petard." In order of merit, or as near as one

can get it, my list is as follows : Miss Helyett,

Francois Juranville, Alberic Barbier, Minnehaha,

Lady Godiva, Excelsa, Jersey Beauty, Gardenia,

Shower of Gold, Leontine Gervais, White Dorothy

and Evangeline. If the "Rambler" qualifica-.

tion is not insisted on, I should take out the last

three and substitute American Pillar, Tausendschon
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and Goldfinch, and I should place them fourth,

fifth and ninth respectively. The first two Roses

on my list are not mentioned in " A. B.'s " article,

and they are facile princeps.—H. E. Moi-yneux.

With so much variety in colour, formation

of flower and habit of growth to choose from in

Rambler Roses, there always will be a difference

of opinion as to which are the best varieties.

Locality and methods of cultivation have so much
to do with the succe'Ss or otherwise of certain

sorts that no wonder there are such widely

expressed opinions. The list given on page 359,

issue July 22, by " A. B." is certainly a good one

with the exception of the last three sorts. Climb-

ing Aimfee Vibert, away from a wall, does not

flower freely enough. I should substitute Sander's

White, a Wichuraiana of recent introduction

possessing all the attributes of a good Rambler.

Especially clear is the purity of colour, and that

is important in what is said to be a white Rose.

So many are dull and too often tinged with pink.

Goldfinch is apt to become "leggy" near the

base, and does not flower in all situations freely

enough. Claire Jacquier, I think, is better. It

produces huge clusters of flower quite early in

the Rose season. Carmine Pillar is the earliest

Rose to open its blooms, which are freely produced
;

but in time the plant grows less vigorous, and

is liable to become thin and sparse of growth,

especially near the base. If a single-flowered sort

is required to give variety, I should substitute

Evangeline, a Wichuraiana introduced by Walsh
in 1907. The blooms are of full size, in clusters,

very freely produced, with white centre and
carmine- tinted petals. In growth the plant is

all that could be desired.—E. M.

Wasps and Grapes.—In " Notes of the Week,"
issue July 22, there is a timely warning given

to cultivators to prepare against an invasion of

wasps. Personally, I never saw so many queen

wasps as I did last spring, and so in all probability

there will be a plague of wasps this season. Last

A STANDARD TREE LUPINE IN THE
FLOWER BORDER.

year an amateur cultivator came to me and asked

what he ought to do, as he had had robbers

in his vinery. I misunderstood him and, laugh-

ingly, advised him to lock the door. " Oh, no,"

he replied, " that would be no good ; the

robbers are wasps." I saturated flannel cloths

in paraffin and suspended them, 10 feet apart,

from the wires, and although wasps came into

the vinery before, they did not enter it afterwards,

but passed over. Soon after doing this I learned

that petrol was even more efficacious. Perhaps

other growers have tried it.—G. G.

White Goat's Rue (Galega ofBcinalis albiflora).

This charming old cottage garden flower seems

rarely seen or mentioned. I have not come across

it a dozen times in as many years, though the

lavender blue species is fairly frequent. For a

long time (after losing my own in moving) I could

not get it again, till a few years ago I received

a packet of seed, and from it raised a par-

ticularly good specimen. It is a capital " cut

and come again " plant for the mixed border

of hardy perennials, where it makes a mass of

pure white blossom. It is also dainty and attrac-

tive for table decoration, and the more the top-

most sprays are picked, the more, and longer,

the plant continues to flower in the border. I

have it just now in a Venetian glass goblet of

Chartreuse green with a crystal and gold flecked

stem, which just suits its white spikes tipped with

green buds supported on the ever-useful and

unobtrusive sprays of the blossom of Thalictrimi

adiantifolium (which are as useful as its leaves)

and with the Goat's Rue foliage. For those who
do not know it, I may describe Goat's Rue as

like a miniature Lupine with pinnate, in place

of palmate, foliage, which is a pale bright green

in early spring, when it is both pleasing in the

border and combines well with cut flowers at

that season.

—

Anne Amateur.
Standard Tree Lupines.—I do not know if it

is common knowledge among our gardening

friends that Tree Lupines can be

grown as standards. As an experi-

ment I have grown one this year,

and I send a photograph showing

the result. I cannot recall having

seen one before. Of course, by
growing them as standards it is

an advantage ' in the borders,

because a Tree Lupine, when grown

in its natural way, covers a good

portion of the border, and it

means an unsightly patch all the

summer. Grown as a standard

about 5 feet high, the border can

be filled, and when the plant has

finished flowering it can be pulled

up, provided one has a stock for

another year. The white Lupine

is excellent with such subjects

as Oriental Poppies or Geum
Mrs Bradshaw as a groundwork.

—H. Farr.

Ceanothus dentatus on a South

Wall.—I am forwarding to you
the accompanying photograph of

a Ceanothus dentatus which is

growing in my garden, because

I think it may interest some of

your readers. It is the largest I

have seen, being about 15 feet

high and 30 feet across, and when
in full flower is quite a startling

sight. It is against a south wall

•^^'

CEANOTHUS DENTATUS GROWING OVER A
STABLE WALL AT WESTBROOK, GODALMING.

and was planted in 1900 or 1901 ; I am not

sure which. I consider it a valuable shrub, for

it can easily be struck from cuttings, is a pretty

object when not in flower, and not an untidy

object when flowering is over. If desired, it

can be trained against a wall, and it does not

object to such treatment. It flowers about the

beginning of June and lasts in bloom for at least

three weeks.

—

Thackeray Turner.
Spinach Beet.—There seems to be a certain

amount of confusion with regard to this most
useful vegetable, which is also known as Perpetual

Spinach. The condemnatory note in The
Garden for July 22, page 355, from " T. A. W."
by no means tends to put matters straight. The
vegetable referred to by your correspondent

is not Spinach Beet at all, but what is known as

Seakale Beet. With regard to the edible qualities

of this last, I entirely agree with " T. A. W.,"

though even then opinions may differ, as tastes

are so various. The Spinach Beet, however,

I look upon as one of the most useful of all green

vegetables, especially for a small garden, as it

gives a continuous picking from a limited space.

From a few rows sown in April at 18 inches apart

we have been picking for some time, and if the

plants are not allowed to suffer from want of water

and an occasional stimulant is given, they will

continue to keep up a succession of leaves till

autumn is well advanced. Even then an occasional

picking may be obtained in the winter. In the

case of the plants that have rendered such good

service, I go over them in the spring and cut off

all old and exhausted leaves. Then a dressing

of guano is given and well hoed in. The result

of this is a delightful crop of young leaves in April

and May, when greenstuff in the average garden

is none too plentiful.-:-H. P.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
August 7.—Evesham Horticultural Society's

Show.

August 8.—WalsaU Horticultural Society's

Show (two days).

August 9.—Sheffield Chrysanthemum Society's

Show and Lecture.
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THE ROSES OF JULY

" In pomp supreme the countless Roses passed

Battalion on battalion thronging fast,

Each had a different banner, flaming bright,

Damask, or striped, or crimson, pink or white."

—"A Legend of Provence."

THE
" Pageant of Summer " is heralded

in the Rose world by the tender greenery

and fleeting blooms of the Scotch and
other May-flowering Roses. In June
it shows itself in the blooming of the

blush and white Roses of the

hedgerows and the sweetening of

our gardens with Roses innumer-

able, and culminates in July when
our Rose gardens become a feast

of colour and fragrance. July, at

any rate for those who live north

of London, is the great month of

the Hybrid Tea and Hybrid Per-

petual, and it is in these two

groups of Roses that we find

the most varied and the most
" voluptuous " (to use Keats'

expression for the garden Roses)

forms.

As one walks roimd the garden

now in mid-July, in spite of the

wet and the sad lack of sunshine,

it is " Roses, Roses all the way."

Beds and borders are literally

" hanging out their blossoms flam-

ing bright," and we may find

among the Hybrid Teas and Hybrid
Perpetuals almost every shade of

white, blush, pink, rose, salmon,

yellow, terra-cotta and crimson,

many of these shades being subtly

blended in the same Rose. The
forms, too, of these Hybrid Teas

are almost as varied as the colours.

There are the single Hybrid Teas,

reaching their greatest beauty in

the charming outlines and tints of

the ever-popular Irish Elegance
;

the semi-singles, as they are

somewhat crudely called, such as

the bright pink iVIrs. Rosalie

Wriuch and the almost scarlet

Red Letter Day. There are the

pretty, somewhat cup-shaped

forms still to be found in Roses

of the type of Theresa and

Jacques Vincent. More t^^pical of

the modem Hybrid Teas are

the pointed forms, which, if

surrounded with a fringe of guard petals,

as in the lovely rose pink Mrs. E. G. HiU
and the exquisite light crimson Richmond, is

perhaps the most beautiful of all forms. Then,
again, those with reflexed petals, of which La
France and Mme. Abel Chatenay are good examples,

have a beauty all their own. Others—Ophelia,

for instance—are most lovely in their upright,

pointed shape, which seems the best adapted
to showing and preserving so long as may
be the exquisite shell-like tinting of the inner

petals.

The pen of a Rusldn or the brush of an Alma
Tadema is needed to enable one to describe or

represent in any adequate way the thousand

beauties of form and colouring which may be found

among the Roses of July. Even in the extraordi-

narily wet month of this year many varieties are

blooming in perfection, and this is specially the

case with the red Roses, which, I think, are even

more beautiful than usual.

The hot sun scorches and birrns the

Hybrid Perpetuals, and takes the brilliance

out of the crimson Hybrid Teas, causing them
to open too quickly. But all this mouth

ROSE LITTLE DORRIT.

the red Roses have been the great joy of the

garden. Richmond, sometimes too thin and too

light, has given Roses of perfect form and glowing

light crimson shade. General Macarthur and
Mrs. Edward Powell have grown into fine plants

with magnificent dark foliage and almost flaunt-

ingly gay scarlet red blooms. The more dusky
Liberty and Marquise de Salisbury, and the soft

crimson Hugh Dickson, with its unsurpassed

fragrance, are also flowering well. Edward
Mawley, a variety, I think, which specially dislikes

strong sunsliine, has been very fine. The great

dark crimson petals of this Rose, beautifully

flushed with scarlet on the inside, are exceedingly

effective in the garden. Among newer red

Hybrid Teas, Dora von Tets is a pretty

pointed dark crimson, and H. E. Richardson

is the most velvety of any Hybrid Tea I have
seen. It is also possessed of an exquisite scent.

In cold weather its petals curl up in a curious

manner. Turner's Crimson Damask, a fine single

Rose, has been more beautiful than usual this

July, and Red Letter Day has all the brilliance

its name denotes.

The late Wichuraianas are usually in full flower

by the middle of July, but this year I have not

yet (July 22) seen a single cluster of Dorothy
Perkins or Lady Gay. Hiawatha and Excelsa

are beginning to show crimson in their buds,

and the lighter crimson Coronation is fully out

and is very effective in the

- ^ distance. The handsome clear

rose-coloured American Pillar is

rapidly coming into flower, and
the very graceful pale pink

Debutante is just at its best,

clothing its pillar in a most

pleasing manner. The MiUtifloras,

such as Crimson Rambler and
the mauve-pink Helene, are also

July Roses.
,

Many of the delicate Tea Roses

have been very much dashed and
spoilt by the heavy rains, but

a few warm days would work
wonders among them. A bed of

CoraUina is looking very cheerful

and, fortunately, has not been

attacked by the black spot, which

has rather spoilt the beauty .

of its neighbours Little Dorrit

, and Mme. Antoine Mari. The
wet %veather is, I suppose, partly

responsible for the prevalence of

such fungoid diseases as red

rust, black spot and mildew.

The Polyantha Pompons which

have been hard pruned come into

full bloom this mouth, and some
beds of Mrs. W. H. Cutbush, the

Orleans Rose and Jessie are very

bright.

In the Rose shrubberies the

.; blooms are not so numerous as

they were in May and Jtme, but

Rosa lucida and R. lucida alba

have just begun to flower, and the

little R. nitida is scenting the air

round the comer devoted to this

! charming single variety ; these

are American Roses. Rosa alba

_;.,.... .-.-jijiui and its garden varieties Maiden's

Blush and Celestial are in blooin

during July ; so are the bright

pink Andersonii, the paler

macrantha and many of the Moss Roses.

The pale pink Spong, a variety of centifolia,

with blooms like small button mushrooms, is stUl

flowering freely on the rock garden ; the rose

pink gallica pumilla is not quite over, and the

pretty dwarf rugosa Schneezwerg is just coining

into bloom.

When July passes away, the true summer, with

its long days, its fields of immown hay, its wealth

of Roses, passes with it ; and though in August

and September " on new Rose buds the new
sun shall smile," they will be the Roses of

j

early autumn : our summer Roses will bloom no

more. White Lady.
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CLARY (SALVIA SCLAREA)
By Gertrude Jekyll.

THIS very old plant of officinal gardens

deserves better recognition of its merit

in the flower border. Carefully grouped

it is one of the most effective of flowers

for a good three weelis in July. The
flower-stem stands 4J feet high and Is widely

branched. The blooms, of typical Salvia form,

are of a pale bluish colour, but they are accom-

panied by wide reddish lilac or mauve bracts,

thus forming clouds of harmonious colouring,

broken enough to be the more efiective and inter-

esting. Seed should be saved from the deepest-

coloured plants, as it is apt to degenerate to a

paler tint, although it seeds itself freely, for if

the ground where last year's plants stood is not

too much disturbed, strong seedlings will appear

the next year in early summer which will be the

blooming plants for the year after. It is a short-

lived perennial, but is best treated as a biennial.

There is a fine strain in the hands of a private

owner, who, I believe, is willing to supply it.

Whether the English name Clary is a corruption

of the specific name Sclarea, or whether it is from

Clear-eye, appears to be an open question ; but

for centuries and until quite recent times the

seeds have been used as thus described by Parkinson

in 1629 : "The seed is used of some to be put

into tlie corner of the eye, if any mote or other

thing haue happened into it." He also advises

the use of the leaves for the table in these words :

"The leaues taken dry, and dipped into a batter

made of the yolkes of egges, flower, and a little

milke, and then fryed with butter vntil they be

crispe, serue for a dish of meate accepted with

manie, vnpleasant to none."

A SAVOY UPLAND IN
JULY

By Edward H. Woodall,

Orchis conopsea.—This season of alternate

rains and sweltering days of steamy sunshine

has at least suited some plants in this fair land

of Chestnut and Vine, and of alpine meadows
reaching up to the snows above the cattle pastures.

The other day, after several attempts to reach

these regions where flowers abound, we found a

promising road, and, after a moderate climb,

emerged on a mountain plateau so richly coloured

by flowers that it fairly took us by surprise. It

is the time of the Chestnut bloom, when the Spardsh

Chestnuts are a creamy mass of feathery flower.

On the rocky knolls the spires of Spirtea Aruncus

are still abundant under their shade, and the

Honeysuckles hang in fragrant garlands over the

purple Campanulas so common everywhere and yet

so beautiful that they must not be passed without

mention. On turning a corner, a swampy meadow
one grand mass of brilliant rose purple colour

greeted our eyes, and for a moment I thought

that the Loosestrife or Willow Herb must be the

flower that provided such a feast of colour. But
no ; it was Orchis conopsea in thousands, scenting

the air with its musky perfume, and growing to

a size and stature far beyond anything I have
ever seen. Among the Rushes and Cotton Grasses

were groups of Epipactis palustris, equally gigantic

in growth, but of a dead white colour without the

usual purplish stainings, and I counted over

thirty flowers and buds on one stem, so that it

made an imposing show in contrast to the brilliantly

coloured Orchis. Pinguiculas were still to be

found on the northern slopes, and on the more

sunny the lovely Grass of Parnassus was already

well in flower. This, however, was distinctly

less robust and beautiful than in English wilds,

smaller in flower and altogether less vigorous.

The patches of white buds and open flowers were

none the less effective. Further on were groups

of the best forms of yellow Foxglove I have seen,

their clear yellow bells showing to advantage in

the green shade of the trees among the Campanulas

whose name and variety is legion, and yet none

was of the familiar macrantha or yet quite of

the more "bunchy" lactiflora type. Genista

tinctoria covered all the dry and sunny banks

with its briUiant carpet of yeUow, and the fragrant

Meadowsweet filled the watercourses where

GRAPE M A D R E S F I E L D
COURT

THIS handsome black Grape is deservingly

popular during the summer months, and

it is worth all the care that can be

bestowed upon it to bring it to perfection.

The bunches are long and tapering and

the berries oval, while the flesh is juicy, rich and

distinctly Muscat flavoured. It cannot be con-

sidered a difficult Grape to grow, yet many culti-

vators find a difficulty in colouring the berries

well, and in some cases they are inclined to split.

A well-made border, properly drained, is the

first essential to success
;

given that, it will not

be difficult to grow good Grapes if the essential

points of management are properly carried out.

Watering plays an important part in the develop-

ment of the bunches ; never allow the border to

SALVIA SCLAREA OR CLARY AT MUNSTEAD WOOD.

marsh Ferns abounded. But everywhere for

many acres was this gorgeous wealth of Orchis

conopsea, sometimes rising to more than 2 feet

in height, and, while varying a little in its tone of

colour, was always the brightest and most
beautiful thing imaginable. The scent will long

remain as a memory, and the bold sheaves

of blossom we gathered were the admiration of

our friends.

Certainly in an English bog garden a group of

this brilliant form would make a welcome succes-

sion to the Madeira Orchis foliosa, and in combi-

nation with the many Astilbes now grown would
make a delightful July effect. The form I am
familiar with in Yorkshire is more lilac or lavender

in tone, and, though a delightful plant, is not

nearly so effective as this Southern form, which
I have never seen in any English bog garden.

It may be that the season has contributed to

its size and stature, but under less favourable

conditions it must still be a beautiful flower well

worth a place in any bog garden.

become dry, and during the growing season always
use tepid water. When the Vines are watered
just as the berries commence to colour, the

temperature of the water should be about 90°

if that dense black colour and intense bloom that

is so much admired is wanted. Give sufficient

water to moisten the border thoroughly to the
drainage. If the soil gets dry, and then water is

given, some berries are sure to split. The secret

is to keep the roots uniformly moist, and at the

same time keep a little warmth in the pipes and
some air on the house by day and night, a little

being left on the front ventilators continually.

If this treatment is given, especially durina dull,

damp weather, there will be little fear of unsatis-

factory results.

This Grape is better grown entirely in an
inside border, as it is then under control.

Avoid overcropping and if the weather is

very hot when the Grapes are colouring, it is a
good plan to shade the house slightly during

bright sunshine. J. Gardner.
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NOTES FROM A HAMPSHIRE GARDEN:
OF THE NEWER ROSES

By Herbert E. Molyneux.

SOME

Lady Dunleath is a Hybrid Tea of the decorative

class, but with many Tea characteristics, whose

long pointed buds, half opened, form an ideal

buttonhole for the Rose lover. That is Lady
Dunleath's strong point : an ideal buttonhole

;

and so we have had the three types of the decora-

" tive Rose—garden, home and self decoration

—

exemplified by the three Roses Hilda' Richardson,

Chrissie McKellar and Lady Dunleath, all three

useful in all three ways, but each at its best in

one. The neatness of Lady Dunleath appeals

strongly to those who prefer form

to colour ; its shape, although on

the small side, is perfect, and

when better known Lady Dunleath

is certain to become popular

among those who like a neat

buttonhole. Scented, one might

almost say strongly fragrant. Its

colour is white with yeUow centre.

Free flowering, a good grower, and

altogether a delightful Rose.

Mrs. Forde.—Of the rgis Roses

sent out by Messrs. Ale.x. Dickson

and Sons, this is the only one of

the half-dozen that has any pre-

tensions to exhibition form. Our

standard for exhibition Hybrid

Teas is now so high that it is

not easy for a new Hybrid Tea

to get a footing, and still harder

is it to keep it, especially if, as in

this case, the new-comer has to

rely on shape and form rather

than on colour. The shape or form

is here all right ; the colour does

not help much, it being of the

pleasing rather than of the striking

order ; the ground colour is flesh

tinted, and flushed at its edges

with pale pink. It is one of those

Roses that it is quite easy for

the expert to call distinct, and

equally easy for the non-expert to

say too much like something

else. Personally, I am very fond

of Rose Mrs. Forde. Here it has

never come of a bad or even

indifierent shape, always of that

same beautiful spiral form

—

accentuated, perhaps, in this

case above the ordinary—so that

in two senses of the word this is Mrs. Forde's

strong point. A robust rather than a vigorous

grower, but the flower is held upright on a fine, stiff

stalk ; petals of good substance ; more imper-

vious to wet than most ; stands for a long time

on the plant, and equally, when cut, retains its

shape for days. Awarded the gold medal of the

National Rose Society.

From Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons of New-

townards one passes naturally to Messrs. Hugh
Dickson, Limited, of Belfast. Their 191 3 set

consisted of four Roses—two exhibition and two

decorative—and of the four, three obtained the

gold medal.

Coronation.—This is noteworthy as being the

first Hybrid Perpetual to secure the gold medal

since 1903, when it was awarded to Hugh Dickson

;

one in ten years. It is an exhibition variety

pure and simple, a fine grower, reminiscent, both

in flower and habit of growth, of the older Her
Majesty, but without that variety's predilection

for mildew ; at its best a really magnificent Rose.

The finest bloom of it that I have come across

was exhibited at the Southampton Rose Show
last year (the bloom had been at the " National " in

London on the previous day), grown by a local

grower, Mr. H. Richards. It very nearly secured

the silver medal for the finest bloom in the nursery-

consider it one of the best boxes of twelve of a
kind I have so far seen. Highly as I thought of

it at the time, after growing it here ever since I

see no reason to alter my first opinion of it. I

consider it one of the best exhibition Roses Messrs.

Hugh Dickson have given us. True, it is a pink,

but a very brilliant glowing pink, of good habit

and, for an exhibition variety, free flowering.

It is strongly recommended to the exhibitor, who,
if he has not got it, should look out for it in the

boxes of the shows this season, and get it—he
will not be disappointed.

H. E. Richardson is a bnlllant deep crimson
Hybrid Tea of very vigorous growth that was
also awarded the gold medal at Belfast ; but only

occasionally will it find its way into exhibition

boxes, and then only for its colour. Not that

there is anything wrong with its

shape, but it is hardly big enough
to compete with the modern
Hybrid Tea, and a good box must
be uniform. A small flower,

though it may be perfect, spoils

the evenness of a box, and loss of

"weight'' more than discounts

the advantage of colour, I am
afraid, with many judges. To
those who like a flower fully

developed, rather than a bud for

a buttonhole, it can be strongly

recommended. Its chief virtue is

its colour, and then its scent, both
of which are delightful.

Seabird, a decorative Hybrid
Tea, completes the tale of Messrs.

Hugh Dickson's igrs Roses. It

is of a pale cream colour of the

same shade as that old favoiurite

(which, however, still takes a lot

of beating) Mrs. David McKee.
It is very free and of good dwarf
habit ; altogether a fine bedding

Rose, with plenty of medium-sized

flowers continuously produced

;

fragrant.

DELPHI N I U M S

F
ROSE MRS. FORDE, OF BEAUTIFUL SPIRAL FORM

men's classes, but it was beaten by an extraordi-

narily fine flower of Candeur Lyonnaise, then at its

best ; but While Coronation went on improving

all day, the other did not, and developed a nasty

split. It is a tremendous stayer and requires no

tying to keep its petals together ; one of those

flowers that be the day ever so hot, it may be

relied on not to show its eye ! Pale soft pink in

colour, it is not difficult to grow, but requires

and will take plenty of " encouragement."

Mrs. R. D. McClure.—A Hybrid Tea and a gold

medal Rose, won at that Belfast Show in rgia

when the Irishmen surpassed themselves. 'What

a show that was ! I well remember the box of

twelve blooms that gained for Mrs. R. D. McClure

the coveted award. For beauty of form, clarity

of colour and absolute evenness throughout, I

OR creating bold effects

in the outdoor garden,

the stately Delphiniums

or perennial Larkspurs

are unsurpassed. Rang-
ing as they do in height from

3 feet to more than twice that

stature, according to the soil

and variety, they can easily be

accommodated in beds or borders, or any other

positions that it may be necessary to fill. Good
blue flowers are not too common ; indeed, one

might almost say that they are rather scarce

;

hence we should make full use of these stately

perennials, which embrace so many shades of blue.

Fortunately, their cultivation does not call for

any special skill. Good, generous diet, and atten-

tion to a few details that I will mention, are all

that is necessary. Like every other plant that

we undertake to grow, the Delphiniums well

repay good cultivation, and for that reason the

soil should be well and deeply dug, or, better

still, trenched to a depth of 2 feet, and a liberal

quantity of partially decayed manure thoroughly

incorporated with it. Planting is best done in

autumn, i.e., from the third week in September
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until the end of November, or during February

and March, or the iirst week in April. For prefer-

ence one would select autumn, as the plants

then have an opportunity of becoming well estab-

lished before flowering- time, which is usually

June and July. As they are plants of goodly

dimensions, overcrowding must not be tolerated,

and from 2 feet to 3 feet apart is not too much
space to allow.

The greatest enemy to Delphiniums, especially

those that have been recently planted, is the

ubiquitous slug. This insidious pest will, during

the winter, scoop out the dormant shoots, and

so ruin all prospects of flowers the following

summer. It is important to remember this,

because to it more failures can be attributed

than to any other source. The remedy—a very

simple one—is to cover each plant with a 2-inch

thick layer of coal ashes early in the autumn
and see that it is well worked down
between the stumps of the old

flower-stems.

Summer treatment consists of

supplying copious quantities of water

during dry weather, supplementing

it once or twice a week with weak
liquid manure, particularly a few

weeks before the flowers open. This

makes a wonderful difference in the

size, and often the colour, of the

blossoms. A 2-inch thick mulching

of short stable or farmyard manure

over the roots of the plants will

also go a long way towards success,

and is essential where the soil is at

all sandy. It is not generally known
that most Delphiniums will give a

second display of flowers if properly

treated. The modus operandi is to

cut the flower-spikes down close to

the ground as soon as the blossoms

have faded ; then thoroughly water

the plants and, as soon as new
growth is active, feed well with

weak liquid manure and renew the

mulching. If watering is persisted

in during dry weather, secondary

flower-spikes will soon be formed,

and, although not so large and

stately as those that opened earlier,

will nevertheless be very welcome

in the autumn months.

The simple operation of staking

is, of course, necessary, and is

only referred to here because

it is so often badly done, the flower-stems being

trussed to a stake so that they form a passable

caricature of a Birch broom. Miss Jekyll has

adopted the most sensible plan that I know,
and one that preserves the natural contour of

the plants. Her method is to use natural sticks,

such as are Usually employed for supporting Peas,

three or more of these being thrust in to each

plant so that the shoots can push their way up
between the branches.

Delphiniums from Seeds.—Although there

are a great many named varieties listed in cata-

logues, a packet of seed purchased from a first-

class firm will give a quantity of plants that are

not very inferior, and which for ordinary purposes

answer quite well. The seedlings are not difScult

to raise. The best plan is to sow the seed in

shallow, well-drained boxes or pans of sandy soil

diuring April, May or early June, and place them
in a cool greenhouse or frame. When i inch or

2 inches high, the seedlings must be transplanted

to a bed of finely pulverised and well enriched soil,

where, by the autumn, they will have made sturdy

young plants that will give some good flowers

the following May or June, though not so large

as may be expected another year hence.

As Pot Plants.—For a large and not too much
heated conservatory plants in pots would be ideal,

and ought not to be difficult to manage. It would

be necessary to pot up some strong crowns early

in autumn, plunge the pots to their rims in ashes

in the open or a cold frame for the winter, and

bring them into very slight artificial heat as

growth commences naturally. Any attempts at

hard forcing would, no doubt, end in failure.

The following are some good named varieties

that are not too expensive for general planting :

Persimmon.—One of the prettiest of all. The
flowers are clear sky blue and produced in

has a white eye that renders the whole very

attractive. A strong-growing variety. Height,

4j feet.

Sir George Newnes.—A semi-double variety

with beautiful cobalt blue flowers, the inner

petals flushed plum colour. Very effective when
massed. Height, ^J feet.

Althos.—Rich violet, flushed purple, with

white centre. A most charming variety. Height,

5 feet to 6 feet.

General Baden-Powell.—Soft lavender tinted

rose, with a brownish black eye. A very restful

colour in the garden. Height, 4J feet.

Sir Trevor Lawrence.—Sky blue, with the

inner petals flushed rose pink, white eye. Good
constitution. Height, 6 feet.

James Kelway.—Very rich violet blue flowers,

each with a pronounced white centre. Very

effective when massed. Height, 5 feet to 6 feet.

BORDER OF SEEDLING DELPHINIUMS EDGED WITH NEPETA MUSSINI.

abimdance. The plant resembles Belladonna,

but has a more robust constitution. Height,

3 feet.

Belladonna.—An old variety with sky blue

flowers, which are produced very abundantly.

Height, 3 feet.

Christine Kelway.—A tall variety with sky

blue flowers and white eye. Considered by many
to be an improvement on Belladonna.

Langport Blue.—^This is a variety 5 feet or

more in height. Flowers rich bright blue and
spikes bold and large.

Rev. W. Wilks.—Deep purple flushed plum
colour, with prominent dark eye to each flower.

A superb variety. Height, 4J feet.

Sir Walter Scott.—Deep rich blue, flushed

violet, with prominent black eye or centre. Height,

4J feet.

King of Delphiniums.—Semi-double flowers

of rich gentian blue, flushed plum colour. Each

True Blue.—Perhaps the richest coloured of

all the Delphiniums, the flowers being pure intense

blue. It has a good constitution and grows from

5 feet to 6 feet high.

Princess Maud.—Unique in colour, which is

sky blue, veined rose pink, each flower having a

white eye. It is semi-double and of fairly robust

constitution. Height, 5J feet.

Two varieties of more recent introduction,

and of great beauty, are the Rev. E, Lascelles

and Statuaire Rude. The first named has rich

violet blue flowers, with a"'-pronounced white

eye. It is tall and very erect. The second is

a very stately plant, the large spikes standing

well above the foliage. The flowers are a

charming shade of soft lavender blue, with a

slight flush of rose. They are semi-double and

very large. There are also several varieties with

so-called white flowers, but they are very poor

compared with the blues. M. A.
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JOTTINGS FROM A WELSH GARDEN
By a. T. Johnson.

IT

lies, this garden of ours, in one of the wooded

folds of the big green hills which lean back

against the blue summits where they touch

the West. Save for the geographical fact

of location, and that it owes some of its

characteristic charm to the soft and kindly winters

of^Iorth Wales, our Welsh garden is, like most

others, a garden of exotics. That is to say, the

native flowers and trees—save where they have

made a successful appeal to sentiment and a

sense of proportion—^have gradually yielded place

to others. Yet it is not like any other garden.

Sometimes we think it is much more lovely

than anyone else's, very nearly perfect in

its own wild way, and an improvement

on Nature's original design. And some-

times, but not very often, do we think

it a very expensive and very demoralising

toy ; a thing that has enslaved us and

bound us in the coils of everlasting labour

in a little hedge-girt world in which there

are many tribulations, very grievous,

and few hours of respite from ill winds

and slugs and voles and creeping things

after their kind, male and female. We
have an intimate acquaintance with them

all.

But that is probably only because our

garden has spoiled us. It is because its

imperfections and the little worries it brings

are so rare that we resent them or even

notice them. Oh, no ; it is not a model

garden. It is reaUy rather untidy. A pro-

fessional eye discovers many things in it to

disapprove of. But it is our garden, and

we made it—made it, as I have said,

from where Nature left off to a stage

when the fruit of our labour upon it

begins to ripen towards matiirity. We
shall never finish it ; at least we hope

not.

This has been a splendid year for

Ferns. They are mostly common ones,

and they fringe the little trout stream

which flows through the wilder part of

the garden ; but they have- this summer

attained a height and splendour rarely

achieved. One of a group of virgin

Osmundas has just put up a " flower-

ing " frond—a reward for long patience

—and a colony of Oak Ferns brought

from Norway is displaying a quite unusual

vigotur. At the water-side, between and along

the outer edge of the Fern belt, TroUiuses have

been making a brave display, rivalUng in gold

but not in grace Meconopsis cambrica, which

swarms close by with unbridled liberty. But,

like most bog-loving plants, the Globe-flowers

would really make a bolder show were they afforded

more sun than that which comes in a chequer

of shine and shade through the overhanging

Alder boughs. Still, their glistening bowls of

gold and bronze are surpassingly beautiful in that

changeful light. Some Astilbes (grandis, Thun-

bergii. Queen Alexandra and others), though

scarcely well established yet, promise favourably

along with the above. Some are already begin-

ning to pour out their cascades of rose and creamy

foam, to which the Fern fronds form so admirable

a setting. Among these also is a treasured and

vigorous group of that fine Spirsa, S. californica,

whose rose red spires we first fell in love with in

the leafy glens that rib the foot-hills of Mount
Shasta. Nor is the giant Goat's-beard (S. Aruncus)

forgotten ; but, to those who have seen them

growing together in their native soil, this Spiraa

should have that exquisite rose, the Salmon-

berrj', Rubus nutkanus of the Rockies, or R.

spectabilis of California, to keep it company.

For both of these we hope to find a corner later on.

We hope to, I say, for it does not matter how

FERNS BY THE STREAM-SIDE IN A

WELSH GARDEN.

extensive your wild garden may be, there soon

comes a time when the difficulty is not so much
one of filling a given area, but (r) of finding stiit-

able sites equal to the number of subjects you

would like to introduce, and (2) of selecting sub-

jects that will be in perfect harmony with their

surroundings.

In a clearing made by removing a colony of

Scrub Oaks from a warm south-western bank

we are establishing a collection of hardy Heaths.

They do well in our red, shaly loam without the

aid of peat. But as Heaths grow slowly and are

not the best of subjects for maintaining a succes-

sion of colour, other things have been put among

them, avoiding on the one hand any possible

overwhelming of the Ericas, and not forgetting

the necessity for careful selection just mentioned.

Among these introductions is a group of Mimulus

(Diplacus) glutinosus, an admirable little shrub,

and one that yields an interminable succession

of large orange buff flowers from June until the

first frost. Though strictly half hardy, we have
never had any difficulty in growing this elegant

Mimulus. One specimen in particular has not

only yielded cuttings for the production of all the

rest, but it has annually never failed to flower

abundantly without any special care or protection

for well over ten years. That gem among Rock
Roses, Cistus algarvensis, with its bright yellow

flowers with chocolate centres and grey-green

foliage, vermilion tipped in the blooming season,

also finds an honoured place on the Heath bank.

There are Brooms, too—the attractive crimson and
gold Daisy Hill being specially worthy of mention

—

and Ceanothuses, which with us often have a way
of looking depressed—probably a touch of home-

sickness which will p«iss. Hieracium

aurantiacum, the orange red Hawkweed,
Scabiouses and Achilleas in variety, some
Sages and Thymes, Geranium pratense

and others, the dainty Verbascmn

phoeniceum in violet and red—all these,

together with dwarf ornamental Grasses,

native and otherwise, are fast covering

the soil where it was unavoidably rendered

bare and unsightly in planting the Heaths.

That, however, is to mention only a

few of the summer bloomers which are

associated with our Heathers, and it is

enough for the present.

What further might be done without

jeopardising in the slightest degree the

distinctly imique character of the Erica

groups alone is sufficient sometimes to

make one ache, especially in war-time.

Scores of fascinating ideas are framed on

an average during our every Sunday
morning prowl, only to be thrust out of

mind by a host of others stiU more
fascinating and probably still more ex-

pensive. There is that leafy depression

now smothered in Bracken ; it is seen in

imagination aflame with Azalea Anthony
Koster. That cool, sheltered hollow

sloping to the water ; what a site for

Lilium giganteimi, with perhaps a bold

cluster of the great peach-blossomed Ere-

murus spearing its way upwards towards

the blue window in the Oaks above, the old

brown loam about its base starred with

innumerable Erythroniums, E. califomicum,

chrome yellow, for choice ! Daydreams

such as these are a very entrancing enter-

tainment for idle hours. But it is war-

time still. The Cabbage and Potato patch

must suffer less than our wild garden. And it

has these two years.

GENISTA VIRGATA
By the middle of July there are but few flowering

shrubs other than the Spira'as and Cistuses, and this

pretty Broom is all the more welcome. Although a

native of Madeira, it is hardy in the southern half of

England. It is well named virgata (twiggy), for

though the Latin word refers more particularly to

the straight, wand-like shoots that come from the

base, yet these are so much branched and every

branchlct is so closely set with little flowering twigs

that the more general English meaning of the word

is equally justified. Every twiglet bears its bright,

light yellow bloom, and the whole bush, of rounded

form, becomes a mass of flower. G. J.

i
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CON I FERS

PROBABLY no class of garden plants

is such an enigma to most people as

are the Coniferas, yet when tlie differ-

ences between the various genera are

properly understood, there is no difficulty

in classifying any conifer, each genus having

distinct characteristics which are easy to learn

and remember. In the following notes an attempt

is made to show how a conifer can be assigned to

its proper genus, the distinctions between species

being too long to be described in a short article.

Abies is the most commonly misapplied generic

name in the whole Order, as it has been applied

indiscriminately to Abies, Picea,, Pseudotsuga

and Tsuga. The first two are the greatest

stumbling-blocks in gardens, the two names
being either wrongly applied or else

one is used to denote members of

both genera. In the United States

they are used opposite to the

European classification ; what is

called Abies here they call Picea, and

vice versa. The differences between

the two genera are easy to remember.

In Abies (the Silver Firs) the stems

are smooth. The flat, narrow leaves

are arranged in two apparent ranks,

and leave a nearly circular scar on

the branch when they fall. The
cones are upright, and the scales fall

with the seeds, leaving the central

axis intact. In Picea (the Spruces)

there is a projecting cushion at the

base of each leaf, which gives a

rough, ribbed appearance to the

stems. The leaves are roughly four-

angled in section, and are arranged

all roxmd the stems. The cones are

pendent, and hang on the tree some
time after the seeds are shed. • In

Pseudotsuga (the Douglas Fir) the

habit and foliage are very like those

of Abies, but the brown, pointed

buds are easily distinguishable. The I

pendulous cones are like those of

Picea, but ^differ in the tluree-lobed

bract attached to each scale and
projecting beyond it. Tsugas (the

Hemlock Spruces) have small, narrow
leaves arranged apparently in two
rows, but have a row of smaller leaves

in the centre in line with, and closely

adpressed to, the stems. The cones are terminal,

very small, with thin, woody scales, which are per-

sistent for some time after the seeds have fallen.

Another section of Coniierse that is often con-

fusing is that comprised by the genera Cupressus,

Juniperus, Libocedrus and Thuya (not Thuja,

as it is often called). The Cupressuses are divided

- into two sections, true Cypresses and Chamae-

cyparis. The former are characterised by a

uniformly upright habit, scale-like leaves closely

adpressed to the stems, and round or oblong

woody cones ripening in the second year. Practi-

cally the only hardy members of this section

are C. macrocarpa and C. sempervirens. The
Chamsecyparis section differs from the true

Cypresses in having larger leaves and spreading,

flattened branches. The cones are smaller and
less woody, ripening in the first year. Examples :

C. Lawsoniana and C. nootkatensis (often errone-

ously called Thujopsis borealis). Juniperus is

easily recognised by the peculiar odour given off

by the foliage when crushed, and by the round,

fleshy cones, which are black or purple black

when ripe. The somewhat pungent smell is

common to the genus, and is quite different to

that of Cupressus, with which it is often confused.

The Thuyas are trees or large shrubs with flattened

branch systems, tiny adpressed leaves, and oblong

or pointed cones, the scales of which are thickened

towards the tips. Libocedrus differs from Thuya

in having larger leaves and more spreading, flat

branches, which look the same on both surfaces,

so that it is sometimes difficult to tell the upper

part of the branches from the lower.

The only other section of Coniferse calling for

mention is that included under the generic term

Retinispora (not Retinospora, as it is usually

pronounced), which has no botanical significance,

but is a term common in gardens. The plants

deep cavity in the centre on the top side. Owing
to their comparatively large size the bulbs ought

to be planted not less than 5 inches deep, and

in small colonies of five, seven or nine, allowing

about a foot between the bulbs. Where the soil

is very heavy and wet. it is advisable to surround

them with some coarse sand, and under any

circumstances it is advisable to plant them on

their sides ; if placed upright, the cavity previously

referred to becomes filled with water and is a

frequent source of decay. H.

DIANTHUS ALPINUS
The Alpine Pink is a native of the Eastern

Alps and mostly confined to Styria and the Tyrol.

It is quite one of the most beautiful of all the

dwarf-growing kinds, as well as one of the most

THE TRUE ALPINE PINK : DIANTHUS ALPINUS.

under this name are really seminal forms 01

sports from Cupressus obtusa, C. pisifera, C.

thyoides and Thuya orientalis

.

J. C.

THE CROWN IMPERIAL
Of those flowers which are usually associated

with old-world cottage gardens, the Crown Imperial,

as the large Fritillaria imperialis is often called,

deservedly occupies a prominent position. The
success achieved with this flower in such gardens

is due in a large measure to the fact that the bulbs

are allowed to remain undisturbed for a number
of years. It deeply resents disturbance, arid

it is only from well-established examples that

the full beauty of the blossoms is revealed. Much,

however, may be done by early planting, and as

most bulb-dealers can supply bulbs by early

September, they should be planted at that time.

The bulbs have a curious rugged outline, with a

distinct species. With broad, dark green, shining

foliage it forms a close mat, from which are pro-

duced the large, handsome flowers. These are

produced singly on stalks about 2 inches high,

while the rosy pink flowers, about ij inches in

diameter, have a zone of darker spots near the

base of the fringed petals.

In well-drained, gravelly soil that is kept moist

it is easy to grow, and is one of the few Pinks that

are not partial to lime. It is propagated by

cuttings in summer, or by means of seeds, which

come fairly true. It has been crossed with D.

callizonus, the hybrid being called V>. cal-alpinus.

This has more the foliage of D. alpinus, while the

flower has a much darker zone near the base of

the petals. Both are subject to a little grub

which eats into the stem and causes the leaves

to turn yellow, and this is an indication

of its presence. Hand picking is the best

remedy. • W. 1.
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ANTIRRHINUM NELROSE

I

SHOULD like to say a few woids in praise of

the above variety. For beds or borders it is

invaluable, the colour just that charming shade

of salmon pink that is so much admired either

by artificial or natural light. In May, igrj,

some fifty plants were purchased, quite small, and

planted in two square borders. They bloomed

fairly well during the summer and autumn, but

gave no indication of the wealth of flowers that

was to follow the ensuing season, igre. Each

plant now bears from nine to twelve stately spikes.

This variety is ideal in every way

—

height from 2 feet to 3 feet, splendid

bushy habit and wonderfully free,

planted en masse for effect or in con-

junction with other subjects, in thi?

case in accordance with the original

plans. Last autumn the borders were

enlarged, leaving the Antirrhinums in

the position they occupied. They came

through a trying winter and spring,

with the exception of one or two

casualties. The soil is heavy loam

and the aspect east. After completion,

the borders were filled in with Canter-

hury Bells (white, pink and blue)

planted indiscriminately between and

around the Antirrhinums, the two

flowering together. The efiect has

been simply gorgeous and has won

unstinted praise, and by cutting off the

old blooms of the Canterbury Bells, and

with them the embryo seed-pods, at

the same tune cutting out the tallest

spikes of the Antirrhinums thaJ"

have pods at their base, a con+inua-

tion of the display is ensured for some

time.

As seed of the above Antirrhinum

cannot be relied upon to come true,

cuttings must be taken in autumn and

rooted in a cold frame after the manner

of Pentstemons. Any reader trying the

above combination will, I feel sure, be

amply rewarded.

Bexhill. W. D.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—The ground ought now to be
prepared for new plantations, and the runners

planted as soon as possible. If this is done, the

young plants will have an opportunity to become
well established before the winter arrives. Make
the soil fairly firm about the roots. The distance

between the rows will depend to a great extent

on the variety grown. Such as Royal Sovereign

is often given 30 inches, but this I always consider

THE FRAGRANT HONEY-
SUCKLES

Prized occupants of numerous old-

fashioned gardens, several Loniceras

which are now flowering freely deserve

much more attention from present-day

cultivators. They would prove welcome

additions to many villa and suburban

gardens, where, climbing over arbours

and porches, clothing screens, fences and

bare walls, or on arches and pillars, the delicious

.fragrance of the flowers would pervade the air.

Not by any means the least attractive is the native

Honeysuclde of our hedgerows, Lonicera Pericly-

menum, companion plants or varieties of which

are the Dutch Honeysuckle, L. P. belgica, and the

later-flowering L. P. serotina. L. flexuosa and L.

Halleana are forms of the Japanese Honeysuckle,

and attractive subjects for arbours and verandahs.

L. plantiferensis, L. SuUivantii, L. Heckrottii,

L. Hendersonii and L. Charlottii are all beautiful

Honeysuckles for pillars and fences. Cuttings

dnserted now root readily in the greenhouse

propagating-frame or in a cold frame.

THE STATELY ANTIRRHINUM NELROSE.

a waste of ground. A foot each way is ample
to begin with ; then every alternate line should be

eventually cut out after a crop of fruit has been

gathered.

Raspberries.—Remove all last year's canes

directly they have ripened their fruit, and thin

the new canes to the requisite number. The
autumn- frmting varieties must be given water

if they need it, also a mulch of partly decayed
manure will be beneficial.

The Kitchen Garden.

Globe Artichokes.—Directly the crop is

removed, the stems must be cut out and the

ground between the plants cleared of weeds.

Onions.—Seeds should now be sown to produce
plants for putting out next spring. Select such

as Ailsa Craig or Giant Rocca. and sow in drills

a foot or 15 inches apart. When the seedlings

appear, the hoe should be used freely between
the lines.

Runner Beans.—Plants that are fruiting

must be supplied with plenty of water and an
occasional application of liquid manure. Keep
the pods picked regularly, which will cause the

plants to fruit for a much longer period.

Lettuce.—Weekly sowings should be made
during this month with the object of securing

a good autumn supply. All the Year Round
and Commodore Nutt are both

,
suitable kinds for present sowing,

and for a later batch Hardy White,

Continuity and Stanstead Park may
be chosen.

The Flower Garden.

Propagation of Bedding Plants.

—

Where time can be spared and the

growth is available without destroying

the beauty of the beds, the propagation

of various bedding plants may begin.

A start should be made with the
" Geraniums," and when the cuttings

are prepared they may be inserted

around the edge of a small pot which

has been filled with sandy soil. Arrange

the pots in a cold frame, and, when
the cuttings are rooted, the lights may
be removed until the autumn. The
propagating season will be extended

over next month, but it is advisable

to do as much as possible during

August.

Violas are great favourites in many
gardens, and a quantity should be pro-

pagated annually. When they cease to

bloom the growth should be cut back

near the base. This will cause new
shoots to appear, which make excellent

cuttings when about 2 inches long.

They should be placed in a cold frame,

and directly they form roots admit

plenty of air.

Plants Under Glass.

Bulbs.— Roman Hyacinths ought

soon to be procured and potted, or

planted in boxes if a large quantity

is grown. Narcissi, such as Paper-

white, may also he potted, and then

plunge the pots in well- seasoned ashes

to a depth- of several inches. Water

is not generally required untd after

the pots are taken out of the ashes

Place them in a cold frame, and

gradually expose the foliage to the

light.

Mignonette.—If bloom is desured m
the early spring months, seeds must

now be sown in small pots. Later on

the seedlings should be placed in pots

6 inches in diameter, makmg the soil

quite firm.

Cinerarias.—The most forward plants

mav be moved into larger pots, using a

mixture of loam, leaf-mould and decayed

manure in equal parts. A moderate

sprinkling of sharp sand must be

added. The plants should be grown

in cold frames, and allowed plenty of room to

deveCp thdr leaves. Amplevent.lationmust.be

provided, and a little shade will be needed during

very hot weather.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peach Houses.—Early trees which have been

gradually hardened, if they are at all crowded, may

have a portion of the old, useless wood removed

Trees just cleared of their fruit may have the

border mulched with decayed manure especiaUy

if it is shallow, which will prevent it becommg

excessively dry. a source of many evils. Trees

that have produced gross wood will need no

manure. Later on it may be expedient to lift

them T. W. Briscoe.

; (Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucesttrshire.
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FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Sowing Onions.—From the present date till

the middle of the month will be found the

best season for sowing these in most Northern
gardens, and, like other vegetables sown in autumn
to stand the winter outside, should be sown on
fairly firm soil, from which the bulk of them are

usually transplanted in spring into a well-manured
plot. All the varieties usually recommended for

autumn sowing are hardy, although several of

those enumerated for spring sowing have proved
equally suitable for this purpose.

Celery.—Keep frequently stirring with the hoe
between the young plants in the trenches until

they become too large to allow a free passage.

The earliest plantation should soon be ready
for a first earthing up. Do not attempt to blanch
them too quickly, or growth will be arrested.

Remove some of the lower small leaves, also any
side growths from the base of the plants, before

earthing up. Collars of brown paper are frequently

used by exhibitors to assist in the blanching
process. These prevent the fine particles of soil

from getting between the leaf-stalks and give

the heads, when lifted, a much cleaner appearance.
If Celery fly is troublesome, it is generally about
this season it appears. Frequent dustings of

soot are a good preventive besides being a good
fertiliser.

The Flower Garden.

Clipping Hedges.—Hedges of Yew and holly
may now be clipped, as very little growth will

take place after this date, and where these are

extensive it takes a considerable time to get

over them, especially when so much other work
demands attention. Specimen trees and topiary

work require the attention of experienced hands
to trim them correctly. Beech hedges should
also be trimmed as soon as the growth stops.

Antirrhinums.—As soon as the main shoots
have finished flowering, they ought not to be
allowed to develop seed-pods, but should be cut
over. Lateral shoots will thus be strengthened
and furnish a good display of flowers till late

autumn.
Dahlias.—-The strong growths now being made

should be supported with stout matting or soft

twine, supporting each shoot individually by
looping it to the stake, as these are easily damaged
by wind. Exhibitors will, of course, thin out
the growths and give stimulants when necessary.
The finest of the Cactus Dahlias for show purposes
are, however, of little use for general decoration
in the garden, as the bulk of their flowers are hidden
in the foliage. A large selection can, however,
be made of suitable varieties. The biilk of the
Anemone and Collarette sorts lend themselves
admirably for an effective display in the flower
garden.

Fruits Under Glass.

Apples and Pears in Pots.—These should now
be removed out of doors to perfect their colouring.
Some protection will be required from birds

;

each fruit should also be supported with a piece
of old herring-net. If the pots are partly plunged
in ashes or other material, a saving in watering
will be effected.

Peaches.—The ripening fruits requiije support
if it is the custom to leave them on the trees
until fully ripe, otherwise the finest fruits will

fall and be damaged. Much labour as well as
fruit can be saved if the trees are gone over every
second day and all fruits nearly ripe gathered

;

their flavour will in no way suffer from being
picked when just under-ripe. Continue to remove
all lateral growths before they attain large dimen-
sions. Thin out useless shoots, and wash freely
those trees cleared of fruit.

Plants Under Glass.

Mignonette for Winter Flowering.—Sow two
to three seeds in small pots, afterwards removing
all but the strongest plant. Pot them on before
they become pot-bound, and keep them growing
under comparatively cool conditions. Pinch out
the points when about 3 inches high. Careful
watering is essential.

Thomas Wilson.
{Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

ALL AMONG THE ROSES
AT ALLINGTON

By " Anne Amateur."

1

WENT last week to Allington, to look at

Roses " all a-growing and a-blowing," in

preference to going up to Holland House

Show ; for Roses at a show are like girls at

a ball—all got up to look their best, and

giving small clue as to their everyday selves. Roses

in a nursery are like children at school—carefully

tended and under training, but showing some

of their faults and merits ; while Roses in the

garden are at home, and one sees their true

dispositions and fullest beauty (and their failings,

too, unfortunately).

Among the bewildering number of varieties at

Allington, I noted a few in particular. Of yellow

or he would not have made the remark). We
had " Daffodil dinners," too.

Mme. Herriot is a wonderful mixture of colours,

recalling spindle-berries, which always seem as

if they ought to be wrong, yet are not. I did

not like Old Gold. It seems to me almost ugly

and quite wrongly named, for it looks more like

overcooked salmon. The long, pointed bud of

Pharisagr is a very perfect example of that shape

—the only one now desired—but why is a mystery.

Many rounded buds are quite as beautiful from

an artistic point of view, and often open into

better-formed and more durable flowers, points

to be desired in garden Roses.

For perfume, Laurent Carle carried the palm.

Its true Rose scent did not make one think of

any other thing than Roses. Some "Tea" Roses

smell like hay, and several have (to my nose)

a still stronger reminiscence of good tobacco

—like the special cigars my father was wont to

ROSA MACRANTHA. A CHARMING FLOWER OF SOFT PINK COLOUR.

Roses, Rayon d'Or, which, though of somewhat

muddy mustard colour in bud, is a pure and

beautiful yellow when fully open ; unlike many
modem Roses, beautiful in bud, but disappointing

when full blown (like fascinating kittens and

fluffy chicks, which grow up into commonplace

cats and horrid hens). I find Rayon d'Or lasts

well as a cut flower. Another beautiful full-blown

flower, for table decoration, is Lyons Rose. I

should choose to float it in water in a large cut-

glass bowl. When I said so, Mr. Bunyard told

me that was the " last new way " of showing

Roses, at which I laughed, for I decorated our own
table, for my mother's .annual " Rose dinner "

parties, with her finest full-blown specimens

in this fashion, in the seventies of last centxury.

Truly, " there is nothing new under the sun "

(nor was, in the days of " the Preacher " evidently,

bring out for my critical young bachelor uncles.

(Mr. Bunyard, being a smoker, will, I hope,

appreciate this remark.) One of these tobacco-

scented Roses is St. Helena. Mrs. Charles Pearson

is lovely ; it has a curious effect of glowing with

light from within, as if it carries sunshine in its

heart.

Some of the best garden Roses seemed to be

General Macarthur, Orleans, Mme. M61anie Soupert,

Prince de Bulgarie and Ecarlate (which is almost

scarlet), but it is invidious to make selection

of the best among so many good ones.

For myself, I prefer single Roses and the

lovely Rosa Macrantha is surely one of the

best of them. These are the Roses I dreamed

of and longed for in girlhood—Roses with

the simple, graceful form of wild ones and

the varied colours of garden ones, though I
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never dared to suggest it, knomng well it woi'ld

be derided as " oae of Nan's nonsensical notions."

When 1 first saw some at a show, I had to pinch

myself hard to make sure I was not still dreaming !

Among all the Roses at AUingtou, the one thai

delighted me most was Maharajah, a Rose well

named for its dusky Oriental splendour of deep

crimson velvet petals and centre of rich gold.

It recalled some very beautiful Armenian school-

fellows, who said severely to me :
" How dare

you wear crimson, you fair-haired little English

girl ? It is our colour !
" Of all the Roses I saw

last week, I would choose this and Gottfried

Keller, and, next, Sheila Wilson, Irish Elegance

and Jersey Beauty.

A queer-looking Rose was Irish Engineer ; it

aped a Begonia to my eyes, at a little distance.

Another good garden Rose—variable in colour,

but none the worse for that, from an amateur's

point of view—is A. Hartman. Its heavy petals

of rose du Barri hue made me think of curtains

in salons of old French country chateaux. Alas,

alas, for the fate of some of those old chateaux

EDITORIAL NOTICES

ROSE BUD WITH PECULIAR GROWTH (A Regular
Reader).—The moss-like substances on the bud sent is

evidently the work of one of the pall flies, probably the

Bedequar gall fly that is responsible for the '" robins,"

as they are commonly called, which appear on our hedge
Briars. The female selects a young shoot and makes an
incision to deposit her eggs, and the sap thus interrupted

causes this gro'v\'th.

Every department of horticulture is represented in The
Garden, a7id the Editor invites readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon whi^h they wish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, hoivever, ivill be taken, and ivhere stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor
asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must he distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or owner of the copyright ivill be treated with.
The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions ivhich he may not he able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Gaeden will alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAe Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers loho desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and unth that object makes a special feature of the "Ansivers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should he

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation fie

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each shoidd be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming sliould he clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, ivhere possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

THE GREENHOUSE.
IVY-LEAVED GERANIUMS DISEASED {GL Yarmouth).

—Your letter is no less a puzzle to us than to the florists

in your neighbourhood. It would have helped us greatly

if you had sent an affected plant vnX\\ the small white

things referred to. Some varieties of Ivy-leaved Geranium
more than others are subject to a kind of eczema, in which
the leaves curl up and the stem Ifecomes blotched. This

is particularly liable to attack plants that have been
given stimulants in a liberal manner. The disease tliat

is troubling vou would appear, however, to be quite

distinct the~refrom. From your note, plants other than
Geraniums are also attacked, while the pest is, in addition,

to be found out of doors. If smoking or vaporising is

of no avail, it would suggest thatthe trouble is of a fungoid

nature: but, as above stated, we can say nothing definite

without seeing a specimen. If it appears to be a fungus,

you might spray the plants with a solution of potassium
permanganate. This can be readily made by dissoHing
the crystals in warm water. It should be of such a
strength that the solution is of a rose tint.

THE POT CULTURE OF GERANIUMS, AND OTHER
QUESTIONS (North Lancashire).—The present is a very

good time to take cuttings of Geraniums (or, more properly.

Zonal Pelargoniums) in order to obtain flowering plants

for late spring and summer next year. A good com-
post for the final potting may be made up of three

parts fibrous loam to one part leaf-mould, and a
sprinkling cf sand and bone-meal. It is better not to

use manure in the potting soil, as this tends to gross

shoots rather than flowers, and the necessary stimulant
can always be applied later on when the pots are filled

with roots. They should be given a good light position

in the greenhouse. After they are potted, watering
must be carefully done until the roots are active. The
plants should be pinched if they show a tendency to grow
out of shape, as some varieties are naturally more bushy
than others. As the flowers develop, some stimulant
will be very beneficial, ^^^lateve^ is used, whether it

be one of the many plant foods now on the market, guano,
or liquid manure, care must be taken not to give it too

strong. It should be applied at intervals of a week or

thereabouts. Your question re Schizanthus refers, we
presume, to tlie group of dwarf plants shown by Mr. A.
Dawkins, seedsman. King's Road, Chelsea.

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS FOR WINTER (J. W. D.).—
In order to obtain good flowering plants throughout
the winter, cuttings should be struck in the spring, choosing

good sturdy shoots for the purpose. Wlien rooted,

they must be potted singly, and as soon as the young
plants take possession of the new soil, the gromng points

must be pinched out in order to induce a bushy habit

of gro'wth. Plants left over from bedding will make good
specimens for mnter blooming, providing tlie varieties

are suitable and the right treatment is given them.
A few good varieties for winter blooming are

Aldenham, deep crimson ; Ascott, palmon ; Barbara
Hope, salmon pink; Cymric, purple, white eye; Duke
of Bedford, red ; Frogmore, magenta and crimson

;

Hatfield, rose pink ; Hall Caine, cherry red ; Jupiter,

scarlet; Kingswood, scarlet, white eye; Lady Warwick,
white, edged^ pink ; Mars, crimson ; Mercury, orange
scarlet ; Mrs. Brown Potter, bright pink ; Sirs. John
Ward, salmon ; Maxime Kovalevsky, orange salmon

;

Naples, deep scarlet ; Prince of Orange, orange ; Rider
Haggard, scarlet; Sir T. Hanbury, crimson, shaded
scarlet ; Sir W. Laurier, magenta and white ; Snowstorm,
white ; St. Louis, crimson scarlet ; The Mikado, cerise

;

The Sirdar, scarlet ; Uranus, rosy cerise ; and Venus,
white.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
FLOWERING SHRUB AND ITS ORIGIN (A. W.).~

The specimen sent for identification appears- to be
Philadelphus lemoinei, altliough it was very badly
shrivelled on arrival. P. Lemoinei is a hybrid between
P. coronarius and P. microphyllus, and it was raised in
France.

ROSE GARDEN.
BLACK SPOT ON ROSES (E. de J.).—Your Roses are

badly attacked by black spot, due to the fungus Actinonema
rosai. All the diseased foliage should be collected and
the bushes sprayed with Bordeaux mixture. Next year
this spraying should be commenced early—in May is best
—and continued at intervals of about three weeks. You
will find some varieties very much more susceptible to
this disease than others.

of no great consequence, no serious thought has been
directed, as far as we know, to find out the cause or provide
a remedy. It is not a disease, as it usually happens on
healthy and vigorous Vines Nature in tlie process of

colouring the berries has in some mysterious way left a
few berries imperfectly finished by her brush, and, unlike

the human artist, has not the licence or opportunity
reserved to her of retouching up her subjects. The only
suggestion we can make as to the cause is that there are

some elements in the soil necessary for this purpose not
so soluble and active as they ought to be, probably in

consequence of a deficiency of lime in the soil. We
therefore suggest that lime should be liberally added to

the top-dressing soil of the border in autumn, and even
a dressing forked into the surface of the border now
(4 inches deep). Take also the added precaution of

giving abundance of air during the colouring time in

favourable weather.

PLUM TREE DISEASED {A. R. F.).—\'"our Plum tree is

evidently sutfering from siUer-leaf disease. There is

no real cure for this disease, even when so-called remedies
are applied by experts, so that it is hopeless for amateurs
to hope to succeed. The best thing to do is to root up
the tree and burn it. The soil should also be burnt;
that is to say, the surface soil to the depth of 5 inches

and for a radius of 3 feet from the stem of the tree.

The way to burn the soil is to light a pile of wood and a
bit of coal mixed with it, and cover over, about 9 inches

deep, with the infected soil until it becomes so hot that

you cannot bear your hand on it. You may then be
certain that all live organisms of disease will have been
destroyed. On the face of it, this seems rather a serious

matter ; but really it is not so.

PEARS AND JUNIPERS ATTACKED BY SAME
DISEASE (J. R. N.).—You are right in thinking the
fungus on the Pear leaves is a stage in the life of the one
which occurs on the Juniper. It is perennial in the latter,

and, once attacked, the tree is almost sure to prove a source

of infection to Pears in its neighbourhood in each succeed-

ing year. If you are sure that only one of the Junipers
is attacked, no doubt the destruction of that tree would
save the Pears from further attack, but at the same time
others in the neighbourhood may prove a source of infec-

tion. Another method of dealing with the disease is to

spray the Pears with Bordeaux mixture in early June
(serving as a check also to Pear scab and similar fungi

at the same time). This would doubtless prevent the

germination of the spores in the early summer on the
Pear, but it would need repeating annually.

PEACHES DROPPING BEFORE RIPENING {Mrs,
M. W.).—We sympathise with your disappointment.
It is very annoying after the labour and anxiety of bringing

the fruit almost to maturity to suffer the loss of it in this

mysterious way. There is no mystery as to the cause

of the fruit dropping prematurely. The absence of a

fully developed kernel (the vital spark in the stone) will

account for this. It is not so easy to account for the

disease or absence of the kernel. The chief cause, we
think, lies in the exhaustion of the soil and the absence

of some elements necessary to the formation of this

particular part, more especially lime. As soon as the

leaves have fallen in the autumn, take away the surface

soil of the border until you come across a fair quantity

of roots. (This generally means taking away the soil

to a depth of about 10 inches.) Then add a top-dressing

of new soil to the depth of 8 inches, composed as follows :

To a barrow-load of turfy loam, broken fairly small, add
a bushel of broken bricks, crushed rather small, a peck
of lime, a gallon of soot, and the same of bone-meal.
Mix well together and press firmly down after applying.

Give the border a good soaking of manure-water before

applying the new soil. It will also be necessary to
artificially fertilise the blossoms in spring. This is done
by means of a rabbit's tail. Draw the tail over the

pollen of the flowers at about midday when quite dry,

and then apply the poUen to the stigma or centre column
of the fiower (the embryo fruit). This will greatly aid

perfect fertilisation. Ventilate freely wliile the trees are

in bloom and keep the air as dry as possible.

FRUIT GARDEN.
INJURY TO GOOSEBERRIES {A, D., Berkhamsted) .-—

Your Goosebi'rries ai'piar In be suffering from an attack

of red spider. Spr;iy witti potassium sulphide or dust
with flowers of sulphur. Even cold water spraying
would probably have a good effect. Are the plants in a dry
position or suffering from shortage of organic manure
in the soil ? Yes ; wire-netting overhead has an injurious

effect upon the growth.

APPLE BLOSSOM WEEVIL {E. S. C'.).—The insect

attacking your Apple trees is the Apple blossom weevil,

Anthonomus pomoruni, a very troublci-ome past. It

lays its eggs in the unopened bud, and the grubs, which
batch in about six days, feed on the stamen^^, the tlower

witliering and never opening. The best tniitmriit (in

addition to clean cultivation) is to shake the trees altarked

over a sheet and collect the weevils wlien they are about
in April and early May. Spraying is of little use, and
grease-banding, often recommended, does not catch

many.
GRAPES NOT COLOURING {Wilts).~0\ix correspondent

says :
" For two or three seasons past the Grapes in a lot

of the bunches in my Vine-house have remained red, and
not turned black like the others. Could you tell mc the

cause of this ? " This is quite an infrequent experience
among Grape growers, and is generally confined to the

Black' Hamburgh variety. This being so and the result

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF PLANTS.—C. C. F.—l and 2, Sempervivum

Funckii varieties; 3, Sedum refl.-^xum ; 4 and 5, Cam-
panula rotundifolia varieties; 6, Erigeron multlradiatus.

Torquay.—Hi-lminthia echioides (Ox - tongue).

W. B.— 1, Campanula rhomboidalis; ^.Diauthusdeltoides;

3, Saxifraga hypnoides; 4, Phlox reptans; ft, Veronica
austriaca Preuja ; 6, Campanula carpatica; 7, Phlox
Ulacina. K. M. R.—1, Origanum vulgare; 2, Ballota

nigra ; 3, Sisymbrium officinale ; 4, CircEea Lutetiana

;

5, Epilobium parvitiorum ; 6, Diplotaxis niuralis.—

—

J. B. S.—Erica ciuerea. E. G. S.—Probably Rosa
alpina. H. 0,, Kirkcaldy.—The Iris is xipliioides, the

Pyrenciin species, as far as we can tell. Mac.—
Li'ontinr Gervaise. E. U.—1 and 2, Phlox garden
srrdlings, cannot match ; 3, Sedum reflexum variety ;

4. rsenipcrvivum tectorum ; 5, Veronica longifolia ; 6,

SoHdago canadensis. Rex.—1. Lonicera sempervirens ;

2, Spix-EPa japouica. Mrs. E. C. B., Bucks.—Escallonia

macrantha. M. E. B.—Jacobinia magniflca carnea,

a greenhouse plant, native of Brazil. Guelder.—
1, Sidalcea spicata ; 2, Veronica austriaca Prenja.

W. F. ir.—Silene Armeria. A B. H.—l, Silonc Armeria
compacta ; 2, Vincetoxicum nigrum. F. W. W.—
Veronica longifolia rosea. T. W. 6.—Leaf with sinuate

edge is Hvoscyamus niger (common Henbane). We
cannot identify the other ; kindly send a better specimen.

E. C. B.—Ycs.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
OWING to the necessity of the Royal

1 Horticultural Society's building being

I placed at the disposal of the con-

tingent of soldiers from Australia,

there is some difficulty in immediately
finding any other suitable hall. The Royal Horti-

cultural Society's fortnightly meeting announced in

the programme and entered on Fellows' tickets for

Tuesday, August rs, will be held as announced.
Due notice of further arrangements will appear in

a later issue. This notice applies to all the com-
mittees including the scientific committee, and to

plants, &c., to be put before them, as well as to

Fellows and the general public.

A Valuable Hybrid Rock Rose.—Cistus
Loreti, a supposed natural hybrid between
C. ladaniferus and C. monspeliensis,

is one of the most valuable of the

family, it being hardier than most
and, what is very important, keeps
its flowers open in the afternoon.

Evergreen in character, it forms a

spreading bush some 3 feet to 4 feet

high, and more in diameter. The
flowers are white, some 2 inches to

2j inches across, with the usual

circular basal blotches. They are

freely borne several together in

terminal clusters. Well-drained posi-

tions on sunny borders and slopes

should be chosen when planting this

and other beautiful Rock Roses.

Sisyrinchium striatum. — Few
plants make so good an effect in

early July as this easily grown
Iridaceous plant. The Iris-like sheaf

of leaves is good to see at all times,

but throughout July the masses of

pale yellow bloom, especially in the

sunny hours of the forenoon, are

among the brightest things in the

garden. Each tuft throws up from
twenty to thirty spikes of bloom
about 2 feet high, closely set, as to

the upper xz inches, with the whorls

of flowers. It is a Chilian plant

and enjoys a warm place in full

sunshine in light soil.

The Mount Etna Broom.—In
Genista setnensis we have one of

the showiest and most valuable

of the Brooms. Flowering freely

during July and early August when
the majority of flowering shrubs

are past, it should be freely

planted in the pleasure grounds
and shrubbery borders. The

Mount Etna Broom is an elegant shrub of

graceful habit 12 feet to 20 feet high, or,

rarely, a small tree exceeding this height. A
native of Sardinia and Sicily, the plants are very
hardy and thrive in most soils, notably those of

a sandy character. The golden yellow flowers

are freely produced, and in most seasons an ample
crop of seeds is ripened, providing a ready and
rapid means of propagation. Transplanting in-

differently, the young plants should be grown in

pots until planted in their permanent positions.

Dutch Iris Rembrandt.—When a variety has
had the crowning test of garden cultivation for

several years and then receives an award of

merit from the Floral Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society, it may be taken for granted

that it is well deserved. It is an old friend when
it is brought forward and no longer a new acquaint-

ance of yesterday ; hence a good deal more is

known about it. The Dutch Irises may be de-

scribed as featuring the well-known Spanish, but
earlier and with rather larger flowers. They were
"made in Holland" in the nursery of Mr. C. G.
van Tubergen at Haarlem, and it may interest

readers to know that it was the Rev. J. Jacob
who first suggested the name to Mr. Tubergen's

nephew, who was the matrimonial agent in their

production. Rembrandt is a grand rich blue,

with most conspicuous orange blotches on the

falls ; robust in growth and hardy in constitution.

It blooms from ten to fourteen days before the

earliest Spanish. It is about the pick of the

bunch, which is saying a great deal.

Peckham Rye Park.—Among
the numerous parks controlled by
the London County Council, this

is one of the most interesting and

beautiful. Situated in the thickly

populated South-Eastern district, it

provides welcome relief to thousands

of workers and their families. In so

far as is possible, there is abundant

evidence that the responsible heads

have made a point of retaining the

natural beauties of the position, and

whatever improvements have been

made—-and these are numerous—add
to the natural charm of the park

and garden without in the least

detracting from the sylvan beauty

of the trees and wide, open playing

fields. The Old English or Saxeby

garden is now well established and

gay with flowers, providing a pleasing

change to the more or less formal

summer bedding. As in many other

parks, most of the flower beds have

been grassed over, and among fre-

quent visitors some at least vote it

an improvement. Bamboos, planted

in clumps on one of the lawns

bordering a stream, are in splendid

condition and in considerable num-
bers, the winding stream crossed by
rustic bridges adding to the charm.

The most recent improvement is a

rock garden.

THE SATIN FLOWER, SISYRINCHIUM STRIATUM.

, Owing to tlie shortage of paper, readers

who have not already done so are asked to

order The Garden to be delivered regularly

by their newsagent. Readers loill thus obviate

the waste consequent on the issue of papers
for chance sale, and so greatly assist in the

ecoywmy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Roses Named in Honour of M. Pernet-
Ducher's Two Sons without Consent.—We
have received the following letter of protest

from M. Pernet-Ducher, rosieriste, of V^nissieux-

les-Lyon (Rhone) :
" On June r5 last, at the

meeting of the Jury in Bagatelle, when waiting

for the hour fixed for the examination, Mr.

Forestier, Commissioner of the Walks, to whom
the direction of the rosary is confided, very

kindly showed me some beautiful and very
interesting Roses, also the new Roses planted

in the spring of 191 6. Among the latter were
twelve varieties sent there by Messrs. Verschuren

and Zonen, nurserymen, Haps, Holland. A very

sad surprise was reserved for me, for I was stupefied

to read on two of these Roses, planted in a public

garden, the names of my dear and lamented sons,

Claude and Georges Pernet, both of whom have
laid down their lives for their country. On my
request, Mr. Forestier very kindly ordered both

names to be taken away immediately, for which I

am much obliged to him. I have just read in

your paper that at the Royal Horticultural

Society's meeting and exhibition on July 18 a

new Rose was shown under the name Souvenir

of Georges Pernet. Will you please advise your
readers that this was done without any permission

from me, and that I reserve to myself, as is my
duty and right, the honour to name two of my
best new Roses after my dear sons."

Rose Margaret Dielison Hamill.—I have

read the note from Mr. H. E. Molyneux in your

issue of July 29, page 366, respecting this Rose
with much interest, chiefly because my experience

entirely disagrees with his. I saw the basket of

blooms of this variety at the Royal Botanic

Gardens, and I fully concur with Mr. Molyneux
that it was one of the features of the show ; and
although, of coiurse, no one could be so unloyal

as to grudge Her Majesty Queen Alexandra the

possession of it, it was a grievous disappointment

to many visitors that they could not see it. I

was so fully impressed with the view I had of this

basket of Koses that the first thing I did on my
return home was to look up my own plants. Alas !

I had to curb my impatience, as they were not

in bloom. Since then I have watched them
almost daily. The plants are vigorous, of good
habit, with fine foliage, heaps of blooms, but,

alack-a-day, one develops after another pale

lemon, base of petals buff, hardly to be called

yellow at all. To-day (July 27) there is a really

yellow bloom, but not such a yellow as my memory
recalls when I saw it at the National Rose Society's

show, and, judging from plants grown in the

nursery, not disbudded or shaded, but just au
naturel, not a patch on Mrs. Wemyss Quin or,

for colour, on lona Herdman. I ask myself the

question, Why is this great difference ? I had
the plants from the raisers, so they are true,

and the bloom to-day confirms this, but the colour

soon fades with me. I thought it must be a

question of climate, for I know the Irish Roses
often get a colour which we never see here ; but,

then, Mr. Molyneux has the colour on his plants.

Is it a question of soil, feeding, shading or what ?

Of is this a Rose like Sunburst, which comes
pale early in the season and only gets its colour
later ? I should much like to know.—A. H.
Pearson, Lowdham.

Assisting the Coloration of Roses.—It is a

question whether colour at the present day does

not stand more prominently as a feature of our

garden Roses than even form. The wonderful

shades and tints now being produced are really

marvellous. This was evidenced at the recent

display of novelties put up by the National Rose

Society, when such lovely gems as Golden Emblem,
Flame of Fire. " K. of K.," &c., received the blue

ribbon of the Rose world. Many privileged visitors

caught a glimpse of most wonderful blooms worn
by Miss Willraott and Dr. Williams of a variety

which I believe is to bear an exalted name. This

Rose will even rival the remarkable Juliet. Many
amateurs are quite aware that colour can be

much enriched by good manuring, and those who
find a difficulty in obtaining manure will be

pleased to learn that Wakeley's Hop Manure is

splendid for the purpose. Roses watered with

liquid made from this famous preparation come
a very rich colour, such kinds as Lady Roberts,

George C. Waud, &c., being scarcely recognisable

when compared with flowers of the same varieties

that have received manure very sparsely. I

have much pleasure in testifying to the great

value of this Hop Manure, both for enriching the

colour and in promoting a healthy, vigorous

growth.

—

Danecroft,

Rose Gustav Grunerwald.—I quite agree with
" C." as to the merits of this Rose, and regret

having grown Roses for twenty-five years and

for all that time, till two years ago, have missed

its beauty in my garden. I think it must be

variable, for I saw it in some public gardens this

summer looking very pinched, though other Roses

in the same bed were doing well ; also a friend on

seeing it here exclaimed: "That Gustav G !

Why, my blooms are not like that." It also

does well in autumn. Any notes from

amateurs on Roses which do well with them
without special attention is interesting.—T. W.,

Warwick. P.S.—Since writing the above I have

been wondering whether it might encourage some
of your readers to follow our example, if I state

how we started our Rose show- It happens that

there are a goodly number of cousins in our family,

and some years ago one cousin invited us all to

bring eighteen Roses if possible. He provided

about a dozen show boxes, which have been lent

to others each year. It is quite an unpretentious

affair. The chief event is the box of eighteen

Roses of any kind. There are also several other

classes, and the judge or judges are so broad-

minded that each exhibitor generally receives some

slight souvenir. One year over two hundred Roses

were shown, and the number of guests has varied

from thirty-five to sixty. One cousin, a farmer,

grows wonderful blooms—I have never seen

better growth anywhere—and, when able to

exhibit, all others take a back seat. He has a

few beds all of Roses ; the others grow round the

borders of the kitchen garden. The event serves

to bring together relatives and friends who, under

ordinary circumstances, would seldom meet.-

—

T. W.
Standard Gardening Works.—The note on

" Three Great British Works on Gardening,"

issue July 29, page 365, ,
is misleading.

"Philip Miller's Dictionary" is noteworthy as

the first encyclopaedic work on horticulture, but

it was followed by many superior to it whose

names now interest only antiquarians. " Loudon's

Encyclopaedia" was one of the least successful

of his many works, and never was much more
than a cnriositv. It is now a desirable work as

a repository of information regarding the early

history of gardenir^g. " Nicholson's Dictionary "

was projected as a commercial speculation; its

bulk and cost make it prohibitive to the rank and

file of gardeners. That its compilers should have

found it financially a good speculation to swell

out su;h a work with details of almost no use to

the practical gardener proves the public interest

in scientific horticulture. " Johnson's Gardeners'

Dictionary " has, I understand, had a much
larger circulation than that of all three of

these merely monumental works combined. It

is the most convenient and, for its size, best

encyclopaedia of horticulture ever published. It

was produced by a genuine horticulturist first-

hand to meet the need of the mass for scientific

horticulture. Had the compilers of "Nicholson"

had the motives and knowledge of Dr. Johnson,

they would have produced a very different work

to that of the unwieldy dictionary. In beauty of

typography and compendious design " Paxton's.

Botanical Dictionary" has never been surpassed,

if equalled. " Mawe's Gardener," as a practical

manual, held the field longer than any similar

work ever has. It was finally displaced by
" Thomson's Gardeners' Assistant," still a leading

work; Mcintosh's "Book of the Garden," con-

signed long since to undeserved oblivion ; and

many others. In the last twenty years there has

been a crowd of new gardening works, few, if any,

of which can hope for the immortality of Aber-

crombie, Loudon, Paxton and numerous others.

There is no gardener without his bookshelf, large

or small. I have repeatedly urged the publicatioa

of lists of standard or commendable gardening

works. A full synopsis of all encyclopaedic

horticultural works ever published would require

but little space and be a great boon to The Garden
readers. I have before me the first edition of

" Alpine Flowers for English Gardens," by William

Robinson, founder of The Garden. This, in its

later form of " The English Flower Garden,"

was one of the comparatively few epoch-making
works on horticulture, and has enjoyed an immense
popularity.

—

Hurstcot.

Black Spot on Roses.—I have no doubt this

disease has been brought to this country on
imported plants of some of the so-called popular

varieties raised in America. Although "spot"
attacks many of the strong-growing Roses, it

is the particular bane of the famous Rose
American Beauty. Owing to its gigantic

stems and enormous foliage (often making a

perfect forest in a "Beauty" house), damp and
moisture are often difficult to get rid of before

closing the ventilators. When the nights are

long and moisture is left on the foliage to dry

during the night by pipe-heat, black spot is sure

to mal^e its almost immediate appearance. My
impression is that the liability of American Beauty
to spot is owing to its density of foliage and great 'j

height, all tending to conserve moisture. Over-
*

watering of the benches, carelessness in ventilating,

and anything promoting a stagnant atmosphere

will cause a spread of the fungus spores if in the

house. I have seen some advertised remedies

tried, but with not much success. Picking off

affected leaves and those that have fallen daily

and burning them, and uprooting plants where
the disease appears to have become chronic and
doing lil<ewise, help to check it. The application

"

of powdered lime mixed with flowers of sulphur,

applied with a distributing bellows or machine
to the plants from the ground upward, is the most

effective remedv I have seen tried. If a light

J
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coating is put on at slow intervals, it is an effective

check to the scourge, and appears to stop the spread

of the spores. I have used the same for rust

in a house containing Carnations, with excellent

results. For Roses outdoors a well-drained site

is of first importance, away from the vicinity of

large trees and surrounding shrubs, where the

Roses would have the benefit of a plentiful supply

of air and sunshine all day, and which could

reach the soil unobstructed. There is danger of

the scourge overrunning the country and destroy-

ing all Roses if some measures are not taken. To
eradicate black spot requires systematic and
daily attention. It is uphill work, and can only

be overcome by a combined . effort.—W. G.,

Kenmay, A berdeeiishire.

Toads and Strawberries.—Yet another note

on the subject. A local friend suggested the

possibility that mice had caused the depreda-

tions, and as a sequel I have trapped five in as

many days. But, alas ! the steed is stolen, my
berries gone ; and, my only consolation, I may
retain my toads, this year, anyway.—E. W. M.,

Springfield. Theydon Bois, Essex.

The "Daffodil Year Book."—The proposed

discontinuance of the "Daffodil Year Book"
of the Royal Horticultural Society is to the under-

signed little short of a horticultural calamity.

By the rank and file of amateur gardeners in

America the golden sails of this loveliest fleet

of flowers were but just hailed on the horizon,

and now our binoculars, so to say, are snatched

from us ! The " Daffodil Year Book " has most
truly made many things clear. Is it impossible

to continue its publication this year as a leaflet,

uniform in size with the issues we already have,

and thus create at least a link between existing

volumes and those for which one earnestly hopes

in the future ?—(Mrs.) Francis King, Orchard

House, Alma, Michigan.

Bottling Pears.—I am, of course, very proud
and pleased to see my method of fruit bottling

reprinted in The Garden, issue Jtly 22,

page 355 (with a testimonial, too!). Funnily

enough, I have never bottled Pears nor Black-

berries myself, but was intending to do so this

year, and am happy to hear my method (or

rather my mother's, for she it was who invented

it for herself) is as successful with these also.

It answers well for small, well-ripened Tomatoes,

but Red Currants and Raspberries sometimes
fail and ferment, as these fruits cannot be wiped,

so I only bottle them when the fruit can be picked

very clean—far away from motor dust-—-and

quite certainly dry. I shall be glad if H. Droop
will say whether the Pears were preserved whole,

or pared and cut up like bought ones.

—

Anne
Amateur.
Cistus purpureus (true).—In 1894 I became

acquainted with the Rev. W. Kingsley of South

Kilvington, Yorkshire, who died a short time

since, aged ibi years. He used to spend the

winter in an old monastery somewhere in the

South of Portugal, and brought back all sorts

of Cistuses, which he grew in a greenhouse. The
true C. purpmreus was one of them. Twenty
years ago I believe this Cistus was hardly to be
had for love or money. I remember giving

cuttings to Mr. WoUey-Dod and other friends,

also to Kew Gardens. My first specimen lived

for ten years, and died in the winter of 1903 after

flowering freely at Christmas. Archdeacon Bree

of Coventry was so delighted with C. purpureus

that he has grown it largely ever since at Allesley

Rectory, but has to protect it with glass screens

in the winter. At the present time he has nine

fine bushes under a south wall. Another fine

Cistus given me by Mr. Kingsley was what he
called a pure white C. ladaniferus—I forget its

name. I gave it to the Newry Nursery, but it

does not now appear in their catalogue. Mr.
Kingsley was a first-rate trout fisher, and when
he was about eighty-five years of age I saw him
dress a number of trout flies without the aid of

spectacles.—E. Charles Buxton.

Cypripedium Rothschildianum.—I have sent

you some flowers and a photograph of Cypripedium
Rothschildianum. The original plant was sent to

me from Singapore in 1886 ; this was about the

first plant of this Orchid to be introduced into

this country. It was obtained in rather a peculiar

way. A friend of mine asked some Chinamen
if they could get any Orchid plants for him,

whereupon they raided a missionary's garden
and brought this plant and other very choice

varieties the names of which I forget at the

moment. The plant of C. Rothschildianum

THE SINGULAR-LOOKING CYPRIPEDIUM
ROTHSCHILDIANUM FROM THE ORIGINAL

PLANT COLLECTED IN SINGAPORE.

grew into a very fine specimen and produced
twenty-six flower-spikes at one time, when it

was awarded a certificate of merit by the Dundee
Horticultural Association. It did not flower

again for five years, until I broke up the plant

into small pieces and potted them into 6-inch

pots, with the result that they have flowered

freely every year since.—J. Machar, The Gardens,

Fothringham, Forfar.

Variation in Ceanothus rigidus.—I was
unaware until recently that this attractive

Californian shrub is represented in gardens by
at least two well-marked forms, which have
been described and figured by Mr. T. A. Sprague
(Kew Bulletin, rgis, page 379), where a

history of the species is given. The original

Ceanothus rigidus described by Nuttall in 1838,

of which there is a type specimen from Monterey
in the Kew Herbarium, has small orbicular or

obovate-cuneate leaves, toothed in the upper
half, and small clusters of deep purple-blue

flowers on short pedicels. This seems to have
been introduced into cultivation by Hartweg
in 1848, though Douglas and Coulter had found
it in California many years before. This is now
rare in cultivation, but I recently bought a plant
of it at Messrs. Cheal's nursery at Crawley, which
is now growing vigorously against a west wall in

my garden. Specimens of this form, which is

regarded as typical C. rigidus, have also been
sent out by Miss E. Willmott under the name of

C. rigidus vera. Another form which has been
separated by Sprague as var. pallens may be
known by its longer, more cuneate and more
markedly toothed leaves, with paler flowers on
longer pedicels. This appears to have been
introduced by the Veitchian collector Wilham
Lobb in 1857, and is said to be commoner in

cultivation than the plant described by Nuttall.

There is a fine bush of the variety pallens on the

wall of the herbaceous garden at Kew. The
figure in the Botanical Magazine, t. 4664 (1852),

represents the small-leaved form of C. rigidus,

but the plant illustrated in " Paxton's Flower
Garden," Vol. I., page 74, fig. 51, is somewhat
nearer the variety pallens, indicating that the plants

raised from Hartweg' s seed showed considerable

variation.—A. Bruce Jackson. [This note was
accompanied by branches of two well-marked

forms of this attractive shrub, the one common
to gardens and the other with small cuneate

leaves about one-quarter the size.—Ed.]

Hints from an Old Gardening Journal.—
In reading an old gardening journal of about

r85o I came across the two following hints which

you may like to reproduce: (i) In digging early

Potatoes replant any haulm that has even one
tiny tuber attached. In four weeks a good supply

of tubers may be obtained. Plant between the

rows and simply hoe the earth over from the

ridge. I give this for what it is worth, and am
trying it myself. Knowing the extraordinary

efforts of the Potato to reproduce itself, this may
be yet another added to the five I already know
of its methods, namely, by tuber, seed, cuttings,

fruits on the stem, and small tubers thrown out

by the big tuber in earth or sand in winter.

Another writer in the same journal comments
on the then very common plan of planting

Potatoes in the autumn instead of spring.

Certainly a bed of rogues left in last autumn
has a very fine appearance now, and better than

any other of my late sorts. The ground had

greenstuff trenched into it in the winter, but the

Potatoes, I conclude, must have been lower than

the trench. I hear that one farmer in Lincoln-

shire plants his tubers a yard apart, and he dug

twenty tons to the acre afterwards. This is told

me by Mr. Bedford of University College, who
saw it done. The other hint from the old journal

(Cottage Gardening) was that some well-known

man had been experimenting with a substitute

for tea, and he found that the young leaves of

Holly trees answered very well. They certainly

are very astringent to the taste. Will someone

experiment ?

—

Alice Martineau, Hurst Court,

Hurst, Berks.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
August 15.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Meeting and Exhibition at Vincent Square, West-

minster.

August 17.—Royal Horticultural Society of

Aberdeen Show (three days). Manchester and

North of England Orchid Society's Show.
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INTRODUCTION OF THE
FLORISTS' AURICULA

M;
^R. C. HARMAN PAYNE in The
Garden of August 5, page 378,

without reference and speaking from

memorj', makes the interesting state-

'•ment that Solomon Page's Champion
in Auriculas is probably the oldest surviving

florists' flower. The interest would be enhanced

if the date of introduction were given, and the

subject recalls some very interesting facts on

the introduction of the florists' Auricula supplied

by Mr. S. H. Perry, M.R.C.S., in The Garden for

January ii, 1902, from which the following

entries are taken from the written records in the

minutes of the Spalding Gentlemen's Society :

" April 22, 1725.—The secretary communicated

to ye society a peep of an Auricula Ursi called

' Grand Paisant ' of this size of a deep crimson

and like V. W. H. with a yellow eye.

seven upon ye truss, the

Rapin has overlooked this beautiful flower, but

our own Cowley has done it justice in his third

book of plants thus translated by N. Tat, Poet

Laureate.

' Impudent fool ! that first stil'd beauteous

flowers

By a detested name the ears of bears
;

Worthy himself of asses ears a pair

Fairer than INIidas once was said to wear.'

May 10, 1739.—Dr. Green, secretary, shewd the

society a curious lusus in a peep or flower of an

Auricula called Potter's Glory of England, having

from the middle of it another peep rising up,

but reversed so that the stripes of that peep

were on the outside of the leaves as those of the

main peep were as usual on Auricula Ursis on

the inside.

Note.—This peep or flower being dissected has

two distinct seed-vessels standing laterally.

May 24, 1739.—-(A dried flower of an Aiuricula

There were lis here pasted in the minute book. S. H. P.).-

the finest purple with white eye then known,
that "takes the name, from this first o^^ne^,

my very good friend Mr. John Downham, from
whom many years since I had this and divers

other flowers." This variety, it is interesting

to relate, is considered the earliest of the florists'

type.

GARDEN OF
GODS"

By Edward H. Woodall.
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largest was laid upon this

paper, and the size and shape

marked exactly.

April 7, 1726.—Mr. Mills

brought with him a very

curious and large Auricula,

green striped, with dark red

and yellow and a fine white

eye ; and the peeps of a

great many other Auriculas

very beautiful and now in

blew in his potts.

N.B.— This fine flower

thrives best in pots in a

light earth mixed with sharp

sea sand and not exposed

either to the sun or rain

from the time it begins to

blew.

From ye observations of

Mr. Everard, secretary Gentle-

men's Society, a curious florist.

March 28, 1728. — Dr.

Green brought an Auricula

Ursi with a truss of forty-

five peeps or flowers of

a deep crimson colour, with

a white eye well powdered.

May I, 1729.—Mr. Rowland shewd the society

a truss of an Auricula bearing thereon 107 peeps

or flowers, the stalk very flat and broad.

April 22, 1736.—Dr. Green, secretary, shewd
the society a pullett's egg, &c., also several peeps of

Auricula Ursi limmed by him very neatly, and a

stalk bearing six of the double yellow Auricula

Ursi growing not on the topp together in a truss

as usual but three one over against the other, and

the largest at the summitt or end of ye stalk in

the manner of spiked flowers.

April 5, 1739.—Dr. Green, a secretary of this

society, shewd the society a light purple velvet

coloured Auricula Ursi of his own raising from
seed, having a very large white eye ; one peep of

three which were on the same stalk was of the

circumference here under drawn round the ex-

tremitie of the same as laid down flat upon this

paper 2 inches diameter.

Of this flower the learned Dr. John Rea in his

' Flora '' says : 'Auricula Ursi (Beares Ears) are

nobler kinds of Cowslips, bearing several flowers

Lke them in form on the summitt of their stalk in

what wee commonly call a truss.'
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THE OLD AURICULA GRAND PAISANT.
(From the records oi the Spalding Gentlemen's Society.)

This is the lusus or peep of an Auricula Ursi,

one within the other produced by Dr. Green,

secretary of this society, the loth of this month,

commented on in the minutes."

These, however, are by no means the earliest

records of the florists' Auricula, although they

indicate exactly the stage that flower had reached

in 1725. The exhibitors were obviously most

observant in detail, and paid great attention to

the show points of their flowers. The records

also indicate the exceptionally keen -spirit of

friendly rivalry which prevailed among Auricula

fanciers of those' days. With reference to the

much earlier records, it is interesting to note

that Samuel Gilbert, son-in-law of John Rea,

published his " Vade Mecum " in 1683, and

therein includes a dozen sorts of Auricula.

From the white they ranged through the usual

colours and shades to the Black Imperial and

the Black Emperor. Rea's " Florilege " treats

of the Aiuricula also from the point of view of the

florist. This book was published in 1665, eighteen

years before the " Vade Mecum." His list contains

a detailed description of The Fair Downham,

OW and again there are moments
that repay one for all disappointments,

and such a happy moment came to

me the other day in the flower land

of the Alps. I had made several

fruitless excursions in quest of flower beauty
and had failed, for the endless Fir woods and

the too steep climbs up
the mountains had brought

nothing but fatigue in

their train. So, one after-

noon, taking a little local

tram up the valley to a

point where several valleys

diverged, I noticed on the

way a clearing in the

woods where a little stream

tinkled down among the

rocks from the heights

above, and the gleam of

flowers sparkled through

the undergrowth. Getting

down at the next halt, I

made my way back, not

attempting to climb the

heights, but content to

take what the woodland
glade could give. Before

long I came on what
seemed to me one of the

most ideal rock gardens

imaginable. I much regret

not having any book on
the Savoy mountain flora,

for I came across things

new to me at any rate, and
so I cannot name them as I should, and must
merely attempt to describe them.

In parentheses I should remark that in each

new district one notices many forms of Roses

or Campanulas that must have hybridised with

each other, and produced a flora that is very

distinct from a gardener's point of vie%v, though

to the eye of the botanist it is not worthy of a

specific name. This was especially the case

to-day. There were Roses of every shade between

alpina aud canina, some most delightful with

little bouquets of Roses exactly like those sold on

Alexandra Day and with Sweet Briar scent.

There were others with glaucous leaves and deep

purplish rose, long buds ; there were Campantilas

that belonged to our native Harebell type, but

twice as big in flower and growth and deep rich

purple in tone ; and tier upon tier on the hillside

were rows and groups of a most lovely hairy-

mouthed Campanula that puzzled and charmed

me particularly. Its stems rose from a flat

rosette of green leaves to a height of 18 inches

or more, often quite straight, with its large

silver grey bells, grouped in threes mostly, on its
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stem ; at other times, when in shade, it was more
luxuriant and slightly branching towards the

lower part of the stem. The segments recurved

rather widely, showing the abundant growth of

hairy filaments. Rising from a groundwork of

dwarf Bilberry and large cushions of silvery

Antennaria dioica, these silvery grey bells made
a wonderful harmony, and among them were

many tufts of the silver and purple heads of

Anemone alpina and vivid green of baby Spruces

that will grow up all too soon and choke the

flower tract.

On the other and more sunny side of the

streamlet were wide- spreading masses of Cam-
panula pusilla, very deep in colour, and with it

Lotus corniculatus, burnt to a rich orange colour

in many places, and masses of wild Strawberries,

fragrant with their rich red fruits, nearer the stream.

But the great surprise was among the rocks.

Perched high on one was a group of the too

abundant Willow-herb, but of an exquisite flesh

or salmon tint with bright red buds ; below

it, another of a surprisingly bright red ; and,

again, other shades of colour, but none that was
near the type. Why should, such a lovely

variation and a number of varieties from the

type occur here, while not a single stem of the

type was within a hundred yards or more ?

Truly it was a " Garden of the Gods," and one

held one's breath and thanked Heaven for it that

there were no sacrilegious hands to destroy its

fairy beauty.

SPANISH IRISES
By the Rev. Josi^ph Jacob.

HAVING flowered a small collection

of these useful Irises this summer,
a few notes on some of the varieties

may be of interest to readers, although

I fear, owing to the prohibition regula-

tions that are now in force, it is extremely doubtful

if they will be procurable. The numbers grown

Z/^'^i/zlfUKl Jfir 'fi^iij ^fjt:^f/</ Jfucvil>lAt.J(Hn^i.

on British soil must
be but very few in

comparison with
the hundreds o f

thousands produced

every year in Hol-

land ; hence the
majority who may
wish to acquire

them will, in all

probability, be

obliged to be con-

tented with the
garden equivalent of

" bread and point."

Now that the
newer but similar

Dutch Irises are
coming into vogue,

it may be useful

to record the
difference in the
time in which the

two races bloom.
Rembrandt may be

taken to be a

very typical ex-

ample of these new
ones. In my garden
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A CURIOUS AURICULA SEEDLING.
{From the records oj the Spalding Gentlemen's Society.)
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this year it came into flower on June 4, whereas
the earliest of the old Spanish did not open until

June r7. This was Formosa, a dark blue with
dark grey and orange falls. Thunderbolt, the

magnificent tall deep purple and yellowish bronze,

did not come into flower until June 23. This
is a truly magnificent variety, and among Spanish
Irises is the equivalent of that rich black corded
silk of the quality that looks as if it woxild stand
up by itself without the necessity of a wearer.

Gold Cup was grown alongside of it. I have
always heretofore been under the impression

that the name was a synonym of Thunderbolt

;

but whether it was accident or something in the

soil or its character, it gave one the impression

of being a " rectified " form of that grand variety.

The bronzy brown colouring on the falls was not

solid, but most dis-

tinctly splashed look-

ing. In this it

showed its affinity

to the English Irises,

I believe it is
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LIGHT PURPLE AURICULA.
[From the records oj the Spalding Gentlemen's Society.)

as

impossible to pre-

vent the great
majority "breaking"

when their time has

come.

The most beautiful

of the whites was un-

doubtedly King of

the Whites. It was
without any purple

colouring in the

lower part of the

standards, such as

is found in
British Queen, and
the falls were wide

and charmingly
frilled.

Of the pure yellows

none was superior

to Cajanus. Tall

and fair to look

upon, it is a fit

companion to those already mentioned. Walter
T. Ware is a pretty deep primrose self, and Leander
a good dark shade of yellow. Of what may be
termed the " bicolor yellows," La Citronnifere

appealed to me very much on account of its delicate
colouring. The standards are a pure primrose,

while the falls are a decided lemon with a smalJ
orange blotch. At the other end of the yellow-

scale I would place the bronze and orange Recon-
naissance. It attracts because of its weird and
curious colouring, although it is a trifle dull when
used as a border plant in isolated clumps. It

is most effective in vases, and should be grown in

such positions where its bent may be satisfied.

A variety that came as Xerxes seeihed to

be identical. I grieve to say that this was not
the only instance of a duplication of names,
since I failed to see any distinction between
Solfatare and Cambridge Blue. Anyhow, Solfa-

tare is a splendid variety after the style of Formosa,
and valuable for succession, as it flowers, according
to my time table, just a week later.

Unique, with deep blue standards and orange
and white falls, is one of the most distinct on
account of its violent but harmonious contrast

of colour.

Dariing, which has a smaller type of flower

and a more slender stem than any so far men-
tioned, is a lovely deep blue, the standards being
of a darker shade than the falls. It comes in

my estimation nearest in the general appearance
of its blooms to the never-to-be-surpassed reticu-

lata. A blue reticiflata on stilts is not half a bad
fanciful description.

Of the delightful mauves or lavenders, of whichi

the old Louise is the best known. Beauty, with
lavender standards and the palest of mauve
almost white, splashed mauve—falls, is exceedingly
nice. But one that I did not grow myself, but
which I saw at Holland House Show on the stand
of Messrs. Bath of Wisbech, I am disposed to put
at the top of the class. This is Souvenir. Its

soft, delicious dove colour, with the silvery

purple flushing of the standards, marks it out
as one which should never be absent from the
smallest collection.
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FLAG IRISES
By R. W. Wallace.

M;
interesting

342, issue

•R. E. A. BUNYARD'S
notes on these on page

July 15, invites one to write further

on the subject. Much attention has

• been paid to this fascinating family

of recent years, and large numbers of new forms

are in cultivation. In writing of Irises I always

lilte to refer to the late Sir Michael Foster, who

was so enthusiastic in their culture and to whom
the raising of new forms and hybrids was his

chief delight. It was my fortune for many years

to visit Shelford in May and June when the garden

was full of masses of Iris in every direction,

also bold clumps of Eremurus robustus standing

clearly outlined against the dark Yew hedges.

These and many other pictures in the garden are

a treasured memory, but, above all, the Professor

himself, the keen, intelligent and kind face, the old

brown velvet jacket, the inevitable pipe, the quite

chuckle when he showed you one of his treasures

flowering for the first time, such as a Susiana x

iberica seedling or some other wonderful creation
;

then one felt the presence of the master mind.

All these memories come back when sitting down

to write a few notes on this wonderful family.

The introduction of Iris Trojaua (or, as it was

once called, asiatica) gave us a new group of

garden forms the value of which has not yet

been fully demonstrated. Trojana is a plant of

vigorous constitution with upright spikes, 4 feet

higli, much branched, the lowest branch some-

times springing from near the bottom, so much

so that we have panicles of flowers instead of

spikes. This species was largely used by Sir

Michael in his later years in developing new

garden forms, and we now have grand garden

plants in Lady Foster, Crusader, Kashmir White,

Ringdove and Shalimar. All of these have tall,

branching spikes, large flowers and stout, erect

MR. YELD S NEPTUNE.

THE GL^iNT ALCAZAR.

stems (I have seen on Ringdove twenty-one

flowers and buds). Messrs. Vilmorin have dis-

tributed many fine new forms during recent

years, one of them being Alcazar, with tall,

branching stems and very large flowers, light

bluish violet with dark purple falls. It is literally

a giant, and more pronounced on account of its

early flowering. Oriflamme, referred to by Mr.

Bunyard, is certainly the iinest Iris in the so-called

Germanica group ; its immense pale blue standards

and darker falls are beautiful beyond description.

I. germanica Amas is not so good, but this and

Kharput are essential in the May-flowering group.

I Mr. Bunyard is, I think, looking for trouble when

LADY FOSTER, A GOOD GARDEN IRIS.

he speaks of pallida Princess Beatrice and the

Rev. W. Wilks as being distinct. Now, what is

his Princess Beatrice ? If it is the same as Mr.

Barr's Princess Beatrice (he gave the name),

well, then they are both identical to what I have

known all my life as pallida dalmatica, and I

think I am betraying no secret in mentioning

that this opinion was upheld at the Iris trials

this year and last.

I do not Icnow Mr. Bunyard's Rose Queen, but

there are many rose pink forms on the way,

including some new American seedlings. Of new
varieties in cultivation, the following are first

class : Ed. Michel is a grand wine red pallida, a

real aristocrat ; Eldorado, a striking combination

of yellow, bronze and heliotrope defying descrip-

tion ; Goldcrest (Dykes), a Cengialtii cross, tall,

upright stems, bright violet blue, a self colour,

with as many as five flowers out at once ; Isoline,

a very large lilac pink and purplish old rose,

quite a unique variety ; Lohengrin and Rhein-

Nixe, Hun introductions of beauty which, being

flowers, can only reflect their lovehness. Lord

of June, Neptune and Asia are of Mr. Yeld's

creating, large flowered, branching, tall spikes,

quite away from the old forms.

As already indicated. Irises are undergoing a

period of great development, and the next few

years will show a still greater interest in these

fine garden plants. I fancy the outcome of the
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recent Iris trial by the Royal Horticultural

Society will serve a great need and be only an

indication and a forerunner of much good work
that will be forthcoming from the new movement
at Wisley.

FLOWERING PLANTS IN SHADY
PLACES

We should be grateful to any reader who would

suggest the names of suitable flowering plants

in addition to those mentioned for growing on

the immediate outskirts of the woods at Pain's

Hill, Cobham, Surrey. Plants with bright flowers

of tall or medium height are required. Anchusas,

Solomon's Seal, Mulleins, Flag Irises and Evening

Primroses have been tried without success. It

is too dry for the common Primrose, nor is

this plant tall enough for the purpose. Welsh

Poppies (Meconopsis cambrica) and Campanulas

macrantha, persicifolia and alliariaefolia are being

tried, but Hypericums and St. John's Wort are

hardly tall enough. The site is at the top of a

hill, the soil dry and more or less impoverished

by the overhanging Cedars, Pines and Beeches.

However, Foxgloves are quite at home, as may
be gathered from the accompanying illustration

prepared from a photograph taken in July.

GENTIANS IN THE GRASS
By H. Stuart Thompson, F.L.S.

NO
one who has seen this beautiful but

rather difficult plant growing in

the Alps, in Northern England or

on the West Coast of Ireland would
feel shy of trying it in short, fine

grass or among certain other small plants, especially

on limestone soil. The root and stems are very

slender, and only those who have tried know how
difficult it is to get good, compact, well-established

plants, even among the Alps. It sometimes does

if planted on a half-buried sod of turf, grass

side down. In my " Alpine Plants of Europe,"

1 91 1, I said, " It seems to like grass, and indeed

it is better to plant it either in a fine, short grass

or mixed with other small plants, which tend

to keep it from getting dried up. In Nature 'it

sometimes forms beautiful pictures when growing
with and through a mass of Dryas." In Mr.

Lloyd Praeger's admirable little " Tourist's Flora

of the West of Ireland" a picture of G. verna
on the sand-hills of County Clare is shown ; and
the author tells us the flora of the close sward
in which the Gentian forms numerous patches

includes much Asperula cynanchica, Galium verum.

Thymus Serpyllum and Habenaria intacta.

G. bavarica is almost impossible to grow in this

country ; but G. pyrenaica, which frequents

similar damp, grassy places in the Eastern

Pyrenees, may be less difficult, and has been

known to do in damp peat and sand in full sun.

When once established I believe it would grow
in short grass in open, damp places—admittedly

an unusual combination in this country, except

on some hills and commons. G. pyrenaica adorns

some of the mountain rills and pastures of the

Eastern Pyrenees, with its trailing leafy shoots

and rich purple fringed blossoms, in a manner
never to be forgotten.

Like various other Pyrenean plants it skips

most of France and Switzerland and reappears

in the Carpathians and in Western Asia. Mr.

James Backhouse told me recently he has grown
it successfully for three years, that it has grown
steadily and this year flowered gloriously.

As for what is commonly called in this country

G. acaulis, it would be interesting to know if it

has succeeded here in grass, for everyone knows
what strange likes and dislikes it has, and how it

may flourish in one garden and be a failure in

the next. The very handsome G. asclepiadea

will grow in coarser grass, especially on somewhat
stony, limestone ground.

FOXGLOVES ON THE FRINGE OF THE WOODLAND IN A SURREY GARDEN.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

DURING the week I have asked visitors

1 to the gardea what they thought the

I
most striking plant in flower now,

r and all of them have selected Allium

giganteum. So,

though I cannot make a sketch

of its large globular heads of

innumerable mauve flowers, I

must give it the honoured

place at the head of my
notes.

It means a good deal to be

so unanimously chosen as first,

for many very beautiful plants

are maldng a good show. A
group of over a score of fine

tall stems of Lilium testaceum

is not to be despised, and is

especially charming in having

for neighbour a large patch of

the pale salmon form of Lychnis

chalcedonica that I felt sure

when I planted it would be

pleasing with the apricots and

cream of the Lily. I now feel

I want a plant or two of the

old scarlet form of the Lychnis

among them to make the blend

of shades perfect . Then, again,

close by is a long stretch of

Alstroemeria aurantiaca, mixed

by accident, but very happily

so, with A. aurea. Campanula

lactiflora, of every shade from

pure white to a deep lilac that

is almost a blue, is making a

glorious display ; there is a fine

spike of bloom on one of the

best of the Neapolitan hybrid

Yuccas, Vittorio Emmanuele

by name ; Cytisus ^thnensis is

a shower of gold and scenting

the air with fragrance ; yet

everyone prefers the Garlic.

Of course, it is a rare one

and far too seldom seen, and

that alone lends a plant charm,

but it also stands 6 feet high,

with straight and slender

stem bearing up the nearly

spherical head that is

6 inches in diameter. They

are slightly flattened at the

lower poll, but almost perfect

spheres. Seven of them spring

up from a fairly high ledge on

the sunniest bank of the rock

garden and catch one's eye

from a distance, being so

utterly unlike all their neigh-

bours. Unfortunately, their ^

handsome grey-green leaves

always wither before the flowers are open,

and are then so unsightly that they are best

removed. This Emperor of all the Onions was
collected in Central Asia about thirty years

ago, but it is not easy to procure. My bulbs

came from Mr. van Tubergen, but I have had

Allium Rosenbachianum, a smaller and earlier-

flowering species, supplied to me for A. giganteum

from other nurseries. My plants have never

as yet formed good seeds, so the increase is

rather slow, as a bulb that can produce 6 feet

of scape and so many hundreds of flowers cannot

CAVANILLESII.

Bowles.)

be expected to store up much spare nutriment

with which to supply offsets.

I have drawn an old favourite of mine, the

scarlet and yellow flowered Lobelia that I have

grown for the last twenty years as Lobelia

Cavanillesii. I find that the "Index Kewensis"

makes it L. laxiflora, and" Nicholson's Dictionary "

gives it as the variety angustifolia of this and

refers us to a plate (t. 3600) in the Botanical

Magazine. There, however, I find an unattractive

flower of a dull yellow shaded with orange, and
only half the length of my brilliantly coloured

one. The figure in Sweet's " British Flower
Garden " of Siphocampylus bicolor, which is

now regarded as the typical Lobelia laxi-

flora, is like my plant in colour, but again
shows flowers half the length of mine, and

with wide, coarse leaves.

However, the " Kew Hand
List " upholds the name
L. Cavanillesii, but refers

to the Botanical Magazine's

dingy plant. Anyway, I

prefer my plant to those

pictured, and shall stick

to the old name imtil

someone shows me good
cause to change it. I

grow it on a dry ledge of

the rock garden, and it

is always much shorter than the luxuriant clumps

I remember at Glasnevin and in other well-

favoured gardens, but it flowers well and looks

very cheery up there among its narrow. Willow-

like leaves. The outside of the tube is a fine

coral scarlet, the two free and slightly twisted

petals are gradually shaded to a soft orange at

their tips, while the three petals which are united

to form the lip are bright yellow in a young flower

and striped with orange in older ones. The
filaments of the stamens are combined to form

a tube, which is scarlet like the corolla tube. I

notice that young flowers are wet with honey

on the outside for about half an inch of the lower

part of the corolla tube, which seems to me a
very unusual thing in a tubular flower, and quite

puzzles me, both as to how the honey escapes

to the outside, and what use it can serve out

there

Some fine stems of Jleconopsis Wallichii arise

among my Ferns, and are happier than usual

in this dry gaiden, owing to the dull, cloudy

weather and drizzling rains we have had since

they began flowering. I am disappointed in that

a group of Lilium Hansonii growing just in front

of them has not lasted long enough to contrast

its orange yellow flowers with their pale blue

shades, for I thought they flowered together here

the last time I had the blue Poppies in that

bed.

Two Brodiaeas are charming just now. B.

peduncularis is one, and has waxy, white flowers

with a lilac flush on them, borne on very long

and slender peduncles, so that a head of. blooms

is about a foot across in a strong specimen, and

the flowers are separated some few inches from

each other in a manner that makes this one of

the most elegant of bulbous plants. The other

is what we used, to call Calliprora flava, but is

now Brodia;a ixioides. I have it in two shades

of colour—a rich yellow and a very pleasing pale

sulphur—and it is hard to say \vhi(-h is the better.

In both there are about a score of starry flowers

in each head, and a line of bright green runs down
the centre of each segment of the stars, giving

them a delightful finish. These two species of

Brodiaea seem very easily pleased and thoroughly

reliable, for it is many years since I have replanted

or paid any other cultural attentions to my
clumps.

Dianella ca;rulea has flowered freely in the

Peach-house border. Its pale blue flowers are

borne in light branching heads above deep green
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Iris-like foliage, and are shaped like miniature

Turk's-cap Lilies ; but I am sorry to see the cold,

dull weather, or some other cause, has prevented

their setting much fruit, and it is only here and

there that I shall get the wonderfully coloured

berries that are the chief charm of the plant.

A plant I keep in a cool house in a pot always

behaves well in this respect, and just now is a

fine sight with its many pendent berries of various

blue shades from a greyish lilac in the immature

condition to a rich amethyst purple in fully

ripened fruits.

Why does one so seldom see the brilliant little

single Carnation called Grenadine ? It is a gem

for the rock garden, neat in habit, very ffee and

generous with its flowers—almost flowering itself

to death, in fact—and, in the only form I have,

of a most glorious fiery scarlet, though I have

heard that there are other colours known of this

race. In habit it looks more like a large Dian-

thus csBsius than a small Carnation. Mr. Hayward

of Clacton-on-Sea has sent me another charming

little Dianthus for the rock garden, but it must

not be planted near Grenadine, for its flowers

are of a soft warm rose colour that would be

killed by its glowing scarlet. He calls it Rosalind

and it is semi-double, with two ranks of petals,

and they are arranged in a very neat alternating

fashion that gives it a most delightful outline

unlike that of any other double Dianthus I know,

and it further pleases me by the way in which it

holds its flowers stifSy upright. '

SUMMER FEEDING

THE object of summer feeding is to give

plants food in a readily available form

in order to stimulate them in the

bearing of leaf, flower or fruit. Pot

plants need stimulants more than out-

door plants as a general rule, for the pots

become full of roots and the soil is exhausted. It

is necessary, however, to be more careful in

giving food to pot plants than to plants growing

in the garden, for in the limited space of the pot

the roots are easily injured.

Such manures as nitrate of soda encourage leaf

;

so if the amateur wishes flowers he must not rely

on nitrate of soda, nor must he use it more than

very occasionally, or his plants will run to leaf.

Superphosphate and potash manures are good

for encouraging flowers and fruit, but they will

only do harm if given too strong. Nitrate of

soda, sulphate of ammonia and other like artificials

are extremely useful for hastening on the growth

of " leaf-bearing " vegetables such as Cabbages,

Lettuces, Endive and Spinach.

In applying fertilisers or liquid manure, do not

give them when the soil is dry. Hoe the soil up
well in the case of outdoor plants, &c., and water

;

then give the food. This prevents the roots

being injured. Of course, keep the liquid off

the foliage ; if any gets splashed on to the leaves

of the plants, wash it off at once with clear water.

The time at which it is most advantageous to give

food is a matter of opinion ; some say in the

evening, others in the early morning.

What to Give,—^The best general liquid manure
is made by putting about a peck of fresh horse-

manure and a quarter of a peck of soot intoa 36-gallon

barrel of water and allowing it to stand some
days. The manmre and soot can be put into a

coarse bag, and the bag suspended in the barrel

or put into the water direct. The liquid is drawn

off and diluted with water till nearly clear. Some

people favour the use of house slops. If excess

of soapy water can be kept out, they are good
;

but if not they are apt, I find, to make the soil

go sour. It is preferable to dilute them with

clear water rather than with soapy water, and

remember they are very strong, so dilute con-

siderably. Liquid manure can also be made by

putting a peck or so of sheep-manure, cow-manure

or pig-manmre and a quarter of a peck of soot

into the barrel as before described and diluting

with water. These last are good for feeding

Tomatoes, Cucumbers and Marrows. In the

artificial section I must mention proprietary

fertilisers. These
are most useful if

applied in accord-

ance with the
directions on the

packages. Nitrate

of soda can be used

at the rate of half

an oimce to an

ounce to the gallon

of water, as also

can sulphate of

ammonia. An ounce

per gallon dis-

tributed over about

a square yard of soil

is about right for

vegetables ; for

flowers less should

be used, or the

liquid distributed

over about twice

that area. Sulphate

of potash and super-

phosphate are not

leaf producers so

much as the above.

Their use tends to

produce more flowers

or fruits, or, in the

case of Peas and

Beans, superphos-

phate increases the

production of pods.

The first can be

used at the strength

of half an ounce

or less per gallon,

and superphosphate

half an ounce to

an ounce per gallon.

Nitrate of potash

(if available) can be

used for the same

purpose. It is a quick-acting nitrogenous fertiliser,

and should be used at the rate of about a quarter

of an ounce per gallon. Dried blood can also be

used, especially for feeding Tomatoes, &c. Apply

at the rate of half an ounce per gallon. Guano is

a fine all-round fertiliser, containing much readily

available plant food. Use at the rate of half

an ounce to an ounce per gallon. When summer
feeding is commenced, use the artificials at about

half the strength advised, gradually increasing

the feeds tiU the full strength is reached. Artificials

should be interchanged with liquid animal manures.

Very good results are obtained by doing this,

and " sickness " is avoided.

Weeiwood, Ecclesall, Sheffield. E. T. Ellis.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Gladiolus Wraith.—A primulinus hybrid very

prettily freckled and striped with red and salmon.

Gladiolus Phyllis Kelway.—This also shows

the primulinus influence, the large flowers being

of an exceptional tone of pure yellow. One of

the finest we have seen. These were from Messrs.

Kelway and Son, Langport, Somerset.

Lomatia pinnatiflda.—The members of this

genus are most usually employed as foliage plants,

for which purpose their elegant habit is admirably

adapted. That named is somewhat rare, the

flowering sprays shown rendering it of considerable

ONE OF THE EASIEST LILIES TO GROW, LILIUM HANSONII,

AT MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN.

interest. The red and yellow flowers are produced

in pedicellate pairs in short axillary racemes.

From the Donard Nursery Company, Newcastle,

County Down.
Astilbe Gloria.—The richest red-coloured variety

we have seen, the inflorescences unusually densely

flowered. Should make a fine market pot plant.

Exhibited by Mr. G. W. Miller, Clarkson Nurseries,

Wisbech.

Delphinium Mrs. H. Kaye.—This elegant-

habited and distinct variety appeared to attract

everybody, as much, perhaps, by reason of its

somewhat lax spikes as by its good colouring.

Large individually, the solitary semi-double

flowers, well dispose4 on 3-inch-long pedicels,
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give the variety a cliaracter of its own. The

sepals, of violet blue tone, are in contrast with

the reddish violet petals. The variety was well

shown by Mr. W. Wells, jun., Merstham.

Laelio-Cattleya Maqueda (L.-C. George Wood-

hams X L.-C. Lord Rothschild).—Sepals and

petals rosy mauve, the deep crimson lip gold

lined at the throat. From Messrs. Armstrong

and Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

LEelio-Cattleya General BrusilofE {L.-C. callis-

toglossa X L.-C. bletchleyensis).—In this the

sepals and petals are rosy red in colour, which in

contrast with the almost self crimson lip renders

the variety very distinct. From Messrs. Charles-

worth and Co., Hayward's Heath.

Red Currant Laxton's Periection.—A remark-

able novelty in every way. Essentially a dessert

Currant of the highest excellence, it is equally

valuable for culinary purposes, while indispensable

to the exhibitor. The brilliant crimson scarlet

fruits, a score or more on a bunch, are of.

the largest size and command attention at a

glance.

Plum Early Laxton.—The result of crossing

Rivers' Early Prolific and Eraser's Early Yellow,

the new-comer, while of larger size, is also a gain

in early fruiting. Early Prolific, grown under

similar conditions, was quite green and hard,

the fraits of Early Laxton, of golden hue, being

flushed with red. Stewed fruits were also on

view. These two fruit novelties came from Messrs.

Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

The foregoing novelties were before the Royal

Horticultural Society on August r, when the

awards were made.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Black Currants.—When all the fruit has been
picked, most of the old fruiting wood can be re-

moved to allow the young growths to be thoroughly
ripened. If the trees have produced a lot of the
latter, they will require thinning, so that both light

and air can penetrate through the bushes. Varie-
ties that are inferior should be duly marked and
uprooted to make room for better kinds.

The Fruit-Room.—This ought now to be
prepared for the autumn by giving a thorough
cleansing. The stages should be w ashed and the

PERPETUAL MALMAISON CARNA-

TION MRS. MYLES KENNEDY

It does not seem many years ago smce iln

Perpetual Carnation which really flowered all

the year round was regarded somewhat as a myth.

To-day, the grower of Perpetual Carnations can

calculate that, after he has cut his flower, in

five months another bloom will be produced

from the same shoot.

The same process is taking place with the

Perpetual Malmaison. People are no longer

satisfied with one crop of flowers each year, and

evolution, careful crossing and selection, is creating

another race which flowers at all seasons of the

year. The variety in question, Mrs. Myles

Kennedy, is the first in the salmon pink colour.

It was raised by Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.,

Bush Hill Park, and received the award of merit

from the Perpetual-Flowering Carnation Society

when exhibited by Messrs. Low at the Chelsea

Show this year. The colour is one shade deeper

than Princess of Wales, and the flowers have

better guard petals and sounder calyces than that

popular variety. It is very sweetly perfumed

;

probably no other Carnation excels it in this

respect. This is a point all breeders should work

ior in evolution.

The habit very closely resembles a strong-

growing Perpetual Carnation, with handsome,

curly, glaucous foliage. The accompanying illus-

tration clearly demonstrates the perpetual-flowering

habit. In addition to the flowers, shoots running off

to bud are to be observed, the lower shoots at the

bottom of the illustration being those which will

produce flowers later still.

are not so liable to run to seed, and, moreover,
they often stand a hard winter better than those
sown early in the season.

Late Peas.—These should now be growing
freely, and if the weather is dry, copious supplies
of water will be necessary. The sides of the
rows may be mulched with short manure, half-
decayed leaves, or lawn mowings, all of which
make excellent mulching materials.

The Flower Garden.

Lilium candidum.—When this favourite Lily
is growing and flowering freely, no disturbance
at the base should be permitted ; but if the plants
are not thriving, then they must be lifted and
replanted in a fresh part of the border. August
is the best month to carry out such work, as the
bulbs are almost dormant at this period.

The Rock Garden.—Many of the rock garden
subjects may be propagated at this season either
from cuttings or by division. Hand-lights or cold
frames are advised for the cuttings, which should
be placed in sandy soil, and then kept sprayed
and shaded ^from strong sunlight until rooted.
At this stage^they may either be potted off singly
or transplanted in another cold frame. The various
Dianthi may be increased by cuttings, also Rock
Roses, the beautiful Lithospermum prostratum.
Campanulas and many others. A rock garden
requires a lot of attention, not only in keeping
it clear of weeds and dead leaves, but in seeing
that each plant is kept to its allotted space and
not allowed to overrun its neighbour, which in
all probability will be a choicer and rarer plant.
Numerous plants are lost in this way.

Plants Under Glass.

Salvias.—Cuttings that were inserted late
have made considerable progress and are ready
for their flowering pots. If furnished with a
fair number of side shoots, it is not advisable
to pinch them again, t-'f •i..li.. r-'r- },iT\

Hippeastrums.—Those that started early have
completed their growth, and should be dried off

gradually. Later batches must be encouraged
to grow freely during the next few weeks.

Fruit Under Glass.

Late Muscat Grapes.—It will be necessary to
expose the bunches to the light to get them
properly ripened. Lateral growth must be removed
from time to time, but this ought not to be over-
done, or the roots will become less active. While
the berries are swelling, keep the roots well supplied
with water. T. W. Briscoe.

(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)
Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

THE PERPETUAL-FLOWERING MALMAISON
MRS. MYLES KENNEDY.

walls whitened with lime, while free ventilation

must be given to render the atmosphere sweet.

The Kitchen Garden.

Mushrooms.—These are always appreciated,

and, where it is possible, the materials for a bed
ought now to be prepared with a view to an autumn
supply. The horse-manure should be collected

daily, and then placed in a dry, open shed and
turned every two or three days. When all the
rank heat has passed off, the manure can be taken
to the Mushroom- house or shed and made into

a bed which will be i8 inches or 2 feet deep when
completed. In a day or two it should be rammed
tightly together, and directly the temperature
of the bed is about 80°, it may be spawned. The
bricks of spawn must be broken up and the pieces

inserted an inch deep. Cover the surface with
fine loam, and, after making it quite firm, a layer

of straw will complete the work.

Cabbage.—^Another sowing of Cabbage seed
should be made. It sometimes happens that plants

from this sowing give the best results. They

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Artichokes.—The tops should be pinched out
of the Jerusalem Artichokes at about 5 feet high.
This in no way afiects the crop, and has the
advantage of making them less liable to damage
by high winds.

Lettuces.—A sowing of one of the hardier
varieties should now be made, such as Bath Cos,
Hammersmith or Stansfield Park. This with a
further sowing made about a fortnight hence
should meet the requirements of most establish-

ments.

Herbs.—Where Sweet Basil is regularly used,
several sowings should be made throughout the
season, as it very soon gets out of condition. Any
further batches required should now be given
a little heat to germinate. Weekly sowings of

Mustard and Cress will now be the better for the
protection afforded by a cold frame.

Cauliflowers.—The latest batches of these
should now be planted out. If an early maturing
\'ariety be used, it will furnish fine, small, fresh

heads towards the end of the season. In the
quarters ready for cutting there is usually a glut

about this time, but the heads may be kept fresh

and of good colour for a few days longer if some
of the leaves are bent over to protect them from
the sun. If this is done at intervals, it is wonderful
how many may be saved from going to waste.
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The large autumn sorts should be given a final

stimulant in the shape of liquid farmyard manure
or artificial fertiliser, which will materially increase
the size of the heads. Autumn Mammoth is a
very reliable sort and produces immense heads
of the finest quality.

Cucumbers.—A sowing may now be made,
which should carry over the supply into next
year. For this purpose a low-roofed structure
and a good command of fire-heat are necessary.
Lockie's Perfection retains its reputation as one
of the most reliable for general purposes.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—These are later with us than
has been the case for many years, the first coloured
fruits being seen on July 20. As soon as all

the fruit has been gathered, no time should
be lost in clearing away all runners from those
plants intended for fruiting next season. Run
the hoe between the lines, and leave all tidy and
ready for a mulching of manure at the first con-
venient opportunity. The practice of digging
between the lines is seldom of advantage, and
should not be adopted, especially on light land.

Strawberries are seldom profitable if cropped
beyond three seasons, and in many cases, as in
our own, they are only cropped
twice ; and when a regular rotation
of planting is kept up, a portion is '

destroyed every year, this being
done as soon as all the fruits are
gathered.

Brambles.—These, as well as the
Loganberry, are now making rank
growth, wliich, if not thinned out,
would soon smother everything in

the vicinity. Only a sufficient

number of shoots should be retained
for providing next year's crop, all

the others being cut out at the
base. The selected growths should
be temporarily fastened to the
supports in such a way as to get
the full benefit of the sun without
unduly shading the present season's
crop.

The Flower Garden.

Weed Killers.—The present is a
suitable time to apply weed killers

to paths and drives. A quantity
of wind-blown seeds of grass, &c.,
usually appear about this season
and render the paths green and
untidy for the rest of the season.
An application, therefore, if put on
when the ground is moist but not
wet, will save much labour in
hoeing and weeding. If weed
killers are used regularly it will
not be necessary to apply them
annually to the same walks,
unless, of .course, much seeding
is allowed in close proximity. Do
not use it near Box or other live
edgings, in case a sudden shower
should flood much of the poison to the roots
and destroy them.

Plants Under Glass.
^Cyclamen.—Sow seeds of Cyclamen this
month for flowering in small pots next spring.
They take a considerable time to germinate.
When well up they should be pricked off singly
in 2j-inch pots and kept near the glass in an
intermediate house or pit.

Chrysanthemums.—These are now making
good growth, and the pots being filled with roots,
judicious feeding should be practised. Keep
them carefully tied to their supports, or a high
wind may damage them severely. Buds will
soon be forming, and disbudding will demand
close attention. For those unacquainted with
the timing of the buds of the numerous varieties,
reference should be made to one of the publica-
tions by experts.

Bouvardias.—The final pinching of these
should be done about this time. Withhold the
feeding until fresh growth takes place, when it
may be resumed and continued until the plants
are removed from the cold frames to their flowering
quarters. Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)
Glamis Castle, N.B.

B R IT I S H -G RO W N BULBS
CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION

A
CONFERENCE of great importance

and exceptional interest was held at

the Royal Horticultural Society's fort-

nightly meeting on August i. Its

'object was to bring to the public

notice that thoroughly good bulbs of almost

all kinds can be grown in Britain quite

as well as in Holland or other countries. On
the same day, thanks to the foresight of our

friend and contributor, the Rev. Joseph Jacob,

an exhibition of British-grown bulbs was held

in the society's hall, and the combined effort

proved to be a very great success. Whatever

doubt there may have been in the minds of those

present as to the possibilities of bulb-growing

in this country must have been removed, for

best-lmown varieties which fill our florists' shops

in spring were raised by English hybridisers.

Emperor, Empress, Horsfieldii and Barrii con-

spicuus are household names. They are, of

course, largely cultivated in Holland ; neverthe-

less, British supplies are great and are grown

all over the country. With regard to Tulips,

especially May-flowering, Darwin and so-called

Cottage Tulips, Mr. Barr referred to the vast

fields to be seen in bloom in May both in the

East and West of England, while in Ireland they

are grown with great success. Although the

English-grown Tulip bulb may not have the

bright appearance of the Dutch grown, and may
not perhaps be so large, the flowering results arc

certainly better. Mr. Barr said that he hail

COLLECTING BULBS ON THE FLORAL FARMS, WISBECH.

the exhibits of British-grown bulbs afforded a

pleasing example of the suitability of our soils

and climate for producing crops of many kinds

of bulbs which, up to the present season, we
have imported so largely from Holland. The

importance of this new home industry is greatly

enhanced by reason of the fact that the Govern-

ment has quite recently forbidden any shipping

being used for the importation of flower bulbs.

The conference was presided over by Sir Albert

RoUit, supported by the Rev. W. Wilks, secretary

of the Royal Horticultrural Society, and Mr.

W. Cuthbertson, representing the Horticultural

Trades Association. The discussion was opened

by Mr. Arthur W. Sutton, who drew attention

to the great possibilities of this industry in suit-

able districts, such as Lincolnshire, Anglesey,

and certain parts of Ireland. Mr. P. R. Barr,

who has spent considerable time in the bulb

nurseries of Holland, was able to make many
interesting comparisons. The Daffodil, he said,

we may justly claim as an English flower. The

noticed the difference for many years in their

nurseries, where imported Dutch and English

grown Tulips had been planted side by side.

The English bulbs had made slightly taller growth,

bloomed earlier and produced larger flowers.

Other bulbs and bulb-like flowers which grow

well in England are Gladioli, SciUas, Muscari,

Anemones, Ranunculuses, Ixias (in Guernsey and

Ireland), Montbretias and Lilies, with the excep-

tion of Japanese and Indian species. Bulbous

Irises, Crocuses and Scilla sibirica can be success-

fully grown here, but the Dutch cultures are so

large and worked on so economical a scale that

Holland is able to beat us in price. Mr. Barr

was of the opinion that we shall never be able

to compete with Holland in growing Hyacinths,

except in very few parts of the country, owing to

unsuitable soil conditions ; but this view was

not supported by all the other growers.

Mr. A. W. White, who represented a large firm

of wholesale bulb-growers in the Spalding district,

in an interesting speech traced the development
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of his firm's business from the time when his father

commenced it by collecting Snowdrop bulbs

from cottage gardens. Since then thef had sent

tons of bulbs of various kinds each year to Holland.

He urged new growers not to settle down in the

Spalding district, as they were already quite

thick enough there.

Mr. G. W. Leak referred to visit he had made to

the Dutch schools, where children are taught

to take an interest in their future work on the

bulb farms. This form of education, he held,

was of immense value to the children in after-

life, and it might be copied with advantage in

this country. He also referred to the use of the

plough on the bulb fields at Wisbech, a point which

the Dutch had copied in their own country when
short of labour. (Our illustration on page 399
depicts a July scene at Wisbech.) Mr. Leak also

referred to the unsatisfactory way of grading bulbs

in this country. There was, he said, no uniformity.

One man's first size was another man's second

size, and bulbs were seldom up to sample. He
thought that the Dutch system of selling bulbs

by the Centigrade measurement far better. Mr.

George Monro, jun., however, did not agree,

as the Centigrade system was quite misleading

with " two nose " bulbs, and he considered the

method of selling bulbs by weight per thousand

far better.

At the conclusion of the discussion a resolution

was passed assuring the Council of the Royal

Horticultural Society of the continued support

of the horticultural trade in promoting the develop-

ment of the British-grown bulb trade and similar

undertakings.

EXHIBITION OF HARDY BRITISH-GROWN

FLOWER BULBS.

What is needed at the moment is that the home culti-

vator should advertise his goods by every means in his

power, driving home the essentially important fact of the
superiority of the home-grown article against all comers.
This to some extent was proved to demonstration at the
exliibition under review, more particularly in Class 5,

for twenty varieties of home-grown Daffodil bulbs, not
more than twenty bulbsof each, where some of the produce—that from the Donard Nursery Company—was in the
nature of a revelation. It was, however, not ordinary
produce—it was extraordinary—" mother " or ** breeder "'

bulbs, doubtless, which, planted two or three years ago
and having been grown undisturbed since, had gathered
around them many grown-up children. Coming, too,
from a genial clime where Sparaxis, Tricuspidaria, Olearia
semi-dentata and Desfontainea, among othorfi, attain
perfection of growth and flowering, it is small wonder
that the Daffodil develops to the utmost. The clear
-object-lesson of such development is that a few thousand
acres of such land under similar conditions devoted to
bulb culture would keep at home a colossal sum of money
whicli every year is sent abroad. The firm noted alone
represented Ireland at the exhibition, though there must
have been others who could have sent good produce
also, and thus have emphasised the idea we have in view.
English trading firms from the counties of Nottingham,
Lincoln, Cambridge, Berks and Essex also sent collections.

Tiie most important class, i.e., that most keenly con-
tested and containing the weightiest produce, was Class 5
(open), for a collection of dry home-grown Daffodil bulbs
in not more than twenty varieties nor more than twenty
bulbs of any one variety. Eight exhibitors staged,
the first prize being awarded to the Donard Nursery
Company, Newcastle, County Down, Ireland, for a truly
wouflerful i-xhibit. All the Imlbs were of prodigious size,

not comely in appearance, and in some instances their
long necks gave the impression of bring too deeply
planted, which is opposed to the finest modelled bulbs
resulting. King Alfred, Mrae. de Graaff, Bernardino,
Homespun, JMrs. H. J. Veitch, Lady iMarsaret Boscawen,
Gloria Mundi, Horace, White Lady, Seagull and Uugulosus
were among those sliown. It would be interesting to
know the weight of this collection of bulbs, Blessrs.

J. H. Pearson, Lowdhara, Notts, were second, showing
a magnificent collection evidencing high-class culti-
vation, with firm, solid bulbs of model pattern. We
were greatly struck with the quality throughout.
King Alfred, Lucifer, Emperor, P. R. Barr, Florence
Pearson, Weardale Perfection, Argent, Albatross, Seagull,
Vega, White Lady and Poeticus grandiflorus were noted.
Messrs. Barr and Sons were third.^

Forten varieties of market Daffodils, to include Emperor,
Empress, Sir Watkin, Victoria, Barri conspicuus and
ornatus, Mr. G. Moiuo, jun., Spalding, was first and

5Iessrs. H. H. Bath, Limited, Wisbech, second, the former
slio^\ing Walter T. Ware and JMme. Plemp ; the latter,

Duke of Bedford, Golden Bell and iVIme. de Graaff in
addition to the varieties stipulated.

The two exhibitors just named were in like order in

the class for twenty varieties of Tulips, and while both
showed excellently, we certaiidy favoured the second
prize lot most for weight of material and general
appearance.

Class S was for a collection of bulbs, not more than
thirty varieties nor more than thirty or fewer than twenty
bulbs of any one variety, diversity of genera and species

being favourably considered. This was a most interest-

ing class, Messrs. Wallace and Co., Colchester, being
placed first, ha%ing Lilium candidum, Dog's-tooth Violets,

Cyclamenj Squills, Colchicums, Brodiaa, Crocus, Leucojum,
Fritillaria ptTsica (most distinct bulb), and Irises fllifolia

(true, from Gibraltar), sindjarensis, bucharica, Xiphium,
tuberosa and others. Second, Messrs. Barr and Sons,
Covent Garden, W.C, whose distinctive lot embraced
Ixia, Oxalis, Camassia, Crown Imperial, Watsonia Meriana,
Iris reticulata, I. tingitana, Bi.lladonna Lilies, Chionodoxa
and others. Third, Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp,

Bagshot and Twj-ford. Fourth, Messrs. R. H. Bath,
Limit^?d, wlwse very fine Hyacinths and Chionodoxas
were a chief attraction.

In the amateurs' class for ten varieties of bulbs, five

at least to be Daifodils, Mr. G. Stocks, Bentley Road,
Doncaster, was first, showing useful, if small, produce.

Mr. C. A. Jardine, Nightingale Lane, Balham, S.W.,
showed a collection of twenty-four varieties of Hyacinths
with tlieir progeny as lifted, in order to illustrate the
possibility of growing these more or less continuously
with some measure of success.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

OBITUARY

CAPTAIN HENRY DRUMMOND.
General regret will be felt by all who knew him

at the announcement that Captain Henry Drum-
mond of Stirling has been killed in action. Captain

Drummond w'as the son of Mr. James W. Drum-
mond, and was himself a director of the well-

known firm of Messrs. W. Drummond and Sons,

seed merchants, &c., and took an active part

in its management, He' followed the call of

duty and obtained a commission in the Argyll

and Sutherland Highlanders soon after the begin-

ning of the war, serving with conspicuous ability.

He is survived by a widow and one son.

SERGEANT GEORGE HARROW.
The numerous friends of Mr. George Harrow,

for many years manager to Messrs. James Veitch

and Sons at their Coombe Wood Nurseries, will

learn with regret of the loss of his second son.

Sergeant George Harrow, who was killed in action

on July I, the opening day of the great advance.

Deceased, who was thirty-four years of age,

was born at the Knap Hill Nursery and, enlisting

early into the Coldstream Guards, came out on

pension after eighteen years' service. He rejoined

the Colours in May, 1915, and, enlisting into the

Queen's Royal West Surrey Regiment, acted

for some time as drill instructor before proceeding

to the Front. Sergeant Harrow went through the

South African War and possessed the South

African and Long Service Medals.

JOHN SCOTT.
John Scott was a young Scottish gardener with

good prospects based on a sound training in the

practice of horticulture. For the past five years

he held the position of inside foreman in the

gardens at Claremont, Esher, Surrey. Previously

he had been in the fruit department at Hopetoun
under Mr. 1. Hay, now of Greenwich Park. He
left Claremont to join the Royal Field Artillery

and was wounded in battle on July 5, within

foin months of his joining the Colours. He died

from his wounds on the 17th ult. To his mother,

Mrs. Scott, East Lodge, Craigie, Ayr, we tender

our heartfelt sympathy.

FLOWER GARDEN.
IRIS DISEASED {Lieutemnt-Colonel).—Sclurotinia is

present ou the leaf of the English Iris sent, but it is

probably a follower of, rather than a cause of, the death
of the foliage. If the foliage dies off prematurely,
this fungus may cause it, and in tliat case it would be
well, in addition to removing the dead and dying leaves,
to mi.\ chalk intimately with the surface soil about the
affected plants.

ORIGIN OF ERIGERON QUAKERESS (i. Bigg-
Witfier).—So far as we are aware, IJiere is no record of
the parentage of this prettj' plant, which occurred, we
believe, as a chance seedling some years ago. \Ve do not
even know whether it is of English or Continental origin,

and should feel grateful to any reader of THE Gauden
who may be able to give authentic information concerning
it. As a graceful and free-flowering plant of easy culture
it would, however, be difficult to beat. E. B. Ladhams
and Asa Gray are both new and important colour additions
to ttjis genus.

WHITE CAMPANULA (Tempo).—We should think
from your description that the variety referred to is the
white form of Campanula rotundifolia, which has been
known to cultivators for many years and is grown in
most collections of good hardy flowers. It is, as you say,
a beautiful and graceful plant, and among the seedling
forms improved varieties occasionally occur. There is

another white, C. Hostii alba, however, which is quite
distinct from the above, and to make certain of your plant
you should send a representative bunch of it, cut with
full-length stems, which may be doubled for convenience
of packing if desired. Send also at the same time the
other Campanula you refer to. A small plant would be
best in this instance, as it is not possible to correctly name
such tilings from mere descriptions.

ROMNEYA ATTACKED (P. D. T.).—The green bug
is the pest which we suspect of being the cause of the
trouble with the Romneyas. It is a general feeder and
difficult to deal with, but frequently causes trouble by
punctxiriug the buds of various flowers as well as leaves
of a great variety of plants. The only thing to be done
is to spray with paraffin emulsion, for that will prove
offensive to the pest and tend to protect the plant from
attack. The caterpillar we do not recognise. It is not
the larva of the green bug, but of a moth. Did you find
it actually in the bud of the Eomncya ? The young of
the green bug is almost exactly like the adult, but is

without wings, is pale brown or green in colour, and
has relatively long legs, with which it runs actively about.
In addition, it lives by sucking sap from plants, not by
biting pieces out of them as does the caterpillar.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
PLANE LEAVES ATTACKED U. G.).—The Planes

are attacked by a very harmful fungus. The
diseased leaves should be collected and burned, and
if young plants are attacked, it would be well to spray
them with Bordeaux mixture or Burgundy mixtiu-e so

as to stop the spread of the fungus. Young plants are
more likely to suffer serious injury from sucli an attack
upon tlieir leaves than are old ones, since the relative

amount of their foliage is less.

BIRCH ROOTS AND BRANCHES FOR INSPECTION
(TF. MeE).—From the condition of the twigs and roots

of Birch sent for examination it would appear that a
fungus disease is at work on the roots, but as the fruiting

stage of the fungus had not been reached on the specimens
sent, it was impossible to determine the species of fungus.
All that can be done is to carefully dig up and burn affected

plants, and if a particular area appears to be affected,

rather than a general attack being in evidence, dig a
trench li feet wide and 1^ feet deep round the affected

area to prevent the spread of the fungus mycelium from
the roots of unhealthy to the roots of healthy trees.

LAVENDER HEDGE NOT FLOWERING {Bicknoller).—

The Lavender jipjuars to liave had a clieck iu some way,
probably from cold winds after the young growth was
well advanced, or, perhaps, from an insect attack.

Lavender has been attacked rather badly this year in

some places by the insect which causes the frothy patches

on plants known as cuckoo spit. This insect is one of the

frog-hopper famdy and is known as Phihrnus spumarius.
The froth-like matter is exuded by the larva^ for protective

purposes. The flowers of Lavender plants attacked in

May and June by this insect are quite as poor as those

of the specimens sent for examination. Spraying wth a
paraffin wash will clear plants of the pest. A fungus
disease sometimes causes the loss of Lavender plants

also, but that was not found on the specimens in question.

SHRUBS TO FLOWER IN JUNE AND JULY {A. IL R.).—
The following shrubs are likely to suit your purpose. It

would be advisable to plant the various species in small
groups of, say, three plants each, except where any parti-

cular species is of viaorous gro\\'th, then single plants

will do : Back—Pliiladt li'lius coronarius, Spiraai discolor,

Escallonia laugh yensis, Otnista virgata. Angled with
these and a little in front—riiiladrlphus Lemoinei erectus,

Spira-a salicifolia paniculata, Escallonia philippiana,

Veronica Traversii, V. salicifolia, Cistus laurifolius.

Front—Spiraea japonica Anthony Waterer, Philadelphus
microphyllus, Veronica buxifolia, V. decussata, Daboocia
polifoiia, Hypericum Moserianum and 0/^nista pilosa.

All of those suggested for the back arc of strong gro^vth.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
A STATEMENT has appeared in the public

f\ Press to the effect that benzoate of soda

/ % may be used to replace sugar in the

/"^^ preparation of jam. It cannot be too
^ ^strongly emphasised that benzoate of

soda is quite unsuitable for the purpose in

•question, and we join the Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries in warning the public against its use

in jam-making. Serious results might follow an

attempt to substitute this undesirable material for

sugar.

Marrows Planted on Heaps.—When visiting

allotments recently, we observed many failures

with Marrows owing to a very common mistake

of planting them on the top

of manure and rubbish heaps.

In one instance only were

the Marrows bearing a pre-

sentable crop, and in this case

they were planted at the

foot of a heap and allowed

to run over it. It is true

that good drainage is essen-

tial, but an abundance of

water is also necessary, and
yet this mistake is made every

year. Verily old customs die

hard.

Rose lona Herdman.—This

is very promising in Scottish

gardens, and the colour is

•one which renders it attrac-

tive and likely to be largely

used for decorative purposes.

The orange-flame colour is

very effective, and the plant

is vigorous and free flower-

ing. It seems to make a

good bedder, and as a decora-

tive Rose it is worth considera-

tion. It was sent out by
Messrs. McGredy in 1913.

Single Rose Una. — Sent

out as long ago as 1900 by
Messrs. Paul and Son, Una has not found its

way into the majority of gardens where climbing

Roses are favoured. The average amateur still

•clings to doubleness as one of the attributes which
characterise the best Roses, and, in consequence,

such charming flowers as this do not make so

much headway as they deserve. Una, however,

makes one of the best pillar Roses we have

;

and as a standard on a tall stock it is magnificent.

The flowers are of a pale buff when in bud and
open out white, and are of large size. This

year it has been exceedingly fine in some Scottish

gardens.

Propagating Roses.—^Those who have the time

and inclination will find the propagation of their

own Roses an interesting and simple operation.

Stocks suitable for budding will, of course, have

been prepared during the winter and now be

fit for working that is if budding has not already

been done. The season is getting late and no
time should be lost in making a start.

A dull day is the best on which to insert the

buds, as there is not so much chance of their

being dried up. Dwarfs are best budded on
the stocks just under the ground-level ; stan-

dards must have the young shoots properly secured

against damage by high winds, or they will break

EVERLASTING PEA. LATHYRUS LATIFOLIUS WHITE PEARL

across at the point of union. Many of the free-

growing Wichuraianas do admirably on their

own roots, and cuttings of semi-ripened wood
root readily. These should be inserted in a sandy
compost either in cold frames or on an outside

border.

Latliyrus latifolius Wliite Pearl.—This is

one of the most beautiful of the perennial or

Everlasting Peas, and it is now producing its large

clear white flowers in great profusion. Many of

the spikes carry fourteen flowers, some more

and others less. As a cut flower it is of great

value, while the plants make one of the finest

screens it is possible to have in summer. It

is fond of growing over trellises and tree

stumps or running up through bushes and
low trees, and in such surroundings its elegant

growth and freedom of flowering are shown off

to great advantage.

Lavender in tlie Garden.—Lavender is a

valuable asset to every garden, for the leaves keep
green throughout the year, and in July and August
there are the deliciously scented flowers to meike

the whole garden fragrant and, if required, to

gather and dry for placing in linen presses and other

places throughout the year. Planted as groups

or isolated bushes in the open or shrubbery it is

very beautiful, while it is one

of the best of all shrubs for form-

ing low, informal hedges. It can

also be used with effect on

sunny banks where the grovmd

is not of the best quality.

Although bushes will last for

many years, the best results

are usually obtained from fairly

young ones, which are easily

raised from cuttings inserted

in a cold frame, or even a

shady border out of doors dur-

ing summer.

Campanula alliarisefolia.

—

This is one of the BpUflowers

that is not quite important

enough to be used as a showy
plant for the flower border, but

that is admirable in wild garden-

ing or for the region between

gardening proper and wilder

grotmd. It grows readily in

dry walling and at the edges

of steps. It is seen at its best

in some isolated position where
there is no competition with

border flowers, and preferably

in a shady or half-shady place.

From the prosperous-looking

tufts of heart-shaped leaves rise the spikes of

bloom about 2i feet high, rather Foxglove-like

in character, for the individual white flowers,

if inches long, droop and are all on one side of

the stem. Each plant has from eight to ten

main flowering stems, generally upright, but some-

times gracefully undulating ; they are slightly

branched towards the base and are surrounded

by lesser flower-stems.

*,• Owing to the shortage of paper, readers who have not

already done so are asked to order The Gauden to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Meconopsis simplicifolia.—It will be of interest

to those who admire the handsome Meconopsis

to note that M. simpliciiolia appears to he proving

perennial in the garden of Sir Herbert Maxwell

at Monreith, Wigtownshire. It iiowered well

last year, and this season sent up an additional

nvmiber of flowers from what appears to be quite

a perennial plant. Would we had more perennial

Meconopsises in om: gardens !.—S. Arnott.

Plants for Edge of Woodland at Pain's Hill.

I suggest that the Meadow Cranesbill (Gera-

nium pratense) would prove satisfactory in

the position named, issue August 12, page 395.

It is one of the most beautiful of the wildings

in this district when in flower, and its autumnal
tints are grand. A few of that fine Caucasian

species, G. ibericum, might also be tried. The
native Broom (Cytisus scoparius) is very showy
and should do well, while the white Portugal

Broom and the cream C. praecox might succeed.

Some of the smaller-flowered hardy sorts of

Michaelmas Daisies, Erigerons, Monkshood and

Anemone japonica are hardly likely to fail where

Foxgloves grow so well.—R. J. M. Skarratt,

Cheltenham.

Seed in Tapes.—In your " Notes of the Week "

of July 22, page 353, you speak of an American

idea of seed in tapes. I thought it might interest

you to see some, and am enclosing a small sample

of Spinach seed in this form. A friend in Rome
told me of it, and I must say that a first trial

was more than satisfactory, especially the root

crops—Beets, Turnips, &c.. and things like Lettuce,

Onions and Spinach. They come up quicker than

other seeds owing to the fertiliser contained in the

tape, and are already spaced, thus saving untold

trouble and transplanting to amateurs whose
gardeners are under arms, as here. There are

twenty or more varieties of vegetables and seven

or eight sorts of flower seeds to be obtained in

tape form so far. It is an idea I wish some
big English seedsman would try.

—

An Italian

Reader.

The Twelve Best Roses for Pillars and Arches.
I suppose individual likes and dislikes will

always play an important part in making such

selections ; that is why I was greatly surprised

to find no place given to Tea Rambler by " A. B."

in his chosen dozen. Howsoever it behaves else-

where, it has a genuine claim in this district to be

in the first twelve—yes ; in the first six. In

addition to the usual looked for good qualities

it is slightly fragrant—a quality few others, if any,

of a like given list can lay claim to. Here are my
dozen varieties : Tea Rambler, American Pillar,

Lady Godiva, Lady Gay, Blush Rambler, Hia-

watha, Dorothy Perkins, Gardenia, Psyche,

Tausendchon, Excelsa, and Felicite et Perpetue.

Allowing the terms "rambler" and " Wichuraiana"
to mean practically the same, I prefer to allocate

these types of Roses as best fitted for pillars or

arches. Thus, Blush Rambler and Psyche, for

examples, will nicely furnish an 8-feet or g-feet

pillar, but with us do not grow sufficiently to cover

an arch of such height ; but the Lady Gay or

Gardenia type will cover the largest of arches

generously.—C. Turner, Highgale.

Rose Mrs. Wemyss Quin.—This grand novelty

will be grown in very large numbers as soon as

it becomes generally known. I think it is far

superior to such as Rayon d'Or and even Constance,

because it possesses the splendid vigour of the

Hybrid Teas and the most lovely foliage imaginable.

I am not surprised it received such high honour
as a gold medal at Bagatelle, for no Rose has ever

received this high award more worthily. The
intense yellow colour shows up well, the flowers

being produced on splendid stems, which will

make it an ideal variety for cutting. Messrs.

Alexander Dickson and Sons have been very

fortunate in producing so many glorious yellow

and golden Roses, such as Duchess of Wellington,

Miss Alice de Rothschild, Margaret Dickson
Hamill, &c. This latter is quite new, but it

stands out prominently as one of the best novelties

of last year, and we shall all want to grow it

largely. The famous raisers of Newtownards
must be extremely gratified in raising such fine

new Roses and Sweet Peas, and all lovers of these

beautiful flowers owe a debt of gratitude to

Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons for having

given us so many really first-class novelties.

—

Danecroft.

A Poppy Sporting.—I have been and still am
working on a strain of grey-toned " Shirley"

Poppies. The original seeds were given me by
Messrs. James Carter and Co., and came from
America—some from the manufactory of Mr.

Luther Burbank, according to the reading on the

packet. This year I have had a good many of

the most glorious white flowers that anyone could

wish for, with yellow filaments and pollen, and just

tw-o or three plants with dark—almost black-

looking—pollen. More than once I have very

nearly decided to reverse my efforts and go for

whites ; they were so lovely. However, this is not

my point. It is that I have come across one plant

which has produced both deep bluish- grey flowers

and pure white ones. I am sorry to say that

I thoughtlessly cut off the branch that bore the

whites, as I now feel I should have kept it and

saved seed. Would readers kindly tell me if this

sporting in Poppies is common or not. I have
never come across it before, but then it is only

in the last three years that I have grown isolated

plants. As they have heretofore been grown in a

mass, plenty may have sported and never been

noticed.

—

Joseph Jacob.

Pond Weeds and Copper Sulphate.—I was
rather interested to note in The Garden for

July 29 an article on " Pond Weeds and Copper

Sulphate." Among the many water weeds, I

think the most hateful is the floating Microcystis

Eeruginosa, which belongs to a class of microscopic

plants called the Cyanophycea, which is named
in allusion to its blue-green colour. The lake

here became polluted with it a few years ago,

and it has gradually got worse. While the creeks

and backwaters lie thick on the top with the

decayed scum from it, in the lalie proper the water

looks as if meal had been stirred through it. Fish

do not thrive in it, as I understand it clogs their

gills and stops their respiration. One who has

studied the subject tells us that many of those

plants excrete poisonous substances, rendering the

water for a time injurious. Horses, cows and other

animals have been killed by drinking the water

from lakes that are badly infested by such plants.

During winter the Microcystis is scarcely noticed,

but the first spell of heat in spring or early summer
brings it into prominence. The area of the lake

here prohibits us from an extended trial with the

copper sulphate, but I have used it with good

effect in the lesser ponds and water basins. Great

care must be taken that streams running from

ponds are not contaminated Avith the copper
sulphate, more especially if the stream waters
any grazing groimd for cattle.

—

James McGran
(gardener to Sir William Houldsworth), Ccodham,
Kilmarnock.

Viola on a Brecon Hilltop.—Your corre-

spondent is in error—[The mistake is ours, and
not our correspondent's, who collected the plant

and, after growing it for two years in her garden,

sent it to us for naming.

—

Ed.]—or her gardener

has made a confusion. The plant she collected

on a Brecon hilltop is that beautiful and very
abundant English alpine, Viola lutea, in one
of its purple forms. Neither V. gracilis nor
V. Valderia is a British species at all. They
are, also, two such definite Pansies that I find

it hard to understand how even the most ardent

"lumper" can talk of V. " gracilis Valderia "
!

V. gracilis and V. pseudo-gracilis are species of

far South Europe and Greece ; V. Valderia

belongs exclusively to the Maritime Alps, and
draws its lovely name from the Baths of Valdieri,

under the Argentera.

—

Reginald Farree.
I should like to thank you for the trouble

you have taken over my little Viola, and to say

most emphatically that your attitude of reserve

in viewing it as a British native has my full under-

standing. In the interests of sound botanical

linowledge a record of an undoubted native can

only be admitted on the surest grounds, and it

never occurred to me that I, a mere dabbler in

botany, could possibly establish such a thing.

-

So, having nothing to prove and all to learn, I

am more than content to leave the plant under

your trained observation, and beg to ofier my
thanks at the same time. Nevertheless, I am.
but misleading you if there is a question of mistake

on my part, and I hope you will allow me to

assert that there could have been none in my
own garden, for I have never anywhere seen

any Viola species even remotely resembling this

one in habit, much less possessed one. I could

not possibly have such ordinary species as cornuta -

in variety, hirta, biflora, palustris, and so forth,

and know them perfectly well, and grow this

plant among them—so unlike—without even

knowing whence I had procured it. Moreover,

to go back to the beginning, it was the somewhat
blue tint (differing from the ordinary wild Hearts-

ease) of the flower which first caught my eye

among the grass of the hilltop. I bent down to

examine it and was much struck with its un-

usually neat habit, and then and there proceeded

to carry out Mrs. Ewing's golden words to

children :

" Although fair things be common, this moral

bear in mind

—

Pick thankfully, and modestly, and leave a bit

behind."

I planted it on returning home, labelled it—to

repeat my former words—Viola Llan , and
watched it for a couple of years or so, fearing

that it might prove to be an annual or, at most,

a biennial, like the typical wild Heartsease. It

never drooped nor faltered, but grew on, surely if

slowly, to its present size, a cushion about i foot

square and 2 inches high, covered for weeks

with clear blue purple flowers. I must ask you

to be lenient towards my tiresome reiteration,

but I am endeavouring to be absolutely sincere

and absolutely accurate ; otherwise it is wasting

your time to keep the plant under your observa-

tion, as you kindly offer to do.

—

Frances E.

Walsh, Chelford. [The Viola, of which cuttings
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were struck from pieces sent, having developed

sufficiently for identification, we have again

examined it, and have come to the conclusion

that it is a purple form of V. lutea, known as

amoena. This is a fairly well known plant

which is found on Welsh and Yorkshire hills.

Many of these Violas much resemble each other

and it is easy to mistake them, especially in a

partly withered condition. We are sorry if we
raised false hopes in our correspondent by having

erroneously applied the name gracilis Valderia

to her plant, but at first sight it looked much like

it. We thank IVIr. Farrer for his observations,

though we can hardly agree with him re gracilis,

and Valderia, for if he looked at the specimens

from various localities he would find it difficult

to say where one left off and the other began.

They are two extreme forms, and both have been

included under V. tricolor by some botanists.

—

Ed.]

Gentiana Kurroo.—^Thisis a rare and most beau-

tiful Himalayan species recently reintroduced,

having flowers about the size of those 'o£ G.

acaulis, of a beautiful azure blue colour, with a

-speckled white throat, and carried on dark, shining,

-foot-long stems lying prostrate on the ground. It

does not seem at all difficult to grow, flowering here

about the third year from seed in a mixture of

equal quantities of granite chips, peat and loam.

A choice sheltered spot in the rock garden, where

it can obtain ample moisture at the roots, suits

it admirably. It flowers during August, the blooms

lasting about a week when fully open.—H. Craven,

Aldenham House Gardens.

Potato Planting for Christmas Use.—^There

should now be no delay in planting Potatoes

(last year's seed) for use at Christmas-time,

and there being nothing special in the plant-

ing, the following hints may serve some useful

purpose : Plant where least exposed to the

north and east wind, even between fruit trees

or flowers if no other ground is available,

and immediately there is any indication of

frost in the air, fill the drills or bed round the

plant for at least 20 inches with some good

stable manure (if unobtainable, use straw), for

no other reason than to protect the tuber root

from being frost-bitten, which is the crux of the

situation. The plant should not be disturbed

until two or three days before Christmas, and

only what is required lifted for immediate use.

Gare should be taken to replace the manure, as

the Potatoes will continue to mature well into

the coming year. The skin of the Christmas

Potato will be found tougher than that of the usual

early Potato, but may be readily removed with a

clean, hard brush. For home culinary purposes

no venture could be more interesting and useful

;

but, commercially, the risk and labour are quite

beyond the value of the land for other cropping

purposes.'

—

Joseph R. Holmes, Bowmore.

Pungent Preserve of Pears.—My cook, " Mrs.

Busy Bee," wishes me to say she has found the
" Pungent Preserve of Pears," published in

The Garden a year or two ago, most useful for

several purposes, such as curries, savouries, &c.,

and suggests that it would be worth reprinting

this season, as there seems to be a large crop of

Pears in many places, and Pears of poor dessert

quality can be used for the preserve. The Tomato
preserve also keeps extremely well, and is not

common.—D. T. C. [We are only too pleased

to reprint the directions, which are quite simple.

—Ed,] " Pungent Preserve of Pears.-—An excel-

lent addition to curry, or can be used as a sweet

chutney. Ingredients : Four pounds of Pears,

31b. of sugar, 20Z, of ground ginger, the juice

and rind of a large Lemon, a suspicion of Cayenne

pepper, and a little water. Method : Pare,

core and quarter the Pears and boil with all

the other ingredients till quite tender.

—

.^.nne

Amateur."

Toads in the Strawberry Bed.—I have kept

several kinds of toads in captivity, both foreign

and British, and watched them very closely,

besides observing the common toad in its wild

state, but I have never yet seen a toad eat any

object that was not alive and actually moving.

I have seen my toads squatting by the side of

an insect which was "shamming dead" for as

long as ten minutes or more waiting till the insect

moved, when at once it would eat it ; but never

while it kept still. Sometimes the insect would

keep motionless for so long that it outwore the

toad's patience, and in that case the latter would

go off in search of more lively prey ; but it never

tackled a motionless creature. I think that all

a matter of size. I have not my note-books at

hand, but I add from memory a list of the creatures

I used to collect for them and which they readily

ate : Centipedes, millepedes, spiders, beetles,

earthworms, caterpillars, earwigs, flies, moths,

pill-woodlice and common woodlice. My biggest

common toad would eat from forty to fifty woodlice

at one sitting. I think the above list is sufficient

to show what useful creatures toads are.—C. M.

Black-Hawkins, Snakemoor, Botley, Hants.

Orchis maculata alba.—Occasionally the pure

white 0. maculata is seen in Somerset, though
less often than a spotted form on a white ground.

On June 6 of this year I noted several of both

varieties, together with a number of different

colour-forms of O. maculata and O. latifolia, and
also a hybrid maculata x latifolia, in meadows
near Coleford, between Radstock and Shepton

Mallet. The sight of thousands of Orchids from

white to deep rose and purple was a glorious one

The pure white maculata appeared to have no

THE RARE GENTIANA. KURROO, NOW FLOWERING IN THE ROCK GARDEN AT
ALDENHAM HOUSE.

naturalists agree on this point, so it does not

seem logical to accuse toads of eating Strawberries,

though I imagine it would be not only possible

but quite probable for them to tackle a Strawberry

that was infested with worms or beetles. The

glutinous tongue might well snap up the fruit

with its marauders, though the vegetable portion

of the mouthful would be unintentional. I

notice your correspondent " H. P.," on page 342,

issue July 15, says that toads eat slugs. This I

do not think to be the case with our common
toad. I used to collect small slugs with which to

feed my fire-bellied toads, as they were very partial

to this diet, but the common toads which were

kept in the same vivarium would never touch

them. Knowing the point is undecided by

naturalists, I tried to tempt them many times,

but never succeeded in inducing them to swallow

one. As the slugs were much smaller than some

of the earthworms they ate, it cannot have been

spots on the leaves ; and, judging from dried

specimens, this applies to some of the others also.

In Mr. White's " Flora of Bristol," page 556, he

quotes an interesting observation of the late

David Fry upon the hybrid maculata x latifolia,

in the course of which we find :
" The general

colour of the flowers is purplish, whereas in maculata

type they usually have a nearly white ground."

I believe pure white forms of O. ericetorum, Linton

(O. maculata var. prsecox, Webster) are also found.

They sometimes grow together, but maculata

replaces Mr, Linton's Orchis on limestone soils,

Mr. E. S. Marshall says in his " Supplement to

the Flora of Somerset" that "in the south-west

of the county it is certainly the prevailing plant "
;

and Dr. Moss had told him that " he believed

0. ericetorum to be the Linnean type of O. macu-

lata ; if so, it is strange that I could see no good

ericetorum among the European material either

at Kew or S. Kensington."—H. S. Thompson.
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NATURAL ROCK EDGINGS

WHY not ' Surely it is time the

conventional glazed tiles of cabled

and laced pattern were relegated

to the scrap heap ; one would

have thought these would have

gone with the days of clipped trees, shaven shrubs

and garden statuary. The cold and rigid glazed

edgings are neither goodly to look upon nor

sympathetic to plant life ; no self-respecting plants

ever cling to them.

In their place one woiild like to see the extended

use of local stone, either sandstone, limestone or

any natural stone except flints, and, above all,

eschew that made by man. A good material for

the purpose is our local Sussex sandstone. It

is of a beautiful warm tint, varying from deep

chocolate colour to golden, and soon tones down with

I encountered such an instance recently, where

at much expense, of which a considerable item

was absorbed in freightage, some 60 yards of

artificial stone edging was procured. It was of

the paving-stone pattern, to go along a herbaceous

border, and was laid, of course, perfectly rigid

and level. The line was eventually relieved by the

kindly hand of Nature, assisted by the gardener,

who had planted some Pinks, &c., here and there

which were beginning to overlap. But no plant

will ever make its home on it ; even the moss that

grew over the ash path to its very edge eschewed

to cUmb it. This occurred within a mile and a

half of a sandstone quarry. But even good sand-

stone can be abused. I well remember a certain

garden where it was laid round a semi-circular

drive. It was simply dumped on top of the

A HARDY FLOWER BORDER WITH ROCK EDGING AT ALDENHAM HOUSE GARDENS.

age and becomes moss grown. The lines of strati-

fication are not very clearly defined, so for economy

it can be placed on any side ; the more bluff and

irregular they aie, the better for-oiu: purpose.

It is here important to point out—and too much
emphasis cannot be laid on this fact—that in laying

these stone edgings it should be done on a per-

fectly firm base. The soU should be well rammed
along the line before laying them down, with a

slight inward tilt towards the bed or border,

which allows the moisture to run to the roots of

the plants. The soil also should be well packed

behind and between the fissures, in which the

plants we shall use will find a congenial home and

soon cover.

This appeal is mainly directed to the better

class of suburban residents attached to our growing

seaside resorts, large provincial towns and so-

called garden cities, residences with an acre and

upwards. It is here we see such glaring mistakes,

often with a total disregard of local resources.

ground some three or four seasons ago, and ever

since the plants, chiefly Aubrietias, Arabis, Ceras-

tium, &c., have been trying to overcome what

is to them an insurmountable difficulty, viz.,

trying to cover draughty crevices ; consequently

the object was not attained. Again, if this method

of edging were more generally adopted, we should

materially assist drainage by raising the beds or

borders above the general level, an essential

advantage on heavy soils, and many plants which

fail owing to our mUd, wet winters would obtain

better and drier conditions.

Although I have never seen peat used for

this particular purpose, I am convinced from

experience in other directions, and from what

one reads of peat rockeries, that it could be

used with success where stone was not available.

Seeing that a vast number of plants exist on it,

certainly it would have the distinction of being

unique. Experience in this direction would make
interesting reading in future. Obviously it would

be required to be cut in good-sized blocks and
put down as firmly and informally as possible.

This stone edging, too, is most essential where
crazy paving is used for the pathway, providing

the interstices between the stones are filled with

soU, not cement. The various plants can then

ramble down and find a congenial home in the

pathway ; the more or less frequent use of the

path will check them from becoming too obtrusive.

Finally, can one conceive a more picturesque

setting to bed or border, interesting at any season,

than a well-laid edging of this description properly

planted with suitable objects, of which we have an
infinite number and variety, from the tiny star-

spangled Arenaria balearica, which will creep over

any moist rock, and mossy hummocks of Saxifraga

muscoides, to cascades of gold and silver, greys and

mauves, mounds of pink and crimson, drifts of

fragrance in flower and foliage ? These and more

go to make an ever-changing picture as the season

advances and wanes. In conclusion, I would add
that this offers an interesting field

over widely separated districts and
varied aspects. If it were more
generally adopted we should see less

formality and artificiality and more
pleasing and harmonious effects, not

to mention the old-world touch it

would give where it is so much
needed.

I append a short list of suitable

subjects. First, Aubrietias are a

host in themselves, and beautiful

drifts of mauve, pink and purple

can be created with these ; also,

do not forget the silver and
golden varieties. Single white

Arabis makes a nice companion,

but the double variety is much
too rampant here. Alyssmn saxatile

compactum and the double form
make a nice bit of colour ; also

the white maritimum is in flower

all the summer and is sweet.

Arenaria balearica is already named,
but montana, laricifolia and grandi-

flora should be included ; also Ajuga
metallica and reptans purpurea,

the foliage of which is distinct.

Achillea argentea is a nice silvery

subject, and rupestris, green, and
beautiful in flower. Asperula

odorata is a sweet native for a

shady .corner. Of Campanulas we
have carpatica and its varieties

;
garganica, neat

and pretty ; isophylla, white and blue, for South
only ; and muralis, rather rampant, but worthy.

Cotula squalida, a small feathery carpeter. Dian-

thus c£Esius and neglectus, both natives and
pretty, and the garden forms of D. plumarius.

Erigeron mucronatus, an exquisite Daisy,

looks pretty down a rock face. Gypsophila

repens rosea. Tunica Saxifraga, a nice com-
panion. The Foam-flower (Tiarella cordifolia) is

as good as its name and forms a miniature cascade.

Herniaria glabra aurea and Hutchinsia alpina are

both good coverers. Lithospermum prostratum,

a lovely blue trailer. Mentha Requienii forms a

fragrant carpet ; so do Micromeria Corsica and
piperclla. Thymus citriodorus argentea and

aurea, sweet silver and golden, also the woolly

lanuginosus and varieties of the native Serpyllum.

Phlox subulata and its numerous varieties are all

good, also amcena, rosea, decumbens and Douglasii.

Pratia repens angulata is a pretty white Lobelia
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like flower, Saponaria ocymoides, a lovely pink

trailer. Saxifraga muscoides is indispensable

;

Camposii, hypnoides and deripiens grandiflora are

all good Tampers and need keeping at home.

A Senecio under the name of Persooni is a pretty

bit of silver, and Silene maritima and Schafta, both

pink. Finally there are many Seduras, Semper-

vivums, Violas and Veronicas. Some which should

not be grown are Campanula rapunculoides,

Linaria Cymbalaria, hepaticaefolia and pallida, also

Epilobium nummularijefolium. Do not plant these

unless you want trouble or have a place where

nothing else will grow.

BexUU. W. D.

BORDER CARNATIONS
By J. L. Gibson.

A
REPORT of the annual show held at

Vincent Square on July 20 has already

appeared in The Garden, but a few

k casual notes and comments thereon

^may not be out of place. It was a

great day of triumph for the famous house of

Edenside, Mr. James Douglas making a clean

sweep of every first prize in Classes i to 10 inclusive.

Mr. Brown of King's Norton was a persistent

runner-up in most of the chief classes, and I am
glad to put on record here my admiration for

his new Picotees Professor Burstall and Queenie.

The latter struck me as being a better flower

than the same grower's specimen of the much-

discussed Eclipse. I think, however, it was

pretty well agreed that Eclipse was not in good

form this year. It was certainly rough in several

of the classes where it appeared, and if this habit

is perpetuated in coming years, the variety is

doomed. But Queenie was a nice flower and

a welcome addition to the yellow-ground Picotees

Among the dressed flowers Mr. Douglas had

two peerless varieties, Maud Allan and Bookham
Scarlet. I should call the latter the best flower

for card showing at present in existence. Maud
Allan is several years old now, but it has a per-

fectly constant yellow shade and a wonderfully

smooth petal, and is always sure of a place among
a dressed dozen. After all, not many people

dwell over these card-mounted blooms, and I

always feel a sense of relief in passing on to

the more naturally exhibited Carnations.

For four varieties of selfs Mr. Douglas won
with excellent specimens of Mrs. G. Jones, Daffodil,

Fujiyama and Mrs. George Marshall, the last

named being one of the finest flowers in the show.

Mr. Lakeman of Thornton Heath was a creditable

second in this class, his Bookham White and
Daffodil being very good. Edenside, Linkman,

Mona and Pasquin were the first prize fancies

(other than white ground), and the class for white-

ground fancies was, I think, the exhibit that

pleased me most in the hall. Mr. Douglas had
four of his newer sorts in this, and I am sure very

few growers will want to be without plants of any

of them next year. Fair Ellen is a novelty of

much promise, and was awarded a first-class

certificate. The flower is large, with well-formed

petals, the ground colour of purest white and
the dainty lavender markings pencilled on with

a very delicate touch—perhaps the best flower

of its kind there is. Mrs. P. W. Owen is a com-
panion, but with pink markings ; while Lord
Kitchener and Othello are real masculine flowers,

bold, commanding and decided. Lord Kitchener,

something in the way of Centurion (another

fine addition to make to one's list, by the way),

but with a white ground instead of a yellow as

in the last named, is a flower which, worn as a

buttonhole, makes nearly every passer-by stare.

Othello, the remaining variety of this strong

quartet, is, in Mr. Douglas' opinion, the best

of all his white-ground fancies, and that is high

praise indeed. The ground colour is very boldly

marked with a warm maroon, making a flower

as striking in appearance as any in the Carnation

world.

Among Picotees I liked Cheam, a rather small

flower, but of exquisite sweetness, trim, neat and
lovely as a flower can

be. Of the better-

known sorts Mrs.

J. J. Keen was well

shown and remains

a very high-class

Picotee, but I have

lost most of my
admiration for Her
Majesty. The bars

of colour on the

under side of the

petals show through

and greatly spoil the

purity of the ground.

Mr. Brown's Zena

Dare I frankly did

not like. The ground

is pale and washy,

with no distinction

in the flower to

mark it as a good

thing. The amateurs

had some fine ex-

amples in the Pico-

tee classes, Mr.

Morton'sOnwardand
Mr. Keen's Mrs. Keen
(as should be !) being

noteworthy. In the

selfs, too, Gordon
Douglas was particu-

larly fine as shown by
Mr. Morton, as was
Mrs. George Marshall

from Miss Shiflner.

Again, Miss Shiflner

had one superlative

Fujiyama among her

three in Class 20.

Miss Rose Josephs,

the best of the

old rose varieties,

is always a flower

of perfect shape,

but it was particu-

larly well shown by
Mr. Frostick, who won with it in the class for

selfs " of any other colour." Mr. Fairlie was
frequently congratulated for his three blooms
of the old Persephone. He had them in masterly

form, too, for it is not an easy plant, and the

flower is possessed of one of those testy combi-

nations of colour that demand great excellence

of growth to show up well—a dark mauve flaked

v\ith cerise. I had never previously seen blooms
of this variety so beautifully formed, and they

well deserved the praise bestowed on them.

The astonishing thing is that such a fine lot of

material was forthcoming at all to make up what
proved quite a satisfactory Carnation festival.

SOME FLOWERING SHRUBS
OF LATE JULY

By the third week of July there are not many
shrubs in flower, but it is worth while to group
together some of the few that are in bloom with
other plants of the season and some of fine foliage.

The illustration shows such a group at the edge
of a shrub clump that borders a space of lawn.

Spir^a ariasfolia, well knovm by this name, though
more properly S. discolor, a large bush some 12 feet

high and as much in diameter, is just opening
its graceful drooping panicles, though the greater

FLOWERING SHRUBS GROUPED WITH CHARMING EFFECT AT
MUNSTEAD WOOD.

number of these are still in the creamy bud stafe.

Beyond it is a tall bush of Veronica Traversii,

loaded, as it appears to be everywhere this year,

with its milk white bloom ; further back is a
spike of Yucca gloriosa. The general prevalence

of cream white bloom is carried down to the grass

by some \yeIl-estabUshed clumps of Clematis

recta ; while between them and the shrubs are

some spikes of the white Campanula macrantha,,

a fine garden form of C. latifolia. The mass of

white bloom is well set off by a foreground of

the handsome foliage of Acanthus and clumps
of the bold leaves of the large form of Megasea
cordifolia. G. J.
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PAULOWNIA IMPERIALIS
This is one of the most beautiful of flowering

trees, and a good specimen when in bloom cannot

fail to attract attention. It makes a round-

topped, deciduous tree, with stiff branches and

open habit, bearing large, attractive, lavender

blue flowers in terminal panicles i foot or more
'in length, the individual flowers being tubular

and about 2 J inches long, covered with short,

stiff hairs on the outside of the corolla, whUe the

inside is marked with rows of dark brown spots.

The flower-buds are produced before the fall of

the leaves the previous year, and are covered

with a thick felty calyx, which acts as a protec-

tion for the flowers druring the winter.

A native of Japan, it was introduced into

PLANNING A WILD GARDEN

I

T is doubtful if any branch of gardening

has attained a greater degree of popularity

during recent years than that known as

wild gardening. This can be carried out in

an economical manner, often by the owner

of the site, and its upkeep does not involve much
labour. A well-arranged wild garden is certainly

a source of delight, for if the site is fairly extensive,

it can be rendered extremely diverse and beautiful

in its formation and character.

There are positions adjoining many country

houses that would make ideal wild gardens if

properly taken in hand by a landscape artist, who
cultivation in 1840, and one of the original trees i would preserve existing and create fresh beauty,

in the Jardin des Plantes,

Paris, is probably the finest

in Europe. In Paris it is

planted as a street tree, and

an avenue of the trees when in

bloom makes a very fine sight.

The wood of the Paulownia has

a beautiful grain, and, owing

to its resistance to damp,
is preferred of all others for

wardrobes.

The name Paulownia was

given to this tree in honour of

Anna Patflowna, Princess of the

Netherlands, daughter of Paul I.,

Emperor of Russia. Thunberg,

in his " Flora of Japan" (1784),

named it Bignonia tomentosa
;

while in Elwes and Henry's
" Trees of Great Britain " it

is referred to as ParJownia

tomentosa. Apart from its

beauty as a flowering tree, a

fine foliage effect can be

obtained by planting young

plants in the autumn and

cutting them back hard every

year, the result being tall,

strong shoots with large, hand-

some leaves.

Propagation may be effected

by imported seeds, which should

be sown in a cold frame ; or

by cuttings of firm young
shoots, placed in sandy soil in

a frame, good plants can soon

be obtained.

The illustration is of a

good specimen growing in the

Cambridge Botanic Garden,

one of the largest examples,

to flower very freely during May and June,

and at that time is the most admired tree in the

Garden. F. G. Preston.

A FLOWERING TREE OF PAULOWNIA IMPERIALIS IN THE BOTANIC
GARDEN, CAMBRIDGE.

Although not

it seldom fails

HOLLYHOCKS
The only way to be certain of obtaining a good
display of these noble flowers is to raise them
annually from seeds. Those sown some time

ago should now be ready for potting on. A good
rich loam should be provided, and the plants

grown on in quite cool quarters, wintering them
where frost is just excluded. Seeds may still

be sown, but at this season they would require

to be placed in heat, afterwards hardening off

the plants.

It is necessary to depend to a large extent on the

existing natural features for the outstanding

characteristics, and further developments should

be made to harmonise with the surroundings.

One usually has to utilise whatever stretch of

ground is available, but whenever possible choose

an undulating site, as such a position can be made
so much more interesting and attractive than a

comparatively level area. When dealing with a

level situation, it is often possible to vary the

monotony of the surface by throwing up mounds
and forming miniature valleys in suitable posi-

tions, which enables the planter to create more
beautiful and diverse features than would other-

wise be possible.

An undulating site possesses great advantages,

however, for then the work of planting can proceed

uninterruptedly. When such a stretch of ground
is available and there are already a few large

specimen trees to lend dignity to the surroundings,

and perhaps a tumbling hillside stream besides, a

veritable panorama of beauty can be formed by
maldng a judicious selection of the best shrubs

and plants, and by planting them in an artistic and

informal manner. In this connection some of the

better conifers should be included, as their warm
coloiuring is especially welcome in the winter.

Of course, the most striking effects can be created

when a broad expanse of ground is available,

although quite pretty features may be formed in

a comparatively small area.

It is a point of some importance when planting

to arrange for surprise features about the garden

in certain positions, by planting

groups of shrubs to effectually

screen the view beyond until

one comes close upon the scene.

Different subjects should be used

for this purpose, so as to give

each section an individuality of

its o^vn. It is also desirable to

provide glades in certain posi-

tions, for they are always a

soturce of attraction when
appropriately located towards

the outskirts of the garden, so

as to reveal a view of the

country beyond or include some
adjoining garden feature. When
well placed, glades give an im-

pression of extent, which is often

desirable if the grounds are

rather small. They may be

planted with a dwarf-growing

subject like Erica camea, or

some other Heath ; and if of

grass, bulbs should be planted

freely to provide a display of

blossom in the spring. A glade

bordered with Silver Birch trees

and carpeted with Bluebells

forms a delightful picture when
the latter are in bloom.

When a stream runs through

the wild garden, it can often

be widened into pools at inter-

vals, and in suitable positions

large boulders of rock may
be placed to form miniatiu-e

cascades. Water should always

be utilised to the fullest extent,

as it tends to give a sense of

completeness and natural charm, and numerous

moisture-loving plants can be grown near the

streamside.

The walks should be pleasantly winding, yet

direct withal, and if of grass keep them mown
regularly. Self-sown flowers may be encouraged,

as they often provide patches of colour in appro-

priate positions, and lend a desirable naturalness

of aspect to the scene. Groups of flowering

shrubs are always welcome in suitable positions.

A portion of the wild garden might well be devoted

to an artistic grouping of the Japanese Maples,

and if thinly disposed in the grass they are more
attractive than when massed in beds. Various

flowering shrubs, such as the Magnolias, Spira;as,

Lilacs and Berheris in variety, should be well

represented, not omitting B. Thunbergii and

B. virescens for their rich leaf coloiuring in the

autumn. The English and Spanish Brooms and
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the double-flowered Gorse merit inclusion, and

when associated with large stretches of the hardy

Heaths help to complete a characteristic moor-

land scene. Rhododendrons and deciduous Azaleas

will create bright patches of colour in early summer,

and should he planted when the soil suits them.

Roses in variety never fail to please, and are

especially effective grown in large masses. Fellen-

berg is a great acquisition, as it flowers incessantly

until checked by frost ; while Rosa rugosa, R.

lubrifolia and the VVichuraiana varieties create S

glorious display. The latter are especially desir-

able to cover old tree stumps. Numerous hardy

perennials might be massed in irregular groups,

and of these the Delphiniums, Pseonies, Lupines,

Phloxes, Anchusas and Oriental Poppies are some

of the best for the purpose. Kniphofia Uvaria

grandiflora is an ideal subject to group for distant

effect, and a mass of K. caulescens is particularly

attractive at the end of June.

The English and Spanish Irises look well in

large irregular beds, and the Siberian Iris flourishes

near the streamside. The incomparable Japanese

Irises create a glorious show in July, and they

succeed in a similar position if planted in well-

enriched soU. The waving plumes of the Spiraeas,

Astilbes, Rodgersias, Lythrums and Epilobiums

are seen at their best near the water's edge, and
they should be planted in bold groups. Other
plants that prefer moist soil are the Willow Gentian,

Artemisia lactiflora, Senecio Veitchianus, S.

Clivorum and Rheum palmatum. The broad-

leaved Gunneras are particularly handsome and
effective, especially near the water. Saxifraga

peltata, with its attractive foliage, is an ideal

plant for the streamside, and Osmunda regalis,

the Royal Fern, flourishes in a similar position.

Large colonies of Primula japonica and P. cash-

meriana might be formed in moist soil, and where

they can have the benefit of partial shade. Some
of the large-flowered Polyanthuses are very beau-

tiful, and they succeed admirably when planted

in the grass.

By growing these subjects and similar hardy

plants in bold and irregular groups, glorious

effects can be formed, and not only will a garden

of flowers result, but a scene of natural beauty

and interest will be created. Such a garden

requires a certain amount of care and attention,

for if the plants are allowed to grow quite un-

attended it would soon become a wilderness,

and many of the subjects would be choked with

grass and weeds. It is advisable to • keep the

plants regularly weeded, and those that need it

should be suitably supported. The grass may be

mown at the end of Jtme, after the wild flowers

have blossomed, and again in the autiunn,

which will suffice to keep it under control

and at the same time permit the indispeils-

able naturalness of aspect that should pervade

such a garden. G. B. M.

TRANSPLANTING CROWN IMPERIALS
Fritillaria imperialis is one of the most decora-

tive ot spring- flowering bulbs, and if planted at first

in a deep, rich, drained soil requires but little atten-

tion afterwards. Where the bulbs have been in the

same place for some years and the stems do not

grow strong and flowers are scarce, these are

signs that the bulbs are overcrowded and the

soil exhausted. Now is the season to lift and
replant. Take up the bulbs carefully, select the

strongest, and if they are to be planted m the

same position, add. some turfy loam, a quantity

of leaf-mould, and some wood-ashes or old mortar
rubble. Mix and place this in the hole, and, after

making it firm, plant the bulbs 4 inches deep
and 6 inches apart. The bulbs should not remain

out of the ground for any length of time, or the

growth will be poor the following year.

WAVING PLUMES OF PURPLE LOOSESTRIFE AND SPIR^AS BY THE LAKESIDE AT KEW.
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THE RATIONALE OF FRUIT TREE PLANTING
By E. H. Jenkins.

FOR
the opportunity and privilege of

placing before readers one of the

clearest object-lessons anent this subject

1 have seen, the thanks of The Garden
are due to the Royal Horticultural

Society, in whose gardens at Wisley the photographs

from which the accompanying illustrations have

been prepared were taken. Amid the many
interesting trials and experiments which are being

conducted at Wisley, that to which attention is

now directed should prove not the least valuable

or instructive, since, by reason of its completeness,

the case is proved to a point of demonstration.

It is one of those experiments, however, the good

equality of size, vigour and the like. Some were

on Paradise and some on the Crab stock, each

variety being confined to one or other stock.

Fig. I shows five trees of Emperor Alexander

on the Paradise stock, the specimen in the culti-

vated land having attained, roughly, 7j feet high

and 6 feet to 7 feet diameter, while that at the

opposite extreme of the line indicates but little

progress from the time of planting. Fig. 2 depicts

two lines of trees, photographed on one plate and

taken crosswise of the plantation, one showing

the trees in the open quarter, the other the first

line in the circular beds. Fig. 3 shows the line

of trees entirely on grass. The varieties planted

*;-js'Tarw-^jf^g!-'*-#IW^Jf?^"7^S^^#^g

L!^.a<»-*-
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I. A ROW OF APPLE TREES SHOWING THE INJURIOUS EFFECT OF GRASSLAND.
The tree in the foreground is growing in cultivated ground, the next trees are set in circular beds, ajid

those furthest from the camera are grassed right ttp to their stems. All the trees are of the same age

and were selected for equality of size at tlie time of planting.

or ill—or both, as in the present case—results

of which are not revealed in a day or even a year
;

hence considerable time and patience are neces-

sary before the full value of the work is seen.

Planted in 1912—I believe that is the correct

date—the trees seen in the illustrations now
given have had ample time to establish artd to

give promise of a fruitful return. An inspection

of the figures, however, will show that not many
are up to fruiting size. Some, indeed, would
appear to suggest that they will not live long

enough to reach that stage, others being full of

promise in an opposite direction. Here it should

be stated that a chief object in view was to test the

relative behaviour of Apple trees planted in grass-

land, i.e., grassed right up to their stems, with

others set in circular beds 3 feet or 4 feet in diameter,

and others, again, growing in the open quarter,

to which the ordinary methods of field cultivation

would apply. Five trees each of several varieties

were planted, the examples specially selected for

wei e Emperor Alexander (on Paradise stock). Beaut}'

of Bath (on Crab), Newton Wonder, Mank's Codlin

(both on Crab) and Ribston Pippin (on Paradise).

In the result we see on the clearest possible evidence

(i) the immeasurable superiority of those trees

growing on cultivated land, (2) the greatly

diminished size of those set in beds on grass, and

(3) the wretchedness of those encompassed entirely

by grass. To these latter the exclusion of light,

air and moisture to the roots of the plants has

obviously dealt an almost fatal biow, their present

condition indicating that they are being starved out

of existence ; and, left to themselves, in a light

soil like that at Wisley their deaths cannot for

long be delayed. In all probability the greatest

bar to progress in so light a soil has been the well-

nigh total exclusion of moisture to the roots of

the trees. One is strengthened in this view,

remembering the good examples seen occasionally

on lawns giving heavy crops of fruits annually,

and more frequently those growing in cooler

meadow soils where the lack of moistmre would
either not arise or is ample for both the needs of

the tree roots and the herbage above. The point

is raised advisedly in the hope that some of our
many expert fruit cultivators may give of their

experience. Doubtless the weight of evidence

would favour cultivation in open land. At the
same time, the experience of those who have for

years successfully cultivated the Apple otherwise

would, while proving instructive, also assist those

having a desire to grow this fruit from the decora-

tive standpoint on lawns for the ornament the

trees afford each year in spring.

DO BEES EAT FRUITP

EVERY now and then the honey bee is

accused of injuring fruit crops, persons

stating that they have observed bees

sucking the juices of various fruits.

This is undoubtedly correct, for bees

may often be watched busily feeding on sweet

fruits; hence the uncritical not unnaturallyconclude

that during the fruit season the bee should be placed

on the black list. But—there is always a "but" in

everything—the bee is never the first in the field.

Someone or something—clumsy persons, wind or
haU, wild birds or poultry, or, more frequently,

wasps and other insects.—first damages the fruits,

and, the storehouse being opened, bees follow and
take toll. An agricultirral society of Florence,

Italy, carried out careful and thorough investiga-

tions into this question of fruit injury by bees, and
was able to completely exonerate the bees from any
first-hand pilfering. Bees are unable to perforate

fruit skins, so that undamaged fruits are quite

safe from them. It was found that rather than

causing loss, the bees performed the kindly offices,

of desiccating many fruits, particularly Grapes,

by sucking them dry, thus preventing fermenta-

tion and the consequent rot spreading to sound
fruits.

The good work which bees do in fertilising

the flowers in the spring is known to all, and it i&

notorious that plantations and orchards within the

reach of bees produce more constant crops than

those unvisited. Bees travel fully three miles-

from their hives during fine weather in their daily

search for honey and pollen, so that they do good

for others than their owners. I have an intimate

acquaintance with a large garden on the outskirts,

of London which for many years, when visited

by bees from another garden quite a mile away,

had satisfactory crops of hardy fruit. But the
devastating Isle of Wight disease destroyed the-

bees, and from that time there has been an

appreciable diminution in the fruit. Bees from a.

healthy stock are now being introduced, in the full

expectation of a return of the old-time plentiful!

supplies of fruit. Cecil Bartlett.

STORING APPLES
I HAVE no proper Apple store or possible prospect

of making one. I place my Apples in a dry cellar,

where they keep only moderately well. I have
been told that Apples can be successfully

"clamped" in the open garden, as are Potatoes.

or Turnips, and that they should be covered with

straw before the soil covering is put on. But

I fear the straw would mildew and spoil the flavour

of the fruit. I read The Garden carefully and
regularly, but I have not seen any reference to-

i
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this practice. Would you kindly tell me : i.

If Apples can be successfully clamped in the

open garden with a straw packing ? z. If sand

would be better than straw ? 3. If it would be

better still to pack the Apples in clean, dry sand

as one does Beetroots ? I should be grateful

for any information on this subject. I am most

anxious to keep my Cox's Orange Pippins from

shrivelling, as the crop promises to be good.

(Mrs.) M. H. ScOTT-NiCHOLSON.

Barn Close, Carlisle.

[Do not attempt to keep your Apples in the

way you suggest. The fruit is too, valuable to

expose to such rough-and-ready methods. In

the case of No. i, the musty decayed straw would

soon communicate its vile flavour to the Apples.

As to burying the fruit in sand, dry or moist,

we have had no experience, but fear that decay

and injury to the skin of the fruit would result

by constant pressure and roughness of the sand.

What we have to guard against in the storage of

Apples is a too dry and too warm atmosphere

drying up the vital juices of the 'Apples by too

rapid evaporation. A cool cellar is an excellent

place in which to store Apples, provided the

air can be kept moderately cool and moist. We
suggest that these conditions could be secured

in your ceUar by admitting less air and by keeping

the air moderately moist by occasionally sprinkling

the floor with water. Do not let straw or hay

go near the fruit ; a layer of paper, is the best

thing to put under . it. The best way of

keeping your Cox's Orange Pippins and other

choice varieties is by wrapping each Apple

separately in tissue-paper and placing it on a shelf

or in a drawer under conditions as above.

—

Ed.]

NOTES ON VEGETABLES

THE present spell of dry weather adds

greatly to the difficulties of vegetable

production, entailing much labour in

watering, surface stirring of the soil and

mulching, all of which are necessary to

ensure the best results. So many amateurs have

a mistaken notion about supplying water to vege-

table crops ; they think th.it if once they begin

to water a certain growing crop,

they must continue, or they do more

harm than good. This is quite wrong.

It is much to the bene&t of any

crop to receive one thorough soaking

at its roots than to have none,

especially if due precaution is taken

to conserve that moisture in the soil

by mulching the surface with such

material as manure, decayed vege-

table refuse, short grass, leaves, or

even straw. The smaller-growing

crops, like Cabbage, Cauliflowers,

Carrots and so forth, are much
benefited by having the surface soil

deeply stirred with the Dutch hoe.

Cabbage. — A sowing for the

main crop should be at once

made, if not already done, of such varieties

as Harbinger, EUam's, Flower of Spring,

and Emperor. If the weather continues dry,

some trouble may be experienced in inducing the

seeds to germinate freely if due precaution is

not taken of well soaking the soil overnight and

sowing the seeds in deeply dug soil the next morn-

ing. Apply some shading material until the seed-

lings emerge through the surface, then gradually

inure the plants to light to induce stockiness,

keeping them well supplied with water to ac-

celerate growth.

Spinach shoiild now be sown for the spring and

early summer crops. The idea that only the

Prickly variety should be sown at this season is

wrong ; the Round variety is equally good.

Draw drills 2 inches deep, 15 inches apart,

and well soak them with water previous to

sowing the seed thinly, which will hasten the

germination.

Late Peas should be well watered and mulched

to prevent mildew attacks.

Runner Beans should be encouraged to fruit

freely by daily pickings of the Beans, copious

supplies of water and heavy mulchings of long

manure. This crop is benefited also by syringing

the leaves in the evening.

Tomatoes in the Open.—Plants growing against

walls need copious waterings, especially after a

good " set " of fruit is obtained. All side shoots,

too, should be pinched off, concentrating the whole

energy of the plant into the one stem. Until the

it

2. TWO ROWS OF APPLE TREES, ONE IN CIRCULAR BEDS AND THE OTHER
IN THE OPEN QUARTERS.

POOR TREES, THE RESULT OF BEING GRASSED-
RIGHT UP TO THE STEMS.

fruit commences to colour, it is not necessary

to cut away the leaves, as some think should be

done. Unless the plants are growing weakly and
carrying a heavy crop of fruit, stimulants should

be given sparingly. If the plants are induced

to grow too luxuriantly, or should a spell of cold,

sunless weather set in towards the autumn, disease

is much more likely to attack the plants, all too

often ending in failme to ripen the fruit. Plants

fruiting in pots should receive stimulants liberally

when carrying full crops ; the side shoots should

be pinched off closely, and the leaves shortened

back to admit more light to the fruit.

Potatoes.—Early and second-early varieties have
gone off rather quickly in the haulm, owing mainly

to the cold, sunless weather experienced in June.

Especially is this noticeable where the same seed

has been used for several seasons in succession.

Such results all the more emphasise the necessity

of an annual change of seed. Carefully lift the

early and second-early varieties, dispensing with

such sorts as are not of the best, as nowadays, with

so many excellent varieties to choose from, there

is no need to grow any but those of the very best

quality. What I mean by " quality " are those sorts

that cook well, are mealy, white in colour, and with

superior flavour. Far too much preference is

given by some growers to sorts that are shapely

in tuber and handsome in general appearance,

but they may not be at all desirable when tested

by their cooking results. When lifted, the tubers

should be graded for the various uses. Seed

size should average from i^oz. to 20Z. in

weight. They should be stored in some cool,

airy shed for the present. It is not at all necessary

to expose them in the open until they become green,

as was formerly the idea.

Cauliflowers " turning in " need attention to

preserve the heads of a pure white colour, which

adds so much to their appearance. Crack the

leaves inward over the heads, or, what is better

still, tie the leaves together at the top. Copious

supplies of water to the roots, with liberal mulch-

ings of long manure or leaves, will assist the

formation and increase the size of the heads.

Parsley.—Make a sowing on a warm border

for winter and spring use, or, better still, in a frame

with the lights off until winter arrives, where there

is difficulty in preserving this crop through the

winter months.

Carrots of the Short Horn type may be now sown

on a warm border, following early Potatoes

;

such roots will be esteemed diuring the autumn
months. Radishes and Lettuce should be con-

tinually sown in small batches in well-watered

drills to ensure quick growth.

Swanmore. E. Molyneux.
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IN A HAMPSHIRE GARDEN

NOTES ON SOME OF THE NEWER
ROSES.

1N0W pass to Messrs. S. McGredy and Son

of Portadown ; their new Roses of 1913

were five in number, all of them of the

decorative class. Rosarians had become
accustomed to expect something out of

the ordinary from these raisers, and among the

five was to be found the beautiful

Old Gold, one of the finest of our home
decorative Roses. It has become so popular

and most rosarians now grow it that any

detailed description of it is un-

necessary. It is at its best in

the half-opened bud, and fully

blown flowers must not be left

on the plant, as they very much
detract from its beauty. It has

excellent lasting powers when cut,

and there are few better Roses

for table decoration. It flowers

steadily all through the season

and is an excellent grower, with a

good habit and very beautiful

foliage. Its parentage is unknown
to me, but it has probably some

Pemetiana blood, and possibly the

other parent was Irish Elegance.

Mr. McGredy very early saw the

scope in Pernet-Ducher's cross and

fertilised with its pollen, and some

of the results are to be found in

at least three out of the five Roses

that he sent out that year, Mrs.

F. W. Vanderbilt and Mrs. C. H.

Peirson, besides Old Gold, showing

some of its marked characteris-

tics. He has succeeded, too, in

breeding out some of the worst

faults, such as weakness of con-

stitution, leading to dying back

of whole shoots, but has retained,

and in some cases enhanced, the

wonderful colours they added to

our Roses.

Mrs. F. W. Vanderbilt is a

very beautiful Hybrid Tea of fairly

vigorous growth, with an extra-

ordinary variety of colour in its

flowers—I venture to think very

few could describe it accurately

—orange apricot with red shading

on the outside of the petal in the

bud, becoming coppery yellow to

pink in the open flower. A bed of

it showing all stages from bud to

full-blown Rose is a beautiful

picture. It received the gold medal of the National

Rose Society and it has been growing here since rgii.

Mrs. C. H. Peirson is an ideal bedding Rose

of compact, dwarf growth, every shoot producing

a flower. It is less brilliant in its colour scheme

than Mrs. Vanderbilt, being more of a self, but a

self composed of so many colours that it cannot

be described by a single word. Fawn, salmon

and apricot are all there. The flowers, too, are

not quite so large as those of Mrs. Vanderbilt,

but are very uniform in size, colour and shape.

It is a particularly neat, tidy bedder; altogether

a delightful Rose of much merit. It received

the gold medal of the National Rose Society,

and makes a neat standard.

Lady Mary Ward.—Reminiscent of Lady
Roberts at its best, this Rose is even more
beautiful, a marked feature being the distinct

veining in the petals. Its colour is deep orange,

shaded with almost an old copper tint. It is a

good pointed flower, fairly free flowering, but by
no means vigorous in growth ; in fact, its habit

is its weak point. Otherwise it is an acquisition and
a delightful flower in an art shade that is quite

distinct among Roses.

Edith Part—the last of the five, but by no
means the least to be desired—unlike Lady Mary
Ward, is a vigorous grower of good habit,

yet not too gross. It belongs to the section of

bicolor Roses after the stvle of the old Grand

Lady Mary Ward—an extraordinary set to be
the product and output of one nursery in one
year, but not perhaps to be wondered at when
one has seen the extent of the hybridisation carried

on by the raisers.

Southampton, Herbert E. Molyneux.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

RUSK MRS. VANDERBILT.

Due Adolph de Luxembourg, but holding its

head erect. It was for two years described in

the National Rose Society's catalogue as honey
yellow, but, as a matter of fact, it is brick red

on the outside of the petal, with a lighter shade

of flesh pink on the inside, and it is only towards

the base one gets that yellow orange tint that

is the common property of so many of the

Hybrid Teas. It is very free flowering, keeps

its colour, and will, no doubt, in time displace

all similar varieties, such as Mrs. E. G. Hill, &c.

Here are five good decorative Roses of real

merit. Placed in order one would put them,

perhaps, as follows : Old Gold, Mrs. F, W.
VanderbUt, Edith Part, Mrs. C. H. Peirson and

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Figs.—These will soon commence to ripen

and must be protected from birds and wasps.
Ordinary netting may be employed
against the former, and in addition
to destroying nests of the latter,

bottles partly filled with syrup and
water can be placed in suitable
positions. The bottles should be
emptied at frequent intervals and
refilled. Remove all superfluous
growths on the trees, retaining those
of medium strength. The roots
must not become dry, but where
the fruit is ripening, the trees
must not be over-watered.

Late Plums.—These should be
allowed to remain on the trees as
long as possible, as they are very
acceptable when much of the other
fruit is gone. Protect the fruit in
a similar way as advised for Figs.

The Kitchen Garden.

Winter Spinach.—A good
breadth of ground should be
sown with Winter Spinach, and a
smaller sowing made a week or
ten days hence. Sow the seeds in
shallow drills 18 inches apart, and
if the soil is dry, the drills shoifld
be made moist a few hours before
sowing. When the seedlings are
large enough they should be
thinned slightly, and a watch must
be kept for slugs, which, if left

unmolested, would soon devour
the crop. Frequent dustings of
lime, soot and wood- ashes will
destroy these pests. Hoe the
ground occasionally to keep down
weeds and encoirrage healthy
growth.

Turnips.—These will require
thinning in the early stages of
their growth, and then the soil

should be hoed at intervals. A
small sowing of Green Top Stone
may be made, and should the
weather be favourable, the bulbs
will come in very useful next
spring.

Vegetable Marrows. — Plants
which are bearing well must be
fed liberally with liquid manure
or a little fertiliser. The pro-
ductiveness of the plants will

be prolonged if worthless growth
and dead lea^'es are removed and

the fruits out before they become a great strain

on the roots.

The Flower Garden.

Roses on their Own Roots.—I am convinced
that many of the stronger Roses and those of
rambling habit are much better on their own
roots. The sucker nuisance is abolished, and
every strong growth we get from the base is

welcome. Cuttings of half-ripened shoots may
be inserted in sandy soil at tliis season. Place
the pots on a mild hotbed or in a propagating-
case, when they will form roots readily. Harden
oft gradually, and pot off singly in a loamy compost.

Antirrhinums.—If the seeds are obtained from
a reliable source, these are excellent plants for

bedding purposes. Where plants are required
in flower during the early summer months, the
seeds may be sown now, and they germinate
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readily in a cold frame. When large enough
they may be transferred to nursery beds, or

pricked out in boxes of fine soil.

Hedges, both evergreen and deciduous, should

be trimmed for the last time this year. All those

with large leaves, such as Aucuba, &c., should

be cut back with the secateurs, but Yew and
Privet may be clipped with the shears.

Colchicums.—These delightful autumn-flowering
bulbs may be planted now or during the next

three weeks, planting the bulbs about 3 inches

deep. They are not particular in regard to soil

or position,' and are well adapted for naturalising

in grass, especially in close proximity to the

rock garden.

Plants Under Glass.

Freesias.—A good batch of Freesias should be
potted up at intervals during the next two
months. Eight or ten bulbs should be placed

in a 5-inch pot, using a mixture of sandy loam,
leaf-mould and decayed manure. Place the pots
in a cold frame, and grow the bulbs cool to promote
a sturdy growth.

Cyclamens.—Cold frames with the lights

removed, excepting during heavy rains, will

suit Cyclamens during the next few weeks.

These plants enjoy the heavy dews that we
usually get at this period of the year. If the

frames occupy a sunny position, it will be necessary
to shade the plants from strong sun-
light. Keep a sharp look-out for aphis,

or the young leaves will be crippled.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—Plants growing in frames
will require careful attention as the
fruits approach maturity, if we are to
get the best flavour. Close the frames
early in the afternoon, and the atmo-
sphere should be less moist than
hitherto. Raise the fruits on inverted
flower-pots, and cut away any foliage

that prevents the sunlight reaching the
fruits. When they begin to ripen,
leave a little air on both night and
day. T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)
Castlefoyd, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

the size of a pigeon's egg about 4 inches apart

and 2 inches deep, afterwards covering the

whole with a half-inch layer of fresh loam made
moderately firm and quite smooth. The heat
generated from the fermenting manure will

generally be sufficient without the aid of fire-heat

until cold weather sets in. Success in Mushroom
culture can only be guaranteed if a properly
constructed house is provided.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pests.—Besides the attacks of birds, wasps
and earwigs on the ripening fruit of wall trees,

the present is the season when woolly aphis or

American blight usually spreads rapidly on the

Apple trees. The best method of arresting its

progress at this time, when spraying with poisonous

substances is not advisable, is to paint over the

affected parts of the bark with methylated spirit,

paraffin (applied sparingly) or Bentley's Orchard
Spray Fluid.

American Gooseberry Mildew.—After four or

five years' continuous effort to overcome this

destructive pest, it is gratifying to be able to

report a clean crop this season so far. After using

the liver of sulphur and tipping the shoots as

recommended by the Board of Agriculture for

two seasons, with indifferent results, I commenced
using a lime sulphur wash, to which I give the

credit of arresting the progress of the mildew in

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—The Editor endeavour)

to make The Gaiiden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and with that object makes a special leature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Gaeden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Corent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be tised in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

smail scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS
The Kitchen Garden.

Seeds.—A sowing should be made
this week of Cauliflower, Cabbage,
Savoys and Brussels Sprouts for

spring planting. The Cauliflower,
which should be Early London or
some other standard early variety,
will require to be pricked out, as soon
as it is large enough to handle, into a
position where it can be protected in
winter, preferably in a frame with open sides, on
which lights can be placed before severe weather
sets in. • The others are generally hardy enough
to stand the winter in the open, but I find they
do best if placed in nursery lines about the end
of October. The seeds should be sown thinly

in lines on poor ground made moderately firm,

and protected with herring-nets from birds.

Mushrooms.—It is becoming more and more
difficult to procure sufficient quantities of

horse-manure for raising Mushrooms, so that
with reduced supplies it is necessary to collect

for a much longer time before getting enough to
form a good-sized bed. The manure will not
take so long to dry at this season, but it must
be turned frequently to prevent it getting over-
heated. The iDeds formed in the open will con-
tinue to give a supply for some time yet, and
natural-grown Mushrooms in the meadows will,

if regularly gathered, provide sufficient for a stock
of ketchup. A bed should, however, be placed in

the Mushroom- house soon now as a commence-
ment of the winter supply. When the manure
has been sufficiently dried, it should' be rammed
into the beds as firmly as possible ; its correct
condition for working will be noticed in the
process of ramming. When it appears damp
but springy (neither dry nor wet) a ground
thermometer should be inserted, and when it

has risen to the maximum and fallen again to
85° the spawn may be planted in pieces

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE FOLIAGE DAMAGED IBIrs. F.).—The insect

is known as the slusworm. Spray the plants well on

the under side of the foliage early in the year, and continue

at intervals of about a week. Sicotina

wash is the best insecticide for this pest.

ROSE FOLIAGE EATEN BY INSECTS
(f . 0. and C. i!.).—Tlie damage is caused

by the mason bee, and we can only advise

you to try to find out its nest, which will

probably be found in the crevice of a

wall or building close by. The bees may
be seen on a fine morning hovering over

the plant, and may be oauglit by means
of a syringe, directing the spray of water
forcibly at the insect. Tliese bees will line

their nests with the portions of foliage cut

out of the leaflets.

ROSE LEAVES DAMAGED BY THE MASON BEE,

its early stages, its effects being quite apparent
after the first application. I must, however,
add that several varieties will not stand the spray
at the strength recommended—the bushes became
defoliated and subsequently died ; but other
varieties stand it quite well and are now carrying
heavy crops. These were sprayed as a prevention
once only this season, when the buds were about
to burst into leaf.

Fruit Under Glass.

Grapes.—In houses where the berries are
colouring, top and bottom air should be given
night and day, reducing it, of course, at night.
Remove all lateral growths so that the maximum
amount of air and light may reach the main leaves
and buds. Muscats require more direct light than
black Grapes. To enable them to take on the
deep amber colour, leaves directly shading the
bunches should be pulled aside.

Early Fig Trees in Pots.—Any repotting that
is necessary may be done now. Using a mixture of

good loam, bone-meal and old mortar rubble.
Figs required for early forcing should be stood
out of doors, plunging them in ashes, if pos-
sible. The repotted trees may require shading
from bright sun for a few days and to be syringed
regularly, but must be watered carefully.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

FLOWER GARDEN.
SWEET PEAS SHOWN BY MR. T.

STEVENSON (i.).—The thirty-four varie-

ties of Sweet Pea shown by Mr. T.

Stevenson in the Burpee Cup Class were
Clara Curtis, King Alfred, Warrior, Hercu-
les, Mrs. Cuthbertson, Koyal Purple,

Florence Wright Spencer, Elsie Herbert,

Mark's Tey, Jean Ireland, King Manoel,

B. F. Felton, Peace, President, Victory,

Blfrida Pearson, Thomas Stevenson, Edith
Taylor, Charity, Helen Chetwynd Staply-

ton, Hope, Golden Glory, King Edward
Spencer, Eosabelle, Eosy Eapture, Con-
stance Acomb, Honour Bright, Xady
Evclyne, Barbara, Edward Cowdy, Robert
Sydenliam, Mrs. Arthur Stevenson, Con-
stance Hinton and Austin Frederick.

PLANTS FOR BACK WALL OF VINERY
(Vinery).—The back wall of a vinery is by
no means an ideal place for flowering

plants, and Roses could not be expected
to thrive there. If a good, well-drained border is made.
Camellias might succeed ; while another likely subject
is the Australian Hibbertia dentata, whose oval-shaped,
evergreen leaves are of an olive tint, the young foliage

and growing points of the shoots being red. The yellow
flowers, about 2 inches across, are borne during the first

three months of the year. Good examples of Abutilon
may sometimes be seen under such conditions. They
possess the advantage of growing very quickly and of

flowering over a lengthened period. A close-fitting

evergreen that, if kept syringed, will attach itself to the

wall after the fashion of a miniature l\j is Ficus repens

,

but the flowers arc of no account.
MIXED HERBACEOUS BORDER {Viola).—^& sympa-

thise ^vith you greatly in the circumstances, more particu-

larly in your fondness for a garden and flowers which
your invalid condition prevents you from enjoying.

From the description the whole affair appears in a hopeless

state of contusion, which, unfortunately, can hardly be

remedied now, owing to tlie lateness of the season. The
mixing of scarlet Geraniums and Koses of red and pink
shades would be most incongruous, and little wonder
the former ' swear " at the latter. In such borders

Geraniums should never be given place nor even thought
of. Even now we would prefer to see a gap or two than
be further tormented by their presence. Roses, also,

we do not like in such borders ; they are best in beds
apart, and, seeing there are so many good perennials,

are not a necessity—certainly not in keeping with the

usual run of border perennials. The whole arrangement
appears in such utter confusion that we fear we can help
you but little. The best advice in other circumstances

would be to reorganise the whole, obtaining the help

of someone expert in these matters to carry out the work.
Ivy-leaved Geraniums, just as all others, should be kept
out of such a border. The places of the other Geraniums

—

if you prefer to go on patching for a time—could soott
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now be filled mtli purchased plants of Canterbury Bells
in blue, pink, n'hite, <ic. Half a dozen or more of each
shade, grouped, would provide a good ctfect. Anemone
japonica is impatient of removal, and takes time to re-
establish. Permanent edging plants may be formed
with Campanula muralis, Aubrietia Dr. Mules, or Saxi-
fraga Clibranii, or semi-permanent edgings

—

kc, lasting
two or three years with annual shortening back'—with
Viola cornuta atropurpurea, V. c. alba, or such as Bullion
(golden), Ardwfll Gem (primrose yellow) or J. B. Riding
(rose lilac), among others. If the borders are large enough—their size, unfortunately, is not stated, hence we can
only generalise—summer and autumn effect could be
secured by planting Gaillardias, Campanulas, Aster
acris, A. Amellus, A. leevigatus, fliichaelmas Daisies in
variety, Sunflowers, Bed-hot Pokers and much besides

;

while for an earlier display Delphinium, Pyrethrum,
Coreopsis and Iris might join forces. Just what would
be best could only be decided with personal knowledge
of the position, though if you can give us fuller particulars
we vrill do our best to help you further.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
PLANE TREE LEAVES (E. T. i.).—From the appear-

ance of the Plane tree leaves sent for examination, the
trees seem to be suffering from drought. We advise
you to give them a good watering, then apply a surface-
dressing of half-decayed leaves or well-rotted manure to
the surface of the ground, keeping it a few inches from
the trunks of the trees. Another year top-dress early
before the ground has a chance of becoming dry. Do
not allow grass to grow close to the trunks for several
years at least.

PRUNING SHRUBS (^. E. 72.).—The methods of
pruning for the plants mentioned are as follows :

Hydrangea paniculata.—Cut the previous season's wood
back to within two or three eyes of the base in February
each year; then, when new shoots appear, restrict them
to a reasonable number by removing surplus ones when
a few inches long. Ceanothus Gloire de Versailles.

—

Prune in February, cutting the strongest of the previous
year's shoots back to within 6 inches of the base and
weak shoots back to within a bud or two of the base.
Spirsea ariaefolia does not require regular pruning; an
occasional thinni ng in winter is all that is required, llibes
do not require regular pruning. Tamarix species do not
require regular pruning unless they are to be kept
dwarf. In such cases prune as soon as the flowers fade.
T. pentandra, however, which blooms in July and August,
is sometimes pruned hard back to witliin a few buds
of the base of the previous year's wood in February.
Clematis May Queen could be planted to grow over the
Laburnum, or Wistaria chinensis might be used. Plant
in good soil near but not close to the trunk of the tree,
train the branches into the desired direction, then allow
them to develop naturally. Begular pruning will not
be necessary.

THE GREENHOUSE.
TURNING HYDRANGEAS BLUE {Mauve Poppy).—

Yes ; it is quite true that alum will turn Hydrangea
flowers blue, but this does not take place immediately.
Continue to water the plants at the rate of a teaspoonful
of alum to a gallon of water.

THRIPS ON ODONTOGLOSSUMS (F. fT. TT.)—The
fact that your Odontoglossums are so badly attacked
by thrips would indicate that the atmosphere .has been
too dry for the welfare of the plants. You speak of the
house being damped on the floor and stages three times
a day in hot weather, but you say nothing as to the plants
being sprayed overhead with pure rain-water at the same
time. This may be done without injiu-y to the flowers,
and will confer a great benefit on the plants. Vaporising
with the 5L All Vaporiser will, if persisted in, destroy
the thrips without injuring the flowers, pro\ided it is

not used beyond the proper strength. We should
certainly advise you to resume the vaporising, and think
you would find the result successful. No fire-heat is

needed during hot weather. It will frequently be found
that the thrips make their way into the heart of the
young growths, where some of them may escape the
vaporising. In this case a small camel-hair brush
dipped in insecticide will destroy them. During the
present spell of hot weather thrips will make rapid
headway.
LEMON TREES IN ILL-HEALTH (A "Garden"

Reader).—The fact of your Lemon trees losing their
leaves, and even some of the smaller branches "dying,
would seem to indicate that their roots are in a poor
state. The only thing that can be done is to induce a
healthy condition of the roots. This may be effected
by turning the plants out of their tubs and repotting
them in some good sweet soil mainly consisting of loam,
with a liberal sprinkling of broken brick rubble and
sand. When the plants are turned out of their tubs
it will probably be found that the drainage is at fault.
As much of the old soil as possible should be taken away
before they are re-tubbed, and any decayed roots cut
off. The after-treatment should consist in keeping the
plants shaded and frequently syringed, while the watering
must be very carefully done. Even then success may
not be ensured, for once Lemon or Orange trees fall into
ill-health it is a difficult iiuitter to restore them. Over-
cropping may have luid a -^nnil deal to do with the trouble.
Do not use any stimulant^ till healthy roots are ensured.
For this reason we should not advise you to use nitrate
of soda in the present condition of the plants.

ECONOMY IN HEATING GREENHOUSES.—One hears
much of economy in the garden as well as other things
in those days, and as the time is here for ordering in a
supply of coke, the wisdom of reducing the heating is

uppermost in one's mind. I have lately seen the publi-
cation on this subject by the Boyal Horticultural Society,
I suppose the economy is for the benefit of the owner,
and would be of no use, as far as coke is concerned, for
the manufacture of munitions. I should like to know
about this, and if a great reduction in heating expenses
is generally being made. My gardener is of opinion
that the valuable properties are taken out of coal in the
manufacture of coke, and therefore, as far as the Govern-
ment is concerned, it would be of no advantage. Will
you kindly inform me ?—(Miss) B. Birch Beynardson.
[The recommendation to economise in heating houses
for plants dm-ing the war is made not only in the interests
of the owner, but because heating involves labour, both
direct and indirect. It is probable that there are
ample supplies of coke available for the purpose, as coke
is not very largely used in munition work, and much coal
is distilled for obtaining a variety of things that are

;

but the distribution of the coke entails ther use of con-
veyances and the service of men who might frequently
be more usefully employed in other directions. In many
larce gardens the heating is being reduced to a minimum.

—

ED.l

KITCHEN GARDEN.
DISEASE IN TOMATO STEM ("Garden" Reader).—-

The Tomato stem arrived in such a dried-up condition
and so much covered with soil that it was quite impossible
to form any idea of the cause of the trouble from an exami-
nation of the plant itself. From what you say rcfrarding
it, we imagine it is suffering from a form of" collar rot",

or, more probably, sleepy disease due to a fungus called
Fusarium Lycopersici. This fungus gains entrance
to the plant from the soil, and it would be well to sterilise

the soil thoroughly before using it again ; in fact, virgin
soil is much to be preferred to old potting soil or old
manure. No cure is possible, since the fungus com-
pletely fills up the vessels along which water is conveyed.

ASPARAGUS FAILING AND CABBAGES CLUBBING
(Torquay).—Your Asparagus beds are evidently worn
out. Your best way will be to prepare new ground in

some other part of the garden in autumn, by trenching
and heavily manuring, ready for planting with new
roots in the follomng March. Write us again at the end
of February, and we will tiladly help you to form and
plant your new beds. Should you wish to keep the old
beds until the new ones come into bearing, the best
thing you can do is to clear them of weeds at once
and give the Asparagus roots a good soaking of manure-
water, and afterwards a dressing of manure (say, 3 inches
deep) on the surface of the soil over the roots to keep the
soil moist. Keep the beds free from weeds afterwards.
Cauliflowers and Sprouts badly grubbed.—According to
the specimen roots sent, your Cauliflower and Sprouts
have suffered from a severe attack of what is termed
"clubbing" in the Cabbage tribe, caused by the maggot
of the Cabbage fly. The best thing you can do is to dig
the ground over deeply, and apply at the same time a
heavy dressing of soot and lime to the soil, then plant
with Turnips, Winter Spinach or Spring Onions, giving
the ground a rest from Cabbage. If you must plant the
land with some of the Cabbage tribe, make shallow drills

and water them thoroughly with strong soot-water before
planting, and also steep the roots of the plants in soot-
water made into a paste, adding a vrineglassful of paraffin
to a quart of the paste. By this means you may clear
away the grubs for a season.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOKS (J. C. L.).—The three books are usually obtain-

able at a good second-hand book shop like Quaritch's.
They, however, may not all be in stock at the exact time
they are wanted. Prices vary considerably, according
to the state of the volumes and the edition. We hope
to devote a column to a description of these books in a
week or two.

A TROUBLESOME POND WEED (J). W ., Surrey).—
The pond weed y<S\\ refer to is very common on ponds
where the water has little movement. Agitation of the
water, such as is obtained by a constantly running stream,
is the best means of eradicating it. We do not know of
any way of killing it by adding a chemical to the water
wluch will kill the weed without killing plants as well.
The only way we can suggest is to keep raking it out,
unless you have a means of emptying the pond and
refilling it with fresh water occasionally. The Newberry
is quite distinct from the Loganberry ; some mistake
has been made by the nurseryman who supplied the plants.

PLANTS FOR GUNNERA BED (A. H. Rydon).—
It is somewhat difficult to advise you, as you say nothing
of the s^ize of the bed or the amount of room at disposal
for planting. If the Gunnera is doing well, which is

unusual for it in a dry position, it will attain to a large
size presently, when its leaf-spread would be opposed to
much near planting. In the circumstances it would be
better if you gave us particulars of the present dimensions
of the plant and al^^o the size of the bed. Laxton's
Latest Strawberry should suit you quite well. It is

probably the largest and latest yet introduced, dark,
and of fine flavoui. Givon's Late Prolific, one of the
best of very late sorts and a success on most sods ; and
Waterloo, a very dark, round, late variety, are also
valuable among late sorts

GETTING RID OF SLUGS (Heather).—The fact that our
correspondent arid his wife have accounted for 2,300 slugs
in seven days would appear to suggest that the remedy
is in their own hands. Slugs cannot—or do not—multiply
at that rate, and " Heather " is bound to win if he still

persists. Wet sacks laid about here and there in shady
places would cause the pests to congregate, when a little

salting down—the merest sprinkling—will dispose of
them. The Vernon- Hill Slug Traps are very useful, and
a few of them would account for large numbers of the
pests. If you were to dress the land with one of the soil

tumigants, as Slugieide, you would get rid of many in

that way. The pests, however, secrete themselves beneath
tiles, bricks, dwarf-growing herbage and mucli besides,
and you must tempt them from their hiding-places by
any means at your command. Hence we say persist
in the catch and Idll method, adopt the sack trick and
the Vernon-Hill Slug Traps, and lay down baits of bran
covered- by r^acks or boards in order to tempt them from
their tiiding-places. This done, a sprinkling of dry salt

will finish them otf effectually.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—TF. E. T. L.~l, Irish Peach;
2, Lord Suffield (very small).

WAR FOOD SOGIEXrES
Since the outbreak of war the Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries have issued a number of leaflets

with the object of affording some guidance to

allotment holders, gardeners and others who desire

to increase their supplies of home-grown food,

but printed information will not enable an inex-

perienced person to make the most of his oppor-

tunities. Many who would gladly add to their

supplies of food do not know how to set about

getting possession of a plot of ground, or how to

buy suitable manures, or how to select the best

varieties of Potatoes, Cabbages, &c., for the purpose

they have in view. To assist such people the Board
think that local societies might be very useful.

The objects of such societies should be to secure

an increased production of food, both by improving

the methods adopted in existing gardens and allot-

ments, and by obtaining additional land for the

use of those who are willing to cultivate it.

Most country villages are well supplied with

gardens and allotments, but their management
often leaves much to be desired, and they should

be capable of producing much more food undei

skilled guidance and advice. In urban and subur-

ban areas the allotments are usually well managed,

but as a rule there are too few of them ; and w ar

food societies might do most valuable work in such

areas by obtaining the use of additional land for

cultivation. Excellent work has been done in

this direction by the Home Food Culture Society,

Victoria Viaduct, Carlisle, which has obtained from

landowners in Cumberland and Westmorland a

number of plots of land free of rent, rates and taxes

for use as allotments. The society provides

technical advice and organises a supply of seedling

plants. Similar work is being done in London by

the Vacant Land Cultivation Society and by the

Church Army.

How to Start a Society.—The initiative in

forming a society may be taken byany local resident,

but it is desirable in all cases to secure the co-

operation of members of the Town, Urban District

or Parish Council, which is the authority responsible

for the provision of allotments. The Chairman of

the Local Authority might be invited to call a

meeting of local residents, allotment holders, &c.,

to consider whether a society should be formed and,

if so, to appoint a small committee. Where there

is already a gardening or allotment society iu

existence, it might be used as a nucleus. The
Agricultural Organisation Society, Queen Anne's

Chambers, Tothill Street, Westminster, London,

S.W., will be glad to advise or assist in the forma-

tion of societies. The registration of societies

imder the Industrial and Provident Societies Act

or the Friendly Societies Act is not essential.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
HOUSEWIVES are recommended by

the Board of Agriculture to use corn

syrup (otherwise glucose) this year

in their jam-making, in order to meet
the diminished supplies of sugar.

The Plum crop promises to be large in most parts

•of England, but the supplies of sugar available

are only three-quarters of what they were last

-summer. Not more than one part of corn syrup

should be added to two of sugar, and the weight

•of the sugar and syrup should be approximately

•equal to the weight of the fruit used.

How to Get Corn Syrup.—Although corn

syrup contains about 20 per cent, of

water and is not as sweet as sugar, it

makes jam "set" better and prevents

Tecrystallisation, a common fault in home-

made jams. The present wholesale price

of corn syrup should permit it to be

sold retail at not more than 4jd. a

pound. It can be obtained from some
•manufacturers in 14-pound tins at about

that rate, and from others in one

hundredweight kegs. The Board of

Agriculture (4 and 5, Whitehall Place,

S.W.) will send a list of the principal

firms to any applicant who wishes to

make home-made jam in the manner
•recommended.

The Delivery of Bulbs.—The delivery

•of bulbs is bound to be later than usual

this season owing to the shortage of

labour in nurseries. Our bulb-growers

iin all parts of the country are

•doing their level best, but, speaking

generally, they are a fortnight behind,

and in some cases they have not yet

finished lifting the bulbs. One grower

writes :
" We had to give up lifting

•until the rain came, for the soil turned

up in lumps of about a quarter of a

•hundredweight and it was impossible

to get the bulbs out." We ask readers

not to be too hard on the dealers

if supplies are not delivered as early

as in normal years and with the same prompti-
tude of despatch.

Irish-Grown Bulbs.—Referring to our report
on the recent Dry Bulb Show (issue August 12)

in which the bulbs shown by the Donard Nursery
Company, Newcastle, County Down, are classed

as "mother" or "breeder" bulbs that have
been planted two or three years and left undis-

turbed, this firm assures us that in no instance
had the bulbs been in the ground more than two
seasons, and that many of the varieties were
only down one season. The heaviest bulb exhi-

bited was one of the variety Seagull ; this with its

four offsets weighed slightly over one pound,
and was planted late last September. True, the

bulbs have not such a nice appearance when
they have long necks and rough skins; but, after

all, they are grown for the sake of the flowers

they produce and not for the shape of the

bulbs.

Gunnera manicata.—There are few more
effective waterside plants than Gunnera manicata,

for its bold, handsome foliage is unmatched by
any other occupant of the outdoor garden. In

general appearance it is suggestive of a giant

HIBISCUS SYRIACUS PLENISSIMA.

Rhubarb, the large, rounded leaves being borne

on long, stout stalks, but the foliage lasts in good
condition longer than that of any of the Rheums.

G. manicata should be planted in rich, loamy soil

just out of the water, but where its roots can

easily enter it. The young leaves should be

protected from late spring frosts, and it is a wise

plan to remove the inflorescences as they appear.

An annual dressing of cow-manure is attended

by good results.

Hardy Hibiscuses.—Those who wish for

uncommon and beautiful late summer and autumn

flowering shrubs should plant a collection of

the hardy Hibiscuses. Although the flowers do
not possess the gorgeous beauty of the tropical

sorts, they are much more striking than those of

the most hardy shrubs, and, unlike their hothouse
congeners, which are flowers of a few hours, the

syriacus varieties are valuable cut flowers. Besides

these merits, there is the additional one of thriving

under partial shade. The ideal position is facing

north-west, with a backing of deciduous trees,

in loamy soil.

Single and Double Varieties.—Although most
nurserymen give predominance to standards in

their catalogues, the bush forms are most
suitable, and these, which may be
purchased quite cheaply, could be planted

at the present time, provided there is

no delay. Of the many varieties, the best

doubles are plenissima, white with crimson

blotch ; bicolor hybrida, of similar colour-

ing, but darker foliage ; Red Pompon

;

Leopoldii fl.-pl., brighter in colour than

Red Pompon
;
pteoniflorus, rosy magenta ;

puniceus plenus, rose coloured ; and
luteo-pleno, pale yellow buds and crimson

blotch on the fuUv open flowers.

Hibiscus s>riacus, the original species,

bears large, showy purplish flowers with

crimson centres, and besides this, such

other singles as alba ; coeleste, blue with

reddish blotch ; and rubis, crimson with

darker blotch, are very desirable.

" One Way ol Doing it."—We recently

came across a number of the Gossip of

the Garden in which a list of the best new
Roses for 1861 was given. They were all,

by the way, French. One raised by
Ducher had a formidable name, so much so

that it evidently puzzled the pens of the

correspondents who sent in lists, the result

being that the Editor received Zachar-

gevsky, Zachargersky and Zachargervsky as

the name of the General after whom it was

called. Writes our editorial Alexander

:

" In my mouth this indomitable hero

—be he who he may-—will pass for neither

more nor less than General Zachary." The old

lady in a village near Shrewsbury may be excused

after this for asking the donor of the seed to come

and see how nicely "Alfonso Whisky-and-Soda"

was blooming in her garden. Alonsoa Warsce-

wiczii is expecting too much from anyone not a

botanist.

*»* Owing to the shortage of paper, readers who have not

already done so are ashed to order THE Garden to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers wUl thus

obviate the wa-^te consequent on the issue of papers for chance

salCt and so greutly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Bottling Pears.—In answer to " Anne
Amateur's" enquiry, issue August 12, page 391,

I write to say that the Pears were not preserved

whole, but were pared and cut in half, and the

cores were taken out.—H. Droop.

Nemesias.—From observations I have made
this season, it appears to me that these plants suffer

less from being crowded than do a great many
annuals. During a recent short holiday spent at

that most charming of all country hotels, the

Beacon, Crowborough, I noticed Nemesias flowering

well and profusely round the bases of the garden

arches, though very thickly planted ; and at the

present moment a panfuL of the plants—^no more

than an inch or so apart—is making a charming

ornam 'nt in my greenhouse, the flowers

quitr ot good size and the colours very

fine.—F. H. C.

Pretty Effects in the Garden.—One
of the prettiest combinations in the

border is a large group ot Erigeron phila-

delphicus and Viola cornuta (pale mauve).

The two colours blend exceedingly well

and the plants are in flower for quite

three months. Another Erigeron which I

am growing for the first time this year is E.

Quakeress, for which I have to thank your

note in The Garden last autumn recom-

mending it. Can you tell me its parents ?

Is it a chance seedling from E. speciosus ?

This latter is not worth growing beside

Quakeress. I must certainly try a few

plants of E. B. Ladhams this autumn.

—

L. Bigg-Wither, Birdwood, Wells, Somer-

set. [Erigeron Quakeress was raised by
Mr. G. D. Davison, Westwick Gardens,

Norwich. It was selected as the best of

a batch of seedlings raised from a cross

(we do not know the parentage) in rgoe.

On at least two occasions it has been sub-

mitted to the floral committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society by the raiser,

but for some reason this good plant has

never received an award—possibly it has

not been shown in its best condition. Be
this as it may, it is justly considered one

of the best, if not the best Erigeron in

cultivation.

—

Ed.]

On Preserving Runner Beans, Peas, Carrots

and New Potatoes.—I am almost in tearful despair

about my Runner Beans. I have such a splendid lot

coming on, I am sure we shall not be able to eat

them all fresh, and nowhere can I get a reliable

recipe for preserving them. I have tried several

recipes, but found the Beans either too salt or

else tasteless. Beans are too bulky to bottle.

Can any reader help me ? I intend to try bottling

Peas, and also the little "thinnings" of the

Carrot-beds, by my fruit bottling recipe, for I

feel fairly confident they will turn out all right

and make agreeable additions to the winter
vegetables, of which I am providing a varied and
goodly store. I have had the following plan
for preserving new Potatoes just sent to me by
a good cook, who recommends is as really satis-

factory. From " M. C." :
" Potatoes kept new

four months, and they were good. They were
put in a tin with clean straw. A little straw,

then a layer of new Potatoes ; then more straw.

more Potatoes, until the tin was full. Then it

was closed tight and buried in the ground. The
Potatoes were nice, and really tasted as new."

I am going to bury a tinful for Christmas.-

—

Anne Amateur.
Bottling Peas and Preserving Beans.—There

is no trade secret in bottling Peas, nor is there any

special Italian way of preserving them. The
industrial process and the household process are

both done on the same principle. With regard to

Peas, failure is often due to lack of precaution,

as of all vegetables they are the most difficult

to be so treated. The process does not matter,

provided the sterilisation of the vegetables and the

keeping out of new agents of fermentation and

decomposition are ensured. The method we adopt

in Belgium is as follows : Take sound bottles,

large enough to hold a boiling of Peas. Wash
them thoroughly and turn them upside down.

Choose tender, young Peas, taking care to reject

unsound ones ; shell and fill the bottles up to

ERIGERON QUAKERESS, A HANDSOME BORDER FLOWER,

the neck. Do not add water to them, but on top

put a dusting of salicylic acid. Close the bottles with

good, new, boiled corks, and tie the corks strongly

with a stout string, crossing four or five times.

Put the bottles in a boiler and fill up with water.

An important point is that the bottles should not

touch the bottom of the boiler nor each other

during the boiling process, which would cause

breakage. Any mode of separating them will do,

but in the country hay is often used. Boiling

takes about ij hours. Often a dozen bottles

are treated at once. If the corks are not strongly

fastened they will blow out. The bottles are

generally allowed to cool in the boiler, which

prevents them cracking. When cool, the corks

are sealed and the Peas will keep well till the winter.

Peas preserved in this way are delicious. Young
Broad Beans are preserved in the same way.

Sealing is done as follows : The wax is put

on the fire in an earthenware pan. When it

has melted, the top of the bottle is dipped in and

the sealing is done. The wax must, however,

completely cover the string. Here is a way of

preserving French Beans that has been used with
success for a long time. Take a glazed earthen-

ware jar of a capacity up to five gallons. Clean-

thoroughly and turn it over to drain. After

stringing, slice or break the Beans and mix them
thoroughly with salt, and on the top of each layer

of Beans again spread some salt. It may take
a week or more to fill the jar, but this will do no
harm. When full, put on top a good layer of

Parsley, cover with slates, and press down with
a heavy weight. When the jar is opened during

winter or in spring, if it has not been well covered,

the top layer of Beans may have a disagreeable

smell. This layer must, in this case, be removed.
The rest will be quite good. The objection has.

been raised that Beans preserved in this way
are too salt. But when the Beans are wanted
for cooking they must be washed in three or four

successive waters, and then no trace of salt remains.-

In this case well-formed Beans must be
used, but not old, tough ones, as these are

too hard.—H. V.

Rose Margaret Dickson Hamill—Your
correspondent Mr. A. H. Pearson asks

series of questions which are not easy to>

answer with that degree of completeness
'

that I would wish. I do not know the

conditions under which his Roses are grow-

ing ; at the same time, those of my own are,

I think, quite normal, but admittedly the

best I can give them, namely, loam that

was top spit from a meadow five years

ago, cow and pig manure below the roots

at time of planting, an annual top-dressing,

of Wakeley's Hop Manure immediately
after pruning, with an occasional watering
with liquid manure derived from a bag
of soot and a bag of raw cow-manure
allowed to soak for forty-eight hours in a
30-gallon water carrier, applied, say;

once a fortnight, about half a gallon pec
plant. I use no artificial as a rule, but I

did give my Roses a dressing of super-

phosphate of lime this year. I admit the

result is that, while I do not get anything

extraordinary in the way of growth, I do

get very good colour ; I think I may say

without exaggeration unusually good colour,

in the sense that my Roses are a better

colour than the majority of those seen in

other gardens ; but whether this is due to

climatic conditions or culture, or both, I

cannot say. Perhaps the note following Mr. Pear-

son's queries in the issue of The Garden of August

12, by " Danecroft," advocating the use of the

above-mentioned Wakeley's Hop Manure, may
supply the solution ; but if a Rose admittedly does

well in (i) Ireland
; (2) in Herefordshire, because

the blooms of Margaret Dickson Hamill exhibited at

the Royal Botanic Gardens all came from Messrs. A.

Dickson's nursery at Ledbury, so that in this case

it was not a question of Roses growing in Ireland

being a better colour than they could possibly be in

England (to my mind at all times a very doubtful

proposition) ; and (3) in Hampshire, where, at

any rate, it has very different climatic conditions-

to contend with to those of the North of Ireland,

I know of no reason why it should not succeed

equally well at Lowdham. Mr. Pearson is too

experienced a cultivator to expect the flowers of

late July and August to equal in colour and size

the first blooms of maiden plants and cut-backs

of late June. Margaret Dickson Hamill has been
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constantly good with me, but I write only from

personal experience o£ its behaviour here in

Southampton, where it has been quite up to the

standard of the flowers exhibited by Messrs.

Dickson and which attracted the attention of

Her Majesty Queen Alexandra, and which I am
glad to note Mr. Pearson saw, so that he, at any
rate, is aware how good it can be. If at present

he has not succeeded in so growing it, he will

permit me to say that I am sure it is only a

question of time and suitable conditions of weather,

which may have been as unkind in Notts as they

have been congenial in Hampshire, or perhaps

I had better say Southampton.—H. E. Molyneux.
Pride of Madeira.—It may interest you and

some of your readers to know I have succeeded in

flowering some plants of Echium fastuosum

(Pride of Madeira), The seed was brought to me
two years ago, not from Madeira, but from Tene-

riffe, and it has done very well with ordinary green-

house treatment. I have six plants, two of which

have flowered. They made a very valuable addi-

tion to a cool greenhouse, the colour of the

flowers being a most lovely blue.

—

Clare Heath-
cote, SilvertoH Rectory, Exeter.

Antirrliinums in a Shady Border.—For

several years I have strongly advocated the

extended cultivation of these plants. In some
of the hottest borders, in sheltered corners, and
quite open to the sun's rays I have seen Antir-

rhinums thrive and flower splendidly. In May
last I noticed, while passing a garden near Christ-

church, that some young plants had been planted

in a border under large Oak and Elm trees. I

recently passed the same garden and was
surprised to see how well, in the circumstances,

the plants were doing ; they were fine plants

and flowering splendidly under the trees.

They form an object-lesson and prove how useful

the Antirrhinum is.

—

Avon.

CISTUS LORETI, FLOWERS WHITE WITH CRIMSON SPOTS

Yuccas in the Rock Garden.—The measured
appreciation in The Gaeden of July 29, page 372,

reminds me of a striking effect I made a dozen
or so years ago by planting some of these handsome
plants in a large rock garden. Their erect habit

and somewhat spiky leaves render them eminently

suitable for the higher parts of the rock garden,

where, if rightly placed, they also serve to increase

its apparent size. On the upper slopes the plants

should be kept to single stems, so that they stand

sentinel-like, and space must be allowed for free

expansion of the foliage ; but on the lower ledges

grouping may well be done, provided the rock

garden is of good size. For these lower positions

Yucca recurva and Y. angustifolia are the most
suitable, but I prefer Y. gloriosa for the higher

places. In the course of time Y. gloriosa, when
planted as suggested by " C," becomes top-heavy

and falls a victim to the winds or even its own
luxuriance. If left alone the heads gradually

turn upwards again, and roots are generally made
when the stem touches the ground. A bed of

these fallen ancients when they have again raised

their heads makes a singularly quaint and good

effect on the edge of a lawn or in the shrub-

bery. I ' have one such bed in mind which is

of large size, and where countless Daffodils

spring up around and between them.

—

Cecil

Bartlett. H
CistUS Loreti.—I quite agree with your note

on the value of this plant, in my estimation the

best of all its family. I do not, however, think

it. likely that it is a ladaniferus-monspeliensis

hybrid. I have a hybrid between these two

varieties which shows very different characters,

having the rugose strap-shaped leaf of monspe-

liensis rather enlarged, and the cupped flower of

the same also larger, and with the claret spots

of ladaniferus. In growth, however, it forms

a rather tall-growing bush, less straggling

than monspeliensis, and it

is generally quite a nice

evergreen plant. The flowers,

however, soon fall after opening,

thus missing what is the great

charm of Cistus Loreti. In

regard to the unspotted form

of ladaniferus mentioned by
Mr. Buxton, this often turns

up in seedlings of the spotted

form.—E. A. Bunyard.

The Myrtles and Myrtilla.

The Myrtilla (Myrtus Ugni) is

one of the most beautiful shrubs

at the present time, for it is

bearing a profusion of its small

white flowers. In the dead of

winter it is again interesting, as

it then bears a quantity of

juicy, bluish black fruits which

some visitors find very palatable.

M. Ugni, often known in gardens

as Eugenia Ugni, is a delightful

evergreen from Chile, and

although it is usually grown

against a wall, I find that it

thrives in an open situation

on very heavy soil in company
with Myrtus communis and its

hardier variety, the Tarentum

Myrtle. The Myrtle was a

favourite plant of the ancients

and was held sacred by

them to the Goddess of Love.

It is believed to have been

a spray of myrtilla (myrtus
ugni).

introduced to the Mediterranean region from

Persia, and it was certainly one of the first

shrubs brought to our islands from the Levant.

There are many varieties of the Myrtle-—the Italian,

Roman, Thyme - leaved. Nutmeg, Box - leaved

and others, all of them with sweetly scented

foliage. As low wall shrubs, more especially

under windows of the dwelling house and near

to the doorways, these and the Myrtilla are worthy

of extended use.

—

Weyland.
White Goat's Rue Uncommon.—Surely " Anne

Amateur's" experience—see page 379 of The
Garden—not to have " come across " this

variety " a dozen times in as many years " must

be very exceptional, since it is one of the most

frequently shown plants at local and other

exhibitions that could be named, not in small

bunches, but often enough in sheaves. In how
many dozens of instances both it and the blue

forms have been exhibited at the Holland House
Show alone during recent years it would be difficult

to estimate, to say nothing of the frequency with

which it appears at the fortnightly meetings of

the Royal Horticultural Society. At local exhibi-

tions during July it occurs in at least 50 per cent,

of the exhibits of border or hardy flowers.

Most hardy plant nurserymen offer it at 5s. per

dozen, and while common in cottage gardens, the

flower-loving section of allotment holders show

their partiality for it by including it among the

flowers they grow. Such popularity is easily

explained, since no genus is more elegantly and

naturally endowed with leaf and blossom, a few

sprays without further accompaniment making a'

pretty feature in a vase. "Anne Amateur"
refers to the good effect of the white variety

in a chartreuse green vase ; conversely, the blue

form is equally good when set in a white vase.

—E. H. Jenkins.

FORTHCOMING EVENT
August 29.—Ro5^al Horticultural Societ3''s

Meeting and Exhibition at Vincent Square, West-

minster.
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THE CYPRESSES OF MONTEREY
By a. T. Johnson.

FROM the lighthouse of Point Pines,

near Monterey, a wide and lonely

expanse of shore stretches away to

the south. The trade winds which

tear across the ocean with such persist-

ence have swept the silvery sand into billowy

drifts which gleam snowy white in the sun, and

the outer fringe of the dark Pines of Monterey

Head lean back withered and shrunken with

the blight of salt.

Follow those gleaming sands southward for

about a mile, and you will come upon a grove of

Cypresses which is interesting because it is

unique ; because it is, if we may include the

little isolated colony of tr^es which cling to the

rocks of Point Lobos hard by, the only natural

grove of Cupressus macrocarpa in the world,

and because it is slowly but very srurely being

consumed by the encroaching sea.

The Monterey Cypress, as it is popularly called,

needs no introduction to readers of this paper.

It is common in a cultivated state in many lands.

The feathery, finely cut foliage of rich green

;

the rapid growth and habit of forming a peculiar

density when clipped, have brought it into favour

everywhere. It is no less desirable as a hedgerow

and windbreak than it is as an ornamental or

forest tree. But these Cypresses of our gardens

and parks bear but little resemblance to their

rugged forbears of the ancestral grove of Monterey,

where, on the brink of the sea, they are to-day

rallied for a last stand against an inevitable end.

There is a pathos in the stern struggle which

the last of the Cypresses are putting up against

their impending fate, a note of savage violence

and irresistible power in the waves which thunder

at their feet. Sullen and darkly the old trees

stand against the white rocks, the white blown

sands and white fleecy waves. Rained upon by

a mist of spray, shorn by a lean, searching wind,

nipped by a biting brine, a cluster of survivors,

their boughs gnarled and twisted, and their foliage

padded into springy cushions, the better to

resist the storm, may for a little while succour

one another. But singly they topple over into

the sea which has already covered so vast a forest

of their companions.

In that brief morning hour, before the awaken-

' ing " trades " have tuned the first needle of the

}

Pine forest to landward, before the sun is dimmed
by flying spray and the ocean whipped to its

daily wrath, there is a gloom in the Cypress grove

which seems to be even more predictive of calamity.

Then the silence is broken only by faint sighs in

the tree-tops. No bird lifts up its voice to

gladden the melancholy shade. No flower comes

to greet the silver spokes of light which pierce

the dim and venerable roof. But, presently,

down the sombre aisles the sighs of the tree-tops

break into audible whispers which are the voices

of the sea, whispers which quickly increase in

intensity with the rising wind until earth and

tree tremble with vibration and the day-long

conflict has once more begun.

Look out upon the ocean when the tresses of

the " skippers' daughters " are combed white

with the gale, and you will see dark rocks appear-

ing and disappearing. They are the headstones

which mark the sepulchre of a forest which the

eyes of no white man has ever seen.

" There rolls the deep where grew the tree,"

And the day will come—at no very distant date

—

when people who sit at home in the warm shelter

of their Cypress hedges will read that the brave

old trees of Monterey have been gathered unto

their fathers. They will read, perhaps, of how
the last survivor of the last little remnant of that

mighty forest primeval crashed into the engulfing

seas. But just as the noble Redskin will pass

away with the secrets of his soul unrecorded, so.

the ancestral Cypresses of Monterey wiU perish

from off the earth and leave no trace of their

habitation. Over the sea which once was land

the winds may wail a lament ; the waves a dirge.

But the story and the epitaph of that old forest,

will be \vritten in water.

THREE GREAT BRITISH

WORKS ON GARDENING
By the Rev. Joseph J.^cob.

MONTEREY CYPRESSES. RALLIED FOR A LAST STAND AGAINST AN INEVITABLE END.

THE paragraph with the above heading,

which appeared on the " Notes of the

Week " page in The Garden for

July 29 has evidently aroused in some
readers a wish for more detailed informa-

tion about the books therein mentioned. The
Editor has asked me to reply to these ' corre-

spondents. " You can give them a column if

you like," he said when I saw him. I think he

intended me to understand that that space,,

albeit it is a good slice of a war-time issue of the

paper, is all too small to do the subject anything

like justice. In my humble opinion he is right ;

and if I may venture to criticise the criticiser

(" Hurstcot ") in the issue of August r2, it would
.

be misleading to suggest anything else. His

lineal measures are past the ordinary man's-

understanding, when he can write " A full synopsis

of all encyclopaedic horticultural works ever

published would require but little space and
be a great boon to The Garden readers."

Take " Loudon's Encyclopaedia " alone. The

first edition of 1S22' contained no fewer than

r,469 closely printed octavo pages, divided into-

four parts, each part having so many books,,

each book having so many chapters, each chapter

having so many sections, quite in the spirit of

the conundrum about the person going to St. Ives

and meeting all the wives and the cats and the

kits ; or, to take a simile from a

more classical source, quite d la

Dean Swift's

" So, naturalists observe, a flea

Has smaller fleas that on him
prey;

And these have smaller still to

bite 'em
;

And so proceed ad infinitum."

A synopsis or " general survey '"

(" Chambers' Dictionary ") of this

one work alone would certainly cost

a very considerable sum as an

advertisement were it to be in any
way a comprehensive one. " Hurst-

cot " sniffs at this encyclopaedia.

It, he says, " never was much
more than a curiosity." Let me
quote the opinion of George W.
Johnson (whom he rightly holds

in high esteem, although it seems

a little doubtful if, in appending

the title " Doctor " to his surname,

he has not got a little mixed up
between George W. and Samuel).

This is his verdict :
" Taken as a

whole, it is the most complete book
of Gardening ever published, for

errors in dates are mere casualties
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and I should have no fault to find if the deficiency

of Horticultural Chemistry was less and if the

arrangement was more simple." My father was not

a bad practical gardener, and this " curiosity " was

his great stand-by when he was in doubt, as it

is mine to-day when I want to journey into the

past. The first edition is dated 1822, and tlie

last that I have been able to trace, is 1872. The

later ones are not numbered, so I am unable to

say how many editions there have been, but a

life of fifty years is in itself a commendation not

to be despised. The earlier issues contain a

very useful bibliography of horticultural books

;

hence those who wish to add the eucyclopsdia

to their bookshelves sliould buy one of the earliest

as well as one of the latest editions, if they wish

to be really well set up. As the cost varies from

about 3s. 6d. to los., and as they can be obtained

from any second-hand booliseller, they are within

everybody's reach.

I must leave "Miller's Dictionary" for

another column and, in conclusion, deal with

that of Nicholson ;
" good wine needs no bush."

Why " Hurstcot " should be so miich up

against it I know not. The Garden is a

commercial speculation ; so are the vast majority

of gardening books. The times of rich patron?

financing sumptuous volumes have passed away,

and (until the said practice may be restored

again, which is much to be wished) authors and

publishers must needs look at the pounds, shillings

and pence side of a book's future. George

Nicholson, the editor, although perhaps not the

equal of the omniscient Samuel in general

learning, was surely a m.uch better informed

man in his own special line. The Curator of Kew
must be no mean botanist or gardener, whoever

he is, but it is singularly unfortunate to fix upon

Nicholson and say he had not the knowledge

of Dr. Johnson or he " would have produced a

very different work to that of the unwieldy

dictionary." In Volume XLVIII. of The Garden,

which was dedicated to Mr. Nicholson, I read

about himself, " He combines great ability with

a varied knowledge and sympathy with botanical

science . . . his knowledge of plants of all

kinds is exceptional, whilst in his own special

department—that of hardy trees and shrubs—he

is the first authority in this country "
; and about

his book, " the Dictionary of Gardening, published

ten years ago, is now universally acknowledged to

be the best encyclopjedia of plants." Published.

in parts from 1885 to 1889 and then enlarged by

supplements in 1900 and 1901, it is now usually

to be had in five or six volumes at a cost of from

£3 los. to £5, according to its condition and its

binding. Quaritch of Grafton Street can usually

supply a copy. A synopsis of its contents will

appear in my next article, together with that of

" Miller s Dictionary." Its only defect is its

price, and I do not see how this can be helped,

for one must pay for a good article.

(To be continued.)

A BEAUTIFUL SEA HOLLY.
One of the most interesting plants in the herbaceous

border during July, August and the early days

of September is the Sea Holly known as Eryngium
Oliverianum. Its curious. Teasel-shaped fiower-

heads are produced freely on branching stems

from 2j feet to 3 feet high, and a single plant will,

owing to its branching habit, cover a considerable

space. Both flowers and stems are coloured

MONTEREY CYPRESSES. "SULLEN AND. DARKLY THE OLD TREES STAND
AGAINST THE WHITE ROCKS."

rich amethyst blue, and it is principally in this

colour that the charm of the plant lies. In common
with other members of the genus, this Sea Holly
likes an open, sunny position, though it will grow
'.n one that is partially shaded. It also appre-
ciates well-drained, moderately rich soil. If

good-sized branches are cut when fully developed
and coloured, and subsequently dried, they will

last in good condition for a long time, and
come in very useful for decorations during the
winter months when fresh flowers are not easily

obtained.

The large Sea Holly, Eryngium giganteum, is

also a handsome plant in the border and for winter
decorations, its glistening white rigid stems and
large bracts and flowers rendering it a conspicuous
object at this season.

CROCUS SPECIES FOR
SUMMER PLANTING

PREPARATION for winter flowers in

the rock garden must be made now.
Few plants give us more pleasure than
the earliest Crocus species, which gladden
the eye with their delicate beauty in

the very dullest days of the year. There seems
no reason why a few of these cheerful plants

should not be grown in every garden, however
small, for they are cheaply bought, easily managed
and always appreciated. Probably one reason why
one sees them so comparatively seldom is because
they are forgotten at their proper planting season
in the heydey of summer.
No one who has once grown our old friend

Crocus Imperati would willingly be without it.

If the corms are planted in light soil in a sunny,
sheltered corner of the rock garden they will

take care of themselves, provided they are not
allowed to be smothered by any coarse-growing
neighbour. No Crocus is more lovely than this

Italian species, and when one sees its exquisite

mauve blooms, with their buff reverse daintily

feathered with black or purple, opening in the
faint sunshine of the New Year, one realises that
here indeed is a treasure worth possessing. There
are generally odd corners in the rock garden and
spaces between groups of small plants where bulbs
can be poked in in late summer ; it is by making
full use of these stray nooks that the interest of

the rock garden can be sustained throughout
the year.

Crocus Sieberi is another inexpensive yet wholly
delightful species which is undeservedly neglected ;

it is more vigorous than C. Imperati, but not quite
so early in flower. A couple of dozen corms
planted among a colony of deep green foliaged

Dianthus graniticus made a beautiful picture in

the writer's garden in February. Then there is

C. biflorus in its many charming varieties, of

which C, b. pusillus is especially attractive for
its free-flowering and self-sowing habit. It is

so small and neat growing that it may safely be
associated with the choicest of dwarf Campanulas
or Dianthi. There are, of course, a great number
of other winter-flowering Crocuses, but I have
only mentioned three of the most easily grown
species in the hope that more gardeners will give

them a trial and then be induced to add some of

the rarer and, newer varieties to their collection.

The autumn Crocuses are more frequently seen,
but still might find a place in many more gardens,,

but if they are to flower this coming autumni
they must be planted without delay. Time is.

fast slipping by while other plants are in the-

height of their beauty, and the autumn Crocuses
will be in flower before" many weeks are over..

The most vigorous and most popular species is.

C. speciosus, which deserves a place in every gardenv

where hardy plants are giown. It seems to thrive-

equally in sun and shade, so by judicious planting,

its solid, blue purple blooms can be enjoyed for a.

period of several weeks. The pale mauve C. zona-
tus, with orange ring at the base of the segments,
is earlier than C. speciosus, but is not so vigorous
and is more easily knocked over by wind or rain.

C. pulchellus is charming with its lavender flowers
in October, and is easily grown on the rock garden
or in a choice border. N. G. Hadden.,
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NOTES FROM
By

MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
E. A. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

EVERYONE I question on the subject

admits that this is a most extra-

ordinary season, but I have not yet

found an exact definition of its

abnormal character nor anv

•reasonable explanation for it. Here

we have had a dripping June, followed

by a sunless July. Neither months,

however, brought us the heavy thunder-

storms with rain that comes through

the trees and soaks in everywhere,

such a boon and a blessing to a dry

garden like this gravelly one. There

have been many wet days, but very

little rain ; cloudy, drizzly days that

wetted foliage and encouraged green-

ness and weeds, but did little to pre-

vent the soil from becoming hard and

dry. Now a blazing August with fierce

sunshine and drying winds has caught

the lush greenness all unprepared, and

it makes me quite unhappy to see

the way leaves are hanging limp,

parching to a papery crispness, or,

worse stiU, falling off untimely. What
strikes me as so strange about it

is that for the last two months I

have been haunted by a notion it

is useless to argue against—that it

is autumn and not summer. Tlie cold

nights may have something to do with

it, hut all day long sounds and

scents and the many little things that

awaken slumbering memories have

been constantly calling up thoughts

•of autumn. Now the plants seem to

have the same idea, and for the l^st

three weeks blossoms have been appear-

ing that I did not expect till the end

of the month.

First came a little pink IVIerendera

from Spain, just a form of M. Bulbo-

codium, I believe, although it came
to me labelled a Colchicum. Those

who see them in flower should never

confuse the two genera, for in

Merendera there is no perianth tube

as in Colbhicum, and the flowers at

first open almost flat on the ground.

In old age they arise a little, but

then fall asunder into untidy stars, as

the segments not being united into

a tube, but cleft down to the ovary,

fall apart, as also do those of Bulbo-

codium vernum when above ground

level. Next I was delighted to see

the dainty flesh pink flowers of Colchi-

cum alpinum in three parts of the

rock garden. This is one of the most
delightful little plants for the choicest

;moraine bed, or among the tiniest alpine

treasures, for its leaves are so narrow and neat

.in spring and stand erect so stiffly for most of

their life that they can harm no neighbours when
thinly planted. I tried for many years to add
this plant to my garden and bought whatever
I saw so named in lists, and many a poor form of

Colchicum autumnale came to me for it. Then
I dug laboriously in tough meadow grass and

brought me to meet him and receive the lovely

things from his generous hand while still in full

flower. The whole blossom is no more than

3 inches high, and very pleasing in its propor-

tions, with prettily rounded segments and of

squelchy bogs mitted with many wire-rooted good substance. Once I had seen its narrow
sedges when 1 was in the Alps, and saw what leaves, I felt confident I could find it for myself

seemed a narrow-leaved Colchicum. Still nothing ' even when out of flower, and, sure enough, some
narrow-leaved bulbs I brought from
Le Lautaret have borne the right

flowers.

Cyclamen neapolitanum began to

flower freely in the third week of

July, before its last year's seeds were

ripe enough to gather and sow, and I

daily expect to see the .\utumn Snow-
flake and the earlier Croci, but I do

. not want them yet while there is so

much else to look at.

Anomatheca cruenta is especially

good this year. It has done best in

a corner between the house and the

conservatory, where it is shaded all

day by my oldest and tallest Palm
and a NancUna besides the buildings.

Nothing else would grow and flower

so well in such a place. I learnt that

it liked shade from Canon EUacombe,
who had a delightful colony of it

undergone of his tall Palms, and as it

can be bought in quantity for a few

pence, I filled this corner with it. Now
I have added a few of the more
precious pure white form, and the two
are very lovely growing together. I

wish someone would raise, or iind, a

white form with the crimson spots on

its almost too pure and pallid face.

Silene fimbriata is too good a plant to

be treated with such neglect as it has

met with in English gardens. Certainly

it requires space for its yard-high, freely

branching stems, and unless its seed-

pods are cut off in mid-July, it gets

rather untidy and sows itself about

too freely. But cut it over severely

when the bladder-like pods are turning

yellow, and in a week or so you will

get a fresh supply of the beautifully

fringed, pure white blossoms. They
open out to their widest towards

evening, and then are good to look

at either in the mass or picked and

held singly in the hand so as to admire

the beautiful cutting of the fringe.

Two good forms of the common
waterside Willow-herb, Epilobiurn hirsu-

tum, are now at their best. One has

white blossoms with the calyx prettily

tinted with crimson, and as the

'

flowers age they flush to a soft pink,

much in the same way as the flowers of

their relative, CEnothera taraxacifolia.

This gives the heads of the WilIo%v-herb

a very charming Apple blossom effect,

and as it grows and flowers equally well in the ordi-

nary border as by the waterside, it should be in every

garden, yet it is not very well known. The other

good form is much more downy than our wild

one, especially on the long ovaries, which look

quite grey and fleecy and help to show off the

large, rounded flowers, which are of a very charming

soft and warm red, quite the most pleasing shade

I have seen in a Willow-herb, most of which are

ANOMATHECA CRUENTA
(From a drawin,

WHITE VARIETY
Bowles.

)

but C. autumnale flowered round my labels which

by that time I had begun to inscribe with " C.

alpinum ? " At length Mr. Farrer returned

from alpine wanderings later than usual over

the Mont Cenis, and found the slopes rosy with

the true fairy-like plant. What is more, he

found it a joy to collect, only an inch or 2 inches

below ground in the soft turf, and so he came
home laden with the treasure ; and a postcard
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tainted with the family vice—the weali magenta

tint of poor Clarkias and Godetias. I also grow

a pure white form, but it is not so effective as

the Apple blossom one. I cannot afford space

for more than three stems of a very strange

monstrous form. It never achieves any corolla,

but each flower consists of a long spiral of green

sepals that is more curious than beautiful, and

I treasure yet another form with beautifully

variegated leaves, but am careful to cut off its

nasty crude pink flowers.

Lythrum virgatum Rose Queen is another

plant that has risen superior to family traditions

and sweetened the Lythrum magenta with an

admixture of warm rose colour. It also has a

much neater habit and bears a lighter spike of

bloom than the varieties of Lythrum Salicaria

that are more commonly grown.

I am growing CoUomia grandiflora for the

first time, and am greatly pleased with the soft

apricot or nankeen tint of its flowers and the

very distinct effect of their contrast with its

red stems and glossy, deep green leaves. But I

feel it could be improved if the leaves were

smaller and fewer and the flowers larger and

packed a little closer in the pincushion-like heads.

However, if it . will sow itself as pleasantly as

does the glowing pink C. coccinea, it shall be

reckoned as one of the acceptable annuals for

the sake of its colour.

One of the best of Mr. Farrer's Chinese plants,

to my mind, is a delightful little Geranitmi. It

should be a near relative of G. Pylzowianum or

napuligerum, I should say, but at present is such

a miniature, neat plant that it may not belong

to either. The baby plants began to form under-

ground stolons before they had many leaves,

and so each one has formed a neat little tuft of

finely divided leaves, much like those of G. san-

guineum var. lancastriense, but each springs

from the ground separately, as in the tuber-

bearing species, such as malvaeflorum and tuber-

osum, .but on stalks only about 3 inches high. The

flower-stem bends over along the ground and

bears large, bright pink flowers from each of its

joints, that remind one somewhat of those of

G. Endressii with a suggestion of G. argenteum

about them. It promises to be a very charming and
neat plant for the choicer parts of the rock garden.

The beautiful soft yellow form of Incarvillea

variabilis, which several of us flowered from

Mr. Farrer's seeds last year, is again in bloom,

and very charming with its finely cut Ferny
leaves and flowers like miniature and pale

Allamandas. Alas, it is not hardy here, and
•only those I lifted and kept in pots in a frame

have smrvived the winter. However, it seeds

so freely and grows so quicldy that it can be

treated successfully as a half-hardy annual.

This season another of his finds is flowering,

possibly an Amphicome. It has handsome pinnate

leaves and long spikes of pale pink, tubular flowers,

much like those of A. Emodi but smaller. What
they lack in size the plant promises to make up
in quantity, for I see side shoots of flower-spikes

are developing in a most lavish manner. It does

act look like a very hardy plant, somehow, and
if it must be kept inside for the winter will not

be preferable to the larger-flowered A. Emodi.
P.S.—I see that my autumn-floweiing form of

Christmas Rose from Como also shares the

autumnal hallucination, and is in full flower.

Normally it flowers in November, so I hope it

will return to such a useful habit next season.

HARDY PLANTS IN A
SCOTTISH GARDEN

THE
plants I am about to discuss are by

no means particularly rare, nor are they

excessively difficult of culture, but each

has considerable value as an effective and

pleasing subject for the hardy border or

for the production of cut blooms for table or

room decoration. The majority can easily be

raised from seeds, while others are increased by

means of cuttings or by division of the root

stock. Very brief
cultural hints are
appended to each.

Ag ro s t emma
coronaria atrosan-

guinea.—A member
of the Lychnis family,

and very effective in

clumps or in beds.

Best treated as a

biennial, the seed

being sown in April

and the plants set

out in August where

they are to bloom.

Aquilegia. — The
long-spurred modern
varieties are really

very fine, and no

garden should be

without this lovely

plant. Fresh plants

should be raised each

spring, for, although

true perennials, they

are not long-lived as

a rule, and it is safest

to have young stock

always coming on.

The Aquilegia trans-

plants badly when in

a large state. It suc-

ceeds admirably on a

north border.

Aster subcseru-

lea. — This is a

gem, but, unfortu-

nately, it has a

disappointing habit

of dying off in

winter. Seed should

therefore be sown

each spring, when
strong plants will

be available for the

following year. It

usually withstands

the first winter all

right, so biennial treatment is to be commended.

Bocconia cordata.—Large clumps of this

plant near the backs of large mixed borders are

very pleasing. It is excellent for cutting.

Chrysanthemum maximum.—These modem
" Daisies " are really very effective. Mrs. Lowthian

Bell appears to be one of the best, its large, slightly

curved rays being much more graceful than others

with stiff petals. Easily raised from seed.

Cistus Florentlnus.— Although considered

rather tender, this fine dwarf shrub succeeds

admirably here. Though the individual flowers

are ephemeral, they are very freely produced

over a fairly lengthy period. Very suitable for

the 'rock garden. Easily mcreased by cuttings

inserted in autumn and wintered in a cold frame.

Coreopsis grandiflora.—What a pity it is

that this beautiful plant is not always perennial !

Here we must treat it as a biennial. Planted in

cliunps of three in the borders, few other plants

can equal it for effect. Seed should be sown in

March to ensure strong plants.

Delphinium.—^This plant fairly revels in these

gardens, not infrequently attaining a height of

9 feet to 10 feet, and with spikes of bloom 5 feet

long. Seed of a good strain sown in spring will

flower the first autumn as a rule, and provide

A NIGHT-FLOWERING PLANT (SILENE FIMBRIATA).

a grand display the following year. Very effective

in large clumps.

Dianthus.—The most effective and pleasing

are D. integer and D. neglectus. Increased by

cuttings in autumn or by division in spring.

Erigeron.—There are several good varieties,

but probably the most useful is E. speciosmn. It

comes nearly true from seed, and is very useful

for cutting, besides being so pleasing in the garden.

Escallonia philippiana.—^This is another fine

dwarf shrub, usually considered somewhat tender.

Here it thrives and flowers beautifully. Increased

by means of cuttings in autumn, which are wintered

in a frame.
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Galega.—The newer varieties, lilie Hartlandii

and Rev. W. Dodd, are very handsome plants

that bloom tor a long period. The latter seem?

rather the better ot the two, having larger flowers

and a more decided colour. The old G. officmalis

alba is also verj' desirable.

Geum.—No doubt G. chUoense var. Mrs. Brad-

shaw is one of the very best varieties in cultiva-

tion, and ought to be in every garden. It comes

fairly true from seed. Sown in March it produces

fine plants for the following year.

Hesperis matronalis flore pleno.—One of the

finest of hardy border plants, but not of the

easiest culture. The best results are obtained

from cuttings taken in August or September

and wintered in an airy frame.

Will not stand coddling.

Heuchera.—If only we could

induce H. sanguinea to bloom

freely, how effective it would be.

H. brizoides is far better and

never fails to give a fine dis-

play. Best increased by cuttings

taken early in September and

wintered in a frame.

Lavatera Olbia.—^This hand-

some new plant is not always

certain to survive the winter, so

it is well to insert cuttings in

a frame early in September.

Lithospennum prostratum.—
One of the finest of blue flowers. It

succeeds admirably in the border,

but is apt to be killed back in

winter in such a position. It is

safest on the rock garden. In-

creased by cuttings in autumn.

Lysimachia ephemerum.—This

Veronica-like plant is alwayssingled

out by visitors, few seeming to

know it. It remains effective for

a fairly long season.

Meconopsis cambrica plena.

—

This fine double form of the

Welsh Poppy blooms uninter-

ruptedly for many months, and is

decidedly pleasing near the front

of the border. Increased by seed

or by division.

M T i n a longifolia. — This

Thistle-like plant always com-

mands attention. The long spikes

of pretty, pale pink flowers are very

handsome above the graceful green

foliage. Easily raised from seed.

OrobUS luteus.—^This is a plant

with handsome foliage and long

racemes of tawny yellow or orange

flowers.

Polyanthus.—One of the most

popular of all spring flowers, and

one that succeeds wonderfully here.

It is desirable to have fine strains,

such as Storrie and Storrie's and The Munstead.

Besides giving large blooms and fine trusses,

the colours are both varied and beautiful.

Rudbeckia Autumn Glory.—A fine form of

the dwarf Rudbeckia, but, unfortunately, not very

hardy here. Best, therefore, treated as a biennial.

Saxitraga.—Many fine forms of this useful

plant are now to be had, the " Mossy " section

giving us such gems as bathoniensis, Wallacei,

Rhei superba, Guildford Seedling and trifurcata.

A packet of seed from a good source gives great

satisfaction.

Sisyrinchium grandiflorum.—This thrives ex-

ceedingly well here, and is always greatly admired.

Division at almost any time suits this plant.

Trillium.—A really fine plant. Succeeds best

in a rather moist position. C. Blair.

Preston House Gardens, Linlithgow.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Dahlia Bonfire (Collarette),

—

A. variety of

sterling merit, the clear geranium scarlet colour

rendering it very attractive. The flower is upwards

being of crimson purple and lined with yellow near

the throat. Shown by Messrs. Charlesworth and

Co., Hayward's Heath.

CULTURAL COMMENDATION.

Odontoglossum aspidorhinum.—A cultural

commendation was awarded to Mr. H. T. Pitt»

Rosslyn, Stamford Hill, for a delightfully flowered

example of Odontoglossum aspidorhinum, a grace-

ful and elegant species of a foot or so high

having inch-long, linear, yellow sepals spotted

crimson, and a small, piu"e white lip marked with

reddish crimson spots. It formed a considerable

attraction.

The foregoing novelties were before the Royal

HorticulturalSociety on August 15,

when the awards were made.

THK NEW COLLARETTE DAHLIA BONFIRE.
SCARLET.

COLOUR GLOWING

of 4^ inches across and, lifting well to the view, is

supported by i8-inch-long stems ; hence valuable

for decoration. From Messrs. Dobbie and Co.,

Edinburgh.

Cattleya Weedon aurea.—In this the sepals

are of a rosy mauve shade, the handsome goffered

lip of ruby crimson being freely pencilled with

yellow at the throat. From the Duke of Marl-

borough, Blenheim.

Laelio-Cattleya Serbia (L.-C. St. Gothard x

Cattleya Enid).—The large ovate sepals are of

a pronounced rosy hue, the lip, which is also large,

THE MIMULUS OF
DOV^DaLE

It is worth making the journey in

late July from North or South to

this secluded heart of England, if

only to see the glorious masses of

Mimulus luteus lighting up the rip-

pling waters of the Dove. In that

otherwise useful holiday com-

panion, " Wild Flowers Month by
Month," by Edward Step, F.L.S., it

is altogether omitted, but Babing-

ton includes it in his " Manual of

British Botany " as " an American

plant naturalised in many boggy
places." Whether a native or a
garden escape, it is at this time

the glory of the Dove, and seems

equally happy on marshy banks or

on islets of dibris in mid-stream,,

frequently submerged by the

current.

Curiously, the Mimulus of the

Dove has a few reddish brown spots,

or blotches (one very decided one-

on the lower lip) which give it great

distinction ; whereas the plant

growing equally luxuriantly in the-

Manifold, a tributary of the Dove^

is pure gold. Which variety is in;

the ascendant after the confluence-

of the two rivers I had no oppor-

tunity of discovering.

Propagation should be easy,,

as the Mimulus seeds very freely„

and one wonders if the owner of

that lovely Welsh " stream gar-

den " so charmingly described on,

August 5 has tried it there.

Other native wild plants that

gardeners worUd do well to con-

sider at this time (and I have read,

somewhere and believe that all

true gardeners should know and

love our British wild flowers) are the beautiful

rose pink Musk Mallow, the perforated St. John's

Wort (Hypericum perforatum), for sunny promon-

tories in the rock garden and the yellow Loosestrife

(Lysimachia vulgaris), which in good garden soil

attains a. height of from 4 feet to 5 feet and gives

an effective glow of rich Indian yellow before most

of the autumn yellow flowers begin. But—" a,

word to the wise is sufficient "—spare them in,

their native haunts ! I believe all these may be-

obtained from a good nurseryman.

Lanes. W. D.
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EARL BROWNLOW'S

GARDENS AT BELTON PARK

BELTON HOUSE, the Lincolnshire seat

of Earl Brownlow, stands in a well-

wooded park of over 600 acres, about

I three miles from Grantham. The house,

built in 1689 from designs by Sir

Christopher Wren, is approached by a beautiful

avenue of trees. The gardens are on the north

side of the house, and, through the courtesy of

Earl Brownlow, are frequently thrown open

to the public. In normal times floriculture is

carried out there to perfection, but in these

strenuous days there is naturally some falling off,

owing to shortage of labour and the husbanding

of resources for the successful prosecution of the

war. There are generally some novel features

to be seen at Helton. At the time of my visit

a very effective scheme of bedding was observed,

which consisted of a huge Prince of Wales' Feather,

cut, with clean, sharp edges, out of the lawn.

This was planted with mauve Violas and edged

with dwarf Box. When viewed from the eleva-

tion provided by the steps of the adjacent

Pahn-house, the effect was very fine. On the

opposite side of the Palm-house a geometrical

design, with bold, sweeping curves, was similarly

treated.

The sunk garden is circular, the beds being

grouped around a central Lily pond with orna-

mental fountain and an Ivy-clad pergola. As seen

from the higher ground, the scheme of colouring

and the graceful curves of the beds are

charming. Nearer the house and in front of its

elevated terrace are the ornamental gardens,

with large beds of the choicest flowering and

foliage plants. Here a number of statues on

pedestals are dotted about, and add to the beauty

BELTON PARK : THE CONSERVATORY.

of the scene. One bed in this portion of the

gardens was particularly effective. It was" a

large oval bed, in the centre of which was a huge

vase planted with Geraniums. Around the vase

were planted in profusion a number of Liliums,-

Hydrangeas, Verbenas, &c., with an appropriate

edging.

At the rear of the Palm-house are the Rose

gardens. There is always a fine display of

spring flowers at Belton, and these are succeeded

by bedding-out plants, which are usually at their

best in the months of July and August.

83, Aswell Street, Louth. H. Walker.

BELTON PARK : WATERFALL IN WILDERNESS.

THE EARLY TRENCHING OF
VACANT PLOTS

Where land is of a stiff nature—not actually

clay perhaps, but a near approach to it—and where

the natural drainage is not of the best, it is

sound policy to deeply trench at this season

any vacant plots which are to be occupied

during the winter with such crops as Cab-

bage, Onions, Spinach, Broad Beans, or

the like. By this means perfect drainage

for such crops is ensiured, and the work
is so much easier done when the soil is

dry.

Deeply trenched soil has many advan-

tages over that which is not so treated ; the

crops succeed so much better either in a

wet or a dry season, and perfect drainage

is ensiured, thus preventing the water-

logging of the roots, which gives a check

to the growth of the various subjects by the

inaction of the roots. In a dry season,

trenching conserves the moisture in the

soil, as it prevents the making of fissures

through which the moisture is extracted

by the sun's rays.

For the crops noted, manure should be

added liberally within a foot or so of the

surface, and the plants will benefit by its

presence. I do not advocate the use of

manure in the trenches a yard or so deep.

There, I think, it is wasted until the plot

is retrenched, when the manure is again

brought to the surface. Decayed vege-

table refuse, freshly gathered leaves and

wood-ashes are all valuable additions

to the soil during the operation of

trenching. E. M.
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THE F I G- L EAV E D
HOLLYHOCK

(ALTH^A FICIFOLIA)

THE
single yellow Fig-leaved Hollyhock is

certainly one of the most beautiful of its

race. Many prefer the

single forms to the mon-

strously doubled florists'

varieties now usually met with in

gardens, which entirely lack the

grace of contour exhibited by the

blossoms still to be found in some

cottage gardens, which have centres

of curving petals not too closely

doubled and clear guard petals. Of

the singles, Althaja ficifolia is to be

preferred to any, its flowers, of ex-

quisite shape, being of a delightful

clear pale yellow colour, .and the

plant is well worthy of inclusion in

the best herbaceous border. The

blossoms are from 3 inches to

4 inches across, of delicate texture

and very refined in appearance. The

leaves are large, palmate and

divided into from five to seven

lobes, and somewhat resemble those

of a Fig tree. From shortly after

midsummer until the late autumn

this Hollyhock creates a charming

picture in the garden, its tower-

ing stems, 8 feet and more in height,

being studded with clear-coloured

blossoms. Many aver that the

Hollyhock should be treated as an

annual, and that it is useless to

retain old plants ; but this particular

specimen has now occupied its

position for Over five years, and

annually throws up flower-stems

that show no sign of decreasing

\igour. It is also, apparently, not

so susceptible to the dreaded Holly-

hock disease as most of its family
;

for the plant in question has never

shown the slightest symptom of it,

though it must be said that no other

Hollyhocks are grown in the same

garden. Every year self-sown seed-

lings appear around the parent

plant, numbers of which have been

given away to those who did not

possess the plant. A. ficifolia

is a native, of Siberia, whence it

was introduced into this country

more than three hundred years

ago.

much admired some of the lavender and purple

shades. Neapolitan is a delicate soft lavender,

and Diadem a pretty mauve. Harold Carey is

a good purple and better, we thought, than the

very tall Titania, which is of paler hue. Two
^

very taking varieties were seen in Rosy lyiorn
;

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Leonard

EDITOR'S TABLE
New Pentstemons from Barnet.

From the Barnet nurseries of

Messrs. William Cutbush and

Son we have received a number of new seedling

Pentstemons, which we are bound to say form

an advance on the older type in size of bloom or

spike and in their brilliance of colour and freedom

of flowering. The Barnet nurseries must present

a scene of unusual splendour at the present time,

for we hear that there are over 1,500 plants now
in full bloom. Of the varieties sent, we very

Fruit Gathering.—It is impossible to lay

(old rose with white-throated flowers) and Mrs.
| ^^^^^ any hard and fast rule as to when fruit

Cutbush (a bold red, deeply lobed
! should be picked. Much depends upon the

district and season, but one way out

of the difficulty is to examine the

early kinds almost daily. A few

that will require attention are Pear
Jargonelle and Apples Langley
Pippin, Devonshire Quarrenden,
Lady Sudeley and Irish Peach.
Peaches should be examined care-

fully and picked before they become
too ripe.

Morello Cherries.—When the

trees have been cleared of their

fruit, it will be a suitable time to

remove all the surplus growth. This
will allow the remaining shoots to

ripen, and if carried out properly,

no further attention will be re-

quired. Do not overcrowd the
walls, and after the work is finished

give a thorough washing with some
insecticide.

Tlie Kitchen Garden.

Parsley.—Make a small sowing
of Parsley, selecting a piece of

ground where it will be convenient
to place a frame over it during the

winter months. Early sown plants

mav be cut down close to the soil

to produce sprays for winter use.

Onions.—The spring-sown crop
will soon be ready for harvesting,

and directly the bulbs are fully

matured they should be placed in

a cool, dry shed ready for a wet
day, when they can be tied up in

bunches and suspended.

Beetroots.—The early crop of

Beetroots may be lifted and stored

in dry sand or ashes, but the heaps
should not be too large, or they will

become heated. Later sowings may
be left until the Beetroots attain

the required size.

Tomatoes growing in the open
must have their foliage curtailed a

little and all side growths removed.
Every encouragement must be given

to assist in the ripening of the fruits

already set. Keep the roots well

supplied with water, and a slight

stimulant will be helpful.

Winter Vegetables.—Any vacant
space can be filled up with winter

Greens, while a line or two of

Leeks may also be planted. The
hoe should be kept going, so as to

kill all weeds before the apf roach

of winter.

The Flower Garden.

Hardy Annuals.—In favoured

localities where the soil is of a light,

sandv nature, many annuals may
now be sown to stand the winter.

Thev include Sweet Peas, Larkspur,

Shirlev Poppv, Nemophila insignis,

Candvtuft. Cornflower, Sweet Alys-

sum and others. Sow the seeds

thinly, and each seedling must be

given sufficient space to develop

sturdy growth.

Dahlias.—These should be given

strong stakes and the growths tied

in neatly. Remove all dead blooms and give

liquid manure, especially where the soil is poor.

Plants Under Glass.

Lachenalias.—These may now be potted in

a somewhat rich compost, as they pay for generous

treatment. In addition to being suitable for

pots they are excellent for baskets, placing

the bulbs so that the foliage will cover the

receptacle.

THE PALE YELLOW ALTH^A FICIFOLIA.

flower), while others that deserve special praise

are Rajah (a grand scarlet). Flambeau (brick red)

and Barbara Hope (another good red). These

are new varieties and were not, represented in the

recent trials at Wisley. So many new and improved

varieties have been raised just recently that we

look forward with interest to the time when we may

have another trial of these border flowers.
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Arum Lilies.—The plants that have been
rested in their pots should now have the old

soil shaken from their roots and be repotted in a

niixture of good loam, with a little leaf-mould,

sand and decayed manure added. Arrange the

plants in cold frames, and for a few weeks afford

water sparingly.

Malmaison Carnations.—The young layers

having been severed from the old plants, they

may now be potted up into 4-inch pots. Make
the soil fairly firm and give a good soaking oi

water. A shelf near the roof glass of a cool house
will suit them admirably.

Caladiums.—When the leaves show signs of

decaying, w-ater should be gradually withheld,

and tlien the corms will take a decided rest.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—The earliest batch of straw-

berries required for forcing are now rooting

freely in their fruiting pots, and the roots must
be kept well supplied with water. When the

pots are filled with roots, occasional doses

of weak liquid manure and soot-water
may be applied with , advantage. Give
each plant plenty of space, and remove
runners, dead leaves and weeds as they
appear. T. W. Briscoe.

(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

thinning the plants. A further batch of Pent-

stemon cuttings may also be taken now.

Summer - Flowering Chrysanthemums.—The
flower-buds of these are now beginning to open
and some stimulant may safely be given. Attend
in time to the supporting of the side shoots, as

damaging winds may be looked for at any time
now. If any of these plants are required for

transplanting while in flower, they should receive

some preparation beforehand, beginning by cutting

down one side of the roots with the spade and
repeating this on the other sides at intervals of

ten days. By this method the plants can be success-

fully moved for filling up exhausted beds in the

flower garden.

Lilium candidum.—It is seldom an advantage
to disturb this lovely hardy Lily ; some of the

finest specimens known have been growing con-

tinuously in the same spot for many years ; and
so long as they continue to thrive they should

be left alone, if possible. Where transplanting

is necessary, however, it should be done about

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—Owing to the lateness of the
season Onions are still in full growth.
The stems should be bent over to en-

courage the swelling of the bulbs, especially

with those having thick necks. As soon
as growth stops and the plants show signs

of natural ripening, they should be pulled

up and laid out to dry. Tlus must be
thoroughly done in order that the bulbs
will keep well through the winter. When
lifting the crop it is advisable to ease up
the roots with a digging fork, especially

the large specimens.

Spinach.—-A latest sowing of Winter
Spinach may still be made ; select a fine,

dry day for the purpose.

Potatoes.—^The second-early varieties

will now be suiEciently ripened, and these
should be lifted and stored, carefully

selecting for seed only good|samples from
plants showing the correct type. If these
are to be stored in pits they must be care-

fully dried. Tubers for table use should
not be placed in too large heaps, for at this

season they are liable to become heated,
which affects their quality.

General Work.—With much showery
weather there is generally an abundant
crop of weeds, so that every effort is

necessary to keep these in check ; and
although other departments may have to
suffer from lack of labour, the kitchen
garden should be the first to receive
attention. Keep the hoe going regularly
on dry days. Peas and other early
crops that are over should be cleared away at

once, as much of this vegetable matter soon
becomes offensive. Pea stakes when pulled
up should be iselected, and only those fit for

future use stored. This saves much labour
at the time they are again required. Spruce
branches are the most economical to use, as they
last much longer than any other sort. Late
lines of Peas should be given all the air and light

possible if the lines are dispersed throughout
the vegetable quarters. Potato haulm should be
turned back. Large Cabbage leaves encroaching
too much shQuld be trimmed back, so that the
Peas get the maximum of light.

The Flower Garden.

Propagating.—It is now about time to com-
mence the propagation for stock of a number
of tender bedding plants, such as Lobelia, Iresine,
Heliotrope and Ageratum. These should be
dibbled into boxes of light soil surfaced with
sharp sand, and placed in a shady pit until rooted.
Continue also to put in cuttings of Geraniums,
as soon as these can be obtained without unduly

THE LATE LORD REDESDALE.

this time. Place the bulbs about 4 inches deep
in good sound loam in a position where if will

not be necessary to disturb them for a long time.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Gooseberry and Red Currant Bushes that
have been cleared of fruit and the nets removed
will be greatly benefited if a portion of the young
wood is removed so that light and air will penetrate
to all parts. The ground underneath should be
well hoed and raked.

Raspberries.—Directly the fruit has been
gathered, all the old fruiting wood should be
removed, cutting it down to the base so that the
young growth receives the benefit of full exposure
to sun and air. Thin out the young wood as

well, leaving only sufficient for tying in for next
season's fruiting. This should have some sort' of

temporary support to prevent breakage. If a few
suckers have been left well away from the root-

stocks for forming new plantations, these shouM
remain where they are to mature their grov th.

but should be removed as early as possible after-

wards.

Apples.—Early dessert varieties, such as Irish

Peach, Margaret and White Joaneting, are best
when used direct from the trees, as they do not
improve when stored. The same may be said

of Pears Jargonelle and Clapp's Favourite, but
these should be quite ripe before being gathered.

A good test of ripeness is to lift the fruits gently
to a horizontal position, when, if ripe, they become
detached from the tree.

Plants Under Glass.

Lily of the Valley.—Retarded crowns at this

season come very quickly into flower, and on
that account they are a great advantage where
a sudden demand for flowers is anticipated.
Arrangements should be made for a weekly de-
livery of crowns. These should be potted up on
arrival, placed in a cold frame, given a soaking of

water and shaded from the sun for a few days,
after which they may be moved to the greenhouse
or warmer quarters, according to necessity.

Poinsettias.—Cuttings of these put in last

month will now require potting on. A rich loam
should be provided; the temperature and
partial shade of a Melon- house suit them
when newly potted.

Malmaison Carnations.—The earliest-

rooted layers should now be ready for pot-
ting. Use a good heavy loam with soot and
lime rubble, and pot firmly. Stand the
pots on an ash bottom in a cool pit, if

possible, and shade from the sun on bright
days. Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)
Glamis Castle, N.B.

OBITUARY
LORD REDESDALE.

BY
the death of Lord Redesdale,

which occurred at Batsford Park

in the Cotswolds on August 17,

I horticulture loses one of its most

picturesque and ardent devotees

of the last half century. He will long

be remembered in horticultural literature

for that excellent work, "The Bamboo
Garden," published in 1896, following a

series of papers on the subject published

in The Garden. His great enthusiasm

for this beautiful family of plants is

revealed in this work ; it is a complete

and careful study containing valuable in-

formation about planting as well as the

economic importance of the Bamboo.

His friendship with the late Sir Joseph

Hooker enhanced his interest in collecting

and cultivating outdoor plants, and his

beautiful garden at Batsford Park is

a reflection of his good taste and

wide knowledge. His interest was by no

means confined to the Bamboo, for he cultivated

many rare and little-known plants with marked

success, and he proved by experiment that many
unexpected plants would stand the rigours of our

peculiar climate. His success in this direction

was all the more remarkable as his garden was

situated in an unfavourable position on the eastern

verge of the Cotswolds. Here he grew over forty

species of Bamboos, most of them natives of Japan,

China and the Himalayas. The cultivation of

little-known plants that he had seen during a

long and active life in other lands was one of Ids

great interests in his later years. The sixty-second

volume of The Garden was dedicated to him.

WILLIAM YEATS BAKER.
We learn with regret of the death, on the loth inst.,

after a long illness, of Mr. W. Yeats Baker of

Aspen House, Streatham Hill. Mr. Baker was
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formerly proprietor of the Thames Bank Ironworks

Company, Limited, horticultural engineers. He
was keenly interested in the work of the Gardeners'

Roj'al Benevolent Institution and subscribed

generously to this charity, also faithfully serving

on the committee for nearly forty years. The
funeral took place at Christ Church, Streatham, the

interment being made in Norwood Cemetery.

EDITORIAL NOTICES

Every department of horticulture is represented in The
Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon ivhich they wish expert advice.
The Editor welconies photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible ior their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he unll endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.
As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asJcs that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly itnderstood that only the actual photo-
grapher or oioner of the copyright will he treated loith.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions whi^h he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The GARDEN ivill alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—T;;^ Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. A II communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side o1 the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-ivool , and Houering
shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
SEEDLING CARNATION FOR OPINION {A. E. S.).-~

Tbe blooms are of a wry commonplace white, wtli no
distinctive featiu-es. It is not as yood as some of tliose
already on the market, such as Furthest North, Bookliam
White and Prairie Pclle.

GERANIUM FLOWERS TO NAME {T. D.).~lt is an
exceedingly difficult matter to name florists' flowers,
and by far the most satisfactory plan is to send the flowers
to some firm that makes a speciality of these plants, and
where they can be compared with growing examples.
In any case, owing to the rough handling through the
post, the flowers were reduced to such a state that it was
quite impossible to identify any of them.

UTILISING PINK TILES {Bibernia).~-Yo\\ might
utilise the tiles by introducing them into some already
existing formal design, as the number—200—would be
insufficient in itself for anything on a more pretentious
scale. For garden work generally, however, the colour
is against them, and would be found to clash mth many
things. You might, of course, use them for the floor of
a garden-house or hut, though even here we should
prefer something of a more restful nature. We recret
we do not know of a book likely to be of any assistance.

CROWN IMPERIALS {Mauve Poppy).—It you are
interested in these plants, the seeds are certaiidy worth
saving, and, if sown soon after ripening, usually vegetate
freely during the ensuing spring. Sow thinly in pans
or boxes in order that the seedlings may have room to
develop, the transplanting of these" bulbous-rooted
subjects in the growing state not being desirable. After
flnishing the first season's growth—a very short one in
these plants—and died down, you should replant in
similar receptacles with more room for another year

,

after which, when dormant, they may be given a prepared
spot in the open. Some sow the seeds in shallow drills
in the open, though vegetation is less good and progress
slower. Cool greenhouse or frame treatment during the
first two years is best. In no case would you get a repre-
sentative flowering much under six years, though a few
bulbs may flower before that time. Once a start has

been made, it requires but a few anmial sowings to secure
a good stock of bulbs valuable alike for border or woodland.
ABOUT YUCCAS (Seaside).—As soon as your Yucca

flowers fade, cut the flower-stem down to iWtbin 12 inches
or IS inches of the base ; then, when it dies, cut it away
altogether. One or more new branches -Hill be formed
next year from the stem just below the base of the flower-
spike, or perhaps such g^o^^"ths may have been formed
this year. They will flower as soon as they are strong
enough, but that may not be for several years. A large,
old plant with a number of branches may flower almost
every year, for it will bear branches of all ages, from quite
young ones to those of flowering age ; but plants with
few branches often miss one or more years between
producing flowers. As tlie head becomes hea\7, watch
the plant carefully, and if you observe a tendency for it

to fall over, secure it to a stout stake. Hea\1Iy branched
Yuccas are very liable to be broken by ^vind. Should
a branch be unfortunately broken off, it may be u?ed
as a cutting, Kemove some of the Iowit leaves and place
it in a pot of sandy loam and leaf-mould in a close frame
until rooted ; then plant it out in the ordinary' way. Your
plant will not require any special treatment, providing
it is planted in moderately good soil.

DAHLIAS FAILING IN WINTER (D. TF., Surrey).—
The lateness of lifting, in conjunction with storing the
tubers while damp in a doubtful frost-proof loft, are
doubtless responsible for the losses you have sustained.
In all probability the actual mischief was done before
the plants were lifted, though you do not say how late
that was done. Late last autumn we had severe frost
and snow, and any plants then in the open, particularly
shallow-planted ones, would be sure to suffer. If not
convenient to lift them when flrst cut dovTi by frost, the
plants should be protected by doubling their o^ti tops
over them or in some other way. Do not cut them
down, as, the stems being hollow, the frost gains ready
access to the crowns, and in this way much damage may
be done by one night's frost. Planted 6 inches below
ground, the plants would be safe till mid-November from
any frost usually experienced. The rational way, how-
ever, would be to lift them as soon as their season's work
in the garden is completed, removing them to a frost-
proof shed to thoroughly dry before storing them away.
A cool, frost-proof cellar is a good place. \Miile the
plants can hardly be too dry when stored, the drying
should not be of so excessive a nature as to cause the
tubers to shrivel rapidly. If the loft is the only place
of storage you possess, the tubers would be safer if placed
in a wooden box and covered with Cocoanut fibre or
similar material.

CARNATION CALYCES SPLITTING (A- S., Shanghai).—
A correspondent writes from China to enquire the reason
of Carnation calyces splitting ; so that they e%idently liave
their calyx troubles in China as well as' in Europe and
America ! The fact is, the abnormal splitting of a Carna-
tion calyx may arise from a variety of reasons, either
from root or atmospheric conditions. The splitting of
the calyx is a common result of sudden changes of tem-
perature, too high an artificial heat or ^^ hen the temperature
is too cold. For instance, if the cultivator in winter kept
his plants at the proper day temperature of about 50°
I'ahr. and maintained the proper ventilation, but then
let the temperature at night drop to about 33°, he might
expect split calyces. Nothing is more productive of
split calyces than insufficient ventilation. To sum up,
split calyces are the result of sudden changes of culti-
vation. Presuming that winter conditions in China are
similar to those in this country (although probably we
have still less sun), tlie plants should have a little

lower temperature during dull days, say, 4° or 5" less,

but always with a little ventilation. There is one thing,
however, with which the cultivator may console himself.
In this country, at least, it is quite normal for certain
varieties to split their calyces in winter ; Carola may be
mentioned as one of them. This variety has so many
petals to open that the sunless days of winter do not
permit them to unfold quickly enough, so that the splitting
of the calyx is Nature's own way of helping the flower to
develop. There arc several others, such as the large and
beautiful group known as the Enchantress family; these
and varieties like them frequently split after the middle
of the winter. Many growers now use small wire or
rubber rings on such fiowers, which hold the blooms together
so that the split is unseen.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN CLIMBER iAntrim).—The specimen sent

for determination is Vitis striata, sometimes called Vitis
sempervirens. It can be increased by layers put down
at any period of the year, or by cuttings of short shoots
inserted in sandy soil in a close frame any time dimng
summer. It would not be advisable to attempt to
increase the stock by division of tlu- rootstock.

YELLOW FLOWERING SHRUB (M. L. E., Borkinn).—
The branch sent is that of Cornus capitata, which is

synonymous with Benthamia fragifera, otherwise
Bentham's Cornel or Strawberry Tree. It will grow
to a heicht of 30 feet to 40 feet in Cornish gardens and
South-West Ireland, and the yellow flowers are followed
by fleshy, Strawberry-shaped, crimson fruits. The fruits

are seen at their best in October and November. Belonging
to the Natural Order Cornacece, it is not, as you suppose,
of the Hibiscus family.

STANDARD TREE LUPINES (H. W. S.).—To secure the
finer effects the Lupine gives when gro%vn in standard
form, the plants should Ise grown from seeds or raised
from cuttings. Seeds Ho^vn in spring would be best,

land, selecting the more vigorous seedlings, grow them
' to a single stem to the height desired. All that is necessary

is the staking and tying of the plants in order to keep
them erect, and the suppression of all lateral or axillary
shoots—by rubbing them out witli finger and thuml>^
as they appear on the stems. With the desired height
of stem attained, the point of gro-n-lh should be removed,
thereafter directing attention to the forming of a head
or bush at the summit of the stem. This is best done
by pinching or stopping the growths when a few inches
long and the discouraging of flower-spikes, should any
appear. By retaining the axillary gro^\'tlls on the last
6 inches or 8 inches of the stem, a sufficient number of
breaks—young gro^rths—should app{'ar after the stopping
of the main stem to form a good head, and these, once
stopped as suggested above, will assit^t the object in view.
If very tall—4 feet or 5 feet—stems are desired, the seed
sowing should be done quite early in the year.

LEPTOSPERMUM TO NAME AND TREATMENT
REQUIRED {Miss £.).—The Leptospermum M-nt is

L. Nicholsii, a variety of tlie wtll-kno\Yn L. scoparium.
This last is a native of a considerable tract of countrj'
in Australia and New Zealand, where it is known by the
popular name of " Manuka." Generally the flowers are
white, with at times a slight reddish or lilac suffusion,
whereas in L. Nicholsii they are richly coloured. It is

certainly a very desirable shrub, which at the International
Horticultural Exhibition in 1912 was awarded the cup
for the best new plant in the show. In common with
many other natives of New Zealand it will thrive as an
outdoor shrub in the favoured parts of these islands,
such as along the South and West Coasts, the South-West
of Scotland, and in many parts of Indand. At Kew the
protection of a wall is necessary for it. In your district

it should succeed as a shrub in the op^n ground, particu-
larly if it is planted in a sheltered situation. It does best
in a well-drained, fairly sandy loam. In districts where
it is not hardy it forms a delightful subject for the embeliish-
ment of the greenhouse or conservatory. Under such
conditions it will thrive in a mixture of loam, peat and
sand, and may be stood outside during the summer months.
The genus Leptospermum is not known by any other
name, and is to be found in most books of reference. Tbe
typical L. scoparium ^^'as introduced as long ago as 1772.

ROSE GARDEN.
BLACK ROSES (R. A. M. C.).—The nearest Rose to this

colour is Chateau de Clos Vougeot. It is a fine, very dark
variety, and well wortli growing.

PRUNING PENZANCE BRIAR HEDGE {Miss B.).—
You can trim the hedge into shape now and shorten the
top if it is growing too high. In order to keep the base
of the hedge bushy, it is well to cut down to the ground one
or two of the older growths each winter. We do not
advise doing this now,

ROSE FOLIAGE DISEASED (3/. ii.).—The foliage

sent is badly affected with orange fungus, and you should
have all the foliage that falls burnt. If the tree is well
sprayed with Bordeaux mixture, you will check tbe
disease ; but if it is only one tree aflected, it might be
advisable to destroy it. 'Unfortuuatcly, quite a number
of our Hybrid Perpetual Koses become disfigured by this

fungus towards autumn, and the best plan is to spray
well and frequently such Roses before the fungus obtains
any great hold.

ROSE FOLIAGE ATTACKED BY SMALL GREEN
CATERPILLAR {E. S. J'.).—Your Roses are badly
infested with the Rose slugrworm. You should spray
early in June and again now witli nicotine wash or
Hellebore wash. It is best to commence even earlier and
continue at frequent intervals. You will find recipes for

these washes in the " Enemies of the Rose," published
by the Secretary, National Rose Society, 25, Victoria
Street, London, S.W.

DARK ROSE FOR MASSING {R. F. C.).— Chateau de
Clos Vougeot is the darkest Rose we have that is at all

suitable for- massing. There are other deep crimsons,
such as Louise Lilia, a darker form of General JMacarthur

.

which is excellent. Edward Mawley is also good, bui
neither of these comes up to the blackish colour of Chateau
de Clos Vougeot. Hadley, a new variety, has been very
fine with us. Its blooms are very shapely and at times
a lovely blackish crimson, but it has a tendency to turn
purplish. It is, however, a very fine Rose and well worth
a trial.

ROSES AND LIME {Seaside).—There is no need to
dress your Rose beds annually pr even triennially

with lime ; in fact, it would be harmful to lime them too

often. If you took a little soil to a local cliemist, he would
be able to tell you whether the soil still contained a fair

amount of lime or not. If the lime seemed to be scarce,

then give a dressing ; but if the soil contained a fair

amount of lime, leave it alone. A little bone-meal, given
e\-ery second year, would do good, and an annual surface-

dressing of decayed farmyard manure, applied early in

fllay, would be beneficial ; this manuring, however, you say
is attended to. As the beds were made up \vith top-spit

soil from a meadow, they ought not to be in poor condition.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CACTI (E. £.).—Jtessrs. Ellison of West Bromwich

used to issue a good illustrated catalogue of Cacti, but
it has, we believe, been discontinued since the war. A
copy, however, might be available. We should say
that the outgro'wths represented in your sketch are side

branches. It may be an Opuutia. A book on Cacti

that we can thoroughly recommend is " Cacti for

Amateurs," by William Watson, Ctirator, Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew. The name of the Fern is Davallia
dissecta.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
A RECENT issue of the Kew Bulletin is

/% devoted entirely to brief descriptions of

/ % new garden plants recorded in English

/~~^ and foreign horticultural and botanical
* •publications during 1915. This list affords

a great deal of information, with references

to the publications from which it is compiled,

and although some of the published names

are doubtfully correct, the Kew list is of great

assistance to the maintenance of a correct

nomenclature. The publication is welcome, and

we are pleased to note that a descriptive list

is to be issued in the Kew Bulletin each >ear.

Rosa Pissardi. —
Although this fragrant

white Rose and its

pink variety are still

flowering freely, it

shotild not be forgotten

that they flower both

early and late. Rosa

Pissardi, illustrated on

another page\ of this

issue, hails from the

Caspian region, and is

said to be a hybrid of

Rosa moschata. The
fjowers have the sweet

Musk-like scent belong-

ing to this group, but

they show their hybrid

origin by blooming

throughout the season.

The pink variety is

very vigorous, growing

as rampantly as any

of the old Ayrshires.

The white is more

moderate in growth,

but the blooms are

larger and more'
abundant. It makes
an excellent pillar
Rose with its pretty

light green foliage and its large corymbs of pure

white flowers and tiny pink buds.

Hybrid Californian Tree Poppies.^The beauti-

ful Romneya Coulteri, which is now flowering in

many gardens, is much better known than the

comparatively rare R. trichocaly.x. The two

species are much alike, but the buds of the new-

comer are clothed with bristly hairs, while those

of the former are smooth. These two. species

have been crossed by Mr. W. H. B, Fletcher of

Aldwick Manor, Bognor, who sent hybrids and
parents for comparison to a recent meeting of the

s:ientific committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society with the following note :
" It will be noticed

that the -buds of the hybrids are intermediate,

having traces of the bristly hairs of R. tricho-

caly.x and the more egg-shaped form and especially

the apiculate sepals of Coulteri. When the plants

are seen in a row, as at my brother's vicarage

garden near Chichester, the tint of the foliage

of the cross-breds differs greatly from that of

R. Coulteri."

Is Romneya Coulteri Self-Sterile ?—Mr.

Fletcher also makes the following interesting

observations on the cross-pollination of Rom-
neyas : " So far as my experience goes, the

"E. V. B."—The Hon. Mrs. Richard Boyle,

author of that charming book, " Days and Hours
in a Garden," passed away recently at Brighton

at the advanced age of ninety-one. Mrs. Boyle,

who devoted much of her time to the garden at the

Manor of Hunterconibe, was a writer of great

charm and refinement. Best known to the public

under the initials " E. V. B.," her writings

brought happiness to many homes and gardens.

Seed in Tapes.^The letter from an Italian

reader, issue August 19, page 402, suggesting

that English seedsmen should try this new method
of sowing seeds, has brought a letter from a

new firm, the British

Seedtape, Limited, who,

as manufacturers of

Seedtape, claim forit the

following advantages

:

The seeds come as far

as possible from the

best English growers,

are carefully selected

and have at least a

90 per cent, germina-

tion guarantee. By
S'pecial machinery

they are accurately

spaced along specially

prepared tape and

fastened in place. This

tape is moistened with

fish glue, which supplies

a small amount of

fertilising matter at

the exact place where

it is wanted. The
paper also acts as a

wick and draws mois-

ture to the seed. No
seeds are wasted, as

the plants are correctly

spaced and none are

thrown away in thin-

ning the rows. Labour

Romneyas do not set seed unless artificially cross- t of planting is greatly reduced. Unskilled labour

pollinated. I have grown R. Coulteri for between
twenty and thirty years, but never had any fruit

set, until in 1913 I was able to use the pollen of

R. trichocalyx for the first time. The flowers

which are cross-pollinated bear fruit with the

utmost freedom. Though the two forms are

with me planted in actual contact, neither insect

nor wind has the slightest effect in crossing

them. I find R. trichocalyx to produce pollen

very freely, but R. Coulteri much more spar-

ingly." The fragrant Romneya Coulteri is flower-

ing well this year.

THE CALIFORNIAN TREE POPPY, ROMNEYA COULTERI.

can be used. Every plant has a chance to grow

at its best, instead of being checked by its fellows.

The British Seedtape, Limited, 14 and 15, Cockspur

Street, London, S.W., conclude by making the

following offer: "It will give us much pleasure

to send a sample length of Seedtape to any reader

of The Garden who sends his address and mentions

your valued paper."

*#* Owing to the shortacje of paper, readers who have not

already done so are asked to order The Garden to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus

obviate the zvaste consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the econojnt/ campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

"Flowering Plants for Shady Places."

—

May I suggest that the following plants might

possibly do fairly well in the situation described

under the above heading, issue August 12, page

395 ? Solidago (Golden Rod) in variety, Anemone
japonica, Chrysanthemtmi uliginosum and Thalic-

trum aquilegifolium. These grow freely with me
under very similar conditions, but the blooms

of the Japanese Anemone are never very large,

and the Thalictrum has a tendency to become

leggy. The Golden Rods (S. Virgaurea, serotina

and Shortii) are the most satisfactory of all. Some
of the commoner sorts of Michaelmas Daisies

A HEAVY CROP OF MAY QUEEN POTATO
BERKSHIRE GARDEN.

would succeed, I think, but I have not tried them.

I have, however, had very good results from

the double variety of the Greater Celandine

{Chelidonium majus fl.-pl.), which blooms well

in almost complete shade and dry, poor soil.-

—

D P. B.

My Best Roses.—it may interest some of

your readers to know that out of 160 Rose trees

planted last autumn in a small garden in Maida

Vale, Gustav Grunerwald is by far the most

satisfactory. I have three plants, all in a bad

position, where they get only the late afternoon

sun, yet they all three do well. George Dickson,

in a good position, promises to do equally well.

After these come Hugh Dickson, Caroline Testout

and Grace Molyneux. Mme. Isaac Pereire and

Conrad F. Meyer have made vigorous growth

but have not flowered, as they were hard pruned

in the spring.

—

Maida Vale.

An Early Potato of Good Repute.—The
varieties of first-early Potatoes are now so numerous

that one finds difficulty in making a choice. More-

over, the varieties yield varying results on different

soils. To those who have not the convenience

of testing many varieties, owing to limited space,

I would strongly recommend the variety Sutton's

May Queen, shown in the accompanying illus-

tration. This Potato still maintains its great

reputation for earlmess that it won on being

introduced into commerce. It is of handsome

appearance and unusually prolific ; the flesh is

white and of very fine quality. The haulm is

very distinct and, being dwarf, the variety is

adaptable for warm borders and small gardens

or for forcing in frames. Although an earh

Potato in the true sense, it has, moreover, the

merit of keeping well.—A. G. Nichols, Oakfield

Gardens, Mortimer.

Pea Goldfinder.—Of Peas grown

for utility, I have found for many
years this variety most productive

and in every way desirable, not

only as regards flavour, but in its

cropping qualities and its power of

constitution in resisting mildew as a

late variety. In height it grows 6 feet,

sometimes more, according to cultural

conditions, but the huge crop of pods

it bears is sufficient compensation for

the extra height it reaches. The
pods generally are not more than

4 inches long, but they are tightly

crammed with seven or eight Peas as

a rule. I do not know the date of

introduction, but I believe Messrs.

R. Veitch and Son of Exeter sent it

out, as I know it is a Devonshire

variety. A friend there used to grow

this variety only the whole season,

and with success.—E. M.

The Rationale ol Fruit Tree

Planting.—The closing paragraphs

of Mr. Jenkins' dissertation
prompts one to make a few-

remarks on this important sub-

ject. In moving about country

districts, one is apt to say there

is no necessity to demonstrate

the wrong and the right methods

of growing fruit trees at Wisley

or elsewhere, because in actual

practice one sees plenty of such

improper examples of culture.

The inexperienced person who
wishes to plant an orchard or

grow fruit in other sites makes two mistakes

when he commences: (i) He is afraid of the

expense or trouble in making proper preparation

for the planting of the trees
; (2) he wishes to

be so economical that he must have a crop of

grass at once as well as the fruit trees. He thinks

it is an absolute waste of time and space to give

up so much room to fruit trees ; he must have

the grass for his goats, his sheep, his pony or

donkey, and, of course, his fowls. He scoops

out a hole 2 feet in diameter, sticks in the tree,

allows the grass to grow as quickly as possible

close up to the stem of the tree, and wonders

why the tree does not thrive ! At one time I

was in favour of preparing stations some 6 feet

in diameter and 3 feet deep. Experience, however,

teaches me that the land should be trenched en-

tirely, or certainly the stations should be annually

extended outside the rooting area, until the whole

IN A

of the space the trees occupy has been dealt with.

Laud deeply trenched is favourable to free growth,

and when trees have become thoroughly estab-

lished the grass may be allowed to come within

a yard of the stem, but the longer the entire surface

is kept free from grass the better it is for the trees.

It is not purely a question of the grass robbing

the trees of moisture that they do not succeed

in ill-prepared soil, but it is owing to the fact

that the roots do not ramify sufficiently to ensure

freedom of growth, which is the precursor of

perfect health if all other conditions are of the

right character. Mr. Jenkins mentions in his

closing paragraph the growing of Apple trees

on lawns. There he opens the door to further

discussion and an alteration in the methods
adopted to induce the trees to grow satisfactorily.

Closely kept lawns do not absorb so much moisture

as where the grass is allowed to grow long, as

in the case of making hay. Sufficiently large

holes should be prepared on a lawn preparatory to

planting, say, 10 feet in diameter, and the turf

kept from the stems of the trees for the first two
years to the extent of a yard. If this space of

bare earth is objectionable, low-growing flowering

plants might be grown in summer, with bulbs

in spring, without detriment to the growth of

the fruit trees, because facilities would still be
provided for supplying the roots with moisture.

With care, Apple trees may then be cultivated

on lawns with a distinct prospect of success.

—

E. .M.

I was much interested in the article on
this subject by Mr. E. H. Jenkins and the

illustrations on pages 408 and 409, issue

August 19. Nearly thirty years ago some Apple
trees were planted in a nice sheltered position

in a field in the southern part of Hampshire.

Only a few feet of ground were trenched in the

grass for each tree. In a few years' time the

grass had grown up to the stems of the trees,

and the latter were in a dying condition. The
soil was light and gravelly. In another case in the

same district, the soil clayey, the young trees were

planted in trenched ground, the whole being

cultivated. They did remarkably well till, about

five years afterwards, the soil was " grassed."

From that date the trees failed, and would have
been very unprofitable if the head-gardenei

had not dug up the soil again. In two other

gardens in the same district fruit trees were planted

in trenched, cultivated land, and their progress

was such that root-pruning had to be done, in

some instances every alternate year, and in others

every third year. I have had similar personal

experience in Lancashire, Cheshire, Warwick-

shire and Hampshire, counties wide apart and
with varying soils. One good cultivator told

me that his experience was that none, not

even old trees, did as well with grass grow-

ing right up to the stems as those where the

soil was bared and judiciously worked. Intend-

ing planters should take note of the facts

given in the article referred to, and benefit

accordingly.—G. G.

The illustrations in the issue for August 19,

pages 408 and 409, will, I trust, do more than

pages of writing has effected in the past to

convince people that grass is injurious to fruit

trees. Mr. Spencer Pickering proved this years

ago by the experiments at Ridgmont. We
most of us knew it ; but some of us, like Mr.

Jenkins, thought that the absorption of moisture

by the grass roots was the chief evil. Mr. Pickering

thinks that the grass gives off a toxin which poisons
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the fruit trees ; and certainly trees planted under

a coating of cement to keep them dry did not

suffer to nearly the same extent as those did under

grass. Apples worked upon a surface-rooting

stock like the Paradise suffer more than those

growing upon the deeper-rooting Crab or free

stock, and we all know that on certain soils

standards on Crab will floiurish and produce fine

fruit in grass orchards ; but, even so, they should

be planted upon cultivated land at the start,

which may subsequently be laid down to grass,

provided, first, that the land is really good and

suited to Apples, and, secondly, that it is grazed

by young cattle or sheep fed with oil cake. A
mown orchard is an orchard on the way to ruin,

and, when all is said, I much
prefer a cultivated orchard.

—

A. H. Pearson, Lowdham.

Musa Cavendishii at the

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.

The plant of the well-known

Banana, iMusa Cavendishii, seen in

the accompanying illustration is

remarkable for the very rapid and

satisfactory growth it has made
in a short time. It seems hardly

credible that in the autumn of

last year it was a tiny sucker taken

from its parent plant. In March
it was planted in a brick receptacle

2| feet square and placed in the

large tank where Victoria Regia

and other tropical aquatics are

known to thrive so well. It

should be mentioned that the

Banana has been treated through-

out with Wellsons' Manure, which

has been a great help to it in

making this luxuriant growth and

leafage. It only remains to be

seen if it will produce fruit in

proportion to its size, and there

seems every reason to anticipate

that it will do so.

—

Botanicus.

Unsalting of Preserved Beans.

The unsalting process of preserved

green Beans does not appear to be

generally understood. The Beans

must be thoroughly washed in one

or two waters, or in running

water on a sieve before cooking.

This washing completely removes

the salt adhering to the surface and

a part of that which has pene-

trated inside the Beans. This,

however, is not enough. The
water, by osmosis, cannot take

away at once the whole of the

salt contained in the Beans,

because when it contains as much
salt as the Beans the osmosis process stops.

Therefore the water must be changed and fresh

water used again and again until the Beans are

sweet. Another well-known fact is that water

dissolves the greatest quantity of salt at 33°

Centigrade ; moreover, warm water penetrates

the Beans quicker than cold, therefore the Beans

are put on the iire fn water, and, long before cooking,

this water is again poured off through a sieve.

Generally this is done twice. After this the

Beans are quite sweet and can be cooked.—H. V.

Gentiana Kurroo.—^The illustration on page 403,

issue August 19, of this beautiful and rare Hima-
layan kind recalls the occasion of my first making
its acquaintance in the then new rock garden of

the late Mr. Whitehead when residing at Bickley,

Kent. That was in August or September, 1880,

when the species was quite new to cultivation,

it having been, according to " Nicholson's Dic-

tionary of Gardening," introduced in 1879. At

Bickley it was grown in an open position in peat

and loam, and, regarded as a moisture-loving

kind, was treated accordingly. Since first meeting

it I have seen it only a few times, and the plant

has always been rare in cultivation. The treat-

ment meted out to it at Aldenham, as recorded

by Mr. H. Craven, of " peat, loam and ample

moisture at the roots," agrees with that given

at Bickley. Granite chips for high alpine vegeta-

tion in those days, however, were not the vogue
;

THE INTRODUCTION OF
THE FLORIST'S AURICULA

MUSA CAVENDISHII MAKING LUXURIANT GROWTH IN ITS FIRST YEAR.

but if Mr. Craven finds them a success, no further

proof is needed. The most interesting part of

your correspondent's note, however, is that the

plant " does not seem at all difficult to grow,

flowering about the third year from seed "
; hence

it is to be hoped that he will persist in raising

seedlings, so that gardens may be enriched by
scores or hundreds of plants of a beauty so rare

instead of having to be content with individuals

at rare intervals as now. The rosette of charac-

teristically narrow linear leaves, trailing stems and
flowers are well shown in the illustration, and So

distinct withal that no lover of alpines, once he

has seen the true plant, is likely to forget it.—
E. H. Jenkins.

IT
is suggested by the writer of the article

under the above heading, page 392, issue

August 12, that the reference I made to

Solomon Page's famous Auricula Champion
would be enhanced if the date of introduc-

tion were given. I do not think that in the case

of most of the very oldest florists' flowers such

information is possible. I know of no records

available where details of the raiser and date of in-

troduction are given. Such details are only to be

found of later productions. The

most that can be ascertained in

many cases is the first mention

that can be found of any par-

ticular variety in sonie of the old

florists' books. In the case of

Solomon Page's Champion, I

find it mentioned as early as

1815 in the first edition of Emmer-
ton's "Treatise of the Auricula."

How long before that date it was

raised I cannot tell.

There is in my possession an

old catalogue of florists' flowers

offered for sale by the famous

Haddocks of Walworth. It is

dated 1792, and under the head-

ing of Auricula no variety bearing

Page's name appears. By some of

his compeers Maddock was not con-

sidered to be so accomplished a

cultivator as others, but he evi-

dently had a very comprehensive

collection of Auriculas at that time,

there being no fewer than 350 to

400 sorts in his list. The raisers'

names in the possessive case precede

the varietal names, as was the

custom in those days. Buckley,

Bury, Chorlton, Clegg, Dickinson,

Foden, Gorton, Grimes, Grundy,

Harrison, Hervey, Hoyle, Hughes,

Maddock, Metcalfe, Potts, Slater,

Stretch, Taylor, Wilkinson and

others were raisers who had each

obtained quite a number of seed-

lings. From this it would seem

probable that Page's Champion

first saw the light between 1792

and 1815, but that is not certain,

because Page may not have sup-

plied his flowers to Maddock.

The mention of the Grand

Paisant reminded me of the in-

terest that the old French florists

took in this very popular flower. A hurried

search through my old French Auricula books

reveals the fact that very few named varieties

are given in them. In one of the oldest
—

" Con-

noissance et culture parfaite des Belles Fleurs,"

published in Paris in 1696—we read that although

the Auricula is French, they were not the first

people to be acquainted with its beauties. " We
must render justice," says the author, " to whom
it is due. The Flemings are much more attached

to it than we are." Lille was evidently a town

famous in those days for florists' flowers, and the

%vriter says that after having purchased Auriculas

from that place and sown the seed, the French

were then as rich in their collections as the
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Flemings. It must be remembered that when

French floricultural writers talk about Flemings,

they more often than not mean the French

Flemings in and around Lille, then usually spelt

L'isle. That part of Flanders was ceded to the

French in the seventeenth centrury.

In another interesting old work on the Auricula,

published in 1732, the author gives a list of the

names of the most celebrated cultivators and

the places of their residence. Paris, Abbeville,

Amiens, Neele, Chauny, Noyon, Soissons, Laon,

Val St. Pierre, St. Quentin, Cambray, Douay,

Lille, Ypres and Mondidier are specially named.

According to this writer, the Auricula is divided

into three sections, " les Pures, les Panachees

ou Tracees & les Bizarres." These divisions

are defined, and later we learn that the new

bizarres are those that came from England. The

few names of varieties given are L'Affriquain

(1731), Cyrus (1729), Persee (1731), Passe-dominani

(1731), Le Brillant '1730) and Bizard du Monde

(1730). These old French Auricula growers placed

their plants in what they termed a "theatre,"

a place something similar in construction to that

set up by the old German Carnation-growers.

It was really a series of step slielves raised one

above the other, resembling the arrangement shown

In the upper part of the frontispiece to my " Florist's

Bibliography " (reproduced herewith), with a cover-

ing placed sufficiently high to allow the air to circu-

late. The author tells us that in order to show up

the colours of the flowers the background should

be painted black. C. Harman Payne.

THREE GREAT BRITISH
WORKS ON GARDENING

{ContiiiUi:d from page 417.)

Bv THE Rev. Joseph Jacob,

I

DO not think I am very wide of the mark

when I call " Nicholson's Dictionary " the

best general modern work on gardening

It is not so all-embracing in its scope as

" Loudon's EncyclopEedia," but it contains

a truly wonderful list of plants, with hints on

their culture and a description of all the species

mentioned. The derivations of the generic names

are given, and also the habitats and date of intro-

duction of the various members of the different

TWO FINE ASHES
Situated on a slight eminence less than a mile

outside the village of Upminster in Essex is

Cranham Hall, now a farmhouse occupied by

iVIr. Eve, but formerly the home of General James

Edward Oglethorpe, the founder of the State of

Georgia in the United States. The old garden

viralls with their wrought-iron entrance gates

still remain, and a feature of the place are some

very ancient Yew hedges. To tree-lovers, however,

the most interesting things there are some Ashes

growing near the house. Two of them are of

notable size, being larger than many of their

kind recorded in the " Trees of Great Britain

and Ireland," by Mr. Elwes. One is Fraxiuus

angustifolia, whose trunk measures 8 feet 4 inches

in girth at 5 feet from the ground. It is a bushy

tree perhaps 50 feet high. This species of Ash,

a native of the Mediterranean region, is to be

met with in old gardens, but is rarely planted

in these times. Yet it is one of the most graceful

and beautiful of all deciduous trees, having an

almost Fern-like elegance of foliage. It must

not be confounded with the narrow-leaved form

of common Ash (F. excelsior angustifolia), from

which, as well as from most other Ashes usually

grown in gardens, it is distinguished by being

perfectly glabrous. The other notable Ash at

Cranham Hal) is the one-leaved variety of common
.\sh, F. excelsior var. heterophylla. Its trunk

is 8 feet 7 inches in circvunference, and it is about

65 feet high. This curious tree, instead of the

normal nine or eleven leaflets pinnately arranged.

has a simple or undivided leaf, occasionally,

however, supplemented by one or two lateral

leaflets. Both trees at Cranham Hall are grafted,

and may date back to Oglethorpe's time. It is

a place of pilgrimage for many good citizens

of the State of Georgia. Oglethorpe died here

on July I, 1785. W. J. Bean.

FRONTISPIECE OF THE
" NOUVEAU TRAITE DE LA CULTURE PARFAIIE DES

OREILLES D'OURS SOt) AURICULES."

(gueTnins) 1738.

Note the "Theatre" for showing Auriculas in the

upper part of the ilhistralion.

families; and, in Supplement No. i, lists

of plants for various pirrposes, a pronouncing

dictionary, a list of Greek root words and their

derivatives, synonyms, a table of times of flower-

ing, and others of the colours and heights of

plants or flowers, all of which go to form a verit-

able enquire within for everything connected with

practical gardening. I ought not to omit to say

that there are black-and-white illustrations galore

and a certain number of full-page coloured ones.

Notwithstanding " Hurstcot's " animadversions

upon this most comprehensive work, I have found

it of the greatest utility, and in using it I am
proud to think that I am in the company of such men

of gardening light and learning as the late Canon

Ellacombe, Mr. E. A. Bowles and Mr. H. J. Elwes.

In an article on " Some Books for an Amateur

Gardener's Library " in the Journal of the Royal

Horticultural Society for April, 1915, Mr. Bowles

writes ;
" If only the contents of the supplement

and the supplementary volume published in 1901

were incorporated with the whole work, and

brought up to date, it would be as perfect as any

work could be ; in fact, what its title-page claims

for it, ' a practical and scientific Encyclopedia

of Horticulture.' Its plan is excellent."

I now come to Philip Miller's great work,
" The Gardener's Dictionary." As I am dealing

with the book and not with the man, I need only

say that our author was born, as it were, in the

purple in the year 1691, for although authorities

differ as to what his father really was, they are

unanimous in agreeing that he had one and that

he was engaged in some way in horticulture.

In 1722 Miller was appointed gardener to the

Apothecaries Company at their garden at Chelsea,

which position he occupied until 1769. He died

in 1 771.

As my subject is his magmnn opus, "The Gar-

dener's Dictionary," and as it was the publication

of this work that made him so famous in his

lifetime (as it has in like manner kept his memory
green since his death), I will at once pass on to

its detailed consideration. Putting two and

two together, I am inclined to think that the

compilation of " The Gardener's and Florist's

Dictionary, or a Complete System of Horti-

culture," which was published in 1724 and which

appears to have been the joint production of a

society of gardeners of which Miller was the

secretary, gave him the idea of a greater work,

and that the necessary intercourse with liis

collaborators instinctly led him to feel that he

was the man for the job. Accordingly we find

him publishing in 1731 what (as I think we may
gather from the title-page) he himself looked upon

as the first edition of " The Gardener's Dictionary."

This was a good thick small folio volume "adorned

with Copper Plates." From their number we
might almost infer that he felt his book would

be " When unadorn'd, adorn'd the most."

They are so few and far between, and not at all

the sort of thing we should expect to find in any

modern work with that alluring addendum to

its title. As time went on he seems to have felt

the necessity of illustration. Accordingly in 1755

there appeared the first number of what was

originally designed to be a picture book of all

the genera mentioned in the dictionary. Its

ultimate form was a two-volume work (published in

1760) containing 300 illustrations, some of which

were signed by his brother-in-law, G. Ehret,

one of the most famous of all botanical painters.

The dictionary went through eight editions

in Miller's lifetime, and on each occasion it was

brought up to date both from a scientific and a

practical point of view. The ninth (1797—1807),

which everyone should possess, was edited by

Thomas Martyn, Professor of Botany at Cambridge,

and this was considered such a complete work

that Johnson in his " History of English Gar-

dening," published in 1829, or twenty-two years after

the dictionary was finished, calls it a " standard

practical work, never to be superseded." It is now,

however, mainly of academic interest, so many
and so great have been the changes in horticulture

in the last hunched years. Still, a book which

earned for its author in his lifetime the title of

" Hortulanorum Princeps," and of which
,
no

less a man than the great Linnaeus could say,

" Non erit Lexicon Hortulanorum, sed Botanic-

orura," is one that a garden-lover will like to

have on his bookshelves, if for no other reason
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than as a silent tribute to one to whom all succeed-

ing horticulturists owe so much. The work was

published in an abridged form in no fewer than

six editions (1735—r77o). It was also translated

into Dutch (1746), German (1750) and French

{1785). The early editions of "The Gardener's

Dictionary " are worth about 5s. or 7s. 6d ; Martyn's

edition, in four volumes, from £1 to £2, according

to the style of binding ; the 300 coloured illus-

trations, in two volumes (first and best edition,

1760), from £3 to £4, according to the binding

and the condition of the plates ; late editions

of the 300 coloured plates, about 30s. I have

been unable to ascertain the price of " The

Gardener's and Florist's Dictionary " (two

volumes) published in 1724.

NOTES FROM CHAMONIX
By Edward H. Woodall.

LASTREA OREOPTERIS.

BROUGHT up from earliest childhood

to love this native Fern and its delicious

fragrance, it is a pleasure

I to find that in the Alps

it seems to smell even

sweeter still. Perhaps the purity of

the air, free from even the faintest

trace of smoke, may have something

to say in the matter ; but certainly

in these glowing summer days the

air on the mountain side is full of

its sweetness where it grows abun-

dantly. It is by no means an

uncommon Fern in the North of

England, but somehow it is rarely

seen in the wild garden ; hence this

note, for the idea prevails that

Lastrea recurva or Fcenisecii is the

Hay Fern and the only fragrant

one that is worth growing. True,

Lastrea Oreopteris is not evergreen

like L. recurva, and it requires a

trained eye to distinguish it from

the common Male Fern at a little

distance, so that, perhaps, is one

cause which makes it less of a

favourite than it should be.

Another cause may be that it is

not the easiest of Ferns to trans-

plant, unless in the young state and

with a good lump of soil and

roots. I have, indeed, heard some

folk say they did not consider its

foliage fragrant. To all such I

would say, " Gather a young frond, bruise it

slightly, and then apply your nose to it " ; if

then you do not recognise its aromatic sweet-

ness, you and I will part company thereon

!

Even Mignonette has not a more health-giving

breath of ozone in its sweetness. The other day I

came across this Fern in quantity growing round

the base of a big grey granite boulder that had found

a resting-place on the turf. A good tuft of the

rose red Sempervivum montanum was still showing

a few bright flowers on the grey stone, and on the

damp turf were quantities of the white stars of

Parnassia palustris, or Grass of Parnassus, all

around. The picture was so simple and so charm-

ing that I think all who have the opportunity will

do well to try to reproduce it in miniature.

And yet another instance of its charms. At

this season Cyclamen alpinum or europaeum is

beginning to flower on moist and partly

sheltered banks where Lastrea Oreopteris is

happy, and the particularly fresh green of this

Fern is the most ideal setting for the purplish

rose of the Cyclamen flowers. The combination

of scents, perhaps, is rather bewildering, but

lovers of sweet things can decide for themselves

which is best ; at any rate, I should vote for the

colour combination of the Fern and the Cyclamen.

In the middle of August there are not many
things left that can give such an impression of

spring sweetness and greenery when the first

signs of autumn decay appear. I have the im-

pression that Cyclamen europium is not long

lived under English skies and in English winters,

where mildness and frost succeed each other with

bewildering rapidity ; but, at any rate, Cyclamen
hederffifolium thrives well enough and naturalises

itself freely in many places, especially not far

from the sea, and though a little later, it would
carry out the same idea in colouring. There is

a pale form of this Cyclamen europium that is

very attractive in my eyes and harmonises par-

ticularly well with a tuft of common Heather or

Ling which so often grows not far away ; a

many alpines cannot adapt themselves to the

inconstancies of an English winter and the pale

suns of summer—neither hot enough to stimulate

them nor cold enough to send them into the winter

sleep for a sufficient rest ; hence in the end they

die of exhaustion.

That handsome-leaved plant Veratrum viride

grows in great quantities on many hillsides and
is the cause of many disappointments to new-
comers, who think they have found a treasure

until they discover the remains of flower on some
belated growth. It seems the constant com--
panion of the orange Arnica montana, so much
gathered by tourists ; but while the healing

properties of Arnica are well known, those of

the Veratrum, so vaunted of old as a cure for

folly and insanity, are entirely ignored.

THE GLORY OF THE SNOW
This is the popular name given to a beautiful

little blue flower that opens during the early

days of spring, when vegetation generally is

awakening from its winter slumber. Botanically

the plant is known as Chionodoxa Lucilias. It

has a small bulb, about the size of that of Elwes'

WHITE STAR-LIKE FLOWERS OF THE GRASS OF PARNASSUS IN A STREAMSIDE GARDEN.

natural and successful combination. Here, as

elsewhere, this season has been unusual in its

extremes of cold in June and heat in August
;

and the other day, on the mountain above the

Mer de Glace, the Rose des Alpes, or Rhododendron
ferrugineum, was flowering still in patches, having

only lately been released from the snows, and
consequently many weeks later than it should be

;

and the little Soldanella, too, was just emerging

from the snow patches and flowering immediately

it was released.

The sudden change of temperature from

freezing point to a quite roasting summer sun

must prove an active stimulant to vegetation, but

I wonder if the plants can fully perfect their growth

this year when only released from the snows

in the second week of "August. No wonder that

Snowdrop, and is excellent for planting towards

the front of the shrubbery or in beds of deciduous

shrubs. The bulbs should be planted withia

the next few weeks about 3 inches deep and

subsequently left alone. Treated thus they

increase well, and give quite a carpet of their

china blue, bell-shaped flowers in March.

There is an even more pleasing variety known
as sardensis. This is deep blue in colour, with

cinnamon red flower-stems. The blossoms open

just a little later than those of Lucilise. It is

a very charming flower for planting in small

colonies in the rock garden or for the more promi-

nent places among shrubs. Seeds are produced

in abundance, and if allowed to ripen and fall,

germinate very freely, many plants being obtained

in this way in the course of a few years.
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ROMNEVA COULTERI

OF
the many flowers which California

1 has afforded us, the subject of this

I note is perhaps the most gorgeous
' and stately. It is, moreover, one of

the least tender of half-hardy plants,

flourishing in its native state on hills of con-

siderable height, where the winters are often

cold though dry. There, on the heights of

Matilija (from which it takes the name of MatUija

Poppy), it flourisbes in company with the Ceanc-

thus, the shrubby Mimuluses, the Dendromecon

or Tree Poppy, some of the many wonderful

Liliums which adorn our borders and conserva-

tories, and numerous other flowering plants of

great beauty. But, as one who has had some

first-hand experience with Californian flora in

its native soil can testify, the Romneya can be

grown outdoors in most parts of this country

to a perfection equal to that which it attains in

the valleys of Matilija.

It likes best a well-drained soil of a rather

gritty character, one that does not get water-

logged in winter and where the plant will get as

much full sunshine as possible. The best way

to make a beginning with Romneya Coulteri is

by purchasing roots (preferably in pots) in March,

but in very mild districts they may be put in

in autumn. Once established, the less disturbance

the plant gets the better, and, indeed, it requires

practically no attention other than a covering of

ashes in winter and a top-dressing of old manure

or leaf-mould in April. About the latter month

the foliage commences to appear, and it will grow

lustily, putting forth an abundance of graceful,

deeply cut leaves of a glaucous green, until the

woody stems attain a height of 5 feet or 6 feet.

The large and sumptuous flowers then appear

from the tips and lateral growths. These often

measure 7 inches or 8 inches in diameter, the

broad, pure white petals being of a beautifully

crinkled, crepe-like texture. The large and

conspicuous centre of stamens is a rich, shining

gold, and, unlike most Poppies, the flowers last

many days and are deliciously fragrant. The
blooming season extends from July to September.

Though the foliage is practically evergreen,

the best results are obtained if the stems are cut

down to the ground in autumn. This, 1 am
aware, is not a universal practice, but I am con-

vinced that it is preferable to leaving the plant

intact throughout the winter.

The Romneya does not germinate freely from

seed, though it produces the latter freely. Even
in California this difficulty in propagation is

experienced, but it is said by growers over there

that seed pre\'iously soaked for a few hours in

weak lye can be much more readily started. The
comparatively rare variety of Romneya called

trichocalyx is rapidly becoming more popxilar.

This is practically a dwarf form of Coulteri, but

it has some marked differences, notably the hairy

calyx and more glaucous grey foliage, and in

some districts it appears to be even a more

abundant bloomer. A. T. Johnson.

A PRETTY ROSE EFFECT
A VERY pretty efiect is produced at Kew by the

use of Rose Dorothy Perkins in the vicinity of

water. The water in the pond near the Palm

House is several feet below the level of the sur-

rounding ground, and along one end and parts

of two sides walls rise to the level of the ground.

A gravel path runs along the end, and nothing

can be done to beautify the wall, but at the two sides

plants of Rose Dorothy Perkins have been planted

so that the branches hang over the walls and

touch the water. When the Roses are in full

flower, there is the double effect of the Rose

flowers and their reflection in the water. The

branches are cut out each year, so that the plants

maintain a light and graceful character and

continue to bear the maximum number of

flowers. W. D.

ERYNGIUM ALPINUM
It may safely be said that this is the handsomest

of the several beautiful Sea Hollies. The one
most familiar in gardens is E. Oliverianum, com-
monly but wrongly called amethystinum, always

%i(fr/..

ROSE DOROTHY PERKINS BY THE WATERSIDE AT KEW.

THE ALPINE SEA HOLLY (eRYNGIUM
alpinum).

a beautiful plant, though when seen in com-
parison with E. alpinum the latter is clearly the

better. The dense head of bloom, a cone-topped

cylinder of crowded flowers, rises in the same
manner as a central boss, but less Teasel-like

because the spines between the flowers are shorter.

But the glory of this great Sea Holly is in the

fringes of spiny bracts, of which the upper and
longer row, measuring nearly 3 inches, stand up
in graceful cup-like form, while the lower and
shorter row are slightly depressed. In E. Oliveri-

anum they are fewer, carried almost horizontally,

and are pinnate ; in E. alpinum they are richly

pinnatifid or twice pinnate, so that the spines

are much more numerous. The spines also are

of a slighter and more silky character ; the central

cone appears to rise in a large fringed cup standing

in a smaller fringed saucer. The stem leaves

are almost a repetition of the bract, but with a

broader blade beautifully veined with white,

these more distinctly leafy characters becoming

accentuated towards the lower part of the stem.

The radical leaves of young plants are entire,

and strongly cordate at the insertion of the stalk.

The bloom-bracts are of a beautiful steely blue

colour inside ; the stems are also steely blue.

The Sea Holly Order is classed wthin the Umbelli-

fers, though the appearance has little in common
with the more generally familiar form of the

plants of this great family. Mr. Correvon has

told me that where E. alpinum is wild it grows

in single examples only, never in large groups

or colonies. To our great advantage we can

easily correct this habit in cultivation 'ly sowing

seed and planting in groups as we will. G. J.
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THE ROSES OF AUGUST
" Within the gardens once again they met
That now the roses did well-nigh forget,

For hot July was drawing to an end,

And August came the fainting year to mend
With fruit and grain ..."

' —William Morris.

WERE the author of " The Earthly
Paradise " to look down on our
Rose gardens to-day, he would
see that August no longer leads

us to forget our Roses, but
rather brings to perfection some which need a

long period of warmth behind them before they
will yield their full beauty.

In a cool summer it is not till July has passed
away that Victor Hugo can be relied on to give

its superb scarlet crimson blossoms, and many
of the full Tea Roses whose buds develop slowly
are frequently finer in August than they have
been in the earlier part of the summer. It is,

however, rare to find our August Rose gardens
so full of beauty as they are this year. A wet
June, followed by a cold and sunless July, have
much retarded the blossoming of the Rambler
Roses, and it has remained for the bountiful

August sunshine to call into beauty our Dorothy
^Perkins, Evangelines, Hiawathas and Excelsas,

and with the strength of its rays to paint them of

jnore than usually lovely hues.

Evangeline has been surpassingly beautiful.

We have some half-dozen plants, nearly all grown
irom cuttings, of this Wichuraiana in different

parts of the garden. They usually flower about
the second week in July, but this year they were
jiot in full bloom till the beginning of August

;

thus they came out just when the weather became
iot and sunny. The arches and pillars over

-which they are growing have been covered from
base to top with the delicately scented, wild Rose
•coloured blossoms. The flower sprays are very
graceful, the large single blooms not being
•crowded together as they are on many of the

Wichuraianas, and it is difficult to say whether
their delicious fragrance or the delightful com-
bination of the fresh green foliage with the soft

rose pink and blush of the flowers is Evangeline's

.greater charm.

Coquina, another single pink Wichuraiana
with much sm.Uler flowers, is a late flowerer and
ias been looking very well, but it lacks fragrance.

Babette, a darker Dorothy Perkins, very much
the colour of the Polyantha Pompon Orleans

Rose, has been very fine this month ; so has

Dorothy Perkins herself and her spouts Lady Godiva
.and Lady Gay, White Dorothy too often comes
splashed with pink to be really satisfactory.

Among the perpetual climbers. Lady Waterlow,
with its handsome foliage and delicately tinted

flowers, is looking its best. The old Papillon

and the pink and white Pissardis are flowering

very freely; so also are the bright pink Hybrid
Teas Dawn and Lina Schmidt-Michel.

Many of the dwarf crimson Hybrid Teas, such
as Richmond and General Macarthur, lose their

beauty of colour and shape in the hot August
sunshine ; but the newer Dora von Tets seems
better in this respect, and %ve have picked some
extremely bright crimson flowers of this variety

all through the month. If it were only a little

stronger in the stalk, this would be quite a first-

•sclass bedding Rose.

Dean Hole, on the other hand, comes a far

better colour in the really hot weather than it

does under cooler conditions ; lately its blooms
have been of a quite bright rose pink shade. I

usually look upon the delicate pink Princesse

Marie Mertchersky and the coppery pink Betty
as good August bloomers ; but this year Betty

single ivory white flowers. The flower-buds are

curiously blunt and th-ck ; before oQening they
are a soft grey green and look almost like young
Filberts. They are produced freely all along the

shoots.

In the Rose shrubbery the beautiful single

cream Altaica is flowering quite freely, and by so

doing is contradicting the remark I made, when
writing last month, that our summer Roses would
bloom no more. This Rose usually produces a

A FRAGRANT ROSE OF LATE SUMMER : ROSA PISSARDI.

(Slightly reduced.)

is suffering badly from black spot and Princesse

Marie Mertchersky has flowered indifferently.

The Polyantha Pompon Orleans Rose is, and
has been, unusually brilliant, and all visitors

to the garden have been much attracted by its

gay and abundant blossoms.

On an east wall the Macartney Rose pro-

duced its first flower of the year on August i6.

In habit and foliage it is very distinct. The
glossy green foliage, with its incurving leaflets,

has a thick and solid appearance ; so have the

few blossoms late in the summer, but I have

never before seen it flowering abundantly at this

time of year. Possibly the wet June caused it

to grow so quicldy that the new shoots have

been given time to produce a second crop of

flowers. The two American species, Rosa nutkana

and R. Nuttalliana, are always late in blooming;

and the fragile-looking R. Webbiana seems worthy

of being called perpetual, for it has been flower-

ing all through the summer, and is wonderfully

pretty now with its single blossoms of palest
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pink set off by glaucous

foliage and soft straw-

berry pink stems.

The Rose shrubbery or

thicket gives us our first

Rose of springtime in the

flowering of Rosa sericea,

and this same Rose appears

to be the harbinger also

of autumn, for its bright

orange berries are abun-

dant in early August, and

by the middle of the month

are strewing the ground

around the plant. Alpina

and its varieties are also

fruiting now ; so are some

of the early Rugosas. But

in spite of this foretaste

of autumn we can bring

August to an end on a happy

note so far as our Roses

are concerned. The warmth

of the first fortnight,

followed by the showers

in the third week, should augur well for the

September blooming of our Hybrid Teas and

Teas.

Already the hand of the pruner is at work on

the ramblers, cutting out the old' shoots and

tying in the new ; and many of the dwarf Roses

would benefit by having some of the wood that

has flowered cut away from the middle of the

plants. This applies, of course, chiefly to such

Roses as La France and many of the Hybrid

Perpetuals, which naturally grow into some-

what dense bushes.

A good deal of syringing and sulphuring is

done in fine weather to keep mildew and other

fungous diseases at bay, and, where possible, all

leaves affected by red rust and black spot

should be picked off and burnt. This in a large

garden and where labour is short is, I know, a

counsel of perfection, but in garden-

ing, as in other things,

" A man's reach should exceed his grasp

Or what's heaven for ?
"

White Ladv.

loveliness and already on

the confines of a luxuriant

bloom. I should add to

these fragmentary observa-

tions that the wild Roses,

adorning the waysides in

that picturesque region are

by far the finest I have
ever beheld.

INSERTING ROOT CUTTINGS OF ANCHUSA IN A BOX OF SANDY SOIL.

than the scenic surroundings of those gardens,

with the lake dreaming in the sunlight in front

and the great mountains soaring everywhere

around, with the woodlands at their feet. I

saw in those gracious gardens many charming

flowers, and especially fine borders of Begonias

and Roses, of the loveliest hues. Their uniquely

beautiful situation gave them a charm that was
quite supreme. On the morning of my departure

I saw in one of those highly attractive gardens

some of the finest representatives of the modern,

richly coloured " decorative " Roses, including

the Lyon Rose and Rayon d'Or. The " Snow
Queen," which still remains the most commanding
in its beauty of all pure white introductions,

was grandly grown. Wichuraianas, such as

Dorothy Perkins, Lady Gay, Gardenia and Alberic

Barbier, were manifestly full of embryonic

ANCHUSAS
The Dropmore variety of

A, italica is one of the finest

plants for the herbaceous,

borders, and to obtain the-

best results occasional pro-

pagation is essential. When
plants are seciu-ed from,

seeds, various shades of blue

are obtained, so the best

plan is to mark any plant of

special merit and increase

the stock by root cuttings.

The old stools should be

lifted and the thick roots cut into pieces from,

4 inches to 6 inches long. These should be laid

fairly close together in boxes filled with sandy

soil, and then arranged in a cold frame or under

the staging of a cool greenhouse.

A FEW WORDS ON
NORFOLK ROSES

BEAUTIFUL HOTEL GAR-

DENS IN WESTMORLAND
By the Rev. David R. Williamson.

1 RECENTLY paid a short visit to

the county of Westmorland for the

special purpose of ascending Helvellyn

(3,1x8 feet high), one of the two

highest mountains in England, which

I successfully accomplished on an

exceptionally clear, cool and altogether

energising day. During my limited

sojourn in that exquisite region of

mountains, valleys, lakes, rivers and

glens I had the privilege of. seeing

several very interesting and admirably

kept gardens, including those of the

Milcrest and UUswater Hotels, which

are situated quite close to the grandest

of English lakes, whose beauty has

sometimes been reminiscent to tourists

of that of Lucerne. Nothing in England

at least could be more impressive THF CUTTINGS MAKING GROWTH.

I

HAVE heard it said more than once that

land which will grow good corn will grow-

good Roses. Such being the case, we
who reside in the broad, wind-swept shire

of Norfolk know, and we think the

knowledge has passed far beyond the confines,

of our own border-line, that good Wheat and
good Barley are grown on the fertile

lands of the county. And many know,,

though all do not, that scattered here

and there throughout the county are
' situated Rose nurseries wherein the

plants, judging by their vigour and
health, seem to say, " This is as we
should be."

The writer recently visited two
or three of the prominent nurseries in

Rose-time this year. In the fields oi

Messrs. Daniels Brothers, Limited, at

Town Close, Norwich, in spite of the

shortage of labour, the evidence oi

clean surroundings was very apparent,,

nothing to invite disease, and every-

tliing done to admit air and light,,

those essentials for healthy, clearh

growth. I am not going to dilate

upon this or that variety ; I will leave

that to those learned writers in The'

Garden who are ever giving us their

opinions. Suffice it to say that I met
all the new sorts and all the best.

At the Rose fields of Messrs. Hobbies,.

Limited, out in the very open country

near to the town of Dereham, in spite-

of the loveliness of the whole thing,

one seems to get physically tired in

wandering up and down long rows

of Roses over acres and acres of

ground; but one is never too tired—if,.

J
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of course, he has any interest at all—to note the

glistening foliage and the profusely tinted, robust

growths coming up for the building of strong

plants for dispersal at the right time.

And so it was with the plants of Mr. Morse at

Eaton, just outside the confines of the old city of

Norwich. The evidence proves that the soil suits

them and creates such vigour that must be for the

good of the future welfare of the plants wherever

they are next planted. Aytch Pea.

WINTER- FLOWERING
SWEET PEAS

VEGETABLE DRYING
By M. J. R. DuNSTAN, M.A., F.R.S.E.

(Principal of the Souti-; Eastern .Agri-

cultural College, Wye.)

SWEET PEAS are always welcome, and

to he able to pick a nice posy or

sufficient to decorate the dinner-table

in January is a delight to all flower-

lovers. Some seed houses offer special

winter-flowering kinds, especially

Messrs. Sutton and Sons of Reading,

who quote in their catalogue white,

pink, pale mauve and dark blue,

all of which I have grown with

gratifying results. Meteor (red) is

also a desirable variety.

Seed should be sown at once

either in 8-inch pots in which they

w.ll bloom, or in those of a smaller

size and be potted on as required.

A good fibrous loam is necessary,'

w.th a little leaf-soil aijd sharp sand

added. The pots must be well

drained, and over the drainage

should be placed a thin layer of

turfy loam, sprinlding over this a

little soot and bone-meal. After the

seed has been sown, the pots should

be placed in a cold frame and kept

fairly near the glass. Directly

germination has taken place, air

must be admitted freely to encourage

sturdy growth, while water should

be given in moderation. As growth

advances, some light, twiggy sticks

will be needed," and about the

middle of October the plants may
be moved to the cool greenhouse.

I pinch out the tops, as I find

the secondary growth is stronger

and, consequently, produces better

flowers. Four or five plants will

be sufficient for one pot. The plants may
either- be trained up a wall, around pillars, up
the roof on wires, or grown in an upright position

on the staging, the latter being an excellent

method, as the flower-stems grow both long and

straight, an important item when the sprays are

needed for cutting purposes. When the receptacles

are full of roots, the plants will require an ample

supply of water, and an occasional dose of weak
'liquid manure will be most beneficial. A light

sprinkling of Clay's Fertilizer or any special

Sweet Pea manure is recommended at fortnightly

intervals.

The greatest pest or disease the Sweet Pea

grower has to contend with is mildew, and to a

great extent this can be prevented. During the

autumn and winter months it is not advisable

to move the plants from one house to another

more than is necessary, as the change, however
slight it may be, often causes mildew to

THE conservation . of edible vegetables

by drying is an industry which, on both

the commercial and domestic scale,

is carried on to a considerably greater

extent on the Continent than in England.

This fact is due possibly to two reasons : Conti-

nental nations are greater consumers of vegetables

in the form of vegetable soups ; vegetables served

as separate courses of a meal, not merely as

adjuncts to, but as taking the place of, a meat

diet. Again, the thrift of the Continental house-

wife and small market gardener is more highly

developed than in England, and surplus vegetables

are conserved for use when fresh vegetables are

be adopted in order to produce a satisfactory

product, according to the kind of vegetable

utilised.

The advantages of concentration and keeping

quality are of obvious value, not only to the

ordinary consumer, but to Expeditionary Forces

by land or sea ; and at the outbreak of war there

was a shortage of supply of dried vegetables

owing to the industry being in alien hands. It

is not intended in this short article to enter into

the manufacture of dried vegetables on the com-

mercial scale ; but a caveat must be uttered with

regard to the rash establishment of any industry

which depends for the supply of its raw material

upon gluts or surplus supplies. A steady demand
will produce a steady supply, and prices will

adjust themselves ; but hitherto the demand

in this country has not been sufficiently steady

at a remunerative price to enable the industry

to be carried on on a commercial basis, except

in one or two specialised instances.

AN EFFECTIVE GROUP OF ANCHUSA ITALICA DROPMORE VARIETY.

appear. T. W. B.

not obtainable. English restaurant frequenters

are ignorant of the extensive use to which vege-

tables dried and supplied by Continental manu-
facturers are put in the preparation of the dishes

they consume. Green or fresh vegetables contain

some four-fifths of their weight of water, the

remaining one-fifth being food material, more or

less of which is digestible. The drying—either

by hot air or in vacuo—of the fresh vegetables

merely removes this water, so that the bulk and
weight of the dried material is, roughly, from

one-fifth to one-tenth that of the fresh, and when
lib. of this dried vegetable is boiled with water

it makes the same quantity of food material

as if lolb. of the fresh vegetable had been used.

We get, then, concentration, and we also obtain

a material which, when stored under dry con-

ditions, will keep for a considerable time. Changes,

chemical and other, may occur dirring the drying

process whereby the colour, texture and flavour

may be affected, so that special mfethods must

The advantage of drying over bottling as regards

the product is the smaller space taken up, the

greater ease in supplying varying quantities

for consumption, and the abolition of " returned

empties." The bottled vegetables are, as a rule,

more expensive and have a more appetising

appearance in the purchaser's eyes, but on the

table, when cooked, it is difficult to discover any
difference. The method of drying is simpler

than that of bottling, but the original cost of the

apparatus may be greater, though the running

cost is not so great owing to the bottles, covers,

&c., not being required, it being possible to store

the dried vegetables in tins holding quantities

up to 2olb., which, when cooked, will make i6olb.

to 20olb. of edible vegetable. The hot-air system

has so far proved more satisfactory than drying

in vacuo, and is, of course, better adapted for

domestic supply.

Fruits—Apples, Plums, cScc.—can be dried by

hot air, but it has not yet been found possible
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to compete with the American Apple rings or

the Continental Prunes. In the manufacture

of Apple rings for sale a white appearance is

essential, and to obtain this the fruit must be

sulphured ;
while in the case of Prunes our English

varieties are not suitable, as a Plum rich in sugar

and of a less watery consistency than English

Plums is required to make an article which is

saleable.

One is often asked the question. Can we

make such and such an article ? and the

answer is generally in the affirmative ; but for

the establishment of a satisfactory industry

manufacture without sale is a hopeless under-

taking, and in drying fruit or vegetables one

must put an article on the market which for

price and quality is equal or superior to that

with which the consuming public is already

supplied.

It does not pay to set up an expensive

plant to deal with a surplus, such plant to lie

idle in years when there is no glut. If we can

use existing drying apparatuses (e.g., as for Hops)

in the out season and can turn out -a saleable

product, all is well. For domestic drying, any

DELPHINIUM QUEEN MARY
Visitors to the Holland House Show will recall

the fine display of this new variety made by the

raisers, Messrs. Bunyard. Our illustration shows

its value as an autumnal flower, from 150 plants

no less than 2,075 spikes of bloom were counted,

the whole mass making a perfect wave of sky-

blue. The photograph was taken on August 10,

and we are informed that all the plants had

made large spikes in the summer. The Bella-

donna ancestry is shown in this free second

blooming, and the value of D. Queen Mary in the

herbaceous border is obvious.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The fruits should
have now been gathered from the trees of the
early varieties, and it is advisable to remove
all useless shoots. Retain growth of moderate
dimensions and that which is firm and not too

gross. Trees that are producing a quantity of

THE SECOND BLOOMING OF DELPHINIUM QUEEN MARY.

method of drying will do which secures the

following conditions : (i) Free circulation of

hot air over the material to be dried. (2) The

maintenance for some six to seven hours of a

level temperature.

Potatoes, Onions, Carrots, Turnips, Green

Peas, French Beans, Cabbage, &c., can all be

dried successfully, and their use in julienne and

other vegetable soups, in stews and hashes is

very serviceable ; but served as separate vege-

tables they are not as appetising in appearance

or taste as the fresh vegetables.

All the above-named vegetables (except

Green Peas) must be cut into slices or shredded

before drying, so as to expose the greatest surface

to the hot air. It is best also to steam or plunge

them into boiling water before drying, and in the

case of Potatoes special care is needed to prevent

discoloration, the Potatoes after washing and

paring being immediately plunged into cold water,

then steamed and then dried. Green Peas are

best soaked in a 10 per cent, solution of carbonate

of soda ; this preserves the colour and prevents

toughening.

coarse growth and only carrying a small crop
ought not to be given stimulants of any description.

Fruit Trees.—All fruit trees must be watched
to prevent them becoming dry at the roots, or
next season's crop will be reduced. Trees near
walls and those planted last autumn will be most
likely to suffer from drought.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cauliflowers.—Where a supply of Broccoli
and Cauliflowers has to be maintained throughout
the year, it will be advisable to sow seeds of

the latter at once. Select either Early London
or Magnum Bonura, and sow the seeds in the
open ground. When the seedlings are large
enough, transfer them to a cold frame, where
they may remain till the spring. Planted out
early in April, they will follow Broccoli Late
Queen.

Winter Spinach.—Seed that was sown a few
weeks ago is well through the soil, and the plants
must be thinned to 6 inches apart directly they
are large enough to handle. Keep the bed free

from weeds, and an occasional dusting of lime
or soot between the rows will keep slugs in check.
Moreover, the soot will be beneficial to the crop.
Another sowing may be made if thought necessary.

LeeltS.—If these are grown in trenches, it is

time they were earthed up. Remove all weeds
and dead foliage, and give the roots a good

watering with liquid manure a few days in

advance.

The Flower Garden.

Calceolarias.—Cuttings of the bedding Calceo-
larias should be inserted in cold frames directly

they are available. When rooted they must
be given an abundance of air to prevent damping.

Pentstemons.—These are largely grown, and
now the principal batch of cuttings must be
secured. They may be treated similarly to Calceo-
larias, and when they have rooted and began to

grow, the tops may be pinched out. This will

induce a bushy habit, and the number of flowering
growths will be increased accordingly.

Violets are making headway, and all weeds
and runners or side shoots must be removed. A
light dusting of soot may be given, which not
only keeps red spider in check, but promotes
healthy growth and strong crowns.

General Worli.—Continue to propagate
I'ui'hsias, Pelargoniums, Violas, Pansies and
other subjects used for bedding purposes. Many
shrubs can be increased by cuttings, such as
Viburnum, Spiraea, Veronica, Escallonia, Ceano-
thus and Cistus. A cold frame partially shaded
from the midday sun will suffice until the cuttings
have rooted.

Fruit Under Glass.

Muscat Vines.—As the nights become cooler

and the days moister, it will be necessary to
keep the atmosphere of the house somewhat
drier, and a little heat should circulate through
the pipes at night. Prevent any sudden fluctua-

tions of temperature and ventilate carefully.

Where the foliage is excessively thick, a portion
may be removed, tying back lateral growth. If

the border is inclined to be dry, give a liberal

quantity of water. Maintain a temperature of
70° at night, with a rise of 10° or so during the day.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—The buds on the large-

flowered kinds are now rapidly developing, and
if a lot of wet weather is experienced, it will be
advisable to place the plants under glass. Ample
ventilation must be provided, and the house
kept as cool as possible. The bush varieties may
be left in the open for a few more weeks.

Tuberous - Rooted Plants.—These embrace
Gloxinias, Begonias, Achimenes and Gesneras, many
of which have completed their season's growth.
When the foliage begins to change colour, water
must be reduced gradually, and the plants given
a position where they will secure the full benefit

of the sun's rays. While at rest they may be
placed in the vinery or any similar structure
where it is cool and the atmosphere tolerably

dry. T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Climbing Plants.—The strong young growths
should be liberally thinned, and those left must
be fastened to their supports in order that they may
escape damage from wind. Climbing Roses on
walls are still liable to attacks from red spider,

and as a prevention regular syringings with clear

water should be practised ; but should this pest

get established, an insecticide must be used.

Climbers growing against a wall frequently get

very dry at the roots, so that liberal wateruigs
are necessary to keep them in good health. A
mulching of manure is also beneficial.

Sweet Peas.—These are now becoming ex-

hausted, and unless a late batch has been sown
to furnish fresh blooms at this season, those that

have flowered all the summer will not keep up the

supply of cut flowers. They may, however, be

induced to make fresh growth and flowers if the

plants are trimmed back with the hedge shears

and given a good soaking of liquid manure at the
roots.

Fruit Under Glass.

Late Grapes.—The colouring of these has
been rapid with the recent hot weather, and dvuing

the latter half of July and the beginning of August
fire-heat was almost dispensed with. As the
nights are now beginning to get colder, enough
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fire- heat should be given to avoid moisture settling
on the Grapes ; but the pipes must not be allowed
to become too hot, or shrivelling of the berries will
result. Do not neglect to give water at the roots
even after the berries are colouring, especially on
well-drained borders.

Peaches.—Trees that have finished fruiting
should not be allowed to suffer from want of water.
If the borders are porous, liberal supplies should
be given until the leaves are being shed. If

growth has been too luxuriant, some root pruning
should be done, and the present is a suitable
time to examine the roots of trees not quite
satisfactory. This is best done by lifting and
transplanting the tree and laying out the roots
near the surface, removing any large root with
a downward tendency. This should be done
when growth is completed, but before the leaves
begin to fall. Do not allow the fibres to become
dry. If there is any danger of that, it is better
to lift one side first and protect the roots with
a damp mat while lifting the remainder. In
replanting, it may be necessary to add some old
mortar rubble to the soil, which will check gross
growth in the future. Keep the foliage from
flagging by syringing it morning and evening for

a time. Young trees planted in a rich compost
are always liable to make rank growth to begin
with, but if transplanted two or three times
at intervals of two years they will generally
settle down into fruitful trees with medium
growths.

Melons.—The late crops are now swelling
and should be supported with nets. As more
fire-heat will now be required, a careful watch
should be kept that the plants do not suffer
from want of water at the roots. These will

have penetrated to the bottom of the beds, where,
with the extra heat in the pipes, the soil soon
dries up.' Swelling fruits will be much benefited
if a little sulphate of ammonia is added to the
water. 'Much surface moisture must be avoided,
or damping at the ground level will result.

Plants Under Glass.

The Stove.'—The temperature of the stove
should now be allowed to fall considerably, giving
more ventilation so that the plants may become
hardier and able to stand the winter better, and
be suitable for removal for house decoration. Table
plants of Crotons and Dracaenas should now be
given more light, the former being fully exposed
to the sun so that the foliage becomes well
coloured. Do not neglect to syringe them
regularly to keep down red spider, to which they
readily succumb. DracEenas do not require so
much sunlight ; indeed, their colouring is much
finer when continuously shaded from strong
sunshine. A batch of Croton cuttings may be
put in now. Select well-matured points and see
that thrip and spider are absent, or all the leaves
will drop before the cuttings are rooted. A close
propagating-frame, where a bottom-heat of about
80° can be maintained, is essential. Use a
light sandy compost and small pots, placing one
cutting in each pot. Dracasnas that have become
leggy may be used for propagating. Cut up the
stems and thick rootstocks into pieces about
an inch long, insert them in pans of sandy soil,

and place them in the propagating-frame.

Caladiums.—These should now be removed
to some out-of-the-way corner, as growth has
finished and their fine colouring gone for a season.
They should not be dried off too suddenly nor
yet placed in cold quarters to rest. The variety
Argyrites should be kept slightly moist throughout
the resting period.

Goleus.—Cuttings of this useful decorative
plant should now be taken, as the old plants
will soon begin to fade. Place these singly in
small pots in a light sandy soil, but do not put
them in the propagating-frame unless it can be
kept comparatively cool and airy. They root
freely in a Melon or Cucumber house, the tempera-
ture and partial shade afforded there being suffi-

cient.

Winter-Flowering Geraniums.—These should
now be allowed to develop their flower-buds, as
it will soon be necessEiry to remove them to the
greenhouse, A batch of cuttings may also be
put in to furnish flowering plants for next summer,

Thomas Wilson,
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAe Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name arid address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and seeiirefy

packed in damp grass or nwss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not dharacteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
A GIANT GROUNDSEL {W. L. F.).~The plant sent

for naming is Scnecio Clivorum, a comparatively recent
introduction from China. It should be given a place
in the pleasure grounds or by the waterside where it has
plenty of room for development. It may be propagated
by division ol the crowns or rootstock in late October
or in March.

BORDER FLOWERS (Viola).—Campanula muralis
is a good plant, hardy, free flowering, and easily
grown. We should recommend you to purchase plants,
which are quite cheap. For the narrow part of the border,
to give flower in July and August, the pink-flowered
Phlox Elizabeth Campbell would be one of the most
suitable subjects—three, six or a dozen of it in a group
as space permits. If the crimson Roses are near or in
actual touch, the Madonna Lily generously grouped
would make a fine contrast, and may be put behind the
Phlox. In front of the latter, groupings of Antirrhinum
(Snapdragon) in pure white, pink or crimson would give
a flowering of long duration at small cost. These are
available in tall (3 feet), medium (18 inches) and dwarf
(8 inches) sorts, and the colours are to be had separately.
If seeds are sown now in a little plot apart and the seed-
lings pricked out a little later, sturdy plants for putting
out in March next would result. We should prefer this
arrangement to any addition of Koses or Weigela in
that part ; the latter, indeed, would be unsuitable. It
is late now to sow Canterbury Bells, but you would doubt-
less get plants in any colour from Messrs. H. J. Jones,
Limited, Lewisham, S.E. ; from Messrs. Godfrey, Exmouth;
or Messrs. Dobbie, Mark's Tey. The objection to seed-
ling Delphiniums, if taken haphazard, is the mixture
and inferiority, often enough, of the strain. Nor is one
ever sure of their height. You may get 3-feet-high and
6-feet-high plants side by side. Seedlings of such are
best first flowered apart and then selected to colour,

&c. Violas Florizel (lilac) and Primrose Dame would
suit well, and put out in October would make fine plants.
J. B. Riding (reddish) and Maggie Mott (mauve) are
excellent bedding Violas. These would be better for
summer display than Aubrietia. One line should sufllce

if autumn planted, and this pruned back in early summer
to near the ground would give a later display. The dwarf
Slarigolds Legion of Honour and signatus pumila are
probably those to which you refer. These may be raised
from seeds sown in March. If you adopt Violas as an
edging, you would not need to sow seeds. Such an edging
properly treated' would last two or three years. Sow
Nemophila or some good annual (Mignonette) over the
Anemone ; the Viola would not do. You would do no
good with Pelargoniums (so-ealled Geraniums) in an
unheated conservatory during winter, and severe frost

would kill them outright. To do them well they require
a temperature of 40° or 45°, and to be attended by some
skill. The plants forthis purpose are rooted in early spring,
grown on under glass till May, pinched twice in the early
stages to make them bushy, potted very firmly into 4-inch
pots in early June, and given a final stopping late in
August prior to housing. During the growing period
all flowering must be suppressed, all energies being directed
to plant formation. After housing in September, flower-
trusses may be allowed to form.

ROSE GARDEN.
CLIMBING LA FRANCE REQUIRING PRUNING

(Burton).—We should advise you to cut out one or two
of the oldest gro\\'ths at once, then spread out the remainder
as much as possible in order to ensure ripening of the
wood. Early in October pinch out the points of the young
gro'wths.

CROWN GALL ON HOSlS (G. D. C.).—The curious
growth on the Rose root is a crown gall, due to the attack
of Bacterium tumefaciens. It is very doubtful whether
this is the cause of the death of the Roses, especially
as you flnd nothing of it on others which are not growing
well. You will probably flnd something in the soil or
in the situation, such as a ,draught, exposure to salt
winds, or something of that kind, to account for the death
of the plants.

ROSE FOLIAGE DAMAGED BY INSECTS {L. D.).—Wc
should say tin: (laniatic lias In in fjuiwcid by one of the
weevils. Probably if ynii look at night- you will see the
insects at work. Place a white cloth beneath the tree
and give a good shake, when the insects will fall below
and may be caught. If you can send us some of the
grubs we could give you fuller information, as the Rose
has so many enemies.

VARIOUS QUERIES ABOUT ROSES (Maida Vale).—
The variety Duke of Connaught, like many of the Hybrid
Perpetuals, is very prone to mildew at this season of the
year. Give the plant a good spraying with Abol or some
other good fungicide. Basic slag may be used for a light
soil with every advantage ; it is best applied in October,
We are pleased to read your commendation of Gustav
Grunerwald. It is indeed a flue Rose, especially for
town gardens.

ROSES TO GROW OVER TREE STUMP (E. M. E.).^
You can make your old Sumach stump look quite pretty
by planting against it free-growing Roses. As you
desire free and perpetual bloomers, we would recommend
Lady Waterlow for one and Florence H. Veitch for the
other. You should have two large holes opened out as
soon as you can next month. As the soil is gravelly,
perhaps you could replace the gravel with some of the top
soil from another part of the garden. Let the holes be
about 3 feet wide and the same in depth. Btix with the soil
for each hole a small bagful of Wakeley's Hop JIanure, but
see that the manure does not come in contact with the
roots of the Roses. Fill the holes as soon as the soil has
been thrown out, and allow them to remain as they are
for a week or two ; then plant the Roses, say, at the end of
October. You need not prune much the flrst year.
During next summer afford each Rose a bucketful of
water twice a week.

MISCELLANEOUS.
POT-POURRI : TO DRY ORANGES STUCK WITH

CLOVES.—Which is the best way to dry whole Oranges,,
stuck with Cloves, for use in pot-pourri ? I am anxious-
to ascertain, on behalf of a friend, how Oranges are dried

SECTION

whole, and cannot flnd the way mentioned in any recipe
book.

—

Recipes. [The most satisfactory way is to cut
a small hole in the stalk end of the Orange ; then a thin-
bladed knife, or, better still, a flattish carving gouge
is worked about inside, taking care not to go through the
rind, till the whole of the core and the greater part of the
juicy flesh is loose and can be drawn out through the
opening. It is not essential that the whole of the flesh

should come away, as any that remains next the inner
side of the rind would soon dry up. The hollow is then
filled with cotton-wool, packed tight enough to resist

pressure in sticking in tlie Cloves. A strong thread is

then threaded on a long needle, knotted at the end, and
passed through the Orange so that it can be hung up
in a warm, dry place. The Cloves should not be stuck
too close, as the whole thing contracts in drying.
It is possible to dry the Oranges in the same way without
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remo\ing the inside, but they shrivel up smaller, and some
may rot. Oranges prepared whole are more usually
kept intact as sweet pomanders ; if they are to be broken
up to mix with pot-pourri there is no advantage in doing
them whole over the much easier, and in all ways better,

plan of cutting the peel into thick strips, sticking these

fairly full of Cloves, and bedding them in the usual salt

mixture till the whole is put together. Done like this

they hardly slirink at all. In any case, the fruit must be
the Se^^lle Orange.

—

Ed.]

GRUBS TO NAME (H. S.).—The grubs sent arc those
of the cockchafer, Melolontha ^iilgaris, a pest which feeds

on the roots of a variety of plants. They are not usually

troublesome in gardens, except where permanent planta-

tions exist.

SOIL ANALYSIS (Miss £.).—Dr. Voelcker of 1, Tudor
Street, ^"(w lii-id.L:^ street, London, E.G., would undertake
the analysis ul your soil, and, if you are a Fellow of the
Royal Horticultural Society, at a reduced fee.

ASPARAGUS KALE (Kail).—It is now too late to

sow this Kale for use next spring. It should have been
sown at the end of April. If you cannot procure plants

locally, advertise with us, and no doubt you will

succeed. No time should now be lost in planting.

BOTTLING PEACHES AND NECTARINES (E. R.).—
Peaches and K^ectarincs bottle quite successfully. The
first named are inclined to go somewhat soft unless done
just as they commence to ripen. JMedium-sized fruits

should be selected and halved, and the stones removed.
Nectarines also make one of the most delicious of jams.
They should be preserved before becoming quite ripe.

The skins should be removed, the stones taken out and
broken, and the kernels included and boiled with the jam.

DRYING PEAS (J. E. and Others).~li the Peas are

spread out in the sun until thoroughly dry, tlicy will

keep for a considerable time, but tliey are liable to shrivel

and become very tough. The best metliod is to dry
them by means of hot air, after having soaked them in a

weak solution of potassium carbonate. The apparatus
for this drying costs about £10, and if you think it worth
your while, we can give you particulars as to where to

get one.

PLUM FOLIAGE FOR INSPECTION {Mrs. D. H. S. S.).—
The appearance of the foliage of Plums, &c., sent suggests

a deficiency of iron, and we recommend you to dress the

soil with iron sulphate at the rate of about 3oz. to

the square yard. The mere replanting of your Roses
without renovation of the soil is not likely to be productive

of good results, and we think it would be well to see that

the soil is tlioroughly imj.roved in any attempt to produce
good crops of Roses.

RULES FOR JUDGING iBegmiia).—" Rules for Judging
and Suggestions for Schedule Makers," by the Royal
Horticultural Society, will, we think, help our corre-

spondent in the work he has to do. It gives the point
value of every vegetable and fruit, and a host of other
valuable information bearing upon the duties of judging,

also information for exhibitors. Write to the Secretary.

Royal Horticultural Hall, Westminster, London, S.W.
The price is Is. 6d., post free.

PEARL-WORT ON LAWN (A. M. C.).—Pearl-wort is

a very difficult weed to eradicate once it becomes well

established in a lawn. The ttest plan is to take the patches
out bodily when possible and replace with clean turf,

but if that cannot be done, obtain lawn ,'^and from any
reliable seedsman and sow it on tin- patrh's, following

the instructions sent out with the priparatiou. Common
salt can also be used, but it is quite lik>:-ly that it would
make the patches look so bad that it would be necessary
to lift them and relay with new turf ; or, at any rate, grass

seed would probably need to be sown on the patches.

APPLE TREES NOT DOING WELL (T. F.).~T\\q
appearance of the leaves, although they seem to have
been attacked by a capsid bug, does not enable us to

say to what the cause of the lack of gro%vth in the bush
Apples in question is to be attributed, for that attack,

though it may be contributory to it, is not sufficient to

have caused it. The cause may be exposure to cold
draughts, lack of nutriment in the soil (in which case a
top-dressing of decayed farmyard manure might prove
useful), improper pruning (for all Apples do not require

the same treatment in that respect), grass about the
roots, and so on.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS {E. TT.).—(1) The Rose leaves

are attacked by the common Rose mildew, and should
be sprayed with potassium sulphide at thr rate of an ounce
to three gallons of water. (2) It is natural that the later

flowers of the Delphiniums should be getting smaller

as the season passes, and as you are obliged to put up
with the services of partly trained people, it would be
well, perhaps, to avoid the remaking of your border this

season and resort to top-dressing with manure, to be
forked in later. (3) The Pea seed may have been poor
and rather old, as supplies of seed have not been quite

easy to get, but only two or three out of some hundreds
we have seen have been poor. Did the seed germinate
badly ? The best Peas may appear shrivelled to a novice,

for wrinkled Peas are the sweetest^ of " marrowfats."
If germination was satisfactory, the failure is probably
attributable to errors in cultivation. (4) Apple and Pear
crops are generally bad in Surrey this season. Lateral
but not terminal gro\vths should be cut back now to

about three buds from the base of the shoot.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—^. M. D.—Rose Mme. Ravary.
• Marlow.—Kaist.Tin Augusta Victoria. D. P. S.—
We believe the Rose is King George V. M. B. L.—
The Farquhar Rose. H. P. B.—A form of Stapelia

maculosa. Torquay.—Black Horehound (Ballota nigra).

Bt. p.—Lonicera japonica Halleana. T. C. G.—

1, Hypericum patulura ; 2, Ruellia Portellte. J). Mc.—
1, ilyrtus communis (Myrtle) ; 2, Escallonia langleyensis ;

3, Genista tinctoria ; 4, Hypericum pyramidatum;
5, Physostegia \irginiana.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL

THE fortnightly

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

meeting h( Id on the 20tli ult. was
distinctly interesting and good, albeit below the standard
of those' to which in normal times we are accustomed.
Hardy flowers were particularly good and well shown.
Fruit from Welwyn and Langley was of exceptional
merit, the former of a somewhat comprehensive nature.

Orchids were not numerously shown, but included many
choice specimens and not a few novelties.

Floral Committee.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs,

Sydney Morris, J. Green, W. J. Bean, G. Harrow. G.
Reuthe, J. W. Moorman, T. Stever-son. J He-.!, J- F
McLeod, \V. H. Page, A. Turner, C Dixor. H. J. Jones.

C. E. Pearson. H. Cowley, W. P. Thomson, E, H. Jenkins,

W. .G. Baker and J. Hudson.
Mr. James Box, Lindfield, Sussex, displayed a large

comprehensive exhibit of hardy plants, filling a low-placed
double table with Phloxes, Montbretias, Lilies, Gladioli

and other things. A notable item in the group was
the too rarely seen Campanula primuliefolia, a very distinct

species 2 feet or more high, worthy of extended cultivation.

Autholyza paniculata was very eftective in crimson scarlet,

and not less so the two handsome blue-flowered Aconitums
Wilsoni and Fischeri. that last named of very rich colour.

These are both worthy border flowers at this time. Anemone
Lord Ardiiaun is a very pure white, certainly one of the

best of its class. Polygonum amplexicaule (fine red),

Gentiana asclerjiadea, Stokesia cyanea alba and Montbretia
californica (self yellow) were also good. The single yellow
Rudbeckia Herbstone is a plant of conspicuous merit,

very telling in colour and refinement. Herbaceous Lobelias

were also good. This superb gioup worthily represented

the best hardy flowers now in season.

Mr. G. W. Miller, Clarkson Nurseries, Wisbech, also

showed strongly of hardy plants, the series of Montbretias
being particularly good. Of these, Star of the East
(the largest yet raised), Prometheus (the richest orange
colour), Westwick, King Edmund (yellow) and Lord
Nelson are a set of the best. Hereward is also a refined

and beautiful variety of pale orange colour. Phlox White
King (very handsome truss), Lilium sulphureum (a grand
trumpet Lily), Kniphofia rubra (of rich colour) and
Rudbeckia Herbstone were among other good things.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, contributed Dahlias
in Collarette, Cactus, Star and single varieties. Of
Cactus, Snowdon, John Riding and VictGry were among
the best. Edith Carter, gold base with scarlet tips, was very
distinct and good. Aphrodite (pure white, Pseony-flowered)

and Delice (pink, of the decorative set) were very finely

presented. Crawley Star, White Star and Northern
Star were also very fine. There were some excellent

singles, Leon (rich scarlet, of small size) being very
pronounced.

Mr. J. C. Allgrove, Middle Green, Langley, had an
excellent exhibit of Thalictrum dipterocarpum, whose
violet flowers on 6-feet-long sprays provides a very pleasing

effect. With it was associated the double white form
of Gypsophila paniculata, the two making a pretty contrast.

In an interesting lot of plants from Mr. G. Reuthe,
Keston, Kent, we noted Saxifraga mandschurica with
jiinky white trusses, Eucryphia piniiutinda, Hypericum
Mi)siTi;iiiuni (fine yellow), Dianantha caTulen (a remarkable
jilant from Japan ^vith drooping hlur llowers and white
anthers), Calluna Astilbe simpiicifolia. Cornus canadensis

(white), Ardisia japonica {white flowers, succeeded by
orange-coloured berries). Bockia affinis (with dainty
Spira'a-iike flowers) and Gauithcria nummularifolia (a

pretty rock plant of trailing habit. Hardy Heaths in-

cluded C. vulgaris tiore-pleno, C. v. pilosa flore-pleno and
C. vulgaris Foxii (very dwarf). There was quite a charming
lot of alpines, those in flower being chiefly Campanulas.
Polygonum amplexicaule atropurpm-eum was very fine

and of pronounced colouring.
Mr. W. Wells, jun.. Merstham, showed some excellent

Delphiniums, of which Belladonna plena, Mrs. H. Kaye,
Merstham Glory (pale blue), Emily (deep blue and white
eye) and La f'ranoe (bluish mauve, a most reliable variety)

were the best. Phlox Aubrey Alder, a most brilliantly

flowered novelty, was also on view. Aster Amellus
King George is the handsomest of all the Italian Star-

worts, large, and of good colom*.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, Enfield,

showed some excellent Gloxinias in crimson, purplish,

and scarlet and white shades. They were of exceptional

merit.
Messrs. H. Chapman, Limited, Rye, showed a series

of Cyclamen ncapolitanum together with its white variety.

Hardy Fuchsias constituted a small grouii from Messrs.

Bunyard, Maidstone, F. pumila Tom 'I'liunib, making a
pretty bush a few inches high, bring dislnictly orna-

mental. F. Thompsonii has a graceful habit.

Roses Danitc, Moonlight, Clarissa, Queen Alexandra
(single white, flushed rose, with golden stamens) and
Callisto (semi-double, primrose coloured) were presented

by the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Havering-atte-Bowcr,
near Romford. They were very charming.

Messrs. H. B. May, Limited, Edmonton, showed Ferns
excellently. Polypodium glaucum crispum, Todea
Vroomii, Adiantum Veitchii, Nepbrolepis gracillima,

Pteris tremula Smithii ( highly ornamental and decorative

and A^iilrnium marginatum (a most distinct species of
yellow gncn tint) were among the good things sllo^\'n.

Shrubby Veronicas La Pcrle (red), Lavinia (intense \iolet)

and Favourite (purplish violet) were also noteworthy.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present : J. Cheal, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs. Owen
Thomas, E. A. Bunyard, W. Bates, H. ilarkham, E.
Beckett, A. Bullock, A. W. Metcalfe, A. R. Allan and A.
Grubb.
A collection of fruits of a most embracing cliaractcr

came from C. A. Cain, Esq., J.P., Welwyn. Ibrts (gardener,
Mr. T. Pateman). Grapes, Cherries, Melons, Peaches,
Pears, Apricots, Apples and other fruits were shown.
Of Grapes, Gros Maroc, Appley Towers, Muscat
Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria, Lady Hutt, Lady
Dowue's Seedling and Black Hamburgh were among
those shown. Of Plums, we noted Black Imperial, The
Czar, Transparent Gage, Cox's Emperor, Old Green
Gage, JertVrson and Kirke's Blue. Nectarine Pineapple,
Apricot Hemskirk, and Peaches Royal George and Violette
native were all excellent. There were upwards of sixty
dishes shown. Currants and Cherries, in addition to those
mentioned, being also good. A gold medal was deservedly
awarded.

Mr. J. C. Allgrove, Middle Green, Langley, showed young
fruiting trees of Apple Rev. W. Wilks, three year old
specimens carrying as many as nine or ten fruits of large
size. Apples Red Victoria, Lord Suffleld, Stirling Castle,

James Grieve, Lady Sudeley and Worcester Pearmain,
with Plums Belle de Louvain (very dark), The Czar,
Gisborne's and Diamond, were well shown. A highly
attractive exhibit. Silver Knightian medal.

One hundred and five dishes of Tomatoes, representa-
tive of the 1916 trial of these fruits at Wisley, were sent
from the Society's Gardens, green and ripe fruits of most
of the varieties being staged on the same dish. They
were a most interesting lot.

Orchid Committee.
Present : Sir Harry J'. Veitch, V.M.H. (chairman),

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., and Messrs. J. O'Brien,-

C. J. Lucas, R. Thwaites, Pantia Ralli, T. Armstrong,
Walter Cobb, J. Chariesworth, A. Dye, S. W. Flory,

W. Bolton, 11. A. Rolfe and Gurney Wilson.
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells,

showed a small group of novelties. Most pleasing of

them all was La?lio-CattIeya Golden Wren, yellow sepals

and crimson purple and yellow lip. Sophro-Cattleya
Blackii (large and brilliant), Odontioda Aspasia (of mauve
tone), O. Bradshawje (orange coloured) and 0. Vuylstekese
were very good. Cattleya Iris Majestic and C. Lord
Rothschild were very fine. C. Clsesiana alba is a very
puri' white.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, showed Cattleya
Lady Veitch var. superba, a lovely pure white variety,

and, among others, Leelio-Cattleya Purple Emperor,
Vanda Sanderiana, Lffilio-Cattleya Queen Marie and
Brasso-Cattleya Mme. Charles Maron, a delightful variety

in palest mauve with canary yellow throat. Cattleya
guttata var. Saudera^, green and yellow sepals and white
lip, was also on view.

Messrs. Charh;sworth and Co., Hayward's Heath, showed
Lselio-Cattleya Thyone, of yellow colour ; Cattleya Lord
Rothschild, "white sepals and yellow veined and purple

lip ; and Lwlio-Cattleya Appam, in which the flowers

had cinnabar red sepals and ruby crimson lip.

In a small set from Mr. C. F. Waters, Balcombe, Cattleya

Lord Rothschild alba was the most distinct plant.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, showed a series

of Cattleyas and Lselio-Cattleyas.

Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, N., showed well

Cattleya Sybil and C. Adula in variety, the range of

colour in the former varying from golden to fa^vn and
buff. All are very beautiful and attractive at this time.

SWEET PEAS IN THE NORTH OF SCOTLAND.

With commendable zeal the members of the Elgin and
District Horticultural Society held an exhibition of Sweet
Peas and Roses on August 16. The society, which is

affiliated to the National Sweet Pea Society, has only

been in existence four years, but has done much for

horticulture in Morayshire. It has an enthusiast as

secretary in the person of Mr. T. L. Mann, and he has

been backed up by a strong and energetic committee.

The proceeds were devoted to the laudable object of

providing comforts for the 6th Battalion Seaforth High-

landers and also for local prisoners of war. Ihe show
was most successful and there was a very large entry.

Among tlie competitors was Mr. J. A. Grigor, gardener

to Mrs. Dunbar-Dunbar of Seapark, Forres. Mr. Grignr's

skill as a grower is well known. For some years he has

competed at all the leading shows in Scotland and also

in London, and has been most successful. He is one of

the leading growers in the country. At Elgin he

had a large quantity of blooms, and had a double

entry in each section of the open class. He scored in

all save the single vase for lavender, when he was beaten

by tlie Rev. E. V. Kissack, The Orphanage, Aberlour,

who obtained a notable success with a well-balanced

vase of Florence Nightingale. This was the first time

this amateur had competed in the open class, and he

was well rewarded. It would be difficult to say which

was the best in ]\lr. Grigor's large collection, but he had
very fine exhibits of King .-Ufred, King Mauve, Prince

Edward of Wales, Hercules, and if the palm was to be

awarded to any, it would be to two magnificent vases,

viz., those of President and Edward Cowdy. Mr. Grigor's

Sweet Peas were characterised by good substance and
great refinement, and were worthy of his reputation. The
proceeds reached the sum of £65.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THE sum ' of about £800 was obtained

recently at a garden fete held at Castle-

milk, Lockerbie, on behalf of the War
Horticultural Relief Fund. The fete was

organised by Lady Buchanan Jardiue,

who is in charge of the movement in Dumfries-

shire, and was successful in every way. The

beautiful gardens, so well managed by Mr. John

Jeffrey, Sir Robert W. Buchanan Jardine's gar-

dener, were much admired.

Wages at Kew.—Owing to the wage problem

in the Royal Gardens, Kew, it was recently

resolved that the lady gardeners,

gardeners, keepers and labourers

should come out on strike

from Monday last. We are

pleased to learn that a war

bonus of 4s. per week to those

employes receiving less than

£2 per week has saved the

situation.

Lathyrus latifolius in Mr.

Mawley's Garden.—Although a

very common plant in gardens,

this climbing perennial Pea and

its improved varieties are among

the most delightful flowers from

July till September. In the ac-

companying iUustratiou a white

form is shown flowering over an

-old sundial. The photograph was

taken in the garden of Mr.

Edward Mawley, the beloved

President of the National Rose

•Society, Rosebank, Berkhamsted.

Meteorological instruments may
be seen in the background of

the illustration. In addition to

being a Rose grower of wide

repute, Mr. Mawley has the best

private meteorological station in

the country.

Garden Ornaments and War.
The two materials which history A WHITE

,aiid the fitness of things tell

us are the most appropriate for the inanimate

ornamentation of British gardens are lead and
stone. Cisterns made of the former of these are

referred to by Worlidge in his " Systema Horti-

•culturEB " in the latter half of the seventeenth

century ; but it is probable that the halcyon

years of the lead industry were those between

1700 and 1750. When our daily papers are so

full of accounts of the shortage of copper in

Germany and: the desperate means which the

Government of that country is taking to obtain

the same from its civilian population by persuasion

and compulsion, it is of considerable interest

to remember that the American War of Inde-

pendence depleted our gardens of many of these

old lead figures, when as " works of art " they

were sent across the Atlantic in order to make
bullets for the fighters.

Gentiana Kurroo.—It is interestmg to note

that this Gentiana, the subject of recent notes

in The Garden, first flowered in the nursery

of the late Mr. William Bull of Chelsea. After

flowering it was distributed as a new plant by Mr.

Bull in the autumn of r879, the price charged

KVERLASTING PEA GROWING OVER AN OLD

being 7s. 6d. each. The plants which flowered

at Chelsea were raised from seeds sent as Gentiana

species. The seed germinated readily, and,

planted out in a frame containing a mixture of

loam, peat and sand well incorporated together,

they grew away freely, and a large number of

flowers were produced. There was no difficulty

attending their culture, but whether they would

have become permanently established in London

was not put to the test, as the stock was soon

sold out. A coloured plate of this Gentiana

appeared in The Garden for March 20, 1880.

Among other new plants announced in the

same list as the Gentiana was Selaginella

Kraussiana aurea, the price of both being the

same. At the present day the Selaginella is

not much appreciated, whereas the Gentiana is

still rare.

Sending Plants to British Hospitals in

France.—The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

have been informed by the Foreign Office that

the French Government have kindly consented

to authorise until further notice the entry into

France of all plants forwarded from England to

British hospitals and cemeteries in

France although not accompanied

by the certificates required under

the Phylloxera Convention. When
consignments of plants are being

sent to France for other purposes,

consignors should be careful to

make the necessary arrangements

to procure the required certificates.

A New Codonopsis (C. Beesi-

ana).—There is at present flower-

ing in the extensive rock garden

at Wisley a new and rare species

under the name of Codonopsis

Beesiana, for the introduction of

which we are indebted to Messrs.

Bees, Limited. It is no doubt

a native of Central or Eastern

Asia, and differs in many ways

from the sky blue C. ovata ; in

fact, it is difficult to realise from

a horticultural point of view that

these two species belong to the

same genus. The flowers are large,

borne singly on more or less

decumbent stems, and resemble in

form and colour the well-known

Fritillaria Meleagris. In form the

flowers are bell-shaped, five-parted,

and of a purplish hue, chequered

with deeper-coloured veins both on

SUNDIAL. the outside and inside of the

blooms. At first there is a

ground colour of pale yellow, but as the flowers

age this colour is displaced by purphsh tints.

The first blooms make their appearance about

the middle of July, and a constant succession

is kept up throughout August and September.

At Wisley it is given a somewhat moist, sheltered

quarter -with a northern aspect, in which position

it proves to be quite hardy.

*,* Omnci to the shortage of paper, readers who have not

alreadij done so are asked to order The Gaeden to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not rcsponsihlc for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Bose Joanna Bridge (H.T.).—This new decora-

tive Rose was sent out bj- Mr. E. J. Hicks in tlie

spring of 191 6, and should rank as one of the

most useful varieties we have for cutting. In

growth it is all that could be desired, and iiowers

abundantly on stifi stems with glossy foliage.

The blooms are semi-double, with broad, rounded

petals. The colour is straw yellow, with straw-

berry shadings, deep when unfolding, changing

with age to the most delicate tints of blush pink.

—

E. M.
Roses in a Scottish Garden.—In the corre-

spondence columns of your issue of August 19

Rose Blush Rambler is said to nicely furnish

an 8-feet or g-feet pillar. In my garden here,

Blush Ramblers, which were planted in the spring

of 1914 on each side of a gate in the garden wall

by courtesy a garden, with the result that the

next year 'the pretty, bright-coloured flowers

cropped up all over the place. As might be

expected, the adverse conditions—including cats,

the bane of the London gardener—were too much

for this little South African bulb, and many of

them perished. However, four years afterwards,

when I left the neighbourhood, they had not quite

all died out.—H. P.

Escallonia philippiana.—Mr. Blair in a recent

issue refers to this as " usually considered some-

what tender." It is, I believe, one of the

hardiest, if not the hardiest of the Escallonias,

and I have seen it doing well in places where

E. macrantha and E. exoniensis, another fairly

hardy one, are too tender for ordinary positions

as a bush.— S. Arnott.

IVIother Nature and Father Florist.—Some
stray meditations on a mixed bouquet of wild

and garden flowers. From garden, from orchard

grass and from hedge, someone had gathered

and arranged a mixed bouquet for me, and as

i' *
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Single Rose Una.—One cannot but admire the

blossoms of this single Rose. The plant has, however,

a defect in growth, and that a serious one, as it is so

liable to become leggy and bare at the base.—E. M.

Galegas.—The notes by " Anne Amateur " and

others on G. officinalis albiflora prompt me to

put forward the claims of Niobe (pure white)

and Her Majesty (pale mauve and white). Anyone

who grows these varieties will, I am sure, dispense

with the old officinalis Hartlandii and other small-

flowered forms. Niobe and Her Majesty are

both strong growers ; with me Niobe will run

over 6 feet. The flower-spikes are fully foiur

times as large as those of the white officinalis.

Her Majesty is equally large, and for cutting both

are first class. I might mention that I have

never seen these varieties exhibited in good

form.—T. A. W.
Kirengeshoma palmata.—It is a number of

years since I first saw this plant at Kew, but it

has not yet found its way into many gardens,

even those where the newer hardy plants are

in request. It is a good border plant, belonging

to the same Natural Order as the Saxifrages.

It has neat, greyish-green, palmate leaves and

good-sized tubular yellow flowers. Its height

is from i8 inches to 2J feet. It is said to like

peaty soil and partial shade with moisture. At

Kew it used to grow at the base of the Rock

Garden. It thrives well in 1;he garden of Sir

Herbert Maxwell at Monreith.—S. Arnott.

Potato Warwick Castle.—As a second-early

variety, for crop, shapely tubers and cooking

qualities I know of no variety to equal the above.

At the end of July and early in August I dug

huge crops of this Potato, all grown under ordinary

cultivation among fruit trees. From many of the

roots 61b. of tubers were lifted. This year's ex-

perience, coupled with that of former trials, con-

vinces me this is one of the most valuable Potatoes

that Messrs. Sutton and Sons have introduced.

Last April the tubers of the previous year's

growth preserved their cooking qualities equally

as well as when lifted in August, adding a fur-

ther quality to the variety.—E. M.

Mimulus luteus.—in reference to this subject

it will interest " W. D." to learn that this plant

is freely naturalised in North Wales. In mid-

summer the banks of lowland rivers, their tribu-

taries, and even the peat drains of the far-away

moors, are often gilded with it. At high altitudes

(say, 1,000 feet) the plant rarely grows more

than about 10 inches high, but in better feeding-

grounds—notably along the very boggy margins

of the Conway at Trefriew—it has attained

the height of 3 feet or 4 feet, the blooms

being very large and fine. As " W. D." suggests,

the pure yellow is the most redundant, but I

have come across large patches of the gorgeously

blotched, Gloxinia-like varieties, and very hand-

some they are. I cannot think, at the moment,

of any flower of alien origin that has made itself

so much at home in this country as M. luteus.

By it our flora has become enriched by a species

of a genus of which we have no native repre-

sentative. " W. D." will be glad to know that

I have some of it in my wild garden ; but along

the waterside, where it ought to flourish, it is

not very happy, since it is so persistently attacked

by slugs, which seem to prefer it to anything

else.—A. T. Johnson.

Storing Apples.—One would like to say a

word by way of endorsing the excellent editorial

advice given anent this subject on page 409 of

The Garden. For years I stored my Apples

in a cool, moist cellar and could wish for no

better place, the fruits keeping well into the

spring. The cellar, a large one equal to the

entire area of the house, had a floor of concrete

not entirely impervious to moisture, and, being

of some depth, the two essentials—coolness and

moistiure—were assured. A friend a mile or

two away, whom I supplied each year with a

few bushels of fruits, also stored them in a cellar,

and, complaining that the fruits did not keep, in-

vited me to see them. The cause was obvious, the

cellar being both dry and hot ; or, as I put it

to my friend, the Apples were supplying moisture

to the cellar instead of the cellar to the fruits.

What surprised me was the rapidity of the shrivel-

ling of the fruits, my own remaining as plump

as when gathered. One year some selected

fruits of Lane's Prince Albert, put aside in a

lidded box, were "discovered" in June, when
in addition to being in first-rate condition they

had assumed an' almost golden hue. In storing

the Apple it should be remembered that the fruit is

quite hardy—1° or 2° of frost does no harm—hence

a low temperature is essential.—E. H. Jenkins.

A Natural Bouquet of Roses.—I enclose a

photograph of a branch of Rose William Allen

Richardson, taken off a hedge in our garden.

A N.\TURAL BOUQUET.

showing Nature's arrangement of a bouquet of

Roses from a single stem.—-E. Howard Moss,

Leyboume, Witley, Surrey.

Recipe for Preserving Runner and French
Dwarf Beans.—I have dried the tears I was
shedding last week, for I have at last received

a recipe for preserving Beans which promises

to turn out well in winter and not be too salt

nor too tasteless. I intend to adventure largely

on it, and here send the recipe for the benefit

of others. Mme. Bonhote's method.—Take fresh

young Runner or French Beans, which may be

either preserved whole (if small) or sliced (if large).

Place them in a perfectly clean earthenware

crock or similar receptacle. Put a layer of Beans

and sprinkle very lightly with salt, then alternate

layers of Beans and sprinklings of salt till the

crock is full. Cover with a clean cloth and
leave it one night. The next day have ready

some wide-mouthed glass jars (such as 31b. jam
jars). These must be perfectly clean, have been

scalded with hot water, placed mouth downwards
to drain dry, and finally warmed just before

filling with the Beans. Stir the Beans round
with a clean wooden spoon in the crock, so that

all may be equally moistened with the salt liquor

which has drained from them during the night.

With a fork pack the Beans as closely as possible

in the jars, pressing them together, as they shrink

in steaming. Stand the bottles in a vessel over,

the fire with clean straw or hay between them
to prevent them from moving while being steamed.

Keep the vessel filled with hot water, filling it

up as the water needs adding to. Steam gently

for three or four hours. When the Beans are just

sufficiently cooked (not overdone), fill the bottles

with fresh boiling water. Tie down at once with

vegetable parchment covers and store the bottles in

a dry, cool place. When the Beans are required for

table, warm them through for about ten minutes and
serve with a little oiled butter.

—

Anne Amateur.

A ROSE WALK IN A GARDEN AT INVERNESS.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
September 12.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Meeting and Exhibition, also National Dahlia

Society's Show, at Vincent Square, Westminster.

September r3. — Sheffield Chrysanthemum
Society's Show and Lecture.
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GARDEN BY
By N.

THE
G. H A D D E N

SEVERN SEA

WE are so wont to associate the

successful culture of delicate flower-

ing shrubs with South Devon and

Cornwall that we are apt to

forget that there are other equally

favoured spots in our islands

where frost and snow are

r a r e 1 y experienced. The
narrow strip of fertile land

between the Bristol Channel

and the barren plateau of

Exmoor is blessed with a

singularly genial climate,

never so relaxing as the

South Coast in summer and

yet so mild in winter that

the most delicate plants are

unhurt in sheltered positions.

To one accustomed to the

Midlands it is indeed a revela-

tion to see so many tender

shrubs flourishing in West

Somerset. Cliauthus puniceus

smothering a south wall with

its beautiful scarlet flowers,

cottages bowered with dense

tangles of Ivy-leaved Pelargo-

niums and Solanum crispum,

trees of sweet-scented Genista

covered with golden blossom,

at once demonstrate to the

gardener the mildness of the

district. Myrtles attain the

dimensions of huge shrubs.

Sweet Verbena forms large

bushes in the open, and the

noble Fan Palm (Chamasrops

Fortunei) freely bears its great

trusses of orange yellow

bloom. Benthamia fragifera

makes quite a large spread-

ing tree, smothered in early

June with its pretty cream-

coloured bracts. Loquats

luxuriate in the open and

occasionally ripen fruit, while Abutilon vitifoliuia

affords a rarely seen wealth of lavender blue

colouring against a wall facing east.

In a very .sheltered garden close to the sea at

Porlock Weir, Mrs. George Blathwayt has formed

a wonderful collection of rare and choice shrubs,

many of which are generally thought to be too

delicate for cultivation in English gardens. Here

an Olive tree in full bloom, which has borne a

fair quantity of fruit. Oranges ripening in the open,

and a Lemon tree in flower are sights which raise

much envy in the hearts of Northern gardeners.

Growing alongside these are a number of luxuriant

plants of the Bottle-brush Tree (Callistemon rigidus),

whose curious flowers are admirably set off by the

beauty of their young velvety shoots. Kennedya
monophylla adorns a south wall with clusters

of its beautiful purple Pea-flowers, and has

for companions some young Tacsonias, Poinciana

Gilliesii, Abelia floribunda, Swainsona rosea and

Edwardsia grandiflora. In the border at their roots

flourish colonies of the lovely Ixiolirion Pallasii

—

well called the blue Freesia—with many of the

smaller South African and Californian bulbous

plants appearing through the thick foliage of

Crinums and Amaryllids. Eucalyptus globulus

has this year flowered freely, the curious globose,

fluffy heads giving the tree a very striking

appearance. Acacias of several species also flower

well when sheltered by a wall from spring gales.

)dMM

BUDDLEIA ASIATICA.

An Indian shrub that flowers outdoors in a Severn

garden.

One of the most interesting features of the wild

garden is a colony of self-sown Cinerarias in various

shades of blue and purple, looking as much at

home as the Ferns and grasses around them.

Magnolias revel in the mild, clear atmosphere,

but of the many species which are grown here

M. parviflora was the only one still in flower at

the time of my visit, and it is certainly one of

the most attractive members of the genus.

M. grandiflora thrives as a standard in the open
in this district. The exquisitely chaste flowers

of Clianthus puniceus albus make a charming
contrast with the scarlet of the type on a west

wall, but both plants seem to suffer terribly from
the ravages of snails. On the same wall and in

a narrow border in front of it a number of choice

shrubs find a congenial home, among the most
noteworthy being Diospyros Kaki (the Japanese
Persimmon), Berberidopsis corallina, with beautiful

scarlet pendent flowers ; Notospartium CarmichaeU;B

(pink Broom), Buddleia asiatica, a number of

Oleanders grow-u fronr seed, Pentstemon cordifolius,

with a quantity of orange scarlet blossoms, Em-
bothrium coccineum, and Medicago arborea—

a

wealth of orange Pea-flowers in early summer.
Calceolaria violacea is a striking shrub, very

distinct from the more familiar species, the spotted

violet flowers being produced in great profusion.

Here, too, C. integrifolia forms a veritable bush

and for months is a golden sheaf of beauty.

Grevillea rosmarinifolia looks the picture of

health and bears a number of its extraordinary

pink flowers, so absurdly

suggestive of snails with

outstretched tentacles !

A subtropical effect is

afforded by such handsome
foliage plants as Hedychium
Gardnerianrmi (Ginger Plant),

Brachyglottisrepanda, Cordy-

line australis (flowering freely),

Dasylirion gracile and other

Palms, which look thoroughly

at home.

Sturdy young bushes of

Leptospermum scoparium
Boscawenii and L. s. Chap-

mannii, grown from seed,

have already begun to flower

freely, and promise to become
invaluable shrubs for sheltered

gardens. As might be ex-

pected, the Olearias and other

New Zealand shrubs are par-

ticiflarly successful in this

district. Olearia macrodonta,

with its Holly-like foliage,

bears large heads of bloom
with the greatest freedom and attains quite a
tree-like stature, while O. Gunnii and Ozothamnus
thyrsoideus are absolutely smothered with flowers

for weeks together. Olearia nummularifolia is an
attractive if less showy species, and Veronica

Hulkeana is undeniably the queen of her race.

Nothing could exceed the beauty of the newer
forms of Philadelphus in early July, when the
gracefully arched branches were wreathed in

fragrant snowy blooms, double and single varieties

being equally lovely. P. Falconeri is a very

distinct species in which the petals are widely

separated from one another.

Early in the year it was a great treat to see

Daphne Genkwa in frfll flower, for it is by UO'

means an easy plant to establish ; here the slender

leafless twigs were covered with the dainty lilac

flowers, deliciously scented. Near by D. japonica,.

one of the first shrubs to flower, had been bloom-

ing equally freely. Pittosporum Tobira, whose
waxy white flowers and shiny green leaves suggest

a Daphne, looks the picture of health and vigour,

while P. undulatum and P. tenuifolium quickly

form very handsome evergreen bushes. The
strong-growing Clerodendron foetidum is valuable-
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for its late flowering, but if the leaves arej,bruised,

the reason for its specific title becomes rather too

pronounced to suit all tastes !

A few other good things which must not be

passed by in silence are Berberis Gagnepainii,

THE LATE-FLOWERING CLERODENDRON
FCETIDUM.

beautiful in flower, fruit and foliage ; Crinodendron

Hookeri ; Raphiolepis japonica, with its handsome,

fragrant flowers and Laurustinus-like leaves ; the

silky-leaved Convolvulus Cneorum, a mass of

delicate pinkish white blossom ; Smilax aspera
;

Melaleuca hypericifolia, a scarlet Bottle-brush

shrub ; Buddleia variabilis magnifica, with im-

mense spikes of rich purple, honey-scented

flowers ; Cotoneaster angustifolia, whose dainty

white flowers will be succeeded by masses of

scarlet orange berries in winter ; many of

the finest Cherriesi and a splendid collection

of Myrtles.

The Barberton Daisy (Gerbera Jamesonii)

flourishes in a south border, and its flowers are

much larger than are usually seen when the plant

is starved in a pot. A great variety of Pelar-

goniums with sweet-scented foliage is another

feature of the garden, the plants receiving no

protection whatever ; many of them are forms

which are very seldom seen. Primulas luxuriate

in the damp spring ; the masses of P. rosea,

P. cashmeriana (both mauve and white) and

P. japonica must afford a rich wealth of colour

when in flower.

It is impossible for me to refer to more

than a tithe of the treasures of this remark-

able garden, where every plant seems to be

in vigorous health and to testify to the skill

of Mrs. Blathwayt and her gardener, Mr.

Pugsley.

THE MYRTLE
The Myrtle is quite an old favourite plant, which has

been held in great esteem from the most ancient times.

It was from the common type, Myrtus communis,

that the Greeks wove their wreaths that they placed

upon the heads of their champions, the Common
Myrtle was also dignified in other ways. To-day

it is valued for the fragrance of its leaves and its

sweet-scented flowers. It was first introduced

into this country in 1597. Although not a hardy

shrub in many parts of this country, it is well

worth a warm corner or a position on a warm
south wall where it would get the required amount

of protection and give its fragrant flowers at the

present time of the year. As a pot plant it is often

a source of pride to many, while to others it is a

plant of disappointment, owing to the paucity of its

flowers, often due to lack of sunshine. The Myrtle

is often given a shady corner under the impression

of protecting it. If placed in full sun where it

is well exposed, and consequently well ripened,

it flowers much better ; but, of course, it should

have the necessary protection during the winter.

A PRETTY SHRUBBY IRID
(Aristea corymbosa).

In olden days this shrubby member of the Iris

family was a great favourite for growing as a

specimen plant in the greenhouse. Being of

slow growth and somewhat exacting in its cultural

requirements, it is now very rarely seen. Unlike

most of the Iris
family, it forms a

sturdy stem of a

stout, woody texture,

which in its turn is

well furnished with

branches. The small

sword-like leaves are

arranged in a fan-

like manner at the

points of the shoots.

During the blooming

season, which is in

the _ early autumn,

the leaves are over-

topped by racemes

of charming blue

flow e r s resembling

those of a small Iris.

Cuttings take a

long time to root.

They succeed best in

a mixture of peat and

sand, put singly into

small pots, and
covered with a bell-

glass in a greenhouse

temperature. The
mature plants thrive

best in fibrous peat

and sand, with just a

sprinkling of loam.

The drainage must
be effective and the

potting firmly done
;

indeed, the general

conditions suitable

for Cape Heaths will

just meet its require-

ments.

Introduced from
South Africa in 1803,

it was long known by the generic name of

Witsenia, but it is now by botanists placed in

the genus Aristea, the specific name remaining

the same. H. P.

BOOKS

THE MANUAL OF MANURES.*
A SERIES of books with the general title of " The
Increased Productivity Series " is in course of

publication by Country Life, under the general

editorship of Mr. P, Anderson Graham.

There is much land suitable for economic

cultivation in this country that is not being put

to productive use, and much that is being suitably

cultivated that might be made to produce more.

The present conditions of things have turned the

attention of many, who have given little thought

to the problem before, to the question of methods
of increasing the supply of food raised in the

country. That the supply can be increased is

undoubted, but the doing of it will depend upon

a variety of circumstances, among which the

wider use of " artificial " manures is one.

This aspect of the question is treated by the

author—whose wide experience in productive

Belgium has made him familiar with the methods

pursued in that distressed country—in a very

* " The Manual of Manures." by Henry'*Vendelmans
(Ing. Agr. Belg.), 8vo., xvi. + 164 pp. (Country Liie,

20, Tavistock Street, London, W-C., 1916 ;
price 33. 6d. net.)

ARISTEA CORYMBOSA NOW FLOWERING AT KEW.
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able manner, and although some of his illus-

trations are perhaps not so apt as they might be,

the book is on the whole clear and thoroughly

dependable. It is a book to be studied from cover

to cover—not to be used as a sort of recipe book

—

if the most economical use of manures is aimed at.

Where all is good it is difficult to pick out

-special points for particular mention, but we
.should like to draw attention to the sections on
the use and abuse of lime, the care of farmyard
juanure, and the purchase of mixed manures,
•all of which are matters of the utmost importance
to the horticulturist. Probably gardeners in

general are better customers than the farmer

to the vendor of mixed manures, although the

fanner often pins great faith to them. There is

no gainsaying the fact that great results often

follow the application of mixed manures, but
they are rarely, if ever, economical. Not only

does one in paying for them pay for the brains

of the mixer, but for two or three unnecessary

freightages, for mixing, for loss in various weighings,

and so on, and very often indeed for substances

will enable him to do. The need for an index is

greatly lessened by the full table of contents which
precedes the general account of manures (where, by
the way, nitragin is spelt nitrogen—page xiii.), but
we must say we regret the use of the Continental

instead of the English form of certain chemical
names, e.g., chlorure for chloride, sulphocyanure of

ammonia for sulphocyanide, and the like.

Luther Burbank : His Life and Work.*—It

has been said, and with some justice, that this

is an age of premature biographies. However, no
gardener will bring this complaint against the

work before us. For many years Atlantic breezes

have brought us whispers of the wonder-worker
at Santa Rosa whose introductions would revolu-

tionise the gardening craft. Now and then a herald

of. the approaching army reached us, in the

fruit gardeji we grew the Giant Prune and found
it good, but the Shasta Daisy proved fickle under
insular skies. However, we waited and hoped,

and we are now rewarded with a kind of interim

report which will lead the hopeful yet to hope.

For here v/e are admitted to the inner sanctuary :

favourable variations; but how thus can we explain

his results ? Who in the Old World could make
a claim such as this :

" Search this earth all over,

climb every mountain, plunge into every cafion,

valley and jungle, and when it is done, visit every

park, garden, nursery and conservatory, and as

many varieties of charming Lilies cannot be
found as I have produced. All the earth is not

adorned with so raan\ new ones as are growing
at my establishment." If all the Lily specialists

are not now engaged in a headlong rush to California,

it must be because they have not remembered
Mr. Burbank's endowment of modesty. And,
meanwhile, plant raisers would do well to retain

their attitude of watchful waiting and—continue

their own work.

OSTROWSKYA MAGNIFiCA

A WELL-GROWN GROUP OF THE ASIATIC BELL-FLOWER, OSTROWSKYA MAGNIFICA

included which are not of the least use in the

cases for which they are intended to be used.

Mixed manures have usually to be composed to'

produce results on a variety of crops on many
•different soils, and this with other things brings

the price per unit of potash, phosphoric acid and
mitrogen (which are the only things in the manure
that should be paid for) much higher than it

•ought to be from an economical standpoint.

Not infrequently one reads in the report of an

analysis of a mixed manure, " its cost is not

•excessive for a horticultural manure "—as though
manures for gardens ought to cost more than those

for farms. Why should they, after due allowance

is made for the bulk purchased at one time, a

difference which can largely be squared by co-

operative buying ? The remedy is obviously

with the purchaser, who must make himself

familiar with the needs of his soil and with the

properties of manures, and this the present book

we see the wizard in his garden, hear his views

and study his methods, and in so doing we cannot

but increase our wonderment. We learn that he

anticipated the Mendelian re-discovery of 1900,

but was, alas ! too busy to publish it. We read

that so acute are his senses that he can pass under
review 20,000 Plum seedlings in an hour (333 per

minute), selecting the best with infallible accuracy,

even as to immunity from disease. So keen is

his sense of smell that he can " ferret out an

individual iiower having any infinitesimally

modified odour in the midst of a bed of thousands

of such plants." And withal we learn that he

is a modest man trembling at the Kodak's approach

save when his " accommodating " spirit triumphs

over the weakness of the flesh. A carping spirit

might object that his methods were those of every

plant-breeder, crossing likely varieties and selecting

* " Luther Burbank : His Life and Work."
by Grant Richards; price 10s. Gd.

Published

The Asiatic Bell-flower is a herbaceous perennial

that deserves a much wider appreciation than

it now enjoys. Few among the campanulate

type so richly deserve the dis-

tinguishing adjective " magnifica "

as this one, and once it lias

been seen, the ambition to pos-

sess it and grow it to perfection

becomes little less than an obses-

ion.

Well - established plants will

attain the height of 4 feet to

5 feet. The upright stems, which
bear whorls of soft grey leaves,

are surmounted in summer by
noble heads of handsome, bell-

shaped flowers often 6 inches in

diameter. Some have described

these latter as silvery white with

a satiny gloss of mauve, but

this hardly conveys the precise

impression. It would be nearer

the mark, I think, to say that

these exquisite cups hesitate in

that tender tone which is neither

pale mauve nor bluish lilac, but

something of each, and that this

colour is delicately shot with a

silver sheen. - At any rate, the

effect is one of surpassing beauty

and elegance.

The two main requisites in

growing Ostrowskya magnifica are

a sunny position and an ample

root-run in light loam which

contains plenty of sand " and grit. It is

not the easiest of plants to grow, but it

well repays the trouble taken. Roots, which

are not very expensiv, should be secured

in early autumn, or before they have become
active after their late summer " rest." This

latter, it may be mentioned, is essential to

the well-being of Ostrowskya, and it should

be assured by covering the clumps with bell-

glasses or hand-lights as soon as the flowering

period is over. This would not, of course, be

necessary should the weather be abnormally dr\'

and the situation well drained. But, generally

speaking, our seasons are too wet to permit

unprotected roots to undergo that temporar\-

ripening process or dormancy, without which

the highest success cannot be expected. Winter

protection is not usually necessary nor desirable,

but late frosts and cold spring winds are often

injurious if not screened- off, A. T. Johnson.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

CYPELLA HERBERTI ha? been in

flower for the last two months, and

could have been chosen for a drawing

on any day of them. For though the

individual flowers are sadly fleeting,

lasting but little longer than those of their near

relatives the Tigridias, the branching flower-

stems bear them in marvellous profusion and two

or three open daily, and few other Irids keep up

so long a succession of flowers. Possibly Sisy-

riuchium anceps in its numerous varieties, or sub-

species, whichever they be, may beat Cypella, but

the contest would be a long and fairly even one.

S. chilense, with small blue flowers and markedly

reflexing segments, is well in the running. S.

angustifolium var. bellum, as the " Kew Hand
List " names the handsomer, larger-flowered

and darker-coloured one, provides its flowers

of soft slaty purple for all the summer months

and well on into autumn, and the variety Nuttalli-

anum, dwarfer than the other two and like a

smaller-flowered bellum, is a lavish bloomer.

But then their flowers are so small compared

with Cypella's that they make far less show in the

garden, and I should feel inclined to give the long-

flo%vering prize to Cypella after a three months'

display, even though a longer waiting and watching

would prove the Satin-flowers the actual winners.

I have grown it here for over twenty years, and

if ever it has got into a poor state of health it has

been all due to my neglect, and not to its natural

delicacy, for unless lifted and replanted every

four or five years the bulbs get starved and small.

It grows well here in the Peach-house border

among tender and equally precious small plants,

but thrives almost as happily in a flat bed in the

rock garden that is neither specially sheltered

nor otherwise blessed as to soil or aspect.

It is strange it is not more grown by the lovers

of bulbous plants, for it is not at all an expensive

luxiury, and much easier to manage than the

Calochorti that many people struggle with. It

is a native of Buenos Ayres and also Brazil. Most

probably the hardy stock we grow came from the

iormer and less tropical home. It has sat for

many portraits since it first flowered in Britain

in the Rev. George Herbert's conservatory in

1824, and they vary so much that one would

•expect them to represent many varieties. I

have never known it to vary at all, however,

and am afraid the light straw-coloured figure

in Loddiges' " Botanical Cabinet " and Miss

S. Maund's drawing in Maund and Henslow's
" Botanist " represent no living plants. In this

latter figure the cup-shaped hollow centre and

the curiously curved inner segments are coloured

a rich green instead of creamy white. Dean
Herbert's figure in the Botanical Magazine must

have been drawn from rather a puny specimen,

and the best portrait of it I possess is E. T. Smith's

in Sweet's " British Flower Garden." The most

interesting and curious part of the flower is the

way in which the three inner segments are bent

round until their long pointed tips reach almost

to the ovary on the under side of the flower. Their

shape and the purple stripes on their rolled margins

make them look more like some brightly coloured

shell than the segments of a flower. Cypella

is such a beautiful and curious plant that, although

I started out this morning to gather another for

drawing, I could not resist the grace and beauty

of its golden faces.

I expect most people would consider Yucca
flaccida the plant of the week here. It is always

one of the freest of the whole genus to flower,

and this season has suited it somehow, for the

leaves make a pleasant contrast with the lighter

green grass
; but now that something like a score

of flower-stems rise out of them, the group is

worth looking at. I should say this form is the

hardiest and most reliable of all Yuccas, and in

any ordinary border that is not waterlogged in

winter it will soon spread into a handsome group
of rosettes, some of which should yield flower-

stems every year. These are not much over
a yard in height, so that it is a good plant

for a bold edging in front of shrubs or taller

{From a drawing by

Bowles '

flower-spikes are extra numerous and large. 1

bought a large stock of it in a sale at a neigh-

bouring nursery that was changing hands, and

filled an irregularly shaped bed in a lawn with

some of them. It has a good effect throughout

the year, for even in midwinter its glaucous green

Yuccas such as gloriosa and recurvifolia.

Solanum Torreyi also deserves notice, and if

Its leaves were not so large and so inseparable

from its flower-heads it might have been chosen

for drawing. I have tried to establish it here

several times, but never before this season had

the pleasure of seeing it break up from the ground

late in May and flower in August. This may be

due in great part to its habit of wandering imder-

ground and therefore appearing some distance

away from its label, and at first looking so much

like some coarse weed that it is in danger of getting

its head hoed off or pulled out. This year I

hunted carefully for it when a general weeding

was about to commence in its bed, and placed a

fresh label against the thing that looked most
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like it, and am now rewarded by a fine head of

its large Potato-like flowers among the long leaves

and prickly stems. Each of the flowers is rather

more than 2 inches in diameter and of a fine

bluish violet, and about a dozen of them open at

once on a head. It is a native of Texas and

Arkansas, and one of the handsomest of the

dwarf members of the genus that can be treated

as a hardy herbaceous plant.

Just behind it Lycoris squamigera has shot up

some lanky scapes, crowned with its pink flowers

shot with lilac. Many people at first sight take

it for a poor Belladonna Lily,

and it is a good thing it gener-

ally precedes them in flowering,

as it does not compare favour-

ably with their more regular

shape and more pleasing colour-

ing. But it has a certain style

of beauty of its own, and the

gradual deepening of the flowers

as they age from pink to a dull

slaty lilac produces many quiet

and unusual tones of colour in

one head. Again, it is a fore-

runner of the Belladonna LUy

and brings promise of better

things, for in a season when the

Lycoris blooms well, one may
hope with a reasonable amount

of certainty for good spikes of

the Amaryllis.

Ceratostigma Wilhnottianum is

in fine flower on the wall of

the Orchid-house. Its/ flowers

come so much earlier in the

season, and are also larger than

those of C. plumbaginoides (the

plant we have long loved as

Plumbago Larpentae), that if it will

prove as hardy we shall be pushing

out the older plant for the newer

one. But from the way an early

November frost worried and de-

pressed my large plant last season,

I am half afraid for the little

plants I have put out in an

open border. As a younger and

smaller plant it passed the winter

before unscathed in this same

sheltered spot, and I am wonder-

ing whether it was the sudden-

ness of attack of that first frost

after such mild, wet weather,

or the size and woodiness of the

plant, that caused it to suffer.

I have often noticed that Cistuses

are much more damaged by frost

when they are large and woody

than as young plants.

On the same wall, and a fine

contrast with the brilliant Gentian

blue of the Ceratostigma, a dwarf Pome-

granate, Punica nana, has opened several of

its glowing scarlet flowers. This is such a

neat-growing and free-flowering kind that,

although its flowers are rather small— only

about li inches in length— it is well worth a place

on a south wall. A very pleasant smrprise was

the sudden appearance of a flower on a young

plant of Meconopsis quintuplinervia raised from

Mr. Farrer's seed. Although I had been care-

fully watering these plants during the dry weather,

I had not noticed any sign of a bud among the

hairy leaves ; so that to find an open flower

with its four pendent petals of soft rosy lilac

silk waving in the breeze seemed as though the

welcome rains had worked a miracle. They
made it no longer necessary to visit these Chinese

treasures daily with a water-can, and so until

this flash of lilac caught my eye I did not go up

that little path.

In leaves and habit these seedlings were so much
like M. puuicea that when Mr. Farrer was here

even he was deceived by them, and after a con-

sultation we came to the sad conclusion that

somehow or other one of us had mixed the seeds

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

THE NEW MONTBRETIA QUEEN OF SPAIN.

and my petted darlings were only punicea. There-

fore I am all the more delighted that one at least

of them is the rarer and newer plant, and I hope

it will prove as perennial here as it appears to be

in its home ; for a rosette of handsome, dark

green leaves, with fringes of golden hairs, beneath

many stems a foot or more high, each bearing a

hanging blossom suggesting an inverted Colchicum

flower in colour and shape, but of delicate silky

texture, is the sort of combination one wants

to see year after year among the mossy rocks

and without the trouble of annual sowings and

plantings.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Montbretia (Tritonia) Queen of Spain.—This
may be described as a more shapely, refined,

much improved Star of the East, which, quite the

largest of its class, attracted everybody when first

shown. That now under review faces one better,

has broader perianth segments, and is possessed

of crimson stems and calyces which go wel)

with the full orange red of the flowers, the latter

only slightly toned with crimson at

the base. It is obviously a variety

of good statmre. Shown by Sydney
Morris, Esq., Earlham Hall,

Nonvich.

Rose Gallisto.—A new seedling

perpetual-flowering cluster Rose of

much beauty and charm, and one
of a type which the Rev. J. H.
Pemberton has made very much
his own during recent years. The
new-comer is of soft canary and
primrose yellow tone, the abund-

ance of the flowers rendering it

most welcome. Shown by the

Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Havering-

atte-Bower, Romford.

Lselio-Cattleya Thyone variety

Bryndir (C. aurea x L.-C. Ophir).

—.\ lovely form with golden sepals-

and petals in which the influ-

ence of L.-C. Ophir - is well

marked. The front and side

lobes of the lip are of maroon
crimson, the colour extending in a
well-defined V-shaped outline at

the centre, where it is in fine

contrast with the orange gold of

the upper half of the lip. It is.

handsome and distinct. From
Dr. M. Lacroze, Bryndir, Roe-

hampton (gardener, Mr. A.

Taylor).

Laelio-Cattleya Golden Wreik
(L.-C. Thyone X C. iridescens).

—

A charming and distinct variety

of much merit. Sepals greenish

yellow, petals soft canary yellow,

the pronounced golden yellow lip

being heavily bordered with ruby
crimson. A lovely hybrid virtu-

ally done in crimson and gold.

From Messrs. Armstrong and
Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

Dahlia Bizarre (Cactus).-

—

Handsome, distinct and refined.

The dommant tone is crimson

maroon, the tips of the incurving'

florets white. A fine contrast-

Dahlia Alabaster (Cactus)--

—

White, with long florets. We thought this a little

coarse, albeit distinct.

Dahlia Mascot (Collarette).—Bold and hand-

some, this fine variety measured 5 J inches across.

The pronounced magenta purple of the florets,

shades to white at the tips.

Dahlia Saffron (Cactus) is of a greenish yellow

colour, the florets gracefully incurving to the-

centre. A high-class flower and distinct, though'

not attractive from the colour standpoint.

Dahlia Private Edward Druery (Collarette).

—

We consider this one of the most distinct of its

class to date. The broadly ovate florets are of
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terra-cotta with salmon ; those of the collar

pale primrose.

Dahlia Amethyst (Pompon Cactus).—A mis-

leading name, we thought, for a variety in

which we could detect nothing but magenta
colouring. The form is pretty. These were

shown by Messrs. J. Stredwick and Sons, St.

Leonards-on-Sea.

The whole of the foregoing novelties were

before the Royal Horticultural Society on the

29th ult., when the awards were made. The
Dahlias, having been adjudicated upon by a

joint committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society and the National Dahlia Society, carry

the award of merit of the former and the first-

class certificate of the latter.

INFORMAL EDGINGS TO FLOWER
BORDERS

In gardening it so often happens that the simplest

arrangement is the most pleasing, and this is

certainly the case with edgings to |he hardy

flower borders. Alas, how often a charming

picture is blurred by an ugly margin ! Nothing

looks worse than badly kept Box edgings, and

expensive tiles are unnecessary to the effectiveness

of the herbaceous border. The informal edging-

is in keeping with the hardy flower border,

costs nothing and is no trouble to keep up. Here
and there low-growing plants, like Nepeta, dwarf
Veronicas, Tufted Pansies, Saxifrages and creeping

Campanulas, should be encouraged in their wander-

ings, so long as they do not encroach too far over

the pathway.

Plants of medium height, like Pa;onies,

Mallows, Anchusas, medium Campanulas, Phloxes

and Clary, may here and there be allowed

to fall over the walks with an air of careless

beauty. Then, again, what a mistake it is to

have the taller plants tied up in the middle

like a wheat sheaf. Bold clumps of Michaelmas
Daisies, Phloxes and the like are so often spoilt

in this way. There is no need to drive in

large stakes. These plants look all the better

if allowed to grow loosely, just keeping them
together with twiggy sticks such as are used

for staking Sweet Peas, only much shorter.

The plants will grow through the twigs and
more or less hide them from view.

A very pleasing feature of the historic gardens

at Claremont, Esher, Surrey, is seen in its

hardy flower borders, which are kept , bright

with a succession of flowers throughout the summer
and early autumn months.

TRITONIA PRINCE OF
ORANGE

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

I

HAVE recently been enjoying some pots

full of this glorious flower. It richly de-

serves this epithet if ever a flower did,

for it is exactly the shade described in

Ridgway's Colour Chart as " flame scarlet
"

when grown under cold frame and cold green-

house treatment. The flowers open as one
expects all well-brought-up flowers to do, and
do not affect the half closed fashion like some
of its half brothers and sisters, which behaviour

on.their part is, to say the least of it, very aggravat-

ing ; and whenever I see such I invariably think

of an obstreperous umbrella that will not go
up, or a greenhouse door with a nasty bit of stone

underneath it that will not let you in, and which
makes you want Archbishop Magee's layman

to come along and make an appropriate remark.

By the way, a Tritonia which I have under the

name of iucomparabile, but which I can only find

in the list of the vendor from whom I obtained

it, has a most curious base, if one may use a Tulip

term to describe the part of the bloom to which

illiSiMiia»&-''- "^

HARDY FLOWER BORDERS AT CLAREMONT, ESHER, SURREY.
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I would call attention. It might be made o£ the

thinnest talc, it is so transparent. Hyaline-

fenestrate appears to be the correct botanical

way of describing this uncommon idiosyncrasy.

One wonders what can be its use in the economy
of the plant. Is it to let some crawling thing see

%vhat is inside, or is it to lure some small flying

insect to think it can get out that way, so that it

makes a nice hullabaloo when it finds it cannot ?

In Prince of Orange there is not much of the

hyaline-fenestrate left—a little more than, say,

the tail appendage in man or the digitate formation

in the foot of a horse, but not enough to mar
the solid, rich look of the open blooms. These
are borne from three to six on slender, wiry stems

about 9 inches to i foot in height, each corm sending

up two, which rise well above the rather dwarf
Freesia-like foliage. Such a beau on the green-

house staging naturally made me
ask our good friend Nicholson,

" Who is that chap ? " " Oh,"

he said, " he is one of that

curious weathercock family the

Tritonias. They are supposed to

get their name from the variable

direction of their stamens in

different species, for triton means

a weathercock."

Nicholson, however, gave me
such an accoimt of the Tritonia

children and the difficulty that

they seemingly have in knowing

to whom they really belong,

that I am more than satisfied

about the appropriateness of the

name; for is not a weathercock

a symbol of uncertainty oi

chaugeableness, and crocata might

be an Ixia, and crispa a Gladi-

olus, and Pottsii a Montbretia.

The " glorious uncertainty of it

is of mair use " to botanists

than to gardeners, while to

those who are only ignoramuses

and 'prentice hands this digging

deep and finding new facts

whence all this jumble-up pro-

ceeds is—well, not exactly their

meat.

Now, Shakespeare, put my
thoughts into words. " But yet

the pity of it, lago. 0, lago, the

pity of it, lago."

THE HARDY FRUIT
CROPS

By Edwin Beckett, V.M.H.

A FTER a most promising outlook in

/% the early part of the year, 1916 will

/ ^ long be remembered as one of the

^^^L worst so far as the principal fruits
* ^are concerned. During my long charge

at Aldenham I have never known such a

dismal failure without some apparent reason,

especially so in relation to Apples. There was a

great profusion of bloom on the majority of the

trees, which appeared to be quite strong and
healthy. We had no frost during the flowering

period, which is rather unusual for this locality.

THE ROSY VIRGIN'S

BOWER
(Clematis Montana rubens).

Those who do not possess this CLEMATIS
treasure should not fail to plant

it during the coming autumn. It is a com-
paratively recent introduction from China,

and, if anything, it is even hardier than the

well-known C. montana, native of the Indian

mountains. By the way some botanists are

of the opinion that it should be given specific

rank. Clematis montana rubens has pretty

rose-coloured flowers, and it is an admirable

subject for garlands over old stone walls (not

red brick), low trees, tree stumps, arches and
such like places. It is of easy culture in almost

any soU, and is nearly as rampant as Clematis

montana. It is one of those exceedingly pretty

plants that should find a place in every garden.

of Keswick Codlin, Lane's Prince Albert,"

Blenheim Orange and Cox's Orange Pippin are

fairly good, the last four, of course, being of

good quality.

Pears, generally speaking, were not overladen
with bloom, and set and swelled in far better

proportion than the Apples, but not satisfactorily.

Plums.—These ne\'er looked more hopeful at

the flowering period. They set in abundance,
but in the majority of cases failed to swell.

Exception, however, must be taken to Early
Rivers, The Czar, Victoria, OuUin's Golden and
all kinds of Damsons, especially The Merryweather

;

but we have medium crops of Monarch, Belle de
Louvain, Coe's Golden Drop, Pond's Seedling

and Kirke's.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Peaches are very
thinly cropped, both inside and out, except

in the very early houses.

These flowered and set freely,

but failed to swell, and I can
assign no cause for this. The
best varieties outside are Gos-

hawk, Peregrine (heavy crop)

and Hale's Early. Nectarines are

somewhat better, the best being

Elruge, Lord Napier and Rivers'

Early Orange.

Apricots flowered freely, but
are a distinct failure.

Clierries.—A grand crop and
excellent fruit of all kinds.

Busll Fruit.—All kinds of bush
fruit were splendid. We had a

magnificent lot of Black Currants

—the best for some years.

Loganberries and the Newberry
are fruiting very heavily.

Strawberries were exceptionally

fine, and continued good over a

very long season.

MONTANA RUBENS CLOTHING AN OLD TREE STUMP,

but, unfortunately, the flowers failed to set. All

sorts of reasons have been put forth as an excuse

for this, but none has so far satisfied me as to

the real cause.

I shall never again be a strong advocate for

planting only a few varieties which are known
to be of the best quality both for cooking and
dessert, though I must confess to having been

so in the past, as unquestionably many of those

which could only be classed as quite second

quality have cropped the best with us this year.

Among these are Scarlet Pearmain, Hambledon
deux Ans, Hoary Morning, Small's .\dmirable, King
of the Pippins and Cellini Pippin. Some trees

SOWING BROAD BEANS
IN THE AUTUMN

One more season has proved

the advantage of sowing these

Beans at the end of October

instead of early in the year,

as was formerly the fashion.

Even in heavy soils experience

has proved over and over

again the wisdom of sowing

Broad Beans in October, pro-

viding that the ground has

been well and deeply worked.

Given ordinary winter weather,

the plants do not suffer from

frost as much as some would

imagine. The advantage of

autumn sowing lies in the fact that the crop

is fully a month earlier, and the plants do

not suffer from aphis attacks in the same

way as spring-sown plants do ; neither does the

drought in May, which is all too often experi-

enced, check the growth. Any Longpod or

Windsor variety is equally good. The main

point in cultivation is to deeply trench heavy,

adhesive soil to ensure good drainage for surplus

water from heavy rains during the winter

months. The greatest harm to these autumn-

sown plants is from cutting winds in February

or early March, when some protection should

be given. E. M.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Apricots.'—When all the fruits have been
picked, the trees should be examined and any
pruning may be done. With proper attention

during the summer, very little will be necessary.

The less the knife is used the better, as Apricots

are liable to gumming.
Wall Trees.—These, as a general rule, continue

to grow freely until late in the season ; therefore

it is advisable to do everything possible to get

the wood thoroughly ripened and matured. To
this end all foreright growths must be removed
from such trees as Apples, &c., and the shoots

may be thinned on Peaches.

The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—Later batches of Celery must be
afforded copious supplies of water and liquid

manure if the weather proves dry. Weeds and
decayed foliage should be removed at intervals.

Plants for furnishing an early supply will need
more earth placed around them, but before doing
so the leaves may be tied together with a piece

of raf&a. This should be cut away as the earth-

ing up proceeds. All such work must be per-

formed when the foliage is quite dry.

Cabbage.—This is an important crop in all

gardens, especially what is termed Spring Cabbage.
To secure nice firm heads next April or May it

will be necessary to make a plantation at once.

Select a warm border for a few rows, and plant

the main batch in an open situation. Ground
recently occupied by Onions is often chosen, and
as a rule the results are most satisfactory. It

should be cleared of weeds and forked over a few
inches deep, when it will be ready for planting.

Small kinds should be placed a foot apart,

and larger varieties i8 inches between the rows
and 15 inches from plant to plant. Give them a

thorough watering, and when they are re-estab-

lished use the hoe freely between the lines. If

slugs are prevalent, give a dusting of lime in the

early morning. Another batch may be planted
out a fortnight hence.

The Flower Garden.

Border Carnations.—The layers have rooted
sufficiently for the stems to be severed by means
of a sharp knife. This operation should be carried

out a few days in advance of planting them in

their permanent quarters. A border facing

south-west should be chosen, and if the soil is

of a heavy nature it must be lightened with old
potting soil, sand, or material from the rubbish
fire. Each layer should be lifted with a ball of

earth. Do not replant deeply, but the soil must
be made firm about the roots. A few plants can
be potted oft and placed in a cold frame for the
winter. These will come in useful to fill up any
gaps.

Fruit Under Glass.

Late Vines.—To keep Grapes, in a good con-
dition for furnishing a supply through the winter
it is essential that they be ripened by the end of

this month. Vines that are producing heavy
crops must be afforded ample moisture at the
roots, and the atmosphere must be on the dry
side. To allow any superfluous moisture to escape,
the top ventilators may be left open an inch or

so during the night, and a little fire-heat will be
beneficial. Lateral growth must not be allowed
too much freedom.

Outside Borders.—These will require attention,
and if raised they will need water liberally, espe-
cially if the weather is dry. Later on, when rain
is more frequent, a few sheets of galvanised iron

may be placed over them.

"Plants Under Glass.

Clerodendron fallax.—Plants of this are showing
for flower, and they may be removed to a cooler
house. If the white fly is present, the plants
should be dipped in or thoroughly sprayed with
some insecticide.

B^onias.—The fibrous-rooted section are
splendid for a warm greenhouse, and a batch of

cuttings inserted now will furnish nice decorative
plants in the spring. A compost containing a

good proportion of decayed leaf-mould should be
employed.

The Stove.—^The blinds can be dispensed with
and all permanent shading washed off. A little

fire-heat will now be beneficial.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

Esq.]

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—^To obtain the best results, Celery

should be earthed up a little at a time at frequent

intervals. As frost may be experienced at any
time now, the earliest batch should be attended
to without delay. Select a dry day for the work,
getting the soil into as fine a condition as possible.

Later plantations were somewhat soured with so

much cold, showery weather in June, but the plants

are now growing rapidly. After trimming off the

side growths and lower small leaves, tie the leaf-

stalks together with some weak matting at a

point lower down than it is intended to place the

soil. These ties need not then be removed, as

with the damp earth covering them they will

decay in a few days. If the plants seem dry at

the roots, a good soaking of clear water should
|

be given before earthing up.

Vegetable Marrows.—These require large quan-
tities of water during dry weather. Keep the

growths well thinned out and cut the fruits as

soon as they are large enough for the kitchen,

otherwise the plants become exhausted and cease

fruiting. Towards the end of the season a few
fruits may be left to mature thoroughly, and
these will keep fresh for a considerable time if

stored in a dry shed secure from frost. This is

a common practice with cottagers in some districts

in England, who aim at having a dish for Christmas,

and this might well be copied over a wide area

this autumn.
Tomatoes.—The later batches of these must

now be encouraged to ripen their fruits by removing
a part of the foliage to expose them to the sun.

Plants carrying heavy crops should be regularly

stimulated with some reliable artificial manure.
If it is found necessary to clear out the house
before all the fruits have ripened, these may be
cut when green with a good portion of the stems
attached and hung in a vinery, where they ^yill

colour su^ciently to be quite useful for cooking
or for making sauce.

Preserving Surplus Vegetables.—A large sur-

plus of vegetables is generally found at one time
or another and is invariably allowed to waste,

\^en with little trouble and small initial expense
much that has hitherto been wasted may be
turned to good account, and at the same time
render this country more independent of Conti-

nental supplies. Peas, Beans, Asparagus, Tomatoes
and Carrots, as well as all kinds of small fruits,

can be successfully preserved by sterilisation.

Pickles.—The pickling of various vegetables
is perhaps more often practised than sterilisation,

but it is necessarily done in much smaller

quantities, a favourite mixture being Onions,
Gherkins, Cauliflowers, Kidney Beans and Capsi-

cums. Small Onions, grown on poor soil and
thoroughly dried in the sun, suit best. The
Cauliflower should be pure white and compact
heads, and the Kidney Beans fresh and crisp as

for table use.

The Flower Garden.

General Work.—The principal work to be
done now will be the propagating of the various
bedding plants. The tender subjects having
been already dealt with, the main batches of

Pentstemons, Antirrhinums and Calceolarias can
be rooted in cold frames, where they may remain
all the winter. The various shades of Antirrhinum
come fairly true from seed, but where uniform beds
of one shade are desired, it is best to raise the

plants from cuttings. These will be found in

greater abundance on seedling plants. Select

the cuttings from plants showing the same shade
and habit. Calceolarias can be rooted success-

fully if put in at any time up to the end of October.
Make the cuttings of a uniform length ; they root
equally well whether cut at a joint or midway
between. The variety amplexicaulis should be
rooted in a warm pit and kept free from frost

during the winter.

Violets.—Where the young plants have been
growing outdoors during the summer, they should
now be moved into cold frames, planting them
in a mixture of fresh loam and leaf-mould and
keeping them as near the glass as possible.

Syringe them daily and close the frames early

in the afternoon until they get a fresh start again,

after which they should be kept quite cool and
airy.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—Continue to disbud and tie

these up regularly. Feeding should also be
done regularly. At this season it is advisable

to make arrangements for protecting the plants,

should a frosty night occur. This may be looked
for at any time now. The house may also be
got ready for the reception of plants with the most
forward buds. It is well, however, to leave them
outdoors as long as the weather is favourable.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glands Castle, N.B.

TRIAL OF TOMATOES
UNDER GLASS

A LL who are interested in the cultivation

/\ of Tomatoes, and who can spare the

/ ^ time for a visit to Wisley, are invited

/ % to inspect the Tomato trial, the results

•* * of which are published herewith. The

trial was one of the largest ever undertaken at

the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens and

included ri6 stocks.

The seed was sown in pots on February 28,

and the seedlings pricked out into 60 pots

and potted subsequently into 6-inch pots. After

the plants had formed their first truss and had:

been severely checked they were planted in rows

in a large bed made up in the Fig-house, the

Figs having been removed to the open in order

to make room for the Tomatoes. Five plants

of each stock were grown under glass, and seven

were planted in the open in order that rogues

and trueness to type might be more thoroughly

tested. The yellow-fleshed and " fancy " varieties

were grown in a neighbouring house. The plants

under glass have done remarkably well, and

during the next fortnight may be seen at their

best. In addition to the varieties sent in by

the trade, several first crosses raised at Wisley

were included. The object of these first crosses

was to ascertain whether they would give a higher

yield than the parents by the side of which they

were grown. Of these, one, a first cross between

Sunrise and Merrivale, was highly commended

by the committee, but it has shown little, if any,

superiority in yield' over that of the male parent

Merrivale, which it closely resembles in fruiting

'habit. One of the most curious results of the

trial was the excellence of Winter Coral as a

summer-fruiting variety. It will be noted that

two yellow-fruited varieties have gained high

awards. Although these varieties are not of

importance from a market point of view, they

are well worth the attention of gardeners. The

small Plum-lilce Golden Nugget is of exquisite

flavour and suitable for eating raw or for use

in salads. It is, moreover, remarkably prolific.

The larger yellow Tomato Golden Sunrise is a

handsome fruit of good flavour and a large yielder.

As the result of the Wisley trial the following

awards have been made :

First-Class Certificate.—Golden Sunrise, raised,

introduced and sent by Messrs. James Carter

and Co.
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Awards of Merit.—Ailsa Craig, raised by Mr.

A. Balch, sent by Messrs. W. H. Simpson and

Sons; A.M., igro ;
previous award confirmed.

Golden Nugget (for flavour in salad and dessert),

introduced by Messrs, Sutton and sent by them

and Messrs. Barr and Sons ; F.C.C., 1894.

Kondine Red, raised and introduced by IVIr. R.

Holmes, sent by Mr. R. Cobley. Kondine Red

Selected, raised by Mr. R. Holmes, introduced

and sent by Messrs. Laxtou Brothers. Merrivale,

raised, introduced and sent by Mr. P. A. Cragg.

Water Baby, raised, introduced and sent by

Mr. A. Balch. Winter Coral, raised and sent

by Mr. W. Camm.
Highly Commended.—Aviator, raised, introduced

and sent by Messrs. Dickson and Robinson. Best

of All, introduced and sent by Messrs. Sutton

and Sons. Evesham Wonder, raised, introduced

and sent by Mr. J. N. Harvey. Golden Perfection,

raised by Mr. Gibson, introduced and sent by

Messrs. Sutton and Sons. Ham Green Favourite

Selected, sent by Messrs. Barr; F.C.C., 1887.

Muirtown Seedling, syn. Sunrise, raised by Mr.

P. Macdonald, introduced by Mr. F. Darwin,

sent by Mr. J. G. White. Princess of Wales,

introduced and sent bj' Messrs. Sutton and Sons
;

in such a position that tlie base of the stem is shaded
while the upper parts of the branches obtain full sunlight.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
REMOVING BRANCHES OF THE DOUGLAS FIR

(M. C).—Your Doufjlas Fir can be pruned at once without

causin;; the tree injury. It is quite probable that there

may be a little exudation of resin from the wounds, but

not sufficient to cause injury to the tree. The wounds
should be coated with coal-tar when first made.

PRUNING A LAVENDER HEDGE (5anut).~Your
Lavender hedge can be cut back next spring, but do not
cut it into very old wood, for such wood does not produce
new slioots very readUy. The best thing to do with an
old, overgro'wn hedge of Lavender is to destroy it and
begin again with youn^ plants. If, however, the pruning
does not answer, it will be easy enough to replant the

hedge another year.

ROSE GARDEN.
MULCHING ROSES {Mona).—We do not advocate

winter mulching of Exise beds. It is a good plan to have
some wcU-rotted manure forked into the beds during

October or November, but if left on the surface it keeps

the roots cold and wet. This dressing in autumn could

be followed by a dressing of bone-flour in the spring,

soon after pruning. In jMay and June a light mulching
is advantageous upon a light soil.

NO FRAGRANT ROSES IN CANADA !—A friend just

returned from Canada, where he has been for five years,

tells me that none of the Koses and Sweet Peas gro^mi

out there has any fragrance, and that the Canadians

say they did not know that Hoses ever were fragrant. I

should "be much interested to know the cause of this,

if you could kindly tell me.

—

Egdon. [We fancy your
friend's olfactory nerves must be at fault, and we cannot

quite believe the Canadians arc so simple
as to believe that Hoses possess no frag-

--I ranee. We have never heard that fragrant
! Hoses in England lose their perfume
I when sent to other countries. Tell your

friend to try a few plants of General
Macarthur. jlme. Abel Chatenay, Hugh
Dickson, Chateau de Clos Vougeot, &c.,

and we fancy he will soon be un-
deceived.

—

Ed.]

A COMMON FAILING WITH PEARS

A.M., 1905. Sunrise x Merrivale, raised and

sent by the Royal Horticultural Society, Wisley.

Commended,—Ayrshire, raised, introduced and

sent by Mr. A. Balch ; A.M., 1910. Beatall

Selected, introduced and sent by Messrs. Laxton.

Moneymaker, raised, introduced and sent by
Messrs. Dickson and Robinson. Model, raised,

introduced and sent by Messrs. Dobbie. Northern

King, raised by Dr. Crowford, introduced and

sent by Messrs. Barr. Stockwood Seedling No. i,

raised, introduced and sent by Mr. G. Rodman,

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
SCENTLESS MUSK (Metmry).—It is a very remarkable

fact that, for some unaccountable reason, the Musk of

our gardens has entirely lost its fragrance. The fragrant

Musk might possibly linger in some cottage gardens, but
we have not had the good fortune to find it, although we
have searched for it during the last five or six years.

CLEMATIS DYING OFF SUDDENLY {W. H.).~lt is

not an unusual occurrence for plants of garden varieties

^of Clematis to die suddenly in the way you describe, and
' unfortunately nothing, so far as is kno\\Ti at present,

can be done to prevent it. The suggestion has been
made that the plants may have been weakened constitu-

tionally by over-propagation or too much intercrossing,

while "another suggestion has been put forward that
grafted plants are more susceptible to disease than those

grown on their o^vn roots. Plants which have the base

of the stem and the roots exposed to full sun certainly

seem more liable to contract tlie disease than those planted

fruit in, the effect being the drying up of the juices of

the fruit by too rapid evaporation. The cellar ought to

be all right, provided you can introduce a current of air

through it to sweeten it and prevent mildew. The admit-
tance of air must be under control, so tliat its admission
can be regulated according to the weather. The Pears
should be at the warmest end. Our correspondent is

no doubt alive as to the importance of not gathering later

varieties of Apples and Pears too soon—if they are

gathered too soon, nothing can prevent them from shrivel-

ling—and also the importance of not bruising the fruit

in gathering. Bruised fruit will go bad in spite of its

being stored under perfect conditions. The principle

aimed at in storing fruit is to provide a rather low and
equable temperature and a slightly moist air. The mean
temperature to aim at should be from 48° to 53° Fahr.
Light and too dry air must be excluded. Too much air

is not good at any time. We do not know of a pamphlet
specially devoted'to this work. The Royal Horticultural

Society may have one ; write to the Secretary, Royal
Horticultural Hall, A'incent Square, Westminster.

FRUIT GARDEN.
PEARS CRACKING (J. £.).—The crack-

ing of the Pears is due to the fungus Fusi-
cladium pyrinum, causing the disease

called Pear scab. This fungus attacks
the shoots and causes them to crack in a
somewhat similar manner, and we recom-
mend you to have all the dead and
dying wood pruned out of the tree during
the winter, and then spray the tree

thoroughly vriih a solution of lib. of
caustic soda to 10 gallons of water to
get rid of the lichen and so on. These
measures will entail some trouble, but
the reward will be edible Pears if you
follow it up by spraying with half-strength
Bordeaux mixture next year, once as

soon as the petals drop, and again about the middle
of June.

FRUIT TREES DYING (D. S.).—lt is unlikely that
the same thing is affecting all the fruit trees of which
you speak. We suspect gumming in the case of the
Apricot and the Myrobalan, and this may possibly be
traced to neglect to paint ail large wounds that are difficult

to heal. Bacteria and fungi find an entrance into all

such wounds and often do very considerable damage.
With the Gooseberries and Currants, probably a fungus
called Botryospceria ribis is at work, and as soon as they
are seen, the shoots bearing the withering leaves should
be removed by cutting them cleanly out of the bush. All
the ground should be limed before the autumn digging.

VINES AND CREOSOTED STAGING (H. .B.).—In the
absence of some strong evidence to the contrary, of which
wi.^ have no cognisance, we certainly think that the strong
odour of creosote in the atmosphere of the vinery from
the commencement of young and tender growth must
be held responsible for tlie serious injury to your Vines.

The atmosphere of a vinery during the early stages of

the Vine's growth is necessarily kept close and confined,

and so would be heavily charged day and night with the

rank odour of the creosote, whicli evidently proved too

much for tlie Vines. We have heard of similar damage
before, but such cases are rare, as few would care to expose
their Vines to such risks.

PEACH TREE RAISED FROM PEACH STONE (M. C).
Like will ab\ays produce like, and your tree in time will

no doubt produce Peaches. Seedlings invariably form a
strong tap root (an elongation of the stem underground).
We should advise you to take up your tree this autunm
and cut back the tap-root by one-third of its length ; also

shorten all the strongest of the roots in the same way,
and the tip ends of all the small shoots. In replant-

ing the tree, be careful not to bury the roots too
deeply, and add a bushel of fresh loamy soil to that in

whicli the tree is planted, adding a pint of bone-meal
and half a gallon of lime. Press the soil firmly over the

roots, and cut back at the same time the strongest of the
shoots to half their length.

STORING APPLES AND PEARS (J. G. S. 5.).—The
floor of a billiard-room is too dry, airy and light to store

MISCELLANEOUS.
WEED IN THE KITCHEN GARDEN {Subscriber).—

The specimen sent for identification is Oxalis corymbosa,
a plant naturalised in many places, and one of the worst
weeds to destroy when once firmly established in culti-

vated ground. All that you can do is to keep digging
it up and picking every tuber out that you can see. The
tubers should then be burnt. It vnW probably take
several years of continuous work to clear the ground.

LAWN SAND (Pheasant).—Lawn sand is generally

mainly a mixture of sulphate of ammonia with sand.

The sulphate of anmionia is to be used at the rate of

not more than half a hundredweight to the acre and
mixed with sand or fine soil in sufficient quantities to

permit it to be distributed evenly over the surface to be
treated. If Clover is not objected to, superphosphate
may also be added and intimately mixed with the sand
and sulpliate of ammonia, but do not mix basic slag

with it. Sulphate of potash may also be added if it can
be obtained. Tlie superphosphate may be used at the

rate of 4c%\4. to the acre ; the sulphate of potash at the

rate of 2c^\'t. to tlic acre.

THE SIX BEST PINK PERPETUAL CARNATIONS
(J. E. S.).—Just which will eventually prove the six

best of these in your district is only to be proved by
experience. The following, however, have their good points:

Pink Sensation (the largest extant). Enchantress Supreme,
Salmon Enchantress (both of surpassing beauty and
excellence), May Day (one of the most free), Nora West
and Alice. Winsor we should not place in the six

best to-day, nor even in the twelve best. Before it would
certainly have to come Bedford Belle, Queen Alexandra
and Lord Kitchener, all high-class varieties and of true

pink or salmon tone as opposed to rose or cerise shaded
sorts. JMary Allwood, variously described as "cherry
salmon" and " cardinal pink," is unique, and should
be in any selection.

A TROUBLESOME WHITE INSECT (Puzzled).—The
insect to which you refer as being so troublesome in the

greenhouse is no doubt the white fly, Aleyrodes vapo-
rariorum, a very troublesome and persistent pest attacking

a large number of different greenhouse plants, and very
difficult to deal with. The most satisfactory results

have been obtained by fumigating with hydrocyanic
acid gas, but unless the house is specially constructed so

that the ventilators can be opened from outside, this

process is not without danger, as hydrocyanic acid gas

is a very deadly poison to human beings as well as to

insects. The next best thing is fumigation -nith a nicotine

preparation, but this does not kill the eggs nor does it

apparently kill the scale-like larvse of the fly which you
will find in considerable numbers on the under sides of

the leaves. Wliere it could be applied, fumigation com-
bined with dipping would doubtless be ctfective, using

for the latter purpose a dip made of soft soap (a handful)

into which fiowers of sulphur had been kneaded and the

whole dissolved in one and a half gallons of water. This

is, of course, impossible with Tomato and many other

greenliouse plants, and the only thing with them is to

fumigate at intervals of two days so as to catch the newly
hatclicd Hies before they have an opportunity of laying

eggs. Usually three repetitions of the fumigation suffice

to keep the pest in check.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—J. E. £.—1, Tunica SaxJfraga;

2, Santolina Cham secyparissus. W. U. C. Colonel.—
Ophiopogon japonicus.—

—

Spink.—1, Hyssopus officinalis

(Hyssop); 2, Phlomis viscosa. Scoids/t Farmer.—
Senecio tanguticus. S. Lloyd.—Allium sphserocepha-

lujn. E. S.—Blue flower, Hibiscus syriacus var.

coeleste ; white flower, H. s. vai . Totus albus. H. V. B.

—We have been unable to trace the name of Italian

Hemlock; perhaps if a sxKcimen were sent the plant

could be identified.

The War Office notifies that from noiv onward all papers

posted to any neutral European countr;/ will be .stopped,

except those sent by publishers and newsagents ivho have
obtained special permission from the War Office. Su^h
permission lias been granted to The Gakdkn. and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, ^'orway,

Sweden, Stvitzerland. Spain. Portugal. Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Tamstock StreetM^ovcnt Garden, TT.C,

' The Yearly Subscription to The G.\rden is ,

I. ; Foreign, Ss. 9d.

Inlandf
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THE time for planting spring-flowering

bulbs is here once again, but this year,

in consequence of the Government

prohibition of imports, there are no

Dutch Hyacinths, while large Dutch
Crocuses and early single and double Tulips,

hitherto almost entirely grown in Holland, are

very scarce. It is gratifying to learn from the

bulb growers of this country that the loss of

Dutch bulbs is m.ore than compensated for in

the excellent supplies of British-grown Daffodils,

May-flowering Tulips, and smaller bulbous flowers,

like Chionodoxas and Muscari Heavenly Blue.

We are on the threshold of the new and important

industry of home-grown bulbs, and we feel con-

fident that the day is not far off

when thousands now engaged in

warfare will ttum their thoughts

and energies to this peaceful in-

dustry. For our own part, we are

anxious to lend every assistance to

bulb-growing at home, and our

next number will be largely devoted

to the cultivation of bulbs for

present planting. Life would be

too dull for words without these

cheerful flowers in springtime.

The Original China Aster.—
Once again the single China

Asters are flowering with great

freedom in the woodland at

Kew, where they brighten the land-

scape wifih a very pleasing effect.

It is interesting to note that these

plants are the descendants of the

original China Aster (CaUistephus

hortensis), with mauve flowers,

reintroduced a few years ago.

At first the flowers came true

from seed, but they now vary in

colour, pretty shades of mauve,
purple, pink and red. with a

sprinkling of pure white, being obtained from

a packet of seed. Seeds may be sown in May
where the plants are to flower. The effect may
well be copied by those who appreciate touches

of colour in the woodland at this season.

Cyrilla racemiilora.—One of the most attrac-

tive shrubs at Kew at the present time is Cyrilla

racemiflora, which is flowering freely quite close

to a large bed of the white Cornish Heath that

will be at its best in a few days' time. The Cyrilla

is an evergreen bush with racemes of small white

flowers not unlike those of a shrubby Veronica.

It is a native of North Carolina, and although

Rose Mrs. Bertram J. Walker.—This Rose,

illustrated on page 452 of this issue, as having

done so well in Scotland, has also been a great

success in Southern gardens. A few weeks ago we
saw it flowering with great freedom in Mr. Edward
Mawley's garden at Rosebank, Berkhamsted, at /a

time when most other Roses were off colour.

The blooms are large and full, of superb form,

and deep cerise pink of even colouring throughout.

Edinburgh Show Cancelled.—^Tbe Council

of the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society

regret that owing to the conditions in the country

caused by the serious depletion of labour, com-

bined with recent unfavourable weather con-

ditions, they did not feel justified in proceeding

CHINA ASTERS IN THE WOODLAND AT KEW,

with, the fruit and flower show which the}' had

arranged to hold in Edinburgh on the 13th and

14th inst. They accordingly reluctantly decided

to cancel all arrangements.

The Removal of Ivy from St. Margaret's Church
Tower, Rochester.—The destruction of the Ivy

growing over the old tower of St. Margaret's

Church, Rochester, has given rise to a wave of

indignation among many of the parishioners and

others. That an Ivy-mantled church tower is

most picturesque, no one will deny ; hut there is

another side to the question. Ivy is undoubtedly

harmful to old buildings, and when allowed to

introduced as long ago as 1765, is still a rare grow unchecked, young shoots work their way
plant in gardens. into the finest joints of masonry, woodwork and

roof tiling, which it will afterwards displace with

a force that is truly surprising. A question is

thus raised which has many times been discussed.

But there is only one solution : where the stability

of the structure is threatened, as in this instance,

the Ivy' must go.

Should Onions be Thinned and Hoed ?

—

On another page we publish a short and very

practical article on " How to Grow Onions for

Keeping," in which the writer emphasises the

importance of not thinning and not using the hoe

between the rows from the time of seed-sowing

until the harvest. We feel sure that many culti-

vators will take exception to this advice, but

the reasin given is that loose soil allows the

Onion fly to reach the bulbs. We
know of market gardeners who
never thin or hoe their fields of

Onions, and yet the crops are so

heavy and crowded that the bulbs

literally push one another out of

the ground. The writer of the

article in, question claims to have

grown Onions for twenty years

in the way he recommends with-

out having been troubled with the

Onion fly.

Agricultural Returns, 1916.

—

The following is an extract from

the Preliminary Statement of the

Agricultural Returns for England

and Wales just issued by the Board

of Agriculture and Fishejies :
" As

was expected after the very

large increase last year, the area

under Wheat shows a reduction,

the total area, 1,912,000 acres,

being a quarter of a million

acres less than in rgis. The

total is, however, much greater

than in recent normal years,

and (except for 1915) is the

highest since rSgg. Barley shows a recovery

of 100,000 acres from the low record of 1915 ;

but Oats show scarcely any change. Beans and

Peas show considerable reductions, the area

under these two pulse crops being about seven-

eighths of that returned in 1915. Potatoes and

Mangolds have both fallen off by some 35,000

acres, but Ttu-nips and Swedes increased slightly.

Among minor crops the chief alteration is in the

acreage of Mustard (whether for seed or fodder),

which is more than double that of 1915"

*#* Owing to the shortage of paper, readers who have twt

already done so are asked to order THE GARDEN to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{Tin: Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Salvia uliginosa.—A fine perennial Salvia

which has not yet found its way into many of our

gardens is S. uliginosa. It thrives here in a damp
but sunny spot. Its flowers, which are somewhat

sparsely home, and tall branching stems are of

a beautiful azure blue. With me it grows to the

height of 6 feet and more. Associated with the

white Anemone japonica it makes a charming

picture at the present time. Though a native

of Brazil, it appears perfectly hardy in this part

of England, and is in flower throughout August

and September, It received an award of merit

from the Royal Horticultural Society in September,

1 91 3.—L, Bigg-Wither, Birdwood, Wells, Somerset.

Storing Apples.—The note by Mr, E. H.

Jenkins, issue September g, page 439, is interesting

crop of fruit. The soil is a good loam for

nearly one spade deep, after which it is clay.

Bearing regularly, the growth of this variety

is kept nicely balanced, and pruning is reduced

to a minimum. Primarily Icnown as a cooking

Apple, it also makes a good eating variety

soon after gathering. I do not think this latter

quality of Pott's Seedling is reahsed by gardeners

in general
;
probably it has never been given such

a thought because of the quantity of other eating

sorts to hand at the time. To the tree illustrated

belongs the credit of having produced fruits

good enough to win foirr first prizes at the Royal

Horticultural Society's Autumn Fruit Show.

—

C, T,, Higkgale.

Scentless Musk.—In reference to the paragraphs

in the last two issues of The Garden respecting

the loss of scent in the common Musk (Mimulus

moschatus), various reasons have been given

from time to time, hut apparently nothing definite

has been propounded. One eminent professor

APPLE POTT S SEEDLING IN A LONDON GARDEN.

and true. It may be of interest also to mention

that I constructed on the north-east side of my
house a small lean-to of 14-inch cavity walls and

a 6-inch concrete top, boarded underneath. Air

bricks were used as top and bottom ventilators,

with an arrangement for closing them when winter

weather set in. In this house I stored my Apples

in trays one on the top of the other, and they

kept splendidly. For instance, we used the

last of Bramley's Seedling during August, and

then followed on with this year's crop of Lord

Suffield. The last year's Apples were as firm

and plump in August as when stored the previous

October, The brick walls absorbed and returned

the necessary moisture very satisfactorily.

—

J. J. Burton, Rosccro/t, Nantlwipe, R S.O., Yorks.

Apple Pott's Seedling.—My experience of

this Apple convinces me that it is a most valuable

variety and worthy of inclusion in any collection,

small or great. It does particularly well in tills

North London district, never failing to carry a

thought it was due to an over-abundance of moisture

in the atmosphere, but this explanation does not

quite satisfy me, I am inclined to think that

the raising of stock from seed instead of increasing

it by division of a true scented variety has had

something to do with the apparent elimination

of scent. But still, there must he plants of the

true old variety to be found somewhere, and

most likely in country villages. During the

last five or six years I have had plants sent me
from different parts of the country, and some of

the advertisers have described those plants as

scented ; but in every case, after keeping the

plants for a season or two, the scent described

has not been noticeable by me. The most striking

case was where a private grower very kindly sept

me roots from stock he had grown for over twenty-

five years, which certainly ought to have been

the old scented kind, yet, although I grew those

plants indoors as well as outdoors in the sun

and in the shade, the plants were quite scentless.

After a large number of enquiries, and those of

friends on my behalf who travel and who have
been on the look-out for me, I have had to abandon
the idea of being able to get the true variety ;

but should there be a reader of your interesting

paper who knows for certain that he has a really

scented Musk, he would confer a great favour

if he would kindly send me a small plant or pieces

of roots.—A. G. -N. Launder, 23, Holimwood
Road, Brixton Hill, London, S.W.

Scented-Leaved Plants in the Greenhouse.

—

In addition to the several scented-leaved subjects

named on page 438, issue September 9, the follow-

ing may also be included : The Pineapple-scented

Sage (Salvia rutilaus), whose fragrance is very

pleasing when the foliage is slightly agitated,

but if the leaves are at all bruised it is superseded

by a stronger and less pleasant smell. The scarlet

flowers in winter are also a pleasing feature of this

Salvia. Under the name of Dracocephalum
canariense, but now known as Cedronella triphylla,

is the plant popularly termed the Balm of Gilead.-

This is a very old occupant of our gardens, and in

my young days was exceedingly popular for

greenhouse culture, but it is now very rarely seen.

It belongs to the Labiate family, is a plant of easy

growth, and the leaves have a very pleasing

perfume. The various scents possessed by the

fragrant-leaved Pelargoniums render them of

especial interest, not the least remarkable being

the manner in which they mimic other and quite

different classes of plants. Some years ago I

obtained from Italy, under the varietal name of

Malonettii, a very distinct form of the Lemon-
scented Verbena. Instead of the refreshing

Citron-like fragrance common to the ordinary

form, the leaves of this had a pronounced smell

of Peppermint.—H. P.

To Preserve Runner Beans.—" Anne Amateur "

need never trouble to carry out Mme. Bonhdte's

recipe, in your la-^t issue, for preserving French

Beans beyond the words " till the crock is full " if,

when she wishes to use them, she soaks them for

twenty-four hours in water before cooking. I use

mine all the winter, and they are neither salt nor

tasteless, and remain quite green.—A. La T.

Pull the Beans from the plant ; do not

cut in any way. If you cut them up, you
let the salt in too much, and consequently

have to soak too long, with a corresponding

deterioration of flavour. Place a layer of Beans
and a layer of salt alternately in a clean crock

or small cask till full, just adding day by
day the quantity you may have at hand. All

that is necessary while filling, or when your vessel

is full, is to keep it covered from dust ; it does

not require to be air-tight. Look at the Beans

from time to time, and if a layer of mildew forms,

skim it off and put a fresh layer of salt on the

top. The Beans underneath will be all right.

When required for table, soak thom till the salt is

sufficiently eliminated ; then slice and cook in

the ordinary way. A bit of sugar in the water

is a great improvement. Drain from the water

and finish with a little cream or butter. For

many years we have preserved Beans by the above

very simple recipe, and I give it, as it seems to

me so many people give themselves such a very

great deal of needless trouble. Friends who have

had the Beans when staying with us say they can

hardly credit they are not freshly gathered. Peas

in the pod can be done in the same way, but one

has not always the receptacles at command, as,

they take a lot of room ; shelled Peas also, but

they absorb the salt more,—M. E. S.
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Californian Tree Poppies.—Your notes on

page'; 425 and 430, issue September 2, should be

read by everyone who has a garden. I cannot

understand why these shrubs are so seldont

seen in small gardens. I bought mine from

one of your advertisers at the price of bush

Roses, and have had, in the case of trichocalyx

species, a much earlier return for the outlay

than from any purchase of Roses. Here (Radlett,

Herts) a Romneya trichocalyx had about a dozen

blooms the first summer and at least fifty the

second season. I find from my record that it

blooms from the middle of July to the middle of

October, and for ten months of

the year there is the charm of

the beautiful grey leaves and , i\

steins. R. Coulteri, I find, starts

blooming about three weeks

later, finishes earlier, and is

" shy." Its stems are less sturdy

and the foliage less grey than

those of trichocalyx. In my
opinion it has only one point

of superiority over the other

species, and that is its delicious

fragrance, with which I can

compare no other flower. I hope

Mr. Fletcher's hybrid has com-

bined the fragrance of the one

with the floriferousness of the

other. From three failures I get

the impression that any manure

sickens these shrubs, and that

they prefer poor but porous soil.

Most of the old wood survives

the winter here, but as I have

never had flowers from it, I shall

in future cut it right down to the

ground after the new shoots

appear. Each flower lasts about

a week, and " goes to sleep " at

night most daintily.—C. H. A.

Mother Nature and Father

Florist.—-In continuation of my
note last week (page 438),

perhaps the most perfect example

of the flowers I desire are Shirley

Poppies. For these, all true

garden-lovers owe an unending

debt of gratitude to the Rev. W.
Wilks. Many are the benisons I

have breathed on him for

evolving them ever since my
delighted eyes first beheld them

in the Mill garden at Polegate

many, ah ! many, a long year

ago.

—

Anne Amateur.

Toads.—I caught a toad a

few days ago and carried him

home to see if he would help

to destroy slugs, with which

my garden swarms. I placed

a white one before him, and immediately it moved
(of course, toads will eat nothing which does not

move) he ate it. I fear, however, he did not like

it, for I could not get him to repeat the experiment.

—A. H. P.

Perhaps the Editor will kindly permit

me to make one more reference to the toad. A
few days after the first note on toads eating Straw-

berries appeared in The Garden, my little boy
found one in the garden and threw a lot of dry

ashes on it. Before the ashes were thrown, the

toad was bulky ; after, it seemed to shrink to half

its size. I admonished and took my boy away.

Near by I had a tub, three parts filled with manure-

water, 2 feet 3 inches from the ground, near the

end of a frame the top of which nearly touched

the rim of the tub, and several boards rested in

a slanting position against the brick frame. The
following morning I found the toad swimming
about in the manure-water in the tub. He could

get in, but not out again. Query : Did the toad

take this bath voluntarily to get rid of the ashes ?—

.

G. Garner. [These letters were submitted to

Miss Marion Black-Hawkins, Gosterwood Farm,
Ockley, near Dorking, who has made a great

study of toads, and from whom we have received

SNAPDRAGONS CLOTHING A DRY WALL.

the following reply: " Many thanks for so kindly

sending me the two notes about toads, in which

I was interested, particularly in the account of

the toad which ate one of the little white slugs,

as I never could induce any of mine to do so

;

but some naturalists have stated that they do,

though the evidence on the point seems scarce

and unreliable. I imagine it only happens very

occasionally, and then probably by mistake.

With reference to the other letter, all toads possess

au internal reservoir of water, which the;' can

discharge at will through the skin, so that the

whole surface of the body runs with water. The

loss of the water, naturally, causes a considerable

diminution in their size, and possibly the toad

in question may have tried to get rid of the ashes

in this way, which, if so, would account for the

decrease in its size when seen afterwards. Toads
absorb water easily through the surface of the

skin, and a toad which has not been near water

for some time will generally, if placed in a vessel

of water, increase to nearly double its bulk in

quite a short space of time. Doubtless when
they have emptied the internal reservoir of water

they take the first opportunity of replenishing

the supply ; but I wonder how your correspondent

knew it was the same toad that he

found in the tub the next morning.

I should have done more than

£ merely ' admonish ' the small boy

T • if I had caught him throwing

ashes on a toad!"—^Ed.]

Antirrhinums on Walls.—A- a

correspondent recently pointed

out, these flowers are very adapt-

able, for both in fiercely hot and
fairly shady positions they will

flourish and yield a brilliant

harvest. As might be expected,

however, shade rather tends to

sappy and unduly gross growth,

while the flowering is delayed

and perhaps a little curtailed also.

Their one great bugbear is super-

fluity of moisture. Given a dry

position they will thrive and
flower year after year. I have at

home plants of Coccinea, growing

close to a Privet hedge, which

have been perfectly happy for four

seasons. In the border, however,

where there is greater moistmre,

stem rot is prone to attack the

plants, while never once has a

plant withstood the winter. How-
ever, as showing how indepen-

dent is the Antirrhinum of water,

I may mention that in the part

of Northants where I am stationed

Antirrhinums grow with amazing

freedom on brick and stone walls.

Walls of some height abutting on
,

the roadside are covered with

them, while I have noted strong

plants growing from the top and
sides of garden walls and even

stable-yard walls. Presumably it

is not so much a question of

limestone—brick walls are freely

covered—but more concerned

with atmospheric conditions.

I note that Chickweed, grass and
other weeds flourish likewise with

moss on the waUs, and even

on top of the ridges of thatched

cottages, I arrived here in time to see the

plants flowering, obviously they are not all

seedlings of the current season. In my home
garden, attempts to grow Antirrhinums similarly

would fail.—T. A. W.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
September 19.—National Rose Society's Autumn

Show, at the Royal Horticultural Society's Hall,

Vincent Square, Westminster.

September 21.—Manchester and North of

England Orchid Society's Exhibition.
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THE ROSE SEASON IN SOUTHERN SCOTLAND
By the Rev. David R. Williamson.

ATMOSPHERIC influences have of late

/\ greatly favoured the growth and fiower-

/ \ ing capabilities of Roses, with the

/ % result that there is every appearance
^ *of a highly successful autumnal bloom.

Yesterday afternoon I had the privilege of visiting

the extensive and beautiful gardens of Logan

House, which are picttttesquely situated in the

northern district of Kirkmaiden, and found the

Roses perfectly covered with flower-buds, which

only require a continuance of fine and genial

weather to complete their floral development.

Such modem varieties as Rayon d'Or, Mme.
Edouard Herriot, Lady HiUingdon and Climbing

Souvenir de Pierre Netting are more effective

in those gardens than I have ever seen them

anywhere else, and that is saying much.

In my own garden M. Pemet-Ducher's Constance,

which is somewhat fuller in central petals, and

perhaps also more fioriferous than its brilliant

predecessor, Rayon d'Or ; Totote Gelos, an

exquisitely white and orange tinted variety

;

Admiral Ward, Willownrere and the justly famous

Lyon Rose • have been quite luxuriant in their

bloom, and greatly admired by many visitors

during the last two months.

Other Roses of recent introduction that have

flowered with great artistic effectiveness during

that period of fruition have been Mr. Arthur

William Paul's Imogen and Titauia, which for

absolute perfection of formation and colour could

not easily be excelled ; Mr. Hugh Dickson's

Gorgeous, a uniquely coloured and most attractive

Hybrid Tea ; IMrs. Bertram J. Walker, Mrs.

George Gordon and Mrs. Hugh Dickson, regarding

the great merits of the last mentioned of which

notable creations I have recently had an interesting

correspondence with an enthusiastic Buckingham-
shire cultivator, who is especially interested in

Mrs. Hugh Dickson.

I quite coincide with those writers in The
Garden who have recently vindicated the splendid

and abiding attributes of Mrs. Wemyss Quinn,

whicli I highly eulogised in this journal last

year as one of Mr. Alexander Dickson's finest pro-

ductions of the Pernetiana description ; and I

cannot doubt that by his Margaret Dickson

Hamill his great reputation will be equally sus-

tained, especially in the light of its recent remark-

able success at the metropolitan exhibitions.

Another exquisitely effective Rose is Mr. Samuel
McGredy's lona Herdman, whose brilliant colour

makes it a veritable acquisition. Mrs. Franklin

Dennison is also a variety of great beauty

;

porcelain white with a delicate suffusion of pale

primrose yellow.

Among the older and more familiar Roses that

have flowered profusely in otir gardens this season

are such enduring

varieties as Bouquet

d'Or, Mme. Alfred

Carriere, Reve d'Or,

Margaret Dick son
(now somewhat
superseded by the

more modern " Snow
Queen ") and the

fragrant Souvenir de

S. A. Prince. Very

conspicuous among
the crimson varieties

have been George

Dickson, Captain
Hayward and
General Macarthur.

C A MAS S I A

ROSE GORGEOUS, SOFT PINK, SUFFUSED ORANGE.

LEICHTLINII
Camassias make
capital border
flowers for the
summer, although

their comparatively

short blooming
period is a defect

we are a little un-

willing to admit.

This depends much
upon the quantity

of moisture at the

roots and the
amount of shade

the plants receive

during the warmest

times of the day.

As a rule, a fairly

moist place and a

ROSE MRS. BERTRAM J. WALKER.

little shade prolong the duration of the flowers

considerably, and if the bulbs are planted about

4 inches or 6 inches deep they are likely to

do well. Camassia Leichtlinii, which grows about

3 feet or 4 feet high, is a good species

with creamy white flowers. The colour is hardly

pure enough to place it on the highest plane

of beauty, but from this there have been raised

some varieties, either hybrids of C. LeichtUnii

with other Quamashes, or seedlings of this species,

probably the former. These have handsome
flowers, ranging in colour from pure white through

light blue and lilac to purple. They should be

bought early in the autumn and planted in good

soil as soon as they are procured. S. A.

BORDER CARNATIONS
By J. L. Gibson.

A
CORRESPONDENT asks me to draw
attention o ihe success a tending the

showing of bizarres, flakes and white

ground Picotees in their natural con-

dition at the recent Carnation Show at

Vincent Square. These are usually displayed on

cards, and, as my correspondent very correctly

says, it is a step in the right direction to have

classes in which those particular flowers can be

shown as grown. The blooms were in many
cases particularly fine, and the prizes well com-

peted for. I heartily agree that the dressing,

and incidental maltreatment, of flowers for

exhibition on boards and cards is unnatural

and stupid, and the very idea seems to me barbaric

and at variance witli the finer instincts of flower

lovers.

The same writer, who, by the way, is a well-

known exhibitor, makes some very interesting

remarks regarding a number of the varieties

mentioned in my last notes. Being particularly

strong on Picotees, lie gives them place of honour

in his criticism. Margaret Lennox, he declares,

is, for growth, habit, and freedom of flowering,

quite apart from its value for show purposes, the

finest yellow ground Picotee at present grown,

and does better in the open border than any he
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has ever tried. This is high praise, but, though

my knowledge of Picotees is not extensive, I

consider it well deserved. It would be interesting

to know if Mr. Douglas considered it better than

Mrs. J. J. Keen for all purposes.

I would like to put in a word on my own account

for the light-edged John Ruskin, wliose habit of

growth and lovely flowers are all that the ordinary

grower can desire.

My correspondent's experience of the new
Picotees Queenie and Professor Burstall is inter-

esting and not too satisfactory. The former

he describes as more of an apricot than a clear

.yellow ground, and the lat'er rapidly loses its

ground colour, and is condemned as a bad burster

unless the side buds are allowed to develop. This

is a serious fault, and anent that I might have

been led to thoughts of an

ironical pun, but refrain on

account of my high regard for

the erudite and clever gentle-

man whose name the flower

bears, and whom I once had

the pleasure of meeting a good

many years ago in Birmingham.

In any case, both of these

Picotees make good exhibition

blooms if caught just right, and

they will doubtless be grown

till something lietter takes their

places.

Cheam is dismissed as " too

small for vase classes, but per-

haps worth keeping for those

who dress." Eclipse is to come
again, according to this grower.

He recommends growing it in

soil not too much enriched with

manure. As regards Zena.Dare,

he agrees with me that it is

poor—washy, he calls it.'

Having so much in common
thus far with my critic, I must

now throw down the glove.

Among the newer Carnations,

he lays a heavy hand on both

Lord Kitchener and Othello.

He says they are both " un-

clean," and of the twoy Othello

the more so. Now, I know
very well what is in his mind.

His type of a clean flower

is Daisy Walker and The Bride,

by virtue of their pure white

ground, very lightly touched

with colour. But why should

more colour make a flower

unclean ? Perhaps the acme of purity in a flower

is the Poet's Narcissus. The small scarlet

crown sets off the pture white petals to per-

fection, nor does it mar the sweetness of the

whole any more than do the dainty scarlet bars

on the pure petals of Daisy Wallier. But when

the art of the hybridiser transformed a Poeticus

into a Barri by enlarging the crown of the Narcissus

to three times its natural size, the flower was not

then condemned as unclean, but rather hailed

as a new type of beauty. No one would say that

either Othello or Lord Kitchener were so pure

in petal as the whiter flower ; they are difierent

types, and there is a beauty of dainty girlhood

as well as a beauty of the warrior, or, if you like,

of the thunderstorm. I have an opportunity of

illustrating the variety Othello here, so that the

reader may judge for himself of its quality.

Personally, I accept it is a welcome addition

to the white ground fancies, and judge it to be a

flower of high merit.

Fair Ellen and Mis. W. P. Owen come under

the same stigma of " dulness." For some reason

or other I missed the latter from my order of last

autumn, and Fair Ellen is only being sent out

this year, but I have seen both flowers, and my
friend on tlie front opposition bench must have

a hypersensitive discrimination in' colour schemes

to wring dulness out of these two beauties.

Mrs. Owen has always given me the impression

of sweetness and delicacy, and the newer variety

certainly has a magnificent petal of the purest

white with the daintiest flicks of lavender

markings. This, indeed, will be one of the

most popular of all Carnations. The last flower

DAHLIAS
COLLARETTE, Pv^ONY-FLOWERED

AND DECORATIVE.

I

OTHELLO, A NEW TYPE AMONG BORDER CARNATIONS.

to be mentioned in the letter I am dealing

with is Grey Douglas, and here my friend

opens his heart somewhat. He describes it as a

flower which will make its mark, and says it is

the biggest and best of the colour yet intro-

duced. This fine new heliotrope has been intro-

duced only to our visions as yet, for there is not

stock enough to justify its sale till next year,

but the house of Edeuside will still further enhance

its name when it does appear.

Another notable novelty is My Clove, also from

Mr. Douglas. As shown at Vincent Square the

scent seemed even more powerful than that of

Bookham Clove, and its colour is a beautiful

pink, sometimes suffused slightly with lavender

or heliotrope. Other new varieties I would

rather write about when I know them more

intimately.

T was my good pleasure in the closing days

of August to pay a visit to the garden of

Mr. J. A. Jarrett at Anerley, near to the

Crystal Palace, where between nine hundred

and a thousand plants of the Collarette,

Pseony-flowered and Decorative Dahlias are grown.

This successful grower has planned his beds and

borders in such a fashion that the plants are

seen at their best. Plants of the respective

sections of Dahlia are grouped in an imposing

manner, and only the better and newer kinds

are grown. A long serpentine

path runs through a considerable

length of the garden, and on both

sides of the pathway are planted

either Decorative or Paeony-

flowered sorts, in hold groups,

edged in front with some of the

Mignon Dahlias. These dwarf

bedding Dahlias are especially well

adapted for edgings to beds and

borders, as they have a compact,

close habit and produce blossoms

in profusion. It may be well at

this juncture to mention the

names of a few of these dwarf,

single-flowered sorts. Lancer is a

glorious scarlet ; Agnes, a distinct

purple ; Daphne, a maroon sort

with a good habit ; Olive, a

beautiful orange ; Little Othello,

deep crimson ; and others, all

very attractive.

The Decorative Dahlias seem
to embrace a variety of forms,

all valuable as garden plants

and mostly profusely flowered.

Some of the flowers are very

large ; others, however, are

comparatively small, with an
abundant display of blossoms of

dainty form and beautiful tones

of colour. Generally speaking,

the plants range from about 3 feet

in height to quite 5 feet, and

they are bushy withal. Plants

of varieties that were especially

noteworthy were represented by
Kaiserin A. Victoria, white

;

Papa Charmet, • deep crimson
;

Delice, rose pink ; Alice Roosevelt,

white, shaded mauve ; Jeanne Charmet, lilac

pink ; Souvenir de G. Douzon, orange red

;

Queen Mary, rose pink ; Dutlryn, pure white

;

Amphion, pink, shaded heliotrope ; Mrs. James
Lang, crimson scarlet ; Princess Juliana, creamy
white ; and the chaste and refined Madonna, a

beautiful white. All of the foregoing are gismt-

flowered kinds, and as such are highly valued

for their garden display.

Great progress has to be recorded in the Pseony-

flowered section, and many quite remarkable

flowers w'ere to be seen in this fine collection.

These plants were also grouped on either side of

the long serpentine pathway, and on the occasion

of the writer's visit, notwithstanding heavy

storms, the plants were doing remarkably well.

Noteworthy specimens were Geisha, scarlet and
yellow ; Liberty, soft scarlet ; Sheila, pale pink

;
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Bayard, orange scarlet, yellow base ; Eleanor,

Tose pink ; Balak, rosy crimson ; Beethoven,

•amber
;

John Green, yellow and scarlet ; Mrs.

J. C. Vaughan, yellow ; Lord Milner, yellow,

suffused crimson ; Dormouse, deep crimson

;

Aphrodite, white ; Amber Queen, amber ; and
others, such as Hortwiie and Meyerbeer.

Lower down the garden there was a series of

Jong beds and borders devoted exclusively to

the Collarette type of the flower. Here were
ito be seen all the newest and best as well as the

better of the older varieties, and these made a

Biost attractive display. In addition there were

beds and borders devoted to seedling Collarette

Dahlias, a section with which Mr. Jarrett has

been very successful. There were several very

promising seedlings, of which the Dahlia-loving

public will hear more later on. A few good

Collarettes of Mr. Jarrett's raising are Rainbow,

of varied hues and very beautiful ; Biscuit, a

biscuit-coloured flower ; Alfred Dennis, deep

chestnut maroon ; and Anerley Gem, of which

variety there was a large number of plants in

the pink of condition. Varieties that Mr. Jarrett

pins his faith to are the following : Henri Farman,

yellow, blotched red, cream collar ; Tuskar, rosy

crimson, tipped white ; Gold Tip, scarlet, with

gold tips and gold collar ; Carron, bright scarlet,

tipped gold, collar golden ; Eden, pure white

;

Mme. Poirer, blush violet, white collar ; Countess

Icy Hardegg, maroon, tipped white, collar white
;

Abbe Hugonnard, purple, margined white, collar

white ; Holyrood, ruby, tipped gold, yellow

collar ; Star of Montplaisir, old rose, collar pale

rose, edged white ; Grandpapa Charmet, bright

red, cream coUar ; Schwarzatal, deep rosy

crimson, white collar ; Scarlet Queen, scarlet,

collar golden yellow ; and Anna Louise, rose

on buff ground, and the collar th? same colour.

The new Star Dahlias were also well represented

by Crawley Star, clear rose pink ; White Star, pure

white, with yellow centre
;

Worth Star, old rose, with

white bars down the centre

of the florets ; and Yellow

Star, soft primrose yellow.

On the occasion of the

writer's visit Mr. Jarrett

was entertaining a party

from the Robert Browning
Settlement, Walworth Road.

S.E., to whom he had
given much encouragement

earlier in the year, and the

members of which party

were highly delighted with

all they saw. D. B. C.

FLAG IRISES
By George Yeld.

MR. R. W. WALLACE'S article on Flag
Irises (issue August 12, pages 394
and 395) tempts me, as one who
has spent many 3'ears in the culti-

vation and raising of Irises, to offer

a few remarks. I am in thorough sympathy
with Mr. Wallace's loyalty to the late Sir Michael

THALICTRUM
DIPTEROCARPUM

This is one of the prettiest

flowers of the garden

in September. Its violet flowers, with

sulphur-coloured stamens on sprays 6 feet or

more in length, provide a very pleasing and graceful

«ffect.

The leaf character resembles that of T.

aquilegifolium, and this, together with its elegant,

though somewhat vigorous habit of growth,

makes it a delightful plant in every ft'ay. Not

particular as to soil, it requires an open, sunny

position, and, like most other Thalictrums or

Meadow Rues, is an admirable subject for

naturalising.

pale I Foster, to whom all lovers of the Iris family owe
a deep debt of gratitude. I shall never forget

the first day I spent in his garden at Shelford.

I was at the time staying at the Observatory at

Cambridge, and duly provided with an intro-

duction from the late John Couch Adams, the

famous astronomer, I reached Shelford soon

after ten o'clock in the morning. We spent the

time till lunch in examining some of the garden's

many treasures, went back after lunch, had a

brief interval for tea, and then returned to the

flowers. When we gave up it was past the

Observatory dinner-hour, so I dined at Shelford !

We did not, of course spend the -vvhole time on
Irises. One of Sir Michael's special studies was
that of the Alpine Dianthi, and I was mucu
pleased to be able later on to collect for him in

the mountains of Cogne one of the best forms of

Dianthus neglectus. It can easily.be imagined
that I went awayfrom Shelford with a greatly

increased enthusiasm for Irises.

I remember very well receiving from Shelford
I. Amas. As soon as I saw it 1 recognised that
it would be a great aid to the hybridist, and
proceeded to use it. A cross between it and
I ypriana gave me a very large and tall Iris which
I named Arac, after the giant in Tennyson's
" Princess." Iris Trojana (sjti. asiatica) gave us,

as Mr. Wallace says, another means of improving
our Flag Irises.

By the way, there is an error in the names of

the Irises illustrated on page 394. The plant

labelled Neptune should be Lady Foster, and that

shown as Lady Foster should be Neptune. Lady
Foster has beautiful flowers. I should describe it

as a more desirable plant than Caterina, another
of Sir Michael Foster's seedlings, which gainea
an

.
award of merit. Edouard Michel deserves

what Mr. Wallace says of it. Prosper Laugier
is an undoubted improvement on the old

Jacquiniana. I agree with Mr. Wallace
that Irises " are undergoing a period of

great development, and the next few years
will show a still greater interest in these line

garden plants." Early in May last I had
the pleasure of going over

Kilnfield Gardens. M r .

Wallace kindly accompanied
me, and I learnt much
about the newest Irises as

well as about many other

families of hardy plants.

The Intermediate Irises were
in fine bloom, and many of

them were new to me. My
garden space is limited

and I have no room for

a collection of them, but^

they are well worth atten-

tion. Naturally, we devoted

most of the time to the

Flag Irises, many new
varieties of which I ex-

amined ; and when you
have studied a family of

plants for many years,

they are almost as interest-

ing when out of flower

as when in blossom. Iris

bracteata, since honoured

with an award of merit

by the Royal Horticultural

Society, much attracted

me. No Iris garden is

now complete without the

new Chinese varieties Chrysographes, Forrestii,

Wilsoui and BuUeyana, all belonging to the

grassy-leaved Sibirica group. The yellow

Wilsoni is particularly free in my garden.

I should like, in conclusion, to recommend

the yellow-flowered variety of I. foetidissima,

the flowers of which are a great improvement on

the dull slate-coloured blooms of the ordinary

foetidissima. I found it growing in the so-called

Temple of Serapis at Pozzuoli (Puteoli) and at

Naples, from where I imported it. It grows and

flowers freely.

THALICTRUM

DIPTEROCARPUM

{Slightly reduced.)
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TENDER SHRUBS ON
NORTH WALLS

ONE of the commonest mistakes in

k gardening is to presume that plants

I coming from a warmer climate
' require all the sun

and warmth of a south

wall when grown in an English

garden. Times out of number

this has proved a fallacy in

actual experience, and still go per

cent, of gardening books continue

to recommend plants for south

and west walls that give far

better results in a north or north-

east aspect.

A plant which is considered one

of the tenderest of all climbing

shrubs is the Lapageria. It is a

native of Chile and is usually-

grown in the greenhouse or con-

servatory for its rose-coloured,

pendulous flowers. Many a tempts

have been made to grow this

climber in the open on a south

wall without success. And yet in

the same gardens the Lapageria

is being grown satisfactorily in

a north aspect, and the plants

flower freely in autumn and early

winter.

In December last the Right

Hon. Lewis Harcourt, writing

from Nuueham Park, Oxford, in

The Garden, says: "I have

several Lapagerias, some of them
10 feet high, growing well on

north walls. They have been in

flower already for several weeks,

and will continue so until after

Christmas. The white variety is

included as well as the red, but

seems less vigorous. In planting,

a little peat was mixed with the

natural soil (which is green-sand;.

I find that they do not do well on a

south exposure." And Oxford is

not a warm place, on the other

hand, it is said to be one of

the coldest places in England by
those who have lived there.

The blue Passion Flower (Passi-

flora caerulea) and Solanum jas-

minoides, both natives of Southern

Brazil, are other climbers that

succeed best on a north or north-

east wall, and what may appear

more remarkable is that they

continue to flower even after the

frosts of early winter. That

, Solanum jasminoides is not the '

delicate climber it is supposed

to be may be gathered from the

illustration of a weU-clothed door-

way in Mr. PhiUp Ashworth's garden in Cheshire.

The two plants here shown are seven years old,

and only slightly protected by matting during

the winter.

Of all the climbing plants for a north wall,

few have given greater pleasure than Actinidia

chinensis, which is extremely beautiful in foliage

and trailing growth. H. C.

THE PERENNIAL SUNFLOWERS IN

GARDEN AND WOODLAND
During the later September days and through

early October the perennial Sunflowers wave

their stems in the wind and create beautiful

pictures when groups are formed with the blues

of the Starworts in association. I have seen them

lighting up in autumn with the wonderful gelden

yellow colouring of the flowers. They are of the

simplest culture, but on warm and light soils

especially the roots must be lifted once in every

four years at least ; after this the growth becomes

too close, the stems short and the flowers dwindle

1
in size. Last autumn I lifted the Helianthuses,

1
as they were in the condition described, and now

SOLANUM JASMINOIDES GROWING OVER A GARDEN DOORWAY.

planted among shrubs with the happiest results,

and made to give clouds of colour in openings in

the woodland itself, such places in which should

be more often seen the Moon Daisy, that flower

of the moon, a tall, willowy Pyrethrum, or Chry-

santhemum uliginosum as it is known to the

botanist. I have masses of the Helianthuses

in the border and any rough corner which wants

they are once again revealing their true character,

giving bountifully, for tall vases in the house,

of their leafy, flower-crowned stems. AH the

kinds have yellow flowers of various shades.

Perhaps the most gorgeous of all is called Miss

Mellish, and though its roots have a somewhat

unpleasant habit of rambling, this may be

checked by dividing them once in three years. C.
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STAPELIAS, OR CARRION
FLOWERS

IN
the Kew Bulletin for 1903, page 17, is an

interesting article on the ecology of

Stapelias by Mrs. M. E. Barber, the well-known

artist and African botanist. According to

this lady, in spite of their extraordinary

power to adapt themselves to the varying

and uncertain climate, these plants appear to

be rapidly disappearing from all parts of South

Africa. She says :
" Civilisation and colonisa-

tion are both dead against them. They are

eaten up by ' all kinds and conditions' of cattle.

For instance, if an ostrich finds a Stapelia plant,

he seldom leaves without taking nearly the whole

of it with him. Cattle, sheep and goats, in like

manner, feed upon them greedily. The native

tribes dturing years of severe drought and

famine use these plants as food, and

native children delight in their sweet, young

succulent branches. The florist and gar-

dener go hand-in-hand with the rest in

the work of destruction, for you will hear

them exclaiming, ' Oh ! here is one of those

curious Stapelias,' and it will speedily be

pulled up and planted in some flower-bed,

where, for want of care, it will be overgrown

by other plants and lost."

There are many species, one of the most

typical being S. variegata, sometimes called

S. bufonia, which has flowers of leathery

substance and coloured yellow with dark

brown spots. Other well-known species are

S. deflexa, gigantea, mutabilis, revoluta,

patula and picta.

HOW TO GROW ONIONS
FOR KEEPING

ALMOST every cottager and allot-

ment holder has an Onion-bed

in their gardens, and it is surpris-

k ing what a small number of them
1^ know how to grow Onions as they

should be grown. In the first place, the

ground should be as level as possible and

in good heart. During the autumn or early

winter the ground should be well manured

with half-decayed manure, and either

trenched or dug as deeply as possible and

left in a rough state. Nothing can now be

done until about the first week in March, when

the ground should be forked over, and left for two

or three days. When moderately dry it should

be well trodden down. In a few days it ought to

again be well forked over, and after a few more

days it should be trodden two or three times.

It is then ready to receive the seed.

The best method , of sowing Onion seed after

the ground has been prepared as above is to stretch

a line the length of the ground, and then procure

a long, straight pole and lay it alongside the line,

treading on it with the feet so that it is pressed

about half its width into the soil. Continue this

along each row till the whole of the bed is com-

pleted, arranging the rows about ro inches or

12 inches apart.

Now the use of the pole becomes apparent :

all the seed will be the same depth and resting on

firm soil. Sow the seed thinly and evenly, after-

wards raking the whole bed level with the back

of a rake. Go over the ground three or four

times and tread it with the feet, or a roller if

available, leaving the bed level and firm. At

the end of each row a small stick should be placed.

Onion seed takes about four or five weeks

to germinate in the early spring, and nothing

should be done to the bed, except weeding,

until the Onions are ready for lifting. Never on

any account touch the Onion-bed with a hoe
;

neither should one of the Onions be taken out of

the bed, as it is the hoeing and thinning that

loosens the soil and lets in the Onion fly to deposit

its eggs at the end of May or early June. If

the ground is well trodden and raked level, the

land will settle as hard as the road, and no trouble

with the Onion fly will be caused.

About the first week in September the Onions

will begin to turn brown and ripen. It is a good

plan when the stalks begin to turn over to arrange

NOTES ON VEGETABLES

STAPELIA VARIEGATA, A TYPICAL CARRION FLOWER,
{One-half natural size.)

them in one direction, which can be done with

the back of a rake. This allows the sun and air

to ripen them off.

The best method of drying after they are lifted

Onions.—No time should be lost in sowing

seed of any Tripoli or Italian variety. Lemon
Rocca and White Leviathan are both good for

giving bulbs early in the year. Some sow the

seed in beds and plant out the seedlings after-

wards, but 1 prefer to sow where the plants are

to remain, as finer bulbs are obtained with a

minimum of labour. The ground should be deeply

dug and moderately manured. Further stimulants

can be given, if necessary, as growth proceeds.

Too rich a soil is a cause of premature bolting.

Draw drills n inches apart and sow the seed

thinly. If the soil is dry at the time, well water

the drills before sowing, as germination of the

seed is much quicker with a moist base than when
the soil is excessively dry.

Cabbage.—^The earliest-raised plants will

be ready for transplanting into rows

r8 inches apart. The plants of such small-

growing varieties as Harbinger or EUam's
Early can be put out 9 inches apart ; this

will allow of every other plant being taken

out quite early, thus allowing space for

those remaining to grow to a full size. This

method of planting is economical and satis-

factory. Should the weather be dry at

planting-time, either draw drills 2 inches

deep and thoroughly soak them before

planting, or make a puddle with soil and

soot, dipping the roots in this preparatory

to planting. If there is danger of slug

attacks, spriiikle finely sifted coal-ashes

around the plants.

French Beans.—As the nights lengthen

and become colder, the plants growing in

frames will need protection to ensure them
perfecting a full crop, The latest batch

in the open should be assisted with copious

supplies of water at the roots, should the

weather be dry,

Cardoons.—Continue the

fast as possible by the aid

and soil as growth proceeds.

Endive.—Sow seed on a warm border

for providing plants for winter and a

spring supply. Those growing in Celery

trenches should be blanched as required by
tying up the leaves so that the centre will

be covered, allowing sufiicient space for

the young leaves in the centre to expand.

From 3 inches to 4 inches are required to

blanch thoroughly.

Tomatoes.—To have ripe fruits early in the

spring, a sowing should now be made in heat,

potting off the plants when large enough to handle.

Grow them close to the glass in a temperature

blancliing as

of haybands

is to place them on a sack on a gravel path in I not less than 60° by night, remove all side growth,

full view of the sun. Never allow the Onions

to become wet after they are lifted. It usually

takes about a week or ten days to dry them off

thoroughly.

After they are ready for storing, sort them
over, placing the largest ones in one section, the

smaller ones in another. Use the largest first

and the smaller ones last, and they will keep

until the following June. If the Onions are required

for keeping, put nothing on them in the way of

artificials during their growing period. Even
soot is not required. Do not be alarmed if the

bulbs look thick in the bed, as Onions have a

way of making room for themselves by pushing their

neighbours out of the rows. C, F. Adams.

and shorten the leaves on fruiting plants with

a view to concentrating the whole energy of the

plant into the ripening of the fruits. Liberally

feed with liquid manure those plants carrying

heavy crops. To ease these heavily laden plants,

remove the ripening fruits, which will finish

satisfactorily in a warm, dry room.

Turnips.—M.ike the last sowing of Snowball

or Prizetaker in well-watered drills, on a south

border if possible, to ensure a quick growth.

Celery.—Continue the earthing up of the

late batch of plants as growth progresses. The
latest planting should be well soaked with water,

and plants which are weakly or stunted should

have weak liquid manure to hasten their growth.
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Preparatory to giving the tirst earthing, the small

basal leaves and any offsets should be picked

off, carefully tying up the retained leaves so that

the soil during the earthing process may not

find its way into the hearts of the plants. The

earlier batch, in which brown paper is amployed

for blanching, will be benefited by copious supplies

of moisture, adding extra rings of pa er as growth

proceeds.

Lettuce.—Prick out plants of approved varieties

in cold frames to ensure a supply during the winter.

Sow seed of Standwell, Hammersmith or Stanstead

Park (Cabbage varieties), or Champion Brown

or Black-seeded Bath (Cos varieties) to provide

plants for putting out in early spring. Well

water any plants approaching the hearting stage,

sprinkling them overhead every evening. This

is time well spent. The leaves when grown rapidly

are much more crisp and succulent.

Mushrooms.—Prepare manure for an inside

bed in a shed or cellar by collecting fresh

horse-manure, among which should be

some short strawy manure, which assists

fermentation and tends to keep the whole

sweet. To economise the manure, a quarter

of the bulk may be freshly gathered leaves,

or those collected last spring will suffice

for the early beds. An open, airy shed

is a suitable place in which to prepare

the material, which should lie from 2 feet

to 3 feet deep. Turn it over every morn-

ing for about ten days to allow noxious

gases to escape, thoroughly mixing it

when turning. As the heat declines in

the manure, the bed should be made up

not less than 15 inches thick, firmly

beating down the manure to ensure its

being quite evenly firm, so that it will

retain its heat longer and more evenly

after spawning.

Radishes.—Make a last sowing in the

open of French Breakfast, which is not

excelled for quick growth and tenderness

of flesh. I need hardly say this latter

attribute is mainly the result of attention

in supplying water regularly during their

growth, should the weather be dry.

Swamnore. E. Molyneux.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

TWO ATTRACTIVE
HOLLYHOCKS

Two very fine Hollyhocks have been in flower

for several weeks past in Kew Gardens, one

near the Victoria Gate, named Palling Belle,

and the other named Countryside, near the Hardy
Fernery. The former is a very pretty pink,

and the flowers are fully 5 inches across, while

the other is a very dark red with rather smaller

flowers. Both are double-flowered forms, in

each case a dense, rosette-like, central mass of

small petals being surrounded by a circle of large

ones. However, both varieties can be raised

true to typfe from seeds. Such beina the case,

they are very valuable decorative plants, for in

addition to being very beautiful they are strone

in habit, the flower-spikes rising to ro feet

high. Speaking generally double flcfwers are less

graceful than singles, but the double Hollyhock,

unlike double Foxgloves, Campanulas and many
others, does not appear at all out of place, while

they retain their beauty over a much longer

period. When space permits, single and double

Hollyhocks should both be grown.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The- Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—Continue to cut away runners
as they appear, and keep the beds hoed and free

from weeds. This will assist the crowns to mature.
Plantations which have fruited this season and
are required for next year may be mulched with
farmyard manure. A dusting of soot will also

be beneficial.

The Kitchen Garden.

Parsley.—If a cold frame is available, it can
be filled with Parsley to furnish a supply during

the winter months. Lift the plants with plenty

of soil, and after planting give a thorough water-

ing. Keep the lights off until frost is expected,

as it is essential to promote sturdy growth and
thus prevent any damping off.

Potatoes.—Maincrop varieties should be lifted

directly they are fit, selecting fine, dry weather

of the compost. For a week or two spray the
foliage twice daily, and keep the lights oft until

the second week in October.

Liliums.—These are always admired, and the
present is a suitable time to plant all the hardier
kinds in the open border. The bulbs should be
planted about 6 inches deep, and a little peat
and sand placed around each bulb. Clumps
of each variety are more effective than a few
isolated examples. Lilium sulphureum and L.

Henryi succeed well in this district.

Fruit Under Glass.

Cucumbers.—Growth is now less rampant,
and the plants should have all badly shaped fruits

removed directly they appear. Cut out useless

leaves and pinch each shoot at the second joint

to prevent overcrowding. The trellis should be
furnished with short-jointed growth. Top-dress
the bed at intervals, and tepid water must be

THE DOUBLE PINK HOLLYHOCK PALLING BELLE, STILL FLOWERING AT KEW.

for the work. If disease is present, early lifting is

recommended, and care must be taken not to store

any infected tubers, or the disease will very
likely spread. The tubers should be quite dry
when stored.

Turnips.—As the seed has germinated freely

and the fly not been troublesome, the seed-

lings must be thinned at the first opportunity.

It is not necessary to thin too severely, as a few
roots will be required for the kitchen directly

they are large- enough. Another sowing may be
made on any spare piece of ground.

The Flower Garden.

Violets.—Give the beds a thorough soaking
of water, and proceed the day after to remove
the plants to the pits and frames where they will

bloom. The bottom of the frames should be
filled with stable manure or leaves, and then
covered with 8 inches or 10 inches of soil. This
ought not to be rich, and it should^ contain a

percentage of partially decayed leaf-mould. Lift

the roots with plenty of soil, and remove all the

dead leaves and runners. Make the plants toler-

ably firm, and give enough water to wet the whole

employed for watering purposes. Maintain a

night temperature of 70°, and ventilate sufficiently

to keep' a sweet, healthy atmosphere.

Plants Under Glass.

Bulbs.—The bulk of the bulbs for forcing should
now be potted up. A large number of varieties

is not desirable. They are much more useful

from the decorative point of view when a moderate
batch of one kind is grown. Two good Tulips

are Prince of Austria and Proserpine ; while the

Narcissi could be represented by Paper-White,
Golden Spur, Emperor, Sir Watkin and Barri

conspicuus, and Hyacinths by a pure white,

pink and blue. Five-inch and 6-inch pots prove
convenient receptacles ; but for the Narcissi

with large bulbs, like Sir Watkin, 7-inch pots

may be necessary. When the repotting is com-
pleted, cover the pots with well-seasoned ashes

to a depth of several inches. Here they may
remain until roots are formed.

T. W. Briscoe.

(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.
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FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Endive.—Where this salad is required for

winter use, a frame should be prepared for traus-

plantiiig it, selecting plants from the open border
that are about half grown. The drainage must
be good, or moisture will settle about the leaves

and cause them to rot. Keep the frame well venti-

lated on fine days, and when the plants are large

enough for use, the foliage should be tied together

so that a good part of it gets blanched.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—The plants in preparation for

forcing should now be tilling the pots with roots,

and will be benefited by occasional applications
of liquid manure. A dusting of soot given during
showery weather is also advised. Any runners
that may appear should be cut off and the plants
given p!ent\" of room, so that air and sunshine
are freely admitted. The plants, of course, will

have to be placed in cold frames before severe frost

occurs. The pots should be plunged slightly over
their rims in freshly gathered leaves, using a shallow
frame so that the crowns of the plants may be
quite near the glass. The frames must be freely

ventilated daily, except during hard frost or

snowy weather. Previous to plunging, the frames
should have a fresh coating of coal- ashes and a

heavy sprinkling of soot, which will prevent the
entry of worms into the pots.

Plants Under Glass.

Callas.—Plants which were divided and planted
out should now be ready for potting up. The
pots must be large enough to allow of a fair quantity
of good loam and leaf-mould being added in the
potting. After potting, a good soaking of water
may be given and the plants placed in a cool
pit. The heat may be regulated according to

the time the flowers are required. Keep green
fly in check by fumigating, and syringe the plants
overhead occasionally on bright days.

Housing Plants.—Preparations should now be
made for accommodating indoors such plants
as Cyclamen, Primulas and Cinerarias which
have been growing in cold frames. It is not
advisable, however, to house the Cinerarias or

Calceolarias too early if the weather is favour-
able. These should be left as long as possible,

unless the frames are required for other purposes.
Give the plants more room to avoid damping of

the foliage or attacks of mildew, and fumigate
to prevent green fly making headway.

Wallflowers.—The double varieties of these
popular flowers are useful for conservatory decora-
tion in spring. If the seedlings were pricked out
when ready, they should now be fit for transfer-

ring to pots. Five-inch or 6-inch pots will give
ample room for development. They should be
potted moderately firm in a mixture of loam,
leaf-mould and sajtid, and placed in a sheltered,
shady place outdoors for a time. Afterwards re-

move them to a sunnier position, where they may
remain until frost sets in, when they should be
placed in a cool, airy house until ready for the
greenhouse or conservatory.

Calanthes.—As soon as these begin to show
that growth has stopped for the season, applications
of liquid manure should be discontinued and
clear water given sparingly. Trim ofi the foliage

as it decays and keep the house somewhat drier,

with a free circulation of air and gerual warmth
in the pipes. Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)
Glmnis Castle, N.B.

POTATO EPICURE
One more season has proved the value of this early

Potato for market work. In Bishop's Waltham,
where Potatoes are in great demand, growers

have increased the acreage of this variety con-

siderably. The haulm is short, thus requiring

a minimum of space. I know of no variety that

comes so quickly to hand in the open and without

any special site or attention as this, and which

gives a huge crop of saleable tubers early in July,

at which time this year they made as much as

£25 per ton. E. M.

TRIAL OF MIDSEASON
CULINARY PEAS

The following awards have been made to mid-

season culinary Peas by the Coimcil of the Royal

Horticultural Society after trial at Wisley :

FIRST MIDSEASON VARIETIES.

Awards of Merit.—Clipper, sent and introduced

by Robert Sydenham, Limited. Danby Stratagem,

raised, introduced and sent by Messrs. J. Carter

and Co. ; A.M., 1901 ; award confirmed. Duke
of Albany Selected, introduced and sent by Messrs.

Sutton and Sons ; A.M., igor ; award confirmed.

Duke of Albany Re-selected, introduced and

sent by Messrs. J. Carter and Co. ; A.M., 1901 ;

award confirmed. Evergreen Delicatesse, raised,

introduced and sent by Messrs. J. Carter and

Co. ; A.M., 1908 ; award confirmed. Harvest-

man, raised, introduced and sent by Messrs.

J. Carter and Co. ; A.M., 1908 ; award confirmed.

Improved Queen, raised, introduced and sent

by Messrs. J. Carter and Co. International,

raised, introduced and sent by Messrs. J. Carter

and Co. ; A.M., 1908 ; award confirmed. Jersey

Hero, sent by Messrs. Nutting and Sons. Magnum
Bonum Selected, sent by Messrs. Balr and Sons

;

A.M., r9io ; award confirmed. Market Gardener,

raised, introduced and sent by Messrs. J. Carter

and Co. Market King, raised, introduced and

sent by Messrs. J. Carter and Co. Prince of

Peas, raised, introduced and sent by Messrs.

Sutton ; A.M., 1910 ; award confirmed. Quite

Content, raised by Mr. E. Beckett, introduced

by Messrs. J. Carter and Co., and sent by Messrs.

Barr and Sons and Messrs. J. Carter and Co.
;

F.C.C., 1906. Royal Salute, raised, introduced

and sent by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons.

Standard, raised by Messrs. Sharpe and Co.,

and sent by Messrs. Barr and Sons ; A.M., 1900 ;

award confirmed. The Newby, raised and sent

by Messrs. Hurst and Son.

Highly Commended. — Best of All, sent by
Robert Sydenham, Limited. Buttercup, raised,

introduced and sent by Messrs. J. Carter and

Co. Centenary, raised, introduced and sent by
Messrs. Sutton ; A.M., 1901. Daisy, raised and

introduced by Messrs. J. Carter and Co., and sent

by Messrs. W. H. Simpson and Sons. Favoiurite,

raised, introduced and sent by Messrs. Sutton.

Gradus, sent by Messrs. W. H. Simpson and Sons
;

F.C.C., 1887. King George, raised, introduced

and sent by Messrs. E. Webb and Sons. Model

Telephone, raised, introduced and sent by Messrs.

J. Carter and Co. Peerless, raised, introduced

and sent by Messrs. Sutton ; F.C.C., 1903. Red
Cross, raised, introduced and sent by Mr. W.
Sim. Reliance Marrowfat, raised, introduced

and sent by Messrs. E. Webb and Sons. Stratagem,

raised, introduced and sent by Messrs. J. Carter

and Co. ; F.C.C., 1882.

SECOND MIDSEASON VARIETIES.

Awards of Merit.—Continuity, raised, intro-

duced and sent by Messrs. Sutton ; A.M., 1898 ;

award confirmed. Glory of Devon, introduced

by Messrs. R. Veitch and Sons, and sent by Messrs.

Barr and Sons ; A.M., 1899 ; award confirmed.

Masterpiece, raised, introduced and sent by Messrs.

Sutton ; A.M., 1913 ; award confirmed. Match-

less, raised, introduced and sent by Messrs. Sutton
;

A.M., igii ; award confurmed. Perpetual, raised,

introduced and sent by Messrs. Sutton. Satisfac-

tion, raised, introduced and sent by Messrs.

Sutton ; A.M., igro ; award confirmed.

Highly Commended.—^The Victor, raised by
Mr. W. R. Porter, introduced and sent by Messrs.

W. W. Johnson and Sons.

Commended.—.Alderman, sent by Messrs. W. H.
Simpson and Sons ; F.C.C., r900. Best of All,

raised, introduced and sent by Messrs. Sutton.

Commonwealth, raised, introduced and sent by
Messrs. J. Carter and Co. Discovery, raised,

introduced and sent by Messrs. Sutton. Incom-
parable, raised, introduced and sent by Messrs.

Sutton. Magnificent, raised by Mr. H. Eckford,

and sent by Messrs. Barr and Sons ; F.C.C., 1884.

Ne Plus Ultra, sent by Robert Sydenham,
Limited. Paragon, raised, introduced and sent

by Messrs. Dickson and Robinson. Prizewinner,

raised, introduced and sent by Messrs. Sutton :

F.C.C., 1901. The V.C, raised, introduced and
sent by Messrs. Sutton. Up-to-Date, raised,

introduced and sent by Messrs. Sutton. William
Richardson, raised by Mr. William Richardson,

introduced by Messrs. J. Backhouse and Son,

and sent by Messrs. Nutting and Sons, Limited.

LEGAL POINT
I HAVE been a member for about si.xteen years of

the allotment association of which I enclose card and

rules, and when I was elected there was a full com-
mittee, with treasurer, secretary and president.

Since that night there has not been a general meet-

ing called, and all the committee have either left

or died, and no one has been elected in their

places. There has been no balance-sheet or

books audited, and of the committee and officials

left there is only the treasurer. But the late '

secretary and treasurer put a person on with

themselves without election. The secretary has

since died and there are only the treasurer and the

co-opted member, who has taken the secretary's

place, and they will not let us know how we stand

as regards finance nor issue any balance-sheet nor

have anyone as a committee, and they say they will

not do so. Now, because one member went to see

the agent, they have given him notice to leave his

allotment without asking any other member, and
they say he has done nothing wrong and broken

no rule. He has paid his rent in advance and
cultivates his garden. What I want to ask

is this : Can these two men give him notice,

and is he bound to accept it when other members
wish him to stay because he tills his garden,

which one of these two men does not ? What is

our position ? The man who is the treasurer

has broken Rule 7 by allowing his sons to use his

greenhouse for gambling, which is forbidden.

The member to whom they have given notice

put nearly 3 tons of manure on his ground only

this spring. Is the member, if he has to quit,

entitled to compensation for manure besides

vegetables, which he will not be able to gather,

seeing they have given him notice to quit in

December, although he has paid his rent up to

March next ? Constant Reader.

[The "Rules" are the vaguest we have

yet come across. No provision is made therein

for the method by which the governing body
(committee) is to be elected or how any of the

officials are to be appointed. Neither is there

any provision for the holding of an annual meeting

or for the keeping of accounts or presentation of

same to the members of the garden allotments.

" Constant Reader " should explain to othpr

members the position of affairs and prevail on
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them to join him in summoning a meeting of the

allotment holders. They should invite some

influential man to take the chair at the meeting,

who should explain the unsatisfactory position

and point out the necessity of putting matters

on a proper basis. Rules should be drawn up

providing tor holding an annual meeting, election

of committee, presentation of accounts and passing

of same, election of officials, &c. In the event

of this suggestion being acted on, No. 13 of the

present " Rules " should not be included in the

new ones, as it is wickedly unjust to members.

Assuming we have all the documents bearing on

this matter before us, we are of opinion that no

committee exists competent to give the notice

necessary to discontinue a . tenancy, and the

member who " went to see the agent " (is he

the landlord's ?) should defy " the committee,"

who, even if properly constituted, are only able

to give six calendar months' notice previous to

January i, and are not empowered to take any

further steps.

—

Ed.]

TREES AND SHRUBS.
PRUNING SHRUBS (M. M. K. C.).—Polygonum

baldschuanicum, Ceanothus Gloirc do Versailles and
Bignonia radicans may all be cut back in February,
cutting the previous year's wood back to witbin an eye

or two ot the base. Two good strong-growingS'autumn-
flowering Clematises are Sime. Edouard Andrfe (red)

and Snow White (white). A good China Rose to use

as you suggest would be Mme. EugSne EOsal.

SHRUB FOR NAME AND TREATMENT (J. D.).—
The specimen sent for determination is Pittosporum
tenuifolium, sometimes called P. nigricans. It is a native

of New Zealand, and can be procured from Messrs. V. N.
Gauntlett and Co., Limited, Japanese Nurseries, CJiidding-

fold, Surrey. It can be increased by seeds sown as soon

as ripe in light soil indoors, or by cuttings of half-ripe

shoots inserted in pots of sandy soil in a close and slightly

warm frame during July or August.

EDITORIAL NOTICES
Every department of hmrtiadlure is represented in THE

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and tiotes,

but he will not be responsible lor their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, ivill be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he mil endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.
As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It mtist be distinctly understood that ordy the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated with.

The Editor wUl not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Oarden, W.C.

of its base ; side shoots will form as a consequence next

spring. Let each of these be stopped at tlie flftli leal,

and any subsequent shoots which may spring from these

stopped shoots must be stopped at the third leaf. This

is for the purpose of compelling the formation of fruit-

spurs. The leading upright shoot should be allowed to

KFow without interruption throughout the summer as

before, and be again pruned in winter as above. The

writer is obliged by your kind appreciation of his previous

reply to your question, and regrets he cannot invite you

to see the trees under his charge, as he has been living

in retirement for some years.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAME OF FRUIT.

—

Borris—Apple Pott's Seedling.

NAME OF PLANT.—G. £.—Probably a Dolichoa

species ; cannot identity in this condition.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAe Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Ansivers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the EDITOR of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should he clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-ivool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
MAKING A FLOWER-BED (G. N.).~The first thing

to do will be to excavate all gravel and other hard material
that may have been used in making the path, and, having
disposed of it, turn your attention to- forming the bed.
If the size of the path and its form are in conformity
with your idea of the flower-bed, it will suffice for ordinary
purposes if the area be excavated to a depth of 18 inches,

the bottom wellforked up, and new soil installed to replace
that removed. If there is need of modification or exten-
sion beyond the limit of the present path, this could be
readily adapted to meet your requirements. In the case
of clayey or retentive soils, some provision for drainage
would be necessary, 6 inches or more of rough material
being first placed in. In light or gravelly subsoils this

would not be needed. Had you stated the nature of the
soil and the particular class of flower you desired to grow,
we could have given more deflnite assistance. Tor
example, the soil depth named would be insufficient

for Roses, and a soil of a special nature would be desirable.

If for use as an ordinary flower-bed, common garden soil

with well-decayed stable manure and leaf-mould would
do quite well.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSES BADLY MILDEWED (Mrs. E.).—We advise

you to cut away and burn the mildewed growths

that are so badly affected. You are sure to have some
mildew at this season of the year, and we fear it is not

easy to eradicate now. You should continue spraying

with some good fungicide, or give the plants a good
dredging with black sulphur. The Gypsophila is a difficult

plant to divide, as it makes one large root like a Parsnip.

Young plants are so cheap that it does not seem worth
while spoiling a fine plant, as you would do if you
attempted to divide it.

THE GREENHOUSE.
PLANTS FOR A GREENHOUSE (B. V. F.).—If a

I emperature of 50° to G0° is maintained in your greenhouse,
there are many subjects that will flower therein during
the winter months. It is, however, essential that they
be prepared beforehand for the purpose, and unless you
have other facilities for growing them, we are afraid

that your winter display will be a limited one. At all

events, for this season's show you must obtain plants

that are nearly approaching the flowering stage. Another
item is that in spring the house willbe lequlred for vegetable
seedlings, so that, unless you have another house, the

stock plants of many things on which you might depend
for the next year's display will have to be) done away
with. Zonal Pelargoniums that have been well exposed
out of doors during the summer will flower well in the

temperature named, and among other subjects that can
be recommended for winter blooming besides those men-
tioned by you are Cyclamens, Erlangea tomentosa, Linum
trigynum. Carnations, Begonias of sorts, Chrysanth-^-

mums, Bouvardias, Salvias, Eupatoriums of sorts, and
Lindenbergia grandiflora. Wallflowers potted up now
and carefully attended to vnll under glass anticipate

their usual season of blooming. Suitable decorative
Ferns for such a structure would include Adiantum
cuneatum, A. decorum, Nephrolepis of sorts, many
kinds of Pteris, especially P. serrulata, P. cretica and
P. tremula, with their several varieties ; Cyrtomium
falcatum, Polypodium aureum and Asplenium bulbiferum.
In any future questions please write on one side of

the paper only.

LOAM FOR POTTING AND OTHER QUESTIONS
(J. D. B.)."There is no need to use different loam? for the

potting of the plants named. There is plenty of good
loam to be met with in different parts of the country,
and a very superior quality can be obtained from the
various dealers who make a speciality thereof. It can
also be supplied by horticultural sundriesmen. This
good class loam is usually of a rather holding nature,

and contains a fair amount of fibre. For such plants as

Palms it may be used almost by itself, with the addition

of a little sand, or, if it is of a somewhat heavy consistency,

a little leaf-mould may be beneficial. For Ferns a rather

lighter compost is desirable, in which case more leaf-

mould or peat and sand may be mixed with it. In estab-

lishments where large and varied collections of plants
are grown, only one class of loam is used, the other ingre-

dients being added in proportion to the class of plants
for which the compost is needed. 2. You do not say
whether the ants have their nests in the Palm pots or just

visit the Palms, attracted by the scale thereon. If the
nests are in the pots, they should have been done away
with when the plants were repotted ; but if still present,

soak the balls of earth for twenty-four hours in water.
If they simply come after the scale, wash these pests
off with a solution of soft soap and water. Then trace

the ants to their nests, which are not likely to be at any
great distance, and destroy them by pouring boilingwater
therein. 3. The white fly is one of the most troublesome
of insect pests, and exceedingly difficult to get rid of.

It may be destroyed by hydrocyanic gas, but this is too
dangerous to liuman beings to be recommended. Vaporis-
ing with nicotine will kill the perfect insects, but the eggs
are not affected thereby. Only persistence in vaporising
every two or three days until the pests are got rid of
is likely to meet with any success. Tomatoes are par
ticularly liable to be infested with it.

OBITUARY

GAVIN PRENTICE.
The death took place the other day of Mr. Gavin

Prentice, who was for the long period of thirty-

eight years the superintendent of the Glasgow

Green Park of the City of Glasgow. Mr. Prentice

retired about eight years ago, and was seventy-

seven years of age at his death. During his term

many improvements were effected on Glasgow

Green, and Mr. Prentice carried these through,

under the direction of Mr. James Whitton, V.M.H.,

the Superintendent of Parks, in an admirable way.

We tender our sympathy to Mrs. Prentice and

family.

FRUIT GARDEN.
CORDON PEACH TREES (Tim).—The summer laterals

on the leading shoot you mention should be cut hack
close to their base. They hinder the ripening of the wood
of the shoot and are of no use. At the winter prunins

i
you should cut back this leading shoot to within a foot

THOMAS ERASER.
We have to record the death on September i,

at the age of seventy-seven, of Mr. Thomas Fraser,

for about forty years in business as a nurseryman

and seedsman in Dumfries, and a highly respected

man. Coming to Dumfries from Broughton,

Peeblesshire, where he had been head-gardener

at Rachan House, he began business in English

Street, Dumfries, and soon acquired a good connec-

tion, which he retained until his retirement about

five years ago. A competent and conscientious

judge, Mr. Fraser was in considerable request

in this capacity at shows, and he took an active

though unassuming part in several public bodies.

He was for some time a member of Dumfries

Landward School Board and Dumfries Parish

Council. While at Broughton he was appointed

an elder of the Established Church of Scotland,

and held a similar position in St. Michael's Church,

Dumfries, up to the time of his death. He was

predeceased by Mrs. Fraser, whose sudden death

about three years ago told upon his failing health,

and for some time it was evident that his end

was not far distant. The funeral, on September 6,

was largely attended. Sil

SO CI ET I ES

DUNFERMLINE GARDEN COMPETITION.

The results of the annual competition for prizes offered

by the Carnegie Dunfermline Trust for gardens in Dun-
fermline have now been published. Prizes are offered

for gardens of various sizes, window-boxes, &c., and a

sum of about £70 is allocated for the purpose by the

trustees. We can onlv give a few of the principal classes,

but- it may be said that these competitions have done

much to promote horticulture in Dunfermline, and that

the gardens entered this year were, as a rule, well culti-

vated and arranged and full of excellent produce. The

following are the results : Flower garden, not exceeding

two falls of ground—First, Jfr. W. Morris ; second, Mr. P.

Anderson; third, Mr. D. Wilson. Flower garden, not

exceeding one fall of ground—First, Jfr. D. Adamson

;

second Mr. E. Wright; third, Mr. W. Smith. Garden

of flowers, fruit, or vegetables, arranged in best taste

and kept in best order—Fhst. Jlr. J. Reid ; second, Mr. H .

Anderson; third, Mr. D. M'Kechnie.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

In conjunction -uitti the ordinary fortnightly meeting
held on the 12th inst., the .National Dahlia Society's
meeting was associated, the twain being re-sponsible for an
attractiTc display. The Dahlia, indeed, in its many
forms -was everywhere, and generally wlH shown. Apait
from this, a collection of fruit from Tilgate, Sutsex,
demonstrated high cultural excclknce, the Grapes being
particularly well shown. Orchids, too, were nicely pre-
sented, together with i^orae important novejtits. "These
with seasonable hardy flowers and a bi-autiful lot of
Carnations from Wivelsfield made together quite a good
and representative exliibition.

Floral Com.mittee.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.
W. J. Beau, J. Hudson, G. Keuthe, J. Green, G. Harrow,
J. ^y. Moorman. B. Crisp. C. it. i^ielder, T. Stcvon?on,
J. Heal, \V. Howe, J. Dickson, C. Dixon, H. Cowley,
C. E. Shea, H. J. Jones, E. H. Jenkins, G. Paul, E. Mawley,
W. P. Thomson, it. Hooper Pearson and C. E. Pearson.
Mr. G. Reuthe, Eeston, Kent, showed many interesting

hardy plants, both aipines and shrubs. Of thcH- latter,
the choicest example was Rhododendron primulinum, a
new Chinese species and a charming plant withal. Abelia
chinensis was also good. CoUetia cruciata, full of white,
fragrant bells; Clethra alnifolia, while, very twett-
scented ; Gaultheria nummulariiefolia and Desfontainca
spinosa were also included. Among aipines, Gentiana
calycosa, a trailing species akin to G. septemfida, was
very beautiful. Astilbe simplicifolia and Micromeria
croatica, with a variety of hardy Heaths, were all
nicely shown. Ceratostigma plumbaginoides : Stoba?a
purpurea, a rarely seen Thistle-like plant ; and
Malva alcca, with rose pink flowers, were also noted.
Cyclamen neapolitanum (hederiefolium) in variety was
also on view. The finest thing in the group was Eucryphia
cordifolia, several handsome bunches of the pure white
flowers being staged. Berberidopsis corailina was also
good. Clethra arborea was noteworthy.

Mr. W. Wells, jun., Merstham, staged a particularly
showy group of Delphiniums, the spikes as good as those
of summer-time. The chief varieties shown were Rev.
E. Lascelles, 'W. Wells (sky blue), Mrs. H. Kaye (dark
purple). King of Delphiniums, La Danube, Cossack and
Lizzi? (light blue). Some eighteen varieties were staged.
Senecio puleher was grandly shown. Verbesina Purpu.sii,a
golden-flowered Composite from Jtexico, was very good,
as was also Aster King George.
The Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Havering, Romford,

showed his lovely new cluster Roses in capital form

—

Moonlight (white, semi-double). Callisto (soft yellow,
with apricot-tinted buds), Daiiae (cream and j-ellow)
and Clytemnestra (more pinky than usual and withal
more beautiful). Daybreak is of charming appearance,
with yellowish buds and creamy flowers : it is very
beautiful.
The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames, showed

a variety of aipines in flower, notably Sedum pulchellum,
which is very pretty.

Messrs. Allwood "Brothers, Hayward's Heath, showed
well-grown Carnations, staging them nicely on a
groundwork of velvet. Mary AJlwood was particularly
good and showy. British Triumph, Salmon Enchantress,
Brilliant (nicely scented). White May Day, Wivrlsfield
White (probably the best wliiie extant), Bishton Wondei
(lovely pink, with glorious Old Clove perfume), Champion
and Benora were among the best in a nice clean lot.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, staged a nice
lot of greenhouse Ferns, their variety and freshness
attiracting at a glance. Nephrolepises were in strong force,
such as gracillimum, Whitmaniana compacta (a very
beautiful form) and Marshallii being among the best of
these. Cheilanthes elegans, Adiantum Veitchii, Davallia
Mooreana and Asplenium marginatum were others cf
note and distinction. Shrubby Veronicas were in con-
siderable variety. Admiration (blue), Lavinia (violet).
La Perle (reddish) and Mont Blanc were noted.

Mr. H. Close, Orpington, showed a collection of branch-
ing Asters, also others of the Ray and Comet sections.

Messrs. Carter Page and Co.. "London Wall, showed a
delightful lot of Violas. Maggie Mott, Moseley Perfec-
tion (golden), Archie Grant, Kittie Bell (mauve), W. H.
Woodgate (one of the best blues), Crimson Redder and
Peace (white) were among the best. Others of the cornuta
set in white and purple were shown.

Fruit and Vegetahle Committee.

Present : J. Cheal, Esq. (chairman), and Hfessrs. W.
Bates, Edwin Beckett, G. Keif, W. Pope, P. C. I\r. Veitch,
E. A. Bunyard, H. Somers Rivers. W. Poupart, W. Wilks,
A. R. Allan, A. W. Metcalfe, H. Markliam and Owen
Thomas.

J. A. Nix, Esq., Tilgatc, Crawley, Sussex (gardener.
Mr. E. Ncal), showed some excellent fruit, particularly
good Grapes being included. Of tl ese, Gros Maroc,
Muscat Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria, Black Hamburgh
and Appley Towers were all finely coloured. Nectarine
and Prince of Wales Peaches and JPincapph? and Victoria
Nectarines were very fine. A splendid tray of Durondeau
Pears was also on view.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, showed several

dishes of their new strain of Tomato Best of All, who^^e
chief attribute is that of a shorter-jointed plant, which
provides a much heavier crop upon plants of medium
size. Uniform colour and firmness of flesh were also
notable qualities.

Messrs. S. Spooner and Sons, Hounslow, showed a
collection of Apples in good condition. Ladv Sudeley
was very brilliant in colour ; so, too, was "Worcester
Pearmain. Cox's Pomona, Golden Spire, Red Hawthorn-

den, Pott's Seedling. Rougemont, Wealthy, Ben's Red,
Stirling Castle and Norfolk Beauty were others of merit
in a large group. Bullacrs, Damsons and Crabs were on
view, also the Strawberry-Raspberrj'.

Orchid Committee.
Present: Sir Jeremiah Colman (cliairmau), Sir Harry

J. Veitch, and Messrs. J. O'Brien, Gurney Wilson, \V.

Bolton, W. U. White, S. W. Flory, A. Dye, Charles H.
Curtis, J. Charleswortl", E. R. Asl.ton, M'aKer Cobb,
Pantia Ualli, T. Armstronu'. X^. Tliwaites, Stuart Low.
R. A. Rolfi-, 1-'. J. Hanbury, A. McBeanand W. H. Hatcher.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, tjt. Albans, showed the lovely
Cattleya Lord Rothschild ; C. Iris ; C. Acis, reddish
purple and bronze ; C. R. Prowe, chaste and pure white ;

and LepUo-Cattleya Henry Greenwood, disunct in iis

long, narrow sepals, brilliant crimson purple lip, and
snow wiiite throat. Cattleya Magali Sander, pure white,
was also on view.

His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, Woodstock, sent
an interesting series of Cattleyasi and Lselio-Catllcyas,
C. Weedon aurea being the most beautiful and distinct.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wilh,
showed the lovely wliite Cattleya Snowdon ; C. Clsesianp
alba: C. Lord Rothschild albescens, whose lip is reddisli,
with mahogany and gold lines ; and Brasso-Cavtleya itnir.
Hye, which has most delicate mauve sepals and petn!--.

with greenish white and paler mauve, fringed lip, a remark-
able variety of very beautiful colouring. Cattleya Iris
was particularly good and fine ; a handsome plant was
sbown.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge, Sussex, showed
the beautiful pure white Dendrobium Sander^e, the lip
lined with light purple. The erect pseudo-bulbs are
3 feet to 4 feet long, one carrying as many as fifty-six
flowers. A cultural commendation was awarded it.

D. Dearei (white) and Odontioda Charlesworthii, of intense
crimson colour, were particularly good.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haj'ward's Heath,
showed Disa grandiflora very finely, also the golden
LfRlio-Cattleya Thyone, Cattleya Venus, C. Gaskelliana
alba (very fine), Odontoglossum grande and Laelio-Cattleya
Appam among many others. Some good Odontoglossums
were also on view.

NATIONAL DAHLIA SOCIETY'S SHOW.
Mr. S. Mortimer, Farnham, took first priz<' for twenty-

four Show Dahlias, having Gloirc de Lyon, Henry Walto"n,
Brown Bess, Sunbeam and Tom Jones in a capital lot.

Messrs. William Treseder, Limited, Cardiff, were first

for twelve fancy sorts, Dandy and Mrs. Sanders being
very distinct.

For eighteen varieties of Cactus Dahlias, Messrs. J.
Stredwick and Sons, St. Leonards, staged the best pollec-
tion, Lieutenant W. L. Rooinson, General Sir Douirlas
Haig, British lAon (bronze), airs. Margaret Stredw.ck
(rosy pink, regarded as the Dahlia of the year) and Sattron
being very fine. This firm also gained first prize for a
collectioh of foi'ly-cight varieties. They were the only
exhibitors and staged an almost unique collection.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons. Crawley, took first prize
for twelve vases of Garden Cactus Dahlias, White Ensign,
Homer (maroon), Edith Carter, Sweet Briar and Rose
Queen being some of those shown. Messrs. Cheal were
also first for twenty-four sinfrles, showing Lion (scarlet),

Albatross, Winona (maroon). Miss Roberts (yellow),
Kitty (cerise), Flora (bronze) and Bridesmaid (rosy fa'wn)
excellently.

Mr. C. Turner, Slough, led for Pompon Dahlias, showing
Douglas (maroon), Mary (soft ydlow). Hecla (white).
Glow (terra-cotta) and Queen of AMiites in a good lot.

Mr. Turner was also first in the Pa-ony-flowered class.
Aphrodite (pure white) being the finest variety shown.
Four entered for the Challenge Cup, value 75 guineas,

presented by Reginald Cory, Esq., [Messrs. Carter Page,
London Wall, bi-ing adjudged the winners withanimposing
lot of flowers, in which the Dahlia in all its phases was
well represented. Collarette varieties were very fine,
the varieties Doon and Tuskar notable among' them.
Aphrodite and Deliee, Preony-flowered and Decorative
respectively, were very handsome. Leo XIII. (golden
yellow, Pa^ony-flowered) and Phidias were others of merit.
Messrs. Treseder and J. Cheal also exhibited iu this class.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, took first prize
for twelve varieties of Collarette Dahlias, the best being
Jeane (crimson), Lucien (maroon). Colleen (white) and
Admiral (maroon, with white collar). Mr. C. Turner
was second, Theodora and Negro being two of the more
distinct.

Mr. €. Turner, Slough, took first prize for six Decorative
Dahlias, Loveliness (pink). Princess Juliana (white),
Yellow Colosse and Ulysses (maroon) being very fine.
Jlr. J. A. Jarrett, Anerley, was second.

Mr. S. H. Cooper, Chippenham, led in the class for
twenty-four blooms, show or fancy.

afr. A. P. Ironside, The Hamlet, Ciiippenham, secured
first prize for twelve varieties.

For six blooms, one variety, show or fancy, Mr. S. H.
Cooper, Chippenham, was first with John Walker (a pure
white sort), Mr. S. T. AYliitr, Eastleigh, being second with
Esmonde (golden yellow).
Mr. J. T. West, Brentwood, showed a general collection

of these flowers, making a centre of Warneford (a lovely
white Decorative ?ort).

Reginald R. Cor\', Esq., Duffryn. Cardiff (gardener,
Mr. A. J. Cobb), flllcd a tabli- at thr western end of the
hall with varieties raised at Duffryn, llie whole forming
an imposing array. Florence Cory, Rtalgherita (Pscony-
flowered), Tipperary (giant single), Doralice, Melilla
(golden yellow, Pceony-tlowered), Pastel (single) and
Sappho (Decorative single) were a few of the best.

Arranged with Pampas and other Grass, the group was
highly eifectivi'.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, showed their new
Collarette Dahlias Bonfire (brilliant scarlet) and Yellow
Queen very finely.

GALLOWAY STATION GARDENS.
The results of the annua! inspection of the best-kept
station gardens, Ac, on the Portpatrick and Wigtown-
shire Joint Railways have been issued. The judges
comment favourably upon the general excellence of the
work performed and the taste and skill exhibited. They
place the station gardens in the following order : Creetown,
Glenluce, Millislc, New Galloway, Crossmichael, Gatehouse-
of-Fleet. Parton. Kirkcowan, Stranraer, Newton Stewart,
Castle Kennedy, Sorbie and Palnure.

HIGHCLIFFE GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

On Soijtember 4 Messrs. H. G. Cox and J. Tovvnshend,
of the firm of Messrs. Sutton ajid Sons, Reading, gave
an interesting and instriictive lecture on " Greenhouse
Flowering Plants from Seeds." The lecture was illustrated
by coloured photographs shown on a screen. The
fnllowing were the principal kinds of plants dealt with :

Herbaceous Calceolarias, Gloxinias, Streptocarpus, and
tuberous Begonias. The original type of pendulous-
flowered Gloxinia was shown, also the intermediate and
the erect-flowered. The chief points brought out in the
lecture wire that with care, seedlings could be flowered
six months from the date of solving the seeds. Seeds of
herbaceous Calceolarias should be sown in June in a
rich, sandy compost; those of Gloxinias in February
in a light compost of fibrous loam with leaf-soil. The
seeds of the Streptocarpus should be treated in a similar
way. Tlic tuberous Begonia was of great value on account
of its perennial character. The most suitable compost
was made up of equal parts of loam and peat, with suflB-

cient silver sand or road grit added to render it all porous,
and when the ingredients were mixed they should be just

moist enough to hold together when squeezed in the hand.
The young seedlings should be lightly shaded at first,

for about a fortnight. Well-drained pots or pans must
be used, and when the compost is placed in them it

should be watered with boiling water, which will kill

all seeds of weeds and insect pests in it. The seeds
should be sown an hour afterwards. The weakly seed-
lings of Begonias often bore the best flowers, especially

in the case of the double varieties. Many questions
were put by the members and ably answered.

The chair was occupied by the Rev. F. Steele Gray,
a vice-president, and both he and the lecturers received
cordial votes of thanks at the close of the meeting.

The World's Wheat Crop, 1916.—From returns

recently published by the International Statistical

Institute it appears that the area under Wheat
this year in Canada is to per cent., in the United

States 8 per cent., and in India 3 per cent, above

the average. Estimates of the Wheat crop from

eight countries representing 41 per cent, of the

world's crop put the yield at i per cent, below the

average. The United States crop is estimated at

5 per cent, below, and the Canadian crop at 11 per

cent, above, the average.

A Sale at Dumfries.—By a sale of fmit,

vegetables and flowers held in Dumfries the

other day, the Dumfries and District Horticultural

Society has obtained upwards of £So for war relief

funds. This is the third sale of the kind organised

by the society, and has been the most successful

of the series. Upwards of £200 has been reaUsed

in this way. Provost Arnott, Maxwelltown,

president, occupied the chair, and the sale was
opened by Provost Macaulay, Dumfries.

Catalogues received.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading ; Bulbs.
Messrs. Little and Ballantyne, Carlisle: Bulbs, Roses,

Fruit Trees, ttc.

Messrs, D. Hay and Son, Montpelier Nurseries, Auckland,
New Zealand : Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,
Roses, <fcc.

Messrs. E. P. Dixon and Sons, Limited, Hull : Bulbs.

The War Office notifies that from now onward nil papers
posted to any rteiitral European coioitrif will be stopped,

except those sent by publishers ami newsaijents who have
obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
permission hoe been granted to Thk Garden, and .sh6-

scribers who setid to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Siritzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
liountania should order copies to be despatched by the

FiO)lisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C.

•*• The Yearly Subscription to THE GAJlDEN is : Inland,
8. Qd. ; Foreign, 88. 9d.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THE illustration, which makes a fitting

picture for the opening page of our

Bulb Number, was taken on the morning

of the first day of the Midland D.iffodil

Society's Show at Birmingham very soon

after the judges had finished their work. Unfortu-

nately, Mr. Walter T. Ware and Mr. A. M. Wilson

had to leave to catch trains, and are not included.

Reading from left to right the names of those in

the group are as follows : Standing—Messrs,

, Henry Backhouse, Peter R. Barr, E. C. Mudge,

„ N. Y. Lower, Rev. T. Buncombe, C. Bourne, C.

Lemesle Adams, T. Humphreys and T. Batson.

Sitting—Mrs. Wilson, Mr. J. Mallender, Mr. J. D.

Pearson and Miss Pope.
.

• In front on the floor—
the Rev. J. Jacob. ]

The Red-hot Pokers
]

or Torch Lilies.—^These !

handsome flowering

plants provide a very

welcome touch of warm
|

colour in the borders in ,

autumn. Masses or
|

large groups in the

pleasure ground borders

and on the slopes by
the lakeside are par-

;

ticularly effective. The
/ hot, dry weather of late

,
July and early August,

J

followed by a spell of

' wet weather, has ap-

parently suited the

plants ; nor has t he
rain harmed the flower-

spikes, for they are now
objects of great beauty.

and promise to con-

. tinue so for some time.

Spring i; the best time]M JUDGES AT THE
to plant Kniphofias and
to lift and divide the clumps to increase the
stock. For general planting, Saundersii and nobilis

are two of the best. Brilliant-coloured varietie;

for the border are Lord Roberts, Victor Lemoine
and R. Wilson Kerr.

The Japanese Anemones.—Thee hardy per-

ennials thrive in sunny and partially shaded posi-

.^ tions, and are thu; admirably suited for cultivation

in town and suburban gardens, where many flower

k.borders get little sunlight. For table decoration

the flowers are valuable, lasting better if cut in

;.
the early morning and the stalks placed in water

,) without delay. Though not quite so elegant to

arrange, the semi-double sorts last rather longer

than the blooms with a single row of petals. A

selection should include Alice, carmine rose

;

Lady Ardilaun, pure white, a double row of

petals ; Prince Heinrich, rosy crimson ; Whirl-

wind, white, semi-double
; elegans, soft rose ; and

Mont Rose, rose pink. March is a good time to

lift and divide clumps of Japanese Anemones.

A New Chinese Sorbus.—.Among the newer

trees and shrubs introduced from China during

recent years Pyrus (Sorbus) Vilmorini is distinct,

and promises to be a useful addition to our pleasure

grounds. Seeds collected in Western China by the

French missionary Abbe Delavay were received

by M. Maurice de Vilniorin in i88g, that gentleman

sending the first plants to this country some five

^<

MIDLAND DAFFODIL SOCIETY'S SHOW AT BIRMINGHAM, I9I6.

or six years later. With age Pyrus Vilmorini

promises to form a large shrub or small tree

eventually, perhaps, 18 feet or 20 feet high. It

has elegant, attractive pinnate leaves, smaller

than those of the common Sorbus. The white

flowers, each a quarter of an inch in diameter,

are borne freely during June in corymbs and the

axils of the leaves towards the ends of the younger

branches forming a pleasing inflorescence. At the

pre ent time the small tree which suggested thi;

note is clothed with attractive, pale rosy red

fruits.

The Macartney Rose.—it is unfortunate that

this beautiful Rose is not hardier, so that it might

be grown more widely than at present ; but

there are many places in the South and West

where it grows and blooms well, making a most
beautiful picture during August and September.

A native of China, it was introduced by Lord

Macartney in r793. Under the most favourable

conditions it may attain a height of rs feet or

20 feet, and it is easily distinguished by its greyish

stems and dark green, glossy, evergreen leaves.

The white flowers are 3 inches to 4 inches across,

with a large central mass of golden stamens.

They are very fragrant and borne over a con-

siderable period. It is seen at its best when
allowed to ramble over a wall, ruin or bush,

and a number of pleasing semi-wild features

have been noted in

the South of England.

Further North it is

worth trying, more
especially against walls,

for it may escape
many winters without

injury.

Naturalising Bulbs.

In the majority of

gardens there are vari-

ous nooks and corners

where some kind of bulb

would produce a pleasing

effect during the spring

months. When the bulbs

are once planted they

are very little trouble,

and they also supply a

wealth of bloom for cut-

ting purposes. A few

that may be planted

at this season are . the

various forms of

Daffodil, Crocus, Winter

Aconite, May-flowering

Tulip, Snowdrop and

a host of others
that will occur to the observant grower.

Gathering and Storing Apples.—^The
.
Apple

crops are poor this season, and every care should

be taken to secure the fruits in good condition.

Gathering should be done during fine, dry weather,

and every individual fruit examined for flaws

before being placed on the shelves. All damaged

or bruised fruits should be kept by themselves

for immediate use. The later varieties must be

allowed to remain on the trees as long as possible.

Gathering too early causes the fruits to shrivel.

*^,* Owing to the shortage of paper, readers who have rwt

already done so are asked to order THE Garden to be

delivered regularly bi/ their newsagent. Readers will thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Bottling Fruits.—We have gathered much
valuable information from your most useful

paper, both as regards the garden and house

management. Can you help us further by
letting us know why some fruits when bottled

(particularly Green Gage Plums also Rhubarb)

%vill persist in going to the top ? We feel that

there may be some way of overcoming this. If

so, and you can tell us through The Garden,
we should be much obliged. The fruits are

bottled in patent bottles, with glass stoppers, in

a pan with straw, and screwed down when hot.

—

(Mrs.) S. Montagu Burrows, Norham House,

Oxford. [To this "Anne Amateur"
replies :

" I really ought to have men-
tioned in my instructions for fruit bot-

tling that, however carefully the fruit is

packed in the bottles, owing to a certain

amount of evaporation in cooking, which

cannot be precisely estimated, some of

the bottles will want filling up with a

little more fruit, so it is well to have

an extra bottleful cooked with every lot,

and fill all vacant spaces in the rest

from this."

—

Ed.]

Narcissi Grand Monarque and Soleil

d'Or.—I would like to draw attention to

the great merits of these two Polyanthus

or Bunch-flowered Narcissi, for while both

of them are largely grown for market,

neither appears to be grown in gardens

as much as they deserve to be. Grand
Monarque, seen in the accompanying

illustration, has, for the size of the flower,

a large, broad white perianth, with a

primrose yellow cup in the centre. SoleU

d'Or has a golden perianth and a deep,

brilliant orange cup. By early forcing both

may be brought into bloom by January,

although SoleU d'Or is invariably the

first to flower. Little groups of these

two Bunch-flowered Narcissi in the flower

border are always a soiurce of great pleasure

in early spring.

—

Wayland.
Romneya Coulteri.—I have been much

interested in the notes on Romneya
Coulteri in recent issues, and am sending

enclosed bits to ask you whether this is the

usual attempt at a seed, and if it is the com-

mon form, or, as I cannot help thinking, a

hj'brid ? The bush is a large one under a

window, but not very tall ; is two years old, and

though forming buds last year they came to nothing.

This year it flowered early in July (which is, of

course, wrong) and only four or five of the many
buds came to anything, but these flowers were

magnificent, though very faintly scented, and

only at night. Is this the case with all, or only

hybrids, or can something be \NTong with the

situation—a south aspect in shade after 12 o'clock ?

The plant is beloved by smaU green caterpillars,

and is too large a bush to pick over, so the leaves

are spoilt.—A. La T. [The specimen sent for

identificatio'n is the ordinary Romneya Coulteri,

and the rudimentary fruit was attached to the

specimen. The position ought to suit the plant

well, and it will probably bloom more freely

another year. Some people cut this plant right

down to the ground each spring and rely on strong

sucker shoots for the following summer's flowers

Others let the old stems remain, and, as a rule,

these bloom earlier from short side shoots than

those plants that have been cut right down

;

the flowers, however, are often smaller than those

borne by strong young shoots. Caterpillars often

seriously injure the leaves of Romneya Coulteri.

They are best removed by hand picking.

—

Ed.]

sport, it is not a very distinctive one, and it seems-

a pity that a Rose coming into cultivation after

and so much like Dorothy Perkins should have
been placed upon the market. I may say that

in my experience Lady Gay comes into bloom,

rather earlier and is, if an^'thing, rather deeper

in colour than Dorothv Perkins ; but the most

Potato Epicure.—I was particularly interested I marked difference is in regard to freedom of

in the reference made by " E. M." to this variety

of Potato, because this is the first season I have

grown Epicure. " E. M." praises it for being an

early maturer, good cropper and a short-haulmed

Potato. All these qualities I can endorse ; but

no mention was made of its eating property,

and with this I have been greatly disappointed.

It eats too moist and soapy : at least, my sample

does. If this is a feature of this variety,

I do not think it should be so largely grown,

THE BUNCH-FLOWERED NARCISSUS GRAND MONARQUE

however bountiful it may be for commercial

purposes. The majority of people prefer dry,

floury Potatoes, and these are the varieties to

recommend to the public. The soil in which

mine were grown is deep, well drained and of a

light nature.—C. T,

Roses Dorotliy Perltins and Lady Gay.—On page

430 of The Garden, issue September 2, there is an

article entitled " A Pretty Rose Effect," and the

writer, " W. D.," refers to the Roses round the

parapet of the fountain pond in Kew Gardens as

being " Dorothy Perkins." The garden authorities

have labelled those on the south side " Lady Gay,"

and I should be glad to know who is right. Again,

on page 431, " White Lady," in an article entitled

" The Roses of August," refers to Lady Gay as a

sport from Dorothy Perldns. 1 do not recollect

having seen this mentioned before, and should

be glad to know if that is coiTcct. Certainly, if a

blooming, and in profusion of bloom Dorothy
Perkins shows a decided superiority.—H. F.

[These two Roses are so much alike that one name
should suffice. We leam that the Roses at Kew
were propagated from a plant named Lady Gay,

but they are now called Dorothy Perkins, although

the original label, which is still there, had escaped

the notice of the writer of the article. Lady Gay
was sent out by M. H. Walsh in rgos. We are

not sure if it was a sport or a seedling, but it is

so much like Dorothy Perkins that, in our

opinion, it ought not to have been sent

out under another name.

—

Ed.]

Finocehio.—This Fennel, used as a
vegetable in Italy, wintered in my garden,

and is now ripening its seed. Can any

reader give cultural directions and say when
it is ready for the table if the young plants

are put out in March and it is treated as.

Celery ? So far the " swollen joints " have

not appeared, though blossoms have been

pinched off. It would be a useful vegetable

if obtainable in England by April, when I

nave eaten it in Italy ; but nothing appears-

to be known here as to the mode of

cooking.—H. S. Bartleet. [In Florence,

where it is known as Finocehio, or Fenouil,

this vegetable is brought to the markets

in cartloads, and is a great favourite with

workpeople there. It is grown in other

parts of Italy as well, and also to a smaller

extent in France. It slightly resembles

Celery in shape and habit of growth, as-

the base swells to a large size when well

grown. We find it succeeds best when
sown in shallow drills about 18 inches apart

and the plants thinned to a foot in the

rows. It prefers rich, well-manured and
deeply-worked soil, and when growing

requires plenty of water. In about six

weeks from sowing the seed the plants are

ready for earthing up, and the side

growths should be removed. The soil

should be drawn up in the same way as

for Celery. When the plants are suflSciently

blanched, they can be used either boiled

and served with sauce, or eaten raw as a

salad. Finocehio has a rather aromatic

smell, and a sweet taste resembling aniseed. It

can be lifted and stored in moist sand when
necessary, as if left too long in the ground it

will run to seed.

—

Ed.]

Solanum jasminoides.—Here in South Hants

this plant thrives amazingly. I have it growing

over the tiled roof of a shed facing south, where

it gets all the sun available, and during the hot

weather the plant must be almost roasted on the

tiles. The roots are in a narrow border ro inches

wide and i foot deep. At the foot of the wall,

along with a fifteen year old plant of Fabiana

imbricata, the bare stems of the Solanum travel up
the wall behind its companion, and are leafless

until the roof is reached, when it rambles away
at will. Abundance of water is given the roots

in hot, dry weather, to which its success is

largely due. A happy combination for this

Solanum would be Arapelopsis Veitchii on a high
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south wall, where the brilliancy of the Ampelopsis

would serve as a delightful background to the

Solanum.-—^E. M.

Suggestions for Kew and Hampton Court

Gardens.—I note in a recent issue of The Garden
that an addition has been made to the wages

of the gardeners at Kew. I have also been filled

with admiration of, and a longing for, some of the

rock plants there ; and I would like to ask if

it would not be infinitely better for the authorities

there to keep a shop and coin money out of their

unavoidable increase of stock than to stick up
turnstiles and screw the paltry pence out of the

poor ? The visitor—like myself, for instance

—

could see the conditions necessary to successful

growth of his purchase, and if he could not supply

them, well, he could transfer his afiections to

some other treasure. I have in my time bled

profusely for florists' fabled wonders ; now I

prefer that the other chap should pay—for

•experience ! I trust you will allow me space

for Enother matter. At Hampton Court the

long walk running from the Water Gallery to

the Pavilion, i.e., the part of it bordering the

Sahara of gravel, could be apportioned to Rose

breeders and growers. Called the " Alexandra

Rose Walk " it would worthily perpetuate the

•day and the founder. On application, a certain

space would be allotted and the florists have sole

•control of the planting and cultivation of their

marvels at their own expense, in return for which
they would be entitled to exhibit a notice giving

the address's of the firms. This would weed out

a lot of the mediocre synonyms that overload

the catalogues at present. The numerous orders

they would obtain would more than recompense

them for their outlay. And the fables of the

florists' lists would fade like—well, like W. A.

Richardson and others of a similar natture.

Instead of empty beds, as at present, our parks,

A LEMON YELLOW HOLLYHOCK ELEVEN
FEET HIGH.

pleasaunces, &c., would glow again with the

floral beauty that in spite of, or by the aid of,

our much-abused climate proves the truth of

the poets' title, " Flower-loved England."

—

J. D. Cooper, Surbitoii.

A Seedling Hollyhock.—I enclose a photograph

which may be of interest to you. The Hollyhock

measures ii feet and was grown from a penny

packet of Ryder's seeds sown last summer. It

is lemon yellow and came true to name and colour,

and is of a perfect double form. The boy standing

beside the Hollyhock is 5 feet high.—B. V. Yorke,

Armscote Manor, Stra'ford-on-Avon.

The Cruciform Sundial.—Mr. Edward Mawley's

sundial, illustrated in The Garden for Septem-

ber 9, page' 437, has a peculiar interest for us,

since there is one just like it in my mother's garden

close by. We discovered this dial nearly half

a century ago in a very old orchard, where it was

standing on an ancient Apple tree stump so de-

cayed that had it not been supported by a tangle of

Monthly Roses and Traveller's Joy, it must have

fallen years before. In addition to this growth

a large Medlar and a great bush of Laurel to the

south effectually helped to screen it from the sun.

One would like to know something of the history

of this cruciform sundial, for it is surely an un-

;ommon design. At any rate, Mr. Mawley's

specimen is the only one of its kind other than

our own that we can ever remember having seen.

In my illustration the sundial is shown resting

on the base of an Arbutus tree (A. Unedo), which

died and was cut down after attaining a height

of nearly 20 feet.—A. T. Johnson.

Calyx Splitting in the Carnation.—it appears

to me somewhat strange that in the note anent

;his subject on page 424, issue August 26, no

mention is made cf one of the primary or pre^

disposing causes of calyx splitting, viz., the

peculiar pod formation certain varieties assume

Attention, too, is only directed to one aspect

o'f cultivation—that under glass—as though

calyx splitting was unknown elsewhere. I1

should be remembered, however, that, to some

extent at least, calyx splitting is in the nature of

an inherent defect, and occurs all too freely in

more than one phase of the Carnation tribe. It

is common in the Pink and frequent in the

border Carnation, as Mrs. Sinkins and the

Old Crimson Clove Carnation respectively amply

testify. To neither of these, however, could the

remark about " too high an artificial heat

"

possibly apply. Without doubt the most con-

sistent splitter of all Carnations is the

Malmaison ; the reason, in common with those

above named, not far to seek. The pods (flower-

buds) in all of these are of Pear-shaped outline :

short, globosely formed at the top, tapering or

contracted at the base, and out of all proportion

to the requirements of the flower. Calyx splitting,

or side bursting, is a natural result. Generally,

however, and fundamentally it is due to the

shortly formed. Pear-shaped bud and the excessive

petal fulness of the flower. Conversely, varieties

having long, cylindrically inclined calyces rarely

burst, and, all else being equal, these are the ones

preferred by the raiser of these flowers to-day,

as for some years past. In the Perpetual-

flowering class, to which special reference is made
in the note in question, it is true that calyx

splitting in winter is far more prevalent in varieties

comparatively free from it at other times. It is

due, however, in the main to sluggish root action

and sunlessness rather than to " insufficient

ventilation," whith is the cause assigned. If, in

A CRUCIFORM SUNDIAL IN A WELSH
GARDEN.

conjunction with these, there is unintelligent culti-

vation—an excess of water at the roots, which,

tn the circumstances, cannot be assimilated, or

extreme variations of temperature, too high or

too low—splitting will be increased pro rata.

Winter flowering in the Carnation should, of

course, be regarded more or less as an alien

condition, it being the result primarily of the

advent of the "tree" or "perpetual" growth

sport in the plant, and, secondly, the skill of the

gardener in maldng use of it. In these circum-

stances, probably a few generations more of

intelligent cross-breeding may yet be required

to produce a more responsive winter-flowering

race than that which obtains to-day, or one more
suited to the climatic conditions of the British

Isles,—E. H. Jenkins.

Tulipa persica.—^This is, I consider, the best

and most reliable of the dwarf Tulips which may
be employed even in the smallest rock garden.

Some essentials for a rock garden Tulip are that

it should not require annual, or even occasional

lifting and drying off, and that in a permanent

position it will thrive and bloom with freedom

every year. Another consideration is that of

dwarf habit. I have at various times tested all

the dwarf Tulips which have been in commerce
for the past thirty years, and I find that T. persica

meets these requirements better than any other.

It is in bloom in May and early June and is highly

pleasing with its bright yellow flowers, flushed

with bronze outside. It is only a few inches

high, and remarkably bright and pleasing when
it opens its flowers flat to the sun in spring-

time. It generally flowers towards the end of

May here, where it is planted on sunny rockwork

facing south-west and in dry soil. Mr. Reginald

Farrer says of this Tulip that it is " little and

rather delightfiil, with golden flowers, coppery

outside." I prefer the term " bronzy" to describe

the exterior colouring, but that is a matter of

opinion.—S. Arnott.

FORTHCOMING EVENT
September 26.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Meeting and Exhibition at Vincent Square, West-

minster.
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THOUGHTS SUGGESTED BY NEW DAFFODILS IN 1916
By THE Rev. Joseph Jacob.

long. The flower marked 26—6 had a pink edge
to the cup. In this particular, however, it could

not be compared to Miss E. M. Bowling (4A),

shown by Mr. Craufield. Here the colouring was
most pronounced, more so than I have ever noticed

it in any of the type before. I call this flower

a real little lady
; it is so spick-and-span-looldng

with its flat imbricated perianth set at right angles

A "PINK" YEAR.
"^^^^^HE time is out of joint." When

I William of Germany dropped the

I stone of war on the peaceful surface

of Europe, he set up an agitation the^ limits of which are only bounded by the

extremities of our planet. Even the noiseless

tenor of the way of the Daffodil has been rudely

interrupted, for if the eshlbiti o-ss

hall be the end-all of a seedling's

life, in 1916 (to alter one word in

Gray's oft-quoted lines),

" Full many a flower was born

to blush unseen,

And waste its sweetness on

the desert air."

Nothing from Brodie of Brodie,

nothing from Watts, nothing from

Guy Wilson, to name but three of

those from whom a yearly supply

of " good things " may in normal

years be counted upon.

Comparatively few, I fancy, came
from those who did send compared
to those w'ho might have done so.

Our hearts have gone out to "
J. C."

in his sad, proud mourning ; and
as Tuesday after Tuesday came
and there was no white tiering in

the accustomed annexe in the hall

at Vincent Square, nor any to

look do"\vn as it has done for a

generation past on the splendid

exhibits in the " well " at Birm-

ingham, we realised that Time
claims his victims no less than war,

and that Dinton is not sacrosanct

from his attacks—nor, alas ! is

Bath. There is something wanting

in a season with practically no

Engleheart and no Ware
;

yet so

it has been. But, I am glad to

say, not quite altogether. The red-

cupped Fortune shown by Mr.

Walter Ware in his fine Bourne
Cup twelve at Birmingham was
one of the most outstanding flowers

of the year. It outclassed Helios

in size and depth of colour ; and
if the future proves it to be a

plant of good constitution and
Emperor-like in its disregard of

climatic conditions, it will assuredly

be heard of again. It is described

in my notes as a Giant Incompara-

bilis with a diameter measuring 4^ inches across, 1 to the long, pink-edged cup, which is very distinctly
yellow in colour, and with pointed segments

; |
and prettily frilled at its edge. Size, 3 J inches in

while its cup measures 1 3 inches from edge to edge diameter, inner segments i| inches long by
and is of a solid, glowing red, which is more intense i J inches, and cup ij inches long and i inch wide.

A POT OF THE DARK LAVENDER DARWIN TULIP DUCHESS OF
HOHENBERG.

round the top.

The magnificent Giant Leedsiis which were the

Rev. G. H. Engleheart's contribution to the Midland
Show are high-water marks i;i this wonderfully
beautiful race, The largest measured 5 inches

across and had somewhat pointed segments,

flat, and nicely imbricated. The most " floristy
"

of the four was not quite so large, being only

4| inches in diameter. The segments are on the
narrow side, being iJ inches across and ij inches

I am not a racing man, but I believe it is usual

in racing circles to refer to certain years under
the name of the Derby or Oaks winner. " Hermit's

year " and " Flying Dutchman's year " are famous
landmarks, and 'tlieir dates are as well known to

the " fraternity " as I know 1066 le be tlie year

of [he Battle of Hastings. In like manner I would
dub 1916 a "pink" year. We have had the colour

in the cup of the above-mentioned Giant Leedsii.

(By the way, it would interest many should

these words catch the eye of either Mr. Engleheart
or Mr. Cranfield. if they would tell us if the pink
is like " bouquet " in wine—only developing with
age, like the deep straw colour in Thora.) We
have had it, too, in a fair number of what I am told

are pure-bred Poets. From a conversation I

had with Mr. A. M. Wilson I am told they are

frequently to be found in his Poet seedling beds.

We have had it also in both the Barrii and Incom-
parabilis sections.

Pink 'Un (2b), raised by Mr. Buckland of Mel-

bourne, is, comparatively speaking, fairly well

known in Australia and New Zealand, and when
I saw it incognito in London this

year I was much struck with its

symmetry, texture and colouring.

I believe this was its debut at an
English show, but before we are

much older it bids fair to become
one of the regular " classy " show
flowers. Mr. Wilson had no fewer

than foiu: of his own pink-tdgfd

seedlings in Class 34 at Birming-

ham. Two were quite a brick

pink, and two, I find, I have called

an ochre pink. Dr. Lower in his

" fifty " at the same show had an
exquisite vase of Pinkie (9). I fell

a victim at first sight. It looked

so fresh, so refined, so sweet, so

Peter Pan like. It is quite against

the grain to write of it in Daffodil

terminology. It is a vision of the

purest white, broken only by the

well-defined coral edge of the

corona.

On March 28 " G. H. E." made
one of his rare appearances at

Vincent Square. We who know
him pretty well are aware that in a

catpchismic sense he is generally

accompanied by a long, white-lined

wooden box, and you bide your
time and at a favourable oppor-

tunity you buttonhole him and ask,
" What have you got, old chap ?

"

And the reply generally comes :

" Oh, I have rather a nice trum-

pet," or " I have got a striking bit

of colour which is unusual." On
this occasion, when my turn came
for a peep, what do you thinl; I

saw ? The pinkest trumpet by far

that I had ever seen. It was
indeed unusual, and it was very

striking. As its o\\Tier considered

it in a state of deshabille, I was
not allowed to get it photographed

or to take its measurements. As,

howtver, th're are twenty bulbs

of it at Dinton, it is prettv sure to

be seen again. Tewkesbury Show on April 13,

which I visited as a judge, is connected in

fny mind with pink. Messrs. Barr and Son-

had a very nice trade group there, and when
I went round with the lady who had opened

the show I found she "went for" all the

pinks on the stand, viz.. Coral Queen (a

Barrii), Sahnonetta and Chamois (Leedsiis).

Had it not been war-time, I think my suggestion

of a pink class for the Midland Show of 1917
would have beer adopted. The time seems ripe

for such. Tliey are coming in increasing numbers.

I ought to lu' ntion, too, that Mr. P. D. Williams

had a charming little midget at the Royal
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H'OTticultural Society's Daffodil Show with quite

a broad band of pink to the dainty little cup

and a nice white perianth which slightly recurved.

It is called Trenithon, and if my memory serves

me, it is a Barrii.

. When all these straws are gathered up, they

will be found to make quite a little bundle—enough,

at all events, to suggest the advent of all pink

or part pink corona; appearing before long in

force.

FORCED MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS
The Association of Dutch Bulb Growers, whose

headquarters are at Haarlem, certainly leave no

stone unturned in their endeavours to do the

best for the various bulbs which give them their

raison d'itre. Their exhibition of late-flowering

Tulips was held on February 2r of the 'present

year, and through the kindness of Mr. E. H,

Krelage, the President, we have

been favovired with a photograph,

reproduced on page 464, of the

beautiful deep lavender Darwin Tulip

Duchess of Hohenberg. The photo-

graph was taken on February 20, the

day before the show. It demon-

strates the suitability of this par-

ticular variety for early work. Among
others which were especially notice-

able were Prince of Wales (Mr.

Krelage calls it the "champion"),

Charles H. Marot, Princess Mary,

"La Fiancee, Bartigon and Bleu

Aimable. Some of the new " Lily "

Tulips—Siren and Artemis, for ex-

ample—were shown^by Me5;r?. E. H.

Krelage and Son, and, from what

we are told, the " flower-shop people
"

went mad over them.'"

The Rev. J. Jscob at the Bulb

Conference in August last suggested

the advisability of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society undertaking trials

of pot-grown bulbs. We are behind

Holland in this respect. Is it too

much to hope that Mr. Jacob's sug-

gestion will in time bear fruit ?

the iinest bulbs of Darwin and Cottage Tulips

are produced in the United Kingdom. John
Dutchman has had more than his fair share in

the past of the money spent on bulbs in this

country. Now that all Dutcli bulbs are pro-

liibited, an opportunity is presented of which

every Tulip-grower ought to tak" advantage. The
purchase of these bulbs for the garden, or for

conservatory decoration, will help a very deserving

home industry. The mute appeal of the bulb

catalogues, now to hand, seems to say :
" Buy

home-grown bulbs." You will have to " wait

and see " until the spring is well advanced for

the results, but they will not disappoint you.

Our garden is situated in the North of Scotland.

We are fortunate in having several long herbaceous

borders. It is in such that I think the May-
flowering Tulips display their greatest charms

if planted informally and in clumps ot from six

to nine bulbs. I would strongly advise those

back of the Ijorders I would recommend the lalV

varieties Isis, brilliant vermilion ; Psyche, pale

rose pink ; Viola, dazzling self violet ; Mme.
Krelage, soft rosy pink, edged light rose, early;

Tak Van Poortvliet, glowing scarlet ; Mr. Farn-

corabe Sanders, bright cochineal red ; Mrs. Moon,
rich deep yellow, with long pointed petals ; Pride

of Haarlem, cerise ; Sophrosyne, soft rose, shaded

lilac
; Go dvink, tortoiseshell and brown ; and

L'Ingenue, rosy white.

Of those of medium height, th; best are

Bouton d'Or, deep golden yellow, of great

substance, and globular form ; Clara Butt, rose

pink ; Elegans, deep crimson, reflexed petals

;

Fra Angelico, black, early ; Gesneriana , major,

bright red ; Golden Crown, yellow, edged red

;

Inglescombe Pink, mauve and pink ; Inglescombe

Yellow, perfect form ; La Merveille, salmon rose,

shaded orange, sweet-scented ; Melicette, liiac

mauve, often produces three or four flowers on

MAY- FLOWERING
TULIPS

I

HAVE to thank the Rev. Joseph

Jacob and other writers in The
Garden for stimulating my interest in May-
flowering Tulips. The beauty of these flowers

has been a perfect revelation to me. I never

thought they possessed so many virtues. They
are hardy ; have beauty of form ; long stems

;

clear and brilliant colours, in addition to many
art shades not found in any other flower

; good
substance and lasting qualities, and, in many
cases, fragrance as well. They produce a brilliant

display in the garden at a time when rich colour

is more highly appreciated than at any other

period of the year. The flowers readily lend them-

selves to artistic treatment, and are particularly

useful for filling vases. One of the prettiest

table decorations I have ever seen consisted of

a large bowl filled with the Tulips Gesneriana

major, crimson ; Bouton d'Or, deep yellow ; and
Clara Butt, pink. Experience has shown, and it was
fully demonstrated at the recent Bulb Show, th^t

TULIPS AND FORGET-ME-NOTS AT WOODSIDE, CHENIES, BUCKS.

who have not tried them in such a position to

make a start at once. We put the bulbs into

Mother Earth from the middle of September

until the end of October. Our soil is a heavy

clay, but at the time of planting a liberal mixture

of leaf-soil and sand is added. The Tulips

luxuriate in this. In the North, flowering begins

about the middle of May and continues until the

third week in June, If the greatest measure of

success is desired, the bulbs should be lifted

annually. This is done before the end of July

in oiu- district. After being dried, the largest

bulbs are ri tained for .replanting ; the smaller

offsets are planted during September in nursery beds

and in two years they form good flowering bulbs.

For the guidance of those who contemplate

planting May-flowering Tulips in herbaceous

borders, the following will be found suitable;

Ihey have W. done well in our garden. For the

one stem ; Coronation Scarlet, produces three or

four flowers on one stem from e.xtra large bulbs
;

Orange King, red orange, sweet-scented; Pom-,
padour, rich dark crimson ; Picotee, white, edged
rose, a gem for cutting ; Retroflexa, yellow, with

recurved petals, most distinct and a gem for

cutting ; Rev. H. Ewbank, mauve, edged grey ;

and Ascanio, deep jnauve.

To ihose who can afford the price the following

choicer varieties will give unbounded delight :

Bleu Amiable, Frans Hals, The Bishop, Valentin

and Salaman. These are of heliotrope, purple,

blue purple, pale purple and lavender coloiu's.

They are great favourites with ladies.

Every reader of The Garden will be " doing

his bit " if he sends an order for home-grown
bulbs to the seedsmen wno have sacrificed so

much for their country s welfare in its hour of

trial.
J. G. W.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

ONE of the best of all late-flowering

i shrubs is now such a beautiful sight

I that I have picked two sprays of

its flowers to draw. It is my favourite

of the
tnany good forms of

the Tree Hollyhock, A
H i b i s c us syriacus, ^ i^.;^ I \\

''I \\

of tlie plants of which he always had a store of

rooted cuttings ready for his friends who admired

the parent tree. The flowers are larger and of

better substance than in any other variety of

this Hibiscus that I know,
and it seems to be both

earlier in flower and more
lavish in its number of blos-

soms. They are of a very

,
pleasant shade of pink,

^ perhaps described

HIBISCUS SYRIACUS

HAMABO.

(From a drawing by

E. A. Bowles.)

it is often called in gardens. It goes by the

name of Hamabo, but is not the H. Hamabo
of Siebold which is figured in his great work,
' The Flora of Japan." It must be a garden
variety ot H. syriacus, and I believe it came from
Japan and was introduced to English gardens
by Mr. Chambers. It soon strayed away from
his beautiful garden at Haslemere, for it was one

flesh coloured, but their chief charm= are the

deep crimson maroon blotches at the base

of each petal, with veins or rays of the same
colour spreading out from them a little way over

the blush pink centre of the petal. Also they are

for the most part very perfectly shaped and quite

single, though occasionally a fragment of an extra and
crumpled petal spoils the symmetry of a flower.

One does not sufficiently often see these single

Tree Hollyhocks in gardens. It seems likely that

the double forms so dear to Continental nursery-

men, and which are not well suited to our colder

summers, have given the race a bad name. Except
in the sunniest summers and the most favoured

spots, these double form- often drop their buds
unopened late in September and are utter failures

as flowering shrubs ; but I find the single ones

flower well in most seasons here if they are weil

watered during spells of dry weather. They all

like to have their feet in a well and their heads

in a furnace, after the manner of the Date Palm
as stated by the Arabs. There has been but

little of the fimiace about our climatic conditions

for the last fortnight, however, and yet Hamabo
is more beautiful than I have ever seen it before,

and so laden with buds and flowers that it looks

as though it had just stepped out of a panel of

some Chinese screen. Crinum Powellii has also

been pleased with the season, and is now flowerirg

here in a way it has never aspired to before. The
flower-stems are much taller than usual, which

is doubtless due to the rains ; but unless it can be

laid to the credit of the mildness of the winter,

I cannot account for the imusual number of these

stems. Canon EUacombe used to say, as he

stood before its widely opened flowers, that he

;onsidered the white form of this Crinum the

most beautiful flower that could be produced

in the open air in England, and he was no bad

judge. He grew the larger and finer C. Moorei

album also, but realised that it needed protection

in bad winters, and even then in cool

summers was liable to flower too late to

develop fully ; whereas the white C. Powellii

can look after itself in most borders with

a southern exposure.

The second spring of the year has

just begun in the rock garden. I mean
that sudden upspringing of flowers of

bulbous plants that welcomes in the

cooler nights and dews and soaldng rains

that come after St. Bartholomew's Day. Crocus

Scharojanii may be expected to show the tip

of its green sheathing leaves about then, and a

few days later its glowing orange flowers. It

punctually showed its first flower this season on

August 24. The red stems and white buds of

Leucojum autumnale were first noticed on the

next day, and now many of them bear fully opened

flowers. It is one of the loveliest, though smallest

flowers of the season. The little staining of

crimson at the base of the segments sets oft' the

purity of the rest of the bell in such a wonderful

manner.

I planted a few spare bulbs of Zephyranthes

Andersonii out in the rock garden in sheltered

corners of the moraines, and am delighted to see

the crimson of several unopened buds newly

speared through the soil round one brilliant yellow,

fully opened flower. Those that are growing in

the open are more richly coloured than others

now flowering in a frame, and if only their foliage

can get ripened enough to feed up the bulbs

for next year before the winter interferes with

the work, 1 think the plant will do well outside.

The flowers are about the sire and shape of tliose

of Crocus susianus, but do not' reflex, of course,

remaining funnel-shaped even when fully open

in the sunshine. They are bright yellow edged

with orange internally, and orange striped with

crimson on the outside, and are raised up on

naked stalks for about 6 inches. The lovely rose-

coloured Zephyranthes macrosiphon, with rather
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larger flowers, is also flowering beautifully in

the frame, but I have not ventured to plant it

outdoors yet. I did risk some plants of the curious

hybrid between Bravoa geminiflora and Tuberosfe

out all through the winter and quite unprotected

in the Peach-house border, and am pleased 1

did, for they are now in flower and more robust

and better coloured than those grown inside in

pots. It shows very little of the. Tuberose parent,

except in the foliage and the pale colour of the

flowers. These are in pairs, as in Bravoa, and

tubular, shaded outside with many
tints of salmon and orange, and a

soft cream colour inside with rosy

edges. By night they are pleasantly

fragrant, but not nearly so strongly

scented as the Tuberose.

Colchicums are racing out, and

puzzle me more than ever with

their endless but very slight differ-

ences. C. Bornmiilleri 'generally

appears first here, and must be a

close relation if not a mere form of

C. speciosum 1 should say. How
ever, it always arrives before it by

several days, is rather more pointed

in flower, and with the peculiar

habit of being almost white at its

first appearance, then becoming

pied, and at last flushing pink all

over except at the tips of the

segments. A long pointed flower,

with faint tessellations of crimson

on its brilliant rose-colouredground,

I believe to be C. Tenorei, and I

like it greatly, as it has good sub-

stance and lasts well.

C. Agrippinum appears to be the

correct name for the plant generally

grown as C. variegatum. It is the

first to flower of the markedly tes-

sellated torms, and is a wonderful

flower to examine carefully through

a lens ; the chess-board squares of

its decoration are liCre and there so

wonderfully regular. C. byzantinus

is a freer flowerer, but rather pallid

in its pink, especially in bud ; it

I is too chubby in shape to be one

of the most attractive, and, con-

sidering the small size of its flowers,

one feels it has no business to

produce such enormous and coarse

leaves in spring. There is a

plant known as C. giganteura

that is good. I should think it

is but a form of C. speciosum,

but it has a green tube instead

of the rich purple one that pro-

claims true speciosum. What I

like about it, however, is the

extra amount of white in the

throat and at the edges of the seg-

ments, which gives it a very dainty appearance,

even from a distance. Flowers have just appeared

on some corms most kindly collected for me by
Lieutenant Ambler near Salonika, and two different

species are among them. The one bears many
small, starry flowers that are apparently distinct

from any other I have, but the one large tessellated

flower that appeared to-day looks as though

it may develop into that loveliest of all the

chequered species, C. Sibthorpii, which has almost

died out in English gardens. It was always a

late- flowering form here, so I am all the more

pleased with this early one, and hope that, like

other early flowering species, it will possess a

good constitution. Thus the autumnal bulbous

plants fill the beds with beauty and provide

plenty of botanical and cultural puzzles for the

thoughtful.

Of plants other than bulbous, I must say a good

word for Viola cornuta Alannah. It is, I think,

a hybrid raised at Lissadell between cornuta and

bosniaca. It has the cornuta habit, but a round-

ness of flower and warm rosy shade over its purple

plant we had always grown under that name
was really S. pedata, and the true Munroana
had but recently come to light. I still grow and
like the older and prostrate plant with its fingered

leaves and soft red flowers, but must own this

new-comer with its bright green leaves and well-

cupped fiery orange flowers is just now one of the

most beautiful things in flower, and a fair rival

to S. canescens, which grows on the ledge above

it. This last was brought by Sir Hugh Beevor

from the Grand Cafion, and in hot and dry seasons

is a glorious sight, as its silvery

leaves add so much to its charms.

The flowers of the true Mimroana
are, however, a little larger and
certainly brighter in colour, and it

has not minded the wet season so

much as has poor canescens.

PLEA FOR MORE
LILIES IN OUR
GARDENS.—Ill

Ti

LILIUM AURATUM PLATYPHYLLUM VIRGINALK IN THE GARDEN
OF MRS. FARRAR, BOWDEN, CHESHIRE.

This plant is from one bulb. There are two stems, the taller 7 feet 6 inches,

with thirteen flowers, and the other 5 feet 6 inc'hes, with nine flowers. From

a photograph taken on September 2.

that may well have come from the other parent.

It has been a mass of flower since IVIay, and has

not become straggly yet, as do most of the cornuta

forms ; but what charms me most is the clear-

edged, bright yellow eye of the lowest petal, which

makes such a distinct point in the centre of the

flower below its white woolly eyebrows drawn

together with an expression of deep thought.

Lastly, Sphaeralcea Mumroana, sent me two

years ago from Kew, is a lovely upright sub-

shrubby species for the rock garden. When Mr.

Irving was here that summer he told me that the

be covered

mould, old

these)

stem.

HE photograph shows
Lilium auratum platy-

phyllum virginale (pure

white, faintly spotted

yellow, with yellow band
down the centre of each petal)

flowering at the beginning of

September in what is practically a

suburban garden. The bulbs have
been in their owner's possession for

four or five years and are grown
in pots, which are sunk in the

open border all the summer, but
wintered in a cellar. The flowers

are really beautiful at the present

time, and I have rarely seen any
so good. One bulb has two stems,

the taller of which measures

7 feet 6 inches and carries thirteen

flowers ; the other, rather shorter,

has nine flowers. Strong, ac-

climatised bulbs such as these,

however, should flourish just as

well planted out and left in the

open border all the year round if

properly cared for, their chief

requirement being a rich top-

dressing once or twice in the

growing season to feed and protect

the stem roots. All stem-rooting

Lilies must be top-dressed, and
catalogues always mark those

with this peculiarity. If examined
in May or early June, a ring

of these roots will be found

round the stem on the surface

of the soil. These must at once

with light, rich soil (loam, leaf-

hot-bed material, one or all of

as they are there to feed the flower-

A few weeks later, if the growth is

vigorous, a second ring of roots will appear, and
must be similarly protected. It is almost impos-

sible to treat these Lilies too well in this respect.

Failing this care, the stem roots wither away,

and the flowers have to depend on the bulb and

basal roots for their noiurishment. The bulb is

unequal to the additional strain, and fails to

reproduce itself. Result : Death of the bulb,
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and the all too frequent lament, " Oh, Lilies do

no good with me ; they never flower a second

year "
!

Some growers seem to think this has been a

had Lily year. Certainly L. candidum, excelsum

and chalcedonionm suffered badly here from the

late spring frosts, which are anathema maranatha

to their early growth. But with me ^zovitzianum

has never been so good. The heavy rains of the

middle of August, while the flovver-buds of tigrinum

splendens and other Eastern Lilies were developing,

were most beneficial, and the group of this variety

(tigrinum) has been a lovely bit of colour diuring

late August and early September. Top-dressing

and occasional doses of soot-water—that cheap

and invaluable tonic—have given it strength and

vigour, as shown by its erect stems, healthy deep

green foliage, and good crop of axillary bulbils.

L. Henryi is pretty, near this, but I have never

succeeded in getting more than seven or eight

flowers on a stem, although the plant is strong

and healthy enough. Can any reader help me ?

I see that at the Conference on British-grown

Bulbs, on August i, Mr. Barr is reported to have

mentioned, among bulbs growing well in England,
" Lilies, with the exception of Japanese and
Indian species." I have always found L. speciosum

Melpomene one of the easiest to grow, and it is

most prolific of increase, both by offsets and by
tiny bulbleis which form round the base of the

flower-stems when well top-dressed. It should

do equally well in any other sandy district of

Great Britain. Good drainage, rich top-dressings

and copious soakiugs, if the summer be dry,

are the chief cultmral essentials. It likes a little

good peat (though I do not think it is absolutely

necessary), and the roots should be shaded from

the midday sun by some low-growing shrubs.

Do not hide your Lilies away in the midst of

a dense bed of Rhododendrons. In every case

their habit of growth and stem foliage are so

beautiful and characteristic that they should be

seen as much as possible. No doubt when the

war is over and labour more plentiful, the Lily

beds at Kew will be overhauled in this respect.

AUrincham, Cheshire. W. D.

LEEDSII DAFFODILS

H

LEEDS DAFFODILS.

[Reproduced from the " Gardeners' Magazine of Botany," 1851). The top

resembling Frank Miles in shape, was called poeuliformis clcgans.

OW came this name Leedsii ? There

is no doubt that the name was given

by old Peter Barr, the Daffodil king.

I happen to possess a rare Hale pam-

phlet entitled " Reading on the Culti-

vation of the Daffodil." This is nothing less

than the paper which the aforementioned monarcli

read at the September meeting of the Sea Point

Horticultural Society of Capetown in 1901, when

he was " on " his celebrated tour to South Africa

and the Dominions. In his description of the

Leedsii Daffodil I find this

passage : " It differs from

all ancient forms of the in-

comparabilis Daffodil. 1

therefore considered it best

to make a new section of

it, to keep name.^ as short

as possible and to avoid con-

fusion, so named the section

after Mr. Edward Leeds, one

of the raisers ol the new
Daffodils."

When was this name
given ? The earliest use of

the word that I have come
across is in Bart's 1883

Autumn Catalogue of Biflbs

and Plants. On page 12

seven varieties are labelled

" Leedsii," and, what is of

great interest, Kathirine

Spurrell is put under a group

name which only had an

ephemeral existence of some

two or three years, " Vin-

centi." Its use, however,

shows us that the difficulty

of going entirely by colour

existed in the very beginning

of garden classification, and

that it is nothing new to be

doubtful to which artificial

section certain borderland

flowers should be assigned.

Vincenti seems to have been

a sort of refuge for all doubt-

ful (but not, I trust, sus-

picious) characters, for
Minnie Hume began life as

a Vincenti in 1883. How-
ever, in 1884, in the catalogue

which was the outcome of the

great conference held on

April I of that year, we find

A SCROOBY WHlTt LADY SEEDLING.
// has a distinct cinnamon edge to the cup.

these notes, under B.irrii :
" The group Vincenti has

been partly included in Barrii"; and under Leedsii

:

" The group Vincenti has been partly included under

Leedsii." Minnie Hume is now a Leedsii, while her

old mate Miriam Barton has become a Barrii.

Again, why did old Peter Barr give this name
to this sperial division ? It is certainly not

what one would have expected who luiew

his description of Mr. Leeds and his flowers

:

" Mr. Leeds' flowers are all more or less

coarse." (I do not agree with Mr. Barr

here, for how about Princess Mary, Katherine

Spurrell, Frank Miles and John Nelson '']

" He was an offhanded, sharp business man
with not much refinement." My point is not

whether this summing up of his character and

his flowers is accurate or not, but that, holding

these opinions, the " king " chose to give the

name Leedsii to a group which was then, as it

still is, almost the most refined of all ; at least,

as such it always appeals to me.

We have a coloured picture in the Gardeners'

Magazine of Botany for 1851, page 196. of a Leedsii

raisea by Mr. Edward Leeds himself in his garden

opposite the old Botanic Gardens of Manchester.

This was called poculiformis elegans, and was

similar to the well-known Frank Miles in shape ;

but both perianth and cup are white save for

a wide band of deep apricot round tlie brim of the

corona, deepest at the top, and then fading away
till about halfway down all the colour has gone.

This was raised from a cross between montanus

(poculiformis) and Poeticus (?) or Poeticus angusti-

folius. For a considerable time in the eighties

it was offered in Barr's, Hartland's and possibly

other lists. Montanus was at one time thought

to be a wild hybrid, but it is now usually described

as a very old garden hybrid. Dean Herbert

suggested as its parentage moschatus x dubius.
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This, however, is doubtful, and a wliite trumpet

crossed with a Poet has lately been considered

its more probable origin. We may look upon it

as the iirstborn of the Leedsiis, the little stranger

that had to wait ever so many years before any
brothers or sisters came to keep him company.
The family is now an immense one, and few contain

~ a larger number of types.

If we may consider a white Ajax crossed with

Poeticus pollen as the stock method of raising

these Eucharis-flowered Daffodils, the advent

of the resulting progeny of this

matrimonial alliance has pro-

duced an altogether new and sur-

prising race, in^ popular parlance

now known as Giant Leedsiis. The
appearance of Minnie Hume and
others of a similar type may be

compared in their far-reaching

results to that of de Graaff's

wonder-working white trumpet

Mme. de Graaff. One feature about

the peculiarly charming flowers

that constitute this section is

that they are judged by sight and

not by faith. A scoffer might say

with a hundred per cent, of truth

in his remark, " They are a mongrel

-lot." Mongrel, I believe, comes

from an Anglo-Saxon word mean-

ing to mix, and why the word
should now always have a some-

what derogatory or defamatory

significance I know not. Old

Venice Treacle was about as mixed

up a thing as ever existed, but it

was a sort of trump card in the

European Pharmacopoeia for many
centuries, and there is not a sailor

in the High Sea Fleet or a

"Tommy," in the trenches who
will not appreciate a good " tuck

in " at those toothsome mixtures

known to Englishmen all the world

over as Christmas puddings and

mince pies wh'-n Christmas comes

again. According to the classified

list, a Leedsii Daffodil may be

composed of almost anything nice

or nasty ; and were we to see a

full collection staged we would

know from its diversity thLt it

must be so. There would be those

huge white beaulies sent by the

Rev. G. H. Engleheart to Birm-

ingham this year, glorified White

Pennants, but not quite so starry
;

while anoth r of the same type

would be the lovely slender and
refined Mogador—all of them
shocks to the old round-flowered

school. Then such typical giants

as Empire,The Fawn, H. C. Bowles,

Norah Pearson, Venus and the old White Queen
;

then wondrous colouring in Thora, Chamois,

Salmonetta and in that striking debutante Miss

E. M. Bowling \ then the statue-like whites

Ethereal and Moonbeam ; then the small, shapely

Foster ; then old-time favourites like Duchess

of Westminster and Katherine Spurrell ; then

the striking flat-centred beauties like St. Olaf

and Hypatia—a goodly company, which leads

me on to an interesting idea which I put in question

form. Has not the time come for specialising in

one or other of the;e great sections. J. J.

NARCISSUS LUCIFER
This variety is, one of the showiest of the

Incomparabilis class of Daffodils. It was
The illustration on page 468 shows one of the

,

raised years ago from a cross of princeps

beautiful White Lady seedlings which liave been and Poeticus poetarum by Mrs. Lawrenson of

A SCROOBY WHITE LADY
NARCISSUS SEEDLING

raised by Mr. J. Mallender of Scrooby, near Bawtry.

This variety is at present unnamed, but the very

pronounced pale cinnamon brown edge to the cup

suggests possibilities of colouring for the future

as great as those suggested by Mr, Cranfield's

Miss E. M. Bowling at Birmingham with its

Killiney, Ireland, who disposed of it to the Rev.-

G. H. Engleheart, who eventually sold the stock

to Messrs. Barr and Sons. It may be said of

N. Luriler that it is equally a good border and
exhibition variety. At the spring Daffodil shows
the brilliancy of its glowing orange red cup set

off by the white perianth im-

mediately attracts the eye. N.

Lucifer has been awarded first-

class certificates by the Royal

Horticultural Society and the

Midland Daffodil Society.

THE PO ET'S
DAFFODIL

B^-

LUCIFER, A GOOD BORDER AND EXHIBITION VARIETY.

wonderful pink-toned corona, or Mr, J. D.

Pearson's almost apricot-coloured Thora. In all

these cases the colour develops as the flowers

age, and that they need the friendly protection

of a glass house if in pots, or of a room if the

blooms are cut, in which to, as it were, mature.

There are many flowers which seem to say of

themselves, when we see them at their very best,

what the present Lord Spencer said when he was
in the House of Commons, and who was acknow-

ledged to be about the best-groomed man there :
" I

am not an agricultural labourer."

EAUTIFUL as are all

the Narcissi, there is

none that can compare
for chaste loveliness

with the snow white

Narcissus Poeticus, which is as

essentially the Narcissus of poet

and painter .as is the Madonna
Lily the LUy par excellence of

all her numerous sister flowers.

Although nowhere out of place,

the spring bulb bed is not the

setting that presents these fair

blossoms to the best advantage.

Never do they look so beautiful

as when grown naturally among
natural surroundings, where they

are able to give the impression of

occurring accidentally. In the

grassy glade the slim flower-

stalks sway gracefully, the pure

white blossoms spangle the verdure

their crimson-rimmed eyes, that

are answerable for the pseudonym
of Pheasant's-eye, adding by con-

trast to their purity. Sometimes

the Poet's Narcissi, growing on a

mossy slope, are surrounded by
colonies of wild Hyacinths ; 'ome-

times at the edge of a cascade

they rise from a carpeting of blue

Forget-me-not, or stand,in clumps,

at the lakeside, mirroring their

white petals in the dark water.

In all such situations they

have that air of untrammelled

freedom that must needs be

absent amid more conventional

surroundings, but which adds

so greatly to their charm, and it is such pictures

that we h?.ve in our mind's eye, rather than the

formal flower-beds, as the lines recur to us :

The white Narcissus wantonly
Kisses the wind.

It is

Beside the lalie, beneath the trees.

Fluttering and dancing in the breeze

that these beautiful flowers of the English spring-

tide show their true value, and though the latter

couplet was written of the Golden Daffodils—the

wild Lent Lilies—it is equally applicable to the

Poet's Narcissus. The term " Daffodil " was.
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of old, applied to the whole family of Narcissi,

and there is a pretty legend that its derivation

is from Flenr d'Asphodel, and that the Narcissus

of to-day is identical with the fabulous Asphodel

of which poets of all ages have written, and which

can scarcely have been the flower which is now
known under that name. The two best known
of the Poet's Narcissi are N. Poeticus ornatus,

which blooms in April, and N. Poeticus recurvus,

which flowers in May, while the double white

Poeticus, which is a trifle later than recurvus,

is equally hardy with the foregoing, and is easily

naturaUsed in the grass.

N. P. poetarum is a distinct and exceedingly

handsome form with a crimson eye, and there is

a variety named grandiflorus which bears e.'ctra

large blooms. Many very lovely hybrids have

been lately raised from N. Poeticus, but the Poet's

Daffodil is surpassed by none. One of the

finest of the true Poeticus section is, without

doubt, Horace, which is a beautiful flower of

great substance and purity of colour, and very

large. S. Devon.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Cattleya Venus Variety Victoria.—A delightful

novelty in which the sepals and petals are yellow,

gleam of sunlight. Hardy, too, in sheltered,

sunny spots, it is quite a gem in its day and genera-

tion. It was charmingly shown by Mr. Clarence

Elliott, Stevenage. (See illustration.)

Echinacea King of Echinaceas.—The plant

appeals to us in this case before the name. It

is, of course, a variety of E. (Rudbeckia) purpurea,

its nearest colour approach being atropurpurea.

These richly coloured forms are of great value in

the autumn garden. From Mr. Downes, Chichester.

Currant Daniels' September Black.—.\ new
seedling whose chief attribute appears to be its

late fruiting. For this alone it should prove

invaluable. A dish of fruits in bunches of excel-

lent size and flavour, also fruiting branches, all

produced in the open, were shown. Messrs,

Daniels Brothers, Limited, Norwich, were the

exhibitors.

The foregoing novelties were before the Royal

Horticultural Society on September 12, when the

awards were made.

NEW DAHLIAS.
Lady Beatrice Stewart (Paony- flowered).—Of

self rose colour. From Reginald Cory, Esq.,

Duffryn, Cardifi.

Mrs. Margaret Stredwick (Cactus),—Rose pink,

florets finely incurved. Regarded as the Dahlia

of the year.

Sir Douglas Haig (Cactus).—Clear pink,

beautiful form.

OXALIS LOBATA, WHICH HAS GOLDEN ORANGE FLOWERS IN THE AUTUMN.

with a suffusion of salmon or terra-cotta. The
lip is bright purple. It is a very handsome form.

Shown by Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park,

Leatherhead.

Cattleya Venus Golden Queen.—This exquisite

form is characterised by long, rather narrow sepals

of golden yellow colour and broad, ovately formed

petals of the same shade. The lip is uniformly

coloured a reddish wine tone. From Messrs.

Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath. Sussex.

OxaliS lobata.—.\ native of Chil". There is no

more precious member of its race flowering in

September and October, when its golden orange

flowers, issuing in free profusion from a neat

carpet of green leaves, renders it one of the choicest

of rock garden subjects. Lover of warmth above

ground and below, it responds readily to every

Lieutenant W. L. Robinson (Cactus).—Intense

cerise.

British Lion (Cactus). — Chestnut bronze,

touch d with gold at thj centre ; florets broad.

Distinct.

Challenger (Decorative).—The colour is reddish

fawn, inclining to cerise on the outer florets.

Speedwell (Pompon Cactus),—Pur; white, a

promising variety for the florist and market
man.

Wyvern (Decorative).—Full, but not overlarge.

The colour is rosy mauve, with paler mauve
centre. Quite distinct. These seven ^arieties

were shown by Messrs. J. Stredwick and Sons,

St. Leonards-on-Sea.

Dandy (Pasony - flowered). — Crimson, semi-

double. From Messrs. Burrell and Co., Cambridge.

Elegance (Star).—Rich rosy cerise, very showy.

Exhibited by Mr. J. Emberson, Grove Road
Nurseries. Walthamstow.

Miss Irwin (Decorative).—Rosy purple, with

rosy mauve tipped florets. Excellent under

artificial light. From Messrs. W, Treseder,

Limited, Cardiff,

Eileen (Single).—Reddish purple, yellow base.

Crimson Flag (Decorative).—Medium -sized

variety of intense colour. We thought highly of it.

Admiral (Co larette).—^The most brilliant and
distinct Collarette novelty of the year. It is of

a lustrous crimson velvet tone, very rich and
intense. The inner florets are white, stained red.

These three were from Messrs, J. Cheal and Sons,

Crawley, Sussex,

Bonfire (Collarette).—A magnificent and bril-

liant scarlet.

Yellow Queen (Collarette),—A self-coloiured

variety. These two were from Messrs, Dobbie
and Co,, Edinburgh,

General JoAre (Decorative),—Of extra large

size and brilliant maroon colouring. Shown by
Mr, J, T, West, Brentwood,

Margery Choure (Single),—BrUliant red or

wine purple shade, the base of the florets yellow.

Quite an exceptional shade. From Mr. A. Brown,

Janthe, Seagrave, Beds.

The foregoing Dahlias, having been adjudicated

upon by a joint committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society and the National Dahlia Society,

carry the award of merit of the former and the

first-class certificate of the latter.

HARDY FRUIT CROPS

I

WAS much interested ui Mr. Beckett's

remarks on this subject on page 446, issue

September 9, and it is interesting to know
that at Aldenham, where hardy fruit is

so well cultivated, the crops are no better

than in many other places. In our gardeii

and district Apples and Pears blossomed pro-

fusely, but many varieties failed to set anything

like a satisfactory crop, and as no frost was
experienced at that period, it is exceedingly

difficult to offer a convincing reason for the failure.

As Mr. Beckett remarked, several Apples of

second-rate quality have cropped well. Among
these. Melon Apple, Baumann's Red Winter

Reinette and the old-fashioned Cockpit are notable

examples with ns. Lane's Prince Albert and

Newton Wonder are a failure ; but some trees

of Bramley's Seedling are bearing well, Gascoyne's

Scarlet, Peasgood's Nonsuch and bush trees of

Blenheini Orange are carrying fair crops, Ribston

Pippin and Adam's Pearmain are fruiting well

,

but Cox's Orange Pippin and Claygate Pearmain

are bearing thin crops. Of early varieties, Lord

Suflield is the best this year,

A shortage of Apples, although very general,

is not the case everi'where. While visiting the

gardens at Elsham Hall, North Lincolnshire,

recently, 1 found most of the trees were bearing

very fine crops of good fruits, especially the many
fine varieties that were planted about fifteen

years ago.

With us most varieties of Pears are a failure.

Even Conference, which is one of the most regular

bearers, has very few fruits. The best-cropped

varieties are Clapp's Favourite, Emile d'Heyst

and Beurre d'Amaiilis. Plums are a fairly good

crop, especially Victorias.

Balsford, Gloucestershire. J. Gardner.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Gathering Fruit.—This is most important work,

and ought only to be carried out under an experi-

enced workman, or many of the fruits will be
bruised and will soon decay. If time permits,

the trees should be gone over frequently and the

ripest fruits picked, which will allow the others

to develop. Care must be taken that the

fruits are quite dry. Place them in the fruit-

room, which must be kept cool and dry. Late
varieties of Apples and Pears must remain on the

trees as long as possible, but if the trees are exposed
the fruits can be gathered earlier than from trees

planted in sheltered situations.

The Kitchen Garden.

Lettuce.—Where pits and frames are avail-

able, they may be filled with Lettuce and Endive.
Both should be transplanted while small, and
care must be taken not to break the roots more
than can be helped.

Late Peas.—These will need every encourage-
ment to fill their pods, and an occasional applica-

tion of weak liquid manure will be beneficial.

If birds are troublesome, protect the crop with
netting.

Carrots.—^The main crop may be lifted at any
time and stored in a cool shed for future use.

The same remark applies to Beetroot, which
requires some care in lifting, or many of the roots

will not be fit for the table. Both may be placed
in sand or finely sifted ashes.

The Flower Garden.

Roses from Cattings.—Many Roses, especially

those of the Rambler section, are equally satisfac-

tory on their own roots as when budded or grafted.

The Hybrid Perpetuals, and, in fact, any strong-

growing Rose, may be increased by cuttings.

Select a sheltered, partially shaded situation,

and if the soil is of a retentive nature, a quantity
of sand ought to be added. Medium-sized shoots
should be chosen, and for preference those that

are fairly well ripened. They must be from
9 inches to 12 inches long, and be planted in

lines two- thirds of their depth, making the soil

quite firm with the foot.

Chrysanthemums.— Autumn- flowering kinds
will soon be produci»ig a fine display, and
it is essential that they be made secm'e to stakes.

If the weather is dry, give the roots a liberal

quantity of water.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Pot Vines.—Vines in pots which are to
produce an early supply must be thoroughly
ripened, and they should occupy an exposed position

outside until they are required in the houses.
The growths should now be cut back to the
desired length, and the roots must be kept
supplied with water.

Plants Under Glass.

Gloriosas.—When the plants cease flowering
and the foliage begins to change colovur, the water
supply must be reduced gradually, and finally

withheld until growth recommences in the spring.

Store the pots containing the tubers in a warm
greenhbuse where the atmosphere is dry.

Azaleas.—A low temperature will not harm
these plants, as two specimens here were left out in

the open last winter and bloomed profusely at
the end of May. However, it is not advisable
to leave the bulk out after this date if accommo-
dation can be found for them in a cold house.
If thrips are present, the plants should receive
a hard syringing with some insecticide, and the
operation repeated until all the eggs are destroyed.

Liliums.—L. Harrisii and L. longiflorum may
be potted, and suificiept space must be left for a
top-dressing later on when roots appear on the
stems. When growth begins keep them close to
the roof glass of a cool greenhouse.

T. W. Briscoe.

(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Herbs most commonly in use should now be
collected. These may be tied in small bunches
and hung up from the roof of an open shed to

dry. A fine, dry day should be chosen for cutting

them, for if moisture is on the leaves when they
are cut, they will turn mouldy and the flavour

be spoiled.

Carrots and Beetroot.—These have now finished

growth, and it is advisable to have them lifted

and stored, even if the foliage is quite green.

Carrots, especially when left too long in the ground,
are apt to split and become coarse. They should

be stored in pits with a little dry soil or sand
spread over each layer, and covered to be secure

from frost. Great care must be taken with the

lifting and storing of Beetroot, so that the roots

are not damaged or the tops cut too close to the

crown to cause bleeding.

Salsify and Scorzonera.—These roots also

require careful lifting, as both bleed freely when
roughly handled. They should be stored in the

same wav as recom.mended for Carrots. Salsify

THE LATE EDWARD MAWLEY, V.M.H.

is a delicate and greatly valued dish with some
families, and supplies a much- needed variety
during the winter. The young leaves of both
are also useful for salads if slowly forced and
blanched in the Mushroom- house.

Parsnips are still growing freely and may be
left in the ground for some time yet. Were it

not for the damage sometimes caused to them by
pheasants, they might be left in the ground till

required for use.

Trenching.—Vacant ground may be trenched
now if the time can be spared. Strawberry
quarters that have served their usual time are

generally the first to receive attention. A fair

proportion of the garden should be trenched each
season and as early as possible where the soil is

of a heavy and retentive nature.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Root-pruning.—The root-pruning of any trees

that have proved unproductive for several years
should be undertaken about this time. If the
tree is not too large, it may be lifted and replanted
in the. same manner as when planting a young
one. Larger trees should have the roots laid

bare, removing all strong roots with a downward
tendency. Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)
Glamis Castle, N.B.

OBITUARY
EDWARD MAWLEY, V.M.H.

IT

is our sad duty to record the death, from

heart failure at the age of seventy-four,

of our dear friend Mr. Edward Mawley,

the beloved president of the National

Rose Society, which occurred suddenly at

his residence, Rosebank, Berkhamsted, on Thurs-

day, the t4th inst. When Mr. Mawley called upon

us only a few days ago on his return from a well-

earned holiday, he appeared to be in his usual

good spirits, and he was looking forward with

eager anticipation to the Autumn Ro-e Show, which

by a sad coincidence proved to be the day of his

burial.

For about forty years he was closely associated

with the inner workings of the National Rose

Society. Just what that society owes to him.

will never be fully known, but it was every-

thing to him, and he had the untold satis-

faction of seeing it grow from a small .association

into the largest special floricultural society in the

world. His association with Roses dates back

a very long way. In 1875 he was growing Roses

at Croydon, and two years later he became co-hon.

secretary of the National Rose Society with the

late Rev. H. H. D'ombrain. Mr. Mawley took over

the full duties of hon. secretary in 1905, a position

he relinquished two years ago when he became

president of the society he had served faithfully

as secretary for thirty-seven years. In apprecia-

tion of his services to the National Rose Society

the members unanimously bestowed upon him,

in igro, the Dean Hole Medal, a special distinction

which is awarded from time to time as occasion

may arise. He endeared himself to all who had

the privilege of loiowing him. In his younger

days he was a keen exhibitor of Roses and Dahlias,

and he was at one time president of the National

Dahlia Society. Meteorology also claimed his atten-

tion, and he had at Berkhamsted the best private

observatory in the country. He was a member

of the Council of the Royal Meteorological Society,

and for two years secretary, ultimately becoming

president in 1904. In the same year the Council

of the Royal Horticultural Society conferred

upon him the Victoria Medal of Honoirr in Horti-

culture in recognition of his services. Readers

will join us in tendering heartfelt sympathy to

Mrs. Mawley in her bereavement.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUEiTiONS AND ANSWERS.

—

The Editor endeamurs

to make THE Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and ivith that object makes a. special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Bditok of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addi^itin to any designation he

may desire to he used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-ujool, and flowering

shodts, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

FLOWER GARDEN.
RAISING CLEMATIS FROM CUTTINGS (Colwyn).—

Clematis, species and varieties, can be raised from cuttings

in the ordinary way. Take long shoots when the wood
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at the base is boginning to pret firm—say, about the end of
June or througli July—and cut them into li'ii^'ths, each
length bearing two sets of buds. Insert them in sandy
soil in a close frame, where roots ought to be formed in the
course of three or four weeks. Pot the plants singly as
soon as rooted, and keep them in pots until they" are
vigorous enough for permanent planting or for placing
in nurserj- quarters. It is also possible to root cuttings
of soft shoots by placing them in a close and warm frame.

MOVING HERBACEOUS PLANTS (X. MeM.).—A very
large percentage of Jierbaceons jjlants may now be moved,
that is, divided and replanted, with impunity. Irises,

Delphiniums, Lupines, Paeonies, Christmas Koses, Pyre-
thrums, Campanulas and much besides that h.ave finislied

flowering could be taken in hand at any convenient moment.
For some—Peonies and Christmas Koses, for example

—

September is the best month of the whole year. The
thing to avoid in such work is that of replanting big
clumps of such things intact. Small divisions, selecting
always the more youthful portions of the clump, are
infinitely to be preferred. Big clumps of many things
planted without division are not infrequently a failure.

LILY POND (M. M. K. C.).—In the matter of con-
struction we consider the extending wings somewhat out
of proportion, and would be better if incre.n^ed to a third
of the width of the central part. The need for wideninc
is greater when considered in conjunction with +he pro-
posed font-wide ledees. whicli would only leave 1 foot
of central space. If the idea of the ledges is merely the
accommodation of aquatics preforrinsr shallow water,
these could be dispensed with altf gether by reducing the
depth of the winged parts to 15 inches or IS inches. Or,
by carrying out the widening suggested and retaining a
uniform depth of 2J feet over all, one or two plants of the
moderate-growing odorata varieties of ^\'ater Lilies could
be accommodated in addition to providing occasional
marginal subjects to counteract the rigid formality that
otherwise would be inseparable from the arrangement.
In place of the continuous ledge, for which there would
be little use, corner and occasional side pockets should
bo formed 1 foot deep and li feet long, in which the double
Sagittaria or other kind could be planted with, possibly,
the Cape Pondvweed (Aponogeton) floating out therefrom
into the water. In addition we should favour crescent-
shaped recesses instead of the acute rigjit angles at the
inner central parts, each of which, with the pocket arrange-
ntent above named, might contain something of ornament.
If you will write us acain when you have decided exactly
what you will do, and give the colour of the \A'ater Lilies
preferred, we vAW name a suitable srdoction. There are
now some brilliant colours in these flowers.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
RHODODENDRONS {Gilbert).—1% is certainly advisable

to remove the seed-vessels from Rhododendrons and
Azaleas, but the work ought to be done as soon as the
flowers fade, so that the exhaustive process of seed forma-
tion is prevented and the energy of the plant is directed
into the formation of new shoots instead of useless seed.
Plants can certainly be raised from seed. Collect the
seeds in winter at a time when the seed-vessels are beginnine
to burst, and sow them in February, thinly, on the
surface of sandy peat in pans or boxes. Cover each pan
or box with a sheet of glass, and keep it shaded until the
seedlings appear. When the second leaf can be seen,
prick otf the seedlings an inch apart in boxes, and stand
them in a cold frame until large enough for nursery borders.
Growth is rather slow for the first year.

ROSE GARDEN.
RAISERS OF ROSE AMERICAN PILLAR (Pergola).—^

The stati'ment often repeated in papers and catalogues
that this famous Eose was raised by Conrad is incorrect.
The raisers are Coiiard and Jones Company.
NAME OF RAMBLER ROSE (C. B. R. H.).~-We believe

the Hose you describe is Goldfinch. Lamarque is a fine
old Hose and is often found in old gardens, but it is rather
tender in this country, which accounts for it seldoni
being seen. It is largely grown on the Kiviera, and we
can quite believe it is splendid in Madeira and South
Africa.

PILLAR ROSES TO FLOWER IN SUCCESSION (W.D.).—The following Roses flower in suercssion and are likely to
suit your purpose : Mrs. F. W. Flight, Sander's MTiite,
American Pillar and Dorothy Perkins, The last named
and Lady Gay are so much alike that it is not necessary
to have both. A rambling Rose with a very long floweripf
period is Alberic Barbier. It blooms over a period of
several month*=;.

MTSCHLLANEOUS.
BOOK ON STORING FRUIT (Pwtto).—Messrs. George

Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, issue a useful book entitled
"How to Make a Frui^oom on G. B. and Co.'s Plan,"
with photographs and illustrations. The price is 2s. 6d..
po^t free.

PREPARING AND DRYING COLTSFOOT (F. B. R.).—
The leaves of the Coltsfoot wlien used for smoking are
dried in an open shed. They are hung up in small bundle-,
and free access of air admitted to all parts, A li+tle

artificial heat in dnmp weather is an advantafe. Coltsfoot
leaves nre sometimes used for smoldne in this country by
asthmatical -people. It does not appear necessary to
ferment (he leaves

NAMES OF FRUTT.—ilfr.9. /. f'.—Apples: 1, Duchess
of ni'ienbur": 2, White Russet; 3 and 4. not recog-
nise 1. prnbr'blv locil varieties or seedlings. Plums: 5,
Monarch; 6, Pond's Seedling; 7. Cox's Emperor

SO C I ET I ES

THE NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY'S AUTUMN SHOW
The autumn exhibition of the society, held in the Royal
Horticultural Hall on September 19," must be accounted
a considerable success, both from the quality of the
blooms and, generally, the competition. The finer' dis-
plays were those arranged on the floor, their all-embracing
variety and excellence meriting high praise. In addition
to these, the larger classes on staging were finely pre-
sented, the exhibit from Peterborough being especially
noteworthy. The gold medal Rose Christine, sho\\Ti by
Messrs. S. JIcGredy. Portadown, claimed everybody's
attention. It is a great advance in golden yellow varieties.

For thirty-six blooms, distinct, Jlessrs. D. Prior and
Sons, Coleliester, were first, having, in a capital lot, good
blooms of Nerissa (cream). William Shean, Lyon Rose,
Grange Colombe, Candeur Lyonnaise (good white), George
Diekson (very good), Fran Karl Druschki (silver medal)
and Princesse M. Mertchersky (also silver medal), the
last a lovely pink variety. Only one collection was
staged.

For eighteen blooms, distinct, five collections were
set up, Mr. George Longley, Rainham, Kent, taking the
lead with a lot singularly fresh and beautiful. Cliarles J.
Grahame, Freda, Maman Cochet and H. V, Machin were
among the better blooms. Second. Mr. Henry Drew,
Longworth, whose H. V. Machin, George Dickson and
Mme. Louise Leroy were among good things.

For twelve exhibition Teas and -Noisettes, BIr. George
Lontrley. Rainham, led against five competitors, his finer
blooms being Jtrs. Foley Hobbs, W. R. Smith, Catherine
Mermet, Maman Cochetand Alexander Hill Gray. Messrs.
D. Prior and Son*;, Colchester, were second, Mrs. Dudley
Cross, Molly Sharman Crawford and Harry Eirk being
of good quality.
For twelve perpetual-flowering decorative Roses in

vases Mr. John Mattock was first, Touise C. Breslau
(buff), Mrs. A. Hammond (pale pink), Marquise de Sinety
(orange gold now). Mrs. D. Stevens (pure white), Mrs.
G. Reid (cream and blush) and Ophelia (flesh pink).
being very fine. This set was nicely arranged and dis-
tinctly named. Second, Mr. George Longley, Rainham,
whose vases of Alexander Hill Gray (ereamy yello^^),

L. C. Breslau, Rayon d'Or and Lyon were very good.
Jtr. Elisha Hicks was thiro, having a brilliant vase of the
single crimson Princess j\[ary.

For twelve blooms of any Rose to be shown in a basket,
Messrs. D. Prior and Sons, Colchester, were first with an
admirable lot of Frau Karl Druschki, the blooms hand-
some and pure withal. Mr. Elisha Hicks. Twyford.
w^as second with a capital basket of Candeur LyonnaiM^

For five baskets of cut Roses. Mr. Elisha Hicks, Twyford.
led the way ^a ith a telling lot, his set comprising the lovely
sinE^le crimson Princess Mary, Mrs, Dunlop Best (apricot
yellow), Joanna Bridge (a huge Clematis-like oream and
yellow semi-double), Lady Hillingdon, and Ophelia (one
of the most popular varieties extant). The baskets were
admirably arranged.

For five baskets of Polyantha or Pompon Roses, dis-
tinct varieties, Messrs. D. Prior and Sous. Col^Ou-ster,
were first, showing Jessie (crimson). Orleans Rose, Mrs.
W. H. Cutbush (Tose) and Mrs. Taft among their best.
Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Colchester, were second,
showing Perle d'Or, Jessie, Ellen Poulsen and Orleans
Ro'-e very finely.

The class for twenty-four distinct varieties, Polyanthas
and Pompons excluded, was amonsr the most effective,

i\rr. John Mattock. Oxford, taking the lead in a good
competition. The best vases were those of Marquise de
Sinety. Old Gold. Rayon d'Or. Louise- C. Breslau, Peggie
(very beautiful creamy white). Trier, Simplicity. Harry
Kirk, Mr.'^. H. Stevens and Lady Pirrie. Second, iMessrs.

Frank Cant and Co., Colchester, who had rood vases of
Rayon d'Or. Melody, Lady Pirrie, Old Gold, flirs. Alfred
Tate, A. R. Goodwin. La Tosca and Carrie (quite charming
in peach and cream).
For twelve distinct varieties of decorative Roses.

Mr. Frank Spooner, Horsell, \\'^ok'ng, was in the winning
place. Here Cissie Ea'^Jea. Mrs. Herbert Stevens, Rayon
d'Or. Miss Dorothy Moeatia (semi-double cream and
yellow), General Macarthur and Mrs. Alfred Tate were
the best. The grouTi was nicely disposed. Messrs.
W. and J. Brnwn. Peterborough, were second. Lady
Pirrie, Rayon d'Or. Ophelia and Duchess of AVellingtoli
beint£ of fine quality. Sir, Elisha Hicks was third.

For a representative group of Roses staged on the
floor, space allowed 150 square feet, four competed, the
first prize, a cold medal and 40s. cash, roing to Messrs.
G. Paul and Son, The Old Nurser'es, Cheshunt. for an
admirable displav, nicely arranged. Rayon d'Or was
freely shown, also Ophelia. Lady Hiil'ugdon. Miss
A. de Rothschild (soft yellow). Mme. E. Herriot. Mme.
Jules Bouclo (ereamy white of exquisite form). !MTue. J.

Dupuy. Constance (frolden. an improvement on Rayon
d'Or\ Mt-s. Edward Powell (flue seaWet and mildew-proof).
Old Gold, Queen of the Musks (a Musk-scented Polyantha
which is also of great charm) and La Tosca. nol)bies,
Limited. Dereham, were second with a eapital lot, in which
standard and weepipnr polyanthas were well shown. Snow
f^ueen, Pharisf er. Lady Pirrie. Mrs, Andrew Carnepie,
H. E. Richardson (deep red), Mme. E. Herriot. Mrs.
jNrnmr Mnnt (ivory white), Lieutenant Cliaur6 (fine red)
and Grand Duchesse de Luxembourg W(>re among many
good things. Sfr. Cliarles Turner, Slough, was third,
n>*oe)ai^int'with n^any "ood Roses stands of Aeers.Prunuses
nnd other dark-leaved subiects. Of the Roses shown.
Lady Ashtown, Caroline Testout. Louise C. Breslau,

Lady Hillingdon and General Macarthur were the finer-

A margui of Jessie, Orleans and other Polyantha sorts
and the intermingling of Asparagus Sprengeri gave a
very pleasing effect to the whole. Mr. R. C. Notcutt
was fourth.

For a representative group of Roses, arranged on
staging in a space 18 feet by 6 feet, the Rev. J. H.
Pemberton, Havering-atte-Bower, Romford, took first

prize with an admirable lot, largely composed of varieties

of his own raising. Of these, a great centre was formed
of the single white Queen Alexandra, while Danafi,
Clytemnestra, Callisto (canary yellow). Moonlight and
Daybreak (a pale Callisto) were noticeable and good.
Others of note were Rayon d'Or, Mme. Jules Bouchc,
Coratesse du Cayla, Lady Pirrie and Gustave Regis.
Florence Pemberton was also fine. Messrs. W. and J.
Bro'\\'n, Peterborough, were second, having an imposing
display in much diversity. The variety and excellence
of the Roses in this group could hardly be excelled. Lady
Hillingdon, Duchess of Wellington, Rayon d'Or. General
Macarthur, Effective, Mrs. H. Stevens, Souvenir de G.
Prat, Lady Pirrie, Mrs. Alfred Tate. La Tosca and Mme.
E. Herriot were some of the finest in a collection of 200
varieties, and wjiich we have no hesitation in saying
should have received first prize. -

For a representative group of cut Roses, space per-
mitted 20 feet by 4 feet. Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons,
Colchester, were deservedly given the first prize, their

groups of Rayon d'Or. Chrissie Mackellar. Irish Fire-
flame, Lyon Rose, Edu Meyer. Lady Hillingdon. Harry
Kirk. General Macarthur and Mme. E. Herriot being
particularly fine. Messrs. Jackman and Sons. Woking,
were second, JNIr. W. Easlea, Leigh-on-Sca, being placed
third.

For thirty-six distinct varieties, on a space not to exceed
14 feet by 3 feet, Messrs. F. Cant and Co., Colchester,
were the only exhibitors, staging a very fine lot of blooms.
Notable varieties were Rayon d'Or, A. Hartman (red),

Mme. E. Herriot, Alexander Hill Gray, Snow Queen,
Lady Hillingdon, British Queen (fine white), Ecarlate
(rich red), Jlrs. Amy Hammond (flesh). Melody (yellow).

]\lrs. George Shawj'cr. Jlrs. Foley Hobbs, Sunburst and
Mme. M^lanie Soupert, all being finely shown.

Amateurs.
Eighteen blooms, distinct varieties ; First, Mr. W.

Sunderland. Driffield, Yorks. in whose collection Grace
Mol^Tieux, Snow Queen, Lemou Queen and Caroline
Testout were good.
For nine blooms, distinct, three entered, Mr. S. W.

Burgess, Tonbridge, taking first prize with excellent
examples. Lyon Rose. Lady ]\I. Ward, J. L. Mock and
Florence Forrester (white) were very good. The Rev.
F, R. Burnside, Great Stambridge. Essex, was second,
in whose lot Hugh Dickson was awarded the silver medal.
For twelve distinct varieties, space allowed G feet by

3 feet, Mr. H. R. Darlington, Potter's Bar. was first,

his best being Mrs. E. Powell, Red-Letter Day, Mrs. E. G.
Hill and Antoine Mari (a most shapely and beautiful
Rose in peach and ivory white).
One basket of Roses, one variety: First, Miss B. H.

Langton, Hendon. who staged Trier very finely.

For a bowl of cut Roses, JMrs. Courtney Page, Enfield,

took first prize with Old Gold, ]\Irs. Williamson, Canterbury
being second.

For a basket of cut Roses, Mi's. L. Colston Hale was
first with a fresh exhibit. Mrs. Courtney Page being second.

For a bowl of Roses nine entered, Mrs. Williamson,
Canterbury, being awarded first for Richmond with
foliage of Rosa rubrifolia ; second, Mrs. Alex. Robinson,
Carshalton, with an unnamed variety.

For a dinner-table decoration of Roses, against ten
competitors Mrs. L. Colston Hale. Warminster, was
awarded first with a delightful harmony in rose pink
and yellow, the varieties being Isobel and Golden Emblem,
a lovely arrangement for which no praise is too high ;

second, Mrs. Tisdall, Woodford Green, for a light and
graceful arrangement of Ophelia with sprays of Rosa
rubrifolia. Mrs. A. C. Brown, Reigate, was third, employ-
ing Ladv Hillingdon very effectively.

For a collection of Rose hips, Jfr. J. C. Allgrove. Middle
Green. Langley. Slough, was placed first, having Rosa
Fargesii, R. setipoda. R. Moycsii and several varieties of

R. rugosa : second. Messrs. B. R. Cant, Colchester, whose
Sheilagh Wilson, with green hips, was very distinct.

Gold IMedai, Rose.

Christine (H.T.).—Rich golden, with beautiful hard,

glossy foliage : a lovely Rose in every way. It will

undoubtedly be warmly welcomed by market growers,

professionals and amateurs. From Jlessrs. S. McGredy
and Sons, Portadown, Ireland.

National Sweet Pea Society's Trials, 1917.

—

The National Sweet Pea Society propose to hold

the novelty trials of Sweet Peas as usual in 1917.

Anyone desirous of having Sweet Peas tried in

connection with these trials must let the seeds

for trial be in the hands of the secretary not

later than September 30, 1016. ' For further

particulars apply to the 'ccretary, Mr. Henry

D. Tigwell, Greenford, Middlesex.

*** The Yearly Subscription to The Gardkn is : Inland,
6s. Gd. ; Foreign, 8s. 9d.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK

IN
many gardens there is still a good show

of pods on the Runner Beans. We know
that at any time now they may be de-

stroyed by frost, but they can be saved

if the precaution is taken of having

iready any pieces of old garden netting to

throw over the tops of the poles and to hang a

little way down the sides. A few long Pea-boughs

put up against the Beans under the nets, or any

-Such device, is also a help—anything to " break

the frost " as the old people say, and, indeed, one

-can hardly better describe the beneficent action

of some such slight protection.

Staking Dahlias.—The American Dahlia Society,

like most other American societies, has at its back

•one of the State colleges, which runs a series of

trials, besides making investigations on disease.

Professor Hall, who handles the trials, recently

issued a bulletin and dealt with the question of

:staking. His method is ingenious. Two ordinary

•ceiling laths are pushed into the soil on either side

of the plant and tied together at the top. The
result is a stiff, light and handy style

•of stake that costs little yet looks neat,

•as well as providing a sure protection to

the plants when quite small.

The Silvery Pampas Grass.—The
waving silvery plumes of the Pampas
Grass (Gyuerium argenteum) make one of

the most pleasing features of the garden

an autumn. This year the plumes seem
later than usual in coming to perfection.

Some varieties are far more decorative

than others, and the only way to ensure

the best is to make a selection at the

present time. If the plumes are required

for indoor decoration, this is the time to

•cut them.

Buddleia variabilis and ButterQies.

One of the great charms of Buddleia varia-

bilis, especially the variety magnifica

'(illustrated on page 478), is that the

ilowers afford a great attraction to butter-

flies. Dr. Botting Hemsley, in a recent

letter, says :
" The Red Admiral butterfly

is a common visitor to the Buddleia, and
ithe Peacock an occasional one. Neither

of these butterflies has been observed on
any other plant in my garden." We have
also observed Painted Lady and Small

Tortoiseshells flitting around and settling

•on the blooms of the variety magnifica,

which, by the way, is the best of these

Buddleias. Our butterflies are so greatly

attached to the Buddleia that we are

almost led to wonder how they fared be-

fore the introduction of this Chinese shrub.

The Gardens of the Fatherland.—One little

item in " The Memories of the Fatherland," by
Miss Anne Topham, is of interest to those of us who
love gardening. The authoress says ihe real

German has a love for the beauties of Nature,

yet in all her travels she never found one well-

kept garden. Whereas the love of gardens is

almost universal in England, and it is a sign of

one of our most pleasant characteristics, the

Germans' entire lack of garden love is equally

significant. Miss Topham tells of a visit she paid to

a large country house near Danzig, and to her the

garden was nothing but a tangled wilderncis.

An Old Bulb Fancier.—James Justice, F.R.S.,

one of the Principal Clerks of Session in Scotland,

was what we to-day would term a " florist,"

whose modern parallels would have been either

the late James Douglas or the late Rev. F. D.

Horner. - He wrote " The Scots Gardeners'

Director" in 1754, of which a second and
posthumous edition was published in 1764. The
Hyacinth was his special favourite, and he gives

a long list of all the best varieties, with full de-

scriptions of their flowers and habits. It is most

interesting to note that the good or bad seed-

bearing properties of almost every one are care-

fully noted, exactly in the same way as we find

the same qualities mentioned with regard to the

different varieties in a modern up-to-date Daffodil

catalogue. The publication of Justice's book

and his enthusiasm for the Hyacinth did much
to make its culture very popular in Britain.

The Sweet Pepper Bush.—During September
Clethra alnifolia and the two varieties paniculata

and tomentosa are showy shrubs growing some

4 feet to 6 feet in height. Allied to the Heath
family, it is not surprising to find they thrive

best in a peaty soil. Cuttings made of the young
shoots root readily in a frame with a little bottom-

heat during late summer. The flowers are white,

deliciously iragrant, and borne at the ends of the

shoots in narrow racemes up to some 6 inches

long. The variety paniculata, as the name
suggests, has a branched inflorescence, and the

variety tomentosa is downy and flowers

a fortnight later. Natives of Eastern

North America, these Pepper Bushes are

said to have been first introduced as long

ago as r73j. though even to-day they are

grown in few gardens.

i^Can Hyacinths be Raised from Seed
' in Britain ?—As the proof of every

pudding is in its eating, there is no doubt

that the answer to the above question is

in the affirmative. James Justice, in the
" British Gardeners' Director," tells us

how he raised seedling Hyacinths which

equalled the best Dutch varieties. He
was an enthusiast, and wrote, " we might

vye with the Dutch Florists in raising

many beautiful seedlings of this flower

in Britain to the saving great sums of

money which are annually sent out of

the kingdom to purchase these flower-

roots." His procedure is, however, so

complicated and lengthy that if it, or

something like it, is a sine qua, non for

the production of good Hyacinth bulbs,

seedling raising is put quite out of the

question as a business proposition. It

would be of considerable interest if any

readers with practical experience would

tell us how they have fared in their

attempts.

WAVING PLUMES OF THE SILVERY PAMPAS GRASS.

*** Owing to ihe shortage of paper, readers who
have not already done so are asked to order THE
Garden to be delivered regularly by their news-
agent. Readers will thus obviate the waste con-

sequent on the issue of papers for chance sale, and
so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S TRUE WORK*

A
PAMPHLET is being widely distributed

in which the ^vriter deals, with some
severity, with the scientific and educa-

i tional work that is being carried on

^in the Society's Gardens at Wisley.

Though there may be points on which some horti-

cultural authorities are not in agreement with

all that is being there imdertaken or attempted,

j-et there can be no doubt that much of the work
is extremely helpful. The usefulness of the

trials, whether of flowers or vegetables, cannot

be denied. The fact of bringing together the

plants or produce of seeds of many growers enables

a careful and just comparison to be made in the

one place under conditions which are identical

—

a comparison that could not be possible by visiting,

as a Life Fellow suggests, a number of trial groimds

in different parts of the country, where the same

agree with the Secretary's letter of regret that

a Life Fellow, who has evidently thought deeply

and worked practically, sliould leave the ranks

of the society, especially at a time when those

ranks are seriously depleted by actual losses in

the war and by the many who are no doubt forced

to an unwilling resignation by cruel financial

pressure. Retvmiing to the scientific department

at Wisley, we hope, now that it has been estab-

lished, it will be considered of sufficient importance

to merit the whole and imdivided attention of its

staff of experts and receive full encotu'agement from

the Council and members of the society.

There is much in the latter part of the pamphlet

with which all will agree, such as what is said on

the evils of gra'fting where grafting is not needed
;

on the desirability of fruit trees and shrubs being

either on their own roots or, if grafted, grafted

on something closely akin ; and on the very desir-

able reduction in the nimibers offered in catalogues

of both fruits and vegetables. If we mistake

not, this reduction of kinds is just one of the aims

of the Wisley trials, for in the reports of the trials

CORRESPONDENCE
[The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

,
FLOWERS AND BUDS OF THE MACARTNEY ROSE.

varieties would not be brought together and
where, many of the conditions being widely diverse,

no fair comparative judgment could be arrived at.

The trials at Wisley of flowers also, such as Pansies,

Phloxes and Dahlias, have proved most helpful

to amateurs, who have gone round, notebook in

hand, making careful memoranda of such flowers

as Pansies, for instance, sent from nurseries as

widely apart as Middlesex and Midlothian.

Surely a Life Fellow deals less than fairly with

the society's work of scientific investigation

—

work whose purpose is to tell gardeners the nature

of the many insect and fungoid pests that assail

cultivated plant life and the ways of their pre-

vention or destruction. Does he also do justice

to the society by ignoring the value of the fort-

nightly shows and lectirres, when the whole of

the public that is interested in horticulture may
see all that is best to be had for gardens and learn

much that is distinctly useful ? We cannot but

• " The Eoyal Horticultmal Society's True Work."
by a Life Fellow of the Society. (Simpkin, Slarsliall
and Co. ; price 6d.)

we constantly see notes to the effect that some
supposed new variety is identical with an older

one.

With regard to the training of gardeners, a

Life Fellow says—no doubt rightly—that the

best way of learning is that of some years' appren-

ticeship ; but this means passing through several

gardens, and much must depend both on the

good will and the ability to teach of those under

whom a young man may be.

We can thoroughly agree with the wisdom of

a Life Fellow's remarks on the keeping apart

of the business of nurseryman and landscape

gardener. A nurseryman is a grower of plants
;

a landscape gardener must needs be an artist

with a totally different kind of education and
training, and though he must have a good laiow-

ledge of the uses of plants, shrubs and trees,

yet his business is one that is quite apart from

that of their production and multiplication.

The pamphlet concludes with some stimulating

remarks on the cooking of vegetables and the

best kinds of Apples.

Everlasting Peas.—In the notes on Lathyrus

(Everlasting Pea) which have appeared lately

in The Garden, there has been no mention of L.

rotundifolius, the orange red one, which is so

seldom seen. It is the most delightftil colour,

and so far superior in this way to the hideous

magenta one usually grown that it is a pity it is

not better known. It and L. latifolius White

Pearl are both most useful for cutting.—A. La T.

The Macartney Rose (Rosa bracteata).

—

It was with great pleasure that I read the little

note on this delightful Rose in your issue of

September 23, page 461. To my mind it is one

of the finest of all evergreen climbers, as it is really

much hardier than is generally supposed, and

will clothe a wall to the height of 20 feet or more

in a few seasons. Apart from its fragrant white

flowers and golden stamens, the flowers are so

pretty in the bud state; a point not mentioned

by your correspondent. Each bud looks like a

Filbert, being covered with deeply cut, downy
bracts. It is now flowering well, and, given

favourable weather, will continue to do so for

weeks to come.

—

Wavland.
Tender Shrubs on North Walls.—In the

issue of September 16 is an article on tender

shrubs on north walls. In it " H. C." quotes a

note of mine on Lapagerias. It may be of use to

some of your readers if I give a list of other shrubs

and climbers which do well here on, or do only

well on, north walls. They are Berberidopsis

corallina, Senecio scandens, Solanum crispum,

Actinidia chinensis (male and female), Ampelopsis

(Vitis) Henryi, Periploca graeca, Tropajolum

speciosum (best on the north side of a talt Box
or Yew hedge), Buddleia Veitchiana, Azara micro-

phylla, Akebia lobata, Lardizabala hiternata,

Cocculus carolinus, Berchemia volubilis, Caly-

canthus floridus, Crinodendron Hookeri, Mutisia

decurrens, Actinidia arguta, Escallonia macrantha

and Celastrus scandens.—L. H,, Nuneham Park,

Oxford.

Viola arborescens.—Last winter I wrote to

you to know if any of your readers could tell me
of success with this plant' in England. Mr. Hay
of Greenwich Park was good enough to send me
some seedlings. When they arrived I thought

they could not be of the plant asked about. They
have since flowered, and I have come to the con-

clusion that they are V. Nuttallii. Mr. Hay said

he gave away many other plants to your readers.

I wonder if any of them can tell me of their experi-

ence.—W. Herbert Co.x.

Underground Storage of Potatoes and Apples.
" Anne Amateur " need have no fear but that

the Potatoes she proposes burying underground

will be quite fresh and as eatable as newly raised

ones. It is not a new practice by any means,

but it never appears to have been largely adopted,

only a few people here and there having so treated

an occasional lot. I presume it has not been

thought worth while ; not sufficiently remunera-

tive, perliaps. "Anne Amateur" menlions the use

of tins. I have heard that the receptacles shotild

be wooden boxes. What does not seem to be known
so much about is that Apples can be so kept. My
father told me that if Apples were put in a wooden
bo.x with the lid securely fastened down and

buried a foot in the ground, they would re-

main sound and fresh for a long period ; whether
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longer than their usual keeping-time I do not

now remember, but I hope later to experi-

ment for myself. It would be interesting to hear

if any reader has tried the plan, and if so, what
is the effect on the keeping quality of the fruit

so treated.—C. T.

Hydrangea on the Shores of Lake Maggiore.

—

I am a subscriber to your interesting paper, and

think it might interest you to see the enclosed

photograph of a single plant of Hydrangea that

grows in my garden on this island. It is several

years old, and last year was not pruned, the result

being more flowers this season than it has ever

had before. Every twig had its truss of blossom

which in former years was not the case. I do not

know this autumn whether I ought to prune it.

I fear it may exhaust itself with this wealth of

bloom. I would be grateful if you could give

me the botanical name of the green herb Balm
of Gilead, which'is somewhat like

Verbena.

—

Vittoria d: Teano,

Isola San Giovanni, Pallanza, Lago

Maggiore. [We are indebted to

Princess di Teano for this note

and the beautiful picture accom-

panying it. The error of over-

pruning in former years is here

clearly demonstrated, but a certain

amount of pruning ii necessary as

a rule in order to induce the

growth of strong shoots, on which

the best heads of bloom are borne.

In English gardens Hydrangeas

are liable to injury by frosts in the

winter, and it is only in favoured

spots that it will attain anything

approaching its perfection on the

shores of Lake Maggiore. Ced-

ronella triphylla is the botanical

name of the Balm of Gilead,

although it vtas formerly known
as Dracocephalum canariense,

under which name it is still

known in many gardens. This

plant, cherished for the sweet

odour it emits from its leaves when
gently rubbed, belongs to the

Natural Order Labiateae.

—

Ed.]

Giant Galegas and Chrysanthe-

mums.—It IS kind of " T. A. W."
to recommend the giant Galegas.

I have not seen them. I can

imagine they might be effective

in a large garden, at consider-

able distance, but I much
doubt if I should care to grow
them in preference to the dainty

old-fashioned ones. Mere size never appeals to

me in flowers any more than in vegetables. In
this connection I here confess one of the many
misdeeds of my youth. Our gardener's delight

was to grow great solitary mops of Chrysanthemums
on a straight stalk, whereas I desired graceful

sprays to wear and to decorate the house. So
one autumn when he had just housed his " 'Mums,"
I, like the lady in an old ballad, " took a little

knife that was both sharp and keen," and,

slipping into the greenhouse unobserved, I very
carefully—er—ah—eliminated the crown buds
from all the white Chrysanthemums. The gardener
did not find this out for a few days, and I began
to hope he would think they had " gradually got

so." But one day he caught me in their vicinity,

and in awful tones the much-tried man said

:

" Miss Anne, I puts up with a good many of your

tricks, as you knows, but if you meddles with my
'Mums I shall'ave to speak to yer Ma." However,

I had privately confessed to my mother (and been

duly reprimanded), and she was so well pleased

a little later in November with the many graceful

table decorations I produced as a result of my
daring misdeed that to the gardener's great disgust,

she decreed that next year I might treat the other

Chrysanthemums in like manner, leaving only

about a dozen plants for the gardener to grow as

mops for his personal pleasure in the greenhouse.

—

Anne Amateur.

Scentless Musk.—With reference to Mr.

A. G. N. Launder's note on this in your issue of

S 'ptemb?r 9, he may be interested to know that the

question of the plant becoming scentless occupied

the attention of the Linnean Society at their

concluding meeting of the session in June last,

when a note was read from a ladv member residing

AN UNPRUNED HYDRANGEA IN AN ISLAND GARDEN.

at Torquay stating that the plant had been
observed by her for several years in running water
in the neighbourhood of Okehampton, on the

borders of Dartmouth. The president of the

society spoke of the fact that under cultivation

the plant had quite lost its original Musky smell,

and that it would be interesting to know whether
this escape had retained it. On obtaining speci-

mens of the plant from the actual source referred

to, where it was found growing fairly abundant
in a running stream,- it was found difficult to decide

whether any trace of the scent remained. Some
of those to whom it was submitted thought there

might be a slight reminder, while others decided

there was none. So that, whether under culti-

vation or otherwise, the question of scent still

remains one of doubt. That the plants from the

neighbourhood of Okehampton are the true

Mimulus moschatus there can be no doubt, the

determination having been confirmed at Kew.

—

John R. Jackson, Clarcntont, Lympstonc, Devon.

Auricula Solomon Page's Champion.—In

your remarks in The Garden of August 12,

page 392, you say that " Mr. C. Harman Payne
in The Garden of August 5, page 378, without

reference and speaking from memory, makes
the interesting statement that Solomon Page's

Champion in Auriculas is probably the oldest

surviving florists' flower. The interest would be

enhanced if the date of introduction were given."

In the Gardeners' Magazine, April 29, 1882,

there is a list and description of 275 Show
Auriculas, and among them is Page's Champion,
raised in 1841.

—

William Badcock, 43, Eastern

Av-'mie, Reading

American Gooseberry Mildew.—The destruc-

tive nature of this scourge induces me to refer to

it once more. If the bushes are

affected, no time should now be

lost in pruning back the young

wood, collecting it in a sheet, and

carrying it to the fire-heap and

destroying it at once. The surface

soil underneath the bushes should

also be scraped off and thoroughly

charred. Any infested fruits that

may have dropped will thus be

got rid of, thereby reducing the

chances of a recurrence next season.

In a somewhat belated circular-

letter, the authorities are now
recommending a strong spray of

lime-sulphur at this season. This

is sound advice and should be

carefully observed by all growers

having the disease on their

bushes. We are, however, still

approaching the problem of

stamping out this mildew with

somewhat half-hearted measures.

The periodical visits] of Inspect-

ing Officers may be a means of

spreading instead of repressing it

by passing from the examina-

tion of a badly infested area

to a garden which is quite clean,

and carrying the mildew on their

clothing. There is also the incon-

sistency of the Order to tip and

spray, and in some instances the

advice is to destroy the bushes

in one's garden, while bushes

by the wayside and in woods are

left untouched to distribute the

mildew again and neutralise all

attempts to get rid of it. The liver of sulphur

spray recommended some years ago is of little

use in checking the disease, and those who faith-

fully followed the instructions for its application

will, I am afraid, have very little to show for the

trouble and expense they incurred. Let those

who have been troubled with the disease this

season follow out the above instructions and

begin early next season, just before the leaf-buds

commence to burst, to spray with lime-sulphur and

continue it every three weeks until the fruits

are the size of large Peas, and they may be fairly

certain of securing a crop of clean, ripe fruit. Do
not spray while the bushes are in flower, and

remember that some varieties will not stand a

spray strong enough to arrest the mUdew ;
but

there are plenty of good sorts that take no harm

from its appUcation.

—

Thomas Wilson, Glamis.
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BERRIES
By Edward H. Woodall.

IN

these alpine regions around Chamonix,

where the winter is severe though the short

summer is hot, there are no Rambler Roses

to be seen in gardens, and the berry-bearing

shrubs and trees take their place so happily

that I am not at all sure we may not take a hint

or two for ourselves. The most surprising, of

covu'se, to English eyes is the brilliance and

abundance of the red-berried Elders, which at

I have seen a beautiful effect made by a pleached

alley of Moimtain Ashes very cleverly pruned and

trained so as to be full of fruit and yet tied down
to make a shelter from the sun. It is a thing

that needs renewing after ten or twelve years

when the trees get too woody and old, but at its

best it is as good a thing as any Rambler pergola

when Polygonum baldschuanicum is trained up
through it and its feathery panicles of flower

mingle with the clusters of the Mountain Ash.

I have never seen Clematis Flammula here, but

if that flowers in time it would be a delightful

addition with its sweet scent superadded. Poly-

THE GARDEN AT FRANT
COURT, SUSSEX

By Gertrude Jekyll.

FRANT COURT : THE SUNK TERRACE.

first sight look like some subtropical Hibiscus

or any otner scarlet-flowered shrub. When
grown on a north aspect and the shoots thinned

out as one would a Raspberry, the long fishing-rod

shoots, laden with their clusters of brilliant red

berries, hang over in the most picturesque way,
and are so beautiful that one regrets oiu: variable

climate in England does not permit them to

show their full beauty. In Scotland and the

North of England I have seen them fruiting,

but never in the least degree like these. The
fact that the finest berried specimens grow where

no ray of winter sun can touch them, and where
they are kept dormant till some time in the month
of May or even later, as was the case this year,

is eloquent of their needs, and shows that only

in the coldest and most alpine regions of England
are they worth planting for their berries. Perhaps
some people can say they can grow them well, but

thinning out the long shoots each autumn is an

important factor.

I have said there are no Rambler Roses to be
seen, but there are many pergolas and pleached

alleys—very necessary in hot summer days such

as we have had for weeks—and the clever way
in which the Weeping Ashes are trained, and
more particularly the Mountain Ashes, is worth

mention. Perhaps the light granitic soils cause

a more vigorous growth, but the effect is more
like Wistarias than Ashe?, so long and slender are

the shoots. Standard Mountain Ashes are planted

in the rear to give brightness and colour at intervals

and their clusters of berries are now in great

beauty. Two common things, yet the combination

and suitability to the surroundings and the climate

make it worth mention. In one or two instances

gonum baldschuanicum, therefore, and Mountain
Ash is a combination I shall hope to copy in the

North some day, and I think others may be tempted
to try their hand at it also.

At a considerable height up the mountain side

on dry, sunny knolls among the Fir trees, the

dwarf bushes of the Bear Berry (Arctostaphylos

Uva-Ursi) are covered with their pretty berries

in all tints of red, rose and creamy white as they

first begin to ripen, and are delightful things to

gather and bring down, so long do they last and
so ornamental in bunches with their small and
glossy leaves. To my surprise I have never come
across one single soul who knew what they were,

yet they are as common in the North of England as

they are here, though never so finely in berry nor so

large in the individual fruit. The Bear Berry would
certainly be worth planting in any Heath garden

if it will behave in the same way in England,

and it evidently lasts for weeks as an ornament.

It grows far higher up than the Bilberry and
likes a drier soil, yet it is so hardy that it ventures

down quite low in the valley, though it i? shorn

of its especial beauty of growth and berry, so

it must be difficult to kill on granitic soils at

least.

ROSE PRINCESS MARY
This brilliantly coloured shigle Rose is wonderful in

its freedom of flowering. My second crop of blooms
has been much larger than the first, and now the

plants have set a full crop of hips. For cutting

this is a gem. The blooms are borne on stiff, ercci

stems in clusters. The foliage does not show the

slightest sign of mildew. E. M.

A
SITE on a steep hill is alwai.'S interest-

ing, and, though it necessarily presents

some difficulties, it also offers oppor-

i tunities for ingenious invention and
' adaptation. Before the garden was

altered to its present form the pleasure ground

consisted of range after range of featureless and

uninteresting turf slopes, with paths

going straight down the hiU and

flights of stone steps at necessary

intervals. In the new arrangement

the steps were accepted as fixed

points, and it was evident that a

good deal of terracing would be

desirable. In more than one case

the very steep gradient necessitated

terraces in pairs running close

together, a path and narrow

border being all there was space

for between the foot of one re-

taining wall and the crown of the

one next below it. Where the slope

-was a little easier and one might

have a level of a little over 40 feet,

the plan was varied by having a wide

plat of turf, with three rectangiJar

tanks for Water Lilies spaced along

the length. The retaining walls,

of a good local stone, were built

" dry "—that is to say, without

mortar—for planting in the joints.

In every case, above each wall

there is a narrow border. Borders

4 feet to 5 feet wide were as much as the

space allowed, but it was enough to give space

for the planting of small bushy things, such as

garden Roses, hardy Fuchsias, Lavender, Rose-

mary, Olearias and so on, so that the low shrubs

form a living parapet and are not only interesting

in themselves, but give a sense of security. There

is another advantage in having a border immediately

above a planted wall, so distinct an advantage

that such an arrangement shotild always be. made
if possible. It is that it gives the opportunity of

making better harmonies of form and colour, the

wall plants and the top border plants being

grouped as one. Thus, if a scheme of grey and
purple is desired, the top border is planted with

bushes of Lavender of both the large and the

smaller kinds, with a bold group of Echinops

and with Clematis Jackmannii, not trained stiffly

up a post, but informally over strong Pea-sticks.

Then the top edge of the border and some of the

upper courses of the wall itself have a bold patch

of the grey-leaved Santolina, followed by cascades

of Cerastium and Rock Pinks, with Stachys and
pink-flowered Stonecrops. Earlier in the year

^

the grey-leaved plants are accompanied by
Aubrietia and dwarf Phloxes of pink and pale

lilac colouring. It is made a riJe, whenever it is

possible, to plant the top edge and the wall together,

the better to get size and dignity and the impression

of some definite intention.

Below the tank terrace the same difficulty of

the steep slope again occurred, but it was desired

to get some feeling of level and repose, and also

to provide a possible tennis lawn. It could only

be done by cutting deeply into the bank above

and building a 6-foot retaining wall, returned at
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both ends and dying out at the middle level,

with a portion of the steep bank left above, and

carrying the soil out over the lower ground with

a still higher retaining wall which shows from

below as a rectangular bastion the level of this

portion being fixed by a fine Oak tree beyond

the western end.

Below this the ground is no longer terraced
;

it is only traversed by turf paths set out at easy

gradients and passing diagonally from point to

point where access is desired. The greater part

of the ground is left in rough grass, in which there

afe informal thickets of Rambling Roses of the

wilder kinds and clumps of bushy Roses, such as

Sweet Briar, Scotch Briars and Rosa lucida.

Towards the lowest and coolest part of the slope

there are careful plantings of Azalea and Kalmia.

The illustrations show the new garden not yet

two years planted.

THE CHARM OF BOOKS
AND GARDENS
By C. Harman Payne.

TWENTY-SIX years ago an old acquaint-

ance of mine who has spent his life in

missionary work in China, knowing that

I was much interested in the Chry-

santhemum, sent me a copy of an old

Chinese book entitled 'The Flower Mirror,"

together with an English translation of that pan

of it which relates to the Chrysanthemum. It

must have been an important book on the

subject, because in 1900 a French author, M. J.

Halphen, published a translation of it under

the title " Miroir des fleurs : Guide pratique

du jardinier amateur en Chine au XVII. Sifecle."

My missionary friend says the

book was written by Ch'eng-Fu-iao

of Hu-nan in 1783. Whether it was

an original work or a re-edition of

a previous writer I do not know,

but -the query arises because M.

Halphen speaks of it as a seven-

teenth century work. The question

for present purposes is immaterial.

My friend's date is coninrmed by
Giles in his " History of Chinese

Literature," and there it must

stand. I draw attention to the

book because I know that there

are many readers and even con-

tributors to The Garden who will

greatly appreciate some of the

sentiments expressed by this old

Chinese author. Mankind, after

all, in spite of differences of age,

race or climate, has something in

common. And this son^fthing is

very often the delights of the

garden and of literature.

It would be easy to name a

few prominent horticulturists like

the Rev. Joseph Jacob and others

who will greatly appreciate the

sentiments expressed, not by " this

heathen Chinee," but by a man
who evidently experienced the same
delights as some of us " outer

barbarians " do to-day.

Giles says :
" In 1783 Ch'en

Hao-tzu, who lived beside the

western lake at Han-Chow, and 'called himself

the Flower Hermit, published a gossipy little

book on gardening and country pursuits,

under the title of ' The Mirror of Flowers.' It

is the type of a class often to be seen in the

hands of Chinese readers. The preface was

wri'tten by himself :
' From my youth upwards

I have cared for nothing save books and flowers.

Twenty-eight thousand days have passed over

my head, the greater part of which has been spent

in poring over old records, and the remainder in

enjoying myself in my garden among plants and
birds.'

"

Is not that a delightful confession, and am I

not right in saying that our friend Mr. Jacob

and others like him whom we could name, but

do not wish to disturb their modesty, can appreciate

this delightful old Chinaman's calm content ?

Ch'en Hao-tzu goes on to say :
" People laugh

at me and say that I am cracked on flowers and

a bibliomaniac, but surely study is the proper

occupation of a literary man, and as for gardening,

that is simply a rest for my brain and a relaxation

ill my declining years."

People have said the same of me. There is

nothing new under the sun, and probably no such

thing as original criticism. Perhaps they mav'

have said it of other literary contributors to The
Garden ; but what matters ?

" What," continues our Chinese author, " does

T'ao Ch'ien say ?

" Riches and -rank I do not love,

I have no hope of heaven above.

" Besides, it is only in hours of leisure that I

devote myself to the cultivation of Flowers."

For the information of the reader I may here

state that T'ao Ch'ien is the same person as T'ao-

Yuan-Ming, a very celebrated cultivator of the

Chrysantheijium who lived in a.d. 365—427,

and of whom I gave some particulars in my lecture

on "The Golden Flower" before the National

Chrysanthemum Society in October last.

Giles also tells us that Ch'ien Hao-tzu then

runs through the four seasons, showing how each

has its special charm. He then proceeds to deal

with times and seasons, showing what to do under

each month, precisely as do our own gardening

books ; and the reader lays down the book feeling

that the writer is not far astray when he says,

" If a home has not a garden and an old tree,

I see not whence the everyday joys of life are

to come." Nor, it may be added, do some of us.

NOTHING NEW UNDER THE SUN I

" Seedtape seeds are enclosed in a specially pre-

paredpaper tape impregnatedwith a special fertiliser.

The paper, like a wick, draws moisture to the seeds,

which are correctly spaced and germinate early."

So runs an advertisement in The Garden of

September 16. A few minutes after reading

this I pick up the Hort. Mrs. Evelyn Cecil's

" History of Gardening in England," and on

page 97 find a quotation from Thomas Hill's

"Gardeners' Labyrinth" (1608), wherein he

gives a quaint method of planting a hedge. The
gardener is to collect the berries of Briar, Brambles,

White horn. Gooseberries and Barberries, steep

the seeds in a mixture of meal, and set them to

keep until the spring in an old rope, " a long

worn roape . . . being in a manner starke

rotten. Then, in the spring, to plant the rope

in two furrows, a foot and a half deep, and three

feet apart. . . The- seeds thus covered

with diligence shall appeare within a month,

either more or less." Am I dreaming, or is there

truly nothing new ? The methods of these old-

time gardeners were rather quaint, but apparently

they are worth following. W. D.

PKANX COURT : THJ£ TENNIS LAWN.
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BUDDLEIA VARIABILIS
By W. Hotting Hemsley, V.M.H.

MONG the numerous beautiful Chinese

plants described by me diiring the last

forty

-^»

/ % years,
* ^ none has

given me greater

pleasure than the

Buddleia which I

I do not pretend to be able

all or any of these varieties,

them are very beautiful when
and it is a matter of

to distinguish

but m' St of

well grown,

taste which is the most

described

Journal

Linnean

Botany
page 120

in the

of the

Society,

XXVI.,

and gave

of

attractive.

The foregoing particulars are a prelude to a

brief account of my experience and experiment

n "'*---"ting Buddleia variabilis, which in Nature

is a vigorous,

m uch-branched
shrub, but under

artificial conditions

it may be grown

I standard or

the name
variabilis, in 1889.

The description

was drawn up

from a long series

of dried materials

collected by
Professor A. Henry

in the mountains of Ichang, Patung, and Nanto in

the Province of Hupeh, and by the Rev. E.

Faber on Mount Omei, Szechuan, at an elevation

of 6,000 feet. The specimens presented a con-

siderable range of variation in foliage, but I

detected no differential characters that I

considered of specific importance and I did

not attempt varietal classification from dried

specimens.

According to Nicholson's " Dictionary of Garden-

ing," Buddleia variabiHs was introduced into this

country in 1896. The result was a progeny of

varieties of very

unequal merit from

an ornamental
standpoint, several

of which received

names. B. varia-

bills V a r

,

Veitchiana (1902)

was perhaps the

first published, and

there is a figure

of it in the
Journal of Horti-

culture, 1902,
page 381, Whether

B. Hemsleyana,

published in 1903

as a jiistinct
species, really

merits that status

is doubtful. Other

ackn o wle dge d

varieties of B.

variabilis are

Wilsonii (1904),

magnifica {1905),

s u p e rb a (1908),

gigantea (1910),

amplissima (1911),

grandiflora (1012),

lilacina, perfecta

and rosea {1912).

These varieties

were brought out

or rai' ed by James Veitch and Sons, V. Lemoine

and Son and the Hon, Vicary Gibbs, and differ,

more or less, in habit, size and shape of

inflorescence, and size and colour of the flowers.

BUDDLEIA VARIABILIS MAGNIFICIA. IMuch reduced

against a high wall. I remember seeing in

1908 a very fine example covering the front of

a cottage at Abbotsbury, Dorsetshire. Two
rooted cuttings of this plant were among the

shrubs given me by Kew 10 help furnish my emp y

garden at Strawberry Hill, on my re.irement at

ihe end of the same year. The win er of 1908-9

was relatively severe, and one of .he cu-iings

perished. The o her grew freely and flowered

profusely in ihe summer of 1909. I. presen ed a

main siem wi,h la eral branches, .he lower ones

of which I cu: away, leaving the plant in the

form of a miniature tree. This habit I encouraged

from year to year, and now my tree has a trunk

4 feet high and 18 inches in girth, just below the

point from which spring six prim ry branches.

The crown is almost spherical, with a diameter

of about 15 feet, and is kept to this size by annual

pruning of the very numerous year's growths,

from 4 feet to 7 feet long. These yearly growths

are much branched, each branch bearing a number

of panicles, successively developed from the apex

downwards, the whole continuing in flower for from

four to six weeks. The panicles are dense, cylin-

drical, ciu-ved and tapering to the tip, and from

6 inches to 18 inches long, the terminal ones being

much the largest ; and the fragrant flowers, in

my variety, are a bright red lilac with a yellow

eye.

Perhaps the safest method of growing Buddleia

variabilis is against a wall with a south-east to a

north-west aspect ; but as a standard it is almost

incomparable. On account of the extreme brittle-

ness of the %vood

at the base of

the shoots it

demands a

sheltered situation.

Steady rains, as well

asviolentwinds, are

destructive, as the

woolly tomentum
of the leaves
holds a large
quantity of water,

sometimes of

sufficient weight

to break ofi the

bough. Neverthe-

less, Buddleia
variabilis is well

worthy of culti-

vation, both for

the beauty and

abundance of its

flowers, as well

as for the long

duration of its

flowering period,

at a season when
the majority of

flowering shrubs

are over. I have

a suspicion, how-

ever, t h & t an

unusually severe

winter will kill

it. Like its South

American con-

gener, B. globosa,

it readily responds

to changes of

temperature
during the cold

season. A mild

week in midwinter will cause it to put forth fresh

shoots, to be nipped the next week perhaps, and

replaced, maybe, two or three times during the

winter.

1
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BEAUTIFUL ROSE HEPS
There is a fine single-flowered Rose that all who
value the winter effect of the heps should plant,

and that is Sheilagh Wilson. It makes a gorgeous

sight in autumn and winter, and the heps are

so unlike any others of the Rose tribe. Here we

have huge clusters of splendid Pear-shaped fruits

of a scarlet apricot hue, extremely ornamental

in late autumn and winter, and I consider the

Rose worth growing for its heps alone. But

the flower is also very beautiful. It much resembles

that of Carmine Pillar, but with a distinct golden

aone at the base, and the variety is fairly perpetual.

It does not produce the gorgeous effect of Carmine

Pillar in June, but the perpetual-flowering trait

imakes it valuable for planting among the lovely

single Roses we now possess. I

think it absurd to class such Roses

as this Hybrid Teas. Possibly it

is a hybrid with a Tea Rose, but

we might well group such Roses

as hybrids without adding the

word " Tea," as such a defini-

tion must be misleading to the

novice. Danecroft.

JOTTINGS FROM A WELSH GARDEN
By a. T. Johnson.

THIS has been a year of extremes, and

extremes are bad for gardens and gar-

deners. Violent winds, excessive rains

and a low temperature, together a trinity

of evils grievous enough, gave place

about mid-July to a month of drought, during

which the sun shone witli a heat so fierce that,

despite every possible effort, many treasures

suffered beyond recovery. With mere lack of

moisture something can be done, but when the

Sun-god rises in such, strength and casts such

ROSE CHRISTINE
This was by far the most beautiful

<3f all the new Roses at the National

Rose Society's Autumn Show,

and, as mentioned in our report

last week, page 472, it was

the only variety to gain the

•coveted gold medal. The flowers

are of a lovely rich golden hue,

not unlike Rayon d'Or. The
foliage is hard and glossy, with

every appearance of making a

real good garden Rose. It was
shown by Messrs. S. McGredy and
Sons, Portadown, Ireland.

CALENDULA GRANDI-
FLORA

We have grown this annual for

some years now, but never has it

done better than in the present

season. We have cut hundreds

of huge flowers of a brilliant orange

red colour, and some of the flowers,

all of which were very double,

were about 3 inches to 4 inches

across. This plant began to

bloom here in June and has never

ceased since, and at the time of

.writing (late September) there are

stiU numerous flowers. We find

it is best to sow a pot of seed in March in gentle

heat, and prick out the seedlings into boxes of soil

in a frame as soon as large enough. Then in

early May we plant them out of doors, after harden-

ing off, 6 inches to 9 inches apart each way.

It is very necessary to get them out early, or they

easily become " leggy," but a vacant, bed or two
is available for them in most gardens, except, of

course, when every bed is full with spring bedding

plants till the end of May. In that case, sow a

week or two later and give the seedlings air on

aU occasions. The display soon ceases if

the dead heads are not picked off the plants very

frequently, but it is well worth the time spent on

this, for they will bloom on tiU the frost comes.

Weetwood, EccUsall, Sheffield, E. T. Ellis.

THE NEW GOLD MEDAL ROSE CHRISTINE.

burning rays upon the earth that petal and leaf

are literally scorched as by fire, when old trees

droop through fear and the embers of summer
begin to smoulder among the Bracken before

August is in, then one is helpless, one is sad.

Much of our summer garden, cut off in its prime

like the wicked, is now a mere wraith of its former

self.

There was a time when it partially rallied.

That was under the genial influence of a steamy

week of Mushroom weather. A Clematis Jackmannii,

which had all but given up hope, then threw a

canopy of glacier white over the warm red tiles

of a bay window. Its big brother, C. Henryi,

lit up with ivory stars the funereal purple of a

departing relation. Down below, Ceanothus Gloire

de Versailles, that had nearly expired, sun-lover

as it is, tookfresh courage ; and Diplacus glutinosus

showed its appreciation of the humidity by dis-

tilling afresh the old sweet spices of its native:

hills. A veteran Rose W. A. Richardson hastened

into its " second impression," lest this uncertain

year should not afford it an autumn opportunity

sufficiently favourable, and that without having

been revised with the pruning scissors—a tonic

which we never fail to administer in late summer.

A colony of Neme'sias, opal-tinted, which had been

selected for carrying on a little

tale in blue, left unfinished by the

untimely death of the Forget-me-

nots, succeeded remarkably well

;

and the bells of Phacelia campanu-
laria chimed those rich, deep notes

which Gentiana acaulis usually

affords us after a midsummer rest.

Against a bank of Ivy a clump

of Tiger Lilies, which all along

has defied the elements, raised its

spires to the noble height of nearly

7 feet and bore upon each some
twenty-seven to thirty blossoms of

wonderful size and texture. Some
Lilium chalcedonicums which had
delayed their coming blazed in

burnished scarlet against a back-

ground of Chrysanthemum maxi-

mum Mrs. Lowthian Bell. Lilium

longiflorum shone with horns gf

crystal among the rich greenery

of dwarf Rhododendrons. But it

is the Tiger who is the Lily of

autumn's golden hour. It is her

gleaming torches which most fitly

illumine the mists that gather in

the wake of summer's passing

splendour and glows in the

smouldering fires of the " maturing

sun." And, what is more, she

never fails us.

The glory of this happy reprieve,

however, was doomed to be short-

lived. Heavy thunder rains beat

upon a tender and sappy growth.

Cold and yet colder nights con-

spired to complete the destruction,

and in a few brief days the sou'

of our summer garden had fled

" Brilliant hopes all woven in

gorgeous tissues " we shall inscribe

on'the tablet to its memory. " No
flowers ' is the melancholy echo of its farewcD

song.

Yet there are strangers who, in passing by,

still stop to look over the oaken gate. Arrested

by a blast of fragrance from those horns of crystal,

or by a glimpse of crimson Begonias whose soil-

spattered faces are hanging for very shame, they

tell us, unconscious of the sting, that we have a

very lovely garden. Now, were it not for the

evident sincerity of these observations, we, who
have so unwillingly had to adopt the role of imder-

takers, might imagine such eulogies to be intended

to convey other than a literal meaning. But if

these kind remarks—and they are kind—do

hurt a little sometimes, we try to believe that it

is, after all, as beautiful as they say it is. We
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try to persuade ourselves to crush that miserable

worm of wounded ambition within us, which we
know is alone responsible for our dejection, and
to apply a philosophic top-dressing to the sweet

uses of adversity.

It may be a simple, if monotonous, business

to bed-out your spring border like a Dutch bulb

farm, or to debase the good name of gardening

with those " turgid mosaics " of some public

parks (yea, and of a few private domains), which

remind one of the old-time prints of blue and red

soldiers, square and stiff on parade. But is it

not just one's endeavour to steer clear of such

terrors that distracts ? Veronica, who can stand

the strain with apparent equanipiity, if not with

a little relish, sometimes tells me that I lack imagi-

nation, or that my faculty of organisation has

lost its edge. That is when, surrounded by
bags of bulbs, labels, tools, little white sticks,

fertilisers, pest-killers, catalogues, rain threatening,

a quantity of bare and rather wet earth, a few

bowls, bags of fibre, bits of charcoal, cans of water,

and other things in great assortment and not a

little confusion, she sets to work with such com-
mendable calm and self-control.

Indeed, in the midst of this place of fear, have
I not seen her toying with a Chionodoxa bulb

as though she could see in its shrivelled husk
fair visions of spring's daintiest bridesmaids,

all in their snow white kirtles sashed with blue ?

And this while a mischievous wind was getting

all the white sticks into their wrong places and
the SciUa bulbs were playing marbles with a tumult

of autumn leaves. Have I not seen her under

these trying circumstances leisurely weighing

a fat Sir. Watkin on the palm of her hand, and
marvelled that she should bestow upon his alder-

manic waist no less enthusiasm than that which
she bestowed upon her first trout ? It is then

that I feel myself physically and mentally giving

out. Nevertheless, rent between the contending

forces which flank me with colour arrangement

on one hand, the bewilderment of numbers on

the other, and a lingering tag of sometliing at

the rear which denies me the relief which running

away might bring, I crawl in feebleness and
humility through this annual baptism of bulbs.

In vain and in sorrow did I once plead. " Is thy

servant a dog that he should be chastened thus ?
"

But in penitence have I learned to submit.

Happily, however, there are symptoms that

if we do not love our spring garderi of bedded-

out bulbs less, we love the things of the wild garden

more and increasingly more. Thus, instead of

being torn between the necessity of uprooting a

border of Antirrhinums, which, with fair weather,

will give us bloom nearly up to Christmas, and
the desirability of getting the bulbs out of their

sawdust in good time, we can, with an easier

conscience than we once possessed, wander into

the woodland to see how the autumn Cyclamens
are getting on.

It is among the mossy roots at the base of great

Oaks that these Neapolitan beauties are now
blooming, and very elegant do they look in their

deep crimson and soft rose pink in such a setting.

Close by them is a colony of Hepaticas. Some
of these, thrown out of their ireckoning by the

abnormalities of the meteorological department,

have lost their way, for they are to-day thrusting

forth their little silken fists, and with half-closed

eyes seem to be da5'-dreaming of Snowdrop hours

and the early thrush. Any moment, hereabouts,

the Autumn Crocus sativus will spontaneously

appear among the trailing Ivy ; very chaste will

Crocus Hadriaticus be in satiny white and scarlet

where the Dog's-tooth Violets lay ; while C.

speciosus and others will make a mosaic of violet

and gold, purple and scarlet and white in the grass

where the first acorns are falling. Nor do we
forget that Ivied slope where, in a blaze of golden

sunlight between the rusting Fern, Sternbergia

lutea is awakening in readiness to greet the " calm

and deep peace " of old October.

TWO YEAR OLD SETS WITH GROWING TUBERS.

NOVEL POTATO
PRODUCTION

FEW people are aware of tho following

system of growing young Potatoes,

during the autumn and winter months.

This novel method of Potato culture

is so simple that the merest amateur
can scarcely fail to be successful in his first

trial. Like a good many other things, it was
found out quite accidentally, Mr. G. Stanton,

at one time steward of Park Place, Henley,

being the fortunate discoverer. He came across,

it in this way : The establishment of which he had
charge being a large one, a considerable quantity

of Potatoes are stored each year. When the-

tubers are lifted they are carted to some chalk

caverns, of which there are several on the estate,

and there placed on the floor in heaps. Thes?
caverns are, of course, perfectly dark. Now
the crop thus garnered a few years ago was a
particularly large one, far more Potatoes being

stored away than could be possibly used. On
previous similar occasions any surplus had been
given away when the following season's crop

was lifted. Accordingly, in July of the succeeding

year, preparations were made for the removal of

all the old Potatoes remaining. It was then

discovered that many of the old tubers were
simply covered with tiny new Potatoes, very

small certainly, but real Potatoes, nevertheless.

The most promising of these tubers were selected

and placed singly on the floor of another part

of the cavern, a little finely sifted dry soil being

lightly sprinkled over them. About a month
afterwards it was found that the budding Pota-

toes had increased very much in size, and were,

in fact, big enough to gather for the table. They
were found to be very much superior in quality

to young Potatoes grown in the ordinary manner,

being almost entirely free from waxiness. So
satisfactory were the results of these experiments

that arrangements were made for a large number
of old tubers to be placed on rough wooden
shelves and arranged in the manner indicated.

Throughout the autumn and succeeding winter

the needs of the establishment were fully met
by young Potatoes produced in this novel manner.

It is found that the old tubers will go on pro-

ducing small Potatoes for a long time, often

until they have little left but the skin. After

all the biggest new Potatoes have been picked

off the old tubers, they are placed once more in

the mould, the tiny ones being ready for gathering

at a later date, thus giving a succession. It is

strange that practically no leaf or root action is

made from the old Potatoes.

Satisfactory results have been obtained from

Potatoes grown in this manner in Mushroom-

beds, or in frames with a little heat, although

artificial warmth does not appear necessary.

Anyone who can find a dark, dry corner with

a fairly even temperature c4n grow Potatoes in

this manner, only the place must be perfectly

dark. Those thinking of experimenting in this

direction should procure some old Potatoes of a

fail size, as they should be started soon. The
kind which gave the satisfactory results detailed

wf.s Windsor Castle, though probably any maincrop

or late varieties would do as well.

A little care should be exercised in the cooking

of these Potatoes. It is very important that they

should be slowly boiled in a saucepan for seven or

eight minutes, and after that steamed until done.
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HOW TO GROW ONIONS
FOR KEEPING

By Clarence Ponting.

SOME QUERIES FOR C. F. ADAMS

OH
dear ! Oh dear ! There go all

i our cherished ideas on the correct

I method of growing Onions. Ever
' since I possessed a garden I have

laboured under the false impression

that really big Onions were the result of autumn
sowing, with a transplantation into a bed of

rich' soil in the spring months. But here comes

one, C. F. Adams, who with one fell swoop says,

" Away with them."

Now, let me at the very commencement
inform my readers that I have always been ' of

the opinion that Onions were not really a profit-

able crop, when everything is taken into account.

There is the cost of the seed, which when Ailsa

Craig is chosen runs to 2s. an ounce. This quantity

of seed will require some half a ton of manure
at 3s. 6d. the half load, a bag of soot at is., and

some 2S. worth of approved artificial manure.

For 8s. 6d. one could purchase enough Onions

to " make a beast of one's self," as my young
hopeful would say. Wherein, then, comes the

wish to grow Onions ? I sincerely hope that
" Anne Amateur " (whose delightfully chatty

letters and articles I always enjoy) will not read

these lines. The real reason why I spend 8s. 6d.

upon my Onion bed is because I simply delight in

trying to grow big Onions.

There, the secret is out ! What has Mr. Adams
to say with regard to his method of growing

keeping Onions ? I notice that he carefully

avoids all mention as to the weight of crop and
size of his Onions. I can see those Onions in

my mind's eye—^just the sort that " Anne
Amateur " would glory in producing

;
just little

chaps 3 inches to 4 inches round, and so strong

in flavour as to bring tears of gladness to one's

eyes when they are prepared for the pot. I

have tried Onions grown under the " do not thin "

method, and know that they will push each

other out of the soil. So will the transplanted

ones if they are correctly spaced upon a really

good bed.

There is one question which I would like to

put to Mr. Adams, and that is, how does he manage
to keep the weeds down through the season without

the aid of a hoe, more particularly dmring the

period when one is awaiting germination ? I will

give him a very simple method by which he need
never put a hoe upon his ground all the season.

It is this and nothing more : A week before sowing

his seed, let him cover his bed with rough salt

and soot until the soil cannot be seen through

it. Then dig this in and sow the seed a week
later. I always adopt this method, and weeds

do not make their appearance until almost

harvesting time, when they can be ignored. The
dressing of salt does not afiect the germination

of Onion seed in the slightest degree, but weed
seeds it appears to kill outright, also our enemy
the Onioc maggot.

Anotheri question I might ask is, does a really

well-grown large Onion keep as long as the small,

crowded ones ? I have found very little difference

between them, provided the Onions are well

ripened, and this can always be ensured by either

growing the plants from an autumn sowing or

VIEW OF CAVE WITH OLD TUBERS ON ROCK.

raising the seed in boxes in a heated frame or

house in January.

This year, however, a peculiar effect was observed

by myself and another Onion-grower living some

thirty miles away from me regarding autumn-

sown Onions, and perhaps some reader might

say what caused it. The seed was of Bedfordshire

Champion, sown early m August and left outdoors

all the winter. In spring these plants, which

were nice healthy ones, were transplanted into

a rich bed, and a shower watered them in nicely.

After this they made no more "grass," but

slowly formed Onions about the size of a Shallot,

and never got any larger. My friend's were not

from the same batch of seed, but failed in exactly

the same manner.

Some might say that it was the fault of the

soil, but seed sown upon a portion of the same

bed in March resulted in some of the most satis-

factory Onions that I have ever raised, and have

now (September 14) just been taken up to store.

Everybody agrees that the Onion bed must be

made hard, but the question of autumn or spring

sowing is one which might be thrashed out in

these colimms. Do the autumn-sown Onions

keep as long as, or longer than, spring-sown

ones ? In theory they ought to do so, as

the crop ripens when the sun is still powerful

and keeps the tops free from mildew. On the

other hand, one will find growers who say that

autumn-sown Onions have to be used up quicldy

or they will rot.

The Tripoli section are usually sown during

the autumn months, and these do not seem to

keep as well as might be desired, yet they are

universally listed in the seed catalogues as " an

excellent keeping Onion."

Now, Ailsa Craig will stand the winter in the

Southern Counties when sown in the open during

the autumn, and such bulbs will keep very

well, provided they are not attacked by disease.

But, marvellous to relate, one meets with

growers who will revile Ailsa Craig as a keeping

Onion. Whence this difference of opinion ?

Probably those who have found Ailsa Craig Onions

bad keepers have " blown them up " to the size

of footballs with frequent applications from the

liquid manure pot, and under these conditions

one cannot expect them to keep. Therein lies

the secret of failure in keeping Onions, and not

in the use of artificial manures.

Provided artificial manures are added when
preparing the ground, they will not affect the

keeping properties in the slightest. It is the

" blowing out " of Onions by the repeated appli-

cations of artificials during the growing period

which affects their keeping properties.

Mr. Adams will shiver under a snowstorm of

protesting letters, I venture to predict.

NARCISSUS BLACKWELL

The illustration on page 482 shows one of the

best all-round semi-modern varieties of Narcissi.

Both indoors and outdoors it is a most effective

plant on account of the very pronounced red

colouring of its somewhat long and narrow

corona or cup. It has the distinction of being

one of the few noij-faders, and this quality it is

unnecessary to enlarge upon. It is a great asset.

Blackwell like - a soil which is on the light side.

It is an early flowerer. As the price has lately

come down very considerably, it is within the

reach of many more than it was even a couple

of seasons ago. It belongs to the incomparabilis

section with yellow perianths, and was raised by

the old original Backhouse. It must, however,

be one of the last of his productions that saw

the light of publicity.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Early Vinery.—It it is intended to start the

Vines in November, the necessary pruning and

cleaning must be done without further delay.

The shoots should be pruned hack to two

eyes the rods thoroughly cleansed, and, if

mealy bug is present, it will be advisable to rub

of£ all the loose bark and then scrub the rods

with a strong solution of some insecticide. The

interior of the house may be washed and the walls

whitened with lime. The borders will need

attention, first by removing a

thin layer of soil, and then replac-

ing it with fresh material, such as

good fibrous loam and a sprink-

ling of bone-meal.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Grease-Banding.—This import-

ant operation must be carried out

early next month, using good
grease-proof paper and Cooper's

Tactile to trap the females of the

winter moth. Where trees are tied

to stakes, they should be treated

the same.

Root-Pruning.—in the nesir

future root- pruning may begin if

anv of the trees have been un-

fruitful through an excess of vigor-

ous growth. Young trees may be

lifted and replanted. Old trees

will not require such drastic treat-

ment, and a trench should be dug
about 4 feet deep, and 6 feet or

•so from the stem. All strong roots

must be severed, especially those

going in a downward direction

and without fibrous roots. This

will generally be sufficient to

check the robust growth and be

the means of the tree producing
fruit-buds. Once the tree begins

to bear freely, there is not, as a

rule, further trouble in this

direction. Keep the fibrous roots

as near the surface as possible,

and a little fresh soil may be
helpful to old trees.

The Kitchen Garden.

Dried Herbs.—If these are

required they should be cut when
showing for flower. To secure the

flavour the drying must be gradual,

and a cool, dry room where plenty

of air can be admitted will be found
the best place.

Herbs for Forcing.— Some
herbs, especially Mint, are always
in demand, and a few roots may
be lifted and placed in boxes, which
should be put in heat as required.

Another method is to lift the roots

and arrange them on a gentle hot-

bed, a practice to be recommended
where a quantity is required, but
for a small garden a box or two
will suffice.

French Beans. — A sowing
of Osborn's Forcing may be
made in pots, which should be arranged in a

moderately warm house where the surroundings
are kept moist. When the seeds have germinated,
place the pots near the roof-glass and do not
water them to excess. Syringe the plants daily

to prevent an attack of red spider.

The Flower Garden.

Gladioli.—The bulbs may be lifted with the

growths attached, and after tying them in small
bundles they can be suspended in an airy shed
to dry off. Later on they may be looked over
and the bulbs placed in boxes until it is time to

replant them.

Heucheras.—In addition to H. sanguinea
there are several delightful kinds which are

valuable for cutting. They may be raised from

seed or cuttings, the latter being taken iiow

and inserted in sandy soil in a cold frame. Old

plants that have their rootstocks exposed may
be top-dressed with a mixture of loam and

leaf- mould.

Bedding Plants.—If the supply of cuttings of

•Pelargoniums is deficient, it will be necessary

to lift some of the old plants and pot them up for

next season. It is not advisable to leave such

work too late, as a frost may occur at any time.

Stock plants of Heliotrope, Salvia patens. Fuchsia,

Verbena Miss Willmott and Lantana must also

and decayed cow-manure. Stand the plants

where thev will receive plenty of light, and do not

prune them until a few weeks before they are

brought under glass. Very little fire-heat will

be needed at first, but after a week or two the

temperature can be raised slightly.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castlcjord, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

NARCISSUS BLACKWELL. {Sec page 481.)

be secured. A good plan is to keep a few back

in May and pot them on.

Plants Under Glass.

Clarkias.—These are ideal subjects either for

conservatory work or for cutting, and two good
kinds are Fire King and Salmon Scarlet. Seeds

mav now be sown and the seedlings raised in a

cool greenhouse. Pot off as required, and grow
the plants cool throughout, keeping them close

to the roof-glass at all times.

Schizanthus and Mignonette.—Another sowing

should be made to produce a succession of bloom.

Both may be kept in a cold frame until frosts

are severe

Roses in Pots.—These may be repotted or

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Spring Cabbages.—If the Onion crop has been
secured, the ground should be cleared of weeds
by hoeing and raking. No digging or loosening

of the ground is necessary. The
Cabbage plants for the spring

supply should now be planted on
this quarter as soon as possible.

Draw the drUls 2 feet apart and
allow a space of about 15 inches

between the plants
;

puddle the

roots in a mixture of soot and
water, and see that they are

properly firmed with the dibble.

Should ' the weather be dry, with
hot sun, one soaking of water may
be necessary to enable the young
plants to make a good start. As
I stated in an earlier calendar, the

most reliable varieties I have
found for planting at this season

are Sutton's April. Flower of

Spring, and Harbinger.

Celery.—This crop requires fre-

quent attention at this season.

Earthing up should be conthiued

as the plants grow. It is im-
perative that the soil should be
tolerably dry and finely piUverised,

and the same care taken that no
particles of soil reach the centres

of the plants.

Spinach.—The main sowings of

Winter Spinach should now be far

enough advanced to allow' of

the plants being thinned out

from 2 inches to 3 inches apart.

Take advantage of a dry day
to run the hoe between the lines,

and give frequent dustings of soot

in gardens that are badly infested

with slugs. Should the earliest

sowing grow too freely during

the late autumn, the largest leaves

may be picked off, whether they

are required for use or not.

Kidney Beans.—A sowing of

these may now be made in pots

for winter supplies. These will

only be successful, however,

where a suitable house is pro-

vided—a light, airy structure with

a good command of heat. Seven-

inch pots may be used at this

season, allowing from six to eight

plants for each pot. When the

young plants are about 3 inches

high, thev should be placed near

the glass, on a shelf, if possible,

where the syringe can have free

play on the under side of the

foliage. As growth proceeds they

will require to be supported with

twigs to keep them in an upright position. Osborn's

Forcing still maintains its reputation as a good

variety for earliest use.

The Flower Garden.

Bedding Plants.—Continue to put in cuttings

of the remainder of the bedding plants. This

month should see the bulk of this work com-

pleted. The earliest of the tender subjects should

now be well rooted ;
these can be removed to more

airv quarters and the propagating-frame used

for' the later batches. Hardier subjects that are

better for being propagated annually, and that root

and winter in cold frames, include Violas, Veronicas,

Thymus, Alyssura, Heuchera, Anthemis, Lavender,

Rosemary, Monarda, Anchusa, &c. The latter by
careful propagating may ha\e its flowering periodi

top-dressed with a compost of good fibrous loam I
extended considerably, and as this plant may be
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entirely killed out in a severe winter, it is advis-
able to lift a portion of the stock annually. Young
growths with a portion of the rootstock attached
root freely and provide plants for early flowering,
while the thongs when cut up in lengths and
placed in a sandy compost produce plants which
will continue to iiower till late autumn.
Wall Climbers.—These have been growing

rapidly of. late, but have now mostly completed
their growth. Those shoots required for next
season's flowering should be carefully supported,
and all others, as well as old and useless wood,
removed, so that the young growths may have the
full benefit of light and air to become matured
before the winter.

The Rock Garden.—A good deal of cleaning
up in the rock garden will be necessary this month,
removing weeds and decayed leaves, cutting
back strong growers, as well as planting where
necessary. It is not advisable, however, to plant
much at a later date, for the plants must be estab-
lished before winter. A few of the spring-flowering
bulbous subjects may still be planted, such as the

.
small-growing Narcissi, Scillas, Chionodoxas, Grape
Pyacinths and Snowdrops. Various Anemones
may also be included, as these form brilliant
patches of colour.

Fruit Under Glass.

Fumigating.—Vineries and Peach-houses, as
soon as they have been cleared of the fruit, should
be thoroughly fumigated to arrest any further
spread of red spider or thrip. The conditions
necessary for the ripening fruit are also favourable
for the rapid increase of these pests, which at that
time cannot be treated with insecticides. One
or other of the nicotine fumigating compounds
is the safest and most efficient means of treating
red spider or thrip. Its first cost is relatively
high, but if judged by results it is quite as economi-

" cal as, and generally more efficient and simpler
in its application than, any other.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

THE AUTUMN ROSE SHOW
By " Anne Amateur.'

SOME UNPROFESSIONAL IMPRESSIONS.

I

NEITHER know nor care two pins about
" points " or prizes, nor am I acquainted
with the names of any judges or exhibi-

tors, so here record, without bias, the

impressions of a very ignorant amateur who
loves flowers, but has not visited a Rose
show for several years'. Naturally, I made
my way very soon to the " bowls of Roses

"

by lady amateurs. But oh, what a disappoint-

ment awaited me! The so-called "bowls"
looked like those hideous things on which farmers
stand ricks to keep rats at bay. It does lady
amateurs immense credit that they make flowers

look passable in such ugly receptacles. As it

is, they manage to present prim bouquets like

those in florists' shop windows. Nevertheless, one
lady—Mrs. L. Colston Hale—achieved an artistic

triumph with a clever blending of difficult and
unusual colours, most exquisitely arranged. (Of

course, it did not secure a prize ; too daringly

unorthodox, I guess.) I was not alone in my
opinion, for while I stood admiring it I heard
several others expressing, a similar judgment.
Far otherwise were the " bowls of Roses " I recall—
great Oriental china punchbowls, green, blue and
gold, mounted on curved, carved stands of Cherry
wood and ,brinaming over with mingled masses
of Roses, in which one might bury one's face

and draw a long enjoying draught of fragrance.

Ah—h—h ! How different from those

Stiff and spiky *' touch me not

Or you will upset the lot
"

bowls at the show ! Among the Roses that

excelled in beauty on the stands were Lady
HiUingdon (with its charming contrast of flower

and foliage), Irish Elegance and Fireflame ; while

the one that made a jarring, discordant note

everywhere was Mme. Edouard Herriot (alone,

in a garden, it is another thing). At the show
it looked like a naughty, quarrelsome child,

scarlet and screaming, that ought to be put in a

corner by itself. Lady Pirrie, of similar tints,

but paler, is a refined and beautiful flower. Red-

Letter Day is very decorative, but lacks perfume.

Princess Mary adds this charm to brilliant beauty.

A Rose which struck me as rather out of the

common was Constance, a round, Cabbage-shaped

yellow Rose. Cheerful does not maintain its

name. It opens cheerfully, but when fully blown
looks dull and sorry. It lacks Shakespeare's
" merry heart " that " goes all the way." Sun-

burst is beautiful and well named
;
just the coloiu:

of a golden dawn at the moment the sun rises.

Melody has a delicately pure pale yellow tint.

I found myself fascinated by Queen of the Musks.

It looked like a dear little baby, too young to be

at the show among all the grown-up Roses. I

felt it ought to be in a toy perambulator together

with Tiny Tim, another baby Rose. Unlike these

was a poor little flower which seemed to suffer

from a combined attack of jaundice and measles

(I think its surname was Resal or Messimy).

As a family nurse I should isolate it in a bowl

of disinfectant, and not bring it to the show.

I did not admire Mrs. Salmon, but thought it a

large, coarse, vulgarised version of a wild pink

Rose ; and Old Gold I found almost as ugly

in shape and colour at the show as I thought it

at Allington earlier in the year. Roses which

appear to greater advantage in the garden than

at the show are General Macarthur, A. Hartmau,
Orleans, beautiful Mrs. C. Pearson, and last, but

not least, dear old Mrs. John Laing.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—T/^e Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers ivko desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be^

and loith that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

pa<:ked in damp grass or moss, not cotton-ivool, and flowering

shoots, where possible^ sliould be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
PLANTING PERENNIALS AND SHRUBS (R. M.).—

The whole of the plants named in your list, both herba-
ceous perennials and shrubs, may be planted now or
in the ensuing month, October. If intended for the
open ground, Corydalis nobilis should be given a cool
spot in sandy peat or very sandy loam, the Dielytra a
po.sition sheltering it from early morning sun following
spring frosts, and Lupinus arboreus either a wall space,
where it could be trained, or a right-angled corner in a
southerly position, where it might form a bush at will.

The Hieracium is of a rather weedy nature and should
not be allowed to seed. Of the shrubs, the only one
calling for a sheltered place in your Northern district is

Buddleia globosa. This should be given a warm, sunny
exposure, and be planted in deep, well-drained loam or

one freely mingled with old ceiling plaster or mortar
rubble. The Hibiscus should also be in a sunny place,
tlioiitiii nt.a^ding no shelter.

SPRING BEDDING {A. B. R.).~lf we understand your
litter riglitly, that the beds have their surfaces wholly
carpeted with the plants named, we would suggest that
Sutton's Fire King or Giant Blood Red Wallflower be
uwi'd for the beds carpeted with Araois, and Orange
B<fdder with the Pansies. If the latter are of the Tufted
class—that is, " bedding Violas," so called—these would
continue flowering long after the Wallflowers had finished.

J.f the six beds referred to constitute a design on the
terrace, we would further suggest that they be treated
equally, three of each, and not in the unequal way you
now suggest. If, however, the beds are not linked up
in one design, but widely separated, the latter suggestion
would not apply. You do not say whether the single
or double flowered Arabis is being employed ; that last

named would, however, be best. The planting should
be taken in hand now, introducing the Wallflowersjflrst
and subsequently the carpeting plants.

TURKISH TULIP {Tulbend).—'ilhQ name Turkish Tulip
is applied to Tulipa acuminata, syn. T. cornuta. It is,

as the illustration shows, a very quaint species ; its native
country is unknown. The flowers are more curious than

TULIPA ACUMINATA, THE TURKISH TULIP.

beautiful, with long wiry segments, but it is an interesting

plant, and it is nice to have a little group of it in the rock
garden or flower border. The Lady Tulip is Tulipa
Clusiana, from the Mediterranean region.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
PRUNUS PISSARDII (P. T.).~W& have no previous

record of Prunus Pissardii fruiting so far north as

Aberdeenshire, and it is interesting to learn that your
tree has borne a fruit this year. It may, of course, have
fruited in northerly gardens and not been recorded.

It is at the best of times a shy fruiter in the British Isles,

and individual trees, even in the South, rarely bear more
than a few fruits. It is probable that the early date at

which the tree flowers, and the changeable weather usually

experienced at that time, may prevent the fruits setting.

ARUNDINARIA METAKE {S. W.). — Arundinaria
M6take, or, correctly, Arundinaria japonica, grows natur-

ally into a very dense, compact plant. It can be made
lighter by well thinning out the branches each spring.

During early April, before the young culms are far

advanced, cut away a considerable number of the older

branches right down to the ground line. By doing that,

the appe-aranee of the plant can be improved considerably.

If any clumps have to be transplanted or divided, the

work ought to be done about the middle of May, for at

that time the plants most quickly recover from root

injury.
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VARIEGATION IN VERONICAS (C. J.).—The IcavLS
of the common Veronica do not oftt'n appL-ar variegated

.

The shoots you mention are abnormitl, and are what are

technically "termed "sports." If they will possess any
commercial value depends upon whether the variega-
tion improves and is constant ; at present, from what
one can judce from the leaves sent, plants with such
variegation would be decidedly less beautiful than the
typical green-leaved bush. If, however, the variegation

improves and green shoots do not appear, some nursery-
man may give a little for the stoclc, although it is not
likely to be very valuable, variegated-leaved shrubs
being so common that it must be a really fii'st-rate subject
to be of any considerable vahie.

THE SCARLET TRUMPET HONEYSUCKLE (J. R. B.).

This is one of the most beautiful of all Moneysnckles,
but, unfortunately, it is not hardy enough for general
cultivation, although in many of the milder parts

of the country it gives excellent results, and has
been noticed in good condition growing against a wall
in a Cheshire garden. It belongs to the climbing section

of the genus, and to the group in which the uppermost
pair of leaves is united to form a circular leaf-like saucer
over wliich the clusters of flowers appear. In many
cases the leaves are evergreen, although they may some-
times be deciduous. The narrow, tubular flowers are
nearly 2 inches long, scarlet outside and yellow -within.

When well developed it continues flowering for a con-
siderable time, blossoms often appearing in Juno or July,

while others are to be found as late as September. As
a rule, it gives better results in a moderately moist atmo-
sphere than where the climatic conditions are dry, drought
favouring insect pests ; and it usually needs wall culture.

Good loamy soil suits it, and it can be increased during
summer by means of cuttings. L. sempervirens is a
Dative of the South-Eastern United States, and was
introduced over 250 years ago.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE UNA (i!7na).^This Rose is very beautiful and

one of our best oarly flowering Hybrid Briars, but it is

not perpetual. It is well adapted for hedges, but we
should not advise it for walls. A good companion to
Conrad F. Meyer would be its white sport Nova Zembla,
or Zephyrine Drouhin. If you prefer a yellow, we advise
Bouquet d'Or.

ROSE -FOLIAGE BLIGHTED {A. 5.).—The fcliage sent
appears to be aHected by red rust. Some cf the blight

may be caused by cold winds. We advise spraying
v.'ith Bordeaux Mixture, altliough it is rather late to be
of much use now. Another season start by spraying the
young growths, and continue the spraying at short
intervals. All decayed foliage should be gathered up
as it falls and- be burnt.

THE GREENHOUSE.
PRUNING GERANIUMS {Mrs. F. E. i.).—With regard

to your question it may well be asked whether it is necessary
to prune them at all. They must certainly not be cut
back in the autumn, otherwise in a cool house decay of
the stems may set in and prove difficult to stop. Not-
withstanding your ill-success, the month of March is

undoubtedly the best time of the year to carry out this
operation if it is necessary. You ask how far down the
plants should be pruned. This depends upon the height
at whicl' you wish them to grow, but one very essential
point to remember is that the harder the wood which is

cut into, the longer it will take for new shoots to push
out and the longer you will have to wait for flowers.

If pruned, as soon us tlic young shodts are 2 inches or
S inches ill Ifi-mtli uii nn-u^-innul st iiiiiil;uit will be helpful.

RHODOSTACHYS PITCAIRNIyEFOLIA {E. S. Z.).—This
is a member of the Bronieliacete or Pineapple family,
and is now by botanists known as Fascicularia pitcalrniae-

folia. It is a native of Chile. It answers to your de-
scription. Being a comparatively scarce plant, "you are
not likely to meet w^ith the name in catalogues, but it is

mentioned in Nicholson's " Dictionary of Gardening."
We have not met with it grown outdoors, and am doubtful
if it would succeed with you under sucli conditions. If

you are inclined to try it, the situation named by you
would be very suitable, provided it was not too 'mucli
exposed. In any case, it would not be advisable to plant
it out now with winter fast coming on us, but rather to
wait until the frosts of spring are past, as it would then
have time to become acclimatised before the cold and
wet weather set in. In a state of Nature it grows in
vegetable, drhris, so that some peat should be mixed
with tlie soil in which it is planted.

FERN FRONDS DISFIGURED {Miss Iff.).—The Fern
fronds sent are badly infested with a tiny mile,
whose ravages in many gardens are greatly on the
increase. It, or a nearly allied kind, is very liable 1o
attack Begonias, Gloxinias, Ac. Too dry an atmosphere
is very favourable to the development" of these pests,
hence a reasonable amount of moisture should always
be maintained in the structure in which the plants are grow-
ing. Frequent vaporising with nicotine will keep 1 he pests
in check. If the number of plants is limited, ll.cy may he
dipped in a solution of Quassia chips to whicha iitt]e"soft

soap has been added. This solution should be about
blood heat when the plants are dipped therein. As your
plant or plants are in such a bad state, we advice
you to cut otf the worst of the fronds and dip the others
in the above mixture. A sharp look-out must be kept
for a renewal of the injury, and at the least sign thereof
the plants should be again dipped. Once the mite has
obtained such a hold on the fronds as in your case, jt is

only by continual care that it is got rid of.

USE FOR GREENHOUSE (E. C.).—An exceedingly
diffieult question to answer, for you give us no idea of

wOiat you would prefer to gruw in your greenhouse. If

you think of keeping it as gay as possible with flowers

throughout the year, you may, providing ft temperature
of 5Q°"to 60° is maint-aiued during the winter and spring,
grow such subjects as Primulas, Cyclamen, Arum Lilies,

Eupatoriums, Carnations, Zonal Pelargoniums, &c.
Bulbs that may be potted now arc Roman Hyacinths,
Freesias, Narcissi and Scilla sibirica. The pretty blue
flowers of this last will make a pleasing feature. In the
summer a great number of subjects are available, such
as ii'uchsias. Pelargoniums of difl'erent sorts, Begonias
of various kinds, and numerous other summer-flowering
plants. In autumn, Chrysanthemums may be depended
upon to make a good show. You do not say whether
your house is a lean-to or span roof, or it there are stages
therein for plants; heoce we can only presume that there
are. In the event of your regarding the greenhouse
more from an economical standpoint, you can in the
spring use it for raising seeds of early vegetables, including
Beans, In summer. Tomatoes and Cucumbers might be
grown. A good plan would be for you to seek the advice
of a practical gardener in your neighbourhood, who, by
seeing the structure and its surroundings, would be far

better able to judge than anyone who has not seen the
place.

MISCELLANEOUS.
SLUGS AND GARDEN REFUSE {E, TT.).—You would

be ill-udviMil indi < d to d< ler your offensive on the ^hig
pest to next spring. Bt fore lliat time, by u^ing damp
sacks or the Vernon Hill Slug Trap, or both, you may
have accounted for scores or hundreds before Ihe lendir
seedling or youthful plant is at their disposal. In Winter-
time, too, the pests seek the shelter of carpeting and
like things; hence boards, slates, sacks, ttc, affording
similar retreats, render their capture and dispos.il a simple
matter. If your garden refuse consists of tl i- cut-down
growth of herbaceous plants that have compKled their

s'eason's work, the better way to treat it would be to

open a trench in the kitchen garden plot (should such
exist) and bury it. A trench, 18 inches or 2 feet

deep, may be filled to half its depth with green vege-
table matter. If, however, there is a large proportion of

Dahlia, Michaelmas Daisy, Phlox, the vine of Scarlet

Bunner Beans, and the like, this \^'0uld be better burnt.
The best of all ways to deal with garden refuse is to have
a pit in an out-of-the-way corner, 3 feet or so deep, putting
in the refuse, lawn mowings, weeds, and all decaying
vegetable matter as made. By sprinkling with lime and
covering with a little soil, decomposition is assisted, and
by the end of the year that earliest inserted would be
ready to return to the L'arden. Buried in the garden at

the depth named it would not encourage vermin, while its

manurial value would be con^idiTable. quite apart from
assisting di'aina;.'e ;ind aeritt On.

USE FOR CLEANINGS OF POULTRY-HOUSE (Lanca-
shire Learner).—Tlie cleanin<^s of tlie poultry-house form
a valuable manure that is of great service to practically

all garden crops. It is very necessary that it be kept
dry, as if allowed to get wit ils manurial value is much
impaired. A good plan is to have a large box under
cover, and as the poultry-house is cleaned out place a
layer in the bottom of the box. Then on this put a layer
of dry soil, and cdd more manure when it is ready. On
tliis an additional layer of soil should be put, and so on
till the box is filled. In Fpring it may be turned out
and thoroughly mixed. It must then be lightly spread
on the soil and forked in. In this way it is very u'^eful

for growintr crops. It may also, if no box is available,

be put in a heap in a covered shed. The trimminrs of
the lawn are very useful as manur.^ in (he garden. They
may be put in a heap and, if frequently turned over. W'll

soon decay. At the same time, tliey may be dug into the
ground ever- in a fresh state where a plot is Deintr prepared
for vegetables. All garden rubbish, if sufficiently dry.
can be burnt, in which case the ashes are very useful in

the garden, especially for mixing with the soil for small
seeds, <te. You must, however, bear in mind the hours
of restricted lighting. As some Cypripediums are natives

of tlie Arctic regions and others of the Tropics, your
question is impossible to answer. Should it refer to

C. insigue. wldch is the mest commonly ltowu of the indoor
kinds, a winter tt>mperature of 55' to 65° will suit it well.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—H. O.—l, Lady's Finger; 2,

Emily Childs ; 3. Duchess of Gloucester ; 4, Cox's Pomona.
AVc cannot be ci-rtain that tln^se names are correct, as

the numbers had worked out of the paper enclosing the
fruits. F. D.— Willi.t.ms" Bon Chretien. Hants.—It
is the ParsL'v-Uaved Blackberrv. The heaviest cropping
berrv is the Giant Himalayan Blackberry -. it is a'so good
in flavour and of fine appearance. W. F. M, C.—
1, Crimson Queening : 2, Wellington: 3, Tom Putt.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—^. T^.—1, Punica granatum
(Pome^ronatc) ; 2, Ahelia gi-andiflora. E. A. S.—
Probably Rubus laciniatus, Moray Firth.—1, Gentiana
septemfida ; 2, G. s. var. cordifolia ; 3. G. asclepiadea ;

4, one of the hybrids of Viola tricolor; 5, Campanula
persir'folia ; fi, leaves of Primula frondosa. Mrs.
I. T.—Ranunculus alpestris var. tlore pleno. Yes ;

it is a very beautiful variety and well worth cultivating.

If. N.—A, Taxus baccata ; n, Cupressus pisifera

var. squarrosa ; c and f. Vitis inconstans ; "D, Euonymua
japouicus var. argentcus ; E, material not sufflcient to
identify ; o, Hedera Helix var. argenteus ; H. Fatsia
japonica. H. J. W.—Coclcspur Thorn (Crativgus
Crus-galli). //. 7?. //.—Eryngium planum. il/vV-s

R. M.—1, Mentha hirsuta (aquatica) ; 2, M. piperita ;

:l, M, sylvestris ; 4, M. rubra.

SOCIETIES

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The holding of the annual vrgctable show in conjunction
with the ordinary fortnightly meeting was responsible
for a highly representative exhibition, the vegetable.s
generally being of high excellmee. Hardy flowers were
splendidly shown by Mr. Box. Apple Kev. W. Wilks,
shown by Mr. Allgrove, was a great attraction.

Floral CoMjnTTEE.
Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

E. A. Bowles, Sydney Morris, R. C. Nutcutt, J. Hudson.
J. W. Barr, W. J. Bean, G. Harrow, J. Green, G. Reuthe,
C. R. Fielder. J. W. Moorman, W. J. Blakcy, J. F. McLeod,
J. Heal, J. Jennings, J. Dickson, C. Dixon, A. Turner,
H. Cowley, R. Hooper Pearson, E. H. Jenkins, G. Paul,
H. J. Jones and C. E. Pearson.

Mr. James Box, Lindfleld Nurseries. Hayward's Heath,
was responsible for one of the finest gioups of hardy
herbaceous plants seen this season, a group which, while
representing the wealth and beauty of ti^e 1 ardy plants
at the moment, was also finely displayed. The Italian

Starwort (Aster Amellus) was particularly good and
rich in variety, making as good an exhibition subject as a
display plant in the garden. The white columnar spikes

of CimieifuL'a simplex, associated with Scabiota caucasica
in a hiu ci iitr:d stand, was very efficlive, whih Enpatorium
purpureuni, Hilemum autnmnale grandicepl alum, Hdian-
ihus Mi;-s M' llish, Aconitum Fiseluri. A. Wihonii (iwo of
the finest blue-floweredplantsof ant unm), and the Japanese
Anemones in variety, all seen in bold masses, were very
suggestive of tl.dr garden worth. Aster Amellus Perry's
Favourite (of pink colour), A. A. Beauty of Ronsdorf (a
very large-flowered variety), Gentiana asclepiadea, the
hrifliant Lobelia Qui en Victoria, with Montbretias,
Piloxes and Dilphiniums, assisted to make a most sump-
tuous wl ol".

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, showed, as usual,

interesting and meritorious hardy plants. Of these,

Clethra arborea (white fragrant bells). Berberidopsis
corallma, Guevina Avi liana (the Chilian Nut, a most
ornamental foliage plant), Escallonia oregana (trusses

of rosy flowers). Magnolia fuscata (the Afternoon-
flowering Magnolia) and Desfontainea spinosa were shown.
Colchicum speciosum, C. s. album, C. s. purpureum and
Astilbe simplicifolia were other notable things,

Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, had an
excellent showing of Carnations, the strong Clove-scented
Bishton Wonder (of lilac pink colour) being one of the

most prominent. It is a charming plant and certain to

become popular. Wivelsfield White. Princess Dagmar
(crinii^on). Mandarin (yellow-ground fancy), Mary Allwood,
and Destiny (new ceri.^e, said to be a May Day seedling)

were very fine. Nora West and the new flesh pink Nancy,
of American origin, were others of note.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, showed an interesting

variety of shrubs—Fabiana imbricata, Ceanothus Gloire

de Versailles, Hydrangea.paniculal a (type, white). H. p,
grandiflora (of more creamy tone). Nandina donustica
(white, with oncoming brilliant foliage) and Berberis

Ihunbergii (one of the most brilliant of all shrubs at

this time). A collection of Dahlias included a variety of

singles, together ^vitli Crawh y Star, White Star. YVllow
Star and others.

Roses from Mr. George Prince, Oxford, were excellent,

the huge stands of such as Lady Hillinpdon, Josephine

Nicholson (rich pink), Snow Queen, Hugh Dickson,
Moonlight, Old Gold, Mrs. J. Laing, with baskets of

Jessie, Orleans Rose and others, being shown to perfec-

tion. Me\Tow Dora Van Tets (flne crimson) and Duchess
of Wellington, if in smaller array, were not less beautiful.

Messrs. George Paul and Son. The Old Nurseries,

Cheshunt, showed many interesting shrubs, ^ome of them
of rare iDeauty. Salix "pruinosa (white stem and graceful

leaves and branches) was one of these. Pjtus ViJmoriniana
and Clematis Campanile (a description of which will

be given in "New and Rare Plants " in our next issue)

were others of importance. Euonymus latifolia (with

red capsules and orange fruits) was al-n fine. Hypericums,
Hibiscuses and a variety of cruiifers win- also well shown.

Messrs. Felton and Sons, Hanover Square, showed big

vases of Physalis Franchetii, which, with Berberis Tliuu-

bt>rgii. a brilliant scarlet colour, and Nertera depressa,

made a most effective whole.
sir. W. Wells, Merstham, showed excellent groups

of Hilianthus sparsifolius and Aster Amellus King George,
the latter, without doubt, the best of its class.

Messrs. Carter Page and Co., London Wall, contributed

a great gathering of Cactus and other Dahlias, a collection

rich in variety and colour beauty. Sulphurea, Delice

and Nisi Prius (of orange scarlet tone) were outstanding
varieties.
The Rev. J. H. Pemberton. Romford, again showed

his seedling Roses Danae, Moonlight and Callisto with
others in variety.

A table of Michaelmas Daisies from Messrs. H. J. Jones,

Lewisham. included many good things, Ryecroft Pink.

TjI Fardell, Francis Sands (good blue) and Mrs. S. T.

Wright all being good. In the foreground were many
good forms of Aster. Amellus.

Messrs. B.R. Cant, Colchester. showed fluestandsof Lyon
Rose, La Tosca, Florence Forrester (i-rand white), Snow
Queen, Harry Kirk and Lady Hillint^don.

OUOIlin COMMITTl-^K.

Present : Sir Harrv J. Veiteh (chairman), and Messrs.

J. O'Brien, J. Wilson Potter, F. J. Hanhury. U. A. Rolfe,

T. Armstrong, W. Cobb, J. Charleswortli. H. G. Alex-

ander, C. H. Curtis. J. K. Shill, A. Dye. W. H. ^Vlnte ,

S. W. Florv, W. Bolton, Giirnvy Wilson and C. J. Luoas .
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NOTES OF THE WEEK

IT
has long been known that the Library

of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society

is one of the finest of its kind in the world.

Upwards of forty years have elapsed since

a catalogue of it was last published, but a

new one has been in preparation for some time

past.Yi.We think some of our literary friends and

readers would be glad to see the new edition.

We see by the President's inaugural speech,

reported in Part I. of the Society's Transactions

for the current year, that the total number of

volumes now in the library compri es 25,000
;

truly a remarkable collection. The next in

importance is probably the Library of the

National Horticultural Society of France, which

comprises about 15,000 volumes, of which there

is an excellent classified

catalogue.

A White Dahlia for

Bedding.—One of the

best white Dahlias for

filling large beds or

spacious gaps in the

flower borders is Kaiserin

Augusta Victoria. It is

far from being an ex-

hibitor's variety, but,

owing to its erect habit

and freedom of flower-

ing, it is one of the

most useful for creating

bright effects in the

. waning days of summer
and well on into the

autumn. At Kew it

has for years been
grown with charming
«fEect, both in large

beds and in bold groups
' by the lakeside. This

variety has, double

\ white blossoms borne

well above the foliage,

and it must not be confused with the Collarette

variety of that name.

Aster Lll Fardell.—We are constantly being

reminded of the beauty of this variety. Its large

rose-coloured flowers are so much admired that

there is little wonder it is becoming such a great

favourite. We were recently reminded of its

great charm on seeing it grown for trial in Messrs.

J. Carter and Co.'s nurseries at Raynes Park,

where it stood out from all others of the Nov«-
Angliae section by virtue of its colour and effective-

ness. It is also surprising to see how very fond
bees and butterflies are of this variety ; they

seem even to prefer it to the flowers of Buddleia

variabilis magnifica when the two are flowering

at the same time.

Reseda CEgyptiaca flora luteo odoratissimo.

—

" What's in a name ? that which we call a rose,

by any other name would smell as sweet."

Shakespeare is literally correct, of course. All

the same, if we had to change Mignonette to

some mouthful similar to the title of this note,

we would rebel. Has any popular flower ever

gone down the ages with such an awful appella-

tion ? Yet Reseda, " the, band as before," is

how our now well-known Mignonette began life

in certain Continental catalogues. As might be

expected, its sweet-smelling savour was not long

in winning the hearts of the " curious " when it

became known ; and accordingly in France it

A. BED OF DAHLIA KAISERIN AUGUSTA VICTORIA AT KEW.

was soon Mignonette (the Little Darling). When
first introduced into England and Scotland " the

fragrant weed, the Frenchman's darling" (Cowper)

was known to seed catalogues as Mignonette

d'Qigypt, thereby recording the name of its native

country and not, as one might have expected,

that of the halfway house (France) where it rested

for some time before it arrived in other European

lands.

Red Cross Sale.—^The sum of £2,000 has already

been handed over to the Red Cross Society and

the Order of St. John as part proceeds of the sale

of plants held by the Royal Horticultural Society

in June last. The Secretary regrets it is not yet

possible to hand over the balance or to publish

a statement of accounts, owing to certain small

balances yet to be received from purchasers.

If this notice should catch the eye of any such

purchasers, they are particularly requested to

immediately send the small outstanding sums due

from them, in order that a complete financial

statement of the sale may be published.

Horticultural Club.^-There will be a dinner

and meeting at the Horticultural Club on Tuesday,

October 10. Dinner will commence at 6 p.m.

The lecturer on this occasion will be Mr. Reginald

Farrer, who will give his promised address on his

" Recent Explorations on the Tibetan Border."

The lecture will be illustrated with lantern slides

prepared from photographs taken by Mr. Farrer

during his two years'

tour.

A Musk "Substi-

tute."—With reference

to the recent observa-

tions on scentless Musk
which have appeared in

these pages, the follow-

ing report on " Musk
Baur," issued by an

eminent firm of manu-

facturing perfumers, is

of interest. The report

was issued previous to

1893. " The popularity

of ' Musk Baur ' in its

present condition of

quality is decidedly

waning. Not only are

the complaints of un-

equal strength on the

increase, but the aroma

itself proves to be

thoroughly unsatisfac-

tory." In October,
1893, an even more

emphatic opinion was

given :
" In consequence of numerous com-

plaints with regard to the unequal condition of

the artificial musk, we have more closely investi-

gated the chemical properties of this preparation,

. . . In contrast to the original body which

possessed the well-known characteristic, pene-

trating and lingering odour of artificial musk,

Ihe recovered product was absolu'elv odourless."

These reports were published in Sawer's " Odoro-

graphia" in 1894. The italics are no! ours.

•,• Owing to the shortage of paper, readers who haee not

already done so are asked to order THE Garden to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Ed.tor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents
)

Legal Point.—Referring to the questions

raised by a reader, issue September i6, page 458,

Lord Cardross writes :
" I have never heard of

an allotment association. Is it run for profit or

is it run for the benefit of members ? In this

case I fail to understand why, in the absence of

any evidence that there is any authorised com-

mittee, anybody should take any notice of an

agent who is apparently not acting under the

orders of a responsible authority. The absence

of a balance sheet is apparently a gross irregu-

larity. The whole matter seems to me a scandalous

one which should be investigated. The agent is

apparently acting in a manner which would in

my mind create >:ttspicion as to his motives.'

Single Rose Queen Alexandra (H.T.).—

I

enclose a photograph of the single Rose Queen

Alexandra. I obtained this last autumn from

the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, and it has done extra-

ordinarily well. It has flowered twice, throwing

up long shoots with a number of flowers on each.

The colour is very pretty—yellow, edged with pink.

I think it is interesting as a perpetual single Rose.

The photograph was taken about three weeks

ago.

—

John M. Knopf, Linjord Hall, Wolvcrion

Bucks.

Auricula Solomon Page's Champion.—The date

1841, quoted from the Gardeners' Magazine by JVIr.

William Badcock, page 475, issue September 30,

as the year in which this variety was raised, is

obviously an error. Perhaps it is meant for tSii,

for the flower was well known and mentioned in

every old florist's book between 1815 and i84t.

It was in its day one of the best green-edged

Auriculas, and as I have already said (page 427),

it appears to have been first mentioned in Emmer-
ton's Treatise of the Auricula (first edition, iSrj

;

second edition, 1819). It can also be found in

Hogg's Treatise (first edition, 1820) ; in Smith's

Florists' Magazine (1835), where there is a

fine coloured figure of it ; in Hogg's Supplement

(1833), and others. Another coloured illustration

of it can be found in Tyas' " Popular Flowers,"

first series, 1844. The late James Douglas, in his

"Hardy Florists' Flowers" (1880), gives Page's

Champion in a list of the best green-edged varieties

at that time, so that it seems to have had a long

run of popularity, and for all I know may still

be grown.—C. H. P.

The Tomato Trial.—in the article " Trial of

Tomatoes under Glass " in The Garden for

September g 1 notice the writer says, " After the

plants had formed their first truss and had been
severely checked they were planted," &c. Being
but an amateur in Tomato growing, I have wondered
in what way the plants were severely checked
and for what purpose. Were the leading shoots

stopped to make the first trusses swell their fruit,

or what ? I have noticed that some plants 1

have growing in a cold greenhouse have produced
fruits on the

.
first truss, while others ha\e not,

and if possible, I am anxious to get fruit another
year on the first truss, in all cases, on account of it

being earlier and more likely to ripen.-—J. H. T.

[The plants in the Wisley trial to which reference

is made were kept in, small pots until the first

truss of fruit had set. They were then planted
out in good soil. The object of giving them a

check or starving them till the first truss is set

is to ensure a bunch of fruits low down on the

stem. This not only ensures early fruiting, but

prevents running to wood and foliage without

fruit, as might be the case if it were not for the

fruit acting as a check on rampant growth.

—

Ed.]

Bottling Fruits.—I am very glad indeed to

see that readers of The Garden are taking up

the subject of preservation of fruits by sterilisation

in bottles. A question was asked in the " Corre-

spondence " page, issue September 23 by Mrs. S.

IVIontagu Burrows, why Green Gage Plums

and Rhubarb will persist in going to the top

after bottling. " Anne Amateur " replies :

" However carefully the fruit is packed in the

bottles, owing to a certain amount of evaporation

in cooking, which cannot be precisely estimated,

some of the bottles will want filling up with a

little more fruit." If up-to-date methods are

THE PERPETUAL-FLOWERING SINGLE

ROSE QUEEN ALEXANDRA.

adopted^that is, patent bottles, with rubber bands

and glass stoppers, such as Mrs. S. Montagu
Burrows mentions—evaporation is practically nil

;

air is expelled from the bottles by heating and a

vacuum is created, the outside air pressing on the

glass stoppers preventing them from being dis-

placed, so that when cold the whole thing becomes

hermetically sealed, and the fruit is prevented from

further decay. If the bottles have to be opened

after being sterilised as " Anne Amateur " suggests,

there would be a serious risk of the fruit being

contaminated by micro-organisms unless re-

sterilised. The chief cause of fruit rising to the

top of the bottles after sterilising is due to excessive

heat, and not evaporation. No fruit should be

subjected to a higher temperature than rjo" Fahr.,

which should be allowed to rise slowly, never more'

than 2° per minute, until 150° has been reached,

then kept at as near that temperature for at least

an hour. Most of the germs w^ll be destroyed,

I

the air driven out, and a vacuum produced in the

bottles. At present we read daily in the news-

papers that large quantities of Plums are being

wasted for the want of sugar. Now, if small

and large growers alike would only realise how
simple a process the preserving of fruit in bottles

is, we should hear less about the wastage.

There should be no waste now, more especially

as no foreign fruits are being imported to

this country. Sugar is unnecessary when
bottling fruits, although most people think

a syrup made from sugar assists the keeping

qualities of the fruit. This is not the case. Water

is far more suitable and less trouble, more

especially when we are experiencing a sugar

shortage. Also, less sugar is required to sweeten

the fruit when served.

—

George Stuart, Edin-

burgh.

Roses Dorothy Perkins and Lady Gay.

—

There has always been a good deal of confusion

between these two Roses, and The Farquhar

is almost as like unto them as they are unto one

another. Dorothy Perkins was introduced by

Jackson and Perkins in 1901, and it is said to have

been the result of a crossbetween Rosa Wichuraiana

and Mme. Gabriel Luizet. Lady Gay and The

Farquhar were both introduced in America in

r903, though it was not till two years later that

they were distributed in this country. The
Farquhar was raised by Dawson from a cross

between Wichuraiana and Crimson Rambler.

But Walsh, the raiser of Lady Gay, has. not ^
divulged its parentage. It could not, however,

have been a sport from Dorothy Perkins, as that

variety had only been issued two years before.

Although these three varieties are so much alike

that only one of them is really wanted, and although

the National Rose Society has quite rightly

bracketed Dorothy Perkins and Lady Gay as

synonyTnous for exhibition purposes, they are

really quite distinct varieties, and can be recog-

nised from one another by experts. In Lady

Gay all the stems are much more flexible than

in the other varieties, consequently the trusses

are nearly always pendent. This flexibility of

stem will be forcibly brought home to anyone

who tries to stage a vase of Lady Gay for exhibi-

tion. In niy experience Lady Gay produces no

autumn blooms. In Dorothy Perkins the stems are

much more rigid, and the trusses often stand up

boldly. In many seasons—the present one, for

example—Dorothy Perkins often gives a profuse

display of autumn bloom ; I have even gathered

flowers on Christmas Day. With me Dorothy

Perkins is much more liable to mildew than either

of the other two. The Farquhar is the most

rampant grower of the three, and makes an excel-

lent tall weeping standard. The trusses are some-

what smaller, and the individual blooms thinner

and show a little more white at the base of the

petals. The stalks of the individual blooms

are covered with fine glandular hairs, which are

not much seen in the other two varieties. Had
neither of the other two been introduced, there

is no doubt that The Farquhar would have caused

a great sensation ; but as things are it has never

been much grown. Of the three, I consider

Dorothy Perkins the most valuable on account

of its autumn blooming and its more rigid stems.

From my own experien'ce I cannot endorse the

claim sometimes made that the flowers of Lady

Gay are larger and deeper in colour than tliose of

Dorothy Perkins. I think this is a question

of soil, treatment and environment.-—A. H.

Williams, M.D., The Moa', Harrow-on-lhc-Hill.
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Damson Merryweather.—What a splendid

introduction this lias proved to be ! I planted

several young trees when it first came under

ray notice. The^ commenced to bear the first

season, and have not failed once since'. This

year these are bearing unusually heavy crops

of fine fruit. The older varieties of Damsons
seldom commence to bear heavily until the trees

have attained a good sire.—E. B.

Scentless Musk.—To me this is one of the most

remarkable incidents in relation to plant life

which has ever come under my notice, as the time

was when Mimulus moscbatus was considered to

be one of our most deliciously scented plants,

and I knew of no case where the true variety

was not scented. Now I know of none where it

is ! We grew large quantities here, but a few

years since it became quite scentless, and has

not shown the slightest trace of returning. This

is a problem for our scientists which I hope they

will be able to unravel.—E. Beckett AUienham.

I do not think the fact of Musk having

lost its scent would have been remarked had not

perfume been the only thing the plant possessed

to recommend it. There are many other plants

which have lost th^eir character to a far greater

extent, for we know of many which in their

wild state are injurious, if not positively poisonous,

that have been rendered quite wholesome by

cultivation. Is it not possible that the iirst

scented Musk, whether a seedling or a sport,

acquired its fragrance in correlation with some

other deviation from the type ? Although

perfume was associated with the deviation at the

beginning, it does not follow that it will continue

with it to the end ; and if fragrance was in some

way the result of the youthful strength of the

deviation, we ought not to be surprised at its

loss during the old age of the variation, for I

presum.e there is an old age, with the attendant loss

of certain characteristics, in the vegetable kingdom

as there is in that of the animal.—W. Bickford.

Economy in the Garden.—In a pamphlet

bearing this title, recently issued by the Royal

Horticultural Society, there is a piece of advice

which I expected some of the vegetable specialists

of The Garden would have taken note of before

this. In order to economise labour, the advice

on page 7 is to "-Sow Cabbage and other Brassicas

where the plants are to grow and not in seed

beds. The seed will cost more, but the saving

of labour will more than repay the cost." Such

a course is so contrary to the practice generally

followed, and I for one fail to see the utility of

it. The opinion of others would, however, be

much appreciated. I notice your correspondent

E. Molyneux, in his " Notes on Vegetables

"

in The Garden for September r6, does not recom-

mend such a course to be followed.—H. P.

The Bravoa-Polianthes Hybrid.—I was in-

terested to see the mention of the Bravoa-Polianthes

hybrid (Bravoa geminiflora X Tuberose), and

that it has proved hardy, in Mr. Bowles' " Notes

from Myddelton House Garden " in The Garden,

issue September 23, page 457. The cross was made
in 1903, and the first seedling (out of five) flowered

in 1907. After arriving at the flowering stage

they were grown entirely in a cold greenhouse.

The hybrid was described and illustrated by

Mr. A. Worsley in the Journal of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society in 1 911 under the name Polianthes

X Blissii. As Mr. Bowles notes, it does not show

much of the Tuberose parent, but it is qmte fertile

with its own pollen, and interesting results might

be expected from its seedlings. Crossed again

with Polianthes tuberosa, the size of the flowers

might be increased and the Tuberose scent enhanced

without losing the delicate tints of cream, salmon

and orange of the hybrid.—A. J. Bliss.

A Scene in the Garden at Maer Hall, Stafford-

shire, July, 1916.'—Maer Hall is one of the

" stately homes of England," whose glory is the

broad expanse of her magnificent lawns. God bless

the mowing-machine and its contrivers and im-

provers. God bless petrol and those who have

harnessed it to this great garden implement.

Shades of Stephen Switzer who see what you see !

What would he have said who, with but the scythe

to trim his grass, could write of it 200 years ago

as that wherein we excelled all other nations,

and " which is indeed the Glory of our Gardens " ?

" But Linden saw another sight." War-time came
and the staff of gardeners at Maer was so reduced

in number that it was no longer possible to " dress
"

the wide expanse of turf. Wisely and usefully,

then, Mrs. Harrison decided that save for a small

thinned, Dutch hoed once only, and no bed could

have been more promising in its early stages. The
other bed did splendidly, treated in the same
way, except that it was hoed at least half a dozen

times, and there has not been the slightest sign

of Onion fly. We have to-day lifted and taken

the Onions inside—a fine sample of between forty

and fifty bushels from six rows nearly 100 yards

in length. The most successful way of treating

spring-sown Onions with which I am acquainted

is to sow the seed moderately thinly the first week
in February in boxes, raise in a cool house or

frame, and plant out direct from the seed boxes,

4 inches to 6 inches apart, on well-prepared ground.

The plants are seldom touched by the Onion fly,

and though these will not make exhibition bulbs,

they will prove to be most serviceable. I hope,

however, in the near future to be able to intro-

duce an Onion which, when sown in the autumn,
will last considerably longer than those sown in

the spring, and will prove to be practically

HAY FROM THE LAWN AT MAER HALL.

part immediately in front of the house, the whole

of the eight or ten acres should be made into a

hayfield, thereby, as it were, killing two birds

with one stone. The practical result has fully justi-

fied the experiment. A heavy crop of hay of excel-

lent quality has been carried, and as one of the last

loads was on its way down the long drive it was
"snapped" by Miss Rosamund Harrison, and this

is the picture which appears above. A lasting

memory of the mark of war.—Joseph Jacob.

Should Onions be Thinned and Hoed?—
I have carefully read the article on the above

by Mr. C. F. Adams, and to me it is interesting,

as I have had an unusual experience this year

with two large beds about 400 yards apart.

Both of these were sown late—not before the first

week in April—owing to the bad conditions of

the weather and soil, and both were treated much
in the same way and the same varieties sown.

One was entirely destroyed by the Onion fly,

so much so that I cleared the ground and pre-

pared it for planting Cabbage some weeks since.

The Onion seed was sown fairly thinly, never

immune from the terrors of the Onion fly.

—

Edwin Beckett, Aldenham.

Several points in Mr. C. F. Adams' note

on thi? subject are very interesting, and if

the instructions result in the growing of fine

crops of bulbs, the main point is gained. I have

always been taught to keep a loose surface soil

during the early stages of the growth of Onions,

and to thin out early where the plants are de-

cidedly too thick in the rows. This has been my
practice for many years. My Onions keep till

young ones are again available. With regard-

to the Onion fly, I had no loss through it,

as the seeds were sown as early as the condition

of the soil would allow, so that the skins of the

resultant plants were fairly hard by the time the

fly was about in May, and soot was freely used

then, as it is distasteful to the fly. I always

understood that the fly punctured the Onio.i

stem above the soil level, and that the grub which

hatched worked its way down to the tiny bulb.

Cultivators should grow more Onions than is

usually the case.

—

George Garner.
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THE ROSES OF SEPTEMBER

" O gather we the Rose, the Rose,

While yet in flower we find it.

For Summer smiles, but Summer goes.

And Winter waits behind it."

SEPTEMBER is a month when Nature

may often be found in her kindliest mood.

In an ideal September the sun shines

with pleasant but not excessive power,

and the winds blow lightly and gently

from the south. In such a month our Roses

bloom again almost as vigorously as they did

in June, and the charm of these later flowers

has a great appeal, their colouring often being

enhanced by this tempered sunshine. Four

months of Rose blooming are behind us, and we
feel that when September merges into October,

bush Roses flowering well into the late autumn.

With us they grow into bushes about 4 feet high
;

in a stronger soil they may very possibly attain

to 5 feet. They flower all through the summer
and early autumn. Moonlight is a specially

delightful variety. Its pretty white blooms

are well set off by the dark green foliage and

coppery stems ; these stems are wonderfully

strong and erect. The flowers are charming

in all stages, the half-open bud being very perfect

in shape. In Messrs. Paul and Sons' group I

noticed some very pretty sprays of Queen of the

Musks, also a dwarf perpetual Musk hybrid.

Another Rose that I was glad to see well shown
in the autumn was Messrs. Frank Cant's single

Hybrid Tea Mrs. C. E. Salmon. It was verv

A BOWL OF bi-l'lKMBER ROSES.

though should the weather be propitious we may
still enjoy many Roses, yet the glory of the Rose
season is over ; the hand of winter will soon touch

our favourites, and they will rest awhile from their

happy blooming.

The National Rose Society's Autumn Show
is a very good object-lesson for those who wish

to see what types of flowers are at their best during

September. The great stands of rampant climbers,

the Wichuraianas and the Multifloras, which are

always a feature of the Simimer Show, are con-

spicuous by their absence ; but the Hybrid Teas

and Teas, the Pernetianas and the Polyantha

Pompons are shown in profusion. This year

one of the most successful exhibits was a stand

of cut Roses beautifully put up by the Rev. J. H.

and Miss Pemberton. It was largely composed
of Roses of the former's introduction, such as

Queen Alexandra, Moonlight, Danae, Daybreak
and others. Many of these are Hybrid Musks,

and it is very pleasant to have some of these

attractive when exhibited at the City of London
Rofe Society's ;how in July but here it had to

share the honours with such varieties as Lady
Curzon and Mrs. O. G. Orpen. I know of no other

single Rose of that real soft pink which flowers

in the autumn. A lovely bowl of Mrs. C. E.

Salmon was one of the most attractive ex-

hibits in the ladies' artistic section at the

September show.

Among the bunches and vases of Roses, I noticed

that Mrs. Amy Hammond, Mrs. John Laing,

Mrs. George Norwood, British Queen and many
others were shown just as perfect in colour and

shape as at the summer exhibition, though some-

what smaller in size. A beautiful yellow Rose called

Christine was shown by Messrs. McGredy. It was
somewhat the shade of Rayon d'Or, but a deeper

yellow and a very much prettier shape. The glossy

green foliage was abundant and the stems smoother

than in many of these modern yellow Roses.

This Rose received the National Rose Society's

gold medal. The same firm showed Louise

Baldwin, also a yellow Rose, but of a softer shade,

with more apricot in it.

If we leave the show and the cut Roses and
go back to the gardens, we find that in September
the Tea and China Roses are flowering well.

The sweet 'old Marie van Houtte and the newer
Mme. Antoine Mari are generally at their best

in our garden diuring September. Mme. Jean
Dupuy, Mme. Lambard, Corallina and G. Nabon-
nand are all Teas that flower well during this

month. Among the Chinas the orange rose

Comtesse du Cayla and the rose and yellow Mme.
Eugene Resal are very free in the autumn, and
the flowers are less fugitive than in the great heat

of summer.

The crimson Roses of September are well repre-

sented by General Macarthur. During the first

half of the month I was staying in Leicestershire,

in a garden where Roses are thought much of.

There some standards of General Macarthur
have grown to magnificent shapely heads, and
were covered at that time with their bright, sweet-

scented blooms.

Coming home to South Hertfordshire, we found
General Macarthur was eclipsed by Mrs. Edward
Powell, the beds of w-hich were brilliant with tall

blooming stems of this free-flowering crimson

Rose. And now at the end of the month, writing

from North Wales, I can tell of a Rose garden

not far from the sea where Mrs. Edward Powell,

only planted last autumn, is flowering grandly.

Other Roses I have noticed doing well are Caroline

Testout, with huge pink blooms, and the China

Mme. Eugene Resal mentioned before.

Red-Letter Day is an addition to oiu: bright

red Roses which flower in autumn. This is a

variety which seems to be continuously in bloom,

and there is no more brilliant-coloured Rose in

the garden. It is unfortunate that it has so

weakly a flower-stem.

I have only mentioned a few of the varieties

which have struck me specially during this and
other Septembers. As a matter of fact, nearly

all the Teas, Hybrid Teas and Chinas will flower

abundantly throughout this month if they have
been well cared for during the summer ; the dead
blooms quickly removed, copious water given

should there be a long drought, and, most important

of all, the beds kept constantly hoed, so that the

few top inches of soil should act almost as a mulch
to the plants.

It is human nature to care most for the pleasures

which are passing, and so as summer merges

gently into autumn we prize those late Roses

of September perhaps even more than we did the

early ones of May. when the promise of summe""

with all its bounty was before us. White Lady.

ROSE WHITE DOROTHY
For continuing the display in the climbing

Rose section the above is useful, as it is

later than any other wliite v^lrlety iu open-

ing its flowers. The ordinary form has many
patches or stripes of pink in its petals, which,

when a white Rose is reqtiired, is somewhat
detrimental. I find Mrs. Littleton Dewhurst,

sent out by Messrs. Pearson of Chilwell, is mucli

the best variety. In growth and freedom of

flowering it is all that could be desired ; the trusses

of pure white bloom hang in graceful profusion.

Those who require a white climbing Rose for a

pillar would do well to plant Mrs. Littleton

Dewhurst. E. M.
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AUTUMN SOWING OF
SWEET PEAS

By Thomas Stevenson.

is wise not to risk the plants being too badly frozen,

and in the event of very severe weather, steps

should be taken to protect them. I have laiown

the plants to be frozen hard for fourteen days,

but by protecting them from light and air through

the thawing process no harm has resulted. It is

THE advantages to be derived from the during such a period when the frames are covered

autumn sowing of Sweet Peas are that there is danger of mice doing a lot of damage,

sufficient to warrant the universal so that it is a good practice to keep a few small

adoption of the system, and this does pieces of bread, on which is spread a little phos-

not apply simply to the exhibitor, phorous paste, about the frame. Prevention is

but to everyone, whether exhibitor, grower of better than cure. With these precautions the

cut iiowers for market purposes,

for garden decoration or ordinary

cut flowers for the home. By
this system of sowing, the plants

are naturally stronger and hardier,

and thus better able to resist the

ravages of slugs and the variable

weather conditions which invari-

ably prevail in the spring of the

year. The rooting system is such

that it enables the plants to get a

good start while the weather is

cool, and though the plants come
into bloom earher, the hold they

have of the soil enables them to

withstand the hot weather better,

and so a very much longer season

of bloom is secured. This in itself

is a decided advantage, but when
one considers that the quality

and size of the flowers are 25 per

cent, better, it is still more so.

Very many growers wil say they

know all this, but there are others

—and a great number, too—who
still sow in the spring, and it is

to these I would still further

emphasise the necessity in these

times of getting all the good they

can out of the plants.

There are two points necessary to

be observed to be quite successful,

and they are. first, the date of

sowing and, secondly, there must

be no coddling after the young
plants are through the soil. In the

South of England between Octo-

ber 10 and 20 is the best time for

sowing ; further North, from ten

days to a fortnight earlier may be

an advantage. For sowing, pots,

pans or boxes may be employed.

Two seeds in a long, large 60 is a

good system, and in this the seed-

lings may remain till planted out.

If sown thicldy in larger pots or

boxes, they should be potted off

singly as soon as strong enough,

or in the turn of the year. A
cold fralue is the best place in

which to winter the autumn-sovm plants, and it
,

plants may be successfully brought through the

is of vital importance that the lights are removed ' winter, and as soon as the ground (which should

entirely on all fire days; in fact, they may be

kept off except when it is either raining or freezing.

If kept too wet, the plants soon get soft and are of March or early in April—they may be planted

easily damaged by frost. On the other hand, out, and if given cr.reful attention and gui.

d

if kept just on the dry side they keep hard and
|

conditions, cutting should commence quite by

blush, Agricola ; carmine, John Ingman ; cerise,

Honour Bright ; cream. Tea Rose ; cream pink,

IVIargaret Atlee and Peace ; lavender, R. F.

Felton ; crimson. Charity ; maroon, Warrior

;

orange, Robert Sydenham ; orange scarlet, Thomas
Stevenson and President ; mauve, Lady Eveline

;

orange pink. King Alfred
;

picotee, Jean Ireland

and Elsie Herbert ; rose, Rosabelle ; salmon,

Barbara ; scarlet, Mrs. C. P. Tomlin ; white,

Constance Hinton ; bicolors, Mrs. Cuthbertson

and Mark's Tey
;

purple. Royal Purple. A few

new ones worth trying are Old Rose, Tea Rose,

Hope, Surprise, Mavis, Mrs. C. P.

Tomlin, Felton's Cream, Lady

Hunter, Anzac, John Porter and

Verdun.

For market purposes the fol-

lowing are to be depended upon :

White, Nora Unwin ; lavender.

Lavender George Herbert and

R. F. Felton ; salmon, Inspector ;

orange scarlet. May Unwin

;

mauve. Queen of Norway ;
pink,

Hercules ; cream pink, Margaret

Atlee
;

pale pink, Elfrida Pear-

son ; scarlet, Scarlet Emperor

:

cerise, Fiery Cross and Honour

Bright ; blue. Princess Mary.

THE FIG-LEAVED
HOLLYHOCK

By W. Botting Hemsley, V.M.H.

A SELF-SOWN FIG-LEAVED HOLLYHOCK OVER I3 FEET HIGH IN

DR. HEMSLEy's GARDEN.

have been thoroughly prepared beforehand) is in

a nice friable condition—possibly towards the end

it takes a lot of frost to injure them. Rarely is

it necessary to water them between the months
of November and February, but after this, if

there is no danger from severe frost, they will

take quite a lot of water. Although I advocate

removing the lights on all possible occasions, it

the end of May, the usual date here being about

the 25th.

The selection of varieties is quite a matter of

personal taste, but the following is a selection of

the best in the various colours : Pink, Hercules
;

pale pink, Elfrida Pearson ; blue, Margaret Fife
;

HAVE cultivated this highly

ornamental, free -growing
Hollyhock (see current vol-

ume of The Garden, page

422, with an illustration) for

about twelve years, first in the

garden of my official residence at

Kew, and since my retirement

here at Strawberry Hill. My first

plants were raised from seed

obtained from the Herbaceous

Ground at Kew. Whether the

progeny of the seed thus obtained

was pure Althaea ficifolia is a

little doubtful, because the allied

species hybridise freely and

naturally. At all events, I also

cultivated the common Hollyhock

(Althaea rosea), mostly single-

flowered varieties, and seedlings

which sprang up spontaneously

showed a blending of some of

the characters of A. rosea and

A. ficifolia. This was especially

noticeable in the foliage ; but as

no critical examination was made,

no comparisons of flowers and leaves of different

varieties, I can only generalise.

As the writer of the paragraph on page

422 states, Althaea ficifolia is of
_
perennial

duration, though the dictionaries class it with

the biennial species. As to its native country,

I should judge that it is the Levant—Eastern

Mediterranean countries—^rather than Siberia
;

but I have no means of settling that point at

present. In the light sandy soil of Kew both

of the species under consideration grew well,

and even attained unusual stature. I have a

photograph, taken in 1906, of a plant of apparently
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aormal A. ficifolia over 13 feet high, bearing

flowers of some tint of red. The mixed seed-

tings and older plants I brought to Strawberry

Hill at the end of 1908 throve well in a heavy,

somewhat clayey loam, some of them attaining

dimensions almost or quite equal to those of the

example photographed at Kew. Some of the

original plants may still exist, but the majority

have certainly been replaced by self-sown seedlings,

and I have rejoiced these last eight years in a

good annual display on the two long sides of my
parallelogram of ground. Yellow or orange is the

colour usually attributed to A. ficifolia, but the

colours are almost as varied as and perhaps include

more delicate and transparent tints than, the

common Hollyhock itself.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

FIRST-CLASSS^CERTIPICATE.

Sophro - Cattleya Sir 'Mervyn Buller.—

A

beautiful bigeneric hybrid demonstrating the

Cattleya influence in fuller measure than in any

we have seen hitherto. The rosy salmon sepals

and petals clearly show a midway touch of both

genera, while imparting an exquisite tone to the

whole. Its red crimson, lightly peppered lip

is a great asset to a novelty of rare beauty and

charm. From Messrs. Armstrong and Brown,

Tunbridge Wells.

AWARD3 OF MERIT.

Cattleya Rhoda Langley Variety.—The sepals

are of deep salmon tone, the petals coloured a

warm cinnamon red, the large, much-goffered

lip rich ruby crimson with golden reticulations.

From Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough.

Brasso-Cattleya Oberon var. Majestic (Brasso-

Cattleya Digbyano-Mossi* x Cattleya Schroderaj).

.—The whole flower appears to be endowed with a

delicate and beautiful shade of pinkish mauve,

the handsome, slightly goffered lip showing a

touch of yellow in the throat. From Messrs.

Sander and Son, St. Albans.

Laelio-Cattleya Lady Manningham Buller.

—

The sepals and petals are of primrose and pale

canary yellow, the handsome frilled lip of glowing

crimson. A very fine form. Shown by Messrs.

Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

Pyrus Vilmorlna.—An attractive novelty

with pinnate leaves and clusters of coral red

fruits.

Euonymus latifoliUS. — it is a little remark-

able that this old and attractive species, introduced

upwards of fifty years ago, has not received recog-

nition earlier. A hardy deciduous kind, with

large, ovate, slightly undulating leaves, it is

greatly attractive at this season by reason of the

clusters of fleshy scarlet seed-capsules and brilliant

orange fruits which are thrust forward as the

pods expand.

Clematis Campanile.^A beautiful novelty

which cannot fail to please, whether by reason

of delicate colour or fragrance. The new-comer

is herbaceous, 3 feet or so high, a hybrid, it is

said, between C. Stans and C. grata, with mauve
blue sepals and clusters of creamy white filaments

in panicled trusses. A beautiful and distinct

novelty. These three were shown by Messrs.

Geoi'gc Paul and Son, Cheshunt.

Gentiana ornata Variety.—The latter is not

yet determined, though it may be said that it

is of exceptional vigour and beauty. The fine

blue flowers are erect, solitary, at the ends of pro-

cumbent stems bearing linear lance-shaped leaves.

A pan of it with a single plant had about a score

of buds and blossoms, a few only being expanded.

At this season it is valuable as well as choice.

From Mr. Clarence Elliott. Stevenage.

Chrysanthemum Dick Barnes.—The colour

is rich crimson, the plant 3 feet or so high.

Chrysanthemum Harry Thorpe.—Yellow, suf-

fused rich orange. These two are decorative sorts

of high merit and great flower freedom, valuable

alike when disbudded or naturally grown. Ground
plants and disbudded flowers were shown in each

case by Mr. H. Thorpe, Lichfield, Chichester.

CLEMATIS CAMPANILE, A NEW HYBRID OF
HERBACEOUS GROWTH.

The foregoing were before the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on September 26, when the

awards were made.

NEW DAHLIAS.
Yellow Prince (Collarette).—Primrose colour,

with white collar. From Messrs. Dobbie and

Co., Edinburgh.

Autumn Star.—An addition to the Star class.

The colour is rosy salmon and yellow. From
Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley.

Moonstar (Cosmea- flowered). — White, with

pointed florets. From Mr. J. A. JarreLt, Anerley.

Janus (Pompon).—A ruby crimson self of

model form.

Marion (Paeony-flowered).—Salmon, with yellow

base.

Gipsy (Collarette).—Ruby crimson florets and

white collar.

Queenie (Decorative).—Golden, with salmony

red suffusion.

Roweana (Decorative).—Fairly balanced salmon

and fawn. These five were from Messrs. J. Burrell

and Co., Cambridge.

Prolusion (Decorative). — Of medium size,

coloured rosy peach and shading to fawn. Un-
common, though not beautiful.

Cupid (Collarette)..—The crimson florets are

white tipped, which, with a white, flatfish-inclined

collar, renders it most distinct.

Kangaroo (Collarette).—The finest of this class,

without doubt. The colour is rich ruby crimson,

and white, crimson-stained collar.

Lemur (Single).-—The colour is intense glowing

crimson, which, with blackish disc, golden-coloured

anthers and dark stems, go to make up a flower

of uncommon beauty. These four were shown
by Mr. J. T. West, Brentwood, Essex.

Pastel (Giant Single).—A novelty in fawn and

peach colour, very beautiful and distinct. From
Reginald Cory, Esq., Duffryn, Cardiff.

Alex. Kennedy (Cactus).—Self ruby red, with

finely pointed, incurving florets.

Mastiff (Decorative).—A distinct variety of

rich amber yellow tone.

Ermine (Collarette).—An all-white flower, and

good at that ; the finest of its class we have yet

seen. These three were exhibited by Messrs.

J. Stredwick and Son, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

The foregoing Dahlias, having been adjudicated

upon by a joint committee of the Ro^'al Horti-

cultural Society and the National Dahlia Society,

carry the award of merit of the former and first-

class certificate of the latter.

SIX BEAUTIFUL PERENNIAL
ASTERS

Very great improvement has taken place in these

homely flowers within the last dozen years or so,

and I will not go the length of saying that the half-

dozen I am about to name are the best ; but that

they are very beautiful everyone must admit.

Beauty of Colwall. — This, the first of the

really good double Starworts, is a very 'hand-

some plant, its pinkish lavender flowers being

produced in great profusion. Excellent for cut-

ting.

Feltham Blue.—This is one of the best large-

flowered blue Asters. It gives very handsome
spikes of bloom that are most telling in the garden,

besides being very desirable for room decoration.

Robert Parker.—An old variety, but still one

of the best. Its delightful soft lavender starry

flowers are ideal for cut-flower purposes. It with-

stands rain better than most.

St. Egwin.—One of the best of all Asters.

A well-grown specimen attracts attention every-

where. The soft pink flowers, although not so

large as in many other varieties, are produced

in the greatest profusion from near the ground-

level to the top of the shapely bush.

Thomson!.—One of the best dwarf forms and

of a very pleasing shade of blue. Unfortunately,

it does not appear to be over-hardy, as it is inclined

to die out here.

Subcserulea.—This dwarf summer-flowering

Aster is easily raised from seed and seems to come
perfectly true. It, too, not infrequently dies out

here in winter, damp, I think, being the cause.

It is a delightful subject for cutting, besides being

very telling when planted in clumps in the hardy

border.

Preston House Gardens, Linlithgow. C. Blair.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

F I were compelled to grow only one Dahlia, I as lilac without some qualifying word to mark
I should certainly choose D. Merckii, not

|

their pinkness. I find they are just the same

because it is

I the smallest* and hardiest

of the family, but

simply because I

like it the best and

should miss its soft

rosy lilac blossoms

s greatly. O f

course, I must re-

member that we

have not had a

ground - penetrating

spell of frost for

over ten years, and

therefore must not

boast too certainly

of its hardiness, but

be contented with

stating that some

•deeply planted roots

have reappeared in

full vigour every

spring for the last

four years, and no

protection of ashes

or litter was pro-

vided for them. A
few roots should be

lifted and stored

away with the other

Dahlias to make,

certain of the plant,

or seeds may be

saved, a s, raised

early and planted

out in May, they

are not long in pro-

ducing plenty of

flowers. Here it

grows about 3 feet

high, and forms a

rounded mass of

pretty, light green

leaves, much paler

and more finely

divided than those

of any other Dahlia,

except the closely

related D. scapigera,

•which, by the way,

I seem to have lost

this season. I miss

its graceful white

flowers, and must

keep an open eye

for it till I find it

again, unless some

fortunate possessor

of the treasure read-

ing this will kindly

send me a root.

D. Merckii is a

rather taller plant than D. scapigera, and its

bipinnate leaves and lilac flowers also dis-

tinguish it. When they first open they are

almost violet, but soon fade to a tender shade,

too blue to be called pink, and too rosy to pass

DAHLIA MERCKII.

Natural size.

(From a drawing by

Bowles.)

colour as Crocus zonatus, and I have pulled off

a segment of the Crocus and inserted it among
the ray florets of the Dahlia, and at a little distance

cannot distinguish any difference. The rich red

purple of the disc florets gives a delightful finish

to the colour scheme, and when a ring of golden,

pollen-dusted stigmas protrudes from the dark

boss the effect is, to my eye, perfect, especially

when a little transmitted light shows up the reddish

edges of the involucral bracts through the ray

florets.

The individual flowers are borne on very slender

stems of a length of six to eight inches, and are

therefore very graceful both when growing or

used as out flowers. They are very lovely arranged

with other Dahlias, either in a vase to themselves

to stand near contrasting colours, or rising above

some larger, more solid flowers. They harmonise

well with the light cerise pink of Delice or Crawley

Star, and contrast delightfully with that good

old purple maroon Cactus Dahlia J. H. Jackson.

This last is one of the most useful of all for cutting,

and helps to make
a pleasing deep tone

in almost any

arran g e m e n t of

colours except where

scarlet enters. I

find it is especially

good with the bril-

liant daffodil yellow

of the new Yellow

Star. This last I

believe will prove a

grand thing for

cutting, as, being a

little fuller than the

.
other Star Dahlias,

it lasts in beauty

longer than they.

The only trouble

about single Dahlias

as cut flowers is

their habit of drop-

ping the bright

yellow pollen s o

freely. It stains

tablecloths and is

tiresome to clean off

polished surfaces.

A large vase filled

with the nearly black

J. H. Jackson, and
here and there a

pink Delice, is a

great delight in con-

trasts.

1 suppose few

people grow the old

green Dahlia, but I

should be sorry to

be without it. It

is so good to cut

and use as greenery

for other Dahlias,

and looks very well

with white, orange

or yellow kinds. It

is a very curious

flower, and is formed

of repeated series of

the outer foliaceous

bracts of the invo-

lucre, or, to put

it in more ordinary

language, we may say that the five little leaflets

that stand out at the base of a Dahlia bud have

in the green Dahlia been repeated in whorl after

whorl instead of the scaly bracts, ray and disc

florets that ought to succeed them, until the whole
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flower is just a rosette of these little stiff, green

bracts. Occasionally the fiorst and terminal

flower of .a shoot reverts to more normal Dahlia

ways, and produces a wonderful flower with several

ranks of crimson ray florets and a central mass

of green bracts, reminding' one of the green-

centred double French Ranunculus.

The best new-comer of the garden just now is

Aster Amellus King George, with flowers so large

and so deep in colour as to surpass any other

form of that good old plant. Salvia uliginosa,

so satisfactory last season, has disliked the cold

nights and dull days of this, and instead of having

been a waving mass of sky blue for many weeks

past, is only now coming to its best. It is very

good, though, rising out of a large bed of the deeper

blue Salvia patens, with a young Euca-

lyptus Globulus or two as dot plants.

Geranium Wallichianum is good now,

botli in its pink and Nemophila blue forms.

They trail about very pleasantly in cool

positions in the rock garden, and cover

over spaces where bulbous plants reigned

supreme in spring. I never noticed till

this week that the pedicels bend at night

until the flowers hang face downwards, and

thus protect their pollen from the dews.

Hypericum sinense is making a brave

show. The mild winters of the last

decade have suited it and allowed it to

grow into a fair-sized bush. Its flowers

have longer filaments in comparison with

their size than those of any other species

I know, and this gives them a peculiar

elegance, for when in a mature blossom the

petals reflex, the stamens spread out well

beyond the golden background of the

petals and show up splendidly against the

long, rich green leaves and red stems.

Euonymus latifolius is very finely in

fruit ; better than I have ever before seen

it. It is a large specimen and stands on the

crest of a raoimd in the rock garden, and

its spreading branches are weighed down

with the large, coral red, biretta-shaped

fruits. Most of these have opened and

show the orange scarlet seeds in their four

angles, and in the evening sunlight the

tree is a goodly sight. I used to say its

large leaves hid up the fruits too much,

but this season they only contrast pleas-

antly with the mass of glowing shades of

red. As I cannot grow Rudbeckia maxima

as I saw it last week in two of the

best Cornish gardens, I consider the

taller plant known as R. Kerbstone my
best Cone-flower at present. It is about

as pure a yellow as one could wish for, and

the central cone is small and unobtrusive com-

pared with the larae ray florets. It is about

8 feet high and makes a fine mass of yellow for

the back row of a herbaceous border, and has a

good effect rising out of dwarf plants, as its foliage

is handsome.

Saxifraga cortustefolia is now at its best, but

will last on until S. Fortunei begins to blossom.

Then it wisely goes to seed, as though it knew

it could not compete with its handsomer rival.

It is smaller in leaf and flower than Fortunei,

but is valuable for a cool, shady place, as it provides

a cloud of its white blossoms in such good time

that they seldom get injiured by frost. The

handsomer Fortunei, on the other hand, seldom

opens more than half of its buds here before a

killing frost turns the whole plant to jelly.

BOOKS

Potato Leaf-roll Disease.* — Almost all

growers of Potatoes in this country, in the garden

as well as in the field, have met with the mysterious

disease known as leaf-roll, in which the leaf,

instead of being flat as in healthy plants, is rolled

or curled in various ways, frequently discoloured,

and far less efficient as a food-making organ than

it ought to be, as is evident from the small number

of tubers which the plant produces. Various

suggestions have been made with regard to the

cause of the disease, and three or four forms

have been distinguished. Dr. Ouanjer, in the

publication we have before us, has dealt with

THE HANDSOME AND LATE-FLOWERING
FORTUNEI.

SAXIFRAGA

what is probably the most important of these,

and has made some weighty contributions to our

Imowledge of it.

The characteristics of the disease are these :

Young plants do not show signs of the trouble,

but wnen about a month old the lower leaves

become rigid and pale yellowish in colour, while

the margins arc rolled upward. Later the upper

leaves also show symptoms of the disease. The

discoloration is confined at first to the tips, but

later spreads gradually over the whole leaf
;
while

in some varieties a red or violet tinge is evident

along the edges of the discoloured part, and the

under sides of the curled leaves often have a bluish

gloss, while the plants rattle as one passes among

* " Potato Leaf-roll Disease : Nature, Mode of Dis-

semination and Control of Phlo6m-uecrosis (Lcaf-voll)

and Related Diseases," by Dr. H. M. Quanjer. Wagenln-
gen ; H. Veenman, 1010.

them. The affected plants are scattered here

and there in the field, and the disease does not

spread from one centre as would be the case with •

ordinary fungus diseases. Later still the leaf

tissue dies here and there, starting from the tips

and margins and causing bro\vnish black spots

to appear, which afterwards spread. Diseased

plants grow slowly, and unfavourable conditions

accelerate the development of the symptfms.
When the conditions are partic^llarly unfavourable,

the plant remains quite small, and the seed tubers

will be found unexhausted at the time the crop
is lifted. Some plants are attaclied only after

considerable growth has been made, and these

may produce a fair crop. Some varieties seem to

be more susceptible than others. Most of the ex-

periments performed by the author have
been done with the variety Paul Kruger

(raised in Holland in 1896 by crossing

Imperator with Wilhelm Kom). This

variety was introduced to this country

some years ago, and for reasons which
appeal to the vendors of such things

its unpopular name was changed from
Paul Kruger, or President Kruger (by

which it was also known), to President,

and under that name it was widely grown
both in Scotland and England. It was
found to suffer increasingly from leaf-

curl, and at last was practically discarded,

not before an attempt was made to select

healthy tubers and so to secure an im-

mune stock, which was put on the market

under the name of Iron Duke. This

selected form, alas succumbed too. Mag-

num Bonum, another old and at one time

very popular variety, has also been used ;

while a little observation on the part of

growers^Iwill show that other varieties

now in commerce are liable to the disease.

Two or three years ago Dr. Quanjer

published an account of observations he

had made going to show that in plants

affected with leaf-roll the phloem was
altered and its function interfered with.

Now, the function of the tissue called

phloem (also known as soft bast, lying

just outside the wood of stem and leaf

veins, and on the inside of it as well in the

Potato) is to convey food made in the

leaves to various parts of the plant, so

that if tills tissue is destroyed, food

carriage is prevented and the smallness of

the crop is easily imderstood. Dr. Quanjer

has extended and confirmed his observa-

tions, which met with some amount of

criticism at the time they were first

published—mainly on the part of those who
confused the form of leaf-curl with which he was

dealing with other forms—and has made a series

of experiments with the object of ascertoining

the cause of this diseased condition of the phlofim.

Since the first appearance of the disease, watch

has been kept upon it, and it has been found to

increase in a district after its first introduction ;

while, as already noted, selection has given any-

thing but certain results, although at first they

appeared quite favourable. This uncertainty

suggested that the disease was either communic-

able or that the Potato was subject to sudden

and frequent mutations—changes produced by

no assignable cause. Dr. Quanjer has now experi-

mentally proved by well-controlled experiments

that (i) the disease attacks plants from healthy

tubers placed in diseased surroundings
; (2) if
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diseased pieces of Potato plants were grafted upon

healthy stocks, the latter also bec.ime diseased,

while other plants from the same tubers not so

grafted remained quite healthy. Tomato plants

similarly grafted also contracted the disease,

but to a much slighter extent. (3) Infection took

place when pieces of diseased tubers were grafted

upon healthy ones. (4) Soil in which diseased

plants had been grown carried the infection,

and the infective power of the soil may (in badly

tilled ground) be retained for so long as five years.

(5) Plants growing in the neighbourhood of diseased

plants often contract the disease, although fre-

quently not to a serious extern in the first year,

but in the succeeding year their tubers will pro-

duce diseased plants. (6) Experiments made with

seedlings were somewhat inconclusive, but suggest

the probability that the disease is also trans-

missible to seedlings.

All these experiments point to the contagious

character of the disease, but the microscope and

cultural experiments have failed so far to demon-

strate the nature of the contagium, nor has injection

of the juices of diseased plants reproduced th;

disease. It seems apparent, however, that some

sort of virus is concerned, and that it often enters

the plant by way of the root and may spread quite

early in the season from diseased to neighbouring

healthy plants, although the symptoms in these

may not be very marked.

From the grower's point of view the practical

points that emerge are these : Tubers from

diseased plants, even when the disease is but slight,

will produce diseased plants, and the symptoms

of disease will be most marked when the con-

ditions of cultivation are least favourable to the

Potato plant. Susceptible varieties (perhaps all

are susceptible, more or less) are likely to contract

the disease when planted in infected soil ; but

in the first year the disease is not likely to be very

serious. The remedy lies in the cultivation of

Potatoes intended for seed purposes in uninfected

soil and from healthy tubers. Considerable diffi-

culties lie in the way of this, but until at least

the nature of the contagium is kuo%vn and the

actual method of transference made clear, this

is the only means likely to lead to the production

of healthy stocks of this most important crop,

so valuable as food and for industrial purposes.

of bud i and leaves forming at the wall side of the

branch, and restrict the light to one side also,

so that coloration of the fruit only takes place

on one side. All the leaves grow on one side

and cover the fruit, so that in order to admit

light even on one side it is necessary to remove
leaves, which means work and deprives the tree

of part of its energy.

Walls evidently are not adequate for the pro-

duction of choice market fruit ; very often they

do not even meet the requirements of private

owners. To make good this insufficiency of

accommodation different ways of training fruit

trees have been introduced. None of all these

systems, however, realises the numerous advan-

tages of the reversed V system described below.

The A is made of iron and the system consists

of a certain number of sets provided with iron

so as to bend easily. The part to be buried in

the soil may be bent a little also. The sets are

placed at about 3J yards or 4 yards interval,

the legs of the set being at a distance varying

from 24 inches to more according to the

height. Holes are made through the iron at

convenient distances and the iron wire passed

through them. The gauge of the wire used

should not be too small, as it must be strong.

These systems are directed from north to south,

and when used for market growing, successive

rows are placed at small intervals.

Let us now consider some of the advantages

of the A system. First of all, its cheapness; r,o

other system gives equal results for the same

price. Its durability; it will last for a very

long time and will require no repairs. Its stability

is most remarkable, as il rests on two bases and

TRAINING FRUIT TREES
Bv H. Vendelmans.

M[
ANY people consider walls indis-

pensable to the growing of choice

fruit. They certainly are very useful

where they exist, but it is an

exaggeration to say that they are

necessary. Moreover, walls have many disadvan-

tages : they are very expensive to build and

require skilled labour for their erection, and

although they are said not to need keeping up,

they certainly require repairs at regular intervals.

Generally, walls are enclosures, so their outsider

cannot be used. Moreover, as boundaries they

are built rather according to the shape of the

enclosure than to the best aspect for fruit-growing,

so that the fruit has to be chosen according to

the aspect. Being built straight up, they give

much and dense shade. When, as is rarely done,

section walls are built inside the garden, they

take up much room and increase the shade, to

great disadvantage. Again, walls allow of

root expansion only on one side, do not permit

Sets put in place.

" Eiicoclies" are sometime!: used instead, of

holes, because they allow the wires to be

easily removed.

Oblique irons are used on loth sides of the set to make it steadier, while cross wires, of which one

is figured in 6, allow of the training of small fruit.

Twis, Set.

REFERENCE TO SKETCHES.

3, Twis'ed. 4, Holes and " encoches." 5, Connecting rod. 6, Cross wires

are sometimes used between main irons " set "
7, Oblique irons.

wires. The outside sets are in T iron, while the

other ones are of flat iron. The outside sets have

to be stronger, because the iron wires are attached

to them and they have to stand considerable

tension. The outside sets are also steadied by

an oblique iron fixed at one end at about three-

fifths of the height of the set and at the other

end in the soil. The sets are all connected on

the top by a flat iron rod. The sets, as well as

the oblique iron, are fixed in the soil at about

a foot deep by two cross irons. No masonry is

required. If the systems are long, more oblique

irons are placed at intervals but in opposite

directions. The sets are made of iron about

five-sixteenths of an inch thick and about i i inches

in width or more, according to the height, taking

into account that commercial sizes must be adopted

as being practically cheaper than those made
lo order. Close to the top the iron is twisted

i' supported in every direction. No repairs

are needed, and its upkeep is practically nil.

It may be made at any height. No matter what

its height the fruit is easily gathered, since the

framework is quite capable of supporting a

ladder. Any gardener can erect it, as it

need ; no masonry, and, when necessary, it can

be removed as easily and put up again on another

site. It enables two rows of fruit trees to be

planted close together without injury, and ,it is

suitable for any kind of fruit. It provides room

for the roots all round the stems. It saves space,

as crops—salads, Radishes, &c.—can be grown

between and under the systems. If the rows

are properly placed, it allows of perfect light-

ing of the whole system all day, so that

better coloration of the fruit and good ripening

are obtained. As the trees are trained slant-

\vi e, they give the smallest amount of shade
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from top to bottom ; but, above all, two parallel

rows throw scarcely any shade on each other

during the best hours of the day, so that not only

can cropping between be easily carried out, but,

where necessary, successive systems can be placed

quite close together, leaving only a path bdtween.

The branches, receiving light from all sides, bear

buds, twigs, leaves and fruit all round, so that to

obtain a good coloration there is no need to

remove leaves. The shade produced is mild,

because it constantly moves. Thi; svilem can
be used everywhere, as it can be adapted to any
aspect. The objection that iron wires may damage
the branches by wind does not hold good if a

wire of suitable size is used and the branches are

attached by csier.-, or 'tring crossed between the

wire and the branch. The branches being well

secured, the loss of fruit through storms is as

negligible as in fruit growing on wall*.

WAR VEGETABLES AT WEMBLEY
I SEND a photograph of the prize vegetable

produce which was on view recently at Wemblev

GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches and Nectarines.—These have not
been heavy crops this season, but directlv the
fruits are gathered the old fruiting wood may be
cut out, which will give the new growth an oppor-
tunity to become ripened. Young trees that
are growing too vigorously must be lifted and
replanted.

Wall Trees.—If it is intended to replace any
old trees on walls, discard any varieties, or fiil

up vacant spaces, now is a good time to prepare
the loam, old lime rubble and a few wood-
ashes. This will only be necessary when the
site has been previously occupied by fruit trees.
When trees are being planted in the soil for the
first time, it will generally suffice if some crushed
bones and lime rubble are added.

The Kitchen Garden.

Spinach.—The last batch will now require
thinning, and the soil between the rows should
be hoed frequently whenever it is sufficiently
dry for such work to be carried out.

Cauliflowers.—Any heads that are exposed
to the sun by day will be rendered useless if we

WAR-TIME VEGETABLES AT WEMBLEY PARK.

Park Athletic Ground in connection with some
splendid sports and an excellent concert which
was given by the Metropolitan Railway War
Service Corps with the object of raising funds

to send out garments and comforts to the

men at the Front, and entertaining wounded
soldiers. J. Wardle.

PlOm JEFFERSON
For jam or for bottling this is quite one

of the best [Plums in cultivation. For the

former purpose I regard it as much the best

of all Pliuns. The amount of sweet, juicy

flesh obtained from fully developed fruits is all

in favour of good jam-making. Against a wall

in any aspect except a northern one, well-managed

trees crop regularly. Grown as a standard in

the open, too, this Plum flourishes. Originally

it came from America, where it was raised

by Judge Buel and named in honour of

President Jefierson ; so the late Dr. Hogg
informed us. E. M.

get any frost, so it is advisable to protect the cure's
with a few leaves, or lift the plants and place them
in a shed. Should there be a glut, a portion of
the plants can be lifted and heeled in at the base
of a north wall.

Cabbages.—If the soil is light it should be
pressed around each plant with the foot. This
extra firmness will check sappv growth, and the
plants will then be more likelv to withstand a
severe winter. Later batches must be kept free
from weeds and hoed occasionally.

The Flower Garden.

Marguerite Mrs. Sander.—This delightful
Marguerite is a splendid subject for bedding,
and, being white, some pretty combinations ot
colour can be secured if intermixed with other
plants. I have used it with Salvia patens and
Carnation Britannia ; while this Marguerite,
Salvia and Calceolaria amplexicaulis in association
are also very effective. If no old plants were left

for stock purposes, a few pots of cuttings may
now be rooted and kept in a cool pit or green-
house.

Delphiniums.—Where clumps of these fine

plants have become unduly large, and the quality
of the spikes has deteriorated because the soil

has become exhausted in their immediate
neighbourhood, they may be divided and given
a fresh site, or the soil may be enriched

with manure if they are planted in their original
stations. Some fine varieties can be raised from
seed if it is collected from first-rate kinds.

Montbretias.—Some time during the present
month the choice varieties of Montbretia may
be lifted and stored until the spring. The ordinary
kinds may be left in the soil, unless they are over-
crowded. They should, however, be lifted every
second or third year and be replanted in a bed
containing "decayed manure and leaf- mould.

Plants Under Glass.

Cyclamens.—These have been growing in cold
frames, and now a batch of the most forward
plants may be removed to a greenhouse where
the night temperature does not fall below 50°. The
surface of the soil should be freed from all foreign
growth, and a light sprinkling of artificial manture
may be given if the pots are full ofroots. Water
the plants carefully and keep them free from green
fly and other insect pests. If not already done,
seeds may be sown thinly in pans of prepared soil

and then placed in a warm house. When large
enough the seedlings may be potted off singly.

Calceolarias.—These may now be placed in
their flowering pots and then an-anged in a cool
pit or greenhouse. They dislike heat and enjoy
plenty of air. Green fly is often present, so the
structure should be vaporised at intervals.

Azaleas.—Varieties of A. indica may be taken
inside about this date, as nothing is gained by
leasing them out during wet and cold weather.
A cool house, such as a Peach- house, where plenty
of air can be admitted, will suit them until the
time arrives for placing them in more heat.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.^—At this period of the year Melons
will require very careful treatment, as sunshine
is much less than formerly. Less atmospheric
moisture will be needed, and the roots must not
have an excess of water. Plants on which fruits
are swelling may be assisted with a sprinkling
of artificial manure, which should be watered in.

Fire-heat will now be necessary, and a night
temperature of 70° maintained.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow. Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Falling Leaves.—The falling leaves are now
beginning to cause extra work in keeping walks
and lawns in good order, and where extensive
lawns have to be kept tidy, the lawn sweeping
and collecting machine is a great saver of laboiu".

Spring Bedding.—It is sometimes diflicult

to make up one's mind to clear away the summer
bedding plants, especially when a favourable
autumn has prolonged their flowering season.
However, if a good show of spring- flowering
subjects is required, the sacrifice must be made
and the beds cleared at once to give accommodation
for these. Wallflowers that have been twice
transplanted as recommended will move safely

now with fine balls of fibrous roots, and the other
subjects that have been got ready can be planted
according to the programme of arrangements.
Anticipating a scarcity of Tulip and Hyacinth
bulbs, large quantities of Narcissi were lifted and
harvested here in July, and these will be used
freely along with the Wallflowers of different

shades, Myosotis. Arabis, Polyanthus. &c. The
fine strains of Variegated Kale also make very
ornamental beds, either planted in separate colours
or mixed, as well as for forming relief plants
in beds of dwarf-growing subjects.

Wintering Old Bedding Plants.—A proportion
of the plants remo\'ed from the beds are usually
potted up about this time, either for furnishing
cuttings in spring or for providing standard plants
for next season. Where Geraniums are still

grown in quantity, it is advisable to lift and pot
up a number of these, and if a suitable house is

not entirely devoted to them they ntay be success-
fully wintered in fruit- houses from which tlie

fruit has been gathered. Pot them into 5- inch
pots, or smaller ones if the roots can be got into
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them. Standard Heliotropes, Fuchsias and Calceo-

laria amplexicaulis will all require similar treat-

ment. Lobelia cardinalis should be planted
closely together in boxes and wintered in a pot

or Peach- house. Cordylines, Myrtles, Phormiums
and Sweet Verbena (Aloysia citriodora) all require

the protection of a glass structure during winter

in these Northern districts.

Plants Under Glass.

Perpetual-Flowering Carnations.—Those show-

ing flower-buds should now be moved to their

flowering quarters, and fumigated if there are any
signs of green fly.

Freesias.—The earliest batch of these will

now have made considerable growth and should

be moved to a shelf in an intermediate house.

The growths will require supporting ; a few twigs

from a worn-out Birch broom serve the purpose
well and require no tying. Weak liquid manure
should be given at intervals to strengthen the

flower- spikes-.

Bouvardias.—The earliest of these should now
be showing their flower-buds, and at this stage

they will be greatly benefited by regular doses

of liquid manure. The flowering shoots will

require supporting, but this should be done with

a view to keeping the plants as natural looking

as possible. Only a few light stakes should be
used, and in the case of young plants from spring

cuttings, one stake will generally suffice. Each
flowering shoot should be linked up to it indi-

vidually with fine matting, so that the flowers

when opening will present a drooping habit.

Bulbs.—Various bulbs are now coming to hand,

and these should be potted up as soon as they
arrive. Many growers are just discovering that

large quantities of spring- flowering bulbs are

British- grown, and the restrictions placed on Con-
tinental supplies will perhaps serve as a stimulus

to home growers to extend this trade considerably.

The selection in Tulips may perhaps not be such

a varied one. But those offered should meet all

present requirements. Gladioli in early flowering

varieties, such as Colvillei, The Bride, Peach
Blossom and Blushing Bride, are all useful for

pot culture, but they must not be unduly forced.

They do not require much root room
;

place the

bulbs almost touching each other in a mixture of

loam, leaf-mould and sand in 6-inch pots and
stand them in a cold frame. They may be after-

wards plunged in leaves to prevent the frost

damaging the pots, but they must be removed
again before growth has made much progress.

Early Flowering Chrysanthemums.—There is

often a shortage of cut flowers about this time
when a sharp frost has destroyed all the tender

plants, but if a quantity of the later varieties

of the summer-flowering Chrysanthemums are

lifted and placed in pots or boxes, or planted in

deep pits, they will provide quantities of useful

flowers for a considerable time.
Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle. N.B.

it this way because of the failure of onlinary boddinjr

plants to bloom, and the fact that these also become
'* leggy " shows that the shade is considerable. If ofsome
density, with the trees overhanging the border, it might
be best to turn it into a fernery. If not, and you will

give us some idea of the extent of the shade, bow near

the trees are and whether the roots are likely to have
penetrated the border, we will give you a suitable seleetion

for the purpose. The extent of the border and the kind

of trees referred to would also be of material assistance.

Is the soil of a light or heavj' nature ?

ANTIRRHINUM DISEASE, GOOSEBERRIES, AND
SILVER-LEAF (i. B.-W.).—Sulphide of potassium, half

an ounce to a gallon of rain-water, should, if early

applieci, arrest the spread of the former, and is likely to

be more effective if a little soft soap is first dissolved

and mixed with the solution. This renders the spray
more adhesive, always an important item. Very light

spraying is best, in order that it settles mist-like on the

plants. It is important to treat all parts of the plant,

i.e., the under surfaces as well as the upper surfaces of

the leaves. Early evening is the best time. Of Goose-

berries suited to your purpose, Cro^vn Bob, Lancashire

Lad, Dan's Mistake (red sorts). Leviathan and Trumpeter
(yiiUow), Fearless and Telegraph (green) and King of

Trumps and Whitesmith (white) would be a good set.

Some of these—Crown Bob, Lancashire Lad and White-
smith—are probably upwards of 100 years old. Size,

however, in these things is very much a question of

cultivation and disbudding. The heaviest red Gooseberry
of which we have record is Top Sawyer, 26dwt. 17gr.

For high dessert flavour, Langley Gage, Langley Beauty,
Golden Gem and Forester should be tried. Unless your
Plum trees were hopelessly infected by silver-leaf disease,

we should not have destroyed them, preferring rather to

have cut away and burnt the affected parts and tried

remedies. As yet, how^ever, no certain remedy is kno\vn.

The injecting of sulphate of iron into the roots and branches

of the trees or incorporating it \vitii the soil has in somi^

instances been stated to show signs of improvement,
though not of a nature to suggest a cure. Some gardeners,

however, consider the disease due, in some measure at least,

to excessively wet seasons and to high feeding, though
neither has been fully established . One gardener we know
declared with some emphasis that he had ridded himself

of it by treating his borders freely with chalk, a simple
matter'indeed if really effective. We have not seen him
for some time past, and for the moment do not know his

whereabouts, hence are unable to further enquire info the

matter.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS

cultural requirements, especially in the matter of water,

for an excess will quickly cause the lower leaves to die

olf, and the plants ultimately perish. For the successful

culture of Humea clcgans the better way is to sow the

seed in June, and place in a close frame or greenhouM-.

It does not take long to germinate, and when the young
plants are sufflciently advanced they should bo potted

singly in 3-ineh pots, which must be clean and effectually

drained. A suitable compost for the first potting may
be made up of equal parts of loam and leaf-mould, with
a liberal sprinkling of silver sand. They may be grown
in a frame during the summer, giving plenty of air and
shading from bright sunshine. As cool a position as

possible should be assigned them during hot weather.

Wlicn the pots are well furnished with roots, the plants

may be shifted into pots 5 inches in diameter, using more
loam in the compost, say, two-thirds loam to one-third

leaf-mould, and still a liberal quantity of silver sand.

Kept in the frame and given all the air possible, they will

form good sturdy plants by the time the nights grow cold,

when they must be removed to the greenhouse. Through-
out the winter they need only to be kept safe from frost

and should be allowed a circulation of air whenever possible.

By the end of February they should be put into their

flowering pots, which may be 7 inches or 8 inches in

diameter or even more. When well furnished with roots,

occasional doses of liquid manure will be helpful. While
an excess of moisture is harmful, drought is also injurious.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
FLOWERING SHRUBS UNDER PINES (S. H. B.).—

The following shrubs would be likely to thrive beneath
the semi-shade of the trees mentioned : Azaleas, Rhodo-
dendrons, Gaultheria Shallon, Heaths in variety and
Berberis Aquifolium. They should be planted in uregular-

shaped masses in as natural a manner as possible.

WALL PLANTS (A. E. R., Hayicmd's Heath).—The
following wall plants are likely to suit your purpose :

CratsBgus Pyracantha, Hydrangea petiolaris, Jasminum
nudifiorum. Clematis montana var. rubens, Clematis

Armandii, Rosa bracteata. Wistaria chinensis and Tecoma
grandiflora. The last two are very vigorous-growing

subjects and should be given a high wall. Tecoma grandi-

flora ought to have as much sun as possible ; the others

will thrive in either aspect. For a northerly aspect any
of the Jackmannii Clematises might be tried.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSES FOR DROOPING OVER STREAM WALL

(Rosalie).—There are many lovely Koses that would
answer to the same treatment as Dorothy Perkins, illus-

trated in The Garden on September 2, page 430. One
of the best would be Silver Moon, a lovely big smgle ;

also Jersey Beauty, American Pillar, Miss Flora Mitten,

Evangeline, &c. Good perpetual-flowering kinds are

Sheilagh Wilson, Bardou Job, Moonlight, DanSe, Gerbe
Kose. Jessica, Trier and others. Kosa Pissardu would
be rather too rigid, but it could be worked in with others.

We advise planting about 6 feet apart.

ROSES BADLY MILDEWED (E. C. T.).—We fear

your Roses are in a bad way, and advise you to

replant them all at the end of October. Have the soil

deeply dug, and work in a good dressing of lime or powdered
chalk. You may cut the present year's growths back

to about a foot in length. Do not trouble about the

mildew now, but when you move the plants you may
cut off all the foliage. You will flnd this treatment will

produce a more luxuriant grow-th next year, and doubtless

the plants will grow away from the ravages of mildew.

The pest that has eaten the foliage is the slugworm. This

can do no more harm. Another year spray early with

tobacco wash.

RULES FOB CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—The Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to C(yrrespondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely ivritten on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C, The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each shoidd be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or nwss, not cotton-wool, and flowering
shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
PERENNIALS FOR SHADY NORTH BORDER

(Georgian).—There are many good plants that would
do quite well in a north border, but when to this is added
the shade of trees the case is different. We are putting

THE GREENHOUSE.
BLACK STRIPE DISEASE OF TOMATOES (G. B. B.).—

The Tomatoes appear to be attacked by the black stripe

disease, due to the growth of bacteria in the tissues, in

all probability. Spraying for this disease appears to be

of no avail ; and in addition to the removal and destruction

of diseased parts and the suppression of insect pests which
probably carry the infection from plant to plant, the
raising of the temperature to about 120° Fahr. by closing

the houses early on a sunny day seems to be the most
effective cure.

BLACK CRUST GROWING ON GREENHOUSE STAGING
(A. M. C.-S.).—The growth of which you complain is an
alga, a plant which delights in the conditions existing on
the stage of a moist fernery. Something could be done
to cheek its growth by occasionally pouring boiling

water over the gravel, or even by watering it Avith a
weed killer. The lafter course would, natiually, be
attended by some risk, and both would prevent the growth
of Fern spores if carried out efficiently, as the spores of

the algfe and of the Ferns require like conditions for

germination. We do not think that a small quantity of

the algae would have a very harmful effect if on the sides

of the pots, and in any case a periodical scrubbing would
free them.
WHERE TO OBTAIN A BEGONIA {Mrs. i.).—The

Begonia of which a sketch was sent is undoubtedly one
of the varieties of Begonia Rex. We regret being unable
to give you the name, as there are so many dift'erent

forms, in order to obtain a plant, your better way
would be to apply to Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Dyson's
Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton, who grow a large

collection, and from whom no doubt this particular variety
could be obtained. We, however, question whether you
will be able to get a plant in whicli the markings are as

clearly defined as in the sketch sent.

HUMEA ELEGANS IN BAD HEALTH (E. E. B. E.).—
Humea elegans is in all stages very particular in its

FRUIT GARDEN.
INJURY TO VINES {J. McB.).—The Grapes were quite

mouldy when they reached us, so that we cannot be quite

certain what they looked like, but from your description

we have little doubt that they are suffering from bemg
'• scalded " through some cultural error, such as insufficient

ventilation or too great an amount of moisture in the

house. The mildew on the leaves would be encouraged

by this condition of things, which should receive attention,

and, in addition, flowers of sulphur should be dusted upon

the leaves or painted upon the pipes.

FIGS TURNING MOULDY AND FALLING OFF
(W. F. M. C).—The fact that your tree is growing on a

wall out of doors and not under glass makes no difference

as regards the fruit becoming mouldy. The cause is

the same—too cold and damp an atmosphere. Had
the weather been hot and dry at the time, the fruit would

not have gone mouldy. Toads and Strawberries.

—

Strawberries on the point of ripening, especially if the

fruit comes in contact with the soil and it is at all wet,

are frequently infested with the minute grubs mentioned

by you. It is the point of the fruit which is usu.ally attacked,

and as tbispartismostoutofsight,howare we to reconcile

your theory with the proof advanced by Miss C. M. Black

Hawkins in The Garden of August 19, page 403, namely,

that a toad never attacks a creature it does not see move,

following the true sporting instinct ?

MISCELLANEOUS.
FUNGUS ATTACKING PEARS AND JUNIPER (J. R. N.).

The evidence afforded by the specimens of Savin sent is

not quite conclusive of the attack of Gymnosporangium,
and we think it would be worth while waiting until next

.ipril or May and then making another examination

before destroying the bushes. The bright yellow out-

growths on the swollen parts of the stems will then leave

no doubt if the fungus is really there. The rust on the

Pear does, as a rule, no very great amount of damage.

TO DISPOSE OF EVERGREEN TRIMMINGS (i?. C. T.).

However treated, the trimmings of the different subjects

named bv you will take a very long time to decay, and
in a small garden it is almost impossible to keep pace

with the ever-increasing quantity. By far the most
satisfactory plan is to burn them, which, even with the

restricted 'hours during which fires are allowed, is not

a diiBcult matter. The old idea of a smother fire must

b(^ discarded, and care taken that all the trimmmgs are

thoroughly drv before any attempt is made to burn them.

To ensure this, they must, when the weather is bright

and the sun shines, be spread out as thinly as possible

and repeatedly stirred about. This will reduce them to

such a state' that they will burn rapidly, and a couple of
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hours will suffice to get rid of a considerable quantity.
In burning, avoid putting too many leaves on at once,
as in this way tliey are much more quictdy disposed of,

and with far less smoke thau if large masses are pi^t on.
The aslics that are left will, of course, be a good dressing
for ttie ground. The grass may be dug in and will not
take long to decay. ]f the soil is of a heavy nature, it

will be greatly benefited if treated in this way.

FUNGI IN AN ORCHARD (D. P. 5.).—The fungi
when they reached us were rather too far gone for us
to be absolutely certain of their identity, but from
what we could see we tliink there can be no doubt that
they are a variety of tlie common Mushroom.
THRIP IN A FERNERY {A. M. C'.-.S.).—XL Fumigator

or MacDougall's Fumigating Shreds may be used with
safety for many Ferns, but some suffer when tlie material
is used at full strength. You might try the dip (for the

- fronds only) reconmiended in our columns a little while
ago for red spider—a handful of soft soap, into which
flowers of sulphur have been kneaded, dissolved in one
and a half gallons of warm water.

TITS DESTROYING APPLES.—Can you or any of
your correspondents kindly im'orm me if there is any
practical means of preventing blue tits from destroying
Apples ? They do not seem to care for any but the best

;

our Cox's and Mothers are badly attacked by them
annually. Last season I lost over 600 Cox's Orange
Pippins" from fifty cordons by these pests, and this year,
out of a very small crop, practically every Apple will be
pecked. Kiiidly '* old ladies " of both sexes tell me tits will

not touch Apples if Sunflowers are grown near ; we have
dozens close to the cordons and I have never yet seen a
blue tit touch the seeds, though great, marsh and coal

tits devour them greedily. Other " protectors " advise
w^ter ; we have plenty close by, but it Is of no use. We
have tried " scares " of various kinds ; the birds take no
notice of them whatever. The gun seems to be the only
successful method, though it is difficult to catch them on
the hardwood trees and, of course, they cannot be shot
on the cordons. Bags will protect the fruit, but with a
large crop it is practically impossible to cover every
Apple, not to mention time and expense.—H. Noble.
[We are unable to suggest a practical means of keeping
away the tits, unless netting can be accomplished.

—

Ed.]

MAKING POT-POURRI.—Can any of your readers
say how lung it takes for Kose leaves, mixed %vith salt for

pot-pourri, to dry ? Mine were gathered and salted in

July and are still quite moist. Spices have not yet been
added.—M. [There are two distinct methods of making
pot-pourri—the moist and the dry. If the intention is

to make dry pot-pourri, no salt should be used ; the
purpose of the salt is partly to act as a preservative and
partly for the express purpose of retaining a certain
degree of moisture. To answer the question exactly, if

salted Itoj^e leaves are left in an uncovered bowl in a
warm room they will dry—salt and all—just as t^alt itself

will kiM'p dry in the ?ame conditions : but this does not
appear to be the meaning of the question. As the moist
pot-pourri is considered the best, it would be the better
plan to accept the salted Hose leaves as a preparation for

making the moist kind. Shredded leaves of -Sweet

Geranium and Sweet Verbena, also' Bay leaves can still

be collected if the weather remains open, and would W
a good addition to the pot-pourri, both for swei-tni ;-s antl

as a useful increase of bulk, but all should be pri jiared

by packing them firmly into jars of china or glazed earthen-
ware with the salt mixture, of half bay salt roughly,
crushed and half common salt, sprinkled between. If

this further preparation of material is made, it would
all be in good condition for the final mixing and the
adding of spices about the middle of November.

—

Ed.]

NAMES OF PLANTi.—CoZoHe; W. H. C—Funkia sub-
cordata fCorfu Lily). Boris.—Asparagus Sprengeri.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—H. J. 5.—Apple James Grieve
(other fiuit was rotten). J. E. M.—1, Lane's Prince
Albert (poor fruit) : 2, King of the Pippins : 3, Blenlieim
Orange; 4, probably a poor fruit of King of the Pippins;
5, Eeklinvillc Seedhng.

SOCIETIES

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S FRUIT SHOW.
The society's twentieth exhibition of Britisli-grown fruit

was held in tlie Koyal Horticultm-al Hall, Vincent Square,
on the ;ird and 4th inst., and from every point of view

—

high excellence, extent and keen competition—must
be accounted a great success. The more important
classes, open to nurserymen only, arranged on tabling
30 feet by 6 feet, constituted an imposing feature of the
show, and rarely has fruit of higher quality been staged.
Grapes by general consent have never before been on
so vast a scale, upwards of 220 bunches being staged
in the competitive classes. Other fruits were also good
and, well displayed, made the exhibition one of the finest

of its kind. Following are some particulars of the show.

Open to Gardeners and Amateurs,

For a collection of nine dishes of ripe dessert fruit, three
exhibitors staged, the first prize being awarded to Lord
Somers, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury (gardener. Mr. G. Mul-
lins). Grapes Muscat of Alexandria and Black Hamburgh .

Peaches Sea Eagle and Barrington, Pears Doyenne du
Cornice and Margiierite Marillat, Apple Rival and Humboldt
Nectarine constituted his set. Everything was high
class. Second, the Duke of Newcastle, whose Pears
Marguerite Marillat and Triomphe de Vicnne were

admirable. Peaches Princess of Wales and Crimson
Galande were also excellent.

Five collections were staged for six dishes of ripe dessert
fruit. Lord Hillingdon. Sevenoaks (gardener, Mr. J.

Shelton), taking the lead with admirable produce. Grapes
i\Iadresfleld Court and Muscat of Alexandria. Peach Lord
Palraerston and Apple Cliarles Uoss were the best dishes.
Mr. .T, Liddell, Sherfield Manor, Basingstoke (gardener,
Mr. II. Leadmonth), was second, having excellent Figs.
Peaches and well-finished Grapes.

For six distinct varieties of Grapes, two bxmches of
each, six collections were staged, the Duke of Newcastle.
Clumber, Worksop (gardener. Mj. S. Barker), staging
admirably and taking first prize. His six comprised
Black Hamburgh, Buckland's Sweetwater, Chas-elas
Napoleon. Muscat of Alexandria, Gros Colmar and Madres-
field Court. Uniform size and good finish characterised
the whole. Second. Mr. W. Mackay, Ascog, Bute, N.B.
(gardener. 31r, D. Halliday). who showed Appley Towers,
Mrs. Pincp and Madresfield Court very finely ; third.

Mr. G, lAIiller. liadlett (gardener. Mr. J. Kidd), who had
Appley Towers in perfection. We have never before
seen this class so well contested or such fine produce
staged.

Only one exhibitor staged foiu- varieties, two bunches
of each. Lord Hillingdon. Wildernesse. Sevenoaks (gardener.
Mr, J, Shelton), being awarded first prize for moderately
good produce.
Two bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes brought

eight competitors, Lord Hillingdon, Sevenoaks, staging
perfect bunches of this popu'ar sort. The finish was
admirable. Lord Savite. K.C.V.O., Rufford Abbey.
Notts (gardener, Mi'. J. Doe) was second, and also staged
well.

Lord Hillingdon was again first for two bunches of

Mrs. Pince. and here again th5 size of the bimches and perfect
finish characterised the exhibit, which was of grand
quality. W. ftlackay, Esq., was second, the bunches
very fine but less well finished.

Two bunches of Black Alicante : First, Mrs. W. Raphael,
Castle Hill, Englefield Green, whose bunches were excellent.

Second, the Executors of the late J Brunton, Esq., Stour-
port (gardener, Mr. W. H. "^Vilson), who had finely finished

bunches. Seven staged.
For Madresfield Court Grapes,. Lord Hillingdon, Seven-

oaks. again scored with moderately large, even bunches,
finely berried and well finished. Second, tlie Duke of

Newcastle, Clumber. Worksop, who had admirably finished,

well-shouldered bunches. Seven again staged.

For two bunches of Prince of Wales Grapes. G. I\Iayer,

Esq., AYoldingham, Surrey (gardener, Mr. T. Newman),
was first. Lord Savile being second.

For two bunches of any other black Grape, the Duke
of Newcastle, Clumber, Worksop, was first with Muscat
Hamburgh.
For Muscat of Alexandria, similar conditions, nine

staged, the Duke of Newcastle, Clumber. Worksop, was
placed first with well-coloured though not uniform bunches

;

second. Lord Somers, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury (gardener,

Mr. G, Mullins). with nicely formed, well-coloured bunches.
We would like to call attention to the magnificent bunches
staged by C. W. Mann, Esq., Bexley, Kent (gardener,

Mr, J. Simon), which, if wanting in colour and finish at the
moment, were of grand proportions and well berried,

finished, these would have merited the highest award.
For two bunches of anv other white Grape, the Duke

of Newcastle was first with Cannon Hall Muscat, Four
staged.

For a collection of hardy fruits, thirty dishes, distinct,

grown entirely in the open. Lord Somers, Eastnor Castle,

Ledbury (gardener. Mr. G. Mullins), was first with a
splrndid assortment. Apples Peasgood's Nonsuch,
Washington, Gascoyne's Scarlet, Rival. Rev. W. Wilks
(a grand dish) and Charles Ross were admirable. Pears
Triomphe de Vienne, Dr. Jules Guyot and Durondeau
with Peaches. Nectarines. Figs. Clierries and Plums,
were also good. Second. Major Pow^ell Cotton. Birching
ton. Thanet (gardener, Mr. J. Cornford). whose Figs,

Plums Monarch and Coe's Golden Drop, PeachfS. Apples
and Pears were of general excellence. EverHhing was
wrii shown. Only two collections were staged.

Open to Nuksekymen Only.

For fruit grown entirely in the open, shown in a space
30 feet by 6 feet, Messrs." H. Cannell and Sons, Eynsford,
Kent (manager, Mr. James Lawson), were easily first, stag-

ing a superb collection comprising 250 dishes of Apples
and Pears. Plums were also very fine. Notable dishes

in the collection were Apples Peasgood's Nonsuch, Charles

Ross, Annie Elizabeth, Emperor Alexander, Egremont
Ru-sset, Alfriston (very fine), Baumann's Relnette. .Mling-

toh Pippin, .Coronation, Worcester Pearmain. Mt^re du
Mf^iage. James Grieve, Norfolk Beautv, Golden Spire.

Stirling Castle. Bismarck. Winter Ribston. Cellini,

I'.nimley's Seedling and Warner's King. Pears, too,

were excellent : while Plums Coe's Golden Drop, Monarch,
Belle de Septembre, Archduke and Wyedale were also

well sho\vn. Messrs, Seabrook and Sons, Chelmsford,
were second, staging very finely a great variety of Apples
with handsome dishes of Pears. Apples Warner's King.
The (Jucen. Bismarck and Duchess of Oldenburg were
notable examples.

For a collection of fruit on a run of tabling 20 feet by
G feet. .Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawlev, were first with
a particularlv good and clean lot of fruits. Apples
Egn-mont Russet. Prince Albert (of fine colour), Bismarck,
Ki-v. W. Wilks, Charles Boss. Peasgood's Nonsuch. Royal
Jubiioe, Grenadier, Lord Derby, Gascoyne's Scarlet

and Blenheim Orange were the more important dishes.

Second, Messrs. Laxton Brothers. Bedford, who had good
Worcester Pearmain. Cox's Orange Pippin, Pens
good's Nonsuch, Lord Derby and Ben's Red Apples

with Plums Monarch, Reine Claude de Bavay and other
crossbreds not yet named. Excellent Pears were staged.
There were four collections staged in this cla-is, tlie witolc
making a splendid display.

Only one exhibitor, Mr, Edward Parsons, Worcester,
staged in Class 10, 12 feet by 6 feet being allowed. Beauty
of Hants. Golden Noble, Warner's King. JM^re du Mr-nage
and Madresfield Court were good dishes of Apples.

iMessrs. Thomas Rivers and Son, Sawbridge worth,
were the only exliibitors of orchard-hou^e fruit and fruit

trees in pots on a space 24 feet by 6 feet. Of Apples,
Peasgood's Nonsuch and Cox's Orange JPippin were very
fine ; of Plums, President and Rivers' Late Orange
were very good ; while Peaches Saiway, Sea Eagle and
Tliomas Rivers were also well represented by pot jiiauts.

Of dishes. Apples James Grieve (early), Gascoyne's Scarlet.

Ribston Pippin and Washington were all good. An
excellent exhibit tlu-oughout.

Open to .Market Growers Only,

Twenty baskets of cooking and dessert Apples, disiinct :

First, Messrs. Gaskain and Whiting, Dargate, Faversiiam,
Kent, who showed fine baskets ot Apples Charles Koss,
Rival, M^re du Mf-nage, Emperor Alexander. Stone's,
Peasgood's Nonsuch, Reinette de Grand Fage, Brani.ey's
Seedling, Warner's King and others ; second, Lieutenant-
Colonel H, Lumley Webb, Sittingbourne, who had an
even, well-balanced lot of fruit.

For twelve baskets of cooking and dessert Apples the
Horticultural College, Swanlcy, was well to the front

,

staging superb baskets of Peasgood's Nonsuch, Warner's
ICing. Bismarck, Golden Noble, Lane's Prince Albert,
Newton Wonder. Charles Ross, Aliington Pippin, James
Grieve, King of Tompkins' County, Cox's Orange Pippin
and Worccstrr Piarmain ; an admirable set in every
way and well displayed. Second. Lieutenant-Coloi.el H.
Lumley Webb, Sittingbourne, whose fruit was only
moderately good.

For six baskets of Pears, only one exhibitor staged,
the first prize going to Lieutenant-Colonel H. Lumley
Webb, who had Pitmaston Duchess, Marguerite Marillat,

Beune Bose, Conference, Doyenne du Cornice and Bcurre
Superfin. These were very good.

Open to Gardeners and Amateurs Only',

Apples, twenty-four dishes, distinct—sixteen cooking,
eight dessert. In this class Lord Somers, Eastnor Castle,

Ledbury, was first with a clean lot of fruits. Blenheim
Orange, King of the Pippins, Cox's Pomona. Newton
Wonder, Lane's Prince Albert, Charles Ross, Rev. W.
Wilks and Gascoyne's Scarlet were among the best dishes.

Second, J. Liddell, Esq., Sherfield Manor, Basingstoke,
whose Rival, Rev. W. Wflks and Peasgood's Nonsuch were
admirable. Four collections were staged.

Apples, eighteen dishes, distinct—twelve cooking, six

dessert: First, E. E. Pearson, Esq,, Brickcndonhury,
Herts (gardener, iMr W. Stephenson) ; Rival, Emperor
Alexander, Baron Wolseley and Bramley's Seedling were
capital dishes. Second, fllajor Powell Cotton, Bu-chington,

Tlianet, whose best were Gascoyne's Scarlet, Peasgood's
Nonsuch and Warner's King.

For twelve dishes, Mr. G. Miller, Radlett, was the only
exhibitor and was awarded first prize for good fruit

For six dishes of dessert Apples, Lord Somers, Eastnor
Castle, Ledbury, shoAved admirably, his set comprising
Ribston Pippin, James Grieve, Houblon, Rival, King of

the Pippins and Wealthy, a perfect set. well coloured and
of uniform size. Second, Mr. J. Liddell, Basingstoke.

For eighteen dishes of dessert Pears, distinct, C. A.

Cain, Esq.. J.P., The Node, Welwyn, Herts (gardener,

Mr. T. Pateman). was first. Conference, Marie Louise

d'Uccle. Marguerite Marillat, St. Luke and Doyenn6
Boussoch being A'ery fine dishes. Second, Mr. J. Liddell,

Basingstoke.
For twelve dishes of Pears, Major Powell Cotton was

fij'st, Triomphe de Vienne, Durondeau, Conference and
Pitmaston Duchess being very fine. Lord Hillingdon

was second, Beurr6 Superfin and Marie Louise being

excellent dishes.

For nine dishes of Pears, E. E. Pearson, Esq., was
first. Souvenir du Congr6s, Conference, Beurr6 Hardy and
Durondeau being the finer examples.

For three dishes of Plums. E. H. Berners, Esq.. Woolver-
stone Park. Ipswieh (gardener. Air, ftlesscnger), was first,

showi[ig s])lendid dishes of Coe's Golden Drop, Pond's
Seedling and Trrsidi'iit, all grand fruits.

For Damsons ur BuMaces, three dishes, Mr. F. G. Gerrish,

Pendhy Manor, Tring, was first, having Prune, The
Merryweallirr and the common Damson.

Morello Clurries, three dishes, were also well shown by
tills exhibitor, who took first prize with fine produce.

CoPNTY' Classes.

These were admirably contested throughout, our only

regret being that we arc unable, through lack of space,

to refer to these and other classes in detail.

The War Office notifies that fro7n nofi' onward all papers

posted to anil neutral Knropcan countrii ivill be stopped,

except those .sent hi/ piiblishtrs and neirsufjents who have

obtained spreiul permission from the War Office. SucJi

permission hn.s turn ijranted to THE GARDEN, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmark, UoUand, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain. Portugal. Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the

Pvbli!>her from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

**• The Yearly Subscription to The Garden is : Inland.

Qs. Od. ; Foreign, 88. 9rf.

I
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
WE are now at the commencement

of the Rose-planting season, and
our next issue will be a special

number mainly devoted to Roses.

This will contain interesting

articles on new Roses, China Roses, Roses of

bygone days, planting Roses, late-flowering Roses

—all written by recognised authorities on our

national flower. Among the contributors are

Miss G. Jekyll, on Boursault Roses ; E. H. Woodall,
on the Macartney Rose ; E. Waters, on Roses in

Yorkshire ; George Bunyard, V.M.H., Herbert

Molyneux, A. Osborn and W. Easlea. The
illustrations will be equal to the most beautiful

that have ever appeared in our pages, while a

delightful coloured plate of Rosa Moyesii in

flower and fruit will be presented with this issue.

The price for this special number will be 2d.,

and as there is certain to be a great demand for

it, we ask readers to place their orders at the

bookstalls in advance.

Paeonia peregrina Gifford's Variety.—In our

issue of June 20 we acknowledged in appreciative

terms the cut blooms of a delightful Paeony sent

by Mr. F. Gifford of Hornchurch under the name
of P. ofiicinalis lobata. It appears, however, that

this is not P. officinalis lobata, and it has been
identified at Kew as a rare form of P. peregrina.

By virtue of the rich quality of its orange scarlet.

Tulip-shaped flowers and clusters of bright golden

anthers it is one of the most beautiful and refined

of all Paeonies.

The Purple-Leaved Filbert.—This is an orna-

mental tree of a high order, its rich purple foliage

being quite equal in beauty to that of any of the

Purple Beeches. It has the additional merit of bear-

ing as good crops of Nuts as most of the plain-leaved

Filberts. It is, of course, well known that the

Filberts refuse to bear on many soils ; but the

purple-leaved variety, although it may not bear,

will be an acquisition and a success in any shrubbery
or pleasure ground.

Six Good Single Dahlias.—Prior to the advent
of the Cactus Dahlia, the single Dahlia enjoyed a

considerable period of popularity. The Cactus,

the Paeony and the Collarette, each in turn,

all but ousted the ; ingle from the field. The
single is again to the front, however, improved
both as regards form and colour; and for the

benefit of those desirous of giving them a trial,

half a dozen excellent varieties may be mentioned
which have done well with us in this by no means
favourable season : White Star, pure white with
yellow centre ; Fugi San, orange yellow with
crimson ring in centre ; Lagos, very dark crimson,

in the way of Little Othello, but superior to it,

rather dwarf ; Mrs. W. Hood, pure yellow, long

stemmed ; Mrs. W. W. Merry, bright sienna

orange, paler towards the tips, a. unique shade;

and Serita, intense crimson, shaded purple.

Gladiolus America.^The illustration on this

page is of one of the most beautiful varieties of

the popular bedding Gladiolus. At the same
time it is easy to cultivate. A few bulbs planted

last March in a sunny situation protected from
cutting winds have borne and continue to bear

very handsome spikes of bloom. The flowers are

of a lovely soft rose, and, as many flowers are open
at the same time, it is excellent for cutting.

Salvia Glory of Zurich in Autumn.—This
brilliant scarlet Salvia remains in full bloom
long after most other bedding plants are over.

and it does not show the same tendency to drop

its flowers which is common to other Salvias.

It is at the present time flowering with great

freedom and with all the freshness of its summer
beauty on the terrace in Lady Tate's charming

garden at Park Hill, Streatham. There is no
bedding plant to compete with it for brilliance at

this time of the year.

Bees and the Odour of Musk.—It is quite

probable that the odour of Musk has had a very

detrimental effect upon the plant in this country,

and this may account for the mysterious dis-

appearance of the scent within the last few years.

Huber, who ascertained the effects of different

odours on bees, records the following experiment :

" We sprinkled some powdered Musk on a drop of

honey, into which some bees thrust their suckers

as if by stealth, for they kept as far back from it

as possible ; but although they often appeared to

suck it, we did not perceive it to become less in a

quarter of an hour, long before which it would have

disappeared had it not been mixed with Musk."
From this it may be assumed that the modern
scentless Musk would receive the attention of bees

in preference to the old-time scented Musk.

Trials of Summer-Fruiting and Autumn-
Fruiting Raspberries.^Trials of both lummer-
fruiting and autumn-fruiting Raspberries will

be held at Wisley. Three plants of each variety

should reach the Director, Royal Horticultural

Society's Gardens, Wisley, Ripley, Surrey (station,

Horsley, London and South Western Railway), by

November 15, rgie, accompanied by the necessary

forms of entry (one for each variety), which may
be had on application to the Director.

National Sweet Pea Society.—^The annual

general meeting of the National Sweet Pea Society

will be held at the Royal Horticultural Society's

Hall, Vincent Squaire, Westminster, London, S.W.,

on Tuesday, October 24, commencing at 4.30 p.m.,

when proposed alteration of rules will be sub-

mitted for approval.

Southampton Autumn Show Abandoned.^
The Council of the Southampton Royal Horti-

cultural Society regret that it is impracticable to

hold an autumn show this year. Although some

exhibitors kindly offered to show without prizes,

many others are unable to do so, owing to them-

selves or their assistants being called up ; this,

combined with the impossibility of obtaining a

suitable hall in a convenient position, has com-

pelled the Council reluctantly to come to the above

decision.

** Owing to the shortage of paper, readers who have not
already done so are asked to order THE GARDEN to be

delivered regidarly by their newsagent. Readers will thus
obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Rudbeckia pinnata.—Mr. Bowles' reference to

Rudbeckia maxima, issue October 7, page 492,

induces me to say a word in favour of R. pinnata

(Lepachys), the most graceful and refined of the

tall Rudbeckias. R. maxima and R. pinnata each

began flowering here on August zo ; the former is

now over, but the latter is still (October 6), in

full bloom, waving its lemon yellow flowers in the

autumn breeze, in colour a pretty contrast with

Aster Beauty of Colwall. Both species are quite

devoid of the rampant coarseness to which others

of the genus incline. — Herbert Maxwell
Monreith.

Potato Epicure.—The notes by " E. M." and
" C. T." in recent issues of The Garden on this

Potato raises a point on which considerable differ-

ences of opinion already existed. Like " C. T.,"

I have found it a very heavy cropper and satis-

factory in every detail except what must be
considered the most important, namely, the

cooking, I have tried it here in garden and field,

but in both cases the cook is most emphatic in

her assertion that " it won't cook." Gardeners
do not always agree with cooks or chefs in their

expressed opinions on the merits of different

vegetables and their varieties, but personal

experience of Potato Epicure compels me to

admit that in this case the cook is absolutely

correct in her condemnation as far as this sort

is concerned. I quite agree with " E. M." that
" a huge crop of saleable tubers" is easily pro-

cured from this variety, but I should have liked

his opinion on its cooking qualities. A second-

early variety that I have found a good cropper and
fine for table is Sutton's Centenary.—F. W. Miles,
Ware Park Gardens.

Auricula Solomon Page's Champion.—The
articles and correspondence in The Garden
about this very ancient Auricula has made me
search furiously among my old books to see if

.1 could hunt up the date when it "went out,"
for although, as my good friend Mr. Harman
Payne says, it is not often possible to fix the name
of the raiser and the date of introduction, or, as

our ancestral florists would have expressed it,

the " going out " of an old variety, still there are

a certain number which can be traced. What
happened when Dr. Syntax went out on the first

Saturday after the Fifth of November from the
Pitt and Nelson Inn at Ashton-under-Lyne ?

Was Simon Hooton, the raiser, there as well as
William Farmer, the grower ? Were not such
days "red-letter days" in these ancient florists'

calendar ? I expect they often had a high old
time and enjoyed themselves hugely. In the
note in The Garden for October 7 Mr. Payne
refers to two pictures of Page's Champion. There
is a much older one in " Sweet's Florists' Guide,"
dated 1829, which is reproduced on this page.
Page's Champion is an example of creaking doors
hanging longest, for it is recorded about it that it

required very particular care to keep it in good
health

;
and yet it lived from about 181 5 or a

little earlier until 1880, and possibly even until
now. I doubt if it was ever quite at the top of
the tree, owing to a disposition which it had (or

has) to crack in the paste towards the tube. Three
records go to prove this : (i) The voting in the
late Rev. F. D. Horner's enquiry as to which were
the best varieties of Auricula about 1877 or 1878

;

(2) in the " Floral Register for Lancashire'

Yorkshire and Cheshire " for 1841 it is placed

ninth in the list of successful green edges ; and

(3) in G. W. Johnson's volume on the Auricula

it is omitted in his list of the best varieties between

1802 and 1820, whereas Ryder's Waterloo and

Booth's Freedom (first and second in 1841 in the

before-mentioned register) are both there. I have

a catalogue of one Charles Hall, V.D.M.E.D.,

dated 1802, in which 370 odd varieties are listed,

but there is no one of the name of Page included,

the inference being that he was not known then.

By the way, what do the letters after Hall's name
mean ? They beat me.

—

Joseph Jacob.

Onions lor Keeping.'—Gardeners should indeed

be grateful to Mr. Clarence Ponting for his able

AURICULA SOLOMON PAGE'S CHAMPION.
From " Sweet's Florists' Guide," 1829.

article on the above in The Garden, issue

September 30, page 481. I have read it with

very great interest, and with most of it I thoroughly

agree. Mr. Ponting, however, surely does not

mean the figures he gives to be the average cost

of production. Good farmyard manure costs

4s. 6d. a load, on an average, and not 3s. 6d. a

half load as Mr. Ponting says ; and the sweep is

usually quite ready to leave the soot with us for

6d. per bag, and not is. a bag as given in the

article. However, these are very small points.

With the rest of the article I am in thorough agree-

ment. In this district we give our Onions a rich

site, digging in plenty of manure and soot. The
seeds are -not sown in the autumn in our garden,

but in January in heat, and planted out later.

For my own part I thoroughly disagree with the

feeding of Onions with artificial manures through-

out their growing season ; one application, or at

the most two, are quite enough, and more are, in

my estimation, harmful. Our Onions keep well

enough, but we are unable to get giants by our

mode of culture. Those sown out of doors and

not thinned out are in this district almost always

very small and very poor, a fact which proves the

method is a bad one here.—E. T. Ellis, Weet-

wood, Ecclesall, Sheffield.

Finocchio, or Florence Fennel.—I see a

note appears in The Garden again on the Floren-

tine Fennel (Finocchio). Some years ago full

cultural directions were given in The Garden
by the late Mr. G. Wythes. In a light, hot soil

I have tried for years to grow this vegetable,

and never succeeded. It will not swell, but runs

to seed whatever one does, and I would warn others

to save themselves the trouble of trying it in

such soils. That it can be grown successfully

in a strong soil, Mr. Wythes' note testifies. WeU-

grown roots, braised, are a most delicious vege-

table. It is a pity this Fennel is not grown in

this country or else imported from Italy, as it

should have a ready sale in normal times.

—

C. G. B. [For the guidance of others we now
reprint the note by the late Mr. G. Wythes

:

" This plant is largely grown in Italy, and it is

strange that in France gardeners do not grow this

in quantity. There is no difficulty whatever

in its culture, as if seeds are sown in April or

early May in good land in rows 18 inches to 2 feet

apart, and the seedlings thinned from 9 inches

to 12 inches in the row, excellent produce will

be secured for the late summer and autumn

supplies. Those who like the taste of the ordinary

Fennel, the green tops of which are used for fish

sauces, will like the Florence variety, which is

not so strongly flavoured as the first-named

and has a much sweeter taste. The plant, when

nearly full grown, swells at the base, and the

lower part is not unlike a divided Shallot, but

larger. This is the edible portion, and should

be earthed up to blanch it. Treated thus it makes

an excellent vegetable. I have lifted large roots

in the autumn and kept them for a long time

when stored in sand in a cool shed."

—

Ed.]

Butterflies on Buddleias.—I have seen continu-

ally this autumn, also during several autumns past,

the Red Admiral, the Peacock, and many smaller

butterflies the names of which I am uncertain,

though I know the butterflies very well by sight,

together with an innumerable company of bees

and flies, on the Michaelmas Daisy Lil Fardell.

This year there is a Yellow Brimstone too, and he

likes the blue Climax Daisy, and looks lovely

on it. We had the Orange Honey-ball Tree

(Buddleia globosa) in our Surbiton garden, and I

remember how bees, insects and early butterflies

enjoyed it, but " Lil Fardell " seems to please

them all even more, perhaps because there is a

smaller choice of flowers at this season. It is

my frequent delight on sunny September days

to sit close to a large clump of this Michaelmas

Daisy and observe them. They crowd on the

deep rose flowers in such numbers that if depicted

by an artist it would probably be ridiculed as

an absurd exaggeration.

—

^Anne Amateur.
1 was extremely interested in reading what

Dr. Botting Hemsley has to say regarding the curi-

ous fascination Buddleia variabilis appears to pos-

sess for butterflies, and which our experience here

bears out to the letter. My garden has been

much frequented by Red Admiral and Peacock but-

terflies, but nowhere else have they been found
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except fluttering round the Buddleias or settled

in a kind of half-dazed delight upon their long

blue panicles. May I add one word with respect

to the hardiness of this beautiful flowering shrub ?

My garden is in an exposed position, but in spite

of tutting winds and keen winters the Buddleias

never fail to gladden us in September with their

long, fragrant tresses. We give them no special

treatment except to cut them back somewhat
severely every year.

—

^Arthur C. Neusum, Brace-

bndge Healh, Lincoln.

Underground Storage of Apples.—I was in-

terested in the notes by " C. T.," issue September

30, page 474, on the above subject, not that

I have tried the method, but because of an

experience I once noticed which seems to bear

out the correctness of the statements. I had

an Apple tree, name unknown, of the Codlin type,

which produced an excellent crop of Apples every

other year, but owing to its non-keeping properties

was not greatly valued. The fruits from thi^ tree

were not picked with the care those which were

known to be "good keepers" received, with the

result that a number of the smaller ones which

fell to the earth were buried when turning over

the soil for the autumn " roughing up." The
following spring, when the ground was again

turned over, these Apples were brought to the

surface in splendid condition, having had no other

protection than the soil itself. This seems to

indicate that if the Apples were placed in a heap

and simply covered with a good depth of soil to

keep out the frost, they would keep until wanted

in the spring. Owing to the absence of covering

material, it would be impossible for the Apples to

taste of it, as would be the probable result if straw

or even wooden boxes were used. Apples are

almost like milk or eggs in their ability to absorb

the flavour of packing materials.

—

Clarence
PONTING.

In the autumn of rgri some Apples were

put in a stone jam jar which was down in a large

airy cellar. One of the Apples by mistake was
overlooked till May, 191 3, and then it was quite

sound, but when taken out it quickly decayed.

The name was " Seek no Farther," a good old

variety well known in this neighbourhood.

—

E. Robinson, Coohham Rise, B^rks.

Saxifraga mandschurica and Arum italicum.—
I have been pleased with Saxifraga mandschurica,

which I purchased last year. Its round, leathery

leaves are very distinct and have an air of good

breeding about them, and the close-set heads

of small pink flowers are produced in such numbers
as to make up for their diminutive size. They
are like miniature copies of the spring-flowering

S. peltrta, the tallest of all Saxifrages. The
spikes of berries of Arum italicum are wonder-

fully effective under certain shrubs and round the

stems of some small trees, where their leaves make
pleasant carpets of greenery from November to

July. Now these places, which would otherwise

be bare and uninteresting, are as brilliant as any

in the garden, for the spikes stand much higher

than those of our common Lords and Ladies,

and the individual berries are larger, but are

similar in colour and very beautiful when one

has the contrast of the shining pea green, unripe

ones alongside the shades of orange and scarlet

of those more mature. The only trouble about

them is that when they fall off they get scattered

and sow themselves far and wide.—E. A. B.

An Aid to Pruning.—With a few such reserva-

tions as gold mines and fancied racehorses, when
one finds—or even thinks one has found—a good

thing I believe in telling friends, and the easiest

way to communicate with a good many of mine

is through the friendly medium of The Garden.
At the present time I am engaged in pruning

about twenty-five acres of orchard (spring is

already not far off, so I regard it as a blessing

that most of the trees are small). What know-

ledge of pruning I ever had has got decidedly

rusty ; also, it is my idea that there are trees here

that would, let us say, make Mr. George Bunyard
himself look a trifle thoughtful, or, as an old

phrase has it, would " puzzle a Philadelphia

lawyer." Such things as Apricots and Japanese

Plums growing in the open I never had pruned,

but they all have to be gone over somehow.

Fortunately, one of the strongest departments in

this remote and humble establishment is the

library, and I have found the fullest and best

treatise on pruning fruit trees that I am acquainted

with, in English. Although probably imperfectly

conversant with the literature of the subject, I

have some knowledge of it. Mr. Udale's book

is a good one, but much too modest in dimensions,

and I certainly prefer what I am going to recom-

mend to Professor Bailey's work on the subject.

The full title is " Fruit Tree Pruning : A Practical

Textbook for Fruit

Grow e r s Working

Under the Climatic

and Economic Con-

ditions Prevailing in

Temperate Austra-

lia," by George
Quinn, Horticultural

Instructor, South
Australia; 230 pages,

profusely illustrated,

chiefly from photo-

graphs. New edition

1910, price 2S. I

recommend those in-

terested to ask the

Agent-General for
South Australia in

London how copies

can be best obtained

;

quite possibly "WAKE ROBIN

he has some. 1.

doubt whether the book, being written to suit

Australian conditions, lessens its value to English

growers. At least it applies to Tasmania, and I

fail to see why methods here should vary from the

English, though, as a matter of fact, they do.

A Tasmanian Apple tree is usually neither standard,

half-standard, nor dwarf
; it consists of from

twelve to fifteen main branches coming cup-shaped

out of a low trunk, and running up, say, 12 feet

high, being easily pulled down for picking and
pruning. Please note that the trees have no
centres ; Tasmanians are amazed to learn that

they commonly have in England. Is not the

local practice best ? How many gardening books
are there ? I do not know, but there are none
too many giving really plain, practical and reliable

instructions. I say this not forgetting that we
have to thank Country Lije and othtr publishers

for some good ones. I strongly advise fruit-

growers to study the teaching of Mr. Quinn.

Pruning is none the less interesting because

practitioners rarely thoroughly commend one

another's handiwork. On one point at least

they do seem in accord in Tasmania : I have
yet to hear a word of praise for the methods of

the Government fruit expert I

—

Arthur Garnett,
Cambyidge, Tasmaiia.

TENDER SHRUBS ON
NORTH WALLS
By Sir Herbert Maxwell.

INASMUCH as The Garden has many
readers beyond the limits of Midland and
Southern England, it may be well to note

that in Northern and Western districts

there is not the same need for precaution

against heat and dri^ught as there is in other

parts of the realm. Summer sunshine is tempered
in the West by the humidity of the atmosphere,

and, as a rule, the soil is more moist and cool

than that of inland counties. Hence, while
" L. H.'s " notes (page 474, issue September 30)

on the value, and in some cases the need, of a

northern exposure for certain shrubs will prove

most useful to cultivators in Midland and Southern

England, they are not equally applicable to gardens

subject to Western conditions. To take a few of

the plants named by " L. H." as benefiting from a

north aspect, Mutisia decurrens is far more vigorous

and flowers more freely here at Monreith against

IN FULL SUNSHINE AT MONREITH.

a brick wall facing south than another plant

does facing north. Berberidopsis is now in perfect

beauty on another brick wall facing south. Tri-

cuspidaria ianceolata, Lardizabala bitemata,

Solanum crispum, Escallonia macrantha, Tropaeo-

lum speciosum and Azara microphyUa appear

absolutely indifferent to aspect, the last named,
indeed, promising to attain the dimensions of a

forest tree in the open.

I must not be understood as throwing the

slightest doubt upon " L. H.'s " advice founded

upon his experience in an Oxfordshire garden
;

I only wish to remind readers that cultural direc-

tions are not uniformly applicable to all parts

of the kingdom. It took me some years before

I learnt to accept under reserve such advice in

plant catalogues from Southern nurseries as

" grow in a moist, shady place," and to find that

atmosphere is of more importance than asptct.

For instance, Trillium grandiflorum is essentially

a woodland dweller, but the sun of North America

is far more powerful than that of Western Scot-

land. The enclosed photograph shows it growing

at Monreith in full sunshine on a well-drained

lawn. It has flowered there and ripened its

seed with the utmost profusion and regularity

for fifteen consecutive seasons.
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MICHAELMAS DAISIES FOR BORDER AND WOODLAND

FOR many years, it may be for centuries,

Michaelmas Daisies have been closely

associated with cottage gardens. In

the days when the Michaelmas Daisy

was a despised flower in well-ordered

gardens, it was with pride and satisfaction that

the cottager and his wife would proceed to cut

armfuls of these flowers to make up " country

bunches," together with Dahlias, Japanese

Anemones and Coreopsis. True, ihe clumps of

Michaelmas Daisies were more often than not

tied in the centre like a wheatsheaf, instead of

being staked outwards with twiggy hazel sticks,

so that the plants had room to develop and flower

freely almost to the ground ; but for all this,

the beds every second year, or as often as the

plants show signs of deterioration. The rather

low-growing Aster Amellus bessarabicus, making
neat bushes smothered with large, clear blue

flowers, is one of the best for massing under the

partial shade of trees, while the old favourite

Robert Parker, growing to a height of 4 feet,

with flowers of a pretty shade of lavender blue,

looks very charming when grown in this way.
Of varieties there is no end. Many of them

are alike, and there is really no reason why more
than ten or a dozen varieties should be gro\vn in

any one garden.

The variety of Aster acris known as linifolium

is one of the best of all border flowers. It grows

The smooth-leaved Novi-Belgii group give a
wider selection of varieties than any other. Climax
is the finest light blue Aster in cultivation,

while Feltham Blue (true blue) and St.

Egwin (soft pink) are worthy of special men-
tion. Beauty of Colwall is the most reliable

of the double-flowered varieties, and when grown
in a mass it creates an effective cloud of lavender

blue.

Happily, the ciiltivation of Michaelmas Daisies

presents no real difficiflties. It should be remem-
bered that the plants have a vigorous root action

and appreciate good soil well dug and manured.
The plants are lovera of space, and they should

be staked outwards so that the outside branches

have room to develop and flower freely. Whether
grown in border or woodland, Michaelmas Daisies

should always be planted in bold masses. It is

better to have large groups of one variety than

to strive after an effect with small

plants of many colours. H. C.

THE INTRODUCTION
OF THE DAHLIA

o

ASTER ACRIS LINIFOLIUM IN THE HARDY FLOWER BORDER.

the present-day popularity of the Michaelmas
Daisy is largely due to those cottagers who con-
sidered it worth while to devote a little time
with the spade and to add manure to the soil

before planting.

Our hardy plantsmen were, however, slow to see

the futvure possibilities in these flowers ; but wlien
once they started to raise new seedlings and to

grow them well, there was a transformation in

quality, colour and profusion of flowers.

No garden to-day, however large it may be, is

complete without the presence of the Michaelmas
Da.sy in some of its many forms. Miss Jekyll,
WTiting in praise of these hardy autumn flowers,

recommends that a separate border should be
given them in some place rather away from other
gardening. The idea is a good one, and in a few
gardens it is carried out with marked success.

These flowers are doubtless more effective in

large masses on the outskirts of the woodland
than elsewhere. To grow them in this way
large informal beds should be prepared, replanting

to a height of 2 feet only, with compact heads

of lilac blue. The Amellus type have large flowers

and dwarf habit. Three of the best deep blue

varieties are Darkness, Ultramarine and Beauts
Parfait, while the new violet-coloured variety

King George, with a bright golden yellow disc,

is probably the largest-flowered of all the Michael-

mas Daisies, The flowers are over 3 inches across

and borne in large trusses.

The cordifolius section are tall growers, bearing

myriads of small flowers on long, slender branches.

Ideal, pale lavender, is one of tlie best.

Aster ericoides has Heath-like growth and a

profusion of small flowers. The variety Hon.
Edith Gibbs, with drooping branches and pale

blue flowers ; Enchantress, changing from white

to pink ; and Esther, with dainty rose flowers,

are varieties of graceful habit. In the large-

flowered Novae-Anghae type, Lil Fardell (rosy

pink) and Mrs. S. T. Wright (rosy purple)

are deservedly popular, and flower till

November.

VR old contributor Mr.

Harman Payne, who for

many years has been

greatly interested in the

history and literature of

florists' flowers, has recently made
one of the most extraordinary dis-

coveries in the annals of floricultural

history. The subject is too long to

be related here in detail, but it

may be briefly referred to for the

information of our Dahlia-loving

readers.

The main facts are as follow

:

For upwards of a century every

writer on the history of the Dahlia

has asserted that the flower was first

introduced into England in the year

1789 by the Marchioness of Bute.

There has been no attempt by any-

one to discover what the variety or

varieties were. The bare facts only

wire mentioned, and as they were

subsequently lost, the uninterrupted

history of the flower really begins with

the second introduction, which was

due to Lady Holland, who in 1804 sent home seeds

from the Botanic Garden at Madrid, where the

Abbe Cavanilles grew the first Dahlias. He
received them from Cervantes, the Director of

the Botanic Garden at Mexico, and after flowering

the new-comers in 1789 or 1790, Cavanilles named
the flower Dahlia, as he says in the first volume

of his " Icones Plantarura," published in 1791,
" In honorem D, Andreae Dahl Sueci botanici."

The first was the variety pinnata, and three years

later the varieties rosea and coccinea were figured

and described by this Spanish botanist.

The first query that arose in the mind of Mr.

Payne was, how could this newly arrived plant

from Mexico, till then unknown, unflowered,

unnamed and undescribed, be introduced into

England the same year as it reached Madrid ?

The thing was highly improbable, yet every writer

on the Dahlia stated such to be the case. One
of the earliest writers to deal with the subject

was Joseph Sabine, Secretary of the London

Horticultural Society, who in 1818 wrote a
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very interesting account of the history of the

Dahlia and its literature, dividing the then known
varieties into two species, viz., D. superflua and

D. frustranea. He says in one part of this paper,

when referring to Lady Holland's introduction,

" Though this importation of the seeds was the

most successful, as to its produce (for from it

nearly all the plants then in our gardens were

obtained), yet the original introduction of the

first species was (on the authority of the ' Hortus

Kewensis ') from Spain in 1789, by the Marchioness

of Bute." It was just this guarded parenthetical

reference to the " Hortus Kewensis " that caused

Mr. Payne to probe the question further.

Upon turning up the " Hortus Kewensis,"

Vol. v., 1813, twenty-four years after the supposed

introduction here, we read on page 88, under the

heading " Dahlia. Cavanill., ic. I., p. 57." :
" Nat.

of Mexico. Introd. 1789, by the Marchioness

of Bute." Between 1789 and 1813 we can find

no allusion anywhere, direct or indirect, to the

Marchioness of Bute, and the statement of the
" Hortus Kewensis " in all its baldness is nowhere

verified by contemporary corroborative evidence.

This is consequently unsatisfactory to the investi-

gator, and all the m re si when, upon further

enquiry, we discover that in 1789 there was no

such person as the Marchioness of Bute. The
title of marquis was not conferred upon the fourth

Earl of Bute till 1796.

It is not possible in the limited space at our

command to go step by step through the interesting

researches that Mr. Payne has made, but we
may add that, in the course of his enquiries, he

has discovered at the Natural History Museum
some dried specimens of the earliest Dahlias

grown in England. Three of them bear the

names pinnata, rosea and coccinea, given to

them by Cavanilles, and on the backs of these

mounted specimens are written the words

:

" C. G. Ortega (Lady Bute)." Thus it is estab-

lished that Lady Bute's varieties were the three

original ones received by Cavanilles. But what
does " C. G. Ortega " mean ? That is the name
of the Director of the Madrid Botanic Garden
from whom Lady, otherwise the Marchioness of

Bute received the seeds or plants.

We must not linger over this, for the reasons

stated. It is ciurious to note that some authorities

state that the Marchioness of Bute introduced

the Dahlia here while her husband was British

Ambassador at the Court of Spain. Here, again,

Mr. Payne submitted that statement to a critical

test and ascertained that Viscount Mountstuart,

who subsequently became Marquis of Bute in

1796, was British Ambassador at Madrid for a few

months in 1783 and was not reappointed in that

capacity till 1795. Therefore we get another apparent

contradiction which throws doubt, if not discredit,

upon the statement of the " Hortus Kewensis."

To sima up in a few words. Our old Dahlia

writers add that Lady Bute sent seeds or plants

of the Dahlia to Kew. An explanatory letter of

the above facts was therefore addressed to the

Director, who in reply says that among the

records there is a list, dated 1798, of plants and

seeds required from the Madrid Botanic Garden.

In that list are Dahlia pinnata, D. rosea and
D. coccinea, and it may be assumed they were
duly received, and that therefore the date 1789
given in the " Hortus Kewensis " is an error, a

simple one resulting from an undetected trans-

position of the figures. Hence it is evident that

future historians of the Dahlia must attribute

the first introduction of the Dahlia to the

is therefore, as we have already said, one of the

most extraordinary ever yet made in the annals

Marchioness of Bute in the later year. The
Director of Kew adds that this view is

supported by Alton's " Epitome of the Second ' of floricultural history.

Edition of the 'Hortus Kewensis'" (i8r4), ! __^^__^^_^^^^^^
page 267, where the date of introduction of Dahlia '

superflua is given as 1798, and as he names the
I

SBNECIO JAPONICUS
Marchioness of Bute as the introducer, that title,

[

This is a fine subject for the wild garden>
as we have shown, would be correct at that time, attaining as it does a height of about 6 feet.

ASTER ROBERT PARKER NATURALISED IN THE WOODLAND.

but would not be so for 1789. How it is

that for upwards of a hundred years no Dahlia

historian has ever discovered these facts is

a mystery difficult of explanation. They have
all without exception unhesitatingly accepted a

date which on the face of it must have been an
impossible one. Mr. Harman Payne's discovery

Its foliage much resembles that of S. Clivorum,

The panicles of rich golden flowers are very

effective in autumn. It likes a rather moist

position, but is not fastidious. It used to be
known as Lingularia japonica, also as Erytho-

chaste palmatifida, but I think it is most properly

included among the Ragweeds. Caledonia,
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STENANTH'IUM ROBUSTUM
Those who have moist places which

they want to occupy with a few

good plants would do well to con-

sider the value of Stenanthium

robustum, offered sometimes as the

Mountain Fea.her Fleece, a striking

and beautiful plant of the Natural

Order Liliaceae. It looks ex-

tremely well by the side of a little

rivulet, and I have specially in my
mind's eye, as I write, a good

group by the side of a streamlet in

an Irish garden of some renown.

It was very beautiful there. In

height it is from 3 feet to 5 feet,

and the stems are surmounted by

small white flowers, insignificant ii

but in the mass quite attractive,

vary in purity, and

are tinged with green.

panicles < f

thenLselves,

The flowers

some individual plants

The narrow leaves are

in keeping with the general appearance of the

inflorescence. Unlike its only congener, S. gra-

mineum, it loves a moist soil in its native habitats,

and should have this preference attended to in

gardens. It is 'fairly hardy and blooms with us

about June. S. Arnott.

WINTER WORK IN THE
ROCK GARDEN

4 LTHOUGH with most plants winter

J\ is the time of rest and sleep, there is

/ % a good deal of work to be done in the

^—^* rock garden so long as it is not buried

I \m snow or hard as iron in the icy grip

of frost. In the first place, before winter sets

in in good earnest, some time during October

or 'early November, according to the weather, all

the downy-leaved plants ought to be covered over

with glass. Any sign of silky hairs or fluff about

the leaves is a danger signal. In their natural

climate these hairs save the plant from drought

by catching and retaining any moisture they can

get from the air, while during the winter, when

they might get overcharged with it, they are

safely covered up, out of harm's way, under a

thick blanket of snow. But in our English climate

it generally means that they collect far too

much in the winter, so that the pores get choked

up and the whole plant gradually decays and

dies.

Special glasses with wire frames and supports

can be got from most seedsmen, and, of course,

they are the neatest ; but if one does not want

the expense of buying them, some odd pieces

of glass large enough to cover the plants, with

sticks put into the ground for supports, and little

stones on top to keep them from being blown

or knocked off, will really do quite as well. Do
not put the glasses right down on top of the plants,

though. Remember that they want protection

from rain only, and a free circulation of air is

absolutely essential to their well-being, so leave

a few inches of space between them and the glass.

. All the Androsaces- should be so protected,

also the Cushion Saxifrages apiculata, Burseriana,

&c. ; while Gentiana verna, Potentilla nitida,

Omphalodes LucilitE. Silene acaulis. Antirrhinum

Asarina, Arnebia, Asperula suberosa, Hypericum

Coris, Lychnis Lagascae, Schizocodon soldanel-

loides, Houstonia, Omphalodes speciosa. Edelweiss

and several others will be much bene-

fited by it. The Soldanellas, too, can

often be induced to flower if they

are covered during the winter, when
nothing else will make them show a bud.

After a spell of frost

one often notices that

the roots of a good

many plants have

loosened their hold in

the ground and worked

themselves up to the

surface. They should

be gently pressed back

/ ^K ^V'*^^''(sy again and given a top-

'iiiii/i'vi ;iv4j»'-' dressing of leaf-mould

mixed with a little sand or peat. There are

plants, too, which are apt to decay if resting

entirely on the soppy ground. Many of the

Aizoon Saxifrages, for instance, if they are not

growing in rocky clefts, are the better for a few

.mall bits of stone put close round them to raise

their rosettes a little from the ground.

Another great thing to remember is to clear

off dead leaves. One is apt to think that they

serve as a sort of warm covering for the plants

in winter, and then, later on, make leaf-mould

to nourish them; but ihey have just the oppo-

site effect. They get heavy and sodden with

wet, and it is the plant underneath which

decays and dies long before the leaves do. During

a spell of very hard frost a piece of wire-netting

put over a delicate plant will give it a good deal

of protection ; but one should remember that

most alpines will stand all the dry cold they are

likely to get in England, and that their worst

enemies are the soaking rain and damp, cold fog,

of which one gets so much, when their vitality

is lowest and they are least able to stand it.

A good deal of work can be done, too, when
the weather permits, in the way of paving paths,

which is a job that generally gets put on one side

during the busy season, and anything in the way
of alteration or extension of the actual rockwork

so long as it does not entail moving plants.

If there are plants in frames or houses, they

should be given as little water and as much air

as possible, otherwise they are apt to get mouldy
and damp off. In fine weather the lights should

be opened as far as possible, and even during rain

they should be tilted up a little so as to allow a

current of air to pass through. Pots in frames

are best buried up to the rims in sand or ashes,

and a sharp look-out should be kept for slugs,

which are often even more of a pest in winter,

when their diet is restricted, than in the spring

and summer, when they have an abundance of

succulent, green shoots to feed on.

STENANTHIUM ROBUSTUM, THE

FLEECE.

POLYGONUM CAMPANULATUM
There are several members of the Knotweed
family that are very useful for decorating

the garden in some position or another. One
of the best of them is P. campanulatum, a

little -known species re-

cently introduced from

the sub-alpme Himalayas

of Eastern Nepal and
_ Sikkim, where it

t^ \ ;' grows at an elevation of

from 9,000 feet to 12,000

feet. It forms a bushy

plant from 2 feet to 3 feet

high, with long stems

which terminate with
cymes of pink and white

flowers during September

and October, and is now
looking very graceful in

the herbaceous border.

It is quite hardy, and like

many other Polygonums
produces underground stems

although nothing like to

the extent of some of

the more rampant kinds.

The stock may be easily

increased by division of

the clmnp.

MOUNTAIN FEATHER
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A BORDER OF LUPINE
AND IRIS

By Gertrude Jekyll.

THE middle days of June bring the perfect

bloom of the Flag Irises and the perennial

Lupines. Wliere a space can be given

to these and a few other kinds of flowers

of the season a complete picture of

flower beauty may be had. The border illus-

trated is on two sides of a narrow path. It is

backed on the right by a hedge of flowering shrubs,

and on the left and at the end by a hedge of Yew.

It is carefully arranged for- colour. On the left

it begins with a bold patch of Anchusa Opal,

with the white bloom masses of OJearia Gunnii

at the foot. These are followed by blue and white

Lupines in separate patches ; then pink China

Roses, blue purple and white Irises, and masses

of blue Crane's-bill and Catmint, with white

Pinks and Pansies to the front. Next come tall

pale yellow Irises to the middle and back, grouped

with Lupine Somerset and Golden Privet, a capital

thing for clever use in this way. The colouring

then passes by deeper yellows to some of the

Irises of the squalens section of ricli red purples,

with red purple Lupine?, a harmonious quality

of colour being provided towards the front by a

grouping of Incarvillea Delavayi, with a setting

of the deep reddish-leaved Heuchera Richardsoni.

By now the end of the border is reached, and there

is a group of white Tree Lupine with tall spires of

Asphodel and pink China Roses. At the begin-

ning of the return border on the right is the fine

pink Iris pallida Queen of the May, with white

and rosy perennial Lupine and a front planting

of pinli Pinks, and so on again through pale yellows

to clear lilacs and purples, pinks and whites.

EELWORMS IN DAFFODILS
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

IN
1907 an American book with the curious

title " Daffodils, Narcissus and How to

Grow Them " was published as one of

" The Garden Library " series by Doubleday,

Page and Co. The author, IMr. A. M.
Kirkby, heads Chapter VIII. "The One Insect

and the One Disease," and begins :
" The Daffodil

amateur has a happy lot in the matter of diseases

and insects." But, alas !

" Tears from the depth of some divine despair

Rise in the heart and gather to the eyes,

In

. . thinking of the days that are no more."

We " old stagers," whose Daffodil life can go back
twenty years and more, realise all too well that

what we then thought Elysium was but a paradise

of fools. Segregation, multiplication, hybridisation

and cultivation were all the time sowing seeds of

pleasure and sorrow ; and if we see the results

of the former in the grand displays of a Williams

or a Wilson on the show tiers, we have only to

go into very many gardens and fields where

Daffodils are grown to be painfully aware that

Tares have come up with the Wheat. I believe

one of the very worst of all these "Tar.s" s the

eelworm. In what follows I want (i) to call

attention to their increasing prevalence, (2) to the

signs by which they may be detected, (3) to some
literature dealing with the pests, and (4) to the

means to be taken for their destruction.

(i) From descriptive letters which I have

received from various sources I feel sure that

eelworms and not Fusarium are the main cause of

mui h of the pr s nt trouble. As specific instances

I can give (a) my own case. In 1914 I sent

samples of affected bulbs to two different people

(one in Ireland and one in England) to be tested

for Fusarium. In both cases the reply was

:

" No Fusarium, but teeming with eelworms."

(6) A letter in the Gardeners' Chronicle from

Mr. A. J. Bliss, who sent bulbs to Wisley in 1913.

when, " though no Fusarium was detected, Mr.

Chittenden noted that eelworm (Tylenchus devas-

tatrix) was found in nearly all of them and
suggested that this was perhaps the cause of

most of the trouble. It was not, however, until

the following year, when the report on further

AN EARLY SUMMER BORDER AT MUNSTEAD.
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bulbs sent was precisejy the same, that I was

convinced " ; and (c) a communication from

Mr. E. H. Krelage of Haarlem telling of scientific

experiments which have been lately carried out

at the Phytopathological Laboratory at Amsterdam

by Miss Westerdijk, the Director. This lady

has within the last three months been appointed

Professor in Phytopathology at the University

of Utrecht, and thereby becomes the first woman
University professor of Holland. She says that

Fusarium and eelworm attacks have much in

common in their general appearance to the naked

eye, but that " ring " disease, as it is termed

in Holland, is much more dangerous. The

suggestion is also made that part of the damage

put do%vn in England to the fungus may really

be caused by the subject of this paper.

(2) The signs by which eelworm; may be detected.

—When eelworms have entirely got a hold of a

bulb, they cause the basal plate to break away

the fingers until a later period still. {3) The litera-

ture dealing with the subject is very limited. As

far as I know, we have only (a) Leaflet 46 on " The
Stem Eelworm," published by the Board of Agricul-

ture and Fisheries
; (6)

" Eelworm in Narcissus

Bulbs," by T. R. Hewitt, a pamphlet reprinted

from the Journal of the Department of Agriculture

and Technical Instruction for Ireland, Vol. XIV..

No. 2 ; and (c) an article in the Gardeners'

Chronicle for August 19, 1916, by Mr. A. J. Bliss.

(4) With regard to a cure, I would call

attention to the most interesting experiments

recorded in the Irish pamphlet. The best thing,

according to its teaching, is to immerse all

slightly affected bulbs in a 5 per cent, solution

of copper sulphate for a period of, say, twenty-four

hours, as soaking for seventeen hoiurs does not

entirely kill all the eelworm . This should be done

as soon after the bulbs are lifted as is possible.

There is no hope for badly affected ones. In

SILENE HOOKERI IN AN ALPINE GARDEN,

from the upper tissues, and more frequently

than not they protrude from the crack thus made
in dense masses, which have all the appearance of

crystallised cotton-wool. In an early stage one

has to be a pretty smart detective to get on their

track. My head man has got very good at tl.e

job, and I attribute the wonderful improvement

in my stocks to his being able to " spot " affected

bulbs in an early stage. His procedure is to

thoroughly examine the top and pull the broken

off, semi-dry bottoms of the old leaves slightly

apart and, whenever it is possible, break off about an

eighth of an in<li to a quarter of an inch. If brown

marks are to be seen in the section of the broken

off leaf, eelworms are practically certain to be

there. What I fancy is a more advanced stage

is when the top of the bulb is somewhat wet and

slimy. This is a sure sign of an attack. It is

impossible to detect the presence of the enemy

in bulbs by feeling and pressing them between

my garden we lift and burn all bulbs in February
or March which show distorted foliage or from
which none appears ; then w^ carefully examine
each one at the top when they are being cleaned

I

in any stock known or thought to be affected,

and repeat the process in two or three weeks'

time. Lastly, we plant late, as we find that there

I

is every hope of bulbs continuing immune in

which no ;igns of eelworm have appeared before

the middle of October. It is not a practi( e that

I recommend, but " of two evils the less is to be

chosen." For if it has not been entirely successful,

it has reduced the percentage of affected bulbs

enormously.

I

I ought to mention that we never plant in soil

from which an affected stock has been lifted

;

at least, this has been our custom since we began
to keep a sharp look-out in 1914. Mr. Bliss has

made some most interesting observations on soil

I infection.

SILENE HOOKERI
This delightful plant ranks among the most
beautiful of the large-flowered, dwarf-growing
alpines, and with a little reasonable care it can
be grown by all rock garden lovers. When well

grown the size and profusion of its flowers and
their brilliant colouring—a rich clear pink

—

quickly mark it out from its surroundings, and
provide a feature of unique interest in May and
early June.

The plant illustrated was placed in its present

position five years ago, in a mixture of sandy-

peat, leaf-mould and limestone chips, and faces

due south on the summit of a ridge. The surface

of the soil is covered with pieces of limestone

3 inches to 4 inches square, and in very wet weather
in winter the plant is protected by a piece oi

glass. This year the plant produced over a
hu'- dred blooms and set an abundance of seed.

NOTES ON VEGETABLES

Potatoes should be lifted without delay. In
some localities, especially where the soil is heavy,

disease is prevalent
; therefore nothing is gained

by leaving the tubers longer in the soil. In light

soil, such as that overlying chalk, there is not

much disease ; but late varieties are promising

to be small in the tuber owing to the drought

experienced during June and the early part of

July. Handle the tubers carefully to avoid

bruising the flesh. The skin is not yet too hard

but what it may be injured by rough usage, which
is all against good keeping. Sort the tubers

carefully, selecting the seed from loz. to 20Z.

in weight. Store them on a dry shelf without

exposure, as greening them is not a neces-

sity. The thinner they are placed the better

for a time until they are secure from disease,

which sadly attacks some varieties after they

are lifted and thought to be safe. The larger

tubers should be spread thinly if not dry when
lifted, as they keep so much better when the skin

ii dry. If they are in a fit state to store in

bulk, sprinkle a handful of air-slaked quicklime

among the tubers as the storing proceeds.

Spinach.'—It is not too late to sow another

batch of the prickly variety on a warm south

border where the soil is light in character. The
earliest-sown batch is now some 3 inches high,

and where too thick in the rows it will be well

to remove some of the weakly plants to induce a
more sturdy growth, which will enable the plants

to pass through the winter better. Occasionally

stir the soil between the rows with a Dutch hoe
to remove weeds, let in the air to the roots, and
render a less favourable harbour for slugs, which
are a great nui ance to the plants in showery

weather. Slugs object to being constantly

interfered with in their quarters.

Carrots.—The main batch should be lifted

before they begin to make fresh roots, which so-

interferes with their keeping properties. Cut

off the tops to within an inch or so of the crowns,

and stcre the roots in sand in a cool shed or behind

a wall where they will be secure from frost,

Planis a few inches high in frames should be lightly

thinned and the soil frequently stirred to accelerate-

growth.

Parsley sown in frames or in the open some
time ago should be thinned where too thick,

filling up any gaps. In some localities much
difficulty is experienced in maintaining an outdoor
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supply through the winter. Frames are then

necessary. The plants in these need ample room

and every encouragement to make good growth.

Where the roots are badly affected by wireworms

it is well to burn the soil before sowing or planting

in frames. In some instances I have found

paraffin a means of checking root troubles.

Mix two wineglassfuls of paraffin or paraffin

emulsion with four gallons of water, thoroughly

soaking the soil.

Rhubarb.—Carefully lift some roots of such

rcrts as Early Albert, Victoria or Dawes' variety, o

in order to obtain the first supply at Christmas.

Where possible, place the roots in the Mushroom-

house ; failing that, in a deep and large box

in a warm house or shed, occasionally sprinkling

the crowns to keep the surroundings moist.

Turnips, where they are of full size and intended

for winter use, should be pulled and stored in heaps

in sand or ashes, first cutting off the tops close

to the crown . Any shady site behind a wall

will suffice if a cool shed is not available. Plants

3 inches high growing in the open will make nice

roots early in the year if not allowed to become

crowded in the rows. Frequently stir the soil,

which aids growth considerably.

Cauliflowers.—Plants in frames intended for

putting out next spring require all the light,

air, space, and clean conditions to enable them to

become sturdy and which will grow away quickly

when the time comes for putting them into their

permanent quarters. To preserve the heads now
forming tie over the leaves. Any backward

plants should be freely soaked at the roots with

liquid manure.

Onions.—No time should be lost in storing the

bulbs. Pull them carefully and expose them to

the sun in a dry site. Before storing them see

that none is inclined to decay. For preserving

them during the winter months no plan is better

than that of roping them thinly on pieces of cord

or sticks and suspending the ropes from the roof

of any cool-aroom, shed or cellar where air can

penetrate freely.

All vacant plots should be cleared of weeds,

Potato haulm. Pea-stakes, &c., burning all such

to get rid of any form of fungus or disease ; besides.

the ashes are of indisputable value for future

crops. Deeply trench or dig any vacant plots,

especially during dry weather. All such details

carried out now will be a gain next spring, and
the soil will be improved by having its surface

further exposed. Too often such plots are left

just as the previous crop was cleared until the next

year, when so much has to be done that it cannot

be done properly.

Swanmore. E. Molyneu.x.

NEWER ROSES WITH FRAGRANCE
To those who cultivate Roses purely for garden

or house decoration, the loss of scent in the blooms

is a serious drawback. No matter how gorgeous

in colour or good in shape the blooms are, these

latter points do not compensate for the loss of

the fragrance which is really due and looked for

in Roses. Fortunately, all the newly raised

varieties are not scentless ; therefore with a rigid

selection of sorts in the newer varieties one may
still enjoy the hobby. The following possess

fragrance of a pleasing character, mainly of that

old-fashioned type which we find in the old Cabbage

and Hybrid Perpetual sections. The pride of place

must certainly be given to Queen of Fragrance,

which has again proved its value in that direction.

After specially noting the above, I simply give

the names of other desirable sorts as they occur

to my mind, mainly, if not all, belonging to the

Hybrid Tea section : William Cooper, Colcestria,

Mrs. George Norwood, Mrs. Bryce Allan, Edgar

M. Burnett, Hoosier Beauty, Edward Mawley,

Edward Bohane, Ferniehurst, H. E. Richardson,

George Dickson, Hadley, Mrs. Ambrose Ricardo,

Mrs. Maud Dawson, Molly Bligh, Lord Kitchener,

Archie Gray, Nelly Parker, Juliet, Rhea Reid,

Lady Plymouth, Colleen, lona Herdman and

Avoca. E. M

ROSE MRS. C. E. PEARSON.

ROSE MRS. C. E. PEARSON
In a recent note in The Garden I find I inad-

vertently spelt the name of this Rose incorrectly.

It is as well to be accurate, so perhaps space can

be found for this short note which enables me to

put the matter right. There is no doubt about the

beauty of this flower. Just now
my plants are bearing their third

crop this year, and their flowers

need not fear comparison with

any other on that score, but it is

a pity that the plant is not a

stronger grower"; it is really a

Rose bush in miniature, seldom

exceeding 12 inches in height.

Planted closely together in a bed

by itself such a dwarf grower

may well have its uses ; but

with other Roses of ordinary

growth as it neighbours it is

apt to spoil the symmetry of

the whole. Although undoubt-

edly a Pernetiana, it has

not sufiered from black spot

with me ; its only fault is

that it will not grow ; but it

can be recommended to those

who like a neat, formal little

bush that grows all over

alike and that does not

send out an awkward side

shoot to spoil its neat appear-

ance. H. E. MOLYNEUX.
Southampton.

VEGETABLE MARROW ROTHERSIDE
ORANGE

The Marrow illustrated is a selected variety from

a large and varied batch of seedlings which were

raised some few years back by Mr. F. H. Chapman,

VEGETABLE MARROW ROTHERSIDE ORANGE

Rye, Sussex, as a result of crossing the well-known

Custard Marrow with other garden varieties. The
fruit illustrated has been isolated and " selfed

"

with a view to perpetuating its ideal qualities

both as an exhibition and culinary sort.

A dish of the shapely little fruits will undoubtedly

be an attractive and novel item in a collection of

vegetables for exhibition, while its delicate flavour

when cooked leaves nothing to be desired. Seeds

of Rotherside Orange will probably not be obtain-

able until 191 7, but in the meantime growers

would do well to make a note of this remarkable

and desirable noveltv.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS
It is again advisable to draw the attention of new
or inexperienced readers to the stupidity of a

practice still finding many followers in some
districts, particularly near towns, namely, the

cutting away of the tops of healthy plants in order

to secure an earlier crop of buttons. Obviously

this practice means the loss of many scores of

young Sprouts, which, if left to mature, would be

at their best just at that season when greenstuff

of all kinds is getting somewhat scarce. Again, it

should be noted that in the event of a very severe

winter, these large heads provide adequate pro-

tection to at least a portion of the Sprouts below,

the proof of this being very evident a few years

ago, when nearly all these beheaded plants in our

district were killed outright at the time when we

were gathering splendid suppUes from plants

fully exposed, but carrying all their leaves. One

other point worth drawing attention to is. Why do

so many small growers, instead of gathering

only those Sprouts having real culinary value,

persist in cutting away the plant at the ground-

level, which course at so early a period means

the sacrifice of more than half the crop ? Possibly

the reason is that in some districts market growers

adopt this cutting down system ; but with most

of these the case is very difierent, the stems being

sold at so much per dozen, and one object of the

grower is to clear the land in as short a time as

possible in order that a crop of some other kind

can shortly take its place. F. R. Castle.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Planting Apple Trees.—Apples may be planted
in \'arious positions and will succeed in almost
any soil. Where the soil is heavy, drainage must
be provided and deep planting should be avoided.

If espaliers were planted around the vegetable
gardens, much useful fruit would be secured,

but often the Apple is grown as a standard. A
fruit pergola is also an acquisition, and in such a

way a number of kinds can be grown, whereby
the supply is maintained over a long period.

The 'ollowing is a useful selection : Dessert

—

Langley Pippin, Worcester Pearmain, James
Grieve, Christmas Pearmain, King of the Pippins,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Fearn's Pippin, Adam's
Pearmain, Rosemary Russet. Court Pendu Plat,

Brownlee's Russet and Lord Burghley. Kitchen

—

Ecldinville Seedling, Stirling Castle, Domino,
Rev. W. Wilks. Peasgood's Nonsuch, Warner's
King, Lord Derby, Lane's Prince Albert, Bramley's
Seedling, Wellington (Dumelow's Seedling), Newton
Wonder and Annie Elizabeth.

The Kitchen Garden.

Lettuce.—Where a constant supply of Lettuces is

required, it will be advisable to remove a few plants
to cold frames, but the lights should be left off

unless we experience frosts or have heavy rain.

Endive may also be treated in a similar way,
but a few plants at inter\'als should be taken
into the Mushroom house or shed to blanch.

Mustard and Cress must be sown in boxes
occasionally and placed in the greenhouse, where
the seeds will quickly germinate.

Asparagus.—When the foliage is sufficiently

ripe it should be cut off, and the beds cleaned of

weeds and rubbish. A light sprinkling of bone-
meal may be given, also a top-dressing of well-

decayed manure.

The Flower Garden.

Lawns.—These often contain a quantity of

Plantains, Daisies and Dandelions, and they
always increase during a cold, wet season. When
the mowing is finished, they should be removed
and the holes filled with fine soil containing a
portion of grass seeds. The lawn may then be
rolled, and such work may be repeated at intervals
during favourable weather.

Sweet Peas.—In some parts of the country
autumn-sown Sweet Peas produce very fine

blooms in due season, and where they can be
grown successfully a sowing may be made now
in a shallow trench. If mice are troublesome,
the seeds may be given a coating of red lead

;

and to keep off birds a few strands of black cotton
should be stretched along the rows. A reliable

mixed strain is very suitable for sowing at this

season.

Begonias.—These may now be lifted and the
tubers placed in shallow boxes to dry.

Dahlias.—If the weather keeps open, these
will continue to produce a quantity of bloom;
but directly the growth is injured by frosts the
tubers may be dug up and stored in a dry shed
where frost is excluded. Label each root securely

;

this will be an advantage when the time arrives
for propagating.

Plants Under Glass.

Early Bulbs.—The bulbs of Roman Hyacinths
and Paper-White Narcissi should now be examined,
and if sufficiently rooted they may be removed
from the ashes and placed in a cold frame. They
must be shaded for a few days until the top growth
becomes strong and green. In about a fortnight
the best bulbs can be placed in a cool greenhouse
and inured gradually to a warmer structure.
Keep the roots well supplied with water.

Begonias.—Those belonging to the Lorraine
group have been growing freel>% and a few of the
strongest plants may be allowed to bloom ; like-

wise B. elatior and B. Optima. The later batch
must still have their flowers removed, and be neatly
tied before the growths are too far advanced.

Fruit Under Glass.

Cucumbers.—Close attention must be paid to
watering, ventilation, atmospheric moisture, and

the regulation of the shoots if the plants are to

continue bearing fruit. A night temperature of

65° to 70° will suffice. Keep the glass clean and
feed the roots as they comeJto the surface.

Midseason Vines.—The Grapes having n-ow been
removed, the growths may be partly pruned
to assist the buds near the base to plump up.

If the border is dry, give it a thorough watering.

Admit air freely. T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to SV. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Castleford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire-.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Asparagus.—As soon as the growths are well

ripened they should be cut down to the ground
level, the beds thoroughly cleaned of all weeds,
and in the case of old-established beds a good
top-dressing of manure or seaweed should be
given. Where these are not available, an artificial

fertiliser may be substituted.

Globe Artichokes.—All decayed stems and
unnecessary leaves should now- be remo\'ed, and
the ground between the rows hoed and cleaned.

Some long strawy manure should be placed around
each crown as a protection before frost sets in.

In districts where this plant is liable to suffer

in the winter months, a quantity of suckers should
be carefully removed from the plants, potted into

7-inch or 8-inch pots, and wintered in a cold frame
where they can get sufficient ventilation in mild
weather. These may be planted out on a well-

manured piece of ground as soon as the winter
has passed, when they will produce good supplies

in summer.
Cucumbers.—To keep up a good supply of

these from now onwards, careful attention is

necessary both in the matter of watering and
ventilation. Any water given to the roots must
be heated to about the same temperature as that
of the house. Syringing must be done more
sparingly now, and the amount of moisture
necessary will depend on the firing required to

keep the house up to a uniform temperature of

about 70°. Regulate and tie up the young
growths to cover the trellis, pinching them at the
second or third joint.

Tomatoes.—Admit air to the plants on all

favourable opportunities, particular attention
being given to those setting their fruit. Pollination

should be assisted by brushing the flowers lightly

with a feather or rabbit's tail. When the plants
have set a few trusses of fruit, a little liquid manure
may be given, especially to plants growing in p£)ts.

The Flower Garden.

Roots of Dahlias and Tuberous Begonias
should be lifted and stored before they get too
much frost. A dry day with some wind and
bright sunshine should be selected. Allow the
tubers to remain exposed to the sun as long as

possible. We find a sparred shelf in a frost-proof

shed in close proximity to the stokehole the best
place for wintering these, the Begonia tubers
being stored with all the soil adhering to them.

Protecting Materials.—These should be secured
in readiness for a spell of sharp frost, for it is not
unusual for us to have 20° of frost early in

November. In the Rose garden a considerable
amount of protection is necessary, especially in
low-lying valleys where hoar frost is prevalent.
Standards should have their stems wrapped up
in Bracken, which forms one of the best and
tidiest of winter coverings. This should be cut
when the fronds are turning yellow and treated
to a winnowing process in the same way as grain
in the harvest field, afterwards being stored until
required for use. Light Spruce branches are
also useful for protecting the heads of standard
and umbrella or weeping Roses. Vases or boxes
with specimens of hardy plants growing in them
must also receive some attention. These may be
packed up to the collar with Bracken. Breakable
pots will require a thick covering of frost-proof
material, the whole being thatched over to keep
any moisture from obtaining access.

Herbaceous Borders.—\ good deal of cutting
over and tidying is necessary this month as the
different plants pass out of flower. There are still

a liumber of late Michaelmas Daisies to flower,

the latest of which will succeed only if the season
proves to be a mild one. The rare occasions on
which these are a success barely justifies their

inclusion, unless in specially sheltered gardens.

Statice sinuata Mauve.—This plant succeeds
well when treated as a half-hardy annual. The
flowers, being everlasting, are useful for winter
decoration. They should be cut when fully

opened and hung up in bunches to dry in an airy

shed. This plant retains a much better colour

in the dry state than the perennial variety latifolia.

Plants Under Glass.

Azaleas.—if not already housed, these plants
should now be placed under cover as soon as

possible. Syringe them thoroughly with a strong
insecticide before placing them in their winter
quarters.

Poinsettias.—These, having now well filled

their pots with roots, should have an occasional
application of liquid manure. A Jlelon- house from
which the crop has been removed suits them well

at this time, giving a good exposure to all the sun
and light available. The house should be venti-

lated freely on mild days, but avoid having the
temperature lower than 60'^. If too cold, the plants
are liable to drop their bottom leaves, which
greatly spoils their decorative effect.

Euphorbia jacquiniaeflora is a good companion
to the Poinsettia and one of the most brilliant of

the winter-flowering stove plants, especially when
planted out in a warm and sunny position.

Good results may also be had from spring-
rooted cuttings placed four or live together in

small pots and potted on when well rooted.
Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)
Glainis Castle, N.B.

A GOLD MEDAL COLLECTION OF
VEGETABLES

The magnificent collection of vegetables shown
by Messrs. Edward Webb and Sons, Stourbridge,

illustrated on the opposite page, formed one of

the most attractive features of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's recent show of vegetables. It

was a highly representative collection of excep-

tional quality throughout. It included large and

unblemished heads of Celery Aldenham Pink and

Solid White, interspersed in the top row with

Leeks Ringleader and Champion Prize, well

finished and of good quality. Other features of

the collection were Autumn Giant Cauliflowers,

Parsnips of the Student and Marrowfat varieties,

Carrots Red Intermediate and Prize Winner,

Cucumber Telegraph, solid and indisputably large

Onions of Ailsa Craig and Webb's Masterpiece

varieties, Globe Beetroot, Gladstone Peas, Auber-

gines, Kohl Rabi, Lettuces, Capsicums, Tomatoes

and comparatively small Marrows.

TREE LEAVES AND GARDEN
FRAMES

Much more use should be made of tree leaves than

is usually the case. Tree leaves should be used,

first, to form mild hot-beds on which frames may be

placed, and, after they have served their purpose as a

forcing-bed, used in potting composts and for mix-

ing with stiff soils in the garden and in composts for

seeds. Leaves, when heaped and slightly moist-

ened, soon engender a mild heat. Portable frames

should be fixed on the heaps, and if a layer of ashes

or Cocoanut fibre, or even common garden soU,

sifted, be spread on them inside the frame, bulbs

in pots or pans or boxes will grow splendidly.

Many kinds of bcdding-out plants may be kept

in such frames, and seedlings forwarded in the early

weeks of the New Year. As there is always a

mild heat in the frame, a light outer covering at

night will be sufficient. Shamrock.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S TRIALS, 1916

The following awards have been made by the

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society after

trial at Wisley :

LATE POTATOES.

Highly Commended.—Donside Defiance, raised

and sent by Mr. D. Cook, introduced by Mr. M. H.

Sinclair. King Edward, introduced and sent by
Messrs. Dobbie and Co., raised by Mr. Butler.

Rob Roy, introduced and sent by Messrs. R.

Veitch, raised by Mr. A. W. McAlister.

Commended.—Airan Chief, sent and introduced

by Messrs. Dobbie, raised by Mr. W. Kelvie.

Cropper, introduced and sent by Mr. S. Anketell-

Jones. Drumwhindle, sent by Mr. L. Gavin.

Irish Chieftain, introduced and sent by " Lissadell,"

raised by Mr. F. J. McKenna. Langworthy,

introduced and sent by Messrs. Dobbie, raised

by Mr. Niven. Prolific, introduced and sent

by Messrs. Dobbie. Superlative, sent and intro-

duced by Messrs. Sutton, raised by Mr. W. Coleman.

Queen Alexandra, raised by Messrs. Watkins and
Simpson, introduced and sent by Messrs. R. Veitch.

CLARKIAS.
Highly Commended.—Elegans Brilliant, raised

and introduced by Messrs. Watkins and Simpson,

and sent by Messrs. R. Sydenham, Watkins and
Simpson, and W. H. Simpson respectively.

Elegans fl.-pl. Orange King, raised and introduced

by Messrs. Watkins and Simpson, and sent by
Messrs. Watkins and Simpson, R. Veitch and
Barr respectively. Elegans Rose Beauty, intro-

duced and sent by Messrs. Barr. Elegans Salmon
Scarlet, from Messrs. Sutton. Elegans Scarlet

Queen, raised and introduced by Messrs. Watkins
and Simpson, sent by Messrs. Nutting. Elegans

fl.-pl. Vesuvius, raised and introduced by Messrs.

Watkins and Simpson, sent by Messrs. Watkins
and Simpson, and Dobbie respectively.

Commended.—Pulchella Double White, from

Messrs. R. Sydenham. Elegans Purple Prince, from
Messrs. Barr. Elegans fl.-pl. Queen Mary, raised, in-

troduced and sent by Messrs. Watkins and Simpson.

ANKUAL DELPHINIUMS AND LARKSPURS.
Award of Merit.—Blue Butterfly, sent by Messrs.

Hurst ; A.M., 1900, confirmed.

sent by Messrs. R. Veitch. Machet Giant Crimson,

introduced and sent by Messrs. Watkins and
Simpson. Machet Hercules, introduced and sent

by Messrs. Barr. Paris Market, introduced and
sent by Messrs. Barr.

Commended.—Gabriele, sent by Messrs. Hurst.

Machet Improved, sent by Messrs. Barr.

BOOKS

MESSRS. E. WEBB AND SONS' GOLD MEDAL COLLECTION OF VEGETABLES AT THE
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S VEGETABLE SHOW.

The Chapman, raised, introduced and sent by
Messrs. Dobbie. The Factor, introduced and
sent by Messrs. Dobbie, raised by Mr. Chapman

;

A.M., 1901 ; F.C.C., 1905. The Provost, raised,

introduced and sent by Messrs. Dobbie ; A.M.,

1907. White City, introduced and sent by Messrs.

Sutton.

ANNUAL CARNATIONS AND INDIAN PINK 5.

Highly Commended.—Heddewigii Crimson Bell,

sent by Messrs. Barr. Heddewigii New Deeply

Fringed, introduced and sent by Messrs. Barr.

Heddewigii Star of Devon Strain, introduced

and sent by Messrs. R. Veitch. Heddewigii

superbissimus Mixed, sent by Messrs. R.

Sydenham.
Commended.—Heddewigii Fireball, raised by

Messrs. Watkins and Simpson, sent by Messrs.

Dobbie. Heddewigii laciniatus, raised by Messrs.

Watkins and Simpson, introduced and sent

by Messr;. R. Veitch. Heddewigii laciniatus

Vesuvius, from Messrs. Barr and Messrs. Watkins
and Simpson. Heddewigii Salmon Queen, from
Messrs. Barr. Heddewigii Single Mixed, from
Messrs. R. Sydenham. Heddewigii superbissimus

Highly Commended.—Azure Fairy, raised, intro-

duced and sent by Messrs. Dobbie. Azure Fairy,

raised, introduced and sent by Messrs. Watkins
and Simpson. Rosy Scarlet, from Messrs. R.

Sydenham.

GODETIAS.

Award of Men'i.T—Lavender, introduced and
sent by Messrs. Carter; A.M., 1915, confirmed.

Highly Commended.—Duke of Fife, sent by
Messrs. Daniels ; A.M., 1890. Schamini fl.-pl.,

introduced and sent by Messrs. Watkins and
Simpson ; A.M., 1905. Whitneyi Crimson Gem,
sent by Messrs. Barr. Whitneyi Marchioness of

Salisbury, sent by Messrs. Barr ; A.M., 1895.

Commended.—Compacta Sunset, from Messrs.

R. Sydenham. Schamini Double Carmine, sent

by Messrs. A. Dickson. Tall Double Mauve,
sent by Messrs. W. H. Simpson. Whitneyi
White Gem, sent by Messrs. Barr.

MIGNONETTE.
Highly Commended.—Giant, introduced and sent

by Messrs. Dobbie. Golden Queen, introduced

by Messrs. Sydenham, sent by Messrs. Sydenham
and Barr respectively. Machet, introduced and

The Cherries of New York.*— In the de-

scriptive literature of fruits the Cherry has by no
means taken a prominent place. It is necessary

to go back nearly a hundred years to find a really

elaborate monograph, and it is curious that no
English pomologist has ever specialised upon this

fruit. The reason is not perhaps far to seek.

The short duration of the fruit and the com-
paratively limited area in which it can be grown
have made its study difficult compared with such

fruits as the Apple and Pear.

The appearance, therefore, of an authoritative

monograph, such as the subject of the present

notice, is somewhat of an event

in the history of pomology. Com-
ing as it does from the Geneva
Experiment Station of New York
State, and from the hands of

Professor Hedrick, It may be
taken for granted that no pains

have been spared to collect all

available information and present

it in an attractive form. The
descriptions of fruit and tree

are of botanical accuracy, a point

which only those who have

wrestled with the incomplete

and imsystematic descriptions of

many older authors can fully

value. The splendid full-size colour

plates are probably the last

word in colour photography, and
are not, as often, mere decora-

tions, but illustrations in the

correct meaning of the word.

A great feature are the refer-

ences under each variety to the

works in which they have been

previously described. Such verifi-

cation of names is a matter of great difficulty,

as the author would probably be the first to

admit. It is, therefore, not surprising that

we cannot quite agree in all cases with his

decisions. We note that no references are

given the valuable figures of the Cherries raised

by Thomas Andrew Knight and depicted in the

early Transactions of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and those in Hooker's " Pomona Londi-

nensis." For such varieties as Black Eagle,

Elton, &c., these figures are of peculiar value as

having been prepared under Knight's personal

supervision, and their accuracy therefore cannot

be called into question.

In the large majority of cases, however, no
criticism can be made upon the descriptions,

and gratitude will be felt for the author for

gathering in one volume so large a collection of

original matter and so much research that makes
the book a mine in which poraologists will dig

for many years to come.

ROYAL

* " The Cherries of New York," by U. P. Hedrick.
Published by the New York Agricultural Experiment
Station.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAe EdUm endeavours

to make The Garden helpiul to all readers who desire
assistance no matter uhat the branch of gardening may be,and wuh that object makes a special leaiure 0/ the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be
clearly and concisely uiritten on one side of the paper onlyand addressed to the Editor 0/ The Garden. 20, Tamslock
Street, Covent Garden, London. W.C. The name and address
0; the sender are required in addition to any designation hemay desire to be used in the paper. When more than one^cry w sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper
Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely
packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton- wool, and flowering
shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant Letters
on business should be sent to the Publisher

soon as it to cool. The vinery at the same time must be
thorouglily washed and cleaned out.

FLOWER GARDEN.
T,f,?'y^7

HEDGE AND HOLLYHOCKS (W. D.).-
11 tne hedge occupies a conspicuous position, it would be
tietter to leave it for a few weeks longer before cutting
It down, so that the unsightliness will in some measure
be confined to the winter season. You need have no fear
of It breaking again. Every twig and branch will be
bristling with new growth in the spring, the hardest wood
coming away quite freely. You do not say to which
variety you refer, but the oval-leaved one is the more
vigorous. The bareness from such reduction as you
propose must be endured for a time. The pruning may
be done at any time from October to February, though
there is no gain in delay, and the later the work is done
the more will the season be advanced before the top is
refurnished with growth. October or November would
be good. There is no reason to destroy the Hollyhocks
unless very badly diseased. You did quite right in
burning the leaves. In all probability the disease will
reappear ne.xt year; if so, try a salt solution, using
a teacupful of salt to three or four gallons of water
use an Abol " Syringe to produce a mist-like spray
to settle on the plants and not reach the roots. One bushel
of lime, 41b. of flowers of sulphur and 2oz. of sulphate
of copper, finely powdered, is also good. Pass the whole
through a sieve of fine mesh and well dust the plants
with the mixture two or three times when damp durin"
the growing season. You should commence early andendeavour to reach the whole of the surface of the plants

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF tnVn.—Southport Botanic Gardens.—

V k^ri: ^"^^ °^ ^"^''
'' -. 3 and b, Broivn Beurrf

;

4, Old Bergamot
; 5, Durondeau

; 7, Frogmore Prolific
;

8, Urbaniste
; 9, Autumn Bergamot ; 10, Cat's ilead

^HTl"- V \i ,F°,?'^ "'""S'^ Pippin
; 2, Rosemary

Eusset
, 3 Hall Door

; i, Jlalster ; 6, Cellini ; 6, lociil
variety, not recognised.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—H. M. T.—Michaelmas Daisies :

-• ,,';?,?!' • -' Porcelain
; 3, ericoides superbus ; 4, Ceres •

0, Wilham Marshall ; 6, Fairfield
; 7, Lil Fardell •

s'

V^Hc°n % ^',?'-!-~r^- " •»—
1. " '0™ of Clematis

Vitice la
; 2, Vitis hetcrophylla. B. Jf.—Euonynms

we!.Hv1?-^~-^- " «—Cuphea miniata. Yes
; 'theweed-kilkT IS poisonous to birds and animals.

in V-fl"
'^''''^'•-yClirysanthemum uliginosum

; Helianthus
lactiflorus. A. V. B.-True Alonsoa Warscewiczii.

SOCIETIES

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE TO NAME (ff.>.).-The Bose is Perle des

Blanches It is a very old variety. You can improve
your plant by cutting out a lot of the old wood, but growths
produced this year should be retained 2 feet to 3 feetm length.

ROSES FOR LOW WALLS OF NEW GARDEN ((7 D )—\ou are well advised to plant some of the less vigorous
growing Teas and Hybrid Teas on such low walls as are
depicted in the photograph sent. Varieties such as^™^ "!',';'<?". Lady Roberts, Betty, Mmc. Abel ChatenavLady Hilhngdon, Mrs. Herbert Stevens, White Mama"n
Cochet, Ac. would be just the thing for such walls, especially
for that facing south and the one facing south-easthome of the China Roses, such as Comtesse du Cavlawould be delightful

; so would Irish Elegance and Irish
Fireflarae. By all means plant Rosa bracteata, bothalba simplex and Maria Leonidas, for their foliage isso beautiful. We should not hesitate to plant "Teas
in your part of Cheshire, as the walls would give much
S u'i'i-

.^*°'' ""^ "'"'"> ™" "'f' ^^ou'd ad^'ise the hardierHybrid Teas, such as Caroline Testout, Grace Darlin"
General Macarthur, *c. We would rather not put 'abower oyer the garden seat. You might plant two stan-
^"^^

"J,,.,™"^*'™ *•">* ""ke rather spreading heads
such as \\ illiani Allen Richardson, and they would provideyou with a little shade, especially if a "growth or twowere trained on to wires lightly placed over the seatWe note you are well preparing the soil. Good deeri
digging IS essential, and this, supplemented by copious
watering of the wall Eoses during the summer, will ensure
free growth.

FRUIT GARDEN.
VINES BADLY MILDEWED {Miss S.).-Judging bythe size and appearance of your Grapes, your Vines mustbe in a poor condition of health, and until a more robust

condition IS restorea, the Vines are certain to be attackedby mildew The best thing to do would be to clear outmost of the old soil of the border and replace with bestnew Vine soil. A good time to do this is at the end ofOctober or earlj- in November. Whoever is entrusted
with this work should be a skilled gardener well versed™*he growth of Grapes, whom you should have no
djfliculty in finding in your neighbourhood. In any case
the Vines as soon as they have been pruned should be wellwashed with r.ishurst Compound Mixture, obtainable ofany seed merchant, and then painted over with a mixture
of sulphur and soft soap. Dissolve a pint of sulphurand the same of soft soap in as much hot water as willmake a thick emulsion of It, and then add two truarts ofwarm water, painting every part of the Vines with it as

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
THE fortnightly meeting held on October 10 was full ofinterest in several departments, fruit, hardy Howers
choice shrubs and Orchids being well shown. Very
striking and beautiful were the Roses from several sourcesthe single Princess Mary from Mr. Hicks bein" riuitna feature of Ole show. Dahlias, ammig other flowers

li;"''^"'
presented, and some few novelties received

Floral Committee.

T \'^tlrr w t^V^'^^'t^AI- (ehairman), and Jlossrs.
J. W. Barr, \y. J. Bean, J. Gieen, G. Reuthe, E, Hooper
Pearson, J. W. Moorman, W. Howe, J. Heal, C K Fielder
J. Jennings, C. Dixon, J. Dickson, C. E. Shea, C e'

I'^vZ' H-p- T*"""^""";
^- « J''"'^™^' W. 6^' Baker:

G. Paul, H Cowley, E. A. Bowles and W. B. Cranficid

en "-k"; / ^'P" ?°'^ Sons, Bayswater and Ba"nes'contributed a considerable coUection of shrubs andclimbing plants in pots, among which some of the newerChinese \ mes took a prominent place. Of more than usual
intere.,,t was the erect-habited Olearia semi-dentata withsilvery stems, the leaves white below. It is of free ^roTrthand some ornament even when not in fiowei. Elsholzia
Stauntonii (with erect, pink-fiowered spikes), Osmanthus
t.,T, i''7';

'.""'".'""f^l ""d well spined),0. rotundifolius,Rubus Veitchii (sdvery foliage), Ilex Poinvi, Buddleiamacrostachya yunnanensis (white fiowers 'and woolly
foliage), Caryopteris Mastaeanthus (a blue-fiow.-red shrubnow in season), Feijoa Sellowiana (a rare shrub), Senecio
Grayi, Viburnum Hcnryi and Guevina Avellana werevery good. Lonicera Maacki, with scarlet fruits, washighly ornamental.

„„n'''v-^'
^.- r?"^^^"'. I'-iehniond, staged on the floor acollection of Tree Ivies, the plants varying from 1 footto 4 feet across. Standards of many were also on view

thus showing the utility and decorative value of the Ivvwhen grown in these ways '

h..^;
O^ofge Kerswell, St. Thomas, Exeter, brought a

brilliant lot of Gentiana acaulis, flowers which, making agorgeous picture at any time, are more than usually
acceptable now.

"<*iij'

The Roses from Mr. George Prince, Oxford, were verv
, 'u-. > t"*

**ands and baskets of such as Moonlight
(white) Josephine Nicholson (pink), Mme. E. Herriot
.Mrs. Alfred late, Rayon d'Or, Old Gold, Lady Hillingdon,

^m', ,V , y''"^,i™'"y P'"'" '"'h'te and of beautiful form),
Ethel .Malcolm (flesh). La Tosca and Mis. David McKeo
(cream) were among the finest of a particularly good lot

Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, showed
Carnations excellently and in great variety. BishtonWonder, Mandarin, Wivelsfleld White, Nancy (newsalmon pmk), Nora West (also superb pink). Destiny(new cerise), li.-nora (white fancy, fragrant) and MarvAllwood wi-re the pick of the collection. They were very
finely presented. '

Hardy plants from Mr. G. Reutlie, Ecston, included
white and coloured Colchicums, Campanula muralis
(.still full of flower), Desfontainea spinosa. Polygonum
amplexicaule, Cimicifuga simplex, Satyrium carneum
S. roseum, Phygelins capensis and others. Phillvrea
yiburnoides. a new and rare shrub, was noted. Ner'ines
in variety were also shown.

Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Limited, Dover, showed
Cimieifuga simplex Clark's Variety perfectly The
exceptional purity of the columnar spikes renders it
high y attractive. Aconitum Wilsonii, Carvopteris Masta-
eanthus and Aster Climax were all well shown

Magnificent Roses were shown by Mr. Elisha J. Hicks,
Hurst, Iwyford, Berks, the brilliant single crimson
Princess Mary and the creamy semi-double Joanna
Bridge being conspicuous among them. The new Hybrid
I ea C

.
E. Shea (pink) was in grand form, as were also

Ophelia (pink and white) and Mme. Edouard Herriot
Rarely have these Roses been shown more brilliantly
or in better form.

Messrs. John Watcrer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot and
Iwytord. displayed an assortment of the finer Michaelmas
llms.es, Lustre (fine semi-double red), Splendens (blue),
( loiidy I'.liie (pale sky blue). Beauty of Colw.all, cordi-
Inliiis White Diana, Nancy Ballard (rosy mauve) and
Astrr Ainellus (ultramarine, rich and intensely coloured)
being some of the more distinct. In another group
t.revillea .sulphurea, Cotoncastcr pyrenalca (of semi-
prostrate habit), Pittosporum eugenioldes variegata.

Viburnum rhytidophyllum, Leptospermum bullatum
(White flowered), Lonicera sempervkens, Acer crata^gifolia
(one of the most brilliantly coloured), Carvopteris Masta-
eanthus and Berberis verruculosa were shown.
Specimen tub-grown Michaelmas Daisies from the

Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Elstree, included Namur (rosy pink),
Mons (reddish purple), Brussels (soft lavender blue) and
Aerschot (semi-double blue of large size).

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, N., produced
an excellent effect by staging the best Michaelmas Daisies
freely; Avalanche (white). Climax (blue), Sirius (rosy,
very effective). White Diana and Little Bo-Pcep wereamong the more distinct. Golden Rods and other autumn
Howers were also included in the group.

Mr. J. B. Riding, Chingford, contributed for the time
of year an excellent table of Dahlias, several sections
being included, St. George (decorative). Giant of Lyons
(Collarette), Marianne (of lovely orange tone and a good
bedding sort of dwarf habit), Colibri (crimson and
white), soldier's Lass, Delice (the best pink), Eden (white
collarette) and General Smith-Dorrien (scarlet Cactus)
were among the more distinct in a capital lot.

Messrs. Baker, Wohcrhampton, filled a table with a
selection of .Michaelmas Daisies, the best of which were
J. S. Baker (hew semi-double white), Edith Godwin
(good blue). Glory of Colwall, Peggy Ballard and BlueGem (the finest blue we have vet seen). Helianthus
s^parsifolius, Scabio.sa caucasica and a variety of the
Japanese .inemones were also shown.

.Messrs. H. B. May and Sons. Edmonton, contributed
Kex Begonias in variety, President Carnot, Le ViSsuv*^
Lady Vcitch, Fascination (most brilliant in colour) and
bilver Queen being some of the best. Ferns, Bouvardias
in variety. Hydrangea Jline. MoulliSre (white) and a
variety of hardy Ferns were also good. Nephrolepto
tode:coides was finely displayed.

n *i!l' Y' ^^'""S' ^"°-' Merstham, showed Delphiniums,
ttudbeckna (Echinacea) purpurea, Tritoma JIacowanii,
Asters King George, King of the Belgians, and Brightest
and Best. Cimicifuga simplex fronting Lilium tigrinum
Foitunei made a good show.

Messrs. J. C'heal and Sons, Crawley, showed excellent
Dahlias, Evening Star, Morning Star, Crawley Star
Scarlet Star and White Star being a set of the best.
Single-flowered sorts, too, were very good, Leon (scarlet)
and Albatross being notable varieties.

Violets from Mr. J. J. Kettle, Corfe Mullen, were among
the features of the show. They were admirablv presented
La Belle Parisienne, Mrs. J. J. Kettle (light blue), Jlarie
Louise, and Coiute de Brazza were among the best
A new semi-double seedling was full of promise.
The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton, contributed hardy

plants in variety. Gentians, Potentilla WillmottsB
and others being included,

Messrs. Paul and Son, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt
showed Salix pruinosa, Laurus, Cerasus oheshuntensis
(azorica x lusitanica), Prunus Pissardii nigra (very
fine in colour), Pinus yunnanensis, Pyrus Vilmorim
(standard plants), and other interesting trees and shrubs

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, had a collection
of cut shrubs to show autumn foliage, a'iso Ceanothuses and
a few others in flower. Pernettyas in fruit were attractive.
Cut shrubs formed a group alone.
The Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Eomford, showed good

Roses, Queen Alexandra, Comtesse du Cayla, Rayon d'Or
and Moonlight being some of the more showy and good.

Orchid Committee.
Present

; Sir Harry J. Veitch (chairman). Sir Jeremiah
Colman, and Messrs. J. O'Brien, Stuart H. Low, R,. A
Rolfe, F. J. Hanbury, R. Thwaites, Pantia Ealli T
Armstrong, Walter Cobb, J. Charlesworth, J. Cypher
C. H. Curtis, W. H. White, S, W. Flory, W. Bolton C j'
Lucas, R. B. White. Gurney Wilson aiid C. Cookson.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells
showed very fine examples of Cattleya Lord Rothschild,
C. Pabia, C. Armstrongs, 0. Iris and others of great
beauty. C. Saturn, a pure white sort, was very fine.

In Messrs. Charlesworth's collection the best things
were Sophro-Laelto-Cattleya Lutetia (reddish purple
and crimson), Brasso-Cattleya Leemannia), La;lio-Cattleya
amabile, Brasso-Cattleya Veitchii Queen Alexandra (almost
pure white) and Lajlio-Cattleya Numidia (of red and
orange tone).

Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, N., contributed
a series of Cattleyas and Lailio-Cattleyas, L.-C. Zena
var. Princess, L.-C. Zena var. Duchess, and Cattleya
Naidia being among the finer in the group.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbrldge, showed the
pure white Cattleya Cowanise alba, C. Hardyana and 0.
Lord Rothschild among many others.
A fine plant of Vanda cajrulea was shown by Mr. C. F

Waters, Balcombe, Sussex.
Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, had the pure white

Cattleya Lady Veitch var. superbissinia. 0. Fabia alba
Rex and the pure white Coelogyne Mooreana among
others.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present: J. Cheal, Esn. (chairman). Sir Albert Rollit

and Messrs. W. Wilks, Owen Thomas, P. D. Tuckett
Edwin Beckett and E. Bunyard.
The Barnham Nurseries, Barnham, Sussex, contributed

some excellent fruit in baskets. Apples Rgremont Russet,
Charles Ross, Newton Wonder, Ben's Red, Lane's Prince
Albert, Warner's King, King of the Pippins, Rev. W.
Wilks, Allington Pippin, Washington Nonpareil and
Brownlec's Russet being among the more important.

C. A. Cain, Esq., Welwyn, Herts (gardener, Mr. T.
Pateman), contributed a fine table of fruits, for which the
Hogg Memorial Medal was awarded. Grapes were freely
shown, also Apples, Pears, Lord Palnierston and Sea Eagle
Peaches, and Golden Drop and President Plums,
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
WHILE the articles in this special

issue are mainly about Roses, we are

not unmindful of the very import-

ant gardenings work necessary at this

season in order to increase the food

supply of the nation. The recent action of the

Government in controlling the wheat supply should

bring home to us all the importance of pro-

ducing the utmost from the land, and gardeners

may best serve the national interest by growing,

within reason, as many fruits and vegetables as

they possibly can.

Small Potatoes.—We have lately received many
complaints from readers about the very small size

and immature condition of th ir Potatoes. In

nearly all cases the trouble may
be traced to the Potatoes being

planted late in newly cultivated

ground. One of the first essen-

tials for the successful cultivation

of Potatoes is good tilth, and

this is best obtained by digging

the ground in autumn and leav-

ing it in a rough state to be

sweetened by air and frost until

the time of planting comes

round. To neglect to cultivate

laud is equivalent to wasting

the food of the nation, and we
appeal to those who have access

to waste land to do their utmost

to bring it into cultivation this

autumn.

Potato Prices in Scotland.

—

High prices are being realised for

Potatoes in Scotland at the

various sales of growing crrfl^s.

On one farm in the Crieff district

of Perthshire £89 per acre was
obtained for Arran Chief, this

being believed to be a record price.

Other lots realised from £20 to

£62 per acre.

Autumn Flowers on Rhododen-
dron intricatum. — Reference has

on several occasions been made to

this charming little Rhododendron
as a spring-flowering plant, but this

year it appears to have altered its

character and is flowering at the

present time, violet blue blossoms

being in sufficient numbers to create

a really effective display. The out-of-

season flowering must have an effect

upon the blossoms of next spring ; but,

nevertheless, they are welcome now,

a time when flowering shrubs are

few. R. intricatum should be kept in mind
by people who require dwarf, neat-growing ever-

greens to plant among sandstone rocks or in a

moderately moist position in peaty soil in the

rock garden, for in such a situation it is

specially attractive.

Lespedeza Sieboldii.—Flowering in October,

when there are few hardy shrubs in bloom,

this leguminous shrub is very valuable. It is a

native of North China and Japan, The best

display of flowers is obtained by cutting the

growths down not far from the ground level each

year in early spring. In most seasons Nature does

this, killing most of the previous season's wood.

The annual pruning induces the production of

vigorous young growths, which by this time are

some 4 feet to 5 feet high, the lower half clothed

with elegant trifoliate leaves, the upper half

forming a large inflorescence of Pea-shaped, rosy

purple blossoms. It naturally depends somewhat

upon the weather, but given fairly favourable

conditions during October there is an abundance

of blossoms and unopened flowers to prolong the

display throughout the month

An Old Archway Rose.—One may search in

vain through many modern catalogues of Roses

for a reference to Adelaide d' Orleans. It is not

even mentioned in the National Rose Society's

Ofiicial Catalogue, and yet it is one of the sweetest

of all Roses for an archway. It is, in fact, one

of the very few Roses that may be

seen to advantage from underneath

an archway. So many Roses make
a fine display from above, but this

is not always the most convenient

way of seeing them, while Adelaide

d' Orleans sends down its flowering

branches as if to greet the passer-by.

Rose Adelaide d 'Orleans and

Its History.— The accompanying

illustration, from a photograph

taken in the gardens of Myddelton

House, shows the true character of

this delightful old Rose, with its

fine mass of blush-coloured flowers

and deeper-coloured buds almost

liiding the foliage. It makes long

and pleasantly slender growths,

which may be trained anyway or

anywhere. Mr. E. A. Bowles gives

its history in his delightful book
" My Garden in Summer." It is one

of a set of seedlings raised by M.

Jacques when head - gardener at

Chateau Neuilly to the Due
d' Orleans,- who afterwards became

King Louis Philippe. Rosa semper-

virens was the species used as the

seed parent, and the best known

of his creations is Felicite et Per-

p6tue. Adelaide d' Orleans was

raised in 1826, two years before

Felicite et Perpetue, and it is hard

to explain how it is that one should

be grown in almost every garden

while the other is rarely seen.

ROSE ADELAIDE D ORLEANS ON PERGOLA ARCH.

*«* Owing to the shoitage of ipwper,

readers ivfio have not already done so

are asked to order THE Gardes to be

delivered regularly by their neivsagettt.

Readers will thus obviate the waste con-

sequent on the issue of papers lor chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the

economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible /or the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A Letter from the Front.

—

The Garden
reaches me regiilarly each week, and helps to

remind one that there are other things than war,

and that even the Hun cannot prevent good
plants flourishing. The harvest out here seems
to have been an excellent one, and was got in

surprisingly quickly. Fruit is poor, but then

there are few orchards, and those infested with

woolly aphis. Sugar Beet is a heavy crop. This

year the people appear to have carried on sporadic

cultivation even much closer up to the line than
they did in 1915. I have been interested in the

Damson Merryweather.—I was very pleased to

see the reference by " E. B." to this splendid Damson
in your issue, October 7, page 487. It is a grand
bearer even in the young tree, and I enclose a

photograph of a branch from a tree planted in my
garden three years ago. The fruits are delicious

and make excellent preserves.—C. H. W.
Florentine Fennel.—May I, as one who has

spent much time in Florence, advise intending

importers or growers against an attempt to intro-

duce this plant commercially here. I used to

notice there that strangers at hotels and pensions

on first arriving were very interested in this strange

vegetable, but after a very short time refused it

when it was handed round, while residents seldom

touched it. The flavour is too strong, and can
only be endured by those who can eat Garlic.

A GOOD CROPPER : THE MERRYWEATHER DAMSON.

correspondence on the loss of scent by the Musk
plant. It involves, I believe, a very wide question,

the solution of which will go far to unravel the

mysteries of variation. There seems but little

doubt that the majority of variations which have
so far been investigated result from the loss of

a factor, or factors. jwonder that none of your
correspondents has compared this case with the

sudden and widespread variation in Nephrolepis

exaltata, which produced so many crested forms,

such as todeaoides, Marshallii, and hosts of others

of both European and American origin, during

the first few years of this century. On reading
this through I fear that I may give the im-

pression that I believe the scentless condition

of Musk to be due to the loss of a factor ; it may
be caused by the presence of an inhibitor !

—

C. L. TiTCHMARSn, 1. Corps H.Q., B.E.F.

The word in Tuscan slang, by the way, is about

the most offensive that can be applied to any
individual. The plant can certainly be cultivated

successfully in this country, for my uncle, Judge
Cox, used to grow it in the light soil of his garden

at Tonbridge.—W. Herbert Cox, 9, Gray's Inn
Square, W.C.

The Gardens of the Fatherland.—To anyone

who has a knowledge of German horticultural

literature, or who has attended International

horticultural shows on the Continent, it comes
as a great surprise to learn that the German has

an entire lack of love for the garden. Miss Topham
may be quite right so far as her experience goes,

and probably near Dantzig and in East Prussia

generally there may not be the same extent of.

love for the garden as is found here. But surely

there must be a great demand for plants and

seeds at home, even if much trade is done outside

the German Empire. The names of Benary,

Heinemann, Lambert, Neumann, Pfitzer, Seidel

and many others in the horticultural trade there

are sufficient to prove that. Then when we look

at a work like Dochnahl's " Bibliotheca Hor-

tensis," we find hundreds of gardening books
written in German between 1750 and i860, and
there have unquestionably been hundreds since.

Surely there must be a considerable interest in

gardening in Germany, for who else would want
gardening books in that language save the natives ?

—C. H. P.

Novel Potato Production.—I read with interest

the illustrated article on this subject InTHE Garden
of September 30, page 480. Allow me, however,

to correct the statement made there that Mr.

G. Stanton, late steward at Park Place, Henley,

was a few years ago " the fortunate discoverer"

of this system of growing Potatoes. I first heard

of it from Mr. John Young, Barnton Gardens,

Davidson's Mains, who saw it practised by the

late Mr. David Thomson, when serving his appren-

ticeship under that capable gardener in the Duke
of Buccleuch's gardens at Drumlanrig, Dumfries-

shire, nearly fifty years ago. Mr. Thomson had
previous to that practised the system in the vicinity

of London. I drew attention to this matter a
few j'ears ago at a meeting of the Scottish Horti-

cultiual Association, when the late Mr. D. W.
Thomson, nurserjTnan, Edinburgh, quoted an
article on the above subject from the original

Scottish Gardener of a date over forty years

previous. The article quoted by Mr. D. W.
Thomson was by his father, the late Mr. David
Thomson, Drumlanrig, who was editor of the

original Sco'tish Garde'}. er during all the years

of its existence.

—

Charles Comfort, Broomfidd
Gardens. Davidson's Mains. Midlothian.

Bottling Apples and Pears.—In addition to

the usual stone and soft fruits preserved in the

patent bottles, there are two others we find most

useful and delicious. Keswick Codlins, gathered

as soon as they have reached maturity, peeled

and sliced with a silver knife, thrown at once

into water, and sterilised in the usual manner,

are far superior in the spring for tarts

and other dishes to Apples that have been

stored, or foreign fruit. Williams' Bon Chretien

Pears when just fit for dessert, peeled with a silver

knife, halved, and bottled in thin syrup (6oz. of

sugar to a quart of water) are most delicious.

These are the Bartlett Pears from America sold

in the shops. Williams' Bon Chretien was
introduced into .America about a century ago

by a man named Bartlett, and is there called

the Bartlett Pear. Louise Bonne of Jersey and

other good dessert Pears answer well when preserved

in this way. Pears are the only fruits we bottle

in syrup ; water is used for all the others. We
have used for the last fifteen years with unvarying

success the steriliser and patent vacumn bottles

sold by Messrs. Fowler, Lee and Co., Reading.

Strawberries and Black Currants bottled three

years ago are still in perfect condition. We have
just bottled a quantity of ripe Tomatoes, some
whole, some as puree, ready prepared for soups

and sauces. The whole Tomatoes require sterilis-

ing a second time forty-eight hours after the

first. The skins do not break, and their colour

and appearance are perfect. An excess of tempera-

ture must be avoided ; it is this which makes the

fruits rise in the bottles. If the bottles are opened

to refill, there is a considerable loss of aroma.

—

(Mrs.) A. R. Phillips. O.xfo-d.
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A Sub-Irrigation Device.—It has occurred 10

me that some of your readers mav be interested

in a method of sub-irrigation which I have used

with some success during the past year. The soil

of my garden is Surrey sand of the lightest

Fig. 2.

A METHOD OF SUB-IRRIGATION.

I, Ground level showing veszel sunk ; 2, ground
level showing pots sunk ; and 3 and 4, cemented

to contain water.

description. The effects of as much as 3 inches of

rainfall—as judged by moisture-loving plants

—

disappear in two or three clear, hot days. The
growth of such species as Meconopsis, for example,
necessitates daily watering during the shortest

spell of dry weather. In these c rcumstances I

decided to try the effect of a device often used

by Indian gardeners and tree planters, especially

when the plants cannot be visited daily. It

consists in burying a vessel of porous earthenware

near the plant and filling it with water as required.

The vessel used in India is the ordinary " chatty,"

or " ghara," which is in universal use for storing

water. It contains from one gallon to two gallons

of water. Its shape (in section) is shown in Fig. i.

As these vessels cannot be procured here, I had
some made by the local potteries, and it is an
interesting reflection on the comparative cost of

labom- in the two countries that, whereas the cost

in India is about Jd., I had to pay 7d. for each !

I find that in the hottest and driest weather,

two gallons of water in a buried pot of this descrip-

tion will keep the surrounding soil in a moi t

condition for a week. A further advantage i

that, while rain i; falling, transpiration of mois-

ture through the walls of the pot almost cea'e .

I have used this device to grow Meconopsis (sp.).

Lobelia cardinalis, Lilium, &c., with fair success.

Iris anglica and I. Wilsonii also did well, but I

had no success with I. Kaempferi, which probably

requires bog conditions in a soil like mine.

Owners of rock gardens might find this method
useful in the case of plants which require

dryness overhead and a moist root-run. It

may be noted that a suitable ve;s 1 can be

improvised from two flower-pots cemented together

mouth to mouth, a; shown in Fig. 2. If one pot

is slightly smaller than the other, a watertight

joint is easily made,

—

.\. B. B.

Viola arborescens.—In reply to Mr. Cox, I

regret his plants did not turn out to be Viola

arborescens. I find that none of the plants raised

and flowered ha proved true. I may add that

the seeds were from a famous Irish garden, and
I fully expected them to be reliable.—T. Hay.

Gooseberry Mildew.—After reading Mr. T. Wil-

son's note I feel like asking ; Why all this pother
;

why murder one's bushes ; why bother about lime-

sulphur spraying especially as the Royal Horticul-

tural Society only recently published a formula that

effectively put "paid" tothedisease? Asit happens
I have the formula in my note-book, and it reads :

Copper sulphate, 40 J oz. ; washing soda, 45J oz
;

soap, 100 oz. ; water, 100 gallons. Dissolve

separately ; mix when cold, adding the soap last
;

spray the bushes when dry. Perhaps Mr. Wilson

has not heard of this Wisley formula.—T. A. W.

POT-POURRI.
Roses, royally red.

Deep in the heart of you
Dwells some intangible

Innermost part of you,

Which (since I cannot keep

Fadeless the whole of you)

I will imprison her^

—

The fragrant soul of you
;

Here in this china jar

Guarding the best of you.

Till I am too, perchance,

Dust with the rest of you.

Janet Read, in Country Life.

THE MACARTNEY ROSE
By Edward H. Woodall.

Ornithogalum arabicum.—In 1914 and again in

1915 1 obtained some bulbs of this from Guernsey,

in both cases from the same dealer. Those which

I got in 1914 did extremely well grown as pot

plants in a cool greenhouse, and in due time

died down and gave hard, healthy bulbs when
shaken out of the soil for repotting the follow-

ing September. This is my pomt : Neither the

new bulbs bought in 1915 nor my own home-

grown onis, although potted in early October last

year, have ever shown any sign of life abov

ground from that day to this, although when the

bulbs were examined in early July they were

as sound and as hard as when they were planted.

I recently visited a large garden where the

" head " told me he had had a similar experience,

but that he was at a loss to account for it. If

any reader of The Garden could throw light

on this singular behaviour of O. arabicum, I, and

\ery probably others, would be grateful. Will

the bulbs start again into growth this coming

spring, or has their "time" come? If they do
take a new lease of life, will they be any the worse

for their long disappearance ? Is this unusual,

or is it by no means infrequent ? Does this in

any way correspond to the long sleep that Freesias

and certain species of Lachenalias from time to

time indulge in ?

—

Joseph Jacob.

1AM glad to know that Rosa bracteata

grows with such vigour on a wall in the
warmer parts of England, for it is charming
in autumn when its bright, glossy foliage is

set off by the pure white petals and golden
stamens of its sweet-scented flowers that succeed
one another for many weeks on a warm wall. My
principal motive, however, in writing this note
is to remind Rose-lovers of its peculiar merit as

a stock on which to bud Roses that seem
refractory.

There certainly are some Roses that grow
better and colour far more brilliantly on this

stock than on any other, and it is well worth
a trial when you have a good Rose that refuses

to do well with you on any ordinary stock.

Quite ten years ago I budded that beautiful

but most capricious Rose Georges Schwartz on
R. bracteata, and now the bush is stronger and
more vigorous than ever, while on any other stock

it dwindles and dies out after two or three years.

Another Rose that is quite marvellous in growth
and colouring on this stock is General Gallieni

;

its size and brilliance f-re quite abnormal, especially

in spring, when the first blooms on any otht-r stock

are defective in colour and shape. So, though it

may not be a stock for the nurseryman, it is well

worth a trial by the amateur.

Speaking for myself, if ever I garden again in

England I should plant the Macartney Rose in

some cold shelter house for the sake of experi-

menting on it with refractory Roses. I am sure

there would be some surprises ! AH the Pernetiana

ROSA BRACTEATA, THE MACARTNEY ROSE.

A lovely Rose on a warm louth wall, aid a useful

stock on which to bud certain capricious varie'ies.
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Roses refuse to thri\e in the dry and rather

hot climate of the South of France, but I shall
[

put in a few buds of Constance to see if by chance

it succeeds on this stock, and I am hoping to
]

try that new Rose Mrs. Wemyss Quinn when it is

obtainable here. It has gained the prize for the

best Rose of the year at Bagatelle, and it will be

amusing to see how good Fremh gardeners will

wrestle with such an utterly unpronounceable

name from a French point of \iew ; and I look

forward to recording results.

A sudden storm and crop in the teniperatme

drove me back to Nice much earlier than I had in-

tended, and so I arrived before the first welcome

rains of auttimn had arrived. The heat and drought
j

of summer have given the Roses a splendid rest, and
'

pruning is now nearly finished—only just in time,

as Michaelmas Day and the previous day were
i

a deluge of warm rain with the thermometer

steady at 70°. In one short week the growth
j

and vigour of the young shoots testify to the

effect of rains falling on warm ground, so by the

NOTES ON SOME WICHURAIANA ROSES
Bv ''White Lady.''

THERE is no longer any need to urge

the claims of the Wichuraianas as

garden Roses. Travelling lately by
railway through England and Wales,

I could not help being struck by the

ubiquity of Dorothy Perkins. We saw the

familiar bunches of pink blossoms waving from

countless railway stations, brightening up manv
which without them wou'.d have been tut dull

little places. A year ago, motoring through the

same country, we noticed that Dorothy Perkins

had found her way into almost all the cottage

gardens whose owners appeared to have any care

for flowers.

In the little villa gardens round London and

other big cities this popular rambler is nearly

ROSA WICHURAIANA CLOTHING A BANK IN THE LATK MR. E, M.WVLEV

middle of November and up to Christmas there

should be an abundant crop of fine Roses.

The other day I saw a particularly picturesque

shelter near the roadside, draped in Boussingaultia

haselloides and an old-fashioned red Fuchsia

with long, pendent buds and flowers. The com-

bination is so unusual and so pretty that it

deserves mention. I have never before seen any

climber contrast so prettily with the Fuchsia,

and both, 1 think, would thrive in any cold house

in England that is well aired in summer.

ROSE MRS. DUNLOP BEST
This Hybrid Tea was sent out in the spring of

r9i6 by Mr. E. J. Hicks. When once seen it

cannot fail to charm the enthusiast. In colour

it is unique—reddish apricot, flushed with

coppery yellow. The buds are long and pointed.

The blooms when partly e.vpanded are shapely,

and when arranged with their own coppery tinted

foliage make an imposing display. It Is a strong

grower and quite free from mildew. E. M.

certain to be found, and in the larger country

gardens hedges and pergolas almost entirely

composed of Dorothy Perkins are by no means
uncommon. No doubt, if only able or allowed

to grow one Wichuraiana, Dorothy Perkins, by
her brilliant and abundant blossoming, her

hardiness and adaptability to almost every soil

and situation, has established her claim to be

that one. She is pre-eminently Ih:; Wichuraiana

for cottage and town gardens ; but in any e.xcept

the most restricted conditions it is a mistake to

confine one's self to Dorothy Perkins and her

various sports, for there are now many of the

hybrid Wichuraianas which in their flowering

are at least equally charming, and some with even

more beautiful and abundant foliage.

Writing so long ago as 1909, Dr. Williams states

that there were then over a hundred varieties,

and by igts that number was almost doubled.

I should like to write a few words here of some of

these varieties, choosing not necessarily the best,

but those which appear to me very beautiful

and whi< h are not seen so often in gardens as

their merits deserve.

Debutante (Wa'sh. 1905) is to my mind one

of the most graceful in habit of all the Wichtu^ai-

anas for clothing a tall pi lar. It throws out

from the m.ain stems slender arching sprays of

light green leaves with ruddy tips, and lightly

hanging cascades of pale pink sweetly scented

flowers. It usually blooms about ten days earlier

than Dorothy Perkins and the flowers do not

last so long. Dr. Williams gives it credit for

sometimes flowering in the autumn. I have not

noticed any autumn blooms on our plant, but

instead it produces a lot of little berries.

Gerbe Rose (Fauque et fils, 1904) is a delightful

plant. The smooth, almost thornless. stiff stems

are covered with glossy foliage composed of large

leaflets of a bright green. We have a plant

growing into a hedge of Rugosas which are fre-

quently very badly disfigured with red rust,

mildew and green fly, but Gerbe Rose seems quite

immune from these attacks, and retains its

beautiful foliage right through the winter. The
flowers are cup-shaped, of a soft clear pink, and

deliciously fragrant. They appear early—often

i the first week of June—and continue at intervals

throughout the summer. During August they are

generally very freely produced. Gerbe Rose is

not rampant in growth, so is perhaps not best

suited for a pergola, but is excellent grown on a

pillar or as a hedge or screen.

Christine "Wright (Hoopes and Thomas, t903)

has been grown in America for some time, but

has only recently been obtainable from English

growers. This variety has rather large pink

flowers somewhat more than semi-double. They
are almost exactly the shade of the Old Pink

China, the Monthly Rose, and its scent is very

like that of a China Rose. It is a rampant, free-

flowering variety beginning to bloom about the

middle of June.

Chatillon Rambler (Aug. Nonin, 1913) flowers

in closely packed clusters, of a deep shade of

pink. The blooms last a long time in good con-

dition, and they are held in a more erect position

than those of Dorothy Perkins or Lady Gay,

consequently they are easier to arrange in vases.

It does not bloom here till well into July.

Writing now of white varieties, White Dorothy

Perkins has proved disappointing, inasmuch as

its flowers too often come splashed and streaked

with pink, and the centre has a blackish tinge

which gives it a dirty appearance, but there are

now other white Wichuraianas which are worth

growing.

Purity (raised in .\merica by Hoopes and

Thomas) grows very vigorously up a lo-foot

pillar. It has magnificent and abundant glossy

green foliage, and appears to be mildew-proof.

The flowers are pure white and borne in small

trusses, three or four in a truss. They are large,

semi-double, and beautiful both in shape and

purity of colour, but are not produced quite so

freely as is desirable in a climber. Purity is so

fiercely armed with large black thorns as to su5!gest

the idea that possibly it may ha\e some JIusk

Rose in its composition.

Silver Moon (brought out in 1912) is a very

lovely ahm t single white Wichuraiana. The
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flowers are large, and if only there were more of

them it would make a most effective climber.

The leaves are light green and large, usually with

but five leaflets. The petioles and stipules are red,

the whole effect being rather that of a Tea Rose

than of a Wichuraiana. It is, howe\'er, a strong

grower and has quickly reached the top of a tall

pillar.

Fraulein Octavia Hesse (Hesse, 1911) is another

white Wichuraiana which I think quite worth

growing. It has flexible pale green stems and

would, if universally grown, be a specially pleasant

addition to the roadside gardens of our country

villages.

WICHURAIANA ROSES IN THE LATE

MR. EDWARD MAWLEY'S GARDEN
There is a touch of pathos associated with the

illustrations on this and the opposite page, for the

photographs were taken in ilr. ^Mawley's garden

light green foliage, and the ivory white flowers, at Rosebank, Berkhamsted, only a short time

which appear in small trusses, are

double and of an unusually pretty

shape.

.\mong yellow Wichuraianas.

Alberic Barbier and Gardenia are

perhaps deservedly the most popular

;

but Messrs. Frank Cant and Co.'s

Braiswick Charm, which they describe

as a Tea Wichuraiana, is worth try-

ing, and certainly has lovely foliage.

The plant we have was only planted

last spring, and had to be cut down

its first year, so naturally we could

not have much blossom from it this

summer. The buds are orange yellow,

and they shade to white as the

flowers open. We want a yellow

Wichuraiana able to keep its colour

as Rayon d'Or does. Possibly Dr.

Williams' Emily Gray, which was

given a gold medal by the National

Rose Society at the July Show at

"Vincent Square, will prove to be the

variety many have been striving to

obtain.

To conclude, I should like to recom-

mend three very desirable single

varieties.

Ariel (Paul and Son, 1910) has

beautiful coppery foliage and stems

with old rose-coloured blossoms.

Their only fault is that they are

very fleeting.

Coquina (Walsh, 1907) is one of

the latest to come into flower, and

seldom does so before the latter half

of July, when it blooms on well into

October. It has pretty clusters of

small cup-shaped, rosy pink blossoms

with white centres, which last a long

time on the plant or when cut. Messrs.

Rogers and Sons of Southampton
showed a new variety at Holland

House called Lady Swaythling, which

was not unlike Coquina, but if I

remember aright has larger flowers

showing rather more white.

Evangeline (Walsh, 1907) is so

charming a Rose that I should like to

see it grown in the cottage and

vUla gardens as Dorothy Perkins is.'

It may not be so showy in the distance as Dorothy

Perkins, but it is quite as vigorous, has equally

sinuous stems and glossy foliage, which, more-

over, has the advantage of being mildew-proof.

The single flowers, of good size, are produced very

freely in large sprays ; they are white tipped with

pink, and should the weather be fine when they

expand, the sun flushes the petals with rose colour

in a most delightful way. Added to its beauty,

Evangeline possesses " the potent witchery of

smell " denied to many of the ramblers. As,

moreover, this scent is diffused into the air, it

WICHURAI.^NA ROSE PURITY CLorHING
PILLAR.

A TEW-IOOT

before his lamented death. A very pretty corner

is depicted in the illustration on the page opposite;

the true Rosa wichuraiana is seen creeping over a

bank, which it has succeeded in clothing from

top to bottom. The trailing shoots, with small

white flowers and yellow anthers, are extremely

pretty in late summer. Mr. Mawley was very

fond of pillar Roses, which he had dotted about

here and there among the Rose beds The

variety Purity shown above clothing a ten-

foot pole, is one of the best of the white

Wichuraianas

PLANTING ROSES
By E. Moly.veux.

ONE of the many phases in su*" -^jpSfiil

L Rose culture is that of early planting

I
in the autumn. When this can be

done at the end of October or early

in November, fresh roots are njiide

while the soil is warm, and thus the plants

become well established by the time new growth
commences the following spring. As a rule,

deciduous trees do not form fresh

roots in the autumn, but the Kose
is an exception in this respect.

The preparation of the soil is .im-

portant. Roses will succeed in any

kind of soil, provided it is duly

prepared. The most unsuitable of

all is a thin soil overlying chalk.

Under these natural conditions the

foliage quickly loses its chlorophyll,

or colouring matter, becoming a sickly

hue, followed by weak growth and

unsatisfactory blooms. The proper

way to improve such soil conditions

would be to remove the chalk to a

depth of 2 feet, replacing it with

chopped turf, stiff garden soil, and

half-decayed cow-manure if obtain-

able. On the score of expense, which

would be considerable, I cannot

seriously advise its adoption. An
alternative method would be to

heavily manure the existing soil, and

at planting-time add clay or a stiff

retentive soil closely . apprcaching

clay. After planting, give a mulch-

ing of the saiue. material ; the winter

frost, rain and wind w-ould pulverise

the whole, enabling the surface roots

to assimilate its properties. A thin

mulching of half - decayed horse-

manure or Wakeley's Hop JIanure

early in May would accelerate growth

during the summer. Light sandy

soil can be treated in a similar

manner.

In the case of a stiff loam from

12 inches to 18 inches deep over-

Ij-ing an impervious subsoil, a near

approach to clay and impregnated

with flint stones, this requires con-

siderable manipulation to bring it

into a satisfactory state. It should

be trenched quite 3 feet deep to-

provide free percolation for surplus

water from heavy rains, and to

render the whole warmer by the

admission of air. If the top soil was.

simply dug over and the hard, pan-

like subsoil left undisturbed. th&

roots w*ould quickly become water-

logged and thus hinder freedom of growth. In

trenching such soil the top or surface soil shotdd

not be placed at the bottom of the trench, as is

too often done to save the trouble of having three

trenches open at the same time ; this is necessary

when the surface soil has to be kept in the same

position as formerly. As trenching proceeds, add

half-decayed manure freely. Such a soil when

properly prepared will grow Roses to perfection,

especially during a season of short rainfall

Seldom will the plants be infested w-ith mildew,

except, of course, in the case of varieties tha''
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are prone to it. Roses cannot thrive where there

is stagnant moisture, and, to ensure success, where

natural drainage is not present it must be pro-

vided, and in no way can it be better supplied

than by deep trenching.

The preparation of the soil should precede

planting by at least a month where it necessitates

deep trenching, to allow of the soil settling down
to somewhere near its natural level before planting

takes place. Dry weather should be chosen for

planting, to prevent the soil kneading too much.
The roots should be carefully pruned if long and
fibreless. shortening back any unduly long shoots

to pre\'ent wind loosening the plant afterwards.

About the roots of each plant place

a small quantity of prepared com-

post—decayed leaves, wood-ashes

or old potting soil—to induce new

roots to more quickly form and
grow. Plant sufficiently deep to

cover the union between stock

and graft, to induce roots to

push from above the junction. A
mulch with a compost similar to

that used about the roots will be

an advantage.

Ill admirers who will order and reorder this.

Another variety that withstood the indifferent

weather is

Mevrow Dora van Tets, to which 1 referred

in my notes last year. It is a delightful

Rose, and wherever planted will become a

favourite.

Mrs. George Norwood.—I have now tried

this for two seasons and am quite satisfied that

it is worth growing. Its beautiful scent and
clean foliage are a recommendation to all, and
now that the price is popular it should be more
generally planted. While the blooms are not

as perfect as tho:e of William Shean, it has

ROSES
IN YORKSHIRE

TC>
write of Roses and

Rose gardens at a time

like the present may
seem to some almost a

mockery, and yet . one

feels impelled to stand off and take

a long view of things in their

right perspective ; and when the

Secretai-y of State for War says,

" Sing, for the blinds of Britain

are not down," it may be forgiven

one if he reminds readers of The
Garde.v of the place and need

for Roses, and of the sunshine

that has been taken into our

military hospitals this simimer

by many a rbsarian, who has

found an addirional satisfaction in

gtowing his Roses e.^tra well for

this purpose. Here in Yorkshire

we were all disappointed by
the late season ; it seemed as

if we should have buds and buds

-only, the whole summer. In 1915

I cut good Roses on June S,

but this year, even on July S,
"

I had none as good, and compara-

tively few out at all. - Then every-

thing seemed to- wake up, and within a week or

so from then the gardens were radiant with an

abundance of blooms, which, although they came
and went with such rapidity, were all the more
charming because of the long waiting. If there

is one Rose more than another that has justified

its place in the garden during such a cool and

showery summer a; we began with this year,

it is

Mme. Edouard Herriot, which has been with

me c )uiinuously in bloom,, whether wet or tine.

The buds have opened out a vivid terra-cotta

that has always provided a bright patch of colour

in the garden. There must be many thousands

and -isell formed, are carried erect on stiff stems,

and the perfume is delicious.

lona Herdman.—Many of us will discard

Rayon d'Or and plant this beautiful variety.

The brightness of its colour is always noted by a
visitor to one's garden on seeing it for the first

time. It is clear orange flame, paling off some-
what when roasted by the sun, but is a distinct

acquisition to the ranks of decorative Roses.

Red-Letter Day.—^Tliis is another \ariety once
planted, always grown, a beautiful clean grower,

and with me in bloom for several weeks. Long
pointed buds, opening out a rich velvety and
intense red that lasts for leveral day-. This

. point is of value in a single Rose.

It needs to be planted in clumps.

of at least half a dozen to be

effective. Although the growth is.

none too vigorous, it carries its

foliage and blooms well off the.

ground.

Earl of Gosford, a fine dark
velvety crimson Rose, has been,

very good with me this season.

It is a vigorous grower and
well deserves a place in the.

garden, E, Waters.

THE BOURSAULT
ROSESII

NEW SINGLE R0.5E MRS. C. E. S.\LMON.

many more points to recommend it, and is far

more reliable for au amateur.

Mrs. F. W. Vanderbilt.—This is a Rose that

deserves a front place in the garden. A deep
orange with a suspicion of apricot, it resem-

bles Lyon, but its habit of growth is far

superior, throwing up sturdy shoots which
bear finely shaped blooms, held erect. I have
had several fit for exhibition, and shall plant

more of it.

Edgar M. Burnett.—This I consider a grand

new variety, one of my finds this year. It

abundantly justifies its description as a greatly

impro\'ed La France. The blooms are large

Now that it is the time to plant-

Roses, it may be well to re-

mind amateurs of the beauty of

some of the Boursaults. old

garden Roses deri\ed from Rosa
alpina. The number of good garden

kinds, especially those of free and
rambling growth, has so greatly

increased of late that these old

Roses may easily be overlooked

;

but tills should not be, for they

have a charm and a character

peculiarly their own. Botanists

ha\e corrected the more generally

known name alpina to pendu-

lina ; as a wild Rose it is a native

of the whole European alpine

chain, its distribution e.xtending

from the Pyrenees to the moun-
tains of Greece. In Nature it is

generally a low-growing bush, but

the Boursaults of our gardens are

hybrids with the Cliina Rose and

ha-i'e assumed a rambling habit.

They are easily recognised by their

long, reddish-barked rods that are

smooth and \\ithout prickles; there-

are only prickles on quite young

growths. The kind that was formerly best known,

the Crimson Boursault, is perhaps the least desir-

able, as the colour is rather unpleasantly rank ;

but the rosy Mme. Saucey de Parabere. large and

half double, is a lovely thing, and the palest pink

Blush Boursault is one of the most charming of

Roses. Its land of colour is quite unlike that of

any other Rose
;

palest pink of the clearest and

purest possible quality, deepening to a rosy centre.

Many of the modeni rambling Roses do well on

light or even sandy soils, but to have the Bour-

saults at their best they should be on a good loam,_

preferably calcareous. It has to be admitted that

they ha\e but little or no scent. G. J.
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FOUR BEAUTIFUL NEW
Bv Herbert E. Molyneux.

ROSES

Mrs. C. E. Salmon.—This is a delightful single

of a delicate soft warm pink that has been fre-

quently exhibited by its raisers, Messrs. Frank

Cant and Co. of Colchester. It was in the summer
of 1914 that I picked it out amid a bed of seedling

Roses growing in the nurseries under the special

care of Mr. Sidney Cant. It has a delicate beauty

all its own, due, I think, to the softness of the

shade of the pink in its colour scheme. The plant

is a good grower, very free flowering, and of a

splendid habit ; one of those Roses that it is difficult

to find a fault with, and one wonders why it did

not secure a gold medal when exhibited at the

special committee meeting at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's meeting on July iS last. Given

the fact that single Roses are eligible for gold

medals, surely here was a fit subject for the award.

I wonder whether its position at the end of a long

series of over fifty varieties, coupled with the

fact that the judges had already awarded nine

gold medals—a record number—accounted for

its being only given a certificate of merit. I

venture to predict it will become very popular,

especially for table decoration, as it can be cut

with nice long stems and it grows in triplets—that

is, the centre open flower is accompanied by two

buds—the ideal method of growth for this purpose,

as no ugly disbudding is necessary, and the flowers

are borne upright well above the foliage. I

have an idea it is a Cynthia Forde seedling, but

I am not sure on that point. It will be distributed

as pot plants injune of next year. (See illustration

on page 514.)

Nellie Parker.—This Rose is hardly done

justice to in the illustration below. It is quite

up to exhibition standard, and was one of the

few seedling Roses of that character to secure a

gold medal at the National Rose Society's show

at the Royal Botanic Gardens in June last. It

certainly is a Rose that most exhibitors will

want. It was raised by Messrs. Hugh Dickson,

Limited, of Belfast, and they think very highly

of it. From what little I have seen of it, I am
inclined to agree with their verdict that it will

prove one of the best Roses they have ever sent

out. The whole appearance of the flower is very

refined and taking, notwithstanding that it owes

nothing to its colour (some flowers that could be

named, Mme. Edouard Herriot for example,

owe evervthing to their colour) : but Nellie Parker

is nothing if not refined, no vulgar display of

any description, relying on its beauty of shape

for its appeal. The colour is difftcult to describe,

but it is quite distinct, a pale creamy flesh-tinted

white that is very pleasing.

Ulster Gem.—This is another very beautiful

single of very dwarf habit that should make an

ideal bedding Rose, as there is not a good single

of its colour. One welcomes all these large-

flowered singles that the raisers have given us

during the last twenty years. It must be rather

more than that since I first saw them growing

in the Irish seedling beds. I lost my heart to the

single white since known to fame as Irish Beauty,

and I remember saying at the time " That is the

most beautiful of all Roses," and I think the

class is still entitled to that title, " vulgar editions

of the wild Rose " though some (quite erroneously,

of course) may consider them. Since then Irish

Elegance, Irish Fireflame and Princess Mary
have added to their popularity, and this year

we have Isobel, Ulster Gem, Queen of the Belgians

and Mrs. C. E. Salmon to " carry on." Ulster

Gem is a pure single with fine large shell-like

petals of a good primrose yellow, and it was raised

by Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Limited, of Belfast.

It has already passed into commerce. It is a

more compact grower than most of its class, and

should make a very neat and effective bed.

ROSE NELLIE PARKER. ROSE ULSTER GEM.
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Miss Willmott.—At that meiuorable meeting
on July 18 last, when the Royal Horticultural

Society placed the Vincent Square Hall at the

disposal of the National Rose Society for the

purposes of giving awards to seedling Roses
that could not be exhibited at the National Rose
Society's show at the Royal Botanic Gardens
in June, and when no fewer than fifty-eight new-

seedlings were staged and nine gold medals were
awarded, the Rose under notice was considered
by more than one of the experts present to be
the most beautiful Rose in the show. That is

very high praise, and with certain reservations,

nevertheless, one that I am in agreement with. It

is a most refined flower, of beautiful shape, delight-

ful colour and, I believe, fragrant. Judging from
the plants exhibited, it is an excellent grower
of nice habit. The colour is pale lemon , and the

outside petals in the bud stage

are tinged with pale pink.

Without having grown the

Rose one is not justified in

expressing any opinion. I will

therefore confine myself to the

hope that Rose Miss Will-

mott will justify the raiser in

giving it the name it bears. (See

illustration
)

new Meadow Saffron of rosy lilac tone. We may
refer to it again when its name has been decided.

Shown by Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden,
W.C.

Chrysanthemum Lichfield Pink.—.\ handsome
decorative ?. irt of good pink colour. Valuable for

market work and home use. From .Mr. J. W.
Thorpe, Lichfield.

Cattleya Venus Orchidhurst Variety (C
Dowiana :: C, Iris).—In this handsome and
remarkable hybrid the influence of both parents
is clearly seen. The dominant colour of the

sepals and petals is golden bronze, the petals,

which are large and broadly ovate, having the

finely crimped margin touched with gold. The
lip, which is of remarkable length, is of rich ruby
crimson. Generally the form is that of Cattleya

Iris in a flower three times its size. A magnificent

NEW AND RARE
PLANTS

AWARDS OF MERIT.'

Pelargonium General Joffre.--

One of the Zonal section, said to

be a sport from the well-known
bedding sort King of Denmark.
It is a semi-double variety, salmon
scarlet in colour. From .Mr. W. H.
Robbins, Lewes, Sussex.

Geum Borisii.—Of uncertain
hybrid origin, though \ery sug-
gestive of Heldreichii supcrba and
miniatum influence The flower?

are shapely, of large size—quite

the best we have seen in this

respect—and of intense orange
colour. Shown by Mr. Clarence
Elliott, Stevenage, Herts.

Aster Novi-Belgii J. S.

Baker.—Briefly, this may be re-

ferred to as a pure white Beauty
of Colwall, though the florets are

narrow-er. Semi-double to double
and quite pure as shown, i'

should become exceedingly popular.

Baker, Codsall, Wolverhampton.
Nerine Rotherside.—A bold and telling variety

of brilliant salmon scarlet tone, possessed of the
stature and fine proportions of the best of the
Fothergillii set. It is very handsome. Shown
by Messrs. Herbert Chapman, Limited, Rye.

Aster King of the Belgians.—Obviously of
the Novi-Belgii set ; the mauve-coloured flower-
heads are as large as those of Climax. It is quite
a good addition.

Viburnum dasyanthum.—Fruiting sprays of
this only were shown. The fruits (berries) are
roundish, of scarlet colour, borne in large terminal
clusters. These were shown by the Hon. Vicary
Gibbs, Elstree (gardener, Mr. E. Beckett).

Colchicum illyricum superbum.—The name
i- given provisionally to a distinct and handsome

NEW DAHLIAS
Elaine (Collarette),—Crimsin and gold, with

yellow collar. From .Mr. J. T. West, Brentwood.

Anerley Yellow (P*ony-flcwered).—.-V hand-
some self yellow.

J. A. Jarrett (Piony-flowered).—The most
striking Paeony-flowered novelty of the year.

An open flower, the disc liidden by a waved mass
of golden florets. The larger florets are revolute,

and, curving upwards, are ccmspicuous by their

brick red ends. These two were from Jlr. J. A.

Jarrett, t84, Anerley Road, S.E.

Autumn Tints (Collarette).—The colour is

salmon red, the collar golden. From Messrs.

J. Stredwick and Son, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

The foregoing Dahlias, having been adjudicated

upon bv a joint committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society and the National

Dahlia Society, carry the award
of merit of the former and
the first-class certificate of the

latter.

o

From Messrs.

ROSE MISS WILLMOTT.

novelty. Show-n by Messrs. .'\rm5trong and
Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

Sophro - LsBlio - Cattleya Lutetia (Sophro-

Laslio-Cattleya Sanghaghii ;• Cattleya Fabia).

—

A hybrid of colour warmth and beauty. Sepals and
petals reddish purple, the frontal lobe of the lip rich

ruby red, with base of golden bronze. Shown by
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath.

Odontoglossum Percultum var. Nicator
(O. ardentissimimi x O. Rolfeae).—Only the

show card remained. We were infonued it is

a very handsome and distinct hybrid bearing two
spikes of flowers. From E. G. Mocatta, Esq.,

Woburn Place, Addlestone (gardener, Mr. T.

Stevenson).

The foregoing were exhibited before the Royal
Horticultural Society on October lo, when the

awards wt-re made.

COLOURED PLATE
PLATE 1505.

ROSA MOYESII.

F all the Rose species

introduced in recent

years, there has been

nothing to equal Rosa
Moyesii. It hails from

the mountains of Western China,

w-here it was found growing at an
altitude of 7,000 feet to 9,000 feet.

The flowers are of a peculiarly rich

shade of red, changing their tone

of colour under varying conditions.

Seen on a bright sunny day the

flowers, gleaming like jew-els, are

of a glorious ruby red ; but on a

cloudy day the same flowers

change to brick red or even a

brownish crimson, but always a

self colour. It will attain a

height of 10 feet, and it is such

a free-flowering species that a large

bush of it planted on a lawn or

in some other open position

makes one of the most delightful

pictures it is possible to imagine.

Apart from the remarkable difier-

ences in colour due to illumi-

nation, this species shows a good deal of variation,

some of the forms being far more beautiful than

others. The flowers are followed by large. Pear-

shaped, orange red fruits or hips often as much
as 2 inches in length, and it is not bestowing too

much praise to say that they are the finest of all

Rose hips. It is a thorny and vigorous-growing

species, with leaves usually nine or eleven lobed

that assume a bronzy tint in autumn. Although

introduced by the late firm of Messrs. James
Veitch and Sons in 1903, it is only in the

last year or two that it has been extensively shown,

and this year it received the coveted first-class

certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society.

Brilliant flowers, pretty foliage and attractive

fruits combine to make it a distinct gain to the

genus Rosa and a most desirable garden plant.

No garden is complete without it.
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ROSES FROM CHINA

WITHIN the last twenty years a

number of distinct and beautiful

wild Roses have been introduced

from China. For several of these

we are indebted to the French

missionaries. A considerable number collected by

Mr. E. H. Wilson are new and promise to become

distinct addiiioi . Among the more recent intro-

ductions of Jlr. G. Forrest from China, species of

Rosa are also represented.

While the species of Rosa cannot be placed on

a level with the hosts of richly coloured and

beautiful Hybrid Tea and other garden Roses

for extensive planting in the flower garden, in

their way a large number are of considerable

interest and decorative value for the pleasure

grounds and shrubbery borders, aid several

possess distinctive characters which should

prove of value to the hybridist. There is always

something to admire in the wild Rose the whole

year round, for even in winter, when devoid of

leaves, the colour and variety of the thorny stems

and branches of the different species are attractive.

A lengthy period of flowering cannot be claimed

for most of the Chinese species named in these

notes, but when in bloom no one can deny

that they possess a characteristic grace and

beauty all their own. In autumn a number mature

abtmdant crops of highly coloured fruits, for which

as decorative bushes they are alone worth planting.

Unless seeds can be obtained from isolated bushes,

it will be necessary to propagate these wild Chinese

Roses by cuttings or layers to retain their dis-

tinctive and pleasing characters. Single Roses

intercross so freely that it is useless collecting

seeds from a border of mixed Rose species.

§

Rosa corymbulosa was introduced by Mr.

E. H. Wilson, and is allied to R. macrophylla,

a species valued for its handsome clusters of

fruits. It is a vigorous-growing bush, bearing

in June and July corymbs of pink and white

flowers, each three-quarters of an inch to an inch

in diameter. At present the small red, globose

fruits give this species a distinctive value in the

border.

B. floribunda belongs to the Musk Rose section

Under the name of R. moschata maculata, Messrs.

G. Paul and Son of Cheshunt exhibited sprays of

this Rose at a meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society on June 22, igrj. It is a vigorous-growing

species, forming large bushes, which will require

ample space to spread. The flowers are white,

shaded cream at first, wit:i promineiii golden

yellow a lUier , an inch across, deliciou ly fragrant

and borne freely in large clusters during June.

Collected by Mr. Wilson in South-West China. R.

Gentiliana is synonymou .

R. Hugonis is one of the most distinct of ^.1

the Chinese Roses, and was first introduced by
the missionary Peter Hugo some sixteen or

seventeen years ago. It forms a large, elegant

bush 7 feet or 8 feet high, and more in diameter.

The stems and branches are of a reddish hue,

frequently with few spines, and gracefully arching.

The bright yellow flowers are 2 inches across, and
are followed by dark crim on fruits. R. Hugonis

is one of the first Roses to flower during the second

half of May. As a lawn bush this is one of the

most attractive species. The elegant foliage

and graceful habit combined give a pleasing effect.

In general appearance it is rather suggestive

of the R. spinosissima varieties.

R. Moyesii is a very distinct species intro-

duced by Mr. Wilson in tgos. It is a shrub 5 feet

or more in height, with very spiny stems and

elegant foliage. The flowers are a very distinct

dark vivid red, about 2 J inches across, with

petals of considerable substance. The t range red

fruits are boale-shaped, ri inches or more long,

glandular-hairy, and with large, persistent sepals,

and ill fruil i; a particularly attractive bu^h.

Native of Western China.

R. Fargesii, now illustrated, is a variety or form

of R. Move ii and i; apparently identical with R. M.

rosea of Relider and Wilson. It differs from the type

in having pink or rose flowers, and darker red

fruits wliich are much more glandular-hairy.

R. omeiensis may be described as the Chinese

representative of the Indian R. sertata. It is

similar in growth, with the beautiful feathery

foliage and the white, four-petalled flowers i i inches

across. The first blossoms expand in May. Tne

variety pteracantha, with richly coloured, enor-

mous spines, is now included under this species,

and not as a variety of the Indian R. sertata.

R. setipoda is allied to R. macrophylla. It

was first introduced by Mr. Wilson when collecting

in China for Messrs. Veitch in 1904. Tne piants

are vigorous in growth and 6 feet to 8 feet or

more in height. The pink flowers are about

2 inches in diameter, freely produced in large

corymbs during June and July. The fruits are

deep red, ovoid or bottle-shaped, with persistent

sepals.

R. Soulieana is distinct in habit and very

vigorous in growth. Developing strong young

shoots 12 feet to 15 feet or more in one season,

this Chinese Rose forms in time very large bushes.

In the pleasure grounds and on the border of the

woodland, or in the shrubbery borders of public

parks, where impenetrable masses of growth are

useful, P6re Soulie's Rose can be strongly

recommended. It is always attractive. Copiously

armed with pale green spines, the bushes are

ornamental when leafless, while from spring to

autumn the grey-green hue of the foliage is most

effective. Towards the end of June and during

July the creamy white flowers, i J inches across.

A FRUITING SPRAY OF ROSA FARGESII.

The raost"'distinct character of the type bush are the

bicolour, Pear- haped fruits, red with a yellow base,

up to an inch long. Orher; differ in having an

all-red fruit. Introduced by Mr. E. H. Wilson.

R. sertata rather resembles the Himalayan

R. webbiana, and for garden decoration promises

to be even more attractive. It forms a large,

graceful shrub of rounded habit 4 feet to 6 feet

in height. The glaucous stems and grey-green

foliage are very pleasing. When to these are

added in June and early July a profusion of dainty

rose-coloured blooms, the picture is complete.

In autumn numbers of dark red, ovoid fruits,

three-quarters of an inch long, with persistent

sepals, add to the decorative value of R. sertata.

A native of Central China, this species was intro-

duced by Mr. E. H. WUson and also by the French

missionaries. Curiously enough, plants from the

two sources flowered together at Kew for the

first time in June, rgio.

are freely produced in branched corymbs. The
number of flowers in each corymb may be judged

by counting a spray of fruits at the present time

One selected at random has eighty-two mature

orange yellow fruits half an inch long and three-

eighths of an inch in diameter. A native of

Western China, M. Maurice de Vilmorin first

obtained seeds of this Rose in 1896 from a French

missionary.

R. Willmottiae is a graceful shrubby species

5 feet to 6 feet or more in height, with elegant

foliage and rosy caimine flowers i inch to i J inches

in diameter, freely produced during May and

June. The fruits are ovoid, orange red in

colour. Discovered by Mr. E. H. Wilson i^

Western China when collecting for Messrs. Veitch,

and named in compliment to Miss Willmolt

of Warley Place, who has done so much to

popularise the species and varieties of wild

Roses. A. O.
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GARDEN OF
ROSES

SINGLE

WERE space available, what a

delightful garden one could make
of all single-iJowered Roses ! I

am quite aware that to do them
justice many kinds should be

planted in masses, but supposing space were

practically unlimited, I can conceive of nothing

more charming than a Rose garden filled with

the many lovely single kinds now available. We
all know how effective single Roses are for table

decorations, and I daresay Irish Elegance has

obtained more honours at the exhibitions than

any other Rose used for this purpose. I had the

curiosity to run through the lists recently, and

was surprised to find there were quite eighty

varieties all worth growing. There would be

many more if I had counted some species that

Ulster Gem, from Messrs. Hugh Dickson,

provides us with a shade much needed—a deep

primrose yellow. Here, again, we have size, for

the flowers are frequently 6 inches across. The
habit, too, is splendid. I have seen it growing

at Belmont, and was much impressed by the

glorious effect produced.

Queen of the Belgians is another very lovely

variety. It is a rich salmon pink, and, being of

a dwarf habit, should be most useful.

Princess Mary is a decided acquisition, the

colour, brilliant scarlet, supplying a long-felt want.

Cupid is a pDlar Rose of fine growth and

abundant foliage. Here we have a very taking

colour, glowing flesh with a shading of peach. The

flowers are very large and produced in clusters,

and one can imagine what a fine pillar Rose it

will make. Although not perpetual, it cannot

fail to be effective in the garden.

Rugosa repens alba.—This is a delightful

variety for clothing a sloping bank. It also makes

ROSA RUGOSA REPENS ALBA.

are beautiful to the botanist but somewhat

uninteresting to the average Rose-lover.

I know there are many people who do not

admire single Roses, but, judging from the novelties

announced, our raisers are convinced there is

a demand for them. I am glad to find that the

novelties possess not only size, but perpetual-

flowering habit. Already for this season there

are four beautiful novelties, probably the finest

of all being Messrs. S. McGredy and Sons'

Isobel, which obtained the gold medal of the

National Rose Society. I predict for this Rose

a great future. There is an illuminated character

about It that appeals to all. The colour is wonder-

ful, a very brilliant carmine red flushed with orange

scarlet, with a faint Austrian Copper shading,

and the centre of the flower has a pure yellow zone.

Fancy a colour like this in a bloom nearly 5 inches

across with only five petals of great substance,

delightfully fragrant and exceedingly free flowering !

a grand weeping standard, as may be judged

by the accompanying illustration of a rather

low-spreading standard on the lawn in Mr. E. A.

Bowles' garden at Myddelton House, Waltham
Cross. So freely are its large starry white flowers

produced that it has the effect of a snowstorm

in June. Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt, who
have long made a feature of this Rose, recommend

it to be grown as a half-standard on a 3-foot stem,

when its trails of Rugosa-like foliage and snowy

white blooms are seen to the greatest advantage

swinging gracefully in the summer breeze. Grown
in this manner and planted about 10 feet or more

apart, it makes one of the most effective Rose

hedges it is possible to imagine.

Climbing Irish Fireflame should become a

great favourite, for one can imagine a wall covered

with such a wonderful colour. The ordinary

Fireflame is a good grower, and I should say would

cover a 6-foot wall very quickly if allowed to grow

unpruned. I have Irish Elegance on an east

wall with growths over 7 feet long, and I do not

see why the ordinary Fireflame should not grow
as vigorously. But for a lofty wall the Climbing

Irish Fireflame will be grand.

Queen Alexandra is another novelty of a very

dainty colouring. If it grows like Moonlight,

it will be more suitable as a big bush or pillar.

These, then, are some of the very latest novelties.

What the future has in store for us no one can

predict. I should much like to see one of the

colour of Chateau de Clos Vougeot ; and
one of Mme. Edouard Herriot shade would be
beautiful.

It may be just as well, in view of future planting,

to give some idea of how to form a garden of

single Roses. A tall hedge could encircle the

enclosure, and for this purpose the following would
be admirable ; Silver Moon, Jersey Beauty, Joseph
Billiard, American Pillar, Hiawatha, Evangeline,

Sweet Lavender, Pink Pearl, Ariel, Polyanthas

simplex and grandiflora, Brunonii, Carmine

Pillar, Miss Florence Mitten, Diabolo, Delight,

Milky Way, Paradise and Paul's Single White.

All of these excepting the last are summer flowering

only, although blooming as a collection over a

long period.

Inside of this tall hedge I would suggest raised

mounds or a sloping bank covered with Wichurai-

anas alba and rubra, and Rugosa repens alba.

Weeping standards of some of those already named
should be interspersed, and pillars or isolated

bushes of the following ; Rosa sinica Anemone,

Mrs. O. G. Orpen, Lady Sarah Wilson, Lady Curzon,

Morgenrot, Leuchtstern, SheUagh Wilson, Rosa
Moyesii, R. Andersonii, R. altaica, R. Xanthina,

R. Hugonis, R. Luccus, Hebe's Lip, R. macrantha,

R. moschata alba, R. sertata, R. pomifera. and

good bold bushes of the lovely Penzance Sweet

Briars ; hedges or clumps of the commoa
Sweet Briar, Austrian Copper, Austrian Yellow,

Rugosas alba and rubra, Rugosa Carmen, and

single Scotch Roses. We now have left to form

beds of a sort such beautiful kinds as the novelties

mentioned, supplemented by Irish Elegance^

Irish Fireflame, Irish Beauty, Irish Glory, Bardou

Job (not strictly single, but nearly so). Simplicity,

Muriel Jamieson, Alexandra Zarifi, Mrs. Kingsmill,

Maharajah, Irish Pride, Irish Modesty, Irish

Harmony, Irish Engineer, Irish Brightness, Royal

Scarlet, Papa Hemery and the beautiful Polyantha

Cyclope. Perhaps a warm spot could be found

for the creeping Macartney alba simplex ; and

should a wall be available, we might try R.

gigantea and R. sinica.

I am fully aware the laying out of such a garden

of single Roses in war-time would be an extrava-

gant experiment, but I feel sure the matter is

worthy of the consideration of readers of The
Garden. Certainly whoever attempts it will have

a unique rosary, and one in which the charms of

single Roses will be enriched by the commingling

of all that is beautiful in this type of our national

flower. Danecroft.

ROSE lONA HERDMAN
This is one of the most charming of Roses for

decoration ; the colour is so pleasing and

blends so harmoniously with copper-tinted

foliage. In growth it is weak and of a pen-

dulous character, which is all against its.

general use for decoration, the blooms in many
instances necessitating wiring. E. M.
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ROSE MARECHAL NIEL
By George Bunyard, V.M.H.

SINCE the "Marshal" was introduced

in 1864 we have never had a finer yellow

Rose ; but it is not often seen in form

at shows. The plants on walls are past,

and the trees in the open do not flower

till the exhibitions are over. It does not make
a garden Rose, as the flowers droop on their wiry

stalks. The best culture is in a cool house, where

it is treated like a Vine. Cut back sevfrely

after flowering, and the strongest resultant shoots

evenly dispose to ripen, cutting the spray clean

away. In the sixties some may recall

the sheaves of blooms grown by Messrs.

Lane at Berkhamsted in a long corridor

and shown in London, and Mr. Thomas
Walker of Thame used to set up
glorious boxes of blooms.

Mr. Goodwin of The Graperies,

Maidstone, still grows the " Marshal "

in quantities for market in his Peach-

houses, and takes the prizes at the

National Rose Society's shows. In the

early days there was a difficulty in

getting it to flower in a small state,

but Messrs. Rivers succeeded in doing

so by budding it on established pot

plants of Gloire de Dijon. At a

cottage I saw a maiden grown on a

Briar stem that reached to the roof

in one year.

A very successful exhibiting cot-

tager budded a " Marshal " on the

Boursault, an old climber, and the

growth was grand. At that time

Messrs. T. and J. Hollingworth, the

owners of the famous Turkey Mill

Paper Works, were enthusiastic rosari-

ans, and the cottager's widow wrote

them to say how fine her " Marshal"

was. So they drove over in their high

dog-cart. Tom got down and had a

good look and criticism of the blooms,

and on returning said, " Jack, the

finest Rose I ever saw in my life ! Dash
it, give the woman half-a-crown." " If

that's so," said Jack, " hold the reins

and I'll go and see." He was some
time gloating over the two- long

branches of bloom, and came out

with a handful. " Hang it, Tom.
The finest Roses I ever saw in

my life ! Give the widow half-a-

crdwn !

"

Mr. John was the first Volunteer

in the ist Kent Rifles in i860. (As he said,

he could not be A i, but he was proud to

be I A.) It chanced the writer proved to

be the best shot and Captain John the next,

and he took me to Wimbledon—the first meet-

ing there—and paid all expenses. A motley

lot of men lined the wooden path to the rifle

fixed for Queen Victoria to fire the first shot—

a

buUseye—and as the Royal cortege came in view

there was no oflicer to give orders, so I pressed

our Captain to do so. In his stentorian voice

rang out " Volunt-e-e-ers, shou—shoulder arms
;

present arms," and we were in order. The only

success I had was to stop a short-sighted man
from firing at the wrong target where a soldier

was blacking the buUseye.

VILLAGEROSA MUNDI OR
MAIDEN

The beautiful old Rose shown in the accompanying

illustration is the Gallican Rosa Mundi, sometimes

known as Village Maiden, but most often grown

as York and Lancaster. Rosa Mundi is sweetly

scented and by far the best of the striped Roses.

The flowers are red, striped white. This year

it has flowered remarkably well, and in addition

to the bushes we have seen flowering in old-

world cottage gardens, particularly in Surrey,

it has been shown in London and elsewhere in

quantity by Mr. George Prince of Oxford. The
true York and Lancaster, a variety of Rosa damas-

cena, now very rarely seen, is a poor Rose

consequently little besides this perpetual variety,,

found in most seedsmen's lists under the name of

Spinach Beet, is grown.

In addition to the wonderful drought-resisting;

properties of this and the long succession of large,

fleshy leaves which follows, particularly when
sown on good ground, it has one other virtue,

perhaps not as widely known as it might be,
namely, the adaptability of the plant during the
early days of its growth to transplantation

; yet
I have frequently proved that, providing these
seedlings are lifted with ordinary care and not
too long a period is allowed to elapse between the
lifting and the planting, few things suffer less

check than these. Growers who during the early
days of September sowed seeds in an exposed part

of their garden, and at this time have
many surplus plants about 6 inches
high, will find it a capital plan to fill

any out-of-the-way corners with these
instead of throwing them away, for,

although no frosts we are likely to get
will kill the plants outright, during au
exceptionally long period of winter
weather we find our plants in the open
get a severe shaking up. It is then
that these plants which are sheltering
beneath trees, bushes or walls prove
their usefulness, while others planted
in what we term " nursery beds " are
easily protected by means of a little

hay or dry Bracken.

As the season is not far advanced,
the sooner transplantmg is got out of
hand the better the chances of success
will be, and where rain has not recently
fallen it will be an advantage to well
water the rows a couple of hours before
commencing. A good watering to
settle the plants in their new quarters
is also -advisable. The distance
between the plants need not be so
great as it is usual to allow, 6 inches
or 8 inches each way being ample,
and picking may commence from
the outer leaves a month after

planting. p. R. C.

SEED POTATOES

Lin
ROSA MUNDI, FLOWERS RED STRIPED WHITE,

compared with Rosa Mundi. The flowers of the

former are rounded, and the petals striped in

pink and white, with occasionally one half the

flower pink and the other half white.

TRANSPLANTING PERPETUAL
SPINACH

This has long been a popular vegetable in

Oxford, where the hot, sandy soil makes it almost

impossible to gather a dish of the ordinary varie-

ties if sown after the earliest days of spring ; in

fact, without ample watering, the chances of

obtaining anything approaching a satisfactory

return from the rows invariably sown between the

early Peas are reduced almost to vanishing point
;

OUBTLESS the advice

freely circulated by seeds-

men early in the new year

that a change of seed

always pays is often

passed over by the suspecting ama-
teur, thinking it a tradesman's dodge

to get rid of his seed Potatoes to inexperienced

growers at relatively high prices ; but no grower of

experience for a moment questions the truth which

lies behind the assertion, for. were it otherwise, we
should not so often find, as we do in this Potato

growing district, local growers on a large scale feed-

ing pigs and poultry on Potatoes of the size usually

allowed to be ideal from a planter's point of view,

and buying others from growers hundreds of miles

away at double the price they themselves are asking

for rooking tubers.

With such proof as this, the small grower need

not hesitate to invest in the few pecks usually

needed to plant his home garden ; while others

having large families to provide for should be
convinced that it is false economy to go on planting
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seed from home-saved stock each season, under the

impression that by so doing they are acting in

the best interest for all concerned.

A great point in favour of seed purchased from

a distance, grown upon land of a different nature to

that of one's own garden, is that such seed needs

a less liberal amount of manure to ensure an

average crop. The question which it shall be,

Scotch, Irish or Lincoln grown seed, must be deter-

mined by the circumstances of the grower, the

soil and locality. Speaking for ia\sel;, I may
add that seed from the last-named district rarely

gives us such heavy crops as those from Scotch grown

seed ; whereas a neighbour, having a chalky soil to

deal with, finds the reverse to be the case, Lincoln

seed giving good returns the first season ; but

if seed sets are selected from both crops and again

replanted the following season, the honours lie

with the Scotch {.rown seed.

Irish grown seed can always be depended upon

to give good returns the first season upon our

hot, sandy soil, the haulm invariably showing

more vigour than that from tubers obtained else-

where.

This season an amateur friend told me that he

indulged in his favourite hobby, which is to test

new varieties of Potatoes, to the extent of six

new-comers, all from Scotland, and the crops

lifted from Debbie's Favourite, The Chapman,

Erin's Queen and The Provost were in many cases

five tiroes as heavy as those from local seed, and pre-

vious experience of each of these leaves little

room for doubting the truth of the statement.

It is because I am so thoroughly satisfied that

a change of seed, so far as the Potato crop is

concerned, does really pay that I am writing this

note so early after the crop has been harvested,

in order that the truth it contains may be impressed

upon the minds of readers to whom a good crop

of the " noble tuber" means more even than the

closest friends are conscious of ; and instead of

delaying the ordering of his likely requirements

in this direction, order early and store under good

conditions, i.e., thinly, where light and air reach

them, remembering that properly prepared seed

sets is the first step towards ensuring a bumper

crop next season.

Oxjord. F. R. Castle.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pears.—Although not so important as the Apple,
the Pear is, nevertheless, a very desirable fruit,

and in most gardens there are positions where
some excellent specimens could be grown. Cordons
are largely employed for covering walls and
trellises, but pyramids and bushes are also favoured
in many gardens. The following is a useful

selection: Williams' Bon Chretien, Marguerite
Marillat, Triomphe de Vienne, Beurre Superfin,
Louise Bonne of Jersey, Emile d'Heyst, Marie
Louise, Conference, Doyenne du Comice, Glou
Morceau, Josephine de Malines and Olivier des
Serres. Three of the best for baking or stewing
are Bellissime d'Hiver. Catillac and Uvedale's
St. Germain.

Strawberries.—New plantations made a few
weeks ago will require frequent hoeing to keep
down the weeds and encourage the plants to grow
freely. All runners must be removed, and if

dry weather exists it will be advisable to give
the roots a good watering.

The Kitchen Garden.
Rhubarb.—The bed should now be gone over

and all decayed foliage and weeds removed.
\i it is intended to force a few roots, they must

be lifted and stored in a cool shed for a few weeks.
To secure the best results, slow forcing must be
adopted. If the roots are large, no extra soil

will be needed when they are placed in a cool
Mushroom-house or similar structure. Small
roots will need to be embedded in leaf-mould
or any old potting compost. Both will require to

be kept moist. The permanent bed may be lightly

forked over; this will sweeten the soil. Where
it is intended to make new beds in the spring,
the ground may now be trenched, incorporating
a quantity of decayed manure as the work proceeds.

Seakale.—The lower leaves may be removed
at this date and the crowns fully exposed to allow
them to become thoroughly ripened. Early next
month some of the best crowns may be lifted ready
for forcing.

The Storehouse.—Such crops as Potatoes,
Onions, &c., must be examined whenever an
opportunity occurs. A wet day is often chosen
for this work.

Brussels Sprouts.—All decayed foliage must
be removed from time to time, and the sprouts
should be picked when they are fully grown.
If this is done and the tops are allowed to remain,
the period of production will be prolonged.

The Flower Garden.

Spring Bedding.—It is advisable for such work
to be accomplished by the beginning of November,
therefore the beds must be cleared, iuanured and
dug over. Wallflowers are most useful and
should be planted first, making the soil firm
about the roots. Polyanthuses are also effective,

and. it possible, they may be given a partially
shaded position. The colours are much improved by
the plants being in a little shade. Aubrietia, Double
.\rabis. Alyssura. Violas, Sec, are all suitable,
while I should like to put in a good word for the
old London Pride. Bulbs will probably be dis-

pensed with in many gardens, but Tulip La RSve
goes well with the last named. Such plants as
Sweet X^-illiams and Canterbury Bells may be
planted in the borders or wherever there is a little

spare.

Plants Under Glass.

Eucharises.—These delightful subjects having
been rested, a few plants may be placed in

the stove, where they will produce their flowers.
When the spikes are seen, alternate waterings
with liquid manure will be beneficial.

Clivias
(
Imantophyllums) .—Like the Eucharises

these have been resting, and from now onwards
must receive more generous treatment. The roots
should be top-dressed with rich soil, and when the
plants have been cleansed, arrange them in the
greenhouse and introduce a few into heat as
required.

Fruit Under Glass.

Tomatoes.—Many plants have nearly finished
fruiting, and the few remaining bunches of green
fruit may be gathered and placed on a shelf to
ripen. The plants can then be discarded. Those
in full bearing must be well supplied with water
and given air on all favourable occasions. Continue
to remove all side growths, also a portion of the
foliage where it is overcrowded.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Casllefofd, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Plants.—The present is a good
time for lifting plants and replanting the herbaceous
borders. Before commencing to lift the plants
they should be carefully labelled and their approxi-
mate heights marked, afterwards removing them
to a temporary place and heeling them in while
the border is being prepared for replanting. It

should be deeply trenched, and a heavy dressing
of manure applied as well as some fresh loam,
wood- ashes and lime. It may be found necessary

to remove entirely some of the exhausted soil

to make room for a sufficient quantity of fresh

material. If the replanting is in any way exten-
sive, it is a good plan to prepare a chart or plan
of the arrangements, which facilitates the work
of planting as well as provides a permanent refer-

ence in the event of labels being lost or obliterated.

When dividing the roots, the best method is to

pull them apart, selecting pieces with fresh young
growths, instead of merely dividing the old stools

with a spade. In view of fresh plantations being
laid out, however, it is a wise plan to have young,
fresh stock raised from seeds or cuttings ready
in the reserve garden. These give much better
results than the division of exhausted plants.

Sweet Peas.—There are various methods
recommended for growing these ; at any rate,
the times and manner of sowing the seeds are
somewhat varied. Autumn sowing outdoors is

practised in some gardens, principally in the South,
as a means of getting flowers in advance of those
sown in spring, but the depredations of mice and
the rigours of winter render this practice somewhat
hazardous. Autumn sowing in pots has been
proved to be the most successful way of growing
these for exhibition purposes. The seeds should
be sown in October and germinated in cold frames,
planting out in March. Excellent results are
obtained, however, by sowing in January or
February in a little heat and hardening off the
plants before planting out. Hard-skinned seeds
should be chipped to ensure a regular and quick
germination. Prepare the ground in autumn
where it is intended to grow them. This consists
in deep trenching and liberal manuring to both
top and bottom spits. A little lime should also
be incorporated at the time of trenching, unless
this is already present in sufficient quantity.
At whatever season the seeds are sown, it is advis-
able to germinate them in pots or boxes. A great
saving of seeds is thus effected.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

General Work.—Continue to carry out any
root-pruning that is necessary, also make the
necessary preparation for planting young trees.

In most gardens one or two barrow-loads of fresh
loam mixed with old lime rubble is of great assist-

ance to newly planted trees. The sites shorJd
be carefully marked off and stakes placed in
position, so that only the actual planting requires
to be done when the trees arrive from the nursery.
Be careful to examine the trees on their arrival
for signs of canker or American blight. The
latter especially has been widely spread over the
country by purchases from infested nurseries.
It wotild be well for the prospective planter to
ask for a guarantee against this pest, for if once
introduced into the fruit garden it is difficult to
eradicate.

Storing Fruit.—Daily attention is now required
to the gathering and storing of Apples and Pears,
as a few days may make all the difference between
immature and ripe fruits. Storing too early
causes them to shrivel, and if left to hang on the
trees too long, a heavy rain or high wind will
knock them all down and spoil their keeping
properties.

Plants Under Glass.

The Greenhouse.—Some rearrangement in
the greenhouse will now be necessary to keep up
the display of fresh flowers. Plants going out
of flower will in some cases be destroyed ; others
will be rested for the winter. Cuttings of Zonal
Pelargoniums should be taken now for plants
to furnish next summer's display. These should
be placed singly in small pots and rooted in a
Melon-house or similar place. Fuchsias may
be wintered under the stage or in a cool pit where
they can be kept moderately dry. Last winter
I stored these in an unhealed house, covered with
Bracken and leaves, and they came out in splendid
condition.

Chrysanthemums will now provide the principal
display for some time to come, supplemented
with the later batches of Liliums, Bouvarlias
and Geraniums : and for those who deal in retarded
roots and bulbs, no difficulty will be found in

keeping up a good supply of cut flowers.

Roses for Forcing.—Plants that require re-

potting ought to be attended to now. The com-
post should be principally loam of a heavy nature,
with a fair quantity of bone-meal. A good top-
dressing may be all that is required for those where
the soil is not too much exhausted. A portion
of young plants may be potted up as soon as
these are ready to remove from the open ground.
Trim back the roots so that they will be easily
contained in a 7-inch or S-inch pot, and shorten
the growths to about 15 inches. The pots should
be phuiged in the open until required for forcing.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, K.B.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THE drastic action of the Board of

Agriculture in ordering many tliousands

of Gooseberry bushes to be destroyed

owing to the presence of Gooseberry

. mildew is open to severe criticism.

On another page of this issue a representative

of the Board is reported to have said tliat nothing

but prompt burning of the bushes would eradicate

the disease. It is in consequence of this mistaken

notion that wholesale destruction of the bushes

has taken place, and without compensation to

the growers. Apparently the Depart-

ment has not heard that Dr. Home,
the Royal Horticultural Society's

mycologist at Wisley, has succeeded

in preventing absolutely the infec-

tion of the berries in a diseased

plantation. The remedy is a simple

one, and was referred to on page 511,

in last week's issue. If, instead of

destroying plantations of Goose-

berries at the very time when we can

least afford to do so, the Board would

offer facilities for the prevention of

the spread of the disease by spray-

ing, it would be an important step

towards the control of the disease.

Gooseberry Mildew Inspectors.

In some localities the Gooseberry

Mildew Inspectors are a greater

source of anxiety to the grower

than the disease itself. We have

lately received complaints about a

way inspectors have of visiting

gardens without asking the owners

if it is convenient to do so. We
have also heard of two remote

gardens that were free from the

disease prior to the visit of inspectors,

but are now affected, the natural

inference being that the inspectors

carried the spores of the disease

with them. Three or four years

ago a grower in Ireland had about

10,000 bushes destroyed by order

of the Department. A few bushes,

however, escaped destruction, and are apparently

free from the disease to this day.

Carnation Grenadin.—While not daring to

compare this plant with the border Carnations,

anyone, especially an amateur, who wishes to

have a good supply of a bright red Carnation

either for garden decoration or for cutting should

include Carnation Grenadin among his list of

hardy biennials. We have at present a clump
of over a hundred plants—all smothered with

expanding flower-buds—from a shilling packet of

seed. It should be treated exactly as one would

Canterbury Bells,

Rose Katherine Zeimet.—In spite of recent

night frosts, this charming and fragrant little

Pompon Rose continues to flower with all the

freedom of its summer beauty. It is a low-

growing Rose admirably suited for beds or as an

edging, with masses of small, pure white flowers.

We fully agree with the high praise bestowed upon

Katherine Zeimet in the National Rose Society's

Official Catalogue of Roses, where it is given as

THE GREAT 0.\'-EYE DAISY IN A DORSET GARDEN.

the best white Polyantha. It requires hard

pruning in March.

A Hardy Nerine.—One of the most interesting

and showy outdoor flowers at Kew blooming

during October is Nerine Bowdenii. The bulbs

thrive under similar cultural conditions to those

given the Belladonna Lily. The plants suggesting

this note are growing on a narrow south border

at the foot of the wall of one of the Orchid-houses.

N. Bowdenii is the largest-flowered of the family.

The plant is named in compliment to a son of

Mrs. Cornish Bowden of Oaklawn, Newton Abbot,

who sent home to his mother the first bulbs from

South Africa about the year 1900. As is the case

with apparently all Nerines, N. Bowdenii hybridises

freely and, crossed with other species and varieties,

is proving a useful parent.

Purple-Leaved Sage.—Now that planting-

time has come, it may be well to remind

readers of this very good plant for clever

use among the flowers of the early year. Its

colouring, a quiet grey purple, makes it an

admirable accompaniment to any

flowers of pink or purple colouring.

In the spring garden it is rather

largely used in groundwork drifts

among and backing Aubrietia,

purple Wallflower, and pink and

purple Tulips, and in June borders

also among any flowers of the

same class of colouring. It is a

purple-leaved variety of the com-

mon Sage.

The Great Ox-eye Daisy (Clirysan-

themiun uliginosum) .— Everyone

is acquainted with this autumn

flower, for it is seen all over the

country, more especially in cottage

gardens. It is one of those good-

natured plants that comes up smil-

ing every year, no matter how
badly it is treated. Yet it pays

for a little care, and if given plenty

of moisture and a fairly rich soil it

makes vigorous growth in summer
and gives a wealth of its large white

blooms at a time when Michaelmas

Daisies are making blue clouds

everywhere. It hails from Eastern

Europe, and is often referred to as

Pyrethrum uliginosum. Increasing

rapidly, the healthy clumps should be

replanted in late autumn or early

spring every third or fourth year.

The Perpetual - Flowering Car-

nation Society.—The schedule of

prizes to be competed for at the

society's twenty-first show is now being issued.

It is arranged for the show to be held in the Royal

Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster,

on December 6. Application for the schedule

should be made to the hon. secretary, Mr. T. A.

Weston, Floradale, Orpington. Entries close on

November 25.

•,• Owing to the shortage of paper, readers who have not

already done so are asked to order THE GARDEN to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Headers will thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Dogwood in Western America.—In a former
issue of your paper you mention (with illustration)

the Dogwood tree as growing in Western America
to about 20 feet high. It really grows here
sometimes to 60 feet, and is a great ornament
to the landscape.—H. D. Green-Armytage.
ir6; 2srd Street, W., North Vancouver, B.C.

Fuchsia gracilis.—This capital old hardy
Fuchsia is one of the pleasantest things in the
garden from early September to well on in October.
It has a remarkable aspect of cheerfulness, not
only from the abundance of the scarlet sepals,

but also from the reddish bark of the branches,
so that a kind of warm glow is diffused throughout
the whole. This is best seen in plants that have
grown into oldish bushes, with thick, woody
stems. It is worth giving winter protection for

some years till the main stems have hardened
and can better withstand frost. Now that the
days are rapidly shortening and the flower year is

nearly over, and many days are wet or stormy,
it is a joy to have it to look out upon only a few
yards from my study window.—G. 7.

Oak Trees in England and Scotland.—While
collecting information regarding the old and
historic Oaks in this country, I have been im-
pressed by the great preponderance of hollow
and diseased trees in England over those in either
Scotland or Ireland. A very small percentage
of Scotch Oaks are hollow, or have been pollarded.
On the other hand, quite 90 per cent, of those in

England are hollow and diseased. Now it is

reasonable to suppose that pollarding will not
only account for the larger size of the majority
of English Oaks, but also for their being hoUow-
stemmed.—A. D. Webster.

The Parentage of Hybrids.-In raising hybrid
novelties in flowers, vegetables and fruit, it is

astonishing to me that so many hybridists over-
look the value and interest that attaches to a
recorded pedigree. In a recent conversation
at one of the London shows with an eminent
grower and exhibitor who is well known to your
readers, I was surprised to hear him remark
that he kept no record of the pedigrees of his
seedlings. He could not be bothered with it

;

he had no time. Surely it is well worth the little

additional bother and time required to keep as
careful note as possible of species and varieties
used in one's work of hybridising and cross-
breeding. In my own case I well know the
additional interest that it affords me to do this,

and in this little note I trust you will pardon me
for urging it upon my contemporaries as almost
a supreme duty to themselves and to posterity—
F. H. C.

Paeonia officinalis lobata.—My attention has
been drawn to the illustration in your issue of
July 10 of this year with the name Pa;onia officinalis

lobata, and I have been requested to say what
it is. I should say it certainly does represent
the plant which is properly, I believe, grown
under that name. The characteristic colour, of
course, is not evident, but the almost equally
characteristic shell-like appearance of the petals
I take to be well represented. My attention has
also been drawn to the second paragraph on
page 497 of your issue of October 14, in which
this plant is said to be a form of peregrina. I

could only say that no officinalis form can be
confused with any form of peregrina. I should

perhaps say when alive, because I have long been
of the opinion that characters are lost in dry
specimens. The species are absolutely distinct,

though they were made one, I believe, in a German
monograph I received some years ago and cannot
now find. P. officinalis is so distinct from other

species that it well makes a group by itself, and
to this P. lobata, as cultivated, certainly does

belong. P. officinalis is characterised by leaves

of deep green colour, pale green below, not glaucous,

rarely slightly pubescent. The peregrina group
is contradistinguished by leaves that are glaucous

or of very pale green above, generally of striking

grey green aspect ; the leaflets are glaucous below
and rarely without distinct pubescence. The aspect

of the two groups, counting officinalis as a group.

THE PURE WHITE FOXGLOVE MISS
JEKYLL.

is quite different at a glance, and it is easy to see

into which this P. lobata of Desfontain must fall.

I assume that it is the P. lobata of Desfontain,

of which I am not at this moment absolutely

certain ; but whatever it is, it cannot fall into

the peregrina group. I have referred only to

leaf characters because Pffionia is very deficient

in flower character. Plants that are obviously

distinct entities—if I may use the word—and
therefore quite distinct as species, can hardly

be distinguished by the flowers, and yet the flowers

are actually different, though it is not possible

to formulate character from them. If there

is another P. officinalis lobata, I should be

very glad of information about it, and it

would also be interesting to know more of

the rare form of P. peregrina with which
the well-known P. lobata is said to have been
identified.—R. Irwin Lyn'ch, Boanic Garden,

Cambridge.

Aster versicolor and Boltonia latisquama.

—

A charming Aster not mentioned in the interesting

article on Michaelmas Daisies, issue October 14,

page 500, is A. versicolor. It is quite distinct

from the majority of Michaelmas Daisies, both
in its flowers and foliage. The former are white
on opening, but turn to rosy pink when they are

a day or so old. This gives the pretty effect

of both pink and white blooms on the same plant

—

similar to the effect produced by Erigeron mucro-
natus. Here it generally commences to flower

about the first week in October, and unless

exceptionally bad weather prevails it is often

quite showy in the middle of November. Few,
if any, of the late-flowering Asters stand frost

and rain so well. I bought the original plant

many years ago under the name of A. gracillimus,

but I now find that in most nurseries it is labelled

A. versicolor, which I conclude is the correct

name. Another plant which is making a lovely

show in my herbaceous border at the present time

is Boltonia latisquama. It is very nearly allied

to the Aster family, and for all practical purposes

can be treated as one. It produces masses of

snow white, Daisy-like flowers of a much more
refined character than one finds in the Michaelmas

Daisy proper, and in good soil it grows over 6 feet

high. The whole appearance of the plant

is most graceful. It is excellent for cutting,

and is worthy of a place among the choicest of

our autumn flowers.—L. Bigg-Wither, Bird-wood,

Wells, Somerset.

Covering Alpine Plants in Winter.—I should

certainly draw the line at covering with glass

such things as Arnebia, Saxifraga apiculata,

Silene acaulis and Schizocodon, mentioned in the

article on " Winter Work in the Rock Garden,"

page 502, issue October 14. It is quite unneces-

sary, generally. All are perfectly hardy and

none woolly leaved. I would as soon think

of covering a tuft of Aubrietia as the Silene named,

or Pulmonaria officinalis as the Arnebia. To
afford glass covering to Saxifraga apiculata

—

the most precocious-flowering member of its

rac&—would be but to tempt it to flower earlier,

with worse results probably than are now
sometimes experienced. Beautiful, early and

free, this good sort occasionally suffers at

flowering time from severe frost, and where

this occurs special positions should be given

it, those not early touched by the sun's rays

playing an important part towards nullifying

the ill resulting othenvise from a stinging frost.

Disfiguring the rock garden with sheets of glass

should be discouraged as much as possible, and

the far-seeing planter will reduce it to a minimum
by affording doubtful or sensitive subjects positions

conferring the natural shelter of rock or shrub.

—

E. H. Jenkins.

Foxgloves for Indoor Decoration.—I beg to

send a few photographs of Foxgloves used for

indoor decoration. The plants were potted up
a few weeks before flowering. The variety Miss

Jekyll is of the purest white, and of a habit of

growth quite different to that of the common
varieties.—I. S. Rus, Giesegaard Have pr. Kveerheby

St.. Denmark.

How to Grow Onions for Keeping.—I have
read with much interest the letters in The Garden
on this subject by Mr. C. F. Adams and Mr. Clarence

Ponting, and as the latter gentleman suggests

that the question of autumn versus spring sowing

might be further threshed out, I venture to briefly

give my own experience in the matter. Let me
say at the outset that, unlike Mr. Ponting, I
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do not cater for big Onions, but for a good crop

of bulbs averaging from g inches to lo inches

in circumference, and that will keep till the follow-

ing March or April. This I am almost invariably

successful in producing. I long ago abandoned

spring sowing, because the crop was almost annually

attacked by the Onion fly. We have clayey loam

soil. My practice is to sow Trebons as near the

middle of August as possible, and I run the hoe

through the crop as soon as germination takes

place. This operation is repeated during autumn,

and again perhaps twice the following season.

I never transplant nowadays, but thin out to

about 7 inches or 8 inches apart. The rows are

13 inches apart. This system takes a little more

seed, but Trebons is a moderately priced variety,

and my experience has been that, no matter

how carefully the work of transplanting has been

carried out, a considerable proportion of " thick-

necks " always result, whereas by the thinning

process these are a negligible quantity. I double

dig the quarter, and at the same time give a fair

dressing of horse and pig manure, mixel. I

give a dressing of chicken manure in spring and

one of soot in early summer.

—

Charles Comfort.

Rose Queen Alexandra.—^This Rose, which was

illustrated in The Garden for October 7, ought

never to have been recognised by the National

Rose Society under the above name. It was

given a certificate of merit in rgi5. Those respon-

sible for this award would appear to have rather

shallow memories, for a Rose—and a single-flowered

one, too—was awarded the gold medal of the

society in rgoi. This was shown by Messrs. James

Veitch, and, according to " Hortus Veitchii,"

was raised by Seden from Crimson Rambler

fertilised with Rosa multiflora simplex. This

duplicating of the names of florists' flowers often

causes a great deal of confusion, and should be

in every way discouraged. It would not be

quite so bad if the older kind had dropped out of

cultivation, but such is not the case. It is now,

I suppose, too late to alter the name of the second

Queen Alexandra, but especial care should be

taken that such a mistake does not again occur.

Botanists are supposed to recognise the priority

of a name, and the same rule, even more rigidly

enforced, might well be applied to florists' flowers.

To some it may appear but a trifling matter ; still,

to many it is a most important one, especially to

those engaged in the trade.—^H. P.

A Home-Made Weeding Tool.—I am sending

you with this note a specimen of a home-made weed-

ing-tool which I have found very handy. As

FOXGLOVES IN A SITTING-ROOM IN DENMARK,

you will see, it is

made of a few inches

of Bamboo of any

suitable size, and

forms practically a

two-pronged fork and

a pair of tweezers.

I find it very useful

in cleaning my
Daffodil beds, par-

ticularly Daffodil (or

other) seedlings, sav-

ing the fingers a good

deal of wear and tear ; end being of wood it is

not so liable to injure the bulbs as a metal

tool if it comes in contact with the shoots

as they break through the ground. Of course,

it is not everlasting, but a season's supply can

be made in a few minutes, and they cost nothing.

—A. E. G., Auckland, New Zealand.

Colchicum speciosum maximus.—Among the

dozen or more distinct known species of Meadow
Saffron, C. speciosum is an easy first with its large

flowers of intense crimson purple. For depth of

colour, however, it is eclipsed by the above-named
variety, which, one would think, was the SMmm«w
bonum in this direction. I am told, however,

that a still deeper shade has been obtained in

C. s. magnificum, a variety which was exhibited

at one of the Royal Horticultural Society's

shows two years ago. I wonder whether this variety

is in commerce.

—

Caledonia.

Raising Hyacinths.—^The question that imme-
diately arises is : Is it worth while to raise Hyacinths

from seed when they can be so readily increased

from bulblets ? Especially is this so when large

bulbs are cut and treated as the Dutch treat them.

The Hyacinth after being cross cut and allowed to

remain on a shelf will yield scores of bulblets, all

of which when planted. will make flowering bulbs.

There is little scope for new colours in the

Hyacinth, for this is one of the few flowers that

contains the whole gamut of primary colours.

In the past it was assumed that no one flower

genus could be found with this characteristic.

One may find red and blue or red and yellow

in one species, but I cannot at the moment
recall any other than the Hyacinth which pos-

sesses all three true colours. This question

of colours foimd in one genus is interesting,

and the fact that the Hyacinth possesses

such an enormous range makes it hopeless for

anyone to expect that he will gain notoriety

in raising Hyacinths from seed.—^T. A. W.
Floral Recollections of

South Hackney.—I was im-

mensely interested in reading

of Queen Mary's recent visit

to South Hackney, for my
first floral recollection is of a

blue Passion Flower which

climbed up the front of our

home there and hung its

mysterious flowers, with their

sacred emblems, and its golden

fruit around our nursery bed-

room windows, which over

looked a wall into Loddiges'

Gardens. I remember seeing the

gardeners there in spring trund-

ling out great tubs of plants

(strange to my childish eyes)

which I now guess were large

Aloes, Palms and tall Dracaenas,

though then I associated them

A HANDY TOOL FOR WEEDING BEDS OF SEEDLINGS.

with the pictures in missionary magazines given

us by a dear old great-aunt. The other South
Hackney flowers I can recall were double Dahlias,

under an awning in Victoria Park near by. These,

even then, I did not admire, and secretly wondered

why they took the trouble to cover them over

so carefully. There, too, on May Day a Jack-in-

the-Green came dancing along the road by our

house, surrounded by gaily dressed chimney-

sweeps with garlands ; and at another season

small boys built " grottoes " of oyster-shells and

flowers in the street corners, and begged passers-by

to " remember the grotto." Both these customs

are now, I believe, bygone celebrations, though

in country villages in Kent little girls on May
Day still carry from house to house " garlands

"

of crossed hoops bedecked with wild flowers and

with a doll dressed in white in the middle, and all

covered over with a cloth—evidently a relic of

worship of the Virgin Mary, if not of even more

ancient times.

—

Anne Amateur.

Viola gracilis Lord Nelson.—^The question of

garden adornment is all-important. The garden-

lover is ever in search of something a little more
striking or more charming in effect. He will find

it in Viola gracilis Lord Nelson. It has finely erect

blossoms of good substance, fair size, beautiful

form, and possessed of a gloriously rich violet

purple colouring, a tone of colour delightful at

all times and shining brilliantly in the sunlight.

After a succession of trials in the rock garden,

for carpeting under Roses, for mingling with

hardy Ferns on half-shady slopes, and as an

edging plant to long borders, I determined

on its use as a bedding plant pure and simple

about a year ago. It was planted in ribbon

beds, in conjunction with pink and white Saxi-

frages, in the autumn of 1915. It commenced
to flower in the earliest days of March, 1916,

and has continued without a break until now
(October 14), and is still crowded with beautiful

blossoms. The site is in full sun. At the end of

May all the Saxifrages were removed, and the

Violas entered into a colour schem ewhich has

proved a delight the whole summer. In con-

junction with bronzy red Echeverias, golden-

leaved Fuchsias, the dark blue Lobelia Barnard's

Perpetual and dot plants of Dracaena Cordyline,

V. g. Lord Nelson has furnished the framework of

the picture of larger beds in which Salmon Paul

Crampel Pelargonium and Barnard's Lobelia figure.

Four smaller round beds of Cineraria maritima

Diamond acted as contrast beds between the

salmon and blue of the main beds. With these

varying tones of deep salmon, green, gold, blue

and bronzy red the intense shining violet purple

hues of the hosts of Viola blossoms have blended

wonderfully, giving a depth intensity and charm

which it is almost impossible to convey by pen

and paper. I firmly believe that in the coming

days V. g. Lord Nelson will carry its rich colour

into every English garden.—P. S. Hayward.
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AUTUMN COLOURING

COLOUR scheming is a point which
is worthy of more attention than is

usually given when planting shrubs

and trees. It is said that gardening
is undergoing a rapid and well-deserved

change. We are awakening to the fact that more
can be done to beautify our gardens by the use

of ornamental shrubs and trees. Gardening is

really one of the fine arts ; but, unlike the painter

or sculptor, the gardener has to consider not what
his work is now, but what it will grow into ten,

twenty and fifty years hence.

He has to take into account

not the present aspect of liis

materials, but their capabilities

in the future and their respec-

tive powers of development.

This consideration applies with

peculiar force to the planting of

trees and shrubs for autumn
colom-ing, for with care and a

judicious blending of varieties

an effect can be produced which

surpasses even the glory of sum-

mer flowers. For this purpose

a large number of trees, shrubs

and climbers are available, de-

lightful in their autumn glory

of crimson, scarlet and gold, of

which I enumerate a few that on
oiur rather cold, wet soil do remark-

ably well.

Acer dasycarpum rubruni makes
a striking picture when it talies

on its golden tint. Of vigorous

growth, it is well worth plant-

ing among trees as a back-

ground to the shrubbery or as

an isolated specimen on the

lawn, .\mong other Acers well

worth growing for their brilliant

colouring, mention may be made
of the Japanese varieties, with

japonicum Osakasuki probably
the most brilliant scarlet of

them all. Another beautiful shrub

is Amelanchier Botryapium, or

Service-b erry. This most
elegant shrub is not met with

in our parks and gardens so

frequently as its beauty war-

rants. During springtime it is

simply covered with a mass of

snowy blossom, while in autumn
its foliage tiu'ns a fiery red.

Among the Berberises we have
also some remarkable colouring.

A large group of B. Thunbergii in autumn
is a sight not readily forgotten. For autumn
colovuing I consider it the best of this most
useful family, while B. vulgaris comes next with
its red and yellow foliage and brilliant clusters

of red berries. The Azalea pontica and mollis

varieties are all worthy of a place, more especially

when we remember their sweetness in early summer.
Euonymus atropurpureus is another shrub not
much grown, but well worth a trial. It is, of

cotuse, a deciduous variety, but its scarlet foliage

among a group of golden Privet has a really

wonderful effect, as has also Prunus Pissardii when
planted in company with the cut-leaved golden
Elder.

.\mong the Rhus family there are some
fine things, with R. typhina perhaps the most
strildng. This shrub is known to many as the

Staghorn Sumach, and is very handsome with
its large. Fern-like leaves. R. cotinoides, a rare

American Rhus not often seen, is also fine for

grouping. The foliage is similar to that of R.

Cotinus (tlie Burning Bush), but the autumn
colours assume beautiful shades of crimson
suffused with yellow.

In Liquidambar styraciflua we have perhaps
the most gorgeous of autumn coloured trees,

visible at a great distance with its brilliant red.

palmate foliage. This tree is partial to a light

of merit is Vaccinium pennsylvanicum, whxb
for a dwarf subject with bright colouring can
scarcely be surpassed. It produces flowers of
a rosy white.

Among climbing plants may be mentioned
Ampelopsis Hoggii, which differs from the well-

known Veitchii in its foliage, changing
from a bright green to gold. It clings tightly
to the wall, and is a variety to be recommended.
Aristolochia Sipho, with its great yellow leaves,
is also deserving of a place ; but the glory of
autumn on the wall must surely be among the
Vitises. The variety Coignetia; is a noble-foliaged
climber, the leaves of which, generally from

9 inches to 12 inches long, are

in summer a refreshing green,

while in autumn they turn to a
diversity of shades from orange
yellow to crimson. .-Xnother new
species is armata, the leaves

of which are edged with small

pricldes and have a curious buff

shade underneath. This promises
to be a most useful addition, as
it grows freely and seems e.\tra

hardy. James McGran.
Coadham, Kilmiirnock,

RHODODENDRON
INTRICATUM
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loamy soil rather than to heavy clay, and it thrives

best in a sheltered position ; but otherwise it is

perfectly hardy and should have a place in every
collection. Another most brilliant-coloured shrub
is Pyrus arbutifolia. This is a North American
species, and thrives almost anywhere in the poorest

of soils. In springtime the Hawthorn-like flowers

are produced abundantly, while in autumn the

leaves assume the most beautiful shades of scarlet

and vermilion.

Quercus coccinea splendens, the true American
Scarlet Oak, forms a tree of great beauty, the

massive leaves of which with us take on the scarlet

tint very late in the season and hang on till

the most severe frost comes. Another little shrub

HOUGH not one of the

most showy, this is one
of the most charming of

all the species of Rhodo-
dendron. It is both re-

markable and attractive in the

colour ot its small flowers, which
are violet blue, and even if not

really blue, readily suggest that

colour. It is an evergreen species,

a native of Yunnan, introduced

in 1907. In " Rhododendrons
and Azaleas," by W. Watson,
it is described as tender, but for

several years it has been quite un-

injured in the Cambridge Botanic

Garden. It must, however, be
admitted that we have had no
severe winter by which it could

have been fully tested. The speci-

men seen in the accompanying
illustration is about iS inches high

and very twiggy. The leaves are

ovate-oblong, obtuse, about half

an inch long, dark green above

and glaucous below, w'ith tiny peltate scales

on both surfaces. The flowers have a short tube

and spreading limb rather more than three-

quarters of an inch in diameter. They have the

merit—if merit it is—of being produced almost the

year round. The flowering season is evidently

about the end of February and early in March,

when tliis photograph was taken ; but now as I

write (early in October) a good many flowers are out,

and buds are big with the promise of future display,

possibly it may be whenever there is sufficient

encouragement of weather. About the end of

February last the plant had the protection oj

a hand-light to prevent its being covered with

snow wliilc in bloom.
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THE CORSICAN "MAQUIS"
By W. Herbert Cox.

E
XCEPT for the rare patches of cultiva- • triflorus, with its hanging seed-pods, is to be seen,

tion, almost the whole of the Island of ,
while the small-flowered C. candicans (mon-

Corsica is covered with a dense thicket spessulanus) forms three sub-varieties. Psoralea

of shfubs. This thicket is called the bituminosa must not be omitted. Our Gorse

" maquis," and, as most of the shrubs is frequent, but only in the mountains ; so, too.

are aromatic, the scent is so strong that it is

perceptible several miles out at sea. Napoleon

said of his birth isle that he could tell when he

neared it by the sweet odour.

Rosemary is one of the important maquis shrubs,

giving, when in blossom, quite a blue hare to

some hillsides. Near Lavasina I saw many bushes

with pure white blossoms, a delightful variety

I do not remember having seen in cultivation.

Myrtle, too, is prevalent. So thick are the berries

that in the autumn, when the blackbirds feast

on them, the flesh attains a distinctive flavour,

which is so delicious that many are potted for

export. The Tree Heather {Erica arborea) some-

times reaches a height of lo feet, and in March

gives out a wonderful!} sweet perfume from its

white-blossomed, pink-budded sprays. Vast num-

bers of its roots are sent to England for making

our Briar-wood pipes. Two other Heathers are

found, the dull scoparia and handsome stricta,

which is far rarer, being only seen in the high

mountains. Perhaps the most important of the

maquis shrubs are the Gum Cistuses, which, though

putting out a few flowers throughout the year,

are a wonderful sight in May. The ephemeral

blossoms are everywhere. Salvijefolius like a

white wild Rose, is commonest ; but the small

white monspeliensis and corsicus (incanus), of

pinkish colour, very sticky (an island form of the

Continental villosus, which may also be found

in the Luri Valley), are but little less so. Flicheri, a

hybrid between the first two, also occurs. On
the roots grows a beautiful parasite, Cytinus

hypocystis, a mass of scarlet bracts and starry

flowers. Nearly every salvieefolius entertains this

guest, but far rarer is the form kermenus, white-

flowered, which makes a host only of Cistus corsicus.

The Strawberry Trees (Arbutus Unedo) look

well at every season, but at Christmas, when the

red fruits hang amid the white blossoms, they

look splendid. Laurustinus is so common that

it gives a peculiarly bitter flavour to some of the

honey, excellent when acquired.

Vast numbers of the Leguminosae family grow

in the bush, from tiny herbs to great shrubs.

The most striking of these is Calycotome spinosa,

a somewhat poisonous though decidedly hand-

some prickly shrub (a splendid fence), so called

from the habit of splitting the calyx and retaining

it until ready to open. So common is it that

sometimes the hills seem to be painted gold. The
hairy form, villosus, rare elsewhere, is frequent.

Of the Genistas, scoparius is so rare that it hardly

exists ; but an island form of it, G. corsicus,

which has a few more leaves, is abundant every-

where. G. Lobelii forms rounded cushions which

look just right for sitting upon, but are, oh, so

prickly ! It correctly belongs to the hill flora,

but may be found in river sand sometimes at

sea-level, as in the Fango Valley behind Bastia.

The Bladder Senna (Colutea arborescens) is dis-

tinctly rare ; so, too, is the delightful Jove's-beard

(Anthyllis Barba-Jovis). There are four varieties

of Coronilla, but none is common. Cytisus

is our Broom, also the Spanish Broom (Spartium

junceum).

In the maquis several foreigners, having escaped

from cultivation, are so much at home that they

give quite a character to the scenery of the coast.

The American Agave sends up its tall spires

of blossoms. The rods, when dead, are said by

the Corsicans to be good for stropping razors.

The common Prickly Pear (Opuntia vulgaris)

is ubiquitous, as any piece knocked down flat

by munching goats will grow. The far more

thorny, though shorter, O. Tuna is frequent.

their cost when they used the twigs as skewers

for their meat.

Occasionally the maquis gives place to woodland.

In the highest mountains the tree is Pinus Laricio,

some of which are 130 feet high. Lower down is

the region of the Sweet Chestnut, such a useful

tree to the people. Nearer the sea-level are groves

of Cork Oak (Quercus Suber), which are frequently

peeled, or the sombre Ilex. Another pretty tree,

albeit a deciduous one, is the Flowering or Manna
Ash (Fraxinus Ornus), which hangs down cream
clusters of blossom from the fresh green leaves in

late April.

Many another shrub is native to this maquis.

The strange square-spiked Lavender (Lavandula

Stoechas), the Lentisk (Pistacia Lentiscus) with

its rusty inflorescence, the flat-leaved Daphne
Gnidium, the Phillyreas with their tiny flowers,

latifolia, media and angustifolia, the Prickly

Cedar (Juniperus Oxycedrus) and our own Haw-
thorn are all happy. Who is cooking curry ?

No one ; it is only the odour from the yellow

flowerets of Helichrysum Stoechas. The delightful,

ROADSIDE VEGETATION ON CAPE CORSE.

especially about Ajaccio, for an attempt, not

very successful, was made to cultivate the cochineal

insect on the island. The Scarlet Aloe sometimes

low-growing Rosa Seraphini (recently recom-

mended in The Garden) is quite characteristic

on mountainous heaths, though not entirely

escapes, also a smaller yellow-flowered kind with Corsican. White Amelanchier vulgaris, so beautiful

marbled leaves. Mesembryanthemums of various each spring at Kew, occasionally appears. Sorbus

sorts are quite at home rambling over rocky domestica, suggestive of a Mountain Ash, is often

cliffs. in odd corners of vineyards. Fig trees appear

Sometimes one shrub seems to have acquired to be really wild, though scientific botanists

the monopoly of one tract of land, sometimes state that they originally came from the East,

another. I remember, in the Valley of Rocks 1 The shrubs at times form an almost impenetrable

above Pietranera, how the rare and lovely Lavatera thicket, for, besides so many being prickly, they

triloba dominated the sides of a rushing streamlet.

Some of the shrubs must have been quite old,

for they grew 10 feet high in the gorge, and when
covered with their lavender pink blossoms were

decidedly striking. In another place, a damp
spot near St. Florent where the gorgeous bee-

eaters fly, Oleanders were in possession. There

the delightful pink blossoms looked charming.

They are called "I Mazzi di San Giuseppe"

(St. Joseph's Bouquets), though they flower

nearer St. John's Day. Few realise how poisonous

these beauties are. as Nelson's marines learnt to

are frequently bound together with Asparagus

acutifolius, which the Corsicans prefer to the garden

kind ; Smilax aspera, better known as Sarsa-

parilla, with bunches of red berries and handsome,

arrow-shaped leaves ; Blackberries and Honey-

suckle. To this tangle three Clematises, the

winter-flowering cirrhosa (balearica of Persoon).

with cream-coloured flowers, downy outside

but smooth within ; our Traveller's Joy (C.

Vitalba), called by the French " Herbe aux

gueux "
; and the sweet-scented Virgin's Bower

(C. Flamniula) add greater difficulty to the rambler.
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TIARELLA CORDIFOLIA

A LTHOUGH the Foam Flower, as the

/% subject of this note is popularly called,

/ % is one of our " oldest inhabitants,"

^"^^L it is but rarely that we come across it

^ ^in modem gardens. Is this because

it is too cheap, I wonder ; because the modest

fourpence asked for a clump suggests that it

possesses an evil reputation, or that it is lacking

in charm or distinction ? The answer to such

questions must be in the negative, for Tiarella

cordifolia has many good points, at any rate

enough to cover its sins, if it has any.

Its primary charm, as its English name suggests,

is its multitude of tiny flowers, which cover the

plant with a milky whiteness from April to June.

When growing in its native soil—the glens of tlie

Canadian Rockies—its large, heart-shaped leaves

often carpet wide areas with a dense growth of

dappled green. But when the flowers appear,

as they do quicldy, they look at a little distance

as if a drift of snow had been forgotten by the

returning sun. T. cordifolia is a good rockwork

weather and soil. It is as hardy as any London
Pride. Spring planting (March to April) is usually

recommended, but while this is not at all an

essential to success, the adaptability of the plant

to such late treatment is a feature in its favour

as a carpeter for bulbs.

There is another Tiarella now listed by some

nurserymen, viz., T. unifoliata. This is said to

be a giant form of T. cordifolia and to possess

bright red stamens, but what the history of its

origin may be I do not know. A. T. Johnson.

NARCISSI IN HERBACEOUS
BORDERS

T
blossom.

HE use of Narcissi among herbaceous

subjects adds a special feature to the

garden diuring the months of March and

April, at a time when the ordinary

border occupants do not give much
except along the front margin, where

perhaps alpine plants are largely employed.

THE FOAM FLOWER (TIARELLA CORDIFOLIA).

subject, as it does not grow more than

6 inches to 8 inches high. Though not at all

fastidious, it should be given a soil of sandy

peat, well drained, and an aspect in which it will

be screened from the midday sun. In a word, if

you remember that it is a Saxifrage and treat

it as you would one of its Mossy relations, it will

not complain.

The Foam Flower is also an admirable edging

plant and one that may be used with very pleasing

results in carpeting the later bulbs and other

spring beddcrs. In this sphere it afiords a delight-

ful change from the eternal Arabis and Forget-me-

not. As a pot plant in the greenhouse it is said

to force and do well either by itself or in company
with bulbs and other early bloomers. Propa-

gation is easily effected either by division or by

the little summer runners, which are sometimes

produced rather too abundantly in favourable

While such subjects as Phlo.xes, Michaelmas

Daisies, Helianthuses, &c., in the middle and at

the back of the border are making their first

growth, it has a bare appearance. The intro-

duction of Narcissi among these subjects, planted

quite up to the back of the border, even though

it be 12 feet wide, makes an interesting and useful

addition. Not only is the appearance of the

border much improved, but the blossoms are

useful for cutting.

Some persons may think the thick growth of the

herbaceous plants will be detrimental to the

bulbs, but this is not so, because before this

happens the foliage of the Narcissi will have

ripened off. Subsequent success is not then

impaired.

After planting the bulbs separately in October

about I foot apart, in clumps, according to the

space between the permanent subjects, they need

not be disturbed for several years. I need hardly

say that care must be taken when forking over the

borders in the spring not to unduly interfere

with the bulbs. As a rule, herbaceous borders

are replanted, or in some cases renovated or

rearranged, about every five or six years ; some sub-

jects become unpopular, or ideas of improvements in

various ways are obtained. For these reasons the

border needs rearranging. This affords an oppor-

tunity to divide and replant the bulb clumps,

as they will by this time have increased consider-

ably. It is surprising how many years the bulbs

will continue to flourish in the same site without

disturbing them, especially if the soil is somewhat
stiff in character and deep, having first been

deeply trenched and manured. Wlien the Nar-

cissi obtain natural drainage they seldom fail

to succeed. In soil where the subsoil is of an

impervious character, the roots are liable to become
waterlogged. This is too often the cause of failure.

As to the varieties of Narcissi, this is quite a

matter for those interested. Strong-growing sorts

like Golden Spiu', Emperor, Sir Watkin, Mme. de

Graaff, Victoria, Horsefieldii and others are

desirable.

Swantnore. E. Molyneu.x.

CAMPANULAS
Potting Plants for Next Year.—For the con-

servatory, the greenhouse and the entrance porch

there are few flowering plants more easily grown

and suitable. Whether as individual plants or

mixed in a group of miscellaneous subjects, the

Campanulas are equally effective. The present

is a good time for placing the plants in pots. They
make long tap roots if left long in the borders

undisturbed, and then it is a more difficult matter

to get the plants established in the pots. Fibrous

roots must be encouraged to grow, and they are

produced in great numbers when the plants are

grown in the pots from a young state.

At first place them in 3-uich pots, and if any ot

the tap roots are long, twist them. Do not break

off these roots, as when preserved they promote

the growth of very strong flower-spikes. Use a

compost as follows : Fibrous loam and leaf-soil

in equal proportions, with one peck of rotted manure
and a 7-inch potful of old mortar rubble to

each bushel of the first two ingredients. Of

coiu"se, some sand must also be added. Before the

small pots are filled with roots, repot the plants so

as to prevent a check to growth. The growth

will not be perceptible in the formation of flower-

spikes (as the latter will not appear until next

year), but in the leaves, the stems and the swelling

of the crowns of the plants. For the final potting

use 6J-inch, 7j-inch and 9-inch pots, the latter for

the very large plants or for three of the medium-sized

ones. Keep the plants in a cool, well-ventilated

frame, and water with care. They are hardy,

but when grown in pots they must not be sul)-

jected to frosts, else the pots may be cracked

owing to the swelling of the soil in them. In due

time the flower-stems will appear, and then feeding

may be commenced.

Varieties to Grow in Pots.—Campanula pyra-

midalis (blue) and C. p. alba (white) must have the

place of honour. C. persicifolia alba (white),

C. carpatica (blue) and C. c. alba (white) should

also be favoured. Early staking is advisable,

as the plants are so easily broken off level with the

soil. B.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

t^'

IN
spite of rough windy days and lasliing

j

Yet one seldom sees this cheap and hardy Crocus

rainstorms Crocus speciosus in its many
|
taking its due place in the garden in October,

varieties has been the feature of the garden

for the past ten days. The shortest spell of

sunshine is enough to open its tightly furled,

narrow buds into goblets of a wonderfully blue

shade of purple. It is more cup-shaped than

other Crocuses when fully expanded and, except

in a few well-marked forms with long and narrow

segments, seldom opens into a star-shaped flower.

The deeper-coloured and bluer forms are the more

globular in outline, and the pure white, and some

very large forms with outer segments of pale

grey tinged with lilac, are the most starry of all.

Somewhere and at some time this large form was

called variety Aitchisonii,

but I have never been able

to find a description of it

or its native locality. The
name suggests the most

Eastern ranges of the plant's

distribution, as most plants

named after Aitchison are

from the Afghan frontier,

and the most Eastern record

we have for Crocus speciosus

is Astrabad, just south of

the Caspian Sea. It is a

mysterious plant in other

ways, and though the first

roots I ever had of it,

one of Mr. Elwes' kind

gifts, seldom flower be-

fore the greater number
of the darker forms are

over, I find seedlings

approaching it in colour

and equalling it in size now
and again among those

raised from other forms, and

flowering as early as any.

In the sketch I have

made to accompany these

notes the foremost flower

and buds are drawn from

the ordinary type, in which the bases of the

segments are deep reddish purple, and the outer

segments are so much freckled and streaked with

minute lines of piu^ple that at a distance they

appear to be a rich violet. Internally they are

so richly feathered with a purple that is almost

blue, that when a large clump opens its many
flowers to the sunlight the colour effect is bluer

in tone than the bluest forms of Aster Amellus.

This richness of blue gives C. speciosus its great

value in the autumnal flower-beds, for whether

rising out of a carpet of fallen leaves of many
shades of bronze and orange, or from the bare brown
earth, the effect is wonderfully pleasing. Again,

as a grotmdwork under autumn-tinted shrubs,

or among brightly coloured flowers, the drifts

of blue are unlike any other effect produced at

any season. One of the easiest to grow, and
certainly the freest of all Crocuses in its dual

method of increase, by seeds and bulbils, it can

be allowed to spread about in the borders, and
year by year there should be an increase of its

colonies. Even digging does not kill them, and
they do not mind how deeply they get buried,

and after a year or so reappear as vigorous as ever.

VARIETIES OF CROCUS SPECIOSUS

{From a drawing on October 5 by

E. A. Bowles

3

A
\

Perhaps it is

because it is

necessary to

plant it no
later than
August, and
therefore be-

fore most
people think

of buying
their bulbs.

Let me sug-

gest the selec-

tion now at

once of a place

in the garden ' ""

that would

look the better for a carpet of its blue flowers,

and sending an order for a hundred or so of its

corms to one of the many nurserymen who have

large stocks of it.

The three large flowers at the back of the sketch

are drawn from three different forms. The
widely opened flower is the one I had from

Ml. Elwes and which we call Aitchisonii ; the

I

'h UtZ-

right-hand, light-coloured bud is one of the seedling

forms, quite as large but rather different in

colouring. These are the largest of all autumnal
Crocuses, the segments being very nearly 3 inches

in length. The centre and tallest flower is a form
Messrs. van Tubergen had collected for thero,

and which they call var. Artabir from its native

home. It is in the way of

the larger variety, but more
freckled, a more robust grower.

earlier to flower, and one of

the most beautiful of all when
fully open ; but to my mind .

these larger and paler forms
are not so valuable in a mass
as the old one, which is so

richly coloured both inside and
out.

The Colchicum from Salonika

I wrote of a month ago has

now sent up several flowers,

and is not, as I then thought,

C. Sibthorpii, but may be the

mysterious species from Epirus

that is only known to us

through a manuscript note of

Dean Herbert's, in which he

described it and named it C.

pulchrum. It is beautifully

chequered with crimson on a

pale pink ground, and quite

distinct in shape from any other

chequered species in our gardens,

not so rounded as Sibthorpii,

and raised on a taller perianth

tube than in Agrippinum and
variegatum.

I was noticing this evening

how wonderfully the pinker

shades of lilac are improved in

the fading light following sunset.

All the Colchicums glow out as

if they had rose-coloured lime-

light turned on to them, and
lose so much of their blueness

that they look as purely pink as

Belladonna Lilies. That always

lovely Aster, St. Egwin, also

picks up whatever red rays are

left and is worth watching till

the light goes ; and to-night a

rather wild tangle of Anemone
japonica Queen Charlotte was

standing out against a group-

fef iug of dwarf conifers and other

evergreens at the lower end of

the rock garden, so that each

flower looked like a large glow-

* f worm whose light had tiu-ned

.pink instead of green. The
most brilliant thing of all was

9 ( a pot of the old succulent plant

1 J . ) Crassula (but better known as

Rochea) falcata. Its small
""•

—

flowers are so closely packed in

the flat heads that they make
one solid mass of purest scarlet,

dotted over with golden anthers. We stand our

pots of it out for the slimmer, and if the blossoms

appear early enough, in the days of full-blooded

sunlight, this magnificent blaze of colour is oui

reward.

There is a fine tall Helianthus that I am fond of,

first, because it was given me by Dr. Lowe of

Wimbledon and reminds me of happy days in

m
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his beautiful garden ; secondly, because it is

one of the last of the Sunflowers to come into

flower and remains in beauty after most of them
are waning ; and thirdly, because it has such a

beautiful stem. This is almost black, but has

just enough of purple in it to make it glowing

and living in general effect, instead of cold and
uninteresting like black paint or boots. It has

a tall, stiff habit, and small, well-shaped flowers

of a delightfully pale yellow with a touch of green

in it. Dr. Lowe taught me to call it Helianthus

laetiflorus, but it is sometimes reckoned as a

varietal form of the Jerusalem Artichoke, H.

tuberosus. In spite of small, fleshy tubers on

its roots, I never feel satisfied with that view,

and like to believe it the H. laetiflorus of Persoon.

Anyway, it is a good plant and not enough grown.

Two plants now in flower occasionally delight

my nose with whiffs of fragrance, but are cUs-

appointing in that often, when I go near to smell

them they give out quite different and offensive

odours. One is Eupatorium Weinmannianum,
just now a soft cloud of flesh white flower-heads.

As one passes it one suddenly meets with a delicious

incense-like scent, very much like that from some
of the Cistuses. But often if I stop to enjoy it.

SPARASSIS CRiSPA
By Gertrude Jekvll.

FOR
many years this curious fungus has

grown in a part of my ground where
there are Scots Pines. To an ordinary

observer, at a few yards distance, it

has exactly the appearance of a large

bath sponge, only rather lighter and brighter in

colour. Hitherto my chief interest in mycology
had been to know and make use of the best known
edible species, and I had often wondered whether

this cturious thing had any kitchen value. I

could not find it described in the only fungus

books I had, viz., Cooke's "British Fungi" and
Badham's " Esculent Funguses of England," and

it was therefore, perhaps, a rash experiment to

test it as an edible kind ; but it looked and smelt

inviting, and a trial was made. It proved to be

harmless, but not interesting enough to be worth

noting as a good table kind. f'VJi

From the general appearance I had thought

that it might be related to Morel, but wishing to

be better informed, a helpful answer to an enquiry

SPARASSIS CRISTA DUG OUT OF A BANK FOR E.KAMINATION.

it goes, borne away on the breeze, and if I touch or

bruise a leaf it gives out a strong and unpleasant

scent that makes me think of beetles, while the

flowers themselves smell like Hawthorn, which is

another way of saying, of fish shops. Yet the

butterflies love it and come to it as freely as to

Sedum spectabile, so they can evidently detect

honey in its varying moods of fragrance. Cestrum
Parqui is the other deceiver, a tall, semi-woody
plant with rather coarse leaves reminding one
of those of the Peach, and drooping bunches of

dull greenish yellow flowers. Now and then I

have found these flowers very fragrant and giving

out a Jasmine and Narcissus Tazetta blend of

odour that was well worth inhaling, but at other

times they smell of something poisonous that I

cannot quite recognise, a rank odour something
like bruised Ivy leaves. The leaves of this Cestrum
when bruised smell very strongly of the peculiar

odour that gives the specific name to the Gladwin,

Iris foetidissima, and to Clerodendron fa?tidum,

and which some folk declare is like roast beef.

But though this nasty scent comes out strongly

if its leaves are bruised, it is not the unpleasant

one that sometimes possesses the flowers like some
evil spirit in place of their rightful perfume.

in The Garden referred me to Mr. E. W.
Swanton's book, " Fungi and How to Know
Them." I ventured to write to the author, and
not only received a ready answer, but the further

benefit of a visit. Mr. Swanton wished to examine
the root, and as the example was favourably

placed, growing horizontally out of a hedge bank,

it was not a difficult matter to dig it out. The
part above ground was a roughly roundish mass,

13 inches across at the widest diameter and
standing 7 inches out of the ground. The under-

ground stem was 6| inches long and li inches

thick, ending in a ball or clod of mycelium closely

compacted with fine sand, blackish in colour and
with a strong, rank smell. This ball was not

got out quite whole, but from what came out

with the stem and some pieces that were cut off

by the trowel and a portion that would have
been left in the ground, one may conclude that

it would have measured about 5 inches all

ways.

A curious thing about this fungus is its long

duration, for whereas most large fungi of the

softer kinds have an existence of a few days only,

this one had remained for seven weeks, and
possibly more, in an apparently perfect condition.

To our knowledge it had appeared yearly in.

the same bank for eighteen years : whether
or not in exactly the same position I could not

say. The main ball of mycelium was put back-

in the place from which it was taken, and
the detached pieces also planted in the bank ;

for though it may be harmful to the Pines, yet it

is so curious and interesting that I am glad ti>

have it as a point of yearly interest in the woody
part of the ground, and hope that it may appear
again. It is not infrequent under Scots Pines,

on the Vectian Sands in this district (the extreme
south-west of Svurey and adjoining part of Hamp-
shire), but a much rarer species, S. laminosa, has.

been found on several occasions in Woolmer
Forest. This is an even larger fungus of some-
thing the same character, but of a more flaky

or leafy structure.

Mr. Swanton has kindly fm'nished me with the

following notes on the classification of Sparassis :

" In ' Fungi and How to Know Them ' I have
placed Sparassis in the family Clavariae. But it

has been recently noted that the hymenium is

confined to the lower surface of the lobes and
not spread over the entire sporophore. At the

present time many mycologists hold, for the above
and other reasons, that Sparassis should be placed

in the family Thelephorese. Mr. A. D. Cotton,

F.L.S. (President of the British Mycological

Society), in a paper ' On the Structure and Syste-

matic Position of Sparassis ' (see Trans. Brit. Mycol.

Soc, Vol. III., p. 333), reniarks that:
" ' If Sparassis is to be placed in the Thelephorea

it will be located near Stereum or Thelephora.

On examining these genera we find, in the Merisma
section of Thelephora, sporophores which in form

somewhat resemble Sparassis, and a few of the

more erect-growing species are partly amphi-

genous ; the plants are mostly coriaceous, dark-

coloured, and the hymenium surface is rough or

warted, with coloured or hyaline spores ; many
are terrestrial, but others grow on wood. In

Stereum the sporophore is resupinate or reflexed,

though in the Tropics merismoid and central

stemmed forms are found. They occur on wood
and are usually coriaceous ; the h^mienium is

smooth and bears small hyaline spores. On
the whole, Sparassis appears to be more nearly

allied to Stereum, the even h\Tnenium being an

important character. The relationship, however.

is not very close, but there is no reason why it

should not be placed in the same family.'

" It is of interest to note that the genus Stereum
contains many well-known destructive parasites,

e.g., Stereum hirsutmn and Stereum purpureum.

Though we failed to obtain direct evident e in

your specimen of parasitism in Sparassis. it i

quite possible that strands of mycelium may ha\'e

been associated with a deeply buried root. I

think we shall eventually prove beyond doubt

that both Sparassis crispa and S. laminosa are

parasitical upon the roots of Scots Pines."

RUM EX FLEXUOSUS
The Docks do not receive much attention by

cultivators, although they are sometimes repre-

sented in waterside gardens. Rumex flexuosus,

for which we are indebted to New Zealand,

is, however, quite a unique little plant, and

is ^vell worth a place in the rock garden or in

the front of the herbaceous border. It has

quite narrow, serrated leaves of rich bronze, the

inflorescence being of a similar shade. It only

grows from 9 inches to r2 inches high. C. C.
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THE ROSES OF AUTUMN

wHEN the old herbalist, Gerarde, in

1560, penned his notes about the

Rose, allotting to it " the chiefest

and most principall place among all

flowers whatsover," he was un-

inner petals, a blush that we may, under ordinary

circumstances, look for almost in vain in summer.

Gustave Regis, L' Ideal and Mme. Eugfene Resal

are others whicli come to mind that develop richer

tints of gorgeous colours in the autumn than at

the more legitimate time of flowering.

Fragrance, too, is in some cases more fully

developed now than earlier in the year. I know

doubtedly basing his remarks on the flowers of of no greater joy in the garden than to visit a

summer, Roses that blow in June, because at that bush of Mrs. John Laing or La France on a misty

time autumn Roses were non-

existent. An odd bloom or

two, to be regarded more in

the nature of freaks than

from any other standpoint,

may have graced the autumn

gardens of those far-off days,

but the Rose then was truly

a fugacious flower of summer.

Indeed, it is only during the

last two decades, since the

introduction of the race
known as Hybrid Teas, that

we have been able to look

upon an autumn .
display as

a legitimate toll to exact

from our Rose bushes. Now
that hybridists are intercross-

ing the almost perpetually

flowering China Roses with

the Hybrid Teas and Teas,

we may soon expect a number

of Roses that wiU flower over

at least six months of the

year.

In years to come the Rose

is undoubtedly destined to

play a very important part

in the embellishment of our

gardens. The tendenc)' to-

day is towards those varieties

which are classed as garden

Roses, those with flowers of

moderate fulness only, and

which can be relied upon to

open easily, no matter what

the weather may be, together

with freedom of flowering,

vigorous habit and a tendency

to give a second display of

blooms in September and tlie

early days of October. For

the writer, and doubtless for

many others, the Roses of

autumn possess a peculiar

charm of their own. In the

heyday of summer, when the

pageant of Flora is at its

height, there are so many
flowers of graceful contour

and sweet loveliness that it

is difiicult to give to the Rose

all the praise that its merits

demand ; but in the waning

days of the year we can

appreciate to the full the

queen of the garden in her many forms of regal

beauty and sweetness.

Some varieties of Roses, too, develop charming

features in autumn that we may look for in vain

during the scorching days of midsummer.

Examine, for instance, at the present time a

bloom of the old Gloire de Dijon—there is sure

to be one if a bush exists in the garden—and note

the beautiful coral pink blush that suffuses the

Gloire de Dijon, Gustave Regis, Ecarlate, Blush

Monthly, Zephyrine Drouhin, Longworth Rambler,.

Mme. Abel Chatenay, Betty, Gustav Griinerwald,.

Caroline Testout, La France, Pharisaer, Corallina,

Laurette Messimy, Cramoisie Superieure, Mme.
E. Herriot, Lady Ashtown, Princtss Mary and Mme.
Isaac Pereire are varieties that I either have

flowering moderately well in ray own garden or

which I have noticed in friends' gardens that

I have visited during the past week. There

are many other Roses which,

under ordinary weather con-

! ditions, will give an abund-

ance of beautiful and fragrant

blooms at this season, and in

the conception of Rose gar-

dens the wise owner will

. demand that a broad and
pleasant expanse be set apart

for them. A- B.

ROSES BLUSH
RAMBLER & PSYCHE
With me these Roses grow

12 feet high, therefore are

suitable for any position.

The blooms of the former are

the most lasting of all

varieties that I know. It is

one of the cleanest sorts, too,

never seeming to be attacked

by aphis or mildew. As a

wall plant it is a huge

success. Psyche as a pillar

in the mixed shrubbery is a

treasure where it can have

unlimited space to spread

its top growth and flower,

especially if allowed to remain

two seasons without the usual

severe thinning out of the

old wood. E. M.

ROSES IN

YORKSHI RE

ROSE BLUSH RAMBLER CLOTHING A PILLAR.

morning in autumn and to quaff to the full

the delicious fragrance that the stray blooms to

be found there are emitting. Unfortunately,

a number of new Roses that are receiving

recognition by those who ought to know

better are almost devoid of fragrance, without

which a Rose is not worthy of the name.

Imagine Leigh Hunt singing the praises of a

scentless Rose !

Mrs. T. Hillas.—This is

one of the lesser-known

varieties that has been a

great success this year with

me, and is a fine, shapely

flower ; long-pointed bud

opening to a large full bloom

;

colour ptire chrome yellow,

very pleasing. I cut good

blooms recently and

there is a promise of

more if the weather is kind.

Another variety that is still

in bloom and a very fine,

healthy grower is

M. Paul Lede. The colour

is always attractive, but

late autumn. The deep rose

variety of yellow and orange

shades, and although it is somewhat variable

in colour, we can forgive that because of the

surprise of its lovely tints, which now and again

almost come up to those of Lyon.

Mrs. Charles E. Pearson.—This is another

beautiful bedding Rose that much resembles

Lyon, but is to be preferred because of its better

especially s

tone takes
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habit. It carries its rich blooms on strong, upright

stems. This variety and Mrs. F. W. Vanderbilt

have a great future once they are better known.

Mme. Melanie Soupert.—Not only in my
own garden, but in the gardens of my more imme-

. diate neighbours, have I seen this delightful Rose

come to perfection this season. Never before

have I seen it grown so well ; trusses of fine blooms

held erect. Its colour is almost beyond descrip-

tion—a sort of saffron yellow tinged with a full

pink ; truly a peerless Rose at its best.

Prince Camille de Rohan.—This is a Hybrid

Perpetual that has done remarkably well with

me. It is very dark velvety crimson, and responds

to liberal treatment in the way of manure, but it

certainly repays one, and for the quantities of

blooms yielded here it might be classed as a

Hybrid Tea.

In the first week of October I had e.^tra good

blooms of Lady Pirrie, Lyon, Lieutenant Chaur6,

Mme. Ravary, Mme. Pernet-Ducher and Mme.
Edouard Herriot. These are all proved autumn
bloomers here, and I am sure it is possible under

normal conditions to get some buds really good

in shape and colour during the autumn if the

midsummer mulching with old manure is done

well. It does not seem necessary to use a large

quantity, but a little good, well - rotted, short

manure lightly forked in does great things,

helps us over dry periods, and induces this

e.xtra bloom, which usually lasts all the month
of October with me. Griiss an Teplitz is just

now full of bloom and buds, and should look well

for two or three weeks yet. Old Gold and Irish

Firefiame are again in full and promising bud.

If we get even now a little sunshine, the Rose

garden will have very few plants that are not doing

something to justify their existence as summer
and autumn bloomers. E. Waters

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Plums.—In recent calendars I have given lists

of Apples and Pears, and now give a selection of

Plums. Dessert : Early Transparent Gage,
Denniston's Superb, Lawson's Golden Gage,
Jefferson, McLaughlin, Kirke's and Coe's Golden
Drop. Kitchen : Early Prolific, Czar, Diamond,
Victoria, Pond's Seedling, President and Monarch.
Plums, as a general rule, are vigorous- growing
trees, and to secure good crops of fruit it is neces-
sary to restrict the roots occasionally. The
branches must be kept thinned if grown as
pyramids or standards, to admit plenty of light

to the centre of the trees. A fruit which should
be included in every collection is Bullace The
Langley, a hybrid from the Farleigh Damson
and Black Orleans Plum. The fruit is purple
in colour, a good size, and of fine flavour. It is

excellent for preserving purposes.

Wall Trees.—When the weather is favourable,
all wall trees may be planted, and with Apricots
and Cherries a good sprinkling of old mortar
rubble must be mixed with the soil.

The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—The late batch must be earthed up
as required, removing all side growths and weeds.
Tie up the foliage to prevent soil from entering
the centre of the plant and, if necessary, give
the roots some water. This should be done a
day or two in advance of earthing up.

Turnips.—A portion of the roots may be lifted

and stored in a shed, or placed in moderate-
sized heaps and covered with ashes. Later
plantings may be left, and if the roots are not
required they will furnish a supply of green
vegetable in the spring.

Artichokes.—Jerusalem Artichokes should have
their stems cut close to the ground and be burnt.
A quantity of the roots may be lifted and stored
in a cool shed for immediate use.

Cabbage.—A few lines may still be planted
if space is available ; these will provide a succes-
sion, and perhaps be a valuable crop. -Much
will depend upon the weather, and the early
supply may be ruined by frosts.

The Flower Garden.

Salvia patens.—This beautiful blue Salvia
should be placed in boxes and then arranged in

a cool vinery for the winter. After Christmas
a stock should be worked up from cuttings.

Roses.—Pergolas, poles and fences, where
climbing Roses are planted, must be examined,
and any defective poles, &c., replaced. New trees
may be planted where needed, and all growths
made secure for the season.

Plants Under Glass.

Primulas.—Plants belonging to the earliest

batch of the stellata group are now pushing up
their flower-spikes, and the roots may be fed
slightly if they have filled the pots. Liquid manure
in a weak state and soot-water may be applied
twice each week. P. sinensis is not quite so
robust, and must be watered more carefully.
P. obconica will soon be in flower, and if the roots
are fed periodically they will continue in bloom
for some months. P. kewensis also pays for
generous treatment. A few plants of P. mala-
coides may be potted ofi for succession, and I

find examples in 3-inch pots are most useful for
decorative purposes. P. Forbesii is just beginning
to flower freely.

Freesias.—A batch of these sweetly scented
flowers should now occupy a shelf near the roof
glass of a house where a little warmth is kept
in the pipes. The growths will probably require
some support ; this may consist of twigs from
an old Birch broom placed among the shoots,
or three neat stakes around the edge of the pot
will suffice if the growths are encircled with a
thin strand of raffia. Water the roots as recom-
mended for Primulas.

Poinsettias.—These plants are now developing
their showy bracts, and to prevent an undue
loss of leaves the roots must be kept just moist.
Maintain a temperature of 55° to 60°.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peach Trees.—The early Peach- house may
now receive attention, so that everything will
be ready to start the trees into growth in due
season. The trees should be pruned and tied in
bundles until the glass and rafters have been
thoroughly cleansed. Remove as much old wood
as possible and all gross shoots, which rarely bear
fruit. In tying the new growth, care miist be
taken to prevent overcrowding.

T. W. Briscoe.
(Gardener to W. R. Lysaght, Esq.)

Casllcford, Chepstow, Gloucestershire.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Seakale.—When growth has stopped and the
foliage is turning yellow, the roots required for
forcing may be dug up and left to lie on the surface
for a few days. Afterwards trim all the smaller
roots and store the crowns in boxes of sand in a
cool place where they can be obtained for forcing
as required. The larger roots or thongs should
then be collected for future plantations. Cut
these into pieces about 4 inches long, with a level
cut at the top and a slanting cut at the bottom
to distinguish them, so that, when planting, all

danger of putting them upside down is avoided.
Tie these with Willows into small bundles contain-
ing about twent3'-five in each, lay them in closely
together, and cover to a depth of 9 inches with
soil. Here they may remain until required for
planting next March.

Rhubarb.—Roots prepared for forcing may,
as soon as the foliage has died down, be lifted

and left exposed to the weather for a week before
placing them in the forcing-pit. It is not advisable
to lift the whole batch at the present time ; this
may be left until the nearer approach of hard
frost, when all the roots should be taken up and
placed in an outhouse ready for removal at any

time. Growth will be slow with the first batch
or two. Later lots grow much quicker. Roots
placed in a moderate forcing-pit on November i

will p_ovide a supply at Christmas. Only those
roots from which no pulling has been done
during spring and summer should be used for
forcing.

Cauliflowers.—Now that sharp frosts are to
be expected, some attention should be given
to the protection of Cauliflowers. The usual
method of turning over some of their own leaves
is sufficient protection from a few degrees of frost

;

but the supply may be considerably prolonged
if a quantity of plants with heads about the size
of an egg are carefully lifted with good balls
of soil attached and planted in a position where
they can be easily protected.

The Flower Garden.

Planting Roses.—The work of making fresh
plantations should soon be taken in hand. Although
good results have followed spring planting,
we invariably lind autumn planting better,
November being the favourite month. Of course,
the date is subject to the season at which the
young wood is sufficiently ripened to allow of the
plants being moved successfully. Roses require
a rich, heavy compost, and where this is not
present, provision should be made for supplying
it in the form of fresh loam and good farmyard
manure. In planting dwarfs, the point of union
of the scion and stock should be covered from an
inch to 2 inches deep. A few light branches of
evergreens placed throughout these young planta-
tions will provide shelter from cold blasts and
heavy frosts.

Plants Under Glass.

Forcing Hardy Shrubs.—There are many
hardy shrubs which force readily during the
winter and spring months and give a good display
in the conservatory. These can usually be bought
specially prepared and of suitable sizes for growing
in pots ; but in many places, if sufficient room is

available it is more satisfactory to keep a stock
one's self, giving each a season or two to rest
after forcing. About this time the plants should
be lifted, selecting those well set with flower-
buds. Place them in pots or boxes with some
light soil, and store them in a cool house or pit

until wanted. Select those that bloom first

out of doors for earliest forcing. A selection
should include Azaleas, Cytisuses, Deutzias,
Kalmias, Lilacs. Rhododendrons and Wistarias.

Forcing Bulbs.—The earliest-potted batches
of Roman Hyacinths and Narcissi should now
be sufficiently advanced to be removed from the
plunging material. These should be taken first

to a cool house and exposed to the light for a
few days before placing them in heat. Forcing
must not be too rapid at first, or the flower-spikes
will suffer.

Nerines.—When the flower-spikes are over,
leaf growth should be encouraged by frequent
applications of liquid manure. The plants should
be kept growing in a temperatiu'e of 60° at night
until growth again stops, when cooler and drier
conditions are necessary.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

EARTHING UP CELERY : THE
ADVANTAGE OF ASHES

It is pretty safe to assume ihat during the next

week or fortnight the majority of readers who
do not fail to reaUse the value of home-grown

Celery wiU endeavour to put the finishing touches

upon the rows, in the shape of what gardeners

call earthing up, or adding soil to ensure well-

blanched sticks. And to these, few things cause

more annoyance than to find that after all the

trouble taken, from the seedling to the earthing

stage, the greater part of what promised to be

exceptionally good sticks is absolutely worthless,

either owing to disfigurement by slugs, or the

wholesale destruction of the hearts, caused by

excessive moisture having enveloped these over

a long period.
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The fact is well known among gardeners that

slugs have a great aversion to finely sifted coal

ashes, sucli as those from an ordinary kitchen

grate, and when we remember that the addition

of these, although adding but little to the manurial

properties of the garden, render even water-

logged soils in a workable condition, what

possible excuse can there be against adding a

goodly proportion to the soil it is intended to

use for blanching purposes ? In case any timid

reader may doubt the wisdom of using these,

knowing the reputation coal ashes have of

imparting their somewhat objectionable nature

to whatever is brought into contact with them,

I may add that I have sometimes used these alone

when blanching some of the finest Celery 1

ever grew, and the good results which followed

would have justified this course being always

adopted, had circumstances allowed this to be

done. F. R. Castle.

RECENT EXPLORATIONS

ON THE TIBETAN BORDER

Ml
R. REGINALD FARRER gave a

most entertaining lecture on " Plant

Hunting on the Tibetan Border

at a recent meeting of the Horticultural

Club at the Hotel Windsor, West

minster. In these days the meetings of the Horti-

cultural Club are seldom held, but this one proved

a great success and was well attended. The

president, Sir Frank Crisp, presided, supported

by Sir Harry J. Veitch, Messrs. H. J. Elwes,

W. A. Bilney, the Rev. Joseph Jacob, a member

of the Chinese Legation and many others.

Mr. Farrer prefaced his lecture by expressing

gratitude to the Chinese olficials for the unfailing

courtesy extended to him, and he paid a warm
tribute to his companion, Mr._ W. Purdom, to whose

courage and resourcefulness the expedition owed

so much. Mr. Purdom had previously collected

plants in China for Messrs. James Veitch and

Sons, and before taking on the arduous and fasci-

nating work of plant collecting he had been

employed in the Arboretum at Kew. He has

now accepted a prominent appointment in China

as Assistant Adviser to the Department of

Agriculture and Commerce, Pekin. Mr. Farrer's

lecture was beautifully illustrated by lantern slides

prepared from photographs taken by himself and

his companion. Some extremely iine pictures of

plants in situ were shown, including Aster Farreri

(flowers deep violet, with orange centre). Viburnum

fragrans, and the Harebell Poppy, Meconopsis

conspersa. The two genera Primula and Meconopsis

were shown in a wealth of wild profusion, and

the pictures were made all the more fascinating by

the graphic and fluent descriptions, in giving which

Mr. Farrer has no equal. Among other pictures

that aroused a good deal of interest were those

of Meconopsis Prattii, Primula sinensis in a new
locality, P. Farreri (a new species of the viscosa

group), ruinamed Lilies, masses of Isopyrum in

rocky places, and Lloydia alpina. But Mr. Farrer's

greatest " find " appeared to be a new Gentian

bearing his name and described as the most

dazzlingly beautiful as yet of all its race. This

plant, Gentiana Farreri, lately flowered in the

Edinburgh Botanic Gardens. In habit it is not

unlike Gentiana acaulis, and those who have been

fortunate enough to see it say it is a plant of

surprising beauty and a real acquisition to this

lovely genus. Mr. Farrer also exhibited a selection

of his own flower paintings, in which some of his

choicest treasures were portrayed in bold relief

against a background representing the natural

surroundings, incidentally showing that in addition

to his zeal as a plant collector Mr. Farrer is also

a good artist.

GOOSEBERRY MILDEW

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

CONFERENCE IN PORTADOWN.

SINCE there has been considerable atten-

tion drawn in The Garden to the

successful method of preventing Goose-

berry mildew in Great Britain, the

enclosed cutting from the Belfast News-

letter of October i8 may interest readers. Mr.

Lamb is, I believe, one of the most extensive

growers and preservers of fruit in the North of

Ireland. It would be interesting to know if

Mr. Gill is correct when he says that the disease

is spreading in England. A. W. Stelfox.

Ballymagee, Bangor, County Down.

- [The disease may be spreading in some localities,

but, as explained in " Notes of the Week

"

in this issue, there is every reason to hope that

it may be controlled without the wholesale destruc-

tion of the bushes.

—

Ed.]

The cutting referred to by our correspondent

is as follows :

" A conference between officials of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture and representative northern

fruit growers was held in the Portadown Town

Hall yesterday for the purpose of considering

the best methods of dealing with the disease of

American Gooseberry mildew.
" Mr. T. P. Gill, Secretary of the Department,

presided, and, in introducing the proceedings,

said nothing but prompt burning of the bushes

would eradicate the disease. It had been sug-

gested that they should adopt the same plan as

in England, where the burning of the bushes was

not enforced. The measures taken in Ireland,

however, had already resulted in a diminution

of the disease, whereas it was spreading in

England and other countries. If they withdrew

the Order the disease would spread in a very short

time and there would be an end of the Gooseberry

bushes.
" Mr. C. Lamb (RichhiU) said between 9,000 and

10,000 Gooseberry bushes of his were destroyed

by order of the Department. Thirty-nine bushes

in his garden escaped destruction. These gradually

became clear of the disease, and had had no trace

of it for three or more years. Under present

circumstances, without compensation, no farmer

would think of planting the bushes. He trusted

the Department would be satisfied with pruning

and the burning of the affected shoots. If full

compensation were paid by the Department, it

would alter the position altogether.

" Mr. J. J. W. Dunlop, Mr. T.- H. Henry, Mr.

Bleakley, Mr. R. T. Huston and others took part

in the discussion which followed.

" Professor J. R. Campbell and Dr. Pethybridge,

of the Department, replied to the various criticisms,

and defended the Department's methods in dealing

with the disease.

" The Chairman assured those present that the

Department were anxious to do what they could

in the interests of the industry."

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUEjTIONS and answers.—The Editor endeavours

to matte The Gardkn hrlplnl to all readers tiiho desire

assistance, no matter wliat tlie branch, of gardening mail be,

and ivilh that object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clcart}/ and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the EDITOR 0/ THE GARDEN, 20. Tavistock

Street. Covent Garden, London. W.C The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to he used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly mimbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and ftowerinq

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

OH business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
INCREASING OXALIS AND DIANTHDS (X. Y. Z.).—

You arc fortunate in the possession of a " large clump of

Oxalis enneaphylla rosea." Not many can say 90 much.
If you now lift it you will find it composed of a number
of small scale bulbs, every one of -which, separate and
established, might be considered a plant, lift the whole

mass on to a sheet of stiff brown paper and carefully sort

out the bulblets from the soil. This done, you may
replant or pot them at once in very sandy loam, or this

with a little peat added. It grows strongest, we find,

in cool loam with the tubers buried above and below in

a layer of sand. This layer assists in tracing the bulblets

in any subsequent lifting. The greatest progress and
vigour are assured by the planting out system, with

also a minimum of labour. Cover them not more than

2 inches deep. The soil in which the original clump has

been should be carefully overhauled for any stray bulbs.

The Dlanthus you can do nothing with now, only make
sure of protecting it from slugs, which are sure to find it

out. Not coming true from seeds, it should be raised from
cuttings in June or thereabouts, carefully detaching any
that arc available with a heel and inserting in sandy soil

or pure sand without further ado. If cut off and made to

a joint, the chances are you will lose them all. It is plants

of this sort which test the fineness of judgments of the

propagator of choice alpines. For such we always found

a hand-light in a cold lean-to greenhouse the best place.

Here they were more under the eye and out of harm's

way. Ka'ise seedlings also, but prove them before sending

them out.

FLOWERS FOR HOUSE DECORATION (T. B. E.).—
You leave us in doubt as to whether you requhe a long

succession of bloom or for any particular season or seasons.

It the former, much might be done, given the opportunity,

by naturalising some of the more useful of the Narcissi

in grass, woodland or shrubbery border. Princeps,

Golden Spur, Emperor, Empress, Barri conspicuus.

White Lady, Duchess of Westminster, Sir Watkin,

Poeticus ornatus, double white Poeticus, Frank Miles

and odorus rugulosus are a few that would give variety,

with a fauly long season of flowering also. These would

be good for 'March and April. Following these a selection

of Mav-flowering, Cottage and Darwin Tulips would be

valuable. These are available in white, yellow, crmison,

scarlet rose, heliotrope and other colours. For a succes-

sion Spanish Irises would be good. Gold Cup, Clu-ysolora.

(yellow), British Queen (white), Leander (deep yellow),

Iving of the Blues and Sweet Lavender (pale blue) would

be a good set. All the above would be best m reserve

beds apart, not mixed with the ordinary border flowers.

The bulbs of the last named—Irises—are so small that

a thousand may be planted in a few square feet, and as

they arc cheap as well as highly ornamental are among:

the indispensables for cutting. Of border flowers.

Pyrethrums Hamlet (pink), Mrs. Bateman Brown (crim-

son), James Kelwav (intense crimson) and Snowflake,

singles ; Ne Plus Ultra (pale pink), Apluodite (white), Peri-

cles (yellow) and J. N. Twerdy (crimson), doubles would

be valuable. Flag Irises, too, are indispensable. Pallidar

dalmatica (lavender blue). Innocence (pure white), Mrs.

H. Darwin (white), Mine. Chereau (white, bordered violet),

Jacquiniana (crimson and bronze), Mrs. Neubronner

(golden). Queen of May (rose lilac) and Princess of Wales

(the earliest pure white) would all be valuable. Newer

forms of these are Isoline, Prosper Laugicr, Lohengrin,

Mrs. Alan Gray, Eheinnisce, Iris King and Her Majesty,

and no Orchids are more chaste or delicate in colourmg.

All the Irises named give theur beauty in June and earl\

July, and the garden is the poorer when they have

finished their work. Lilium candidum should be gromi

bv the hundred or thousand. It stands alone in mid-

Jilly and later. Campanula persicifolia in variety (blue

and white), Helenium pumilum, Geum Mrs. Bradshaw.

Gaillardias. Pentstemon barbatus. Aster Amellus in half

a dozen sorts. Asters U-evigatus, Slrius, Lustre, encoides

Desire, Xovi-Belgii densus, Lil Fardell, Mrs. W. T. Wright,

cordifolius Diana, Beauty of Colwall, Nancy Ballard,

Climax and Blue Gem (one of the best blues) are some of

a set which diuing recent years have been much improved

and made great inroads into popular favour. Lilium
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speciosum, Montbretias. Sunflowers and Achillea Ptarmica
Perry's Variety are others that should not be omitted.
The single and double white Gypsophila should be freely

irrown. Had we known the size and number of your
beds, we could have wTitten more definitely.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
COTONEASTER FRIGIDA NOT FRUITING (Hibe-nia).

—It is probable that your plant of Cotoneaster frigida

might be induced to frxiit if it were root pruned, or lifted

.and replanted. As a rule it fruits freely even when
young.

WALNUT TREE GROWING ON AN ELM (Walnuts).—
It is an unusual event for a Waluut tree to grow upon
;an Elm tree : probably a nut may have been carried up
by a squirrel and been deposited in a decayed branch.
On germination, the roots would be likely to push their

way into and feed upon the dead wood. There is uo
-way whereby you can increase the crop of nuts upon a
tree growing in such a position, especially as the Elm
stands in your neighbour's garden. If the Elm tree

-causes you inconvenience, you are quite justified in

removing any parts of branches which hang over your
garden.

SOCIETIES

THE OREENHOUSH.
ADVICE ABOUT AGAPANTHUSES AND CYCLAMENS

</. C. B.).—We should certainly advise you to allow your
plants of Agapanthus to remain in the tubs, as they will

keep in good healtli for years without being disturbed
-at the roots, and continue to flower each year in a perfectly
satisfactory manner. Of course, it is very essential that
they are. when growth recommences in the spring, assisted

"With occasional doses of liquid manure. The drainlngs
from the stable will be very suitable. Care must be
taken not to give it too strong, and an application about
twice a week will be suflScient. Some of the more con-
centrated manures will also do equally well, especially

Clay's, which must be used exactly according to the
directions given. If the pots in which the Cyclamens arc
growing are well furnished with roots, an occasional
stimulant will be beneficial. Clay's Is very suitable, as
also is guano, to the extent of about a tablespoonful to a
gallon of water. An application once a week will be
enough. When giving Cyclamens manme water, it is

very essential to take care tliat none of it is spilled into

the crown of the plant, otherwise the flowers are liable

to damp oflf. A temperature of 50° to 60^ Is very suitable
for the plants at this season. They should be kept fairly

near the glass, and a very good plan Is to stand them on
inverted pots, as this allows a free circulation of air

4iround them.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
WIREWORM ON POTATO GROUND (E. «.).—Tlic

Mustard crop dug in should prove a useful thing in

checliing the wireworm, and it would also be wise to add
some superphosphate when you are using the sulphate
of ammonia in the spring. The best cure for the wire-

worm, however, is to i;eep the ground stirred as thoroughly
and frequently as possible.

LATE-PLANTED POTATOES TO STORE (B. C.).—
The Potatoes should be lifted without delay. The be.st

way of Iveeping them will be to place them on the
floor of a cool room, and cover over with moderately
moist sand. They can be kept in good condition for a
long time in tliis way.

SCAB IN POTATOES (Novice).—It the Potatoes are
.attacked by the common scab, which produces scurfy
spots on the skin of the tubers, they will be in no way
injured for consumption by human beings. Indeed,
many believe such tubers to be more floury in conse-
quence. The disease is only skin deep. To avoid it

4inother year, treat the seed-tubers before planting by soak-
ing tliem in a solution of one part of formalin to 200 parts
of water for from about one and a half to two hours.
If the disease is, on the contrary, the black scab or wart
disease, then the affected tubers should be destroyed
by fire, especially if very bad—in any case this treat-
ment should be meted out to all parts discarded—and
eitller forbear from growing any Potatoes on the same
site next year or grow only immune varieties, a list of
-which will be furnished by the Board of Agriculture.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WHITE FLY ON LABURNUM TREES (Pesl Xo. 1).—

We do not recognise the Labm'nura pest to which you
refer. Can you send ns specimens in spring ? If eater-
pillars are abundant on the trees, your best plan would
be, as soon as you find them present, to spray the trees
with lead arsenate at the rate of lib. to 15 gallons of
water.

NAMES OF FRUIT.--.1/MS E. P.—No. 3 is Cellini.

All the otiier numbers had become detached and mixed
up. Pinning on the numbers is always unsatisfactory.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—il/. M. S.—l, Begonia nitida ;

2, B. socotrana hybrid " Gem "
; 'I, B. ascotensis ; 4,

B. Schmidtiana. A. M., Siarmiqe.r, Nor'vay.—Vitis
vinifera (Vine). E. T.— 1. Fuchsia corymbiflo-a

;

2, kindly send in flower, may be Callistemon salignus, the
Australian Bottle-I rush Tree. Mrs. J. U. B., Annan.—
Potentflla fruticosa var. leucantha, a white-flowered
variety of the common P. fruticosa.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

THE fortnightly meeting held on October 2+. if small,

was not without interest. Orchids were pnrticnlarlv

good, the magnificent group from FIa\'^vard's Heath
attracting much attention. From Tunbridge Wells,

too, came some fine novelties. For the rest, the show
was made up of Carnations. "X'iolets. berried and other

shrubs, and some lovely Nerines, the hardy forms of

the latter being noteworthy. F.xeellent Chrysanthemums
were staged.

Orchid Comiiittee.

Present : Sir Harry J. Veitch (chairman). Sir Jereniialt

Colnian, and Messrs.' J. O'Brien. W. Bolton, S. W. Florv.

W. H. White. .\. Dve. Charles H. Curtis. H. G. Alexander.

W. H. Hatcher. .T. fharlesworth. W. Cobb. T. Armstronr.

E. P. Ashton. Pantia Balli, T. J. Honbury, C. J. Lucas,

E Brooman White ?nd P. -A. Kolfe.

Messrs. Charleswortliand Co., Hayward's Heath, arranged
"r,qr t]ii> rn'r.^'n'-e a magnificent group of Orchids, at once a

tribute to British horticulture and a testimony of the enter-

prise of the firm in these strenuous times. Arranging

a great centre of a hundred plants of Epidendrum litelli-

num autumnalis, with each plant carryins three or four

racemes of the orance scarlet flowers, there was seen as

brilliant a display of this invaluable and cheap autumn-
flowering kind as we ever remember to have seen staged.

Interspersed or towering above was a flue lot of the

pure wliite Odontoslossum armainvillierensis Xanthotes,

the twain eonstituting a capital contrast. Notable
examples apart frnm the above were La>lio-Cattleya St.

Gothard. Cattleva Hesta (pure white, violet purple tipned

lip), Odontioda Charlesworthii, T.ielio-Cattleya Serbia

var. Princess Pntricla (a very handsome form with rnbv
red lip) and L.-C. Serl>ia var. Florence Agnew (which is

also handsomely coloured and of flue proportions^. L.-C.

Salonica has singularly pure white sepals, and rich rnbv
purple lip with golden throat. It is very distinct and
beautiful. Cattleva Enid var. Eeine Blanche was very
pure and good. -\ nice lot of home-raised plants of Pisa

grandiflora and a free grouping of the useful Odont:-
glossum grande were other features of a superb group.

Messrs. .Armstrong and Brown. Timbridge Wells,

showed a dozen or so superb plants, that of outstanding
merit being Brasso-Lfelio-Cattleya The Baroness var.

(Golden Beauty. Chrome yellow to golden sepals and
petals, the heavily fringed lip is coloured rosv li'ac';

otherwise it is golden and canary. Cattleva Saturn alba,

C, Claesiana alba, C. Prince John Orcliidhurst varietv,

C. Ajax Orchidhurst varietv. C. labiata alba. C. I. Princess

of Wales and Odontogloss\mi Doris (a very dark forn\)

were other items of importance.
Messrs. Hassall and Co.. Southgate. showed good

examples of Brasso Cattleya Nest<3r (rosy mauve with
yellow-shaded throat). Cattleya Iris, and the richly

coloured Cattleya Moira. which is very good. The pure
white Brasso-Cattleva Queen Alexandra was also noted.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart , Gatton Park, Surrey
(gardener, Mr. J. Collier), showed a series of Cattleya

.Alcimeda cjernlea, blue-lipped varieties evolved from
C. labiata ca-nllea x C. Gaskelliana. The type, still

perhaps the most beautiful and pronounced in colour,

was also on \iew.
Cattleya Mrs. F. D. Godman (pale blue) was shown

by Colonel Stephenson R. Clarke, C.B.. Cuckfleld, Sussex.
'

Messrs. Florv and Black, Slough, had a small group,

in which Cattleva Snowdon. Lselio-Cattleya Thvone,
Brasso-Cattleva Mars var. Xantholenca (with rich golden

yellow lip) and Cattleya B\ihy (with brilliant ruby crimson
self-coloured lip) appeared among others.

Messrs. Sander and Sous, St. Albans, showed manv
beautiful Orchids, the pure white Ltelio-Cattleya Schilleri-

ana var. Sanderaj conspicuous among them all. Cattleva

Fabia alba. C. F. var. Memoria Lord Roberts (verv large

and intensely coloured). C. Thebes var. Britannia (intense

golden sepals and petals and brilliant ruby crimson lip),

Cattleya Fabia (very flue form) and C. Fabia alba Rex
w-ve some of the more striking. The strangely beautiful

Bulbophyllum grandiflorum was also on view.

Elor.^l Cojoiittee.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), the Rev. F.
Page-Roberts, and Messrs. B. C. Notcutt. J. Green, G.
Reuthe, C. E. Fielder. J. F. McLeod, W. Howe, J. Heal,

J. Jennings, T. Stevenson, R. W. Wallace. W. Cuthbertson,
J. W. Moorman. H. J. .Tones, J. Dickson, C, Dixon, C. E.
Shea, C. E. Pearson, W. P, Thomson, E. H. Jenkins,

0. Paul, H. Cowley, A. Turner. James Hudson and E. A.
Bowles.

Jlessrs. W. Wells. Limited, 5Ierstham, displayed an
excellent group of Chrysanthemums, chieflv of the decora-

tive class, Cranford Yellow, Uxbridge Pink, White Hope,
.Aphrodite (pink .Anemone-formed variety). Early Butter-

cup, Sorcerer (full bronze), Ethel Harvey (rich golden

incurved) and Supreme (single crimson) being of note.

Messrs. AlKvood Brothers, Havward's Heath, showed
some good Carnations. Mary .Allwood, Bishton Wonder,
Triumph (flnc crimson). Yellowstone, Nancv (new .American

Pink). White May Day (very good), Wivelsfleld White
(very luandsome) and Destiny (the new cerise) were some
of the more important in an excellent lot.

The Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Havering-atte-Bower,
Romford, showed good Roses despite the severe weather,
Dloonlight. Rayon d'Or. William Shean, Lady Pirrie,

Gustave Regis, Gnstav Griinerwald (rich pink) and Mme.
Abel Chatenay being shown in addition to many cluster

sorts.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, contributed
Ferns in variety, Pteris Lawrenccana, Nephrolepis gracil-

lima. N. Millsii, Litobrochia gigantea, Todea Vroomil

and Polypodium glaucum crispum being notable among
them. Primula obconica in variety was also on view.

.Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, contributed a collection

of conifers, Eetinispora tctragona aurca and many forms

of Cypress being noted. Fitzroya patagonica. Ilex

Perny'i and Daphniphyllum glaucescens were among
others.

Mr. F. Lilley, Guernsey, showed Nerines, a series mclud-

ing N. crispa, X. Eotherside, N. coruscans major, N.

flexuosa alba, X. Purple ICing, X. Fothergillii alba and
X, Garibaldii. X. Bowdenii. the hardy kind, was very

finely shown, its rosy red colour most attractive. N.

elegantissima is also a great attraction and very free-

flowering.
Messrs. Herbert Chapman, Limited, Rye, showed pot

plants of Solanum aculeatissimum var. inermis, which,

being interpreted, is a spineless form of the type. .As

a decorative fruiting subject for the greenhouse at this

time of the vf ar it is worthy of attention.

Mr. J. J. Kettle, Corfe Midlen, near Wimborne, Dorset,

had a glorious lot of Violets, a rare collection of these

choicest and best of fragrant flowers. Comte de Brazza

(white), Mr*. J. J. -Astor." Jllrs. Arthur (good double blue),

Jamie Higgins (double mauve), La Burghe Lorraine (single

blue), Mrs; J. J. Kettle (pale double blue). La France

and Princess of Wales were all well shown.

Mr. W. Wells, jun., Merstham, showed Delphiniums,

Aster cordifolius and otlier hardy flowers.

Jlessrs. Godfrey and Sons, Exmouth, showed single

Chrvsanthemums freely. Mrs. Harold Phillip (pink).

Golden Crown. Exmouth White and Effective (bronze)

were among the best.

Messrs. R. AV. AVallace and Co.. Colchester, contributed

a table of berried and other shrubs, the chief of the former

being Berberis Wilsona), which was seen in quantity.

There is probably nothing finer in this genus. B. Coryi

(a sparsely fruited kind), Juniperus procumbens, J

taraariscisfblia, Stransvesia undulata (Chinese prostrate

shrub) and Berberis subcaulialata were also on view.

Mr. G. Kerswill, St. Thomas, Exeter, again showed
Gentiana acaulis well, the brilliant blue flowers affording

no idea of the severe weather recently experienced.

Mr G Reuthe, Keston, Kent, showed some interesting

hardy flowers and shrubs. Of these, Pilostegia viburnoides,

Desfontainea spinosa. Escallonia pteroeladon (white

flowered), Arbutus Croomii (white belis), Grevillea

sulphurea, Thibaudia acuminata (scarlet tubular flowers)

Gaultheria nummulariffifolia, Saxifraga Fortunei, S.

cortusoides. Crocus pulchellus. C. p. albus, C. speciosus

albus and C. Medius were all good. .\ handsome lot of

Xerines were shown.
Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, contributed branches

of cut shrubs, Perne tyas in variety, Quercus coccinea

rubra, Hypericum andfosiemum (black fruited), Cotone-

aster Simonsii (scarlet fruits). Acer tiitaricum Ginnala

(a lovely scarlet tone). Viburnum pli'atum. Clematis

recta and Cotoneaster frigida (red fruits) being among
the best.

NORTH OF ENGLAND RED CROSS FRUIT SHOW

AND CONFERENCE.

The above conference and show, held at the Rural
Secondary School, Knaresborough, on the inth, 11th

and 12th inst., were very successful. The proceedings

opened on the 10th with a meeting held by the British

Gardeners' Association, at which Messrs. C. W. H. Greaves,

B.Sc. Cyril Harding and the Rev. J. Bernard Hall were
the speakers. The various meetings on the 11th were
well attended, and the papers read brought forth very

useful discussions. The first paper was read by Dr.

F. Keeble, F.R.S., Director of the Royal Horticultural

Society's Gardens at AVisley, The subject was " The
Organisation of Horticulture." The opener of the dis-

cussion was Mr. AV. E. Liddle, secretary of the North of

En dand Branch of the Agricultural Organisation Society.

A^iscountrss AA'olseley was unable to be present, and her

paper on " Lady Gardeners " was read by Mr. H. H.
Mason. The discussion, opened by Mr. Cyril Harding.

secretary of the British Gardeners' Association, was full

of interest. The concluding paper was read by Mr. W. F.

Emptage, who passed scathing criticisms on the Govern-
ment scheme for small holdings for discharged sailors and
soldiers. The criticisms met with the unanimous support

of all present. On the 12th Mr. H. H. JIason gave educative

demonstrations on fruit packing.

The exhibits of fruit were remarkably good, considering

the unfavourable nature of the season. The chief prize-

mnners were .Mr. R. J. Foster, Stockeld Hall, Wetherby
(gardener, Mr, J. Turton) ; Mr. H. Eudd. Hunsingore ;

and Mr. G. Knight, Scriven, North of England Horti-

cultural Society's medals were .awarded JIajor Dent.

Ribston Hall, AVetherby (gardener, Jlr. Simpson) ; Miss

Maxwell Stuart, Scarthingwell Hall, Tadoaster (gardener,

Mr, E. Carr) ; the Knaresborough Eural Secondary
School (headmaster, Mr. C. W. H. Greaves, B.Sc.) for a

flnc collection of fruit and sterilised fruits ; Mr. .A. W.
Whitlock, Starbeck, for Chrysanthemums : and Lady
Slowbray, Allertou Park, Knaresborough (gardener,

Mr. P. Colohan) for a magniflcent collection of fruit.

Exhibits not for competition were sent by Messrs.

J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley; Jlr. C. E. Charlesvvorth,

Conyngham Hall, Knaresborough ; Lady Tancrcd Lawsou,
Boroughbridge ; Messrs. T. Rivers and Sons, Sawbridge-

worth ; Messrs. H. .Merryweathcr and Sons, Southwell,

Notts; Messrs Dicksons, Chester ; Messrs. W. Voss, Mil

-

wall, E, ; Messrs. W. Seabrook and Sons, Chelmsford

;

Mcs.srs. J. Uobson and Son, Hexham ; . Messrs. H.
Cannell and Sons, Swanley, Kent ; and the Hunsingore
and District Fruit Growers' Association.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THE high price of Potatoes at the present

time is mainly due to small crops and

a decrease in the acreage of land

devoted to their cultivation. In

Scotland the crops are very poor, most

of the tubers being of seed size, and for the first

time in many years English-grown produce from

Yorkshire, Cambridge and parts of the Midlands

is being- sold in the markets at Glasgow, Edin-

burgh and Leith. Happily, the Irish crops

in the main are very good ; nevertheless,

there is a general shortage, and it is of

national importance that strict economy should be

exercised in the use of

Potatoes, and that,
where possible, the

ground should be pre-

pared for the cultiva-

tion of next year's

supply.

The Japan Society.—

We understand that
Sir Albert RoUit will

open the winter session

of this society on

Wednesday, N o v e m-
ber 8, at 3.30 p.m. Mr.

Harman Payne, Foreign

Secretary of the
Nati o n a 1 Chrysanthe-

mum Society, will read a

paper on " The Chrysan-

themum." illustrated by

lantern slides. The
meeting will be at

the society's hall, 20,

Hanover Square, W.
Sycamore Leaf Spot.

At a recent meeting

of the scientific
committee of the

Royal Horticultural

Society, Mr. J. Fraser

showed ' specimens of

this common disease collected from Ockham
•Common, Surrey, and caused by the fungus

Rhytisma acerinum, in which the leaves were

almost entirely covered by the black spots which
the fungus produces. The fungus hibernates on

the dead leaves, and produces ascospores there

which reinfect the tree in the succeeding year.

. Rose Mrs. A. R. Waddell.—Beyond doubt

this is one of the 'most beautiful of all Roses in

autumn. We have'seen it since the recent frosts

and stormy weather flowering freely at Kew and
in other gardens in Surrey. There is quality in

the uncommon colour of its semi-double blooms.

a delicate coppery red, suffused salmon ; truly

an exquisite combination of colour and most
acceptable at this time of the year.

The Small-Flowered Pomegranate.—Punica
Granatum var. nana, the small-flowered Pome-
granate, blossoms during autumn, when flowering

shrubs are scarce. It is easily distinguished from
the ordinary Pomegranate by its lower stature, more
compact habit and smaller leaves, while the flowers

are also considerably smaller, being about an
inch long and three-quarters of an inch across

the expanded petals. The flowers, however,

possess the same brilliant scarlet colouring of the

FLOWERS OF THE SMALL POMEGRANATE. FLOWERING NOW IN FAVOURED GARDENS,

type, and they are produced with much greater

freedom, almost every shoot bearing one or more

flowers. It is not sufficiently hardy for border

culture in many parts of the British Isles, but

gives excellent results against the outside wall

of a warm greenhouse facing south.

The Hailsham Berry.^This is without doubt

one of the best of the autumn Raspberries, and

even in the dull and cold season we have experienced

this year it has ripened well, and bids fair to go on

for another week or two. It is, we fancy, less

subject to mould than most of the other Raspberries.

The great point in culture is to thin out the canes

well, as it is of luxuriant growth. It also does

well when replanted annually ; in fact, we are not

sure if this is not the best method. Plant now on

good soil, and it will make 8 feet of growth next

summer and fruit in the autumn.

The Himalaya Berry.—This new Berry is an

extraordinarily prolific Blackberry, and, unlike

most of its cousins from the States, it has the

real Blackberry flavour and continues to fruit

over a long season. In growth it rivals, if not

surpasses, the Loganberry, and plenty of room
must be allowed. Large bunches of fruit wiU be

produced on the current year's growth, and it

also continues to fruit

from the old wood. As
a pergola plant or ram-

bling over an archway it

is striking in flower and
fruit, and it must be

reckoned the most valu-

able addition to the

Berries since the advent

of the Loganberry.

Reclaiming Waste
Land.—No work can be

of greater value to the

nation at present and

for many years to come
than that of increasing

the food supply of Great

Britain. During the war

the productivity of the

land has decreased, while

the necessity of greater

supplies has increased.

In this country twenty

million acres are lying

in waste or partial

waste. It is the most

urgent need of the
moment to make that

land yield food. Prices

will not come down
for many a day. To

prove the urgency of extending cultivation and

its profit, Country Life, in " Reclaiming the Waste,"

is about to publish the results of recent experiments

in bringing moorland into cultivation. Mr. P.

Anderson Graham, the editor, has got the very

latest and most inspiring accounts of work done

by scientific agriculturists in this country and

abroad, which he incorporates in a series of essays

full of picturesque and original observation.

*,* Owing to the shortage of paper, readers who have not

alreaiii done so are asked to order THE G.IUDEN to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers wiU thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the econotny campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Underground Storage of Fruit.—I have recently

heard of a gardener in Norfolk who this 3'ear put

Gage Plums underground to preserve them. The
fruit was first placed in stone jars, covered, and
then buried several inches under the earth. I

am told it is qiute an old practice and often resorted

to by the older generation.-—C. T.

The Hardiness of Dahlia Merckii.—Your
readers need not be deterred from growing the

delightful Dahlia Merckii, described in The
Garden of October 7, from any fear of its hardi-

ness. This is not a warm district, and it has

lived through many winters unharmed. It

grows about 5 feet high and blooms freely.

—

F. A. S.

Butterflies on Buddleias.—I read the para-

graphs on butterflies on Buddleias in The Garden
of October 14 with some envy. This has been a

butterfly-less season here. Besides white butter-

it speedily runs to seed and is quite worthless,

but sown in autumn and carefully attended to

in earthing up, very useful produce will result.

—

North Notts.

Crinum and Claret Vine.—A Claret Vine,

with the leaves now well coloured, is against a

high wall at the back of the main flower border.

Just under it is a clump of the pink Crinum
PoweUii. The tall spikes of lovely Lily-like

bloom are delightful against the dull red leaves
;

nothing could suit them better.—G. J.

Michaelmas Daisies.—I was extremely pleased

to see the interesting article signed " H. C." on

the above and the beautiful illustrations, issue

October 14, pages 500 and 5or. I think these

lovely flowers deser^^e every bit of praise given them,

and certainly it is hard to conceive an autumn
garden without them. For the woodland and

flower garden alike, Michaelmas Daisies are indis-

pensable in the autumn. The varieties given

in the article are certainly some of the best of all,

and selection is a matter of much difficulty when
there is such a host to choose from. So far as

my experience goes, it is better to plant them
in the autumn rather than wait till spring. li

A GARDEN OF SAGO PALMS, SWEET PEAS AND ROCK PLANTS IN HONG KONG.

fUes, I have not seen more than half a dozen

Peacocks, a Tortoiseshell or two, and not one Red
Admiral. I should be interested in learning

whether other readers living in or towards the

North of England have had the same experience.

Sedum spectabile is worth growing for the butter-

flies. The sight of six Red Admirals on one

plant in flower is a treat indeed. The abundance
of butterflies on a summer's day near Reigate

made me think what pleasure butterflies must
give to dwellers in Surrey.—F. A. Sturge, Coed

Efa, near Wrexham.

A Garden in Hong Kong.—I enclose a photo-

graph of an English lady's garden in Hong Kong.
They garden under difficulties there, because the

typhoon winds do so much damage. Many of

the plants are grown in pots, so that they can

be moved into shelter. We send her The
Garden each week, and it is greatly appre-

ciated. — (Miss) Agnes Marriage, Springfield

Barnes, CJieUns/ord.

Florence Fennel.—May I trespass upon your
space sufficiently to say that my experience of

growing the vegetable under discussion on a

light sandy soil proves that when sown in spring

planted in March, a reduction of height and

bloom often takes place. They do better on our

soil inclined to heaviness than on a light " green-

sand " soil found in many gardens in the South

of England. Some gardeners advise the thinning

of the growths of these plants during the summer
months, and say that far finer flowers are produced;

but we never do this here, and we find that by
giving our plants a good, well-manured soil we
get great quantities of very fine flowers.—E. T.

Ellis, Sheffield.

Planting Tulips.—With regard to the planting

of late Tulips, past experience convinces me that

the end of October and through November is the best

period for planting in the South. Early planting

I am convinced tends to encourage " fire," inasmuch

as the growth gets too far advanced, and tliis

is affected by the bad frosts in the early spring.

Both in my own garden and on a well-known

nursery I have noted the cleanness of late-planted

bulbs. I have even planted after Christmas,

and, apart from a slight dwarfness, the results

have been equal to the earlier plantings ; and,

what is most important, " fire " was absolutely

absent.—T, A. W.

Pear Comte de Lamy.—This delicious fruit is

not yet, after nearly a hundred years' existence,

so widely known as it should be. Raised by
M. Simon Bouvier of Joidoigne, Belgium, about

1828, it was dedicated to Professor Curtet of

Brussels, and its correct name is Beurre Ciu-tet.

It has suffered badly, like so man> good Pears,

at the hands of the re-christeners, for whom I

hope a special punishment is somewhere reserved.

However, Comte de Lamy it is in England, £md
so it wiU have to remain. Rather on the small

side, of pyriform or sometimes Bergamotte shape,

its appearance says nothing for it ; but perhaps-

that is all in its favour. How much more inter-

esting it is to bring fonvard the CindercUas of the

fruit room rather than the corpulent sisters who-

attract every eye ! Certainly in " every well-

regulated garden " a space should be found for

this delicious October fruit. Mr. Blackmore at

Teddington turned upon it the downward thumb,
but his soil was not kind to Pears. In any medium
soil it does well, and in a light sand excellently.

—

E. A. B., Ken'.

Silene Hookeri.—The good illustration of this

rare Californian alpine on page 504 of The Garden,
issue October 14, together with the success recorded

and the valuable cultural hints thrown out, should

tempt not a few to try their hand at growing

one of the most delightful members of an inter-

esting race. The point of greatest interest to-

me—it is of value also generally—is the established

perennial character and hardiness of the species,

the illustrated example having been planted,

it is stated, " five years ago." Some that 1

know of have been little better than biennial,

in large measure due, I feel sure, to soil richness

and wet, both of which the plant abhors. It

is in these circumstances that the cultural hints

given in conjunction with the position indicated

in the note referred to should be followed as

closely as possible by all who would succeed.

Some have also attained success by growing it

in the moraine, though a sunny ridge is far more
in keeping with its natural home. Seeds are

the best means of increase, and the seedlings when
established should be put out early. The slug

is its greatest enemy, apart from the conditions

mentioned above. I had in my charge one of

the very few plants first introduced in 1873,

none of which was long-lived, and for years the

plant was not known to cultivators. Mine was
on level ground, protected in winter with a hand-

light. It flowered and perished without giving

seed, due doubtless to unsuitable soil conditions.

—

E. H. Jenkins.

Short Apple Crops and the Absence of Bees.

—

I have just finished Apple-picking, about 5 pecks

this year, against nearly 40 pecks in rgrs ; Pears

nil. I think the absence of bees had a good

deal to do with the short crop. In former years

there have been tens of thousands of busy bees

within 50 yards of the furthest tree. Wild bees,

however plentiful, cannot compensate for their

absence, especially in the early part of the year.

Curiously enough, we have hardly seen a wasp

anywhere in this neighbourhood during this

autumn. Last year they swarmed every\vhere,

and for some weeks I watched them feed on the

dead and dying bees which were attacked by the

Isle of Wight disease. They seemed to thriv,e

on this diet at the time. Whether the hibernating

queens were killed off during the winter through

the growth of the Isle of Wight disease parasite

in their stomachs, it is impossible to say. Experi-

mentally, the Board of Agriculture have in a few
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A THIRTY-TWO YEAR OLD CLUMP OF PAMPAS GRASS.

instances been able to infect wasps with, the disease,

and in some cases it appeared to cause their death.

But whether wasps in general are subject to the

disease it is not easy to ascertain. Personally, I

hope not, as by their means healthy bees might

become affected. At the present time there are

hardly any bees left in Somerset.—L. Bigg-

Wither, Bird-wood, Wells, Somerset.

Potato Arran Chief.—^This is far the best

Potato that I have yet grown, the best eater

—

any way of cooking—the best keeper and the

best cropper ; but I should like to know the

reason why some of the sets fail to grow, but

keep sound in the ground until getting the crop

up. I have found, where I have changed the

seed, this missing of growth does not occur. I

shall be glad if any of your readers would give

ine their experience in the matter.—C. R. Lynn,

Barrowby Lodge, Grantham. [The so-called "won't

grow " disease of Potatoes is common to many
varieties. More often than not it is the result of

allowing the seed tubers to remain too long in

the ground after full growth has been attained,

or exposing the tubers to just sufficient frost to

kill the bud within the eye and without injuring

the tuber enough to make the damage apparent.

—Ed.]
Miller's Dictionary of Gardening. — The

Rev. Joseph Jacob's most interesting account^ of

Miller's Dictionary reminded me of what another

keen gardener had written about it. It any

readers are still unacquainted with Mrs. Ewing's'

books, let them forthwith buy, or borrow* the

volume called " Mary's Meadow," and read how
the children discovered Miller

—
" in four huge

volumes, with plates. . . . We were surprised

to find that the Old Squire's Scotch gardener

knew Miller's Gardeners' Dictionary quite well.

He said, ' It's a gran' wurrk !
' (Arthur can say it

just like him). One day he wished he could

see it, and smell the russia binding ; he said he

liked to feel a nice smell. Father was away,

and we were by ourselves, so we invited him
into the library," &c. Mrs. Ewing's love of

Nature and of gardening permeates all her work,

though 'it condenses, as it were, in " Mary's

Meadow," the serial publication of which in

" Aunt Judy's Magazine " led to the formation

among child readers of a " Parkinson Society,"

for the searching out and cultivating of old garden

flowers which had become scarce, for the exchange

of seeds and plants, the c.irculation of books on

gardening, and kindred objects. No true lover

of a garden, and, indeed, no lover of well-written,

clean, tender, humorous stories should ignore

Mrs. Ewing.—M. B. A.

A Clump of Pampas
Grass.—I often see ac-

counts of Pampas Grass

plants and photographs

in gardening papers,

but I have never seen

any to equal the size

of the one here. An old

man in the village

remembers planting it

thirty-two years ago.

I enclose a photo-
graph taken last year.

We did not count the

spikes then. This
year, however, there
are 135, and I think

the plant looks even

in better condition

than it did before.

—

Clare Heathcote, Silverton

Rectory. Exeter.

Single Rose Mrs. Salmon.—I see some folks

evidently admire the single pink Rose Mrs. Salmon.

To my thinking it cannot compare with a pink

wild Rose. Placed beside the delicate translucent

petals of that exquisite wild flower, Mrs. Salmon

appears as cheap, clumsy, common earthenware

against priceless egg-shell porcelain. But perhaps

my predilection for the latter misleads me (I do

delight in fine china and detest coarse crockery !).

Tell me, my fellow flower-lovers (not you, ye

high and mighty but prejudiced professional

florists !), is my taste at fault in this, as some

others deem it with regard to the size of Onions ?

—

Anne Amateur
Serooby Bulbs.—The little church at Scrooby

must have seen many sights in bygone days, but

none brighter and pleasanter than the brave show

of Tulip blooms which have now for the last

two or three springs spread their brilliant carpet

over the field at its feet. Once in

the palace hard by, the great Cardinal

Archbishop Wolsey held high revel when
he came to hunt the red deer in Hatfield

Chase. Later still William Brewster,

the Pilgrim Father, lived under its

shadow. Then a period of quietude

came over the little country village just

off the Great North Road. Is Scrooby

once more to become famous, but in a

different world, for her flowers and her

bulbs ? Given health and life, there is

but little doubt that our good friend

Mr. Mallender will " do his bit " towards

this end. For if his quarry is but the

hmnble. rabbit, he will have a more
glorious carpet to spread for his guests

than ever the great Cardinal had ; while

his customers will find that the spirit

of the Pilgrim Fathers stUl finds a

home in his heart and guides him in his

business dealings. With such credentials,

can there be any doubt as to the answer

the future will give to my question ?

—

Joseph Jacob.

AURICULA PAGE'S
CHAM PION

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
November 7. — Royal Horticultural

Society's Exhibition and Meeting .at

Vincent Square, Westminster.

November 9. — National Chrysan-

themum Society's Show at Vincent

Square, Westminster (two days). Not-

tingham Chrysanthemum Society's Show
(three days).

I

HAVE read with great interest the articles

in The Garden which have appeared

lately on Auriculas. In looking over the

Journal of Horticulture of the year 1876,

I came across the article given below, which
I thought might add a little to the history of the

above plant. It is a great pity that it should

have been allowed to die out, as a very grand
plant has apparently been lost to cultivation.

Tavistock. W. J. Monk.

Extract from the Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman, Thursday,
March 9, 1876 :

Notes from my Garden in 1875.

Flowers—A uriculas.

Amongst the disappointments of the last season

was my Auricula bloom : not that I had a bad
one, but it was so uncommonly late that I was
unable to have any appreciable number of them
in bloom for the show, held in connection with the

Botanic Society's Spring Show, of the (I fear

almost defunct) Metropolitan Floral Society on
April 28th. Indeed, in all my experience of

Auricula-growing I never knew so late a season,

and I have grown them off and on for forty years.

For weeks they seemed almost to stand still,

and no amount of coaxing could move them on.

I remember a few years ago being twitted by some
person who had never grown an Auricula for

asserting that the date of a show was fixed too

early. Why did I not push them forward as

other flowers were treated ? But they will not

stand the treatment that other flowers pass

through. Keeping the frames close and putting

the plants into the greenhouse does not seem

SCROOBY CHURCH AND A CARPET OF TULIPS.
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to influence their opening, and certainly does not

improve the plants. I know that various plans

are proposed for the purpose, but although I

have tried them I never saw that they made any

appreciable difference. I adhered to the same

plan of growing them as I did last year—viz., not

using so rich a compost for the winter season,

and then top-dressing with rich stuff (sheep-

manure) in the spring, and was very well satisfied

with the vigour of my plants and their general

healthiness. I see, however, in a contemporary,

that a very experienced grower in the North

recommends top-dressing with no over-rich stuff,

nor so old as some people advise. I always

thought that this was a cardinal

doctrine amongst Auricula growers,

that it could not be very well too

old or too rich ; but it is evident

that there are differences of opinion

even in this. We have broke away

from all the quackeries and nostrums

that used to be recommended for

these beautiful plants ;
but I very

much question whether it would be

wise to go to the opposite extreme

and refrain from using maniure at all

in top-dressing, as seems to be almost
1

the idea embodied in the article to
^

which I refer. The amazing progress

which the plants make when top-

dressed might be perhaps attained if

plainer compost were used, although

I doubt it. However, I may, perhaps,

give it a trial this season by treating

a few in the manner recommended.

As far as the value of the varieties

is concerned, I have seen but very

little to make me alter my views.

There are some seasons when particu-

lar varieties come out prominently, as

will be the case in all flowers and

fruits, while there are some which

in all seasons hold their own. And

we have to remember that it is not

with the Auricula as with other

florists' flowers. You do not grow

a batch of new plants every year,

all of which, with the exception of

two or three, you discard a few

years afterwards ; but you may

perhaps get hold of one new one in

the course of a year or two which

may perhaps be better than flowers

that have been sixty or seventy years

in cultivation, but it is very doubt-

ful. There has been a good deal

of discussion, for instance, in the

Journal lately as to the merits

of two very old flowers—Page's

Champion and Taylor's Glory.

Does it not seem strange that these flOwers, which

were in cultivation before many of us were bom,

should still hold such a prominent place ? Mr.

Glenny has been quoted as an authority, although

his authority has been repudiated. I should,

by the by, not have liked to have done so if G. G.

had been alive. I should like to quote one whose

authority is second to none, my deeply mourned

friend the Rev. G. Jeans ; and although it was

written fifteen years ago and I am referred to,

yet 1 cannot forbear quoting it. After enumera-

ting the varieties in growth he says, " And now

to conclude. Where are we to look among them

all for the type of a green edge such as we want ?

I confess 1 know not. Is not Page's Champion

the best we yet possess ? ' D.' of Deal thinks

it is.
' Q.' (the Rev. John Bramhall) says it is,

and I am forced to admit that it is ; and therefore

it is the best, for who in the .Auricula world would

pit his dictum against such a trio ? But this

I say, Shame to seedling raisers if it is ;
but I

believe it is, notwithstanding." As to Glory, the

following is his description in " Gossip for the

Garden" for i860
—"The best of Taylor's then,

and perhaps of all white-edged Auriculas. Pip

a circle, flat ; edge piure white ; coloiu: light

purplish plum, of gord proportion
;
paste circular,

substantial ; eye l:ght yellow ; anthers hidden.

Foliage smooth, handsome, evenly mealed. First-

cultivation in the South, while in the North it still

holds its own. There died the other day at

Shirley, near Southampton, one whom I remember
well in days long since past—Mr. Ginger—:.s

amongst a coterie of growers of whom John
Dickson of Acre Lane, Brixton, was facile princcps,

and now the fingers of one hand are enough to

enumerate all of us in the South of England. I

am sure it is a fallacy to suppose that Auriculas

are difficult to manage. There are some kinds,

doubtless, which are iniffy and slow to increase,

or else why after sixty yeari should Booth's

Freedom be almost extinct, and Page's Champion,

Taylor's Glory, and Leigh's Col. Taylor be so

difficult to obtain ? But these are

exceptions.

Such kinds as Waterhouse's

Conqueror, Headly's George Light-

body and Charles Edward Brown,
Lightbody's Richard Headly, Cheet-

' am's Lancashire Hero, Campbell's

L'_ rd Palmerston and Pizarro, Masters'

Mrs. Sturrock and Eclipse, and many-

others are not only not difficult to

grow, but| readily increase. They
require care, no doubt, but so does

everything that is to be done well

;

but they will amply repay all the care

that may be bestowed on them. 1

have digressed a good deal from my
own culture in this rambling paper,

but love for the flower must be my
exc'se.—D., Deal.

:&^^.

VERBASCUMS AND ARCHWAY IN THE GARDENS
WESTBROOK, GODALMING.

rate trusser." And we have had nothing since

then to displace it. Heap's Smiling. Beauty was

in cultivation then. Moreover, as a general

rule it is not so flat as Glory, and there is a dash

of grey in the edge which takes away from the

perfect whiteness which distinguishes Glory. We
hear faint echoes from the North of other flowers

which are to beat those we have, but we may

at any rate hold our judgment in suspense. I

find that George Levick, for instance, which is said

by some to beat George Lightbody, has had doubts

thrown on its pre-eminence by no less an authority

than the Rev. J. Tymons, a first-rate grower.

It is a mystery to me that this lovely flower

should have so almost entirely gone out of

PERENNIAL ASTERS

Of Asters there is no end, and as

tastes differ so widely, one is never

safe to venture an opinion as to

the best dozen or score. But as I

took a peep at Mr. Alex. Porter's

comprehensive collection at David-

son's Mains on October 16, the under-

noted dozen specially commended
themselves to me, and for the

guidance of those in search of good
things in this direction I desire to

set their names down here.

Cloudy Blue is a pale lavender

blue, semi-double, with a profusion

of flowers borne on rigid pyramidal

growths. Sweet Lavender is of the

cordifohus type, and has flowers of a

pleasing pinkish lavender shade.

Lustre is a semi-double rosy blue,

charming in shade and habit.

j^j Mrs. Heneage is a very free-flower-

ing, clear blue Aster. Grace Mary
Lewis has lovely ( omflower blue

flowers, under the average size. White Climax
has pure white flowers, but is hardly the counter-

part of Climax, especially as regards habit, being

considerably dwarfer. Pleiades is a semi-double

white, the blooms assuming a pinkish hue with

age, which, to my mind, adds to its charm. Mira

is a semi-early Aster with a small centre, and
has long, loose petals of lilac pink ; a unique

variety. Edith Goodwin is a lovely clear blue.

Jupiter has large pale blue flowers, borne in great

profusion. Rudolf Goethe belongs to the Amellus

type and has deep blue flowers witli just a sugges-

tion of purple in them. The blooms average

2 inches in diameter. Charles Comfort.

Broom/ield, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.
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THE PLANNING OF GARDENS.
By Thackeray Turner.

"y^-^wOD ALMIGHTY first planted a

M ' garden, and indeed it is the purest

I _ of liuman pleasures," and insistence

% M on the importance of garden plan-

^'^—'^^ ning needs no apology. Whenever

a new garden has to be laid out it is well that all

the many conditions which govern its planning

should be fully and consciously considered, both

with a view to beauty and to convenience. It

is not, for example, the flower garden only which

needs consideration from the point of view of

beauty. A row of Scarlet Runners in full bloom

is a very lovely sight ; so, too, is a good crop

of blossoming Potatoes, whether the flowers be

white or purple ; and who can deny the glory

of the flowering Artichoke, some of whose blue

blossoms may well be spared from

the dinner-table ? Nor, again, is

the flower garden exempt from

considerations of practical con-

venience and economy.

I propose to put together some

of the more important general !

principles which must be borne in

mind by anyone who plans a
!

garden with a prospect of success
;

but it must be admitted that such !

principles, however necessary, can |

never be sufficient.

Everyone knows of gardens, full of

flowers and well kept, which never-

theless for some reason give but

little pleasure, gardens which seem

to be there because the owner

thinks that a bright, well-kept

garden is a proper thing to have.

On the other hand, a garden with

few flowers and in obvious need of

more attention is often extremely

attractive. This is an old, old

story. There are pictures of little

interest, though carefully designed

and most dexterously painted ; others,

of which we easily recognise the

faults, have for us a neverrcnding

charm. Pleasurable emotion will not

be excited by works in whose

making no deep pleasure has had a

part. A well-laid-out garden is a

work of art, a personal creation. You
cannot have art without creation. To copy
another garden is not sufficient. Ideas may be
adopted and adapted, and possibly with improve-
ment, but the intentional copy is bound to result

. in failure.

Although gardens, like other works of art,

need personal creation in accordance with a personal

temperament and cannot be made by rules alone

—

for were this the case the laying out of gardens
would be a science and not an art—still, as with

other arts, there are some general principles

underlying construction. There is a sound
technique of the art. There may be an intelligent

grasp of ends and intelligent acceptance of limita-

tions, some attempt to frame broad rules for the

solution of constantly recurring problems, and
there are also utilitarian needs which serve, to

the genuine artist, as not unwelcome limitations

to his or her esthetic ends.

It will, I think, be found that the quality of

mystery in a garden has an almost universal

charm. The extreme case is that of a garden

so planned that you can lose your way in it.

This is, of course, not possible in a small garden
;

but a garden must be very small if it is not possible

to conceal some part of it, if only by confusing the

boundary. In larger gardens mystery is obtained

by blocking or partially blocking a view, and
shrubberies are quite useful for this purpose.

Hedges are also useful, and a Yew hedge forms

a very perfect background for flowers. With
care Yews 2 feet high will make a g-foot hedge

in fifteen years. Beech hedges are cheaper and
grow more quickly. A 6-foot hedge can be obtained

in six years, and although not evergreen, the brown
leaves hang on all the winter and make an efficient

screen. Hedges are not so extravagant in space

attention should be paid to flowers or foliage of
turf which may best enhance the peep into the-

beyond.

I may note here that the management of hedges

needs experience. It does not pay, as a rule,,

to put in young plants more than 2 feet high.

For a Beech hedge, unless you are on chalk, it

is desirable, even if it is not necessary, to give the'

ground a heavy dressing of lime before planting.

Yews like some lime and manure. When platiting,.

let each plant just touch its neighbour, and,

after the first year, or when they have begun to

grown strong, clip them back close on either side.

Do this twice a year—once when the first growth
has made a good start, and again when the growth
which follows has finished.

To return to the matter of walls. They must,

above all things, be well coped, and the provision

of a damp-course will generally be money well

spent. If walls have to be built of brick, they

TERRACE WALK IN MR. THACKERAY TURNER'S GARDEN AT WESTBROOK.

as shrubberies, and walls are still less so. I

think that perhaps walls are cheapest in the long

rim, and make no demand upon the soil. It is

doubtful whether a wholly satisfactory garden

can be made without any walls. Probably one

reason why it is easier to lay out a garden round

a house than in a completely detached position

is that the walls of the house give a kind of back-

bone to the garden.

A g-foot or lo-foot hedge is high enough for a

fair-sized garden, but enclosing walls for some

reason are unsatisfactory unless they are at least

a yard higher. Terrace walls may often be only

seat high above the terrace walk, although they

may have a drop of many feet to the terrace

below. A vision of unexpected beauty, not

wholly revealed, is the very culmination of garden

mystery, and it must not be forgotten that gaps

in hedges, openings in shrubberies, or archways

in walls may be made to serve as frames to pleas-

ing vistas or distant views, and that special

should not be less than 14 inches

—

i.e., a brick

and a half—thick, and even then they will require

buttresses or piers at intervals. It is best to

cope them with roofing tiles, which should hang
over on each side. If a wall is only 9 inches thick,

heavy drifting rains will saturate the mortar

right through, and if frost follows before the wall

is dry, the mortar will crumble away.

Stone walls are very satisfactory. \ rough

stone wall, plastered, gives a most pleasant effect

and is very durable. The " cob " walls found
in Wiltshire are also quite good. They are made
of clay, chalk and chopped straw, beaten together,

and are usually coped with a wide thatched

roof, giving a 9-inch or 12-inch projection on each

side.

If funds allow, it is best to give garden walls

deep foundations, so as to allow of the placing

of trees and plants close to the wall without undue
interference with their roots.

(To he con'timed
)
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AUTUMNAL EFFECTS IN A

GARDEN AT NICE
By Edwahd H. Woodall.

Pennisetiun Ruppellianum is such an attractive

plant in the autumn garden with its silvery heads

of flower (somewhat like a much beautified

Hordeum jubattmi) that its merits deserve atten-

tion. The narrow leaves have a white midrib,

and the fluffy and silvery flower-heads bend over

on their slender stems most gracefully. It is a

far better plant than P. longistylum as I know it,

and seems both perennial and hardy. It is as

effective on grass, in its way, as the Pampas

Grass is. on English lawns, though not exceed-

ing 2 feet 6 inches, or 2 feet 10 inches at

most, in height. It is much used in connection

with Salvia splendens, and where the latter is

grown under glass would make a very pretty

pOt plant to contrast with it.

grey shading, that must not be omitted from the

blue medley. No idea of the beauty of such a

mixture can be formed until one has had the luck

to come across a group of this colouring before the

first cold of autumn has chilled the profusion and

luxuriant grace of such climbers. No one can

resist the desire, I think, to repeat such a com-

bination when time, opportunity and climate

serve. Perhaps its very evanescence adds to

its ethereal charm.

The fashion for glaucous and blue leaved

conifers is superseded by the charms of Gupressus

arizonica, of which I wTote last year, and the

advent of the very striking Juniperus pachy-

phlaea, of which I know no more save that I have

seen a row of it in a nursery. Certainly it is a

very striking tree if it preserves its present character

when fully grown. It is as \vhite in leaf and

growth as if it were a silver-leaved Centaurea,

such as candidissima, and more closely reminds

one of a silver filigree tree than anything that is

real and alive. Smoke or soot would, I presume,

dull its excessive brilliance, but, as I have seen it.

A SCREEN OF ROSE DOROTHY PERKINS TRAINED OVER POSTS AND WIRES.

Salvia farinacea is a plant that is this year

flowering most profusely. Sometimes it seems to

go too much to growth at the expense of flower,

but just now it is the best of all the blue grey

Salvias ; and the white form is also attractive,

but does not always come true from seed. I

have never seen it suffer from a winter frost on

this coast, so it must be pretty hardy, unless it

succumbs to the damps of autumn, and would

in any case flower freely in autumn in any English

herbaceous border.

"Shades of Blue."—It is a truism to say

that shades of red always look good when weU
massed together, and now I find the same thing

true of blues in various shades and types. Never

before having been out here so early in autumn, I

had not realised the wonderful beauty of a tangle

of climbers in shades of blue. Thunbergia lauri-

folia, Ipomcea rubro-caerulea (the big form, which

is the deeper in colour) and Pltmibago capensis '•

(in many shades) harmonise together so beautifully

that one longs for a big stretch of pergola or of

wall to show them off to the full, and there is a

hybrid of Ipomoea Learii, exquisite in its^ blue
I

I should no more think of planting a row or avenue

of this sparkling beauty than I would plant a

forest tree with diamonds for leaves. The effect is

really too garish. It must be used with much
discretion, and to a real artist it opens out quite

a new field for the landscape gardener. One

is always saying " Nothing can beat this," and

then comes a plant or tree from heaven knows

where that puts a stopper on all such rash sayings.

If surprises are the essence of successful gardening,

I can fully recommend this shrub or possible tree

;

it will take a great deal to surpass it in its

particular line.

ROSE DOROTHY PERKINS
I AM sending a photograph of Rose Dorothy

Perkins grown on posts in what is, I think, a rather

unusual way. The lawTi is raised, and on the

carriage drive side facing the house the slope

terminates in about 2 feet of brick and flint work,

divided in the centre by three steps. Three years

ago Fir posts, 6 feet to 7 feet high, were put above

this little wall, three on either side of the steps.

and a Dorothy Perkins Rambler Rose planted

against each. These made rapid growth, and the

connecting ropes were quickly covered. Last

year stout wires were strained from post to post

near the ground to accommodate the enormous

number of strong shoots thro^vn up. The result

this summer has been a screen of great beauty,

as for weeks it was a mass of the dainty pink

cluster Roses, as may be seen by the photograph

of half of it, the top of the steps being on the

right, and the other half of the screen beyond.

The pigeons are White Timablers.

Bishop's Waltham. (jliss) E. S. Austin.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Cattleya Thebes var. Britannia (C. Adula x

C. aurea).—In effect this is a glorified C. Venus

—

itself the result of crossing C. Iris and C. aurea

—

in a flower of better form and more intense colour-

ing. The shapely and broad petals are golden,

the slightly goffered lip of rich ruby crimson.

Very handsome and distinct. Shown by Messrs.

Sander and Sons, St. Albans.

Odontoglossum Menier (0. gandavense x

O. amabile).—A shapely and handsome variety

with broad, overlapping petals. The predominant

tone is dark chocolate, relieved by the white-

tipped petals and the expanse of the piure white

lip. This superb novelty had a raceme of eleven

flowers. From E. G. Mocatta, Esq., Woburn
Place, Addlestone (gardener, Mr. T. Stevenson).

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Cattleya Fabia Memoria Lord Roberts.—

A

well-proportioned flower of the largest size. Sepals

and petals of intense purple, the widely expanded
lip of vinous piurple, with orange reticulations

in the throat. From Messrs. Sander and Sons,

St. Albans.

Cattleya Prince John Orchidhurst Variety

(C. Hardyana x C. aurea).—Sepals and petals

of the purest white, the frontal lobe of the lip

and sides ruby crimson, backed by golden orange

and reticulated with crimson in the tube. Shown
by Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge

Wells.

Cattleya Alexandra (C. Hardyana x C. Carmen).

—A well-fashioned and shapely hybrid, uniformly

coloured a vinous red in both sepals and petals.

Lip lustrous crimson velvet, with conspicuous

golden blotches at the sides, and crimson-lined

throat. A very beautiful form.

Brasso-Cattleya Mars var. Xantholeuca.

—

The white sepals are long and narrow and incline

to revolute, the broad, slightly waved petals a

good setting for the handsome pink-coloured

fringed lip, the base of which is of orange gold.

These two were from Messrs. Flory and Black,

Slough.

Chrysanthemum Dawn of Day.—An exhibition

Japanese giving in the main a golden bronze

effect.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Algernon Davis.—

A

drooping Japanese of exhibition size and full

pink tone with lighter centre. These were shown
by Mr. Norman Davis, Framfield, Sussex.

The foregoing novelties were exhibited before

the Royal Horticultural Society on October 24,

when the awards were made.
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WICHURAIANA ROSES

THE writer was somewhat surprised to

read in recent issues of The Garden
that Rose Lady Gay should be con-

sidered a sport of Dorothy Perldns.

This is a mistake. Lady Gay was

placed in commerce in 1905, two or three years

later than Dorothy Perkins. Lady Gay was

obtained from Rosa Wichuraiana crossed with

Bardou Job. It is a cherry pink, touched with

vermilion, and fades to white. Lady Gay is more

double and slightly larger than Dorothy Perkins.

Dorothy Perkins is the product of Mme. Gabriel

Luizet crossed with a variety of Wichuraiana. The

colour is pink and fades to white. The writer

has a seedling from it, Winsor, that is fuller in

flower than its parent and a softer pink in colour.

The writer knows that many plants of Dorothy

Perkins have been sold here as Lady Gay by a

few dealers at the price of the later introduction,

and also regrets that due credit is not now given

to R. multiflora japonica (Sargent) for furnishing

the strong, upstanding growth and flowering

qualities to the class now called Wichuraiana

hybrids. The true R. Wichuraiana is a delicate

beauty, a trailer with slender stems, small, shining

leaves, and the best Rose we have for covering a

stony hillside border or low walls, and is hardy

and free from mildew. It is interesting to compare

all these ramblers and note the multiflora influence

in the leaves, habit of growth, bracts and, most

important, the stipules.

The multiflora hybrids were first raised in

America about 1892, and the Dawson Rose

(multiflora crossed with General Jacqueminot

twice) is the most striking of them yet. I have a

catalogue that lists it as a Wichuraiana. Later

R. Wichuraiana was introduced and promptly

crossed with multiflora hybrids for its special

qualities of hardiness and freedom from mildew,

and these hybrids were used as parents for the

newer race.

I have a new Wichuraiana (?), Tausendschon

crossed with an unnamed seedling, flowers

pure white, fuller than those of Tausendschon,

and borne in large trusses. The unnamed
seedling strayed from Mr. Walsh's nurseries

to me. We received a plant of Hiawatha

from him, and this seedling was growing in the

ball of earth, a very small plant. We carefully

cut it out as its little leaves were so brilliant, and

when it came to the flowering stage we were unable

- to identify it. The flowers are white, on the creamy

side, very full, large, but a sparse bloomer, borne

in one to threes, mostly solitary. A lady of the

old school, acquainted with the Roses of France,

declared it to be a Noisette, and this leads me
back 100 years at least. I think that Noisette's

Rose was Champney's Rose (moschata X

chinensis) crossed by Philip Noisette with multi-

flora platyphylla, and this second plant was

sent from America to his brother Louis at

Paris, so that it looks very much like the

old adage, " Nothing new, after all, in this

world of ours," and the upstanding growth of

the Noisette climbers may be from the multi-

flora blood.

Roses raised by Dr. W. Van Fleet of the American

Department of Agriculture are : American

Pillar, 1902, R. Wichuraiana x R. setigera

;

.Silver Moon, 1910, R. Wichuraiana x Devoniensis

X R. sinica ; Dr. W. Van Fleet, 1910, R. Wichurai-

ana^x Safrano x Souvenir du President Carnot,

said to be very good ; Philadelphia, r904, multi-

flora hybrid.

R. Wichuraiana is now considered as a synonym
of R. LuGias, the last named said to be the wild

species, and the other forms called R. Wichuraiana

ROSE GENERAL SCHABLIKINE

In my opinion this, by no means a new variety,

is one of the very best Tea Roses in cultivation,

for late autumn flowering especially. We
have a large bed of it here which has been

planted about twenty years. The plants are

still full of vigour, and at the time of

writing are covered with a wealth of beauti-

ful pink flowers. The young foliage is most

ROSA MULTIFLORA (POLYANTHA SIMPLEX) IN THE WILD GARDEN.

Note Us free-flowering qualities and upright growth.

are considered as natural hybrids more or less im-

proved by cultivation. All the forms are very

susceptible to foreign pollen.

There seems to be in all the herbariums quite

a number of specimens of R. multiflora, R.

Wichuraiana and R. Lucize that are interrelated,

much the same as R. canina in Great Britain.

T. N. Cook.

27, Winsor Avenue, Watertown, Mass.

attractive and lends itself admirably for cutting,

and makes a charming dinner-table decoration.

I have never once seen the slightest trace

of mildew on this Rose, though other varieties

grown around it are frequently badly infested.

It has proved to be perfectly hardy and a

vigorous grower, and likes hard pruning.

Edwin Beckett.

Aldenham House Gardens, Elstree, Herts.
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WALL GARDENING

WHERE a garden is of considerable

size, possibly having dwarf walls

already in it (as is common in

many stone districts), wall garden-

ing is a comparatively easy matter,

and very pretty and bold effects can be obtaiLied

by the judicious grouping of such plants as

Cerastium, Arabis, Dianthus, Iberis and Mossy

Saxifrage.

In my own small garden I determined to see

what could be done in the way of introducing

the best features of wall gardening, utilising the

myriad decorative yet neatly growing plants

which are available to furnish both for winter and

summer effect, and which at the same time would

form a collection of individually interesting and

attractive subjects. The results to date have

been so surprisingly successful that the method

of my procedure may be of interest to other

gardeners, and will, I hope, induce them to take

up this form of gardening and derive from it

even more pleasure than I have done.

Along my fence, which runs from north to south.

I originally had a narrow border, bounded in the

usual way by a more or less straight path. This

border I removed and well rammed the site

Close along the base of the fence I put in a footing

of cement concrete 9 inches wide and deep. Upon
this a 44-inch brick wall was run up. To give

added strength to the wall, I laid into each fourth

course a strip of hoop iron, running as a ribbon

the whole length. This simple device, augmented

by an iron support, strutted diagonally into a

block of concrete at intervals of 8 feet, rendered

a 9-inch wall unnecessary, and saved considerably

in the cost. So that this supporting wall should

securely take the strain and weight of the rock

.wall and soil which subsequently was to lay up
against it, the brickwork was built leaning towards

my garden, there being an overhang, or " batter
"

as it is technically called, of about 4 inches in a

height of 5 feet, cement being added to the mortar

to increase its strength.

While the brickwork was drying I prepared the

outline of the final rock wall. The width at the

base varied from zi feet to as much as 6 feet,

where, to aid the general effect, I arranged buttress-

like promontories to run out, thus giving the whole

a solid and decorative appearance. When the

first row of rocks wjs in position, I piled up
against the brickwork a long triangular heap of

coarse rubbly material to act as a drainage course

throughout the whole, and upon this put the

final compost, composed as follows : Loam,
one part ; ordinary garden soil, one part ; sharp

road sand, one part ; burnt ballast, similar to

broken brick, one part ; new, sifted peat-moss

litter, one part ; leaf-mould, a quarter part ; and
in certain places old mortar, one part. When
this soil between the brickwork and the rock

wall was thoroughly trodden down and level

with the latter, the next row of rocks was placed

in position, of course breaking the joints of the

first course as far as possible, and keeping well

in mind the steepness of the building for a wall,

in contrast 10 the more leisurely rising in the

alpine garden. Where the width of the space

was sufficient, I arranged small shelf-like beds,

and in these positions I was able to introduce

groups of plants in contrast to the more general

crevice planting necessary in a wall.

In a number of cases I planted as I went—

a

consideration of more moment in wall building

than in the ordinary alnine garden, since if this

is nut done one mijst p.'ly to a large extent upon
ieediin?' plant.', M'ii.oa can oe satisiactorily intro-

duced to the rock crevices at a later date ; and
while these make healthy and vigorous tufts and
patches in due course, the time taken to clothe

the work is longer. At the shady end of the

wall I put much more vegetable soil into the

compost, and here made a large colony of Ramon-
dias and Haberleas, planting as the building

progressed and fitting the plants neatly into

the joints between the rocks in such a manner

SAXIFRAGA COCHLEARIS IN A WALL CREVICE
Ths lower tufts are newly planted, those above have

made a seasons growth.

that no soil would leak out upon their foliage.

In the early summer this plantation of some
thirty plants is indeed enchanting, as the bronzy

green stems rise from the almost vertically

growing rosettes of wrinkled foliage, displaying

the orange-centred, lavender stars of the PjTenean
Rosette Mullein, or the more Streptocarpus-like

blossoms of the Haberlea from the Rhodope Alps.

I made a special effort to close all chinks and
crannies between the stones (where I did not

propose planting) in such a way that no earth

would sift out, since tliis would not merely harai

the plants upon which it " avalanched," but

would create, in the body of the wall, cavities

which would cause great discomfort to other

inhabitants.

On one of the chief protruding spurs I put in

eight or ten young plants of Lithosperrauni

prostratum var. Heavenly Blue, where I desired a

restful green patch, liberally bespangled during

many months of the year with their cheerful azure

blossoms. This colony has thriven ' amazinglv

and is now several feet across, despite the fact

that the Lithospermum does not, as a rule, take

kindly to my smoky district.

An especial charm in connection with wall

gardening, if seriously undertaken, is that the

art of crevice planting can be there brought to

a higher pitch of nicety than in many other circum-

stances. For the plants which resent water hTng
about their necks during our prolonged and moist

winters, this is a considerable advantage, while

the appearance of a plant or colony issuing

from a crack or " fault " in an otherwise solid

shoulder of rock adds greatly to the general

effect.

Frequently by employing two or three pieces

of stone, and so placing them that the contour

of the whole gave the impression of one large

mass, I found it easily possible to separate them
by an inch or so, thus forming a deep fissure

into which the roots of, say, Saxifraga cochlearis

would travel among the gritty soil with which

the space was filled. By carefully wedging small

tufts of the plant into this crevice and separating

them by further fragments of stone, the whole

has the appearance of being rooted into the stone

itself, since, as the silvery tuft extends by growth,

the fissure itself becomes hidden from view. In

solidly packing the soil into these fissm'es I found

a short, flat stick most useful, and the repro-

duction on this page shows, at the base, the small

tufts just after insertion, while the upper portion

of the crevice indicates the appearance after a

season's growth. When the clusters of blossom

of S. cochlearis upon their thread-like stems,

or the more arching sprays of S. lingulata var.

lantoscana spread forth their grace in May, the

time occupied in manipulating their especial

niche seems well repaid.

Into the crannies of the upper, and therefore

drier, portion of the wall I planted such sun-

lovers as Erodium guttatum, E. macradenum,

E. trichomanaefolium and E. corsicum, while in

similar positions Acantholimon venustum and

A. androsffimum revelled. Where a larger space

was available, the hairy-leaved Onosma albo-

roseum and the Golden Drop, O. echioides,

made bold clusters, defying the winter moisture

that too often accounts for their disappearance

in other and less rapidly drained positions.

Near the footway, at the lower portion of the

rock buttress, where space would only permit

of some close-growing plant. Thymus azoricus

and T. lanuginosus suggested themselves ; while

in choice crevices near the eye such dainty plants

as Edraianthus Pumilio and E. serpyllifolius,

planted in irregular sloping clusters, made
masses of blossom in early summer, and at a

little distance the charm of fragrance was pro-

vided by the Swiss (iarland Flower, Daphne
Cneorura.

In the hottest and most sun-baked positions I

introduced with a marked amount of success such

semi-tender succulents as Agave Parryi and A.

utahensis, Echinopsis multiplex, with its curiously

ribbed surface and large, rich pink triunpet flowers,

and the less decorative, though none the less

interesting, Echinocactus, such as E. viridiflora.

In tills connection, too, the dainty little tree-like

Crassula sarcocaulis (a treasure from Mr. Bowles'

charming garden years ago) forms a mass of

pinkness in the late summer, and with a roof
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glass protection (as with the other succulents

before referred to) comes through the normal

winter excellently.

I find it is a good plan during the first year

after construction to leave the top of the wall

so arranged, by means of temporary blocks of

stone, that it is easy to add fresh soil to make
good the sinkage, since witli the utmost ram-

ming and compacting
,
during the formation of

such a wall it is not possible to consolidate

the whole as firmly as a season's rains will

do, and constant attention in this direction is a

necessity.

If it is possible to vary the level of the ground

from which the wall starts, a further charm is

given to the whole design, and a glance at the

right-hand side of the illustration on this page

(wiiich shows the work in various stages of com-

pletion) will indicate tiie sort of irregularity

1 suggest. Finally, this may take

the form oJ roughly paved steps,

and the interstices of these may
be garnished with such plants a^

Arenaria balearica, Linaria hepati-

C£efolia and similar minute creeping

subjects, thus giving a worn and

matured aspect to the whole.

Reginald A. Malby.

understood ; and the place of an intermediate

colour not actually shown can be estimated and
its number quoted.

The key to the arrangement is the solar

spectrum, with its six fundamental colours

and intermediate hues, augmented by the

series of hues connecting violet with red. Taking

the six pure colours, red, orange, yellow, green,

blue, and violet, and mixing two at a time by
means of the colour wheel, and by the Maxwell

colour discs, which are formed to interlock and
give definite percentages, thirty-six colours were

produced and—with indefinite care and repeated

experiments—copied. By the same method, ad-

mixtures of white and blacl< respectively? tliree

lighter tones and three darker were added

to each, making thirty-six scales, light to

dark, of the. thirty-six colours. An important

addition was now made by modifying with

States). He has also mentioned the heavy tax

that it proved to be on both his private time and

his private financial resources. We may perhaps

not persuade Dr. Ridgway to undertake another

edition himself ; but some means should be found

whereby the world can benefit by such valuable

work. When one individual has produced so

much, surely the horticultural societies should be

able by arrangement to put forth a Ridgway
"Color Standards" with some needed pages of

additional letterpress, which would be adapted

for wider popular use and also for international

use. D. F. K.

COLLARETTE OR COLLERETTE.

Will some kind friend belonging to the Dahlia

fancy oblige by informing me why the modern

COLOUR
ST A N D AR DS

A PLEA FOR AN INTERNATIONAL
COLOUR CHART.

T
HE promotion of colour

standardisation should
especially be the care of

those of us who love flower

colours. Only by repeat-

ing, again and again if necessary,

that we do need an intelligent,

scientific and widely acceptable

colour guide, and by discussing

and comparing notes on the subject,

can we arrive at the fulfilment of

this need.

The beautiful production of the

Chrysanthemum Society of Paris,

the " Repertoire de Couleurs,"

was a step in advance. With its

finely exhibited samples of colour,

the well chosen French colour

names, the quotation and indexing of names in

four other languages, the good use made of pre-

ceding work, such as that of Professor Saccardo

of Padua, and the useful notes on examples
of colour in vegetation, it can never be quite

out of date, and a future and more com-
plete colour guide will surely contain references

to it.

A scientific system of colour gradation, together

with the means of identifying and designating the

colours, has, however, since been given to the

world. This is in a conveniently small book
called " Color Standards and Color Nomenclature,"

by Dr. Robert Ridgway, Washington, D.C. (1912).

The plan was originally based on suggestions for

a scheme of colour standards from Professor J. H.

Pillsbury, in Science, June 9, 1893, and Nature,

August 22, 1895. It is carried out with 1,115

colours represented, yet any one of them can

be readily found when the simple method is

THE ROCK WALL GARDEN IN COURSE OF CONSTRUCTION.

neutral grey every scale, in all its seven

tones. Many of the loveliest colours known
in Nature and art are shown in these 114

neutralised scales.

Popular names are given below each sample of

colour ; and, as many had to be found in addition

to those well known, and well-known names care-

fully selected, the immense amount of labour

expended on this part of the work alone may be

guessed at. It is very well done. Yet the field

is so large that absolute perfection is not reached,

and most colour-lovers would wish to see a few

changes and corrections, and anyone's suggestions

may prove valuable. There is need of a classi-

fication table in the book, and of a modern index,

which are easily added.

Regarding his book, Dr. Ridgway has remarked

that " it was the very hardest work I ever did in

my life " (and he has certainly done much work

as an ornithologist of high authority in the United

single-flowered Dahlia with the little fringe or

rufi round its centre is called a " Collarette " ?

Is it supposed to be an English translation of

the French original Xollerette ? If so, why is

it not spelt Collaret, which is an English

word ? What is the objection to the French

word, properly spelt, instead of the English

mongrel form ?

And while I am in a critical mood, will some-

body enlighten me on another point ? Why
are the small-flowered Cactus Dahlias designated

" Pompon Cactus " ? Such an appellation is

pure nonsense. The very form of the flower is

against it. There is just as much ground for

calling the small-flowering Japanese Chrysanthe-

mums " Pompon Japs."

Who is the genius that invented such an

absurdity ? And why not Pompon Pentstemons

and Pompon Pansies, and, finally, pompon flower-

pots in which to put them ? C. H. P.
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NURSERY NOTES
RAISING NEW FRUITS AT BEDFORD

WE have heard it said that the

raising of new fruits is not worth

the time, labour and space it

involves, particularly when we

consider that many of the best

varieties in cultivation occurred as chance seed-

lings or sports in all sorts of unexpected places.

It is quite true that the work involves an

immense amount of time and expense ; but if only

more attention had been devoted to the subject

in the past, we are quite certain that there would

be a better selection of varieties than exists at

the present time. For instance, when Messrs.

Laxton Brothers of Bedford raised that grand and

popular Strawberry Royal Sovereign, it might

have been said to them, " Now why go on raising

new Strawberries ? You have in Royal Sovereign

a variety that holds the position among Straw-

berries that Cox's Orange Pippin does among

Apples, Doyenne du Cornice among Pears, or

Victoria among Plums." But Messrs. Laxton

Brothers saw greater possibilities ahead, with

the result that Royal Sovereign is now sur-

passed and new varieties with the vigour of

youth are ready at hand. At the time of our

visit an interesting contest had been carried

out between the old variety Royal Sovereign and

the new King George V. Sixteen ro%vs of each

were planted under the same conditions, and the

plants were chosen for their uniformity throughout

The results were surprising, for while Royal

Sovereign gave a moderate crop of 4201b., King

George carried 7401b. King George is of better

flavoiu-, a little earlier and, so far as we know,

it is the best Strawberry in cultivation both for

forcing and outdoor culture.

That which Messrs. Laxton have accomplished

with Strawberries they are also attempting with

Apples, Pears, Plums, Raspberries, Red Currants

and Black Currants. The. work is not new to

them, for it was started twenty-five years ago,

and this explains how it is that Messrs. Laxton

Brothers are now able to bring before the public

novelties of sterling merit both in large and small

fruits. At one meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society Messrs. Laxton Brothers received three

awards of merit. If our memory serves us aright,

they were Plum Early Laxton, Red Currant

Laxton's Perfection and Raspberry Laxton's Bounti-

ful ; surely a record for new fruits in one day.

With the object of extending the season of

Cox's Orange Pippin, Messrs. Laxton have

carried out some most useful crosses. This

variety has been crossed with Beauty of Bath,

Lady Sudeley, Cellini, King of the Pippins, Ribston

Pippin and Court Pendu Plat. The first-men-

tioned crosses are giving early fruiting Apples

of shapely appearance and good flavour, while

the Corut Pendu Plat cross is of even richer flavour

and is calculated to e.xtend the season until March.

These crosses are full of promise, and we shall

certainly hear more of them later. The following

three named varieties are worthy of special

mention : Duchess of Bedford (best described

as an improved Beauty of Bath), Bedford Pippin

(Lady Sudeley x Beauty of Bath) and The Premier

(the name given to an improved Mr, Gladstone).

With Plums the object of raising free-crop-

ping varieties, such as Victoria with the flavour

of the Gage has been attained, while the crossing

of Red Magnum with Victoria has given an early

Victoria. The abundance of fruits carried by
these hybi'id Plums was truly surprising, many
of the branches being overladen with the great

weight of the fruits."^

In Pears the aim has been to combine such

varieties as Williams' Bon Chretien, Doyenne
du Comice and Marie Louise ; in fact, an effort

has been made to tran mit the Doyenne du Comice

flavour to a large number of sorts, and this has

been successfully done in some cases.

Raspberries have been largely worked, and
one result is Laxton's Bountiful, which is a verv

THE NEW BLACK CURRANT LAXTON S

BLACKSMITH.

Strong-growing, vigorous sort, carrying enormous

crops of fruit. This recently received an award

of merit from the Royal Horticultural Society.

In Currants, Laxton's Perfection (which also

received an award of merit from the Royal Horti-

cultural Society in July) is the finest Red Currant

yet extant. Some of the bunches carry as many as

twenty-seven berries, and the plant is very vigorous.

In Black Currants, ' Laxton's Blacksmith (see

illustration) is undoubtedly a big advance. The

bunches caiTv from nine to fifteen berries, and

this variety is a very free cropper.

In these nurseries are grown very large quanti-

ties of all the leading sorts of Apples, Pears and
Plums as standards, bushes and trained trees,

and it may be remarked that the trees are clean

and in excellent condition. The soil on which
they are grown is a rich alluvial loam. There are

also noticeable some very fine specimens of trained

trees in the double " U " and gridiron shapes,

which are very satisfactory for small gardens.

Cordons—single, double and treble—both of

large fruit and Gooseberries and Currants

are very largely gro^^'n, the firm finding a great

demand for trees in these shapes, as they are

strongly recommended for amateurs. Acres of

Gooseberries, Currants and Raspberries are grown.

The nurseries contain an area of 100 acres.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Planting Fruit Trees.—When the ground and
weather conditions are favourable, the planting
oi fruit trees can be proceeded with from now
ouwards until March. Early planting has
distinct advantages, the most important being
that, with some warmth still in the soil, the trees

commence root action forthwith. Have the
ground prepared, so that on the arrival of the
\'oung trees from the nursery, planting can be
done without delay. Should the roots have
dried at all on the journey, thoroughly soak them in

water previous to planting. Spread the roots
out evenly over the holes, neatly cutting off

broken and damaged pieces.

Strawberry Plants in Pots.—These will benefit
by removal to cold frames, plunging the pots to

the rims in leaves or ashes. Ventilate the frames
freely, removing the lights on all favourable
occasions. Where large quantities of plants are
grown, those for which space cannot be found
in frames may be plunged in ashes in a sheltered
position under a fence or wall outdoors.

The Flower Garden.

The Spring Bedding.—Shortage of labour and
a desire to retain the summer bedding as long
as possible have delayed planting, but it must now
be completed, or the spring display will sufifer.

The shortage of bulbs will make it more than ever
necessary to associate spring-flowering plants

with the bulbs, to spread them over as wide an
area as possible. Aubrietias, Arabis, Myosotis,
Saxifragas, Wallflowers, Daisies and Violas furnish

the beds in winter and provide a nice groundwork
of foliage and flower for the bulhs in spring.

Evergreen Trees and Shrubs.—Those who
have planting to do should commence with ever-

greens, as it is necessary for these to make new
roots as soon as planted, and this they will do
now much better than in winter. Conifer planting
is desirable this month, also such things as Osman-
thus. Box, Olearia Haastii, Escallonias, evergreen

Berberis, Cistus, Phillyreas and Rhododendrons.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemiuns.—These are the predomi-
nating feature of most conservatories at this season.

To keep the plants and flowers in good condition

as long as possible, the plants must not be crowded,
and the houses should be ventilated freely on all

favourable occasions. Especially is this important

with the plants to flower in December, while if

those to flower at Christmas and later can be

left outdoors in a sheltered position as long as

possible, even rigging up a temporai'y screen for

use at night, the plants can he kept in better

health and tlie nnwerin,g period delayed.

Greenhouse Climbers.—.Always an important

asset for indoor plants, it is very desirable at

this season for the plants to get as much light

as possible. With this end in view the knife

should be freelv used on the roof climbers, cutting

away or shortening back as much of the growth
as possible from the plants which have finished

flowering and are looking somewhat ragged.
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Liliums.—-Repotting of the bulbs of L. auratum
and L. speciosum (lancifoliuiu) requires attention,

as tliey will soon be making quantities of new
roots. Remove as much of the old soil as will

come away readily, and as a fresh compost use
about equal parts of fibrous loam, peat, leaf-

mould and old manure from a spent hotbed,
adding ample coarse sand. Place one to four
bulbs in a pot, according to the size. Only fill

the pots at present about two-thirds with soil,

leaving the remaining space for top-dressing
when growth is active. Plunge the pots in a
cold frame or outdoors, and cover with half-decayed
leaf-mould.

The Kitchen Garden.

Asparagus.—Clearing off the beds and mulching
with manure is desirable about this date. Having
cut off the tops, pull out any weeds growing
immediately round the crowns, and then lightly

hoe through the beds. Manure from a spent
hotbed or old Mushroom-bed, mixed with about
half its bulk of leaf-mould, forms a useful mulching
material. Heavy manure should not be used.

Seed Saving.—The mild weather of October
has completed the ripening of a considerable
number of seeds in the garden. Though too much
dependence cannot be placed on seeds of plants of

select colours, there should be little doubt about
their ripeness and vitality. Mixed strains of flower
seeds will be reliable and prove very useful to

supplement the supply it is intended to purchase.
Kew. A. OsBORN.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Digging and Trenching.—This important work
will now require attention during favourable
weather and as the various summer crops are

cleared off the ground. Trenching should be
practised as frequently as possible in the kitchen
garden, and the ground well enriched with farm-
yard manure. This operation also provides an
opportunity for putting to good use much of the
decaying vegetation present at this season, also

all ordinary garden refuse. These should be
buried in the bottom spit. Some cultivators
recommend in trenching to keep the lower stratum
of soil always at the bottom, especially where it

is of poor quality. This is known in agricultural

practice as subsoiling, but the aim with gardeners
should be to have the soil to a depth of 2 feet

in a thoroughly fertile condition. It is obvious,
however, that the whole cannot be trenched
annually, so that single digging will be the rule
on about two-thirds of the whole.

Green Vegetables.—Collect all decaying leaves
and weeds from the late Cabbages, Savoys and
Brussels Sprouts, so that as much air as possible
can penetrate between the plants.

LeellS.—^These make rapid growth at this
season and may be greatly assisted if given some
good liquid manure from the farmyard. Keep
the weeds cleared off as they appear, and select

a good dry day to run the cultivator once more
between the lines.

Celery.—The final earthing of the later batches
should not be longer delayed, as sharp frosts will

damage the foliage.

Turnips.—Roots of the Golden Ball varieties
should be lifted and stored before they become
too large and rough. If placed in an open shed
and covered with Bracken or straw they will

keep fresh and crisp for a considerable time.
Later sowings of these and garden Swedes can
be left out for some time yet.

The Flower Garden.

Montbretias.—These are not always hardy
enough to stand the winter without protection.
A few inches of coal-ashes will generally provide
the necessary covering to the hardier sorts. The
corms, however, should be lifted and replanted
periodically, for if left too long in the same position
they form dense clumps which become weakened
and cease to flower. It is a good plan to lift them,
annually, removing all the small bulbs. The
larger ones may then be placed in boxes of soil

and kept through the winter in a cold frame.
If it is necessary to increase the stock, the small
bulbs should be kept by themselves and- planted
out on a well-prepared piece of ground, where
they will soon increase in size.

Gladioli.—The roots of these may now be
taken up and dried. If they are laid out in a
frame with the sashes on for a week or two until

the foliage has died down, they can then be cleaned
and stored in boxes on a dry shelf secure from
frost.

Fruit Under Glass.

The Early Vinery.—The wood of the Vines
in this house should now be sufficiently ripened to
allow the pruning and cleaning to be done. If

the house is not infested with mealy bug or other
insect pest, no scraping of the bark should be
allowed. When the pruning has been done,
paint over the wounds with styptic to prevent
tjleeding, and paint the rods with some insecticide

in which sulphur is predominant. This, if care-

fully put on, remains on the rods the whole season,
and is one of the surest preventives of attacks of

red spider in summer. Wash the woodwork and
glass with soapy water, and limewash the walls
where necessary. The house should be kept
cool and dry until the date for starting.

Early Peach-House.—If the young growths of

the trees have been carefully regulated during
summer and all useless wood removed after the
fruits were gathered, very little pruning at the
present time will be necessary. The branches
should be removed from the wires and slung up
in bundles, so that the structure can be thoroughly
washed down with soap and water. Use the
same precautions in regard to vermin as recom-
mended for the Vines, but be careful not to use a
strong insecticide on the young wood, or the buds
will suffer. Thomas Wils.on.

(Gardener' to the Earl of Strathmore.)
Glamis Castle. N.B.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS

TREES AND SHRUBS.
TREATMENT FOR A YEW HEDGE (F. M. K.).—It

is quite likely that your Yew hedge is suffering from
too much moisture at the roots. You say that the water
stands on the ground a few yards from the hedge, but
not near the foots. The feeding roots, however, are
probably in the wet area. It ^ould be advisable to dig
do\vn and examine the condition of the ground. If you
find it very wet, put in a drain to cariry off surplus raoisture.
In the event of the roots being decayed, cut the dead
portions away and make up the ground with new soil

containing leaf-mould. If all the roots are healthy,
remove a little of the surface soil and give a dressing of
new soil, well-decayed farmyard manure and leaf-mould
in equal proportions. It would also be advisable to cut
the branches back a little.

FRUIT GARDEN.
DEWBERRY (R. F.).—The plant in question which

you describe as Dewberry is doubtless Rubus ceesius, a
near relative of the common Blackberry, but easily recog-
nised by the fewer and larger pips which compose the
fruit. It is common in many parts of the British Isles,

where in some places it grows prostrate on the ground
and in other places climbs over low bushes. In some
parts of the country it is found in the vicinity of the sea,
growing in pure sand as you describe. The fruits are as
wholesome as those of the common Blackberry and are
used for the same purposes ; in fact, if good quality
fruits are obtained, they are superior to the Blackberry,
as they contain fewer seeds and are rather more juicy.
Rubus cffisius is commonly called Dewberry.

MISCELLANEOUS.
PRESERVING RUNNER BEANS.—In The Garden of

September 9 there was a recipe for preserving Runner
Beans (an article by " Anne Amateur "). I done some
of the Beans (from my garden), following out all the
instructions, about a fortnight ago, and find, since the
bottles have been put away in the cupboard, that just
a little white film has risen to the top of the jars, and I
would like to know what " Anne Amateur " thinks might
be the cause of it. I packed them in the jars rather
closely, and wonder if this might be the cause of it. J

am so afraid, this starting so early, that the Beans might
not keep.—(IVIrs.) C. Todd. This letter was forwarded
to " Anne Amateur," who replies as follows :

" When
this letter arrived, the giver of the recipe chanced to
be here, so she and I~ and Mrs. ' Busy Bee * held a
' council of three.' The conclusion we arrived at
was that the trouble is probably caused by the
damp, sunless season this year, and the remedy
suggested is that the film be removed by skimming
it off first with kitchen or blotting paper (' Anne
Amateur '), the Beans be re^teamed (the donor of the
recipe), and perhaps be not so closely packed (Mrs, ' Busy
Bee '). I shall watch mine very carefully to see if they

show the same symptoms. I do feel so sorry about it,

and the donor of the recipe is quite perplexed, as she has
never known it to occur before.

—

Anne Amateuk."
NAMES OF PLANTS.—/'. J. W., North Berwick.—

Variegated Sage (Salvia officinalis varlegata) ;
probably

Linaiia repens, but the specimen was too much withered
to identiiy. E. S.— 1, Dietfenbachla sp. ; 2, Hoff-
mannia discolor ; 3, Melilotua indica. W. H. C.—
Abelia grandiflora, also known as A. chinensla, A.
rupestris and A. uniflora.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—r. L., Boston Spa.—It is quite
impossible to name the Apples you have ^own from seed.
Apples do not come true from seed, and distinct varieties
may be obtained from the pips of the same Apple. The
specimens sent are of good appearance and of moderately
good flavour. We advise you to write to the Secretary,
Royal Horticultural Society, Vincent Square, Westminster,
and arrange for the fruits to be brought before the fruit

committee. /*'. W. B.—Apples: 1, Herefordshire Beef-
ing; 2, Feam's Pippin; 3 and 5, American Mother;
4, -New Hawthornden ; 6, Warner's King; 7, Beauty of

Kent ; 8, 'J'ower of Glamis. J. J. O., Penzance.—
Apples, Blenheim Orange and Gascoyne's Scarlet ; Pear,
probably Durondeau.

SOC I ET I ES

NATIONAL SWEET PEA SOCIETY.

The annual general meeting of the above society was
held in the Royal Horticultural Society's Hall, Vincent
Square, Westminster, on October 24. The president,
Mr. E. W. King, presided, ably supported by Mr. J. S.
Brunton, chairman of committee. In the course of the
meeting the secretary, Mr. H. D. Tigwell, announced that
the entries for the trials of novelties in 1917 were most
satisfactory, and even in excess of this year's trials. It

was also announced that arrangements are in progress
to hold next year's show in Manchester (on July 20 and 21
provisional) under the auspices of the Royal Botanical
and Horticultural Society of that city. The report of
the committee for 1916 states :

" The trials of novelties were again held at Boyton Hall,

Roxwell, near Chelmsford, under the superintendence of Mr.
Reginald W. Christy, who most satisfactorily carried out the
society's aims. Seeds of eighty-eight novelties were sent
in for trial, also twenty-seven varieties in the classification

test, and seeds of two early flowering varieties from New
South Wales which failed to germinate. At the inspection
the plants were healthy, robust and clean, reflecting

credit upon Mr. Christy and Miss Christy, who had ably
assisted her father, and with him took an enthusiastic
interest in all that pertained to the success of the under-
taking.
[We might here mention that only two varieties received

awards of merit, viz., Selected Rose (Messrs. Dobbie and
Co.) and Mrs. C. P. Tomlin, scarlet (Sir. F. C. Woodcock).]
"The society regrets the loss of fourteen members

by death, including two vice-presidents, namely, Mr.
W. Atlee Burpee of Philadelphia, U.S.A., a generous
supporter of the society for many years, and Mr. N. N.
Sherwood, V.M.H., president in 1910, and for a number
of years honorary treasurer of the society.

'*Many members of our society are serving their King
and Country, and to some extent the decrease in sub-
scriptions is accounted for by their absence. It has not
been possible to compile a full list, but the following
members of committee are now in His Majesty's Forces

:

Messrs. Vernon T. Hill, Martin F. Hitchins, A. L. F. Cook,
N. S. Thornton, B. Peyman, E. J. Gee, A. Hallam, T. A.
Weston and G. F. Drayson.

*'The finances of the society have received the serious

consideration of the executive during the year. The
total income from all sources—leaving out £50 withdrawn
from deposit—is £413 lis. 4d. as against an income of

£436 18s. 2d. in 1915, and the total expenditure is

£438 18s. 2d. as against £557 9s. 5d. in 1915. Thus, in

spite of the economies effected, more must yet be done
if the finances of the society are to be kept in a flourishing

condition."
In view of the fact that many members of the society

are serving in the Forces, it was decided to suspend the

rules relating to the election of o^fficers and to re-elect

the whole of the officers and general committee (excluding

the floral committee) for another year.
Messrs. R. Bolton (Carnforth) and P. Jenkins (Isle of

Wight) were added to the list of provincial corresponding

members of committee. The following were elected

members of the floral committee: Messrs. A. Ireland,

R. Bolton, E. n. Christy, T, Jones, W. H. Holloway,
G. H. Burt. T. Stevenson, G. Herbert and G. Baldwin.

Mr. E. W. King very kindly offered to renew the challenge

cup won outright at the last exhibition.

Mr. T. W. Briscoe.—Mr. Briscoe, the writer

of our calendar for Southern gardens, having

joined the Colours, is now on his way to India.

We wish him every success in his new sphere of

activities and a safe return. Mr. Briscoe has

given us useful reminders of the week's work in

the calendar, which will be completed to the end

of the year by Mr. A. Osborn of the Royal Gardens,

Kew.
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MRS. GARDNER, F.R.H.S., PRIORY HOUSE, STROUD.
31st Year KNOWN ALL OVER THE WORLD WHERE PLANTS, BULBS AND TREES CAN BE SENT. C O—> .^ C» .->.^ .^ -.->THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS FOR QUALITY, PACKINQ, FRESH- 11^ Bill ^P3SOilNESS, AND SAFE ARRIVAL, GAINED'ONLY BY SHEER MERIT AND SUPERLATIVE VALUE. V»*»^^ t^^^^9^^^^M.M.

The following are VERY SPECIAL VALUE, and offered at REDUCED PRICES, to encourage early Autumn planting, thus preventing any failures,
as tne plants get established before winter, and never fail to do well. ALL PACKED FREE, BOXES FREE, AND CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR.
DIANTHUS, ORIENTAL BEAUTIES.—A magniflcent

strain of new fancy large-flowering Dianthus. These flowers
measure from 31n. to 4in. across, with petals measuring Uin.
in diameter. They are most exquisitely formed, the petals
bemg full, overlapping, crinkled, and lacinated. The flowers
possess that peculiar and artistic charm so noticeable in all
plants from Japan. They range in colour from piu-e white
through shades of pink and crimson, the colouring and
marking is rich beyond description. They are perfectly hardy,
are perpetual bloomers, needing only to be cut back every
few weeks to bring a new crop of beautiful flowers. 12 for
1/3 ; 24 for 2/3.

CANTERBURY BELLS.—The new Pink Beauty. A
'dehghtful new shade of rose. All have been charmed who have
grown tills lovely Canterbury Bell. 6 for 1/3 ; 12 for 2/3 ;

25 for 4/-.

WALLFLOWERS CANNOT BE PLANTED TOO
EARLY.- Single Wallflower, Blood-red or Golden Tom
Thumb, 25 for 1/6 : 50 for 2/6 : 100 for 4/6. Superb, mixed,
all colours: a channiag combination . 25 for 1/6; 50 for 2/6 •

100 for 4/6. Post free.

FORGET-ME-NOT (The Jewel).—The colour is a
remarkable sky-blue, which shines out in a most conspicuous
manner when side by side with other Forget-me-nots and
constitutes the distinct featm-e of this plant. 1/6 per dozen

ALPINE AURICULAS.—Quite hardy, e.asily grown
;

their flowers are bold and handsome, and should be doubly
welcome, coming <is they do in the earlv spring, when flowers
are scarce. Two-year-old plants, to include the most superb
colours. 6, 1/6 ; 12, 2/6 ; 25, 4/6.

HYBRID DELPHINIUIVIS.—Can Offer plants from my
superb collection. Single and Double Exhibition varieties,
towering spikes of the most exquisite blue shades imaginable.
All who see these new hybrids are amazed at the richness and
intensity of colour. Without seemg them no one can form
the slightest conception of their splendour. Perfectly hardy
and thrive anywhere. 6 for 1/6 : 12 2/9. Extra large,
6 tor 2/- ; 12 for 3/6.

ANTIRRHINUM.—Something new. Little Bo-peep
Antirrhinums, or the real Tom Thumb ; they only grow about
6in. high, and are one mass of bloom for months, wliite, cream,
yellow, to rich blood-red ; and will blo8m till severe frost,
and start again in early spring. 12 for 1/3 ; 24 for 2/-.
ANTIRRHINUM MACLATUM ORANDIFLORUM.

—The new giant now ottered by me for the first time. These
giant hybrids grow nearly 3ft. liigh ; flowers of enormous
size and substance, most exquisite shades, from wliite to rich
deep crimson ; many are blotched, veined, and marbled, in
the most charming manner ; i|uite hardy, nill grow anywhere.
12 for 2/- ; 24 for 3/6.
SWEET WILLIAM, CRIMSON QUEEN.—Tills is a

lovely Sweet William, with rich deep velvety crimson flowers,
by far the richest colour and sweetest of Sweet Williams.
1/9 per dozen.
THE REAL, OLD-FASHIONED LAVENDER (flowers

and foUage deliciously scented ).— Everybody likes Lavender
;

grows anywhere. Strong plants ; 4 for 1/6. No garden
complete without this old f.avourite.
JAPANESE TREE P/EONIES.—The Glory of Japan.

Will produce 200 Blossoms on one Tree. Huge blossoms
of magnificent lustre and texture, often 10m. to 12in. across :

glorious for greenhouse, but quite hardy for outdoors. Should
be planted at once There is a refinement more rare and a
charm more fascinating about these Tree Pceonies than can be
described on paper. 3/- each ; 3 for 7/6.
WINTER HELIOTROPE (Tussilago fragrans).—

Perfectly hardy, blooms in the open, mid-winter One spray
will scent out a large room. Anyone can grow this in sunless
town garden, or even backyard. 6,1/3; 12,2/-; 24,3/-.
AUBRIETIA GR/ECA A gem for the rockery or edging,

dwarf, compact tufts, covered with lovely blue flowers for
months. 6 for 1/3; 12 for 2/3.NEW HYBRID GAILLARDIAS.-True perennials

;

perfectly hardy. The flowers are large, produced on long
stems, and of the most gorgeous colom-ing. The centre is
dark red-brown, while the petals are variously marked with
rings of brilliant scarlet, crimson, orange, .and vermiUon. and
often combine all these colours in one flower. 6 for 1/6 ;

12 lor 2/6.

GREENHOUSE & WINDOW GEMS
THE VERY LATEST CARNATIONS.—American

Giant Tree Carnations, lovely colours, very free flowerings
Grand for cold or warm greenhouse or even window 3 for
2/- ; 6 for 3/6 ; 12 for 6/6. Strong, well-rooted plants.
Soon flower.

THE SUPERB NEW MALMAISON OR TREK
CARNATION PRINCESS OF WALES.—Immense blos-
soms of faultless beauty. Colour, a ricli brilliant pink, and
perfumes the whole atmosphere vn.th its delicious fragrance.
AU should grow a few of this Queen of Malmaisons. Pot now.
1/6 each ; 2 for 2/6 ; 4 for 4/6 ; 6 for 6/-. Giant-flowered
Malmaisons, in various rich coloiu-s, from pure white to rich
crimson. 3 for 4/- ; 6 for 7/6.

ARUIVI LILY, LITTLE GEIVl.—A perfect miniature Lily
growing Sin. or 12in. liicch. and producing very large snow-
white blossoms. It is in truth a perfect little gem. 6 for 1/3

;

12 for 2/3 ; 25 for 4/-. This is a real bargain price. Pot now
(6 in a pot) for early spring display.

BRUQMANSIA KNIGHTII.—Produces the Sweetest
and Most Delicious Fragrance of any Flower on Earth.
Called also Angels' Trumpets and Wedding Bells. One of the
grandest hard-wooded plants I Icnow of, and easy to grow.
It grows several feet lii^h, and is qiute bushy. The foliage la

large and tropical, and its bloom—how shall I describe what
words carmot picture ? Imagine a little bush 3ft. liigh, and
with 20 or 30 pendulous blooms open at once ; great creamy
white blooms, llin., 12in. or I3in. long and 8tn. wide, of a
texture resembling tliick fluted satin. Imagine these creamy
trumpets pouring fragrance forth till the air is heavy with
sweetness. Imagine all this, then remember the blossoms last

for days in perfection, and that new buds are constantly
coming on. It is quite as easy to grow as a Geranium or
Fuchsia, and requires the same treatment. A good plant in the
garden diulng the summer is the talk of the neighbourhood.
Stock limited. Strong plants, one or two years old, 5/-, 7/6
10/6 each. Strong plants grown tins season, 2/6 and 3/6 each.

ALL ABOVE WILL PLANT OUT PERFECTLY NOW. ALL PACKED BY AN EXPERT, AND CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR.

MRS. GARDNER, F.R.H.S., PRIORY HOUSE, STROUD.

Add a little to your Bulb Compost.

the:

(The Humosin Food for Soil Bacteria.)
SUPPLIES MAY BE HAD FROM ALL NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, CORN MERCHANTS, OR FROM

IVrOI^ASSII^E CO., I^TD., 22, TUNIWEI^ AV^ENXJE, GftEEWyiTTCH, S.E.

eX5 thcre^ f^.
and makes the Garden .^^^^^
gay all the year round t,^."\'"«TsT,

1 everywhere in TINS at 6d.& Is., and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS : 7 lbs.. 2s. 6d.; U lbs.,4s. 6d. : 2> lbs., 7s. 6d.: .56 lbs.. 12s. 6d. ; ll2lbs , 20s. Or
directfromtheWorks.Carriaaep.iid in the United KincdomforO.ish with Order (i>xfppt6d TINS)

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf« & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON E

ROCKERY STONE^^^'^'^A'^^Co.s FAMOUS ROSES
in large or small pieces, from 1 /- per ton.

Stone Qarden Rollers, Crazy Paving, Spar,
Limestone, or Gritstone Chippings for Footpaths.
ORNAIVIENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES. Etc.

ENCJUIHK

THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., Ltd.,
DARLEY DALE, MATLOCK.

GASHLION CYCLES £5:5:0
or 15s. with order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all
time. Packed Id crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
xi^^^' ***'^ paper, and have made and sold over 20.000 Machines.NO EXTRAS: Lamp, Bell. Pump and everythiofi included. Carriage
EfiJ^U ^^^ CAN RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10DAYS. IF YOU DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE.
1 have thousands of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and
S^ A ^^!i.® ^"^ illustrations and full specification. — GEORGEBEATSON, Lion Cycle Works," 85. Moseley Street, Birmingham.

New Varieties 6d. each.
Our new descriptive Catalogue is now ready and will be

sent post free on application.

CHAPMAN & CO.,
Royal Nurseries, Scraptoft, nr. Leicester.

sirruAmoi^s 'va.cjx.n^'x.
Our charge for advertisements under the above heading is

9d. per line, consisting of eight words to the line. Press
day Friday.

WANTED, capable Under Gardener, for
Glass; bothy or cottage.—Apply, stating wage and experi-
ence, to Mr. Lee, c/o John Straker, Esq., Stagshaw, Corbridge,
Northumberland.

Mns. Pyin's
Famous Plants

POST FREE.

PLANT NOW FOR SUCCESS.
SPRINQ CABBAQE (seven liest varieties), COS AND,

CABBAGE LETTUCE, WINTER ONIONS (Giant
Koou anil Italian Tripoli), PICKLINQ CABBAQE,
BRUSSELS SPROUTS, SPINACH, SAVOY,
CURLED KALE, 1/2 100, 3/- 3011.

I ONIONS, Ailsa Craig, 1/4 100, 3/6 300.
WALLFLOWERS, all colours, or mixed, 1/9 100, 7/6

1,000, mixed.
CINERARIAS, HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS,

HARDY PRIMULAS, SCARLET SALVIAS,
BEGONIAS for winter and spring flowering, b for lOd
12 for 1/4.
MADONNA LILY, lovely large, hardy white, very

larfie lnilb.s. 3 for 1/4.
MAGNIFICENT HARDY PERENNIALS, Alpines,

Rockery, Spring Bedding, Greenhouse, and \ egetable Plants,
remarkably good and cheap. Catalogue free.

WILL EXCHANGE.

Mrs. PYM, F.R.H.S.,
10, Vine House, Woodstone, Peterborough. .

The " Country Life " Library.

Gardens for Small Country Houses
15/- net: by poit, 15/7. <

Published at the Offices of " Countet Life," Ltd.,
20 Tavistock Street, Coveat Garden, London, W.C.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
APPLES are scarce in Covent Garden

Market, and very poor sample? of Cox's

Orange Pippin are being fold for twenty

k shillings per bushel. A correspondent

* writes to say that some years ago, when
laying out his garden, he asked the Rev. W. Wilks

what varieties of dessert Apples he should plant,

and the advice given was "Cox's here, Cox's

there and Cox's everywhere." This is a poor

year for Apples in general and for Cox's Orange
Pippin in particular, and our correfpondent writes

bewailing the fact ihat he should have been so

foolish as to have placed all his eggs in one basket.

Vacant Land and the Supply of Potatoes.

—

Mr. Runciman's advice to eat

fewer Potatoes at a time when
price; are exces ively high

seems unneceisary, but surely

a better plan would be to grow
more. There is plenty of

opportunity to do this on the

acres of vacant building sites

in and around our large cities,

which scores of citizens, both

men and women, are longing

for a chance to cultivate. We
know this to be the case in

some of the London suburbs,

where the allotment movement
has met with serious oppositioa

from the owners of vacant land.

In other suburbs, land similarly

situated is being parcelled out

to neighbouring tenants at

easy rents. For months we
have advocated a big move-
ment of this kind, feeling sure

that it would be met with

enthusiasm by allotment
holders. In a certain South

London suburb, some sixty

plots recently offered in this way
were all snapped up within a

day or two, and are now bein,

tenants at a nominal rent.

Sparassis crispa.—Concerning this rare and

locally distributed fungus (illustrated and described

in the issue of October 28), Mr. A. D. Webster

states that it grows in plenty beneath old Scotch

Pine trees on - Lord Derby's Holwood estate in

Kent. Some specimens recently measured were

of larger size than that mentioiied by Miss Jekyll,

one in particular, which was irregularly roundish

in shape, being r5 inches in diameter and rising to

9 inches above ground level. This curious, sponge-

like fungus is, when fresh, of a greyish brown
colour and remarkably compact, but when older

it becomes more open and of a much lighter colour.

Mr. Webster further states that he has always

taken it to be a parasite on the roots of old Scotch

Pine trees, but only such as are in a healthy con-

dition and growing on light, warm soils.

Love-in-a-Mist in November.—It is quite

a good plan to sow this hardy annual about

midsummer for the sake of its delightful flowers

in autumn. The accompanying illustratipn shows

the variety Miss Jekyll still flowering in a

Surrey garden long after Michaelmas Daisies have

been spoilt by frost, wind and rain. These dainty

flowers are most acceptable at this time of year

for indoor decoration. The plants are purposely

NOVEMBER FLOWERS ON L.\TE SOWN NIGELLA.

cultiva'ed by grown thick, and the more the flowers are cut

the better they like it.

The Oriental Thorn.—In foliage, flower and
fruit Cratjegus orientalis is one of the most attrac-

tive and useful Thorns cultivated in our gardens.

It forms a small, round-headed tree, growing with

age to a height of from 18 feet to 20 feet. As a speci-

men lawn tree for large or small pleasure grounds

and for the shrubbery border, this Thorn is decidedly

ornamental. The downy, dark green leaves are

roughly triangular, not large, but attractive, and
white beneath. The corymbs of white blossoms

are freely produced in early June, followed in

autumn by clusters of vermilion red fruits. C.

orientalis var. sanguinea, as the name suggests,

has dark red fruits. Both trees are attractive in

several of the London parks at the present time.

The Ivy - Leaved Cyclamen. — The pretty

Cyclamen neapolitanum, or C. hedercefolium as

it is also known, is perhaps thg most valuable

of all the hardy species. From t he end of Angus
until early November the dainty rose pink flowers,

and those of the companion white variety alba, push

up in advance of the leaves. There are numerous
places in the garden and pleasure grounds where

they will grow freely and prove of interest at

this season of the year. Favourite haunts for

these Cyclamen are among hardy Ferns, clustering

round the bases of deciduous

trees, on grassy slopes where

the turf is comparatively

weak, in the rock garden, and

beneath deciduous shrubs. As
the plants ripen seeds they

are readily propagated. Col-

lected as soon as mature in

spring, sow without delay in

a cold frame. In two years

the seedlings will be laxge

enough to plant out m the

flowering positions. Left un-

disturbed for a number of

-years, the corms increase to

a considerable size. Following

the flowers the silver marbled

foliage is attractive in winter

and early spring.

Euonymus p 1 a n i p e s.

—

Several of the deciduous
species of Euonymus are at

present very attractive by
reason of their finely coloured

leaves and showy fruits, but

perhaps the most conspicu-

ous of all is E. planipes, a

Japanese shrub introduced

to British gardens from the

Arnold Arboretum 'about twenty years ago. In

Japan it sometimes grows to tree size, but here it

is a shrub 8 feet or more high, with spreading

branches. The leaves are 4 inches or 5 inches

long, and in autumn they turn to a rich red colours.

The fruits likewise are red, and when ripe they

burst and disclose the orange-coloured seeds within.

It thrives in ordinary garden soil and is perfectly

hardy. As a lawn plant it has much to commend
it, while it is equally desirable for the shrubberj'.

*** Owing to the shortage of paper, readers ivho have not

already done so are asked to order THE GARDEN (o be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue 0/ papers for chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

"American" Gooseberry Mildew.—I was

glad to see another recommendation for the

copper soda mixture for Gooseberry mildew.

By the way, we shall have to ask our English

friends to drop the word ',' American " when they

refer to this mildew. It was really one of those

cases where it was passed along from England to

America, and we sent it back when you took some

of our improved forms of Gooseberries.-

—

Thomas
N. Cook, Boston, Mass. U.S A.

Guelder Bose in Autumn.—When shrubs are

planted for effect of autumn foliage the Guelder

Rose should not be forgotten. There is now a wild

garden picture of, as yet, " subdued splendour,"

but daily brightening to a gorgeous display where

a wide mass of Ghent Azaleas, now grown into

large bushes, are seen against some Scarlet Oaks,

with a Beech tree forming a deep golden back-

ground. Some bushes of Vaccinium pennsylvani-

cum are near the front, their foliage almost scarlet.

Had there been more room behind the Azaleas, a

filling of Guelder Rose, or, better still, the tj^ie,

berried form, would have been there, with one

Liquidambar as the culminating point of sumptuous

colouring. ^—G. J.

The Kangaroo Apple (Solanum laciniatum,

syn. S. aviculare).—In one of his interesting

articles on Riviera flowers Mr. E. H. Woodall

refers to this attractive Australian shrub. It

is curious how rarely it is seen in English gardens,

yet it is a most distinct and valuable addition

to any garden in a fairly mild district. The
large violet blue flowers are produced over a long

period, practically throughout the summer, and

are succeeded by handsome Pear-shaped fruits,

first green, but becoming yellow as they ripen in

autumn. The deeply laciniate leaves are borne

on strong, slightly arching black stems, and form

a handsome setting for the flowers and fruit.

In the genial climate of West Somerset the plants

seem to thrive equally well in the open (exposed

to the gales) and on an east or west wall. In the

open the shrubs are about 6 feet high, but will

probably grow considerably larger, as all the

plants I have seen are quite young and have been

raised from seed. It is a shrub well worth attempt-

ing in any garden where Solanum crispum and

S. jasminoides flourish, and is doubtless much
hardier than is generally supposed.—N. G. Hadden.
Ampelopsis Hoggii : A Warning.—^While

perusing Mr. J. McGran's interesting article on
" Autumn Colouring " (issue October 28, page 524)

I was surprised to see the above species mentioned

as " a variety to be recommended." Surely this

is merely a synonym of Rhus Toxicodendron, the

Poison Ivy of North America. The sap of this

plant when brought into contact with the human
skin causes a severe eruption of long duration.

In fact, with some people the mere touch of the

leaves or stem is sufficient to cause the eruption,

while, curiously enough, some people are abso-

lutely unaffected by the plant at all. I believe

that in America the planting of Poison Ivy is

prohibited by law, and it would perhaps be a good

thing if it were so in this country also. Another

member of this family, Rhus venenata (the Poison

Elder), also of North America, has similar pro-

perties, and no matter how beautiful their autumn
tints, these two should be expunged from all

British gardens.—R. J. M. Skarratt, CJelienham.

Apple Thomas Rivers.—I think I sent a note

on this Apple to The Garden a few years ago,

but should like to repeat it, as the variety does

not seem to be generally known. It is a Saw-

bridgeworth seedling from American Mother, so

Mr. Rivers has informed me. Its most striking

quality is its quite extraordinary flavour, which

seems, when the fruit is at its best, to combine

Apple, Pear and Quince. In tarts, puddings, or

stewed it has no rival, in my opinion. It lasts

until Christmas, or a good deal later if well kept.

In form it is of a long, somewhat cylindrical egg

shape ; in colour yellow, with a good deal of

red in sunny seasons. The tree is a splendid

grower, with thick, large, dark green foliage, and

makes a perfect bush. The blossom is evidentlj

self-fertile, and here it has never missed a crop.

It has one troublesome defect—that of casting its

fruit in dry seasons before it is advanced enough

to keep. Mr. Rivers tells me it does not do this

to any extent in naturally moist soils, and in this

wet autumn we have not lost a fniit. Copious

waterings, where possible, are a remedy.

—

G. H. Engleheart, Little Clarendon, Dinton,

Salisbury.

The Himalaya Berry.—Your remarks con-

cerning the Himalaya Berry on page 533, issue

November 4, are very nice, but with your kind

permission may I add to them ? I have a well-

established plant of it in my garden, and from

observation it has struck me that this Berry,

like other species, has a distinct predilection for the

climate of its native land, and unless you hit this

off it behaves after the manner of a weary mule.

This year we had a very wet August, and my
bush, while showing no end of bloom, was a most

miserable failure in respect of fruit. It has

also the trait of the Dewberry and lanceolata

Blackberry that its pollen in some seasons is

very defective, and many berries fail to set at

all. It fruits late and is by no means a sweet

Blackberry, and it has gigantic thorns. There

is an obscure species of Rubus, native of the

British Isles, called pubescens, which, if anything,

is a stronger and larger grower than the Hima-

laya Berry, bears huge crops, sets well and is sweet.

No nurseryman, as far as I can gather, catalogues

this common English Bramble, and I do not think

I have ever seen it mentioned in your interesting

paper. What strange people we Englishmen are !

It would be interesting, I am sure, to hear if any

readers have had similar experience to me of

the Himalaya Berry, as it seems to be in great

demand in the States, where the climate is different.

—W. F. M. CoPELAND, West View, Shirley,

Southampton.

Ornithogalum arabicum.—I see that the

Rev. Joseph Jacob complains that his bulbs of

Ornithogalum arabicum refuse to start again.

It is a thing that is only too common, I fear, and

I beUeve it is caused partly by unsuitable resting

conditions during the summer, and more especially

by the bulbs being potted in cold soil and kept

rather too moist at first. Freesias and other

Cape bulbs often refuse to start when they have

had the life taken out of them by too great extremes

of temperature during their resting period ; and

to be potted up and then exposed to heavy cold

rains or injudicious watering completes the paralysis

that has been engendered. The very name Or-

nithogalum arabicum is eloquent of dryness and

steady warmth of soil. My advice would be to

keep the Ornithogalum bulbs on the dry side

after potting and at least in a temperature of

70° Fahr., when I think growth will speedily show

itself. At Nice the temperature of the soil in

October when I return is so high that the ground

feels hot to the hand when dug over, and the

Ornithogalums are always in young leaf by the

middle of the month, before the autumn rains

have reaUy begun and before the ground has lost

its heat. Being so indifferent to cold later on in

winter, it is easy to forget how much such bulbs

dislike an early check in temperature. Sue . I

believe, is the cause of the failure of many V .lbs.

Sometimes I have known them to remain doimant
and start again another season, but only when
they have not been chilled down too soon in

autumn.—E. H. Woodall.
Protecting Cauliflowers from Frost and

Rain.'—^The following plan I have found to answer

well : Before severe frost has had time to damage
the centres I take all the leaves in both hands,

draw them upwards to a point, and tie them
tightly at the top with bast or string. This forms

a roof over them which keeps out frost from
doing harm to the flowers. The plants are not

removed from where they are growing.—J. K.,

Lanes.

The Varieties of Colchieum speciosum.—

I

rather think, from what I have observed, that

Colchieum speciosum magnificiun is the same as

one which used to be sold by the late Mr. John
Wood of Kirkstall, father of Mr. Wood of Boston

Spa, as " Wood's deep-coloured variety." It is

much finer in its colouring than any other variety

I know, and I have grown as many speciosum

varieties as I could secure for some years.

C. speciosum rubrum is an improvement on
C. spcciosmn itself, by reason of the ruby colouring

of the tubes. C. s. maximum is an improved
form of rubrum, but Mr. Wood's (magnificum, I

believe) is deeper still and wonderful in its intense

ruby colour.—S. Arnott.

The Gardens of the Fatherland.—My know-
ledge of Germany is very limited, but during my
short stay just prior to the outbreak of war I

saw nothing in the vicinity of Hamburg compar-

able to our suburban gardens. For the most part

the villa fronts were grass patches, with a few

shrubs and invariably one or more quaint stone

figures of little old men with long beards and

brewers' cap;. The various nurseries I visited

were practically all devoted to the production of

stock for foreign trade. The exhibition gardens

near Hamburg were puerile compared with what
we know, the only redeeming feature being the

great Rose garden, and even this was no more
remarkable for its display than is any one of our

great Rose nurseries.—T. A. W.
A Letter from " Anne Amateur."—As I am

sending The Garden (issue October 28) containing

my " Floral Recollections of South Hackney

"

to a few old friends, I am glad the letter had the

fortune to be in such a particularly interesting

number. I was especially pleased with " Autumn
Colouring " and " The Roses of Autumn," as I

am adding to my hedge of sorts just now. " The
Corsican ' Maquis '

" is most fascinating, too,

though some of the plants are not my personal

acquaintances. And I feel awfully pleased to find

that such a " great gun " as E. Molyneux advises

planting "Narcissi in Herbaceous Borders" in

the very way one ignorant old "Amateur" has

planted them for many a year in her little cottage

garden. I got over—or under—the difficulty

about disturbing the bulbs by planting them

rather deeply, and, later, sowing shallow-rooting

annuals above, where the summer growth of

herbaceous plants did not cover vacant spaces.
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Among plants named in " Notes of the Week"
and " Correspondence," Fuchsia gracilis and

the Great Ox-eye Daisy (what a delightful photo-

graph, and so are those of the Foxgloves !) are old

favourites dear to my heart, and that " home-

made weeding tool" is being copied at once.

I read with the greatest glee Mr. Bowles' remark

that Hawthorn smells like " fish shops." I have

often thought so, but did not dare to fly in the

face of all the poets' praise of it, for I once got

into dreadful disgrace by indiscreetly saying,

" Myrtle blossom smells like fried bacon " (so

does Wistaria). " Oh, unromantic girl," they

said, " go back to your cooking, and don't make
such unpoetic comparisons ! " (Yet they liked

fried bacon.) Miss Jekyll's article is extremely

interesting. I know as yet little

of fungi, but am learning by the

aid of Mr. Swanton's book on

fungi, which I find most helpful.

I wish I could get some Morels
;

Mushrooms abound in my orchard.

I put in some fresh spawn in

June, as you advised, with satis-

factory results, though Mushrooms
have been scarce this year. I

heartily agree with your remarks

about Gooseberry mildew. It is

right down %vicked of the authori-

ties to destroy bilshes without

giving the unlucky growers a chance

to try remedies. It will, I fear,

•deter many from planting fruit

trees, for fear of what maybefalin
future, and planting new trees I

consider is a patriotic duty this

year.

—

Anne Amateur.
An Autumn-Flowering Prunus.

Under the respective names of

Pnmus Miqueliana, P. microlepis

var. Smithii and P. subhirtella var.

autumnalis a remarkable tree of

Japanese origin is at present flower-

ing in several gardens. Since Mr.

T. Smith of Newry introduced it a

few years ago, a more or less irregu-

lar display of flowers has generally

resulted in winter during mild

weather. In October of this year,

presumably due to an tmusually

mild and moist autumn, a tree at

Kew some 7 feet to 8 feet high

produced a display of blossoms

equal to that which one ordi-

narily expects from a flowering tree

in spring. Prunus subhirtella var.

autumnalis, which is now the

generally accepted name, pro-

duces small clusters of semi-double

flowers an inch across, at first white, the centre

changing to pink with age. In addition to its

undoubted beauty, the blossoms are deliciously

fragrant. The origin of this remarkable tree is

shrouded in mystery ; the generally accepted theory

is that it is a cultivated Japanese plant. As
might be expected from a semi-double flower,

all efforts to set fruits with its own pollen and
with the poUen of several early flowering Prunuses

have so far proved unsuccessful.—^A. O.

PyEONIA PEREGRINA
GIFFORD'S VARIETY

Ai
the flowers of P^eonia illustrated in

The Garden of June lo last, which

have incited the remarks from Mr.

Lynch in October 28 issue, were grown

by me, I would like to ask Mr. Lynch

by what intuition does he come to the conclusion

that the picture really does represent P. officinalis

lobata ? He seems to base his opinion on the

shell-like appearance of the petals alone, and yet

he says that Paeonia is very deficient in flower

character, and, further, states that the P. officinalis

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
November 16. — Sheffield Chrysanthemum

Society's Annual Show (three days). Manchester

and North of England Orchid Society's Meeting

.and Exhibition.

AN AUTUMN FLOWERING CHERRY FROM JAPAN (PRUNUS
SUBHIRTELLA AUTUMNALISl NOW FLOWERING AT KEW.

group is characterised by leaves of deep green

coloirr, pale green below, not glaucous, rarely

slightly pubescent. Surely Mr. Lynch cannot

trace these characteristics in the picture, whether

absent or present. They are absent, consequently

could not help him to form his judgment. It is quite

true, as he says, the colour of the flower is not

evident ; it must follow that the colour of the

foliage is also not evident. Neither does the picture

show the absence or presence of either glaucescence

or pubescence ; and, again, if characters are lost

in dried specimens,- how much less discernible in

an illustration !

The foliage of the plant illustrated has nearly

all the characters, that Mr. Lynch ascribes to the

peregrina group, none of which are distinguishable

in the picture. Again, the habit of the plant is

dwarfish, although robust ; the leaflets are few,

broad, and of stout substance ; the foliage of

lobata is thinner, finely laciniated ; and a most

decided distinction lies in the rootstock, which

seems to be ignored. My impression is that

Mr. Lynch has never seen and does not know the

plant illustrated, and if it would interest him to

know more of the rare form of P. peregrina, I

must refer him to Kew, where he will be able

to obtain all the information required ; or

why not procure roots of both the plants in

question and arrive at his conclusion from the

living specimens ?

However, as others may l.e interested, I now
state frankly that I know n jthing of the origin of

P. peregrina Giflord's variety. It

came into my hands some thirty

years ago under the name of

P. lobata, and I have grown it

ever since. Last year I had the

finest display of my life—nearly a

thousand blooms—and I invited

the late Mr. Harvey, then Editor

of The Garden, to view it. He
came, he saw, and was charmed.

It was a delightful stranger to

him (see his notes in The
Garden, issue July 17, 1915,

with illustration), and as he was

going to Kew the next day he took

some flowers with him, as he said,

to show them something they

had not got. He was correct

;

Kew had not got it and did

not recognise it. However, they

procured some plants from me.

This year I wrote them asking

what they thought of it, to which

they replied : It ts possibly a.

cross of P. peregrina. Mill. , and P.

decora, and that it seemed advisable

to give it a fancy name, such as

P. peregrina Gifford's variety, that

would be sufficient to mark it as

something distinct for horticultural

purposes.

I think I must defer to Kew,

who came to their conclusion

from the living plant grown

under their own observation.

Granting all deference to Mr.

Lynch's wide knowledge of plants

generally, he will hardly wish to

controvert Kew imtil he has

seen the living plant. Paeonia

peregrina Gifiord's variety, so

charmingly arranged and illus-

trated in The Garden of June ro

last over I^the name of P. officinalis lobata, is

undoubtedly the most beautiful of all the single

P^eonias.

Going back to 1914, flowers that were cut from

my plants were put before the committee of the

Hardy Plant Society (not by me) under the name

of P. officinalis lobata, and were awarded a cer-

tificate. So that lobata is really sailing under

false colours !

That nomenclature confusion does ejdst among

the single Psonias is palpable. I saw this last

Jime at the Royal Horticultural Hall. In one

exhibit P. decora was boldly named P. officinalis

lobata ; in another exhibit P. decora was named

P. anomala. Pity it is so

!

Montague Nursery, Hornchurch. F. Gifford.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

THE night of October 20 brought us

the first sharp frost. Eight degrees

were registered by the thermometer,

but it is in rather a sheltered

position and there may have

been two more degrees on the grass and inopen

places. I never remember the first autumnal

frost doing so much damage to the good

looks of this garden and the trees round it.

Everj'thing was so unprepared, sappy and

green that many really hardy things look

sorely stricken. For instance, the common
Sycamore was in full summer green last

week, and now every leaf is withered and

pallid, of a strange grey shade that is

gradually turning to a dull brown. The

itfaidenhair Tree, that generally turns to

such a pure, transparent golden yeUow,

will not do so this season, for every leaf has

wilted and shrivelled. The Gunneras have

been imusually fine, evidently enjoj'ing the

wet season, and now every leaf has collapsed

just at its junction with the leaf-stalk and

hangs down in so dejected a posture that

the general appearance is almost as

ludicrous as it is dismal. The group in

the damp meadow looks at dusk like two

recumbent elephants, due to the unusual

shade of brownish grey that has replaced

the rich green, and the suggestion of huge

ears offered by certain of the leaves. In

full daylight it looks more like a stack of
^

broken umbrellas.

Of course, the bright Dahlias, Salvias

and all other summer bedding plants

have been cut off for the season, but it is

sad to see Anemone japonica in all its forms

and many of the Asters ruined so early.

The early disappearance of tender bedding

plants allows the clearing and digging of

the beds to take place in the better weather,

and the Tulips can be got in on pleasant

sunny dry days. So there is much con-

solation to be found in their exit. But

the sodden leaves and drooping heads of

the Anemone, and such things as Bcehmeria

nivea the Chinese Nettle, and Clerodendron

foetidum one does not like to cut away too

soon.

It is interesting to notice the difference in

behaviour of certain trees ; in some the

leaves fall a few hours after the frost has

melted away. This is generally because the
'

sap left in between the separating layer and
,

the footstalk becomes ice, swells, and pushes

the footstalk off, but holds it in position

frozen on to the stem. Directly the ice melts,

however, there is nothing to hold the leaf on,

and down it falls. The Mulberry, Ailantus,

Black Walnut, Paulownia and Catalpa be-

have thus, and, being Southerners, one is not

surprised ; but it seems so strange that the Ash,

a tree of the North, should cast its leaves green

and suddenly. Then again, it is remarkable that

things with tough skins, such as Sycamore and

Gunnera leaves and the thick, downy sepals of

Anemone japonica, should suffer so much when
frozen, and yet the delicate segments of autumnal

Crocuses, formed of thin-walled cells, apparently

full of juices, should take not the slightest harm,

unless they were wetted externally before the frost

caught them. The disfigurement of so many gay
flowers has left those that can bear the frost a clear

^ 1/

GALANTHUS NIVALIS VAR. OLG.E.
{From a drawing by E. A. Bowles.)

stage, and one realises how precious and lovely they

are. It is the right week for many of the Western
species of Crocus. The Eastern C. speciosus and
pulchellus are past their full tide, though many
are still fair in drier or more shaded quarters,

and the pretty hybrids of these two species are

well out. These mostly resemble pulchellus

externally in being a lighter blue and less feathered

than the speciosus parent, but are richer in tone

than pulchellus in the interior. Their most
striking character, though, lies in the intermediate

coloration of the anthers, which are of various

shades of cream colour, instead of the orange of

speciosus or the white of pulchellus.

The beautiful pure white form of pulchellus

is still in full beauty, as- it flowers rather later

than the type form. C. medius was very lovely

in the sunlight to-day, its large rosy lilac

blossoms wide open and showing the beauti-

ful purple lines that form a star in its throat

but do not extend further up the segments.

This rich veining and the brilliant scarlet

of its feathery stigmata distinguish it easily

from any other leafless autumnal Crocus.

It is only found wild on the lower spurs of

the hills along the Riviera between Mentone
and Genoa. How much I should like to

visit all its stations while it is in flower,

hunting for colour varieties and albino

forms ! The name medius was given to it

because it was thought to be intermediate

between C. sativus and nudiflorus, but in

structure it has no close relationship with

either and only a slight outward resemblance

to nudiflorus. This last is a treasure

among Crocuses, but is very seldom seen

in gardens. It is so common in parts of

the Pyrenees that its small corms may be

dug up with every thrust of the trowel. I

found a good many when collecting Hepati-

cas near Bayonne one spring, and they

have formed a good patch by now. But
were it not for some kind cousins living

in Asturias who send me generous sup-

plies, it would spread but slowly to other

parts of the garden. It increases chiefly by
slender underground stolons, ridiculous little

rootlets, that suggest Couch Grass rather

than Crocus corms and might easily be

thrown away. They take two or more
years to develop into flowering corms here,

and I must wait that period to see flowers

on my recently collected roots. The rich

red purple colouring of its long, tapering

buds is worth waiting for, and I advise

all who can get it to grow C. nudiflorus.

It and its near relative C. astifficus are

now brightening certain parts of the rock

garden where Campanulas and other sum-
mer flowers have been cut down.

The photograph reproduced on page 547
shows one such place. It was taken in

early July when Silene sibirica in its two

forms, cerise and flesh colomr. Campanula
persicifolia, Qinothera speciosa, Linaria

tristis, the little black Viola tricolor and
such-like annuals and easily grown things

covered the ground in a gay tangle. Some
weeks ago I pulled up the annuals, cut

down the perennials and left the ground

clear for autumnal Crocuses, some of which

will, I hope, carry on the provision of

flowers until Galanthus byzantinus and the

earliest of the spring Crocuses relieve them.

The Snowdrop season has commenced early

this year, for G. Olgas threw up a few flowers

three weeks ago and is now in full swing, and G.

Rachels, much like it, but a trifle larger and
freer in flowering,, is just appearing. These two

are no more than forms of G. nivalis, but very

distinct ones, in that they flower in autumn and

without leaves at their first appearance. These

appear in some seasons when the flower-stalk has

reached its full length, but even tlicn remain very
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short until the flowering period is past. G. Olgae

seems to do best when planted at the foot of some
shrub, and is well worth its space, as the flowers

bring such a message of spring in the dreary

days of falling leaf and fading flower. They
possess a very strong and sweet perfume, with a

touch of Hyacinth scent added to the faint Prim-

rose sweetness of ordinary Snowdrops. I have

also been enjoying the fragrance of the old double

Musk Rose, a plant all too rare in our gardens.

It flowers very late in the season, and a truss or

two of its pure white, semi-double flowers will

scent a room for several days. The faded flowers

retain so much sweetness that I should say this

Rose would be one of the best to make pot-pourri.

I gathered some sprays of it after the frost had

touched them, but they recovered perfectly after

being a day in a warm room, and fresh buds

opened quite happily.

I can only grow one Sternbergia well, though I

should have expected the summer heat and drought

of this garden to have suited any of them.

My faithful one is S. lutea angustifolia, and is now
gay with its Daffodil yellow flowers among the

glossy, rich green leaves. I am trying to make
an edging of it along one of the Iris beds, but it

is not so happy there as in some of the steepest

and hottest banks of the rock garden. It ought

to have been long ago called the Autumn Daffodil,

seeing that it belongs to the Amaryllidaceae and

the green ovary and its membranous spathe at the

base of the flower are so much like those of a

Narcissus. Its upright flower causes everyone to

think of a Crocus, I suppose ; but if a flower is

bent over at right angles to its stem, one sees the

Daffodil family likeness at once.

THE PLANNING
GARDEN S— I I

By T h a c k e r .a. V Turner.

O F

(Con'inued from page 537 )

FEW people can afford to garden without

keeping one eye fixed on economy, and
it will be wise to remember the import-

ance of economy in working as well as

economy in construction. In planning

your garden it is therefore mse to consider where

you are going to keep your manure and where

you are going to put your rubbish.

If a garden runs in any direction more than

50 yards or 80 yards, it will be found extravagant

in labour to move all manure, rubbish, or earth

by barrow. Care, then, should be taken to make
paths wide enough to take at least a two-wheeled

truck, and for a still larger garden some of the

paths should allow the passage of a pony cart

or even a farm cart, and a further difficulty lies

in providing either room for such a cart to turn

or in making the wide path continuous.

Another essential point is the necessity for

providing water both for the flower garden and for

the fruit and vegetables, and this must be con-

sidered from the first. If there is a water company
or town water supply available, it is well to sink

galvanised iron tanks in convenient places, and
lay the pipes to them underground before the

garden is completed. Where no such convenience

exists, one or more ponds can be made, and ponds

are great aids to the beauty of a garden. They
can often be kept supplied by the rainfall from

roofs ; but in that case, if the fall of the land

allows, the water should not be taken direct to

the ponds, but to underground tanks, from which

the supply can be drawn so as to keep the pond^

at their proper level during the summer. The
waste water from baths can also be stored in tanks

for the kitchen garden.

If roads and water are the two practical needs

which first claim the attention of the garden

planner, the question of levels is equally important

practically, and even more important as a source

of beauty. If it presents the greatest difficulty,

it also, if skilfully treated, gives the greater charm.

A garden on a dead flat can never compete in

beauty and interest with one of varied levels.

The writer remembers

a garden of his earliest

youth in the fenland

of Lincolnshire, a

garden noted among
i t s neighbours be-

cause it had a hill

in it. Those who
laid it out a century

ago had made a pond

and dug a well in it,

and the material

taken out to form

the pond and well

had been cleverly

used to make the

hill. The hill was

crowned with low

shrubs and backed

by strong - growing

taller bushes and
trees, quite conceal-

ing the extent of the

rising ground and
creating an illusion

of its continuance.

The slope was turfed

so that people could

walk up it and, above

all, children could

roll down it. Oh,

the joy of that hill

to us children, who
at that time had
never seen another !

And yet I suppose

our hill was barely

6 feet, or at the most

8 feet, high.

Broadly speaking,

it comes to this : If

the site of your

garden is level, the

one thing you have

to do is to break that

level by a raised ter-

race or a steep bank or an artificial depression. If

your site is sloping or uneven, you must use your

ingenuity to get level lawns and level walks and
borders. This work is, unfortunately, expensive,

as it involves shifting earth, building retaining

walls and laying steps ; but then, how effective

steps are ! Few things in a garden are finer than

a flight of steps, but they should not have a " rise
"

of more than 5 inches for each step. Four-inch

risers often look better. Further, the less the rise

the greater the " tread " is a sound principle.

With a 5-inch rise an r8-inch tread or width

will not be too much. In varying your levels

it should be remembered that steep grass banks

have serious drawbacks. It is very difficult to

cut them, and in dry weather tlie grass, from

excessive drainage, quickly turns brown.

Anyone who has seen some of the fine Italian

gardens, with terrace above terrace connected

by ingenious flights of steps, will realise the advan-

tage which falling ground gives to the good planner of

gardens. Many such gardens have the further advan-

tage of a mountain stream held up in ponds and led

from terrace to terrace in a series of tinkling water-

falls, tempering the summer heat for thirsty plants

and charming the ear with a suggestion of coolness.

We have seen that the first needful considerations

in planning a new garden are the water supply,

position of manure and rubbish heaps, the arrange-

A CROCUS BANK IN SUMMER IN MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN.

ment of paths and roads needed for the working

of the garden, and the management of levels.

With these ideas in mind a visit may be made
to the site and a scheme framed on the spot.

Pegs may be driven to fix certain spots, but it

will be found necessary to have the land accurately

measured and drawn to scale, with all the levels

marked on the plan. With such a plan it would

be quite possible for anyone aceustomed to garden

planning to work the whole thing out without

having gone near the place, in the same way
that some architects will plan buildings without

having once visited the site ; but such planning

is most unlikely to produce a first-rate result.

{To be continued

)
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A JULY FLOWER BORDER
Bv Gertrude Jekvll.

WHERE flower borders ot any

garden spaces can be given to

special seasons, it follows that

plants can be placed with a sure

hand for a certain effect. The

illustration shows a section of a flower border

for July, of white and purple colouring. There

is first a bold patch of Chrysanthemum maximum,
a plant that is grown and sold in a large number
of forms, some of them named, but in the present

writer's estimation none so desirable as this.

The endeavour to get these Daisies as large as

possible has resulted in a coarse quality both of

bloom and stem, and the desire for change has

favoured other varieties with thread-like or fringe-

like petals. The white Daisy is followed by a group

of Erigerons in three varieties, of some of the

best sorts in varying strength of tint, among
them the pretty Quakeress—all improvements on

the type, although none has yet got rid of the

greenish tinge in the yellow eye that is the only

fault of this otherwise excellent svunmer flower.

The grower who will succeed in abolishing this

greenish taint will indeed be a benefactor to

horticulture.

Beyond the Erigerons comes a drift of Salvia

nemorosa virgata, a grand plant of long bloom

duration, about 4 feet high. Its proper time is

rather earlier than that of its near neighbours,

'but as the purple bloom goes off, the mass of

rich deep red purple coloured bracts becomes

more prominent and the whole thing makes an

even better setting for the groups of flowers that

show in front of it. Beyond this again is a mass

of Clary (Salvia Sclarea), an old plant of herb

gardens, but of great value in the flower border.

The actual flower is something between blue and

white, but the chief effect is from the combination

of this with the quantity of broad mauve bracts.

As the plant is widely branched and the bloom
is closely set, a group of it forms a cloudy mass

of well-harmonised colouring of a charming and

unusual quality. Backing these flowers is a

mass of the grey red Atriplex hortensis, allowed

to grow nearly to its fuU height near the Clary,

but cut down to suitable heights where it forms

a backgroand to the lower flowers. At the front

of the border is an irregular edging of Sweet

Alyssum with Ageratura, and Sea Lavender

following to take up the pin-ple colour. In the

further part of the grouping is a planting of that

very useful grey Artemisia Ludoviciana ; it can

be made to serve in any part of the border as it

is willing to be cut down to any desired height.

A cross path comes just beyond this group of

July flowers, but the colour is taken up again

by Eryngium Oliverianum and fmrther by an edg-

ing of Nepeta which continues to show a faint

tint of grey and purple, long after its blooming

time

A few yards away is a good July plant that

might well have preceded the colour group just

described ; this is Sisyrinchium striatum. From
a handsome sheaf of Iris-like leaves some twenty

to thirty flower-stems are throwTi up ; they are

2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet high and are thickly set

with a mass of palest yellow bloom. It revels

in hottest simshine, thriving in a warm exposure

in light soil.

THE JULY BORDER AT MUNSTEAD WOOD.
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NOTES ON NERINES
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

WHAT Tulips are to spring, Nerines

are to autumn. A cool greenhouse

full of Nerines in all their various

shades of crimson, red, rose, pink,

orange, salmon, blush and white in

the early hours of a sunny

October morning, or,

again, an hour and a half

before sunset, is a sight

which for magnificence

and brilliancy, if such a

thing be possible, out-

Tulips Tulips. All

through the sunny day

these children of the

light scintillate and shine

in their tinselled and

sparkling splendour, but,

so it always appears to

me, more especially when

Phoebus ApoUo is begin-

ning and ending his

course. For then the

glint of his rays falling

on the responsive petals

causes the eye, struck

with wonder, to see

stars of diamonds and high lights, as it were,

of burnished silver seemingly at play on and

among the beautifully coloured curled and oft-

times crinlded petals.

The goose that lays the golden egg can be killed.

But, says Mr. H. J. Elwes, whom I may fittingly

call the Nerine king, "you cannot kill Nerines."

They are a cat-like race with nine lives. The

treatment that would kill many another bulb

has but little killing power over them, so tenacious

are they of life. How comes it, then, that they are

still so uncommon in the collections of the ordinary

flower-lover who can "run to" a greenhouse,

great or small ? A distinguished professor in a

Scotch university, commenting on our British

ignorance of German literature, said that it took a

book a hundred years to cross the North Sea.

The progress of the Nerines is equally slow. I

would greatly like to see it accelerated. They

are unable of themselves to " stump it and thump

it and blow their own trumpet," so perforce "it

' must be done for them. With fear and trembling

I step in and take up a self-appointed and much-

pleasure-giving task. How could it be otherwise

after spending a day in the- lean-to greenhouse

at Colesbome, that cynosure of all Nerine-loving

eyes ; after absorbing the wonderful beauty of

the king's magni&cent collection ; after hearing the

master himself talk and explain and enthuse ?

The exquisite whiteness of Mrs. Clarke, the stately

grandeur of Miss Moore in her beautiful orange

rose dress, and the tall rosy carmine Mrs. Cooper

were three that I will always remember. But

what of the difficult pinks and pale shades, Lady

Mary Shelley, Miss Shelley and many others ?

Then those wondrous roses and the charming

rosy-tipped Mrs. Balfour, perhaps the most

taking of aU? Her beauty had faded, but not

before it had been transferred to " canvas

"

by the deft hand of Miss Snelling.

There are two great types of Nerine flowers

—

the Guernsey Lily and the Madonna Lily shapes.

The former is seen in the ancient Guernsey Lily,

whose first home in Europe was with Morin in

Paris, and which ultimately reached England

vid Guernsey about the commencement of the

second half of, the seventeenth century; and in

the large and handsome Fothergillii major or

Rotherside, two modem gems of " purest ray

serene." The latter and newer shape takes its

' outward form from pudica blood, and may be seen

in such a one as elegantissima, which, newspaper

reports say, was one of the prominent flowers

in Mr. F. Lilley's collection in the Royal Horti-

cultiural Society's Hall on October 24 ;
but Mr.

Elwes has many seedlings, and I have one or

two myself in which this very pleasing shape is

more pronounced.

The older or Guernsey Lily-shaped flower may be

subdivided into the straight and the crinkled petaUed

forms, both of which are portrayed in the black

and white sketch which accompanies this article.

The young arii t has caught the spurit of the Nerine,

but it would take a coloured plate, and a good one

at that, to do justice to the warm coloiu-s and

delightful scintillation of these autumn flowers.

The before-mentioned Fothergillii major, the old

samiensis and the very free corusca are samples

of the straight-curled, strap-like segmented flower

;

and John Geoghegan (a fine Glasnevin seedling)

and the brilliant, tightly knit together Meadow-

bankii samples of the crinkled ones.

Another subdivision might be made of the

narrow-petalled varieties, such as Exhibition

(Glasnevin), Lady Cadogan (Colesbome) and

The Spider (Glasnevin). They provide a pleasant

change from the broader petals, and they are

especially gracefiil when used as cut blooms in

vases. Much might be said about the flower-

In some varieties they appear to me to

be too loose and open
;

there is a hiatus in the

centre, and the impres-

sion is conveyed of an

untidy head of hair.

Give me the compact

ones, where Natiure in-

terlaces the many seg-

ments so that the whole

makes one grand rich

display which is, I

think, satisfying to the

most fastidious critic.

Uriah Heep b o a s t e'd

that he was " the

'umblest person going."

A Nerine might more
truly say that it is

"the umbellest of

flowers," for " from every fair she bears the prize

away" {Gardiner's translation of Rapin).

headp.

NOTES FROM A HAMP-
SHIRE GARDEN.

If/'.- !

TWO TYPES OF NERINES. THE STRAIGHT
AND CRINKLED PETAL FORMS.

THE NEW ROSES OF 1913.

[AVING dealt with the Irish-raised

Roses of 1913 in preceding articles,

I pass to the English, Scotch and the

Continental raised varieties. These I

have reduced to a dozen varieties as

representing the best of those that I have grown

here. There are others, of course, but they are

not sufficiently distinct or have some failing that

rules them out. Of the English-raised Roses 1

am including both of the varieties raised by the

Rev. J. H. Pemberton

:

Danae, a Hybrid Tea, a vigorous, perpetual-

flowering 5'ellow, pretty in the bud, the flowers,

of medium size, blooming in clusters from June

onwards, and perhaps at its best in the cooler

days of the late autumn.

Moonlight, another semi-climbing pillar Rose,

is of similar habit to Trier, which it also resembles

in respect of its flowers, which come in small
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clusters at the end of every shoot. Free flowering

right up to Christmas here. Altogether a pretty

and useful variety. It secured the gold medal

of the National Rose Society ; but of the two I

think Danae is to be preferred. Of other Roses

raised in r9i3 Scotland gave us

Mrs. Andrew Carnegie, raised by Messrs.

Cocker and Son. This Rose has steadily improved

with me, and %vhile I prefer Florence Forrester,

it is undoubtedly a good white, especially for

exhibition purposes. The next Rose on my list

comes from Jersey,

Duchess of Normandy, which is a yellow sport

from Dean Hole, distributed by Mr. Pliilip Le

Cornu. It is a pleasing shade of yellowish pink

(more yellow than pink) in the open flower. Its

buds often look a pale greenish yellow before

opening, but develop all right. It is a decided

acquisition, identical except as to colour with

Dean Hole, with the same failings and the same

good points. I now pass to the Continental

Roses, and one naturally turns to M. Pernet-

Ducher. Three of his Roses are distinctly worth

growing. Two of them are to be found in most

gardens where the owner is keen on Roses.

Mme. Edouard Herriot I need only name

;

its colour is its strong point, and with me it has

proved very satisfactory. It is not quite so

subject to black spot as some—I am afraid I

must say most—of the Pernetiana group.

Willowmere, not such a startling colour, but

a better-shaped flower, always reminds me of

Lady Ashtown. It is a good grower and free

flowerer, but (there is nearly always a " but ")

rather addicted to mildew. The third Rose is

Cissie Easlea, a well-shaped flower for garden

purposes, Naples yellow in colour, round and

globular in form, ™th very good foliage ; a good

grower and free flowerer. I have not yet seen

mildew on this variety. Messrs. Soupert et

Notting of Luxembourg sent out

Marie Adelaide Grand Duchesse de Luxem-
bourg, a small but very pretty yellow buttonhole

Rose, fine, long bud, with a nice perfume that

can be recommended. It is quite a pretty flower,

free, and makes a nice shapely bush. To those

who want a big flower, useful for back rows in

an exhibition box, I can recommend

Heinrich Munch (W. Hinner), soft pink in

colour, very large and full. It is a Hybrid Perpetual

with plenty of petals. A Rose of quite a different

character is

Mevrow Dora van Tets (Leenders). This is a

good deep crimson, the early flowers almost up

to exhibition standard, but on the small side;

excellent shape, but not many petals ; very

fragrant. An improved Richmond would perhaps

best describe it. It is a Hybrid Tea that is

certainly worth trying. My dozen must be made
up with two of E. Turbat and Co.'s introductions

—one a Polyantha Pompon, the other a Climbing

Wichuraiana.

George Elger is the name of the first, quite a

good yellow, golden in the bud, keeping its colour

well, one of the best in its section of that colour
;

small, compact flower, well shaped, fairly free

flowering, and makes a very neat plant.

Source d'Or is also a yellow of fair size for a

Wichuraiana produced in panicles. The flowers

fade with age, however. The growth may fairly

be described as vigorous.

This concludes my rgrs Roses. The year 1914

brought us many good flowers, and I will deal

with them in my next article.

Southampton. Herbert E. Molyneux.

UNDER THE "MAQUIS"
By W. Herbert Cox.

THE Corsican " maquis " (of which I

have given an account on page 525,

issue October 28), though it seems to

be almost impenetrable, has all kinds

of beautiful plants growing under the
" where many a garden flower grows

aye, and many we should like to have in

our gardens, so rare are they. To botanists

the island is famous for the number of plants,

shrubs,

wild"
;

THE CORSICAN ORCHID (ORCHIS
PAPILIONACEA).

species and sub-species, quite unknown, or e.xceed-

ingly rare, elsewhere.

Whenever there is a clearing the great Asphodels

come up, so stately, but a considerable annoyance

to the husbandmen. The two big ones, cerasiferus

and the small-fruited microcarpus, are very

common, but are often mistaken one for another.

The many-branched smaller and slighter fistulosus

is somewhat less common. Another troublesome

weed is a plant which was, so our history books

say, beloved by the ancient Britons—the Woad.
Yet another noxious weed is the pretty Cape
plant, Oxalis cernua, with its flat head of

golden blossom
; while everywhere comes up the

quaint little Aroid, Arisarum vulgare, with its

wagging tail in a monk's cowl. On the other

hand, three members of the same family may be

found, but are very rare. They are Dracunculus
vulgaris (the least rare), Helicodiceros rauscivorus

near Ajaccio, and the extraordinary Ambrosinia

Bassii.

In the Bevinca Valley, on the steep clift's, the

huge bulbs and unusual leaf growth of the Great

Scilla (Urginea maritima) gave quite a character

to the scenery ; but the tall flower-spikes were
not yet, only coming in August when the leaves

have gone. Tavo other Urgineas are to be found,

fugax and undulata, but only in the extreme

south. The little blue Scilla autumnalis produces

two varieties.

One of the loveliest sights are the masses of

the beautiful Pancratium illyricum on Cape Sagro,

washed by the rain and sprayed by the sea. It

loves to blossom on sea cliffs facing north. Up
the Cape generally it is easy in May to gather

huge armfuls of the spider-like blossoms, white

and so sweet scented, of this beautiful Lily

;

ut on the rest of the island it is rather rare.

The other Pancratium, maritimum, prefers the

-ands of the sea, and does not appear till August.

Unfortunately, I have not seen the wild Psonies,

ut have heard that they paint the ground with

their great crimson globes. The variety is corallina,

the pink pubescens being found on the Cape.

and leiocarpa in the south. The little Crocus

minimus, with plain inner petals and flaked outer

ines, masses everywhere in the hills. Another
dnd, C. corsicus, may be met with too, but

N less common. The . many-flowered Colchicum

neapolitanum comes in September.

Like most of the Mediterranean region, Corsica

is rich in bulbs. There are many Alliums, including

three very pretty kinds, the pink roseum, the

angular-stemmed triquetrum (both common) and

the favourite neapolitanum. far less so. About
half a dozen Gageas grow, but they are not easy

to distinguish, Solierolii and Grantatellii being

commonest. About Ajaccio, Romulea Bulbo-

codium forms dense mats, while above Bastia R.

Columns sits on the vineyard walls untucking

its blossoms ; but there are many other kinds.

The Madonna Lilies love stony corners, raising

their spires above the rocks, and are frequent

about Bastia. The scarlet Lilium croceum, too,

is common, but Martagon is rarer. Though so

frequent on the neighbouring mauiland, neither

Tulips nor Anemones are often found, except the

ubiquitous mauve, A. hortensis, and its pretty

white variety.

The great Holly-like Helleborus corsicus, with

apple green blossoms, is everywhere. I also

heard of a kind called nitidus, with pm'ple blossoms

and pink stems, which is said to grow in a few

places on the island, nowhere else, though I can

find no mention of it in any book. Peter Barr

offered £50 to be informed of a locality ; but my
informant, who knew of one, declined the offer,

proving himself a true flower-lover. The island

suffers terribly from collectors for nurserymen.

The very rare pink Leucojum roseum has been

ruthlessly torn from its home on the Isles Saugui-

naires, and a party went to the well-known locality

of Helxine Solierolii and removed every particle.

Fortunately, these two plants are known to have

other localities, which are kept from collectors.
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There are two other Leucojums, loiigifolium

and ffistivum. Never have I seen such sheets of

Narcissus Tazetta. N. serotinus, too, may be

met with in damp spots. Occasionally we see the

pretty yellow Aristolochia Clematis hiding under

the tall Arundo rods, and three other kinds, too,

are to be found. Every wall seems to be draped

with Cyclamen. All through the autumn the pink

neapolitanum appears, and in the winter, before

it has quite finished, the red C. repandum comes

and continues on till summer. Also may be

found six different kinds of Ornithogalum, and

the Grape and Starch Hyacinths. Iris Sisy-

rinchium is rare, but abundant where found.

[By a happy chance an illustration of this Iri;

appears below.

—

Ed.] Other Irises appear to be

escapes, except Pseudacorus by
the water. Gladiolus segetum is

happy under the Olives, but

byzantinus and communis, which

prefer fields by the sea, are not

so. A very pretty grey forin of

Periwinkle, Vinca acutifolia, is

also happy under the Olives in

earliest spring.

Perhaps the rarest plant on

the island, where it only grows, is

a Columbine. Aquilegia Bernardii

is only found on the highest

mountains ; rarer still is its

variety Litardieri.

Corsica is rich in Orchids, for it

has been estimated that it has

sixty-two kinds. The Pink But-

terfly (Orchis papilionacea) is so

prevalent everywhere that it is

called the Corsican Orchid. The

yellow O. provincalis is often to

be found quite red, which is

most unusual elsewhere. On the

other hand, O. insularis, which

is local to this island and a

few others near, is always yellow.

The first to flower is O. lactea,

which comes in early February.

Honey-scented, almost milk-
coloured, with a lip with purple

spots and a hood with purple

lines, it is a delightful thing to

meet so early in the year. It

resembles tridentatus, but is much
more solid in growth, which is

distinctly unusual for a hybrid.

The hybrid Gennarii, between

Morio and papilionacea. is very

frequent with its parents, which

is very unusual for a hybrid,

only is Corsica rich in varieties,

but there are enormous numbers of specimens,

several kinds growing together and forming

beautiful Orchid gardens.

consideration in beautiful gardening. Forty years

ago, when the fine old perennials had been practi-

cally discarded in favour of the bedding out of

summer flowers, these were used without any

thought of colour harmony ; the thing sought

for was any kind of garish effect—scarlet, blue

and yellow in concentric rings in round beds
;

scarlet, blue and yellow in straight lines at the

edges of borders, or, still worse, in an unvarying

wavy line of protracted boredom. Happily, we
know better now, and the more thoughtful garden

owners do honour to their flowers by a nobler

use rather than debase them by common-
place or vulgar arrangement. . But it is well

to remember that in addition to the great

wealth of newer forms of garden flowers that

IRIS SISYRINCHIUM
Bv R. Irwin Lynch, M.A., V.M.H.

Not ^IRIS SISYRI^'CHIUM. A PRIMITIVE SPECIES, THE ONLY EDIBLE IRIS

BOOKS

The Well-Considered Garden.*—The author

of this pleasant and stimulating book is known

to her many English friends as one of the forwardest

and most enthusiastic of American amateurs in

horticulture. The book is mainly devoted to the

question of colour arrangement, a much-needed

"• " The Well-Considered Garden," by Mrs. Francis King.
Published by B. T. Batsford. Limited. : High Holborn,
London

;
price 8s. 6d net»

we owe to the enterprise and skill of raisers,

there is still not one of the older summer
flowers of the bad bedding days that may not

be worthily used.

There is hardly a page of Mrs. Francis King's

book that does not furnish an example of colour

grouping that she has actually worked out and

proved to be good ; but the value of the book is

not only in these actual examples, such as anyone

can follow, but in their incitement to the contriving

of other such combinations. For, the principle

once assimilated, the delight of this kind of

gardening will encourage the learner to go on

and on — soon to idiscard the leading-strings

altogether and to press forward with an assured

progression, urged and sustained by his own
initiative.

THIS Iris is not usually regarded as

very showy. It is very beautiful,

however, when the sun shines to bring

out the flowers, from about the middle

of May to the middle of June. The

species is variable, not always easy to grow,

apparently, and some of the forms are not worth

growing for ornament. I was therefore very

fortunate some years ago in finding the present

form, herewith illustrated, in the hills above

Genoa. I brought home some bulbs which made
a clump that flourished for about sixteen years,

and, if I remember rightly, it was
only by accident that it came to an

end. The present clump in the same
position is formed of bulbs kindly

sent me by Professor Penzig from

the same locality, and it, I think I

may say, has been improving for

the three years of its existence. It

is growing in ordinary gritty soil in

a narrow border of the temperate

house in the Cambridge Botanic

Garden, facing nearly due south.

The accompanying illustration

is from a photograph, for which I

am indebted to my foreman of the

outdoor department, Mr. F. G.

Preston, and it gives a good idea

of the number and effectiveness of

the flowers. They are about i inches

across, the falls about half an inch

in width. In effect they are pale

bright blue in colour, but the falls

have a yellow spot, bordered with

white. They are often fragrant, but

unfortunately last less than a day,

and in this fugacious character

resemble the members of the genus

Morsa, to which, in fact, this plant

has been referred. It is, however,

a true Iris, having a very definite

tube, usually an inch long, while a

Mor3ea is quite without a tube.

The stems, it should be said, are

from 2 inches to a foot or more

in length, and the leaves are

usually two, linear, and from

6 inches to a foot in length.

This species is one of the most

interesting of all Irises, and is well

marked among the bulbous kinds

in the feature that the stamens

adhere to the style branches. It

was regarded by Sir Michael Foster as one of the

oldest of all Irises in point of evolution, retaining

the archaic features of the stock, from which many
Irises have descended. I believe I am right in

saying that this is the only Iris known to be edible.

The bulb is eaten by children in Spain and

Portugal, and is linown as the Spanish Nut and

Barberry Nut. The plant is said to be largely

used for fodder in Baltistan Kashmir. The

species centres in the Mediterranean region.

One of the curious varieties I have grown is

named sicala. It has tiny flowers, quite incon-

spicuous, and leaves from 3 feet to 4 feet long.

Iris maricoides of Kegel, native of the high moun-

tains of Bokhara, has been referred to this species,

but if, as stated, the filaments are free, it should

probably be kept apart.
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A SIMPLE WAY OF GROWING MUSHROOMS

M
purpose.

ANY amateurs are at a loss to know
where to make up the beds during

the cold months, when outside culture

is impossible. Cellars are often spoken

of as being suitable places for this

That good results follow the practice

of growing Mushrooms in rellars there can be no

CjftEEWHoosc SrAaiNft.

SKETCH SHOWING HOW TO MAKE A MUSHROOM
BED BENEATH GREENHOUSE STAGING.

doubt, but the cellar cannot always be claimed

for this purpose. There are other suitable places

in many gardens which with a little preparation

may be utilised for this purpose with equally

good results. The space under the greenhouse

stage is very suitable, also any moderately close,

dark shed. When the latter is used, great care

must be taken to prevent draughts, which are

detrimental.

To prepare the available space under green-

house stages is a simple and inexpensive proceeding.

Place a few wooden planks in front of the hot-

water pipes, should these be (as they frequently

are) fitted parallel with the walls. Then fix up

either corrugated iron or match-boarding to

throw off the water which drains from the plants

overhead when these are being watered. This

should be fastened in such a position as to allow

plenty of room for preparing the bed. This is

easily done by placing the material used in an

oblique direction from the front down to the

planks by the pipes. A temporary rail may be

nailed to the posts supporting the stage, and the

sheets of iron slipped over this down upon the

planks, the rail supporting one end, the planks

the other. Then, to exclude light, shutters are

fixed from the stage to the floor of the greenhouse.

These may be kept in position by means of

buttons, which are screwed on to the posts

supporting the stage. It is better to have a

succession of small beds rather than to begin

with large ones.

How to Build Up the Beds.—Spread the

manure evenly, and build it up to the required

height, treading it with the feet as firmly as

possible as the work proceeds (it cannot be made
too firm). Three or four days after the beds

have been finished, drive a crowbar down from

the top of the bed to within 3 inches of the bottom

at distances of a foot apart. This is done

to free the beds of any foul gases generated

and to help to cool them down. In the course

of from ten to fourteen days after forming, the

beds should be ready for spawning. The way to

find out when the bed is ready for spawning is to

insert a bottom-heat thermometer into the bed

6 inches or 7 inches deep. This should be done

a week after the bed has been formed, and the

temperature watched daily. When first inserted

the temperatm'e probably will stand at about

80°, and may go up a few degrees higher ; but

after a day or two it will begin to fall, and as soon

as it falls to 72° is the time to insert the spawn.

In the absence of a bottom-heat thermometer an

ordinary thermometer will do, burying it from
"; inches to 4 inches deep in the side of the bed

near the top. The beds must on no account be

spawned while the heat is rising. Spawning while

the beds are too hot is fatal to success in Mush-

room culture.

Spawning.—Before describing how to spawn
the bed, a word about the spawn itself. In

buying spawn obtain the best, as success or non-

success depends on its quality. It should not be

more than a year old, should be in a dry condition,

and the tiny threads of spawn (the mycelium)

running through the body of the brick of spawn
should permeate the whole and be very fine in

texture, of a dull greyish colour. If this thread-

like mycelium is swollen and assuming a whitish

appearance, the spawn is not so reliable. The
spawn is sold in bricks, usuallj' incizes of 9 inches

by 5 inches. Break these bricks by hand into

ten equal pieces. Insert them over the surface

of the bed at 8 inches apart and deep enough to

allow of the pieces being covered over to the

depth of a quarter of an inch by a handful of

manure after they have fceen securely fixed in

the bed. The holes to receive the spawn are

best formed by a small hand fork or trowel. At
the end of a week after spawning, the bed is usually

ready to be covered with soil. The way to find

out whether it is so or not is to examine a few of

the pieces of spawn inserted. If a sort of mould
is forming round them and slightly communicating
itself to the manure, this is a sign that the spawn
has commenced its function, and that in good

time it will permeate the whole of the bed. The
time has now come for casing the surface of the

bed with soil. The best soil to use is loam cut

from pasture land. It should be sifted through

an inch mesh sieve. When the beds have

once started bearing, the crop should be picked

twice a week, except in very cold weather, when
once a week will be often enough, and the bed

should remain in profitable bearing for six weeks

or two months.

Gattiering.—They should never be cut with

a knife. Take hold of the Mushroom by the

hand, or a cluster of them, give a gentle twist

to the right and a pull, and Mushrooms, stalks

and roots will come away easily. It is important

to remove all the roots of the Mushrooms at the

time of gathering, or they will decay and turn

that part of the bed sour, to the detriment of

those left. It is occasionally necessary to scoop

them carefully out with an old knife, refilling the

hole with mould at the same time.

Points to Notice.—The manure to form the

bed must be fairly fresh and well sweetened by
fermentation before being used, and should be

on the dry side rather than wet.

Watering.—Mushrooms do not like too much
moisture at any time ; but in spring, early and
late summer and autumn in fine weather they

are much benefited by an occasional applica-

tion when the surface of the beds appears

to be dry. It should be applied through a rose,

and the chill taken from the water in cold

weather.

Covering the Beds.—^The amount of covering

needed will depend on the weather. When mild,

from 4 inches to 6 inches will suffice ; while in the

depth of winter, with, maybe, hard frost, i foot,

with an additional covering of mats or tarpaulin,

will be none too much. The fact must always

be borne in mind that to secure growth in the

Musluroom a temperature of from 52° Falir. to

56° Fahr. must be maintained over the surface

of the bed.

Tfie Time to Expect Mushrooms after Spawning.—
In this matter beds are sometimes very erratic.

It occasionally happens that beds spawned in the

autumn remain barren all the winter and after-

wards give splendid crops in spring, so if the beds

sometimes fail to yield a crop when inspected, be

generous and give them time.

Spent Manure.—In considering the cost of

growing Mushrooms in this way, it should be

remembered that the fertilising qualities of the

manure for garden and farm purposes are nearly

as great when the manure is done with for this

pinrpose as they were before.

-w

MUSHROOMS GROWING IN AN OLD HOT-BBD THAT HAD PREVIOUSLY BEEN USED
FOR BEDDING PLANTS.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Roses.—The present is the best time in many
gaudens for planting Rose trees. The most
suitable soil is a moderately heavy loam, yet by
thorough preparation, including, when necessary,

the adding of some heavy loam, most garden soils

may be made suitable for Rose-growing. In
addition to the removal of old, worn-out plants,

which in most cases should be replaced with
newer sorts, there is a welcome tendency to plant

some of the beds devoted to summer bedding
with permanent subjects, among which Roses
worthily occupy first place. The introduction of

the Hybrid Tea sorts may be said to have revolu-
tionised the cultivation of the Rose to-day, and we
have Roses practically perpetual floweringfrom-June
until October, and even longer should the weather
permit. In fact, it is not unusual to cut a nice
bunch of Roses outdoors on Christmas Day in

sheltered gardens. When circumstances permit,
planting a bed with one variety may be generally
recommended.

Cuttings.—On a sheltered border outdoors
and in a cold frame Rose cuttings can be inserted
about this date. Prepare a bed of sandy soil

outdoors, bury about half the cutting in the
ground, working leaf-mould in the trench, and
tread the soil firmly after inserting.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Currants and Gooseberries.—To keep up an
adequate supply of vigorous bushes it is necessary
to propagate a fresh stock from time to time.
The present is a suitable period to insert cuttings
on a sheltered border outdoors. Spread a thin
layer of leaf-mould over the ground, to work in

the trenches as the cuttings are inserted. Make
the cuttings about a foot long, of this year's growth.
Remove all but four or five of the top buds on the
Gooseberry and Red and White Currant shoots.

. as these are best grown with a single stem. The
Black Currant buds are left, as it is desirable for

these to push up vigorous young growths from the
base. To insert the cuttings, take out narrow
trenches 6 inches deep, place coarse sand in the
bottom, put the cuttings in this 6 inches apart,
fill up with soil and tread firmly. The rows may
be a foot apart.

Plants Under Glass.

Hardy Shrubs for Forcing.—Those who have
charge of large show houses know how valuable
hardy shrubs are to keep the houses bright from
January onwards, when the loss of the Chrysan-
themums is keenly felt. Some are better estab-
lished in pots, the Wistaria, for instance ; others
can be lifted from the open ground, potted up,
forced into flower, and then returned again to the
open ground. The list of subjects which
lend themselves to this treatment is a lengthy
one, but only a few of the best can be
mentioned here. They include Deutzia gracilis

;

Rhododendrons prsecox, Cunningham's White,
sinense (Azalea mollis) and Rosa Mundi ; double-
flowering Peaches, Pyrus floribunda. Lilacs,

Wistarias, Forsythias, Spirsa Van Houttei,
Staphylea colchica and Philadelphus Lemoinei
erectus. The present is a suitable time to lift

and pot these shrubs. As most of them will not
remain in the pots more than six months, space
need not be left for new root growth ; thus pots
comparatively small for the size of the plants can
be used. Plunge the pots to the rims in ashes in

a sheltered corner outdoors, soak with water when
in position, and from here the plants can be
introduced gradually to heat as required.

Winter-Flowering Zonal Pelargoniums.—The
plants rooted from cuttings during March and
April should now be flowering freely. For rich
colours the " Geranium " is still unequalled in

the greenhouse during the winter. Light is

essential for their successful culture during the
short, dull days, in view of which place the plants
on the south side of the house and .as near the
roof glass as convenient. To prevent damping,
maintain sufficient heat in the hot-water pipes to
keep the atmosphere of the house moderately
dry, another valuable aid being to ventilate

freely on all favourable occasions. Water care-

fully, keeping the soil in the pots, if anything, on
the dry side rather than too wet. Encourage
continuous flowering by giving applications of

weak liquid manure or mixing a little fertiliser in

the water.

The Kitchen Garden.

Broad Beans and Peas.—Where an early crop
of these vegetables is desirable, seeds may be
sown in a sheltered part of the garden where the

soil is light, warm and well drained. In gardens
where the soil is heavy and wet, it is a waste of

labour, but it is worth while doing when there

is some prospect of success. Choose early round
Peas, such as Bountiful and Improved Ringleader,

and Bean Prolific Longpod.
Kew. A. OsBORN.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Forcing Asparagus.—This is one of the easiest

vegetables to force, and a good dish of it in winter
is usually much appreciated. Dig up a portion

of the oldest matured crowns and place them in

a pit where a little fire- heat can be obtained. If

it is possible to get a pit where a depth of leaves or

fermenting material can be placed, the condition'
for successful forcing will be much simplified.

Tread the leaves firmly together and place ovei"

them an inch or 2 inches of soil ; then pack the
roots closely together, and cover with a thin layer

of finely sifted soil. This should be watered in

so that the soil gets washed down among the roots.

When the crowns begin to show signs of growth,
a few inches of sifted leaf-mould may be placed
on the surface, which will hasten growth and also

blanch the shoots. The same bed may serve for

several batches if a little fresh fermenting material
is added when putting in fresh roots.

Herbs.—If fresh green herbs are required through
the winter, a bed constructed on the same lines

as advised for Asparagus should be prepared.
Roots of Tarragon and Mint force readily and
are in demand in most establishments. Regular
supplies of raoisture should be afforded, so that
growth will be continuous.

Cauliflowers.—Young Cauliflower plants sown
in August and intended for the earliest crops next
season should now be removed from the open
ground and pricked out on a sheltered border
where sufficient protection can be given, through
the winter. These plants are all the better if

they can be protected with glass, but they must
not be coddled. If given an ordinary frame they
are sure to make soft and premature growth before
the season arrives for planting out. Sashes sup-
ported on posts and rails give sufficient protection.

The Flower Garden.

Violas.—The old plants should be lifted from
the beds and laid in lines in the nursery garden.
In the event of a scarcity of young rooted cuttings
at planting- time, these will prove useful if broken
up into small tufts.

Carnations.—The remainder of the layers
should be detached from the parent plants and
laid in where they can have glass protection
during severe weather. A few hardy varieties

may be either left where they are till required in

spring or planted closely in lines on a spare piece
bf ground where they can be protected from
vermin with wire-netting. This protection is

necessary in most places, as pheasants and rabbits
are very partial to a feed of Carnations. Plants
put out in their flowering quarters last month
will also need protection from vermin. A 3-foot

wire-netting placed round the beds will generalh'
prove sufficient, as pheasants seldom possess
enough intelligence to fly over.

Violets in Frames.—These should be kept
well ventilated, both day and night, during mild
weather. Remove decaying foliage, keep them
free from weeds, and stir the soil occasionally
between the plants. Sprinkle soot between the
lines if slugs are troublesome.

Cuttings in Frames.—The cuttings of summer
bedding plants that have been rooted in cold

frames should be kept freely ventilated, and

remove any mouldy foliage to prevent decay among
the young plants. Pinch the points out of any
forward cuttings to keep them dwarf and stocky.

The Rock Garden.—From time to time it is

necessary to look over the rock garden and remove
fallen lea\'es tliat have got blown in, for if these
are allowed to remain they will soon destroy the
plants on which they are deposited. Some of the
choicer small alpines, while hardy enough to
stand the most severe cold, are liable to decay
under damp or foggy conditions. These should,

if possible, be given a position where overhanging
stones will keep their surroundings moderately
dry. It may be found necessary to cover some
with sheets of glass or remove the plants entirely

to a frame for the winter.

Plants Under Glass.

Helleborus niger.—Clumps of this Christmas
Rose may now be lifted, planted in pots or boxes,
and placed under glass to provide clean and early
flowers. Disturb the roots as little as possible,

and do not subject the plants to a high temperature.

Callas.—A few of the most forward of these
should now be placed in a warm house to provide
flowers for Christmas. Give liberal supplies of
weak liquid manure, and keep the plants as near
the glass as possible.

Eucharises.—These, having been partially at
rest during the autumn, should now be induced
by a little more heat and moisture to throw u,p

their flower-spikes for Christmas, when white
flowers are in demand. If in well-drained pots
they require liberal supplies of water. When in

active growth, soot added to the water gives a
deep green colour to the foliage.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glaniis Castle. N.B.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS

TREES AND SHRUBS.
FLOWERING SHRUBS FOR A NORTH WALL (B. E. T.).—The following climbers and wall shrubs are likely to

suit your purpose. The colour of the flowers in each case
is given. Jasminum uudiflorum, flowers yellow, borne
from November to February ; Cydonla japonica var.
cardinalis, flowers dark red, January to June ; Ceanothus-
rigidus, flowers violet blue, April and May ; C. Veitchianus,
flowers blue, May ; Veronica Hulkcana, flowers lilac,

summer ; Clematis montana rubens, flowers deep rose.

May ; Ceanothus Gloire de Versailles, flowers blue. July
to October ; Rosa bracteata. flowers white. August and
September : Abelia grandiflora. flowers white with pink
tinge, July to October ; and Myrtus communis, flowers
wliite, August.

SHRUBS FOR EFFECT (H. P. il/.).—The following
shrubs and small trees are likely to suit your purpose.
Trees and tall-growing slunibs • Paul's Double Scarlet
Thorn, Crateegus Carri^rei, Laburnum alpinum, Pninus
sernilata James H. Veitch ; Lflac Marie Legraye, white ;

Lilac Charles X., deep red ; Philadelphus corouarius,
white ; Forsythia suspensa, yellow. Dwarfer shrubs :

Daphne Mezereum, 2 feet to 3 feet, red, February and
March, variety alba has white flowers ; Forsj-thia viridis-

sima, 3 feet to 4 feet, yellow, April ; Ribes sangmneum
atrosanguineum. 4 feet to 5 feet, red, April ; Spiraea
arguta, 3 feet to 4 feet, white, April ; Viburnum tomen-
tosum plieatum, 4 feet to 5 feet, white, June ; Diervilla
Eva Kathke, 2 feet to 3 feet, red, summer ; D. Abel
Carrifire, 4 feet to 5 feet, deep rose. May and June ; Cji^isus

prsecox, 4 feet, cream. May ; Cotoneaster rotundifolia

,

4 feet to 5 feet, bears red berries freely, which last through-
out thi- winter ; Spirsea Anthony Waterer, 2 feet, red, July
to September ; Escallonia philippiana, 3 feet, white,
July ; Cydonia Maulei, 2 feet, April, red ; Ceanothus
Gloire de Versailles. 2 feet to 3 feet, blue, July to October ;

and Hypericum Moserianum, 1 foot, yellow, July to
October.

ROSE GARDEN.
BLACK SPOT ON ROSES {A. ,?.).—The black spot on

the Holly is in all probability due to the attack of a grub,
whUe the Sycamores are attacked by the fungus Rhsiiisma
acerinum. Neither is the same as the attack on tlie

Roses, which is due to Actinonema Rosae. This is a
difficult pest to deal with and calls for close attention

to keep it in check. In addition to the collection of
dead foliage, on wliich the fungus certainly lives during
the winter, and the careful spring pruning which your
Roses no doubt receive, spraying with Bordeaux or
Burgimdy mixtiu-e is called for. This should be started

as soon as the gro%vth commences in spring, and be
repeated at intervals of about three weeks or a month
through the growing season.
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FRUIT GARDEN.
RIPE GRAPES AND HEAVY COLD WHITE MISTS

IN EARLY SEPTEMBER (F. F. McE.).—The best thiug
to have done under such conditions would have been to
have reduced the ventiJatioa considerably (but not closing
the ventilators) and to have added a little heat to the
iiot-water pipes. This would have secured a good circu-
lation of aur and the dissipation of the mist.

„/«J ,y}SP '^° TEMPORARILY REPLACE PERMA-NENT VINES REMOVED {F. P. iIcK.).—H. would be
interestmg, no doubt, to do this ; but the labour entailed
in watermg for many months would be heavy and arduous.
Moreover, the constant watering of the pot Vines would
saturate the permanent border and tend to sour it. The
crop obtained would not be heavy and of no great value
and Uie \mes would be of little or no use after the first
year s cropping. Figs generally succcid very well on the
back wall of vineries, especially if the vineries are what
are termed ' hipped back " (quarter span at the back).
GRAPES NOT COMING TO MATURITY {John Druden).
llie berries were smashed to a pulp in transit, so we

could not make much of them. The cause of your failure
must, we think, be attributed chiefly to overcropping,

.tie satisfied next year with little niore than half the
number of bunches, and you will find thev will mature
and colour all right. Nothing can be done to improve
them this year. The berries of JIadresfield Court were
also smashed up. and we could make nothing of them,
i-'lease send another sample.
GRAPES TO GROW WITHOUT FIRE-HEAT {Eng;irer).
Ihe Mll.jwiir.; varieties of Grapes can be grown well in

most seasons \eitliuut fli-e-heat, provided the person in
charge of them understands his work, especially in
misbanding and making the best use of sun-lieat : Black
Hamburgh, Black Alicante, Black Muscat (Madresfleld
court) Buckland .Sweetwater and Foster's Seedling.
Vines do not succeed so well grown under these conditions
as do Peaches. To crop Vines lightly during war-time
and scarcity of labour.—A short rest for a year or two in
the way you suggest would do your Vine's much goodand cause them to bear better crops afterwards.
BLACK DEPOSIT ON PLUM LEAVES (fl. R. R.).—

ihe blacli deposit on the foliage of the Plum is due to
the growth of a fungus belonging to the genus Fumago.
ihis fungus lives on the honeydew excreted by aphides
not at tiie expense of the plants, altliough it, 'of course
interferes with the proper performance of its functions
by the leaves. The thing to aim at is the destruction
ot the aphides, which may be brought about in another
season (it is too late to do anj-thing now) by spraving, as

^°?J1 ^n
^^^ ^'^"^ °* *'^'' I"^** "''^ *o ^^ seen in' spring,

with Quassia and soft soap, or with a nicotine wash. If
this is done thoroughly as soon as the pest appears the
spraying will keep the trees free from both aphides and
fungus. '

KITCHEN GARDEN.
SEED POTATOES WHICH DO NOT DECAY (PT. J.

Flnlhp.^).—A sicil Potato naturally becomes exhausted
and decays from tlif rtfort it makes to start the eyes into
growth and to support them afterwards until strong
enough to support themselves. A Potato that does not
decay has lost this power, at any rate to the same extent

;

hence the produce from it is .small or none at all. As
to the reason of this sterility, no special cause can be
assigned. Exposme to severe frost will cause it ; absence
of eyes will also do so. In order to prevent loss from
this cause, the best way is to start vour seed Potatoes
slowly in amgle layers in shallow boxes in spring, so that
they are well chitted before planting. Barren seeds are
then discovered and losses prevented. Notwithstanding
your experience, it is a good plan to expose seed Potatoes
to sun and air for a few days until they arc slightly greened
before storing.

MISCELLANEOUS.
FUNGUS FOR IDENTIFICATION (H. A. Waduorlh).—

The fungus sent is not a true Trnme, but one of the smaller
Puff-balls, a species of Lyeoperdon, which grows on the
surface ot the ground, not underneath as does the Truflle.
It belongs to an entirely different group ot fungi, and
though probably edible when in the very voung state
before any formation ot coloured spores inside takes place,
is likely to be much less palatable than the Truffle.

RED VERONICA SPORT (.1/cs. Busy Bee.)—The specimen
ot red-flowered Veronica sent for examination is almost
sure to have originated as a sport from the purple- flowered
plant from which the cutting was taken. It is a variety
of V. speciosa, wiiich is a very variable species, producing
numerous varieties with blue, purple, rose, and red flowers
of various shades. We have^seen varieties almost, if not
quite, identical with the one you sent. It is quite likely
that the colour will be retained by the young plants you
raise.

NAME) OF FRUIT.—C. R. L.—.\, Coiut Pendu Plat:
B, Dr. Harvey; c, Capiaumont ; D, Doyenn6 du t'omice

;

n, not recognised. (.'. H. ^V.—The larger fruit is King
of the Pippins ; the other, AUington Pippin. E. L. M. J.— 1, Bess Pool : 2, Herefordshire Beefing. " Pomona,"
IIttc,leii.—Bramley's Seedling.

NAMES OF PLANTj.—Mentoooi:. — 1, Convolvulus
tenuissimus has entire basal leaves and divided stem
leaves—the pieces sent are both C. tenuissimus : 2,

Heeria elegans. a Slexican plant. J. U.—Costmarv
(Tanacetum Balsamita). M. T. P. — Bosa rugosa
var, alba flore pleno

SOC I ET I ES

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The fortiiit'htly mt'ctuig iit-ld ou Novt'iubor 7, if small
by comparitjou witli others preceding it, was full of iuterest
and variety. Chrysanthemums were very Hue and
admirably displayed. Urctiids were of special merit
and attractiveness, ^'eriues, Ij'erns, Carnations and
Begonias attorded variety and rendered seasonable an
autumn meeting.

Okchid Committee.
Present ; Sir Jeremiah Colman (cliairman), and Messrs.

J. U'Urien, VV. Bolton, H. J. Chapman, c. J. Lucas,
W. H. \\'hite, Charles il. Curtis, i±. (i. Alexander, J.

Cypher, J. cnarieswortli, \\ aiter Cobb, T. Armsirong,
E'. K. .-vshtou, A. McBean, i'auiia iUiili, t, J. Hanbiury,
11. Thwaites, J. WUson i:*otter and K. A. itoile.

Messrs. charlesworth and Co., Hajiward's Heath,
displayed a delightful lot of Cattleyas, Lteiio-Cattieyas
ana Brasso-Cattleyas. In the latter, B.-c. Ciueen Aiexanara
was parricuiariy good, two tine torms bemg shown. Of
l.ieiio-Lartieyas, a line form ol Salonica was shown, the
great spread oi its llowers and the well-marKed up oi

ruby piu-ple, with yetlow base, rendering it conspicuous.
jj.-C. i\iiniidia, clurome yellow sepais and heavily reticulated
lip ot gold and reddish scanet, was also very good.
Cattieya ij'abia alba was also noted.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sous, Cheltenliam, displayed
beautiful and well-grown Cypripetliums, among many
others. Some of the best were C. Uosette (a glorifled

C. MaucUw), C. Gaston iiuiteel (reddish chestnut), C.

ittanacteus (yellow and wliite, very tine), C. Sir itedvers

Buller (brown slipper, witli lieaviiy spotted ruse aua
ciimson uprsal sepai), C. The Baron and C. (ciueen Alexandra
(wliose big dorsal sepal of crnnsou and white is very
ttne;. C. I'riam, t. rityus superba and C. Leeanum
niagnificum were also ou view.

Gir Jercmiau coimau, Uatton Park, liad Cattleya
Gatton Huby and i,:Kno-Cattleya Epicasta var. gloriosa,

both very Uue.
Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, had a series of

Cattleya l"'abia alba, some tiity plants ju an, wnicn made
a superb show of tnis invaiuabie winter sort, the white
sepais and petals and rich-coloured Up with golden side

being in flue contrast, cattleya ii!atie (gieenish yellow
sepais and red up), C. Hardyana, ana the p^tty white-
flowered, sweetly scented irienosma suavis were aiso

on view. It lias a most graieiui penuuie.
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells,

sliowed several choice noveiiies. Ot utiontogiossums,
O, Piiilo was very liuely biotched. O. liolfes carried a
big raceme of its yeUow and wluie dowers, i.teiia pumila
aiba, a seedling raised from its own pollen, was of superb
form and pmruy, and commanded immeoiate attention.

Cattieya Saturn alba, C. O'iirieniana alba and C. Claesiana
alba were all chaste and beautum, and lormed a pretty
centre to the wfioie. Quite interesting were weil-rluwered

pots 01 Maxiilaria picta, Laiiio-Cattieya luminosa witli

nve giant flowers making a big show. Cattleya Venus,
yeUow sepals and wide-spreading, ruby crimson lip with
gold lines, was also good.

I-'LORAL Committee.

Present: H. B.,May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.
E. A. Bowles, J. Green, W. J. Beau, G. xieuthe, J. W.
Moorman, ii. iiooper Pearson, J. Meal, J. P. McLeod,
\V. B. Page, J. Jennings, C. K. Fielder, J. Dicksou, C.

Dixon, H. Cowley, a. jLurucr, Charles E. Sliea, C. \ii.

Pearson, W. P. Thomson, E. si.. Jenkins, W. G. Jiaker
and J. Hudson.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, staged a table

of winter-flowering Begonias and Caruations. v)i cue
former, Jdxs. J. A. Peterson, ot the Gioire ae Lorraine
type, with coppery leaves and lull of rose carmine iiowers,

was most eftective in foot-liigU plants. Turniord Han
(wtiite), Clibran's Piuk, Bowden Beauty, Emita, Scarlet

Beauty, Optima atfd Jlrs. Heal were ah weii siagea.

Ot Carnations, Pink Sensation, Winter Perfection, Encnau-
tress Supreme and British TriumpU were all good.

Messrs. Blackmore and l.angaon, Bath, showed the
new single Violet Governor Herrick, a handsome sort

ot reddish purple tone with white eye, cimte distinct

from Princess of Wales. Ascaiiia and La i- ranee
\\xre also on view. Those named represent the large>t

of the single sorts, and are of especial merit. Wintei-
tlowering Begonias of the sempervirens or allied ciass

were aiso shown. Vtrginalis (white), carmen (red),

Pmk Beauty, ilosea Superba and Brilliant were noted.
The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-ou-Thames, showed

a few hardy plants, with Gentianella in Uower.
Ml-. G. W. Miller, Clarkson JNm-series, Wisbech, showed

Chrysanthemums and some hardy^llowers, the latter

including Primroses in variety, Viola cornuta The ciarlcson,

Christmas lioses and Polyantimses iu variety.

Air. G. Ileuthe, K.eston, Kent, sliowed interesting hardy
plants, tree, shrub and alpine. Pagus cunaiughamU,
Escaiionra oregaua, the Parsiey Pern (AUosorus crispus),

Buddieia auriculata (white llowered) and Myrtus builatus

were noted. Crocus ocluoleucus, C. Marathonisius and
C. Clusu (mauve) were very beautifm. iNeriues were
very tine, a central mass oi iM. coruscaiis behig very
striking. iS'. Jewel, jS'. Kosy Morn, K. flexuosa alba,

A. Steiia and iS'. pudica, the last one of the parents of the
modern set, were nicely shown. As evidencing what is

possible with frame culture tor these plants, the exhibit

was of more than ordinary iuterest. - Sprays of Lai)ageria
from the open ground were also on view.

Messrs. john Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot and
Twytord, showed cut shrubs to demonstrate leaf colour
at this season—Vaccinium penusylvanicum (rich scarlet),

Querent; eoceinea Watercr's variety aud Porsjlhia
\'iridissima (bronze, orange and crimson). Acer palmatum
scptemlobum Bagshot variety is most brilliant. Other
noteworthy subjects included Azalea pontica and the
berried Pernettyas in red, white, rose and scarlet.

Mr. George Kerswill. St. Thomas, Exeter, again .staged

a brilliant lot of Gentiana acaulis blooms, which shows the
genial conditions of the district for this subject.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, showed
Carnations excellently. Benora (white fancy) was very
tine. Bishton Wonder (mauve heliotrope and very
fragrant) was in fine condition. Triuinpli (crimson),
May Day. aud Kauey (pink) were also excellent.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons. Crawley, showed cut slunrbs

aqd trees, Liquidambar styraciflua. Arbutus Croomei,
Azaleas in variety, with well-coloured foliage, Quercus
palustris, Q. coccineus splendens and Berberis Thunbergii
being among the more notable.

Messrs. Godfrey and Sons, Exmouth. Devon, showed
a table of single Chrysanthemums raised from seed sowni
last spring, Mrs. W. J. Godfrey (quite the best pink).
Western (^ueeu (Anemone-centred, pure white), lleginald
Godfrey (best apricot bronze), .Aliss Bengongh Clark
(rose pink, very fine) and i\Iiss Smoilct (.'ampbell (cherry
crimson) being the best in a particularly fine lot.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Coveiit Garden, sliowed a nice

series of Nerines, JMiss Shelley (pink), Breiida (clierry red).

Pink Beauty, Vi\id. Mr. Willoughby (white, pink Hushed).
Cerise (of almost amaranth red tone), Venus (pink) and
Vanessa (white, flushed pink, with carmine stripe) being
among the most distinct. Mrs. H. J. Elwes (coral pink,
with waved segments) was one of the more distinct.

Messrs. H. B. May. Edmonton, contributed a table of
Perns, Begonias and Primula obconica in variety. Hardy
Perns were especially noteworthy, Polystichum aculeatum
pulcherrimum gracillimum Drue'ryi being one of the most
notable. Varieties of Polypodium \-ulgare were in great
variety.

Messrs. W. Wells, Merstham, exhibited a grand lot of
Chrysanthemums, arranging a great centre of some three
dozen blooms of the white-flowered Louisa Pockett, one
of the best exhibition varieties. Gem (single white),
Max (chestnut red). Crimson Velvet, Mrs, J. A. Jones
(white, flushed i)ink), Supreme (crimson maroon), Cran-
fordia. Yellow Jewel, H. W. Thorp, R. B. Burge (single

white) and Bertha Parrs (bronze) were among the best
in a superb group.

Messrs. H. J. Jones, Lewisham. showed Chrysanthemums
well, employing big stands of Jlrs. Tofield (red), Mrs. R. C.
Pulling (yellow). Prank Ladds (golden) aud Bob PuUing
(the best golden), together with single and decorative
sorts iu the foreground.

Messrs. Piper and Sons, Bayswater, contributed a
collection of shrubs in pots, Crataegus Lelandii, Berberis
brevipaniculata, B. Gagnepainii, B. Wilsonii, B. nepalensis,
together with Pernettyas and other seasonable subjects.
Berberis iaponica Bealii was also fine.

Berberis Juliance and B. Sargentiana, the latter probably
the most ornamental of all the evergreen set, were showii
by the Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham.

Fruit and Vegetable CoaiMiTTEi^.

Present : J. Cheal, Esq. (chairman), and iMessrs. W. J.

Jeffries, W. Bates, E. Beckett, W. Pope, W. Bullock,
E. Harriss. J. Jaques, E. A. Bunvard, Owen Thomas.
W. E. Humphreys, P. D. Tuckett, A. 11. Allan and A. W,
Metcalfe.
The Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham House (gardener.

Jlr. E. Beckett), showed six varieties of Celery aud tliree

of Leeks. Of Celery, Invincible Wliite, Sulham Prize
Pink, Superb Pink, Aldenham White and Aldenham Pink
were included. Tlie Leeks were Prizetaker, lloyal
Favourite and Improved Musselburgh.

Messrs. Daniels Brothers, Norwich, showed a new
seedling Apple. Norvic, wliich from appearances promises
well.

L EGA L POINT
OVERHANGING BRANCHES.—Will you kindly tell me

what is the legal aspect of the foUomng case ? My neigh-
bour's Pear tree hangs over my garden fence some yards ; am
I within my rights in lopping off the overhanging branches ?

Must I give him any notice prior to doing it ?

—

Amicus.
I

" Amicus " is within his rights to lop olf the branches
which overhang his garden. It would be courteous on
his part to ask his neighbour to cut off the overhanging
branches, as otherwise he might complain of the manner
in which " Amicus '* did the work, or of his doing it at
the wrong season. If " Amicus " does not receive a satis-

factory reply from his neighbour, promising to do the
work withiu a reasonable time, he will then be quite
justified in removing the offending branches.—Ed.]

The ^yal Office notifies that froin now onward all papers
posted to anu neutral European countrii in'll be stopped
except those sent by publishers and nr'r.-iiiiivnts who have
obtained special permissioti from the War Office. Such
permission has been (jranted to 'Ynv. Cvkdkn, and sub-
scribers who send to friends in Dennnuk. Jlnl/iind, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Porfaijal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Taeistock Street, Govent Garden, W.C.

*#* The Yearly Subscription to The Garde f^ is : Inland
Us. iSd. ; Foreign Ss. 9rf
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
OWING to the scarcity of Apples and

L Pears the thoughtful gardener will

I turn his attention to other crops
'
for use in winter and spring. In

this direction there is nothing more

useful than Rhubarb, which may be forced with

the greatest ease in greenhouse, shed or frame.

The thoughtful cottager, too, will soon start to

hasten the growth of Rhubarb in the open, choosing

a border facing south and, for preference, against

a wall or fence, covering the roots, after planting,

with boxes, barrels, or even large chimney pots—

•

anything, in fact, that will cover the roots and

allow sufficient headroom. The boxes are then

surrounded, or partly so, with long, strawy manure
and leaves, the bottom of the box being taken out

and used as a lid for the purpose of inspecting the

growing crop.

The Cottager's Wife and the Vegetable

Supply.—In the absence of the cottager, his wife

may easily carry out the foregoing method of

forcing Rhubarb. As a rule, the cottager's wife

spends little time in the garden, but, where

possible, she should be encouraged to carry on

the good work of growing useful household vege-

tables. In many homes the gardens are sadly

neglected. A pity it is so. If people with in-

fluence in our country villages would only advise

and encourage the wives of soldiers to cultivate

their gardens, it would do much towards increasing

the food supply of the nation.

The Pelican Flower (Aristolochia gigas var.

Sturtevantii).—-This remarkable plant is flowering

on and off throughout the autumn in the Victoria

House at Kew. Some of the largest flowers, are

over 16 inches across and 23 inches long, with

an astonishing twisted and tapering tail upwards

of 3 feet in length. This tail-like appendage

forms a convenient ladder by which insects may
reach the flower. The motfth of the tube of the

flower is velvety purple, the remainder of the

flower being creamy yellow, mottled and veined

with purple. The interior of the floral throat is

lined with hairs turned downwards, so that it is

easy for insects to enter, but, once inside, extremely

difficult for them to get out again. The flowers do

not last long when fully expanded, and they emit

a most offensive odour.

The Royal Horticultural Society's Hall.

—

We understand that the Royal Horticultural

Society's Hall has been commandeered by the

War Office on Ihe understanding that the

War Office will provide a suitable hall in

Westminster for the society's fortnightly exhibi-

tions. Up to the time of going to press no

other hall had been approved, so that until

further notice the fortnightly meetings and

exhibitions will be held in the society's hall

as usual.

Acer Pseudo-platanus atropurpureum.—^This

is undoubtedly the most beautiful of the now
fairly numerous varieties of the Mock Plane, and
is much superior to A. P. -p. purpureum. In

fact, the colouring of the under side of the foliage

of the variety under notice is more of a blood

red than a purple, the upper side of the leaves

being only a little less bright in colour. The
slightest breeze unfolds the hidden beauty of the

tree. Its only defect is that it is not a free grower.

THE GIANT ARISTOLOCHIA IN THE
VICTORIA HOUSE AT KEW.

and should therefore be planted in the foreground

among other ornamental trees.

The Autumn Crocuses.—in sheltered places

in the garden much ni<3re use should be made
of the beautiful autumn Crocuses. Naturalised

in weak grass, planted among the Mossy Saxi-

frages in the rock garden and borders, and in the

Fern borders, their bright colours light up the

dull days of late autumn and early winter. The
bulbs thrive in most garden soils, and once planted

need little further attention. Si.x of the best to

naturalise, and which can be purchased in quantity

at a reasonable price, are C. pulchellus, lavender

blue ; C. speciosus, bright blue ; C. longiflonis,

soft rosy lilac ; C. asturicus, pale mauve or lilac
;

C. zonatus, rosy lilac ; and C. Salzmannii, lilac.

Cotoneaster frigida.—Of the stronger-growing

Cotoneasters this is perhaps the best, for it grows

into a very large bush, or sometimes a small tree,

and rarely fails to fruit freely, the branches from

late September onwards being laden with large

clusters of bright red fruits. Moreover, it is more

attractive when in flower than many of the

Cotoneasters, the flowers being creamy white and

produced in large heads. Although a deciduous

species, the leaves are often retained until well

on into winter, and after a mild autumn it not

infrequently happens that many leaves are left

until January. The fruit also remains until

well on into the New Year if not troubled by

birds. It is a. Himalayan plant, and succeeds

in a light and sunny position in good loamy soil.

Oxalis lobata at Wisley.—Situated in the

moraine of the famous rock garden at Wisley,

this beautiful Oxalis has been the means of pro-

viding a bright touch of colour for the past two

months. Many of our readers are aware that

this plant recently received an award of merit

from the Royal Horticultural So:iety. At the

time doubt was entertained as to its hardiness,

but the behaviour of the Wisley plants throughout

the recent cold weather tempts us to place the

facts on record. During the latter part of the

week ending October 21 very severe frosts were

experienced, many so-called hardy shrubs being

denuded of foliage. On the grass as much is

r3° of frost were recorded, and such subjects

as Saxifraga Fortunei were killed outright. The

Oxalis, although in a semi-sheltered spot, remained

unaffected, and is still a picture of beauty, the

flowers an inch across and of a brilliant yellow

colour.

" Colour Standards."—Mr. C. Harman Payne

points out that a slight correction is neces-

sary in the ' article under the above heading

by " D. F. K." on page 541, issue Novem-

ber 4. The " Repertoire de Couleurs " was

not published by the Chrysanthemum Society of

Paris, but by the Societe Frangaise des Chrj'san-

themistes of Lyons. It may not be generally

known that there was a movement on foot among

the society's members to issue a pocket edition

of the Repertoire ; but as there have been no

meetings of the Congress since the war began,

the proposal has not got much further than the

initial stage.

*,* Owing to the shortage of paper, readers who have not

already done so are asked to order The G-lRDEN to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thiLS

obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{Th^ Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Crocus speciosus var. Artablr.—Although

paler in colour than the ordinary C. speciosus, as

Mr. Bowles remarks in his charming notes

on page 527, issue October 28, this variety is a

handsome form. I have had it for a few years

now, having procured it from Mr. Van Tubergen

when it was first offered. It is a truly handsome

autumnal Crocus, and one of the best of the forms

of C. speciosus. Mr. Bowles has some lovely

white varieties of C. speciosus, by the way, one of

which he sent me as his " best white" being now

in flower and very beautiful, though, alas ! not

having much chance of showing its real charms,

owing to the tempestuous weather and persistent

rainfall.—S. Arnott.

Michaelmas Daisies. — Vfe note the corre-

spondence on these very beautiful flowers, and there

is certainly nothing to equal them for the border

in the autumn. They are also very decorative

when grown as pot plants, and we are rather

sm^jrised that they are not grown more in this

way, especially the ericoides type. We think

ft far better to plant them in the autumn, as

your correspondent suggests, and they certauily do

particularly well in a hea\'y soil or where the soil

is inclined to heaviness. The advantage in thin-

ning the growths is that the plants do not become

so thick, and give a lighter appearance when they

are in flower. We have never found by doing

this that the size of the flowers is increased to any

extent, if at all. One mistake frequently made
in replanting is that the outside of the cliunps

is cut off and sometimes thrown away, and the

middle portion planted again. But it will be

found that the outside portion will do far better

than the congested centre of a clump.—^W. Cutbush

AND Son.

Savoy Cabbage Earliest of All.—This is a re-

markably early little Savoy that I can recommend

to all who value dainty vegetables on their table.

I tried it from Messrs. Sutton and Sons some few

years, back and it remains, and will remain, on my
regular list. We turn to it in early autumn as a re-

lief from a somewhat lengthy diet of Runner Beans.

I know of no Cabbage that turns in with such

remarkable rapidity. Planted this 5'ear in July,

it had a spell of dry weather to contend with at

first ; but no sooner did we have a showery time

than it made speedy and useful growth, maturing

firm little Cabbages in record time. It goes with-

out saying that this quick growth means tenderness

I

THE FIRM LITTLE SAVOY CAUliAul.

EARLIEST OF ALL.

and succulence, and
no Cabbage that appears

on our table throughout

the year is more enjoyed

and appreciated. — F.

Herbert Chapman.

Bees and " Red-Hot
Pokers."—It is no new
matter to find dead bees

in the faded flowers of

the Red-hot Poker or

Torch Lily, although it
^

does not appear to be ^^^^ imprisoned
generally known. The
bees evidently enter the long tubular flowers

in search of nectar, and then, owing to the tight

fit, find it impossible to get out again. Each of

the faded flowers in the accompanying illustration

contains a dead bee, some of the flowers having
been cut open in order to show the imprisoned

bees. It has been suggested that the reason why
bees find their coffin in such flowers is only when
the flower is beginning to fade and loses its

elasticity, that the bee, having forced its way in,

is killed by the natural contraction of the fading

flower, turning it into a sort of sarcophagus.

Although the death-trap is apparently unin-

tentional on the part of the Red-hot Poker, it

is none the less a plant to be looked upon with

suspicion by bee-keepers.

.jsiai^

BLUEBELLS.
Ring out, O Bluebells in the grass,

Your faint carillon, wild and free,

Though she who loves you best—alas !

—

Has wakened to Eternity.

Ring out, O bells, above her grave

(A fluttering sheet of living blue).

Lest even in her bliss she crave

One flower of old among the new.

Ring out, ring out your music rare.

Frail minstrels of the moors and fells.

Until its echoes reach her where

She listens ' mid the Asphodels.

From " Songs of a Day," a little book of

exquisite poems by Isabel Butchart just published

by Country Life.

Climbing Rose Lady Swaythling.—We noticed

a reference in The Garden, issue October 21,

10 our new Hybrid Wichuraiana Rose Lady
Swaythling, and we are now sending you a few

sprays of bloom cut from plants wfiich are now
flowering freely in the open. ' The blooms have

been somewhat damaged by the wind. The
plants have not been pruned at all, and we think,

therefore, that we may claim for this Rose that it

is a true autumn fiowerer.—W. H. Rogers and
Son, Limited. [This note was accompanied by

beautiful tprays of this climbing pink Rose. The

blooms were fresh and fragrant, and borne in

profusion on the sprays. It is a delightful Rose

for the time of year.

—

Ed.)

Rose Adelaide d'Orleans.—In the note relating

to this Rose on page 509, issue October 21, it is

stated " one may search in vain through many
modern catalogues of Roses for a reference to

Adelaide d'Orleans." I should say it is question-

able if any catalogue so named it, simply because

it is a synonym for Leopoldine d'Orleans, and I

know of at least two English catalogues which

list it under the latter name. It is, as you say, a

very beautiful Rose, and so are others of the same

IN THE FADED FLOWERS OF RED-HOT POKER.

group of R.'sempervirens. Myrianthes Renoncule
is very fine, bearing fine graceful clusters of peach
pink flowers. Flora is perhaps better known, and
there used to be a fine mass of it in the Rose Dell'

at Kew. Every flower is like a miniature Captain
Christy, and the plant is a fine rampant grower.

The modern Wichuraianas and Multifloras have
somewhat eclipsed these old Roses, but I should

be sorry to see them disappear, for they have a

charm all their own in that the clusters of flowers

are well displayed and not hidden by side growths,

as is the case with some of the modern kinds.

—

Danecroft.

Scarcity of Wasps.—Your Wells correspondent

mentions the scarcity of wasps this year, and it

would be interesting if some entomologist among
your readers could give us the explanation, which
is not, I think, to be found in your correspondent's

suggestions. Here last year we had a great many
nests—many more than usual. Bee disease, which.

a few years since visited this district, was not,

I believe, prevalent last year. A fact which made-
the shortage of wasps this summer the more-

extraordinary, and which may possibly have-

some bearing on the cause, was the plethora of

queens this spring. In this neighbourhood they

were certainly more than ten times as numerous-

as usual. We expected to have a strenuous-

conflict for our Plums, and provided numerous
bottle traps and a stock of tar, with the result

that we did not kill half a dozen wasps during the-

whole summer and had no occasion to take a single-

nest. By the way, it does not seem to be generally

known that half a pint of tar poured in at the

front door (or through a substituted opening, if

that one be not suitable) and a clod on the top is-

the simplest method of dealing with the nests,

when in the ground. There is about a quarter

of an hour between dusk and dark when practically

all the wasps are in, and the operation can be-

carried out with impunity and without the necessity

for a light. A wine bottle is a convenient receptacle

for the tar.—T. C, Llansanlffraid, Montgomeryshire.

"Novel Potato Production."—I noticed your
first article on this subject, and since then various-

communications to The Garden have antedated

the first origin of the idea. The latest, in your

issue of October 21, puts the date back to more-

than forty years ago. A few years ago a friend

lent me the first two volumes of the papers com-
municated to the Royal Horticultural Society

—picked up on a bookstall for is. 6d. each !

—

commencing, I think, in 1807, beginning with a

most interesting article on the origin of the name-
" Strawberry " by the first president of the

society (Sir J. Banks, I think). Among the-

papers which were selected for an award of a silver

medal was one upon this identical " Novel Potato-

Production," which I read with much interest

but never tried. The writer advised growing,

the Potatoes in a box, putting a layer of.
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moderately dry earth on- which the Potatoes were

laid, allowing a space for the new growth, then

covering with more earth and another layer of

Potatoes till the box is filled. In about six weeks

(if I remember rightly) the box was to be emptied,

the new Potatoes that were large enough for

food detached, and the box refilled as before so

as to allow the smaller tubers to continue their

growth. It seemed to be a simple method,, and

if you would reprint the article I am sure many
of us would be glad to make a trial of it.—N.

Stepney Rawson. [The article to which our

correspondent refers appears in the Tfansactions

of the Royal Horticultural Society, Vol. I.,

1805-1812, as follows: "On Raising Young
Potatoes in the Winter Months. By A. Sher-

brooke, Esq., of Oxton, in Nottinghanishire.

Read March 5, 1811. In the beginning of May,
lay a quantity of the largest Oxnoble Potatoes

two or three deep on a dry cellar floor, and turn

them over in about three weeks, rubbing off all

the white sprou s as thej' appear, but not the

spavra or rudiments of the young Potatoes. At

the end of September have ready a few boxe^

;

at the bottom of each place six inches of decayed

leaves, dried to a vegetable mould, and place

upon it a single layer of Potatoes, close to each

other ; then put another layer on the same mould,

six inches deep, then another of Potatoes, and so

on until the boxes are full. Set the boxes in a

dry covered place, free from frost, never giving

them any water. They will produce fine young
Potatoes in December ; and those which are

ready may be taken off, and the old Potatoes

replaced until the remainder of the produce shall

be ready. To obtain a succession, place other

Potatoes in vegetable mould, in the succeeding

winter months."

—

Ed.]

Rose Mrs. John Foster.—I am sending a photo-

graph of what appears to be my last good Rose of

1916. It is a splendid variety for late blooms, and
it is one of the delights of Rose growing to get a

•whiff of its sweet odour on a November morning.

It is one of the Ro es raised by Mr. E. J. Hicks.

The parentage was Richmond and Alfred

Colomb, the former being the seed parent. The
flowers are of a rich vermilion hue and borne on

a strong-growing bu=h.—C.

Ophiopogon Jaburan.—This pretty Japanese

plant is one of the most noticeable of the late

flower year, blooming from the middle of Sep-

tember to the middle of October. The neat,

upright spikes, closely set with the round, closed

purple flowers, have something of the appearance

of Grape Hyacinths. The dark green, linear

leaves are nearly 2 feet long and less than half an

inch wide. The whole plant has a singularly

clean and wholesome as well as distinct appear-

ance. It is perhaps best when it is a little dwarfed

by being grown in rather poor and dryish soil.

It looks particularly well in rockwork, where so

many of the plants are ineffective in autumn.

-G. J.

Narcissus White Horse of Kent.—This is a

little trumpet Daffodil raised in his latter days

by the late Rev. G. P. Haydon. The stock is

small and it is a slow increaser, so that it is hardly

likely to be in important evidence at shows for

some years to come. Its parents were Mme. de

Graaff and Glory of Leiden, but there is very

little, if any, trace of the latter in its appearance.

Its perfect purity makes it stand apart from

other so-called " white " Daffodils, and in a

careful inspection made at the Birmingham
Daffodil Show last April I could find no trumpet

Daffodil quite so white, even in that beautiful

class in which it was shown ; I refer to the class

for six white trumpet Daffodils, in which pure

whiteness is to be the principal point to be con-

sidered by the judges,

—

Ornatus.

Single Rose Mrs. C. E. Salmon.—" Anne
Amateur's " specious note on this Rose on page

535 of your November 4 issue raised a smile when
I read it. It was evident that the arrow
I shot into the air had indeed found its mark.
Seeing that her original statement was a little

—shall I . say ?—inaccurate, " Anne Amateiu: "

endeavours to start a fresh hare, and appeals

to her fellow flower-lovers to say whether her

taste in preferring priceless egg-shell porcelain

to cheap, clumsy, common earthenware is at

fault, although, I take it, when the Onion
that is likewise dragged in comes to be cooked,
" Anne Amateur " would find her common earthen-

ware rather more useful ! Under this disguise

SCARCITY
OF BUTTERFLIES

By Sir Herbert Ma.vwell.

OUR experience this season in South-

West Scotland coincides with that of

I

Mr. Sturge in North Wales. I have not

seen a single Red Admiral this autumn,
which is the more remarkable because

they were unusually numerous in the autumn of

T915, and presumably plenty of females survived

the mild winter to apply themselves to egg-laying

in the following June. The social wasps, also,

abounded exceedingly in 1915, with the result of an
abnormal number of queens in May, 191 6. But the

cold and wet of June and July were fatal to the

broods, and hardly a wasp was to be seen in August.

I mention the scarcity of wasps only to express

A NOVKMBER BLOOM OF ROSE MRS. JOHN FOSTER

her fellow flower-lovers—or anyone else, for that

matter—will have some difficulty in recognising

her original statement " that Mrs. C. E, Salmon
is nothing but a vulgarised edition of the wild

Rose." That was the remark at which I shot

my arrow, and I think my bolt was a very mild

one. It was simply that the statement referred

to was " quite erroneous," Equally so, I may
say, is her suggestion that I am " one of the high

and mighty but prejudiced professional florists,"

I have no credentials *hat would warrant my
being so described. Would that I hid ! I, too, am
only " an amateur," but one who admires beauty

in whatever form it may be dressed, be it in the

wild Rose or in the latest product of the professional

florist,

—

Herbert E. Molyneux, Southampton.

FORTHCOMING EVENT
November 21 — Royal Horticultural Society's

Meeting and Exhibition at Vincent Square, West-
minster.

the opinion that the apparent scarcity of autumnal
butterflies is owing, not to ungenial weather in

summer, but to wet and sunless weather in autumn.
The summer of 1912 was far worse than that

of 1916, yet I find on looking up, my notes that

on September 15, 1912, being delighted with the

number of Red Admiral butterflies in the garden.

I set to work to count them. Seven were competing
with humble-bees on one plant of Sedum spectabUe,

nine were equally busy among the purple tassels

of Buddleia variabilis magnifica, and five were
near at hand on the yellow heads of Inula Hcokeri.

Twenty-one within the space of a few yards,

and I pursued the reckoning rio further.

The inference from this is that the weather
in June has little effect upon the progeny of the

Red Admiral mothers, which are hardy creatures,

feeding only on Nettles—a crop that never fails

—

and drawing the leaves together over them for

shelter. They pass into the chrysalis stage about
the beginning of August, whence they emerge
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in four or five weeks. But they dare not display

their splendour e-^cept in sunny weather. The
wing of a butterfly is too delicately complex to

stand rain and wind ; an inclement autumn
compels them to keep in the shelter of herbage,

with their glossy pinions closely shut. Probably

most of them, unless a spell of sunshine tempts

them out, go early into winter quarters, for the

maintenance of the race depends on females

that hibernate successfully, and, though very

hardy as caterpillars, they are so sensitive to wet

and cold that they never emerge from their hiding-

places until the vicissitudes of a British spring

are well over.

The absence of these brilliant insects from the

autumn borders is a notable misfortune. If

the Red Admiral were as rare as, say, the Camber-

well Beauty, what a fine fuss would be made
about its appearance ! Common as it is in some

seasons, one's eye never wearies of its beauty,

so thoroughly satisfying is the just balancing

of clear scarlet and jetty black, so craftily are the

white spots placed just where the black is jettiest.

The German colours ! nay ; those masterly

little touches of axure on the edge of each hinder

wing redeem the composition from any such

suggestion !

If I do not transgress unduly on your space,

I would add that it puzzles one to divine what

prompted Linnseus to call the three Nettle-feeders

—

the Red Admiral, the Peacock and the Small

Tortoiseshell—by the fanciful name Vane sa.

That was the cryptonym invented by Dean Swift

for Esther Vanhomrich, when he masked his own
rank of " Decanus " in the anagram " Cadenus."

One is also curious to know why Linnaeus chose

to call the Red Admiral Vanessa Atalanta, for

though it is a strong flyer, it is not nearly so swift

as Vanessa lo. the Peacock butterflv.

TWO NEW
CHRYSANTHEMUMS

By Thomas Stevenson.

Dawn of Days.—This promising Japanese

variety, shown by Mr. Norman Davis, received the

first-class certificate of the National Chrysanthe-

mum Society and award of merit of the Royal

Horticultural Society on October 23 and 2.4.

respectively. The bright golden bronze colour

is very striking, and the petals, though not very

long, build up a good square-shouldered bloom
that will be most useful on the exhibition board,

and as it is paiticularly solid and keeps well,

it may prove worth a trial as a market variety.

The foliage is not large, and the plant only attains

a height of 3 feet to 4 feet, which is distinctly an

advantage.

Mrs. Algernon Davis, another variety from

the same raiser, is, I am sure, the best pink ; ort

we have had for exhibition for some time, though

quite difierent in style to the preceding. It has

every good point necessary in an exhibition flower.

The petals are of good sub-

stance, long and drooping,

somewhat after the style of

bloom of Edith Jameson,

but altogether larger and

even more beautiful in

colour, this being a clear

silvery pink. The bloom
opens easily and, like the

first named, the pLint is

quite dwarf. This also re-

ceived the award of merit of

the Royal Horticultural

Society and an award for

colour from the National

Chrysanthemum Society

;

but before this note

appears I feel sure it will

have received the first-

class certificate of this

latter society.

GLADIOLUS WHITE
LADY

For many years this beau-

tiful Gladiolus has been

grown here, and for the

last two or three seasons

in some quantity. This

year for the first time a

few spikes have appeared

tinted a pale flesh colour.

There is no possibility of

any rogues having got

nito the stock, and it

would be interesting to

know to what one might

attribute this peculiarity.

Is it just a freak of the

NEW EXHIBITION CHRYSANTHEMUM MRS. ALGERNON DAVIS. Rye. F. H. C.

THE ALPINE HOUSE IN

AUTUMN
By Edwin Beckett, V.M H.

FEW houses give more pleasure through-

out the year than that which is devoted
principally to alpine plants, and even
throughout the closing days of autumn
and winter there is always something

to attract the enthusiastic lover of hardy plants.

The small *house here at A'denhim is a three-

quarter span facing due north. The back wall

is a rock garden, and is clothed principally

with suitable Ferns, Sedums, Euon>Taus kew-
ensis, Helxine, Sempervivums, Mesembryanthe-
mums. Thymes, &c. Suitable pockets are arranged

for receiving various-sized pots and pans as

the pl.ints come in season. The front stage is

devoted to pots and pans, principally of flower.

ing alpines.

At the time of writing, several plants are beauti-

fully in bloom. A large pan of Oxalis lobata is a

charming sight, covered as it is with its beautiful

bold yellow flowers.

Cyclamens in variety are in full flower, perfect

gems. The rose and white minute flowers

have a strikingly beautiful effect, which is

enhanced by the marbled leaves, which appear
before the flowers have quite finished. Cyclniens
should find a place in every colle:tion of choice

hardy plants.

Sedum Sieboldii, an old but graceful and charm-
ing plant, is in full flower, as well as S. Palmeri.

Equally beautiful are the various forms and
coloured foliage of the many varieties of Sediuns,

Saxifrages, Sempervivums, Thymes, &c., as well

as the more minute kinds and varieties of the

various alpine plants.

It is perhaps a little surprising that more people

do not invest in a small house for the reception

of these ever-increasing popular plants. The
cost of building and maintaining such is quite

infinitesimal as compared with many other kinds

of houses, and is easily managed by either sex

who are devoted, as so many are, to such forms of

plant life.

THE CRETAN SPIKENARD

PROBABLY few readers will recognise

the time-honoured herb imder the

above name, but it is none other

than our old friend Valeriana Phu.

It is an , interesting plant easily culti-

vated in the open, and in some parts of the

country—as an estray from gardens—it is known
to grow wild. The writer of these notes came
across it a few weeks ago in a convent garden,

where it was known only as the Cretan Spikenard

and cherished by the Community for its antiquity

and for its alleged healing virtues. It is interesting

to note how many old herbs, the uses of which

may have long been forgotten, still cling to their

old haunts in secluded gardens. I think that

this must have been one of the plants Maurice

Maeterlinck had in mind when he wrote the

following lines on old-fashioned flowers :

" That is why I love above all the simplest,

the commonest, the oldest and the most

antiquated : those which have a long human
past behind them, a large array of kind and
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consoling actions ; those which have lived with

us for hundreds of years and which have formed

part of ourselves, since they reflect something

of their grace and their joy of life in the souls of

our ancestors. But where do they hide them-

selves ? They are becoming rarer than those

which we call rare flowers to-day. Their life is

secret and precarious. It seems as though we

were on the point of losing them ; and perhaps

there are some which, discouraged at last, have

latelj' disappeared, of which the seeds have died

under the rains, which will no more know the

dew of the gardens and which we shall find only

in very old books, amid the bright grass of the

miniature-painters or along the yellow flower-beds

of the Primitives. . . . They are forbidden to

prattle near the steps, to twitter in the marble

vases, to hum their tune beside the lakes, to lisp

their dialect along the borders. A few of them

have been relegated to the kitchen garden, in the

neglected and, for that matter, delightful corner

occupied by the medicinal or merely aromatic

plants, the Sage, the Tarragon, the Fennel and

ihe Thyme, old servants, too, themselves dis-

missed and nourished only through a sort of pity

or mechanical tradition. Others have taken

refuge by the stables and the coach-house, near

the low door of the kitchen or the cellar, where

they crowd humbly like importunate beggars,

hiding their bright chesses among the weeds

and holding their frightened perfumes as best

they may, so as not to attract attention. But,

even there, the Pelargonium, red with indignation,

and the Begonia, crimson with rage, came to

surprise and hustle the unoffending little band
;

and they fled to the farms, the cemeteries, the

little gardens of the rectories, the old maids'

houses and the country convents." The Cretan

Spikenard from the secluded garden had recently

been applied to a person suffering with an ulcerated

leg, with good results. It does not often happen in

in these days that garden plants are used to allay

ailments, but, for all this, it would be inter-

esting to hear what others loiow of its healing

virtues. The name Valeriana alludes to power-

ful medicinal properties. It is a mediaeval

name said to be derived from valcre, meaning

to be healthy.

The Cretan Spikenard is' a plant easily increased

by division at the root, and I was given permission

to take a piece away with me. On severing a

portion of the root with a trowel, the air was

pervaded with a peculiar but pleasant odour.

The leaves when broken have a decidedly un-

pleasant smell, not unlike that associated with

the stems and roots of the better-laio\vn V. offici-

nalis, the common Valerian, or All-heal, which

has pink flowers. It should be explained that

the Cretan Spikenard (V. Pliu) has white flowers,

usually in August and September. It grows to

a height of about 2 feet and has two sets of

leaves, those on the root known as radical and

others on the stem kndwn as cauline leaves. The
latter are deeply lobed, while some of the

radical leaves are undivided and others lobed.

A precious and fragrant ointment is made from

the roots of the Cretan Spikenard. Not that this

is the only plant used for this purpose, there

being many kinds of Spikenard ointment made
from different Valerians and even plants of other

genera.

Valerian Spikenard was kno'i\Ti to the ancient

Persians and Arabians, and the name of Nard is

of Persian origin. The Persians, as overland

carriers between India and Mesopotamia and

other parts, are said to

have communicated their

name for ' it to the He-

brews, the Greeks and the

Romans. Dioscorides

mentions four kinds of

Nard—the Celtic, the

Mountain, the Syrian and
the Indian. To these

might be added the

Spanish ^nd False
Nard, but as Valeriana

dioscoridis, which is the

true V. Phu or Cretan

Spikenard, is the most

powerful and aromatic

of the Valerians, it is

safe to assume ' that it

has played its part in

the past, as in the

present, in making highly

esteemed perfumes in

Eastern countries. Its

Persian name is Beldi-

i-sumbul, but it appears

to have had many sub-

stitutes. It is now
generally agreed that the

Indian Spikenard is pre-

pared from Nardostachys

Jatamansi, a plant closely

allied to Valeriana, that

may also be grown in the

open here.

To this day the Cretan

and Indian Spikenards

are used for making
hair washes and ointment,

the popular opinion

being that they promote

growth and blacloiess of

the hair. T h e r e is a

golden-leaved variety of the Cretan Spikenard

that is very effective, especially in the spring when
the leaves are young. This, like the type plant,

will grow freely in any soil, so long as it gets a

fair amount of moisture. The Cretan Spikenard

should be grown by those who appreciate its

past associations, apart from the modest display

of flower and foliage that it makes.

By the way, can anyone tell me the botanical

name of the Spikenard mentioned in the following

quotation from Maurice Maeterlinck's essay on

field flowers :
" Here are the sad Columbine and

the Field Sage ; the Ploughman's Spikenard, the

Sheep's-bit, the Angelica, the Field Fennel ; the

Wallflower, dressed like a servant of a village

priest " ? H. C.

THE AUTUMN-FLOWERING
SNOWDROPS

Ox former occasions I have referred to the question

as to whether the autumn-flowering Snowdrops,

such as Galanthus corcjTensis, G. octobrensis,

and a few others which bloom in autumn, retain

their late, or, rather, early flowering habit when
long in cultivation in these islands. My own
experience here, as elsewhere, has been that

they are giradually falling into line with their

sister flowers, the Fair Maids of February.

I have had from several of my correspondents

some corroboration of this, but it is only fair to

say there are others who have not the same

A PROMISING JAPANESE CHRYSANTHEMUM DAWN OF DAY.

change to record. I have been wondering if

this is not a question of altitude, seeing that we

are informed that in Greece, whence G. Olgae,

G. Rachelje and others come, the autumnal Snow-

drops are on the higher grounds alone, and that

their sister flowers lower down do not bloom

until the usual time of our own Snowdrops.

It would, I think, be not only interesting, but

also of some practical service to gardening if wo

could elucidate this point, and I venture to ask

others who have cultivated these autumnal

Snowdrops if they can favour us _ with their

experience. I have at one time or other culti-

vated all the forms which have come into

cultivation, and they have in course of time

gradually become later and later until some of

them are no earlier than the common G. nivalis,

and others flower but little in advance of it and

are becoming 'more and more tardy. The retro-

gression is not a regular one, but seems to depend

a good deal on the character of the autumn. In

certain seasons some of them come in a little

nearer the autumnal flowering period, but, as a

whole, there is a steady retrogression. That

these Snowdrops bloom in autumn on the higher

lands, and that there are, so far as I Imow, no

autumnal ones lower down is an important fact

in considering the question. Some of these

autumnal Snowdrops are delicate in their con-

stitution. I fear that Galanthus Olgse, now
again available for us, will simply follow the

others in this slowly retarding tendency.

Sunnymcad. Dumfries. S. Arnott.
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A NOVEMBER DAY AT GRAVETYE MANOR

IT
was a gusty day in the first week of Novem-

ber that we paid a visit to Mr. WilUam
Robinson at liis beautiful home in Sussex.

We all know Mr. William Robinson, whether

we have met him or not, for he was the

founder of The Garden just forty-five years

ago. In leisure moments it is a joy to many to

turn over the pages of the early volumes of The
Garden containing old engravings and some of

the iiuest literature in the history of gardening,

and we return thanks to " W. R." for it—though

perhaps silently.

On this November day Mr. Robinson came

to meet us in his wheeled chair in the direction

of Kingscote Station, and we journeyed back

to the old manor house through miles of woods,

most of which he had planted. With great pride

he would point out a bold group of Norway Maple

now in the height of its autumn colouring, awood-
land of Silver Birches and Red Oak (Ouercus

rubra), the latter one of the finest of American

trees, remarkable for the richness of its autumn
tints, or a plantation of Abies grandis—all of them
young when compared with the ages of trees,

but none the less promising. These trees were

planted without soil preparation, with a natural

undergrowth of Bracken, Gorse, wild Rose, Spindle'

Trees and Sea Buckthorn. The Liquidambar

planted in similar conditions has so far not proved

as successful, although its warm crimson leaves

lend a touch of brilliant coloiffing by the roadside.

From a higher position we stopped to admire tire

wild Cherries in their autumn dress—golden

from beneath and crimson above—scattered here

and there in the vast landscape that laid before us.

Gravetye Manor was built more than 300

years ago, and commands one of the finest views

in the South of England. A bold planting of Scots

Pines marks the approach, and a belt of Pines forms

an imposing background, to this grand old manor
house. Mr. Robinson has retained many of the

early features of the place, including the formal

garden, at one time doubtless filled with the

common run of bedding plants. Here Roses

are grown in beds with great success. A good

deal of space is devoted to Tea and the old

China or Monthly Roses, some of which were

still in flower. Mr. Robinson strongly deprecates

the practice of mulching Rose-beds with manure,

particularly w^hen the beds or borders are near

to dining-room windows, and in the place of

manure we see the beds more or less covered

with the Irish Mossy Rockfoil, Pansies, Violets,

Stonecrops and Thyme. Another delicate carpeter

of the soil; and one that is now in full flower in

the Rose-beds, is the Violet Cress (lonopsidium

acaule). It even flourishes on the'walks, though

it does not appear to overrun its neighbours

in the beds. Some of the Roses do well for a

year or two and then die off, owing to the unsuita-

bility of the soil at Gravetye to the wild Rose

stock. This was very apparent with that charming

Rose Marquise de Sinety, which, having failed

on the Briar stock, had rooted like a Willow

from cuttings and was thriving on its own roots.

Not the least interesting feature of tlie formal

garden is a group of veteran Yews said to be as old

as the manor house. We were Impressed with

the delightful silvery grey foliage of the .Azure Sage

(Perovskia atriplicifolia—see illustration, page 562)

which lends an additional interest to the Rose

garden in autumn. It makes a large, bold group

5 feet or 6 feet high and would associate well

with half-shrubby plants like the Califomian Tree

Poppy, which does so well at Gravetye ; the two

plants would flower much about the same tuue

Another pleasing feature of the Rose garden is

the manner in wliich Clematises are grown on

Oak and Chestnut trellises, some in shade and

others exposed to the simshine, and many beauti-

ful Clematis flowers were open even as late as

the time of our visit.

A steep and narrow road planted with Ferns

on either side leads to the gardener's picturesque

cottage, partly surrounded by a moat, doubt-

less useful in bygone days for the protection of

sheep against attacks by wolves.

It was very pleasing to see little clumps of

Gentians doing so well on the face of low walls

in just those vertical places where Raraondias

and Haberleas might be expected to thrive ; while

the rare Raoulia australis, inaking a dense carpet

of its silvery grey foliage quite close to the ground,

was quite at home among European alpines and

in perfect condition despite tlie trying weather

it had experienced.

Mr. Robinson's antipathy to the common
Privet is well laiown, and he was much interested

to hear that Privet when in flower is responsible

for a peculiar sickness among the people of China,

and that the corporations of large towns go to

considerable expense to have all the Privets

clipped before flowering.

THE LOWER LAKE AT GRAVETYE MANOR
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The wild Heath garden, overshadowed by
magnificent Pines, malves one of the features of

tliis great garden, while here and there bold clumps

of Berberises brighten the landscape with their

sumptuous colouring. B. Thunbergii and the newer

B. Wilsonii are two of the best, the former for

foliage and the latter for its berries. Erica darley-

ensis and the taller-giowing Portuguese Heath are

full of buds ready to open, while the past blooms of

the wandering Cornish Heath and tlie Dorset Heath

create very pleasing bits of colour at the foot of

tall Arbutus trees and flowering Wych Hazels.

A midwinter scene in this delightful Heath garden

appeared on page 31 of this volume.

Before bringing these notes to a close we must

mention two trees, Pho-

tinia villosa and the

Himalayan Beam Tree

(PjTus Sorbus nepalensis),

both being extremely fine

in foliage for autumn effect.

November may be a

dismal time in many gar-

dens, but this ii not the

case at Gravetye Manor,

for the day was all too

short in company with the

great gardener who has

done so much to beautify

this fair land of ours.

stone makes tlie very best paving. It wears well

and is a delicate silvery white.

There are few things more wasteful than making
bad paths. In this case the saving of labour

will prove extravagant in the long run, and it

follows that the position of paths should be
thoroughly thought out from the first as fixed

points in the design. Wherever a road or path
has to come, the ground should be excavated
for a foot, or at least 9 inches. The soil thus

removed will come in most usefully for flower

borders. If it is a cart track which is being made,
a well-rammed stone bottom sliould be put in

—

the larger the stones the better, for the sake of

good drainage. For paths any dry rubbish.

from additional rooms, and a garden with more
than one part is more interesting and restful

than a single small garden. A cottage garden

may be, and often is, very beautiful, but it is the

manor house garden that we travel furthest to see.

Bacon says :
" I do hold it, in the Royal ordering

of gardens, there ought to be gardens for all the

months of the year," and every owner of a garden

will sooner or later find the truth of this. It isdifiScult

to produce a beautiful border effect when you have
plants which are going to flower, and, still worse,

those which have done flowering taking up space

among those actually in flower. If you can collect

the plants which flower at approximately the

same date, it only remains to remember their

THE
PLANNING OF
GARDENS.— Ill

By Thackeray Turner.

(Continued from page 547.)

IT
is noticeable that it

is easier to provide a

house with a well-laid-

out garden than to lay

out a garden well when
there is no house in ques-

tion. The fact is that the

presence of a house not only

provides firmness of line

and a conspicuous mass

which give a kind of sup-

.port to the surrounding

garden, but it also imposes

many conditions to which

the garden must conform,

and, as in other arts, diffi-

culties caused by such con-

ditions end in being most

helpful to the construction

of a true Work of art. The garden is provided "for

the house and niust clearly allow space round it.

It must, as it were, pay its respects to the house.

As we have in this couiitry quite as much bad
as good, weather, it is nice to have paved paths

both round the house and leading fromit on which

to walk on damp days. These paths can he of

brick, York or Purbeck stone, or of local rough

stone set on edge. It is a good plan to lay bricks

on sand-beds and grout them in with cement and

sand. If this is done, the bricks do not get

damaged by .the frost, and the method is less

costly than concrete. It must, however, be

remembered that a brick paving thus made will

not stand the weight of a loaded cart. Purbeck

GRAVETVE MANOR, VIEW OF THE FLOWER GARDEN FRO.M PERGOLA.

such as old bricks or clinkers, will do very well.

Ws have already seen the importance of a sense

of mystery in garden planning, and how the heart

and soul- of such planning lies in the satisfaction

of personal taste and the individuality resulting

from such satisfaction.- Many a good garden

has been made by altering a badly planned one.

The very badness is a stimulus to grand improve-

ments. But in every case the work could have

been done rightly from the first at half the cost.

There is a very close resemblance between garden

planning and house planning. Both house and
garden are places designed for human beings

to live and rest in. You can, no doubt, live in a

single room, but more csmfort and repose result

heights and. to arrange their colours pleasantly

together. It is true that a May garden, for instance,

will be very shabby when its time is over, but it

might be a walled garden with entrance doors

which could be locked and labelled " Empty."
Flower-beds are very commonly made to fall

from back to front, and, if not originally made
so, the continual addition of manure Will raise

them and bring about the same result. The
chief objection to a falling border is the difficulty

of watering it in dry weather without the water

running off before it can soak in. Some earth

should therefore be periodically removed and the

surface kept level.

(To he continued.)
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THE CETERACH IN NORTH
WALES

B V A. T. Johnson.

TO
come upon a robust colony of this

unique little Fern in some parts of

North Wales must be regarded as a

disco\ery, for it appears to be very

local in its distribution. Others may
have been more fortunate, but as I had been on

the look-out for it for years, a couple of score

of lusty plants sticking to the mortar of an old

wall was to me a pleasing " find."

The Scaly Spleenwort seems to be most common
in those western counties, or districts, where

limestone abounds. At one time, over a century

ago, so the Rev. Hugh Davies, who wrote a " Welsh"

Botanology," tells us, it was very abundant on

Holyhead Mountain, but it was then becoming
" very scarce from being gathered for bait in

rock-cod-fishing." An odd use for so dainty

a Fern, but one that may be easily understood

by anyone who has observed the extraordinary

resemblance to a curled-up, brown, hairy cater-

pillar which the fronds assume when dried by

the sun. Old Gerard was evidently aware of this,

for he writes :
" the leaves, when they be withered,

are folded-up together like a scrole, and hairie

without, much like to the rough beare-worme

wherewith men baite their hookes to catch fish."

As might be' expected, C. officiuarum. being the

original Spleenwort. was held in high repute

in ancient medicine. In cheering up the " grief

of the spleen " no herb was to be compared with

it, and its great virtue as a tonic for " asses

oppressed with melancholy" was highly valued.

But in these more scientific days the Scaly Spleen-

wort has been obliged to drop the name which

its supposed medicinal properties had earned for

it, and it has been classed among the genus

Ceterach, a title apparently of Eastern origin.

This fact, however, does not rob C. officiuarum

of any of its actual charm and interest. As a

dwarf form for naturalising on old walls, banks

and rockworks it deserves all the attention we
can spare it, for the rich, shining green of the upper

surfaces of the blunt-lobed fronds, the ruddy

brown velvet of their under parts, and the

silvery whiteness of the young leaves are

peculiarh attractive characteristics. Examined
through a lens those brown under surfaces

appear as a very beautiful network of scales,

so arranged that they entirely conceal the

fructification.

Another point in favour of C. officinarum in

cultivation is that it is quite easy to grow. All

it requires is a north aspect, some old mortar for

its roots to cling to, and an even supply of moisture.

It is impatient of too much water, and withers

in too hot a sun. The roots, however, are very

tenacious of life, and even though they may be

shrivelled up by sun and apparently killed, they

will, like the stranded starfish, recover under the

influence of water.

SEEDLI.NG NBRINES
Though a few species of Nerine have been grown
in our gardens for a very long time, it is only

within the last twenty years that they have made
great headway in popular favour. This is borne

out by the fact that whereas in the " List of

Plants Certificated by the Royal Horticultural

Society Between the Years 1859 and 1910"
thirtj'-three varieties have been honoured, only

three of them are of an earlier date than 1896.

The reason of the great influx of desirable varieties

is that Nerines, as a rule, readily lend themselves

to the operations of the hybridist ; hence large

numbers of seedlings have been raised. Since

the list was published up to the end of 1910 there

have been additions thereto, one quite recently,

N. Rotherside, raised by Mr. F. Chapman of Rye,

having obtained an award of merit. A very

desirable feature of the dift'erent Nerines is that

they come into bloom during the autumn months,

when so many of the summer-flowering occupants

of the greenhouse are on the wane, if not absolutely

over. In many of the brighter-coloured fom\s

the segments of the flower are studded with

sparkling coruscations, which, viewed from some
standpoints, present the appearance of being

studded with gold dust. In some of the original

species the segments on the upper part of the

flower are separated by a greater or lesser space

from the lower ones, but in many of the newer

kinds this feature has to a great extent been

eliminated, thus forming a regularly shaped bloom.

THE AZURE SAGE (PEKOVSKIA ATRII'LICIFOLIA) IN THE FLOWER GARDEN AT GRAVETVE MANOR.
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To the amateur with but a single greenhouse

the culture of these Nerines can be recommended,

for they give but little trouble, and the raising

of seedlings, though it calls for a fair amount of

patience, is a delightful hobby. H. P.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Berberis rubrostilla.—A graceful and beautiful

plant of presumably hybrid origin that, when
ripe for distribution, will be welcomed by all

who garden in the open air. Erect-habited and

freely branched in its upper parts, the plant is

of the highest ornament at this time, when- the

arching growths are furnished with the brilliant

coral red fruits. Ovoid, these depend in twos

or threes on inch-long pedicels from the under sides

of the branches, adding by their abundance a

new beauty to the garden in autumn and fresh

lustre to a genus already richly endowed. Appear-

ing at its best in November after the recent trying

weather of frost and storm, it is of peculiar value.

The whole plant is copiously armed with nearly

inch-long spines. The small ovate leaves are

also spiny. It is deciduous. From the Royal

Horticultural Society's Gardens, Wisley.

Berberis Sargentiana.—^This beautiful kind

has already received an award of merit, and is

now admitted to first-class certificate honours,

which its obvious merits fully justify. Admittedly

the best of the evergreen kinds and possessed

in some degree of the ornamental leaf character

of B. Wallichiana, the species is handsome and
striking now in its mingled leaf colour of green,

bronze and scarlet, and the more precious because

•of its long-continued beauty. Good as a picture-

making subject generally, the rigid, outstanding,

ivory white spines, in sharp contrast to the

coloured leafage, add yet another feature to a

•sumptuous whole. The small blackish purple

fruits are in clusters and not greatly important.

A. fine bush 3 feet or so high was shown. From
•, the Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham House. Elstree

.•(gardener, Mr. E. Beckett).

Cypripedium Mrs. Hilary Jenkinson.—

A

magnificent and finely proportioned hybrid with

brownish sepals, petals and pouch, and broad,

jhandsome dorsal petal copiously spotted with

crimson and chocolate. From R. Windsor
Rickards, Esq., Usk Priory, Monmouthshire.

AWARD OF MERIT.

Cypripedium A. J. H. Smith.—In- all proba-

bility this is the most exquisite of the C. niveum
crosses to date. The sepals and petals are pearly

white, the comparatively large dorsal sepal being

prettily suffused with pink. Shown by Mrs.

Norman Cookson, Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne
(gardener, Mr. H. J. Chapman).

OTHER AWARDS.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge
TVells, received a preliminary commendation
card for Odontoglossum General Cadorna ; and
•G. W. Bird, Esq., Manor House, West Wickham,
a cultural commendation for a remarkable example
of Odontoglossum Lambeauianum bearing a

5-feet-high branched raceme of flowers.

The foregoing were before the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on November 7, when the awards
'Were made.

PROFITABLE APPLES TO
PLANT

yk PPLES occupy an important place

/\ among hardy fruits, and well-managed

/ % trees of good varieties greatly enhance

/ % the value of any garden. By planting
* * bush or pyramid trained trees on the

Paradise stock a quick return is obtained, and
those who have sufficient space in their gardens

would do well to include some of the varieties

now mentioned if planting this autumn. Cooking

Apples are perhaps the most useful, and a selection

capable of producing a long supply is a necessity.

Among early varieties

White Transparent is a particularly useful

Apple, as it is fit for use towards the end of Jiily,

and when quite ripe some people like it as a dessert

fruit. The tree is a vigorous, upright grower and
crops well in a young state ; in fact, this is one

fruits are round and even in shape, with clear,

pale green skin, and they cook exceedingly well.

Tower of Glamis is a most useful variety to

follow this. It is a free and vigorous grower and

a regular cropper, while it succeeds equally as a

bush or standard. In districts where Warner's

King is subject to canker. Tower of Glamis will

be found invaluable.

Lane's Prince Albert fully merits the high

position it occupies in the estimation of fruit

growers, as it is a consistent cropper and quite

one of the best late Apples. The habit of growth

is inclined to be spreading, and careful pruning

is necessary. It is probably most satisfactory

when grown as a bush. The fruits attain a large

size and assume an attractive colour on the

exposed side. In

Bramley's Seedling we have a general favourite.

Rarely does it fail to produce a crop, and the

fruits are invariably of fine appearance and

good quality. This variety succeeds well as a

standard or a free bush, and it should not be pruned

THE NEW BERBERIS RUBROSTILLA. PARENTAGE UNKNOWN.

of the most regular cropping varieties grown.

The fruits are of medium size and cook splendidly.

Lord Suffleld is a grand early Apple where it

succeeds, and although it is often subject to

canker in cold, wet soils, there are not many
gardens where it is not worth a place. Its large

fruit and regular cropping qualities render it a

most desirable variety.

Lord Grosvenor also merits inclusion, and like

the above variety it is usually necessary to thin

the crop to get the best results. It is not very

subject to canker, and should be grown where
Lord Sufiield is not a success.

Grenadier is a fine early Apple fit for use in

August and September. It is a vigorous and
healthy grower, regularly produces a fine crop

of large fruits, and deserves to be more widely

grown. This variety forms a fine bush or pyramid
and crops freely in a young state.

Stirling Castle makes a good succession and
is at its best in October. This Apple is a wonderful

bearer, and much thinning is often necessary

to produce good-sized fruits. The individual

too vigorously. If only one Apple tree could be

grown in a garden, I think Bramley's Seedling

would prove the most satisfactory in most districts.

Bismarck is a handsome fruit that attains a

bright crimson colour under favourable conditions.

This is a very good Apple, with size, appearance

and cropping qualities in its favour.

Newton Wonder is a grand late Apple, and the

fruits keep well until May. The growth is clean

and healthy, and the tree will form a perfect bush
with a little care. It has the great merit of

cropping freely in a young state, and the large fruits

colour well in sunny seasons. Of dessert Apples,

Langley Pippin is a fine early variety fit for use

in August. The fruits are beautifully coloured,

crisp and juicy, and when the variety is more
widely known it is certain to become popular.

Worcester Pearmain is perhaps the best of

all early Apples. It rarely fails to produce a

good crop, while the fine appearance of the fruits

and their general good quality commend it to all.

This variety succeeds as a standard or a free bush,

and it should not be pruned too closely.
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James Grieve is a splendid Apple that all

should grow. The skin is a lovely yellow shade,

and the fruits assume a pleasing colour on the

sunny side. This Apple is a free cropper, and

the crisp, sweet and juicy fruits invariably please

the most fastidious tastes. It is well worth

growing as a cordon on a wall where fruits of fine

appearance are appreciated.

King of the Pippins is an old favourite, and in

favourable seasons the quality is good. It succeeds

best in a medium, well-drained loam, and usually

crops heavily. The handsome appearance and

pleasing colour of this Apple render it a useful

market variety. The merits of

Cox's Orange Pippin are well known, and in

gardens where it succeeds it should be extensively

grown in different forms. The fruits are attractive

in appearance, richly flavoured, and they keep

much longer in good condition than is often

supposed ; in fact, they are usually in first-rate

order for dessert from December until February,

and often later. A warm soil is the best for this

Apple, and it pays for good cultivation. In cold

districts the best results are obtained by growing

it on a south wall. In

Adam's Pearmain we have a first-rate winter

Apple, and it is splendid for use at Christmas.

The growth is free and healthy, and it usually

crops well. The handsome, conical fruits are well

coloured on the exposed side, and those who

appreciate a crisp, sweet and juicy Apple will

find this variety to their liking.

Allington Pippin has its admirers, and it is

a very useful Apple to grow where Cox's Orange

Pippin is not a success. It is a free bearer and

the appearance of the fruit is good, but the

flavour is often a little variable, it being much

better after a sunny autumn. Those who

like a "sharp" Apple should not be without

this variety. J- Gardner.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Pruning Grape Vines.—Labour is so short in

gardens at the present time that most of the work

of pruning Grape Vines will be done when the

weather is unfavourable for outdoor operations.

Prune when the leaves have fallen, making close

cuts to avoid the formation of ugly spurs. Old

Vines are often improved by leaving some young

wood to permit of extension, or, in time, the

cutting out of old rods.

Tlie Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning Busli Fruits.—As time and the

weather permit, the pruning and thinning of

Currant and Gooseberry bushes should be pro-

ceeded with. In view of damage to the fruit-

buds by birds, this work is sometimes left until

the spring, but as a rule other work is pressing

and abundant at that season. A fairly heavy
dressing of lime and soot will keep off birds, and

also clear the trees of insects and moss. Further

dressings may be given, as the effectiveness of the

soot is impaired by the weather. Assuming as

much of the old wood as could be spared was cut

out of the Black Currant bushes following the

fathering of the fruit, little work remains to be

done now. In pruning Gooseberries and Red
and White Currants, leave some young wood to

allow for extension, and keep up tlie vigour of the

bushes.

Root Pruning.—This is done to check the

growth of trees which are producing an excessive

amount of wood and few or no fruits, when pruning

of the branches has not had the desired effect.

Young trees and, in fact, all trees of a convenient

size are entirely lifted and replanted, shortening

the long, thick roots. Provided they are healthy
and vigorous, it is never too late to endeavour
to make old trees fruitful. When it is thought
to be too drastic to cut all the roots at one time,
one year a trench may be dug halfway round
and the work completed the next. Undermine,
when a suitable distance down, with a view to
cutting any tap roots which may be present.

The Flower Garden.

Tree and Shrub Cuttings.—During November
is a suitable time to insert cuttings of numerous
trees and shrubs, which are readily propagated
by means of ripened wood of the current season's
growth. The cuttings for outdoor insertion are
generally from 9 inches to 12 inches long, half to
two-thirds of which should be inserted in the
ground. Select a sheltered position for the cutting-

bed, and if the ground is not fairly light and well

drained, make up a bed of sandy soil. Tread the
cuttings in firmly as the work proceeds, to obviate,
as far as possible, loosening of the ground by
frost. Examples of cuttings to insert are Poplars,
Willows, Privets, Tamarisks, Flowering Currants,
Laurels and Ivies.

The Herbaceous Borders.—In a general mixed
border this is the time when most of the replanting
and overhauling is done. There are better times
for lifting and dividing some subjects, but in a
mixed collection a season when it is suitable for

the majority must be chosen. At intervals of

several years it is usual to lift everything and
trench the ground, the transplanting done in the
intervening years being limited to free-growing
subjects, such, for instance, as Michaelmas Daisies,

Chrysanthemum maximum, Heleniums, Helian-
thus, Achilleas, Violas and Sedum spectabile.

Perennials to leave undisturbed for several years
include the Oriental Poppy, Japanese Anemones,
Delphiniums, Everlasting Peas and Kniphofias.

Perennial Lobelias.—In many gardens, to keep
them safely through the winter, it is necessary to

lift the roots of L. cardinalis, L. fulgens and the
numerous beautiful varieties. Placed in boxes of

light soil, the protection of a cold frame is usually
sufficient covering, with mats or litter during
severe frosts. Little, if any, water will be neces-

sary until the spring.

Plants Under Glass.

Violets inTFrames.—The recent spell of wet
weather has caused considerable damping of the
foliage. The frames must be looked through every
few days, as the damping spreads rapidly if the
affected parts are not removed. Ventilate freely on
all favourable occasions. At the time of writing,
our frames have only been closed entirely during
two nights. On bright and dry days pull off the
lights for several hours. Cut off the runners,

-

which are now making fresh growth since the
removal of the plants to the frames.

Bulbs in Pots.—The bulbs plunged in ashes
require inspecting about every ten or twelve'
days, as growth should now be fairly active among
the Bunch Narcissi and early Tulips. When
well rooted remove to a -cold frame, covering with
mats for a few days until the growths turn green.
In the case of Tulips the covering may be
left on, as it assists in drawing up the growths,
the early varieties, as a rule, being very dwarf.
The first flowers on the Roman Hyacinths and
Paper-White Narcissi are welcome in the green-
house and room. The bulbs here were potted up
and others placed in fibre at the end of August.
Kew. A. OsBORN.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Manuring.—When the ground is hard and
dry with frost, every opportunity should be
taken for wheeling on manure to the vacant
vegetable quarters. At this season of the year
the frost generally gives way after a few hours
in the morning, and unless it is intended to dig
in the manure at once, it should be evenly spread
over the surface in preference to allowing it to
lie in heaps for an indefinite time.

The Rubbish Heap.^—There has been a con-
siderable collection of rubbish lately, and this

should be converted into its most valuable state
by burning. Pea and Potato haulm and sinnmer
prunings make an excellent base for starting a

fire, which shoiUd be kept burning as long as
possible by the addition of weeds, rough leaves,
and any material that will bum and add to the
bulk, because this forms an excellent dressing
for the garden, containing a considerable amount
of potash, a fact which should not be lost sight
of in view of the scarcity of potash manures.
When all the available rubbish has been reduced
to ashes, the heap should be allowed to cool and
then be removed under cover until required for
use.

The Lime Heap.—About this time, too, the-
heap where weeds have been deposited for some
time should be examined, when it will be found
that much of it has become thoroughly decayed,
forming a rich mould of too heavy a nature tc
be passed through the fire heap. This should
be mixed with fresh lime shells. One ton of lime
to eight or ten tons of mould will be sufficiently
strong to destroy seeds of noxious weeds. After
lying for a few days the heap should be turned
so that it becomes thoroughly mixed, after which
it is ready for use for all garden piurposes where;
it is desirable to use lime.

Winter Salads.^—Lettuces still in the open
may be fit for use for some time yet if given a
little protection from frost ; but it may be advisable-
to lift a quantity with good balls of soil attached
and plant them in cold frames where they can
have the additional covering of mats in frosty
weather. Endive should be treated in the same
way, making provision for having this blanched
before use. After transplanting, the plants should
be given a good soaking of water.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning and Nailing.—Now that most of the-
foliage has fallen, a start may be made with pruning
and nailing. It is generally necessary to look
over the fruit trees adjoining the vegetable quarters-
first, so that the traffic and clearing away of the
prunings is effected before digging is begun.
Renew all faulty stakes and ties so that the trees-

will be' secure against wind during the winter.
Young standard fruit trees require careful watching,
as the rapidly swelling stems are liable to become-
damaged by the ties being too tight or by chafing
on the stakes or supports. The best method of
tying I have yet seen is one copied from a garden
in the South. Instead of protecting the bark
with pads of sacking or cloth, round which the-
ties are usually placed, a wisp of evenly drawn
straw, or, better still, the straw coverings in which,
wine bottles are packed, are placed horizontally
on the stake and stem of the tree, one end being
clasped around the stake and the other around
the tree, a tie at each end of the straw and one
in the middle dividing the tree from the stake,
as it were. Two or more of these can be used,
according to the length of stem. When these
have been properly fixed, it is impossible for the
tree to become damaged by rubbing against
the stake, and impossible to part company as
long as the ties remain good. The support to
the tree is rigid, 5'et elastic enough to allow for
all ordinary development of the stem, and it only
requires to be seen in use to be generally adopted.
Contrary to expectations from this general descrip-
tion, the straw supports are not unsightly, especially"
if that fine quality of Rye straw used in the packing
of bottles of Continental wine is obtained.

Fruit Under Glass.

Late Grapes.—The Grapes still hanging on
the Vines will require continuous watching for
decaying berries. These should be removed at
once, for, if one decaying berry is overlooked,
it may be the cause of destroying half of the bunch
in a few days. The temperature and atmosphere-
of the house require close attention at this season
when outside conditions are so changeable. A
little fire-heat should be applied on dull days an<J
ventilation given sparingly, especially in low-
lying, foggy localities. Avoid using water in the
houses in which ripe Grapes are hanging, especially
late Muscats. Bedding plants and Chrysanthe-
mums are generally found occupying much of
the space in vineries at this season, and these-

must have regular supplies of water. It would
therefore be advisable to have the Grapes cut
and placed in bottles rather than keep them hanging
on the Vines where suitable conditions cannot be-

given. Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Caslle, N.B,
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THE MANURING OF COT-
TAGE GARDENS AND
ALLOTMENTS

THE excellent leaflet (No. 56) issued by

the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

on the above subject contains much
useful information.

Of the chief food ingredients required

by plants, only three, viz., nitrogen, phosphates

and potash, have to be applied directly in the

form of manure. Farmyard raaniure contains

all three, but artificial fertilisers usually contain

only one or two of the necessary

ingredients.

A fourth substance, lime, is

required, not so much as a plant

food as on account of its action

on the £oil.

For information as to the prin-

ciples of manuring and the

properties of the different
fertilisers, readers are referred to

the Board's Leaflet No. 72 (" The

Purchase of Artificial Manures").

Farmyard Manure.—The ma-

nure at the disposal of the cottager

and allotment holder is often poor

in quality as compared with

farmyard manure made in well-

constructed cattle-feeding yards.

It is apt to contain too much
straw, or other litter, and too little

of the animal excreta. In view

of the bulk of material applied,

there/ore, the crop returns ob-

tained from its application are

often disappointing.

When the manure has to lie

for some time in a heap before

application, it should be covered

with about 5 inches of soil in

order to preserve the fertilising

material.

In the case of heavy soils, the

manure is best dug in during

autumn and winter ; in the case of

light soils, this should be done in

spring, some time before cropping.

The undecayed portions of the

manure should preferably be used

for the green crops (Cabbage

family), the more completely

decayed portions for the root,

fruit and flower crops.

An average market garden

dressing of manure would he

about 2 Jcwt. to 3cwt. per rod (30J

square yards). A large barrow-

load of moderately decayed manure will usually

weigh about rcwt.

Where the full dressing ot ordinary manure
cannot be obtained, artificial manures, as in-

dicated below, may be applied.

Potatoes.—Where the crop is grown on the

flat, sulphate of ammonia should he applied on
the surface just before the first earthing up at

the rate of half an ounce per square yard (rib.

per rod, or ijcwt. per acre). Where Potatoes

are planted in drills, the sulphate of ammonia
may be applied in the driUs at the time of planting.

Superphosphate of lime should be applied at

the rate of ijoz. per square yard (31b. per rod.

or .f Jcwt. per acre), and may be forked in lightly

before planting on the flat, or applied in the drill

at the time of planting ; or superphosphate

and steamed bone-flour may be mixed in equal

proportions and applied when planting at the

same rate as in the case ol superphosphate alone.

Cabbage Family.—All the members of this group

respond to applications of nitrogenous manures.

Sulphate of ammonia should be applied at the

rate of half an ounce to three-quarters of an ounce

per square yard (lib. to ijlb. per rod, or i|cwt.

to 2cwt. per acre) before the first earthing up,

or as soon as growth starts. Where Cabbage crops

are slow in " hearting " and Turnip crops refuse

to " bulb," phosphates are usually deficient.

SINGLE ROSE QUEEN OF THE BELGIANS.

The flowers are of a lovely pink shade.

Superphosphate should be applied, alone or

in combination with steamed bone-flour, at the

rate of loz. per square yard (alb. per rod, or 3cwt.

per acre) at the time of planting.

Pea and Bean Family.—A mixture of super-

phosphate and steamed bone-flour, in equal pro-

portions, should be applied to the ground before or

after sowing the seed at the rate of loz. to 4 yards

in length of drill. The manure should never be
sown in the bottom of the drill so as to come in

direct contact with the seed.

Onions, Leeks and Celery.—Sulphate of

ammonia should be applied at the rate of half an

ounce per square yard (rib. per rod, or r^cwt.

per acre), with superphosphate and steamed
bone-flour, mixed in equal proportions, at the

rate of roz. per square yard. On light soils,

liable to dry out, salt may be given with advantage
(roz. per square yard). These crops should all

be manured in the early stages of growth.

Carrots, Parsnips and Beet.—Sulphate of

ammonia should be applied at the rate of half

an ounce per square yard after singling. Super-

phosphate and steamed bone-flour, mixed, at the

rate of roz. per square yard, should be applied

before sowing the seed. On dry soils, roz. of

salt per square yard may be applied before driljing.

Lettuce, Spinach and Radishes.—^These are

greatly helped by applications of sulphate of

ammonia, which should be applied

at the rate of half an ounce per

square yard in the early stages of
growth. Where Radishes do not
" bulb " readily, superphosphate
at the rate of roz. per square yard
should be applied to the soil

before sowing.

Liquid Manure for Fruit and
Flower Crops.— One peck of

poultry manure or one peck of

sheep manure placed in a forty-

gallon cask and filled up with water
will, after standing twenty-four
hours, make an excellent liquid

manure if applied while fruit is

swelling and, in the case of

flowers, while the blooms are

opening ; two gallons per square-

yard should be applied weekly.

Where the above materials can-

not be obtained, three-quarters of
a pound of sulphate of ammonia
and lib. of superphosphate in
thirty gallons of water will make a.

safe liquid manure, which may be
applied at the rate of two-

gallons per square yard.

General Considerations.—The
recommendations made above
are drawn up to meet the-

conditions now existing with re-

gard to the supply of chemical

manures. Potash salts are hardly

obtainable, but wood ashes, which
contain potash, should be col-

lected and applied at the rate of

loz. per square yard to soil in

which Potatoes, Peas, Beans,

Carrots, Parsnips and Onions are

*o be grown. The richest ash is-

produced by hedge clippings, prun-
"'

' ings of fruit bushes, nettles and
coarse growing weeds burnt before

they are fully ripened. The ash of

timber may contain little potash.

Ash must be collected as soon as possible after

burning, as rain quickly washes out the potash.

Recent experiments tend to show that members
of the Cabbage family can avail themselves of the-

stores of potash already in the soil to a greater

extent than most other crops, and this circum-

stance should be borne in mind whUe potash is

scarce.

On heavy soils and soils rich in organic matter,

basic slag may replace superphosphate, particu-

larly in districts with a good rainfall. The
quantity used should be from one and a half

times to twice as much as is recommended in the-

case of superphosphate.
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NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY'S SHOW

The great annual festival of this society was held at the
Koyal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, on Kovember
9 and 10, and from every point of view—of flower excel-

lence as also spectacular effect—must be pronounced an
-unqualified success. In each of the three leading classes

for Japanese blooms, thirty-six, twenty-four and twelve
respectively, Mr. T. Stevenson, gardener to E. G. Mocatta,
Esq., Woburn Place, Addlestone, demonstrated liis prowess
^nd skill by carrying off the leading prizes, while successful

also in other directions. In very few classes were there no
entries, and in most the competition was keen. Fresliness

of blooms was general, and rarely has finer quality been
staged. The outstanding feature of tlie exhibition was
the magnificent group from ilr. Piiilip Ladds. In this

-was seen the liighest cultural sldll wedded to a perfectly
artistic treatment, a magnificent effect resulting.

Chaxlenge Trophy Class (Affiliated Societies).

For twelve vases of cut Chrysanthemums (three each
of Japanese, incurved, single, and Anemones or Pompons,
each vase to contain five blooms) the first prize was won
-by the Finchley Chrysanthemum Society, some half dozen
'growers contributing. Of incurved sorts H. W. Thorp
•(white), Frank Tristan (bronze), De-cartes (crimson
Anemone), Mrs. R. C. Pulling (yellow Japanese), Queen
Mary (white Japanese), Komance (golden incurved),
K. liUxford (crimson Japanese) and Mme. EliSe Dordan
''Vfeie representative vases.

Holmes Memorial Challenge Cfp.

In the leading class for thirty-six Japanese blooms,
distinct, two exhibitors staged collections, the premier
.award deservedly going to Mr. T. Stevenson, gardener to
E. G. Mocatta, Esq., Woburn Place, Addlestone, for a
particularly fine exhibit. The' front row was made up
as follows : JMrs. Algernon Da\-is (pink), Edith Cavell
-(bronze), William Turner (white). Bob Pulling (yellow),
Mrs. H. Tysol (primrose), General Sniith-Dorrien'(fawn),
Daily Mail (bronzy yellow). Miss E. A. Tickle (deep
pink), Mrs. G. Drabble (wliite). Charlotte E. Soer (yellow),
Mrs. H. J. Stratton (amaranth) and Jliss A. E. llnope
i(orange golden). This was a magnificent lot throughout,
the blooms perfectly fresh and admirably staged. Mr.
G. H. Clack, gardener to Lady Esme Gordon, Paxton
Park, St. Neots, was placed third for a collection of
(medium quality.

For twenty-four Japanese, distinct, Mr. Stevenson was
again first against four competitors, all of whom staged
well. A select few included Frances Jolliffe (yellow,
striped red), Reginald Valiis (amaranth), Queen" Mary
(white, very handsome), Frank Ladds (golden, with broad
petals), His Majesty (grand crimson), William Turner
(white), Lady Talbot (soft yellow, narrow petals and very
deep flower). Bob Pulling and Miss E. A. Roope (both
rich yellows). The cultivation showed masterly treat-
ment. Second, Mr. A. E. Hewlett, gardener to H. Balfour,
Esq., Headington Hill, Oxford, whose Sir Frank Crisp
(chestnut red), Mrs. R. Luxford, Mrs. G. Drabble and
Queen Mary were very good. Tliird, Mr. J. Simon,
gardener to C. W. Mann, Esq., Bexley.

Mr. T. Stevenson was again in the place of honour for
twelve Japanese, distinct, against eight competitors, and
in tliis way demonstrated his skill and prowess as a grower
of these flowers. \Villiam Turner (white), Mrs. A. F.
Tofleld, Lady Talbot, Bob Pulling and Queen Mary were
his best blooms. Second, Mr H. Blakeway, gardener to
W. H. Allen, Esq., Bromham House, Bedford, whose
blooms of His Majesty, Mrs. H. KJnney, Qiieen Mary and
Frances Jolliffe were very fine. Tliird, Mr. J. Simon,
gardener to C. W. Mann, Esq., Bexley.

For six Japanese, distinct, eight again staged, Mr. H.
Blakeway, gardener to W. H. Allen, Esq., Bromham
House, Bedford, taking first place with a nice lot, of which
Frances Jolliffe, Mrs. It. C. Pulling and Queen Mary were
the best. Mr. J. Simon, gardener to C. W. Mann, Esq.,
Bexley, was second, Mrs. Keith Luxford (white), F. S.
Valiis (golden) and His Majesty (crimson velvet) being
very fine. Mr. A. E. Hewlett, gardener to H. Balfour, Esq.,
Headington Hill, Oxford, was third.

For one vase of three Japanese blooms, white, seven
staged, the first prize being awarded to Mr. T. Stevenson,
gardener to E. G. Mocatta, Esq., Woburu Place, Addle-
stone, for three handsome blooms of William Turner, a
grand incurved wliite of magnificent proportions. Mr. J.
Small, gardener to J. Tempcrley, Esq., Bletchingly, was
second with the same variety, Mr. H. Blakeway being
third with Queen Mary.

For one vase of three yellow Japanese, Mr. H. Woolman,
Sandy Hill Nursery, Shirley, near Birmingham, was first

mth Shirley Golden ; second, Mr. J. Small, gardener to
J. Tempcrley, Esq., Bletchingly, with the golden William
Rigby ; third, Mr. A. E. Hewlett, who staged IVIrs. Lloyd
Wigg. Seven staged.
Twenty-four incurved blooms, distinct, was a most

attractive class, Mr. A. B. Eudd, gardener to Mr.s. Chalmers,
Farrants, Bickley, Kent, being first with an admirable lot.

Hanwell Glory (bronze), Buttercup, Godfrey's Eclipse
<golden). White Empress, Edwin Thorp (white), Pantia
Ralli, Mrs. P. Wiseman (palest primrose) and J. Wynne
.(pink) being some of the better blooms ; a really superb
lot. Second, Mr. E. Dove, gardener to H. Bennett, Esq.,
Bickley, Kent ; third, Mr. G. H. Clack, St. Neots.
For twelve incurved blooms five exliibitors staged,

BIr. Hudd again occupying the premier place and showing
'Well. Nothing finer was noted than in the twenty-four.
JMr. Dove followed as a good second.

Mr. Dove was first in the class for six incurved, Clara
Wells and Calypso (bronze) being good. Mr. A. B. Uudd
was second, liis Calypso and Mrs. P. Wiseman being well-
nigh perfect.

For a collection of disbudded blooms in vases the only
exhibitors were Messrs. Cragg, Harrison and Cragg, Heston,
Middlesex, wlio set up nine superb vases of flowers:
Pioneer (gold incurved), Aliranda (chestnut single),

E. Cox (white incurved). Max (red and gold single).

Crimson King (decorative), Yellow Moneymaker, Airs.

Roots (pure white), T. Page (pink) and Portia (reddish
single) ; a very nice lot.

This firm was again alone for a collection of partially
disbudded or unUisbudded blooms, sliowing singles

cliiefly and Mabel Weston (wliite. Anemone formed) ; also

for six vases of Anemone blooms, showing Aphrodite
(deep lilac pink) and Cordelia (a quaint mixture of red
and fawn, with gold tips). Both are good in the Anemone-
flowered class.

Three staged six vases of Pompons, the first prize
deservedly going to Mr. F. Fitzwater, gardener to C.

Urban, Esq., Bushey Lodge, Teddington, who showed
Prince of Orange, Mme. Eiise Dordan, Black Douglas,
Mme. Martha, Blr. Saby (golden, very tine) and Wiuiam
Westiake, among others. Mr. A. Robertson, gardener
to F. J. Yarrow, Esq., St. John's Wood Road, was second.

For a display of singles the last-named exiiibitor alone
staged, and gained first prize with a nice assortment,
JVIensa, Glorious, Molly Godfrey and Sussex Y'ellow being
some of the best.

For six vases of large-fiowered singles five entered, the
whole making a superb display. Of these, flir. A. B. Hudd,
gardener to Mrs. Chalmers, Farrants, Bickley, Kent,
was deservedly placed first with a liighly meritorious set
comprising Katiileen Wells (crimson), Isabel Fciton
(yellow), Bertha Fairs (terra-cotta), Alberta (distinct red
tone), Caledonia (amarautli pink) and Stewart Smith (a
magnificent pure white). Finer flowers than these have
never been staged. Second, Mr. A. Robertson, gardener
to F. J. Yarrow, Esq., St. John's AVood Road, whose
Mrs. W. Smith (pure white) gained a first-class certificate.

Sussex Yellow and Sandown Radiance (crimson scarlet)
were other notable varieties.

Floral Decorations.

For a fiorai decoration of Chrysanthemums for a dinner-
table only one exiiibitor came to the front, Mr. D. B.
Crane, Woodview, Archway Road, Highgate, securing the
first prize for an admirable arrangement of wliite, yellow
and red Chrysanthemums, with coloured Croton leaves
and a very slight addition of Asparagus Fern ; a delightful
arrangement in perfect harmony throughout.

For one vase of single Chrysanthemums, with foliage,
Mr. D. B. Crane was again first, using scarlet, yellow,
pink and white fiowers, with Asparagus and bronze foliage.
Mr. T. Stevenson was second with a latger arrangement
and bigger flowers. Four competed. All the vases were,
in our opinion, over-large from the utility standpoint,
tliough no limit is imposed by the society.

For one vase of large exhibition blooms four entered,
BIr. T. Stevenson, gardener to E. G. Mocatta, Esq.,
Woburn Place, Addlestone, taking first prize with a
magnificent vase of the white William Turner, with which
Bracken and Scarlet Oak were associated. Mr. J. Simon
was second, using Frances Jolliffe and sprays of Scarlet
Oak.

BIr. D. B. Crane was first for a basket of Clirysanthemums,
employing red, white, terra-cotta and yellow, with sprays
of Asparagus Fern and Dracaena. Four competed.
For three vases of Chrysanthemums Mr. Stevenson

took the lead, his outstanding vase being of the original
types of incurved Mrs. G. Rundle and Mis. G. Glenny.
Tlicse were refreshing to see agam. BIr. D. B. Crane was
second. All were iiiglily decorative and good.
For one vase of singles (amateurs) BU-. Sv. J. Day,

Walthamstow, was first. ,

BIr. J. Vanstone, gardener to Mr. G. Ricliardson, Tulse
Hill, was first for one vase of five blooms of Japanese. The
variety was Converse (gold and red).

These vases contributed much to the spectacular effect
of a good meeting.

NoN-COMPETITIVE EXHIBITS.

BIr. Philip Ladds, Swanley, was awarded a large gold
medal for one of the best groups ever seen, and, arranged
by Blcssrs. R. F. Felton and Sons, the Court Florists,
lacked nothing in artistic effect. Fifty huge blooms of
Mrs. Gilbert Drabble (white) were in the centre. Sandown
Radiance (brilliant red single), Phyllis Cooper (golden
single), Dr. Stairs (a strangely quilled fiower), Rosamund
(old rose, very disthict), BIrs. Sargent (new grecn-fiowered
variety) and Edith Dimond (single golden bronze) wcie
among the best of the others. Backed by stately Palms
and done on a lavish scale, a most imposing result was
secured.

Messrs. W. Wells, Limited, Blerstham, received a gold
medal for a grand lot of flowers, a centre of some three
dozen of the fine exliibition white Louisa Pockett being
grand.

Blcssrs. H. J. Jones, Lcwisham, secured a small gold
medal for a nice lot, BIrs. Kinsey (white), Blrs. R. C.
Pulling (grand yellow). Bob Pulling and BIrs. Tofleld (red,
gold reverse) being some good things.

Blcssrs. Cragg, Harrison and Cragg, Heston, received a
Bflver-gilt medal for a handsome lot, in which Snow Queen,
Cordelia (fawn and red), Blabcl Weston (wliite), Ceres

(yellow) and Aphrodite (deep lilac pink), al! of the Anemoue-
fiowered class, were excellent.

BIr. Norman Davis, Framfield, received a small gold
medal for his group. Mona Davis (pink exhibition variety),

Blrs. Algernon Davis (first-class certificate, clear pink
Japanese), Blarket Bronze (golden bronze) and Sandown
Radiance being among the indispen^ables.

New Chrysanthemums.
Cordelia (Anemone), fawn and red, with gold-tipped

boss.

Thora (Anemone), rose, yellow centre.
J. H. Blythe (exhibition Japanese), bright chestnut.

These were from Blessrs. Cragg, Harrison and Cragg, Heston.
Thomas Bodman (Japanese), rich crimson, gold reverse.

From BIr. W. Baxter.
Shirley Golden, deep yellow, said to be a sport from

William Turner. From BIr. H. Woolman, Shirley, near
Birmingham.

Mrs. Algernon Davis (Japanese), clear pink, large
exhibition variety. Sho^vn by Btr. Norman Davis,
Framfield.

Mrs, W. Smith, giant single white. From BIr. A. R.
Robertson, gardener to BIr. F. J. Yarrow, St. John's
Wood Road.

Alice Jinks (Japanese), ruby crimson. From BIr.

Walter Jinks,
Alice Benson (Japanese), ivory white.
Golden (^(?-s^

Mary, orange yellow.
Baby Felton, rosy cerise. The last three were Pompons.

From 'Messrs. W. Wells, Limited, Blerstham.
Edith Diniond (single), golden bronze. From Mr.

Philip Ladds, Swanley Junction.
The whole of the above received the first-class certi-

ficate of the National Chrysanthemum Society on
November 9.

SOCIETIES

BOURNEMOUTH SHOW.
On November 7 and 8 the thirtieth autumn exhibition
of flowers, fruits and vegetables was held in the Pavilion of
the Winter Gardens, and was attended by large^ numbers
of visitors, who greatly appreciated the charm'ing floral

displays, luscious -fruits and solid, fresh vegetables. The
fine exhibits of BIr. Vincent Slade of Taimton, who staged
grand masses of Zonal Pelargoniums, and BIr. V. de C.
Hughes of Broadstone, Dorset, who had a large group
of single-fiowered Chrysanthemums, did not receive the
recognition tliey so well deserved. Blessrs. Allwood
Brothers, Hayward's Heath ; Blessrs. Stuart Low and
Co., Bush Hill Park ; Blcssrs. Watts and Sons, Limited,
Bournemouth ; and Blessrs. R. Veitch and Son, Exeter.
staged grand groups of Carnations, Chrysanthemums,
shrubs and Apples respectively.

Competitive Exhibits.

The Parks Nurseries (manager, BIr. F. W. Welch) put
up a very imposing and effective group of miscellaneous
plants and cut blooms, chiefly of Oncidiums, Begonias,
Ferns and Palms, and won the society's gold medal.
Major S. F. Chichester, Embley Park, Romsey (gardener,

BIr. A. W. Hall), won in the class for eighteen cut blooms
of Japanese Chrysanthemums, distinct, on a stage space
6ft. by 4ft., with a groundwork of autumn foliage. Queen
Mary, His Majesty and Blaster Rex were the leading
varieties. Vi. F. Dickinson, Esq., Taunton (gardener,
BIr. B. Dacre), was a close second.

BIr. Hall was the winner in the class for nine vases of
Japanese, putting up similar varieties to those last named.
BIr. Dacre was second.

BIr. Hall had the best nine vases in nine distinct varieties,

Japanese, having similar varieties. BIr. Dacre was second.
W. H. Thomson, Esq., Bournemouth (gardener, BIr. H.

Trask), led in the class for twelve cut blooms, Japanese,
on boards, second honours going to Blajor Tinker, Clirist-

church (gardener, BIr. W. Weaver). The blooms were
fresh and of good colour.

BIr. Weaver won the first prize and silver challenge cup
in the class for two vases of Japanese blooms on long
stems, two distinct varieties, Mrs. Gibson being especially
fine.

Bliss Martin and Bliss H. C. Hull of Bournemouth
both staged rxccllent collrctions of single Chrysanthemums.

BIr. Trask was awarded the first prize and silver challenge
cup fur a group of single and Japanese flowered Chry-
santhemums.
The floral decorations were quite charming, and there

was keen coniprtitinn. BIrs. L. Cape, Fcmdowu, Dorset,
won first honours for a dinner-table decoration, BIr. J.

Cape, Wimbonu , and BIr. G. Barge. Bournemouth, being
second and third respectively.

In the class for a table to be entirely covered with
foliage, rocks and flowers or plants, Mr. G. Garner, High-
cliffe, was first. BIr. F. W. Welch was sectfhd.

Blessrs. G. Watts and Sons, Bournemouth, had the
best shower bouquet, and BIrs. Shave, Ensbury Park,
the winning basket and epergne of flowers and autumn
foliage.

Fhuit and Vegetables.

Grapes and Apples were well shown. BIr. A. W. Hall
won first honours with splendid bunches of Btuscat of
Alexandria in the class for two bunches of white Grapes,
and also in the open class for two bunches of black. BIr.

G. Garner was second.
In another class for two bunches, black, the Rev.

Jones Bateman led ; second, BIr. George Garner.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THERE is still so much waste land in

and around our large towns that we
are constantly being asked why it is

that landowners are sometimes unwilling

to allow the vacant building sites to be

^taken over by allotment holders. The reason is

that the law gives to every allotment holder the

right to claim compensation for disturbance when
he is asked to go, and however remote it may be,

the landowner sees before him a possible crop of

lawsuits ; so the land remains an eyesore to the

surrounding houses and a source of loss and expense

to the landowner until built upon.

The Vacant Land Cultivation Society.—In

London the foregoing

difficulty is overcome

by the formation of the

Vacant Land Cultivation

Society ; offices, 14,

Buckingham Street,
Strand, London, W.C.

This society, which re-

ceives financial support

from the Board of

Agriculture, through the

Treasury acts as in-

termediary between
landowners and land-

users, giving the owners

a guarantee that they

shall have their ground

back in an improved

condition w h e n e v.e r

needed. The society

provides the means for

fencing off spaces, sup-

plying water, and, where

necessary, provides
tools, seeds and plants,

with expert instruction in

the best and most profit-

able methods of culti-

vation. So successful is

the society that the

number of plot-holders"' has been more than

doubled since the beginning of the year.

The Cultivation of Belladonna.—In view of

the exceptional demand for this drug herb, the

a'rticle on its cultivation in the pages of this issue

will be perused with unusual interest by many
readers. From this account it will be seen that

Mr. Beetham Wilson of Dorking is getting capital

crops of Belladonna off ground that had been lying

idle for many years. However, little has been done

to the ground apart from keeping the weeds within

reasonable limits. The importance of the subject

will easily be seen if we mention that in a letter to

the Secretary of the Herb-growing Association

from the House Physician of one of our large

hospitals it is stated that a preparation of Bella-

donna, of which they use much, now costs £8 for

the quantity formerly procurable at 7s. This is

one instance of many from similar sorurces.

Sparaxis in the Open.—It may interest readers

abrdad as well as those at home to see how well

Sparaxis can be grown and flowered in the open

in this country. The bed in the accompanying

illustration has been planted many years and

has never been disturbed or manured, yet it

never fails to produce a profusion of blossom

each succeeding year. But this is in a South

A BED OF SPARAXIS IN A SOUTH DEVON GARDEN

Devon garden, where many plants are grown

in the open that in colder districts have to be

grown under glass. The Sparaxis flowers in

late spring, and in favoured parts bulbs may be

planted now.

A Seedling Berberis from Wisley.—In these

days when we hear so much about the science of

plant-breeding it is really surprising to note that

many of the finest hybrids among flowering plants

originated as chance seedlings. Primula kewensis

afl:ords a very good example, but quite recently

we have had another in the form of Berberis

rubrostilla, an extremely beautiful plant from

Wisley, figured and described in our last issue

If this had been the result of artificial hybridi-

sation, we should have heard a great deal about

the skill of the hybridist. But, alas! its origin is

unknown, beyond that it occurred as a chance

seedling—the result of a pure accident

!

The Strawberry Tree (Arbutus Onedo).

—

When one considers the beauty of this evergreen

through the autumn months when in flower and

fruit, it is surprising that it is not more planted.

In the mixed shrubbery, given space to develop,

it quickly grows into a handsome bush. Even

with its pleasing green foliage there is much
about it to admire. Perhaps when growing on

grass a shapely speci-

men looks its best.

We lately saw in a

public street a speci-

men some 25 feet high

and 18 yards in

diameter. The tree had

seven stems coming

away from its base,

and a glorious sight it

was on a steep hill

which no doubt had at

one time been private

property.

Plumbago Larpentae.

The hardy blue Lead-

wort is so gloriously

flowered this season

that brief comment
upon its garden value

is certainly well de-

served. This Plumbago,

which withstands the

hardest winter, has

made great masses

several feet across, and

is now literally crowded

with the deep gentian

blue blossoms. It is

certainly one of the

finest rock plants extant, and its lateness

in flowering makes it doubly valued. After the

blossoms are over, the foliage turns a brillia-g

reddish purple previous to the shedding of th

leaves. This colour effect is almost as pleasing ae

the intense blue of the floral display. The plans

prefers to be grown in full sun, with an occasiona

top-dressing to maintain its vigour. It is, indeed'

a plant for every rock garden.

*,* Owing to the shortage of paper, readers who have not

already done so are asked to order THE G4EDEN to be

delivered regularly ty their newsagent. Readers mU Oius

oln'iate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign,
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

The Ploughman's Spikenard.—The botanical

name of Ploughman's Spikenard is Conyza
squarrosa. It is said that this Spikenard is hvmg
up in many cottages both here and in France to

drive away gnats and other insects.—C. T.

Butterflies on Buddleias.— Although our

nurseries are not situated in the North of England,

our Highgate Nurseries being so close to London,

we think it might be of interest to mention that

we have seen a nmnber of butterflies during the

season, and besides the white butterfly, the Chalk
Hill Blue, Large Sulphur, Peacock and Small

TortoisesheU. These we have noticed

in particular on various bushes of

Buddleias. There is no doubt that this

beautiful flowering shrub is a very great

attraction to butterflies. We do not think

there. is anything more beautiful on a sum-

mer's day than to see a number of these

shrubs in flower with the various coloured

butterflies hovering about them. While
on this subject, we would mention that

there are also numbers of squirrels, owls,

seagulls and other interesting birds, to

say nothing of dragon-flies and other

winged insects. The reason of this, no
doubt, is on account of the exceptional'

•iountry-like surroundings — nothing but

open fields, woods and several large lakes.

It is an interesting walk at any time.—
W. CUTBUSH AND SON.

The Name "Formal Garden."—
The garden of tliis house has been called

by that simple and right name for

300 years, and to describe it as "formal"
is needless and redundant. This useless

term was applied to the garden by two
men who wrote a book about gardening,

and, knowing nothing of it, supposed

that any attempt to promote wild garden-

ing meant the abolition of a garden

near the house, — William Robinson,
Gravelye Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex.

Clematis Vitalba in Seed.—The wild

Clematis of our chalky uplands is now
covered with its cloudy seed-masses. The
recent rough weather and torrents of rain

have made them look as if clogged together,

but if one waits for a dry day and brings a

branch or two indoors to a warm room a

transformation takes place and the clogged

mass seems to blossom forth into a strange

kind of beauty. Each seed of the number that cluster

together has a feather, like a little squirrel's tail,

about an inch long. When it dries, each hair

in every feather stands apart, and the whole thing

forms a little cloud of beautiful detail.—G. J.

Aster Amellus from Seed.—One of the brightest

groups in the garden a few weeks ago was a bed
containing about fifty Aster Amellus seedlings.

The flowers vary greatly in colour, shape and
size, all intermediate shades between pale

lavender and deep violet ; some are of the starry

type, others have good broad petals. The earliest

to flower was in full bloom by August 20 ; the

latest is still in flower. It is surprising that

more amateurs do not take up the fascinating

and inexpensive hobby of raising hardy perennials

from seed. There is always the chance, if the

seed is procured from a reliable source, of some-

thing really good turning up one day, and a large

border can easily be filled at the cost of a few

shillings by raising the plants from seed. By far

the greater majority of our herbaceous perennials

will flower in from twelve to fifteen months from
the time of sowing. The choicer sorts are best

raised in a cold frame. The work of shading and

watering is simplified, and the results are more cer-

tain. In the open border, in spite of every precaution,

slugs will often take more than a fair share of the

precious seedlings. From the middle to the

end of May is a good time for sowing.—L. B.-W.,

Birdwood, Wells, Somerset.

" Honour to whom Honour is Due."—In

The Garden of November 18, " H. P.," in some
notes on Nerines, refers to me as the raiser of

Nerine Rotherside. This is a mistake, and I

PiEONIA LOBATA : FROM THE FIGURE IN
BRITISH FLOWER GARDEN."

have never pretended to have raised it. I bought
the entire stock of it from the actual raiser, Mr. J.

Elliott of Hassocks, near Brighton, some years

back, and it was introduced into commerce by
my firm a season or two ago. I greatly dislike

taking the credit which justly belongs to others,

so if you can find room for this disclaimer I shall

be very greatly obliged.—F. Herbert Chapman.
Paeonia peregrina Gifford's Variety.—Mr.

Gifford must please forgive me if I wrote too

strongly in accordance with the faith that was
in me with reference to the plant represented

by his illustration, upon which I was asked to

express an opinion. Of course, I could only

judge so far as form could indicate in black and
white. He wishes to ask me by what intuition

I came to the conclusion that the picture really

represented P. officinalis var. lobata. In reply

I would say that no intuition was in question,

but rather a kind of reasoning, as follows : Here
is an illustration that, so far as it does represent,

clearly serves very well to represent a plant with
which I am familiar, viz., Paeonia officinalis var.

lobata. Can it also represent, equally well.

another species that belongs to a distinct group

.

and is not very nearly allied to it ? I could only
conclude that it did not do so. Again, does it

seem to represent anything that is correctly

referred to P. peregrina ? In response, again

my judgment told me that any peregrina ought
to be unlike the illustration. I do admit, of

course, that without complete evidence there is.

possibility of error, for remarkable cases of mis-

taken identification have been known to happen.
Before me, however, I have a photograph of the

indubitable P. officinalis var. lobata, and
comparing this with the illustration I

can see no difference. Moreover, I have
asked a lady friend accustomed to plants

to look at these two representations,

and her reply is that they are exactly

the same, so that if I have made a

mistake there is quite good reason for

having done so, and I make my best

apology. Until flowering specimens are in

evidence it is hardly worth while to say

more. I might, however, remark that Mr.

Gifford is in error when he says that the

foliage of lobata is finely laciniated. It

certainly cannot answer' that description.

A fairly good figure, but without very per-

fectly giving the charm of the flower, will

be found in " Sweet's British Flower Gar-

den," t. 70, which could, no dou,l>t, be
seen at Vincent Square. It is perfectly

consistent for me to say that Paeonia is

deficient in floral botanical characters and
yet to be able to point out a special

characteristic that any one or more of the

species may possess. I daresay Mr. Gifford

woiJd kindly forward me a specimen of

his plant when the flowering time comes,

for in case of difference I should not

like to be unacquainted with it, having

made a special study of the genus, both
living and dried, a few years ago. With
the Editor's favour, a report shall then

appear in The Garden which will be a

statement of fact, and not an opinion

as to what an illustration represents.

—

R. Irwin Lynch.

Rhus Toxicodendron and Ampelopsis.

;et's Hoggii. — Regarding Mr. Skarratt's

letter in The Garden of November 11

that Ampelopsis Hoggii was synony-

mous with Rhus To,\icodendron, the Poison Ivy

of North America, I am afraid he is thinldng

of the variety which is sometimes sent out as

Ampelopsis japonica. As to A. Hoggii, I may
say that we have grown it for a number of years

now, and the plants and foliage of it have been

worked among by different men with no ill-effects.

Of course, when I said it was a variety to be

recommended, I was writing regarding its merits

for autumn colour, which I stated changed from

a bright green to gold, with the addition that it

clings to the wall like Ivy. I have beside me
Professor Lindley's "Treasury of Botany." In

it there is a small block of Rhus To.xicodendron,

which differs from A. Hoggii. On it the leaflets

are smooth-edged, while on A. Hoggii they are

five and six toothed. In Sir Herbert Maxwell's

interesting work, " Memories of the Months

"
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i&ith series, page 162), he deals with Rhus Toxico-

dendron as one of the plants to be avoided, and
remarks that gardening journals have of late

been drawing attention to the danger of planting

this Poison Ivy. He says that it is indeed a most
virulent poison, its mere presence in a room
causing serious discomfort to some persons, and
the handling or cutting of it being followed by
very painful consequences to others. The danger

is more insidious because of the general resem-

blance of the plant to the Virginian Creeper group
;

indeed, it is, or used to be, sent out as Ampelopsis

japonica, although Ampelopsis, being a true Vine,

belongs to a very different Natural Order to that of

Rhus. The confusion is increased by the splendour

of the Poison Ivy in autumn, when the foliage

fades through brilliant tints of yellow and scarlet.

Now, I have yet to see a touch of scarlet in A.

Hoggii, which I again describe as a t right green

turning to gold. I thank Mr. Skarratt for his

remarks, and agree with him that no matter how
beautiful a plant may be, if it is likely to prove

a danger to the community it ought not to be

universally grown, but placed in some safe corner

of a botanic garden.

—

James McGran, The

Gardens, Coodham, Kilman.ock. [A popular con-

fusion exists between Rhus Toxicodendron and

the harmless genus Ampelopsis. Confusion be-

comes chaos when so many nurserymen send out

R. Toxicodendron under the misleading names of

Ampelopsis Hoggii and A. japonica. R. Toxico-

dendron is the true Poison Ivy, and like its

variety radicans climbs by means of aerial roots,

attaching itself to walls and trunks of trees like

the common Ivy, in the manner described by our

correspondent of the alleged Ampelopsis Hoggii.

The Ampelopsis or Vine has mostly single leaves

and clings by means of its tendrils. R. Toxico-

dendron is always trifoliate, and never has single

leaves or tendrils. If our correspondent will

kindly send specimens, we shall be pleased to

identify them.

—

Ed.]

Schizostylis coecinea in a New Zealand

Garden,—I am always very interested in reading

your plant notes, and wonder if anyone in England

ever grows Schizostylis coecinea in quantity.

With me it makes a glorious show in the late

autumn, looking particularly well when planted

near Aster ericoides. It is absolutely hardy,

increases very readily and, if divided every other

year, needs hardly any attention, except to

pull out bodily the old flowering stems in spring.

One of its chief charms is its rich, glowing spike

of colour, and, another, that it is excellent for

cutting. I use it for an edging to mixed borders

on a lawn or beside grass paths. Our Canterbury

climate is fairly severe ; we have hard frosts every

winter and sometimes snow.

—

Mary Poulton
Chriiichurch, New Zeala.d. [We are interested

to hear of our correspondent's experience of this

brilliant-flowered plant. It is fairly freely

grown in England, but, obviously, not with

the same rampant success as in New Zealand.

In England 'during severe winters it gets cut

badly, and often the flowers suffer from frost

before they have time to expand. We find it

most vigorous in cool, moist loam, giving the best

spikes when the plants are singly grown—not in

clumps ; but this may be quite unnecessary in

the case of our correspondent. We like the idea

of associating it with Aster ericoides, the two in

quantity affording a fine contrast. In the warmer
parts of the British Isles and near the coast-line

the Schizostylis is better suited than further

inland, where pot culture has often to be resorted
|

to in order to get it to flower. In these cir-

cumstances the greater brilliancy and freedom is

in measure denied us here, and specimens grown
under glass are not so showy as those grown in

the open.

—

Ed,]

Under an Ancient Apple Tree "Somewhere
in ."—During the hottest days of the past

summer I spent most of my time under an ancient

Apple tree about eighty to a hundred years old.

It is Mushroom-shaped, some 17 feet high and
25 feet in diameter. Its branches have borne

(and still continue to bear in most seasons) the

burden of many bushels of e-xcellent Apples, so

that the ends dip to about 2 feet above the ground
on the south side and 3 feet or 4 feet on the

northern. The tree thus forms a large natural

umbrella, which the mosf skilful modern garden

artists in wire and wood cannot rival, clever

though they are. Blackbirds make their home
every spring in the hollow trunk, in spite of all

efforts to discourage them, and greentits have a

it is one of those varieties which, like the better-

known Lucifer, require a light, warm soil if they

are to do well. Bedouin is a good " five bob "

show flower ; that pretty well sums up its merits.

Seville, Croesus and Challenger are in a different

class. The second of these three is, however,

far from being really " top hole " on account of

its flannel-like perianth ; but its immense, wide-

spreading cup is so good that it carries its perianth

on its back. I know the combatants in the late

Daffodil war will like to read this quotation from
the letter :

" I can assure one of the belligerents

that an experience of some of our strong, dry
north winds would convince him of the dispersal

of pollen by that means. As I am strictly a non-

combatant, however, in this contest, I shall say
no more."

—

Joseph Jacob.

Hybridising Nerines.—This is an interesting

pastime for the lover of autumn bulbous flowering

plants, and I have been amusing my spare moments
with it for some years past. There are certain

' ANNE AMATEUR S ANCIENT APPLE TREE.

nest somewhere up in the branches, about which

I am careful not to be too inquisitive. My
particular crony, the robin, comes and carries on
occasional conversations with me (I have learned

a good deal of bird language). I do not like to

be suspicious, but he has rather a habit of

"dropping in" at meal-times, just like some
humans. As I lazily lounged in my modern
hammock chair, and looked up at the blue sky

through the grey-lichened branches and green

leaves, I wondered whether the next generation

will enjoy a similar refuge from the noontide heat

beneath the Apple trees we plant now. Much
I fear our present-day scientific pruning will

leave no such lovely legacy.

—

Anne Amateur.
Daffodil Bedouin and Pollen Dispersion.

—

An interesting letter has reached ine from

Melbourne in Australia asking how this variety
" does," why it is not more frequently

mentioned in accounts of shows, &c. I have

never grown it myself, but am pretty siure that

fine standard varieties that are essential to the

hybridist, and the problem is to bring these, the

early and the late, more or less into line as far

as their time of flowering is concerned. It is a fairly

easy matter to get the late ones in bloom earlier

by putting them into a warm temperature, and

by this means such things as Mansellii and

Bowdenii can be rushed along ; but when it comes

to retarding early plants, the task requires more

ingenuity and resource. However, by dint of

various devices, such as keeping them under a

north wall, or even placing them in a cool shed

when just bursting bud, I have such excellent

and indispensable breeding things as FothergUlii

major, Rotherside, and one or two others only

just in flower now (November 5), and splendid

spikes, too, not weedy-looking ones. I thought

the above might prove a useful hint to others

who, like myself, are engaged in the cross-

breeding of this most charming and fascinating

of autiuun greenhouse plants.—F. H. C.
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THE ROSES OF OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER
By "White Lady."

" The mellow year is hasting to its close ;

The little birds have almost sung their last,

Their small notes twitter in the dreary blast

—

That shrill-piped harbinger of early snows
;

The patient beauty of the scentless Rose,

Oft with the morn's hoar crystal quaintly glass'd

Hangs a pale mourner for the summer past.

And makes a little summer where it grows."

("November.")

—

Hartley Coleridge.

wTHAT a lot of Roses you still

have—real summer-like crimson

Roses, too," was a comment

made to me by a visitor from the

North on the last day of October.

The drawing-room was, indeed as full of Roses

that day as it had been at midsummer, and,

thanks to the ever-flowering Richmond and

Dora Van Tets, there was a big bowl of fragrant

red Roses which elicited this surprised pleasure.

A basket of Mme. Edouard Herriot mixed with

the single Irish Elegance and buds of the China

Comtesse du Cayla showed how the rosy terra-

cotta shades of these varieties are not only retained.

Wakefield Christie JVIiller is another Rose whose

colouring is certainly more pleasing now than in

the summer. This has been too wet an autumn

to show the late-blooming qualities of the Rose

at its best. The full varieties cannot open when

the air is saturated with moisture. On the other

hand, I think the nights have been warmer than

usual, and this has helped the single and semi-

double sorts to come to perfection in spite of

the wet.

Rosa rubella, one of the Rosa spmosissima

alpina hybrids, and therefore usually a summer

flowerer onlv, has been blooming quite freely right

on to the middle of November, and the deliciously

fragrant Scotch Rose Stanwell Perpetual, which

opened its first flowers on May 23 is still making

new shoots crowned with delightful blush rose-

buds, and truly " makes a little summer where

it grows." This Rose should be in every garden.

The Hybrid Tea and Pemet Roses that have

kept up the best supply of blooms of fair quality

well into November are : Crimsons—Richmond,

Dora Van Tets and Laurent Carle. Pinks and

salmons—Countess of Shaftesbiury, Mme. Leon

Perle d'Or, have produced quantities of their

exquisitely shaped and tinted little buds all

through the autumn.

On the rock garden the cherry-coloured single

indica Miss Lowe is specially bright, and the

Lawranceana minima is covered with buds and

tiny open blooms.

Among climbers, the Musk Hybrids Pink

Pissardii and Belle Vichysoise seem likely to be

the latest in flower ; their large panicles of pale

pink blooms have still a summer-like effect. ^

A hedge of Rugosas, composed of the varieties :

Mme. Georges Bruant, calocarpa and Blanc

Double de Coubert, though it has ceased to flower,

has been very efiective in the autumn garden

owing to the foliage having turned a soft golden

yellow and to the quantities of bright red berries

the plants have produced.

Rosa nitida is already losing its brilliant scarlet

autimin foliage, but the stems and berries will

for some time yet give a bright patch of colour

in the border.

" Le roi est mort. Vive le roi." —
Our thoughts must not be altogether occupied

with the observation of the lingering Roses of

t9i6, but must be looking forward to and making

preparation for the Roses of 1917. Old and

feeble plants should be taken out and fresh tiurfy

loam dug into the places before young and healthy

plants are substituted. The thinning and training

of summer-flowering climbing and pillar Roses,

where it has not yet been finished, must be pushed

on as quicldy as possible. Any new varieties

that are to be tried should be ordered from the

nurserymen at once and got in without delay^

and everything possible be done to ensure the

beauty of our Rose gardens next summer.

The fact that garden labour is now very limited

may lead many amateurs to fill their beds and

borders with permanent plants instead of with

such plants as Geraniiuns, Heliotropes and Fuchsias,

which have to be propagated each autumn, kept

in frames or greenhouses through the winter, and

planted out in early summer. Those contemplating

such a change cannot do better than order some

of the best bedding Roses. If for small beds, the

Polyantha Pompons are most appropriate. Mrs.

Cutbush, pink ; the Orleans Rose, rose colour

;

Katherine Zeimet, white ; and Jessie, light crimson,

are varieties of good habit that keep up a succession

of blooms long after the frost has killed and black-

ened the tender bedding plants. For larger beds

the free-flowering Chinas and Teas are very satis-

factory, and if carefully chosen with a view to

beauty of foliage as well as continuity of flowering

they will be 2) source of pleasure from May to-

November.

ROSE GARDEN AT THE GABLES, HIGHGATE.

but sometimes even enhanced in autumn. There

is no doubt that many Roses are more lovely in

colouring in autumn than they are earlier in the

year. As Cowper has it :
" The charms of the

late-blowing Rose seem graced with a livelier

hue." And notwithstanding the richness of

colour in these late Roses, there is also a softness

which makes it possible to put together in bowls

and vases Roses which in summer-time we should

keep rigorously apart.

Those of a magenta shade, such as Mrs. Arthur

Coxhead, lose much of their harshness, and in

the subdued sunlight of October and November

appear almost crimson. The bright pink Mrs.

Pain, Papa Gontier and Ophelia. Edu Meyer,

though covered with flowers, has been too much
affected by the wet to be altogether satisfactory.

Yellow—Rayon d'Or. Terra-cotta.—Mme. Edouard
Herriot ; this Rose has flowered continuously

since early in May.

Among the Teas and Chinas the best blooming

varieties have been : Teas—Lady Hillingdon,

Mrs. Herbert Stevens, G. Nabonnand, Mme.
Antoine Mari and Corallina. Chinas—Comtesse

du Cayla, Arethusa, Queen Mab and Pink Monthly.

The Hybrid Perpetual Frau Karl Druschki

flowered well till the end of October. The
two Polyantha Pompons, Cecile Brunner and

A HIGHGATE ROSE GARDEN
For about a decade and a half of years Roses

have been an important feature of The Gables.

Mrs. Clarkson, the owner, and Mr. Htmt, the-

gardener, have had the Roses' wants constantly

watched and generously supplied. Two systems

ot planting the beds are followed : One variety

to a bed, or the bed is limited to two or three

sorts, these being planted in rows rather than In

blocks. There are numerous varieties, but two-

that do remarkably well are Harry Kirk and

Lady Ashtown. Unfortunately, the beds of

red varieties do not show up, though the beds

were full of flower. Many pillar Roses are also-

grown, but only two came within the scope of

the camera. C. T.
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AN AUTUMN RAMBLE
THROUGH GLASNEVIN

HAVING a few hours to spare in the

neighbourhood of Dublin, the w-ritei

took advantage of inspecting the

famous botanic gardens at Glasnevin

and although the season was far

advanced, there was, nevertheless, much of interest

to occupv his attention for many hours. On

entering the gardens it was gratifying to learn

that no toll is expected from the visitor, and,

moreover, a short guide to the gardens, which

includes a large plan, was to be obtained at the

gates for the modest sum of one halfpenny. Such

a guide is especially helpful to those who have

but a short time to spend in the gardens, since

it records the main features and is so arranged

that the visitor may make a systematic tour.

Kew might well follow the example of Glasnevin

in this direction, and the advantage of a penny

«uide has more than once been urged in the pages

of The Garden.
Immediately to the right of the entrance there

is a good mixed herbaceous border skirting the

walk, and at this time the Michaelmas Daisies

were making an exceedingly showy yet artistic

display. The Main Walk brings the visitor in

touch with many rare floral gems, and these are

to be found in the south border attached to the

greenhouses. Space would not permit of recording

a long list of names, but especially beautiful were

Aralia chinensis variegata, a lovely form with

its ovate leaflets margined with white
;

Amicia

Zygomeris, a leguminous plant with decorative

calyces ; Escallonia pterocladon, a most charming

species possessing white flowers held in long

racemes, and to which additional beauty is giver

by the prominent green stigmata. Another white-

flowering shrub was to be seen in Veronica macroura,

while Phygelius capensis gave a pleasing, touch of

red. Azara integrifolia variegata, Pentstemon

biflorus and Eryngium Sanguisorba were other

interesting plants to be found in this quarter ;

while further along Adenocarpus foliolosus, Myrtus

communis tarentina, Eremurus spectabilis. Lobelia

Cavanillesii and Senecio perdicoides played no

mean part in creating a fresh display. Very

effective was the border of Crinums, in perfect

health, and represented by such magnificent

forms as C. Moorei, C. Powellii, C. P. alba and

C. pratense.

Although less effective than they must have

been earlier in the season, the beds devoted to

summer-flowering plants are by no means wanting

in brightness, and they certainly do not fail to

afford abundant gratification to those who take

an interest in this form of gardening. There is

not much of it, nor is it desirable that it should

be carried out on an extensive scale ;- but it is

all more or less good, and admirably serves the

purpose of producing a display of colour when

flowers of hardy plants are comparatively scarce.

From the bedding plants, attention may well

be turned to the herbaceous border. Yellow is

the dominant colotu:, but the pictorial effect is

improved by a well-arranged colour scheme,

planting in drifts, and an ingenious system of

training on liidden stakes. Helianthus Miss

Mellish, H. multiflorus plenus, H. giganteus,

H. sparsiflorus, Helenium autumnale Riverton Gem,

H. a. striatum and H. a. rubrum provide yellow

flowers in abundance ;
while among Michaelmas

Daisies. Beauty of Colwall, acris and Amellus

raajus were employed in a most artistic manner.

Dahlias of many colours added to the display,

and touches of white and pink came from Anemone

japonica an,d A. j. Lord Ardilaun. Aconitum

Fischeri (one of the best of late blue-flowered

subjects), Tagetes signata pumila, Solidago serotina

and S. giganteus were other plants in the height

of perfection.

Contiguous to this part of the grounds is the

Rock Garden, on entering which attention was at

once directed to the pleasing masses of Gentiana

and other economic plants are experimented witli.

The adjacent Rose Garden provided a very impos-

ing appearance, and here were to be found some

very valuable varieties. A few steps along the

Laburnum Walk brings the visitor into the

Herbaceous Grounds, where the plants are artistic-

ally arranged in their Natural Orders. The

genus Liliacea? at this time provided the Colchicums,

which had reached the height of perfection.

Colchicum byzantinum, a species closely allied

to C. speciosum, but with smaller and paler-

coloured flowers ; C. Bornmiilleri, one of the

THE RARE COLCHICUM BORNMULLERT.

asclepiadea. Tlie production of flowers in the i rarest species, possessing lilac rose flowers, the

colour of which changes to deep purple ; C.

luteum, a very desirable plant ; C. Sibthorpii,

a native of Greece and possessing large, cup-

shaped flowers ; C. speciosum and the varietal

forms C. s. rubrum and C. s. alba
; C. umbrosum,

a small-flowered species from the Caucasus
;

and C. autumnale and C. a. alba were most of the

species to be found in this interesting collection.

Close by, the Kniphofias, belonging to the same

Order, provide a blaze of colour, and although

essentially autumn bloomers, many of the newer

kinds flower from midsummer onwards. At

Glasnevin, Kniphofia aloides erecta, possessing

large spikes of vermihon scarlet flowers ; K.

Burchellii, flowers bright yellow, tinged with

red ; and K. Macowanii, bright orange red, were

among the most attractive forms.

Returning by way of the Long Walk, a very

pleasant afternoon was completed ; and in closing

these remarks it is desirable to say that to men-

tion everything deserving of notice would require

more space than can be spared. Not far from

Glasnevin stands the famous Phoenix Park,

probably the finest public park in Europe
;
so that

the flower-loving public of Dublin are particularly

well supplied with horticultural resorts. R.

rook garden during October is a matter of much
consequence, and the following is by no means

a complete list of plants which made a truly magni-

ficent display : Saxifraga Brunoniaua, Bellis crassi-

folium, Sarcococca humilis, Veronica Autumn Glory,

Lysimachia Henryi. Claytonia rosea, Leontopodium

japonicum. Primula Mooreana, Myosotis azorica,

Viola cornuta alba, Andromeda polifolia, Armeria

fasciculata, Potentilla Vilmoreana, P. Miss

Willmott, Geum elatum. Campanula sibirica,

C. Hohenacheri, C. garganica, C. g. W. H. Paine,

C. havlodgensis, C. Portenschlagiana, C. Stansfiel.dii,

C. patula, Erodium corsicum. Fuchsia th^'mifolia,

F. macrostemma, F. m. americana. Cyclamen

repandum, C. neapoli^num, prica vagans, E. v,

alba, Linaria origanifolia, Micromeria Piperella,

Cyananthus lobatus and Bryanthus empetriformis.

Connected with the Rock Garden by a curved

path through the Conifer Collection is a beautiful

stretch of water, beyond which lies the River

Tolka, skirted by a pleasing walk. Passing hence,

the course lay by the Lime and Birch Walks,

containing some valuable species. The Walled

Garden and Nursery Gardens were next visited,

and from this spot steps were directed to the

Experimental Garden, where vegetables, herbs
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

T
HE October frost robbed the garden of

much that might have figured in these

notes, but the gale of Sunday week did

even more damage to the ever-dwindling

array of bright

blossoms, and whirled away
the greater part of the

leaves that were showing

fine colouring.

A phenomenal rainfall ,

and the wind-driven wet

leaves have destroyed many
a delicate flower that a pro-

longed spell of the clear

sunny days we count as

St. Luke's little summer
would have brought to full

beauty. Therefore it is a

delightful contrast of occu-

pation to turn from the

clearing and tidying work
ready to hand in every

border, or to leave off pick-

ing sodden leaves out of

drenched alpines that hate

such cold poultices, and

slide oS the lights from the

autumn side of the Crocus

frames. The sturdy, upstand-

ing blossoms inside seem

more beautiful and welcome

than ever, and one wonders

that so few gardens are pro-

vided with this simple and

inexpensive source of joy

in the dull months—an uu-

heated frame for winter-

flowering bulbous plants.

In the front row, where

the shade of the brickwork

keeps the soil cool and

moist, there is just now a

band of the autumnal Snow-

drops Olgae and Rachete,

my reserve stock that I

keep inside for fear of

disasters to those outside,

and I am sorry to say it

is a very small one of

Rachelae. By their side,

contrasting strongly with

their pure white, are my
little groups of the various

forms of Crocus byzantinus,

two of which I have chosen

for my sketch. This is one

of the few Crocuses that

thrive best, here at any

rate, in a cool and some-

what shaded position, and

this obliging habit accounts

for its occupancy of the front

of the frame, and of a cool

nook or two in the rock garden

where no other plant flower-

ing so late in autumn woiUd be equally happy. It

is a very remarkable plant both in its beauty

and the distinct characters in which it differs

from every other Crocus. In fact, it is at a first

glance so much unlike a Crocus and so suggestive

of an Iris that it was once proposed to form a

separate genus, Crociris, in which to place it,

The Iris-like appearance is mainly due to the

great difference in size between the large and wide

TW6 FORMS OF

CROCUS

BYZANTINUS.

{From a drawing

by E. A. Bowles.)

outer segments and the curiously pointed inner

ones, whicli arc frequently less than half as long.

When a blossom is fully opened in sunliglit or a

warm room, the large outer segments either

stand out at right angles with the tube or reflex

and hang downwards in perfect imitation of the

falls of an Iris. As I write I have a gathering

of them before me in a vase with one of the

first blooms of this season of Iris unguicularis,

and the two appear wonderfully alike at a little

distance, until one notices that the yellow bee-

guide stripe of the Iris is missing in the Crocus.

I have discovered a fact that is new to me
through bringing in these blossoms to draw

;

a very u ipleasant fact, too.

This lovely Crocus possesses

a very disagreeable odour,

much like that of the Copper

Austrian Rose, and which

has caused that beauty to

bear the awful name of Rosa

fcetida. It is an odour that

always recalls to my mind
one of the unpleasant mishaps

that often occur to an ardent

entomologist when beating

for larvae. He holds a large

linen tray, stretched on a

wooden frame, a sort of

hybrid between a carriage

umbrella and the wing of

an aeroplane, under the Oak
boughs at which he bangs

with a stick. When luck

favours him, fat specimens

of rare larvse fall "plop"
into the tray ; when luck

fails, spiders and other long-

legged horrors fall on his

head ; but his worst luck

of all is when a tree-bug

falls between his neck and
collar and scents both with

its oily, rank odour.

Just such an tmpleasant

scent came in whiffs to my
nose as I drew these Cro-

cuses. The darker form and
taller bloom possesses it

most strongly, but the pale

lilac one in front has more
than is necessary. I know
of only one other Crocus

with an evil scent — C.

graveolens, a yellow species

flowering in spring, which

scents the air for yards

around on a stiU, sunny
morning, but the odour is

like that of blackbeetles or

stormy petrels' eggs, not of

tree-bugs. Yet another

peculiarity of C. byzantinus

is the colour of the stigmata,

which is of much the same
shade of purple or lilac as

the outer segments. The
spring-flowering C. carpeta-

nus has a very pale tint of

lilac on its small, nearly

white stigmata ; but the

large and finely branched

bunch of threads of byzan-

tinus is much more conspicu-

ous, and one of the great

charms of the flower. There is a white form in

cultivation, in which the stigmata are pale yellow,

showing it to be a true albino. These two forms

I have drawn are the handsomest I know of,

and were both raised by the late Mr. Allen of
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Shepton Mallet, who enriched our gardens with

so many good Snowdrops, Wood Anemones

and SciUas. The dark form he called President

and the paler one Rosamond.

The neighbourhood of Hermannstadt is one of

the native homes of this Crocus, and it is sad to

think a countryside tliat can produce such a lovely

flower should be the scene of such fierce fighting

this autumn. It is often called C. iridiflorus,

but, unfortunately, the less suitable name of

byzantinus is the older and so must stand,

although it is so misleading, seeing that the

plant does not occur in Asia Minor, but only

in a small district bordering on the Eastern

Carpathians.

C. longiflorus is very beautiful now in many
forms, both in the frame and in some sheltered

bays of the rock garden. Some of the seedlings

I have raised of late years vary greatly in

shade, either lighter or darker than their

parents, and others from the striped variety

Ivnown as melitensis are particularly good when
closed. All of them are deliciously scented,

and the name odorus is a synonym for this

species.

As the sun sets, a delightful odour like mingled

Violets and Apples pervades part of the rock

garden. , It is given off by the ripe fruits of various

forms of Cydonia Maulei, and I like to gather

half a dozen of them, or of C japonica, to place

in the rooms. They are never unpleasantly

strong, as an Apple or ordinary Quince would

be in a room, but give out whiffs now and then

of a delicate and refreshing fragrance.

I was surprised to find quite a fair sprinkling

of berries on Lonicera pileata, for I had not noticed

them while still green, and those of the closely

allied L. nitida disappeared several weeks ago.

Those of both plants are much alike, of the

colour of an amethyst, and almost as transparent

as the stone itself. I think pileata's are the richer

purple, but smaller in size. If both can be induced

to berry freely, they will be very beautiful objects

in the autumn, but up to the present I have had

to search rather closely for the fruit. The best

autumn tints of the moment are to be found on

a large sprawling mass of Rhus Cotinus, almost

as gay as a macaw, as it glows with orange, yellow,

scarlet, green, and a curious toning of purple and

mauve on certain shoots, a colour I never see

on any other autumn-tinted leaf.

Eucryphia pinnatifolia is also finely coloured,

but more uniform in various shades of tawny orange

and rich brown. Liriope graminifolia, also laiown,

but wrongly, as Ophiopogon Jaburan, is still

making a good show with its spikes of purple

blossoms, so much like those of a Muscari, among
the narrow green leaves; and Parochetus communis,

in spite of the frosts, opens flowers, blue as an

Italian sky, on every day that brings a glimpse

of sunlight.

I was greatly struck with the beauty of a

tall bush of Artemisia tridentata as a gleam of

afternoon sunlight lit it up to-day. The silvery-

leaved, stiff shoots gleamed very brightly, and

the pendent bunches of lightly branched flowering

shoots resembled some fine grey lichen, what I

should imagine the Spanish Moss of American

woods must look like. The whole plant has a

wonderfully strong and pungent odour when

bruised, almost as powerful as that of EUiman's

Embrocation and very similar in its strong acidity.

On reading these notes through I find I have used

my nose almost as much as my eyes in preparing

them. I always like to know what a plant

smells like, both in flower and leaf, and I

hope my readers will find some interest in

my records.

MICHAELMAS DAISIES

By Edwin Beckett, V.M.H.

I

OFFER no apology for once again referring

to this beautiful class of plants, as, when
properly treated and the most desirable

varieties cultivated, I know of no hardy

plants which give more pleasure during the

closing days of summer and the early days

of autumn. My first love for them, which is

now many years since, has never waned in the

slightest, but, on the other hand, increased year

by year.

I was first impressed by them by seeing a collec-

tion which was formed by the late Mr. J, Gray

in his garden, now known as The Firs, Claygate,

and which was well grown by the late Mr. J. Child,

his gardener. He had practically, then, all the

best species and varieties, and a narrow border

was devoted to them. I came to the conclusion

that there were great possibilities for their future,

and I was determined to do my best to effect an

improvement by crossing and hybridising the

many varieties and species. I think I can

claim to have done something in this direction,

with many others who have also had this object

in view.

To see these at their best, a border or piece of

ground should be devoted to them, and having

once decided on tlie site, they may be successfully

grown on the same spot for an indefinite number

of years, provided they are taken up, parted

and replanted annually, early spring being the

best time for this operation. The ground should

be deeply tilled and a liberal supply of half-decayed

manure incorporated at the time. Any aspect

will suit them, and, so far as I know, they will

A BORDER OF MICHAELMAS DAISIES IN THE GARDENS OF ALDENHAM HOUSE.
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thrive well in any locality and in any soil. The

place we -selected for them here at Aldenham is

facing east, and we have grown them in the

same position for nearly thirty years.

A certain amount of care should be exercised

in arranging the heights and colours of the

various species and varieties, and by so doing

one is able to produce a different effect each

season.

The plants should be staked out, and the growths

not required thinned out in the early season,

especially with the more vigorous-growing varie-

ties, and, except attending to the necessary tying

and hoeing, very little further attention is required

except during spells of very dry weather, when

the plants should be copiously watered and the

growths damped over during the evening after

very hot days.

Some of the more delicate varieties, such as

the cordifolius section, should be taken up, potted

and placed in a cold frame during the winter

months, and planted out in the spring. Over-

crowchng should be avoided. We allow a distance

of 4 feet from plant to plant and 3 feet 6 inches

between the rows. By so doing, the varie-

ties are given full opportunity of displaying their

habits, many of which are most graceful and

beautiful.

Hybridising and raising new seedlings is a very

interesting study, but care should always be taken

to eradicate all which show no signs of improve-

ment on existing varieties. I am enclosing a

photograph of a portion of the border here, taken

at the end of October which will give some idea

of the display.

For the guidance of intending cultivators I

append a list of the most desirable varieties

grown here, with their approximate heights and

colours. The Amellus section, of which there are

many beautiful varieties, should be grown apart

from the main collection, as should also acris,

which is a very beautiful early flowering variety.

MICHAELMAS DAISIES GROWN AT ALDENHAM.

Varietij.
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Occasionally manufacturing chemists require

small quantities of the fresli, green herb. In

this case it must be sent away by passenger

train immediately it is cut, packed loosely in light

crates. An acre of Belladonna will yield from

five to six tons of leaves and stalks twice yearly.

Then, as I have said, in the fourth year there

is the root as well as the foliage. Above four

years old the herb is of little value, save for seed.

Of course, a certain number of young plants

should be planted every summer. Say, for instance,

you are an agricultural farmer and can devote

four acres of odd pieces of land to the herb, your

plan should be to plant an acre each summer
till the whole four are planted, and then begin

again. This is the only course to adopt to estab-

lish a plantation yielding an annual harvest.

Perhaps occasionally the land should be given

an entire rest of several months, but this is not

the opinion of the majority. These say the ground

has rest enough between the clearing away of one

crop and the time that ths new planting begins to

make serious growth, and I daresay they ar; right.

Before the war the market price of Belladonna

foliage and stalks was £S a ton, which was found

to be quite satisfactory, giving as it did a profit

of about 50 per cent. Again, the average price

for roots was 45s. per cwt. One German exporter

was sending us ioo,ooolb, of the latter year after

3'ear, and another 30,0001b., and these were but

two among many Belladonna exporters.

Just now the herb is so scarce that there is a

ready sale at an enormous price for even the

cottager's armful. But it cannot be advised that

it be grown except on a fairly large scale. The
reason for this is because in a few years' time

the small growers will be given the cold shoulder.

Siiiall quantities, the wholesale buyers tell us,

cannot be dealt with economically ; and what they

mean by this is that the time and trouble involved

in buying a hundredweight is the same as in buying

a ton. " Grow it by the half-acre or by the acre

or field " is the advice these people are giving us,

" and then," they add, " we shall be very pleased

to hear of you and do business with you. But,

please, do not trouble us about a few hundred-

weights unless they be hundredweights of roots."

The herb is required for tincture, liniment,

plaister, the extraction of atropine, and much
besides. In short, it is one of the most valuable

of drug herbs, and should form one of the standard

crops on every farm, large or small.

THE NATIONAL HERB-
GROWING ASSOCIATION

THIS enterprise, made known to the

public only in January last, has grown

in a manner that may claim to be un-

precedented. The membership is now
close on 2,000, not including members

of affiliated " local centres," which represent

some hundreds more. Members are taught how
to grow or collect, and how to prepare for sale,

pack and so forth.

A drying shed opened at Byfleet early in the

spring was, after only a very few weeks of use,

burnt to the ground owing to a faulty boiler.

With the shed perished £60 worth of the first

prepared material. This made it necessary

to set members on—for the remainder of this

season—drying for themselves. One hundred

tons of drug plants (prepared or fresh, according

to order) have been marketed.

Starting, with the share of an oflice and part

time of a secretary, there are now five offices

and a staff of ten or twelve paid workers, and
much voluntary help is constantly given. Neither

the staff nor the space at command is anything

like sufficient for the constantly increasing work.

Lectures and demonstrations have been given

in thirty places ; many more are being arranged.

Printing of the requisite literature can scarcely

be done fast enough to keep pace with the

demand. Sixty thousand pamphlets, &c., had been

sent out by the middle of October.

It is now necessary to divide the society into

two sections—a co-operative division to carry

on its trading, and another to advise, organise,

lecture, publish and distribute literature, and so

forth. Information as to the scheme adopted can

be had from the Organising Secretary, 20, 21 (6),

Queen Anne's Chambers, Westminster.

It must be understood that this work of restoring

in Great Britain and Ireland the provision of

our own drug herbs is, and must be, carried on

as a business, and not as a hobby, as someone wrote

be achieved ; now, thanks are due to any and all

who can devote small spaces for the purpose.

If it had not been for the goodwill and industry

of small growers, the hundred tons could never

have been supplied as a result of ten months'

campaign under present circumstances.

As winter brings a lull in the work of directing

growers and collectors, attention will be chiefly

directed to lecturing, forming new centres, and

preparing to erect drying sheds, of which in time

it is hoped that a sufficient number will be dotted

here and there over the country to provide accessible

drying places for all centres. A fund is open for

these, to which donations are solicited. More mem-
bers are sought for the "association " or educational

division, and shareholders for the co-operative or

trading section. A Founder-Member.

NOTES ON VEGETABLES

Broad Beans.—Now is a good time to sow seed

of Longpod and Green Windsor varieties for an

early batch. Seed sown at this season will

BELLADONNA GROWN ON WASTE LAND AT DORKING.

lately ; not as a matter of sentiment. It was

realised by the founders at the outset that, if

done at all, it must become (as it has) 'a national

movement with commercial aims. From a small

beginning it sprang into growth more rapidly

than ever they had anticipated. It has been a

hard struggle to cope with the rush of (a) members

wanting instruction and clearing up of their

mistakes, and (6) the demands of druggists and

other purchasers. There was no precedent to

go on, no patronage given, no grants in aid.

What ha^ been done arises from sheer hard work

and determination not to be beaten.

The founders laiew from the first that presently

growers must be found to give acres of land to

the cultivation of the necessary herbs. When
the war is over and labour available, this can

produce a crop earlier than that sown in the open

in February, or even than that so wnin heat and

planted out. Choose, a position sheltered from

east winds, which do more harm than frost. A
warm south border is naturally the best site.

The sod 'should be deeply dug to ensure good

drainage, and be fairly well manrured. Sow
in drills 6 inches wide, placing the seed angle-

wise. The rows should be 2 feet apart. Where

the soil is heavy, place a layer of old potting soil

or leaf-mould under the seed to ensure quicker

germination and a better drainage. When the

plants show through the soil, if the position is

exposed to east winds, afford slight protection

by the aid of evergreen boughs thrust into the

soil a few inches from the plants, not too close,

for fear of drawing up the plants.
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Beetroots and Carrots should be lifted and stored

;a a heap in sand or ashes in a frost-proof shed

or cellar, carefully taking them up without injury

to the tap-root, especially in the case of Beetroots,

or they will bleed, which means a loss of colour

in the flesh. The daily Press, with a view to

economy in labour, advise leaving the roots in

the ground until they are required for use. Most

people know this is wrong ; for what is to happen

w'hen a fresh set of small roots are made ? The
roots themselves are spoilt by this unnatural

growth ; besides, the Carrots will split and the

slugs will quickly devour the lot. Is it not a

fact that pieces of Carrot thrust into the soil

are one of the best traps for slugs ? Need any

more be said ?

Celery.—No time should be lost in giving the

final earthing to the midseason batch of plants

and additional soilings to the latest batch. There

are two main points to observe in the successful

earthing of Celery ; first, have the soil fine, free

from lumps and large .stones—in this way it can

be placed so much closer around the plants

;

secondly, the leaves should be kept close together

and quite upright to prevent fine soil trickling

into the hearts of the plants, which causes crooked,

unsightly sticks when dug.

Cardoons.—Complete the final blanching with

haybands and soil, seeing that the supports are

ample.

Endive.—All plants growing outdoors should

now be lifted and placed in cold frames, orchard

or cool Peach houses, where they can be blanched

by the aid of mats on the frames, inverted pots

in the houses, slates laid on the crowns of the

plants, or, what is equally good, tie up the outer

. leaves over the heart of the plant. For a late

supply, prick out into frames plants sown some

time ago ; these will be found useful in spring.

Autumn Onions.-—As a rule the seed has ger-

minated well and the plants are looking strong.

Keep them free from weeds Jiy w'eeding and hoeing.

The stirring of the soil in dry weather, even where

there are no weeds, will accelerate growth, allowing

the plants to get a better hold of the soil for the

winter, when they will not be so liable to be

uprooted by frost.

Globe Artichokes.—Cut down the stems,

remove decaying and the lower leaves, and place

a thick layer of strawy manure to protect the

roots from severe frost. Do not place the manure
too high around the heart of the plant for fear of

undue hastening of growth in the centre leaves.

This can be done in the event of severe frost.

If new plantations are required, now is a good

time to take off suckers from the base of the plants,

potting them, and placing in a frame free from

frost, to be put out in the spring in deeply trenched,

heavily manured soil in an open site in the garden.

Plants raised from seed are not always satisfactory;

the heads have too many prickles and pointed

segments. Large Green Globe is the best variety

for general use. The purple variety is sometimes

approved.

Asparagus.—The stems will now be ripe and

ready for cutting down to the ground. Clear the

beds of weeds, gently pricking over the surface

soil, on which place a 2-inch layer of half-decayed

stable manure. It is a common practice to cover

the beds with soil from the alleys, but, except in

heavy, wet soil, this is not necessary ; the manure

on the surface is ample protection. Asparagus

is quite hardy when not waterlogged at the roots.

The manure as it decays acts as a stimulant to

the roots

of moisture, the taking out of the soil in the alleys

a foot deep cannot be otherwise than beneficial

in aiding drainage during the winter. The soil

can be returned to the alley in the spring, forming

a good site for early Cauliflower, Cabbage or

Lettuce.

Tomatoes for spring fruiting should be kept

near the glass in a warm atmosphere, with a free

admission of air in fine weather to ensure a stocky

growth. An occasional fumigation to keep away
such insect pests as white fly will be beneficial.

Plants in fruit will appreciate weak tepid liquid

manurial stimulants.

French Beans.—Make a sowing of four Beans
in a 4-inch pot in a temperature of not less than

65°, to be afterwards transferred to 8-inch pots

for fruiting. Some sow at once in the pots in

which they are to fruit, but these take up too much
valuable space, and the plants in smaller pots

succeed better. Some dwarf-growing, free-fruiting

variety is preferred to one more robust in character,

even if the latter has longer pods, on the score of

economy. in space. When the plants are freely

in growth, a dry, arid atmosphere is conducive

to attacks of red spider. On the other hand,

too humid a condition favours a flaccid leaf growth.

Leeks.—Those early sown and well cultivated

in boxes to induce an extra length of blanched
stem have done remarkably well this season.

Leeks are gradually gaining popularity as their

merits become more widely known. So many
persons have never tasted well blanched and
cooked Leeks, or I am certain many thousands

more would be grown. There is no comparison

whatever between a Leek quickly grown with a

blanched stem i6 inches long in October, and one
half that length grown by sinking a hole in the

open ground a foot deep, dropping in the plant,

and allowing the hole to be gradually filled and
the plant blanched as growth proceeds, which is

the ordinary method of Leek culture. I would
advise a trial of the two methods, and have no
fear of the result, even if more time and trouble

is entailed.

Swanmore. E. Molyneu.x.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

POTATO GREAT SCOT.

There is no lack of variety in Potatoes, but after

growing the above for two seasons I find it so

superior to many others that I am induced to send

a note in its favour. Though a second-early or

midseason variety, this year it has given splendid

results and the crop has matured earlier than usual.

Of course, most of my readers would require to

know something as regards the cooking or eating

qualities of any new variety, and in this respect

I think Great Scot is one of the very best.

It is of excellent table quality, and, what makes
it more valuable, is a splendid keeper, with

round tubers, shallow eyes, and admirably adapted

for strong soils, as it is a robust grower, having a

strong haulm. With me it is quite free from disease.

It is a very lieavy cropper, with no waste, as tlie crop

is notable for its absence of small or useless tubers.

A few years ago this variety was one of the few which

received an award of merit from the Royal Horti-

cultural Society for the quantity of its crop and its

good quality, as it was cooked to test the last named
—an important point that should not be overlooked

in any trial of Potatoes. For gardens of limited size

1 think Great Scot will become even a greater

favourite, owing to its maturing so early and its

long-keeping properties, a great gain to those who
Where the soil is heavy and retentive

| can only grow first or second earlies. W.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Christmas Roses. — These winter-flowering
plains are favourites in many gardens. Though
perfectly hardy, some protection for the blooms
is desirable. Large groups may be covered with
a movable cold frame or temporary lights ; for
single clumps a handlight is convenient. When
not intended to be protected with glass, the plants
are usually grown in a sheltered position. At
present a mulching of strawy manure will be
beneficial and prevent the soil being splashed on
to the flowers. There are three distinct forms of
the Christmas Rose: Helleborus niger altifolius
or maximus, which is already opening the first

flowers
; H. niger, the type, which flowers from

Christmas onwards ; and H. niger angustifolius,
the finest pure white variety, at its best in February
and March.

Lily ol the Valley.—Beds of this are usually
left undisturbed for some years, but, as is only
to be expected after a few years' growth it improves
the health of the plants to lift, divide and replant
the clumps. This provides a favourable oppor-
tunity to select some of the best crowns or clumps
to pot up for the greenhouse. This year, when
bulbs are relatively scarce, home-grown Lily of
the Valley roots are very useful. In making
beds of Lily of the Valley, select positions sheltered
from the midday sun. Deeply till the ground,
working in plenty of decayed leaf-mould and
manure from a spent hotbed or old Mushroom-bed.

The Kitchen Garden.

Parsley.—To meet the winter demand, a tem-
porary frame should be placed over a portion of
the bed. Another method is to grow Parsley in
boxes, placing these in a cold pit or frame, and
later, if the supply runs short, introduce a box
or two into a little heat.

Seakale.—The roots grown for forcing in pots
and boxes should now be carefully lifted. Trim
off all the side roots, leaving the main root some
7 inches to 9 inches in length. These should then
be heeled in light soil in a sheltered position, from
which they can be readily drawn as required for
forcing. When required early, a few may be
started at once. Place several roots in large
pots, or a number in bo.xes and tubs, suitable for

standing under the greenhouse stage, and keep
quite dark. Other methods are in a cellar, under
the bench in a heated potting-shed ; in fact, any
place where it is quite dark and there is sufficient

heat to induce growth. Sufficient of the trim-
mings may be tied up in bundles and heeled in

soil ready for planting in spring. Cut the top of
each root level and the bottom slanting to distin-

guish the ends when planting.

Plants Under Glass.

Nerines.—These beautiful late autumn and
early winter flowering bulbous plants are worthy
of much more attention in our greenhouses. Easy
to cultivate, the Nerine seeds freely, hybridises
readily, and is also increased by offsets. The
reason for non-success is sometimes traced to the
fact that our darkest days of winter is the time
when the plants should be growing freely. Give
them the lightest and best position in the green-

house as the flowers fade—a shelf or stage, for

instance, near the roof glass facing south. When
the pots are fairly well filled with bulbs, liquid

manure or a sprinkling of fertiliser on the soil

previous to watering is beneficial.

Pelargoniums.—The Show, Regal and Fancy
Pelargoniums require attention about this date.

The plants cut back have made sufiicient young
growth to permit of their being shaken free of most of

the old soil, repotting into pots a size or two smaller.

The voung plants rooted from cuttings in summer
mav require moving into larger pots, and previous

to or following this work remove the tips of the

shoots to encourage bushy growth. Keep the

plants near the roof glass on a bench facing south.

Fumigate about once a fortnight. Few, if any,

plants are more liable to the attacks of green fly.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Plums.—Assuming that the work of pinching

and disbudding the shoots was efficiently done
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in summer, not much pruning will be necessary
now. Here and there it may be possible to cut
out an old branch and replace with a youug shoot.
Tar over all the cuts made in the old wood, to

prevent gumming. The leading shoots of vigorous
young trees require shortening.

Morello Cherries.—As these produce the
fruits on the young wood, this should be retained
as far as possible. The usual practice is to cut
out a few pieces of the older wxiod each year,

so that there is always an abundance of young
shoots all over the trees. This does not mean,
however, that the growths should be crowded,
for it is obviously preferable to have a fair number
of shoots and a good crop of large fruits than
crowded growths producing quantities of small
fruits. Reduce the leading young shoots half to

one-third of their length to induce branching
Kew. A. OsBORN.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Mushrooms.—Continue to prepare for fresh
beds by collecting the manure and turning it

frequently so as to allow the escape of e.xcessive
heat. A properly protected and. airy shed is

necessary at this season for preparing the manure.
Spawn the earlier-made beds as soon as the tem-
perature has risen to the maximum and fallen

again to between 75° and 80°, Good fresh loam
should be used for covering the beds, making it

quite firm and smooth with the back of the
spade. Should the surface incline to dry quickly,
sprinkle some clean Wheat straw over it. Beds
that are showing signs of exhaustion may be
assisted to crop a little longer by giving a good
soaking of tepid water in which is placed a pinch
of sulphate of ammonia. Woodlice are the chief
enemies to successful Mushroom culture. These
can be kept in check by pouring hot water and
salt around the walls and slate benches.

The Flower Garden.

Protecting Plants.—See that all necessary
protection is given to plants of doubtful hardiness
in the flower garden. Tritomas suffer from wet
and cold, particularly from snow settling and
melting on the crowns. These should have the
foliage twisted around the crowns as a protection,
and afterwards thatched with some material so
that the snow will be directed off the plants. We
find a few branches of Broom of great service
for this purpose. The twigs, being sharpened
at a suitable length, are placed in the ground
around each plant, and the tops drawn together
and fastened with a pie,ce of twine. No moisture will

penetrate this material, and sufficient air is admitted
underneath. Other plants we take the precaution
to cover annually are Sweet Bays, Arbutus, and
Fabiana growing on the walls. A few Spruce
branches fastened on the front of these will give
sufiicient protection in all ordinary winters.

Tropaeolum speciosum.—^This lovely climbing
plant is said to flower better in Scotland than
anywhere else, yet in many places its cultivation
has had to be abandoned owing to repeated failures
to get the plant established. Mistakes as to the pro-
per season for lifting and replanting are frequently
asserted as the cause of failure, but more often
the mistake of too shallow planting of the tubers
or of attempting to grow it alone instead of in
company with other plants is made. If the roots
are planted late in spring about a foot deep close
to a wall and among the roots of other plants,
such as Roses, Clematis, or even Ivy, they will
be found to thrive better than when planted alone,
and when once established will persist in growing
and spreading to the most unlikely places. In a
garden I visit frequently, a small plantation,
which was originally intended for the flower garden
wall, has found its way to an adjoining shrubbery,
mostly planted with Hollies, where it has estab-
lished itself in masses, and in autumn practically
covers large specimen Hollies with its brilliant
crimson flowers, besides forming an almost im-
penetrable thicket of undergrowth. The ripening
seeds are also very ornamental, especially when
abundant after a hot autumn. Young plants
may also be raised from seeds, but this method of
establishing the plant is slow, as the seeds require
about a year in which to germinate.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

BOOKS
My Garden in Autumn and Winter.*—This

is the title of the third and final volume of the

series
—

" My Garden in Spring " and " My Garden
in Summer" are the companion volumes—in
which Mr, Bowles has set out on the pleasurable

task of reviewing his own garden for a whole

year, and of the three I think the present one
perhaps the most informative ; certainly not

the least interesting. Its chief value lies in the

fact that the author takes his readers with him
month by month through his garden. And if,

as he has a perfect right to do, the author tells

the story in his own way and indulges—a little

frequently, perhaps—in illustrative humour and
metaphor, there will be found, when all this

" chaff has been separated from the wheat,"

a store of grain the like of which for quality and
abundance has never been threshed out before.

For the author is both a keen gardener and an
acute observer, and, knowing his plants through

and through as the result of an intimate acquaint-

anceship—not infrequently of long duration

—

he is able to refer to their charms, interests

and peculiarities in quite a unique way. Thank-
ful, too, for the immediate luxuries, a richly

stored garden can give, he also, watching the

formation of catkins here or buds there, looks

into the future with hope and expectation,

for he says (page 5),
" What hopes of future

beauty one can read in the fat, nut-shaped bud
of a Pinguicula grandiflora, the mealy winter

rosette of Primula cashmeriana, or the hard central

crown of tightly rolled fronds of some good Fern."

To such a gardener there is beauty and promise

in the winter's twig or bud as in the summer
flower, for " one of the greatest virtues of garden-

ing," quoting again from page 5, " is the promise

of flower and fruit that can always he read in the

open book of the garden by those with an eye to

see and a mind to understand."

Of the fifteen chapters of the book, varied as

they are on such subjects as " The Passing of

Summer," " Autumn Crocuses," " Autumn Tints,"
" Evergreens," " Berries," " In the Grip of

Winter " and the like, that on " Autumn Crocuses "

is to my mind the most valuable, because it puts

into nutshell form all that the gardener need at

first know of this fascinating subject. Some
twenty-seven pages are devoted to it, beginning

with the richest orange Crocus Scharojanii, which
appears usually in early September, and finishing

with that loveliest of all whites, C. marathonisius,

which comes to us throughout October. Nor
is it so many pages glowing with ecstasy as to

their many charms. Mr, Bowles' information

is deeper and wider than this, for he tells of the

difiicult and easy growers, and gives his own gar-

dening experiences of them in a way that cannot

fail to tempt others to become cultivators of

this section of a family which m late autumn days

sparkle with life when so much of a garden's

beauty has already waned. In the opening

chapter of the volume, appropriately entitled

" The Passing of Summer," mention is made
(page 3), in speaking of the replanting of Crocus

corms which have been lifted and those which
start early into growth, of the " puzzle to get

it so placed in the earth that the tip of the shoot

may point upwards and the base of the corm
lie so that the roots may descend," It may be

* " My Garden in Au umn and Winter," by E. A..

Bowies. Jack; Loudon and Edinburgh

a " puzzle," as Mr, Bowles says but there is no

need to waste even a second in thought or other-

wise, for that particular corm, if simply la!id on its

sidf at the planting level, will take care of itself,

the growth rising and the roots descending in

proper order. I once proved this to demonstration

by sending the late Dr. Masters a Daffodil bulb

buried topsy-turvy, showing the sheathing crook

of growth turning upwards and the roots closely

clinging to the bulb's side penetrating the outer

coats and through these descending into the earth.

Mr. Bowles (also at page 3) refers to as " remark-

able " the fact of Crocuses and Colchicums starting

to grow and sometimes succeeding in flowering

when " kept comparatively dry." I wonder if

he has ever noted the progress of the embryo
flower-bud of the Daffodil while in the dry or

dormant state. If not, let him next year experi-

ment with a dozen, cutting one open each week
from mid-July till the supply is exhausted. He
will find the progress " remarkable," as he says of

the others.

As every link is essential to the complete chain,

so are these three volumes essential one to the

other and to all who would garden on Mr. Bowles'

plan, which, after all, is gardening all the year

round. E. H. Jenkins,

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—r^e Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Gauden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in tlie paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or tnoss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

oti business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
CHATHAM ISLAND FORGET-ME-NOT {A. J. B.).—

We should have preferred a more sheltered spot than a
" north border " for this plant, which, even in your favoured
county, is almost sure to suffer from either winter or spring
frosts. Hence we advise some protection, such as an
upright screen of strong scrim set out with Bamboo
sticks at a foot from the plant and lined inside with dry,
newly cut Bracken, say, of inches thick or more, depending
on the size of the plants. Leave the top open, unless the
weather sets in very severe. We do not know the treatise

you refer to.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
MUTISIA CLEMATIS ON AN 'EAST WALL {G. C.).~

Mutisia Clematis is not herbaceous in character ; it will

probably flower well as it becomes older. Try cutting
back the ends of the shoots next spring and leaving the
older wood.

TO KILL STUMPS OF LIME TREES {A M. C, Es'ier).—
Lime tree stumps can be killed by boring holes into the
stumps and main roots and filling the holes with vitriol.

Pentstemon is pronounced Pent-stemon, and the pro-
nunciation of the other plant is Schiz-os-ty-lis coc-cin-ea.

TRANSPLANTING SHRUBS (J/iss ^. iV.).—Buddleia
globosa and B. variabilis varieties, the orange and liJac

flowered Buddleias respectively, may be planted at once
in permanent places. Use rich loamy soil, and prune
the first named lightly and the last named severely in

spring. The varieties of B. variabilis may be cut down
almost to the ground, line. Pyrus japonica should be
pruned as soon as the flowers fade ; it may be trans-

planted at once. Two Poses likely to suit your purpose
would be Gloire de Dijon and Souvenir de la Malmaison.
1 he last named js a good light-coloured variety and would
probably give better results than Climbing Captain
Christy. It is not a Kambler Rose.
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PBOTECTING TREES FROM HORSES AND CATTLE
(Lachj Rohinson).—Tar smeared on the trunks of trees
^viJI usually prevent horses and cattle from injuring the
bark. The only other method of preventing injury is

to place guards round the trees, or to wind wire-netting
round the trunks.

PRUNING WHITE JASMINE {S. i. G.).—The White
Jasmine should be thinned out well in the winter, but a
considerable number of the younger shoots should be
left unpruned. Although it often flowers very freely,
it sometimes fails to bloom satisfactorily from no apparent
cause. A sunny position is desirable, and well-drained
loamy soil is the most suitable for this plant.

PRUNING NEWLY PLANTED SHRUBS {R. M. T.).~
In the case of deciduous shrubs, pruning when trans-
planting takes place in December is unnecessary ; but
in the case of evergreen shrubs it is advisable to reduce
the branch system a little in order to counteract the
effect of injury done to the roots. If the shrubs are moved
carefully, they ought to re-establish themselves quite
well. The Slichaelmas Daisies sent for identification are
apparently seedlings and could not be identified. There
are now large numbers of named seedlings, wliich are very
difficult to distinguish from small scraps such as tliose
sent.

ROSE GARDEN.
PEGGING DOWN ROSES OF THE HUGH DICKSON

TYPE (A. S.).—The long ripened growths of the previous
summer should be pegged down in April. It is best to
cut away the flowering growths annually and in good
time, so that new growths are encouraged for the next
season. Frequently such new growths will appear early
in the summer, in wliich case the flowering shoots may
be retained till late autumn, as they may probably yield
an autxunnal crop.

THE aREENHOUSE.
STAPELIAS FOR NAME (H. P. B.).—The nomenclature

of Stapelias is confusing. Jfo. 1 is S. normalis, which,
according to " Nicholson's Dictionary," is synonymous
with S. bufonia. The flower is small, but it is late for this
species to flower, the normal season being July and August.
No. 2 is S. variegata. Your method of culture—a shelf
in the greenhouse where the plants get the full south
sunlight—is the treatment generally followed with success.
Stapelias are not free-flowering subjects. As a potting
compost use two-thirds sandy loam and one-third brick
and mortar rubble. AVe have not heard before, or found
by experience, that most of the flowers develop on the
side least exposed to the full sun.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS UNSATISFACTORY (F. T. C.).—
You say notliing as to the treatment your plants have
received, hence we are liandicapped in answering your
question. Two important points are, however, evident
from the flower sent, the first being that the plants have
been over-fed, and consequently the growth is too sappy
to produce good blooms. Secondly, the flowers have not
been properly disbudded ; indeed, at the base of the flower
sent we counted no fewer than nineteen buds in various
stages of development. While there may be other causes
that play a part in the failure, the two we have mentioned
above are important ones, and perhaps answerable for
the whole of yoiu" non-success. At all events, it will be
as well to bear in mind tliese points another season, and
if in doubt of any kind on ttiis or any other subject, write
to The Garden, as we are always pleased to assist in
every way we can.

PALM 'leaf UNHEALTHY (/. C. £.).—The small
brown spots on the leaf sent are scale insects, which have
effected a lodgment thereon. They may be got rid of
by, first, sponging the leaf in a solution of soft soap and
water, which will render the operation of removing the
pests an easy one. Then, with a pointed stick, not too
sharp, otherwise the leaf may be bruised, carefully loosen
each scale, and wash clean with the soapy solution.
Besides getting rid of the insects this will tend to thoroughly
clean the leaves. After this, sponge with clear water.
Both the washes should be slightly warm, as if cold they
a-re much less effective and also injurious to the plants.
It may appear a somewhat troublesome process, but if

well done at first it will save a good deal of trouble later
on. As the young leaves unfold, a sharp look-out must
be kept in case there is any scale on them. We have
had no experience of Odol as a wash for plants, and should
prefer soft soap and water of moderate strength.

FRUIT GARDEN.
STORING WALNUTS {E. C.).—The best way we have

found to be is to bury them in layers of moderately moist
sand in boxes, placing the same in a dark position in a
cool room.

APPLE TREES W TH STONES UNDER THEIR ROOTS
(R. A. B.).—The advice given and the reason for doing
so is, we think, sound and safe to follow under the con-
ditions stated. Broken brick ends or such material makes
a good base if packed closely together so that the roots can-
not penetrate through, but porous enough to let water pass.
The base should be 2 feet in diameter and 15 inches deep.
Cover the stones with 9 inches of turfy soil, treading
it down firmly. Plant the trees in the same sort of soil
in dry weather, and tread this soil also firmly over the
roots.

PEARS REFUSING TO RIPEN PROPERLY {W. F. M. C).
Our correspondent's note giving particulars had become
stained and many of the words obliterated, making it

difficult to decipher the writing. The variety, as far
as we can see, is Catillac. This is a stewing Pear and
never very luscious when grown and ripened under the
best conditions. The cause of the woodiness of the fruit
when ripe must arise, we think, from the inability of the
roots to furnish an adequate supply of moisture to the
tree at the time it is making its growth. This may arise
from more than one cause, such as a deficiency of roots,
or, from what we think is more likely, a scarcity of moisture
in the soil, the subsoil, in which many of the roots are,
forming a dry mass impenetrable to rain. We therefore
suggest that your best way of gt-tting better results next
year will be by making holes 3 feet deep {with an iron
crowbar) at 2 feet apart all round the tree for a distance
of 10 feet from its stem, afterwards forming a rim of soU
6 inches deep round this boundary of 10 feet, causing it

to form a sort of saucer to hold water. This should be
kept full now for a month, the same in spring, and also
in dry weather in sunmier. All the roots, including the
deepest, will then have received a thorough saturation,
and the result, we hope, will be all you can desire.

KirCHEN GARDEN.
HOLES IN POTATOES (Salop).—The holes in the

Potatoes are undoubtedly the work of wkeworms, which
are extremely fond of the tubers. The best method of
getting rid of this pest lies in constant cultivation of the
soil. Hoeing causes the death of many chrysalides, and
birds devour the larvae that are turned out. The use of
superphosphate is also said to check their attacks upon
plants near by, while mustard dug in and rape cake used
as manure are also said to exert beneficial influences.

CELERY LEAF-SPOT (Rosehank).~ThQ Celery is

badly attacked by the Celery leaf-spot fungus, Septoria
Petroselini var. Apii. It is too late to do much now,
though picking off the diseased foliage and spraying the
remainder ^vith Bordeaux mixture may lessen the disease
to some extent. The seeds often carry the fungus, and
a means of preventing the trouble is to steep the seeds in
hydrogen peroxide for two hours before sowing. The
diseased parts and, in fact, all the refuse from the Celery
should be burned—not cast upon the rubbish heap.

TO STORE SEED POTATOES TILL SPRING (Mrs. W.).
The common mistake made in the storage of seed Potatoes
is the keeping of them in too warm and dark a position.
This causes the tubers to start into growth prematurely,
which growths have to be rubbed off before planting,
at the sacrifice of much of the strength and fertility of the
tuber. The best place in which to keep them is the loft of
an outhouse facing north on which the sun does not shine.
Keep the doors and windows open day and night as long
as favourable weather prevails, but, of course, closed in
frosty weather, and the tubers covered with straw as well
if necessary. The important point to bear in mind is

to prevent the premature growth of the eyes of the tuber.
The tubers may be kept in double layers during the winter,
but, as soon as growth starts in spring, rearrange in single
layers only and encourage them to form strong chits or
growths from the eyes before they are planted.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TO DESTROY HEMLOCK AND NETTLES {Scii'vick).—

The gas mentioned would kill the tops, but would not
kill the roots. Trenching the soil as deeply as the roots
go, picking every one out and destroying as trenching
proceeds, is the only way.

TO DESTROY WORMS IN A POT (M. L. C'.-Tf.).—The
worms in your Fern pot may be destroyed by watering
with lime-water. There will be no risk of injuring the
plant, providing the lime-water is prepared in a proper
manner. This may be done by putting a lump of un-
slaked lime the size of one's fist into a pail half full of
water. When the lime is dissolved, the water should be
vigorously stirred and then allowed to settle. When it

is quite clear it sliould be poured off without disturbing
the sediment, and the plant watered with it. This \yill

bring the worms to the surface, when they may be picked
up and destroyed. There is no danger of making the
lime-water too strong, as thfe water will only hold a certain
amount of lime in solution.

TO ERADICATE WHITE FLY {E. G. H.).—The white
fly is one of the worst insect pests in the greenhouse when
once it lias effected a lodgment on the plants therein.
It can be destroyed by the fumes of hydrocyanic acid,
but this substance is too dangerous a poison to be recom-
mended for general purposes. We have before now
had a great deal of trouble to get rid of this fly, and had
the most success when vaporising with the XL All
Vaporiser. A single vaporising is of no use whatever,
as the eggs are not affected by it, and in a few days they
hatch out. For this reason the vaporising should be
done at intervals of about three days until the plants
are clea,r. One point to bear in mind is that at the ttrst

application of the nicotine vapour many of the insects
drop to the ground, and a fair proportion of them are not
killed, so that they again quickly take their places on the
plants. A good plan to check this is. if the vaporising is

done in the evening, to water the paths and underneath
the stages with boiling water or paraffin emulsion, Again,
the very badly infested leaves had better be picked off

and burnt, as they wil 1 never resume their natural funct ions.
Where a few plants are infested they may be dipped in a
strong solution of soft soap, but this is impracticable
where so many are attacked.

NAME J OF FRUiT.— 2'. B.—The Apple is Queen
Caroline.— Mrs. A. R. /*.—Cockle Pipiiiii. A. T^S
—Apple. Cellini Pippin ; Pear, Ulou Morceau.

NAiViE OF PLANT.—M.i)., Nevion Abbot.—VwhahXy
Mirabilis Jalapa, flowers not developed.

SOC I ET I ES

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fortnightly meeting held on ?^ovember 21 was not
of very great extent. Nerines were among the best
things shown, though Carnations and Ferns added interest
and variety. Hakea larina was one of the attractions of
the show, apart from the greater attractiveness of the
Chrysanthemums. Orchids were particularly noteworthy

,

and some good novelties were on view.

Floral Committke.

Present : H. B. May. Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.
E. A. Bowles, W. J. Bean, J. Green. G. lleuthe, C. R.
Fielder, J. W. Moorman, W. Howe, R. Hooper Pearson,
J. Heal, J. Jennings, J. F. McLeod, R. C. Reginald Neville,
J. Dickson, C. DLxon, H. Cowley, C. E. Shea, C. E. Pearson,
W. P. Thomson, E. H. Jenkins, G. Paul, W. B. Cranfleld,
J. Hudson and H. J. Jones.

Mr. G. lleuthe, Keston, Kent, showed hardy flowers
and Nerines, the latter again in brilliant colour and great
variety. A group of coruscans major and flexuosa alba
was very fine. Mrs. Reuthe (salmon, very flne), Kestonia
(deep salmon overlaid with rose, perhaps the flnest of the
batch), Quakeress (pale salmon), Bream (rose and salmon)
and Beethoven (rose) were some of the best. N. pudica
(white ^v1th faint red lines) is still one of the most graceful
and free. Lapageria rubra, Buddieia auriculata (wliite),
Oxalis lobata (golden). Crocus marathonisius, C. longi-
florus and C. Tournefortii were among other things of
interest and beauty.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers. Hayward*s Heath, showed
Carnations in their usually good style. Nancy, a novelty
for 1917, is one of the prettiest of soft pink sorts ; a most
exquisite shade. White May Day (a coming variety),
Mary Allwood, Wivelsfleld White, May Day, Nora West,
Benora and Salmon Enchantress were "others in an
excellent lot.

Messrs. Herbert Chapman. Limited, Rye, had some
good hybrid Nerines, few of which were named. *'

1 L."
(Planti >; Lady Dorington) is of intense rose with carmine
overlay; a most brilliant variety.
A delightful group of Begonias from Lord Brownlow,

Ashridge Park, Berkhamsted (gardener, Mr. D. Robert-
son), attracted attention. Apricot (very prettv), Sunrise
(brilliant red), Scarlet Beauty and F. H. Cook (salmon)
were some of the best. Sericographis Ghiesbrightii, a
plant too rarely seen to-day, was also on view.

Messrs. R. F. Felton and Sons. Hanover Square, had a
lovely lot of Hakea larina in brilliant colour, also Euca-
lyptus resinifera and others, the whole forming a delightful
exhibit.

Messrs. H. J. Jones, Limited, Lewisham, staged excellent
Chrysanthemums, big stands of Mrs. R. C. Pulhng (gold).
Mrs. C. Edwards (white) and Mrs, H. Kemp (golden
bronze) being prominent among exhibition sorts. Jessica
(red), Gertie Ladds (crimson). Excelsior (bronze) and
Audrey (yellow and bronze) were excellent singles.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Limited, Edmonton,
displayed Begonias and Ferns, the last named, both of
hardy and exotic kinds, predominating. Hardy kinds
were particularly good, Scolopendriums, Polypodiums
and Polystichums, the best types of hardy evergreen
Ferns, being seen in great variety. They are of great
charm and utility.

Messrs. Wells, Limited, Mersthara, showed an excellent
table of Chrysanthemums, exhibition, single and others.
Ash House Success, Mary Morris (terra-cotta red), Molly
Godfrey (deep cerise), Bronze Beauty, Lily Nevill (white,
flushed pink) are all singles of high ornament.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, showed a great
variety of conifers, cut branches for the most part.
Tsuga diversifolia, Abies balsamica hudsonica, Picea
Oraorica (the Serbian Spruce). Juniperus arizonica,
Cupressus arizonica with fruit, and Pinus Peuke (Mace-
donian Pine) were among the more interesting in a
collection of a Imndred kinds.

Messrs. Low and Co., Enfield, exhibited Carnations
and Begonias. Pink Sensation and Countess of Wilton
(curious red shade) being notable. Begonia Emita was
very flne.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, had a lovely
lot of Nerines, Empress Queen, Vivid, Coral Queen,
Leonora (salmon), Sylvia (rose and white) and Nigel
(deep carmine with crimson) being among the best.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Sir Jeremiah Colinan (chairman), and Messrs.
J. O'Brien. W. Bolton. S. W. Flory, W. H. White, A.
Dve. J. E. Shill. Pantia Ralli, C. H. Curtis, W. H. Hatcher.
J. Cypher, J. Charlesworth, W. Cobb. A. McBean. F. J.

Hanbury, R. Thwattes, J. Wilson Potter, Stuart H. Low
and R. A. Rolfe.

Messrs. Sander and Sous. St. Albans, showed Cattley^
Katie, C. Maggie Raphael and C. Prince John (primrose
and crimson) among many sorts.

From Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridgc Wells,
Odontogtossum Harryana crispnm, Cattleya Ajax, C.

Maggie Raphael albil. C. Clacsiana alba, C. labUta alba
and Lajlio-Cattleya Maqucda were some of the best things.

Messrs. Charleswortli and Co., Ha>'ward's Heath, had
the lovely Odontoglossum Aireworth, Brasso-Cattleya
Thorntonii (of a delightful pink shade), B.-C. Thompsonii
alba and Liclio-Cattlcya Mita in a choice lot.

Messrs. J. and A. McUcau. Cooksbridge. showed Cattleya
Enid, Ljclio-Cattleya tliyoni' (gold and crimson). C. Fabia
and the pale pink flowered Brasso-Cattleya Apollo.
Cattleya Brenda, pure white, was very beautiful.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
in the midst of ttie

we take this opppr-NOW that we are

planting season,

tunity of asking readers not to

be impatient with nurserymen who
are unable to despatch their orders

immediately ou arrival. We sometimes receive

complaints about delay, when a little consideration

for the many difficulties the tirade has to contend

with would render the complaints unnecessary.

Moreover, planting may^be continued until March.

It is true that spring-planted trees would not

be expected to carry fruits the same year, but

in any case it is not

wise to .crop autumn-

planted trees the first

year after planting.

Croydon Horticul-

tural Society.—In order

to encourage the culti-

vation of vegetables, and

in addition to the usual

prizes offered to allot-

ment and cottage garden

exhibitors, the Croydon

Horticultural Society

are offering a large num-

ber of prizes to exhibi-

tors of vegetables grown

on building sites, &c.,

which are now being so

extensively cultivated

in that Borough.

The Spreading Bell-

fjl w e r (Campanula

patula) . — The warm
purple blue flowers of

Campanula patula make
such a delightful picture

that it is surprising it

is not more often seen

in gardens. It is one

of the prettiest of

our native flowers and

occurs in plenty along

the hedgerows of the

Wye Valley. Unlike C. Rapunculus, with which

it is sometimes confused, C. patula is only of

annual or biennial duration. It is advisable to

puUjup the flowering stems early lest it seeds

too freely. Seedlings are ever ready to take the

place of those which are past.

The Persimmon at Kew.—Never before have

we seen the specimen of Persimmon situated in

the "^Succulent House so well provided with its

Orange-like fruits. At the present time the

leafless branches are studded with over sixty

mature fruits, while last year not more than a

dozen Persimmons ripened on it. The Kew tree

is a form of Diospyros Kaki known as Yeman,
and it is a variety which finds favour in Japan
as an edible fruit. It is much more tender than the

common D. Kaki ; moreover, it is not so insipid.

Not having acquired the taste for this and many
other so-called delicious Eastern fruits for dessert.

Persimmons are not generally met with in this

country.

The Monterey Cypress.—Considerable atten-

tion has been directed to this species of late

for forest planting, while it is one of the best

SELF-SOWN SEEDLINGS OF CAMPANULA PATULA

shelter trees that can be used in the South

and West maritime counties, more especially

in the vicinity of the coast. Its correct name is

Cupressus macrocarpa, and it is a native of a

very restricted area in South California, whence

it was introduced about 1838. Under cultivation

it may grow from 50 feet to 80 feet or more in

height, or in exposed positions it may deve'op

with a wide-spreading head and be less than

30 feet high. On the Sussex Downs it grows

well in clay, amd further South in light soil

in which Rhododendrons thrive. It should be

planted in permanent places while quite small

—9 inches to 12 inches high—for larger plants

are difficult to establish. It is one of the shelter

trees used in Tresco to preserve the famous Tresco

gardens from being destroyed by wind.

Preparation of the Ground.—No time must

be lost in making ready for next year's'

supply of vegetables. As the crops are cleared

from the ground and time permits, the

wheeling on of manure, trenching and digging

should proceed. The loosening jof the soil to let

the natural fertilisers—rain, air, frost and snow

—

get to work during

the winter |
is most

important. The
rougher the ground is

left, relatively speak-

ing, the better. Some
difference in the prepa-

ration and manuring of

the ground is necessary

for the various crops,

and with this end in

view a rough planting

plan for next season

should be sketched out.

Horticulture After

the War : Important

Meeting of^the Horti-

cultural Trade.—The
President and Council of

the Royal Horticultural

Society have summoned
a meeting at the Royal

Horticultu r a 1 Hall,
Vincent Square, West-

minster, at 4 p.m. on

December 5. at which

it is hoped that all

those interested in

commercial horticulture

wiU be present. The

object of the meeting is

to consider the inter-

ests of the horticultural

means of safeguarding its

interests after the war, and to pass a resolution.

The chair will be taken by Lieutenant-Colonel

the Right Hon. Mark Lockwood, M.P., C.V.O.

In view of the mgent importance of the subject

it is hoped that the meeting will be as repre-

sentative as possible of all branches of the horti-

cultural trade.

trade and the best

,* Owitig to the shortage of paper, readers who have not
already done so are allied to order The Garden to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus

obpiate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Rose Dorothy Perkins as a Weeping Standard.

I send a photograph, taken in my garden

ast August, of a standard Dorothy Perkins. It

was smothered in bloom and a glorious sight.

—

Dorothy R. H. Wilmes, Brooiny Lodgi:, near

Rittgwood, Hants.

Gooseberry Mildew.—I am directed by the

President of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

to say that his attention has been drawn to certain

statements which appear in the " Notes of the

Week " in the issue of The Garden under date

October 28, and which convey a wholly erroneous

impression as to the policy and procedure of the

Board as regards American Gooseberry mildew.

The statement that the Board have ordered many
thousands of Gooseberry bushes to be destroyed

is incorrect. The Board have not ordered the

destruction of any such bushes for many years

past, and at no time required the destruction

of many thousands. The statement that a repre-

sentative of the Board is reported to have

advocated the prompt burning of bushes is equally

inaccurate. Mr. T. P. Gill is the Secretary to

the Department of Agriculture and Technical

Instruction for Ireland, and is not an officer of

the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries. Dr. Home's
experiments at Wisley were carried out with the

knowledge and approval of the Board and were

inspected during last summer. They form one

of a series of experiments in spraying against

American Gooseberry mildew which have been

carried on continuously for some years past with

the knowledge and co-operation of the Board in

Kent, Somerset, Cambridgeshire and elsewhere.

Full details of these experiments have been pub-

lished from time to time not only in the annual

reports of the Horticulture Branch, but also in

the Journal of the Board of Agriculture, and advice

as to controlling the disease by spraying is given

at length in the Board's leaflet on American

Gooseberry mildew, a copy of which is enclosed

for your information. This leaflet has been

widely distributed throughout England.'—I am,

Sir, your obedient Servant, Sydney Olivier

(Secretary). [Our statements referring to the

wholesale destruction of Gooseberry bushes applied

to Ireland and a report of the Gooseberry Mildew

Conference in Portadown appeared in the same

issue. We note that we have confused the pro-

cedure of the Department of Agriculture and

Technical Instruction for Ireland with that of the

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, and while

regretting that we have done so, we fail to see

why the disease known as American Gooseberry

mildew should receive different treatment in

Ireland to that given in England. At the Porta-

down Conference (see The Garden, October 28,

page 531) Mr. C. Lamb (Richhill), who is one of

the most extensive growers and preservers of

fruit in the North of Ireland, said " between

9,000 and 10,000 Gooseberry bushes of his were

destroyed by order of the Department. Thirty-

nine bushes in his garden escaped destruction.

These gradually became clear of the disease,

and had had no trace of it for three or more years.

Under present circumstances, without compensa-

tion, no farmer would think of planting the bushes."

The prompt burning of the bushes is still ordered

in Ireland, and although no longer enforced in

England we know of at least one large grower

in the Midlands who, finding it impracticable to

frequently disinfect, and to remove the tips of

the bushes in accordance with the instructions

of the Board of Agriculture, destroyed his entire

stock of bushes. We all know that the disease

is of a very serious character, and we believe

that the Government Departments both in Ireland

and England are anxious to do their best in the

interests of the Gooseberry growing industry,

but we do not think that sufficient attention is

being given to the remedy worked out by Dr.

Home, and in this opinion we are supported by

some of our most able fruit-growers. By a simple

remedy Dr. Home, who is the Royal Horticultural

Society's Mycologist at Wisley, has succeeded

in preventing absolutely the infection of the

berries in a diseased plantation. His work in

this connection is of the utmost importance and

directly affects the food supply of the nation.

Dr. Home has been obliged to abandon his useful

A STANDARD DOROTHY PERKINS IN A
HAMPSHIRE GARDEN.

work and to devote his whole time to munition

making ; and while we should be the very last

to underrate the importance of his present occupa-

tion, we feel that his useful knowledge and experi-

ence is not being applied in the best interests

of the country.-

—

Ed.]

A Waste of Tomatoes in Jersey.—Tomatoes

are grown here in the open fields, and this year's

crop has been a splendid one, but, unfortunately,

there have not been boats enough to take them

away. One evening my father and I calculated

that there were 300 tons of Tomatoes waiting on

the quay all ready packed for shipping ; but, alas !

there were no boats to take them, and it was a

heartrending sight to see cartloads of beautiful

looking Tomatoes being emptied into the sea.

In the shops you could buy them at a halfpenny

per pound, but you can get them for nothing

if you take a basket to the growers.—C, Jersey.

[Words fail to express our feelings at this

great waste of wholesome food. We will see

that this letter is brought to the notice of

the Board of Trade, the Board of Agriculture and

the Port Authorities in Jersey. The Tomatoes
have gone, but there should soon be ' other food

supplies from the Channel Islands, and we hope
to hear that steps have been taken to prevent the

recurrence of such wanton waste.

—

Ed.]

The Alpine House.—^The interesting note

under this heading in The Garden (issue Novem-
ber 18. page 558) prompts the suggestion that

there are probably many readers who are enthu-

siastic lovers of alpines for whom a rock garden is

not practical politics, but who could rise to the pro-

vision of such a house, and would be very glad to do
so, if only they could find the necessary guidance.

One or more articles in The Garden dealing with

such topics as the best type of house ; its position
;

should the glass be unshaded in the height of

summer ; the best kind and size of receptacle

whether pot or pan ; the important questions of

watering and ventilating ; repotting ; a list of

names of a few scores of the choicest and most

suitable plants; the complementary frame, &c.,

from the pen of one of your able contributors

would be most welcome. — Diffident. [An

article on this subject appears on page 582 of

this issue. We are arranging for other notes to

follow.

—

Ed.]

Ceterach officinarum.—^The article by Mr.

Johnson (page 562, issue November 18) on this

Fern in North Wales, where he regards it as a

discovery on account of its comparative -rarity,

induces me to say that in some parts of Somerset

it is abundant. I have lately been staying

in a village in that county, where many of the old

stone walls are covered with it. One such wall

in a certain by-lane, covered with the Ceterach

in company with Asplenium Trichomanes and

A. Ruta-muraria, especially lingers in my memory
as a thing of beauty. I purposely refrain from

mentioning localities for fear of the depredations

of unscrupulous collectors.—R. C.

"Somewhere in the Sahara," Africa.—

I

have been much interested in your correspondence

lately on two subjects, i.e., the lack of perfume

in the common Musk and the successful culti-

vation of Finocchio, or Italian Fennel. Re Musk
in France, I also noticed the odourless quality of

Musk there, and I got seed from England from a
well-known seed merchant, with the result that

in my garden in Seine-et-Mame the plants were

equally wanting in perfume. I am now getting

seed sent over from Otago, New Zealand, where,

along the coastal creeks, it grew in rank profilsionf

and the heavily laden Musk-perfumed air as one
tramped through the bush undergrowth I can

only compare with the invigorating perfume of

the Wild Mint that one encounters in somewhat
similar positions in some of the Southern Counties

of England. I trust that my experience with

the New Zealand seed will be successful. Now,
as regards the Finocchio, chacun d soti gout ;

and may I humbly remark that, contrary to

Mr. Cox, my experience is that it is a much
esteemed vegetable among most Italians and
residents in Italy and Tunis. Also, I should

imagine that anyone appreciating boiled or braised

Celery would readily accommodate his palate to

cooked Finocchio. Myself, I prefer both un-

cooked, and find Finocchio, raw. with oil, vinegar,

&c., a most appreciable addition to the good

things at table, and I think that the taste requires

little more acquiring than that of the Tomato.

But, then, the English for some reason or other

are very conservative in their menu, so I presume
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to sugpest that Mr. Cox is, to say the least of it,

a little too premature in damping any attempt

to introduce any vegetable on his own personal

taste. To come back to the cultivation of this

vegetable. I also have attempted to grow the

Finocchio in my garden in Seine-et-Marne, in

good light soil, and must admit to failure. It

seems to run to seed without " cabbaging," what-

ever care is taken in earthing up, &c., though I

shall not give up without further trials, as Mr.

Cox's relative grew it successfully in England.

By the way, this gentleman must have appre-

ciated the vegetable to have attempted and

achieved its cultivation.

—

Foreign Legionnaire.

Profitable Apples to Plant.—I

have just read Mr. Gardner's inter-

esting article on the above. Tastes

must always differ, but I can never

understand why American Mother

is so seldom mentioned in lists of the

best Apples. To my mind, in iiavour

it is second only to Cox's, it colours

well and is a fairly good cropper,

leaving little to be desired for a

dessert Apple ready for use a little

before Cox's Orange Pippin. I am
glad to see your correspondent men-

tions the keeping qualities of my
favourite ; last season we had an

enormous crop, and the last dish was

brought in on April i6. The fruits were

a little shrivelled and the flavour not

at its best, but still well worth eating.

As a dessert Apple Blenheim Orange

does not appeal to me, but as a cooker

it is excellent. I see King of the

Pippins is mentioned, and I suppose

the quality must depend on the garden

or the locality. Here it is & wretched

thing to eat but lovely to look at.

Can anyone suggest a reason for the

failure of the Apple crops this year ?

We had a glorious bloom, no spring

frosts and hardly any fruit.

—

Heatley
Noble, Temple Combe, Henley-on-

Thames,

Campanula lanata. — Yellow-

flowered Campanulas have had

but scant attention from lovers of

the race, largely owing to the cir-

cumstance that they are mostly of

biennial duration only— a great

defect in the minds of the majority

of cultivators of hardy flowers.

They are but seldom met with, the

most popular for many years being

the handsome and distinct C. thyr-

soidea, a plant which everyone

should grow if merely for the

pleasure of making its acquaintance

That species is not, however, the choicest of

the race, and pride of place should perhaps be

given to that figured in the accompanying illus-

tration. Campanula lanata, a native of Rhodope,

and a striking and beautiful flower, with blooms
which can hardly be described as pure yellow,

but are a kind of combination of peach and cream
in tints too elusive to attempt to describe without

the aid of colour illustrations. The illustration,

however, gives an excellent impression of the

habit of the plant and the handsome flowers, which

are borne on short spikes in such an effective

manner above the pleasing leaves. Campanula
lanata shares with other " yellow " Bell-

flowers the reputation of being only a biennial

but it is, in fact, of perennial duration. It is,

however, generally lost in winter, either from

damp or the attacks of slugs, which do not appear

to be deterred by the woolly foliage which gives

the plant its specific name. In consequence it

should be protected from wet during the wintei

months ; while it should always occupy the

hottest, driest, and most sunny place available

on the rock garden at that time. It is generally

safer to treat it as a biennial, and to sow seeds

annually under glass to produce plants to flower

the following July. A vertical fissure in the

rock garden, where it is protected from overhead

wet, is the best position. It is apparently suitable

WALL GARDENING

I

CAMPANULA, LANATA NATIVE OF SUNNY PLACES
RHODOPE MOUNTAINS.

for a sunny moraine, in which it grows with me.

On rockwork, loam, leaf-soil or peat and sand

with some grit will form a good compost.

Campanula lanata is such an attractive plant

with its sturdy little spikes and charming flowers

that it deserves more consideration than it has

as yet received.—S. Arnott.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
December 5.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Exhibition and Meeting at Vinev,nt Square,

Westminster. Scottish Horticultural Society's

Meeting.

December 6.—Perpetual-Flowering Carnation

Society's Show at Vincent Square, Westminster.

AM at present constructing on a large scale a

wall gaVden in the grounds of one of our
most important national institutions. The
article on " Wall Gardening " in the issue of

November 4 has thus a special interest for me.
I give now some notes in criticism of it. I have
a very steep bank to deal with, averaging a little

over 50 feet in height. It is composed of a poor
loam, overlying Thanet sand. As it terminates

the view in one direction, from the main approach
to very dignified buildings, great efforts were

made for several years to get growth
of almost any kind upon it. This

only resulted in weedy grass, some
Primroses, and common trees, which
speedily showed decay. Wall garden-

ing up .the entire height of the bank
was then the most feasible remedy,
for the difficulties of the site, and
should have been adopted at the first.

Similar ground has frequently to be
dealt with in gardens of all sizes.

The only material I can obtain fo

building ihis wall garden is brick

and concrete dibiis from demolished
buildings. The largest pieces are

chiefly half bricks and a few odd
blocks of concrete. Properly built,

such material is quite suitable, and
may often be obtained in most
localities at a minimum of cost.

This may be frequently an induce-

ment to undertake wall gardening in

preference to more costly rockwork
with special stone. Following the

curve of the road at the foot of my
wall garden site, and terminating with
a half moon bay enclosing a specimen
Austrian Pine, I carried up the wall

6 feet without a break. Above that

I formed a series of semi-circular

recesses of about 5 feet in depth, and
from there carried up about another

6 feet to a winding terrace walk, with

a narrow border between it and t lie top

of the wall ; while the other side has

recesses for seeds. From this walk
another 6 feet of wallwork is carried

up to an irregular border sloping from

a higher terrace walk, beyond which
another wall carries up to the hedge
at the top of the bank. These two
terrace walks are connected by a

winding flight of steps, and at another

point by a winding path.
IN THE t^ -f ° f

Properly built, no concrete base or

masonry is required in wall gardening.

What is described in the article in question as

such and a brick wall for the back of rockwork

argues cost and incompetent work. In a villa garden

the concrete base may be legally insisted upon
in either raising or lowering ground above or

below that of adjacent property ; but if two
adjacent proprietors agreed fo substitute a wall

suitable for plant-growing for the ordinary fence,

a unique feature of surpassing interest and beauty

could be speedily created, and a basis formed
for simple, inexpensive, picturesque treatment of

the whole ground. The cost of such would usually

be much less than that of an ordinary wall, or even

fence, and with an irregular natural line the precise

boundary coald be easily mirked by stoae
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Care must be taken that no water can collect

behind the wall, as such would certainly bring

down any wall ever built. I saw the terrace

wall built of masonry in the present kitchen

garden of Penicuik House, Midlothian, and,

though very massive, it twice fell before the

difficulty of water in the ground behind it was
overcome. In the chalk districts of the South

such difficulties seldom occur. Plants should be

built in in layers of one to every two courses of

brick, always bedding each course well in good

growing soil. This entails using an enormous

quantity of plants, and, unless one has the run

of an overgrown place, it is usually difficult to

find them.

It is best at first to build in commoner sub-

jects, such as Sedums, Saxifrages, Cerastium,

Alyssum, Iberis. These will rapidly cover and
give a pleasing effect. They can then be taken out

and better plants inserted as time goes on. But

to attempt clothing a plant wall by sowing seed

in it is to court disappointment and failure.

Plants can be inserted between the bricks with

a stick at any time with little difficulty, and is

much more refined and lady-like

work than ordinary cultivation of

ground. With all such work the

building must be given suitable

batter, or inward slope. If space

allows, each course should be an

inch further in than the one it

rests upon, but less will be quite

safe. HuRSTCOT.

with bunches of small blackish fruits that are

seldom seen, is also included in this very interesting

lot of hardy shrubs.

ALPINE FLOWERS UNDER
GLASS

A
PHASE of gardening that has not been

much considered is the growing of alpine

plants under glass. Of course, one
prefers to see them in the rock garden,

^ the Aubrietia draping the stones with

purple and the Alyssum making clouds of yellow

during the spring months. But early in the

year, when cold winds whistle through the tree

tops, making a visit to the rock garden un-

pleasant, one may enjoy these alpine gems in com-

fort under glass. I believe this way of bringing

the flowers closer to one's self originated in the

Royal Gardens, Kew, the alpine house there

being the home of many rare species and varieties

EDITOR'S TABLE

Flowering Shrubs from Exeter.

It is a great pleasiure to see

plants which flower in the open

at this rather dismal time of the

year, and the sprays of flowering

shrubs from Messrs. Robert Veitch

and Son, Exeter, are a sourse

of unusual interest. Among them

is Ela;agnus macrophylla,

a pretty evergreen shrub that

always has a silvery metallic

lustre on the under sides of

the leaves, a charac-
teristic clearly shown in the accompanying illus-

tration. The small, nodding flowers are fragrant,

though not very showy. Another shrub likewise

with fragrant flowers is the very formidable-

looking Colletia cruciata, known by many other

specific names, including spinosa, ferox, bictonensis,

armata and horrida. We were forcibly reminded

of the last name a few days ago on seeing a con-

spicuous label in a garden, which read :
" Beware

of the Colletia horrida "
! There are two forn s of

this hard spiny shrub, one slender and the other

with flat, triangular spines. The two forms are

so unlike that no one supposed they were one

and the same ; in fa:t, the form known as C.

cruciata was apparently lost to cultivation, until

in 1850 it suddenly appeared in the arboretum at

Bicton as a seedling from the slender form known
as C. spinosa. The identity of these two unlike

forms has since been established in other gardens.

Another shrub from Exeter is Viburnum rhytido-

phyllum, with flat cymes of creamy white flowers

and large leaves of almost flannel-like texture.

The flowers are followed with brownish berries

uming to blue. The female, Garrya elliptica.

FLOWERS AND SILVERY LEAVES OF EL^EAGNUS MACROPHYLLA.

As Mrs. Davidson mentions in her excellent

book, " The Unheated Greenhouse," the simplest

form of this type of house is to be found at

Kew. It is nothing more than a low span-

roofed glass-house 40 feet long by 9 feet wide,

with flat stages on each side of a narrow gangway,

and has no heating apparatus of any kind. It is

provided, however, with shading to temper sun-

heat, should it prove too powerful, as it often

does, in early spring. There, throughout the

winter and spring months, a succession of low-

growing plants and bulbs indigenous to the alpine

districts of all parts of the globe may be seen in

happier circumstances and in better flower than

would be possible out of doors in our changeable

climate. A large proportion of such plants perfect

their growth rapidly during the short but strong

summer heat of their native habitats, and are

almost ready to burst into flower again when their

progress is arrested, sometimes quite early in

autumn, by a thick fall of snow, which tucks them

up safely for their long winter sleep. Anyone
who has had experience, for example, of a Canadian

spring will understand the sudden transformation

from the winter shroud of snow to gay, green

woods and plains studded with flowers. Trans-

plant the denizens of such climates to our sea-girl

Britain, and, so far from being happier, they art-

sorely bewildered and tried beyond endurance b\

the alternations of mildness and rigour to which

they are subjected ; and we who try to cultivate

rare and beautiful species under these altered

conditions too often meet with disappointment.

Under the protection of a simple glass roof, how-

ever, the want of the snow coverlet is not so much
felt, and such plants can go on, without any check

from wind or weather, to perfect their pure,

stainless flowers. It is a rare delight to see

the flowers in their freshness under glass. 1

well remember a wintry day when a keen

easterly wind was blowing, but with the flowers

as company the unpleasant weather was forgotten.

There were paufuls of the little hardy .Cyclamens

—C. ibericum, C. Coum and others, Hyacinthus

azureus, the Winter Aconites (Eranthis hyemalis

and E. cilicicus), Adonis amurensis, and one of the

earliest and most beautiful of the Rockfoils

|Sa\ifraga Burseriana) and its larger-flowered

form called major. Both of the

last mentioned are easily grown
in pans, the dense tufts snowed
over with %vhite flowers, which

seem whiter still through the soft

pink colour of the stems. The
smaller Saxifrages are a sheet

anchor to those who "garden"
under glass. The primrose-

coloured flowers of S. apicnlata

are a sweet foil to those of S.

Burseriana, and there are the

Snowdrops, Daffodils, Windflowers

or Anemones, the varied-coloured

A. blanda in particular, and the

Irises.

The scent of Violets seems

to fill the house ; it comes

from potfuls of Iris reticulata,

also known as the Netted Iris,

a flower as deep in colour as

the wayside wilding that breathes

its fragrance into the spring

winds. Most of the early Irises

are beautiful and interesting

—I. Heldreichi, Histrio, histri-

oides, bakeriana, Danfordia; and

Tauri. I was once shown a potful of Iris

reticulata that had been grown throughout in a

cottage window, and the majority of the same

class are as amenable. As the authoress referred

to well says in her delightful book, no more
fascinating branch could be taken up by the

enthusiastic amateur than the furnishing of an

alpine house for six months of the year, from

November till May, providing occupation for the

summer and enjoyment for the winter. The

form of it, besides, may be varied, for another

arrangement which can be adopted for the alpine

house is a permanent rock garden under glass,

the lights being so put together that they may
be entirely removed during the summer. Ever-

green Ferns of low stature, some of the dwarf

Vacciniums and Gaultheria, and other suitable

greenery might here bp grouped, intervening

spaces being left with a view to the introduction

of plants in flower in their season from outside

frames. Such an alpine house, which may be

larger or smaller according to circumstances,

would make as charming a winter garden as

could well be devised. A. B.
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EXPERIMENTS IN RAISING DOUBLE SWEET
SCENTED BEGONIAS

By John G. White.

PERHAPS no flower has been improved

in such a marvellous manner since its

introduction into this country as the

tuberous Begonia. The hybridist seems

to have attained perfection, especially

in the double section. Begonias now rival Roses,

Camellias, Hollyhocks and Pa>onies in beauty, but

all have lacked that quality which enhances the

value of every flower—a sweet perfume.

For the past ten years I have been endeavouring

to raise double sweet-scented Begonias. I hope

this account of my experiments will interest the

readers of The Garden, and induce some of them to

take up the interesting hobby of cross-fertilisation.

How can scented Begonias be raised ? This

problem was solved in 1891, when a sweet-scented

species was discovered at Cochabamba, in the

Eastern Andes of Central Bolivia. Seeds of this

variety were sent to a Dr. Baumann, who forwarded

them to that eminent raiser of floral novelties,

M. Lemoine of Nancy. He distributed the seed-

lings as Begonia Baumanni. The flowers are

small, ragged in appearance, pink in colour, and

are borne on stiff, erect stems.

Some flowers emit their strongest perfume in

the morning, and are quite scentless during the

rest of the day ; others breathe out their sweet-

ness in the evening, Linnceus called these floris

(n's.'e;, or melancholy flowers, because they are

generally of a dull colour. The Night-scented

Stock will be readily called to remembrance as an

example. Begonia Baumanni belongs to the former

class. The flowers possess fragrance in a marked

A GEM IN FORM AKD SWEETNFSS
The first double sweet-scented Begonia.

degree in the morning, especially in hot weather.

I obtained several tubers of B. Baumanni,
and when in bloom I crossed and re-crossed the

flowers. The resulting seedlings displayed a

variety of scents, such as cinnamon, peppermint,
honey and tea rose.

In the autumn of 1906, when fertilising double
Begonias, it occurred to me that it would be an
interesting experiment to cross B. Baumanni
with a large-flowered double. As pollen parent

I chose one of the sweetest of the Baumanni
seedlings. The seed parent was an extra large

double of Camellia form and blush in colour.

The seed ripened well and was sown the following

January, the result being over a hundred seedlings,

which were planted in a frame the first week in

June. They all flowered in due course. Among
the number were many singles and semi-doubles.

There were only three really good doubles. Two
of them were slightly scented ; the other was a

gem in size, colour, form and sweetness—in fact,

the bloom was a counterpart of the seed parent,

with the addition of perfume. The colour is a

beautiful pale pink, with a deeper shade in the

centre. The scent is difficult to define. It is

somewhat like the smell of unripe Muscat Grapes
when they are being thinned. The aroma, which
is very pronounced in the early morning, seems
to become weaker as the day grows older ; but the

rule is not invariable, as the relative warmth and
dampness of the air affects it. The Scottish

Horticultural Association recognised the value of

the plant by granting it an award of merit, and at

the Bath Rose Show in 1914 it

created a mild sensation. The
Times, in its account of the show,

honoured it by devoting a para-

graph to the " first double sweet-

scented Begonia."

Having obtained one large sweet-

scented double, I imagined it would
be an easy matter to raise another,

but my efforts at the second attempt
ended in complete failure. On this

occasion I crossed Baumanni with

a specially refined Camellia double

of carmine rose colour. I raised

200 seedlings from this cross. When
they flowered there was not one
good bloom among them, and those

with scent possessed such an evil-

smelling odour of carrion that I

destroyed the lot. Now, here was
a great mystery. The same sweet-

scented pollen parent was used in

each case. Two years afterwards I

think I discovered the cause of the

foul odour. When employing the

pollen of a beautiful single, fringed,

yellow Begonia for the purpose of

fertilisation, I noticed the same
disagreeable scent emanating from

the stamens. I still have this

variety, and anyone who attempts

to smell the flowers turns away
in disgust. The discovery of this

phenomenon led me to examine

, -ssasrv..-

A PARENT OF THE DOUBLE SWEET-
SCENTED BEGONIA.

B. Bmtmaimi, from the figure in the " Bo'anicat

Magazine," i. 7540. /( is a na'ive of

Cochabamba, in the Eastern Andes of Central

Bolivia.

the female flowers of the carmine rose double.

Sure enough, the unpleasant odour was present,

especially so in bright sunshine. Does all this

show that the scentless Begonia was evolving

scent, although not of a sweet natiu-e ? Perhaps

some of the scientific readers of The Garden
can solve the riddle.

The third attempt was not more successful-

A cross was effected between the small pink
Baumanni and a large and perfectly formed
Camellia double yellow. Nearly all the resulting

seedlings were yellow, and there were a larger

proportion of doubles among them than in any
of the other crosses. One plant produced the

largest leaves I have ever seen in a Begonia ; the

bloom was slightly scented, but of very bad form.

Another scented flower was of such a drooping

nature that I used it for a hanging basket ; while

a third, the sweetest of all, was a small, compact
double, only an inch in diameter. It was a strange

mixture from the same seed-pod, but herein lies

the siu'prises of cross-breeding.

Each year afterwards I continued experimenting,

but had no luck whatever except in rgrs, when I

discovered among the seedlings a large and
beautifully modelled bloom of a blush colour,

the result of a cross between Baumanni and a

double white. The plant was very dwarf, and
the flowers had a faint odour of a wild Rose.

Crossing this with Baumanni, the following colours

were obtained, all the blooms being large doubles

and scented : Two blush, pure white (of bad form,

but extra sweet), apricot, and rose pink, which,

together with the variety raised in 1907, is the

net result of ten years' work. Progress must
necessarily be slow, but perhaps in the futvure

the tuberous Begonia will gain what many new
Roses lack—a sweet perfume ; and has not that

been aptly described as the soul of a flower ?
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NOTES FROM THE RIVIERA
By Edward H. Woodall.

Winter-Flowering Sweet Peas.—This season

I sowed the French strain of winter-flowering

Sweet Peas and find several decided marks of

difference between the English and French strains.

Both have their excellence, and both have defects

when compared with the smumer varieties. The

English strain has decidedly finer flowers and

longer stalks ; the French strain is much neater

in habit and freer in flower. It is, moreover,

much quicker in coming to the

flowering stage, so that for pots it

is the preferable strain. The range

of colour in the English strain is

much the best, but, on the other

hand, the white form is better and

much freer than the English ; and

a good white Sweet Pea is a charm-

ing winter flower in this climate.

It is a surprise to me how well

they thrive in big pots on terrace

steps or near terrace walls. One
reason is, I think, that while Sweet

Peas enjoy all the warmth they can

get in midwinter, they cannot stand

the heat in autumn when they must

be sown. So it is best to sow

them in pots in a very cool and

shady place, and when the sun

power declines they can be brought

out and placed in the full sun,

which they enjoy after the middle

of November. Such pots are very

useful also when plimged in the

ground to replace some big-growing

autumn-flowering plant that has to

be cut down or replaced. Last

autumn the month of October was

unusually cold for this climate, and

several of the more tender autumn-

flowering shrubs never came to their

full beauty. This year we have

had very warm and very wet con-

ditions during the month, with

only two days that could be called

chilly.

Salvia trutescens or arborea

is radiant with branching
panicles of scarlet flowers

and bracts, weighing down the

branches as the Lilacs do in spring.

It is a beautiful shrub, and if it

came to full perfection every year,

and did not so easily drop its flowers

and buds when assailed by wet or

cold wind, it would be a universal

favourite. I never saw a more melancholy instance

of a plant's nose being, so to say, " put out of

joint " than the other day, where a fine Cratsegus

Pyracantba Lalandi was all aflame with its

orange berries till the more brilliant and elegant

Salvia began to flower close by. The poor

Crataegus was reduced to a muddy and dull thing

at once, while the brilliant and airy panicles of

the Salvia shone conspicuously where the other

had previously been so admirable.

The Tree Dahlia (D. imperialis) is also in

great beauty this autumn, and has thoroughly

enjoyed the warmth and moisture. I understand

better now why it is such a failure in England.

It needs keeping much drier in summer weather,

for when I returned in mid-September I found my
plants looking so droughty and poor that I quite

thought they had been badJy treated ; but when
the rain came in the end of September and a little

manure water was added, they shot up and

made finer panicles and with larger flowers than

I have before seen them, without quite such an

excessive length of stem and leaf below. I am
quite sure that if anyone tried thern in a big tub

in a hot corner during the summer in England,

they should be kept very much on the dry side

and checked as far as moisture is concerned till

the end of September, even if put under glass

before that date. Both the Tree Salvia and the

in spring when growth is just beginning, but it

is much the better for it. In this way its naturally

straggling habit of growth is kept in order, and the

length and vigour of its annual shoots (now in

flower) are more than doubled. So few Acacias

really are benefited by annual pruning that this

is worth mentioning.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

DAHLIA IMPERIALIS IN MR. E. H. WOODALL S GARDEN AT
BRANCOLAR, NEAR NICE,

Tree Dahlia can grow to a height of lo feet, so

that when crowned as they now are with masses

of flower, they are a great delight to the old as

well as the new comer on this coast. I have

spoken in other years of the beautiful and free-

flowering

Acacia podalyriaefolia (The Pride of Queens-

land), which is in its greatest beauty in the months
of November and December. Formerly I used

to think it was useless to recommend it for growing

in pots for conservatory decoration, but I am glad to

say that after some years' experience I can heartily

recommend it for this purpose. It is extremely

hardy if not overwatered, and it has the very great

advantage of not only bearing severe pruning

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Chrysanthemum Lady Stanley.^.\ decorative

\'ariety of considerable beauty, the silvery pink tone

which dominates the whole flower

also adding an unusual charm to

what is undoubtedly a sterling

novelty. Its crisp florets bespeak

good staying power.

Chrysanthemum J. Bryant.

—

A pure white Japanese of high

exhibition standard, a massive

flower as shown, and with other

good attributes beloved of the

exhibitor of these flowers.

Carnation Rose Sensation.

—

Said to be a sport from Pink

Sensation, which by general con-

sent is much the largest of the

perpetual - flowering class. The
new-comer is of rose scarlet

tone, firm and with self-support-

ing stem, and, like its ancestor,

unfortunately without perfume.

These three novelties were shown
by Messrs. W. Wells, Limited,

Merstham.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Moss.

—

An exhibition single of large

size and rich butter yellow tone.

A big vase of it was most

effective. From Mr. Philip Ladds,

Swardey Junction.

Cypripedium Mme. Albert
Fevrier (C. Germaine Opoix x C.

insigne Harefield Hall). — A
shapely variety of considerable

merit and with but little leaning

to the last-named parent. The
broad, roundly formed dorsal

sepal is copiously spotted with

crimson and chocolate, the sepals

chestnut and green, with lip of

like colour. Shown by G. F.

Moore, Esq., Chardwar, Boiu'ton-

on-the-Water.

Cattleya Claesiana alba Orchid-

hurst Variety (C. intermedia

alba X C. HaiTisoni alba).—The
exquisite purity of this, wedded

to perfect form, renders it well-nigh unique
;

certainly the best of its class. The petals are

ovate and well imbricated, the lip lightly fringed,

with a light touch of sulphur yellow in the

throat.

Cattleya Monastir (C. Freya variety Mrs. Fred

Sassoon x C. aurea).—A variety of rich ruby red

colour and considerable brilliancy, the overlapping

petals adding to the importance of a good variety.

The rich crimson lip is lined with gold at the

base. These two fine novelties were shown by

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

The foregoing were before the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on November 2r, when the awards

were made.
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THE PLANNING OF
GARDENS.—IV

By Thackeray Turner.

(Concluded from page 561
)

THERE must be an edging or kerb

between a path and a border. Stone

is the best for this purpose—rough stones

set on edge—but it comes expensive.

Box edging does very well, but there

is the yearly , expense of cutting it. Varie-

gated Euonymus can also be used, also Pinks,

kept cut. A border of turf looks well, but it

has not only to be kept cut with a lawn-mower,

but the edges have to be trimmed, and this is

expensive in labour. Of all borders the edging

tiles made by brick factories are the least satis-

factory. They give a hard, straight line which

is unsightly. However, almost anything is better

than nothing.

In garden planning the spaces for turf need

careful consideration, or much time and labour

will be wasted. A very large expanse of lawn

can be enjoyed if a pony or horse is kept, provided

there are no trees planted on the lawn and no

cut-out beds. For example, a row of a dozen

trees along the edge of a lawn add about an hour

to the time taken to cut it. Apart from the

narrow strip with the trees, the whole lawn,

measuring, sv/, 50 yards by 25 yards, can be cut in

less than three-quarters of an hour. Again, when
grass goes right up to a wall, the machine

cannot get nearer than 6 inches or 8 inches

from the wall, and this strip of 6 inches or

8 inches must be cut by hand. It is considera-

tions of this kind which govern the extent

of garden, or the extent of lawn in a garden,

which can be effectively kept in order by a given

amount of laboiur. The arrangement of trees

is another formidable difficulty in garden plan-

ning. A garden of any size should have some

forest trees. The question is, how much space

should you allow them ?

Obviously, if a tree occupies about the .right

space when it is twenty-five years old, it will

throw everything out of proportion when it is

fifty years old. iWany an old garden would be

improved almost out of recognition by having

some full-grown trees cut down. The gardener

does not hesitate to cut down shrubs which have

outgrown their position ; why should he not

doom trees wliich have done the same ? Nothing

short of a palatial garden is big enough to stand

full-grown forest trees, and I think the right

solution of the difficulty is to keep on planting

young trees which may take the place of those

which have outgrown the garden. For the most

part a new garden suffers more from the lack

of trees 25 feet or 30 feet in height than from any-

thing else, and for this reason the designer is

justified in planting quick-growing species, such as

Poplars or Acacia, with a view to the quickest

mean of producing an effect and to serve as shelter

against wind, and to draw up the slower-growing

trees which are to provide permanent mass and
shade. In due time the quick-growing trees can

be removed.

A garden without visible water is never quite

satisfactory, and it is so easy to introduce that

there is no excuse for leaving it out ; besides

which, water dipped from a pond, and therefore

of the same temperature as the air, is ideal for

watering plants.

Ponds should not be more than 2 feet deep,

as that is the depth which best suits the commoner
Water Lilies. Put some fish in the pond

to keep down the larva of gnats ; and what

more lovely than goldfish swimming or hanging

motionless among the Water Lilies ? Garden

economy is well exemplified by a Water Lily

pond. There is no weeding, digging or watering,

or picking off dead flowers.

I will close these notes on garden planning with

a plea for plenty of seats. To enjoy a garden

thoroughly you must be able to sit down and

look at it, so there should be seats at every vantage

point, and where possible seats should be under

cover, so that they may always be dry. The

roof protecting a seat also gives the designer a

fine opportunity of making a firm erection for

climbing plants.

A ROCK AND WATER GARDEN

AT SELLY HILL, BIRMINGHAM
The delightful view shown in the accompanying
illustration depicts quite a transformation scene,

and illustrates the great possibilities for the pictur-

esque in the most uncompromising sites. Before

the photograph was taken the site was a disused

brick and n\f works, and by the introduction of

rock, water and judicious planting in all its

variations, including a well-arranged bog and
aquatic garden—planned and carried out by
iVlessrs. Pulham and Son—constituting the most
attractive feature, a beautiful and well-arranged

garden was made for the late JVIr. Webley. of

revolver fame, and a real garden enthusiast

and lover. The photograph was taken two years

after completion, thus showing the quick and
luxuriant growth made in so short a time within

two and a half miles from the centre of the City

of Birmingham.

A SCENE AT SELLY HILL, BIRMINGHAM. ONCE A BRICKFIELD, NOW A BEAUTIFUL GARDEN.
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THE ROSE ANALYSIS, 1910-191 6. -I
By Courtney Page, Secretary of the National Rose Society.

FOR the last twenty-nine years this

analysis has appeared over the name of

one who has always been held in the

greatest esteem by all Rose-lovers,

and who, after many years of untiring

labour in the interest of his favourite flower,

has recently been gathered to his fathers. Year

by year, as the Rose Analysis is carried on, the

name of Edward Mawley will ever be associated

with it, and deservedly so, for it is entirely owing

to his untiring energies that the records of past

years were made and kept up to date. In addition

to his being a Rose expert, Mr. Mawley was also

a weather expert, and as successful Rose-growing

largely depends upon the weather, he, from his

records, was enabled to give us a complete account

of its vagaries during the particular year under

review. I shall have to rely upon my own notes,

which are somewhat scanty. Taking it on the

whole, the past season was perhaps the worst I

ever remember for Roses. The year r9i2 was a

bad one, but rgie will, I think, hold the record.

The winter was unusually mild and the Roses

kept on growing well into December, conse-

quently many of the shoots never properly ripened.

After pruning-time the weather still remained

wet and cold, and continued so, more or less nearly

up to the end of May. June, always the most

critical month for Roses, opened warm, but soon

changed, and the consequence was that the plants

which had made a fair amount of growth had a

severe check from which they never really recovered.

The leading exhibition of the National Rose Society

was held on June 30, a date far too early for most

rosarians. The previous day there was a succes-

sion of heavy thunderstorms, and these circum-

stances, combined with the lateness of the season,

somewhat spoiled the show, and it was consequently

the smallest ever held at the Royal Botanic

Gardens.

In order that the following table of Hybrid Per-

petuals and Hybrid Teas, and also that of the Teas

and Noisettes, may be clearly understood, it

has been thought advisable at the outset to explain

the system upon which they have been compiled.

For the last thirty years the name of every Rose

in the first, second and third prize stands has

been taken down at the great Rose show of the

year held annually at the Royal Botanic Gardens.

The results obtained have each year been tabulated,

and the varieties arranged in the published tables

according to the average number of times every

Rose was staged at the last six exhibitions. This

applies to nearly two-thirds of the Roses which

find places in the two tables. For the sorts of

more recent introduction the longest trustworthy

averages are given instead ; while the still newer

varieties are placed according to their records

for the last exhibition alone.

HYBRID TEAS.

varieties in the

HYBRID PERPETUALS AND

As in previous years, the

accompanying table of Hybrid Perpetuals and

Hybrid Teas have been arranged according

to the number of times they were staged in the

prize stands at the last six exhibitions of the

National Rose Society. This year Dean Hole

has displaced Frau Karl Druschki, whicli for the

last two -years has headed the list ; while Mildred

Grant still occupies the position it has now held

for four years.

On comparing the first twelve varieties

in this year's table, we find two varieties have

had to go down—one our old favourite Hybrid
Perpetual Mrs. John Laing, and the other Florence

Pemberton, their places being taken by Mrs.

J. H. Welch and H. V. Machin respectively. In

the next twelve varieties in the present table

Florence Pemberton takes the place of Mrs. J. H.

Welch, which has risen to No. 7 ; those two one-

time favourites, Ulrich Brunner and Her Majesty,

are displaced by Mrs. John Laing and Gloire de

Chedane-Guinoisseau
; while two new-comers in

last year's table which owed their position to

the one show only—Mrs. A. Carnegie and Coron.T-

tion—are displaced by Melanie Soupert and Mr .

Amy Hammond.
That fine exhibitor's Rose. Dean Hole, which

heads the list this year, and Frau Karl Druschki,

which it displaced, have the lowest actual record

for the last eight years ; while .Mildred Grant,

which is third in the table, has only once before

—

in 1913—been so frequently exhibited.

The following established varieties have never
before been so frequently staged : William Shean,

Lyon Rose, Mrs. J. H. Welch, Melanie Soupert

and Mabel Drew ; while, on the other hand. Her
Majesty, Mrs. J. Laing, A. K. Williams and Ulrich

Brunner have never been so sparsely shown.

s
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111 his analysis last year Mr. Mawley drew

attention to the remarkable decline in the number
of Hybrid Perpetuals in the table. This is due

to the rapid advance made by the Hybrid Tea,

which not only gives a longer flowering season,

but a bigger and more refined range of colour as

well. In the analysis for 1912 there were twenty-

three Hybrid Perpetuals included, while in the

table for the present year the nuniber is reduced

to eleven. The principal changes worth mentioning

are Ulrich Brunner, which this year drops from

No. 16 to No, 26 ; Horace Vernet, from No. 25

to No. 35 ; Dr. O'Donel Browne, from No. 27

to No. 35 ; that one-time favourite, A. K. Williams,

from No. 28 to No. 41 ; Gustave Piganeau. from

No. 33 to No. 48 ; Alfred Colomb, from No. 42

to No. 54; and Suzanne Marie Rodocanachi,

from No. 42 to No. 60. On the other hand, Mrs.

George Shawyer goes from No. 45 to No. 31

Melanie Soupert from No. 37 to No. 22 ; and

Mrs. Amy Hammond from No. 41 to No. 23.

Mr. Mawley always sounded a note of warnmg
to those Rose-growers who were not exhibitors,

in that Roses that they saw so very finely exhibited

at the shows were not all suitable for general

garden cultivation. Such Roses as Frau Karl

Druschki, Mrs. John Laing, Caroline Testout,

Ulrich Brunner, Mabel Drew, Hugh Dickson,

Lady Ashtown and Mrs. A. E. Coxhead are among
the best varieties for general garden cultivation

;

while varieties such as Bessie Brown, Dean Hole,

Horace Vernet, Gloire de Chedane-Guinoisseau,

• William Shean and Mrs. Cornwallis West excellent

as exhibition Roses, are quite unsuitable for

general garden cultivation.

THE NEWER HYBRID PERPETUALS AND HYBRID
TEAS.

In this analysis by " newer" Roses is meant those

varieties that are five or fewer years old. In the

table of Hybrid Perpetuals and Hybrid Teas

there are twenty-two Roses entitled to be so

classed, or one less than in last year's. Taking
" the varieties (eight) first distributed in 1911,

Mrs. J. H. Welch, rose pink with enormous petals,

has this year risen from No. 14 to No. 7. Mabel

Drew, a lovely creamy yellow quite superseding

Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, has this year gone

from No. 23 to No. 18. Mrs. Amy Hammond,
cream, shaded amber, has this year risen from

No. 41 to No. 23. Mrs. Cornwallis West, pearly

white, purely an exhibitor's Rose, has practically

remained stationary at No. 23. That fine rich

crimson Rose Edward Mawley has this year risen

from No. 33 to No. 30. Mrs. George Shawyer,

pale rose, has this year risen from No. 45 to No. 31.

On the other hand, Elizabeth, rose pink, has this

year dropped from No. 29 to No. 32. Lady
Barham, salmon pink, an enormous flower that

' requires a hot season to open well, has this year

dropped from No. 29 to No. 44.

Of the four varieties that were sent out in 1912,

the lovely dark velvety crimson Rose George

Dickson has dropped from No. 4 in last year's

table to No. 6, but it is certain to improve on that

figure next year. Mrs. Andrew Carnegie, creamy
white, purely an exhibitor's Rose, has this year

fallen from No. 13 to No. 28. St. Helena, cream,

tinged yellow, has this year risen from No. 47
to No. 38 ; while that lovely white variety

British Queen has this year dropped from No. 47
to No. 56.

Of the three varieties sent out in 1913, Coro-

nation (H.T.), pale rose pink, which first made
its appearance in last year's table at No. r7,

disappears from this year's table, it only being

exhibited in three prize stands tliis year. This can

only be temporary, and one will expect its return

with flying colours ne.\t year. Mrs. R. D. McClure,

salmon pink, also narrowly escapes, having
dropped from No. 57 to No. 62 ; while, on tlie

other hand, Mrs. Charles Russell, a new-comer
last year, a lovely carmine rose, has this year

deservedly risen from No. 57 to No. 28.

Of the varieties first distributed in 1914, H. V.

Machin a lovely scarlet crimson, has this year risen

from No. 29 to No. 12. That fine brilliant metaUic
red Rose Augustus Hartman has risen from
No. 21 to No. 14. Florence Forrester, of the

purest white—a much better flower than Frau
Karl Druschki—^has this year made a tremendous

leap from No. 52 to No. 25. It is a pity that the

above three fine Roses are not better growers.

That lovely Rose Mrs. George Norwood, bright

rich pink, exquisitely scented, has fallen from

No. 29 to No. 32. Colleen, brilliant rose, shaded

pink, with huge shell petals ; and Edgar M.
Burnett, flesh, tinted rose, a huge flower, sweetly

scented, take their places at No. 45. Mrs. Charles

Reed, a very pretty Rose, pale cream, tinted peach,

and a good grower, takes its place at No. 52.

The year 1915 is only represented by one variety,

Gorgeous, orange yellow, flushed red, which appears

at No. 45. This is a very fine Rose which is

certain later on to take a much higher place.

With one exception the whole of the before-

mentioned twenty-two Roses were raised in the

British Isles.

Further particulars of the newer Roses will be

given in the " Special Audit of the Newer Hybrid

Perpetuals and Hybrid Teas " in Table IV.

{To be continued.)

SOME "WHYS" FOR THE
WISE

By Cl.4rence Ponting.

Greening and Sprouting of Seed Potatoes.—
If there is one section of The Garden which I

like more than another it is the " Correspondence,"

as herein one finds the actual difficulties, and
in some cases the remedy for such troubles, dis-

cussed by amateurs and experts who speak from
actual experience. Now, as an example, let us

take this subject. Every text-book upon the

cultivation of that noble tuber, the Potato, lays

great stress upon the selection of seed tubers

*"r the following season, after the crop has been
"n. Two of the main points found in these

^ns are, first, that the selected seed

tUL^.s should be exposed to the sun for a few

days in order that they may become green
;

secondly, that having become " greened," they

should be placed into boxes with the eyes upwards

in order that they may produce short green sprouts.

This is all very nice and easy, and without asking

what benefit will accrue, we proceed to follow

out this advice. If a good crop results the next

season, we pat ourselves on the back and think

what wonderful gardeners we are; whereas probably

the same result would have taken place had the

Potatoes been laid out in some frost-proof place

until planting-time.

Now comes the inevitable query. Why do we
take the trouble to " green " our seed Potatoes ?

The sprouting of them does seem to have some

reason behind it, because we all know that a

Potato carrying all the sprouts which are produced

from the eyes would, if planted in this condition.

result in a crop of very mixed produce. Some
would be small, while a few would be of a nice

useful size. If, however, we reduced these

sprouts to one or two b> cutting out all the

weakest except these one or two, the resulting

crop would be very even in size, or, in the case of

where only one sprout was left, they would

probably be very large.

So much for the sprouting. There is some
sense in that. But why on earth do we " green"

them ?

I have asked numerous professional and amateur

gardeners why this is done ; but they all reply

that it is the correct thing to do. One said that

it was to harden the skins—a result which could

be obtained by mere exposure to air in a dry shed.

Probably the most sensible reason was that given

by an old man who works an allotment near my
garden, and who has saved his seed tubers so

many years that he does not know the name of

his original stock. " Well," he said, " you see,

it's like this 'ere. If I takes my ' taters' in nice

and clean like, the missus puts 'em into t' pot.

So I puts 'em into t' sun for a bit, and she knows
I wants 'em for seed. You wouldn't catch 'er

a-putting green ' taters ' into t' pot, I can tell yer."

That is all very well in its way, but surely we
do not all " green" our Potatoes for this reason.

I must confess that I have " greened " Potatoes

for years, but always wondered what benefit was
derived from so doing.

Carrot Fly.—Let us give a little attention

to our enemy Psila rosea (I got these names from

a book, and am not a professor on the subject).

Why is it that a bed which I prepared by boring

holes with a crowbar, afterwards filling with

potting compost and sowing a few seeds upon the

tops of these prepared holes, has produced the

most perfect Carrots, free from any spot or blemish
;

while a few lines drilled next to them upon the

same ground and afterwards thinned produced the

most worm-eaten specimens one could find in a

day's march ?

Our Carrot experts will at once inform us that

it was because the seedlings were not " firmed
"

after the thinning operations. But there they

would be wrong. The same treatment was given to

the drilled rows as to the seeds sown on the prepared

holes, because I wished to experiment with these

rows in order to see if any benefit accrued from

the additional labour involved by preparing

the holes with a crowbar. Now, however, thanks

to the Carrot fly, I shall have to try the experiment

again anothei; season.

Clubbing in Brassicas.—Another query which

will interest the world at large is the question

as to why Cabbages, and, in fact, all the Brassica

tribe, become " clubbed " at the root.

" Oh, ask me something easy !
" says " Bedwin

Eckett." " This is the result of a sour soil. Well

lime your ground and you will be free from the

pest !

"

" Thank you, 1 have done so," but with very

little beneficial result. Besides, another query.

If this was the remedy, why is it that in a row of

plants from the same seed-bed some wiU be found

to be " clubbed " and others not ? And, again,

why is it that in a properly thinned seed-bed

rtot one plant in a thousand will be found so

affected ? And yet if these plants were lifted

and transplanted on the same bed, they would

be almost certain to produce " club " among a

large nmnber of them.

Acting upon the information gained by watching

the seed-beds, I find that it is the check they
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receive upon being transplanted wtich gives the

slime-fungus an opportunity to attack the plants.

Seed sown upon ground which invariably produced
" clubbed " results, and left to mature in this

position, were quite free from this pest. I wonder

if other gardeners have noticed a similar

result.

It is certainly a nuisance to have to waste ground

by sowing where the plants have to mature, but

in a garden such as mine this appears to be the

only thing to do, as transplanted greens invariably

NEW SAVOY CABBAGES

jk MONG the many trials conducted tliis

/\ y^ar at Wisley under the auspices of

/ % the Roj'al Horticultural Society, that of

/ % Savoy Cabba2,es has not been the least

^ * important. Seeds of forty-seven stocks

of the leading commercial varieties were received

and sown, the net result being that one secured

SAVOY CABBAGE NORWEGIAN.

get what my friend the allotment gardener calls

" club-footed."

Green Top Beetroot.—^What a conservative

lot we gardeners are, to be sure ! Nine out of

ten of us sow the Beetroot bed year after year

with the purple-topped variety, because we think

that unless the top is of this colour the roots cannot

be Beetroot.

Anyone who has tried Cheltenham Green Top
Beetroot will never give place to the old-fashioned

purple-leaved varieties, which more often than not

are coarse and stringy. Cheltenham Green Top is

a superb Beetroot, as soft and melting as a William

Pear, and every bit as sweet.

an award of merit, two others three marks each,

and four, two marks each. In this way, and in

the opinion of a sub-committee of vegetable

experts, forty varieties were, by comparison, of

insufficient merit to justify any award, the

remaining seven presenting varying degrees of

undoubted excellence. This, while among the

chief values of the trial, is of exceeding importance

at this time when special effort is being made to

obtain the maximum yield from the land. Those

now named are the varieties which received

recognition, all of which were on view at the

fortnightly meeting of the society at Vincent

Square on November 21.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Norwegian, from Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent
Garden, W.C, is of a bold habit of growth,

and among other things is highly regarded for

its hardiness. In all the examples shown the

outer leaves were of a reddish colour, rendering

it distinct from all. From the utility standpoint

it appears very desirable. It cooks splendidly

and there is no waste core.

Perfection.—Habit singularly compact, with

well-rounded head and a minimum of outside

leaves, which enables a maximum production

from the land. The cut specimens showed a

variety of excellent heart. From Messrs. Sutton

and Sons, Reading.

HIGHLY COMMENDED.
Sugarloaf, from Messrs. Sutton and Sons, is

of distinctly conical form, and, because of it,

cannot but be regarded as a sort of mullum in

ta:vo.

COMMENDED.
Tom Thumb Re-Selected.—From Messrs. Carter

and Co., Raynes Park.

Drumhead Covent Garden Late.—From Messrs.

Watkins and Simpson, Covent Garden.

Selected Drumhead.—From Messrs. Sutton and

Sons. Awarded as an early market variety.

Perfection.—From Messrs. Hurst and Sons.

N.B.—The award is given to a strain, and

where the trial gives evidence of the existence of

several strams as in the case of Perfection,

which receives an award of merit and is also

commended, the award applies only to the strain •

indicated

In every instance cut and uncut specimens were

on view to demonstrate the hearting properties

of the varieties, a like principle being adopted by
the examining committee when making the

a%vards.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Phloxes.—Among hardy border
perennials these are unsurpassed for late summer
and autumn flowering. They comprise a wide
range of rich colours and "vary in height from
I J feet to 6 feet. The plants thrive in most
garden soils which have been deeply dug and
well manured. Readily and rapidly propagated
by division of the clumps, the present is a good
time to do this work. Phloxes flower ^vell in

full sun and on north borders which get ample
light. Next to shaded borders, the least satis-

factory position is a hot south border with a
light sandy soil. A representative selection of

the best sorts should include Frau Antonin
Buchner and Tapis Blanc, white ; Elizabeth
Campbell and Mrs. Olivier, salmon pink ; Selma.
soft pink ; Rijnstroom, rosy pink ; George A.
Strohlein, orange scarlet, darker centre ; Pantheon,
cerise salmon ; Cceur de Lion, rose ; Lady Diana,
crimson lake ; Antonin Mercie, rose lilac ; and
Eugenie Danzanvilliers, lilac blue, white centre.

Climbers.—The boisterous weather of the last

few weeks has loosened the ties of numerous
climbers on walls, fences, arbours and arches.

In a few instances the growths may be shortened
and some pruning done, but as a rule this

is not a suitable time to prune flowering or
evergreen climbers. The most satisfactory method
of securing climbers to walls and fences is to have
wires strained from end to end at equal distances

to which they can be readily tied ; failing these,

nails and shreds or string are used, but this has
the disadvantage of making holes in the wall

and providing a harbour for insects.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cabbages.—The wet weather of late has caused
the young plants to make more growth than is
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usual at this season. Should hard frost ensue
later, it may cause losses through the growth
being tender, and a larger number than usual

may bolt in spring. To provide for possible

losses, retain and encourage the development
of the young plants still in the seed-beds. Hoeing
between the plants will do good, pulling a little

soil up round the stems.

Rhubarb.—When required for forcing, a suffi-

cient quantity of roots are usually lifted early

in December. A number can then be readily

placed at intervals under the greenhouse staging

or in other suitable positions where there is suffi-

cient warmth to incite growth. Outdoors, old

barrels and boxes can be placed over the crowns,

covering some of these with a mixture of strawy
manure and leaves to bring them on in advance
so that a succession may be obtained. Evidence
points to a greater demand than usual for Rhubarb,
as, in addition to a light crop of Apples in many
parts at home this year, the imports are very
restricted.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Apricots.—Assuming that attention was given

to the disbudding and pinching of the growths
in summer, there will not be much pruning to be
done to Apricot trees. With the idea of keeping
the trees well furnished with young fruiting wood,
there will be a little of the old fruiting wood to

cut out and some young shoots to tie in to take

its place.

Sweet Cherries.—Unlike the Morello Cherries,

the Sweet Cherries produce their fruits from the

spurs, so that with these there will not be nearly

so much tying in of the young shoots necessary.

In fact, except for the leading shoots on young
trees, pruning of Sweet Cherries is mostly done
by pinching the shoots in summer, these now
being simply shortened still further back on the

spurs.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—Remembering that a good
beginning goes a long way towards ultimate
success, it is necessary to look after the stools,

from which cuttings are required, as soon as they
are cut down. Leave at least a foot of the old

stem, and stand the pots in a light, airy pit or

heated frame. In some cases there may already
be ample grow^ths, the most forward of which can
be removed with benefit to the remainder, to be
retained for cuttings.

Gardenias.—In view of the fact that the pro-

pagating-cases are taxed to their utmost capacity
early in the year, a start should be made now with
convenient subjects. The deliciously fragrant

Gardenia is one of these. Ample bottom-heat
and a light, sandy compost are desirable. Cuttings
rooted now will produce bushy young plants to

flower in late summer and autumn. Though
they may lack in quantity, the blooms on young
plants of Gardenias are invariably larger than
those on older plants.

Roses in Pots.—Hybrid Tea varieties now
constitute the great majority of plants grown
in pots for the greenhouse. Select among those
well established in the pots a good batch for

early flowering. Having pruned the bushes
little or much, according to the variety, examine
the drainage,in the bottom of the pots to see that

it is in good'drder. Remove an inch or so of the
surface soil and replace with a mixture of old

decayed manure and fibrous loam. Place the
pots in a cool house at first.

Calceolarias and Cinerarias.—Keep the plants
- in the frames close to the glass, if necessary by
standing on inverted pots or a temporary stage.

Only give sufficient heat or protect with mats
to keep out frost, and ventilate freely on all

favourable occasions. Fumigate at intervals to

check the development of green fly. Give liquid

manure ; cow-manure, sheep-manure and soot

water are suitable.

Kew. A. OsBORN.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—^These should now be
lifted and stored, selecting the largest for table

use and the smaller ones for planting sets. They
should be stored in clamps or pits, and covered
with soil to keep them fresh and moist.

Onions.—Examine the Onions in the storeroom
regularly, and remove any decaying bulbs. Use
the largest and any thick-necked specimens
first. Medium-sized, hard ripened bulbs keep
best, and these should be reserved for spring use.

Potatoes.—Where early forcing is practised,

some preparation should now be in progress for

having a few tubers planted. These should have
been placed in boxes some time ago to start. A
fairly deep pit should be filled with a mixture of

litter and leaves, thoroughly mixed and trodden
firm, so that a considerable and lasting heat is

generated from the fermentation. Over this

place about g inches of light soil, and when the
whole has been heated through, the tubers may be
planted. It is advisable to cover the pits with
mats on cold nights to retain as much of the

heat as possible. Pits having a row of hot-water
pipes as well as the heat from the mild hotbed
are advisable for the earliest batches. Should
only a few early tubers be required, these may
be grown in large pots and treated as pot plants

until ready for use.

The Flower Garden.

Collecting Leaves.—in this department the bulk
of the routine work is over for a season, except
for the cleaning up of fallen leaves or broken
branches in the grounds, and the manuring and
digging of vacant beds as soon as opportunity
offers. Beech and Oak leaves form the best

leaf-mould for potting purposes. These should

be collected separately and stored in a heap,

removing all twigs in the process, as these do not

improve the quality of the mould. All other

leaves should be collected and burned, or a portion

mav be mixed in the manure heap, unless, as

often happens, the garden is already over-charged
with leaf-mould.

Lawns and Walks.—During mild weather any
alterations that have been arranged can be carried

out in this department, lifting and relaying of

turf being easily accomplished after so much
moisture. Do not undertake any extensive lifting

of turf at this season, or severe frost may set in

and delay the work of relaying it for some months.
The turf should, as far as possible, be relaid the

same day as lifted. A heavy roller can then be
used over it at various times throughout the

winter. Remodelling of roads and walks or

mending existing ones can also be conveniently
undertaken at this season. The lawns and walks
being generally in close view of the house, should

be kept regularly swept and rolled.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—If ripe fruits are required from
March onwards, a commencement should now be
made to have some of the most forward plants

placed in heat. Select those with the strongest

single crowns, examine the drainage in case

worms.have rendered it faulty, and remove decayed
leaves. It is also advisable before taking them
indoors to lay the pots on their sides and give the

leaves a good syringing with an insecticide. Do
not give much heat for the first few weeks ; the

temperature can be raised considerably when
the plants begin to push up their flower-spikes, and
the syringe kept going regularly among the foliage.

Weak liquid manure can also be given at this

stage.

Bottling Grapes.—Grapes that are quite

finished and required for spring use may now be

cut from the Vines and placed in bottles, and if

a suitable room is available the berries wil]

keep much better than if left on the Vines. The
bottles should be filled with fresh water in which
a few chips of charcoal have been placed, and
arranged on suitable racks. When cutting the

bunches, a sufficient length of shoot should be

left to reach the bottom of the bottle, so thai

there is no risk of the berries becoming shrivellec'

from want of water. Either end of the shoot may
be placed in the water. The temperature of the

room should be kept as equal as possible between
£5° and 50°, using a little fire-heat and ventilation.

Gros Coin ar and" Mrs. Pince keep for a consider-

able time in good condition, hut none keeps so

well as Lady Downe's. This variety may be kept
in quite good condition for six months if the

conditions are favourable.
Thomas Wilson.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)
Glamis Castle, N.B.

OBITUARY
HERBERT E. MOLYNEUX.

WITH great regret we have to

record the death of Mr. Herbert

E. Molyneux. One of the many
disciples of the late Mr. Edward

Mawley, he was an ardent Rose-

lover and for many years took an active interest

in the affairs of the National Rose Society. For

four years, 1904-8, he discharged with con-

spicuous success the duties of hon. treasurer,

besides which he was an untiring worker in

connection with the publications issued by the

society.

He was a charming writer on Rose subjects,

and his articles on the newer Roses were always

especially welcome, for he combined gifts of

observation and critical appreciation with powers

THE LATE HERBERT E. MOLYNEUX.

of appropriate and attractive description. As is

well known, he was a frequent contributor to the

pages of The Garden. Some years ago he col-

laborated with the Rev. F. Page- Roberts in a new

edition of Foster-MeUiar's " Book of the Rose,"

still a standard work for every amateur rosarian.

When he was living at Purley his enthusiasm

was infectious, resulting in the inception and

success of the Purley Rose and Horticultural

Society, one of the most flourishing local societies

of its kind. Latterly he had been residing at

Southampton, where he died at the age of 48,

on the 22nd ult. after a short illness leaving a

widow and four children to mourn his los;.

A pleasant personaUty, a cheery and agreeable

companion, he was an example of the indomitable

spirit in a not too robust frame. He put up a

great fight against physical weakness, obvious to

his friends, never admitted by himself, and

circumstances which might have daimted a less

courageous mortal only seemed to bring out
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qualities which endeared him to a large circle

of friends, whose sympathy will go out in full

measure to Mrs. Molyneux and the family in

their bereavement. E. J. H.

In a recent letter the Rev. Canon F Page-

Roberts refers to our late friend and contributor

in terms which will be re-echoed by many readers :

" Molyneux had the most extraordinary memory

for Roses. His descriptions of colour and habit

were so accurate, and his using of the English

auguage so easy and clear. We shall miss his

writings on the new Roses. He was an immense

help to me when preparing a new edition of

Foster-Melliar's ' Book of the Rose.'
"

EDITORIAL NOTICES
Every department of hoitwtilturc is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they tvish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he u^ill not he responsible for their safe retvrn. All

reasonable care, however, ivill be taken, and tvhere stamps

are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated uith.

The Editor imJl not be responsible for the return of artistic

•or literary contributions which lie may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof rnnst not be taken as evidence that an

article is accepted. Publication in The Garden ufUl alone

he recognised as acceptance.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS,~T/ie Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter ivhat the branch of gardening nmy be,

and with that object makes a special fedttire of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the EDITOR of The GARDEN, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation fie

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, euch should be on a separate piece of papere.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and seeurely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on btfsiness should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
BLUEBELLS AND FOXGLOVES IN LIME TREE

DRIVE {Maida Vale).—Fifty year old Lime trees in a
border undisturbed for that long time would long ago
have so matted it with fibrous roots that your only chance
of success would be to trench the soil at a safe distance
from the boles of the trees, say, 8 feet, and, cutting away
all the roots, fork out and burn them. Those left will,

of course, quickly take advantage of the moved soil, but
meanwliile the introduced plants would have been given
a start. No other preparation would be needed. Neplirodium
Filix-mas (Ferns). Evening Primroses, Solomon's Seal,

Gaultheria Shallon, Butcher's Broom, common Flag Iris

and such bulbous things as Snowdrops, Fritillaria JMeleagris,

Crown Imperials, any of the cheap Narcissus incompara-
bilis sold for naturalising, Lilium croceum, L. umbellatum
and L. Martagon, with Dog's-tooth Violets, Winter Aconite
and Lent Lily, could be grown with success. If the soil

is fairly cool, Lily of the Valley could be freely introduced,
also Crocus speciosus and Colchicums speciosum and
C. s. album for autumn effect. By associating and in a
measure carpeting the ground with the things first named
or others akin, bareness at any season would be avoided.
If the drive is of some extent and importance, you would
be well advised to get a little outside assistance.

ROSE GARDEN.
A HEDGE OF HYBRID SWEET BRIARS {E. A. TF.).—

Penzance Briars or Hybrid Sweet Briars used as a hedge
may be planted 2 feet apart. They ought to be at least

4 feet from the path, for. even if the branches are tied in.

they are inclined to become rather wild when growing
freely. In an exposed position it would be wise to erect
a fence made up of three strands of strong wire, to which

the main branches could be secuicd. Some of the older
wood could be cut out each year in spring, but the long
youug shoots ought not to be sliortened. If the plants
become overgro\vn at any time they may be cut down
fairly low, but a season's flowers will be lost by so doing.

ROoE AIMEE VIBERT AS AN EVERGREEN CLIMBER
(jP. W.).—Few, if any. Koses retain their foliage so well

as tliis fine old variety. Perhaps a more inferior variety
is American Pillar. The foliage is superb, and in many
districts will be retained well into the winter.

MISCELLANEOUS.
PLANTING A MIXED HEDGE {Maida Fa/f)-—^iixed

hedges are not always a success, owing to the different

rates of grou-th of the subjects used. Wild Sloe could
be mixed with Whitethorn, or common Privet could
be used with either or Imth jilants. It is probable that
PjTacantha and Bi rlxris J.)ar\viuii could be used together
satisfactorily, tliough we have not seen them so used.
.Berberis stenophylla forms a good hedge when used
alone, but if Blackberries were mixed with it the Berberis
would probably be killed. Clematis Flammula, C. mon-
tana rubens, C. Vitalba, C. alpina and C. Jouiniana are

all suitable for planting to grow over bushes or rough
hedges. It is advisable to insert the plants a little

distance from the hedge. Good Vines to plaut in a similar

position are Vitls Coignetiae, V. Labrusca and V. Engel-
manni Neither of these subjects requu'cs annual pruning.
It is ad\1sable to dig good-sized holes and provide good
soil in order that the plants may get a good start.

GRAPES REFUSING TO COLOUR AND GOING
MOULDY {J. D.).—The appearance of crow's feet in tlie

berries of which you speak is a sure indication of a low
temperature being the cause of decay. Tlie season has
beeu averse to the ripening of Grapes ui unheated vineries.

Your remedy lies in lighter crops and the use of a little

heat in the hot-water pipes in cold weather, with some
air always on in summer while the weather is favourable,
but nbt otherwise, as more than enough air finds its way
und.er the lappets of the glass in bad weather.

BEETROOT' RUNNING TO SEED {To> quay).—Th^
reason is because they have been sown too early. Sow
a fortnight or three weeks later. Carrots splitting,—Tliis

is generally due to some check in their growth by long
drought, or that the ground they are growing in is too

poor and not of sufficient depth. The Butter Beans of

Normandy.—It is a question of growth more than oi

variety. In France their growth is specialised iu, and
good culture in rich soil is given ; hence the large size

of the Beans. Grown under similar conditions, they
should be equally as large here. Seeds may be obtained
from iViessrs. Sutton and Sons, also other seed merchants.
It you prefer French seeds, apply to Messrs. Vilmorin and
Co., Seed Merchants, Paris.

THE CARE OF TENNIS LAWNS {M. C. 5.).—Tennis
lawns that have been badly woru should be renovated
as soon as play ceases for the season. liemove the worn
patclies and make up with really good turf. Should the

grass appear to be thin in places, but not really badly
worn, prick the soil up between the grass roots with a

fork and sow a little grass seed, covering it lightly with
sandy soil and protecting it from birds. Where the grass

is thin, a surface dressing of good soil, free from weed
seeds, or farmyard manure will do good. This dressing

should be applied in October or November and be well

raked about on all favoui'able occasions uuth it disappears.

A light dressing of bone-meal may be applied to any
lawn with advantage at the present time, wldie, where
it seems desirable tiiat the grass should be tliickeued,

a dressing of basic slag may be applied. Basic slag acts

slowly, however, and the best results are uot seen for

eighteen moutlis or so after application. Ou lawns

where the grass is inclined to be coarse, it is a wise plan

to apply a dressing of sea sand. Such a dressing en-

courages the finer-growing grasses. To destroy worms
it is advisable to procure one of the various worni-khling

preparations supplied by seedsmen, and apply it according

to directions wliich usually accompany such preparations.

It must, however, be miderstood that worms do a great

deal of good to a lawn—although worm-casts are unsightly

in autumn—for they aerate the ground and constantly

bring new soil to the surface. They also draw into the

earth leaves and other vegetable matter that may be

lying about. Soil denuded of worms would soon be

impoverished to a considerable extent ; therefore in trying

to destroy them it would not be wise to be too drastic.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS {Lancasire Lcamc;-).—Your
question, " Should top-dressing be given to herbaceous

borders in autumn " is atrifie vague. If the borders are

new, no top-dressing would be needed, though forking

over after cutting down would be helpful. Older borders

might each year receive a mulch of well-decayed stable

manui'e iu autumn, to be forked in in spring. Borders of

more than four years old would^ repay replanting ; many
vigorous-growing subjects repay for it annually. Peat-

moss litter absorbs stable liquid freely and retains it as

a sponge does water. Hence if it contains much and is

used fresh it is likely to injure roots of plants by contact.

If put far enough away from the roots it is safe. Incor-

porated with a tliird of its bulk of soil aud placed iu a heap
it would also be safe to use for kitchen garden or herba-

ceous borders. As a mulch for .the latter iu autumn it

could be used fresh. Much depends on the amount of

the urinal liquid it contains and which, of course, varies

with circumstances. To " describe the right treatmeut of

Strawberries throughout the year, also Plums, Pears,

Peaches and Nectarines," would require a small volume,

I

and is therefore beyond the scope of our " Answers to

I

Correspondents." Such information is given regularly

in The Garden in " Gardening of the Week," or may be
had in fuller measure in " Gardening for Beginners."
IS'', post free, which may be had from these offices.
" The Fruit Garden," by F, W. Harvey, would also help
you.

NAMES0FFRUIT.—C;t/7e.—Apple Hoary Morning
C. B.—Worm^ley Pippin, a very rare variety now, and you
may have a difficulty in procuring trees.

SOC I ETI ES

WARGRAVE AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

On Wednesday evening, November 22, Mr. H. Coleby,
lion, secretary of the association, gave an intere-sting
lecture on " Some Insect Plant Pests." It was illus-

trated by a number of coloured diagrams, so that a good
idea of the insects could be obtained. The life history
of each pest was given, with the remedy for its eradication.
The following were those described, after an outline of
insect life had been given : The lackey moth, the ermine
moth. Gooseberry and Currant sawfly, the Asparagus
beetle, the Black Currant mite, the Raspberry moth,
millepedes and centipedes, and scale insects.

\ good discussion followed and a vote of thanks was
given to the lecturer, who promised to continue the
subject at a future meeting. A cultural certificate of
merit was awarded Jlr. R. Doe, gardener to Sir Charles
Hendry, M.P.. for a beautiful group of Begonia Gloire de
Lorraine and Dracssnas,

Royal Horticultural Society's Meetings.

—

Tlie future fortnightly meetings of the Royal

Horticultural Society will close at 4.30 p.m.,

instead of 5 p.m. as announced in the " Book of

Arrangements " and on Fellows' tickets, to

enable compliance with the Lighting Regulations.

Royal Horticultural Society's Daffodil Show
Schedule.—The schedule of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Daffodil Show to be held on

April 17, 1917, is now ready and can be obtained

by a letter of application, accompanied by an

addressed foolscap envelope stamped with a

penny stamp, to the Secretary, Royal Horti-

cultural Society, Vincent Square, Westminster,

London, S.W.

The Perpetual-Flowering Carnation Society.

May I once again draw attention to the fact that

the arrangements for the above society's twenty-

first show are well iu hand, and it needs but the

assistance of a few enthusiastic Carnation-growers

to ensure a success ? Many of our members are

now busy combating the Hun, and therefore

Carnations with them are at present out of the

question. This opens up opportunities for others

who from faint heart or other causes have hitherto

held off. My wife, in my absence, is prepared to

book all the entries that may come in ; and the

show itself will be as ably managed as formerly.

The Perpetual-flowering Carnation Society has

just completed a remarkably successful year,

and, assuming I may not be able to attend the

show, I should like to learn that the twenty-first

CNhibition compared favourably with those of the

past.—T. A. Weston (Private, A.O.C.).

POBHOATION EEOEIVED.

" Tree Wounds and Diseases," by A. D. Webster.
Published by Williams aud I^orgatc, 14, Hearictt.a
Street, Covent Garden ;

price 7s. 6d.

The War Office notifies thai from now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European countrij will be stopped,
except those sent by publishers and neujsa/fcnts who ftave

obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to THE G.\UDKN, and sub-
scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holkiiid, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Tavisloek Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

•«• The Yearly Subscription to THE Garden is : Inland
(Is. 6d. ; Foreign, 8s. 9rf.
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NOTES OF TH WEEK
THE Government are at last making a

bold stroke by way of increasing the

home-grown food supply. Lord Craw-

ford stated last week that the Board of

Agriculture propose to give powers to

enable local authorities to enter on land unoccupied

-and not paying rates, and German prisoners are

to be employed in agricultural work. Instructions

are being issued under the Defence of the Realm
-Act making the acquisition of small holdings and

market gardens easier, and selected portions of

common land are to be used for the production of

food. Readers who are wanting allotments in

their own particular neighbourhood and who find

difficulty in obtaining permission to cultivate idle

land should write, stating their case, to the

Secretary of the Vacant Land Cultivation Society,

14, Buckingham Street, Strand, London, W.C.

A Wisley Hero.—It is gratifying to learn that

Lieutenant J. C. Powell, a Wisley student, has

been awarded the Military Cross for devotion to

duty. At the outbreak of war Lieutenant Powell

gave up his studies to join the Somersetshire

Yeomanry. From the rank of private he rose to

be corporal, and returned from the trenches about

eighteen months ago to take up his commission

in the Royal Field Artillery. Our hero lies in

Guy's Hospital suffering from wounds received

in the Somme, and we wish him a speedy and
complete recovery.

Fresh Vegetables Needed at the Front.—
" For sixteen mo^^ths," writes one of our gallant

readers, " we have been on this front without

a proper rest, and we have been in all the actions

with our Division since July ist, but in all proba-

bility we shall be out of the trenches on Christmas

Day and we hope to have a good time." The writer

concludes by appealing to readers of The Garden
for fresh vegetables for his regiment, and we are

sure that those who can spare them will gladly

respond to the appeal. Vegetables should be

sent to the 6.C., D Company, 8th Royal Sussex

Pioneers, via, the Military Forwarding Officer,

Southampton. We trust that this short note

will be the means of providing many a little

hamper of vegetables for those to whom we
•owe so much.

Municipal Rose Garden at Croydon.—In order

to encourage and promote Rose cultivation, the

committee of the Croydon Horticultural Society

approached the Croydon Corporation for per-

mission to maintain a Rose garden in the Park
Hill Recreation Ground. The Council readily

•sanctioned the proposal, and expressed their

^appreciation and thanks to the society. The
committee are gratified at the success which
ihas attended their efforts. Although not yet

completed, it is already a delightful spot to visit,

and has been admired and appreciated by many
thousands of visitors.

Berberis japonica hyemalis.—This fragrant

shrub, formerly known by the varietal name of

Bealei, is now in full flower, and it is one of the

great treasures of the garden in December. The
long racemes of pale yellow flowers are borne

with a decided horizontal inclination and -not

upright as in the accompanying illustration, while

their fragrance is reminiscent of Winter Sweet.

The racemes of the typical species are sub-

erect, and the flowers, although similar in

colour, have little or no perfume.

FRAGRANT FLOWERS OF BERBERIS
JAPONICA HYEMALIS.

Massonia jasminiflora.—This interesting spe-

cies, which has been figured in the Bolanical

Magazine, was shown by Mr. E. A. Bowles at a

recent meeting of the Scientific Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society. It grows on the

veldt at the Cape, whence the bulb from which

this plant was derived came. The white flowers,

which rise but little above the deep green foliage,

are very sweetly scented. It had flowered in a

garden at Waltham Cross.

Arenaria gothica.—For the past few months
this charming Sandwort has been flowering

profusely in the rock garden at Wisley, and at

the present time its pretty white flowers attract

more than ordinary attention. It is neat and

compact in growth and at first sight it may be

easily mistaken for Houstonia caerulea. Glancing

through the catalogues of many leading dealers

in rock plants we have failed to find mention of

this species, although it is more than possible

that it possesses a synonym for the genus Arenaria,

following the " Kew Index" disposition, includes

the genera Alsine, Cherlaria and Moehringa, while

species of Stellaria have been incorporated with

this genus by some botanists.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. G. Rundle.—It was
reminiscent of bygone days to see vases of the

varieties Mrs. George Rundle and Mr. George

Glenny shown in good condition at the National

Chrysanthemum Society's Show held at the

Royal Horticultural Hall on November 9 and 10.

Time was when these varieties used to figure

in practically every stand of incmrved blooms,

their chaste appearance and symmetrical shape

causing them to stand out as universal favourites.

They, however, gradually fell away as exhibition

flowers owing to their comparatively small size,

though in beauty they are still unsurpassed. The
variety Mrs. George Rundle was, according to the

catalogue of the National Chrysanthemum Society,

sent out in 1868. The flowers of this are pure white,

and the variety Mr. George Glenny originated

therefrom as a pale primrose yeUow sport

some time after.

Royal Horticultural Society's Shows.—The
show and meeting for December 19 has been

withdrawn. Fortnightly meetings have been

arranged in rgiy for January 16 and 30 and

February 13. Fellows of the society are asked

to enter them in their 1916 tickets, which admit

on these dates. Further 1917 fixtures will appear

in the "Book of Arrangements" to be issued

in January as usual.

*»* Omng to the sliortage of pfi/per, readers who have not

already done so are asked to order THE Garden to be

delivered regularly by their neivsagent. Readers tmll thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by eorrespondenis
.)

A Letter from a Naturalist at the Front.

—

Of course, it is too late for much botany, and 1

have not seen any flowers—with the exception

of a Thistle I cannot place definitely—which I

have not found in England. But as regards

birds, the most noticeable thing here is the number
of the crow family, of which seven representatives

are common, being the carrion and
hooded crows, rooks, jackdaws,

magpies, jays and starlings, the

latter being the least common of

the lot. The gold-crested wTen is

also much in evidence in the

woods, and is generally far more
plentiful than the common English

wren. I have seen only one or

two robins, one kite, a few wood-
cock and a single jack snipe.

—

195941 Private R. O. Clement,
S.B.R.E. Defot France.

Novel Potato Production.—

I

have just read the fxu-ther cor-

respondence on this subject in

The Garden of November 18,

including the extract from the

Transactions of the Royal
Horticultural Society, Vol. I.,

1805-12. As the late Mr. David
Thomson's method—^which I have
successfully followed — differed

somewhat from that recorded

there, allow me to point out the

differences. I placed the tubers

in the boxes in the first week of

August instead of at the end of

September, for use about Christ-

mas. My layers of soil were only

2 inches deep instead of 6 inches,

and I placed the tubers 2 inches

apart instead of close to each

other.

—

Charles Comfort.

Rose Cherry Page (H.T.).—
October Roses have been grand and
even in November lovely blooms
were to be had here and there.

The above - named variety was
particularly beautiful in Novem-
ber, the flowers, taking on a

most remarkable glow, simply

impossible to describe. Readers
who like such a Rose as

Dorothy Page-Roberts will find

Cherry Page a worthy companion
to it, the strong, upstanding
growths bearing fine clusters,

the centre flower opening first,

followed by exquisite buds. In
all my large collection there is no, variety of such
a beautiful shade of coloiu: as Cherry Page, a rich,

glowing cerise, with a distinct golden hue per-

vading it. To many the large, loose, open flowers

are disappointing, and in summer-time they
droop somewhat, but in November the blos-

soms stand up erect and last for a long time
on the plant.

—

Danecroft.
The Folly of Growing Crab Apples.—One

cannot too often repeat the statement that it is

folly to grow sour, ill-conditioned Crabs when it

is possible to produce really good, wholesome
Apples. Some of the best dietetic experts

condemn manufactured sugar as unwholesome.

Now, we may not object to a little of it, but the

quantities that have to be added to these Crabs

at once condemn their use as a rational food.

People tell us that the blacks who chew sugar-

cane extensively are very healthy, but in chewing

the cane they get all the juice, which contains

many elements absent from table sugar. We
may be quite sure that it is best to get our sugar

as it is naturally combined in first-class fruit.

Again, where is the economy in buying or growing

fruit that one cannot eat without first buying

A CLUSTER OF FOURTEEN FRUITS
ALEXANDER.

ON APPLE EMPEROR

an equal weight of sugar to enable us to tolerate

it ? As I have said before, why not grow our

own sugar in the fruit itself ? I am quite sure

that natural methods are the best.—W. J.

Farmer.

Apples in a London Garden.—^The recent

reference to Apple Pott's Seedling will undoubt-

edly be the means of deciding numerous readers

to plant more Apple trees, even in small town

gardens. It is fruitful when well looked afier, and

not difficult to manage. I have seen Apple King

Edward VII. in fine condition this year. The habit

of the tree is all that one could desire, and the

fruits are so clean, of good size, and keep sound

till May. It is a cooking variety.—G. G.

Apple Schoolmaster.—In these gardens are

a number of trees of this excellent Apple, which,

I understand, were planted by the late Robert

Fenn, the renowned raiser of several good varieties-

of Potatoes. Mr. Fenn was evidently as good a

judge of an Apple as of a Potato, for on our soil

this Apple is a most prolific cropper. During the

past three seasons we have had very heavy crops

from these trees. This season the fruit is rather

small, owing to drought and a severe attack of aphis

in the spring. The fruit picked from

our trees last season was of excep-

tional quality, and kept well until

the end of March. Although often

described as a cooking Apple, we
find it also a favourite for dessert,

being juicy, moderately acid and
well flavoured. Our soil is poor,

a thin gravelly loam, subsoil clay.

The trees make moderate growth

on the Crab stock, and form

excellent standards. During Mr.

Fenn's possession this Apple was
known by the name of Pay the

Rent, a name which speaks for

itself.—C. R , Reading.

^1 Profitable Apples.—I have been

interested in the article and sub-

sequent correspondence that has

appeared in your columns during

the last few weeks. Alas ! how
difficult it is to make a selection

from a multiplicity of varieties. If

I were asked to name the heaviest

cropping cooking Apple, I should

say Emperor Alexander, at the

same time knowing that probably

very few other growers would

agree with me. The accompany-

ing illustration of a cluster of four-

teen fruits of this variety grown in

a Watford garden is evidence of its

great cropping propensities, but for

the guidance of others let me
say that the picture illustrates

how (80/ to crop a tree. It is

safe to predict that the tree would

soon be crippled if other branches

were allowed to crop like this one.

When visiting a small fruit garden

in the neighbourhood of Streatham

recently, I was informed that

Gasooyne's Scarlet was far and

awa)' the heaviest and most con-

sistent cropper. This I know is

contrary to the experience of

others, but so much depends on

soil and situation. The wise fruit-

grower will refrain from putting

all his eggs in one basket, at

least until he has found out from experience whicli

varieties are best adapted to the locality.

—

Spartan.

Profit on a 10-Rod Allotment.—From a recent

conversation with some of my allotment holders,

the general opinion is that at present prices a

lo-rod allotment should show a profit of about

£6. One member planted his 10 rods with Potatoes

at a cost of 14s. for seed, and rent 7s. 6d., and

produced 18 bushels, which at ijd. per pound

comes to £6 15s. He reckons that the greenstufl"

he wiU get off will be worth about 30s., and he

will have to put in manure to the value of 20s.,

leaving a balance of £6 3s. 6d. Of course, there
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is a difference in the amount of work done by the

individual holder, and his knowledge of gardening,

.and a man with little knowledge and little industry

might not get half this quantity ; also, if manuring
is neglected, the return would show a very con-

siderable decrease in three years.—J. A. Marshall,

No~mandi.', Glouccs'.er Road, Kingslo:i Hill.

Sohizostylis coccinea in the Open.—^This is

A most useful thing in a suitable position. At

the foot of a wall facing south it has up till now
been giving me a good supply of most useful

flowers, so welcome at this season. The flowers

continue to open in water, like Gladiolus.'—S. W.,

Brantley, Surrey.

Christmas Greeting Cards.—^The Ladies' Com-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society's War
Horticultural Relief Fund are issuing cards of

greeting for Christmas and the New Year in aid of

the society's fund for reinstating horticulture

in the countries of our Allies, where gardens and

nurseries have suffered such absolute destruction

in the war. Messrs. Raphael Tuck have been

consulted, and two series (six different cards in

each series) of garden cards have been selected.

The cards are being sold in half-dozens of six

different and really beautiful reproductions in

colours of country garden scenes, the prices being

3s. for either series, or 5s. for the two series. A
specimen card will be sent on receipt of seven

penny stamps. Orders should' be sent to the

Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society,

Vincent Square, Westminster, London, S.W.

A Fellow of the society has most kindly offered

to add to the fund the sum of £1,000 if, and when,

a further £9,000 has been gained to the fund.

Therefore, by the purchase of these Christmas

and New Year cards, friends of the society will

not only be securing a very attractive form of

greeting, but will, at the same time, be assisting

in the reinstatement of our Allies' gardens. It is'

hoped that all Fellows will give the fund a little

support in this way.

Profitable Apples to Plant.—The article

bearing on this subject by Mr. J. Gardner in the

issue of The Gardek for November 18 shoiUd

prove of very great value to intending planters

of Apples in making a selection of varieties to

grow. These few remarks are not put forward

as a carping criticism of the varieties he mentions,

but rather as a supplementary list. I have,

indeed, no serious fault to find with any of the

culinary varieties in Mr. Gardner's list ; my object

is to point out his omission of what I consider

three grand Apples, namely. Lord Derby, Peas-

good's Nonsuch and Annie Elizabeth. The
merits of these three varieties are much too well

Icnown to need any lengthy championship, and
they would, I honestly believe, by popular verdict

always secure a leading place in a select list of

culinary .Apples. The dessert varieties in Mr.

Gardner's list are all well tried and popular, but

I would like to put in a word as to the merits of

Benoni and Lady Sudeley as early maturing
varieties. In these gardens they both crop regu-

larly and well, and are much appreciated at table.

On the other hand, Langley Pippin, one of

IVIr. Gardner's selections for early use, does very

poorly here. Of course, local conditions may
have much ti do with this, and that is where
the difficulty always arises in giving lists of desir-

able varieties to plant, for those that flourish

exceedingly in one locality will sometimes behave
in a very different manner in another.—F. W.
Miles, Ware Park Gardens, Ware, Herts.

FOR THE CONSIDERATION
OF THE CURIOUS
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

NO
one knows better than an editor how

profoundly true are Kipling's famous
words, "The Glory of the Garden lies

in more than meets the eye " and
" The Glory of the Garden occupieth

all who come." No one knows better than

the wielder of the great blue pencil how
hard it is to cater for the hundred-and-one

wishes and wants of the many and divers

spirits that the octopean embrace of Old

Mother Horticulture gathers to herself. There

are > those who " are hardly fit to trust with

anything that grows," and there are Alexan-

ders who have the care of a Holford's Orchids.

There are Dean Hole's humble friends, the

Nottingham .Rose growers, who could show Teas

and Hybrid Perpetuals in supreme beauty on an
Easter Monday ;, and there is the great Diocletian,

know ! How glad I would be to pass on what
little I do know, for, as our local proverb says,

" If one can't help many much, many can help one."

Let me give samples of the questions that

might be asked :

Horticulturally, what is a mount ? (that is,

William Lawson's one, not John Mytton's).

Horticulturally, what is a " crinoline " ? Why
should, gardeners always be spoken of as the

blue aproned fraternity ? (Surely there must be

some reason beyond the obvious one akin to the

wearing of a white hat by a miller.) How can

we account for vineyards in Britain as practica:

politics in bygone ages ? Whence come these lines 1

" So come all jovial gardeners, let's merry
merry be,

We'll sing and dance, we've all a chance, but

the London is for me " ?

Can anyone throw any light on the history of

Stephen Blake, who pubhshed " The Compleat

Gardener's Practice" in 1664? Is there any
reliable information about the Fraisier grimpant

ONE OF THE CHRISTMAS GREETING CARDS IN AID OF THE WAR HORTICULTDRAL
RELIEF FUND.

more at home and happier as a gardener in his

garden at Spalato than ever he was as Emperor
in imperial Rome.

" If I, my Friends (said he) should to you show
All the delights, which in these Gardens grow

;

'Tis likelier much, that you should with me
stay.

Than 'tis that you should carry me away."
— Cowley.

Let me, Mr. Editor, put in a plea, then, for those

whose special leaning is towards the literary and
the historical ; and aUow me to suggest a monthly
column of The Garden being set aside as a kind

of spiritualistic medium whereby, d la " Notes

and Queries," kindred souls may communicate
with each other to their mutual benefit, and
perhaps not without considerable interest to

readers in general. [The suggestion is most
welcome, and we shall be pleased to open an
occasional column of " Notes and Queries " on these

Imes.

—

Ed.J How many things I would like to

(Climbing Strawberry), or the Chou-mange-tout,

Rave en fleurs de Bruxelles ? Or, what did that

old globe-trotter John MaundevUe get hold of

when he described a " Fruyt as thoughe it

weren gowrdes, and whan thei ben rype men
kutten hem a to and fynden with inne a lytyUe

Best in Flessche, in Bon and Blode as though it

were a lytylle Lamb with outen Wolle," and
say " Of that Frut I have eten " ?

I hope, Mr. Editor, whatever the seventeenth

century appellation of " curious " meant when
used as a synonym for a good gardener by the

writers of those distant times, it is not in its more
modem meaning a very inappropriate adjective

if applied to the keenest among us to-day ; and,

if I am right, although curiosity did Idll the cat,

it will keep alive the column I now suggest.

" As some delighte moste to beholde

Eche newe devyse and guyse.

So some in workes of fathers olde

Their studies exercise."
\John Halle (1565).
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDEN
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

THERE are but few plants that can be

rel.ed upon to produce flowers annually

in the open air during the latter half

of November here in this cold eastern

county ; therefore any that possess

enough beauty of form or colour to please the

eye are worth noting and growing with care.

down like velvet. My plant trails along a stone

balustrade by steps leading to the pond, and grows

in a starvation comer, robbed by roots of large

trees, and too near the gravel path for the supply

of much in , the way of a mulch. In normal
summers the plant dries up and loses its leaves

by August, but bursts into fresh life soon after

CLEMATIS CIRRHOSA

(From a di awing

iy E. A. Bowles

A little Clematis is especially attractive ]ust

now, and has always been so in the dark days
of the end of the year ever since it grew to flowering
age, so I have gathered a spray or two to draw
and praise. Its graceful outline you can guess
at from my little sketch; its colouring I must
describe, for its chief charm consists of the peculiar
soft shade of emerald green of its unopened buds
that contrasts delightfully with the dark bronzy
green of its -ariously shaped leaves. The open
flowers are of a delicate cream colour shaded with
palest green. The whole outer surface of the
buds, and all but a narrow marginal band of the
sepals of open flowers, is covered by a fine silky

the coming of the autumn rains and makes a pleas-

ing bit of green veiling throughout the winter, and
generally bears flowers from November to January.

Besides possessing all these graces it appears

to be a most interesting subject for botanical

study, as much a multum in parvo as Jeroin^'s-

hero who read a book on the diseases flesh is

heir to, until he felt he had them all and would

be of greater use to a medical student than a whole

hospital. I bought it as Clematis balearica, and
knew that botanists differed as to the specific

or varietal status of the name ; but until I turned

to my books to-day to try to clear up the matter

I had no idea any one plant could vary so much
and in such interesting ways. I am always

grateful to a plant that takes me to books giving

good figures and descriptions, and I have especially

enjoyed the htmt for so many of the beautiful

old books, including the finest of all, Sibthorpe's

" Flora Gra;ca," contain figures of one or other

of its forms. I have had ten figures lying on the

table before me from my own books, but I had to

consult Sibthorpe's at the Lindley Library, where

there is a superb copy that is one of our proudest

possessions, and that all Fellows of the Royal

Horticultural Society who appreciate a fine book

should find an opportunity of seeing. Now I

will try to give a short account of the points of

interest of the plant. This winter-flowering

Clematis grows in Southern Europe from Portugal

to Greece, and is about as variable, both in flower

and leaf, as any one plant can be. As it is a con-

spicuous and beautiful plant in its native wilds,

clothing trees, rocks or walls with its growth,

it has attracted a good deal of attention and

as may be imagined from its wide range of distri-

bution and various forms, it has had many names
given to the local varieties.

The accepted view is that all are but geographical

forms of the C. cirrhosa of Linnaeus, for he included

under that name Tournefort's C. peregrina, whose

leaves were either simple or divided into three

leaflets. The name cirrhosa brings out one of

the interesting points. It should signify that

the plant possessed tendrils, generally defined

as thread-shaped leafless bodies capable of coiling

spirally and used for climbing. Now, in the genus

Clematis the leaves are not changed into tendrils,

but the petioles, or leaf-stalks, of some of the

leaves are used in a similar way, and when they

come into contact with a solid body take a single

turn round it and then thicken and IJecome woody.

In my plant it seems to be only the pairs of

opposite leaves on a young shoot that do this

twining business, and the axillary shoots only

bear leaves with short and straight petioles.

After- the leaves have fallen and only the lower

portions of the coiled woody petioles are left,

they look so much like actual tendrils that many
authors have described them as such. The name
cirrhosa is attached to most of the figures repre-

senting the forms with more or less entire leaves

and greenish, unspotted flowers ; while those with

larger, yellowish flowers and much-divided leaves

generally appear under the name of calycina.

Solander described the cut-leaved form under

this name in Alton's " Hortus Kewensis," and

it calls attention to another interesting point.

It implies that this Clematis above all others

has a remarkable calyx, but when we compare it

with the great purple sepals of C. Jackmanii,

for instance, these small greenish bells seem

insignificant. In Clematis the caly.x and not the

corolla furnishes the brightly coloured portion

of the flower, the petals being almost always

wanting. They may be found, however, in the

rare C. Sieboldii as a bright purple tuft in the

centre of the large white sepals, but it is thought

to be a garden form of C. florida, in which the

anthers have become petaloid. The Alpine
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Clejuatis provides us with real petals, strap-shaped

and white, coming between the four blue sepals

and the anthers. It is because it has these well-

formed petals that it has been considered a separate

genus and called Atragene alpina, but it is nowadays
reckoned a true Clem&tis.

Then, to return to C. calycina, we find that it

got this name not on account of its real calyx,

but because the bracts on its flower-stalk are in

many of its forms joined to form a fuimel-shaped

involucre that looks very much like a calyx.

In some forms, as in the one I have sketched,

this little cup is just below the sepals ; but in

others it may be some way below them, and there

is then what looks like a perianth tube between

the two, of the same colour as the sepals. In

the form figured in the Botanical Magazine (t. 959)

these calyx-like bracts are developed into two

large leaf-like appendages showing their true

nature, while in the form pedicellata (t. 21 of

Vol. XXX. of the Botanical Register) they are

so small and so far away from the sepals that

they look much more like bracts than a calyx.

I have a large mass of the cut-leaved form

climbing far up into a tall Holly, but it never

produces flowers before early spring, and often

continues flowering till summer arrives. The

crimson spots inside its flowers add greatly to

its beauty, but I have more afJecti3n for the

smaller green flowers that appear so regularly

in early winter. Wilkomm, in his fine book
" lUustrationes Horse Hispania;," figures a most

beautiful form with entire leaves and very briUiant

red spots in the flowers. He calls it C. cirrhosa var.

purpurascens, and it would be a great acquisition

to our gardens if it is still common, as stated,

in Majorca. He reckons that balearica is the

mountain form, and has the leaves more and
more «ut according to the increase in altitude

and aridity of its position.

Ijndley's division of the varieties of cirrhosa,

given in the Botanical Register, seems to me the

best. It is to this effect :

r. Cirrhosa.—iLeaves broad, entire or serrated.

Involucre large immediately below flower.

2. Semitriloba or polymorpha.—Leaves broad,

generally three-lobed, never entire. Involucre

immediately below flower.

3. Pedicellata.—Leaves broad, often entire.

Involucre small at considerable distance from

flower.

4. C»lycina or balearica.—Leaves narrow, deeply

cut. Involucre immediately below flower.

It would be interesting to know how many of

these forms are to be found in English gardens,

and one reason why I have gone into the question

so fully is that I hope those who grow them will

let us know which they have and which are the

most ornamental.

The three outstanding Crocuses of the day
in the rock garden are all white ones, and their

sturdy purity contrasts wondrously with the

wintry aspect of their surroundings and the

dead stems and leaves of Campanulas and other

small herbs. C. marathonisius is the best of

them ; in fact, about the finest white Crocus

there is. Large, of good substance and with a

rich orange throat and strilcing scarlet stigmata,

it leaves nothing to be desired. C. caspius is a

smaller edition of it, more cup-shaped and gracefiil

in outline, but fails in the stigmata, which are

narrow and not bright enough in their shade of

yellow. The last is ochroleucus, a leafless, narrow-

flowered species that looks too frail to battle

with wintry days, yet always manages to live

through them and open out when a sunny hour

comes. There are two forms of it, one very thin

and wan, with white stigmata and so little orange

in the throat that the first part of its name is

not justified thereby. The better form was
collected by Egger in Syria about ten years ago,

and has a very bright touch of orange in both

throat and stigmata, but even this does not come
up to the beauty of the plant in Maw's plate.

He so seldom flattered a Crocus that I feel sure

there is yet, somewhere in Syria, a finer form

of ochroleucus waiting to be introduced.

NOTES FROM THE RIVIERA
By Edward H. Woodall.

CORONILLAS.
Coronilla glauca is so well known and so

commonly grown that there is no need to say

anything about it ; but there, are two
others closely allied that are even

better worth growing and, generally

speaking, very little known.

C. Valentina is a particularly use-

ful and cheerful winter-flowering

shrub on the Riviera, as it flowers all

through the winter, beginning in early

November and reaching its fullest

beauty in the month of February. It

is more slender in growth than C.

glauca and makes long shoots that

bend down with the weight of the

mass of flowers. Its foliage is bright

apple green and quite distinct. While

perfectly hardy on a dry bank,

whether in siin or shade, it is a trifle

less hardy than C. glauca. It seeds

itself so readily that it is well to pull

up the older bushes that have grown

lanky, to make room for the young

ones. G. glauca, on the other hand,

does not naturalise itself in the same

way. In the end of February, when
C. Valentina is covered with seed-

pods, it is necessary, if you wish to

keep the older bushes in health, to cut

it back freely and spare it the exhaus-

tion of excessive seed-bearing,but that

is all the attention it really needs.

C. eoronata begins to flower in

March and is the most power-

fully scented of the three. This

is in some ways the finest and most vigorous of

all. Unlike C. glauca, whose habit is rather close

and needs staking when in full flower, C. eoronata

makes a bold and vigorous growth, quite stiff

and stmdy in stem, and with rather solid deep

green leaves. It hybridises freely with C. Valen-

tina when they happen to coincide in their flowering

period, while I have never noticed traces of variation

in C. glauca seedlings. C. eoronata makes by far

the finest bush of the three ; _ I have seen it 7 feet

or more in height, but then it is apt to get over-

weighted with its flowers after heavy spring

storms of rain. On a warm April day or towards

the end of March the whole air is filled with the

powerful scent of this plant, which delights in

the semi-shelter of an open wood in this climate,

but it is much hardier and more robust than

C. glauca and should survive ordinary seasons

in most English gardens, where, of course, it will

not flower till May or June, being the last of the

trio in time of flowering. To sum up the

comparative merits of the three, I should say that

C. Valentina is the best pot plant, as it flowers so

freely all through the winter ; and as it stands

pruning so well, its rather lanky growth is no

objection. Its bright green leaves and stems

are always attractive, but it has little or no scent

unless it has a touch of C. eoronata in its parentage.

C. glauca may speak for itself, but in any case

it is the least charming of the set. C. eoronata

is much the finest shrub for outdoors or for a big

pot. It would not be satisfactory in a stunted

and starved condition. Its bold habit, however,

and powerful perfume make it very desirable

for corridors or big cold houses, and I feel srnre

that in the South of England it is a better shrub

for outdoor gardening than the better - known

C. glauca. I hope someone will report on its

behaviour in England.

[Coronilla glauca is hardier than is generally

supposed. The accompanying illustration shows

a plant on the south front of Theberton Hall in

CORONILLA GLAUCA IN A SUFFOLK GARDEN.

Suffolk and not far from the East Coast. The

plant is about 7 feet high and 6 feet wide. It

usually commences to bloom in November and

continues flowering all through the winter.

—

Ed.]

We have had a five days' storm of rain and

wind since our glorious Ete de St. Martin, and

fine things like Dahlia imperialis and Salvia

frutescens are much spoilt ; but a. few daj's' sun-

Shine like that of to-day will soon bring out new

things, as the rains are always welcome in fair

quantity at this season. The last few nights

have been quite cold—down to 40°—and it has

brought out some quite good Christmas. Roses

(Helleborus maximus, of course), a thing I, have

never achieved before, and it so happens they

have as background a patch of Colocasia or Cala-

dium esculentum, with its bold leafage. They

both require a shady and moist situation, which

I can give them in my valley near the spring

there. I had never dreamt of such a combination,

but it is remarkably sood.
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GARDENS OF TO-DAY: LOGAN, WIGTOWNSHIRE
By S. Arnott. <

THE county of Wigtovm is highly favour-

able to gardening, and the shire iuchides

within its bounds some of the most

interestmg and delightful Scottish gar-

dens. It is only necessary to mention

Monreith, Sir Herbert Maxwell's charming place
;

CorsewaU, that of Mr. D. Carrick-Buchanan ;

and that of Mr. J. A. Wallace at Lochryan, to

bring this home to readers of The
Garden.

Second to none in point of beauty and

interest is Logan, the property of Mr.

Kenneth M'Douall, the descendant of a

long line of members of the family who
have done much to develop the beauties

of the estate. In the most southerly

parish of Scotland—Kirkmaiden—and

not far from the Mull of Galloway,

Logan possesses a mild and equable

climate. The absence of natural shelter

from the fierce gales which sweep from

the Irish Sea is neutralised by the wooded

character of the property and by sldUul

advantage being taken of every suitable

feature. The mansion itself, a stately pile,

would well repay detailed notice, while it

is filled with many treasures in the way
of pictures and many other articles ot

vertu. Trophies of the chase also show

the activities of the two brothers, who,

with Mrs. M'Douall, their mother, the

chatelaine, are responsible for the charms

of Logan. Mr. Kenneth M'Douall is himself

a keen plant lover, a taste inherited from

Mrs. M'Douall, to whom, it is no secret,

is due much of the beauty of this Eden-

like garden.

The grounds at Logan are of the most

delightful kind, garden and glade, border,

rock garden, shrubbery and plantation

blending into each other, creating fresh

smrprises and new beauties at almost every

turn. Among the notable things at

Logan are the fine plants of Cordyline

australis, established here for years and

annuaUy increasing in effect. There are

many plants at Logan, and these flowei

and ripen seeds freely. Associated with

a group of these is an uncommon thing

in the open in Scottish gardens

—

Dicksonia antarctica.

Probably the finest plant of Abutilon

vitifolium in the open in Scotland is

that at Logan. It is of great size,

and is most beautiful when in bloom

with its hundreds of drooping lavender flowers.

Logan is also one of the few Scottish gardens in

which the Chatham Island Forget-me-not, Myoso-

tidium nobile, is to be met with in the open in a

really happy condition. It is given the shelter

of a little straw in winter, but is otherwise un-

protected, and annually shows above its handsome
shiuiny leaves its fine blue flowers. The white

varietg is also grown.

Roses abound, and include the choicest of the

race in the different sections. The Queen of

Flowers seems thoroughly happy at Logan and is

appreciated as her regal position would warrant,

both in the form of dwarf and climbing varieties.

Then the queenly Lily is also fully represented,

and Logan is noted for this flower, especially for

L. auratum, which is splendidly gro^vn and shows
its beauty in perfection in the congenial soil and
climatic conditions.

The chmate and surroundings would point to

Logan being a favourable venue for the cultivation

of the Himalayan Rhododendrons, and within a

The rock garden, formed on natural rock, has

been largely developed, and contains many inter-

esting and beautiful plants. Among these is

Roscoea cautlioides ; while the mild climate

and the shelter are evidently suiting the Cistuses

and Helianthemums, with many other flowers

beloved of the enthusiast in rock gardening.

There is a glorious bit of Romneya Coulteri

10 feet to 12 feet high. It is a true delight

against and over a wall, and marvellously fine with

its crinkled white blooms, each adorned by the

golden stamens.

Phormiums abound in Wigtownshire, and

Logan is no exception in possessing noble speci-

mens of P. tenax. Very fine also are

the big plants of the Variegated New
Zealand Flax when in flower, and
towering far above those who stand

beside them. Then Exogonum piurga, the

Jalap Plant, a subject not too often met

with, gives its handsome lilac rose flowers

in profusion, and Eupatorium Weinmanni-

anum also flowers to perfection. Another

uncommon plant in the open which

succeeds at Logan is Brugmansia

or Datura sanguinea, which was in

great beauty as late as the middle of

October.

The attractions of this truly wonderful

Scottish garden are not confined to

uncommon subjects, however, and all the

other flowers— and these are many

—

cultivated at Logan are admirably grown.

Fruits also and the usual vegetables

receive their full meed of care, with the

best results.

Cordyline australis, twenty feet high, and
dicksonia antarctica at logan, wigtownshire.

few years many of these have been planted. On
the occasion of my visit they were looking very

happy, indicating that they would prove in a few

years equal to the other attractions of this garden.

A delightful scene is afforded by a formal Water
Lily pond, so placed as to be in entire consonance

with the spirit of the place—not an easy thing

to do. When I visited this paradise the day
was of the most brilliant kind, and the fine

collection of the best Nymphasas raised by M.

Latour-Marliac and others was in full bloom and

literally glowing in the sunshine, making a picture

which is indelibly impressed upon my memory,
so exquisitely beautiful was it.

FUCHSIA RICCARTONI
Ik the Southern Counties we do not

see nearly as much of this grand old

Fuchsia in gardens, large or small, as

its merits deserve, nor nothing like

the quantity found near the sea in

the Eastern Counties or more par-

ticularly in North Wales, where it

flourishes amazingly. In and around

Colwyn Bay bushes of this and its

parent globosa are to be found in

almost every garden along the coast,

and they make a delightful display

from July tUl November. The finest

bushes—indeed, they are trees—I have

seen are growing in the gardens of

Penrhyn Castle, some few miles from

Bangor, and not far from the sea.

The specimens are fully 15 feet high

and many yards across. The variety

F. maorostemma globosa Riccartoni is

a seedling from globosa raised at

Riccarton, near Edinburgh, somewhere about

the year 1830, It is more brilliant in its tube

and sepal colouring than its parent globosa.

The original cuttings were obtained from Riccarton

by Mr. Speed, the present head-gardener at Pen-

rhyn Castle, some forty years ago. Growing on

grass they are a fine sight, especially in September.

In the gardens at Bodnant Hall, near the River

Conway, these hardy Fuchsias are being largely

employed for draping terrace walls. Planted in

nooks near the tops of the walls, which are some
12 feet high, the plants droop gracefully down
the western side. When established they will

be a gorgeous sight, E, M.
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THE FRENCH & ENGLISH
CLASSIFICATION OF THE
AURICULA

By C. Harman Payne.

TO
anyone interested in florists' flowers

it is really very difficult to understand

the different ways in which the English

and French florists classify their favour-

ites. There seems to be no means of

identifying the sections, and an English amateur

•of, say, the Carnation will wonder why that flower

in its various divisions of selfs, flakes, bizarres,

to say nothing of Cloves, Pinks, Picotees and

Sweet Williams, should all be included in the

French general term of " CEillet." " Giroflee

"

includes Stocks and Wallflowers, and these French

florists' divisions are practically incomprehensible

to the English specialist in florists' flowers.

We all know how the Auricula is classified here,

but when we come to read French treatises on that

flower we are more or less mystified by the terms

employed by our French colleagues.

I have recently dug up from the depths of my
library some old periodical French publications

which it has become necessary to destroy for

want of space. But there are a few which con-

tain some interesting matter, and these I have

placed aside for future reference. In one there is

a most elaborate and explicit explanation of the

methods of Auricula classification by English

and French florists. It is written by Comte

Mery de Montigny of LiUe, a town long famous

for its florists' flowers. Some day, when the

•opportunity occurs, I may translate the whole of

it for the benefit of those readers of The Garden
who have been interested in the recent Auricula

articles. But at present 1 can do no more than re-

produce in a few words Comte Mery de Montigny's

remarks on Auricula classification, which will

show the difierences in the English and French

methods and thus help English readers to tmder-

stand the two systems. It is obvious that to do

so the original French terms must be retained

and not translated, otherwise identification would

be impossible.

He says ;
" Formerly, Auriculas were divided

into lustries, satinies, and bizarres. These varieties

were at that time considered the most beautiful.

Subsequently they were divided into : i, pures ;

2, liegeoises^; 3, doubles; 4, poudrees ; and 5,

bizarres, which were also powdered, but of various

curious forms.
" In our day the English make five sections of

them, viz., i, the green edged ; 2, the grey edged
;

3, the white edged
; 4, the selfs ; and 5, the

alpiues (les communes). In France we divide them
into four sections : i, the pures, called also the

ordinaires or communes ; 2, the ombr&es or liegeoises ;

3, the Anglaises or poudries, comprising the green

edged, the grey edged and the white edged ; and

4, the doubles."

Descriptions of the sections are as fellow

:

First section

—

Pures or ordinaires or communes
(the alpines of the English). Then follows a verbal

description of the varieties in this section and
the following ones, which is too long to be given in

the present notes : Second section—^The ombrees

or liegeoises (the selfs of the English) ; the liegeoises

appear to be another type from the selfs. Third

section

—

-Anglaises or poudries, evidently our

show Auriculas. He divides this section into

three subsections : i, the green edged ; 2, the

grey edged ; and .3, the white edged. The de-

scription of this section is particularly full and
explanatory. Fourth section — the doubles.

" These," he adds, " are but little esteemed in

Holland and England."

NATIONAL PARKS AND
RESERVES

By W. Botting Hemsley, V.M.H.

mOST of the British Dominions and
Protectorates have reserved certain

attractive and favoured districts and
areas as permanent national pro-

perty, both for the preservation of

the native fauna and flora and the physical

beauties and wonders of the localities and for

tlie pleasure and instruction of the inhabitants

and visitors. New Zealand is peculiarly rich in

naturaj attractions and has dedicated several

regions to the permanent use of the public,

mountains and valleys and canyons, rivers and
lakes, waterfalls and geysers, animals and vege-

tation, and other natural productions of sur-

passing grandeur, besides ruins of colossal pre-

historic buildings.

Prominent among the trees are the numerous
species of Fir and Pine, and the even more gigantic

Redwood and Sequoia or Mammoth. Exact

dimensions are given of some of the larger examples

of the Mammoth. The " General Sherman Tree,"

the largest and oldest living thing in the world,

is 279-9 feet high and has a diameter of 36-5 feet.

Particulars are given of several others of slightly

smaller dimensions. This series of illustrations

possesses the greatest interest for all lovers of

Nature, and will be specially appreciated by those

unable to travel. The complete collection weighs

little over a pound avoirdupois.

AN INTERESTING HARDY SHRUB

Though not new, Moltkia petraea, an Eastern

European shrub, is comparatively unknown in

VARIEGATED NEW ZEALAND FLAX COVERED WITH FLOWER SPIKES AT LOGAN.

including nearly the whole of the lovely Stewart

Island, the " Fern Paradise " of the Southern

Hemisphere. More or less perfect illustrated

guides to all of these places have appeared. But
the Department of the Interior of the United

States has set a good example by issuing a set

of piractical pictorial guides to their vast preserves

under the title of " National Parks Portfolio."

This work is of octavo size and consists of nine

separately stitched parts, each containing a

selection of beautifully reproduced views with

brief explanatory text. There is a general

Introduction of three pages, and a register of the

areas and dates of foundation of the various

parks, beginning with the " Hot Springs Reser-

vation," Middle Arkansas, circumscribed in

1832, and only about one and a half square miles

in extent. Yellowstone followed in 1S72, and
comprises an area of 3,348 square miles; in other

words, half the size of Wales. The total area

of the parks illustrated is about the same as that

of the whole of Wales. The 240 views comprise

gardens, though it possesses qualifications which

should secure it general attention. It is included

in the Borage family, which alone makes it of

interest, for the Order Boraginaceae contains but

few hardy plants with woody stems, the chief

genera being Ehretia, Lithospermum and Moltkia.

Moltkia petrsa is allied to Lithospermum, and
has been known as L. petraeum and L. rosmarini-

folium. It may, however, be easily separated

from L. prostratum, for it is of stiff, upright habit

and bears greyish, Lavender-like leaves. Its

blue flowers are borne in terminal heads during

summer, and they appear freely enough to make
a good display. It is a plant eminently fitted

for the rock garden, for it is stiff and sturdy,

and will not readily exert any harmful influence

on any choice subject in the vicinity. It is also

useful for planting in a small bed on a la%vn, or

as a group in the front of a shrubbery. Cuttings

of half-ripe shoots may be rooted in sandy soil

in summer, and young plants may be put straight

out of pots into permanent positions. W. D.
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J OTT I N G S FROM
By a.

A WELSH
Johnson.

GARDEN

A LTHOUGH November is far spent,

/\ some of the borders are still happy with

/ % flowers. No frost, however stealthy,

/ % has so far dared to set foot in the

4 ^ sanctuaries of autumn. Indeed, this

month of ill fame has done much to retrieve the

reputation of its forerunner, which smote us with

weeks of savage weather and gave us the merest

pittance of its " com and wine and oil." We
are enjoying a spell of those delightful days,

blest beyond all others, when the mists like wool

sleep late in the valleys of the morning and curtains

of violet are drawn across the silent places of the

hills ; days when a steel blue vapour rises like

smoke from leaning Bracken and the threshing-

machine drones its requiem of summer across a

mellowed earth. In such golden homrs as these

the flash of a silvered ploughshare or the good

earthy smell of the Potato fields might inspire an

epic. Faithful to their promise,

the Antirrhinums which had

failed us in August have become

a blaze of colour. The Begonias

also, having lost that pathetic

expression of " the soiled glory

and the trailing wing," are now
" a tribe of turbulent fighting-

cocks," ruthless intruders,

usiurping, so M. Maeterlinck

thinks, the place of our own old-

fashioned flowers. One by one

the butterflies have gone. With-

out them our autumn garden

would have lost much of its

charm and the Cabbage patch

much of its affliction. In the

truest meaning of the term

these gay spirits have had the

time of their lives this season.

They rioted in that unseemly

revelry of tipsy bees and

penitential flies, for whose

undoing the " drowsy syrups "

of Sedum spectabile were to

blame. They lingered in

the honeyed breath of Buddleia variabilis and

wantonly jilted the late blossoms of their time-

honoured love, the old Red Valerian, in favour of

some bold heads of Michaelmas Daisies. And it

was curious to observe the fine discrimination

in taste exercised by these butterflies between

the various varieties of the, last-named flowers.

It was almost always the pinks and bright purples

which attracted them, and even if these were

doubles, yielding but little, if any, nectar, they

would hover over them as if fascinated by their

colour and take but little notice of the blues

and dainty lavenders which might be blooming

close by.

The old Anemone japonica is a late season

subject for which we have a warm regard. And
it is not because it so heartily resents attention

and tidiness and other things which mean work ; it

is not merely that it encourages downright idleness

and never reminds us of our faults that we so

unreservedly appreciate the Windflower of Japan.

There is much, of course, to be said for its delightful

habit of independence, but it has an intrinsic

charm of its own, a little prim and Early Victorian

perhaps, but withal a classic grace in stem and
leaf as well as in blossom. It is, moreover, a
" back-end " bloomer of unfailing regularity.

To-day it is flowering among a little colony of

Azalea mollis and Menziesia polifolia. It is

rather a tight fit, for the Heath has spread into

larger bushes than was anticipated at the time

of planting, and the Anemones must thrust their

flower-stems through the thick foliage which
threatens to smother them. But none of the

three seems to resent the crowding. Indeed, a

happier trio we do not desire to possess, and it

is one which affords us a delightful succession

of colour from May to late November. As the

soil is somewhat shallow and the aspect sunny,

the Anemones do not attain a height of more than

about 2 feet, so that they are not out of keeping

with their companions which have not exceeded

that stature, though they have been there for years.

TRITELEIA UNIFORA. A LITTLE GEM FOR NATURALISING

That exquisite little winter-flowering Rhododen-

dron, R. ferrugineum praccox, again bears a promise

among its yellowing leaves of a generous yield

of blossom. This is with us among the most
satisfactory of its genus, for, being an early flowerer,

it appears to be able to stand with impunity a

severe summer baking even in our hot, shaly soil.

At any rate, this last summer it passed through

an ordeal of drought and heat that made the

native Gorse with which it grows turn pale, and
few subjects can stand excessive dryness better

than the latter. Although the lovely shell pink

blossoms of this Rhododendron are as hard as

nails and able to survive almost anything but

a white frost, the natural protection afforded by
a few clumps of Gorse to break the north wind

to which ours are exposed ensures a longer period

of blooming. Last winter the first flowers opened

with us on January i6, and though the weather

was everything but genial, these brave little Rhodo-
dendrons maintained a wonderful display for

nearly six weeks. These particular shrubs had
a little leaf-mould mixed with the soil when planted

some years ago, but they have never had any

attention since. Some of their more fastidious

relations might well adopt from these uncom-
plaining beauties a few hints on the virtues of

humble resignation to circumstances.

If it were not for the Cyclamens, there would
not be very much colour along the streamside

to-day, and most of these have already wound
themselves into watch-springs and are very gravely

and very deliberately interring their embryo
offspring. Spira;a Anthony Waterer stiU hangs
some crimson discs over the water ; Montbretia,

naturalised among the creeping Ivy, is glowing

with the fires of autumn ; and a cluster of Primula

denticulata in mauve, having made a miscalcu-

lation, is about to bear a second crop of blossom.

The result of scattering about an ounce of Aquilegia

seed about the banks of the stream last Jxme
is a crop of lusty seedlings, many of which will

bloom next year.

All the Liliums have gone, save a few belated

L. speciosum, and these are hiding their fleeting

loveliness among the Rhododendron branches,

possibly afraid lest they might be called upon to

suffer the same fate which has befallen a newly

planted number of their tribe—those unfortunates

which have had their heads cut

off to save their lives. We only

hope it may. But those decapi-

tated stems, raised imploringly

to high heaven like the eyes of

the blind, haunted us with a

pleading so piteous that we
hardly ever passed them by
without being stung by silent

reproach. But Veronica has

done her best to make amends

for our great sin. Of all the

many bushels of last year's

leaves which she has gathered

from the deep hollows of the

wood, the oldest and sweetest

has she offered in penitencs

and humility to these headlesr

effigies. No, we shall nevee

do it again ; we shall achieve

OTM ends some other way.

Why do some Daffodils and

Narcissi naturalised in certain

soils deteriorate until they

ultimately produce little but a

lusty bunch of grass ? While

most of the Trumpet Daffodils soon go off in this

manner with us, those of the Stella type are

generally satisfactory. Again, while the com-

paratively tender Polyanthus Narcissus and the

Phoenix bloom year after year on our Ivy-clad

banks, N. Poeticus and N, omatus soon cease to

flower. And this is the more perplexing when
one is faced by the fact that the little native

Daffodil (base usurper of the time-honoured

national emblem and fragrant associate of the

Welshman's soup) flourishes with such evident

satisfaction,

" Blue ! Gentle cousin of the forest green,

Married to green in all the sweetest flowers,"

affords such a delightful contrast to the prevailing

yellows of the wild garden in early spring that

we cannot allow an autumn to go by without

adding to our colonies of Scillas or planting new
ones ; a haze of heavenly azure on a moss-grown

slope beneath some leafless Sycamores ; a symphony
in blue and white upon the short, sweet turf of

a woodland walk. These are worth achieving, and

Scillas bifolia and taurica, with S. sibirica to
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follow on, will create them. At any rate they

do so for us, in spite of the mice ; and the native

S. nutans, which yields us many a pool of blue

among the bronze and green velvet of unfolding

Ferns, is now rivalled, but not excelled, by some
groups of its campanulate relations of the hispanica

type. Nor can we omit the dainty little Triteleia

uniflora, which, if it cannot claim the distinction

of novelty, is, nevertheless, a little gem of the first

water for naturalising. It verily loves our warm
woodland soil, and we would not miss for a good

deal its ivory rays, so delicately suffused with a

violet wash, when the old Oaks are scribbling

tlie awakening earth with a map of their leafless

limbs. The spring Star Flower has, moreover,

another attribute, and a rare one

withal among its contemporaries,

and that is a most delicious

fragrance—a fragrance, indeed,

which only a flower of such excel-

lent taste in colour could possess.

Then when this friendly, confid-

ing little visitor feels that it is

time to go away ; when, with the

last of the Scillas, it sinks un-

noticed into the hurrying verdure

of later days, and the countless

stars of Ornithogalums are gleam-

ing with their cold and silvery

radiance in the Muscari's lingering

violet ; it is then that the Camas-
sias on the sunny Heath bank
beyond will raise their stately

spires as if they would bear into

the very heart of summer a

memory of the brave blue days

of spring.

A few years later all those bodies amalgamated

into the society whose name is at the head of this

article. The league is somewhat unusual in one

respect. It was, before the war, closely con-

nected with political questions, and was con-

stantly concerning itself with Bills before the

House of Commons, or with deputations to

Ministers, and seeldng to influence the adminis-

tration of the law ; and yet it was in fact as well

as in name entirely non-party. Its president,

who is one of its most active members, is Lord

Henry Bentinck, Conservative M.P. for Notting-

ham. The chairman of its executive. Lord Saye

and Sele, was, until the Coalition, a member of

the Liberal Government. On its executive is

THE NATIONAL
LAND & HOME
LEAGUE'S WORK

THE conflicting claims of

town and country are a

political problem almost

as old as our political

institutions. The substi-

tution of pasture for arable was a

grievance in the reign of Henry
VIII. and rural depopulation was

the constant subject of Elizabethan

legislation. Sometimes for a decade

the problem has dropped out of

notice, and then it has been redis-

covered and the agitation breaks

out in some new form. Ten years

ago the long spell of quiescent Con-

servative rule had come to an end and the Parlia-

ment of r()o6, consisting largely of young and

untried men e.iger to be up and doing, promised a

great effort to bring the people back to the land.

The Small Holdings Act of 1907 and the agita-

tion which accompanied it gave rise to a number
of voluntary societies. The first was the Central

Small Holdings Society, established a few years

before the Act, under that or another name.

Then there was the Land Club League, a federation

of village societies which had been formed to

enforce the Act in various districts around London.

The Rural Development Society was another

body, which laid special stress on local electoral

work. Lastly, there was a Wiltshire federation of

village societies called the LanJand Home League.

DECEMBER FLOWERS ON VERONICA MACROCARPA.

Mr. George Roberts, Labour M.P. for Norwich

and a member of the Coalition Government.

The first three vice-presidents in alphabetical

order are a Socialist M.P., a Conservative M.P.,

and a proprietor of the Daily News

!

The general object of the league is the revival

of country life ; it works for this by promoting

the extension of small holdings and allotments,

the improvement of rural housing, the encourage-

ment of co-operation, the amendment of rural

education, the provision of village halls, libraries

and institutes, and by agitating for the application

of the Trade Boards Act to agricultmal labourers.

Two years of war have somewhat seriously

affected the activities of the league. The land

clubs and other village societies have suspended

operations ; the best men are at the Front, or

too hard at work to think of anything else. The
provision of small holdings has been stopped

because the Government will find no money for

loans. For the same reason it is useless to work
for the improvement of rural housing. The
minimum wage for agricultural labour, like al)

other domestic legislation, is necessarily deferred

until the war is over. The league itself has been
handicapped for want of funds, and the monthly
magazine has been suspended.

But it has found one form of activity which
should especially commend itself to readers of

The Garden. The ideal cottage garden is all

too rare. The principle of the Elizabethan law

that no cottage should be built

without a garden is more honoured

in the breach than in the observ-

ance. In towns we are neces-

sarily forced to some other alter-

native, and for the working man
this alternative is an allotment. .

For the provision of allotments

in the neighbourhood of towns, war-

time is propitious. There is plenty

of building land, often odd bits, too

small for farm purposes, lying

derelict or only half used. Build-

ing is stopped for some years to

come ; and the owners are alive

to the importance of the claim that

every rod of land should be utilised

for food production. On the other

hand, the demand for allotments by
working men on the outskirts of the

towns is everywhere urgent. The
difficulty is that someone is needed

to organise the men, and often to

undertake the responsibility of

guaranteeing the rent, or in cases

where no rent is charged, the rates

or other outgoings, and the repay-

ment of costs of fencing, &c.

In Norbiton and Kingston there

are two very flourishing allot-

ment societies affiliated to the

league, which has been able by
advice and encouragement to

promote the efforts of the local

men, mostly railway servants,

to secure land which was a

waste of brickbats and rubbish,

and is now a highly cultivated

area affording food and recrea-

tion to hundreds of hard-worked

artisans.

More recently the league has

arranged with the owners of two

acres of building land at Manor

Park, Lee, to become tenants at a purely nominal

rent on behalf of an association of allotment

holders, and fine crops have been raised on the

land during the summer.

In conclusion, perhaps we may add that the

league, whose address is Queen Anne's Chambers,

Tothill Street, Westminster, will be glad to

hear from any readers who require allotments,

especiaDy if they can indicate suitable land which

may be available for the purpose. It is a patriotic

duty in war-time to increase by all possible means

our none too ample food supply. We know, that

there is unused land ; we know that there are

willing workers. It is the business of the league

to bring the two together and thus to increase

the well-being of the nation. M. P.
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THE ROSE ANALYSIS, 1 910-1 916.— II

By Courtney Page, Secretary of the National Rose Society.

TEAS AND NOISETTES.

THIS section is becoming more and more

vigorous every year, owing to ttie

introduction of new varieties containing

a large amount of Hybrid Tea blood,

and of much stronger growtli witli

enormous blooms. In fact, one now finds it a

difficult matter to know really where the Hybrid

Teas end and the Teas start. In the present

analysis all the varieties which are sufficiently

old to allow of this being done have been arranged

according to their average performances at the

last six exhibitions.

After a reign of thirteen years—unlucky number !

—that sterling old variety White Maman Cocliet

has been displaced by Mme. Jules Gravereaux

and Mrs. Foley Hohbs, but it is only fair to note

that although White Maman Cochet has had to

take third place in the present table after having

kept its position so long, it still runs very

closely that grand variety—perhaps the finest

Rose the raisers have ever produced— Mrs.

Foley Hobbs, ivory whit,e, shaded, now stand-

ing at No. 2.

In this table the alterations are very few.

Alexander Hill Gray, deep lemon yellow, has this

year risen from No. 20 to No. 14 ; while Muriel

Grahame, Conitesse de Nadaillac, The Bride and

Catherine Mermet were never before so sparsely

shown. Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, which dis-

appeared from last year's analysis, has reappeared

at No. 24, displacing that fine old white variety

Souvenir de S. A. Prince. There is only one

new-comer—Mrs. Herbert Hawksworth, creamy

white—which on its first appearance takes up a

place in the table at No. 18.

TEAS AND NOISETTES.—T.4BLE II.

I if

10
11
12
IS
14
15
15
17
18

»18
20
21
22
22
24

10
•10
12
13
14
14
16
17
18
18
18
21
22
22
24
25
26
27
27
27
27
27

Is

63-0
61-5
58-0
42-3
30-7
30-3
28-0

250
20-2

20
16'5
15-6
13-7
12-3
10-0
10-0
7-6
7-0
7-0
6-8

6-3
5-2

5-2

5

.

.

68 .

.

.

.

50 .

.

.

.

17 .

.

.

.

11 .

.

.

.

18 .

.

.

.

26 .

.

.

.

32 .

.

.

.

22 .

.

18
23
2
2

1=15

Mme. Jules Gravereaux .

.

1901
Mis. Folev Hobbs . . .

.

1910
White Maman Ckjchet .

.

1897
Maman Cochet . . .

.

1893
Mrs. Edward Mawley .

.

1899
Mme. Constant Soupert .

.

1905
MoUv Sharmau Crawford .

.

1908
W. JR.. Smith 1908
Souv. de Pierre Netting .

.

1902
Mrs. Myles Kennedy . . .

.

1906
Medea 1891
Mrs. Hubert Taylor . . .

.

1909
Nita ^Veldon 1908
Alexander Hill Gray . . .

.

1911
Comtesse de Nadaillac .

.

1871
Muriel Grahame . . ,

.

1896
Mrs. Dudley Cro.ss . . .

.

1907
MarSchal Niel, N 1864
M s. Herbert Hawksworth 1912
Auguste Comte 1896
The Bride 1885
Catherine Mermet . . .

.

1869
Souvenir d'un Ami . . .

.

1846
Souvenir d*Elise Vardon .

.

1854

Raiser's or Intro-

ducer's Name.

Soupert et Nottiug
A. Dickson aud Sons
Cook
Cochet
A. Dickson and Sons
Soupert et Netting
A. Dickson aud Sons
Henderson
Soupert et Netting
A. Dickson and Sons
W. Paul and Son .

.

A. Dickson and Sons

Colour.

Flesh, shaded yellow
Ivory white
White, tinged lemon
Deep flesh, suffused light rose
Pink, tinted carmine
Deep yellow, shaded peach
White, shaded eau-de-nil
White, tinged blush
Apricot yellow, shaded orange
Creamy white
Lemon yellow
Creamy white, suffused pale
White, tinted blush [rose

,, ,, Deep lemon yellow
Quillot Peach, shaded apricot
A. Dickson and Sons Pale cream
W. Paul and Son .

.

Pale chamois yellow
Pradel Deep bright golden yeUow
A. Dickson and Sons Creamy white
Soupert et Netting Madder rose, fawn shading
ilay White, tinged lemon
GuiUot Pale rose pink
Belot-Defoug6re .

.

Pale rose
Marest Cream, \vith rosy tint

DECORATIVE ROSES.—Table III.

^&1
9-0
8-0
8-0
7-5

6-8
6-4

60
5-5

5-5

5
50
4-8

4-7
4-5
4-5
4-4
4-3

4-2
4-2
4-2
4-0

3-7

3-7

36
3-5

3-2

30
30
30
30
3

a; CO

=i£

Blush Rambler, Mult. Ramblev.. 1903

8 .

.

Irish Fheflame, H.T 1913

8 Mme. E. Herriot, Pernetiana . . 1913

.

.

Hiawatha, Wlch 1905

14 '
.

.

Irish Elegance, H.T 1905

4 .

.

American Pillar, Wich 1909

3 .

.

Kayon d'Or, Pernetiana .

.

1910
.

.

Lady Gay, Wich 1905
.

.

Dorothy Perkins, Wich 1901
5 .

.

Jersev Beautv, Wich 1899

5 .

.

Old Gold, H.T 1913

3 .

.

AlbSric Barbier, Wich. .i. .

.

1900

3 . L6ontine Gervais, Wich 1906

3 .

.

Lady Hillingdon, T 1910
4 .

.

Mrs. Herbert Stevens, T 1910
.

.

Excelsa, Wich 1909

4 .

.

Gardenia, Wich 1899

1 .. Mme. Abel Chatenay, H.T. .. 1895

3 .

.

Mrs. Alfred Tate, H.T 1909

5 .

.

Trier, Hybrid Musk 1904
.

.

Crimson Rambler, Mult. Rambler 1893
1 .. Arthur R. Goodwin, Pernetiana,

.

1910
3 .

.

Mrs. W. H. Cutbush, Poly. Pom. 1906
.

.

Orleans Rose, Poly. Pom 1909
.. Lady God iva, Wich 1908

2 .

.

Gustavo Regis, H.T 1890
1 .

.

Ecarlate, H.T 1907
4 .

.

Lady Pirrie, H.T 1910
2 .

.

Minnehaha, Wich 1905

4 . Mrs. F. W Flight. Mult, Rambler 1905

.

.

White Dorothy, Wich 1908

New varieties, whose positions are depen lent on their recor

Colour.

Blush rose
Fiery orange crimson
Terra-cotta, passing to strawberry ro.'^e

Rich crimson, with "white eye
Shades of apricot
Clear rose, pink centre
Bright golden and canary yellow
Rose pink
Rose pink
Rich yellow, opening to cream
Old gold, tinged .scarlet

Yellow buds, changing to creamy white
Salmon rose, tinted yellow
Bright golden vellow, shaded fawn
White
Bright rosy crimson
Blight yellow, changing to cream
Pale salmon pink, deeper centre
Coppery salmon, shaded fawn
Creamy white, edged fawn
Crimson
Coppery orange, passing to flesh

Bright deep pink
Vivid rosy crimson
Pale blush, deeper centre
Nankeen yellow
Light scarlet

Delicate coppery salmon
Deep pink
Deep pink
Pure white

DECORATIVE ROSES.

We now come to the decorative Roses. By
this term is meant those varieties that eire not

sufificiently large or regular in forin to allow of

the individual blooms being staged singly at

shows, like the exhibition varieties.

In the preceding table the varieties are

arranged according to the number of times they

have been staged in the prize-winning stands

during the last six summer exhibitions of the

National Rose Society. For the varieties of

more recent introduction the longest trustworthy

averages are given instead, and no Rose is included

that has not been staged at one or other of the

six shows three or more times.

Blush Rambler still heads the list, followed by
Irish Firefiame, Mme. Edouard Herriot, Hiawatha
and Irish Elegance. That fine new Rose Irish

Fireflame, a lovely orange copper sport from
Irish Elegance, has at the first time of asking

taken its place in the table at No. 2, being bracketed

with Mme. Edouard Herriot, terra-cotta, introduced

in the same year. Taking the dwarf varieties first,

Irish Elegance has this year risen from No. ir to

No. 5 ; Old Gold, from No. 23 to No. 10 ; while, on
the other hand. Rayon d'Or has fallen from No. 3

to No. 7 ; Mme. Abel Chatenay, from No. 6 to

No. 18 ; and Lady Hillingdon, from No. 11 • to

No. 14. Mme. Ravary, wliich in last year's table

stood at No. 15, now disappears from the analysis.

Arthur R. Goodwin and Orleans Rose, too, have

each to register falls.

Among the climbing varieties Alberic Barbier

has risen from No. 19 to No. 12 ; Gardenia, from

No. 28 to No. 17 ; and Trier, from No. 23 to No. 18 ;

while, on the other hand, Excelsa has fallen from

No. g to No. 16 ; and Crimson Rambler, from
No. 5 to No. 2r. Of the dwarf Roses most
frequently staged in recent years, Mme. Edouard
Herriot heads the list, closely followed by Irish

Elegance and Rayon d'Or. The audit of the

newer decorative Roses will be given in Table VI.
(To be continued.)

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

ds for the 1916 show only.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Auriculas.—The winter treatment of these
plants in the cool house and frame is important.
Give them abundance of air on all favourable
occasions, even pulling off the lights for two or
three hours during the middle of the day when
the sun is shining. During December and January
most growers carefully examine all their plants.
Having seen that the drainage is satisfactory
and the soil in good condition, many of the plants
may only require the removal of offsets and top-
dressing with a little fresh compost similar to
that used for potting, previously removing decaying
leaves. Others will require repotting.

Canterbury Bells.—Flowering a month or
six weeks in advance of plants in the open border,
it is worth while growing a batch of these early
summer flowering plants in pots, especially when
the show house is a large one. Lift now from
the open border and place in 6-inch and 7-inch
pots, standing them in a cold frame.

Stocks.—A frame for these for spring flowering
require tlie final shift into 6-inch or, in the case
of extra strong plants, 7-inch pots. The sorts

suitable include All the Year Round, East Lothian,
Beauty of Nice and Empress Elizabeth. The
best place for the plants from now onwards until

the flower-spikes push is a shelf near the roof
glass in a cool greenhouse.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries, Loganberries and Blackberries.
In normal times the old growth of these fruits

is cut out as soon as fruiting is finished, but this
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year a lot of this work still remains to be done,
and lack of labour will prevent much replanting
being attempted. Having cut out the old wood,
some of the wooden poles or stakes will need
replacing, and also attend to the wires and tying
so that there shall be no trouble from this cause
next summer. Much more use should be made
of the fruiting Blackberries ; they are valuable
in autumn, and when trained on arches over the
garden paths they occupy little ground.

The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—Complete the earthing up of the late
rows if not already attended to. Have ample
light protecting material at hand in case of frost,

as if the tops are badly frozen, decay sets in and
will soon get down into the blanched sticks.

Preparing the Ground.—This should be a time
ot clearing up and preparing for next season's
crops. Shortage of labour has meant that the
garden has not been kept so clean as usual. In
large gardens fires are often kept burning a good
part of the year. With a good body, weeds and
rubbish mil smoulder through gradually and
provide excellent material to return to the kitchen
garden. When manuring the ground, be guided
somewhat by the next crop it is proposed to plant.

Lime may be used with advantage, especially
in old gardens. Basic slag is a good manure to
use now, being slow acting. In trenching or
digging for Onions, Carrots, Parsnips and, in
fact, for all crops, leave the surface rough.

Fruit Under Glass.

Tomatoes.—For ripe fruits in May, seeds of

Tomatoes should be sown about this date in a
warm house. To dispense with the first- potting,
sow two or three seeds in a small pot and reduce
the seedlings to one when it is seen which
promises to make the best plant. Winter Beauty,
A I and Sunrise are good varieties.

The Flower Garden.

The Rock Garden.—^This is a convenient time,
when the weather permits, to go systematically
through the rock garden with a view to removing
weeds, cutting oif pieces of the more vigorous
plants which are crowding their less robust neigh-
bours, also pricking up the soil where hard,
and top-dressing with a fresh compost where
necessary. Some replanting will no doubt
be desirable. A few dwarf shrubs improve the
appearance of a rock garden, especially at this

season. In addition to dwarf conifers, such
plants as Cotoneaster thymifoUa, C. adpressa,
C. horizontalis, Berberis Wilsons, Pernettya
mucronata, Gaultheria procumbens. Rhododen-
dron intricatum and Salix Bockii all add to the
interest and beauty of a large alpine garden.

Michaehnas Daisies.—^This is a good time
to propagate the plants by division of the
clumps. Lifting and dividing may be done
every year, or at least in alternate years, as
the Michaelmas Daisies are very free in growth
and delight in a rich soil, the replanting of the
clumps providing a good opportunity to deeply
dig and manure the ground.
Kew. A. OsBORN.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning Gooseberries.—The tipping of the
Gooseberry shoots in autumn as a part of the
treatment against attacks of mildew has somewhat
altered our method of pruning, which consisted
of a good general thinning out of the branches
and leaving a proportion of the young growths
their full length without any shortening. Where
tipping has been done, the bushes will require
to be pruned on the short spur system.

Red and White Currants should be spurred
close in. leaving the leading shoots about a third
of their length for extension where this is necessary.
Keep the centres of the bushes well thinned out
to allow plenty of room for the free circulation of

air when the bushes are in full leaf.

Black Currants, which fruit principally on
the growths of the current year, should be annually
thinned out, and long branches cut down to induce
a continuous supply of fresh young wood from
the base.

Cuttings.—Select a sufficient quantity of

straight young shoots from the prunings for

cuttings. These can be tied in bundles and

labelled, laying them in on a spare piece of ground
until a wet or stormy day, when they can be
prepared under cover. Gooseberry and Currant
cuttings should be from 15 inches to 18 inches
long. Trim off all the buds towards the base,

leaving three or four at the top, and when finally

inserted in the ground they should be at a depth
to provide for about 6 inches of clean stem in

established young bushes. Black Currants may
be prepared in the same way, except that no
provision need be made for a stem, young growths
of these being encouraged from the ground-level.
If it is not convenient to have the cuttings placed
in position at once, they may be heeled in until

a suitable opportunity occurs. When setting these
out in lines, the cuttings should be kept as nearly
perpendicular as possible.

Spraying Fruit Trees.—Spraying with caustic
alkali wash is generally recommended to be done
in February, just before the buds begin to move

;

but as that is usually a very busy season in the
garden, and under present circumstances much of

the work has to be done to suit the altered con-
ditions, it may be found convenient to have
this done in advance of the usual time. Any
mild day during winter after the pruning is finished
can be selected for applying the wash. This
work should be undertaken if at all possible.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Vines.—Pruning, cleaning and preparing
the earliest Vines for starting will now be engaging
the attention of the fruit-grower. The earliest

houses, unless in isolated cases, will not be closed
before the beginning of the year. If earlier

Grapes are required, it is better to rely on specially

prepared pot Vines and save the permanent planted-
out rods from undue forcing. Those houses con-
taining Grapes requiring a long season to matme
should be got ready with a view to closing them
early in February, until which time the Vines should
be kept quite cool and at rest. In anticipation of

high prices and a greater scarcity of coal during
the ensuing season, it may be well to bear in mind
that certain varieties of Grapes can be successfully
grown without the aid of fire-heat. Such varieties
as Black Hamburgh, Black Alicante and Appley
Towers have been grown here during the past
season without the assistance of fire-heat, and
these finished admirably, notwithstanding a
cold and sunless season. The starting of the
Vines was, of bourse, delayed as long as possible
by keeping the ventilators fully open until all

risk of severe weather was past, after wliich full

advantage was taken of all the sun-heat available.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—As these pass out of
flower the stems should be cut down to within a
few inches of the soil and the pots removed to a
cool and light position. If cuttings are plentiful,

all the pots need not be kept, save only as many
as are likely to be required. Those varieties that
are shy in providing cuttings should have the surface
soil scratched off, a little light compost of sand
and leaf-mould placed on the surface, and the
pots placed in a gentle heat to induce the
suckers to grow. A batch of cuttings may now be
inserted at any time as soon as these can be
got in good condition. It is better to take the
cuttings in small lots as soon as they are ready
than to wait for the later ones being in good con-
dition and risk spoiling many of the earlier ones.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

EDITORIAL NOTICES
Evei'y department of horticulture is represented in THE

Garpen, and the Editor im^ies readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon which they urish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor
asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated

It must be distinctly understood that ordy the actual photo-
grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible tor the return of artistic

or literary contril>utions which he may not be able to use. and
the receipt of a proof miist not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alone

as acceptance.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAe Editor endeav(mre

to make The Garden ftelpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address^

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming shoidd be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
CAMPANULA STANSFIELDII AND OTHER QUES-

TIONS.—Can you tell me if Campanula Stansfieldii really
exists ? I read glowing accounts of it, but I cannot
find mention of it in any catalogue that I have. I felt

sure that I could get it from M. Correvon, but no. No\v
I am beginning to wonder if it is not of the '

' Mrs. Harris
'

'

variety ! I am struggling to grow alpines by the aid of
books and much expenditure of money. It is a thrilling

occupation, and each year brings better results, till I

hope in time to have a rock garden worthy of the name.
Just at present I am much harassed over my one solitary
wee plant of Dianthus neglectus. Lime or no lime is

the question, and moraine or open soil ? I obtained only
two plants that really look like D. neglectus—not that
I have ever seen it outside a picture. Most of the seed-
lings were hybrids, and flowered joyfully in a very short
time ; but they were not the real thing. The other
plants had very tiny leaves. One, I regret to say, I
planted and lost ; but the other I have, and 1 am frightened
to look at it in case it " dies on me." However, I have
replanted it in the moraine with no lime, and await results
with bated breath. One of my treasured books says
" absolutely no lime "; in another place, " plant with
plenty of lime rubble." Depressing, is it not ? Some
months ago 1 bought a plant from a nurseryman (the
only one in Kew Zealand who pretended to grow alpines,

as far as I am aware). It was supposed to be Campanula
cenisia, and was a pale blue mass of little stemless stars.

Now, every book says it must be grown in moraine. It
certainly was not in moraine when I bought it, neither
did I plant it there ; but I felt very bad one evening^

when I read in a book that it was practically impossible
to grow it anywhere else, I rushed out next morning,,
meaning to move it,' but the plant looked so very cheerful

that I compromised by putting a cutting of it in the
moraine, and now both plants are doing quite well. I

enclose a leaf of this so-called cenisia." Will you please

see if you can tell whether that is right ? Owing to-

an unfortunate accident, my few Campanulas have got
mixed, and I do not know one from the other, except the
"cenisia." When they bloom I will press a leaf and flower-

of eacii and ask you to name them, if you will be so kind.

The soil here has a great deal of iron in it, and conse-
quently blue flowers are very blue. We have quantities

of Hydrangea, and its colour is wonderful, I suppose
there are many alpines fo. which this climate is not suit-

able. It is mild enough to grow Heliotrope outdoo s all

the winter except in a very exjiosed place. I have friends

here who cut their plants down with the " slasher" every^

year. I war perpetually with slugs. They are in lai^e-

numbers and many varieties. One in particular can
be had several inches long ! I can keep the slug and
snail pest down by continually searching for them, but
the worst enemies as far as numbers a e concerned are-

woodlice. 'ihey are in countless millions. I do not
think they do a great deal of harm except in the
very early seedling stage, when they will walk off

with tiny plants bodily. I could write a great deal

on the trials and troubles of an amateiu- rock gardener
he 0, — Ethel O'Callaghan, Hauera, New Zealand.
[This Campanula is no mjlh. We grow it ourselves..

and it is available in quantity if desired. You should
send to England for your alpines. There is no country
in the world which specialises so much in the best of them;
or that can send you such good value for money in seeds

or plants. The plant named has grey, ipch-long leaves,

and solitary purplish bells horizontally disposed on 3-inch

stems. It may, indeed be nearly twice that height when
fully grown. It is a hybrid of uncertain parentage,

quite good and an easy doer. Nearly all the Dianthuses
like lime, and D. neglectus is one of them. It does well

in sandy loam and old mortar, and is good in the moraine;

not at all difficult, and easy to grow from seeds. " Lime and.

sun " is the formula, with firm planting and good drainage.

The leaves sent are certainly not those of Campanula
cenisia, the flowers of which are funnel-shaped and of pale*

elertric blue tone. Your plant with the " mass of Uttle

stemless stars" we should think is C. garganica, and
the leaves you send, though small, agree with this. This
latter is of prostrate habit. C. cenisia is 3 inches to 4 inches-
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high. If you send us flowers of these for identification,

please let your material be as ample as possible, and do
not forget "that the basal leaves and stem leaves of many
Campanulas are very distinct. C. cenisia is a purely
moraine plant, found chiefly in glacier d bris and moraines
on limestone. In cultivation it does best in sand and
fine gravel with but little soil added. It is by no means
one of the easiest, and for gardeners not the most desir-

able. It is, of course, rare and difficult. la all probability

your genial New Zealand climate would not suit it, and
it is a success here only with the specialists who study
its needs. We sympathise with you over the slug pest.

We trap them freely by laying down pieces of wet sacking,

under which they "take shelter. We do not envy you
your specimens ' • seve al mches long." Our smaller ones are
bad enough. We would recommend you to war equally
against woodlice ; they are most destructive. As you
have them in " countless millions," it is a marvel choice
tilings are not wiped out altogether, and probably would
be wece it not that the pests" special food exists in plenty.
Boilinc; water, whf-n: it can be applied from a rosed watering-
can, would soon reduce their numbers, or a syringe may
be used where less room obtains. We are greatly interested

by your letter, and hope you will not hesitate to further
communicate with us as to vour doubts and difficulties.

—

Ed.]

in some stages of their development are only approxi-
mately white, otherwise the collection might be a very
small and perhaps a not very interesting one. To compare
the infinite variety of tints in flowers which may quite

legitimately be called white will afford much interesting

study. In the * Repertoire des Couleurs ' fourteen sheets

are devoted to different qualities of white, and the sheets

are subdi\ided into four shades. At a Daffodil show
last April I was admiring what seemed to me the wonderful,
whiteness of many of the varieties staged, but when I

came upon one called Alpine Snow I found that in com-
parison with the pm-e and snowy whiteness of this variety

the others could not be passed as absolutely white. This
shows that 'wliite' is, after all, only a relative term."
—Ed.]

ROSE GARDEN.
BASIC SLAG AS AN AUTUMN DRESSING (F. J. H.).—

This is an excellent fertiliser, and is best employed as an
autumn dressing. It is one of the best phosphates we
can give our Roses, but its value depends upon the fineness

to which it is ground, so you should go to a good house
for your supply. It should be applied at the rate of
60Z. to 80Z. per square yard.

ROSA LUCENS {G, E. C.).—This is botanically
allied to R. moschata. It was discovered by Mr. E. H.
Wilson, and is likely to prove valuable for hybridising.
Neat, erect habit, forming a graceful bush ; foliage

dense, very glistening; wood reddish brown
j

practically

evergreen, and foliage changes to bronze in winter ; very
hardy and seeds freely.

ROSE DESCRIPTIONS (G. H. C.).~l, Mme. Constant
Soupert, Tea {Soupcrt, 1905), deep yellow, shaded peach,
an exhibitor's Rose only ; 2, Mayflower, Hybrid Tea
(K. J. Hill, 1911), creamy white, edged pink, fine stem,
free and good for cutting ; 3, J\tay Miller, Hybrid Tea
(E. J. Hill, 1911), coppery rose, very fine growth, flowers
free and good for cutting ; 4, Seabird. Hybrid Tea (Hugh
Dickson, 1913), pale sulphur, large, loose flower, good
stems and a free bloomer ; .'i, airs. Gordon Sloane, Hybrid
Tea (Alex. Dickson, 1912), electric copper and .salmon,

free and good, very showy ; 6, ftlrs. Hubert Taylor,
Tea (Alex. Dickson. 1910), shell pink and white, diffuse

^owth, but vigorous, mainly an exhibitor's Rose.

PURE WHITE ROSES.—I am trying to make a collec-

tion of pure white Roses of the Hybrid Perpetual, Hybrid
Tea and Tea varieties suitable for growing outdoors.
Unfortunately, very few of those usually so described
in the catalogues are free from .some colour other than
white, as, for instance, Fran Karl Druschki. British Queen
and Augustine Guinoisseau. Would you very kindly
tell me whether (1) the following are really pure white
entirely—Marchioness of Londonderry, Lady Quartus
Ewart, The Bride, Simplicity. White Maman Cochet,
Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Berthe Gemen, L6on Robichon,
L'Innocence, Maid of the Mist. Perle des Blanches, Per-
fection des Blanches and Irish Beauty ; (2) are there
any other pure white Roses, other than those mentioned,
of dwarf growth and of the varieties stated, suitable for

planting outdoors ?—F. B., Taunfon [The following
reply has been very kindly fiunished by " White Lady,"
who has made a study of white Roses :

" Marchioness
of Londonderry, dull ivory shade, \vith blush tint ; Lady
Quartus Ewart, creamy white ; The Bride, lemon white ;

Simplicity, old ivory"; AVliite Maman Cochet, cream,
sometimes edged with pink ; L'Innocence, paper white ;

Souvenir de S. A. Prince, almost uniformly pure white,

though not so shining a white as Frau Karl Druschki,
it has no tint of pink on the buds ; Irish Beauty, pale

creamy white. Of Berthe Gemen, Perle des Blanches
and Pprfection des Blanches I do not know anything except
that they are described in the catalogues and by M. Jules

Gravereaux as ' white." Leon Robichon he describes

as ' pure white.' Some of the wiutest Roses are to be
found among the Rugosas. I do not know of any Tea,
Hybrid Tea or Hybrid Perpetual so white in the fully

open flower as Frau Karl Druschki. The pink strcalcs

on the bud, being on the outside of the petals, quite

disappear as the flowers open. Here is a list of some
Roses which nearly approach to whiteness, all of which
are suitable for planting outdoors : Candeur Lyonnaise,
H.P., a large flower, white, with a tinge of flesh ; Florence
Forrester, H.T., white, with a lemon tinge, the open
flowers are quite white ; Juwel. H.T.. nearly piire white ;

Mayflower, H.T.. creamy white, with tinge of pink;
Mme. Jules Bouche, H.T., white, tinted in centre with
salmon, opening to white. Mrs. Andrew Carnegie, E.T.,

lemon, and White Killarney, H.T., creamy white, must
be mentioned, but are less white than the others named.
Among Tea Roses, Molly Sharman Crawford is white,

with a shade of eau de-nil, but opens to a purer white ;

and airs. Herbert Stevens, though the buds have a distinct

tinge of fawn, becomes almost pure white in the 'open
flower. In the late Mr. Herbert Molyneux's note on
' White Roses ' in The Garden for January 22, 1916,
lie writes :

' Pure white is the rarest of all the primary
colours among flowers, and it certainly is so among Roses.'

Consequently anyone making a collection of ' pure white
Koses * should, I think, be content to grow flowers which

ROCK GARDEN.
GENTIANA ACAULIS AND OTHER ALPINES {A- H. L.).

W'e are pleased you find pleasure in wrestling with the

likes and disiikes'of aipines. and conquest of their diffi-

culties on such lines is educative in the highest degree.

Gentiana acaulis succeeds in many soils—light loam.
Heatli-like soil, peat, and stiff red loam with or without
lime—attaining perhaps its greater colour brilliancy in

stiff red loam. In parts of Ireland it succeeds best grown
in peat ; at Wisley it is quite happy in tiie light soil there.

We have it now doing well in a like soil. We should not
starve it, however, but in your case make an edging or

group and give it Banstead loam and old mortar screen-

ings. Firm planting is essential. The present is a good
planting-time. Try Potentilla nitida in the moraine,

or give it moraine conditions. You are fortunate in growing
Gentiana verua well, and you cannot have too much of

it. Try Soldanella in equal parts of good loam and peat

in cool conditions. The slug pest you should try to

eradicate, and it may be materially reduced by laying

down old sacks, under which the slug takes shi-lter at this

season. You are probably right that generally the diet

given to alpine plants is too rich. Soil richness and soil

dampness are great enemies to choice aipines. . At the same
time, we must always differentiate between the purely

saxatile species—those of the rocks—and that other

larger company which invariably inhabit upland pastures.

FRUIT GARDEN.
BITTER-PIT IN APPLES (R. G.).—The precise cause

of bitter-pit is unkno^m. The dead spots in the flesh

are due to interference \vith the water supply at a critical

period in the growth of the tr e. and the only thing that

can be suggi'sted to avoid the trouble is the regulation

of the wiiln ^uiM>Iy by cultivation, Ac, during the winter.

A PECULIAR-SHAPED PEAR (J. B.).—The Confer-

ence Pear of curious shape is due to failure to become
cross-pollinated in the spring. This and a few other

varieties, such as Durondeau and Pitmaston Duchess,

are able to form fruits without cross-pollination, and
when so formed the core does not enlarge nor do the

o\-ules develop their seeds. You may easily prove the

truth of this statement next year by enclosing, say, two
or three dozen flower-clusters in bags before the buds
burst and keeping them enclosed until the petals have fallen,

when you should mark the clusters and remove the bags,

awaiting results in the full expectation of obtaining a

number of seedless frUits. Similarly, fruits produced
as the result of summer flowers on Pears and Apples

do not produce seed, and most (but probably not all)

of the seedless fruits of which one hears are the result

either of failure in cross-pollination or of summer flowers.

Unfortunately, not all varieties .are capable of forming

fruits when cross-pollination fails.

SOC I ET I ES

MISCELLANEOUS.
SITUATION FOR AN AMERICAN A. W. Gossland).—It

is probable that you would be able to obtain a position

in a nursery in tlie United Kingdom, but before coming
over it would be wise to write to one of the large firms

of nurserymen and malce enquiries as to openings, liours

of work, wages, &c. We would suggest that an application

be made to Messrs. Diclisons, Eastgate Street, Chester,

and to Messrs. Clibrans, Altrineham and Manchester. We
do not think, however, that it would be wise policy on

your part, unless you have a really 13rst-rate knowledge

of Rose-growing or some other branch of horticulture,

to come over here to take up gardening, for in nurseries

by far the greater number of hands arc required to do
labourers' work.

MILLEPEDES IN A TOWN GARDEN (Pest No. 2).—

Trapping the millepedes by burying pieces of Potato or

Carrot near their haunts would be a useful measure.

These traps could be examined frequently, and the captures

killed by dropping ilem into a little paraffin. You might
try the effect of carbon bisulphide also. Make holes at

intervals of about feet and 9 inches in depth along the

border and pour into each a tablespoonful of carbon
bisulphide, covering in the hole immediately. This

substance is deadly to animal life, but so long as it does

not come into actual contact with large roots is not likely

to be harmful to plants. A dressing of freshly slaked lime,

forked lightly in, would tend to make the soil less fitted

for the millepedes, for they delight in rather sour soil

conditions.

NAMES OF FRUIT.— GVfj/Zomrfs.— Chatley's Kernel.

F. Norman.—1, Wo'msley Pippin; 2, p.-obably a

local seeding; 3, Hall Doo ; 4, Wl.i e Musi (Cider

Apple). No. 2 is a v: ri ty of good promise. Kindly send

six f ui s of his va ie y lo ilie Fruii Ci.mmittee of the

Royal Horticultural Society this time ne..t year.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

THE meeting on the 4th inst. was quite small, though not

without importance. Orchids from Messrs. Armstrong
and Brown, Tunbridge Wells, and for whicii a gold medal
was deservedly awarded, were very fine. Carnation

exhibits, too, were excellent.

The most remarkable exllibit of the meeting was the

gold medal Rose Charles E. Shea, which had been forced

into flower from September-started plants. In forced

Roses the new-comer is in the nature of a revelation,

and we never before remember having seen such quality

in a forced Kose in December.

Orchid Cosoiittee.

Present ; Sir Jeremiah Colman (chairman), Sir H. J.

Veitch and Messrs. J. O'Brien, W. Bolton, S. W. Flory.

C. J. Lucas, W. H. White, A. Dye, Charles H. Curtis,

J. E. Shill, J. Cypher, W. Cobb, T. Armstrong. Pantia

Ralli, J. Wilson Potter, It. B. White, F. J. Hanbury and
U. A. Jiolfe.

By far the finest exllibit before this committee was
the magnificent group from Messrs. Armstrong and Brown.
Tunbridge Wells. Chiefly composed of Cattleya Maggie
Raphael alba, of which there were some six dozen

flowering examples, many of superb quality, the group

at right and left was flanked by choice Cypripediums

and Lffilio-Cattleyas, a small centre being formed of

new Odontoglossums and Odontiodas. Of the tattleya

first named, the varieties Dreadnought and Brilliantissima

stood out conspicuously, the broad, pure white, handsomely
proportioned sepals and petals a flue setting for tlie richly

coloured lip. As a December-ttowering sort, this, with

a value of its own, is indispensable to all Orchid-growers.

Brasso-Lwlio-Cattleya The Baroness Orchidhurst variety

is of rich golden yellow colour, a glorious form, whose
prettily gotfered lip touched with red internally is very

beautiful. Cattleya Venus Queen of Yellows, Odontioda
Madelene var. Black Prince and Odontoglossum ardentillus

were all excellent. Cypripedium triumphaus and Dread-

nought were very fine. Odontoglossum Plackii (Rossil

X Pescatorei), an elegant thing in pinkish white, copiously

spotted witli crimson, was very ch,arming.

From Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath,

came Lxlio-Cattleya Mita, of crushed strawberry hue,

with crimson and golden orange lip ; the pure white

Brasso-Cattleva ()\ieen Alexandra, Cypripedium Rolfeae,

together with L'attlevas. Odontiodas and others.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, Enfield,

liad some clmrming Sopliro-Cattleyas and Cattlcyas in

variety.
, ^

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, contributed Cypri-

pediums. C. Little Gem being very distinct.

Lielio-Cattleya Serbia variety Bryndir was shown by

Dr. iMiquel Lacroze. Eoeliampton. In mauve and
crira.son it is very handsome.

.

Messi-s. Hassall and Co., Southgate, showed choice

Cypripediums, C. Leeanum clinkaberryanum, C. Priam,

C Motra and C. triumphans being among the finer things.

Cymbidiums Capella, C. Pollux (almost white) and C.

Motra (fawn and yellow) were very good.

Jlessrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, contributed

Cypripediums, Cattlevas and Cymbidiums. Cattleya

Snowflake was the most cliarming variety. Crologyue

Mooreana was very pure and beautiful.

The Cypripediums from R. Windsor Rickards, Usk

Priory Monmouthshue, wire a feature of the show and
admirably staged. C. Curlew (Beryl X Fairieanum),

C J Cypher (yellow and wliite), C. Nydia (rose and

crimson), C. antinous (white and golden) and C. PyramuS
splendcns were a few in a superb lot.

Messrs.- J. Cypher and Sons, clieltenham, showed a

very fine collection of Cvptiiu'diums, Golden Fleece,

Eudora (very dark), Tityus, iMrs. F. Welleslcy and Cliarlesi-

anum being some of the more important.

Flokal Committee.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

W. J. Bean, E. A. Bowles, Sydney Jlorris, It. C. Notcutt,

J Green G. Harrow, G. Reuthe, J. Heal, J. W. Moorman,

T. Stevenson, It. Hooper Pearson, J. Jennings, H. Cowley.

J Dickson, C. Di.xon, H. J. Jones, C. E. Pearson, W.
Cutlibertson, W. P. Thomson, E. H. Jenkins, W. G. Baker

G. Paul, J. Hudson and II. W. Wallace.

Messrs. Allwood Brotliers. Hayward's Heath, surpassed

themselves in exhibiting Carnations, a full table of the

choicest of these, admirably grown and staged, repre-

senting perfection. We hope to give fuller details in our

report of the Carnation show next week.

Mr J Jeniier. Itavli i'jli, lOssex, also showed Carnations

well Mrs. C. Raphael, .Mav Day and White Enchantress

being some of the best. The vases of Satin Hose and

'triumph were very good.
, „ . . .,

Mr G. Eeutlie, Keston, Kent, showed Nerines, togethcl

with choice shrubs and aipines. Picea Brewcriana was

noted, also Olearia semi-dentata and Pontapterygium

rugosum, a half-hardy subject. ,.,..,
Messrs. W. Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, N., exhibited

Carnations very finely, grouping the several sorts

adequately and well. Big stands were flllcd with Carola

(crimsou), Clinmpioii (scarlet), Salmon Enchantress,

May Day, White lOiiehiuitress and White Swan, the

whole attractiv.- ami beautiful at this saison.

Messrs. Fletcher lirotlurs, Ottershaw. Chertsey, showed

some intc-irstiiig Ihings Abies Douglasii fleteheriana (the

Dwarf Douglas Fir), .\ueuba loiijiiloiia Klet.chcn. green

tipped and quite distinct from typical loiigifolia ; Cupressus

Lawsoniana Fletcheri, a most elegant plant ; and C. L.

I Pottensii. a seedling of great charm and distinction.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THE article on greening and sprouting

seed Potatoes in our issue of December 2

has brought forth several letters in

support of these practices. The object

of greening Potatoes is to strengthen

the sprouts, and the practice is so valuable that

we regard it of national importance in the present

crisis. Owing to a wet season and to the unfor-

tunate state of. affairs which led some growers

to lift their crops in the rain, the tubers of many
varieties are starting to sprout long before their

time. Such tubers as are required for sfeed

should certainly be brought to full daylight in

a cool room or greenhouse where they tan be

protected from frost.

Potatoes Under Glass. — Some nurserymen

in the Lea Valley have undertaken

to risk a loss and make the experiment

of producing Potatoes by intensive

cultivation. With seed at its present

price it can hardly be hoped to pay,

but it will, none the less, be carried out

for patriotic motives. It is thought that

early varieties, like May Queen and

Midlothian Early, will be cleared in time

to follow with a crop of Tomatoes; but

some growers who have already tried
'

the experiment are of the opinion that

Tomatoes when used as a following crop to

Potatoes are more susceptible to disease.

New President and Parliamentary

Secretary to the Board of Agriculture.

General satisfaction is expressed in the

nomination of two able and experienced

agriculturists to the Board of Agriculture

—Mr. R. E. Prothero as President and

Mr. Charles Bathurst as Parliamentary

Secretary. Mr. Prothero is probably best

known to the public as Chief Agent to the

Duke of Bedford, one of the largest land-

owners in the kingdom ; he is also a

member of the Departmental Committee

on Home Production of Food, appointed

last year. The combined appointments

should lead to an enlightened policy in the

increase of our home-grown food supply.

The Large-Flowered Protea.— Our

illustration of this remarkable and hand-

some Cape plant is reproduced from an

excellent plate in the " Botanists' Re-

pository." It appears under the name

Protea grandiflora var. foliis undulatis,

with the following description :
" The

round tufts of long hair which terminate

the inner scales of the cup in this Protea

and its varieties constitute its principal

distinguishing specific character from

P. speciosa. It is without doubt one of the

handsomest of this fine tribe of plants, not

only in the beauty of the blossom, but for its

general habit, as it does not grow above 3 feet

high, very bushy, and producing its flowers at

the age of three or four' years."

Berberis stenophylla.—^The article in The
Garden for November 25 on the new and delightful

Berberis rubrostilla brings to mind that Berberis

stenophylla was also the result of a chance seedling.

Whereas B. rubrostilla originated at Wisley,

B. stenophylla, which many look upon as the

finest of all flowering Barberries, was first observed

in the nursery of Messrs. Fisher and Holmes,

Handsworth, near Sheffield, about the year i860.

It was then regarded as an accidental hybrid

between those two South American species B.

Darwinii and B. empetrifolia. Time has proved

this to be correct. Berberis stenophylla readily

produces fertile seeds, but the progeny as a rule

varies considerably, some showing a leaning to

one parent and some to the other.

Nerine coruscans Not Flowering.—We have

always regarded this Nerine as one of the easiest

to flower, but this is not the experience of a reader

at Hitchin, who writes :
" You have printed

several notices lately about Nerines. None of chem,

1 think, refers to a difliculty I have experienced

with N. coruscans. For several years I have

grown them, and only once (last year) have 1 had

a flower-spike. They do nothing but multiply

their bulbs. I have left them crowded until

they have split their pot : I have dried

them 'off ; I have planted them out
;

but the result is the same. I keep them

in a not very hot house. Can you give

me any hints ? " The great point to bear

in mind is that the bulbsrequire a thorough

roasting in the sun during the summer.

Perhaps our correspondent will kindly

send a line to say wherein his treatment

differed from the lines laid down by

the Rev. J. Jacob on page 6og of this

issue.

Aster grandiflorus.—Amid the wealth

of modern varieties, the original species

of Michaelmas Daisies are apt to be

relegated to the limbo of forgetfulness.

Generally speaking, this—except on

grounds of sentiment — need not be

regretted, as the "old order" has

changed to the new and better. An

exception should, however, be made in

the case of Aster grandiflorus, a distinct

species introduced from North America

196 years ago. Coming into flower in

November, A. grandiflorus is too late

for flowering outdoors ; but treated as a

pot plant like the Chrysanthemum it is a

fitting companion for the Autumn Queen,

either for conservatory decoration or for

cutting. The flowers, which average

2 inches in diameter, are of a bright purple

colour. The plant attains a height of

2 feet or more and has a graceful, branch-

ing habit, the beauty of which is enhanced

by the fact that the foliage is quite small,

like that of the ericoides class.

PROTEA GRANDIFLORA VAR. FOLIIS UNDULATI.

From the " Botanists' Refiository."

*,* Owing to tlieshortage of paper, readers who

have not already done so are aslced to order THE
Gakden to be delivered regularly by their neiiis-

agent. Readers will thus obviate the matte eon-

sequent on the issue oj papers for chance sale, and

so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

paniculata is

Campanula Hohenackeri.—The accompanying

illustration represents a somewhat elegant and

graceful member of the Bellflower Order rarely

seen in cultivation, though some few years since

an example or two were noted at one of the meetings

of the Royal Horticultural Society. According

to the " Index Kewensis," it is synonymous

with C. sibirica, a species having a wide distri-

bution in Siberia, the Caucasus, Hungary, Pied-

mont, Carniola, &c. Curiously, Don, who in

his " Gardeners' Dictionary " deals with many
Campanulas, does not mention C. Hohenackeri,

while remarking that its variety

very like C. divergens, which the

"Index Kewensis" also makes

a variety of the above, named.

Authorities by no means agree

as to whether the plant is

biennial or perennial, though

Don places both sibirica and

divergens in the latter class.

Its not infrequent behaviour is

that of taking three years or so

to reach the flowering stage,

perishing after the somewhat

abundant flowering shown in the

illustration. This represents the

conduct of the only plants of it

I remember to have grown. It

is also the experience of those

who have grown it more recently

than I have ; hence it is one

to be raised periodically from

seeds. Culturally it presents no

difficulty, and succeeds in well-

drained loamy soil. The drooping

bells so well shown in the picture

are of bluish violet colour and

considerable size. The plant

attains rj feet liigh or there-

abouts.-—E. H. Jenkins.

Rhus Toxicodendron in Canada.

With reference to the poisonous

character of this plant, it may be

of interest to some of our readers

to reprint the note by R. J. Ella

Haines, Toronto, Canada, which

appeared in The Garden some

years ago :
" Although I have

noticed one answer from this side

of the ocean to your correspondent

on the question of Rhus Toxi-

codendron, I am tempted to add

some words upon the subject.

I note that, according to yoin: first correspondent,

it is being sold at home as Ampelopsis Hoggii.

It is no relation to the Ampelopsis, though in

some points it might at a casual glance be mis-

taken for one. The Ampelopsis belongs to the

Grape Vine family, and is represented in the wild

state by Ampelopsis quinquefolia, whose leaves

have from three to seven (but generally five)

leaflets, oblong lanceolate and sparingly serrate.

Rhus Toxicodendron belongs to the Cashew
family, and is one of the Poison Sumachs. Its

leaves are of three leaflets, are more ovate, downy,
notched and sinuate. These questions of botanical

accuracy are of moment, for it is important that

so noxious a plant as this Rhus should not be

allowed to pose as a harmless Ampelopsis. The
poison is not a temporary and light matter like

that of the Stinging Nettle. The rash which it

produces over face, hands, arms and legs is of an

inflammatory nature, and recurs for three years

in some cases. As a doctor's wife I can speak

with authority about its very bad effect upon
many people's constitutions. My husband's

brother and his wife brought trails of it home
one day from the woods under the impression

that it was the Ampelopsis, and their botanical

expedition cost them three weeks in bed ! We
employ people to go and cut it away and root

it out when it is found near country houses.

—

R. J. Ella Haines, Toronto, Canada."

Scarcity of Sliowy Butterflies.—The scarcity,

or, in fact, partial non - appearance .of the

brightly coloured butterflies is by no means
confined to North Wales and South-West Scotland.

THE KAFFIR LILY
(SCHIZOSTYLIS COCCINEA.)

I

A LITTLF.-KNOWN BELLFLOWER : CAMPANULA HOHEN.\CKERI

Here in Sm'rey, where the Red Admiral, the

Small Tortoiseshell and, in a less degree, the

Peacock form quite a featm'e of our gardens during

late summer and early autumn when Sedum
spcctabile is in bloom, their visitation was limited

to a very few of the Small Tortoiseshell, which

was, from an ornamental appearance, a great

loss. On the other hand, we were troubled with

swarms of both the Large and Small Whites,

and as a consequence all the Brassica family

suffered terribly. In some of the allotments in

this neighbourhood the caterpillars made their

appearance in such numbers as to nearly strip

the young Cabbages of their foliage, leaving only

the principal ribs. The pretty little hamiless

blue butterflies were also more than usually

plentiful.—H. P.

T is always good to read of that excellent

Cape plant Schizostylis coccinea. So very

few people grow it, or even seem to know it,

and yet it is so easily managed and so

long-suffering in the treatment and dirty

weather it will stand. For the benefit of those

who do not know the Kaffir Lily, may I give a

brief description, with a note, or rather a query,

as to its culture ? The leaves are much like

those of a Montbretia or a Gladiolus, but are

darker green and less markedly ribbed. The

root habit is also rather like that of a Montbretia,

though there is no very definite

corm. From the current flowering

spike there radiate a number of

runners which form the flowering

spike of the following year. About

the end of September the -flower-

spikes begin to push up from the

flat sword sheaths of leaves, and

in favourable seasons a good clump

will continue to flower until Novem-
ber and December. The flower-

spike and the flowers themselves

are rather in the nature of a small

Gladiolus, but the spike is less

one-sided and the flowers more

regular. In colour they are a clear

soft brilliant red, almost scarlet,

yet a soft pleasing scarlet, not a

hard yellow flame scarlet. The
height is from r8 inches to 2 feet.

A warm, sheltered, sunny position

is generally recommended for

Schizostylis, and this is what one

would naturally expect to suit a

South African plant which flowers

in late autumn. But on this point

it woiild be interesting to have

the opinions and experiences of

readers of The Garden. I first

met Schizostylis some fourteen or

fifteen years ago in Messrs. Hack-

house's nursery at York. The

plants had a splendid bed of ricli

light loam on the north side of a

fairly high hedge, and in this posi-

tion the flowers always developed

well until very late in the year.

.\gain I met the plant in Yorkshire,

four years ago in a garden high

up above Ilkley, on the edge of

the moors, and here again it was in

a very shady position, and was flowering gloriously

quite late in November. My own plants here at

Stevenage are in a very shady place, mider an

old Plum tree. I put them there because they

had not done as well as I expected in a sunny

situation. In spite of frost and every sort of

poisonous weather, I have been picking Schizostylis

for the house and to give away until about a week

ago. Then I lifted a few dozen half-developed

spikes, together with a number of even more

backward plants, and potted them up in a very

large pan and brought them into a cool greenhouse.

They have not resented the disturbance in the

least, and already those spikes which were at a

half-developed standstill a week ago are opening

brilliantly and well, and the pan gives promise

of a succession which should last until Christmas
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or later. This, although it is answering well,

is rather rough-and-ready treatment, and the

better way to secure late flowering under glass

would no doubt be to pot up strong roots earlier

in the year, keep them back by standing or plung-

ing the pots in a northern exposure until late in

the autumn, and then bring them under glass

. to flower. Or I can imagine a bed of Schizostylis

planted out in a fairly deep frame facing north or

east would give excellent results late in the year.

Has anyone tried this method ? But, apart from

frame and cool greenhouse culture, it would be

interesting and of great value to know what

readers of The Garden have experienced as

regards sunny versus shady positions for

the Kaffir Lily. I think possibly the reason

why (if I am right) a shady position suits the

plant best is that when the flower-spikes get

coated with hoar frost in a sunny position the

sun has the effect of causing the frost to " scald
"

the flowers ; whereas in a shady place*the hoar

ALWAYS A FLOWER IN THE GARDEN

wHAT a woman asks of a garden
is that she shall go to it every
month of the year and find a

flower therein—a hard thing to

ask and difficult to arrange unless

the garden be by the sea in the south-western

corner of England. There you may see Camellias

blooming in the open in January and other rare

delights, but inland, or not so far to the south-

ward, these treasures are not easy to find. But
there are hardy things that will make a brave
show in most places, and of these I give a rough
calendar for the year.

In the cold grey days of winter the eye asks for

cheering colour ; green is the easiest colour to

produce then. In a large garden much may be
done by planting evergreen'shrubs and those with

garden, otherwise January should see its cheerful

little yellow flowers.

Winter Coltsfoot (Tussilago fragrans), sometimes

called Winter Heliotrope, is a delicate and fragrant

thing, pale pinkish mauve in colour and delicious

in scent, but rather inclined to want a lot of room
for its abundant leaves. Iris stylosa grows in a

wall garden with success and is a thing of beauty.

Christmas Roses (Helleborus niger) will flower

in the open, but to retain their exquisite purity

in this dirty world they need some protection

and shelter, a hand-glass for choice. Winter

Sweet or Japanese Allspice (Chimonanthus fragrans)

will put forth flowers on a warm wall. So much
for January.

Candlemas Day starts February, often " fair

and fine" with " worst of winter coming behin'."

frost is melted off by the higher day temperature,

and scalding through the sun striking the frosted

petals is avoided.

There is no excuse for not growing this brilliant

autumn and winter flower. It is very easy to

grow and very cheap to buy. Good roots

may be had at about rs. or is. 6d. per dozen,

and they may safely be planted at almost any

time of year.

Stevenage. Clarence Elliott.

ASPERULA HEXAPHYLLA.
This is a very desirable species of WoodruS, and

can be highly recommended either for filling small

vases alone or for mixing with other cut flowers in

the same way as the Gypsophilas are used. Indeed,

it very much resembles the annual Gypsophila, G.

elegans, in general appearance, and being a perennial

it gives less trouble than that popular favourite. It

attains a height of about 15 inches. Caledonia.

variegated foliage ; but in^a little plot one must
\
On the walls is the welcome scarlet of Japonica

;

through the orchard grass peer
" February's fair maids " the

Snowdrops ; in stone vases on
the terrace walls flame yellow

Crocus
;
purple and white will follow

later in the garden beds. There

are also several delightful blue

flowers, Chionodoxa Luciliae (Glory

of the Snow) being the mo^t

brilliant ; Scilla sibirica is very

deep and rich in hue. Later

come Grape and Feather Hyacinths

(Muscari botryoides and M. plumo-

sum). Nor must be forgotten that

demurely charming shrub. Daphne
Mezereum, its thin brown boughs

clustered thick with blossoms of

deep pink or pale mauve, to be

exchanged in autumn for yellow

berries almost hidden by neat

green leaves.

After February, blustering March;

cold winds and strong sun shep-

herding the advance guard of the

noble array of spring flowers which

this month shares with April.

Daffodil, Violet and Primrose

are three lovely sisters of the

spring, beautiful alike, in field

or garden, and each variety

seeming in its special way
loveliest of all. Sturdy Bromp-

ton Stocks and fragrant Wall-

fill the garden beds. To my mind

stretch of Wallflowers in full bloom

radiates light and heat, and bees think as

I do, crowding to enjoy it. These plants begin

in March and attain fulfilment in April ; the

rock plants begin in April and are in full beauty

in May. I speak now of flat beds edged with

Box and filled in with Rock Cress (Aubrietia) of

many hues, white Arabis and 5'ellow Al^'ssum,

also Saxifrages, pink and white.

In May come Tulip, Iris, Crown Imperial
;

herbaceous Lupines send up spikes of blue

;

the Paeony leaves turn green from crimson brown
;

the Kerria flaunts its golden buttons against the

walls
;

yellow Jessamine sheds a lovely scent

;

Banksia Roses, yellow and white, peep modestly

from the shelter of pale foliage. Sweetest of all is

the breath of the Lily of the Valley.

The flowers of May are many, but the flowers of

June are more. Red of Roses, pink of Psonies,

blue, pink and mauve of Canterbury Bells, crimson

THE WINTER-FLOWERING HEATH ERICA CARNEA.

rely on the blue grey of a bordering of old-

fashioned Pinks, on the duller grey of Rosemary

hedges, whose stems become a vivid green after

autumn rains, and on the pale shading of Lavender

and Santolina. These with the bright green of

Wallflowers and the deeper hue of Sweet Williams

refresh a mind weary with winter's cold, and form

a charming background for the scanty and delicate

hues of winter flowers.

Foremost among these I place the Winter Heath.

Erica carnea is the species I have grown, but

there are varieties as good or better. It lives in

a bed edged with Box and carpeted with rock

plants, and shows its pink blooms against the

green of Aubrietia foliage and the grey of Cotton

Lavender (Santolina). In the first season of its

blooming it was a rich crimson, but succeeding

years have only brought blossoms of the colour

of Ling. It blooms from November till Feb-

ruary. I would like to grow Winter Aconite

among the Aubrietia, but it refuses to live in this

flowers

a long
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of Sweet Williams, blue of Delphiniums ; a riot

of colour in the beds, and on the paths the rich

gold of self-sown Saxifrage.

So to the calmer moments of Julj' when summer
is getting just a wee bit staid. Chimney Cam-
panulas and Bellflowers give their more sober
blue in place of vivid Delphiniums, Balsams
bloom, and French Marigolds and the scarlet

Lychnis. Clumps of Carnations succeed the

"river of white snow"—the white Pinks that

edged the long borders. " This is the month
when Lilies do blow," but nothing will induce
them to blow happily in my garden ; why, I know
not. Yet I love them all : pure Madonna, fiery

Tiger Lily, scarlet Martagon, graceful lancifolium

and all the rest of them.

August is like the little pause which comes at

the crest of high tide, the level quarter of an hour
before the ebb sets out'. This is the month when
those who have spent hours of care tending and
transplanting annuals reap the harvest of their

labours. Snapdragons are now abloom and
stately Hollyhocks, and the more artificial beauties

of Geranium and Begonia. In the spring of

1914 I planted seed, of Sutton's Giant Love-lies-

Bleeding, and in August of that year it made a

glorious picture, a great clump of yellow green
leaves and crimson tassels, over 6 feet high,

standing against a background of dark Yew.
The poignancy of its terrible beauty lives ever
in my mind associated with the fighting at Mons
and the loss of our first friend to fall in the war,
him whom I called the Cid.

September ushers in the autumn flowers, which
it shares with October. Anemones, Sunflowers,
Red-hot Pokers, Michaelmas Daisies or Starworts,
and Phlox in many colours, all these and many
another beauty blend in shades of yellow and
orange and mauve and white, harmonising with
scarlet-tinted creepers on the walls and golden
leaves on fading trees. Heliotrope greets you
sweetly and modestly and seems as if bent on
blooming for ever, till there comes the sad morning
when, after a sharp frost overnight, you go to

enjoy Heliotrope and find a mass of black,

shrivelled stems.
This may not be

till November should

the season be mild,

but after St. Martin's

summer 1 fear for the

rest of the year the

garden only contains

the crumbs that fell

from the table of

summer's feast.
Chrysanthem urns
may possibly
linger, but the
chief beauty now to

be found is in

berries. The best of

these are provided by the Rock Sprays (Cotoneaster

macrophylla and C. horizontalis), whose wee white
blossoms shone in the spring ; Ceanothus, which
gave branches of lovely blue flowers in July ; Sum-
mer Allspice (Calycanthus), whose dull crimson
blooms showed in August ; and several varieties of

Barberry and of Thorn (Crataegus Pyracantha, &c.).

There are some good autumn-blooming Veronicas.
Myrtles bear dull black fruits where once were
starry white flowers, and in the borders Red Giant
Mignonette and the dainty flowers and seed
vessels of Love-in-a-Mist, or Nigella
and blossom crisply.

So the year creeps on to Christmastide. Yellow
Jessamine (Jasminura nudiflorum) and Winter
Heath begin to bloom to link the old year with
the new, and many a plant that made us gay in

spring brings a second offering to make us glad
in winter. The Rock Cress shows little sprays
of mauve and pink, perennial Wallflowers give a

gay patch of yellow in a corner of

an old grey wall, a Pansy peeps

out shyly, Love-in-a-Mist creeps

softly round red-berried Rosa rugosa,

autumn Violets smell even sweeter

than in spring.

Many a flower of summer lifts a

reproachful face that I should ha\e

COTONEASTER PANNOSA
It is now nearly a quarter of a century since

this shrub was introduced to British gardens,
for in 1892 it was received at Kew from France,
to which country it was originally introduced
by Father Delavay, who sent seeds from Yunnan.
An evergreen species, it possesses a graceful and

free habit, with arch-

ing branches 10 feet

or 12 feet long, made
up of numerous
slender branchlets

clothed with small,

oval leaves rarely

more than an inch

long and half as

wide. The flowers are

produced, many to-

g e t h e r , in dense

heads in May, and
they are peculiar by
reason of their ex-

tremely hairy or

downy calyx lobes

and stalks. They
are not very showy,
for the white petals

are very small and
fugitive. Later, how-
ever, a large crop

of fruit is perfected,

the berries being red

when ripe, but the

colour is dulled by
reason of the'
woolly covering.

Taken altogether,

it is an ornamen.

tal plant, and its

free-fruiting qualities

are well repre-
sented in the accompanying illustration. To
be seen at its best it should be allowed ample
space where it can develop freely without being

crowded by other shrubs. Regular pruning is

not required ; in fact, it is better left alone save

for a little thinning now and then. Plant in

good loamy soil and increase by means of cuttings

of half-ripe shoots in summer or by seeds sown as

soon as ripe. W. D.

COTONEASTER

PANNOSA.

^4n;

defy frost

left its name uiimentioned in the calendar of

the year, but between the Daisy and the Rose

are crowds of flowers, and none can count

them all.

It is Christmas now ; the Holy Thorn pre-

pares to open its pale buds at the Epiphany,

and a West Country girl always expects to

find a Rose in the garden to Wear on Christmas

Day. S. Hope Evans.

AUTUMN-FLOWERING SNOWDROPS

In some interesting notes on the autumn-flowering

Snowdrops (page 559, issue November 18) Mr.

S. Arnott remarks on a habit which I have also

noted, i.e., that these so-called autumn-flowering

species, although flowering in autumn when first

imported, tend to become progressively later

under cultivation in our climate. The one that

I have had most to do with has been Galanthus

cilicicus, which has been in cultivation here for

many years past, and from which I have raised

numerous seedlings.

Although flowering in early November when

first imported, this and its seedlings have

now acquired a regular habit of blooming

about Ciiristmas-tirae, when they are very wel-

come when grown, as they are here, in frames,

or in pots and pans in a cold house. A propos

of autumn-flowering Snowdrops, I was told an

amusing story the other day by an eminent gardener

after whose name the mystic letters " V.M.H."

appear. It was of an acquaintance who possessed
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an unusually late flowering Snowdrop. When
originally received by him from abroad it had

opened in autumn, but had become a fortnight

later each year, until it ended by being- the latest-

flowering Snowdrop in his garden. The incident

had no doubt been exaggerated to make a good

tale, but probably possessed an element of truth

in it.

Rya. F. Herbert Chapman. ,

MICHAELMAS DAISIES
By Edwin Beckett, V.M.H.

[I'll Answer o Corresponden's.}

P>EONIA EMODI
By R. Irwin Lynch, M.A., V.M.H.

I

AM glad to know that my short article on

the above, page 573, issue November 25,

was appreciated by so many readers of

The Garden, and with pleasure 1 will

briefly refer to one or two matters on which

queries have been raised.

Hybridising and Raising New Varieties.

—

This requires much care and attention if one hopes

to bring out something startling in the way of

novelties, and I met with much disappointment

when I first attempted this. I was assured by

many who were supposed to know that it would

be impossible to effect a satisfactory cross between

many of the various species. I must confess

that in atternpting such in some -cases I was

unsuccessful, but in others quite the reverse,

and it was only by patience and perseverance

that I effected and raised some of our most impor-

tant novelties. I see no reason why this cannot

be effected still further if anyone who has the

time an/i love for these will take it seriously in

hand. I

Great' care should be taken to fertilise the

flowers immediately they are ready for such

treatment, and the flowers must be pr9tected

from bees and other agencies. We usually use

coarse gauze for this purpose. Some of our most

successful crosses have been made by growing

in quite a cool house a few plants in pots of the

varieties and species required, when fertilisation

is much more easily and successfully carried out.

Seed should be sown immediately it is ripe, and

be raised in. slight heat, pricked off when ready,

grown on in cold frames, and planted out at the

end of April. These should all flower the same

season, except the Amellus type, which takes

two years. AU worthless varieties should be

immediately pulled up and destroyed, and only

the very best reserved for another season's trial.

These latter should be parted and planted in the

ordinary way in the spring.

Dividing the Plants.—^This is much best

effected in the spring of the year. The smallest

pieces planted at that season as a rule make the

best specimens by the following autumn. These

will generally push forth several growths, especially

the Novi-Belgii and stronger-growing species,

and these should be reduced to three, or five

at the most, as overcrowding is fatal to good

results.

I am afraid it is impossible to name any one

grower in the trade who catalogues the whole

of the varieties mentioned, but any good specialist

in Michaelmas Daisies would probably ' be

able to pirocure even those varieties he doe

not list.

THIS is a very beautiful and distinct

Pa-ony with pure white flowers. It is

most nearly allied to P. albiflora, but

differs in the deep green leaves. They

are distinctly different, apart from

greenness, though colour is a good and convenient

character, as the leaves of P. albiflora, however

white the flowers, appear invariably to be ruddy.

Another distinct difference is in the carpels. Those

of the present plant are one to each flower, rarely

two, and tomentose ; while in P. albiflora, so far as I

have seen, the carpels are glabrous, though pubescent

in bud, and they number from three to four.

The above Pseonies, P. Emodi and P. albiflora,

naturally group together as distinct from all

The plant here illustrated and the plant of the

Botanical Magazine (which are the same) are

altogether distinct from P. anomala, which falls

easily among the species that have narrowly

divided leaves. Paeonies can only be understood

with the assistance of cultivated plants, but,

indeed, there are many plants that require to be

cultivated before they can be understood. Flowers

of Paionia in the sub-genus Pceon, it may be

interesting to remark, do not afford characters

by which to go very far. By characters of the

carpel some closely allied species have been

separated and others not related brought

together. They are liable to vary in the

same species. As I have mentioned that deep

green leaves serve to distinguish P. Emodi from

P. albiflora, I should say also that the older leaves

of P. Emodi may become bronzy or even red,

but the colour, all the same, is quite distinct

from that ever found in P. albiflora.

The cultivation of P. Emodi is not difficult.

The specimen illustrated was taken from a plant

growing on a narrow border against an east wall.

It is native of the Himalayas, and Himalayan

plants are sometimes liable to injury in the spring
;

but this plant, I think, has never suffered. I

have an ally of P. officinalis with white flowers,

once sent me as P. Emodi, that is distinctly tender

in a similar position. What this is I have yet

to discover. It is quite distinct from all other

species in cultivation, and some years ago was

not, I believe, in the Kew Herbarium.

P^ONIA EMODI. FLOWERS PURE
WHITE.

other Paeonies, and the group is well marked by

the feature of more than one flower to a stem.

The stronger stems may always be expected to

produce more than one flower, while in other

Paeonies more than one flower would be abnormal.

I believe I have seen but one example, which I

found in the Herbarium of the Museum d'Histoire

NatureUe in Paris. I believe it was some form of

P. peregrina. When studying Peonies some few

years ago there Wjis not, I believe, a single example

in the Kew Herbarium of more than one flower to

a stem, save it would be in the species Emodi

and albiflora. There is a very good figure of P.

Emodi in the Botanical Magazine, t. 5719- It is

supposed to represent Wallich's plant, but in

the " Index Kewensis " P. Emodi (Wall. Cat.) is

referred to P. anomala.

CAPE SPECIES OF OXALIS
How seldom one sees the Cape species of Oxalis

grown for winter flowering, yet how beautiful

they are and how easily managed. A row of

pots standing close to the glass on the southern

stage of an unheated house provides a brilliant

bit of colour when the sun shines. There are

the large white flowers of O. variabilis, as large

as florins, and well set off by the deep green Wood
Sorrel type of leaves. By their side, equally

large, soft yellow flowers peep out among the

curious bean-shaped leaves of a variety of O.

asinina that comes nearest to the plate of lanceae-

folia in Jacquin's beautiful monograph of the

.genus. Larger still are the brilliant cerise flowers

of O. purpurata, widely known as Bowiei. It is

a very fine plant and hardy enough to live in the

open, and flowers in October, but, of course, out-

doors it gets cut down by the first severe frost.

O. hirta is a very difterent-looking plant, for it

has tall stems clothed with trifoliate leaves that

look much like the seedhngs of some Cytisus,

but from the axils of the lower leaves spring the

large, dazzling cerise flowers. O. versicolor

also grows with a stem, but its leaves are gathered

into tufts near its summit and have such long

and narrow leaflets that they look like birds' feet.

The flowers are white, with crimson edges to

their under sides, and when in bud or rolled up

on dull days, are striped spirally with this bright

crimson on a white ground, after the style of

peppermint sweets. The last that I have now

in flower is O. bifida, very slender in stem, branch-

ing a good deal and bearing tufts of small Clover-

like leaves and many flowers, rather more of a

magenta shade than the other cerise forms, but

very cheerful to behold in winter. Few nurser^'-

men stock these beautiful plants, and though I

should like to grow more kinds, I do not know

where to get them. Can any kind reader tell me ?

Herts. £ A. B.
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TUMOUR OR WART DISEASE IN POTATOES
By F, J. Chittenden, F.L.S.

THE most disquieting feature of the

disease of Potatoes variously known as

tumour, black scab, and wart disease

is its steady spread in spite of official

measures of control. It first made its

appearance in Cheshire at the end of the last

century, and soon became increasingly prevalent

there and in the Liverpool district. It was heard

of in Wales in 1902 and in Nottinghamshire in

1903, while by 1907 it had found its way to

Scotland. It had become so serious by that

time that the Board of Agriculture made it one

of the cliief duties of the newly constituted Horti-

cultural Branch to devise measm-es for its control,

and an Order was issued making it a notifiable

POTATOES ATTACKED BY WART DISEASE

disease, inspectors were appointed, and a certain

amount of experimental work w^as encouraged.

In spite of that and subsequent Orders con-

cerning the disease it has spread widely and is

still spreading. It is far more prevalent in the

North, in Scotland and in the Midlands than

elsewhere in the country, but it has reached tlte

South, and there seems no reason why it should

not spread there as it has done in the North. Its

march seems relentless in spite of all the legal

forces opposed to it. It seems to have landed

invading parties at some of our ports, and they

have established themselves beyond eradication.

It has descended upon isolated areas, and these

are likely to become centres of further invasion.

It is an active menace to all Potato growers. It

has already reduced our Potato output ; it has

been the cause of restrictive measures upon our

Potato export ; it may go further and injuriously

affect all over the country the vegetable that,

more than any other, is the usual accompaniment

of the poor man's meat ; it might, unless measures

are adopted to avert that catastrophe, reduce to

a minor place our second most important crop,

a crop, indeed, the potentialities of which have

hardly yet been realised here.

Doubtless the restrictive measures imposed

by the Board have impeded the progress of the

disease. How far they have done so cannot be

measured, but that the organism which is its

cause has been able to evade the utmost vigilance

of the inspectors and to creep through gaps in

the fences erected to restrict its advance is evident.

And, indeed, in many cases -these gaps cannot

be stopped. One thing, however, stands out

before all others in the history of the disease.

The experimental work carried out in connection

with it has, as was, after all, only to be expected,

been far more productive of promising results

than all the restrictive

measures that have

been imposed, and
they have doubtless

cost far less.

The causal organ-

ism lives in the soil.

It is astonishingly

resistant to the
ordinary methods of

soil treatment. Ex-

periments so far
carried out have
shown that none of

the ordinary methods

of dealing with soil

pests can be relied

upon even to check

this, less still to ex-

terminate i t , when
once it has invaded an

area. It seems capable

of living for many
years in soil without

Potatoes or allied

plants to support it,

and thus it outlives

all ordinary rotations

in the fields as well as

those shorter ones
compelled by ordinary

garden practice. Mr. Cotton has shown how it may
tide over even longer periods by invading the tissues

of the Bittersweet and the Black Nightshade. True,

the former is generally found only in copses and

hedges and is not likely to prove a serious source

of trouble, and the latter is a more common weed

of cultivated land in the South, where the disease

is at present less prevalent than in the North.

But when the disease becomes more common
in the South than now—and it certainly will—the

Black Nightshade may be a potent factor in

enabling it to maintain its hold. The fact that

this weed is rarely found in Potato fields is no

bar to its acting as an alternative host for the

fungus.

A peculiarity of the disease has been the greater

frequency of attack in allotment gardens, especially

in the neighbourhood of large towns, than in farms

and gardens in country districts. This fact ha-

intrigued the minds of a good many, although the

probable explanation seemed simple to others.

It is that there is a great deal of interchange of

plants among these gardens—Cabbages, Onions,

Celery, Lettuces, and so on which carry soil with

them, as well, no doubt, as Potatoes—so that when

once the disease had made its appearance on

ground which was subsequently used for raising

these seedlings for sale or friendly gift, the spread

of the spore-containing soil was inevitable. The

tenacity with which the spores hold to life made

the rest easy. Now Mr. Malthouse has proved

that this is the correct explanation. It accounts

for the spread of the disease over comparatively

compact areas and occasionally to more widely

separated ones.

The great achievement of the experimental

method so far (alas, that it should have been an

empirical one !) has been the discovery of varieties

that resist the disease completely. [We hope

to publish the li-t of immune varieties in

our next issue. — Ed.] This discovery has

enabled crops of Potatoes to be grown on land

so badly infected that no crop of a susceptible

variety could have been obtained. So far, so

good. Yet the mere fact that Potatoes may be

so grown has increased the danger of the spread

of the disease. It is certain that even if the

cultivation of Potatoes had been entirely pro-

hibited on infected land, the disease would still

have spread. Nothing but the complete pre-

vention of the movement of crops and soil, even

that which may be attached to tools and boots

and the feet of birds, or carried by wind or water,

could have stopped it. Unfortunately, these

disease-free Potatoes cannot be distributed with-

out carrying some of the infected soil with

them.

The growers of such Potatoes in infected areas

are debarred from selling them for seed, but the

tubers cannot be followed to the houses of the

consumers. Who among the latter mil know

that the soil on the Potatoes they have bought

for consumption is infested with the microscopic

spores of Synchytrium endobioticum ? Who can

blame them if they save some tubers of a variety

which pleases them and grow them ? What

becomes of the water used in washing the tubers ?

Where do the peelings go ? Nothing is more

certain than that much of the infected earth will

go to the garden and especially to the garden of

the cottager; and in years to come prove a source

of infection to other non-immime varieties planted

on the same soil.

We shall all want immune varieties before long.

Unfortunately, several of those already in existence

are poor croppers or bad cookers, or undesirable

for some other reason, and there is room for other

and better ones. It is fortunate that recent

research in plant-breeding has shown the lines

along which success in raising new immune varieties

may be hoped for. It is clearly not the duty of

the Board of Agriculture to raise such new varieties,

but it is to be hoped that the Board will encourage

such research as is necessary and the educational

work that will secure the knowledge of the dis-

coveries made being widely disseminated and

made use of. In no other direction than these

could its energies and funds be so profitably

directed.

POTATO EDINBURGH CASTLE
This pedigree seedling was sent out by Messrs.

Sutton and Sons in the spring of 1913. When

lifted in July of this year I found a huge crop

of shapely kidney tubers, excellent in flavour

when cooked, quite floury, and attractive in appear-

ance. I shall certainly hope to extend ray area

of this variety in the future, as I am positive it

is one of the best of second earlies. E. M.
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N E R I N ES
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

FROM one or two straws that have come
my way I am disposed to think that

lovers of beautiful flowers are inclined

to " bite " at Nerines. Requests have

reached me to write something about

their treatment. August and September are the

usual months when the family show signs of

waking up. They do not rub their eyes, but they

put out their tongues. Little reddish or brownish

green pointed bits of life appear out of the old

withered top. Arguing from analogy, unless

one knew pretty Fanny's way, the signal might

well be taken to mean " I think "
; but, as hats

on and hats off may equally be signs of devotional

respect, so tongues out have in the Nerines a topsy-

turvy meaning of pleasurable satisfaction, telling

us our care is about to be rewarded and suggesting

that a drink, now the time of prohibition is over,

would be most acceptable. This is, as it were,

the beginning of the plant's year ; hence it

follows that it is the best time to piurchase. Dealers

will usually pick out those that are going to flower

to send to their customers if they are asked to

do so.

We will now follow their treatment. When
the flower-stem is growing and until the blooms

fade, we give a sufficiency of rain-water to keep

the roots comfortably moist. When the flowers

have faded and leaf-growth begins, we commence

to feed. For i fortnight or three weeks we give

weak waterings of Clay's Fertilizer or diluted

cow-manure ; then we change to very pale

soot-water for a similar period ; then Clay's

Fertilizer or cow-manure again, and so on tmtil

towards the end of March or early April, when the

yellowing of the tips of the leaves signifies " fed

up." We then, go to clear water again, which

is given in diminishing quantities until the time

comes that the foliage is wholly yello^v, when it

is entirely withheld. During this period, November

to April, we try never to let the temperature,

even on the coldest night, fall below 40°, while

we give all the air possible on warm, sunny days

and a modicum at all times except when high

winds and extreme cold prevent it. Even at

night we leave " just a crack " whenever it looks

promising enough to do so.

In May we leave the plants on the greenhouse

staging (I ought to say that the whole of one house

is given up to them) or remove them to a boarded

frame with a southern exposure. Here they

remain, dust dry and fully exposed to the sun,

until the end of July. Repotting and cleaning

up and top-dressing are then taken in hand.

The best compost for Nerines is good old

turfy loam lightened with coarse silver sand

and very old cow-manure which has gone to dust.

Plenty of drainage is necessary, and on ho account

must they be overpotted. A 4-iuch pot will hold

the very largest single bulb. Many of my single

bulbs have but 3-inch pots. It is only when three

or more are put into one pot that larger sizes are

used. Top-dressings of the same old turfy loam

should be given whenever it seems requisite,

but as the bulb must not be buried any deeper,

it follows that a portion of the old soil must be

scratched up and taken away. At this period,

although to all outward appearance the bulbs

look plump and firm, the first touch reveals a

decided shrinkage of their substance. The outer

coats are now invariably several sizes too big.

A practical question over which there appears to

be a little uncertainty is this : Should these

loose coats be removed or left on ? My invariable

custom is to take them away, thereby, I believe

avoiding future damp and practically doing away
with any chance of mealy bug or any other insect

pest getting a foothold. With this August cleaning

the yearly cycle of our Nerines is ended, and once

more we are all expectancy waiting to see how
many thirsty little tongues will emerge from the

now smartened-up bulbs.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Brasso-Lselio-Cattleya The Baroness Orchid-

hurst Variety.—^Than this handsome bi-generic

hybrid probably nothing so beautiful in colour

or so well proportioned has ever been shown.

To these good attributes refinement in the highest

degree must be added. The sepals and petals

are golden, the latter broadly ovate and slightly

undulated. The lip is of paler tone, de^p primrose

at the margin, where it is elegantly ruSled or

crimped ; fuller yellow elsewhere, and with just

a touch of rich red painted in the throat, its nearly

circular outline a mark of rare distinction. It

came from Messrs. Armstrong and Brown,

Tunbridge Wells, the home of many present-day

Orchid novelties.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Cypripedium John Cypher (C. antinous x

C. Leeanum).—It goes without saying that the

combined influence of two such parents should

have produced a hybrid of importance and dis-

tinction. In pouch and petals the great leaning

is to the first named, the handsome dorsal petal

showing the influence of Leeanum in marked

degree. A superbly balanced flo^yer throughout.

It is named in compliment to Mr John Cypher

(Messrs. Cypher and Sons),who has been assiduously

hybridising Cypripediums for many years.

Cypripedium Chardwar.—A Euryades hybrid

of exceptional quality and richly spotted. The

pouch and petals are of a polished chestnut red,

the great dorsal petal, which is also finely shaped,

being copiously spotted. These two were shown

by R. Windsor Rickards, Esq., Usk Priory,

Monmouthshire

.

Chrysanthemum Joan Maitland.—A dwarf-

growing decorative variety of rare colour dis-

tinction. The florets are drooping, coloured a

deep chestnut red, with more than a suspicion of

dark bronze. In the chestnut red class it is the

most distinct variety we have seen for some time.

It should be in every collection. From Mr. G.

Carpenter, West Hall, Byfleet, Surrey.

Cupressus Lawsoniana Pottensii.—^The neatest

and most elegant form of Lawson's Cypress we

have seen. In outline an attenuated pjTramid,

it is slightly glaucous, of dense habit, and

unusually soft to the touch. It is said to be

perfectly hardy. A fine example 8 feet or so high

was well furnished throughout. From Messrs.

Fletcher Brothers, Ottershaw Nurseries, Chertsey.

Odontoglossum Doris Orchidhurst Variety and

Odontioda Madalene variety Black Prince, novel-

ties from Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, each

received a preliminary commendation card.

The foregoing novelties were before the Royal

Horticultural Society on December 5, when the

awards were made.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Malmaison Carnations.—Layers which were
potted during September into large 6o-sized (4-inch)

pots have rooted well, and are rsady for transfer-

ring to 32-sized (6-inch) pots. As a potting compost
use fibrous loam, mixing in a little leaf-mould,
wood-ashes, bone-meal and finely broken mortar
rubble and broken crocks. Fairly firm potting
is necessary. Previous to potting see that the
balls of soil are moist, so that watering will not
be necessary for a few days. For the next two
months very careful watering is essential, while
it is preferable to keep the plants a little on the
dry side. When water is required, give ample
to soak right through the balls of soil. Ventilate
freely, and only maintain sufiicient heat in the pipes
to dry the atmosphere of the pit or greenhouse.

Primulas.—In a greenhouse with a night

temperature of about 50° varieties of Primula
sinensis, including the Star section, are opening
their flowers freely. Soot-water, weak liquid

cow-manure and a little Clay's Fertilizer are

valuable stimulants to improve the plants and
prolong the display of bloom. Similar manures
will increase the bloon.ing of P. kewensis and
P. obconica, the plants of which last better in a
house a few degrees lower in temperature, or,

failing this, select the cooler end of the structure.

The Flower Garden.

Dressing Lawns.—The fact that lawns benefit

or require manure of some kind to mamtain a riih

green sward year after year is sometimes over-

looked. From spring to autumn grass is cut from
the lawns, and it is desirable to do something to

provide nutriment to maintain the grass in the

best condition. Perhaps the most generally

employed soil is the rotted material from the refuse

heaps and wood - ashes from fires whiih are

constantly necessary to dispose of rubbish in

large gardens, soot and lime being sometimes
incorporated previous to giving a thin, even dressing.

The present is a good time to do this work. Winter
rains, frosts and winds all assist in decomposing
the dressing. Raked over several times on dry
days at suitable intervals, little will remain in

early spring unless it be a few stones, whu h must
be brushed off previous to rolling. A useful and
easily applied fertiliser for lawns is 7ilb. of basic

slag and 5lb. of kainit applied now, and 7ilb.

of superphosphate of lime and 2lb. of sulphate of

ammonia in spring. Mixed with about double its

bulk of fire soil to aid in evenly distributing it,

this is a sufficient quantity to dress lOO square

yards of lawn.

Standard Rose Stocks.—Secure by purchase

or, if conveniently placed in country districts,

obtain from the hedgerows Briar stocks and plant

for next summer's budding.

The Kitchen Garden.

Peas.—^Autumn sowings are now well through

the ground and require careful watching. In

addition to a little earthing up on either side

of the rows to provide some shelter from winds,

wire guards will be required to afford protection

from birds, and lime or soot to keep away slugs

and snails. Those who do not favour autumn
sowings should sow seed about this date in pots

or shallow boxes, placing these in a frame, pit or

cool greenhouse. Nothing is gained by hastening

germination and growth with excessive heat.

The aim should be to secure sturdy plants by
keeping them near the roof 'glass in a cool

temperature.

Lettuce.—In a greenhouse make a sowing of

the variety All the Year Round or a similar sort.

As soon as the voung plants are nicely through the

soil, place them' on a light shelf in a cool greenhouse.

If sown thinly, the young plants may remain in

the boxes until sufficiently advanced for planting

in a frame on a mild hot- bed.

Potatoes.—For early planting select good tubers

and place them in shallow boxes, standing them in

a comparatively light, frost-proof shed to green.

Retain only two or three of the strongest growths

on each set.

Kew, A. OsBORN.
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FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Cucumbers.—A sowing should be made about
this time to provide plants for setting out early

in the New Year. Sow the seeds singly in small

pots and germinate them on a slight hot-bed in

the propagating-house. Place sheets of glass

over the pots to prevent mice from destroying the

seeds, aUoiving a small space for the escape of

condensed moisture. When the young plants

come up they must be brought gradually into

more airy conditions, subsequently placing them
cm a shelf near the glass. Those plants that are

showing fruit at the present time should be given

a little stimulant at intervals, and spread a light

top-dressing of rich soil over the bed as often as

the surface roots make their appearance. Air

should be given the Cucumber-house with great

caution at this season, and a night temperature
of about 70° maintained.

Tomatoes.—Seeds of these may also be sown
at this season to succeed the winter batch. Plants

in fruit should have warm airy conditions afforded.

The fruits should be gathered as soon as they
commence to colour, and if placed on a warm,
dry shelf they will mature better and become firmer

than if left on the plant.

Carrots.—Small early Carrots are usually in

demand, and a frame over a hot-bed of litter and
leaves should be prepared, sowing the seeds broad-

cast as soon as the heat has penetrated the soil.

Cover the frame with mats at night to conserve

the heat. As the fermenting heap subsides and
the heat begins to decrease, a fresh layer should be
placed all round the frame up to the level of the

lights. Only the earliest Horn varieties should be

sown at this date.

Radishes.—^These can be treated in the same
way as Carrots. Some growers sow both together

on the same hot-bed ; the Radishes maturing
quicker, they can be drawn out, leaving the Carrots

to develop. I have also seen these grown success-

fully on the border of an early started vinery.

Chicory.—Place some roots of this in a dark
moist corner of the Mushroom-house. These will

soon develop growths, which will be much appre-

ciated as a salad.

Fruit Under Glass.

Fruit Trees in PotS.-r-Those plants in prepara-
tion for forcing should be examined to see if they
require any more protection from frost. The
pots should be covered with a good depth of leaves

or Bracken, for, if frost penetrates the balls of

soil, the pots will be destroyed.

Early Figs in Pots.—If an early crop of these

is desired, the pots should now be moved to warmer
quarters. A mild hot-bed in which the pots can
be plunged suits the earliest crop well, and root

and bud action is soon apparent. Very little

damping from the syringe is required at this season
;

the moisture from the hot-bed keeps the conditions

right. The temperature of the house may be kept
about 55° at night to commence with, allowing

a considerable rise during the day in fine weather.

Vines in Pots.—^The Vines for the earliest supplies

are now commencing to move, but these shoulc

not be hard forced at this season, remembering
that a gradual rise of temperature is essential

all the time up to the colouring period, so that if

the temperature is allowed to rise too much in

mild weathfir it is difficult to keep it progressing
through a severe February and March, the former
month having the record for a low temperature.

Plants Under Glass.

Carnations.—Suitable cuttings of Perpetual-
flowering Carnations should now be got in as soon
as they can be obtained in good condition. Place

them singly in small pots filled with a light sandy
compost and plunge them in the propagating-
frame. Wipe the under side of the glass daily,

or the moisture will gather and fall in drips, which
is detrimental to their well-being. Malmaisons
require very little water at this season. See that

the roof is drip-proof and that no water is allowed
to lodge about the hearts of the young plants.

Keep the house cool and fully ventilated, unless
during hard frost or fog, and fumigate in the event
of green fly making its appearance.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

TREES AND SHRUBS.
PRUNING HYDRANGEAS (M. R.).—Hydrangea panicu-

lata is usually pruned back rather severely about February,
although it can be pruned any time between the faU of

the leaves and the end of February. Some people pnme
it again in June, when the young shoots are a few inches
long. This pruning is simply to restrict the number of

flowering branches, the poorer ones being removed so that

all the strength of the plant may be concentrated upon
the perfection of a limited number of inflorescences.

H. ELortensia may be pruned now, but be careful to leave

a number of young shoots their full length, other^\^se

next yea,r's flowers will suffer. The previous season's

wood of H, paniculata can be cut back to within two or

three ey^s or the base.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS (B. E. H.).—In order

to induce the formation of suckers available for cuttings,

the plants should, after flowering, be cut down to within
a foot of the pot and stood in a good light position in an
ahy greenhouse. They must be kept cool, yet at the same
time free from frost.

SUBSTITUTE FOR LEAD PAINT FOR GREENHOUSES
{T. W. L.).—As far as our experience extends we do not
know of any efficient substitute to take the place of lead
paint for greenhouses. The removal of old paint, too, is

a costly job. Creosote must on no account be used in

the inside of a structure, as the fumes therefrom would
be harmful to plant life. Again, if on the outside of the
house creosote is used, the water from the roof will be
injurious. The use of top putty is not to be recom-
mended, as it is apt to part from the wood and thus allow
the water to enter. The result of this is that in the event
of frost the top putty is forced quite out of place and the
roof is no longer waterproof. The better plan, and that
more generally followed, is to bed the glass in rather soft

putty, which should be trimmed off quite level witii the
glass. Tiien, by using paint of a somewhat thick con-
sistency, a watertight roof is ensured. It will be found
that a roof glazed in this way can be painted in much
less time than when top putties are used. "VMiat is more,
even if unskilled labour is employed, a much neater job
can be made of it than when top putties have to be
painted over.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS UNSATISFACTORY (D. W.).—
The major portion of the potting compost should consist

.of good fibrous loam, to which a little sand and thoroughly
decayed manure should be added if available. By no
means spray the plants with water when taken into the
greenhouse. If the greenhouse has been kept close and
the atmosphere moist after the plants are taken therein,

it might account for the leaves going worse, but in our
opinion the primary cause of the trouble is the condition
of the roots. Spraying with sulpliide of potassium will

keep the rust in check, but it will not restore the leaves
to their normal condition. The only thing we can recom-
mend is, as soon as the flowers are over, to cut the plants
down and burn all the stems and leaves. Then stand
the cut-down plants in a good liglit position in the green-
house and take care not to overwater. Wlien the new
shoots, which will in time develop, are sufficiently

advanced, they may be taken oflE as cuttings. Dibbled
into pots of sandy soil they will soon root if placed on the
greenhouse stage and covered with a handlight or small
frame.

TREATMENT FOR VINES WHICH PREVIOUSLY
HAD HEAT (Miss E. R.).— Black Hamburgh Grapes can
be grown successfully ^vithout flre-heat, but it requires
more or less expert knowledge on the part of the grower
as well as careful and vigilant attention. The main
thing to attend to under this system of successfully growing
the Vine is the conservation and husbanding of ail possible
sun-heat. To do this means the careful and judicious
use of the ventilators. For instance, to start the day
with in spring, when the Vines are starting into growtii,
towards 7 a.m. on a fine morning you will probably find

the temperature rising to about 57" Fahr. You may
then slightly open the back ventilators (do not open the
front ventilators before the end of April, as draught will

be caused, which at this time is injurious to the young
foliage). Open a little more as the sun gains power,
but do not open too wide at that cold time of the year.
Aim at a maximum temperature of 70° at the middle of
the day and 60" to 53° minimum at night. In the after-

noon of bright day? close the ventilators at 3.30 p.m.,
having previously well damped tlie floors and walls of
the vinery by syringing. By doing this the temperature
for an hour or two may be forced up to 80° or 83°. That
will be all right ; it is what is wanted in the middle of a
fine day, and the heat thus conserved will keep well up
until the evening, and in calm weather more or less well
into the night. We hope this will give you an
idea of how to conserve natural heat and its importance
as a factor in the growth of the Vine without flre-heat.

by an application. Apply the slag at the rate of 6oz.
to Soz. per square yard, and have It hoed Into the soil

at once. In preparing new Rose-beds we like to give
some of this material, applying it to the lower foot of
soil as the work of trenching proceeds, and when the
plants are planted dust around each a handful of bone-
flour, covering this lightly with soil.

FRUIT GARDEN.
PRUNING FIGS (Mrs. D.-G.).—The proper time for

pruning Fig trees growing tmder glass Is in summer.
This consists in preventing the shoots becoming over-
crowded by cutting out to their base the thinnest and
weakest of them, and by stopping all the young shoots
left as soon as fine new leaves have been formed. (Stopping
means the pinching off of the heart on top of the shoot.)
This seen to, there will be little or no winter pruning to
do. In your case, the only thing you can safely do now
is to cut out to their base any thin or weakly shoots
there may be; that Is to say, if you think the trees

are overcrowded with shoots, not without. The shoots
which are left will be the bearing shoots, and they must
not be touched by the knife.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
MUSHROOMS UNDER STAGES OF GREENHOUSES

(R. I. L.).—It should take about three weeks to prepare
the manure by making into heaps to ferment ; then
open to let out rank steam, re-form and open again when
hot, and re-form again. The next time it is opened will

be to cart or wheel to form into a bed. After the bed is

formed, the heat will rise for a matter of about ten days.
Spawning must be delayed until the heat is on the decline,

say, down to 75° Fahr. After spawning, it is usual to
wait untU the spawn is seen to slightly spread into the
manure. Tliis usually takes about a week. The bed
will now be ready to be cased with loamy soil in the usual
way, and should be covered over with littery straw,
mats, &c. A temperature of from 55° to 58° Fahr.
should be maintained on the surface of the bed. Uncover
in five weeks time, and Mushrooms should be showing ;

water gently, with tepid water, through a rose-spouted
can. Ee-cover with fresh litter, and look out for a good
picking in about eight days. A good bed should continue
in bearing for six or seven weeks. The bed must be
protected from water dripping from the plants above.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GARDEN NETTING (H. A^.).—The netting used in

gardens is usually old fish netting, and is rarely, if ever,

manufactiued solely for garden use. It is usually supplied
by firms of garden sundriesmen, who obtain it from dealers-

We do not know where you would secure suitable string

or instruction in the manufacture of netting.

GOLDFISH IN OUTDOOR TANKS {Mrs. T.).—Gold
fish have been known to exist for a number of years in

outdoor tanks and pools, but it does not say that they
always escape injury from cold. A good deal depends
upon the size of the tank or pool and the severity of the
frost. Should an ordinary winter be experienced, it is

probable that the goldfish will pass through it safely,

but in the event of a prolonged period of severe froat

occurring, they will probably be killed.

NAME OF FRUIT. — Vestry. — Wellington syu-
Dumelow's Seedling.

SOCIETIES*

ROSE GARDEN.
BASIC SLAG FOR ROSE-BEDS (F. J. fl.).~The

autumn or early winter is the best time to apply this
excellent phosphatic fertiliser. Soil that has become
soured by manure should be dressed with basic slag and
the manure withheld a year, but all Kose-heds would benefit

EAST ANGLIAN HORTICULTURAL CLUB.

At the November meeting of this club Mr. Edward Peake
gave a very interesting discourse upon the important sub-
ject of herb-gromng. ilr. Peake is himself a botanist of

local note and also a member of the local herb-growing
association committee. He ably enumerated those which
were of the more important value and which could be
grown in the district. He urged the members to assist

in making good what one might term a national deficiency.

After a good discussion it was agreed that the members
of the club should be provided with one or two subjects

to grow, and that they co-operate with the Herb Growing
Association in collecting, drying and disposing of them.

There was a fine collection of exiiibits, the fine fruits

of Grapes, Pears and Apples staged by Mr. W. Shoesmith,
gardener to F. W. Harmer. Esq., Cringleford, being very
meritorious.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The monthly meeting of the Scottish Horticultiu-al

Association was held in the Hall, 5, St. Andrew Square,

Edinbiugh, on the 4th iust. The chair was Occupied

by Rlr. W. G. Pirie, the president. An excellent paper
on " The Cultivation of Violets " was read by the secretary,

Air. A. D. Richardson, In the absence of the author, Mr. K.
Staward, Panshauger Park Gardens, Hertfordshire,

The exhibits included some Violets from Mr. 11. Staward,
showing the excellence of the flowers cultivated by the
methods he advocated in his paper. Messrs. Bobbie
and Co., Edinburgh, exliibitcd Chrysanthemums and
Perpetual-flowering Carnations ; and Mr. Smale, Blackford
Park Gardens, JEdmburgh, showed the Himalayan plant,

Lindenbergia grandiflora.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
WOMEN gardeners will be interested

to know that the United Horticul-

tural Benefit and Provident Society

is considering the advisabidty of

accepting women members. The

society is a very sound one ; it has a State side,-

in connection with the National Insurance, and a

private side which gives benefits in proportion to

the amount subscribed. Membership would not

only be an advantage to women gardeners

individually ; it would also give them a chance

of organising in conjunction with men of their

own profession. The society can, how-ever,

take no steps unless a sufficient num-

ber of subscribers is assured. All who
are interested in the matter are asked

to kindly communicate with Miss L.

Joshua, 58, Forest Road, Kew.

A Female Garrya.—The male Garrya

elliptica with its long and handsome

catkins is >,a familiar object of our

gardens ; but the female form with

clusters of dark brown or biackish

fruits is comparatively rare. The plant

shown in the accompanying illustration

has been sent us as the female form

of Garrya elliptica, but, owing to the

fact that all of the fruits are hollow

and therefore sterile, we suspect it to

be the hybrid of garden origin. G.

Thureti, which closely resembles the

species and is often sold as such.

A Herb Garden.—In view of the

widespread interest now being taken

in the cultivation of medicinal herbs, it

is opportune to draw attention to what

is being done at Kew. A small collec-

tion of the most important herbs from

the medicinal standpoint has been

cultivated for some years in the Cam-

bridge Cottage garden. Now that their

cultivation in this country for com-

mercial purposes on a very much larger

scale than heretofore is recommended,

it is evident the authorities at Kew in-

tend to afford all the help they can to

growers by bringing together a repre-

sentative collection of the most impor-

tant plants. The number of beds in this

garden has been more than doubled,

each bed is apparently devoted to one

species or variety.

Nerine Epic.—This is a charming

new variety with what may be called

typical Nerine-shaped flowers and a

shapely truss. Their colour is a rich

deep rose, without any suggestion of

blue, and the segments are rather on the long and

narrow side. We draw our readers' attention

to this particular variety, however, not so much
on account of either the colour and shape of the

individual blooms or the truss, but because it is

a very free flowerer, since good bulbs which are

cultivated on proper lines can be depended

upon to give flowers almost every year. Like

that beauty Rotherside, it is not an expensive

variety, which is another good point in its

favour.

Drill Hall Shows Again.—The Royal Horti-

cultural Hall having been accepted for the use

of the Australian Imperial Force, the Drill Hall

of the London Scottish is placed at the society's

disposal for such period as the Vincent Square

premises remain at the disposal of the War Office.

The Drill Hall is in Buckingham Gate, Victoria

Street, opposite the Army and Navy Stores. It

^vill be remembered that the meetings of the

society were held there for a long number of years

before the society built its magnificent premises

in Vincent Square. The next meeting is fixed

for January i6 ; this and subsequent meetings

will be held in the Drill Hall. The society's

offices and library remain at Vincent Square as

heretofore.

Manuring Trees in Winter.-^For

obvious reasons winter is the most

convenient time to wheel manure into

the garden ; but it is not necessary to

mulch fruit trees every winter with

farmyard manure. The work should be

so arranged that practically all are

dressed every alternate or third year,

including wall trees. Exception can

always be made in the case of trees

wliich carry heavy crops, even mulching

every year if thought desirable, while

trees making excessive growth should

not be mulched.

Fruit Trees for the North Wall.—The
Moreilo Cherry is generally recommended
for this aspect, but it is not everyone

who desires to grow Moreilo Cherries by
the dozen. Gooseberries and Red and

White Cm'rants grown as cordons fruit

freely on a north wall, are readily pro-

tected from birds and, what is very

important, the fruits hang on the trees

in good condition long after those on

the bushes in the open. Plums, includ-

ing Gages, are also suitable for a north

wall, flowering a little later than similar

trees on a south or east wall ; in addi-

tion, the early morning sun does not

reach them, thus probably escaping a

late spring frost, which wotild damage

the more exposed trees. Dessert Cherries

and Pears also succeed. The most

important consideration for success is

to have well-drained borders. It is

useless trj'ing to secure the best

results when the soil is wet and

heavv.

SEEDLESS FRUITS OF A FEMALE GARRYA.

*** Owing to the shortage of jiaper^ readers

who have iiot already dane so are asked to order

The Garden to be delivered regularly by tlieir

newsagent. Readers ivill thus obviate the waste

consequent on the issue of papers for chance sale,

and so greatly assist in the economy camjiaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Clematis balearjca and Moltkia petrsea.

—

Referring to Mr. Bowles' interesting article, issue

December 9, page 594, it may be worth while to

mention the habit of growth of Clematis balearioa

in the Olive terraces of Majorca. The twining

stems find their way up through the dry stone

walls and were in full flower in March. The

corolla is somew-hat cup-shaped and is cream-

coloured, with crimson markings. I have a plant

raised from seed collected there, but it has not

yet flowered. Moltkia petrsea, mentioned by
" W. D." in the same issue of The Garden, likes

vertical chinks in rock. I saw it flowering well

in such a position near Jablonica, in Bosnia,

early in May.—E. R. B.

Apple Emperor Alexander.—" Spartan " does

well to say how difficult it is to make a selection

of Apples for any garden a distance away where

one cannot be conversant with the peculiarities

of the sqil, climate, and local requirements when
the question of sale is taken into account. I

should not recommend Emperor Alexander for

any garden, even where I knew it would flourish,

because I do not consider its quality is good

enough. The flesh is too soft, even for a cooker,

and there is so much loss of bulk in cooking.—

E. M.

The Merits of Divers Apples.—I am much
interested in the varied opinions expressed in

The Garden with regard to the merits of divers

Apples. I should think very few of us will agree

with Mr. Farmer, who so heartily condemns

Crab Apples. (I have just planted four trees of

John Downie.) Really, he does not deserve to

have any English Apples. Large, sweet and more

or less flavourless American ones would apparently

meet all his requirements. I suppose he would

condemn Damsons also and only grow the sweetest

Plums. Many of us value and enjoy a sharp-

flavoured Apple (and green Gooseberries, and

Lemons, and Pineapples). There is no doubt

that Apples vary a great deal in different localities.

Gascoyne's Scarlet is- much better flavoured in

my present garden than in my former one ; while

with White Transparent the case is reversed.

I grow both of these Apples for their looks rather

than for their excellence of quality (being a daughter

of Eve, who " saw the fruit was fair to the eye
"

and desired it accordingly), though I take good

care to have a succession of really fine flavoured

fruits as well, both for cooking purposes and for

dessert.

—

Anne Amateur.
Schizostylis coecinea.—Mr. Clarence Elliott is,

in my experience, quite right in suggesting that

the Kaffir Lily flourishes when grown in partial

shade and is not happy when given the " warm,
sheltered position " its habitat and flowering

season would seem to demand. But it may be

one of those plants which " grow like a weed "

in certain gardens and, despite all endeavours,

eke out a miserable existence in others, though

in several different localities I have never experi-

enced any difficulty when keeping the Kaffir

Lily hardy and cool. At the same time, I find

that it will quickly dwindle in the , early spring

unless the soil is well drained. Few other plants

may be lifted when coming into flower and potted

without showing signs of distress, but this seems

to improve under the disturbance. An easy

method, which I have long practised, of protecting

the flowers from frost and ensuring a longer

flowering season is to plant a bed the size of a

portable frame en a north border and in due

season place the frame over the plants. Failing

a spare portable frame, four planks on edge to

support a light, which can usually be spared

from the pits, will do equally well.—C. D.

Freesias Going Blind.—I read some time ago

correspondence from the Rev. Joseph Jacob

and others about Freesias going blind. I should

like to say that I have had the same thing happen

many times, especially when bought fresh from

the nurseries, so I have made close observation

of them each time. I am convinced that it is

owing to the state of moisture the first week or

two after potting more than from anything else.

I should like to give a little advice, although my-
self not an expert, hoping it may be helpful to

others. I shake tlie plants out of their pots about

the third week in July^ and leave them in an open

box in a warm potting-shed for about a fortnight
;

then I pot them up in the usual compost, pleasantly

moist, afterwards giving them a fair watering

with a rosed watering-pot. I then put them in

a cool shed facing north and plunge them up to

the rim carefully in ashes, and they should be

up in a fortnight or a little more, then be taken

to the light, put in frames and treated in the

usual way. The object is never to let them get

dry nor to want water. I should say that the

ashes ought to be damp in which they are plunged.

—S. Smith, The Bungalow, Snatchwood Pa'k.

near Pontyfool.

Leaves as a Top - Dressing.—Half-decayed

leaves in this g; rden are our salvation in these

days of manure scarcity, and they are not only

used for Rhododendrons and Liliums, but for

practically everything, including herbaceous

borders. They are Nature's own specific for the

poverty of a stony soil. We never trouble to

collect them. The winds do the sweeping for

us, packing them into woodland pockets. The

Bramble and Bracken of the yet untamed glade

hold them. The frosts and rains of winter sweeten

them, and, to-day, before the new crop has bmied

them, they are brought forth in that partially

decayed condition which we find so beneficial.

Indeed, we have made a virtue of a necessity

and almost abandoned farmyard manure as a

top-dressing, for, especially on the steep bank

of our wild garden, this is no sooner applied than

the blackbirds and thrushes roll it all down to

the bottom. This trick they most persistently

exercise in early spring, just when the said top-

dressing should be most useful. But the leaf

mulch lacks the zest of novelty. It being more

or less everywhere, our contributions to the general

stock go unobserved.—A T. J.

Bees and Menziesia polifolia.—The late autumn
flowers of this handsome shrub are, if not quite

so numerous, much the finest of the year: This

is partly due to the fact that they are not spoiled

by bees, which, instead of doing their business

in the orthodox manner, bite through the walls

of the corolla so as to reach the nectar within.

The offenders are little fellows, not the super-

bumble nor the hive bee, though their colour is

much like that of the former. If these marauders

were content to confine their burgling to one back-

door it would not matter so much, but nearly

every one which comes along seems to make a

fresh hole, with the result that the punctured

bells assume a rusty tint. The white variety is

a greater suffe?-er than the purple, probably

because, the corollas being larger, there is more

difficulty experienced in reaching the honey,

and in flowers of such a waxen whiteness the

blemishes are naturally more noticeable. This

little bee will rob the blossoms of Arbutus Unedo
in the same way, and I have seen it ripping open

the calyx of the common red Lychnis. How do

the botanists and others learned in the science

of the fertilisation of flowers explain this obvious

departure from principle in which Xature defeats

her own object ?—A. T. J., North Wales.

Raising Sweet-Scented Begonias.—We read

with much interest the article published in your

issue of December 2. page 583, by Mr. J. G. White,

about the raising of double sweet-scented Begonias.

If you will take the trouble to look o\-er the two

catalogues which we are sending you under

separate cover you will see that in 1893 we were

already offering sweet-scented Begonias, raised

from crosses between B. Baumannii and some

sorts of the tuberous-rooted section, and in 1897

we were putting in commerce double sweet-

scented Begonias of the same parentage under the

names of B. odoratissima alba plena and B. odora-

tissima rosea plena. They are still ofi'ered in our

last catalogues. Of course, we do not intend to

diminish the merit of the author of the article,

but we thought convenient to establish our

priority. — V. Lemoine and Fils, Nancy.

[We sent this interesting note, together with

the catalogues containing the descriptions of the

sweet-scented Begonias, to Mr. J. G. White, who
replies :

" I am greatly interested in reading

MM. Lemoine's letter. I can quite understand that

they, being the introducers of Begonia Baumannii,

should employ it for cross-breedfng purposes, but

I had no idea that these eminent florists had raised

double sweet-scented Begonias as long ago as

1897. When spending a holiday at Ghent in

1903 I visited the nurseries of L. van fioutte and

Son. It was from this firm I obtained the tubers

of B. Baumannii. They had no double sweet-

scented varieties then ; in fact, I had the greatest

diffictflty in persuading the Dutch foreman of the

Begonia-house to show me the plants of B. Bau-

mannii. He imagined the blooms were too poor

to tempt any purchaser ! I shall be very pleased

to send MM. Lemoine a few tubers of my sweet-

scented double in exchange for some of their raising.

The ente.ile cordiale among double sweet-scented

Begonia raisers would then be further strengthened.

-

—

John G. White."—Ed.]

Home Food Production.—Every owner of a

garden, where the local regulations allow pig-

keeping, can with a very small capital expenditure

produce some 2,000 pounds weight of pork or

bacon each year. In most gardens there is a

potting-shed or rough shed that will furnish

sufficient shelter for a sow. Each sow will produce

on an average eight little pigs that will grow to

maturity per farrow, and two farrows per year,

giving sixteen pigs to make into pork or bacon,

and within twelve months the total pork or bacon

from these pigs will be over 2,oooib. of good

meat. A great deal of the food can be grown in

odd corners, and a section of the garden that in

peace-time is given over to non-essential flowers

or fruit can be sown with Clover and made into

hay. One pound of Clover hay per day is splendid

pig food (not generally known in this country).

Those with some bits of waste woodland or an

old paddock can, of course, do many times better

with more sows. I practise what I preach. Before

the war I kept Large Black sows as a hobby
;

since it started I have used some scores of acres

of woodlands here and now produce thousands of
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pigs per year. My open-air system of keeping

them is simplicity itself. I will gladly show my
system to anyone interested and answer any

I questions to help forward the vital national question

of home food production. The Board of Agricul-

ture's officials have been down here and published

details of my methods, which I will gladly forward

tree to anyone interested.—S. F, Edge, Gallops

Homestead, Dilchliiig, Sussex. .

The Ploughman's Spikenard.—The botanical

name of this plant, referred to in the interesting

article by " H. C." (page 559, issue November 18),

is Inula Conyza. The latter name was used as a

generic title by Linnaus, who called this herb

Conyza squarrosa, and it appears to

signify dust. Hence we get the con-

nection between the Ploughman's

Spikenard and Fleabane, an old

name for the species, which is still

used in powdered form among some

rural folk as a specific for fleas. The

French call the Ploughman's Spiken-

ard " Herbes aux puces," doubtless

for the same reason. All of the

Inulas appear to be rather uncom-

mon, or strictly local in habitat, and

they frequent widely different soils

and conditions. I. Helenium- (Ele-

campane), for example, grows in

boggy land, wet meadows, or old

gardens ; I. crithmoides (Golden

Samphire) is only at home in salt

marshes or maritime rocks ; and I.

Conyza confines itself to limestone

or chalky regions, and is not found

in Ireland or Scotland. There is yet

another species, I. salicina, said to be

common only to the shores of Lough
,

Derg in Galloway^^A. T. J.

"Greening" and Sprouting

Potatoes.—I have read with interest

the article in The Garden by
Clarence Pouting on " Greening

Potatoes for Seed." We are now
being told by economists that we
ought to plant the eyes of Potatoes

and eat the remainder. In that case,

thoe who green them for seed will

not find them very nice for eating. If

the sprouting portion of the Potato is

cut off, say, during November or

December, or before they made their

sprouts, and placed in boxes to green

for seed, would it be any detriment to

the seed being cut so long before-

hand ? The other portion of the

Potato could then be eaten while

good. It would he of interest to know
in these economic times if any reader

has tried the experiment.

—

Charles
Green, Halsteads, Settle, Yorkshire.

There are thousands of cultivators of Pota-

toes who, like your correspondent Clarence Pouting,

stores. The late Mr. James Clark, the raiser of

the famous Magnum Bonum Potato . who
was personally well known to the writer, greened

all his seed tubers, and regarded the process as of

the utmost importance. There is a right way
of doing it. When lifted, the seed tubers should

be fully exposed to the air and sun, if possible, for

about an hour to get the skin hardened a little.

Then they must be removed to an open shed

where plenty of light can reach them, be spread

thinly on the floor and turned once. At the end

of a month box the tubers and, until required for

planting, expose them to light and air, only

excluding frost. If placed in frames to green,

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS

I

CHARMING BELLFLOWER CAMPANULA VERSICOLOR
From the figure in "Andrews^ Botanical Repository."

page 587,? issue December green their seed

tubers without knowing why they do so. The
greening of seed tubers, when properly done, is

a matter of national importance. When the seed

tubers are properly exposed to the light from the

time of lifting , chlorophyll forms in the outer skin,

and the sprouts which subsequently grow also

become well furnished with chlorophyll. There is

no waste of strength, but a steady building up of

strength. Potatoes" from properly greened sets are

fit for lifting for eating purposes quite ten days

earlier than tliDse from sets wintered in darkened

tilt the lights a foot high and retain them there

for a week. I have known many tubers to be

burned in frames when the lights have been closed
;

some last summer were thus spoiled. In passing,

I would like to say that nearly thirty years ago

I stopped all clubbing in Brassicas by using

salt and lime—i peck of salt and nearly 3 pecks

of unslaked and powdered lime -per square rod

of ground—and have never been troubled with it

since where these ingredients were used in the

soil. The lime should be put in during the autumn

or early in the new year, and the salt forked in

about a month prior to planting.

—

George
Garner.

N the course of the year I have made notes

of the following plants. A few of them

I have grown, others I have seen elsewhere.

Some are old and some are new ; all, I hope,

are of sufficient merit to interest hardy

plant lovers. I shall begin the list with Heuchera

metallica. The specific name may not be correct,

but there can be no doubt that it is the plant

described in J. Woods' " Hardy Perennials and

Old-fashioned Garden Flowers," my copy of

which bears no date. It states, however, that

the plant T was introduced by Miss

Hope in 1881. It is still an uncom-
mon plant. That it was a highly

prized one by the author of the above

work is not surprising, for at certain

seasons it presents a remarkable

appearance, the intense metallic

sheen on the leaves suggesting the

blue of a new gun-barrel. The
flowers, too, are very distinct, having

a bright tone of orange scarlet

in their composition. On several

occasions during the past two years I

have had the pleasure of seeing this

plant in a local garden and know
that both years it has flowered pro-

fusely, which is more than can be

said of many other Heucheras, both

species and garden forms, which

flower at times most sparingly.

In the garden already referred to

Campanula versicolor has flowered

this year. This is one of the finest

of all Campanulas, and one wonders

why such a lovely plant is so seldom

seen, as it grows readily in the open

border and also makes a charming

pot plant. There is a magnificent

figure of it in Andrews' " Botanical

Repository," published a century ago.

It is a native of Greece.

This season I have grown Sphar-

alcea ambigua and S. purpurascens,

both Argentine plants. The first

named is a tall, erect shrub which

from quite small plants in spring

reached a height of 5 feet. It grows

stout and strong and rapidly forms a

shapely bush. The flowers are a

pleasing shade of salmon, but are not

large. What they lack in size is com-

pensated for in quantity. The species

cannot be called showy, but it is an

interesting plant. S. purpurascens is

of a totally different habit, and is

similar to the plant %ve have for long

been acquainted with as S. Munroaua,

a name, according to Kew, applied to the wrong

plant. S. pmrpurascens has really showy flowers

of a pinkish purple. It is of a trailing^habit, but

not of rampant growth, at least in one season.

I think this is a very attractive species.

Malva campanulata is one of the most desirable

of the whole Order. The plant is seldom met

with, probably owing to its not being over-hardy.

I remember seeing it flowering nicely in Messrs.

Ware's nursery two or three years ago, dwarf and

compact, with soft downy leaves and lovely lilac

flowers. This is a plant well worthy of special care.

Adenophora nikoensis has been J" introduced

from Japan. It is a free-flowering, tidy-growing.
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Campanula-like plant with large bells of a fine

shade of blue.

When on a visit to a garden in Kent I noted

under the name of Robertia taraxacoides a very

liright, lively little plant, a mass of brilliant yellow

composite flowers. The foliage, too, was very

pretty. Readers need not be alarmed at the

Dandelion flavom- of the specific name. This is

no weed, but a really desirable little plant that

makes a brilliant patch in the rock garden.

In the same garden Polygala, major alba was

nicely in flower. The terminal sprays of bloom

are very charming, but the plant has a very

imtidy, weedy habit of growth.

I have gronm and been pleased with Verbena

bonariensis, a very old species taller than V. venosa.

This species makes a good clump in the border.

Salvia nipponicum is a yellow-flowered Sage

from Japan. It is in the way of the European

S. glutinosa, but the flowers are a really good

yellow. None of the yellow-flowered Salvias is

of much garden merit, and this is probably the best

of them. I have noted Salvia dichroa in good

form this last season. This is a noble species

which, if well fed and in good soil, will reach 6 feet

in height. It was one of the glories of the late

Mr. Gumbleton's garden.

Pteridophyllum raceiiiosum is a lovely little

alpine plant from Japan with dark green. Fern-

like leaves and small white flowers. This looks

a most promising little plant. It has been intro-

duced to oiu- gardens by the Yokohama Nursery

Company and can now be purchased at home.

Burbank novelties for several reasons are

received here with suspicion. We have had

disappointments, but CEnothera Afterglow is quite

a good plant. I saw a group this year which

had given the gardener great pleasure. He con-

sidered it one of the most beautiful shades of

yellow in his rich garden, and I agreed. It is a

moderately tall plant, easily raised from seed,

with large, finely shaped flowers in clusters.

Verbesina Purpusi.—This plant is now getting

more plentiful and was lately exhibited at

the Roval Horticultural Society's Hall ; a

little yellow-flowered composite that is easily

raised from seed. It begins work early, for the

seedlings bloom when about seven weeks old.

At this stage the leaves form a neat rosette and

lie flat on the soil, and the plant looks very pretty

indeed. The second year the leaves are much
larger and the plant not so attractive-looking.

I have a large group growing among shrubs,

where it is quite hardy and perennial. The plant

has the great merit of flowering freely for sc\-eral

months.

Physochlaina orientaUs.—This plant is a very

old denizen of our gardens and a true spring

harbinger. It is one of the first border plants to

flower, being often in full bloom during iNIarch.

It cannot be called a showy plant, but as it blossoms

almost alone in the border there are no com-

petitors to detract from its appearance, so it finds

many admirers ; consequently my clump has

been lifted and divided among friends more than

once. Nicholson says there are but four species,

all very desirable, the one under notice being

from Iberia. It is a stmrdy-growing plant

15 inches in height, with handsome downy leaves

and terminal heads of purple blue flowers. Under

the name Hyoscyamus orientalis it is one of the

first plants figtu-ed in that fascinating book,

" Sweet's British Flower Garden."

Greenwich Park. T. Hav.

ANEMONE
(A Pulsatilla ;

MALLENDERI
A. MONTANA RUBRA.)

ANEMONB MALLENDERI, A NEW HYBRID WITH
DEEP PURPLE FLOWERS.

URING my peregrinations last summer
on the outskirts of South York-

shire, I entered the charming village

of Scrooby, near Bawtry. It ' is a

beauty spot where one may rusticate

until autumn adds its glorious charms to hedgerow

and woodland scenery. Scrooby claims to be

the home of some of the Pilgrim Fathers, and

from its vicarage William Brewster

set out with his pioneer band to

seek new homes in the Far West.

It was in this attractive spot I

met the veteran horticultvurist Mr.

Mallender, who has a remarkable

taste for floral hybridisation, of

which he showed me various speci-

mens of great merit. His Anemoije,

the subject of this article, attracted

my particular attention as being

unique. It is a most beautiful

production and an interesting

subject for the readers of The
Garden.
The seed parent was A. Pulsa-

tilla, fertilised by pollen from A.

montana rubra. I quote the raiser's

o\\Ti description of it :
" One of the

best new hardy border or rock plants

sent out for some time. The plant

is of a pleasing growth, throwing up

numerous flowers on strong stems

12 inches to 18 inches in height.

The flowers, which are sweet-scented,

are single with stout petals, deep

purple in colour, and a cone of

bright yellow stamens in the centre.

The plant prefers a sunny position

and likes a good sandy soil.

Although a strong grower, holding

AN OLD DENIZEN OF OUR GARDENS.
PHYSOCHLAINA ORIENTALIS.

its own, it does not trespass on the rockery
"

It was exhibited at the North of England

Horticultural Society's Show at Leeds in April,

1915, when it received a first-class certificate.

At the Red Cross Sale held at the Royal Horti-

cultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster, the

raiser presented twelve plants, which realised a

good price. Anemone Mallenderi is a plant

that will eventually be found in most gardens.

Doncaster. George Stocks.

THE DWARF POMEGRANATE
The dwarf Pomegranate, illustrated in The
Garden for November 4, is one of those desirable

subjects whose merits might with advantage be

more generally recognised than they are. In the

note accompanying the illustration in question it

is stated that it gives excellent results against the

outside wall of a warm greenhouse facing south.

In just such a position a good specimen stood for

years in the Ashburnham Park Nursery of the

late Mr. William Bull of Chelsea, a spot long

since handed over to the builders. This specimen

formed a much-branched bush about 5 feet in

height, and at the end of the summer and in early

autumn it used to annually produce myriads of

bright-coloured blossoms. In the bud state they

were of an exceedingly bright red colotir and

wax-like substance, but when expanded the

glowing orange scarlet coloured interior was very

noticeable.

This dwarf Pomegranate may be grown

on comparatively low greenhouse walls where

the typical kind, with its taller growth, would

be quite out of place. The small variety has,

according to authorities, been grown in this

country for nearly a couple of centiu'ies, but,

be this as it may, it is known to comparatively

few. The leaves change to bright golden yellow

just before they drop. H. P.
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FLORENTINE GARDENS IN AUTUMN
By W. Herbert Cox.

WHEN November opens, our gardens

at home have usually lost their

beauty and appear to be but a

mass of decaying rubbish. Further

.South it is different ; summer's

heat has passed and the autumn rains have given

them a new lease of life. Besides this, the Floren-

tine gardens never look entirely desolate, as the

Italians have learnt the use of evergreens to cover

up the display of bare branches—tapering Cy-

presses and sombre Ilex. Even the Oaks and other

deciduous trees retain most of their old leaves

until the new ones push them off. Here there

is but little sign of winter yet. Up on the Piarzale

Michangelo Roses luxuriate on the walls and

Acacia floribunda waves its golden tassels, also

the popular Mimosa (Acacia dealbata), though

as yet it is only showing its buds. Underneath

ai'e yards of Erigeron mucronatus, a favourite

edging, holding up their Daisy faces. Near the

Cure Gate I noticed a summer-house almost

covered with white masses of Solanum jasminoides;

and by Montugi, on each side of a doorway were

Oleanders at least 12 feet high covered with

crimson blossom. At tLord Mexborough's Villa

Montalto a Banksia Ros.e is full of late (or early)

blooms. Cosmeas grow to 8 feet high, and are

still covered with flowers. Magnificent specimens

of the stately Berberis japonica are putting out

sprays of buds. The Cape Pondweed (Aponogeton

distachyon) scents the air on lakes in the Cascine,

and little pink China Roses are thick in every hedge.

In this land of wonderful gardens the most

charming to me is that of the Villa Stibbert, a

successful combination of English and Italian

styles. When making his magnificent collection

of armour, the late Mr. Frederick Stibbert did

not neglect his garden. Though not large, it

is arranged with such taste and variety that

it seems enormous, for there are few wide open

spaces ; mainly walks and terraces. Red Straw-

berries and white blossoms hang down from\the

Arbutus, tall Yuccas are in fine flower, and the

avenue of Paulowiuas are shedding their huge

leaves and showing tight buds like Walnuts,

preparing for a cloud of mauve in the spring.

There is a clump of one variety of Bamboo several

hundred feet in" circumference, with poles inches

round, Walks have been cufthrough it, and in the

centre is a pool with rocks and a Willow. Near a

fine hedge of the Indi^i-rubber Plant (Ficus elastica)

are masses of Date Palms set with fruit, scarlet

Maples, Qatalpas covered^ with bean-pods, and

Pampas Grass with fine plumes. Under a Wistaria

pergola are Orange trees set with fruit. Another

Wistaria has been trained in tree form upon an

iron rod, with pieces grafted in, and all kept well

cut back. Under a great Magnolia grandiflora

are Aspidistras, through which little pink Cyclamen

neapolitanum are merrily peeping up. By one.

side of the orangery, over which clambers Ficus

repens, is a border of Oxalis thick with pink

flowers, and in front are multi-coloured Zinnias

and Chrysanthemums of great size in splendid

variety. Outside stand pots of the big-bulbed

Dass^lirion filiformis from Nigeria, and of Latania

borbonica, which will before long be removed

to their winter quarters. On the paved terrace

is the Florentine Lily, the town's crest, done in

carpet bedding of silver and red. Near, too,

are shining bushes of Raphiolepis japonica and

a well-grown group of Veronicas, a mass of purple

tails. On the island in the lake by the Egyptian

summer-house is a blossomuig Honeysuckle, over

which even now yellow butterflies, bats and dragon-

flies chase one another. Goldfish gleam in the

water and lizards lazily sun themselves on the

banks. In the fruit garden are some fine Japanese

Persimmon trees (Diospyros Kaki) weighed down
with magnificent apricot-tirited fruit ; the leaves

have turned a vivid crimson, a brave contrast.

The brown fruits of the Medlars also show up well

third gathering of the bright green leaves to be

exported to Germany. There they were woven

into " laure! " chaplets for the heroes, for the

Germans were not even conscientious in this small

matter. The beauty of the trees was spoilt

by this plucking, which, though it may have

added a few hundreds of lid to the income of the

gardeners, hardly seemed necessary in the grounds

of a Royal palace. There are also some splendid

individual specimens of Horse Chestnut and of

Parasol Pine (Pinus Pinea), the seeds of which

form so favourite an article of diet.

Beautiful indeed are the gardens of the neigh-

bouring villas, but the gardens in the town must

not be forgotten, Most of the fifteenth century

palaces were built round courtyards, which have

frequently been turned into exquisite gardens.

Modern houses, too, have followed this excellent ex-

ample. Though not perhapsmuch more than 100 feet

square, they are at all seasons delightful to lookamid their scarlet leaves.

Many visitors to Florence form their idea of I upon. True, there is not much room for display,

a typical Italian garden from the sombre splendour ' but a delicious peep may be had when the great

ERIOBOTRYA JAPONICA, THE JAPANESE LOQUAT, IN A FLORENTINE, GARDEN.

of the Boboli, which forms so dignified an addition

to the Pitti, the Royal palace. They express

themselves disappointed, for the gardens are

almost flowerless. The shady avenues, dim aisles

and dark cloisters are suggestive of a cathe-

dral rather than of the open air. Everywhere

are green walls. They are mainly of Ilex (now

set with acorns). Sweet Bay, Box and Laurustinus

showing ruddy buds, along which statues are

placed at intervals. One of the largest trees

of Eriobotrya japonica I have ever seen grows

near the palace. The white flowers, which give

forth so rich a perfume, will later be followed

by the golden Nespoli fruit of which the Southerners

are so fond. The fruit of another tree is now
falling to the ground—the small globes of the

American Persimmon (Diospyros virginiana). There

is an avenue of good specimens of Magnolia grandi-

flora now overhung with great pink-seeded cones.

This year they retain their bright green leaves,

but fonn(;rly this was almost the time for the

doorway happens to open, or from a loggia above.

There is usually a fine Magnolia, some Camellias

(now well set with buds), an Oleander or two,

perhaps a Cypress, a Japanese Loquat, Laurustinus,

Privet, the shiny leaves of the Mexican Orange

Flower (Choisya ternata), Azaleas, also a few

other spring - flowering trees, some Iris and

other bulbs, a few Pelargoniums and Carnations
;

while the walls are overhimg with Roses, Wistarias,

Tecomas, Akebia quinata, Solanum, blue Plumbago

(full of blossom). Passion Flowers covered with

fruit, and some Vines. To give a note of colour

at this late season there are a few Cosmeas, a

bed of Zinnias, some Marigolds, Agapanthuses,

and a border of scarlet Salvias. There is usually

not much besides, but the effect from, everywhere

is always good and, what is better still, permanent.

Florence is, and has been for many years, a

great town, and increases yearly. Her title has

always been " The City of Flowers," which, though

she has grown so much, she is able to retain.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—It is usual ab'out this date to
bring a batcli of plants inside from the frames.
A favourite place for them is on a shelf near the
roof glass in an early vinery. The gradual raising
of the temperature for the Vines is also suitable
for forcing Strawberries. In addition to cleaning
the plants previous to placing them in position,
a top-dressing of rich soil may be given if space
permits. Failing this, liberal ' supplies of liquid
manure should be given later when growth is

active.

Rhubarb.—The shortage of Apples in many
gardens will necessitate larger supplies of Rhubarb

results at this season a temperature of 50' to 60°

is desirable, and liberal supplies of liquid manure
should be given.

Ferns.—Many, it might even be written most,
indoor Ferns, though not deciduous, are better
for a resting period in winter; not, of course, an
absolute drying off, but a less active period,

secured by a slight lowering of the temperature
and a reduced supply of water. This does not
refer to young seedlings, which, of course, must
be kept growing, nor to plants of Adiantum
cuneatum which are being grown to supply cut
fronds early in the new year.

The Kitchen Garden.

Forcing Vegetables.^— Even without the
aid of artificial heat, early vegetables, may
be grown, some on hot-beds, and others in-

cluding Cabbage, Cauliflower and Lettuce,

THE NEW GARDEN ROSE JOANNA BRIDGE.

being forced during the next three months. Some
growers recommend lifting the crowns and exposing
the roots to the air for a week or more ; others
take them straight to the Mushroom-house or
place them under the stage in a warm greenhouse.
Having placed the crowns in position, cover with
some light soil or leaf-mould and apply tepid
water. Maintain a moist atmosphere by syring-
ing on bright days. In small gardens tubs or
boxes may be brought into use, placing these
over the crowns and covering with a mixture of

stable manure and leaves.

Plants Under Glass.

Arum Lilies.—The introduction of several
perpetual-flowering varieties of Richardia (Calla)

africana has made it comparatively easy to secure
an ample supply of blooms for the Christmas
season. Childsiana, The Godfrey and Little Gem
are the best-known sorts. To secure the best

planted out in the ground, the soil being broken
up and manured. On mild hot-beds, Carrots,
Radishes, Turnips, Seakale, Asparagus and Potatoes
can be grown. Sow several boxes with Onion seeds
in a greenhouse with a temperature of about 50°,

placing them, when the seeds have germinated, on
a light shelf near the roof glass.

Stored Roots.—At intervals it is necessary to
look through the stores of Onions, Potatoes,
Beetroot, Shallots, Carrots and Turnips. If

under cover this can be done during inclement
weather. In case of frost it is as well now to lift

a supply of Parsnips and Artichokes. Pull soil

up along the rows to protect Turnips remaining
in the ground. Ample supplies of litter and
strawy manure will be valuable in the garden now
to cover the crowns of Rhubarb, Seakale, Horse-
radish, Celery, Parsnips and Artichokes still

remaining in the ground.
Kew. A. OsBORN.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Apricots.—The pruning and nailing should be
coii.pleted, as Apricots are the first to show flower
in the spring. The fruiting spurs on old-established
trees should be kept as near to the wall as possible,
so that the flowers will be less liable to injury
from frost than when projecting a distance from
the wall. Nail in a sufficient supply of young
leading shoots annually to replace any branches
that may soon gi\e way.

Morello Cherries.—These require different

treatment from that of the Sweet Cherries, the fruit

being almost entirely borne on the young wood.
Where trees are grown in the form of pyramids
in the open, a judicious thinning of the shoots
'is all that is necessary, removing all those crossing
each other or growing towards the centre of the
trees. All the young growths retained should
be left their full length. Trees trained on the
north wall should have a portion of the old wood
removed annually, making room for young fresh

growths. These should not be left too close

together, or small and poorly matured fruits •will

be the result.

Raspberries.—The young canes should now
be securely fastened to their supports. If trained
to a wire fence, the canes should be from 6 inches
to 8 inches apart. Light, soft twine should be
used, as this will support them quite well f6r a
season. If any winter cleaning of cesspools is

expected, the refuse may be used on the Raspberry
or other bush fruit quarters with beneficial results.

If new plantations have been arranged, the sooner
they are completed the better. The ground should
be trenched and well manured and, if convenient,
a fresh mixture of loam added. After planting,
the canes may be only temporarily supported,
as later on they should be cut down to within
6 inches of the ground.

The Flower Garden.

Cuttings of Bedding Plants.—These require
care during the dull months to prevent losses

from damping. Geranimns suffer very readily

if allowed to get damp. These should, if possible,

be kept on a dry, airy shelf and allowed to become
fairly dry at the roots before giving water, and
when this is necessary a good soaking should be
given, which will last them for a long time.

Plants Under Glass.

Azalea indica narcissiflora.—This plant forces

successfully and is useful where pure white flowers
are in demand, as the blooms last much logger
in a cut state than those of the larger-flowered
varieties.

Cyclamens.—The earliest of these ought now to
be showing flower, and should be induced to
continue as long as possible by frequent appli-

cations of liquid manure. Later and younger
batches should be kept growing quietly under
quite cool conditions until they are required,

when a little additional heat will soon bring then'

into flower. The young plants which were raised
from seeds sown last August should now be ready
for potting up ; they should be given small pots
about 2j inches in diameter. Pot them in a nice
light compost of loam, leaf-mould and sand.

Thomas Wilsox.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

ROSE JOANNA BRIDGE
I HATE read with great pleasure the recent notes

in praise of this variet}'. Just about a year ago

I purchased two plants from Mr. E. J. Hicks,

and all through last summer and early autumn
these two plants, by virtue of their freedom in

flowering, stood out from among the best of all the

Roses grown. It may not be considered much
good for exhibition, but for garden and house

decoration Joanna Bridge is a real treasure. It

is the kind of Rose from which one may cut and

come again, taking armfuls of bloom each time.

The pale open flowers are semi-double, and they

are beautiful in the bud, where yellow, orange and

pink tints are shown to perfection. Spartan.
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THE ROSE ANALYSIS, 1 910-1 91 6.—Ill

By Courtney Page. Secretary of the National Rose Society.

AN AUDIT OF THE NEWER ROSES.

THE audit given below is for new varieties

of recent introduction, most of which it

is impossible to place accurately in the

table owing to their limited records.

Each of the voters was requested to

plate the twenty-three Hybrid Teas on the audit

paper in what he considered their order of merit,

and to treat the Teas and decorative Roses in a

like manner :

'

SPECIAL AUDIT OF THE NEWER
HYBRID TEAS—Table IV.

Name.

ft,
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POULTRY - MANURE FOR ROSES (Pettistree).—

Yes ; this is an excellent fertiliser for Koses, and may
be applied now and lightly forked into the' soil. To estab-

lished bushes and standards we should allow about a

n-iuch potful. spreading it well around. Another dressing

of similar quantity could be safely given in May, or it

may be applied in liquid form by placing about a peck
in a bag in a tub holding 20 gallons to 30 gallons o i

water and giving the plants a gallon of this once a week
in May and June.

WHITE ^OSE WITH ERECT BLOSSOMS (T. J. E.).—
We should say that Molly Sharman -Crawford is the variety

you are seeking. Florence Forrester is fine, but rather a
short, stumpy grower. Juwel is good and produces
grand big blossoms. You could cut back the Antirrhinums
moderately, and tliis would ensure a more bushy habit.

You would induce a more bushy habit if during the summer
you cut away the old flowering stems before they run

to seed.

THE GREENHOUSE.
A PLANT OF EXACUM {A. i).).—The plant appears

. to have had a check, caused by too much or too little

water, or too low a temperature.

FUMIGATING WITH HYDROCYANIC ACID GAS TO
KILL MEALY BUG {E. A. M.).~ln fumigating with
hydrocyanic acid gas, for every 100 cubic feet of space in

the house use loz. of potassium cyanide, lAoz. of sulphuric

acid and 3oz. of water. Remember, the fumes of the gas

are venj deadly. The acid is poured into the water and
the potassium cyanide added at the last moment.

TUBEROSES UNSATISFACTORY (J. TT^.).—Go over

all the bulbs when about to pot them in the spring and
take off the small side shoots, which, if allowed to remain
on, would only weaken the flower-stem. Then pot each

bulb in a 5-inch pot at such a depth that the apex of

the bulb is just above the surface of the soil. Plunged
in a cold frame they will come on very gradually. Of
course, tliey must be quite safe from frost. Just enough
water should b6 given to keep the soil slightly moist

till they form roots and start into growth, when the supply
must be increased. As soon as the pots are well furnished

with roots, an occasional dose of liquid manure will be

helpful. The temperature to which they are subjected

will depend upon the time they are required to flower.

WHERE TO OBTAIN PLANTS (S. U. B.).—For the

old crimson Mule Pink apply to Messrs. Ware, Limited,
nurserymen. Feltham, Middlesex ; or to Messrs. B.

Ladhams, Limited, Shirley I^urseries, near Southampton.
We have not met with the old Cottage Pink Chrysanthe-
mum for a long time, but you might try such specialists

as Mr. Norman Davis, Framfield, Sussex ; &Ir. H. J.

Jones, Hither Green Nurseries, Lewisham, S.E. ; or

Messrs. W. Wells and Co., Merstham, Surrey.

PORTIONS OF CYCAS REVOLUTA FRONDS GOING
BROWN {W. B. TV.).—The behaviour of your Cycas is

a puzzle to us, and the only decision we can come to is

th^t it is caused by an irregular temperature, too low at

times. If this happens just as the young fronds are

developing, the mischief may be quickly done. We
presume that the roots are in good condition, otherwise
that might account for it. Biuring the winter tliis Cycas
should not be subjected to a lower night temperature
tlian 55°, and .then only during severe weather. We are

sorry that it is impossible to put our finger, as it were,

on the source of the trouble, but hope that these sugges-

tions will be of service.

PLANTS FOR NAME AND TREATMENT (Anxious).^
The specimen No. 1 is Mackaya bella. Given ordinary
warm greenhouse or stove treatment, it does not flower

at all freely. The way to induce it to bloom is to grow
it on freely during the spring and early part of the summer.
Then, during the latter part pf the summer, it should be
removed to a light, airy greenhouse, and when sufficiently

hardened off be fully exposed to the sun. It may be
%vintered in a structure kept at a temperature of 50° to

aO"^, and care taken not to overwater it at that season.

In spring, under the influence of a rise in temperature,
with increased moisture at the roots and in the atmo-
sphere, it may reasonably be expected to flower.

No. 2 is Dieft'eubachia picta, a native of Brazil, which
needs a stove for its successful culture. It is popularly
termed the Dumb Cane from the fact that its juice is of

a highly poisonous nature, and if brought in contact with
the tongue it causes that organ to swell to such an extent

as to render speaking difficult if not impossible. Owing
to this you need to be careful in cutting it. We have
never known the sap to affect the hands in any way.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
PLANTING A HEDGE {N. P. £.).—It is probable that

Hornbeam will form the most suitable subject for a hedge
in the position you describe. Procure good, sturdy plants

i feet to 5 feet high, well branched to the ground-line,

and plant them about 18 inches apart. The sooner they
are planted the better.

INJURY TO MAGNOLIA LEAVES (S. W.).—The leaves

may have been injmed by insect or fungus agency, but
there is nothing present now to account for the injury.

If the leaves appear to be affected in the same way next
year, please send some for examination while they are
fresh and green, and we will endeavour to determine
the source of the trouble and advise you as to a means
of checking it.

TO KILL TREES {Neulands).—If you remove the
bark of your Apple trees from the root-s to a point ]2 inches
above the ground, the trees will die. Cut into the wood a

little on removing the bark. The roots may probably
not die, but by boring holes into the main ones and filling

them with salt, the majority will be killed. Basic slag

may be sown broadcast on the ground as it is being dug.
It can be applied now or in two or three months' time,
but the sooner the better, as it does not act quickly.

MANURING A YEW HEDGE {A. S. i?.).—Neither
superphosphate nor basic slag will provide quite the same
materials as bone-flour, and we scarcely think your Yew
hedge would require dressing with the latter manure
every year, since its constituents become only slowly
available. Wakeley's Hop Manure would probably be
useful, and we have heard it well spoken of for general
purposes. See. however, our article on manuring in

November 18 issue.

LAURUSTINUS FOR INSPECTION -U. B. P.).—Your
Laurustinus is producing little gnars on its stems con-
sisting of numbers of small roots, which "perish as soon
as they make their way into the air. This production
of roots may be due to" the shrub being congested, i.e.,

with many branches close together, so that the air about
them is kept moist, but the trouble is not at all likely

to spread, for even if, as some suppose, it is induced by
a minute micro-organism, the conditions suitable for its

development will not prevail over any but a very small

area.

DAHLIA IMPERIALIS AND THE TREE SALVIA
{BransgoTe).—\t is very doubtful whether Dahlia imperialis

will succeed outdoors with you until it flowers, although
it grows outdoors quite well during summer. The flower-

ing period is late—often October and November, therefore
short days and lack of sun are qmte against its flowering
outdoors. It is sometimes grown outside in pots in summer
and placed indoors to flower, but it usually grows 10 feet

or more high, therefore requires plenty of room. The
Tree Sahia mentioned in The Garden of December 2
will probably succeed with you if planted in a warm and
sunny position. We do not know where these plants
can be obtained at present, as they do not appear to be
stocked by nurserymen generally ; but by applying to
Messrs. Dicksons, The Nurseries, Chester, they would
probably be able to procure the plants for you.

CLEMATIS AND RHUS {A. H. 7?.).—The species of
Clematis and the botanical varieties do not give much
trouble as a rule, but the garden varieties, such as the
various forms of C. Jackmanii, lanuginosa, patens and
florida. are often difficult to manage. It is probable
thSt they have been somewhat enfeebled by too much
intercrossing and over-propagation, but, whatever the
reason, they have a nasty habit of dying suddenly when
apparently full of vigour and in the best of liealth. Cool
root conditions appear to offer the greatest chance of
success, and on that account people often plant them so

that the base of the stem and roots will be shaded from
hot sun, while the top is fully exposed. Some people
may have used zinc collars to protect the lower part of

the stem, but there does not appear to be any really

good reason for their use. Ordinary lime may be added
to soil which is deflcient in lime, mixing it in while the
ground is being dug or trenched. For established plants
a little lime may be dug or forked into the sulface soil

above the roots. C. montana rubens is a vigorous plant
and usually behaves satisfactorily. It can be planted
about tiie outskirts of bushes or small trees and allowed
to ramble over the branches ; but whether it will grow
over Chestnut trees successfully is a matter for experiment,
as the leafage is likely to be dense and the Clematis shoots
will flnd some difficulty in making progress during the
early stages. Rhus typliina and R. cotinoides can be
used for the tail-growing kinds, and R. Cotinus and
K. trilobata for dwarfer kinds. K. Toxicodendron is

one of the most beautiful of all in autumn, but it ouglit

not to be planted on account of its extremely poisonous
character. Do not provide rich soil for the Rhus,

FRUIT GARDEN.
PEAR BRANCH FOR INSPECTION (A. O.).—It is

quite common to flnd a swelling on the stem of Pear
trees below a bud, especially where a fruit has been
produced, probably caused by an extra flow of sap to the
bud or fruit.

MILDEW ON PEACHES (Redlcmdsh—ThQ shoots you
send are badly attacked by the common Peach mildew,
and all such should be pruned out and burned, since the
trouble will start fi;om these next year if it is not done.
Something is probably wrong with the borders in the
way of drainage, or possibly the trees affected are subject
to draughty winds. Both these sources of trouble should
be seen to, and, in addition, it would be well to dress the
shoots with GIshurst Compound or with Bm-gimdy
mixture before the buds burst in spring.

APPLYING GAS-LIME {B. jS.).—Gas-lime shoiUd not
be applied to the soil within three or four months of crop-
ping it, as the very substances which render gas-lime an
effective insecticide are likely to be fatal to plants, and
it would be very inadvisable to use it in the way you suggest
on the Strawberry-bed. It is used where insects are
a source of trouble at the rate of about 4 tons to the acre
(say, 21b. to the square yard), sprinkled evenly on the
surface before digging, and then dug in. If the soil is a
light one, a lighter dressing might be" sufficient ; but if the
object is merely to counteract soil acidity or to use the
lime for its power of setting potash free, either quick-
lime (if the soil be heavy) at the rate of half a bushel to
the square rod, or (if the soil be light) powdered chalk
at the rate of lib. to the square yard would be better.

HOW TO PRUNE AN OUTDOOR-GROWN PEACH
TREE {W. J. J.).—The fruit of the Peach will he produced
next year on the young slioots of the past suninier'n

growth ; therefore these shoots should not be shortened,
but nailed or tied to the wall in their entirety. There
may be more of such shoots than room can be found for
without overcrowding the tree. In that case the weakest
of such shoots, and those which are in the most congested
parts, shoiild be cut out altogether to their base. That
is really all the pruning a Peach tree requires in winter,
unless there may be any dead wood to cut out. As some
guide to the priiner whether there are more shoots on the
tree than should be tied or nailed to the wall, it may be
mentioned that the branches all over the tree when nailing
or tying is completed should be from 2 inches to 2i inches
apart. All there may be in excess of this should' be cut
out as above. The proper times for pruning the Peach
is early in April, when disbudding should take place, and
in summer by thinning out the branches where they are
too conge&ted. Write us again about that time and we
will tell you how to proceed.

REDUCING THE NUMBER OF APPLE TREES (H. S.).
You have given us a difficult task, because all the varieties
in your list are useful. Apples are peculiar as to
their bearing qualities. Some varieties which do well
in one county or district fail in others, and we have no
doubt it will be so more or less in your district, so that
your experience as to which succeed the best with you
should be your safest guide to follow. However, judging
from a general standpoint, we name a few of those
we think can be spared best : Cox's Pomona, Lady
Henniker, Beauty of Bath, Cornish Aromatic. Lord
Hindlip (which cankers badly in most places) and Margil.

TO IMPROVE GARDEN AND SMALL ORCHARD
{A. Z.).—Four feet is the best recognised distance to
plant rows of Raspberries apart. Yours are 3 feet apart.
We would not disturb them for this reason, but would
rather trench and manure a piece of land and plant new
canes this winter as above. Let the old canes remain
until the new ones come into bearing, and then grub them
up and plant the land Avith something else. Superlative
is the best Raspberry to grow. The new plantation
would last for a generation and give you a heavy crop
for years. Black and Red Currants.—Old bushes when
dug up and divided do not do so well afterwards. Y'ou
would do much better to plant young trees by the path-
sides this winter. In two years* time they should give
you a good lot of fruit. The old bushes could tlien be
done away with, provided you had no fmrther use for

them. The best vegetables you can plant now are Spring
Cabbage and Lettuce, also Onions. You do not say what
pests your fruit trees are suflfering injury from. Let us
know this, and we will help you as to spraying.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
USE OF SULPHATE OF AMMONIA (B. B. S.).—Half

an oimce of sulphate of ammonia to the Square yard
should prove a sufficient dressing for most crops. It

becomes slowly available, but where a crop is long on the
ground a second application of a similar quantity would
be an advantage. It is best, however, not to urge autimmal
growth too much by such manuring, as the soft growth
likely to develop is less able to withstand the winter frosts.

Only when lime or chalk is present in the soil is tlie crop
likely to receive the full benefit of the application of

sulphate of ammonia.

CELERY BOLTING (•/. TF.).—Dryness, at the root at
some time or another, causing a check iii its growth, is

the cause of bolting in Celery, and from this your plants
no doubt are suffering. Very early sowing may occasion-
ally have something to do with it. Celery is a brook
plant, and if the best is to be made of it, it must have
well-manured soil to grow in as well as abundance of

water applied during its season of growth, and always a
good soaking before earthing up takes place. Give
manure-water freely in the height of summer.

MUSHROOM-BEARING SODS AND SPAWN (P. G. ./..

Captain).—The thing for you to do will be to collect a
sufficient quantity of fresh horse-manure daily until

you can get a heap large enough to make into a bed

—

say, a couple of small cartloads—which must be kept dry.

With the manure may be used a similar quantity of the
short strawy litter generally accompanying it. Form
into a heap as soon as the material is collected. M'e
recommend to your notice the illustrated article in our
issue of November 11. The way to spawn is to scrape

holes with a trowel in the surface of the bed at 9 inches
apart, and deep enough to bury the pieces of spawn out
of sight only. The spawn should be broken into pieces

the size of a hen's egg. Ram the spawn firmly into the
bed, and cover over slightly with some of the manure.
The next tiling to do will be to cover the bed with a
layer of sifted loamy soil, with no manm-e in it, passed
through a half-inch mesh sieve. This layer of soil should bo
half an inch deep after trcadmg it firmly down. The soil

should be fairly moist, and the surface be made smooth
and beaten smoothly down with the back of a clean,

shiny spade. The next thing to do is to cover the bed
with dry straw or Bracken to keep it warm. To
flnd out whether the bed is of the right temperature,
the best way is to lay do^vn a thermometer on the bed
and try to keep the temperatm-e as ufar as you can at
53° Fahr. A degree one way or anotlirr uuilas no differ-

ence. If you flnd it is not warm enough, aild more straw ;

if too warm, take some off. If all has gone on well,

look out for Mushrooms in six weeks' or two months'
time. The bed should bear for six weeks or longer.

The manure vvUl be valuable for the garden when done
with. We shall be glad to lielp you further if any points

are obscure.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
WITH this issue we publish our

dedication and index pages and

bring to a close Vol. LXXX.
We take this opportunity of

expressing our warm thanks to

and appreciation of those readers who

have helped to keep our pages bright and

cheerful in these times of stress. We look for

their continued support and hope for happier

times in the near future. Many of our readers

—and we trust all.—are doing their utmost to

increase the food of the nation. This is a time

when all who can handle a spade must be up and

doing. It was a sin to have missed opportunities

last year, but the sin will be far- greater if not

remedied in the coming year. As the new President

of the Board of Agriculture so aptly

states :
" It is my sincere conviction

that victory in this great war may
be won on the cornfields and potato

lands of Great Britain."J|

Supply of Seed Potatoes.—Last

year the Somerset County Council

very wisely purchased 200 tons of

seed Potatoes and then resold them

in the county to between 3,000 and

4,000 individual buyers. Encouraged

by the success of this local movement,

the Board of Agriculture has now

decided to go forward on national

lines. By an arrangement made by

the Board, tlte Treasury wUl finance

a scheme for the distribution of seed

Potatoes to meet the needs of

growers. The President has invited

the County War Agricultural Com-

mittees to request borough and

urban councils and parish councils

to ascertain what quantity of seed

Potatoes is required in each village

,

to collect cash with orders and to

distribute seed. It is proposed that

arrangements should be made to

deliver the Potatoes at convenient

distributing centres in rcwt. bags

Not more than 5cwt. may be supplied

to each grower, and the range of

varieties will necessarily be limited.

Alpine Garden at Friar Park.

—

This volume of The Garden is

dedicated to Sir Frank Crisp, Bart.,

and it is fitting that views of his

world-famous rock garden should

appear in this issue. We cannot do

better than quote the words of

M. Correvon on this rock garden

in his admirable book, " Flore

Alpine": "What constitutes its beauty is

the harmony of the lines, and, above all,

the dimensions of the plants with regard to the

rocks ; a combination of qualities presenting to

the eye a comprehensive view of excellent pro-

portion. It is all true to scale, a point rarely

observed in the making of rock gardens. Plants

of large size and broad foliage are grouped at the

base ; while through successive rising levels one

passes to the absolutely dwarf and close-growing

flowers of the heights."

Perpetual-Flowering Carnation Charm.— One

of the prettiest Perpetual-flowering Carnations

it has been our lot to see is the new variety

Charm. It is typically an English variety, with

a splendid free habit, good erect stems, and very

pleasing blossoms. The calyx is good. The

flowers are of average size, and the colouring is

a soft daffodil yellow, lightly rayed at the petal

edges with pink and white. The blend of colour

is so dainty and so iinnsual that it has an instant

appeal to all who see it. In fragrance it is delight-

tul, the scent being more reminiscent of a delicately

scented Stock than of the typical Clove smell of

the Carnation.

Late-Flowering Nerines.—At this season, late

December, when flowers are so valuable, it is

worth drawing attentien to two late-flowering

Nerines. Though first introduced from South

Africa as long ago as 1767, Nerine undulata crispa

is very little grown. Compared with the earlier-

flowering hybrids it has quite grass-like foliage

and small, dainty, pale pink flowers

with elegant waving or undulating

petals. The ether is N. ManseUii,

probably one of the first hybrids,

having been raised many years ago

in Messrs. Henderson's nursery at St.

John's Wood, though it is said to

have been first flowered in Guernsey

by the gentleman whose name it com-

memorates. To still further increase

the usefulness cf the beautiful hybrid

Nerines in our gardens it would be

worth while crossing these two late-

flowering kinds with the autumn-

flowering hybrids.

Keeping Late Cabbages and

Savoys.—The following practice is

fairly eommon in Northern gardens,

and in view of its usefulness it is

surprising that it is not more often

adopted in the South : A fairly

deep trench is opened on a vacant

piece of ground, and a quantity of

sound, hard heads of Cabbages and

Savoys are buried head downwards

to the depth of a foot. After strip-

ping off the loose outside leaves,

the heads are packed closely together

and covered with soil,- leaving the

rootstocks protruding to denote their

position. In this way Cabbages will

keep fresh for months and come Jn
useful when green vegetables are

otherwise scarce, wliile those left

uncovered are usually destroyed by

alternating storms of frost and snow.

POOLS AND RILLS IN THE ROCK GARDEN AT FRIAR PARK.

*j* Owing to the shortage of paper,

readers icko hare not alreadi/ ilone so are

asked to order The Gakden to be deliiered

regularly bt/ their newsagent. Readers will

thus obviate the waste consequent on the

issue 0/ papers for chance sale, and so

greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Increasing the Production of Food.—As
supplementing the article by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society recently on this subject, I would
venture to point out what seems to me a practical

and possible method for further assisting in the

above necessary work. It is a recognised fact

that there is ground lying untilled in private places

and market nurseries that was hitherto under

cultivation, also glass-houses and"""
frames standing empty or practic-

ally so. In both cases the reasons

for this neglect are doubtless the

same—lack of labour or loss of

capital, involving a necessary

cm-tailment of expenses. Now,
with the consent of owners, which
assuredly would be given in most
cases for patriotic reasons, could

not disabled soldiers (and perhaps

some other over-age Volunteer men)
be used for these vacancies, their

tuition and directing being the

work of the present head-gardener

or foreman of the nrrrsery ? The ma-
chinery being already in existence

and the ground in such places not

having been long out of cultiva-

tion, the extra quantity of early

and other Potatoes, greenstuffs

and Tomatoes procurable from
these sources would be enormous,

and at small cost, too. Further-

more, in some big establishments,

at least, there are several large

sheds available for keeping poultry.

Could not they, until hostilities

are safely passed, be used -for such

a purpose, and so increase our egg
supply for the hospitals and general

use ?—C. Turner, Highgate.

The Hardiness of Camellias.—

I

have been interested in reading
" Always a Flower in the Garden "

in your issue of December i6, but

there is one point which I think

may be open to some controversy.

It is where the writer deplores the

fact that Camellias will not grow in

the open in England except in the

south-western corner. Now, I have
seen Camellias growing as huge
bushes, covered with blossom, in

the open in Jersey, and though
Jersey is supposed to be milder and
wetter than England, frosts, snow
and bitter east winds are certairdy

not unknown there by any means. I was speaking
on the subject to a Scotch gardener there who owns a
hardy plant nurfery in St. Heliers, and he de cribed
the plant's rarity in England as a matter of pre-

judice
; British gardeners have made up their minds

that the plant is subtropical and so will not trouble
to try to grow it. " It is no more delicate than,
or as delicate as," he continued, " many of our
Tea Roses, and there is no reason why it should
not be grown in any sheltered South of England
garden." 1 think this may interest some of

your readers. It seems such a pity that so
beautiful a winter flower should be excluded
from our gardens owing to a misunderstanding

of the constitution of the plant.-^M. Moffat,
Tiie Lawn, Shapwick, Bridgewater. [The Camellia
is as hardy or even hardier than the Laurel,

but the flowers are often spoilt by spring frosts.

—Ed.]
Mistletoe on the Oak.—We have learnt to

regard Mistletoe growing on the Oak as an
extremely rare occurrence. Dr. Bull in a paper
in the Journal of Botany, Vol. II., page 73, men-
tions only seven authentic instances of the growth
of Mistletoe on. the Oak in this country. Pre-

sumably it was the rarity of the occurrence which
led the Druids to regard the Oak with great

MISTLETOE GROWING ON A PEAR TREE AT GRANTHAM.

reverence. However, in America it is said to be a

favourite host plant, as may be seen from the

enclosed cutting from a recent issue of the

Florists' Exchange :
" While the Mistletoe, with

its charming berries and its delightful Christmas

associations, is dear to the hearts of many of' us,

the Government forest pathologists inform us

that it has caused losses of millions of dollars

to our hardwood trees of the forests, also to shade

and orchard trees in various parts of the United
States. Being a parasite it fastens itself on its

host and draws nourishment from it, gradually

sapping its vitality. The common Oak is one of

its favourite hosts, but it also attaches itself to

many other trees, including, we are told, other
varieties of Oak, Pecan, the Cedar Elm, the

American Elm, the Osage Orange, the Paper
Mulberry, the Sassafras, the Apple, the Locust,

Ash trees, and several species of Pine."-—R.

Mistletoe on the Pear.-Although Mistletoe
is found most abundantly on the Apple, it is a

singular fact that it is \'ery rarely seen growing
on the Pear. We are indebted to Mr. W. H.
Divers, V.M.H., Belvoir Castle Gardens, Grantham,
for the extremely interesting illustration accom-
panying this note, also for the following particulars

which we are pleased to record :
" The bunch of

Mistletoe measures 3 J feet in

width by 3 feet in depth and has

seven years' growth well defined,

so it is probably nine years from
the seed, as the plant makes
scarcely any growth during the

fiirst two years. This is the first

year it has borne fruit. I do not

know whether it was planted by
one of the men, or if it has

grown through the agency of birds.

We have several pieces growing

a few yards away in Apple trees,

but no others on Pears. The name
of the Pear is Beurre Giffard."

Apple Allington Pippin.—In

a prominent weekly paper I re-

cently read this: " Allington Pippin

stands in the front rank among
dessert Apples." I have had a

standard tree in my garden for

several years, audit crops regularly.

Last year I noticed in The
Garden some remarks by one of

your readers saying what a disap-

pointing Apple this was, how sour

and lacking in flavour, &c. I

happened to have picked my fruit

last year moderately early for a

late Apple, and I found the remajrks

of your correspondent coincided as

regards the taste in my Allington

Pippins. This year I determined

to let the fruit hang, as I thought

the fault last year was that I had
picked it too soon, so I netted the

tree to save it from the tits and
got the Apples in very late. But
I am sorry to say that my ex-

perience is the same again as last

year ; the fruit is not really juicy,

rather tasteless, and most decidedly

acid. My situation is sunny and
we are on gravel. The only con-

clusion one can draw is that this

variety will only grow on a certain

soil and in a certain climate of its

own liking to produce fruit worthy

of the first-class certificate that the Royal Horti-

cultural Society gave it in 1904.—W. F. M.

COPELAND.

Schizostylis coccinea.—Mr, C. Elliott asks

for the experiences of readers concerning this

plant. I have not seen it for some time, but in

a previous garden we used to grow this Lily in

a sunny raised border which led up to a range

of glass-houses. It grew and flowered freely in

frost-free autumns, but an early frost always

spoilt the first venturesome blooms. To coun-

teract this a certain quantity was every year

taken up, potted, and stood in a frost-proof cool

house or frame in which they would open properly.
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Portions of the plant can be put into any sized

pot, but 5-inch and 7-inch proved useful sizes,

these making shapely pot-flowering specimens.

The time of potting up was soon after the flowering

spikes could be detected, keeping the plants out-

doors until frost threatened. If tiffany or scrim can

be placed on sticks over Schizostylis in the open,

many spikes of useful bloom can be had without

haying recourse to potting. Also later flowers

can be had by planting a break on a late border

and putting over them, when frost threatens, one

or two 6 feet by 4 feet frames.—C. Turner,
Highgate.

I'he notes appearing in The Garden
anent this useful subject takes one's mind back

some twenty-five or twenty-six years when
serving in the gardens at Canford Manor, Dorset,

under Mr. Thomas Crasp. A large batch of

several hundred clumps was grown there, and, as

far as I can remember, on a fairly rich though
somewhat gravelly loam in an open position.

Here the plants grew well and flowered freely,

and a large quantity of cut flowers was secured

from them in the open air during the late autumn.
By [far the best blooms, however, were obtained

from the plants that were lifted and placed under

glass as described by Mr. Clarence Elliott, the

flower - spikes being longer and much brighter.

These were [used chiefly for the decoration of the

LACHENALIA FRAGRANS. THE BULBS
REMAIN DORMANT FOR ONE YEAR AFTER

FLOWERING.

dinner-tables for shooting parties, and tended to

conserve such subjects as Euphorbias and Poin-

settias until a later date ; and were I called upon

to provide large quantities of cut flowers for this

purpose, I should unhesitatingly grow, or endeavour

to grow, a good batch of Schizostylis coccinea,

as it appeared to give a maximum of bloom

for a minimum of labour, and certainly few

subjects are brighter or look more elegant in vases

during what may be termed the duller months

of the year.

—

-Thomas Stevenson.

Lachenalias and Freesias Going Blind.—In

reference to this subject, again raised by Mr. S.

Smith, issue December 23, page 612, I would

like to add that this is a very old and common
failing with certain plants. Even in Nature it

is known to occur. How else can we account

for the non-appearance of certain British Orchids

which unquestionably happens in some seasons ?

These plants appear to have the power of remain-

ing dormant for even two or three years. I

have heard it suggested that the fleshy roots

may all succumb in the same winter, and that it

takes some years for seedlings to reach the flower-

ing stage ; but this seems unlikely, as in the

ordinary course of events seedlings would be

sown every year and would therefore give a

succession of flowering plants. I enclose a photo-

graph of Lachenalia fragrans, published about a

century ago in the " Botanists' Repository." It is

the last part of the description in the text which has

special bearing on this subject :
" The extreme

fragrance of this plant amply compensates for

its want of beauty ; it retains its sweetness

through the whole period of its flowering, which

is of nearly a month's continuance. There is a

species of this genus, much resembling our plant

in flower, but nothing in the leaf ; it is known by

the name of I-. patens, and has been frequently

sold for this, but its scent is quite different, and

it flowers much earlier ; that is to say, in the

month of March, but the L. fragrans does not

produce its blossoms till May. It is a very hardy

greenhouse bulb, and requires no particular

management to make it flower ; this, however,

it does not do, but once in two years ; not even

appearing in foliage, but in the second year from

its flowering." Verily, there is nothing new

under the sun.'

—

Spartan.

FIFTY YEARS' RECOLLEC-
TIONS OF CHRISTMAS
DECORATIONS

By " Anne Amateur.'

THOUGH I have vague recollections of

Holly and Mistletoe, my first clear and

definite remembrance of Christmas

decorations begins with Christmas Day,

1866, when my mother wore a red

Camellia in her beautiful dark curly 1 hair, and

Poinsettias in pots were our only other flowers.

I did not know their name, but, being a London

child familiar with the " Zoo," called them " Fla-

mingo flowers," and to this day connect them with

that bird. (The next Christmas, alas ! the Camellia

was a white one, for my mother wore crape, and

in November we had gathered Aimee Vibert Roses

from the garden for my grandfather's funeral.)

Soon in succeeding Christmases I recall stifi-spired

pink and white Heaths, in pots, and Solanum,

which latter I always shudderingly detested on

ANTIQUE PORTRAIT OF " ANNE AMATEUR '

TAKEN FIFTY YEARS AG.O.

account of its poisonous smelling leaves, which

so soon shed themselves in the hot gas-lit rooms.

There were .no " table decorations " worth men-

tioning then, but we always had pot plants on our

dinner-table, generally flowers, and sometimes

a Maidenhair Fern ; hut even these were not

usual.

Church decorations chiefly consisted of clumsy

wreaths made of evergreens on ropes. I well

remember one Cliristmas (still in the sixties) when

the wreaths in our church were wound round the

pillars alternately from left to right and riglit to

left, and on coming out after the service my father

declared they had made him feel quite sea-sick

(a shocking fib, for he was an ardent sailor, and

many happy days did I spend cruising with him

then in the Nore in his tiny sailing boat). In the

house our decorations mostly took the form of

flat bands of Holly leaves, sewn singly on narrow

braid and nailed round the doorways. Oh, how
I pricked my poor childish fingers in trying to

help make them ! We also threaded Holly berries

like strings of red beads. These were hung on

the gas chandeliers. When we got into the seven-

ties, Christmas decorations began to be more

elaborate, especially in the churches ; but flowers

stiU were scarce. There were sticky, gummed
red Geraniums, and Camellias were no longer in

vogue. But oh, with what delight we hailed the

first forced red Due van Thol Tulips and little white
'

Roman Hyacinths at Cliristmas ! Their coming

was a marked event indeed, and from that time

onward year by year fresh flowers appeared on

the Christmas dinner-table and " table decora-

tions " became general, a variety of white flowers

were seen in the churches, and other decorations

became more artistic ; flowers from France,

the Channel Islands and SciUy came in ever-

increasing quantity, as we all know to beautify

our homes and our churches—though this year

little home decoration will be seen, save where

the happy few have dear ones " home on leave."

I guess most of us will send all we can afford to .

the Red Cross hospitals, and content ourselves

with a few sprigs of Holly and evergreens in our

homes-
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THE N O N PA R E I LS

t;
IHE little group of Apples known as

Nonpareils are, by their trim and

compact growth, ' very suitable for

garden culture, and especially so in

those borderland regions between the

vegetables and flowers. I'heir fruits are of the

right dessert size—not one of those communal
fruits requiring to be carved by the host and

handed around, but Apples that you can bile a

piece out. 'of, the only test of the correct size pf

a dessert fruit.

The first representative of the family, the Old

Nonpareil, has been grown in this country for

many years. Stephen Switzer, who wrote in

1724, speaks of trees quite a hundred years old :

" This Apple is no stranger in England, though

it might have its Original from France, yet there

any Fruit and put one of their own cramp names

on it, it is immediately their own."

Switzer, however, was candid and admitted

the merits of the Nonpareil (due perhaps, in his

opinion, to its thorough acclimatisation) as de-

servedly valued for " the Brisloiess of its Taste,

the lovely Russet of its Coat that even the colour

equals the finest Russets and the Taste is incom-

parably better."

From the venerable parent has sprung a family

bearing in all cases very similar characters of

growth and flavour. Of these, the best Icnown

are the Ross and Scarlet Nonpareils. The former

is, to my mind, all that an Apple should be to the

eye, evenly shaped, russet covered, with streaks

of crimson red showing through, a true country

Apple made for rustic pockety. The flavour is

of the true Nonpareil character, which is easier

remembered than described. Those who like

Russets will know the style.

STORING APPLES

T
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are trees of them about the Ashtons in Oxford-

shire of about an hundred years old, which (as

they have it by tradition) were first brought

out of France and planted by a Jesuit in Queen
Elizabeth's time."

Switzer had no great opinion of the French

and their fruits. " The French indeed (who

would fain be first in everything) will scarce

allow us here in England, to have any Fruit that

is valuable, but what comes from them. And
though there are some good sorts of Fruit in the

Countries over against us of Normandy and
Brittany, &c., and perhaps some about Paris,

yet what are their Cousinots, Orgerans, Francatues,

Fennilets, Calvilles and Haute Bontes and abun-

dance more hard names compared with our

Permains, Gilliflowers, Pippins, Reynets and the

like, not to mention the Nonpareil . . . yet

such is the natural arrogance of these people,

that when they can but once get possession of

The Scarlet Nonpareil is rather more of the

Cox's school in appearance, but of good quality

and in use after Christmas till March. I always

feel I do not appreciate this Apple as I should
;

so many of my friends always spring into super-

latives while I remain in the positive.

Braddick's Nonpareil is excellent. The fruit

is rather flat and russety, with golden yello.w and

brown shadings
;

quite attractive and very useful.

It is sometimes said that Nonpareils flourish

only. in southern counties, and Dr. Johnson was,

as usual, quite positive in the matter. Boswell

suggested Nonpareils for his Scottish garden.

Johnson :
" Nonpareils, Sir ? You can no more

have Nonpareils than you can have Grapes."

Either the Doctor was wrong or the climate of

Scotland has changed, as Nonpareils are

now grown North of the Tweed. The moral

obviously is: Do not be overawed by the pundits ;

try for yourself! E. A. Bunyard.

HE renicirks upon storing Apples, for

winter use that appeared in The
Garden earlier in the autumn from

various correspondents have attracted

my attention. While much of this

fruit has already been placed in storage,,

there is yet time to change conditions for

the better, perhaps, in many cases. The-

timely editorial comments on this topic some

weeks ago contained excellent suggestions, which

I trust have been adopted and carried out by
readers. This most valuable of all fruits,

the Apple, is a wondrous creation in the realm

of Pomona, the winter sorts especially, their

season extending over so many months when
properly cared for. Here we have a fruit which^

if properly matvu-ed on the tree and carefully

gathered, holds its rich,

juices and chemical con-

stituents in absolutesuspen-

sion under its attractive

skin for months, with little

or no change, ready at all

times for our use and enjoy-

ment, and of inestimable

hygienic benefit. Of what

other fruit of this nature

can we say as much ? All

we have to do is to give it

fair treatment and not

ignore its simple require-

ments ; and yet how seldom

this is done. It seems to

mo that the great fear of

frost js often a cause of

failure in the storage-room.

I have demonstrated to my
entire satisfaction that a

few degrees of frost do not

injure the Apple if left un-

disturbed while in that con-

dition, and I believe that

the nearer we can keep the

fruit to this frost-line, say,

34° Fahr., the better we
shall succeed in preserving

the flavour and the crisp-

ness of the flesh ; but sud-

den and radical changes in

temperature are fatal and

must be avoided. Once the

fruit becomes shrivelled,

the quality cannot be restored. Of course,

too much moisture is as bad as too much
cold. In my estimation coldness, dampness and

darkness are the three essentials, but each of

these conditions must be most carefully regulated

to avoid excesses. The ordinary house-cellar is

largely used for this storage ; but I find that the

average cellar is too warm and too dry, and we
do not get crisp, juicy Apples, nor even sound

ones, very long under such conditions. There

is so much difference in the quality of a crisp,

juicy Apple and the shrunken, insipid specimen

that we usually find in the market and so many
private homes, that the extra care in preservation

is well repaid, even though the cost should be

greater, which is not always necessarily tiue.

Where Nature has done so ipuch for us in the crea-

tion of the Apple and left so little to om- tender

mercies, how can we refuse or neglect that little ?

Kingston, New York. H. Hendricks.
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NOTES FROM MYDDELTON HOUSE
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

GARDEN

I

HAVE chosen another little flower of quiet

greenish colouring for the last of my series.

It is one of the so-called Australian Fuchsias

and was given to me many years ago by

my kind old friend, the late Mr, W. E.

Gumbleton. It was then a small rooted cutting

in a pot, with a label, as large as itself, inscribed

" Correa magnifica " in the clear bold lettering he

was not a little proud of when he had just fitted

three long words into the narrow space of a clean

wooden label.

I can recall him so clearly, standing in the door-

way of the potting-shed, having brought the results

of the day's post to be labelled and planted. lie

would say, " Give me a label, Mike," and then,

holding.it out in his left hand, without resting it

on anything, slowly added letter to letter, and the

more of them went to a word the more he seemed

to be pleased with it.

I never remember seeing him plant or pot

anything ; Mike did all that under his instruc-

tions. Writing labels and pulling up Groundsel

in the borders or Centaurea nigra in the grass

were the only gardening jobs he ever did with his

own hands.

My Correa babe grew so lanky in the con-

servatory, and the few flowers it then bore so

thoroughly belied its specific title by their absence

of magnificence, that I made up my mind to turn

it out by my new wall in the days when its bricks

were calling out loudly for any sort of clothing.

As we have not had a severe winter for over ten

years, it has grown without a check and is now
at the top of the wall, and from November to

March up to the presen,t year it has never been

without flowers. Certainly after a week of sharp

frosts the most prominent blossoms are browned

and spoilt, but buds survive and a warmer spell

soon provides a fresh set of green bells. They

are quite pretty enough to gather, and if the stems

are put at once into warm water they last fresh for

several days and look well with a few blooms of Iris

unguicularis or Chimonanthus fragrans, but are

good enough by themselves for those who can

appreciate the pleasant contrast of the deep

green of the smooth, leathery upper stirface of

the round leaves, with the rust-coloured stems

and ribs of their grey felted under sides, all of

which help to set off the pale emerald green bells

and their rusty red expanded tips.

The buds look like tiny acorns, and when the

flower has fallen the rust-coloured calyx remains

on and is lined with such a brilliant shade of

emerald green that it too is quite a pretty object.

The fallen corolla is interesting also, for the four

petals of which the bell is formed are then seen

to be separated from one another where covered

by the calyx, as well as where they bend back

at the mouth, and are therefore only joined, or

connate, for about half their length.

It makes a wonderfully neat plant for a warm
wall, and, being evergreen and flowering in the

dull months, ought to be mere widely planted.

But why magnifica ? I thought I should like to

find out, and have spent a most delightful evening

with my books endeavouring to do so. The
" Kew Index " has it in the fourth supplement

as being of garden origin and described by Gentil

in 1907 in a work on plants cultivated in the

Brussels Botanic Garden, which I have not got

to refer to, and so I was almost headed off, but

it is also stated to be synonymous with C. speciosa.

Then the fun began, for in the first volume of

" Index Kewensis " no fewer than a dozen other

names are declared to be synonyms of speciosa.

So I got down the first volume of Pritzel and
turned up "Correa" to see which of my books would
give me figures of them. By the time I had
examined twenty-six beautiful plates I had got

new ideas of the possibilities of variation in one

species, and marvelled how anyone could believe

those with crimson, upright flowers were one

species with those with either pink and wide,

or green and narrow pendent bells. Nor for a

long time could I find any with the round leaves

of my plant.

The hunt took me to some of my most beautiful

books, and I felt certain the artists had faithfully

drawn the forms before them. It even brought

out my most precious possession—the great folio

volumes of Ventenat and Bonpland's " Jardin

de la Malmaison," which contain some of Redout^'s

most exquisite plates, and perhaps the 'most

beautiful ever made. The first I found at all

like my plant was the plate of ferruginea in

" Maund's Botanist," Vol. III., page 124, but its

leaves are too pointed and its flowers too short.

In " Paxton's Magazine " I found a reference to

ferruginea as being a hybrid, and following that

hint I read his account of other hybrids in

Vol. XIV. and found one called magnifica, which,

allowing for a little artist's licence, might

represent my plant. All that is told about it

CORREA SPECIOSA VAR. MAGNIFICA. [From a drawing by E. A. Bowlei
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states that with fi\e other hybrids it was raised

by Mr. Gaines of Battersea, the parentage not

being mentioned. Then I turned to more strictly

botanical books, and from C. Moore's " Flora of

New South Wales " and L. Rodway's " Tasmanian
Flora " I learnt a sure way of detecting C. speciosa.

The four filaments that grow opposite the petals

are dilated towards their bases, so that they are

as wide as tlie petals at that point, while the

four other fdaments are thread-like throughout
their whole length. This character is well repre-

sented in my plant, and therefore it seems most
likely that it is a garden form of speciosa, very

probably raised by Gaines.

I am pleased to find a fresh virtue in a plant

I have admired for other good points ever since

I first saw its beauty in the Roja Valley of the

Maritime Alps. It is only a line form of our

native Hellebore, H. foetidus, the Bear's-breech,

that is larger in nearly all its parts. Yet, though
the divisions of its leaves are longer than in our

wild form, they are not so wide, and gain a great

deal thereby in beauty. This season it has been
in flower for the last fortnight, while the older

inhabitant of our woods and gardens is only now
showing the pale green bracts and buds as a

curved spike among the crown of deep green

leaves, I believe the deepest coloured borne by any
plant in the garden. I have long rejoiced in the

wonderful contrast of black-green leaves . and
emerald green, purple-edged blossoms of the

native, winter-flowering plant, and have used it

to fill dark corners where little else would grow

;

f)ut I was quite surprised at the beauty of the

plants in the Roja and Vesubie valleys. They
made a mass of stems and finely divided. Palm-
like leaves over a yard across, and the flower-

heads were more imposing in their greater size

and number of flowers. I brought away seed-pods,

and find the resultant plants are developing into

specimens as fine as their parents. I also notice

that they have a touch of red where the leaflets

join the petiole, which is a great improvement on
the uniform deep green of the old form.

For the last three weelcs I have been watching
with admiration and almost envy the irrepressible

cheerfulness of a certain little Pansy. No sooner

has the frost thawed away from it than the purple

and yellow faces rise up as fresh as ever and look

you straight in the eye with an expression of

friendly encouragement, sorely needed in these

trying times and dark days. Its seeds were
-gathered by Mr. Farrer on the cloister wall of a

iar-away Tibetan abbey, and he tells me the

plant was said to have been brought there from
yet another abbey. If it had no other charms,

I should like to grow it for the sake of its travels.

Though V. tricolor is found in Asia Minor, I

somehow or other should not connect it with the

Far East. Then why and whence did some
travelling lama carry its seeds to his abbey ? It

seems to be nearest to the form of this very
variable plant reckoned by Wittrock as a separate

species under the name V. alpestris, a more or

less bicolor form common in the lower meadows
of the Alps, but its upper petals are of deeper

purple than in any form he figures.

It is very similar to a little Pansy I like much,
and which Miss Hopkins frequently shows at

the Royal Horticultural Society's meetings and
I think calls V. Hopkinsiae. I bought it from her,

and it has sown itself freely here and comes quite

true, a pretty miniature of the charming old

bicolor Jackanapes, but more truly purple, and
less brown, in the colour of the upper petals.

Mr. Farrer's form is of the same colouring, but
has laxer habit—rather sprawling and untidy,
in fact—and the flowers are longer and less well

shaped, and its black spot on the lowest petal,

which looks like a little imperial and gives quite

a Napoleon III. expression to its face, is much
more conspicuous than in Miss Hopkins' plant

;

and, again, the side petals of the Tibetan stranger
often flush with a red shade as they reach middle
age. I notice that its flowers are stiffer and of

greater substance than in other Violas, especially

in the lowest petal, and I expect it is this thick-

ness of skin that renders it so resistant to its

troubles.

Several buds of Galanthus byzantinus have
escaped from their spathes and hang like large

pearls among the dead leaves of Lilium giganteum
;

the later forms of Crocus Ijevigatus are just begin-
ning to open their beautifully feathered flowers,

and show me I have completed the cycle of the
year in these notes ; and I feel it is time to lay
down pen and pencil for a while to give my readers,

this garden and myself, a rest and change.

WINTER COLOURING NEAR
WATER

For colour effect near water—be it pond or river

—

nothing can surpass a belt of Common Dogwood
(Cornus sanguinea) backed by a judicious grouping
of Golden Willow against a thick plantation of

the common Alder. In summer, Alders are duU,

if not ugly, trees, with dingy green foliage which
never takes on any beauty of changing colour

;

but in winter and early spring, when they are

covered with catkins, the variety of tints which
they show is marvellous—rich brown and Indian
red at the early stages of the catkins, bistre, ochre,

and every shade of delicate yellow brown as they
develop and show their poUen. Golden Willows
may be allowed to grow to a good size, and by
occasionally lopping their branches, thick masses
of orange twigs will be ensured. Dogwood should

be planted quite close to the water, and in time it

will shelve over for a yard or more, giving full effect

to the reflection of its rich crimson twigs, which,

in sunshine or after a shower of rain, simply glow
with colour, and ai;e, after a fall of snow, indescrib-

ably beautiful. Nothing is easier to grow than
Dogwood and Willow ; any rod or twig cut during

winter or early spring will root in moist ground.

The line of Dogwood should be broken here and
there for a few yards, and the banks of the pond
or river planted thickly with Primroses of all

shades, with bulbs of Snowdrops, Winter Aconites,

Squills and Daffodils dibbled in among them,

an arrangement which will give a show of varied

and delicate colouring, and cause infinite pleasure

for several months in succession. The more mixed
and irregular the planting is, the better, to give

a wild and natural effect, and if left undisturbed

for years to seed and place themselves, all these

charming flowers will increase and fill in bare

places, mingling with each other in exquisite effect

and contrast. Aspect should be considered, and
the planting done as much as possible on the

north and east banks, so that full sunshine falls

upon the background of Alders, Golden Willows

and Dogwood, immensely enhancing the beauty

of the reflections in the water below. Great

depth and softness of colour may be gained by the

rich, dark foliage of a few Scotch Pines and Yews
planted among the Alders to contrast with the

brighter tints in front. W.

A COLUMN FOR THE
CURIOUS

" For the Consideration of the Curious," in the

issue of the gth inst., is a misnomer. What the

Rev. Joseph Jacob means is that contributors to

this column should write up to the spirituality

of plant culture ; not as is, and always
has been, the rule, down to the material.

The doubtful quantity is. the capacity to receive

spiritual philosophy relative to material known
and handled. Thus, for instance, the following

is absolutely accurate as to the morality of the

Potato ; but how many would see the force and
practical bearing of it ?

The Potato came to Europe with the rise of

modern Imperialism, and since the seventeenth
century has been a dominant factor in national
economics. In these last days, with the Empires
in their most deadly conflict, human en-

durance is largely a question of the Potato.

Though related to one of our worst native weeds,

the Potato is from a genial climate of South
America. Requiring, thus, generous treatment in

our uncertain climate, it has none the less been
subjected to barbarous treatment and a system
of culture violating a primary law of Nature.
" The mills of the gods grind slowly." They ground
through two centuries before they avenged the

wrongs of the Potato. But if slow, they also

grind small. When Nature's vengeance for the

violation of her laws as to the Potato did arrive,

it was ample and deadly. There are few now
who remember the coming of the Potato blight

and the widespread disaster it brought to

millions, who had every reason to pray " Give us

tins day our daily Potatoes " rather than " Give
us this day our daily bread." Many then

liumbly confessed their sin against the Potato
;

but scientists and others in power at once set to

work, in no spirit of repentance, to devise means
whereby the Potato could be compelled to submit
to barbarous culture and yet bless humanity with

its bounty. Homoeopathy finally provided a

compromise. The Potato plant is, like its native

relative, poisonous, the dismal aspect of the

flowers showing this. (The spirituaUty of poison

is another subject.) Thus, by judiciously applying

poison where poison already was, the conjunction

of poisons proved, synthetically or otherwise, a

remedy for the Potato blight. Finally, either

from a study of the original programme of Creation

or direct inspiration, it dawned upon a few that

the Potato, treated according to the principle

of its being a " herb-bearing seed," as stated in

the programme of Creation, would be partly or

entirely immune from the penalties of violation of

Nature's laws in the vegetable world. This is now
not only proved, but it is also found that the

honouring of Nature's laws in one generation of

Potato will secure beneficial results for several

generations, even if barbarous and unnatural

culture is practised. Light is thus breaking in

the Potato world, and if it was sentient it doubtless

would say that, like humanity, it hopes for a

better world than the present.

With the greatest respect for the Rev. J. Jacob,

I may add that I have known The Garden as

long as anyone, and I do not think its clicntiU

want selections from a schoolgirl's scrapbook,

causerie or other miscellanea. But they crave

something as to the true nature of things.

HURSTCOT.
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SOMETHING ABOUT FUCHS
AND HIS HERBAL

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

" What's one man's poison, signor,

Is another's meat or drink."

THUS it has come to pass that the abys-

mal ignorance of doctors and apothecaries

in the times of the sixteenth century

after Christ has had the unexpected

result of giving us an exceedingly beauti-

ful picture book of plants, one which such famous

judges as William Morris and John Ruskin singled

out as being the high-water mark of all herbals,

'illustrated by old-fashioned wood block engravings.

It happened in this wise :

Leonhard Fuchs, who was born in 1501 at Memb-

dingen in Bavaria, after having studied at several

universities, as the custom then was, became a

Doctor and a Professor of Medicine, first of all

in 1526 at the University of Ingolstadt, and then

in 1535, when his adherence to the teachings

•of Martin Luther made a change of domicile advis-

able, at the University of Tiibmgen, which had

lately adopted the reformed faith, where he

remained until his death in 1566. His great

patron was the Margrave of Brandenburg, to

whom he became body physician, and it was while

he was in his service that he acquired his great

reputation as a doctor by his success in the treat-

ment of a severe outbreak of " the plague " at

Anspach in 1529, which at this date seems to have
' swept all over Germany. His fame reached our

LEONHARD FUCHS IN HIS FORTY-SECOND
YEAR.

From his " De Histona Siirpium."

own islands, and there is in existence a late six-

teenth century little book entitled " A worthy
practise of the moste learned Phisition Maister

Leonerd Fuchsius, Doctor in Phisicke, most

necessary in this needful] tyme of our visitation

for the coniforte of all good and faythfuU people,

both olde and yonge, both for the sicke and for

them that woulde avoyde the danger of contagion."

For the last forty years of hislife university teaching

and the active practice of medicine divided his

time, and this work and intercourse with his

fellows soon made him painfully aware of the

ignorance of the ordinary practitioner and the

ordinary seller of herbs of the plants they pre-

scribed or sold. " It is scarcely possible," he

says, " to find one among a hundred who has an

accurate knowledge of even so many as a few

plants " (Introduction to " De Historia Stirpiura ").

This must be remedied if possible. Accordingly,

his appetite being whetted in all probability by
the success of Brunfel's " Herbarum viv« Eicones "

and its wonderful pictures, , so naturally done
and so unlike anything that had ever appeared
before, Fuchs made up his mind to produce a

herbal of his own in which pictorial illustrations

should be the strong point, faithful delinea-

tions of the plants used being, he considered,

the best way of correcting the lack of

laiowledge in his confreres. To this end
he employed the best artists and painters,

and engravers, who were kept busy figuring the

plants he brought them, so that in 1542 he

was able to bring out his famous work, " De
Historia Stirpium," with upwards of five

hundred large full-page pictures. There are also

included a full-length portrait of Fuchs himself

and half-length pictures of the two painters

and engravers who assisted him. The plants

delineated are practically all either the wild or

the garden plants then growing in Germany.
To give readers who do not know the original an

example of the strikingly beautiful way in which
the plants are treated, I have chosen Fuchs'

picture of a " common or garden " Cabbage. If

such an unpromising subject can be made so much
of, it follows that those which lend themselves

to artistic treatment will at least be equally

beautiful. Two thoughts suggest themselves.

First, what was really in the herb gardens of the

period, and were there no h( rb-growing districts

like those of our own Mitcham in Surrey ? I

presume only very usual herbs were grown—on
a par, let us say, with the simple medicines kept

in a twentieth century English household—and
that with the exception of a very few herbs, of

which Saffron would be one, none was cultivated

on a mercantile basis, but herb collectors had to

go out into the country and collect from wild

sources. Secondly, it is interesting to note the

comfortable and affluent circumstances of a famous
doctor of the period. He seems to have financed

the " De Historia Stirpium " himself, and it was
only after more than twenty years of patient

labour to try to extend the scope of his first work
that he had need to seek a wealthy patron to

enable him to pubhsh a very much larger edition.

Before, however, the necessary funds could be

found. Death came and cut short his life, and
ended what always must have been to him a source

of much pleasure and interest, " the pleasantness

and delight of acquiring knowledge of plants,

since there is no one who does not know that there

is nothing in this life pleasanter and more delight-

ful than to wander over woods, mountains and
plains, garlanded and adorned with flowerlets

A CABBAGE PLANT.

From Fuchs' " De Historia Stirpium."

and plants . . . and to gaze intently upon
them."

The success of Fuchs' Herbal was instantaneous

and great. Of its contents and of its numerous
editions I must forbear to write. I have simply

called attention to the man Leonhard Fuchs
and in a very brief manner tried to show how
it came about that he wrote and illustrated his

celebrated Herbal, examples of which I trust will

last as long as that beautiful genus of garden plants

that Father Plumier named Fuchsia in honour of

this great sixteenth century herbalist. I am
indebted to the courtesy of Mr. Bernard Quaritch

for the accompanying illustrations. They were

photographed from an " immaculate " copy then

in his possession, bound in the original stamped
pigskin and dated 1543. It is valued at £48.

It has 515 full-page woodcuts, and came from the

great Huth Library. The text is in German.
It is of some interest to know that William Morris'

copy, which I believe was the original Latin

edition of 1542, fetched the sum of £56 at the sale

of his books.

GARDEN PEA DISTINCTION.

This variety, in my opinion, is one of the best

late maincrop Peas of recent introduction.

It was sent out by Messrs. E. Webb and

Sons a lew seasons ago, and did remarkably

well with me, the haulm being robust right

from the start. The pods are well filled with

large, beautiful green Peas, the flavour of which

is unsurpassed by any others that I have grown.

Distinction attains a height of sj feet to

4 feet, and is as valuable for exhibition pur-

poses as for the table. I would advise all

who are ordering Peas for sowing in the

coming spring to include this variety ; if it

does as well with them as it did with me, they

will not be disappointed. A. B. Essex.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemum Cuttings.—This is a good
time to insert the main batch of cuttings. Stools
lax in pushing up cuttings should beintroduced
to a heated greenhouse, standing them on a bench
near the roof- glass. Insert them singly in small pots
of sandy loam and leaf-mould, or several round
the sides of 4-inch pots. Plice fhem under hand-
lights or in a frame stood On the, stage in the
greenhouse. ,

SchizanthUS.—The final ppftiiig-,.isrf the first

batch of this popular annual foi' greenhouse
flowering now requires attention. As a potting
compost use fibrous loam, mi.\ing with it leaf-

mould, some old decayed manure from a spent
hot-bed, and coarse sand. The size of the pots
will varj' from 6 inches to 9 inches, according to
the size and age of the plants. It will now be
necessary to stand the plants on a light stage or
bench, preferably facing south, as they have
grown too large for the shelves near the roof-glass.

Perpetual - Flowering Carnations.—Formerly
largely propagated from cuttings in late summer
and early autumn, January is now more generally

Hollies this year, but the deciduous Ilex verticillata

is very attractive with its bright red fruits.

Bulbs and Tubers in Store.—When inclement
weather prevents work outdoors, numerous bulbs
and tubers stored in cellars or frost-proof sheds
should be examined. One or two decaying bulbs
will soon spread rot to those around if not removed.
Ascertain at the same time that the material or
position is neither too wet nor sufficiently dry to
cause shrivelling among Begonias, Dahlias, Gladioli,
Salvia patens, Tigridias and Cannas.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—The beds will benefit by a light
forking o%'er during favourable weather, giving
a liberal mulching of well-rotted manure. New
beds may have the surface soil stirred, but as

the ground was well manured previous to planting,
mulching is not required. As in normal times
labour for trenching is easier to appropriate in

winter, the ground intended to be devoted to a

iiew Strawberry-bed is usually trenched about
this time, and an early crop of Potatoes or Ttu'nips
taken off the ground previous to putting in the
runners.

Pears.—In pruning the trees on the walls
and espaliers it is worth while cutting out an
old spur here arid there where crowded. Generally
speaking, there is the promise of an abundance
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favoured with the many new sorts introduced
during recent years. A propagating-frame with
a fair amount of bottom-heat is desirable. When
grown in quantity it is easier to prepare a bed
of sand or sandy soil in the frame, dibbling the
cuttings firmly into this, in preference to numbers
of small pots. Pure sand has the double advantage
of allowing the heat to rise from below readily
and water to pass through freely.

Cucumbers.—To maintain the plants in good
health at present, careful attention is necessary.
A temperature of about 65°, rising to 75° on bright
days, will suf&ce. During dull weather damping
of the walls and paths will suffice, with overhead
syringing about midday when the weather is

bright. On very cold nights, covering of the house
or pit will obviate excessive heat in the hot-water
pipes.

The Flower Garden.

Berried Shrubs.—It is interesting and useful
to take note of the shrubs upon which the berries
or fruits hang the longest in good condition.
The mild weather has enabled the birds to find
other food readily, and with us many shrubs are
still untouched. Notable examples are Berberis
vulgaris, Pyracantha coccinea Lelandii, Cotone-
aster rotundifolia and C. frigida, Pernettya
mucronata and Hippophae rhamnoides. There
are comparatively few berries on the evergreen

of blossoms, so that this can be done more easily
than in some seasons.
Kew. A. OsBORN.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—A quantity of roots should be lifted

on a fine day and stored in a shed in sand. Suffi-

cient for a week or ten days' supply may be safely
stored at a time without in any way affecting the
quality. It is much better thus than depending
on lifting a small supply daily, by no means an
easy task when the ground is frost-bound. The
same remarks apply to Leeks, but these should
be laid in the soil in the open, closely packed
together and covered with Bracken or other
protecting material.

The Seed Catalogues.—These are now coming
to hand, although of more modest dimensions
than usual. The long winter evenings may be
profitably spent in making a careful 'selection of
the varieties and quantities required, and the
order should be despatched as soon as possible,
so as to give the seedsman with his much-depleted
staff an opportunity of overtaking the work of
executing the order in good time ; instead of leaving
the order till sowing-time, when delay may lead
to disappointment and worry. A rough plan of
the proposed cropping of the kitchen garden

should be made, so that each quarter may be
dug or trenched and manured accordingly and the
ground apportioned foi each crop.

The Turf Heap.^This is indispensable in

every garden and should be attended to annually
about this time. Those who have access to an
old pasture over a good soil have everything that
is required. Sufficient should he cut and stacked
with the grass side downwards, where it should re-
main for about a year before being used for potting
purposes. If required for the formation of Vine
or other fruit borders, it may, along with other
ingredients, be used at once. Where, however,
a good rich turf cannot be obtained, the gardener
must make the best of the material available.
Turf of an inferior quality may be improved by
the addition of layers of good farmyard manure
when stacking, which, by the addition of artificial

fertilisers at potting- time, may be m.ade suitable
for all general potting purposes ; but no one
should go to the trouble of constructing a permanent
Vine border until assured of a good supply of turf
of fine quality.

The Flower Garden.

Sweet Peas.—The preparation of the ground
for planting out the early sowing of Sweet Peas
should be undertaken some time in advance of

planting, so that the ground may have time to
settle. Deep trenching and liberal manuring should
be observed and, if possible, a change of site each
year. Continuous rains lately have rendered the
ground very sodden, so that digging is better
delayed than done under unfavourable conditions.
During wet weather much may be accomplished
in the way of preparation of stakes, labels and pegs.

Plants Under Glass.

Amaryllids and Clivias.—A few of these should
now be placed in a warm house to provide early
flowers. The former may be given a top-dressing
of fresh soil, after scraping away a portion of the
exhausted surface soil. At the same time examine
the drainage to see that it is correct. Large
plants of Clivias that are well established in their

pots should receive liberal doses of liquid manure
to strengthen their flower-spikes.

Gardenias.—Plants showing flower-buds should
have some liquid fertiliser and the side buds
removed. Syringe the plants regularly with an
insecticide to keep mealy bug in check. A paraffin

emulsion is a good preventive against this pest.

Ferns.—^Water should now be partly withheld
from the Maidenhair Ferns, so that they may
have a short period of rest before being cut over
and started again. Gymnogrammas, Aspleniums,
Davallias and Nephrolepis require moist con-
ditions, but watering must be done with care.

-A.void having hot, dry corners in the house, or
thrip and spider will damage the fine fronds.

Thomas Wilson.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strathmore.)

Glamis Castle, N.B.

HONOUR FOR MR. WILLIAM
ROBINSON.

The trustees of the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society have awarded the George Robert White

Medal of Honour for the year 1916 to Mr. William

Robinson of Gravetye Manor, Sussex. We con-

gratulate the founder of The Garden on his

new honour. As all readers know, he has done

much, especially through his writings in horti-

cultural literature, as an exponent of the natural

style of flower gardening as opposed to the formal

carpet bedding and ribbon borders of former

years.

This is the eighth award of this medal made
by the society in recognition of entinent service

in the advancement of horticulture. Previous

awards have been made to Professor C. S. Sargent

of the Arnold Arboretum
;

Jackson T. Dawson ;

Victor Lemoine of Nancy, France ; Michael H.

Walsh, the «ose specialist of Woods Hole. Massa-

chusetts ; Park Commission of the City of

Rochester, New York ; Sir Harry J. Veitch,

V.M.H. ; and Dr, Ernest H. Wilson, V.M.H.
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